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Aorrs OF Pi\RLIAMENrr PASSED IN SEOOND SESSION 1920.
11 GEORGE V.

No. of Act.

i

( ANGLO-PERSIAN OIL COMPANY'S AOT: To amend the first schedule to the Anglo-Per8ian Oil
IJ
Oompany' 8 Act 1920
3097
: ApPROPRIATION ACT: To apply a sum out of the Consolidated Revenue to the service of the
year ending on the thirtieth day of June One thousand nine hundred and twenty-one and to
)
appropriate the supplies granted in this and the last preceding Session of Parliament
3117
BLACK R(9CK TO BEAUl\rARIS ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY ACT: To authorize the construction
J
by the State of an electric street railway from Black Rock to Beaumaris
3110
I
·COMMONWEALTH POWERS (AIR NAVIGATION) ACT: To refer to the Parliament of the CommonI
wealth certain matters in connexion with Air Navigation
3108
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE ACT (No. I): To apply out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of
,.'
Nine hundred and fifty-nine thousand three hundred and'forty-one pounds to the service of
the year One thousand nine hundred and twenty and One thousand nine hundred and
twenty-one
3083
" CONSOLIDATED REVENUE ACT (No.2) : To apply out of the Consolida,ted Revenue the sum of Nine
\
hundred and forty-one thousand three hundred and sixty-two pounds to the service of the
/
year One' thousand nine hundred and twenty and One thousand nine hundred and
\
twenty "one
.. 3087
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT ACT 1915 AMENDMENT BILL: To amend The Oon8titution Act
Amendn~ent Act 1915. Reserved for the signification of His Majesty's pleasure thereon,
,I
24 December.
\ CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL: Relating to the reimbursement of expenses of Members
i
of the Legislative Assembly and the salaries of responsible Ministers of the Crown. Reserved
\
for the signification of His Majesty's pleasure thereon, 24 December.
r / ELECTRICITY SUPPLY LOAN ACT: To authorize the raising of money for the purposes of works
I
and undertakings of the Electricity Commissioners and to sanction the issue and application
i
of such money for the said purposes
..
..
..
..
..
• . 310 1
J
FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT: Relating to the appointment of Wages Boards under the Factories
and Shops Acts by the Governor in Council and to the powers of the Governor in Council
with respect thereto
3093
FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT (No.2): Relating to the hours for the closing of shops within the
,..
metropolitan district for the sale of fresh uncooked meat
•.
..
..
. . 3112
GREAT OCEAN ROAD (LANDS SALE) ACT: Re1.a.ting to the sale of certain Crown lands in the
County of Polwarth for the purposes of the construction of a highway to be known as the
I
Grea t Ocean Road
3094
HOUSING AND RECLAMATION ACT: Re~ating to the providing of dwellings for perEOns of !"mall
means and for the reclamation and improvement of insanitary, low-lying, or over-crowded
areas
3088
INCOME TAX ACT: To declare the rates of income tax for the year ending on the thirtieth day
of June One thousand nine hundred and twenty-one and to amend and continue the Income

i!

)
I

1.

T~~b

JURIES ACT: To amend the law relating to juries
LAND ACT: To amend the law relating to the sale and occupation of Crown lands and for other
purposes
LAND TAX ACT: To dec4J,re the rate of land ta.x for the year ending the thirty-first day of
December One thousand nine hundred and twenty-one
..
..
..
..
METROPOLITAN GAS COMPANY'S ACT: To amend certain provisions of The Metropolitan Gas
Oompany' 8 Act 1878 with respect to the capital and "the borrowing powers of the said company
MILDURA IRRIGATION TRUSTS ACT: To amend the Mildura Irrigation Trusts Acts ..
MORWELL BROWN COAL RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION ACT: To authorize the construction by the State
of So connecting line of railway to the Morwell brown coal workings ..
..
•.
MUNICIPALITIES CELEBRATIONS AND WAR MEMORIALS ACT: To authorize and validate certain
expenditure by councils of municipalities in connexion with the visit of His Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales and memorials in connexion with the recent war • .
•.
•.

0000
3095
3105
3091
3102
3107
3084
3086

'iv

ACTS OF PARLIAMENT PASSED IN SECOND SESSION

1920-c0ntinued.
No. of Act.

•

NORTH CARLTON LANDS ACT: To revo~e the permanent reservation and Crown grant' of certain
lands situate at North Carlton in the City of Melbourne as a site for market and other
municipal purposes and to provide for the closing of a certain right-of-way and of portions
of certain streets a.nd certain other rights-of-way at North Carlton aforesaid and to l'e-vest
certain lands in the Crown and for other purposes
PlIARl\IACEUTICAL CHEMISTS ACT: To amend the law relating to pharmaceutical chemists and
for other purposes
POISONS ACT: To amend the Poi8on8 Act 1915 and for other purposes
PUBLIC SERVICE ACT: To repeal Section thirteen of the Public Service Act 1920
RAILWAYS ACT: To make provision for the appointment of certain persons temporarily employed
in the railway service to permanent offices therein
RAILWAYS (PAYMENTS) ACT: Relating to the payment of certain moneys during the current
financial year for the purposes of the RailwaY8 Clas8ification Board Act 1919 and by reason
of the increased cost of coal for the railways
RAILWAYS STANDING COMMITTEE ACT: Bill to amend Sections seven and eight of the Railw(JY8
Standing Committee Act 1915
RIVER MURRAY W A1.'ERS ACT: To ratify an agreement for the variation of the agreement
entered into between the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth and the Premiers of the
States of New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia respecting the River Murray
and Lake Victoria and other waters and to amend the River Murray Waters Acts
SPOTSWOOD LAND ACT: Relating to the sale of certain Crown land near Spotswood railway
station ..
STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION ACT: To amend the law relating to the Electricity Commissioners and to electric light and power and for other purposes
. STATE SAVINGS BANK Ac1.': To provide for advances by the Commissioners of the State Savings
Bank of Victoria to companies for the purposes of certain undertakings in connexion with
industries in country districts and to amend the State Savings Bank Acts
SURPLUS REVENUE ACT: Relating to the surplus revenue of the financial year ended on the
thirtieth day of June, One thousand nine hundred and twenty ..
~rRAGOWEL LAND ACT: To provide for the sale of certain 'land in the Parish of Tragowel
temporarily reserved from sale as a site for public recreation and for the application of part
of the proceeds of the sale thereof to the acquisition of certain land in the Parish of Macorna
for the purposes of a site for p~lic recreation and a public park
..
TRUSTS AOT: To amend the law r~ating to Banking Accounts of Trustees ..
UNAUTHORIZED DOCUMENTS ACT: To amend the Unauthorized Documents Acts
VICTORIAN LOAN ACT: To authorize the raising of money for public works and other purposes
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Adl\IIIROn, W. A.
Aikman, J. G.
Angliss, W. C.
Austin, A. A.
Baillieu, W. L.
Beckett, W. J.
Beggs, Theodore
Bell, Alexander
Brawn, ]'. W.
Brown, J. D.
Chandler, A. E.
Clarke, F. G.
Clarke, W. L. R.
Orockett, W. P.
Crooke, E. J.
Davis, G. M.
Dilmey, J. R.

PROVINCE.

NAMI!.

PRO\'INCE.

South-Eastern.
... Melbourne 'Vest.
.. , Southern.
... South-'Vestern.
.. , Northern.
... Melbourne North.
... Nelson.
. :. Wellington.
Wellington.
.., Nelson.
... South-Eastern.
. .. Northern.
Southern ..
... North-Western.
... Gippgland.
... Gippsland.

.. Melbourne West .
PRESIDES'l': THE HON.

COUNCIL.

SIR

}~a"t

Edgar. W. H .
Goudie, G. L.
Harris, Dr. J. R .
Hicks, Alfred
Jones, J. P . .. ,
Kendell, 'William
Kiernan, E L .
Manifold, Sir W. S.
MeN amara, D. L.
McWhae, John
Merritt, J. K.
Payne, T.H.
Richardson, R. F ....
Robinson, Arthur ..,

Yarra.
. .. North-West~rn.
. .. North-Eastern.
Belldigo.
Melbourne East.
N orth-Ettstern.
... Melbourne North •
. .. 'Vestern.
... Melbourne East.
'" Melbourne.
'" East Yarra.
. .. Melbourne South.
. . Routh-Western.
. .. Melbuurne South.

Stern berg, Joseph .. ,
'Yeadon, Sir Henry
White, E. J.

'" Bendigo.
.., Melbourne.
... 'Vest-ern.

'VALTER ~IANU'OLf),

CHAIHlIfAN 01<' COMMITTEES: THE HON.

J. D.

K.B.

BROWN.

LEGISLATIVE
NAME.

ASSEMBLY.
NAME.

DISTRICT.

Lawson, H. S. W. '" Castlemaine and Maldon.
Lemmon, John
'" Williamstown .
Lind, A. E.
'" Gippsland East.
Livingston, Thomas ... Gippsland South.
Mackey, J. E .
... Gippsland West.
Mackrell, E. J.
. .. Upper Goulburn.
McDonald, James ... Polwarth.
McGregor, Robert ... Ballarat East .
McLachlan, J. W. ... Gippslanq North.
McLeod, Donald
... Daylesford.
McPherson, W. M. '" Hawthorn.
Morley, Edward
... Barwon.
Murphy, J. L.
... Port Melbourne .
Old, F.E.
:.. Swan Hill.
Oman, D. S.
... Hampden .
Parker, A. F.
'" Prahran.
Peacock, Sir A. J. ... Allandale.
Pennington, J. W. '" Kara Kara.
Prendergast, G. M . ... North Melbourne.
Robertson, A. R.
... Bulla.
Rogers, Alexander ... Melbourne .
Ryan, Thomas
'" Essendon.
Slater, William
'" Dundas.
Smi.th, David
... Bendigo West.
... Brighton.
Snowball, O. R.
. .. Carlton.
Solly, R. H.
. .. Glenelg.
'fhomas, W. E.
... Stawell and Ararat.
Toatcher, R. F.
Wallace, A. K.
... Albert Pa.rk.
... Flemington.
Warde, E. C.
. .. Korong.
Weaver, I. J.
Webber, G. C.
... Abbotsford.
Wettenhall, M. E. . .. Lowan.

Allan, John
'" Rodney.
... Borung.
Allison, David
... Gunhower.
Angus, Henry
Argyle, Dr. S. S. . .. Toora.k.
... Port Fairy.
Bailey, H. S.
Baird, Major Matthew Ballarat West.
Barnes, Samuel
'" Walhalla.
Beardmore, Henry ... Benambra.
Billson, A. A.
. .. Ovens.
. .. Fitzroy.
Billson, J. W.
Bourchier, Li.eut - ... Goulburn Valley.
Colonel M. W. J.
C.M. G., D.S.O.
... Wangaratta.
Bowser, John
Brownbill, William ... Geelong.
Cain, John ...
... Jika Jika..
... Dalhousie.
Cameron, A. F.
Carlisle, J. J ....
. .. Ben alIa.
Clough, L. J.
... Bendigo East.
Cotter, E. J.
... Richmond.
Deany, J. D.
... 'Varrnambool.
Downward, Alfred ... Mornin£!'ton.
Dunstan, A. A.
... l~aglehawk.
Eggleston, F. W.
... St. Kilda.
Everard, W. H.
. .. Evelyn.
Farthing, A. A.
... East Melbourne.
Frost, George
... Mary Lorough.
. .. Gren ville.
Gibs,on D. H.
Gordon, John
'" W aranga.
Greenwood, E. W. ... Boroonda.ra.
Groves, Frank
... Dandenong.
Hannah, Martin
... Colliugwood.
Hogan, E. J.
... 'Varrenheip.
... Brunswick.
Jewell,J.R.
SPEAKER:

THE HON.

J. E.

MACKEY.

CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES: THE HON. ROBERT MCGREGOR.
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Premier and Minister of Agriculture
Treasurer
Attorney-General and Solicitor-General
Minister o.f ,Public Instruction, Minister of Labour, }
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Commissioner of Public Works and Minister of ·Water \
Supply...
. .•.
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W. M. MCPHERSON, M.L.A.
ARTHUR ROBINSON, M.L.q.
SIR

ALEXANDER
PEACOCK,
K.C.M.G., M.L. A.

. G. CLARKE, M.L.C.
RARNJo~S,

Minister of Ra.ilways and Minister of Mines .. .

SAL\1UEL

Commissioner of Crown Lands and Survey .••

D. S. OMAN, M.L.A.

Chief Secretary a.nd Minister of Public Health

MATTHEW BAIRD, M.L.A.

Ministers without Office
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:M. L.A.

JOHN MCWHAE, M L.C .
HENRY ANGUS, M.L.A.
AU'RED HICKS, M. L. ( :.
J. W. PENNINGTON. M.L.A.
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VICTORIA.

PAl{LIAMEN1'Al{ Y

LEGISLATIVE

COUNCIL.

lVednesday, November 10, 1920.
I

I

OPENING OF PARLIAMENT BY

(

CO~1MISSION..

His Excellency the I. . ieutenant-Governor
for the purpose was His Honour Mr.
Justice Cussen.
The PRESIDENT took the chair
eleven o'clock a..m.
~he CLERK read the foHowing : -

thousand nine hundred and twenty, and
in the eleventh year of the reign of Hi.:;
Majesty King George V.
W. H. IRVINE.
By His Excellency's CO'1llmand
·H. S. W. LAWSON_
y

The Twenty-sixth Victorian Parlia··
I mellt was opened this day by Commis.I sion. The Commissioner jappointed by
I

I

Melbourne, this twenty-ninth day of Oetober, in the year of our Lord One

at

GOD SAVE THE KING!

The Commissioner immediately afterwards entered j he chamber, and directed
that the attendance of the members of the
Legislative A~sembly should be requested.
The members of the Assembly having
a.ppeared at the bar,

PROCLAMATION
Mr. JUSTICE CUSSEN said-HonBy Hi~ Excellency the Honorable Sir
William Hill Irvine, Knight Com- . orable gentlemen of the Legislative
mander of the Most Dis:tinguished Council and gentlemen of the Legisla,.tive
Order of St. Michael and Saint Assembly, His Excellency the LieuGeolI'ge, Lieutenant-Governor of the tenant-Govemoif', not thinking fit to be
State of Victm. ia .and its Dependen- present in person, has been pleased to
cies in the Commonwealth of Aus- cause Letters Pat-ent to issue under the
seal ·of the State, constituting me' Hi~
tralia, &c., &c.
I, the :(....ieutellant-Gorvernor of the Commissioner to do in his name all that
State of Victoria in the Commonwealth is neoessary to be performed in this Parof Aus,tralia, do by this my Proclama- lirumen1t. This will \more fully appear
tion, fix Wednesday, the Tenth day of from the Letters Pateht which will now
N'OIVember, 1920, ,as the time for the be read by the Clerk.
commencement and holding of the next
The Le'ters Patent authorizing the
Session of the Parliament of Victoria, Commissioner Ito open Parliament having
for the despatch of business.,at the hour been read by the Clerk,
of Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, in the
Mr. JUSTICE CUSSEN said-HonorState Parliament Houses, situate in the
Carlton Gardens, in the City of Mel- able gentlemen of the Legislative Counbourne: And the Honorable ·the Mem- cil and gentlemen of the Legislative Asbe,rs of the Legislative Council and the sembly, I have it in command from His
Members .of the Le:gislative Assembly Excellency the Lieutenan" -GovernOlr to
are hereby required to give their atten- let you know that lat·er this day H"i<J
dance a.t the said time and place accord- Exceeency will declare to you in pe.t"SOn
in this place the causes of his
ingly.
Given under my hand and the Seal calling this Parliament t,ogether. Genof the State of 'Victoria aforesaid, at tlemen of the Legislative Assembly 7 as it
Second Session 1920.-[1]

2

Lieutenant.;. Governor' 8

[COUNCIL.]

is necessary before yQtu proceed to ·th~
'despatch of business that a Speaker ,?f
the Legislative Assembly be cho~en, HIS
Excellency requests that you, ~n your
chamber, will proceed to the chmce of a.
proper person to be Speaker.
The members of the Legisla·tive Assemblv retired from the chamber, and the
Commissioner then withdrew.
The PRESIDENT, after having read j he
prayer, left the chair, whi?h he resumed
at five minutes past two 01 clock ,P.~~~

Speech.

Constitution Act Amendment Bill.
Univ&sity Bill.
Necessary C'ommodities Contrail Bill.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill.
Railways Act Amendment Bill.
MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF TIlE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
The Estimates of Expenditure for the
year will be laid before you for your im\
media.te consideration.
MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:
\,
\
MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
!
'LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
I beg to express the earnest hope that i,
under the blessing of Divine Providence t
your labours will promote .the welfare of 1
the Sta.te.
\
{

LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOR'S
SPEECH.
The Usher announced the approach of
His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governo-r,
and immediately afterwards His Excellency entered the chamber, a.ttended by
his suite.
The mem'b€rs of the Legislative Assembly having been summoned,
His EXCELLENCY addressed the f01speech to both Houses of Parliqment:lowin~.

MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISI.ATIVE COUNCIL:
MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEM.EN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
I avail myself of the earliest opportunity, after the return of the writs for
t.he general ellections, of seeking your
assistance in certain matters requiring
immediate attention.
The necessary annual provision for the
Public Servioe must be made.
While this session will be principally
occupjed in making provision for the
services of the year and with financial
measures, there are seve·ral urgent legislative proposals which must be de.alt with.
My Advise·rs wBI accordingly submit,
inter alia, the following measures:.
.Murray Rivers Agreement Amendment Bill.
Country Industries Advances Bill.
Factorjes and Shops Act Amendment
Bill.
Housing Bill.
Electricity Commissioners Bill.

Copies of the speech were handed to
the President and the Speaker by the

Lieutenant-Governor's private secretary.
His Excellency and suite then withdrew, and the ~embers .of the Assembly
also left the chamber.
The PRESIDENT again took the chair at
fourteen minutes to five o'clock.
.
UNAUTHORIZED DOCUMENTS
BILL.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-In order to protect the undoubted privileges of this House, I move
for leave to introduce a, Bill to amend
the Unauthorized Documents Acts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brQtught in, and read
a first time.
ELECTIONS AND
QUALIFICATIONS
COMMITTEE.
The PRESIDENT laid on the ~ble his
warrant appointing the Honorables W. L.
Baillieu, J. D. Brown, A. E. Chandler,
E. J. Crooke, J. H. Disney, T. R.
Payne, and E. J. White as the Committee
o·f Elections and Qualifications.
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (A·ttorneyGeneral).-By leave, I move-That the Honorable James Drysdale Brown
be Chairman of Committees of the Council.

\

Railways Standing

pO

NOVEMBER, 1920.j

HonoTable . members are atS well air.are
as I am of the fact that during the SIckness ·of the late Mr. Sachse, Mr. Brown
acted as Chairman of Committees for a
considerable time, and carried out his
duties satisfactorily. After the lamented
death of Mr. Sachse, Mr. Brown was
eJected Chairman of Committees, and fulfilled the du ies of the office with satisfaction to all. I am sure the motion will
commend itself to every honorable member.
The motion was a.greed to.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.-I appreciate very much the compliment that has
been paid to me by my unanimom; election as Chairman Q1f Committees, and I
am very much gratified by the kind words

!~ ~~te:~d Ib~a~et:~~~~~e;~G~~:r~~nd~;:~i
·
I

(

/

business to the .satisfaction of honorable
members when the 'House is III Com-

mittee.
RAILWAYS
STANDING
COMMITTEE.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-By le,ave, I move-That the following members of this House
be appointed to the Parliamentary Standing
Committee· on Railways, namely, the Honorables William Kendell and Horace Francis
Richardson.

Mr. Kendell and Mr. Richardson have
been our representa1tives Q1n the Railways
Standing Committee for some time past,
and it is the prevailing opiniona.mongst
honorable members that they should be
re-appo:nted to the Committee tOi represent the views 0.£ this HQluse, and to see
'that proper consideration is given to all
railway propcsals. I do not think any
words of mine are necessary to commend
the claims of these honorable membe'rs, as
their experience and a,bility are known
to us all.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
have to thank honorable members for the
honour they have conferred on me by
re-electing me to this important Commit.tee. I shall endeavour, as I did in
my past term, to represent the House and
to do my duty on the Committee.
It
may be interesting to honorable members
if I give a few particulars with reference
to the work of the Comm~ttee. During

Committee.

3

its past term the Committee recommended
the construction of 76i miles of railway
at an estimated cost of £412,249. It also
recommended the following works:Tottenham Marshalling and Gravitation Yard ...
AdditlOns Geelong~ North Gee'long and Bendigo stations
New foundry and electric furnace,
Newport workshops
100 new sheep trucks

£75,000
137,000
44,000
35,000

The total estimated cost of the works
recommended was £703,249. A number
of other pr-oposals were inquired into
that were not recommended, ,and they
were estimated to cost £1,310,172. Th~
grand total of works recommended and
works not recommended was £2,013,421.
The principal reason why the Railways
Standing Committee was unable to recommend the constructioo of some of tha
lines referred to was the excessive
Wle quite realizel that railcost.
ways are necessary, and, personally,
I fully realize that in order to make our
State prosperous we must ex·tend our
railways system, especially in connexion
with onr own Crown lands in the Mallee.
We have a vast area Q1f unoccupied Crown
lcmds in the Mal1ee that could be
utilized fOol' wheat-growing if railways
were construoted i here. The cost of the
Committee fOir the three years 1917-18,
1918-19 and 1919-20 was: Attendance
fees, £3,333; travelling expenses (hire of
couveyanees), £1,056; proportion of secretary's palary, £1,400; incidental exnenses, £700; total, £6,489. The secretary also acts as secretary of the Pu blie
Accounts Committee. The cost of the
Committee to the State during the past
three years was less than 1 per cent. of
the total cost of the works recommended,
and less than one-third of 1 per cent.or, say, 6s. per cent.-of the total estimated cost of the works recommended
and proposals not recommended. This
does not take into account the following
additional questions inquired into by the
Committee: -Re-opening of the Coburg
and Somerton Railway; the dismantling
ot the Outor C;rcle Railway, and the
future of the Moriac to Wensleydale
Railway. During the past three years
the Committee, in making its inquiries,
inclusive of the question of the 8hortage
and use of railway b·ucks, examined 449
witnesses, and travel1ed 8.029 miles by
rail, and 1,778 miles by road. During
the coming year' the Railways Standing

Lieutenant-GO'Dernor's Speech:

Committele will, I belli eve , have to inquire in to the question of the extension
of the tra.mway system in the metropolitan area. That matter has been referred
to the Committee, and will give the
members much extra work without extra
pay. Anyway, as far as I am cOoncerned,
1 am prepared tOo do my duty as a member of the Railways Standing Committee
iIo the best of my ability.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-I also desire to thank the Attorney-General and
honorable members for the confidence
~bey have reposed in me in again elect!ng me a m,ember of the Railways Standmg CommIttee.
I have enjoyed my
work on that Gommittee, because I have
felt that I have been able to be of some
assistance to my feI.1ow-members through
having a good knowledge of the country.
I am prepared to do the best I can.
My colleague, Mr. Richardson, has referred to the work that lies ahead of us.
He referred also to the fact that the cost
of the Committee tOo the State is less than
1. per cent. of the total cost of the
works reeommended.
He has rather
.nderstated the position.
The amount
available, when divided among· the six
Ir'.embers of the Committee, is very small ..
However, I do not complain; I am prepared to do the work at the prioe.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKET'l'.-And to
~ive sufficient value for the money.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-I am prep~red. to give value for the money.
I
\nll do my best to merit the confidence
the House has reposed in me.
J~IEUTEN ANT-GOVERNOR'S

SIPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
The PRESIDENT.-I have to inform
honorable members that His Excellency
the Lie·utenant.-Governor attended the
House this day, and made a speech of
w~ch, for greate·r accuracy, I have' obtamed a copy. I do not think it will be
necessary to read the speech, as honorable members have been furnished with
copies of it.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN mOovedThat a Committee be appointed to prepare
:nn Address to His Excellency the Lieutenant~overnor, in reply to ~is Excellency'S openI.ng Speech, such Commlttee to consist of the
Honorables A. A. Austin, W. Kendell, T.
Beg~s, E .. J. Crooke. Dr. J. R. Harris, D. L.
McN amara, and E. J. White.

The motion was agreed to.

Address-in-Reply.

(COUNCIL.)

The Committee retired, and on their
return they brought up the following
Address-in-Reply : MAY

IT

PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY-

We, the Legislative Council of Victoria in
Parliament assembled, beg to express' OUI
loyalty to our most Gracio!ls Sovereign, a.nd
to thank .Your Excellency for the gracious

speech whICh you have been pleased to address
to Parliamep.t.
T~~e Hon. A. A. AUSTIN moved the
ad.option of th~ Address-in-Reply. He
saId-In the first place I should like to
congratulate the Government as well as
the country upon their success at the
rec·ent elections.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-YOU
should not be sarcast.IC.
Thel Hon. A. A. AU.sTIN.-For a
time, at all evelnt.s, the State of Victoria
has been saved from the danger of the
extre.~e party getting into power and
runnmg amuck throughout the country.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Do you
refer to the Farmers Union 1
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-I spoke of
the extreme party. The Farmers Union
is not the extreme party. In certain districts the ele·ctions resulted in losses which
we all deplore. Those losses have hit the
Ministry and brought abOout the reconstru·etion of the Government.. I will withhold my opiniOon of tb.e reconstructiOon
until I see how the new Ministers act.
Amongst the members de.feated at the
elections were, some really good men. FOor
the loss of those men I think we have to
thank the ill-advis·ed arra.ngement by
which an important referendum was held
at the same time as the elections. The
referendum caused losses among members
and supporte1rs of the Go,vernment.
I
am not objecting to that referendum me1re1ly because it resulted in
lOosses to the Ministerial party. On another oecasion a referendum on such a·
vital question might bring about. losse~
on the other side. I feel sure that large
numbers of electOors are nOot in a
proper position for casting thelir votes,
as far as tlJe Assembly is concerned,
when they are also called upon to
decide a big questiOon such as was placed
before them on tl1is occasion. I think it
is a ~reat pity that we ever had such a
referendum on the same day as a ~Emeral
elediOon. Personally I am opposed to the
holding of a referendum on any oceasion.
It would be far bette[" for members, who
have been returned by the e,lectors after
expressing their views, to delibera.te and

{
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decide on the various questions placed
be,fore them. We know that the electors
are led to excitement by certain candidates on both sides, and are Ooften nOot in
.a fit state to exercise their judgment.
The, Han. E. L. KIERNAN.-We think
that they gave a very cOool and intelligent
vote this time.
'1'he Han. A. A. AUSTIN .-From my
point of view I think they did, because
they rejected a big number of Labour
candidates. They showed their sense when
they did that.
The Han. W. J. BECKETT.--Are you
thinking of the election at Geelong ~
The Han. A. A. AUSTIN .-There is
Dot the slightest dou bt that, if the
referend urn had not boon held on the
same day as the e,lection, the Liberal candidate, even if he had not been returned,
would not have been be~ten by anything
approaching such a majority. The publicans and their friends voted solidly on
the question which was submitted to the
people. That wa,s only to be expected,
because the publicans were affeded as far
as their living was concerned. Because
they agreed with a candidate on that one
question they voted for him, even if they
disagreed with his views on ninety-nineother points. Their minds were inflamed
against men who had genuinely expressed
their views Oon the subject. At Ge,elona
the Labour candidate, who I believe i~
a teetotaller, hinted that ];e was not' in
favour of prohibition. Of coursel we all
kno~v well enough that he felt the opportumty was there and he took advantage
of it.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT .-Do you
not think it was a rational view fOor him
to express 1
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-I do not
know whether it was rational from the
point of vie,w of the geneTal prosperity of
the country, hut it was a rational 'view
for him to take in his own interests.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - ' For vote
catching 1
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-It seemed
to me ve·ry close to that.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-The "wowser " vote was not as stron~ as the Government thought.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-Some of
the wowsers got a bia knock-out on this
occasion-I am referring not to the can·
didates, but to the- advocates of wowse'rism. "Vhile the Ministry suffered losses
and had to' go in for reconstruction, the
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Farmers Union have been the great
gainers. They are growing stronger e,very
day. I congratulate them on their success. All the same, I havel grave doubts
as to whether they may not use their
power injudiciously.
At present they
have in their hands almost, if not quite,
the balance of power in another place,
and e,xperience has shown us that bodies
in that position usuaUy abuse thejr
l

power.

So I am afraid, as a result

of what has been said by the leaders of
that association, that they may be induced to press the Ministry for concessions time afteT time', and eventually go
too far.
The Han. W. J. BECKE'l'T.-Do they
allow sheep-breeders to join the union ~
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN .-Most of
the farmers are sheep-breeders.
The Hon. W. J. BECKE'l'T.~What
about yourself as a member ~
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-I am not
a membe'r of the Farmers Union. I agree
with. most of their platfoTm, but I dOl not
agree with the whole of it. But even if
I agreed with 99-hundredths of it I
would not consent to bind myself down
as its representatives have done'. I have
always said that, if elected to Parliament,
I must be free as far as my votes are
concerned, and that I would stick to the
views which I expressed to' the electorl:!
unless I were convinced by argument that
I was wrong. I would not change my
views unless I really felt I was wrong, but
I would not co.nsent to be bound down by
signing papers. I am not sony to see
the success of the Farm e,rs , party, but I
wish to warn them that they should be
ve·ry careful as to how they exercise their
power, and that they should not press the
Ministry too far. This session is certain
to be a short one, because we are appreaching Christmas.
Therefo.re I am
glad to' SOOI tha,t the Ministry have not
promised too much in thel LieutenantGovenlOr's opening Speedl. Certain matters have bee,n omitted which I should
like to have seen mentioned, although I
do not think wei should have had time to
deal with them all this session. Most of
the melsures mentioned in the LieutenantGovernor's Speech are amending Bills.
Those we shall have to considecr.- on their
merits, and we shaH have to see how far
they go. It is safe to say that one of
the first measures tQl be brought forward
will be that providing for increased pay
for mem oorSI of anotl1er place.
The
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Ministry placed befo~e: the country the'ir
views on that matter. In contrast to
what was done in connexio'll with anothe'r
"Par.iament, the Government O'penly declared tal the electors that they favoured
a certain increase in members' ·salaries.
Therefore I ferel that we should consider
on its merrits whateverI' proposal is put
before us, and, if it does not go too far, I
shall be prepared to accept it. Perrso'llally I have always been opposed to the
system of payment of membelrs. I know
it is too la.te to proceed with tha·t oppositio'll now. I feel that members elected
since this system was introduced have not
heen anything like equal to those
r2turned before· payment of member"
was provided for. However, I am not
going into the merits or demerits of the
~ystem, because I know it is useless to
hope for any change. It has been hinted
that when the Bill is introduced an
amendment will be proposed in another place
to
prO'vide
for
thp.
payment of members of this Heuse.
I hope that amendment will not be made.
If it is made, I shaH do my utm'iost to
have it knocked out in this House.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-YOU do
not want the pOOir man in this House.
l

The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-The poor
man can easily get a seat in this House
without that paYment. Let the electors
pay such members privately. The money
really come3 out of the electors' pockets.
I alIr.. considering the, good of the' country, .and the ill-·effeds that would follow
if we ha.d payme'llt of members in this
House. There is no question about it
th!:tt candidates are induced to stand for
anothe,r place' ma.inly by the salary. If
such candidates did not come forward I
wou,ld not object so much to payment of
membe·rs; but I fe1erJ that candidates do
come forwardrr..e,rely for the sake of the
salary, and I object to that. Most of
those' who stand as c'andidates for this
House ~ave ~ .stake in tIie country, and
are QUlte wIllIng t.o give. their serviceB
for the benefit of the country as a whole.
Thev wish too te in this Housel to see
that ,proper lei2'islation is placed on the
statute-bo,ok. They have an interest in
the country, and; therefotr€t, they fee,l
tha.t the bette'r the legislation ia, the
more secu:"e their int-erests will be.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Then they
are in this House to look after the,ir own
lnterestd 1
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The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN .-To a certain extent. As I said, they have a
stake in the country, and they feel tha.t
the be,tter the legislation is, the greater
se1curity will their interests haver ..
Ther Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-YOru think
that the rich man can oest look after
the interests of the electors ~
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-If the
legislation is for the benefit of the country asa whole, then the working men
will receive just as much benefit as the
capitalists receive. Certain agitators say
liN 0" to. that, and that the more they can
grind down the capitalists the better it
will be for the employees. I do not think
there can be any doubt that the more
prosperous the capitalists are', the bette·r
off are, the' employees.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Capital is
only surplus lab9ur.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-I do not
agree with that. My own belief is that
most of the capital of to-day is the surplus o.faccumulations of past ~eneratjQollC:;.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-That cannot apply to shoop.
The Hon. A. A. A USTIN.-The
capit,alists had to buy the sheep with
past accumulations.
The people as a
whole own the capital accumulated by
past genelrationar. I own a certain share
of it. M.ast of my capital was left to me
by my parents. They accumulated it,
and left it to me and others. I should
like to enter a very big protest against
the action of the Ministry in bringing
forward the proposal to continue the Fair
Prices Commission.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-It has
done no good.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-The ho'll:'
orable menr..ber is right there. I do not
think it has beren of the slie-htest use to
anyone but the members of the Commission. I hope, if the extension Bill comes
before this House, honorable membe["s will
be almost unanimous in treating it as it
deserves to be· treatetd. I believe th'at the
Ministry were hardlv genuine when they
introduced the nroposal to erstablish that
COlnimission. They knew that there was
a cry against profiteering, and, no doubt,
there were some profiteers, but not
ne'arly as many as some people made out.
The Ministry felt that they must do
something to aptuease that cry, a.nd, having created the Commission, they feel
now that they must keep these men in
billets. They would not know wha t to dO'
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with th€trr~ if they let the Act expire, as
it will at the end of thia. year.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-It is hard
to' part with old polit.jcal pals.
The HOll. A. A. AUSTIN.-That is
about it. ·The honO'rable member and I
will have to· form a Ministry yet. I feel
that. the Commission have dO'ne nothing
but hal'm. They have inteiffered with
business. Men are, disincline<;l to' gD into
business when they feel that their affairs
will be interfered with by this bO'dy. If
the recomme'lldations ,of this Commission
were! carried out ·on every occasion, I
think there would be a lot of trouble.
The Minist.ry have reseTved tD thelIL.selves
the right to accept or reject thei
reccmmendations of the Commission.
Capitalists will not invest their money
in business concerns wlien .they kno,w
that the Commission will fix prices
just a shade over the ordinary rate
of inte[rest.
Most O'f the businesses
in the wO'rld have been created because the investO'rs felt that they would
reap a large benefit froIIL. them. If there;
was nO' possible' chance of getting such a
benefit, there· would be' no inducement
for capitalists to invest their money. If
you take away thel possihility that a man
may make a big thing on occasions, you
take away the inducement to that man
to, gO' intO' business. We know how it is
wtith people whol invest i~n Tattersall's
sw'€€'ps. They are, induced to goo into
them by thel hope that they may make a
gO'od thing. I have, gone into these
swee'p~ occasionally fffiyseU, but I have
not invest.ed thousands Df pounds in them.
The prO'posal to' e,xhmd the life O'f the
CQIlIlmission is a. mistake, and I ho,!?€! that
if the Bill oome's befor~ members they
will give it thel consideration it deserves.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Do you
<3uggest "the order of the boot" 1
The HO'n. A. A. AUSTIN.-That is
what it amounts to. There is a measure that I am altrr~ost surprised that the
Ministry has not brDught forward. It
is a measure tha.t the country is in favour
of, and that, I feel, would dOl good. I
mean a measure for the legalization of the
totalizator. It puzzles me how anyone
can op,posel the introduction of such a
measure. It is said that it would be introducing gambling into legislation, but
I feel that in all the business of this world
the idea of a big gamble is in the minds
of men all the timp.. No mntter what:
certain people may think, we cannot pos-
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sihly ],PlIlOVP the> hope thHt exists in tllP
minds of most people of bringing off a
big thing in a gam!ble. Look at the advantage which the totalizator would brinp;
about. In the first place, it '"ould legi timjze racing.
There ar'e a number of
people who feel that the bookmakers
exercise an undue influence in the rC'sults
of races, and that they arc able to sccurc
the support of jockeys on account of the
big interests they have at stake. The 1'('suIt is that "we do not see legitimate
racing.
The bellefits which will result
from the introduction of the totaliz'atol'
nre self-evident. Look at what the charities would -receive. iI have not the :figl1l'r~
with me to support my statemellt, but. r
am ,certain that the charities would rcceive something like £100,000 n year.
Nobody ,,,ould fepl subscribing allY portion of this sum. Racing clubs would \)('
able to offer bigger prizes, and thcl'efol'f'
there would be more inducement to brc('d
even :better horses than is the ease at tllC
present time. There is another mattel'
to which I have referred on many OCC:1sions, and which has also the support of
the Attorney-General.
The speeches
which I have made on previous occasions
have not so far had much effect, but I intend to keep on mentioning this matter
until something is done. I refer to the
necessity for introducing leg'islation to
deal with strikes and lockouts. I do lIot
think there ever was a time when such a
measure was more wauted than it is now .
\Ve see strike after strike taking place,
with workers losing their wages, and eapitalists losing their money, and yet no
effort is made to hring about a satisfactory state of affairs in the indl1~trin 1
world.
The lIon. ·W. J. BEcKETT.-Would thl'
Bill you sug-gest compel the State Government to honour an arbitration award 1
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.---.We must
wait until we see what such a Bin contains. Under present circumstances, ,both
parties in industrial matters are not
equally bound.
One side is bound to
carry out the terms of an award, but thp
other side is not. I should like to i'l'0
both parties bound, 01' both free.
The HOll. E. L. KIEI~NAN.- Would yon
compel boot manufacturers to provide
wDrk all the week instead of on only two
or three days 1

,
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The ROll. A; A. AUSTIN.-That is work if the wages do not suit them.
not a matter for legislation. Before I go When any section of the community puts
any further, I should like to congratulate their heads together for the purpose of
the Government upon the action they have forcing other people to do certain things,
taken in connexion with Morwell and the then I object to that.
W onthaggi mine.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.--=Do vou deThe TIon. W. J. BECKETT.-YOU are in fend the action of the Governm"ent in
favour of direct action when it suits you.
threatenIng to close the mine?
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-I object to
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-I do not
"trikes, and I MIl equally opposed to lock- know sufficient to be able to answer that
outs.
question; but I do object to the men sayThe lIon. W. J. BEcKETT.-The Go- ing that they will do certain things before
vernment are striking against an Arbi- the award has proved to be legally bindtration Court award.
ing. I have on more than oneoccasioll
The 1I'on. A. A. AUSTIN.-That js a said that the workers are not the men who
party way of putting it, and the honor- are, continually making demands .for inahle member is no doubt quite right from creased wagm:. That is done by agitators
his point of view. 'It lEI stated in to- who live by quarrels.
If there were no
day's Argus that Mr. Baddeley, President disputes, the agitators' living wOI1Id be
of the Australian Ooal and Shale Em- gone, so that it does mIt matter if the men
ployees Fede~atioll1, said that-are satisfied, it is the business of the
He had indicated to Mr. Hughes the p()ssi- agitators to make them dissatisfied.
bility of a strike, and he felt sure the ComThe Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Giye us a
monwealtJ~ Ministry could not stand idly by
and permIt the State Ministry to brino- about few examples of that.
a condition of chaos.
".,
'The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-I do not
1\1:r. Baddeley wants the Federal Ministry think there iEl any question about it.
If
to bring pressure to bear on the State every demand made by workers were
Ministry. The report goes 011- granted the agitators would~ within two
I-Ie submitted that the only logical position or three months, insist on their making
the Ministrv could take up was that the whole further demands.
matter should be reviewed before the Tribunal
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Who are
to see whether, in the light of fresh informathe
agi ta tors?
tion. the decision could be reconsidered. If
that had been done, he believed the men would
The Hon. ~I\... A. AuS,]~IN.-Officials
have concurred, but the attitude the Ministry
had adopted would be a challenge to the of the uuions, in most instances. In conFederation. He did not want trouble, but as 'nexion with the Arbitration Court, I am
soon as the position was made known the men going to say something with which memat Wonthaggi would cease work; all the miners bers generally will perhaps not agree. It
in Victoria would cease work before the week
was out, and the New South Wales miners has been stated in the Arbitration Court,
would not cut coal for Victoria.
and bY' certain politicians, that a~ the cost
There we have a man who is threatening of living increases so wages must advance.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-That is
that if the Government will not take certain action a strike will occur. I do not what we believe in.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-That IS
blame men for making any demand they
think fit; but when they say, "We will what the honorable member professes to
do this," or "We will do that," they are believe in, but I do not think that arguacting just in the same way a~ would ment can possibly hold good. If there is
business people if they put their heads a shortage of labour in any industry, the
together and said they would not sell their workers "demand increased wa~es; and I
goods under a .certain price. This threat believe- that, if there happened to be a big
of strike in the coal industry has been ~upply of labour and a smnll demand for
made before it is known if the it, it woruld be better fo[" thel workers to
award is legal.
If the award is proved take smaller pay. In the end, that would
to be legal the Ministry will have to lea.d to a bigger dE"mand for labour.
:The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-You are
accept it. There is no doubt we cannot
force a man to work if the wages offered gettl ng too deep for me.
do not f:uit him. At the same time, it is - The Hon. J:l. A. AUSTIN.-I am
At the
not right to compel employers to find afraid that I am very often.
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present time agitators are continually ted. They remind me of the sOlng which
saying that wages must be increased. I says something about the minute gun at
shou ld like just here to utter a word of . sea beci.ng heard no mOire by those Qon shQore.
prophecy. I think I can safely say that Sometimes items appear in a Governor's
when the 'cost of living comes down, and Speech, and then we see no more 0'£
wages should be reduced, these agitators them. In many Governor's Spee1ches there
,will bring forward some excu~e why wages ha,ve been a lOot of minute guns, soone
should not be reduced, and possibly 'why olf them not lQoade.d, but in this case
they should be still further increased. It the Government ha,ve very wise.Jy conis because of the increased supply of fined themsel ves to rna tters which the,v
wish toO deal with during the prese'll~t
labour which immigration would bring short session.
They intend to re-introabout that these agitators object to any d uce certain measures y! hich got' to
increase of popu4ttion from abroad. It a certain stage last session, and may
must be obvious that the more workers take soone of them up at the stage at
we have here the 'bigger' chance there will which their consideration was discOlnbe of wages coming down.
tinued.
I take it that, in submitting
. The lIon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Is t.hat such a shQort programme, it is the Governwhy you ~upport immigration ~
ment's intention that we should se,ttle
IThe Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.----The hon- dQown to solid work.
{)rable member can put it that way if he
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Do you
likes.
Unquestionably, the more people mean to say that as a rule this House
we have here the more' prosperous this dQoes not do sQolid work 1
The ROon. VV. KENDELL.-N 0; I do
country will be. I do not propose to keep
the House any longer. I thank the Min- not me.an that. At the end of. a session,
istry £01' having invited me to submit the wOork that has taken anOother place about
motion £01' the adoption of the Address- three months to deal with is sent to us,
and we are expected to deal with it in
in-Reply.
The lIon. W. J. BECKETT.-What do a~ut three hours. However, I hope tha,t
that will nOot occur this session. I would
you think of 1he new Ministry~
draw the attention of hQonorable membe(['s
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-I think to the fOlllowing passage in the Lieuthe 1\trinistry wanted to keep me quiet, tenant-Governor's Spe'ech:and therefore asked me to submit this
This session will be principally occupied in
motion. I trust that, whatever legisla- making provision for the servie'es of the year
tion is submitted to us, it will receive due and with financial measures.
conside(l'atiOln, and that it will be fruit- In that passage, the principal work of
ful of good to the country.
this session is indicated, and any GovernThe Hon. W. KENDELL.-I second ment that can carry out that work durthe motion.
I should like, just fOT a ing this session will desocye well. I sas
moment or two, to refer to the recent elec- that because I am cOlnvinoed,and e,very
tion~.
In doing so,, I do not want to man who has any business connexioll
enter into anything in the nature of a must be convinced, that we are up
duet with the members of the Labour against very trorublous times from a
rhe ordinary
party. Having been a ~ember of this financial point of view.
House for some years, I, in ,common with man in the stre,et, while he has a hand-l
other members, have been in the habit of ful of inflated paper money in his
pocket, does not realize what we are
meeting in party and other rooms memup against financially at the present
bers of the other House who have not been time. As a result of the recent elections,
l'e-elected. It would be unnatural not to the Ministry has, to' a oo,rtain extent,
£(>.el some regret at their a"hsence. I trust been recQonstructed, and I was pleased
that tho~e who have taken their places that that occurred rather than that there
will do their duty with credit to the should have been a crisis, because at a
country and themselves.
Now, with re- critical juncture in the history o·f A usgard to the Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, tralia, such as the present, it is plain
I congratulate the Government on its that men who have had some expe'rienoo
brevity.
These speeches usually have a and knowledge of the events that have
lot of useless verbiage, and have a number led np to this critical time must be' ill
of paragraphs which might well be omit- a betteiJ." positiOln to grapple with matters
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than could new men, mauy ef whom
might have had nO' experience at all.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-You say
that those who have done nothing for
five or six years should now set to wO'rk.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-The Government ha,ve he,en doing good work.
The hQinorable memhecr.' must not forget
that I was a member Qif the Ministry
for a shart time. He must realize that
times have been streuuous for the persons administering the affairs ~'f the
country during the last four or five ye'ars.
We know perfectly wen that, bad as the
times ha,ve been financiaUy during the
last four or fivel years, things have nQit
been as bad as the,y are likely to be
in the near future,. We know that in
the next few ye,ars millions upon millions
of loan mone,y will be falling due, not
only here" but alsQi in the Qither States. We
shall not be in a position to repay those
loans, and we shall have to renew them at
a much higher rate of interest than we are
paying at the present time,. This will
add to the annual expenditure. Again,
we have to remember that the cost of
government in each State is increasing
by leaps and bounds. During the last
ten ye'ars it has doubled, and I have been
. looking carefully on the other side o,f
the ledge'r to see if I can find anything
that justifies that great increase.
We
are in such a position to-day that, unless
we a,re e'xtreme,ly careful, we shall be up
against a dead-end. I do not intend to
take up the time of the House at any
great length, and will be as brief as
poosible, be,cause I fe,el that the principal oibje'ct of this shod session is to'
g'e-t through a few important Bills. The
first Bill mentioned in the LieutenantGovernor's Speech is the Murray Rivers
Agre'ement Ame,ndment Bill. I saw in
the press the othell" day that the Premier
had signed the Murray Rivers Agreement. I presumel it refe,rs to water consell"vation works along the banks of th~
Murray. I dOl not know what provisions
will be contained in the' Bill, but when
the measurel comes alo.ng we shan be ablel
to delal with it. I fee,l that the,r€! should
be one construction authority, which is
no.t the case at the present time. There
are three States and the Commonwealth
conneded with the Murray water scheme,
and the,re' are different constructio.n autholrit~.
One autho~ity sa~s that it
will pay a certain 1 ate of wages, and
another authority says that it will pay a
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diffell"ent rate, and the result is confusion.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Of course.
Victoria always pays the lowest.
.
The Hon. W KENDELL.-Victoria
always pays weH, and win be able to
pay when some of the other States
have no money le,ft. There should be one
construction authority. Victoria has undoubtedly had mOore experience than any
of the othe,r States in connexion with the
con,servation of wa,ter and irrigation, and
I think I am safe'in saying that we have
enginee,rs and Dfficers c6nnected with the
State Rive,rs and. Wate,r Supply Commission capable of carrying out the work
as wen as any othe,r men in Australia, if
not bettelr. When the Bill comes along,
I shall be inclined to' mOlve in the dire,ction I have indicated, but I do not wish
"to ant.iC'ipat'e that there will he anything
bad in any of the Bills that a,re going
to be bro.ught forward. The next Bill
on the list is the Country Industries Advances Bill. That sho.uld be a, useful
measure, which should do a great deal
towards promoting country industries. A~
long as we de not go too far, so as to
lead people to ,enter intOi enterprises which
will not, pay, and for the output of
which we cannot find a market, the
policy of promo.ting co.untry industries
will be a good one. A Factories and
Sho-ps Act Amendment Bill is also
promis'ed. I have a lively recolle'ction of
our having attempted to deal with a
measure o.f this kind at about 2 D'clock
in the morning at the ,end of the session
be,fore last.
I trust that when the
Factories and Shops Act Amendment Bill
comes along we shall have, a better
opportunity of lo.oking into. its provisions
than we had of examining the previsions
of the, measure, I have, referred to. The
ne'xt measurel pro.mised is the, Housing
Bill. Tha,t is an impOTtant measure, and.
1101 doubt, to a, great extent, it is necessary, but rece'ntly I have had a little
expe1rienoo in connexio.n with the cost of
building houses, and I maintain that, if
YDU start out on a big scale to build
houses a,t the present time, when anythin~ like nDrmal times a,r€! agaIn
re,a,ched gre1at difficulty will bel found in
letting those ho.uses at rents that will
return anything like a fair rate of interest on the cost of construction.
An
Electricity CommissiOiners' Bill is alsD to
be intro.duced. I may say that I am prepared to beco!llle really Il,asty about this
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question if things do not gQi in the way
that I think they should go.
The Han. W. J. BEcKETT.-The Government have not kept their promise
with regard to the water scheme yet.
The Hon. "V. KENDELL.-No. They
have not. I trust that before long we
{)hall receive a report with regard to the
Kiewa wate·r scheme. I am nnt going to
gloat nver what has happened in connexion with anQlther scheme, and say, "I
tol~ yQlu so," but I am certainly o,f the
opinion that mO're prQlgress should have
been made in connexion with the water
scheme. Thelre is no e!Xcuse for the tremendous deJay that has occurred. I pre'sume that the Bill mentioned in the
Lieutenant-Governor's Speeoh provides
for the permanent appointment of the
Electricity Commission.
The Han. W. J. BEcKETT.-It is to. fix
a job for anothe,r ma.n.
The Han. W. KENDELL.-I should
say that for the next two years one man
will be quite sufficient, because it will be
. at least two years before anything more
than what can be done by the ordinary
ccnstruction enginee:rs ca.n be carried out.
Hnwe1ver, we shall wait to see what is
in that Bill. 1 take it from Mr. Austin's remarks that the Constitution Act
Amendment Bill will have sQlmething to
~o with the paynle,nt of members. There
is some.thing in the a.ir which inclines
everyone to takel payment if he can get
it, and I am not going to tell the, House
that when the Bill comes along I shall
oppose it, nor shall I say that I am going
to onpose a reasonable a.Unwance for outof-pocket expenses being allowed to memoeTs of this House, should it be recommended.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-YOiU do
not be.Iie've members of this House should
work fo.r nothing ~
The Hou. W. KENDELL.-vVe do
o1,lr work fnr nothing, but we do not
like to be out of pocket through doing it.
The Unive,rsity Bill is a ve.ry useful
l1le;lSure, and the Gnvernment can claim
credit for having listed it for consideratiou this se;ssion. We are also to have a
Public Servioe Act Ame.ndment Bill.
do not know what that measure will
cnntain, but if it will mean any additional eocpense, we should look into it
very cloo.e.Jy indeed. The cost of governing this country having practically
doubled during the last ten, years, we
should at le,ast see that we get reason-
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able value fo·r the money we expend. If
this Bill provides for any additional expenditure I, fnr one, shall examine it
very closely. A Railways Act Amendment Bill is alsQi to be introduced. That
me,asure will require
very careful
consideration when it comes before this
Hnuse. I am leaving to the last the pet
measure referred to by Mr. Austin-the
Necessary Commodities Control Bill.
Honorable members will recoUect that I
criticised the appointment of the Fair
Profits CommissiO'n when it was origina1ly
made..
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-The Commissione~s have not justified thei! appoint.ments.
. The Hon. W. KENDELL.-By no possihility can those appointments be justified, in, my opinion. I do not knQiw what
they have done except to' order a refund
of 7td. in sQlme cases.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-They discussed the price o,f bricks.
The Hon. W. KENDELL-At any
rate, I regard the Fair- Profits Commissian as very much of a farce. I doubt
whether, if the three Commissioners WQire
wings, they would be able to cheapen commodities at the present time.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Did you
read their report on the Nail Combinev~
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-No; but if
it was in keening with some. other reports
that I have read, I dOl not think I could
have missed much. However, I think we
will" nail" them. At the present time
we are up ~gainst some very difficult problems: We are up against a period of
great financial stress. We know that a
great deal 0'£ financing has to' be done with
a limited amount of capital. A few years
ago there was SOnIe £13,000,000 or
£14,000,000 worth of notes in circulation.
That amount has swollen until to-day it
is nearly £60,000,000. This to. a large
exteut is causing high prices-that, and
dry seasous, and inahilitv to imp'ort
articles which we cannot make here.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-And comhines and monopolies.
The Hou. W. KENDELL.-There is
no greater combine than the labour combine. We have a proof of that in the
fact that the tribunal appointed in New
South Wales to arrange and fix rates for
coal miners over there has fixed rate:; for
quarrying in VictO'ria. That is what it
amounts to. Because the Victorian Government object to that, the Wonthaggi
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mine is, I believe, to close down at mid-,
The Hou. \V. KENDELL.-I presume
night to-night. We can get nothing more that if the workers were to co-operate,
deserving of the name of combine than and start to produce, they would not sell
that.
very much cheaper than private enterThe Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-'Why should prise. However, I maintain that they
not the W ol1thaggi coal miner get the could do much cOl-operatively to help
same rate a,s the New South Wa.Ies coal themselves, and I would counsel my
miner ~
Labour friends in this House, all of
The Ron. W. KENDELL.-He does; 'whom are occupying high p<lsitions in the
but he is closing down because quarrymen Labour ranks, and who are sensible men~
are not to he given the same rate. I to advise the men in their movement with
appea.! to my Labour friends on the back regard tOo the difficult times ahead.
The Han. W. J. BECKETT. - 'vVhy
benches. They arc all business men. They
have 'all been fairly successful, and they don't YOll counsel the Government to
know perfectly well that no man will em- obey the arbitratiOon award ~
bark on a new industry to-day because
The Hon. W. KENDELL. - The
he is doubtful as tal how long he can trouble is that the Government are asked
secure labour at the rate bargained for on to pay 3s. a day extra tOo the man who
entering that industry.
is quarrying brown coa.! out of a face. If
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-That is that demand were granted, then men enhappening the wide-wQorld over. It is gaged on our railway construction wQorks
not peculiar to Australia.
and water construction works would deThe Hon. W. KENDELL.-I admit mand the same rate of pay. We should
that the bug seems to have bitten people simply be creating a precedent for the
all over the world.
whole of our casual labourers.
The Hon. W. J.
BEcKETT.-The
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-We have.
workers want decent conditions now.
h·eard that cry frQom time immemDrial.
The Hon. "\V. KENDELL.-Aud they
The HDn. W. KENDELL.-I have had
do not want to pay for the increased cost t.o listen to many of the honorable memof living that is involved.
ber's cries since he came into this House.
The Han. W. J. BECKETT.-Four However, we are up against bad times.
pounds a week is a small wage fDr a man We do nDt want any pDlitical turmoil, nor
to keep himself and family on.
do we want any industrial turmo~l.
The ROll. W. KENDELL.-Many men
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-The Gohave broug-ht up big families on a third of vermnent are going out Df their way to
that amount.
make a fight.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Not in the
The Ron. Vol. KENDELL.-I congratulate the Government on the stand they
city.
The Hon. W. KENDELL ...:.--.Not when are making. Mr. Beckett knows that I
the working man goes three nights a week i,ook up' a stand on this question when it
to picture shows, and never misses a race first cropped up. The Mcrwell coal is
taken out of a face. The work done at
meeting.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Y.OU want Morwell is not so dangerous as work in
them to sleep in tents.
a stone quarry. It is nc,t so inconvenient
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-Nothing as the work done on railway cuttings. beof the kind. I was at Flemington the cause the. workers, when they have finished
other day, and I saw wage-earners there one cutting, have to shift thejr camp to
by thousands.
another. At Morwell the men have their
The Ron. W. J. BECKETT.-YQU saw camps. They are stationed at the on-e
them on the fiat, for entrance to which a place, and they know where they are. Yet
man pays Is. Id.
we are called upon, under that award, to
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-I saw give the men 3s. a day more in order to
them pouring £1 not-es into the laps of .. rai.se their .wage rate to the level of that
the bDokmakers. If they were to' save' pald to mmers who work 500, 600, or
one-third of the mOoney they spend on 1,000 feet underground.
pleasure, and put it into co-operative
The RDn. W. J. BEcKETT.-That is not
movements, they could produce all the sO'. The mine·r's wage is not 16s. 6d. a
day. Be fair!
wealth they are now clamouring for.:
The HDn. E. L. KIERNAN.-Yoru a.dmit
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-Why is it
that private enterprise is too costly, then ~ this matter has came up 1
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The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Because
the men were getting unde,r what they
were entitled to get.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-They were
nQt getting less than ordinary quarrymen.
The Hon. W: J. BEcKETT.-Then ordinary quarrymen are getting too little.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-I suppose
the honorable member has arrived at that
stage when he has made all the money he
wants, and has all the buildings he needs,
and he does not care what others ha,ve to
pay. If the hrown-coal miners are given
the additional wage claimed, it will have
to be passed on to the consume'fs.
The Han. 'V. J. BEcKETT.-The Government have already increased the price
0.£ brown coal by 2s. a ton.
The Han. W. KENDELL.-They did
that on account of a rise previously made.
The coal will have to be made dearer if
·the present demand is couceded.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN .-The Government are giving Sir John :Monash
£3,000 a year.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-That is
fQr managing the electricity scheme. If
that scheme is successful, Sir John :Monash
will be w~ll worth the money paid to him.
I appeal to the Labour pa,rty, the Country
pa,rty, and the Liberal party to be all
united. I have every confidence in Austra1ia. It is a country with wonderful
recuperative powers and boundless reo
sources. We only need to put our shoulders to the wheel in a united effort, and
we shall pull tlllough thel strenuous times
immediately ahead of us. \Ve cannot do
that if we have' classes continually fighting
against; one a,nother. Half the fights take
place because of misunderstandings.
Of
course, we all know there are men whose,
jo'bs would cease if they did nOotcreate
strife.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-That is all
nonsense.
The Hon.W. KENDELL.-I have
seen th,em and heard them talk. As long
as these men give expression to extreme
utterances they will lead the younger
people astray. At the present time we
cannot affo'fd to be led astray industrially.
I am sure that in their-I was going to
say Eober moments-The Hon. \V. L. BAILLIEu.-Their reflecting moments.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-That is
bette,r. In their reflecting moments I am
sure that they win a~ree that this is a
time when we should an be united. I am
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not out to starve any man, or to g-et more
work out of a man than I am prepared ro
pay him for; but I am out f0'r a. fair deal
all round, and I ask that the working
man should realize that when he gets a.
fair wage he should gIve a fair return for
it. If this is done all round, we shall
have no need to w0'rry over the stress of
the times we are passing through. Very
much is dependent. on the lead·ers of the
various classes and parties throughout the
State. We shall advance the hest interests of Victoria if we avoid anything in
the nature of strife.
On the motion ,of the HOll. D. L.
MeN AMARA, the debate was adjourned.
until the following. day.
ADJOURNMENT~

The Hon~ A. ROBINSON (AttorncyGeneral).-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

I had hoped that a Supply Bill would 'be
received at such an hour this evening as
would ,enable honorable members to discuss it, which would obviate the ncC!essi ty of calling them together again this
week, but I am afraid that we should
have to wait until very late.
As I cannot reasonably ask honorable members to
do that, I shall have to ask them to meet
to-morrow to deal with the Supply nill~
because the mid-monthly payment of
wages and salaries is due on Monday,
and, of course, cannot be met without
parliamentary sanction.
The motion wa,s agreed to.
The House adjourned at ten minutes
to eight o'clock p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday~

November 10, 1920.

OPENING OF P ARLI.A.MENT BY
COMMISSION.
Proceedings commenced at C'lm on
o'clock a.m. by the Clerk rf'ading Ilis
Excellencv the
Lieutenallt-Governor's
Proclamation convoking Parliameut.
T

The Usher of the Legislative Council
appeared at the bar and intimated that
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the Commissioner appointed by the I,ieutena.nt-Governor to open Parliament (His

Election of Speaker.

District.
Gippsland East

Honour Mr. Justice Cussen) requested the Gippsland West
attendance of members of the Legislative GleIelg
Assembly in the chamber of the Legisla- Goulburn Valley
tive Oouncil to hear the Oommission Grenville
Gunbower
read."
Honorable members, accompanied by Hampden
the chief officers of the House, proceeded Hawthorn
at once to the chamber of the Legislative Jika Jika
Oouncil.
On the return of members to Kara Kara
the chamber of the Legislative Assembly, Korong
the Oommissioner was introduced and Lowan
Maryborough
took his seat.
The Commission appointing Mr. Jus- Mornington
tice Cus-sen to administer the o'lth of al- North Melbourne
legiance to members of the Legislative Ovens
Polwarth
Assembly was then read.
SWEARING OF MEMBERS.
The Clerk of the Parliaments announced that he had received sixty-five
writs, issued by Hjs Excellency the Lieutrnant-Governor, for the election of members to serve in the Legislative Assembly
for the f:everal electoral distri('ts of the
State, with the names of the members
elected duly indorsed thereon.
The members present were then sworn
in, as follorws:District.

Membm·.
C. Webber.
A. K. Wallace.
Sir A. J. PeacocK.
Robert McGregor.
Matthew Baird.
Edward Morley.
J~ J. Carlisle.
Henry Beardmore.
L. J. Clough.
David Smith.
E. W. Greenwood.
David Allison.
O. R.. Snowhall.
A. R.. Uobertson.
R. H. Solly.
H. S. W. Lawson.'
Martin Hannah.
A. F. Cameron.
Frank Groves.
Donald McLeod.
William Slater.
A. A. Dunstan.
A. A. Farthing.
W. H. Everard.
E. C. Warde.
'. _. William Brownbill.

Abbotsford
Albert Park
Allandale
Bal1arat East
Ballarat West
Barwon
Benalla
Benambra
Bendigo East
Bendigo West
Boroondara
Horung
Brighton'
BulJa
Carlton
Castlema.ine and Maldon'
Collingwood
Dalhousie
Dandenong
Daylesford
Dundas
];jaglehawk
]~ast Melbourne
l~velyn

Flemington
Geelo~

Q.

Port Fairy
Port Melbourne
Prahran
Richmond
Rodney
St. KiJda
t3tawell and Ararat
Swan Hill
Toorak
Upper Goulburn
Walhalla
Wangaratta ..
Waranga
Warrenheip ..
Warrnambool
Williamstown ..

Member.
A. K Lind.

J. E. Mackey.

W. E. Thomas.
M. W. J. Bourchier.
D. H. Gibson.
Henry Angus.
D. S Oman.
W. M. McPherson.
John Cain.
J. W. Pennington.
1. J. Weaver.
M. E. Wettenhall.
George Frost.
Alfred Downward.
G. M Prendergast.
A. A. Hillson.
James McDonald.
H. S. Bailey.
,J. L. Murphy.
A. F. Parker.
E. J. Cotter.
tTohn Allan.
F. W. Eggleston.
R. F. 'routcher.
F. E. Old.
S. S. Argyle.
E. J. Mackrp,ll.
Samuel Barnes.
,John Bowser.
John Gordon.
E. J. Hogan.
J. D. Deany.
John Lemmon.

On the completion of the ceremony of
swearing members, the Oommissioner
withdrew.
ELECTION OF SPEAKER.
Mr. LAvV'SON (Premier).-I move-That the Honorable John Emanuel Mackey
do take the chair of this House as Speaker.

I do not propose to make a speech ill
submitting this motl011.
Those bonol'able members who bad experience in the
last Parliament will readily recognise the
value and the worth of Mr. Mackey's
services as Speaker of this House. He
has a wide kllo\vleclge of constitutional law
,and parliamentary practice and procedure. That knowledge has been placed
at the service of this House. The manner
in which he bas presided over the deliberations of this Chamber, and in wbich he
has discharged the high and responsible
duties of his position, is sufficient to
justify us in re-electing him to that im-
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portant office.
We can do that with
the perfect assurance of absolute impartiality and soundness of judgment.
V{e know that the dignity and the traditions of the office will lose nothing in his
keeping.
I therefore, with gr.eat confidence, submit this motion.
Mr. ALLAN.-I second the motion. I
do so because I have found Mr. ~{ackey
perfectly fair in dealing with any difficult
point which has arisen, whether it has
been brought up from the Ministerial or
the Opposition side of the House. I feel
quite sure that he will continue to be, 9S
he bas been ill the past, impartial.
[
hopei we shaH always have a. Speaker who
will be absolutely just to all members, no
matter where they happen to sit.
Mr. TOUTCIIER.-1 should like tlO
support the' motioD.
The honorable
member fOol' Gippsland 'Vest and I were
associated together as boys, and I ha.v~
watched his career with very great interest and satisfaction. I have the fullest
confidence that the motion win be carried, and v,enture "60, congratulate th~
honorable me1mber, in anticipation, on
hi~. re-election tOo the high office of
Speaker. I am sure that his culture,
ripe experience) judgment, and other
qualifications fit him particularly to fill
the position.
.
:Mr. McLEOD - I have great pleasure
in supporting the motion. I have had
the pleasure Qof being cQonnected with the
honorable member for Gippsland West
since he first entered the HQouse, and I
have sa.t with him in Cabinet. I recoguise his sound judgment and his full
knowledge Qif constitutiQonal law. I have
also had the plea.sure Qof sitting under
him as Speaker. He has been exceedingly
painstaking and extremely anxious to
give decisions in accordance with t.hose
g·iven in the mother of Parliaments. It
has been his endeavour to bring all
his decisions into conformity with those
given by Speakers of the British House
of Commons for years past. As Speaker
ill the past, perhaps some decisions of
the honorable member for Gippsland
'Vest have not met with the views of all
members of this House, but ,honorable
members remember the story of the juryman who dissented from the findings of
the eleven qther jurors, and then said
that he had never sat with eleven such
obstinate: men in his life. An honorable
member who comes into conflict with the
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Speaker may feel that he has not had
fair play, and may get ra.ther warm,
but I thmk the decisions' of the honorable
member for Gippsland West, as Speaker,
have always been 'fair, impartial, and in
accordance with the traditions of the
House. I feel that after his re-election
he will discharge his duties as he has
done in the past, and that his name will
be handed down to future Houses as
that of a model Speaker.
Mr. MACKEY.-F'ellow-members, I
have much pleasure in submitting myself to yQiur judgment.
There being no other nomination, Mr.'
Mackey was then conducted by his proposer and seconder to the chair.
Tho SPSAKER.-Fellow-members, I
thank you sincerely for the great honour
you hav'b dQon6 me ill again electing me
tOi. this, high office.
I a1ppr,ecia\te the
distinction exceedingly, and I trust that
I shall have the capacity and impartiality
to justify your confidence.
Mr. LA.W~ON (Premier).-I desire to
tender to you, Mr. Speaker, on behalf
of honorable members, our hearty congratulations upon your election to the
chief office in the gift Qif the Legislative Assembly. We are more than !3atisfied that you have both the ability and
the sense of impartiality to qualify you
to preside to our great satisfaction over
the deliberations of this Assembly. You
ha ve had previous experience as Speaker,
a.nd you have already enriche.d the traditions of the Chair by the work that
you have done. Your industry is Ulldoubted, and I am satisfied that there is
no man in thi& House who has a knowledge Qif parliamentary precedent and
constitutional practice such as you pooseS8. Your gifts you have unreservedly
placed at the service of the House,. We
know that the same qualities you have
shown during yQiur previous o:ccupation
of your high office will evince themselves
during this Parliament, and we congratulate you, and congratulate ourselves, upon the fact that you have been
'
elected as our Speaker.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Although the
Opposition did not nominate a member
for election t.o the Speakership-that
may have been because we did not think
there was any probability that we would
win the contest-&till we are nQit churlish
f'Jlough to wish anything but that under
your chairmanship, Mr. Speaker, the
very best possible results in legislatil£lu
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will be achieved. I have no doubt that
we may expect frem you the same impartiality as yeu will shew members on
the other side ef the House.
Mr.. HANNAH.-There is now an
opportunity such as may not be afiorded
for another three· years to call the attention of the Speaker to certain matters.
Within t.he precincts of' thel House the
Speaker has very great powers, and is
master ef the situation. As we are likely
to remain in this building for some CORsiderable time, there are certain things
to which I wish to direct the atte,ntion
of the Speaker. It is not likely that the
Federal Parliament will move to Canberra for a few years yet, and it occuDies a building which is the property of
the State. Members of the State Parliament have been deprived of certain
l·ights and privileges which should have
been conserved to tllem.
Immediately
after F~deration certain promises were
made, but they were not carried out. I
am not going to refer further to them,
but I may say that many rights of members of the State Parliament in connexion
with the building occupied by the Federal Parliament have been gradually
filched from them by the Federal authorities. At one time certain rooms were
reserved in the Spring-street building,
which is convenient to. the Public Offices,
for Etate memhers, but they have been
invaded by other people, and now State
members who visit that building, and
the bowling-green or anything else cOnnected with it, are looked upon as intruders. As we are likely tOo remain in
the building :in which we are now sitting for a long period, there are some
matters which the Spe,aker should look
into, with a view of impressing upon the
Government the necessity for action.
. Three years ago the honorable member
for Wangaratta, when Chief Secretary,
vromised that something would be done
in regard to the reserve adjoining the
'S pring-street building, and although since
then other Ministers ha ve made similar
promises, that piece of ground is still in
the- hands 0'£. the Federal authorities. It
~~ms as if a de·adlock has occurred. I
draw the Speaker's attention to this
matt€r, as he is t.he custodian of the
rig-hts of this Parliament. If he takes
effective action he will accomplish something in the interests of the State.
The SPEAKER.-I win bear ill mind
wha.t the honorable member for Colling-

wood has said. I must thank the Premier and the Leader of the Opposition
for their generous words regarding me.
. Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I have to
inform the House that Hi~ Excellency
the Lieutenant-Governor win receive the
Speaker In the Library at fifteen minutes
to two- 0' clock. I sheuld like as many
honorable members as possible to accompany the Speaker.
The SPEAKER then left the chair, which
he resumed at two o'clock.
PREEENTATION OF THE SPEAKER
TO THE LIEUTENANTGOVERNOR.
The SPEAKER.-I have to report to
the House that, this day, accompanied by
several honorable members, I presented
myself to His Ex<::ellency the LieutenantGcwe'rnor in the Library of Parliament
House as the choice 0'£ this House, when
His Excellency was pleased to address me
in. the following terms:MR. SPEAKER,-

I have pleasure in congratUlating you upon
you!-" election for the second time to the high
and distinguished office of Speaker. I feel sure
tha.t vou will continue to fulfil the duties of
your·office with that ability and tact which
you have displayed in the past.

STATE OPENING OF PARLIAMENT.
The Usher of the Legislative Council
brought a message from His Excellency
the Lieutenant-Governor requesting the
attendance of honorable members in the
chamber of the Legislative Council.
The members present, headed by the
Epeaker, a.nd attended by the Clerk, the
Clerk Assistant, and the Serjeant-at·
Arms, proceeded to the Council chamber.
Business was afterwards suspended
until twenty minutes to five o'clock p.m.,
when the SPEAKER again took the- chair.

OOM!tIISSION TO SWEAR
MEMBERS.
The SPEAKER informed the House
that he had received from His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor a. Commission authorizing him to administer the
oath of allegiance to such members as
had not already taken and subscribed the
same in the present Parliament.
Mr. J. R. Jewell (Brwnswiclc) , Mr. T.
Ryan (Essendon) , and Mr. J. W. Billson (Fitz'ro'Y) were' then sworn in.

Estimates.
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ESTIMATES.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) presented a message from His Excellency the
Lieutenant-Governor, transmitting an
estimate of expenditure for the month of
November, 1920, and recommending an
.appropriation from the Oonsolidated Revenue accordingly.
AUDITOR-GENERAL'S REPORT.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) pre:sented the Treasurer's statement of receipts and expenditure of the Oonsolidated Revenue and other moneys fQlI' the
year ended June 30, 1920, accompanied
by the report of the Audito.r-General,
and bv the documents specified in section
51 of the Audit Act.
The report was ordered to lie on the
table.
IMPORTED GOODS FOR STATE
DEP ARTMENTS.
Major Bl~IRD (Ohief Secretary),
pursuant to an Order of the House
(dated October 17, 1905) .• presented a
return showing the machinery, goods and
material manufactured OIr produced out-side the Commonwealth, purchased fOil"
the Public He,alth Department during
1919-20.
PHOSPHATE OO-OPERATIVE
OOMP ANY OF AUSTRALIA
LIMITED ..
SITE DESI~ED AT NEWPORT.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier), in compliance with an Order of the H<?use (dated
August 31, 1920), presented a return
-showing the area of land at Newport and
water frontage, for w.hich certain 'negotiations have been entered into .with the
Melbourne Gas Company, tIle frontage
and area which the Phosphate Company
<le~ire to obtain, the depth of water, and
,cost of dredging and providing railway
facilities.
PHARMAOEUTIOAL OHEMISTS
BILL.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) .-In accordance with the usual practice, and in order
to preserve the privilegfls of the House, I
beg to move for leave to introduce a Bill
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to amend the· law relating to pharma.ceutical chemists, and fQ1r other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
COl\IMITTEES OF SUPPLY AND
WAYS AND 1\iEANS.
Mr. l\icPHERSON (Treasure,r) .-1
move', by leave-That the Standing Orders be suspended, so as
to allow the Committees of Supply and Ways
and l\Ieans to be appointed forthwith.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. McPH:E~RSON (Treasurer).-l
move, by leaveThat this House will this day resolve itself
into a Committee to consider of the Supply
to be granted to His Majesty.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer).-l
move, by leave-That this House will this day resolve itself
into a Committee to consider of the ways and
means for raising the Supply to be granted to
His Majesty.

The motion was agreed to.
LIEUTEN A.J.~T-GOVERNOR',g
SPEECH.
ADDREss- IN REPLY.
The SPEAKEH.-I have to report
that the members of this House this day
attended the Legislative Oouncil chamber,
when His· Excellency the LieutenantGovernor was plE:ased to make a speech
to both Houses of Parliament, of which,
for greater accuracy, I have obtained a
copy.
As the Speech was printea, and
corp-ies are in the hands of honorable membern, it will not be necessary for me to
read it.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I moveThat the following Address-in-Reply to the
Speech of His Excellency the LieutenantGovernor to both Houses of Parliament be
agreed to by this House : MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

We, the Legislative Assembly of Victoria in
Parliament assembled, beg to express our
loyalty to our Most Gracious Sovereign, and to
thank Your Excellency for the gracious Speech
that you have been pleased to address to
Parliament.

In moving this motion, I have to crave
your indulgence, Mr. Speaker, for any
breaches of parliamentary law that I may
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be guilty of. I have had no experience
of parliamentary procedure, and I am not
acquainted with the rules of the House.
I regard it as a very great. privilege that
I have been asked to move this motion.
I know some,thing of trhe histDry of A ustralian politics, and I know the very
honorable position that this Parliament
holds amongst the Parliaments of Australia. It is, indeed, a privilege to take
part in a debate in a chamber like this,
in which great Democrats such as the late
Mr. Justice Higin botham and the late
Mr. Alfred De,akin fought fDr Democratic ideas, and instituted the best principles of Dem<;>cracy, that have been extended all over the British-speaking
world. It is also a privilege tOI me to be
the successor of so many distinguished representatives of the electorate of St.
Kilda. Coming after Mr. Agar WYllne,
who was honoured in this chamber, it
will be very difficult for me to fill his
place adequately. Then, amongst others
who represented that constituency were
the late Mr. McCutcheon, men like Sir
Matthew Davies, and, still further back,
Judge Fellows and Mr. Wilberforce
Stephen.
Mr. HANNAH.-What' about Sir GeOl:ge
Turner~

Mr. EGGLESTON.-Before the late
Mr. lVlcCutcheon was elected, St. Kilda
was represented by thel. late Sir George
'furner, Dne of the greatest Liberala Victoria has produced. He was Premier of
this State, and when he was elected to
the Federal Parliament he was made
Treasurer of the Commonwealth. He
filled these positions with great credit to
Victoria and hilll-"self. Honorable meanbera will see, that St. Kilda has be'en
rather an exaeting constituency. T do
not knDw if it was so exacting at this last
election; but the,re is 1lO' doubt the elelctors were exacting on one point-they
were determined not to be represented by
one unde,r suspicion of being a wowser.
Mr. BAILEY.-That i.:; rather a redeeming feature.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-1 had to' adopt
strenuous means to prevent that suspicion
being attached to me.
Mr. WARDE.-Will they appe'ar in the
elerctiDn e,x,penses ~
.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-No. The a,cceptance of the task of submitting the
motiDn for
the adoption
of
the
Addres-in-Reply involves allegiance to
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the Government. I offer that allegiance from an unfettelf'ed choice'. When I
announced myseH a.s a candidate for St.
Kilda I said I would stand as an Independent Libelral. I told my friends that
I would wait until the policy of the GoVerlll1Lent had been announced, and I
would then say whe,the'r I would support
the Ministry. vVhen I re,ad the policy of
the present Gorvernment I decided that I
would support the, Ministry, and I duly
announced the fact. I consider that independenoe does nDt invo1vel irre,s,ponsibility. I will suppDrt a Government
which will carry out principles for which
Liberalism stands>, and, therefore, I unhesitatingly support the Government now
in office.. What appeaJed to me very
largely in the Premier's speech was the
allllouncement that a number of important measures urgently needed adqption; and these measures are such that
all parties in the HDuse can cO-Dperate
iJ?- passing them. It is generally conSIdered to be thel duty of the Opposition
to oppose Government measures, and to
prevent the Government from getting the
credit Df passing Bills which are considered important; but that is a dDctrine
which ought nDt to be acc.€fpted, and in
the policy which the Premier has announced for this session members on all
sides of thel House should readily cooperate.
One striking feature l about
modern politics is the organization Df
parties in the interests of sections of the
corrr,munity. While, elect'ors are entitled
to fDrm themselves intO' such organizations, the interestE of the community as
a whDle are likely to' suffer. I support
t,he Liberal party tal-day because it is· the
Dnly party which, bey its organization, can
act as protector of the interests of the
general community.
I am convinced
that the people of Victoria, saw in the ,programme of the Government a, f1Y~elans by
which the interests of the community as
a whDle can be cornse!l.'ved, and I consi-de,r
that the verdict of the people was an emphatic indorsement of the leadership of
the nresent Premie'r.
Mr. BAILEY.-Do you me:an the' verdict of the people 1
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Yes. I bellieve
that the parties on the LibeQ"al side of
the House agree that the verdict Df the
country was in favour of the present Government.
Mr. BAILEy.-Eight members lost and
three Ministe,rs gDne.
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Mr. EGGLESTON. - r will give
figures ,presently which will show that ~n
,absolute maJ0'rity 0'f the people voted III
favour O'f the present Government. I
regaLrd 'the inclusion '0'f the, honOtrable
member for Allandale as a gre,a,t strengthening of the Ministry. I believe that
that' honorable member, as Minist'er O'f
Public Instruction, is right in the successiO'n of the best Liberal traditions,
and some of the greatest achievements
of the education policy in this State
'stand to his credit. It seems to me that
the reactionaries on the Ministerial side
of the House will be a source of weakness, and llOt of strength.
There never
was a time in history when true
Libe.ralism was more essential than it is
at the present time.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1'OJ/) .-Another victorV' like the last and it will be
wiped out.
Mr. EGGLE8TON .-It is Liberalism
which will resist direct action, and wilr
secure the application of constitutional
principles. At the present time we have
in t.his House, the Labour ,party, which
represents the interests of the manual
worker' , and the Farmers UniO'n, which
.
repre,sents the primary producer. LIberalism is mOire necessary than eve,r to
stand between these two parties. I t is
this LiberaliSlm which had an emphatic
indorsement at the last election. The
number of e,lectors who voted for the
Nationalist partv was 241,500, while he
number voting for other parties was
204,800, giving a clear majO'rity fO'r the
Nationalists of 37,000. If the Liberal
part.y suffered any loss, it was in consequence of the present distribution. pf
seats. There were in the country eIght
sea,ts in which Liberals were defeated.
The voters on the roll for these particular seats numbered 70,000, In six metropolitan se,ats
the voters
numbered
190,000. If there had been a proper distribution of sea,ts, the losses in the cO'untry
would have been practically made up by
the gains in the metropolIs. TherefO're,
I suggest that a redistribution of seats is
an essential me,ans of restoring the position of the Libe'ral pa,rtv in this State.
When I looked at the list ()Jf !Ilieasures
proposed by the Government I saw a
:reference tOI a Bill to amend the CO'nstitution.
I fondly thought that that
meant a redistribution 0.£ seats.
Mr. WARDE.-It is sO'mething mo.re important.
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lVlr. EGGLESTON.-It seems to mean
a redistribution of money, and not O'f
seats. Uude'r the ,present systeuL sectional inte,rests tend to' become more intensified. There was a time when the
Labour party had national aims, but at
the present time it is, the world over, developing along the lines O'f class consciousne's,s, and it is being used as a
means of class conflict, le,ading tOo social
revolution, and the ,establishment of a
dicta tOl'shi p.
Mr. COTTER.--Evolution, not revO'lution.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do. not se,e, much
difference, betwe'en revolution and e,volution in this respect. The Liberal party
stands fOor social and economic justice.·
I do nO't knOow if any of the members of
the Labour paTtv aspire to bel a dictator,
neither do I knO'w if the're are any Lenins
or Trotskys who are anxious to lead a
social revO'lutiO'n. I saw a statement in
the TVor"~er the othe[' day that the punitive, ma,ehinelry O'f the Labour party
shO'uld be improved.
The hO'nmable
meiIn be'r foOT CO'llingwood has challenged
the existing machinery, and has survived
the O'rdeal. The· Farmers Union is also
a ,party which is based on machine'ry and
Caucus. Its membe'rship is liJlLited to
interests oif occupation. In dealing with
the measures which the Gove'rnment propose to bring forward, I should like to
stress the needs O'f the University of MelbO'urne.
Fifteen years ago secO'ndary
education in Vict0'ria was rathe,r slack,
and the number of boys and girls receiving that kind Qof education in this State
was less than that Qof almost any other
country of equal civilizatiO'n. In recent
ye!ars, however, secO'ndarv educatio.n has,
through thel extension of the State system, rece,ived an immense impetus, and
greatly incre'ased nU!Ilibers 0'f b0'ys and
girls are receiving- this higher education,
not only in the State schoQols, but in the
public schQools. There are many public
schools in Victoria which have, more than
500 pupils. Asaistance to the Melbourne
Unive,rsity is long overdue, and I ho,pe
when the Bill is intrO'duced by the GO'vernment that members will see that this
insti.tutio'll re,ceives justice. It will be
agreed by e'verybody that diatinguished
service has been rendered by the Melbo.urne, University, and that in recent
years this se,rVIce has be'en due largely to
the self-sacrificing devot,ion of the professors and thel le,cturers. It has been
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said that the. only two sections in the
community which have not had their incQlffies increased in recent years are the
Judges and the University profesoors and
lecturelrs.
At the present time these
gentlemen are being l?'aid in a. depreciat;ed
currency, though the cost .of living is very
much higher than it was a few years
agO'. A great many obligations have been
cast upon the University, but the income
has not been proportionately increased.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-P'rivate individuals have be,en lacking in their duty to
the University.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If priva.te individuals will not do their duty, why
cannot the State do its duty~ Another
question of interest is that of housing.
There is no, doubt that the people are
suffering owing to the difficulty of getting housing aocommodation.
The Gover.nment may well ,provide money for
the e,rection of houses on a &Ou:r~ewhat
similar system to that a·dopt-ed in connexion with the War Service Homes. I
am in favour of giving to municipal
councils and public bodies extensive
powers in r,egard to town-planning in the
vicinity .of large towns .. I should like to
see the area within fifte,en Oor twenty
miles of Melbourne, developed on suitable
town-planning lines, with industrial suburbs and the like. The,re is one item in
the programme of the Government ahout
which I fee,l a little dubious. I refer to
the proposed legislation with regard to
the Fair Profi~ Comlri~ission. 1 do not
think that Commission has attained the
object for which it was ap,poinwd. It
has not checked profiteering. What it.
has done is to indorse the prices which
hay(~ b8(,11 put before it.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (P·itzroJ/).-It has
recommended increases, which have been
adopted, but there, have been no reductions in the prices of commodities.
Mr. EGGLES'l'ON.-It has recommended increases but its efforts have
been an indorsem~nt of the current prices
rather than a reduction.
l\1:r. HOGAN .-That llLay have been the
objp.ct 00£ the Governnient.
Mr. EGGIJESTON.-I am sure that
it was not. The Fair PrOofits Commission
has at le,ast thrown a lOot of publicity on
business Irr~ethods; but, with all its publicity, it has me,rely. indorsed current
prices rathe,r than reduced them. I object to that Oommission, because I.do not
think the' Government can appomt an
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authority which will be agile enOough to.'
cope with the methods of business men.
It seems to me that the operations of the
Fair Profits COIDJIriission amount to a certificat.e to the fact that in Victoria profiteering does not e,xist. That certificate
has been signed by a prominent member,
or ex-member, of the Labour organization. I suggest the immediate disbandment of that C01IllL.ission, beeaus.e' I believe that in an era of falling prices theCommission might well retard the p.enefit
of such conditions. What win happen, of
course, will be that various businesses win
bring their case before the Fair Profits
Commission. The COommission will settle'
a list of prices based on current economic
conditions. All the time there will be a
gradual falling in prices, but the prices
fixed on rt:he Commission's list will be
maintained for SOfie considerable time,
until it can next consider the matter.
All the time prices are! fall-ing merchants will be getting in goods at
the lower prices and selling them at the
li~ted prices, thus making bigger profits
than before. I believe that by Government interference we stop the favorable
operation of economic laws without checking their unfavorable operation. I think
that the State should act in such a way
as will enable individuals and organizations to take advantage of the favorable
operation of economic laws.
One
difficulty the State is in in connexion
with controlling prices is seen in regard
to the price of wheat fOor home consumpt,ion. I think that the p-eople of Victoria
have been badly treated by the decision
of the Board which has fixed the price of
wl].eat for h0111e consumption for the next
twelve months at 9s. per bushe'!' As a
matter of fact, the responsibility of the
Government for the fixing of that price
is very remote indeed. The matter was
decided by a Board on which the Government had only one representative, but I
t,hink there has been a distinct breach of
Liberal policy and a-failure to proted the
consumer through the Wheat Board fixing
the price at 9s. l?ef bushel. The argument' of course, is that the primary producers of Australia have been deprived
of a market that the v would Ootherwise be
able to obtain, but I may point out that
the high wheat ma,rket in other parts of
the world could only he obtained by the
farmers through the operations and assistance of the State. The State supplies the
capital, the organization and the money
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to canoy the farmer on, and it also d~
the most important thing of the lot--lt
secures the freight. The freight is the
keynote of the sItuation. FreIght is almost
as scarce ~ ever it was, and almost as
dear, and yet the Government, by its
operations, can secure the freight for. the
farmer and carry him on till the freIght
is available for him. It is only that operation of the Government which ena.bles
the farmer to aet a high price for wheat
in other parts ;f the world. This is shown
bv the fact that the farmer himself asked
for the Pool to be formed-it has not been
forced upon him. A ~€sol~ltion :passed. by
the Farmers' AssociatIon some lIttle tIme
ae-o asked that this should be done. If
the Pool did not exist the farmer would
be selling his w~e~t in the Austra~ian
market in a condItIOn of overproductIOn,
and the price he would receive would be
only nominal. A few wheat buyers would
be able to sell parcels of wheat abroad,
but they would pay the farmer the glut
price and secure the high price themselves.
The Stater-the community-supplies its
credit, secures the freight, and makes the
market abroad available to the farmer.
Wha,t consideration does the community
get for its efforts in the matter ~ It is
made to pay the highest price that the'
farmer could obtain for his wheat abroad.·
The economic price of that wheat for
home consumption is the cost of prod uction plus a fair profit to enable the
farmer to carryon. The State took all
the risk in connexion with this matter.
It guaranteed the farmer 55. a bushel foc
his wheat.
Mr. OLD.-No.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-l'he Commonwealth guaranteed the farmer 5s. per
'l:--nshe1. The community took the whole
Tisk in connexion with the crop, and the
community is getting nO' consideration
whatever for the risk that it took. So
far as I can see, nO' member of the Labour
party has pointed out to the community
that the main reason why 9s. per bushel
was fixed as the price was because of the
g'uarantee given by the New South 'Wales
Government of 7s. 6d. a bushel-one of
the most shameful bribes ever given. That
i: ·a refuta60n of the idea that the price
of 9s. a bushel has any basis but the
basiA of expediency.
An HO'NORABL'E MEMBER.-SuppmJing
there is :t hia fj:jll ;n the nrice of wheat1
Mr. EG(nJE8TON.~The consumer in
Victoria win get nO' advantage from it
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whatever for the next twelve months. Mr.
Hill, the Leader of the Farmers party,
has stated to the Fair Profits Commission
that 4s. lOd. a bushel would pay the
farmer's expenses and give him a fair
profit; and therefore the guarantee was a
fair guarantee. But the farmer is getting 80 per cent. more than the guarantee,
and 300 per cent; or 400 per cent. more
than he would get unaid'ed in the
open market.
I suppose, as a new
member, I am ratner innocent in
proposing that party controversy might be
given ov,er, and that all siCles of the House
should co-operate in the passing of the
measures that are urgently needed. Surely
the psychology of conflict affects our debates and conduct more than it need. A
victory over an opponent certainly gives
one satisfaction, but is it any benefit to
the State ~
Of cours'e, our object in
discrediting our opponents' principles is
to maintain. our own principles, but is
not the result to discredit all pl'incipl\!s
and ourse,lve,s as well ~ Could we not cooperate to secure the good of the State,
and restore the credit of Parliament? I
believe the Liberal party is the part.y
a,bo,ve all others that can invite the CO'operation. of other parties. It represents
no section of the community, but represents the community as a whole. I think
that if the policy of the Liberal party is
directed with imagination and statesmanship it will re-establish Liberalism in the
hearts of the people of Victoria, with the
result that the politics of Victoria will
be on a sound basis in the future. In
connexion with my own election I thought
I should be killed between two sectarian
fires. but I found that by appealing to
the broad-minded section of the community I ~ot support. I helie,ve that the
policy of the Ministry is well calculated
tOo re-establish Liberalism in Victoria, and
I commend it to hono1rable members.
Mr. McDONALD.-I be~ to second
the motion so ably moved by the honorable member for St. Kilda. His speech
made it evident that there was no need
at all for the apology which he made to
t~e 'House when he began. He has proved
hImself a very ·able dehater, and although, as he has stated, he is the follower of many eminent politicians as the
represent~t.iye of his constituency, I feel
sure that he will be quite equal to any
of them whp.n he has been here a sho~t
time. The Lieutenant-Governor'S Speech
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is a very short one-I think the' shortest.
on Tecord-and I take that as a hillt that
the speeches of honorable members should
be brie.f also, so that we may get on to,
the business of the session, and the consideration of important meaSUI:es that we
want to have passed for the benefit of the
country. I should like to congratulate
the Government on the programme which
they submitted to the country, and
which the electors indorsed. We knoi,v
that, (lurillg the war" the ,development of
the country was retarded somewhat. The
wj thdrawal of so many men fr~m Australia meant a big decrease in our production, but now we have many of them
back again, for which we are very thankful, and we are very pleased to' know
t.hat they are settling down in civil life.
r am sure that the men who did so well
on the other side of the world will prove
to be good citizens. I do not know of
::my Government that has done so much
in the interests of the primary producer
~::l the present Government has done during the 'past three years.
Mr. WEAvER.-That, is due to the
Farmers Union.
Mr. McDONALD. - Perhaps the
Farmers Union deserves a certaill share
uf the credit, and I am glad to see thai:
some of the members of the Farmers
Union are beginning to realize that it is
tou sectional and too narrow. I believe
that the honorable member is Ol1e of
t.hose who held that view. Whell they
liberalize and broaden their programme
the members of the Farmers Union will
be able to join in with the party sitting
behind the Government which has done
so well for the primary producer.
:Mr. WEAvER.-That was one of the
ideas the Premier put forward when he
was in the country.
.
l

Mr. McDONALD.-I do not knOow
what the Premier's idea was, but I know
that his policy has been indorsed by the
country. I shall be very pleased indeed
to see the platform of the party to which
the, honorable member fOT Korong belongs so broadened that the members ')f
that party will be able to fall in behind
the Premier and assist in carrying out
the programme which he hns 811 hm1tted.
In the Lieutenant-Governor's Spe,eoeh it
is promised that some measures that
we were not able to carry through last
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session will be re-introduce.d, and it 18
also stated that the Estimates will be
brought forward immediately. That will
give honorable members an opportunity
for making speeches that they otherwise
mlght make Oon the motion fOor the adoptiOon of the Address-in-Reply. I know
many honorable members hold the opinion
that the debate on the Address-in-Reply
might be dispensed with.
Mr. HANNAH.-No. It is the onlv
safeguard for members.
"
Mr. McDONALD.-I should not like
to preyent the honorable memb'er from
having his say, because I know how he
would feel it. No Goyernment has taken
the initiative to put an end to the
dehate on the Address-in-Reply, and,
therefOore, I suppose we must· put
up with it.
A Land Bill "vas intrcduoed last session, but there was not
time to pass it, and, I understand, it is
the intention of the Goyernment to reintroduce the measure. I hope we shall
have the opportunity of dealing with the
measure speedily, because many settlers'
are looking for relief. In my electorate,
particularly, settlers are looking for the
. relief which was promised after the disastrous fires in the Beech Forest. At th,tt
time a Committee was appointed to inquire into a concentration scheme which
"vas suggested by the then Minister of
J__ allds, and which would have enabled the
settlers to be brought into one concentrated area and to abandon the holdings
scattered in the Beech Forest. That
Ccmmitt.ee went carefully intol the
scheme.
They visited every settle.r's
place in that area. They took a great
deal of evidence, and furnished a very
valuable r-eporot.
Ever since then the
settle,rs ha,Ye been looking fOorward to a
me,asure of relief, but up to now nothing
has been done. I ., do hope tha.t some ·cf
the recommendations in the valuable rePOI"lt that was presented, will be emhodied in the Bill. An ywa y, the Bill is
long overdue, and I hope we shall have
an oJ),portunity of dealing with it during,
the pre,sent short se'3sion.
We are now
faced with the problem of reconstruction,
and one Oof the so,lutions of that problem
is reproduction,and the expansion of our
manufacturing- indusLries. I know tha,t
the GOlVernment h::tve done much in the
interests of the primary producers. They
have assisted in the establishment of ill-
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dustries. I think that by the establish- spread ,over a. few years. I trust that
ment of a bank of agriculture grea t when the Railways Act Amendment ,Bill
henefits will accrue to the lllen 011 is brought in, that it will contain a prothe land. It should further the estab- vision for the repeal of the Railways
lishment of those rural industries which Land Acquisition Act, and the su bstiare so necessary in providing employment tution of some fairer method along the
. fo·r people in the cou~try, and be a .means lin-es I have indica;ted. I now wish to
of s!temming t he drIft of populatIOn to refer to soldi-er' settlement, a matter
the city. The drift of po'pulation city- which every hono.rable member has at
wards is a thing we all deplore. One heart. We hoped last year when the Disreason for it i,g, that th-e'l'e is no sui' able· charged Soldiers S-ettlem-eut Bill was
employmen:t in the country for the young before us, that it would have the effect
people as the'y grolW up. By the stim u- o.f expediting the se' tlement of our sollation of manufacturing industries inland dier,s·.
Unfortunately, tha,t hope has
much may be done. I should like to not been realized.
The same dela ys
know whetl1er the bank of agriculture will still take place. It was intend-ed that
be used in connexiOll with the deyelop- the local Committees should furnish rement of rural industries as well as in as- ports and bring settlement up nearly to
the finalization stage. The reports are,
si~ting the man on the laud ill othE-l' \vays.
however, delayed, They do not come in
lVlr. LAWSON .-It will be the agency for months. The soldiers beco.me imof making Government advances to assist patient, and altogether I am very
country industries.
strongly of the opinion that some means
should be devised' to expedite sO'ldier setMr. McDONALD.-I am very pleased tlement.
A number of soldiers are
to hear that. In that· way it should be settled on good land in my electorate,
the means of assisting th~ movements and there is a fair amount O'f land ready
which ,the honorable member .for Col- fOol' alloltment. Under proper conditionR
lingwood, the honorable member for a large percentagel o.f these soldiers
Benambra, and other hOllor.able members should be successful, Ibwt certain conhave so much at heart. By the esta.b- ditions should be carried out. One essenlishment ot n-ew manufactories in th-e tial is good roads. Another is. railways
inland tOIWllS, great benefits should accrue wheT-e,ver needed. We' know that before
to the State·. I notice that it is the in- the subdivisio.n of large estates for settletention of the Government to bring in ment there were very few made, roads, bea Railways Act Amendment Bill.
I cause where large estates were held for
trust that provisio.n will be made in th"· woo,l growing only, many roads were not
measure for the repeal of the Railway
needed for the conveyance of produce to
Land Acquisit.ion Act.
I have had a
the markets. Now that the estates are
fair aJllOunt of e'xperience of the working
O'f that· Act, and' I do not know of any so subdivided, very many roads have to
more unjust law. In some cases private b~ prolVided. The road:s. are in a bad
condition. It is almost impossible for
land has been confisca,ted, whilst adjoining land, which has been enhanced the settlers to get their sUTlplies Q1ut of
equally in value, has only had to pay their hcldine-s, 0'1' to. market. By the
a slight, rating spread over a few years. passing of the 'Metropolitan Tr.amways
I think the fairest thing would be to' pay Bill a large amount of money was made
a. fair marke,t value for all land required available for developmenltal' roads, anrl
for railway purposes, and tOi rate the the Country Roads Board are now dQiin~
good work in p:rovi~ing roads for settlers.
v,. hole 01 the land benefiting to meet the
purchase money. I know an instance of In additioll, I am pleased to note that
a la.nd-oIWner whose prQlpelrty was within the Government are go~ng in for a prothe area of a Trust of which I was a gressive railways policy. New railways
member, having to. sun-euGer thirty acres are essential to the success of our soldiE'r
for railway purposes. He had purchased se~tlement.· I would suggest that where
the land a short time be.fore at from £9 raIlways cannot be constructed for a few
to £10 an acre. He was awarded only years, a surve,y of the' routes should be
Is. for the land. His neighbour on the made in !the meantime. There is .an area
other ,side of lthe fence lost not a foot O'f in my elec/orate through which it is
his land, and gOit off with a slight ra.ting hOoped a railway will be constructed, as it
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will lead to a large. soldier settlement.
The neoessity' forr making a survey of
t,he proposed railway at once is that if
this is not done there will be a. possibility of the ,s·Q,ldier settlers erecting improvements-buildings, fencoo, and so
on-on land that will have to be taken
over for railway construction purposes.
If . a survey were made of the proposed
raIlway, the set.tl~rs would know just
what land t4e line would ,travel through,
and the improvements WQiuld be made
elsewhere. I sta~ed at the commencement
oJ my sp~ecih that the Lieutenant.
Governor's Speech gave us a broad hint
for brevity, inasmuch as it was itself so
brief. I dOl not propose to detain the
House much longer. I should like, however, to congratulate the Government on
t,he :excellent financial position of the
State,. We were ,able to finish up the last
three years with a surplus, although
there had belen no increased taxation.
Mr. HANNAH.-'¥e dOl not get much
DUt of it.
Mr . . McDONALD. - The honorable
member will get a little out of it
presently if he is patient. While the
Government can carry on III tha,t way,
and are prepared to fulfil the programme
which they submitted to the people, 1
am prepared to give them my support.
But I, like the mover of the motion, dOl
not favour .a continuance of the Fair
Profits Cmnmission. In my opinion this
Commission has not justified its existence.
It has done nothing to reduce
prices.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-When the CQimmission did take an effective step fpr the
red uction Qif prices, the Government prevented them. The Government will not
give them laws tQi mak,e their decisions
legal even.
Mr. MeDONALD.-That may be the
case. In my opinion, however, wherever
the Government have apPQiinted a COtIDmission to fix prices, the Commission has
never been a success. . I reserve to' myself
th.p right, whilst supporting generally the
Government, tD 0pPQise those measures
I do not approve of, and I am certainb
not in favour of the re-appointment of
the Fair Profits Commission. An impdrtant Bill that. waSi intrO'duced la.'lt
S$siO'n, 'ann nolt proceeded :with, was
the Vermin Destruction and Noxious
''Ve·ens BilL I trust that. that measure
win be dealt with shortly.
The matter

.Address-in-Reply.

is causing a great deal of vexation ,to
the shire councils and landholders who
are waiting to' see what relief the 'Bill
will gi ve them.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Is it
really 'the int'ention O'f the Go'Vernmellt
t-o proceed with that Bill ~
Mr. MeDONALD.-I think so'.
In
my opinion, the position is largely the
same as with the Charities Bill.
The
Charities Bill was introduced, and it was
afterwards considered desirable ,that those
authorities who control the charities
should meet in c()l[lferenoo in order that
it might be ascertained how much of that
measure they WQiuld supPO'rt. They will
be given an opportunity of discussing the
matter with the Treasurer hefore the
measure is again introduced.
I commend that course .as a wise Oone. In my
opinion, the :Minister of. Agriculture was
quite sincere when he introduced the
Vermin Destruction and ~ oxious Weeds
Bill. The time did not permit O'f its passage through the Houile. I hope that no
time will be lost in bringing that' measure forward again.
There are other
measures of great jmportance that we'
may not have time to deal with during
the present shc~t session. But- now that
the Fanners Union representatives have
indicated their preparedness to broaden
their platform, I think it will be found
that the GDvernment will have their assistance in putting many good measures
through the House. I will conclude with
words taken from the Lieutenant-GovernOl;'s Speech, "I trust that under the
blessing Qif Divine Providence the result
of our labour,s will be of benefit t.Qi t,he
State.," I hOlpe that the debate on the
Address-in-Reply will nOot be prolonged
unduly.
We have in previous sessions
taken up three weeks 0[' a, month on the
Address-in-Reply, and then, towards the
end of the session, we have had to' rush
important measures through.
The Address.-in-Reply is usually used as a
vehicle fOor the ventilatiQin of grievances.
I would point. out that ~rievances can be
dealt with when the Estimates are under
discussion.
I again congratulate the
Government on .the programme which
they have submitted to the country, and
which the country has indQirsed, as also
on the sound financial position of the
State.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I moveThat the debate be nOw adjourned.
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Mr LAWSON (Premier).-I agree, QfIl
behalf of the. Government, to the mQition
for the adjournment of the debate. I
take advan· age of this opportunity to
indicate to honorable members what the
programme of the Government will be.
lt will be necessary to submit to-night a
Bill providing for a month's Supply.
Honorable members know that we obtained Supply until the end of October
in order to carry us over the elections.
It was impossible for the House to meet
earlier than it was summoned by the
Lieutenant-Ooverncir.
Mr. COTTER. - Did y.ou not tell us
the same story last time?
Mr. LAWSON.-No, I was not Premier after the last elections.
Anyhow,
it is not an old story, and irrespective of
whether it is old or not, it i.s certainly
It was my obligation in
a true story.
connexion with the elections to advise
His Excellency the Lieutenant..:Governor
to fix certain dates for the issue of
writs, the return of writs, and the sumInoning of Parliament.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz7'oy).-Did
you summon Parliament, and, if so, how?
Mr. LAWSON.-Parliament was summoned in the ordinary way by the Lieutenan t-Oovern or.
Mr. J. W. BII~LSON (Fitzroy).-This
Parliament has never been summoned at
all.
Mr. LAWSON.-Yes, it has.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-No,
it has not.
.
Mr. LAWSON.-The honorable memThere was the ordiber is mistaken.
nary notice in the Government Gazette
requiring members to attend by order of
the Lieutenant-Governor in the name of
the King.
Mr. SI~ATl'~R.-What publication did
you Bay?
Mr. LAWSON.-The most important
publication in this State-the Government Gazette.
.
Mr. SLATER.-How many members
read it?
Mr. LAWSON.-It is sent to all honorable members, and if the.y did not read
it it is their own fault.
However, I
would ask honorable members to allow me
to tell the story in my own way.
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Mr. J. \V. BILLSON (Fitz1·oy).-Whether it is right or not.
:Mr. LAWSON.-It is certainly right.
It was impossible to summon Parliament
for an earlier date. It is usual to allow
a reasonable lapse of time after the elections for the' Go-verrnment to get ready for
the meeting of Parliament, whether it is
arL old Government or a new Government.
However, I recommended His .Excellency
the Lieutenant-Governor that Parliament
should be summoned to meet this day.
As I have said, we obtained Supply until
the end of last month, and the midmonthly payments for November are due
almost immediately.
It will be necessary to pass the Supply Bill through this
House to-night, and to submit it to anMembers of another placE' to-night.
other place will wait, expecting to reHonorable
ceive the Bill pretty soon.
members may
say that they arc
being asked to deny themselves the
exercise of privileges which they
possess, be'cauBei on a Supply Bill
there is an opportuni ty to discuss
many subjects.
Still I would point out
to them a few simple facts.
First of all,
the Address-in-Reply affords the fullest
and most ample opportunity for the discussion of those matters.
Secondly, the
Budget will be delivered as early as possible after the debate on the Address-inReply has been concluded.
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (01Jens).-That
will be Christmas.
Mr. LAWSON.-N ot if my anticipations are realized.
Mr. A. A. BIU~SON (Ovens) .-It will
be thi'ee or four weeks from now.
Mr. LAWSON.-I do not think honO1'able members will take three or four
weeks debating the Address-in-Reply, and
I invite their co-operation in getting the
Supply Bill through as soon as possible.
The Leader of the Opposition wants no
doubt to criticise and review the actions
of the Government, and as he did not
have the privilege ·of seeing the opening
speech before it was delivered it is reasonable that he should have an opportunity of preparing his remarks.
In
recent sessions it has been the practice to
adjourn from the opening day of the
session until the following Tuesday. If
the House agrees and passes the Supply
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Bill to-night, I propose to ask members
to meet again on Tuesday next.
Then
I would ask them to take the hint whi~h
has been given by the honO'rable member
for Polwarth.
The opening speech is
one of the shortest on record, so I hope
that the debate on the l\..ddress-in-Reply
In Queensland
\vill be short and sharp.
se·e
tha.t the Gove·rnment are
I
adopting an innovatiO'n by abolishing
the Address-in-Reply for the cQlIDing
session,
because,
thely are anxious
that the wO'rk O'f their Parliament
should be concluded before Christmas.
I am also anxious that the work of this
Parliament should be concluded before
Christmas, but I am more anxious that
certain urgent measures which the Government propose to submit should be
registered on the statute-book of this
country. Therefore, I invite! the, help of
Without the aid
honorable members.
and good-will and kindly co-operation of
hono'rable members, the Government is
powerless to push business forward expedi~iously; h~t I am gO'ing tOi ask them,
consIstently WIth the due examination of
Go~ernment propositions, to help us to
regIster those measures on the statu tebook before Ohristmas. I do ask that
there :will not be any great length of time
OCCUPIed by the debate on the Addl'es'S-inReply.

Acklress-in-Reply.

Mr. CARLISLE.-Sir Alexander Peacock said we were going to appoint a
temporary Chairman.
'
Mr. LAWSON.-I think there is some
misunderstanding a.bout that. However,
it is a matter for the House to determine.
I think it would be better to get right on
with business. I have made t·his statement so tha.t honorahle members may
know exactly what the Government desire::!, and I hope' they will find it in their
hearts to help us in giving effe'Ct to' Qur
proposals.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There does
not seem to be anything- novel in the Premier's propcsition to-night. He always
seems desirous O'f getting other peO'ple to
hurry, although he is in no hurry himself,
·011' he would have called Parliament together a week or a day sO'oner.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I could not, for the reasons I have indicated.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-The O'nly legal
obstacle was that Parliament could not be
convened until after the return of the·
writs. The writs have been returned some
time. At any rate, it was in the PremieJf's po-weir to have had Pa.rliament
Qpened yesterday.
Afte,r an election
there seems to' be mO're necessity fQr criticising the programme" actions,.1and statements of the Goyernment than in ordinary
circumstances.
The Government are
bringing in a. Supply Bill to'-night, and,
Mr. SOT,Ly.-Seeing you were defeated as usual, the Premier has made an appeal
for it to' be put through prO'mptly. Howat the polls, why don't you resign?
ever, I neve·r knew such a measure to go
Mr. LAWSON.-We have not been throuah instantly. The public servants
defeated at the pons, and we have no in- have not to' be paid befOire the 15th of the
ten tion of resigning.
Tha t is my re- month, and it would be early enough if
quest, made, I hope, in a proper spirit the Supply Bill went through on Thursto honorable members, and I invite. their day Q1r Friday. The mere fact that anaid to that end. There has been a most other place will wait for the measure toample opportunity of discussing the night should not prevent us exercising our
opportunity for criticism. The Premier
policy and programme of the Govern- referred tOi the procedure. which is being
ment at the general elections and the adopted in Queensland, but I would point
verdict of the country is still ~inging in out to him that :Mr. TheodQre, the PreO'ur e3.r8l. Therefore, I should be glad if mie,r, has arranged to' make, a. statement
honorable members would exercise a se1£- to the House.
If
our
Premier
denying ordinance, and not spe 1k at great made a statement heTa as to the
length on the Address-in-Reply. Before projected 'legislation of the Gosvernwe proceed with the Supply Bill, it will be rr.ent it would form the base or
necessary to elect a Chairman of Oom- groundwork for discu~sion by honorable
mittees. After the Speaker h l'S put this members. 'Vhile I dO' not wish to say
motion for the adiournment of the debate anything derogatO'ry to them, I would
the election of a Chairman of Committee~ point out that, as far as the Address-inwill be the first bmire.ss. Then we will RepIv is concerned, it is usually submitted
proceed with the ~~lYly B·ll. and put it by new members, who really know least
t.hrough, I hope, fall'lV speedily.
about the business of the HOU~8, und
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what the,y put fO'rward may not be refeu8d to' during tho ensuing discussiO'n.
Then, again, the Government deprived us
O'f the privilege of discussing the,ir
Budget prO'Posals before the elections. As
for the, Public Service, Bill it was put
through as a tentative me·asure. Some· O'f
those gentlemen whO' were most active in
their oppositio.n to that being done are
nO'w in the lVGnistry. I suppose they
have gone Over to the tentative party.
Mr. LAwsoN.-Sectio'll 121 is to be repealed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Parliament
costs sO' much a minute while in session,
and the GO'vernment will have to. take up
some of the expensive time of Parliament
for the purpose of repealing that prO'vision. Do the GO'vernment think that
there will be reasonable time for dealing
with the ten measures mentioned in the
Lieutenant-Governor's Sneech if the sessiO'n is to be concluded be fare Christmas ~
It will be necessary to sit faur days a
week to' get some measures through fa'r
the othe·r place, to conside,r. Then the
GO'vernment will be occupied in passing
pieces of legislatian that are afterward:>
thrO'wn out. The Premier said that he
was going 'on with the Hospitals and
Charities Bill the ii· n opportunity he had.
N ow it daes na't seem that he is going
on with it at all. The Government want
to' deprive honorable members Oof opportunities for criticism by saying that if
they do nO't pass the S u pp~ y Bill immediately the mid-monthly payments will
not be available fO'r the Public Service.
I acknO'wledge that some of the formalities surraunding Parliament are farcical, althO'ugh they arel not altogether
useless, because honorahle memhera O'n all
sides o.f the House are able· to' make m:e of
such formalities when nee-essary for the
preservation of their privileges.
If the
discussion follows its usual course, there
does not seem to be any prospect of getting
the Supply Bill through to-night.
I
suggest that the elediO'n Oof Chairman af
CO'mmittees should he pO'stponed until
next Tuesday, Oor some ather day. I do
not recO'llect the election O'f' Chairman
being press·ed farward in the way propo-sed. It is generally put 0'.[1, SQllll€:times for
as 10'ng
as a
manth.
SO'metimes we have nO't appointed a.
Chairman of COommittees until the cO'nclusion O'f the debate Oon the Address-inReply. The be·st cO'urse to take nO'w is
tOo a.ppoint a temporary Chairman. It
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WO'uld be just as well for the Government to' nO'tify that on a certain day
steps will be t.aken to' elect the Chairman
Oof Committees.
The matiO'n far the adjOournment of the
de,bate was agreed to', and the debate
was adjourned until Tuesday, November 16.
ACTING CHAIRMAN OF
OOl\iMITTEES.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I moveThat the honorable member for East :p:.Ielbourne, Mr. A. A. Farthing, act as Chairman
of Committees for this day.

The mation was a.greed to.
VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
The Rouse having resOolved itself into
Committee af Supply,
1\1r. McPHERSON (Trea.surer) movenThat a sum not exceeding £959,341 be
granted to His Majesty on account for or
towards defraying the following services for
the year 1920-21, namely:Legislative Council-salaries and ordinary
expenditure, £1)6; Legislative Assembly-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £1)80; Parliamentary Standing Committee-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £79; Refreshment Rooms
-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £291;
the Library-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£72; the Library, State Parliament Housesalaries and ordinary expenditure, £212; Victorian Parliamentary Debates-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £450; Chief Secretary's
Office-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£1,330; pensions, &c., £10,112; grants, £500;
Board for the Protection of the Aborigines.-salaries and. ordinary expenditure, £'134; Explosives-salaries and 'ordinary expenditure,.
£593; State Accident Insurance Office-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £217; Fisheries and
Game-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£446; Government Shorth~nd 'Vriter-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £164; The Governor's Office-ordinary expenditure, £40; Herbarium-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£126; Inebriates Institution-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £379; Marine Board-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £408; Mercantile Marine-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£130; Observatory-salaries and ordinary expehditure, £274; Premier's Office-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £557; Agent-Generalstaff and office, £612; Audit Office-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £1,390; Government
Statist-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£2,220; Hospitals for the Insane-salaries and
ordinary expenditure £36,800; Neglected Children, &c.-salaries and ordinary expenditure~
£20,855; Penal and Gaols-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £5,584; Police-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £40,585; Public Library,
&c.-salaries and . ordinary expenditure, £2,535;
Public Service Commissioner - salaries and
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ordinary expenditure, £267; Department. of
Labour-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£1,745; Immigration and Labour Bureau£712; Education-salaries and ordinary expenditure:, £132,800; pensions, &c., £35; works
and buildings, £800; endowments and grants,
£7,500; exceptional expenditure, £3; AttorneyGeneral-salaries, £7,328; pensions, &c., £18;
ordinary expenditure, £2,433; Solicitor-General-salaries, £5,029; ordinary expencliture,
£I,56!:>; Treasury-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £2,280; transport, &c., £417; unforeseen expenditure, £417; a.llowances to Railway
Department, £1,000; pensions, &c., £34; exceptional expenditure, £8,000; Taxation OfficeIncome Tax-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £2,1!:>5; Land Tax--.salaries and ordinary
expenditure, £2,260; Death Duties-salarip.s
and ordinary expenditure, £144; Curatorsalaries and ordinary expenditure, £450; Go,'ernment Printer-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £11,728 j exceptional expenditure, £100;
advertising, £400; Survey, &c., Crown Landssalaries and . ordinary expenditure, £1,125;
Public Parks, &c.-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £47; grants, £561; Botanic, &c.,
Gardens-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£887; Extirpation of Habbits, &c.-salaries
and ordinary ~xpenditure, £3,650; "Works and
Buildings, £324 j Crown Lands-exceptional
cxpendituret £1,269; Public Works-salaries
and ordinary expendit~re, £4,904; Ports and
Harbors-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£3,066; works, &0., £3,000; Electricity Commissioners-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£1,850; Public Works-works and buildings,
£14,700; roads, works, and bridges, £500; endowments and grants, municipalities, &c."
£500; Mines-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £3,02G; furtherance of Mining industry,
£1,899; brown coal mine, £8,333; exceptional
expenditure, £1,750; State Forests--.salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £5,019; State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, £20,1l3; Agriculture, Administrative-salaries and ordinary
expenditure, £990; salaries and ordinary expenditure" £6,552; Stock and Dairy-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £1,680; Export Development-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£3,761; Public Health-salaries and ordinary
expenditure, £5,226; Ra.ilways-working expenses, &c. £502,742; pensions, £1,373; Railway Construction Branch, £705; State Coal
Mine" £35,645. Total, £959,341.

He said-As the Pren~ier has explained,
the Supply granted in September last
was for two months, and is nolW exhausted.
It is therefore necessary to
pass a Bill nOow to cover one month's
Sup~ly.
Owing to the. difficulty experienced in the Departmenu, in gauging the
amounts that would be required for increases in salaries under the amending
Public Servioe Act, full Supply was not
taken in many cases, and the arrears
are provided fOor in this Bill. The
~mounts asked fOor are based upon a proper
proportion Oof the estimated expenditure,
Mr. McPherson.

Acco~tnt.

with a few exceptions, which I shall
enumerate.
To meet the deficiency in
the Polioe SuperannuatiOll1 Fund £8,300
is required. "Provision must be made
to meet the requirements until the
allotment from t.he Licensing Fund is
a,ailable. For pO'lice fOorage and travelling expenses £1,900 is required.
Unu~ually heavy e1xpenditure is necessary to
bring police to the city fOor the regulation of t.he Cup traffic. The grant to ~up
plement the subsidy for the Royal Mint
i~ £5,720.
In addition to the annual
subsidy of ,£20,000 a further amount of
£15,000 is provided on the Estimates,
being £]0,000 capital expenditure and
£5,000 subsidy. This additiOon is necessita ted by the undertaking Oof Australian
token coinage', a· work which will yield
much highe,r revenue than the extra expenditure involved. I shall be happy to
::t,fford information Oon any of the other
it-ems if hOonorable members desire it.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-What
i~ the revenue from the coina.e-e ~
Mr. McPHERSON .-This year we anticipate a loss to the State of about
£5,000, but in the future we expect to
get a profit of from £10,000 to £15,000.
Mr. COTTER.-I think we 'are entitled
to something mOore than the bald stateIp.ent we have just heard from the Trea-"
surer. PriOor t,o, the general election we
had to drag a financial statement from
the Treasurer. We asked for a financial
statement, so that th06e who are Oopposed
to the Government in politics would have
something to say t.Oo the public at elect.ion time.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I am going to deli"er the Budget directly.
Mr. COTTER.-The· Treasurer took
care nOot to let us have the Budget before the general election.
l\1:r. MCPHERSON.-But I gave you a
financial statement.
Mr. COTTER.-Yes, but not very
willingly. We had to drag the statement
from the honorable gentleman. Now he
practically says, "Gape sinner, and
swallow."
He is asking us to vote
£959,341 when he knows that nearly all
t.he money has been spent. It is useless
forr us to question the expenditure:
On
the 15th instant the Gove-rnment have
certain obli£1ations to meet. Weare really
asked to take part in a farce, and I think
it is time that this House woke up to the
situation. We should know exactly where
we are. We have to go before the elec-
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tors at every general election and give
them a 1'eS'u.1ne of the wOork done during
the life Qif the Parliament. What positiOon will the new members be in when
they find that nearly all this money has
boon spent already 1 We tried hard last
sE-ssion to get the Treasurer to increase
the allowance for bO'arded-out children,
but he would nOot COome out Oof his Ooyster
shell. N oow he, finds that the cOountry will
not tolerate the miserable pittance, and
Sf" it is announced in to-day's papers that
the' amOount is to be raised to 8s. Evidently the Cabinet have given consideration tOi the matter. They prOobably got
the Treasure,r out of the way, and seeing that there was a popular demand for
an increase Oof the allowance, they have
decided to increase it.
Our party
struggled hard last ~ession to have the
. allowance increased to' lOs.
F'Qir morre
than thil1:.y years, if a girl was unfOortuna;te enough tOo have an illegitimate
~hild, it has been the custom of the magistrates to make an order against the
father fDr 7s. 6d. a week. The cos.t of
living has increased by leaps and bO'unds,
apd the GDvernment expected a widow
with three or four children tOo be satisfied with an allowance of 5s. a week fOil'
each child. Our party had that amOount
increased by Is., and the Age and some
c.ther ne,wspaper had it increased by another shilling.
Mr. J. \V. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-We
got it.
Mr. COTTER.-I belie,ve ~h~t IS
right. \Vhy dOl not the Treasurer and
his Government tell the people that the
La bour party have requested an increase
to lOs. ~
The cost of living has
increased by 200 per cent. in many
instances, and many a mQither finds it
hard to keep the home together. Our
party asked that the allowance should be
made lOs., but the Go,vernment made
excuses for the,ir refusal t.o grant it.'
They have always the same excuses. The.
nnances will not permit of an increase, or
the time iEl not opportune. I should like
to ask the Treasurer if he thinks he
o(?ould maintain a child in a state of
.decency on 7s. a week.
He knows he
could not do anything of the sort. I
should like to ask how this Government,
which pretflnds to be liberal, ran expect
a child to be properly maintained on such
a rate of p!1yment.. vV'C'. havfl bpcn told
that there is great necessity for economy.
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If we have a revenue of £12,,000,000, and
we are told that our expenditure must not
exceed that amount, that is not practising
economy. If thi~ limitation prevents
progress or the entering into new industries, it is a bad policy, It may well be
that the expenditure of a sum in additi.on
to the revenue will mean increasing the
revenue, and no -Treasurer should say
that our expenditure should not exceed
our reyenue.
Statements llave . been
made in the press about the Government
in other .states squandering ·money. In
to-day's Age) reference is made to the
fact that in New South Wales the expenditure exceeded the revenue by
£4,000,000.
I should like to point out
that many years ago, when the plague
scare was on in Sydney, the Government
resumed a large area known as the Hocks .
The whole place was remodelled, and
up-to-date
buildings ·w€,re
erected.
Ve,ry fine TOWS
of
buildings will
soon
becomel the propelrty of the
people: as the result Oof the expenditure
which was carried. out theon.
I am
not quite sure, but I believe that these
buildings will become the property of
the municipality, but it may be that they
will belqng to the Government. If we
are not going in for enterprise in thi.s
State, Victoria will remain as it is today, in thel back-wash of the other States.
Some years ago it used to be claimed that
Victoria was in the yall of progress wi tb
its factory and othe'r legislation, But it
has since lost that pre-eminence. I should
like to know what thi~ Government hav8
done during the past three years in the
way of progress.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-What a:bout the
l\10rwell scheme?
Mr. COTTER.-I did not vote for that
scheme, and I am afraid the time will
come when it will be proved to be a
mistake.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I think you arc
quite wrong on that point.
Mr. COTTER.-I may be, but if with
200 feet of open surface the Government
cannot make a success of the mine, I do
not see how they are likely to do so when
they have to go underground for the
cOoal. A part from that, I beolie'Ve brown
coal is too valuable to' he burnt away in
generating electricity.
The products
which 0an be obtained from it are too
useful to be consumed m that way.
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Then we have river:.: like the Kiewa and
those in Gippsland, which could generate
all the electricity this State requires without touching an ounce of ,brown coal.
I am not at all sure that we are doing
right in using the brown coal in this way.
Mr. MoPHERsoN.-Engineers do not
support that view.
Mr. OOTTER.- I a'l1l not an engineer,
and I recall the fact that when we were
at Morwell the engineers did not agree
with each other. The honorable gentlelUan must 'not forget that it would not
require such very .... heavy raillS to make
the river therei overflow its banks.
'Vhy should we burn this brown coal ill
generating elect6city when we have mj}llons of .gallolls of \va tel' l'11I11ling to the
Elf:a which we could utilize for that pu]'po~ ~ ~ow.ever, I was drawn away by
an mterJcctlOn by the Treasur0r, allCI 1
want to get back to the payll1811t for the
maintenance of neglected children. No
lJlatter what arguments are brought forward in favour 0'£ incre,asing the rate, we
nre always told it is a ques'"ion of pounds,
shillings, and pence. During the reC811t.
elections the Treasurer travelled a good
deal through the State, and !10 probably
discovered that mallY motlwn; are
struggling hard to maintain neglected
children. I see by 'this morning's paper
lhat the Goyernment propose to increase
the payment by Is. per week. I wonder
if I were to! move for a reduction of £10
ill the sum proposed to be granted fOoT
Supply whelthe,r I should be able to get
a.n increa~e. I have never been able to
lmderst::md why these children are called
1leglected.
::Mr. ·vVAlwE.-They are called lleglected
because the Govermnent neglect to give
sufficient to support them.
·~fr. OOTTER.-I never saw it in that
light before, and 1 congratulate the hOllorable member on his pen;picacity.
I
think he is right.
1£ a pr0posal were
brought forward to provido lal'ge supplies
of water or for the making of railways
and roads iu t.he country, do honoruble
memhers think that allY financial question would be raised? Yet the Government will not do something for the boys
and girls who will be the men and WOIllen
of to-morro,,". When the Public Service
Oommissioner intimates that an examination is to be held, is there any suggestion
that children who live in the hovels in
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Richmond should be given a percentage·
advantage compared with the children
who live in Hawthorn and in other
suburbs of that kind? If it were possible
to submit this question to a vote of th&
House without the decision be,ing regarded
as a vo,te of censure ou the Government,
I am satisfied that the payment would
be fixed at lOs. a, welek.
My time·
for speaking is limited, and before I conclude I propose to move an amendment
to reduoe the aJIYIOunt of this Supply~.
with the object of testing the feeling of the Committee, with regard
to further increasing the vote for
boa.rded-out children.
Having given·
that intima.tion, I will now leave the
c;uestion for a moment. During last Parliament I drew the attention ()1f Parliament, and of the Premie'r in particular,
to the position the St,a.tel pensioners are
in to-day. Men and women who gave
life-long service to the State, went out o-f
the Service and obtained pensions based'
on a standard w'hich was sufficient fo-r jts
purposes at the. time the ,pensions wereallocated. The men and womeu concerned
were' at that time pedectly satisfied, as.
the times and couditio.ns we,re normal.
Since then, howeve.r, the cost of living
has increased enormously, and the pensions which these people are re~eiving are
now a mere pittance. I wish to give a
comparison. The, GOoveTnment last se·ssio.n
found that the public servants we,re in
such a shocking condition with regard tOo
their remuneration t.hat a proposal was
hrought fOTWard to increlase the pay
of
an
t.he
publio
servants
in
the Departments.
The total amount
of this increase was 'Some,what about
£400,000.
That increase was given
beoause of the fact that the' public
servants were under-paid to that eoctent.
I do not think that anybody will question
that. But the same arguments that were
. used in regard to the public servants when
that matter was being dea.lt with will
applv to the men and women who had
been in the Service!, and who had gone
out, and we·re receiving pensio.ns on the
lower standard of salary they received a.t
that time. Take the men and women
reooiving £100, or less than £100, as a.
pension. Prio-r to the war they were just.
able to struggle: along without asking assistance from anybody. But as time went,
on that amount became too. small to. live
on, and those who welre receiving it would
proba.bly be hetter off in some charitable
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institution. While the mover of the Ad-dress-in-Reply was very eloquent about
Liberalism-a question about which I will
de,al another day-I say that it is no. great
credit to Liberalism, which alone has governed this State for a number of ye'ars,
that these men and women who have devoted their lives to the service of the
State should in their old, decaying age be
without sufficient to maintain themselves.
Had they be'en in the Public Service up
to within the last threle or four years the
pensions they are reoe,iving would have
be'en considerably higher than they are
to-day. The fact that these, people went
out of the Service prior to. 1914 made it
necessary that an appeal should be made
to Parliament on their behalf. I made
that appe'al first to the Premier.
The:
hGnorable gentleman promised to take
the matte.r to the Cabinet. It was afte'rwards stated that the Cabinet would not
grant an increase. I then brought the
questiOon up Oon a mGtiOon for the adjournment Oof the House, and fresh facts were
presented. The Premier stated that he
wOlUld look intOo the matte,r, and no,tify
later what was intended to be done. That
meant that the matter wOould stand over
until after the ele'ctions. N 00 notification
has ye't he'en made as to what the Government intend to dOl. I ask nGW in all
seriousness and e'arnestne'ss if the Tre,a.sure~ cannOot dOl soonething fOol' these unfortunate peQiple" who now find that they
have not sufficient to kee,p bQidy and soul
together: In past years these people took
.on obliga,tions, and in normal times what
the~ re'ceived was sufficient fOor theil' support. During all the t~ffie they were in
the Departments the,y gave the State good
'Service. What they are nQIW receiving as
pensions is not, as I have stated, sufficient
to keep bOodv and soul tOogether; and t.hey
natura.lly look to Parliament, which is the
'Supreme power in this matter, to restOore,
the pensions to something which will provide living cOillditiOons. That would have
been dOone if these people had still been in
the Servicel. The GOovernment stated that
those inside the Service were under-paid
to the extent of £400,000, and Parliament passed an Act tOo give the officers in
the Public Servioe a decent standard of
living. That was done for the, men and
wOomen inside the SeTvice in 1919 .. Surely
t.he arguments that were used in their case
'WOould apply to the peOople who had gone
.outside the Se'rvice, but had given the
State good service in past years. I have
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now exhausted the time allQlWed me to
stPe,ak. There are two Oor three other items
about which I have something to say,
but I
shall have to leave them
until a later opportunity during this
debate.
I desire nOow to cOonce·ntrate
on the two questiOons that I have
already brought before the Committee.
I am de,termined to move an amend'Illent
for the purpoEle Oof indicating that we will
not be coutent with the payment of anything less than lOs. a week for a hoardedout child. There is not a member of this
House who would care tOo rear a member of his own family at even lOs. a
The Government require fostcl'week.
mothers to bel good citizens, and to
confoTm tOo all the rules of civilization and society, and yet they dole out a
miserable pittance of 7s. a week for each
child in their care'.
Until recently
the State was paying a widow 6s.
a week fOor e,ach of the children
left to her care, and lately the amount
has been advanced to 7s. Now Parliament is being asked to do what only Parliament can do. These foster mothel'~
have no Wages Boards or' .Arbitration
Courts to go to.
When they come to
Parliament to have their grievances rcme.died a deaf ear is turned to them, and
the Treasurer says that there are not the
funds available.
I appeal to him to
agree to a payment of lOs. weeJdy. Evon
if that amount is conceded the unfortunate women will not be able to hank any
of it. I have in my mind several cases
where the roothe'rs go out office-cleaning
for some hours in the morning and again
in the afternoon for the great remuneration of 30s., and I appeal to the Government to see that a more adequate· allowance is made in respect of the children
whom they have in their care, so that the
little ones may be, maintained in decency
and comfort, and be better clothed and
fed. I moveThat the sum (£959,341) be reduced by £100,

as an indication that this House is favo:rable to an increased allowance of lOs. a
week in respect of neglected children.

Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) .-1
desire to support the honorable member
for Richmond. Before the elections I
moved a simihr amendment, and pointed
out the impossibility of the mothers keeping the chiLdren as they should be kept
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on the allowance paid by the Government. The Government were paying 7s.
a week. They gave no indication while
the House was sitting that they intended
to increase that amount. After the adjournment for the elections they made the
discovery that they were not paying sufficient, and as an inducement, I think, for
the people to· return the Go'Vocnment to
powelr the Premier announced in his policy
speech that the allowance would be raised
to 8s. a week, an increase of ls., for the
maintenance of these so-called neglected
chi1dren, whom I prefer to call dependent
children.
Mr. OAIN.-Have the Government
paid that extra ls. yet?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Not
yet, but I presume they intend to pay it,
because it was promised in the policy
speech 'Of the Premier. Before the Hous'e
adjourned it decided, on account of the
high cost of living, to increase by £250 a
year, or· £5 a week, the salary of men receiving £1,000 per annum. In the case
of children, for whom 7s. was being paid,
an increase 'of ls. is to be givell. Now,
ls. a week is absolutely inadequate to
meet the high cost of living. I analyzed
that allowance 'Of 7s. before we adjourned. After allocating 2.9. for lodging
and ls. 6d. for clothes, there would be
3s. 6d. left, or 6d. a day, which, for three
meals a day, would mean 2d. a meal. It
is so low that the Government have not
been able to take back all the children
whom their fo~ter-mothers wished to surThey have not had, I am inrender.
formed, the accommodation t;o enable
them to take back the children in the
numbe,rs in which they were being returned.
The Government cannot say
that the revenue is ·decreasing.
As a
matter of fact, the revenue is buoyant.
Before the House adjourned for the elections we made many increases in pay. I
do not say that those increases were not
justified, hut I do say that no cases
were as urgent as the' necessities of
these children. N ow the Government are
increasing the allowance by ls. a week,
which will mean 2!d. for a meal and an
extra id. on Sunday. Does the Treasurer think it is enough for the maintenance of the children? It costs him more
in every institution in which children are
put. He cannot maintain them in the industrial schools for anything near it. He
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cannot maintain them in gaol at anything
like that rate.
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more than that. I take it that if we are
to have a standard of civilization at aU,
that country should be proclaimed the·
most civilized that cares most for its
young. When you provide a sum which
means starvation of the bodies of these
dependent children, yQlU are dwarfing the
men and women 'Of the future both mentally and physically.
I do not think
members of this House desire that that
should be done. I am sorry that there
are not more members ill the chamber.
When the festivities of the opening were
to be enjoyed we had a crowded House,
but when the business has to be done the
Government benches and the Ministerial
corner are empty.
Mr. HANNAH.-Not a Farmers Union
representative present.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-tt
is a very noticeable fact.
I am
particularly anxious for a statetD3.ent
by the Treasurer.
I know what he
icl going to do. He is going to tell us
about the ·:number ~f children, and a
lump sum. What does it matter to any
child what the lump sum is, if that child
cannot get sufficient food to satisfy his
hunger ~ It does not matter to that child
how many are hu~gering; that will not
satisfy his cravings. The Government are
trading ,on the love and the affection
that ~he foster-mothers and the natural
mothers have for these children: When
a foster-mother adopts a child from the
Department, affection for it often creeps.
into the mother's heart, and is reciprocated by the child. Sometimes the mother
would endure great hardship rather than
part with the child, and it is this love
that the Government are trading on.
They are trading on the most helpless
and defenceless people of the State. It
i3 Ullworthy of the Government to do so.
What opinion can thoughtful men have
of a Government that would trade on the
adversity of these people? I heard the
honorable member for St. Kilda when
he spoke .on Liberalism this afternoon.
So far as the dependent children are concerned, there is no sign of Liberalism
The sign is one of conapparent.
temptible meanness, and in its very worst
form. I think honorable members ought
to pause when they consider what took
~lace last session and what is taking
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place now.
Member after member got
up in this chamber and urged the claims
to increases of men who were receiving
£500 a year and more. N ow we are trying to force the Government to make the
allowance lOs. for children who are in
need of the food that this money will buy,
and without which they cannot get sufficient food.
The people outside are expecting the Government to do justice to
these children. The financ·es of the State
justify the increase, and the cost of liviug demands that the needs of these chil...:
dren shall be met.
I know that some
men have deserted their children. Why
should the children be punished for the
crimes of their parents?
Why starve
children because they happened to have
had a father who is unworthy of the
lI1lme? :For the Government to do as
they are now doing is equivalent to a
declaration that, although the father was
bad they are worse than the father because the.y have the power to prevent
sni-fering, and, instead of preventing it,
are withholding help. I hope the,re will
be a sufficiellt number of liberal-minded
lllell in this chamber to vote for this proposal, SD that it may be an instruction
to the Government that nothillg less than
lOs. will meet the case.
}Jr. HANNAH.-I am desirous 'of
speaking on this question, but more as a
curtain-raiser for next week.
The Governlllell t benches are very empty just
now.
I was struck by the remarks of
the honorable member for St. Kilda, who
dealt with some very vital questions, one
of which seemed to rivet the attention of
the farmers' representatives. It affects
my constituency very much, and the honorable member must have guessed what I
was going to say on the matter. I spoke
to one or two this morning on the subject. I want to let the Farmers Union
know that they are not yet the bosses of
the situation. They have a good deal of
power, and they are going to exercise it
as much as possible. If the Government
do not wake up and realize that they
have others as well as the rich farmers
to legislate for, then Liberalism will soon
b(~ dead and gone.
It appears to me that
the Government have been catering for
only one class. I am reminded of a
speech that I made when the late ]'£r.
"Elmslie was Leader of the Opposition.
In H115, \vhen the Wheat Pool was going
Second Session, H)20.-[2]
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through, we tried to :protect the COllsumers of this country. We found the
same opposition as will probably be fou~d
to-day.
The Government will stand to
those who are well off.
We, shall
probably find that the people will be compelled to pay for bread twice as much as
they ought to pay. The statement that
,"'as made by the honorable membe]> for
St. Kilda appeared. tOI arOouse inten~st.
What impression was made on the Premier'? The Treasurer represents a good
many poor people. to whom the price of
bread is a matter of some concern. Is
the Treasurer going to allow a section of
,the community to take from the poor
more than they have a right to take? I
hope the Goyernment are going to take a
strong stand in the interest of the con6umers. I went through the, country a few
weeks ago,.
The fields were looking
splendid, and gave promise, of one
Oof the gr'eatest harvests, so far as
wheat is cOoncerned, that this State
has yet had.
A retired farmer informed me that he
has two sons
who havel 1,000 acres, and the,y expect to
averagel 20 bushels per acre, aild will get
at least 7s. 6d. pe·r bushell for their
wheat. vVhe,re are the consumeil'S of that
wheat to come in 7 I should like, to. know
whether the Ministe'T of Lands is still H..
member of the Wheat Board.
Mr. OMAN.-Ye·s.
Mr. HANNAH.-Can the honorable
gentlelr.an justify the incre·ase, in the
price of wheat, which will mean that tho
consume,r will have to pay mOore for
bread ~ During the currency of the, war,
when the world's parity had be·en knocked
out, we tried tOl, put upon the statutebook a provision for the purpose of protecting the public, but we were unsuccesful. The. words then utt-ered by members on thi~ (the OplPosition) side of the
House we["'e true and co["rect in every,
particular.
If the Minister of Lands
is not pre,pared, as· a member of the
'Vheat BOoard, t.o safeguard the interests
of my constituents, 1 hope th/ Government will not remain in Dffice llluch
longer. During the last four years thC'
COllsunwrs ha\'C' had hard times, and Gnel
only knows how they have manage·J to
pull through. The Minister of Lands
would not like to be in the positio'll at
having to pay his bills upon the scantJ'
earnings of somel of these people.
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Mr. BAILEY.-The pric.e of wheat is
not the only thing responsible for the
high price of bread.

:Mr. HANNAH.-No. The high' price
of bread is 'largely caused by the mIllers
and the bread rIng. Are the Government going to see that the poorer section
of th~1 corrlllliunity are' protected ~ I was
pleased to hear a statement made by the
honorable membe,r fo~' St. Kilda to-day.
He represents a, fasluonahle constituency
and I do not. Probably nine out of
every ten of the' men in his constituency are c.apablel of writing out decen.t cheques, but there are very few
resIdent.s of my constituency who can do
that. People who have, made a. lot of'
money in Collingwo·e.d go out to Kew and
other places to- live. Victoria. is at the
rpa~·ting of the ways.
Vve are, I hope,
gomg t.o g~t away ~r?m the -dead past
and enter lllto the hVlllg future'. I am
glad to see the honorable member for
Wangal'at.ta her-e.
There is not much
whea~ raised in his constituency, but it
contaIns a large! number of COllSU.llle·rs of
~read. He is now a member of a very
strong party-the Fanners Union. I
~ant to know whether that Union is gomg to sere that the poorer persons ,,~ho
consume bread are, protected. There are
one or two matters i wish to spe,ak to the
Treasurer about. On one occasion I was
suspended from the service of the House
for saying that the Gove·rnment were
hypocrites, c.antin~ humbugs, and fra,uds
~or not deal~ng WIth profiteering, and I
lllstance~ FlmdeTs-l~ne as a, place where
,.profi~eerm.g was gOlllg on.
Profiteering
IS stIll g01llg on there, and the, Gove.rnmellt are not prepared to do anything.
Wha~ are the Farmers Union going to
do WIth. regard to Flindelr s-Iane ~
Are
they gomg to- allow Flinders-Ianel and
othell' inter~ts to farm the farmer, or
are they gomg to roll up their sleeves
and gelt to work in earnest ~ If the latter, they will he fls!:to-ciated with men
~ho .are prepar.ed to delal with profiteermg In a practIcal way. The honorable
member f?r Barwon represents a very
strong sectIOn of the workers who require
protection and looking after and two
"fre.s an d'd
III eopeudell ts, " such' as he and
I, wIll bel able to touch t,he Government
1l:P fr{)(l1i both sides. Next we,ek th(\ motIon for the adoption of the Address-inReply will be debated. The' honorable
member who submitted the motion today set a. good example, and one that,
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ho~, will be followed by .other honorable memberrs. Neve'r since the, Kya~
bram reform movement have we had such
a large nUlffiher of ne,w membe·rs as we
have to-day. I do not know whether
that is a good omen or not, be'cause, just
after the Kyahram reform movement
there was an election at which most of
the new membe·rs lost their seats. I wiah
to Ray to some of tho ne,w members who
n:.av consider themse.Jves heaven-born reformers that they have a great work to
do here'. They cannot fold their arma
and take elve'rything for granted that
they are toM. One of thel most serious problems afie,cting the interests of
this country is the railway problem.
What have the Government done to
solve it?
They thought they had
solved the problem by getting a mall
fro111 America.
I take it that he
knows something about railway mallagement.
I told the Minister of
Railways to-day, and I am going to repeat the statement now, that it is time
this House woke up "to the fact that ellectrifi·cation is gOling to cost us £1,000,000
more than it ought to.
I am going totell the Housel a secret, and the honorable
member for Carlton will probably bear
me out. If it had not been for my vote
on the committee which was appointed
to 'inquire into the electrification of railways, the scheme might ve,ry wen ha va
The 'honorable member
been dellayed.
for Gippsla.nd West and the honorable
member for Daylesford, who we,re membelrs of that committee, were opposed to
electrification.
I voted for thel new
system, becau.se! I had come to the conclusion that the country would save
from £220,000 tal £230,000 per annum.
I should like to know what attitude the
Treasurer will take up on this questioD.
\V €I used to have fierce speeches from him
at one time, but that was when be was
trying to get on thel Treasury bench. I
am satisfied that the Treasure'r will have
to- look into the oost of the electrification
of our railways, and it will be necessary
fo,r him to stop the expenditure of thousands of pounds which, in my opinion, is
being wrongfully made at the present
time. I make that statement with some
knowledge of the position.
I shaH be
glad if during the course of the debate on
the Address-in-Reply the Minister of
Railways will give me some' information
re'gqrdin~
our
non-paying
railway
lines. I wanted to bring this matter
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befo.re the Ho.use before Parliament
was dissolved, but it was very difficult,
in V.lew
of the impending
electio.ns, to concentrate the attentio.n
of ho.norable members on any important
question. For three or four weeks before
Parliament dissDlved honorable members
were thinking more of their re-election
than of the business which came before
the House. I particularly want information regarding the non-paying lines,
the construction of which has been recommended by the Railways Standing
Committee during the last twelve years.
A good deal of criticism has been devoted
to the management of our railways, but
it must not be forgotten that Parliament
has readily approi\Ted of railways which
were recommended by the Railways
Standing CQmmittee.
With the exceptiQn Qf my own voice, and the voices,
possibly, o.r one Qr tWQ other honorable members, no VQices have been
raised against proposals Qf that Committee, yet we know that a good deal
of the evidence which was BU bmitted to
the Committee in favour of the construction Qf certain lines has not been justified by results.
I hope to be able to
pr.ove to the Ho.use that many of the promISes Qn the strength of which the Railways Standing Qommittee recommended
the cOnstruction of certain lines have never
been realized, and are no.t likely to. be.
I dOl not altogether blame the Committee·
but what is the use of blaming the eo.m~
missio.ners for the non-productiveness of
SQme railways when they have been co.nstructed o.n the recommendation Qf a
CQmm~ttee which ought to be qualified to.
deal WIth such matters ~ The information
I have asked for is important in view of
the coming harvest and the probable
shortage of trucks, and it is only reasonable that it should be supplied.
Mr. OLD.-I want to say a word or
two with regard tQ the payment Qf
pensions.
Honorable members of this
.As~embly ~ill recollect a· very painful
lUcldent whICh took place last April, when
Constable Taylm." was shQt in the execution
of his duty. TheV will alsQ recQllect that
the honQrable member for Gunbower
moved the adjQurnment of the House to
discuss the PQsition of the widow and her
family. It will be· within the:r recollection, too, that the Go'Vernment gave an
assurance that the widow WQuld receive
a pension. They will be aston ished, however, tQ learn that nQt Qne penny has yet
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been paid to her. That is a lasting disgrace to this Government. I have in my
hand a letter, dated 16th October, 1920,
which saysDear Sir,
In reply to your letter of to-day, I am to
inform )'ou that instructions have l!ow been
issued to pay, in anticipation of parliamentary
authority, the allowance which the Government have decided to ask Parliament to grant
Mrs. F. M. 'l'aylor, widow of Constable G.
Taylor.

That letter was written in reply to one I
wrote on the 7th October. 'fhe Government had not done anything in this
matter up to that time, and not three
hours ago I had a telephone message
from Mrs. Taylor, whQ is now in Melbourne, in which she said she had not yet
received one penny by way Qf pension.
If that is the way the Government fulfil
a promise, then I am -rather surprised at
their action. I am satisfied it was never
the intentiQn Qf honorable members that
such" delay shQuld take place, and I do
not think honorable members on the
Opposition side of the House would be
guilty of such conduct. I want now· a
definite assurance from the Chief Secretary OIl' the Treasurer that any difficulty there may be in .the way Qf paying
Mrs. TaylQr the amount promised will be
immediately removed, SOl that full expression may be given to the will of Parliament.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (FitzrQY).-You
have already an assurance in your hand.
Mr. OLD.-I want the GQvernment to
pay the pension immediately.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
GQve·rnment will give yQU plenty of assurances.
Mr. OLD.-If the Government ao not
act at Qnce, there will be a considerable
rumpus in this chambel'.
Mr. J. W_ HILLSON (Fitzroy).-We
helped you against your Qwn Government.
Mr. OLD.-If the GQvernment act in
this way they will not get many votes in
this House.
Honorable members only
need this information-Mr. W ARDE.-Do yQU not know that
that is the usual red-tape system adopted
by Liberalism.
Mr. OLD.-In that case, it is time
Liberalism gave place to som.ething else.
But that is the position. There ha~ been
a gross miscarriage of justice in thiH particular matter, and whoever is responsible
for it should be hauled over the coals. "[
am satisfied that unless this money is
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paid promptly, a very serious posi~ion
will arise in this House. It is ouly rIght
that the money should be paid, and paid
immediately.
l'{r. PRENDERGAST.-I wish to
point out that we have an amendment before the Chambeil' which is in contradistinction to the usual general discussion on
this question. As far as the amount of
money paid for the maintenance ot
neglected children is concerned, it will he
recollected that the Government made up
its mind before the elections that it would
not increase the amount by more than 1s.
a week. The amount paid in respect of
each child was brought up from 7s. to
88. per week, and the Treasurer decla red
that the reason why the Government
WGuld pay no more was that an expenditure of £30,000 a year would· be involveu.
Apparently, they do not care whet~er the
children are starved or not. Is LIberalism going to stand by while the fosterparents of the many thousands of children in this community who are under
Government control are paid an amount
of money not sufficient to enable the
children to be kept even in food, without
We apconsidering clothes or boots ?
pealed to the Treasurer, and he says 8s.
is enough. Every honorable member of
this House who is a married man knOl\'S
that it is not enough. Every single man
who has had any experience of the cost
of maintenance in his mother's family, or
his brother's or sister's family, knowb
that it is not enough. We therefore ask
honorable members generally to help us,
by their votes in this matter, with a view
to emphasizing the fact that the amount
of money allotted to the foster-mother is
not sufficient for the maintenance of the
child. Formerly, children were kept in
neglected children's homoo, orphan asyIUllls, and other aggregate institutions,
and a Government came to the conclusion
some time ago that that was not the
proper system under which to rear these
children, and they adopted the boardingout system. Ohildren in our aggregate institutions cost more than lOs. per head
per week. To board them out at a maximum of 8s. per week is manifestly unjust.
They cannot be maintained in the aggregate at a lower cost than lOs. per week;
yet foster-parents are forced to keep them
for less than that amount. I have seen
the honorable gentleman in connexion
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with work in his district, and I have rea~
of him stating that a healthy supply of
food for the children is essential in the
interests of the community.' The children
must be kept, and the Treasurer must pay
the amount requisite to keep the children
in a healthy condition.
The honorable
member for Fitzroy, in dealing with this
question, alluded to the fact that a great
number of these children were being sent
back to the Government. Every child so
sent back will cost the State more than
lOs. a week for maintenance. As a matter
of fact, the Neglected Ohildren's Department cannot take them, because they have
no place to put them in.
The present
policy is one :vhich makes for the .starvThey a.re, In the
ing of the chlldren.
main boarded out to lower mIddle class
and poor people. Bigger and wealthier
homes will not admit the -children. Those
who have money to spare will not take
them. The children are therefore handed
over to tho care of poor and lower middleclass persons. Between the foster-parents
and the children a tie Q1f affection is
formed which can only be properly understood by people who are themselves
parents.
lY.I:any of these foster-parents
pinch and scrape in order to keep the
children, knowing all the time that the
Gcvernment are depriving them of an allowance sufficiellt to cover the maintenance of the children. That is the positioll
we are up against. The amendment before the Chamber is to reduce the Supply
by £100. The reason why that .prQlPosition was submitted is that certaIn fOirms
and usages of this HQluse prevent us from
saying that the Supp1y shall ~e added to
fOlr the purpooe of encQlml'assmg our desire. We cannot add to the Supply
without the consent Olf the GovernTherefore we have to adOlpt
ment.
the expedient of moving for the reduction of the amount asked for. We dOl
that in Olrder to force an increase. It
is a fOlQ11ish method. 100lked at in tpis
way, but it has its basis in justice.
The amendment has been moved for
the purpose of emphasizing the fact that
the amount ought to he imcreased in order
tbat foster.,parents may receive justice.
It is useless for honorable members to
mouth their sentiments a?:ainst the. Government if thev are not prepared to back
up their words by action. I ask honorable
mem bArs not to iook after their own little
wheelbarrows, but to vote for the larger
l,
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question-a question which affects the
cOlillllunity as a whole. I ask honorable
members to vote for this motion w order
to emphasize the fact that the polley
adopted by the Treasurer is not based on
the feelings of the people, and has no
recognition from members of Parliament,
who ought to be determiJled to do JustIce
to the foster-mother-s, and to insist that
they· shall receive a fair and reasonable
amount for the upkeep of the children
under their control.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer).-l
am glad of the opportunity of having a
word or two to say on this question of
neglected children, especially as there are
a number of new members. I should like
to put the mattc~r in the right light. The
Leader of the Opposition has explained
how the present system came into use. In
the first instance, these children were
committed to various institutions. Later
the State thought it was not the right
thing to bring children up in that way,
and decided it was better to get fostermothers for the children. The children
were boarded out to foster-mothers.
A
development took place in this way: It
was nrged that, instead of a mother
ha ving to get her children first of all
committed to the Neglected Ohildren's
Department and then let out to fostermothers, there was no necessity to take
the children away from the mother at all.
The idea w~s voiced: "Why not board
the children out to their own mothers~"
That method was adopted, and came into
vogue in or about 1909. It has often been
represented by members, or people speaking on this subject, that reference is only
made to the foster-mothers. We will de~l
wi th them in the first place. I t has been
said, over and over again, t·hat the children are being sen t back to the Departmont-that foster-mothers cannot be got
tn look after the children at such a rate
a.s tho Government is allowing.
"What
are the facts ~ In 1909 the number of
children boarded out to foster-mothers
was 2,435. In 1916 it was 3,817.
Mr. QOTTER.-You are dealing with
foster-mothers only.
Mr. :McPHERSON.-I will deal with
the others a little later.
In 1917 the
number of chilClren boarded out to fostermothers was 3,979; in 1918 it was 3,981 ;
and in 1919, 3,989.
By the figures,
therefore, honorable members c'an see
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that these children are not being sent
back to the reformatories to the extent
that has been stated. Then, it is asked
ho~ these foster-mothers can keep the
chIldren. The Government are llOt asking them to keep them.
The· fosterlllothers comet and ask fo·r them, and
take them at this rate.
Mr. J-. W. BILLSON (Fitz1"oy).-Whab
number of returns are there in twelve
months 1
.Mr. McPHER.SON.-I cannot telI the
honorable member what the annual
figures are, but by these figures it would
appear that none are being returned, because the cost goes on increasing.
I
have told honorable members the number
of childr~n boarded out each year.' I
want to gIve· the information in sequence.
Mr. COTTER.-If your information L"i
not more re1iab~e ~han it is in regard to
foster-mothers, It IS not worth giving.
.M:. :McPHER.SON.-There is no amb~g~uty about this information.
I am
gIVIng honorable members the facts and
figures as they are set out in the official
papers.
~r. COTTER.-You might b.ave one
chIld turned out four or five times in one
year, and it would be counted as four
or five.
Mr. McPHERSON.-I hope that r
ha ve proved to the satisfaction of the
CommIttee.that the children are not being
sent back In the numbers represented by
some honorable members. Now we come
to the. question of children boarded out
to theIr own mothers. That was started
I think, in 1909. The number then wa~
1,812. In 1916 the number had grown
to 4,984. In 1917 the number was 5,151;
~l 1918, 5,3~4 _; and in 1919, 6,206. In
1920, accordmg to the latest figures I
hav:e, the nUJ?1ber is 6,720'. There has been
anlllerea~e SlUce the 1st IQf January of this
year untIl the end of August, which is
the lat-est ?ate I have in this official
paper, of Just 500 children. In other
wo.rds, we are paying to-day for 10,960
~:bIldren.. "Then honorable members talk
III any aIry way abQiut Is. a week I want
them to realize what that Is. ' a week
Ineans to the State finanoes. It means
ahout '£30,~00 a year to this country.
Let me gIve the figures in another
wa;v.
Summarizing this matter, of
chIldren bo.arded Qiut to foster-mothers
we had In. 1909, 2,400; in 1920
we have 4,240. That does not look as
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if the foster-mothers were getting rid of
the children. Of the children boardedout to their own mothers, in 1909 we
had 1,800; in 1920 we have 6,720.
In
1909, there were 4,200 children we were
paying for; in 1920 we have 10,960. The
net cost to the State in 1909 for these
. children alone-I will give some other
figures showing what the State is paying
altogether-was £57,000. Last year the
cost of these children alOO1e was £198,000.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (li'itzroy).-That
includes those in the industrial schools ~
Mr. McPHEnSON.-No, pardon me.
I will give those figures.
If to these
figures we add t.hose in the orphana~es,
who number 1,136-Mr. J: W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-How
much per child ~
Mr. McPHERSON.-I cannot tell the
honorflAble memb& th.at. Let me give
my figures as I have them, and if nny
questions are asked afterwards I will try
to accommodate those who wish for further information. The children boardedout. to foste'r-mothers, those boarded-out
to' their own mothers, and those in the
orphanages make a tot-al of 12,146; and
thE'J total cost to the State of the Neglected Children's Department and the
.grants to orphanages is· £225,000, or
nearly a quarter of a, million sterling.
So that when honorable membe,rs represent. that we are skinflints and hardhearted, and that we are doing nothing
and are starving the children, I would
point out that the people of this ~tate
are to-day paying nearly a quarter of a
million sterling for the neglect~d children
of this State.
Mr. W.HLACE.--But is the amount for
each child sufficient tOo keep that child l
Mr. McPHEREON.-I want honorable
members to realize this. Take the case
of many of these mothers to whom we
are making payments for the children.
Pe,rhaps something happens to the' hushand.
I will talk about that a little
later. The husband mav be killed or
locked uP., or he may go ·~way.
An HONORABLE MEUBER.-If he is
killed in the execution of his duty, you
give the widow nothing.
:Mr. :MoPHERSON.-Is it not a fairly
generous thing on the part of the State
when the State steps in and pays an
amount for each of the children in eases
like that ~ Tako the case of the woman
who is left with four children. Instead
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of getting nothing she gets more than
Here is the
danger in the matter. If you make this
thing too ea8Y, what is going to happen ~
Do honorable members know that there
are 557 husbands who have cleared out
altogether and left their wives and
children? If j\ou makn the amount a
little higher, what will happen? You
will have children cast on the State in
numbers.
:Mr. tT. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-That
would not induce you to leave your
children.
Mr. McPHERSON.-It means this:
One of these blackgml1~ds who goes away
would say, "What harm am I doing in
clearing out ~., A man who. marries has
Gertain obligations. He swears when he
marries that he will look after his wifr.
and family. If such a man as I am referring to has any conscience at all bp.
says, because of these obligations, "I do
not like to clear out." But if you are
going to give a man a premium for
clearing out, such a fellow will say,
"What hann shall I 'be doing in going
away?" If he has had a fall out with
his wife, he will say that the best thing
he can do is to take the train and go to
New South VV' ales. W(hat happens then?
The poor children do not starve; the
State step8 in and takes charge of the
children. I want honorable members to
realize that we have to be careful what
we, as the State" do in this matter. What
we are now doing in this way is 'liberal,
and just, and as much as the State 'can
afford to do. That incre'ase to 8s. a
week was given quite recently, as the Premier promised in his policy speech. But
that amount is not for all of them, becaU8e some are now getting lOs., and
those who are getting lOs. will receive
an additional ls. 6d., 'making the amount
lls. 6d. I want honorable members,
especially' the new members, to understand that the State is not overlooking
its obligations in this respect. When I
tell the Committee that this State is paying nearly a quarter of a million pounds
sterling for these neglected children I
think it will admit that there is no ground
for any charge of paT~imony against the
State.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-If the amount is
not enough to support the children, the
326. a week from the State.
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honorable gentleman cannot justify the
amount.
.
M.r. McPHERSON.-I know that I
shall neW~J' be a hle to .:lit tisiy the honorable member. . The honorable membet
for Richmond .spoke about tb.e pensions.
The Government. have not neglected that
matter. They have gi \Ton it consideration. But here again you want to look
the facts in the face.
The~e men and
women who left the State service were
entitled to pensions, au~ the ~~ate .has
regularly paid these pensIOns.. But s;,nce
1883 pensions have been abohshed. S111Ce
that year thousands of men and women
have left the State employ, and they do
not now get one copper from the State.
Why should the State step in and increase the pensions of the favoured few
when these other people ~aye to go .o~t of
the Service without receIvmg a shIlling ~
The State will stand up to its obligatiO'ns
and pay the~n hono,rably, but pensiOons
we,rel abolished, and the GOovernment does
not feel it incumbent on it to' increase
thOose payments. The hO'nOorable member
for Swan Hill refe,rred tOo the case, O'f Mrs.
Taylor. It was a most painful ~ase, and
the House, unanimously de'cided that
something shoul.d be done for th~ widO'w.
A certain penslOn was to' be paId. I.nstructions were given through the ChIef
Secretary's Office th~t that sho.uld be
dOllo. .L heard llothmg about It personnlly until the honorable member
for GUl1bowcr spoke to me about
j t last week.
As .soon as I got back to
the office I sent for the papers. I found
that the who.le thing had been put
through, .and I asked why the money had
not been paid. NO' oue seemed to knO'w.
I wrote across the papers "Pay," and
initialed it. That was some day la8t week.
1f those interested in this case had come
to me pe,rsonally, or had written ~o me or
the Chief Secre,tary, either one of us
would have had the matter dealt with
straight away. From the, day the matter
was mentioned in the HO'use until the
honorable member for Gunbower spOoke to
me conc€'rning it I had heard nothing
about the case.
lVIr. OLD.-I wrOite to the Chief Secretary on' the 7th October, and he replied
to me.
1\11'. 1\1~PHERSON.-No doubt the
Chief Secretary gave instructiO'ns for it to
be paid but' one cannot get right out
among the officers to see that elverything
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is done. I could not write out a cheque
myself as I could do in, my own business.
I toid the officer who brought the matte'!'
before mel to have, the amouI!t paid 9,t
once. N ow I am told that the woman has
not been paid. Well, I will undertake
to se'e that. something is done, straight
away. If, as I have said, the honO'rable
membe·r for Swan Hill had cornel to me
direct, I would have had .the' thing attended to straight off.
1\1r. OLD.-I have shown that I sent a
letter to the Chie,f Secreta.ry on the 7th
o ct Oobe'r , and ove,r a month has elapsed
since then.
1\11'. l\1cPHERSON.-Personally, I do
not feel that I have neglected my duty
a.t all. The honorable member blames the
Government.
.
lVIr. OLD.-YoU admit somebody is to
blame~

1\11'. 1\1cPHERSON.-If the honOirable
membelr had taken the trouble to gOo to
the Chief Secretary direct, Oil' had com~
tc me, I am sure that the matter would
have .been put all right. I will undertake
to see that that is dOone.
:Mr. BOWSER.-Will the ·pe·nsion be retrospect.ive ~
1\11'. :ThIcPHERSON .-Of course it will.
The hono'rable membe·r for CO'llingwood
referred to certai.n: matters in connexion
with whe,at. I understand that he is going to speak o'u the subject in the debate>
on ~he Address-in-Reply. To-night it
was only a slight skirmish on his part.
He had just a few pleasantries fO'r neiw
membe'rs.
They win find him a· jolly
good fellow. I do nO't think he expects
me to reply to him at this stage about the
wheat business, because he will have a
good deal to say with regard to it later
011, so I can promise new members a tre,at.
1\11'. lVIURPHY.-I have just a few
words to say in connexion with the ano'wance for boarded-O'ut children. We have
heard a good deal from the Tre'asurer tonight about the matte,r, and the position
has been camouflaged a good deal. The
Treasure,r directed his attention particularly to new members of the House,. He
tried to impress on them how just the
Government have be,en in the,ir de,alings
in regard to neoglected children. Year in
and year out we have been trying to' move
the GOovernment to do something more,
than they have been dOling for thosel children.
The Tre,asurer did not tell new
members that in no,rmal times the foste·r
mothers were getting 6s. for each child,
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and in those times the cost O'f prO'viding
for the children was nO't half what it is
at present. The Treasurer also did not
tell them that in some charitable institutions he is allowing the munificent sum
of Is. 6d. a we,ek fOir thel support of certain children. N O'r did he ten them that
he has stopped the railway fares which
were allowed to those visiting negle;cted
cnildren in the cO'untry. H·e did mention
t.he immense amount paid for neglected
children--..nearly £250,OOO-but he did not
say that it was costing the Department
about 15s. a head for such children,
althoug4 it is thought that 8s. is too much
to give to the foster-mO'thers.
N or did
the Treasurerr tell membelrs that the session before last Parliament made provision for the Government to pay as much
, as 12s. a week for a child. The whole
position was camouflaged as much as
. possible, so that new members might be
led to think tha,t the Government were
doing' all that was possible on behalf of
the children. Time a,fte'r time members
on this (the OppositiO'n) side of the HO'use
have tried to get something mO're for the
mothers or foster-mothers. The Treasurer
says that very few children have been
returned, yet it is common kno'wledge that
when foste,r-mO'thers brought back the
little OlUes to the Neglected Children's Department the·officials solicit~d them to' try
to ke,ep the children if they possibly could.
It is also common knowledge that children have been taken from foster-mothers
and given to otherrs, who have nO't treated
them half as well. Even if the payment
of ~n increased allOlWance cost £30,000 or
£60,000 more, a,re not children the best
asset.:; a State can' have? In London
they are establishing a bureau in connexion with the sending O'f immigrants to',
this country. It will cost hundreds of
thousands of pounds to send immigrants
here, but are there any immigrants more
valuable than the children we are rearing
ourselves ~ I would ask those new membe,rs who are not used to the tricks of this
lIouse to look at the thing in a fairly
sympat.hetic manner and ask thems,elv€s
jf it is possible for women to feed
and clothe children for 7s. or 88. a week
in the'se times ~ People are s·e'nt to the
homes of the foster-mothers in OJ'der to
see that the children are provided with
two suits of clothes and the rest of the
thing-s provid·ed for in the regulations. It
all has to be done on a magnificent allowance of 7s. or 8s. a week. It must be
Ml·. Murphy.
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recognised that it is absolutely impossible
for any poor unfortunate woman to keep
the children intrusted to her on such an
allowance.
I especially appeal to new
members not to be swayed by the state'-'
ments which have been made: Let them
look into the matter themse,}ves and consider whe,ther a fair remuneration is be,ing
paid in respect of children unfortunate
enough to be boarded out, some of whom
are half starved at the present time.
The Oommittee divided on the question
that the sum (£959,341) be reduced by
£100Ayes
23
27
Noes
:Majority against the
amendment

4

AYES .

Mr. J. W. Billson
Lieut.-Col. Bourchier
Mr. Cain
" Cotter
" Frost
" Hannah
" Jewell
" Lind
" Morley
" l\iurphy
" Old
" Parker

I

Mr.
"
"
"
"
.,
"
"
"

Prendergast
Ryan
Slater
Solly
Thomas
Wallace
Warde
Webber
Wettenhall.
Tellers:
Mr. Bailey
" Lemmon.

NOES.

Mr. Allan
" Allison
" Angus
Dr. Argyle
Major Baird
lVIr. Barnes
" Beardmore
" Bowser
" Cameron
" Carlisle
" Deany
Dunstan
" Eggleston
" Everard

Mr.
"
"
"

Gordon
Lawson
Ma<.:krell
McDonald
McLeod
" McPherson
" Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Smith
" Toutchel;
" Weaver.
Tellers:
Mr. Greenwood
" Pennington.
PAIRS.

1\11'. Brownbill
" McGregor

MI'. Mackey
" Livingston.

1

Mr. OOTTER.-Last session certain
concessions were made to our State school
teachers, and we were led to believe that
t.he teachers were, comparatively speaking, satisfied. I know of instances where
girls who went to the country prior to
1915 and re,turnc;d to the city find themselves worse off than girls who went to
the country in 1916 and later years. The
girls were given to understand by the Department that unless they went to the
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country they would not get promotion.
This induood the girls to go to the country, and now we find that girls who took

their turn and helped to break down the
impasse, are worse off than other girls

who went to the country more recently.
Girls who had gone out to the country prior
to 1915 and had given service there were
placed in a worse position than girls who
went out after that time. Some of the
former who were getting £180 in the
country anly received £110 a year on
caming back to the meitropolis., Girls
fram the trailiing scha:ols who went inte
service in 1914, 1915, and 1916 are today receiving £200 a year in metropahtan schaols.
A girl who went away
to the country prior to" 1914 or 1915,
and with years' langer service, finds her~elf receiving £70 a year less than a
girl who went to the country in a later
year. The girls who went, to the country
at a time when there was a, black in the
Department, because teachers could not
be gat to: go au.tside Mdbourne o,wing to
the canditians in the country being sa
~hacking, should have their services adequately recognised. At a later date the
Educatian Department sent out female
inspectars, whO' made the nece~sary provisian far accommodation and decent
living canditians far girls who went to
teach in the country. I dOl nat think
the Minister can just]~fy the pasition that
exists.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I shall be
very glad to see the honarable member
about it.
lVIr. COTTER.-The girls who went
to the cauntry priar to 1915 and came
back to Melbourne were .classified !1.S
local teachers, and their servic,e In
thel country was not considered.
They
last £70 a year, being classified at £110,
while the other girls were .classified at
the £180 mark. The latter are now receiving £204 a year, while the former,
who did yeoman servie,e when t.he De,·
partment had difficulty in 'getting Q'irls
to! go into tihe country, are receiving
£126 a year. I have letters from teachers
that I win be glad to show the Minister
of Public Instruction.
These' youngladies are unable to help themselves. and
have to appe,al tOi membe['s af Parliament.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I shall be
glad to go into the matter with the
honorable 'member.
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Mr. TOUTCHER.-The promise the
Minister of Public InstructiQlll has given
the honDrable member fO"r Richmand that
he will look int'D 3.iny complaints and
anamalies will satisfy me.
There has
been a striking anomaly in regard to
inspectors of schoO"ls.
In connexioll
with the recent increases in salary head
tea.chers art) in a much better position
than inspeotors.
Sir ALEX.ANDER PEACOCK.-I got that
matter fixed up yesterday-nat only that.,
but also the teachers in high schools :).nd
the ,technical schools.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-The responsibility
of medical sUlperintendents in hospitals
for the insane il;! not acknowledged in the
manner it shDuld be, and I trust the
matter win engage the att-ention of the
Chief Secretary.
Mr. .T. W. BILLSON (FitZ1'Oy).Hanarable members have just been
through an election campaign. A few
of them were lucky enough to get walkovers, but thase of us who had to contest
seats are cognisant of the fact thalt the
rolls we,re in a wretched condition. Seeing
tha,t we have the police to collect the
names and Ib"cal registrars, inspectDrs
and an Electoral Department to deal
with the rDlls, I think it is up to: the
Government to see that the officers dOl
their work in such a way as to' insure the
enrolment of persons who are entitled
to vO'~e. An old friend of mine who,
lives in my electorate told me that his
name was not· on the roll, although he had
lived in the same hO"use, which is his
own prcperty, for 30 ye'ars. I asked him
if he had been, ,away fO'r a trip and he
said he had not been away for many
years. We went to see the registrar. a
very decent fellow, WhD said
The
mis,take may have occurred in tl;is way:
the police may have gone round collecting names but may ha,ve omitted this
man's name."
I asked, (( How could
they omit it ~" The registrar replied.
CI I
do not know, but since I did not.
get the name I cauld not forward it."
Hise~pl~nation was very satIsfactary, 'hut
how IS It that the inspector does nOl~,
take steps tD see that the names of perso,ns who are entitled to vOite appear O"n
the roll ~ I do not know what the inspector in my district daes. He may do
Same work, bu,t he leaves no evidenCe af
it. In another district the residents of
whole streets were left off the roll.
Probably th~ honorable member who
I I
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represents that district will speak about
the matter on the Address-in-Reply. In
my district numbers of men and women
\Vilo had not changed their residences fc'r
thre'e, five and seven years were n0't on
the r0'll. We have belen urging tha.t on
the score of economy the same rDlls
~hould be use,d for Federal and State
elections. This is an econDmy Government.
Even with uniform rolls the
GDvernment Prin'ing Office could ~asily
arrange to bind !the rolls sO' that instead
of the na,mes appearing in alphabetical
orde,r, the' classification should be according toO the streets. I discDv,ered that
a number of people in my district
had registered their names as Federal
electors and he,lieved that the Federal
autho.rities would communicatel,with the
State authorities,.
They thO'ught that
they had done all that was necessary.
Some O'f them said they had received
cards and thought they were, registered,
and they asked why they were, no,t allowed to vote. This duplication of enrolment is not only expensive, but it rDbs
the, people, of their right to v,ote'. It is
the duty of the Gc'Vermnent and the
Electoral Department t-o, devise S0111e
means by which we can insure that those
who may reasonahly expect to vote, are
not ro.bbed of the,ir rights. The officer who
took off the roU the name o.r the man who
had lived thirty years in one house ought
tobe prosecuted. 'Ve, talk about compulsory
registration and compulsory voting, and
,propcse penalties in connexion there"vit4.
I~ it not a more. serious offence to take
a man off the 1'0.11 whO' is entitled to vote, ~
It is said sometimes tha,t it is the eleetor's
own fault, but what do we pay tegistrars
and the' policel for if it is not to properly
compile these, rolls ~ The work, howe'Ver,
has not heen properly done', and yet the
elector is bla/lbed for not looking after
his own interests. I do not want to e,xC'!use any man for neglecting to see that
his name is on the roll, hut we, have an
army of officers whose, duty it is to see
that people entitled to vote are enrolled.
In passing the vote, for the EledDral Department members who arel fresh from
their recent experiences 'should indicate
that it is in a shockingly bad state, because large, numbers of people, have been
struck off the rolls without rhY'ffie or
reason.
Mr. McDONALD. - My ,e,xperience
is somewhat similar to that of the honorable m,ember for Fitzroy.
I found on
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election day that numbers 9£ voters in
Polwarth had been left off t·he roll.
Men a;nd women who had be,en residing
on theIr own prope'rty for years and had
v?,ted f?'l' years, a.f~er driving seven or
e'lght mIle's to a pollmg booth on election
day found they we're not on the, roll. It
may he said that it was these, people.'s
own fault. I know they are told that
rolls are available for inspection in postoffices and elsewhere" and that it is the
duty o,f everry person to see that their
names are on the roll, but how Ill:any do
so ~ I question whe,ther I e,xamined the
r~n to see if my name' was on it. I agree
WIth the hon0'rable membe'r forr Fitzroy
that in view of the fact that we have
office,rs who, are charged with the responsibility of seeing that qualified persona are duly enrolled a shocking state
of affaIrs prevailed during the, last election. I know of eighteen or ninete,en
persons who found, after going to the
polling booth, that they were. not enrolled. There, is a. l:iuspicion that it is
something more than (!arelessne,ss. I am
Hot saying there is ground for it, hut I
aim having inquiries made, and I win
forward the results to the Chief Secretary. I think that having one roll fO'r
Federal and State purposes would overcome' the anomalies that. exist at the ,prese~lt time.
I havel strnug reasons for
complaint, because, at Colac people were
coming t.o lne ev~ry few minutes who had
found they we're nOlt enrolled. In one
case a man and his wife, who had resided in the one house for years and had
voted at pre.vious ~lections, we,re not enTaIled, and a fa.nr.ily living on land adjoining were also disfranchised..
The
position is scandalous, and I trust that
800nething will be done, to' prevent a recurrencel of it.
Mr. vVEBBER.--:-During last session
I drew the attention of the Chief Secretary to the fact that the electoral rolls
in my district showed a de,crease as compared with the numher on the rolls nine
years ago. I p0'inted out that notwithstanding the.. fact that there had been a
large, incre'ase in the popUlation in the
twOl suburbs embracing my electorate
the,rel were' 3,000 fewer names on the roll.
I know of one case where the, occu,pan ts
in a terrace comprising sixteen houoSes
we,re all left off the r0'll. That could not
be the. result of ordinary negligence. It
was WIlful neglect 0'n the part of somebody. Thel question is, Who 'is responsible ~ Is it the police who llJi.ade the
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canvass or the registrars who are responsible for the compilation of the rolls, as
a result of the policel canvass ~ I hope' the
Chief Secretary will make inquirie'3, and
be able to put the blame on the, right
:shouldeJ:s. A good deal of trouble arises
from the fact that there are twOo rolls ill
exist~mce', and I should like tOo know
what st~ps the Government are' taking
with a view to amalgamating the Fedelfal
and State rolls. Session after session this
Question has been stressed, and successive
Ministers have been impi'essed with the
fad tha.t there is an urgent necessity to
have only Olle roll fOor Federal and
State elections.
That would not only
result in economy, but it would save
ele'ctors a. good deal of trouble; they
wOould need to fill in only one enrolment
card instead Oof twOo. The ordinary in<lividual after filling in a card for
Federal enrOolment gets an ackllowledg. ment, and naturally concludes that his
name has been inciuded on bOoth rolls.
'Vhen people told me during the last
~lection that they" had received an acknowledgment in regard to enrolment I
knew at once they were, referring to the
Federal rolls. I understand that in Taalnania only one roll is used for Federal
and State purposes, and I am under the
impression that thel South Australian
Government ha.ve recently arrived at an
agreement with the Fedel'al authorities
to have one roll for both elections. Will
the Gove,rrurrieut of this State, particularly as it claims to be an economy Ministry, take some steps with the· view to
the immediate amalgamation of the
Federal and State electoral offices ~
There is not tl1e slightest necessity for
the wOl'k to be duplicated. My attention
has been drawn to the fact that when a
member, sitting on this (the OIPposition)
side of the nouse, went to vote he found
his name had been crossed Oout. Why
was that done ~ I am not insinuating
that it was because he held certain political views. I believe, it was carelessness.
Unless people who are respOonsible are
called to book for their ca~relessness nothinO' will be done to prevent a l'ecurrence
otthese incident.c;. t should like to know
how the Chief Secretary, who is the MinisteTial head of the Electoral Department, can account for the fa.ct that there
are 3,000 fewer names nOow on the roll
in my electorate, than there were ye·ars
agO'. The municipal valuers for both
Collingwood and Richmond have stated
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in the,ir annual repOoi. ts that there has
been a continual increase in the number
of houses and in the' pOopulation. How
can you accOount fOor whole st.r~ets, and
in one case almost half a. -subd:i:vi.sion, being left off the roll ~ If the, IVIinister de"
sires cOoncrete cases they can be, given to
him by meni bel'S Oon both sides of the
HOouse. t believe this is not a matter
of ,pOolitical influence, hut of gross carelessness, and somebody ought to be
brought to book.
Mr. LAvVSON (Preuiier).-The Government. have nOoticed that the're have
been various complaints with regard tOo
the inaccuracv of thel rolls. I am sure
honorable meinbe,rs do not aSSUIllie that
any officer whOo is charged with the re'sponsibility of compiling these rolls was
actuated by political motives.
Mr. 'VEBBER.-That. is not suggested
at all.
Mr. LA \VSON.-I think nearly every
honorable member suffelred· to some extent in the recent election by re·ason of
the fact that names of supporters were
1l.Oot upon t.he roll. It is eminently deRlrable' tha.t there shOould bel unifOormity
in the Commonwealth and the State, and
that the·re should be one 1'0011. That has
been recognised. not only by this Gove!l'nment, but by ,previous ones, and
numerous conferences of Federal and
State Oofficers, as well as Fedeoral and
State Ministers, have conside,red this matt.er. Negotiations reached a stage when
success se,emed to be assured, but unfortunately cOlIL.plications arose and difficulties Ooccurred which wer~ not immediately surmountable. We will take'
. the matter up again, and see whether it
is possible to get a harmonious relationship in regard to thiEl matter, to saxe the
expense of the duplicate rolls alltl the
general ·.duplication of electoral machinery. Of course, it may be true that
many of the errors which have occurred
have been due to gross carelessness and
negligence on the part of Government
officia.ls.
~t this stage I am not prepared to admit that. But I promise that
there will be a full investigation into the
complaints that have been made, and that
an endeav()IUr will be made to cure· the defects and to' rende,r the recurrence of these
errOors impossible. Of course, it is also true
that in many cases electors are themselves to blame for their non-enrolment.
I know, for example, that there is a great
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amount of confusion owing to the fact when Ohief Secretary, promised thethat there are both Oommonwealth and House that such uniformity would be
State rolls. I met several of my o"Yn established in the near future--he hope,d
electors who went to vote, and who found then within a year. A number of years
that their names were not on the roll. have gone by, and here we are still askThey had sent in their applications for ing for tbat uniformity. The Premier
Commonwealth enrolment, and they al:l- addressed himself to the ne,w members a
sUllled that their names would appear on little while ago. He paid considerable
lIe ip getting
both rolls" or else that there "was only one attention to the ,cornel.
roll. I InlOW that there was great in- to be an artful politician.
dignation, but that is what occurred.
Mr. WEBBER.-An "artful dodger."
The Government will have these matters
Mr. HANNAJH.-I would not say that.
fully investigated, and endeavour to prevent a repetition of the unfortunate But I think he is becoming .an artful
politician.
Sometimes he looks the
errors that have taken place.
l\i(r. SL.A.TER.-We ought to consider wrong way,. and it is possihle to look
However, I
the question of the holding of the elec- through the wrong eye.
tions on what is a bad day in the week hope that both the Premier and the Treasurer, when they have a few moments t()
for the purpose.
spare,
will push this matter on with the
l\1.r. LAwsoN.-I hope we shall have
three ye,aTs in which toocoonsider that Prime l\1inister. It is a positiye djsgrace that we continue to duplieute elecque~tion.
toral machinery, especially as so many
Mr. 'sLATER.-I want to hit while people find themselves omitted from the
the iron is hot. As a country member roll. I thoroughly agre'e with the Premier
I contend that a number of country as tOi the relaSOl1 fo[' the non-enrOllment
people, particularly wage-earners, al'e nf SOl many citizens. They fill up the
placed at a disadvantage by the holding Fede,ral enrolment card, and naturally
of the elections on a Thursday.
Many suppose that their names will be autowage-earners in the country districts have matically transferred to the S tate rolls.
been disfranchised from this cause. Uniformity in the electoral machinery
When 1 brought this matter up ~ome should be brought about as soon as postime ago, I was told that it suited the sible. I notice a modest item of £40
interests of the country people to hold for the Governor's office-" Ordinary
the election on a Thursday. I have found Expenditure." I want to ask the Treanoboody in my e,lectOTate too whom Thurs- surer wha~ the ,Cabinet has done with reday as election day is suitable. The're spect to the provision of a llew house for
is a g'l'owing' feobng tha t we should fall the in<!oming State Governor, Of course, I
into line with the Federal practice in had hoped, and fondly believ,ed in the last
these matters. The Federal Parliament Parliaanent, that we ·were a'bout to see
have found that Saturdav is the be:3t the end of imported Governors. I thought
day in the week for an ~lection, and T we had arrived at the stage when we
do not see what valid objection t.he Statr should appoint our own Governor.
Goyernment can have to the holding of However,
wea-re havmg anoother
the election on that day. 1 hope that imported Governor, who. will be here,
the injustice will 1e remoyecl before the I presume, fnr fOlur or five years.
Il('Xt electioll takes place.
It may ,be To what extent are the Government comthat this Parliament will have a life of mitting' themselves in connexion wil"}}
much less than three years.
expenditurel on a house for the Governor ~
)11'. I-IANNAH.-I am very glad that Do they propose to buy a house or to rent
the Promier has had a word or two to one, and what win the -cost 'be to the
We have new blood among us,
~a.v upon this matter, because several State?
and I hope one result will be that ,ye
~T{'al'~ have passed by since ,ve were
definitely promised that steps would be shall pass a resolution to compel the
taken to bring a'bout uniformity of the :Uinistry to nut an end to what is a very
electoral rolls as between the Com111on- large expendihll'c-an expenditure going
WNllth and the State. rrhe Premier will on year after year to little or HO pracrecollect that the late Mr. John Murray, tical purpose. , I hope the Government
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:are not going to commit us to, any great
expenditure in connexion with this matter. I do not waut to move for any further reductions to-night.
The Government will have to keep their Whip up
to the marIe They had not too many
votes to ~pare.
It was a pretty close
thing. I do not want to selel a dissolutiOin
straight away.
lVlr. MCPH:E:RSON.-Let us have the
.electoral rolls put right first.
}.III'. HANNAI-I.-I agree that we want
tOi be sure that the electoral rolls will be
right,. In respect of the Electricity Commissioners, I find a sum of £1,850 set
down. That is a fairl'y large amount for a,
month. Does it include the allowance to
Sir John Monash?
Mr. lVlcPuERsoN.- Yes.
Mr. 'IIANN.LLH.- It include~ all tho
payments and commitments for tho
month ~
lVIr. MCPHlmsoN.-·That is so.
Mr. HANNAH.-W\hen are we likely
to see the first sod turned in connexion
with the electricity scheme? We hayc
voted a large sum of money, and we are
getting no information. The scheme is
a very important one. ,Vhen carried out
it will revolutionize industries in Gippsland and other portions of tho State.
We shall have cheap and effective power.
:Mr. L.\WSoN.-We 'will give it full
statement sll()wing all that has been done
when the Bill is' introduced.
Mr. IIANN AII.-I thiuk honorable
members have a right to know what is
going on. Are the OOllllmissioners moving in the matter?
Mr. }.IIoP HERSON .-They are not losing'
n day.
Mr. H1U~NAH.-I am glad to hear
that, because, as the Treasurer knows,
this is a matter that I gave particular
prominence to in my manifesto to my
electors. That cOinstituency, as the Trea,surer knows, is not a constituency in which
workers merely reside. It is a part of
t.ho metropolis where, probably, the largest
amount of power is used for the purpose
of manufacturing. CollingwQlod also indudes a portion of the Abbotsford electorate. I found that it met with the
greatest approval from the electors of Collingwood when I PQlinted out what I believed would take place as soon as
the electric power was available. I want
to see it made available quickly, because
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are getting to the limit of our resources
wit.h respect to power. Not long ago we
ne'ar Iy had a serious catastrophe on account of cur failing supplies in this respect, and nQi one knows that better than
the Premier, because he had to give the
matter consideration when he first took
office as head of the Government. I urge
the Government to do all they can in
connexion with this question. It was this
Gove,rnmen t which passed the measure
appointing the Electricity Commissioners.
Now the Gove,rnment have the responsibility of seeing that those who have 1een
made responsible for carrying the scheme
into effect bring the J;Ilatter to fruitjon without a day being lost. We know
tha t the provision Q1f f)lectrio power is
going to mean a grea,t deal fOir the
State.
It is nOit a matter which
affects the city OInly.
I quite agree
with those whO! havel stated that
they will not be satisfied if we go on
merely with the Morwell scheme. Some
of those honora.ble membe>rs have advocated that we should at once take up We
Kiewa hydro-electrio scheme and utilize
our water resources wherever they are
available. I think we ought to ge,t from
the Government a definite, statement as
to what they intend to do with regard to
the utilization of our water powe,r. An
honorable member who now sits on the
back bench behind the Government represents a djstrict that is greatly concerned in this matter. I agree with him
'tboroughly in all that he has said on this
subject. 'Ve shall have to wake up in
this matter of obtaining cheap pOlwer. not
only from Morwell, but by the use of our
hydrOl-electric resourC'es. I believe that
Victoria is only going to hold her own
and retain her popUlation by effectively
harnessing the water, not only in Gippsland, but in connexion with the Goulburn
and the Murrav rivers. The Government
ought to wake"'up with regard to obtaining the report about the Kiewa scheme.
It is not sufficient that the Government
should merely p~sh on with the Morwell
scheme. I am convinced that our only
means of regaining a gOQid deal of what
w.e ha.ve lost is bv providing electrical
power for use in. the Goulburn Valley,
right up to the Murray. rr we use our
opportunities in this respect to the fu11est
extent we shall have thousands of people
scattered throughout the north,elIln districts living under decent industrial conditions. But that, can only be done by
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the Government getting a move on, and
by utilizing the power that can be produced
by the water from rivers which now run

to waste. As we now have a new Assembly, it may be neoessary to give the
Government a touch of ginger. I think
tha.t the Treasurer himself will admit
that the Government can become iackadaisical and indifferent in some of these
matters that are so essential to the best
interests of the country.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) .-Out
of (!ourtesy to the 11Onorable member for
Collingwood, I should like to say that, in
regard to a Government HOouse, nothing
Dnal has been done in that matter, but
the Government' are looking round. We
IJave had notice to leave "Stonington,"
and we are now' seeing what we can do.
V,T ~ are tryil1 g, first of all, to I ease a.
!lui table pla.ce. If we are not able tOo lease
one, we may be compelled to purchase,
but nothing has yet been done in that
way.
lVIr. WEBBER.-I should like to get
some information on ma·tters that I have
brought forward on two Dr three occasiOons.
I have several times spoken about the
nmalgamation of the' Federal and State
:mectoral Depa.rtments.
I have also
brought up the question of the amalgamation of Oother Federal and State departments where theTe is a certain amOount
of duplication going on. There are, first,
the Federal and State Statisticians' Departments. Next there are the Land Tax
a.nd Income Tax Departments. There is
yet a fourth example.
The- CDmmonwealth has a 1\leteorological Department,
and the State has the Observatory. Has
any adion been taken by the Government
with a view to co-ordinating the work of
these State and Federal departments ~ As
far as the Statisticians' Departments and
the Meteorological Department and the
Observatory are concerned, the State
('ould abolish its department, a,nd the
work might be undertaken wholly by the
Commonwealth. So far as the Land Tax
and the Income Tax Offices are concerned,
while it may he necessary tOo keep these
respective depa.rtments for the work that
has to be unde,rtaken, yet, to a large extent, the·re might be a c0'-orrdination of the
work. The returns could be made uniform, and one return might be sufficient
for the purposes of taxation. The amount
thus obtained might then be divided between the Federal and State Treasurers, according to a scheme that could
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be drawn up. That would be the meang-·
of saving money as well as saving the
public much time and annoyance, as at
pre,gent so many separate returns have to
be filled in.
I have brought up this
matter on several occasions, and each time
I have had the stereOotyped reply that the
tmatiter would receive consideration. I
should like to know now whether anything
definite has been done, and whether any
investigations have been ma.g.e to see. if
it· is possible to effect the amalgamatIOn
of these departments.
MIl'. McPHERSON (Treasurer).-At
the last Premiers' CDnference the mattel~
mentioned by the honorable membe·r for
Abbotsford was brQiught up, with the result that the CommOonwealth Taxation
CommissiOoner, 1\1r. Ewing, and Mr. Weldo,n, as representing the six States, are
at the present moment engaged with an
independent chairman, Mr. Ashworth, of
Sydney, in drawing up a scheme such as
the honorable member has in mind. With
regard to the· Observatory, the. State
. wOould be pleased if the Commonwealth
would take it in hand. If, hDwever, the
Commonwealth reJuse tOo take, it ove·r, the
State cannot do anything.
Mr. WEBBER.-Have the, Commonwealth refused ~
MI'. McPHERSON.-I do not know
whether the matter has been put to them
in that particular way. I understand
that before this Government came into
office representaticns were maa.e to see if
the Commonwealth would take the Observa,tmy Qiver, but that they had declined
to do so.
In regard to the Statist's
Office, I agree with the honorable member
that one Statistician's Office should be
quite sufficient. But we must not forget
that there is a sta.ff in the office of fifty
001' sixty officers, and I doubt whether the
Commonwealth wOould take them over.
Thev are public servants.
lVIr. WEBBER.-But is it necessary tha.t
the Commonwealth should take them
over ~ May it not be necessary to keep
them for Sia te purposes ~
Mr. McPHERSON.-What are you
going to do with them ~
:Mr. WEBBER.-Surely, they eould all
be absorbed by other departments.
Mr.
McPHERSON. - Where then
would be the saving ~
1\11'. W.EBBER.-It would save putting
on additional hands in other departments
from time to time.
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~1r. l\1cPHERSON.-That is a matter
I can lock into ..
The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was repo'rted to the House,
and adopted.

·"NAYS l~ND MEANS.
The House, baving gone into Commi.ttee of Ways and Means,
Mr.
McPHERSON
(Treasure!')
lllovedThat towards making good th~ Supply
granted to His Majesty for the serVIce of the
year 1920·21, the sum of £959,341 be grunted
lIut ()f the Consolidated Revenue of Victoria.

The motion was agreed to, and the
l'C'solution was reported to the House.

Railway Department.
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Thursday, November 11, 1920.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at fourteen minutes to five o'.clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
OONISOLIDATEoD REVENUE
BILL (No.1).
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral), was read a first time.

CO:XSOLID}~TED REVE~UE

BILL
(No.1).
The resolution passed ill Committee of
Wl'.tys and Means ·was considered alld
adopted.
Authority hayiug becn giycn to Mr.
.McPhersoll (Treasurer) and Mr. Lawson
(Premier) to introduce a Bill to carry
out the resolution,
Mr.
McPHERSON
(Treasurer)
br,ought up a Bill "to apply out of the
Consolidated Revenue the sum of
£959,341 to the service of the year 19201921," and moved that it be read a first
time.
The motion was agreed to..
The Bill was then read a first time, and
afterwards passed through its remaining
siages.
ADJOURNMENT.
ARMISTICE DAY CELEBRATION.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday next.

I desire to take advantage of this opportunity of advising members of the
Armistice Day celebration, which will
take place place to-morrow at Federal
Parliament House steps.
Hon6rable
members' gold badges will pass them into
the enclosure, and it is .desired that 'is
many members of the State Parliament
as can make it convenient to attend wiil
be present on this great occasion.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adiourned at six minuted
to ten o'clock, until Thursday, November
16.

~ILWAY

DEPARTMBNT.

,CONCESSION TICKETS FOR POLICE ON
HOLIDAYS.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN asked the
Attorney..General1. Are members of the police force when on
holidays allowed to travel on the railways at
excursion rates, because of the inability of such
members to take holidays while ordinary excursion rates prevail?
2. Has a member of the police force on
such occasions to pay full fare for his wife?
3. Will the Railways Commissioners exten.d the ,privilege of excursion fares to the
wife of a member :of the police force travelling
with him?

The Hon. A. ROBLNSON (AttorneyGeneral).-The answers are1. Yes.
2. Yes. There is no concession in the case
of members' wives.
3. The Police Department has not interrogated the Railways Commissioners concerning
thi,s.

DAYS AND HOURS OF MEETING-ORDER
OF BUSINESS.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) movedThat Tuesday, \Vednesday, and T·hursday in
each week be the days on which the Coullcil
shall meet for the despatch of business during
the present session, and that half·past four
o'clock be the hour of meeting on each day;
that on Tuesday an.d Thursdays in ea<!h week
the transaction of (Government business shall
take precedence of all other business; and that
on Wednesday in each week .private members'
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business shall take precedence of Government
business.

The motion was agreed to.
APP,OI,NTME<NT OF ,STANDING
OOM,M,I,TTEES.
On the motion of the Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney-General), the following
Standing Oommittees for the session were
constituted as underSTANDING ORDERS OO]\Ll\fITTEE.-The
I-Ionorables the President, W. A. Adamson, W. L. Baillieu, J. D. Brown, Frank
Olarke, E. J. Orooke, J. P. Jones, T. H.
Payne, .A. Robinson, and J. Sternberg.
P ARLIAl\fENT BUILDINGS OOMMITTEE
(JoINT).-The 'Honorables ,the President,
.A. A. Austin, Frank Olarke, W. H.
Edgar, and H. F. Richardson.
LIBRARY OOMMITTEE ( JOINT).-The
Honorables the President, W. J. Beckett,
T. Beggs, F. W. Brawn, and J. K.
:Merritt.
PRINTING IOOMMITTEE.-The Honorables the President, W. L. R. -Clarke, W.
P. Oro.ckett, J. H. Disney, G. L. Goudie,
.A. Hi,cks, E. L. Kiernan, D. L.
MeN amara, J. McWhae, and Sir ,Henry
Weedon.
REFRESHMENT ROOMS
COMMITTEE.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttoflleyGene,ral) movedThat the Honorables J. G. Aikman, W. C.
Angliss, A. Bell, G. M. Davis, and W. Kendell
be members. of the ,Joint Committee to manage
the Refreshment Rooms.

The lIon. D. L. MeN AMARA.-I see
that there is no member representing our
party in the names submitted by the Attorney-General foil' this Committee. Probably we have been ove.rJooked.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-The custom is fGr th~ pre,vious
list of members to be taken. If there is
a vac.ancy owing to a re,tirement the
vacancy is usually filled by appointing a
memher who has had Jong service. Next
session I propose to cGns1llt the Le,ader of
the Labour party in this House in connexion with these Committees.
The Hon. D. L. MeN AMARA.-That will
serve the purpose.
The motion was agreed to.

Leave of Absence.
STATUTE LAVv REVISION
COMMITTEE.

The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) movedThat in compliance with the recommendation of the Joint Select Committee on the Consolidation of the Laws, adopted by this House
on the 22nd June, 1915, a Committee be appointed, consisting of six ~eml?ers, to join
with a Committee of the LegIslative Assembly,
to deal with anomalies in the law and make
recommendations as to statutory amendments,
such Committee to consist of the Honorables
W. L. Baillieu, J. D. Brown, F. G. Clarke,
E. J. Crooke, J. P. Jones, and A. Robinson,
with power to send for persons, papers, and
records; five to be the quorum.

The motion was agreed to, and a messacre was ordered to be sent to the Legislative Assembly acquainting them with
the resolution .
BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The fo~lQ.wing Bills were introduced
and read a first time,:Trusts Bill (the, lIon. A. Robinson).
Po:sons Bill (the Hon. A. Robinson).
Milk Supply Bill (the: Ho'n. E. L.
Kiernan).
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY morved'fhat leave of absence be granted to the H?n.
J. G. Aikma.n for the remainder of the seSSIOn
on account of ill-health.

The motion was agreed to.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL

(No.1).
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorne,y-Gene'ral) mGved the se'Cond reading
O'f this Bill. He said-Honorable: members are wen aware of the nature of this
measure and of its ne'cessity. The Supply grant.ed in Setptember before the
general eledions was foil' two month3
only, and it has been exha us~ed. . There
are one or two slight alteratIons 111 the
schedule which i:s usually presented to
the House in a Bill of this sort, and I
shall point them Gut. Owin~ to the difficulty experienced in the, Departments
in gauging the amounts that would be
required for increases in salaries under
the alIIiending P~ blic Se·rvice Act, full
Supply was 'not taken in many cases, and
the arrears are PTovided for in this Bill.
The amounts asked for are based upon a
,prore'r proportion of the estimated expenditure, with a few exceptions, of
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which the following are the principal: days. No one sympathizes more than I
To me·et the delficiency in thel Police do with those m{:rlTIbers o.f thel community
Supe'rannuation Fund £8,300 is required. who be·lieve that we' 'ahould keep the e·x·Then provision must be made to mee·t penditure. of the State tOI the lowest posthe requirements until the allotment from sible Iffiinimum. I am a1ways prepared
the Licensing Fund is a.vailable. This to' give my hearty support to economy,
includes arrears. Thel SU/IIi of £23,000 but I believe that economy in this conis payable by thel Licensing Fund tOI the nexion has been carried to. an e-xtent that
PoEcel Superannuation Fund, and it is places the honour of the State in an inusual tOo wait until the annual licence vidious ,Position. There are a larere nummoneys are received in Decembe·r and belr of children who are wards b of the
January before charging the- Licensing State, and honorahle membelrd must
Fund. For police forage and tra.velling know that 8s. a week is insufficient to'
expenses £1,900 is required. Unusually keep them in the barest lle·ce'ssities of
heavy expenditure. is necessary tOi bring life. I am satisfied that this House ia
police to the city for the regulati'on of not gQoing to stand for that sort of thing.
the Cup traffic. The grant to supple- The State has undertaken to' pro'Vide a
me-J1t the subsidy for thel Royal Mint is sum which will €na,ble these children to
£5,720. In addition to the annual sub- be provided with the requisite. arr.ount of
sidy Qof £20,000 a further amount of nourishment, and such' other things as
£15,000 is prOovided on the' Estimates, are necessary f.or a growing child. I am
being £10,000 capital expenditure and sa.t.:isfie.cI that 8s. will not dOl what is
£5,000 subsidy. TI~is addition is nece3si- required.
The· Hon. YV'. L. BAILLIEU.-Is 8s_
tated hy the undertaking of Australian
token coinage, a. work which will yield provided for in this Bi1l1
The HQon. J. P. JONES.-I cannot
much higher re·venue than th~ extra exsay, but the Minister will be, ablel tOi teU
penditure involved.
us. I am inclined to' think that it is not.
The motion was agreed to ..
The Hon. A. ROBINSON .-It ls.
The Bill was; then re·ad a second time,
and committed.
Thel Hon. J. P. JONES.-If the Government were to provide only anotheer
Clause 1There shall and may be issued and HP- Is. per week it would probably increasei
plied for or towards making good the Supply the ·e.xpenditllrel by £29,000 or £30,000
granted to His Maiesty for the Rervice of thc per annum. I fe,el that we arel in honour
veal' 1920 and 1921 the sum of £959,341 out bound to· prQlVide what is adequate. The
of the Consolidated Revenue, and the 'rreasurer State
should dO' what is fair to the
of Victoria is hereby authorized and empowered
to issue and apply the moneys authorized to be mothers and fosteT ,parents who are lookissued and applied.
ing afte'r these children. In our work
of endeavourin[ to become acquainted
The, Hon. J. P. JONES.-lrrr.ovenint it be a suggestion to the Legislative with the conditiQons of the people we' have.
Assembly to omit the figures 41 with the view found that there are innumerable case8
of inserting 40 (line 4).
where· people who are' in almost dire
HonOirable members will see that I pro- poverty are' yet struggling to bring up
pose to reduce the tnt-al vote by £1. The these children in decency and comfort.
object is to indica.te, to. thel Assembly that That is not, right. I had a. ease, hrought
this House is of the OJpinion that the under 11Iiy notice· yesterday, where a.
amount, provided for children, who are, mother made a declaration with regard
wards 0 £ the- State, should be increased. to a little boy seven years of age. She
Prior to' the. war the amount paid to told me she had the gr.eatest possible difmothers and foster parents was 6s. per ficulty in feeding that child.' The quesweek, but as a result of considerable tion is, Are we going to do Q1Ur duty in
agitation by the party to which I belong this matter 1 If we are we ought to ask
the' rate was incr€ased to 7s. pe·r week. the Government to increase· the amount,
Tl ansard will show that the Labour party and the method which I have adoTJted of
have, desired the amount to be increaaed m~king tha.t request ~s the. onl~ way
tOo lOs. The Government in thetir pro- thIS House can recQord ItS f.eelIngs III the
gramme sublffiitted just prior to the elec- matter. We ha.ve a. Treasurer who is
tions intimated their willingness to' in- particularly anxious t.o keelp down ex~rease the ratel to 8s., which is just 2s.
penditure. I say, candidly I am quite
per week more than was ,paid in pre-war in accord wit.h eve'l'Y effort or' a reasonable
1
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character that will keep down the: expenditure of the State, provided, of
course that all the effortd are Iffiade with

a due' recrard to' honour. In this particular in~tancel we are acting disho'lloTably to the people to whom. this ma~n
tenance is paid. If we are gOIng to buIld
up a satisfactory manhood and womanhood in this State we must provide the
children with adequate food and clothing
in order that their health may be, robust,
and that they will not be easily suscept.ible to disease. If the vitality of ~hil
dren is lowered' by insuHicitmt food or im,proper clothing, their powell's of resistance
against dise,ase will he mate,rially reduced. This House should record its disapproval of the attitude of the' Government in not increasing the aJThOunt beyond 8s. As I have said, only about
£30,000 is involved, and this State is weJI
ablel by pruning in other directions to
provide that sum.
The Han. J. K. ~![ERRITT.-Do you
think that 9s. is sufficient?
The' Hon. J. P. JONES.-I do not.
The least we should give. is lOs., but I
am .one of those who believe that if I
cannot ge,t a whole loaf I should take haH.
The HOll. D. L. MoNAMj\.RA.-IFrom
time to time Labour memhers in this
House have drawn 8Jttention to the fact
that the payments made for the maintenance ()If neglected children are altoThe Iposition has
gether inadequate.
bc'come morerucute as the cost of living
has steadils mount·ed.
Many foster
parents to-day find it imposs1ble to keep
the children on :the allowance they receive. The result will be that eventually
it will be ext:relnely difficult tOo securel
foster-mothers. There can be no doubt
that very many foster parents to-day are
feeling the pinch of poverty. 'They have
a feeling of .affection for ,the children in
their charge, and are e~tremely reluctant
to. return them to the IState. They will
only do that under very grave ·circumstances.
Th~ 'I{ouse should not place
foster parents in ,that position. Every
enlightened ·citizen, and every medical
man, in particular, knows that a young
child cannot he prOlpedy reared to-day 011
anything like 8s. a week. Personally, I
doubt if it can he done .for lOs. a week,
what with the high cost of ·patent foods,
clothing, &c. As }Ir. Jones pointed out,
the amount fixed for the maintenance of
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the neglected child in 1Jre-war days was
6s. a week.
I do not think that that
amount was :sufficient then. ICertainly, if
it was sufficient then, it lcannot be said
Clothing,
tha.t 8s. is sufficient to-day.
especially wo:oJIens, has increased in cost
by Olver 200 per cent., and patent fOiods
have increased by'probably 100 per cent.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-Milk has
gone up 75 per cent.
The IHon. D. ,L. Mo'N AlVIARA.-I was
coming to that. ·Milk ,is a very important
item in the foods of children.. It is
clear that if ,68. were sufficient before the
war, even 9.s. Ol~ lOs. would be insufficient
at the present time. W·e have been urged
to subscribel tOo funds that ha ve been
opened on behalf of starving littlechildren in ·o·ther 'parts of the world. II have
no objection to that being done, ,but I do
think :that charity should start at home.
vVe should endeavour to make Icertain that
the children dependent upon the State
are .giv·cn at least some reasollfrble .chance
in life. We heal' much about immigration and the expenditure of a lOot of money
on bringing people from other parts of
the ·world. The best immigrant of all is
our Australian baby. ISome children are
brought into ,the world und·er unfortunate
conditions. They are not wanted in
number olf cases, but that is no reason why
they should Ibe neglected.
If we look
after them to-day they will grow up dean,
heal.thy men and women. ·We have taken
the responsibility of their maintenance
upon ourselves, and it is our duty as a
State to do the thing properly.
The
Statistician's figures sho·'\V .that there has
been an 'all-round increase in the cost of
those things necessary in connexion with
child life of at least 100 per cent. Therefore, to give the .child the same chance as
we gave it ·before ·,the w.ar we should
double the allowance to the foster parent.
It is useless to merely express sympathy
in a matteT Oof this kind. We must dOl
sQlmething practical. The Attorney-General may point out that a, large amount
of money would be involved, and tha.t
more than £250,000 is already spent per
annum in this class Oof work. But what
of that? If we vOoted another £50,000 per
annum we should be able to raise the
allowance to nearly lOs. per week. If
we do not do something of that kind we
shall fail to do our duty. Of course, I
do not know what explanation the 1\.fin-
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ister will give, but II 'assume that he will
tell the ,House that ,the amount has beeu
increased from time to ,time, until we are
paying ,altogether £250,000 per annum.
That amount may appear to be a great
one. J3'ut, 'after :all, what we have to falee
is our responsibility. T hope the Hou~~
will., by passing this suggested amendment, give an indica,tion to the Government tha,t we believe that they should do
justice by thel wards of the State.
The 1-Ion. J. K. MERRITT.-After
listening to ,the 'way Mr. Jones put the
case, I ,feol 'reluctant to yote against the
suggested amendment.
But we must
realize tha t thea:e' is a very biD'
conse:quenoe attending
mcre·ases
od:
expenditure,.
Increased
e,xpenditure
must me,an increased taxation. There
is no doubt in my mind that it i~
impossible to keep a child on 9s. or lOs.
a week. It probably costs nearer 15.'3. a
·weQk. The .trouble is that by increasing
rxpenditure we shall haye to have new
taxa tion me,asures, and the public will not
care much abolut that. In many directions justice ca,lls for a larger expenditure.
Conscientiously, I ,could lIOt yote 'against
this suggested amendment if it simply
said to thel Govelflunent, "You must
give the children who. are in the'
charge of foster parents adequate:
fOOod and clQlthing ."
VI e know that.
that canno.t be done on 8s. a week.
In many cas.es, whe're the children
have been deserted, it should be possible .to trace those l'esponsible for their
existence, 'and to fOTce them to support
the ohildren to some extent. Wages are
high, and in many cases the parents of
the/se children must be earning a fair
'amount of money. No doubt the tDepartment does what it can to trace the responsible parents of neglected ,children. But
I am inclined to think that by looking
mOore closely intOo this matt-er more mone,y
might be obtained. I cooid nOot vote
against the suggested amendment if I
thought tha.t the neglected children o.f the
State would suffeT from a shortage of
food or clOothing.
The Hon. iDI'. HARR.I:S.-I support
the suggested amendment, because I know
that a baby cannot be fed on 8s. a week.
I do not beh~.ve it could be fed Oon 9s. a
week. This is the first time I have. got
up to speak, and I am speaking in the
)nte,rests of the bahies.
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The Hon. E. L. KIERN l\.N.- I hope
that the House will show its humanita rianism on this occasion. It has been
pointed out repeatedly by honOorable meTfI.bers that 8s. a 'Week is insufficient for the
maintenance of a child. Milk is 10d. a
quart, and a child requires two pmh; a
da y . There are se,veu days in the week,
and it means that the mother, or foster
.mother, has tOo pay 5s. 3d. a week for
milk alone.
The Hon. n. L. MC'NAl\fARA.-Special
milk has to be got for a young child.
The IHon. E.L. KIERNAN.-That is
so. 'But allowing 5:8. 3d. 'a week for milk,
. there is only 2s. 9d. left ou which to
board and clothe the child, and do everything required for it. There is no greater
asset than health, and by our action in
restricting the amount allotted to 8s. a
week, we are probably affecting the health
of many children for the rest of their
lives. I have been told by a medical
lllall that during ,the first seven years of a
child's life the child is liable ,to 'contract
[t form of tuberculosis, which, after that
age, Icall be avoided. IIf iWe deprive the
child of the nourishment 'and elothing it
requires in its"e,arly years, the chances arc
we are handicapping it for the rest of its
life. 'Va shall have children Oof stunted
growth and 'poor Iphysique. I hope that,
in ,the interests of ,the community, the
Governnle:nt will increase ,the amount to,
at least, lOs. ·a week.
There 'are many
single women fond of children who would
be prepared to take ,care of ,children for
the good of ,the State. In such a case I
do no,t think £1 a week would be too much
Mr. Molloy, in a statement
to .allow.
which he m.ade last year, said that on
3Jccount of ,the .smallness of the amount
it ,was impossilble, in many cases, for
foster-mothers to retain ,the children, and
though they felt a great affection for
them, they were compelled to send the
children back to the State. The '8e.cretary of the 'N eglectedCh ;ldren's Department had couside,rable difficulty in placing these chiI.dren. If we ,cannot get the
right SOll't of foater parent, we are not
giving the children a fair chance, and are
nOot rloing justice to the State.
To.
quibble over the additional amount required. is a paltry way of looking at the
question, especially where it means stunting the growth Oof these children. If
extra taxation is needed, we should face
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it.
There may ,be much to be said in
favour of cutting down expenditure in
other directions, but no valid ar:gument
call be ,put forward in favour of depriving
these children of the sustenance necessary
to enable them to gr.ow up healthy men
and 'Women. I .had a case the Qtherday
where ,a man had died ,from tuberculosis,
leaving the widow and five children.
There aliay be a remedy where a husban~
deserts his wife. But what can 'be done
where the husband dies, leaving a yQlung
widQlw and family Q1f sma.ll children ~ The
woman has all her work cut out in looking af.ter the children.
The Hon. J. MetWHAE.-In that ,case
she would get £2 ·a .week.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-And she
w,ould have io pay £1 a week fOol' a hQuse.
The lIon. E. L.. KIERNAN.-In 'such
a case the WQman is not able to go. out to
work.
I ,think we should shQW QUI'
humanitarianism by asking the GQvernment, as we shall do if wei carry the suggested amendment, to increase the amQlunt
allotted to' fQster-parents in respect of
those children who are wards Qf the State.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I do hope honorable members
will pause befOire they carry a motion of
this kind, and re,alize· what it means from
a number of points of view. In the first
place, this. subject was debated in another
plaoe yeste.rday, and that place, which
has charge of the finances, gave, its decisiOin. It has adjQlurned until Tuesday.
This Supply Bill must be passed this
week. It is to meet the payments which
are clue this week by the country, and
unless it is pass,ed this week those payments cannOit be met, and the Public
Service cannot be paid. I' ask hono·rable
membe,rs to weigh that in their minds
before they vote upon the mQltiOin. Further, from the point of view of constitutional procedure, it is not the functiOon of
this House, and never has been the function Oof this House, tal make any suggestiOon that will increase expenditure. If
we make a suggest,ion as tal thel amendment
of any Bill fOol' the purpose Oof increasing
expenditure, we are flving in the face of
the Constitution, which says we shall not
do SOl. This is a. mOition which skilfully
evades the technical legal ob iection , bu't
does nO't avoid the real Q1bjeoetion.. The
suggestion is that we shOould reduce the
expenditure by one pound but the real
object is to increase it by £60 :000. The
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Constitution provides that this House
shall not take any action that will incre·ase -expenditure.. I would ask hOonorable members to reaIize what the proposed
increase involves.
He,retofore the allowance for a boarded-Oout child has been
7s. a week. It started at 5s., went to
6s" and then to 7s., and we propose to
pay 8s. from the beginning of this month.
Eve,ry increase of Is. a week means
£30,000 a. year, and the increase, of 2s. a
week, which the honora,ble m,ember who
has mOoved the suggestion desires, would
amount to' £60,000 a year. It is safe to
say that, with the exception of the honorable member and his noble band of' followers, eve·ry honOorable member of this
House will vote against any measure that
is brought in to put on the neceossary taxatiOon to raise the money.
I do nOot t'hink there is, a bigger
c.ertainty than that..
Spe·eches have
been made as if the allOowances were
the sOole support o·f children who are
boarded out to foster-mOithers. That is
not so, In a great many cases children
are bOoarded out to their own parentB,
who get the mOoney for keeping their Q1wn
children.
In the year 1890 this wOork
cost a certain sum; since 1890 the population has .increased by ~bout 50 per
cent., but the cost Oof this particular
branch of the State's activities has inThe
creased by o,ver 200 per cent.
ohviolUs explanation is that the number
of parents who are, endeavOouring to shunt
their respOonsibility on to the State is increasing, and it appears that every time
the fund available is increased more and
mo,re will attempt tOo shunt their respousibility on to the State.
You are not
strengtheninp' parental responsibility or
parental control in any shape or form by.
these expedients. It is all very well for ce!rtain honorable membe,rs to pose'-I have no
doubt they are as sincere as anyone else
-as being the Oones who are thinking of
the welfare of the childr·en. W €I are all
thinking Oof the welfare of the children,
but that dOoes nOot cOinsist in getting money
from the State tOo the last degree that is
possible in the circumstances. and that is
a factO'l" that must not be lost sight of.
The cost Q1f milk has been mentiOoned, and
I know that it is a very trying item, but
honOorable members have not been told
that we have "in the' metropolis of Melbourne a milk supply which is subsidized
by the Government for the benefit of
poor childreu.
l,
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The Hon. J. P. JONES.-How much
do YDU give ~
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-We give
a very substantial sum, and the municipalities alsD pay.
The Hon. J. P . JONES .-How much do
you give.~
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-We give
half OIf what is necessary to provide necessitous cases with cheap milk.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-No.
The Hon. A. ROB1NSON.-The municipalities inquire into necessit.aus cases~
and we halve the expenditure with the
municipalities. The cost mi~ht only be
£5, but if that. were so, it wauld show
that there was obly a small number of
necessitaus cases.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-You are not
putting it right.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON .-Daes the
honorable member say that a Labour
council, like the Richmoond Council,
which is in his constituency, and where'
nine out Df ten cauncillors are Labour
men, is nat dealing generously with the,
poor children in its district ~ Does Mr.
Disney say the same thing regarding the
municipality Df Part Melbourne, which
he represents ~ Yau cannot have it bO'th
ways. Either the deserving children are
helped by the municipalities which have
Labour cGuncils, a,r they are not, and if
they are helped, the Government bears
half the burden of supplying cheap milk.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-YOU do nat
know what the facts are.
The Han. A. ROBINSON.-1 do. know
what the facts are, because I discussed
that matte'r with Dr. Jeffreys Wooad last
Saturday.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-We had a
struo-o-le to' get £500 a few wonths aga'.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON .-1 know
the're has been a struggle, to' get money,
and the honorable member knows why.
Let him come and administer the De'partments hi!ffise'f, and he will know how hard
it is to get money. Expenses are mounting up every day. We hav·e increased the
vote for boarded-out children by £30,000
a year, and the honorable member wants
us to add to our chargea £60,000 a year.
I say the, Government cannot do
.it, aiJd will not do it. . Honorable
members must realiz,e that, if the mation
is carried, the Govcrnmen t wi 1 accept tll{~.
suggestion to reduce the vote by £1, and
that will be the end of it. That will not
provide the extra money that the hO'llor-
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able member whG has moved the motion
wants tD have provided.
The HOU'3b
which the honGrable member's party always demands shall have the, sole cantrol
of expenditure and apprapriatjon, and
the soole right 0.£ taxation, will nev-er
agree to. ihis House having its say in an
expenditure of this kind.
The HGn. E. L. KIERNAN.-Why
should we be guid-ed by tha,t ~
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-I say the
honorable member's party will not allow
this House '(,Q incre,ase this expenditure,
and I think they are acting on strictI y
constituti.onal lines in saying that the
control of financel must be with the
popular House. This question has been
fougbt out in that HDuse" and that House
has come to, a, decision. All the motion
now befGre us amounts tD is a placard,
and honorable, members have, to. decide
wheth& t;he!y will vate fOIl" !sormeth.illg
which cannot have any infiuenc;e OT effect,
but which wHl delay for the best part of
a we.ek the, passagel of a measure that
must be passed this week if the, State's
obligations to. the public servants are to
be, met.
The Hon. J. H. DIsNEY.-The division
on this questian in anOother place y€stt'rday was pretty close.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-We shall
always get a large, number 00£ member:;
and other individuals who will vOote fOor
increasing expenditure, but when it comes
to getting them to vote for incre'ased taxation, they fade, away. The,r·e is no man
whO' read the reiport of what occurred elsewhere but would say that a substantial
number of the' members who. voted for the
increase would fade away when it came
to voting fOor the, Bill to. pay tlle bill, just
as han ora ble mem bers Oof this Bouse
would do. I do not say that in an off,ensive way, but I say that if it comes to
an extra bit of taxation, members will
all fade awa,y, except, of ccurse, members
of the Labour party, who will favour any
kind of taxation.
They will vOote fOor
taxaticn till the cowa come hame.
I
must ask honorable members to' take this
question in a re:tlly serious way.
The
motion. is not going to. achiev·e the 0 bj ect
that they aim at. It is going to paralyze
the 'Payment of tlJe Public Service, which
is due this we,ek, and is not going to
achiev.e the· Oobject its mover has in view.
This is not the way to deal with the matter.
The way to. get increases of thl?
kind proposed is to return too anotheot
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place a,lmajority that will hel in favour of
incre,asing the' appropriation and the taxation.
Honorable, membe,rs here, should
not increasel, or aUempt to increase, appropriations, not, only because it is contrary to the spirit of the Constitution-The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Apparently the motion is in order.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Techllic:all y it is in orde,r. It is provided in
section 33 of the, Oonstitution Act
Amendment Act that the Council may
return a Bill which it cannot altersuggesting by message the omission or amendment of allY item . . . . provided that
the Council ma.y not suggest any omission or
amendment the effect of which will be to increase any proposed charge or burden on the
people.

If honora.ble members do not consider that
:Mr. Jones's mOition proposes an omission
for the purpose of increasing a proposed
charge or burden on the, people, then
they must give a. different meaning to the
English language from that which I give
t() it. The mDtion is an attempted evasion
of the prDvisions of the Constitution, and
hono'rahle members, on that ground alone,
~hould T'eject it.
They should also have
regard to the fact that this question has
been thoroughly thrashed out elsewhere,
an.d that the decision there: arrived at
must stand unt,il the next session 0.£ Parliament.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I do
not see how honorable members can vote
for the motion after the Attorney-General's statement. It is a bit paradoxical
that we should reduce l,he amount oQof
Rupply by £1 in order that we should increase it by £60,000. Mr. Jones was perfectly frank. He said that was the purpose of his motion. The carrying of the
motion would th)r'DW ,the whole of the
public service into chaos. The other House
has adjourned.
The Ron. Dr. J. R. HARltIS.-I suppose it dOoes nOot matter abOout the babies
dying.
The Ron. W. L. BAILLIEU.-The
honorable mem,ber will have plenty of opportunities of moving a motion this session dealing with this suhject, so that we
may let t.he other House know where we
hve O'll this matter, quite independently
of how we vot.e on the motion now before
the Chair.
The Ron. E. L. KIERNAN.-How can
we move a mOotion to increase expenditure ~
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-If an
honorable member likes he can move 'a
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motion to the effect that the House is
of the opinion that. the neglected children
are not being fairly treate~. On such a
mOotion an honorable member would be
able to speak all round the subject, say
what he wanted to', and present matters
in such a form that there might be some
effect from it. But the only effect of
ca'rrying' the motion now before us will
he to leave the Public Se,rvice unpaid,
while the ,object the mov-er has ill view
will not be achieved. If he could achieve
his object he would have no right under
the ConstitutiOon to do it in this way.
Surely we are not going to violate the
provisions of the Constitution. The Attorney-General has read out distinctly
what are our privileges and powers. No
one's feelings are more susceptible than
mine, to' heing touched by a n~~tter affecting children, but all the same a great
Illany platitudes are talked on this question. I know that the statements of the
AttOrlley-General are very largely true,
and that if we do not look out the State
may have tOo support more children than
it should. We cannot increase the 'fund
for boarded-out children unless the sources
of revenue are increased. We cannot take
out of a jar mo're than we put into it.
The Ron. E. L. KIERNAN.-Your argumeillot implies that this Ho'~se cannot -ex·
press its feelings.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I have
not said that at all. . I .have said that we
should not pass this motion.
The HDn. E. L. KIERNAN.-That means
that we cannot express our opinions.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-The
honorable memher and a few other honorable memberrs are, very glib in giv{ng
expression to huma,nitar;all views which
we all hol d. The way proposed is not the
way tOo deal with this matter. We shall
Q'et to a dead-lock. Honorable members
may make a laughing-stock of the House
if they like. We have no power here to
increase' the allowanoe in the way proposed. An incre,ase of 2s. a week will
me'an an additiollla.l expelnditure of
£60,000 a year.
No douht Mr. Jon-es
feels str:ollgly ahout the' mattelI', and
h~ h~s had .an opportunity. of ventilating
hIS vIe,ws WIth regard to it.. That b-e,ing,
so', I hope we will deal with the matter
as a sensible body of men, and that this
House will not cause any dead-lock in the
finances of the State by accepting the motio,n.
'
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The Hen. J. H. DISNEY.-I think
every Q1ne recegnises what we are up
against, and what the carrying of the
metion would involve. but nene ef us
wishes to interfere with the payment ef
eur public servants. I believe that theGovernment admit tliat something sheuld
be done in the directiQln prQlPosed.
Although the necessity fO'r paying an increase,a allQlwance fOIl' boarded-Qut children has been brQught up so Q1ften, the
GQlvernment have dO'ne nothing, and 1
think that my Leader is tQl be cemmended
. for taking action in regard tQl it. As a
result of his action the GDvernment. in
view Q1f the fact that there was such a
clDse division on the sam.e propoaal in the
other place, may be meved to do sQlme-'
thing in this directien. PrQlbably there
is no Q1ne in this Heuse whQl 'can speak
with greater autherity on the subject than
I can, because during my long municipal
experience I have, been brO'ught intO' tO'lich
with the people cencerned. I may alsO'
state that for many years my wife has
been a member ef the Ladies' Benevolent
Society. Only yegterday a lady who has
feur children to' look afte.r came to my
house and stated very pla,jnly her case.
She said she cannet live Qn the present
allowance. I theught that this question
would be brQlught up in the HQluse again,
sO' I went down and investigated the .case.
It appears that her husband died three
months ago. Her mQlther, whO' lives next
dear, and whO' is alsQl a widow, leeks
a.fter the children while she herself goes
Q1ut to' work at Cameron's TobaccQl Factery for 30s. a week. A fertnight <JgQ
a ladv came reund. in a motor car to' see
how the children were being clothed and
otherwise treated.
She said that in
her ~pinion the, cenditiO'ns we're not suitable and that the children were not being
prQlpe'rIy looked after.
She was asked
how it was nossible to give them
hetter treatment on the; allowance made.
I think that the Minigter admita that
the ruITiount is nO't sufficient.
In my
opinion, the system may he abused in
many pases, just as happens in connexion
with the maternity honus. The Department should closely investigate all cases
and ascertain when the mothers are not
getting sufficient and' when they are· receiving more than is necessary. In cases
in which the inspectors find that insufficient is being paid, something mQre should
be dQlne. After many years ef municipal experienee I have come to the conl
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clusion that the Government and municipal councils spend too much on parks and
gardens and no't eneugh in conserving the
health of children such as these'. I be,lieve
in the provision and beautificati,on of open
spaces, but I think that less money shQluld
be spent in that way. Prebably these
votes include hundreds or thousands of
pounds for that purpose.
The HQln. A..
shut that Qff,

ROBINSoN.-\Ve have

The Hen. J. H. DISNEY.-Net the
",h0'le, of it. Sur,ely it is of greater moment that these, children shQluld be prope-rly looked after. The health of the
children is the greatest asset Qf our co,untry.
Statistics show that' half ef our
eligi,?le men were nQt physically fit fer
serVIce abroad, and. the reason given was
that they were not wen looked after in
their childhQlod. If Mr. JOines's motion is
not carried, I hop€> that the Minister will
impress on t.he other members of the Gevernmen~ th~ necessity for increasing the
amount In VIew of the strong feeling on
the matter both here and in another
place. The unQlfficial Leader has stated
that we should not debate ,the, question
now. Members on this side of the chamber· are always bringing the matter up,
but nQl notice, has been taken.
N Q1W
that we may be in a positiOin to' ferce the
hands ef the GQvernment to some extent
we .are told that this is nQlt the preper oc~
caSlOn.
However, I trust that as a
re,sult of the, action taken by Mr. Jones
the l\1inister will bring theJ matter up ill
Cabinet.
The Hon. \V. H. EDGAR.-Mr.
J Dnes ~as raised a very important iss~e.
There IS a good deal more in the matter
than appears en the surface. It se'ems
to me that :t Royal Commission is required to investigate the whole business.
There is grolwing uneasiness owing to the
feeling that the children in the charge Q1f
the Stat.e are being im,prQlperly treated
and under-fed.
, The Hon. \V. L. BAILLIEU .-Did we
not have an inquiry some time agQl (~
The Hen. W. H. EDGAR.-There was
a so~t ef departmental inquiry. But ill
t~le mte,rests o,f these little enes in partIcular, and, therefore" in the, interests of
the nation as a whole, we should intelligent~y grapple with this subject so that
ParlIament and the public may knew what
is a fair and reasonable allowance on
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The Hon. VV. KENDELL.-I was
which boarded-out children may be nurtured and sustained. If a child is under- making the same suggestion to' Mr. Crockeltt as Mr. Edgar has just made. It
fed it will becoilllo a burden later on.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-If we held has been cle1arly pointed out by the Atsuch an inquiry we would have to pay torney-General that if we vote tOo-day
15s. a week.
:in favour Oof Mr. Jones's mOotion we will
The Hon. VV. R. EDGAR.-We should hang up the pavments for the whole of
pay sufficient to enable the children to the Puhlic Service, ,and we will achieve
develop into he,althy men and women. nothing on behalf of the children. If
This matter is referred to from time to the suggestion made by Mr. Edgar is
time, but we do not arrive at any proper carried out there are serveral questions Oon
solution of the problem. It is gener-ally which we' are nOot fully enlightened, which
known that thelre is a state OIf things in might be properly investigated. For inthe Department which should be looked stance, it might be ascertained what
into.
They practically have no nurses' number- of children are deserted by the
quarters. When I asked a question about fathe['s and left on the hands Oof the
the matter I was told that there was no mothers, and whether some measure of
money available, and that it. was im- Telief could be recOomm·ended whereby we
possible to say when they would be could get a portion 0'£ the earnings of
started. I should like to know how many th.,ose fathers.
children are, placed under the cont:r.O'I of
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-That IS
the nurses.
Not only from the t.he aim of the' Department.
financial point of vi.ew, but from
The Ron. E. L. KIERNAN.-Which is
o~her stand-points the position should
one of the best managed Departments in
he investigated, and the public should the State.
bel satis.fied as to thel true state
The Hall. VV. KENDELL.-vVeH, posof affairs. I do not think we wish to em- sibly the Act requires tightening ~p. I
barrass thel Government, but our difficulty know that in a case that came hefor,e
is to delcide how to vote on such a, pro- me thel Court was chasing the father.
position. My sytITipathies are, with the The authorities had an idea, that there
motion, and if it is proceeded with, I will was some collusion between t.he father
have to' consider the ,position which I and mother with regard to the children.
will take up. At an early stage of the She was getting State aid fOir them. I
se'8sion I intend to move that a RoyaJ believe t,hat the correct solution of this
Commission be appointeld to inquire into difficulty is for Mr. Jones to withdraw
thel whole business, so as to satisfy the the motion and allow the Supply Bill to
<lemands olf the communi.ty with regard go through, and for Mr. Edgar, or some
t.o the child lif.e of this country. If the other hono.rable member, to move at an
mothers are not receiving enough le,t thel early date for a Ro'Val Commission or a
Sellect ComlITiitteel to go. thoroughly into
State take the chndren.
The Ron. \V. L. BAILLIEu.-Let the the matter.
State take eve,rybody.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Is any
The Hon. VY. H. EDGAR.-We talk Committee required tOI say that lOs. IS
about equality of opportunity for men too much ~
and women in this world. I contend that
The lIon. W. KENDELL.-The Comthere, should be e'qual oppo;rtunities for miUee might say tbat las. is nOot too much,
children. If there is any doubt about and it might alsb asc'ertain that some
the welfare ,of a single chIld, or if there children are, included who should not be
i3 not sufficient money to maintain chil- there. After ascertaining all particulars
dren in f.oster homes, we should keep them the Committee might say that imposition
in our own institutions. Certainly we is going on. I do not suppose the Comshould wipel off the statute-book the mittee would say tha,t las. is tCiO much.
word (( neglected," as applied tOo these -Som,etwJ.'es I suppose the honorable memlittle >ones. A child sent out into the ber has appe1als made to him by peJ:'sorns
world with such a brand ne,ver recovers who aT€! very hard up. He may give a
from it. F'rom what has been indicated man las. or £1, and the man may say,
herel, as well as in the other House, the " That is not enough." Well I suppose
Gove'rnment will have tOo l'elalize what the hono.rableJ membe,r would relply as I
The
Parliaar..ent demands for the welfare Oof do, "That is all I can afford."
the children.
State is in very much the SOOIiel position,
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and it is going to be in that position
directly. Make no mistake about that,
it is a question of what the State can
affDrd. Mr. Baillieu put it very cle,arly.
He said that you must first have the
wherewithal before you can hand it out.
Tlie Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-YOU do
not use that argument when Boards are
be,ing ap,pointed.
You support all Df
them.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-I dO' not
know that I do.., or that I apprDve' of all
those Boards. If it will afford the honorable member any satisfaction I will
promise to vote against every Board from
this out. I would ask Mr. Jones not to
persist in his ,attitude, .seeing that if the
~,mendment is carried it will achieve
nothing. I think he and his friends win
see that it would not be good 1)0Iicy.
The Hon. ~iVi. J. BEOKETT.-I was
forry to heal' the arguments used by the
Attorney-General. I do not think they
do him credit. Of course, he has his
brief, and must support the Government.
He realizes that the allowance of 8s. a
'week is insufficient, and he has drawn a
red herring across the trail. It is remarkable that the ,constitutional issue is
raised on a question like this which is
designed to do justice to the ,children of
the community. If we carry out the
view of the Attorney-General we might
as well wipe ourselves out of existence.
Have we no represelltatiYe capacity and
responsibility? We recognise that the
responsibility fDr the gorvernment of the
State is on the Government, but we cannot allow ourselves to avoid our own responsibility ill dealing· with such [lll important matter as this. I am nOw passing
through the stage that l\fr. Disney and
others have already passed through. In
my position as mayo,r of Fitzroy I am
frequently brought into contact with the
struggles of mothers who have these
boarded-out children. I recog-nise that
these foster-mothers are attached to these
children. The allowance is insufficient,
and the moth~rs have practically to starve
themselves in their endeavours to see that
the children are properly nourished.
Mr. Edgar and I brought a case before
the House where children had be'en
scandalously neglected.. The {Jnly ex(:;use was that the ,Irioney that was
given for the children by the Department was not spent upon them.
The
Second Session 1920.-[4]
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Department should give adequate pay for
the services rendered.
The AttorneyGeneral said that if we delayed the passage of this Bill it would mean that the
public servants would not be paid.
I
disagree with him. If we do not pass
the Bill the public servants will be paid
as they have' be:en paid in the past. There
are ways and means of doing it. This
is the o.nly means we have of ,putting
before the Government our protest
against the under payment of these fostermothers. Honorahle members can hardly
grasp the effect of the enormous number
of young children that we are losing.
Out of eve,ry 1,000 children in the
metropolis 100 under tweJvel ffionths
of age 1000 their lives annually.
\Ve lose practically 10 per cent. of
our children under one year of age
in the o,ve'rcro,wded suburbs.
The
great majority of the deaths" as we know
from medical te~timony, are brought
nbout by insufficient 'nourishment.
The
foods are too dear. Patent foods like
lactogen are now selling at 200 per cent.
above their former price. The food that
is necessary for these children cannot be
obtained. ~Ir. :Merritt expressed the vie'\V
that we would he addill~ considcrabbr to
our expenditure.
If the foster-mothers
are not paid properly it will mean that
so many more children will have to be'
placed in the orphanages, where the cost
of each child is 15s. a week. Olwiouslv
it is not economv for the State to stal·,,·e
these children. ~ Insufficient pay means
insufficient ,nourishment. We find the
Ohildren's Hospital oyercrowded, and
largely because of the improper treatment of these children. I believe that
additional expenditure of £30,000 a veal'
in this direction would really amoUl~t to
a saving. I shall vote for the amendment, which is the only means by which
we can bring our protest forcibly beforo
the community. I appeal to honorable
members to reject from their minds the
idea that there is any party spirit in this
matter.
The responsibility is on ever.Y
member to make the only protest he can
make against the action of the Government in starving these children. If the
allowa-nce of 6s. was inadequa'te ill 1914
",ve know that 11s. is inl1dp,quate now.
The present allowance of 8s. means that
Is. a day will be required for the bare
necessaries of life for each child, and
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that only Is. a week i~ left to provide
boots, clothing, and the other little necessaries. We want to spend money in
bringing immigrants here, and yet we are
Of every
neglecting this great asset.
10,,000 children born 1,000 arc lost to the
community. III N ow Zealand the loss
has been reduced to about 3 pel' cent.
JLere for the whole of the St3.te it works
out at about 7 per cent., but in the
crowded areas like Coburg, Port Melbourne, Fitzroy, Richmond, Oollingwood,
Melbourne City, South M€!lbourne, and
Brunswick the average if:! over 10 pel'
cent. of the children under twelve m:ouths
of age. The position is scandalous, and
we cannot divest ourselves of reaponsibility.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-The
honora'ble gentleman accused the Attorney..,General of having drawn a red
herrinO' .across the trail. Tha t is really
what i~ done by this proposal. vVe should
cOllf:!ider the futility of doing what is
proposed. If another place were sitting
and this amendment were cal'l'ied it would
go down to it, and. if accepted, would
not advance the cause. If we pass this
amendment we shaH put the civil service
into chaos. Ifanothel' place "were sitting
they could ao-cept the suggested amendment.
110

The Hon. E. L. Kn;llx,\x.-And take
notice of the opinion of this 11ouse.

The Hon. VV. 1__ . BA1LLIEU.-""\Ve
cannot increase the burden on the people.
There is a course open to us. We can
put a motion on the paper 3:nd expre~s
our V'iews as strongly a'S we hke on thl'S
question. DOl we want to have the civil
servants in a state of chaos by our acce,p·ting this amendment 7 I am not less desirous than other honorable members of
doing the right thing for the children.
The Ron. W. J. BECKET'£.-This is the
first opportunity we have had.
The Ron. W. L. BAILLIEU.-We
should not" try to fool ~he co~umunity intCl
the belief that by passl.ng thIS amelJ~men;:
what is required will be made avaIla,?le.
~\m I less sincere in my views regardll1p;
these children than other honorable memhers ~ Mr. Beckett is 'YrOl~g if he thinks
so. If the Bill were sent bUL'k to anothcl'
place with this suggested amendment, and
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it were sitting,
would accept it.

I havel no doubt it
Why take, this action

when another place is not sitting? Before
the end of the year we must have another
Supply Bill wh.en another place is sitting.
Will it make any difference if we take
this action in a fortnight's time?
The Hpn. J. P. JONES.-I am sure
that if we carry this amendment it will
not inconvenience the civil servants for
OIle moment. They would be paid, whether
"
the amendment is carried or not.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.--Whether
the Bill is passed or not? Ido not think
so.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-It has been
done before.
The IIo~1. A. ROBINSON.-When?
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-It was done
many years ago.
The Ron. A. ROBINsoN.-And both
Houses put on record that it was improper and unconstitutional.
The Ho.n. J. P. JONES.~There comes
a time when you mU!:lt take a very serious
step in order to show your disapproval of
the continued inaction of the Government.
in denying the rights of the people in
ma.t.t€,rs of this kind.
The, AttorrneyGeneral doe.s not want me to use thig
House in thel dire·ction or indicating
to another place what OUT fe,eJ.ings
are.
He
would not apply that
argument 011 €very. occasion. ,In effect,
he chide·s .!Le because I am using
this Housel to dictate, to another place
wl1at they should do in money l1'Latters.
He chide'i me, but it is a little bit of byplay. Is he pre1pared to a ppl y his argulllent on every occasion? Is he prepared
ttJ say that this House should not have
~l:y l'ie;ht to express ,its 'opinion on this.
question?
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-I have said
on many occasions that for 'this House to
discuss an Appropriation Bill as it do€s is.
a perfect farce, and that it should confine
itself to questions 6f princ~ple.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-The Gover,nment appear to regard this House as
a stumbling-block to 'the payment of this
il1cl'E.)ased amount. The Minister practically said that.
He said that it meant
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more taxation, and that if this House
were asked to provide the taxation it
,vould not consent to' it, although appluently prepared to consent to the expenditure of the money. That shows very
dearly that the Government are im:pressed and influenced by the attitude
that this Chamber takes up where there
i~i money to be found. We know that on
one occasion the Government that has
moulded itself into the existing Govern17~cnt desired to pass increased taxation.
This Chamber objected, as is well known,
and ·ever sin<!e then the Government of
this State have been chary in what they
did witho.ut consulting this House.
I
believe on this particular question the
Go.vernm·ent ha.ve misinterpreted the
opinion of this Chamber. I am satisfied
that this House would be quite prepared
to. provide extra, taxation so that effect
may be given to their op~nion in regard
to this increased payment to neglected
children.
The HOll. 'V. L. lJAILLIEu.-'Ve all
accept that.
The HOll. J. P. JONES.-If the Government are assured on that particular
point, we need have no hesitation in
adopting the suggestion I have submitted
to the Committee. If this Chamber once
indicates that it is prepared to agree to
any taxatio.n which may be necessary to
meet an increase in the payment the Government should have no. hesitation in
agreeing to what we desire. The Government seem to be afraid that the Council
will not agree to the' impositio.n of fresh
taxation ..
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-You have
110. right to put it that way.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I have.
Then HOll. VV'. L. BAII,LIEU .-The Government would never think abo.ut this
Honse in that way.
They Wo.uld take
their own course.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-The honorable member should not run away with
that idea.
The Hall. ,V. L. BAnLIEu.-I have
been long enough in Governments to
know that.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-The ho.norable member must know that one of the
first questions considered by the Cabinet
is what the Council will do.
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The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Let them
fix the respOonsibility on us.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Will the
honorable member tell me who it was
prevented the Government from. imposing
extra. taxation three or four years ago ~
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I know
who tried to get it through.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-And the
honorable member did not succeed. There
is no doubt that ever since that event
this House has been strO!llger than a,t any
time during its histo(['y. To-day the Treasurer is up against the Council whenever
he proposes extra. taxatio.n.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It is the
duty of the GQvernment to let the responsibility for rejecting a proposal fall upon
our shoulders.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-We have
now befOore us an amendment which gives
the CQuncil an opportunity Oof carrying
that responsibility.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-We cannot
do it now.
.
The HQn. J. P. JONES.-Very well,
do not dOl it. Ever since I have been ill
this lIouse I have endeavoured to look
after the health of the children in this
State.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-We are all
with you in that.
The Hon. J. P'. JONES.-The hQnQrable member reminds me of the man
who used to sell pies on London-bridge.
He kept calling out " Buy my pies," and
although passers by expressed sympathy
with him, they made no purchases. Eventually he became so sick of expressions
of sympathy that he said, "Damn your
sympathy; buy my pies."
The HQn. W. L. BAILLIEu.-Where
are you getting to now about buying pies ~
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I know
where I am.
As I have said I have
been talking ever since I hav~ been a
member of this House of the importance
of giving attention to child life.
I
know the Attorney-General is quite with
me in that regard, and I alsOo know that
he is restricted by his commitments to his
colleagues; but there comes a time .when
it is necessary to give definite expression
to the views one holds, and we must have
more .than a mere expression of sympathy
on thIS matter. We must have a· de£nite
expression by this House that will indicate to the Government and to the
country that this branch of the Legislature practically controls the wealth of
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the community, and that it is not prepared to see these children starve.
. The. Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-We ,can
deal with this maUe,r when the next
Supply Bill comes forward.
The Han. J. P. JONES.-I have be,e.n
told that over and Qover again. In re8ponse to promises of that kind I have
withdrawn from the attitude I have take.n
up, but the, time has now come when I
am going to ask the Committee to definitelly indica.te its views on this matter.
'Va want something more: than sympathy.
'Ve want the Government to dOl a fair
t,hing, no matteT what it costs. We want.
the Government to act honorably towards
thet foste'r parents, who have taken chilrlretn from the State. Thousands of children are being looked aft.er by foster
p~rents.
We ente,red into a cQontract with
these people. We said we would allow
the,m 6s. a week fall' the maintenance of
the children they were' willing to take
care of.
They ha;ve carried out their
part of the contract ·hQonorably.
They
have becOIIIlel attached to. these childreu,
'Who are nD longell' strangers in the home,;;
into which they have been received. The
children look upon the foster parents a~
their own parents, and, in view of the
incre·a~ed cost of Jiving, it is dishonorable
to expect that t:he!y can be maintained
on the amount which was paid before· the
war.
The Han. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It is 203.
more; let us have it oorrect.
The Han. J. P. JONES.-I said it was
}1ractically thel same.
The HOon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It is 33
per cent. more.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Any way,
when we consider the tremendous increase
in t/he cost of living, we ought to indicate that, in our .opinion, the State should
pay more 1ili.an it does for the maintenance' 0.£ these children.
The Committee divided on the suggt:sted amendment-Ayes
8
~oes
9
Majority against the, suggested amendment
AYES.
).11'..
or.

Crockett

Mr. Kiernan.

Disney

.. Goudie

1:". }farris

Mr_ Jones

Tellers:
Mr. Beckett
" McNamara.
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NOES.

Mr. Austin
" Baillieu

"

Mr. Merritt
Robinson.

"

Kendell

Sir Walter Manifold
Mr. McWhae

I

Tellers:

Mr. Adamson
Edgar

The Han. W ..J. BECKETT .-In connexion with the vote for the working expenses of the railways, I want to dire<~t
attention to, the bOooking of seats frDlr~
Albury t0' Melbourne. I travel a good
deal on this line, and I 'have often wondered why the booking of seats which j",
such a great convenience to travellers
should not be pe,rmitted on holidays. The
result of this action on the part, of the
Government is that they lose from £10 Lo
£12 in hooking fees alone. The cars
carry only the same, number of passengers,
yet the suspension of this provision for
bDoking of seats means that, on the arrival of the Sydney expr·ess, there, is a
disgraceful rush to the Victorian train
in order to s·ecure a seat. I have heard
travelle·rs time after time speaking in re'gard to this particular questiDn, and it ~s
extraordinary that when the privilege' of
re,serving seats is most convenient to
travellers, it is denied them. The train
will hold no more with the rush than
when the seats ar·e booked. The seats are
Dnly occupied in both cases. I cannot
understand the departmental attitude in
t,his matter. I sincerely trust that before
next holiday-time the Railway Department WIll see whether it cannot continue
this much-d·esired benefit fDr the general
public.
The Han. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I quit'e agree with Mr
Beckett's remarks.
The clause was agreed tOo, as was clause

2.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Han. A. ROBINSON (Attorney-General), the Bill was
then read a third time.
The Han. W. H. EDGAR.-By leav'e,
I give notice that I will m.o·ve, that in
the opinion of this Housel, a Royal Commission should be appointed to inquire
into the working of the, N egl,ect.ed Childr,en and Re.£o:rmato,ry Schtods Department.
The HDuse adjourned at twenty-six
minutes tOo seven o'clock p.m., until Tuesday, November 16.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday} N o'Vember 16} 1920.
The PRESIDENT took the chair at
thirteen minutes to five o'clock p.m., and
read the prayer.
ASSENT TO BILL REPORTED.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1).
RAIL W11.Y TRAFFIC.
STATION ACCOMMODATION IN MELBOURNE.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN asked the
Attorney-GeneralIf the Honorable the Minister of Railwd.Ys·
has noticed the remarks of the Coroner on the
inadequacy of the Flinders-street Railway Station to deal with the traffic congestion, and if
he will request the Railways Commissioners to
seriously consider the question of a new central
5tation for thp. 110rthc-!rll suburbs?

The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-The following answer has
b~en supplied by the Railways CommisSIOners :The remarks of the Coroner are being investigated by the Railways Commissioners.
It is
practically impossible to prevent overcrowding
where great nllmbers of people endeavour to
leave Flinders-st~ eet station at about the same
time. Th\~ questi:m of providing another railway station un the northern side of the city,
and a city railway, were investigated by a
Board which was appointed to investigate the
problem of relieving congestidn of traffic in
Melbourne, and such Board reported in June,
1!)l9, that the propo~al "should not be consiilered until at least the effect of the future
development of the metropolitan tramway system in the northern suburbs had been ascertained."

BILLS READ A :E'IRST TIME.
The following Bills were brought in by
the Hon. D. L. McNAMARA, and read
a first time:Compulsory V.oting Bill.
Melbourne and Geelong Corporations
Bill.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendmen t Bill.
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR'S
SPEECH.
AnDRESS-IN -REPLY.
The debate (adjourned from November
10) on the motion of the Hon. A. A.
Austin for the adoption of the AddressFJecond l:Jession, 1920.-[5]
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in-Reply to the Lieutenant-Governor's
Bpeech was resumed.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-The
question is often discussed, both i:n. Parliament and the press, as to the necessity
01' otherwise of a debate of this nature.
V\ihatever arguments may be used against
such a debate in another place, I do not
think they can possibly apply to the
Legislative Oouncil. For various reasons,
\we have very few opportunities of discussing important matters of the day in
this Ohamber. In the first place, we have
no grievance day, and, therefore, we cannot bring up matters which may be, in
our opinion, of sufficient importance to
warrant debate in the interests of our
constituents in the same way as members
can in another place. Then, again, when
Supply Bills are introduced in this
,Chamber, we are invariably told that the
Treasurer is waiting to sign the cheques
in order that our public servants may be
paid, which means that lengthy dehate
i,~ out of the question.
As for the
Appropriation Bill, that is always received in the dying hours of the session,
and unless we like to speak very early in
the morning, we have no other chance of
eA-pressing our views on the various
questions before the country on that occasion.
Therefore, I think that honorahle members of this House should conserve their rights in connexion with the
debate on the Address-in-Reply, and more
especially after a general .election. There
is another view of the matter to be considered. As far ,as the press is concerned,
there seems to be a tendency to give
little or no publicity to the speeches of
honorable members of this H'ouse.
Although, possibly, we may not disagree
with their contention that what we have
to say or do in this Ohamber is not of
sufficient importance to warrant much
space in the newspapers, the fact remains
that many thinking men ,and women desire to know what the Legisl,ative Council
As little or no publicity is
is doing.
given in the daily press to our proceeding;s, we must take the opportunities
Which offer of putting our views before
the people through the medi~m of
HanSChrd. rt is quite true that the papers
pll blish columns of so-called news whenever a brawl or a scene or anything like
that occurs in connexion with representative institutions, anything, in fact, that
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will stir up the bitterness or animosity of
'the citizens.
When, however, it is.a
matter which concerns the ordinary life

of the "'People, and which it is necessary
fc.r them to know in order that they may
bE:come good citizens, the press is discreetly silent. Not only that, but when
matters are mentioned in the press we
filld, it is regrettable to say so, that there
is an almost total disregard ·of truth as
regards many of their utterances. A few
years ago if anyone said "Yes, that is
GO, it appeared in the papers," a certain
amount of credence would be given to it.
Bu t now if one man is talking to
anothe'r and mentions a certain subject,
it is said, "You must have read that in
the newspape,rs," the infe~enoe being that
the stat'e'lnent is not worthy of any credenoo. That seems to be the fact so far
as big issues are concerned. Everything
of a political nature .seems to be coloured
from the party point of view, with the
~esu!t that we despair ·of anything like
JustIce so far as ordinary utterances
are concerned. We find attempts are.
being made every day-and in some
instances .successfully-to deceive the
public, not only as to what a politician says, but in regard to the measures
that are put before the country. In this
Staite we have just gone tJhrough the
throes of a, gene'l"al election, and most remarkable figures have belen published in
the morning papers. The Arqus, in its
issue of 28th October, contai~ed a most
misleading statement in regard to the
position of the Lawson Government. As
a matter of fact, so many misleading statem-ents hav·e been made in regard to the
election that it is necessary we should
take the ea.rliest opportunity of putting
the truth befo·re the public. After all,
the're is something in truth. Facts should
be allowed to speak for themselves without being distorrted. On die date, I have
mentioned the A r,qns published 'certain
figure,s and r,epe,ated them again a few
days later in orderr to impress thelffi' upon
the minds of the public. In both cases
staterrn.ents were made with the same disregud for truth.
In the cour.se of a
leading a.rticle, an effort was made to
arouse a little' enthusia.sm for the present
Lawson Government. so as to take' away
as much as possible the! sting of the defeat
at thel general e,lections and to' encourage
tbe Ministry and their supporters in the
belief that, instead of a disastrous
Hon. W. J. Beckett.
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d-efeat, they had a victory.
says-

The article

Though the Lawson Ministry did not secure an absolute majority in Parliament, it
did obtain the support of a considerable majority of the electors who went to the poll.
'l'he figures for the primary votes, which show
the real state of parties, give the following
results : Nationalists ...
241,559
Farmers Union, Caucus, Independents
204,889
Majority for Ministry" ....
Nationalist and Farmers Union
Caucus ...

36,670
301,608
137,553

Majority against Caucus
164,055
It is thus seen that the Ministerialists secured a majority of 36,000 against all others,
and that the combined Nationalist and Farmers Union votes gave the electors who are
ol'oosed to the Labour party a majority of
nearly- five to two. Therefore, the determination of the people unquestionably is that the
Lawson Ministry should remain in office, while
the policy of the Labour party has been unequivocally condemned.

Honorahle menr.,be'rs may notice the use of
the word" Oaucus." I do not object to it,
but it is one of those straws which shows
which way the wind blo'Ws. The .llrg~l8
would not use the words Labour party,
but it prefers the word Caucus, and uses
the term in a contemptuous manner. The
article presumes that the Nationalists include every branch of political thought
which does not support the· Labour party.
The pape[f includes amongst the Nationalist's, Conservatives, Liberals, and every
one who might be thought to support the
Lawson Ministry. To a. certain extent
these figures are correct; but honorable
membera know that a, half truth is sometime" more misleading and more deplorable in its results than a deliberate falsehood. When one re~ds these figurea, it is
natural to conclude that they are accurate.
The press is supposed to be a leader of
public opinion and an educatiorn·al factor
sO' far as the moral tone of the c<:J(lr..munity
is concerned; but when we find material
facts arel deliberately suppr.~sed for party
purposes, we cannot speak III too strorng
condemnation. I should like· to point
out, in the first pla.ce, that the Labour
party contelsted only thirty-one out of the
sixty-five ele'ctorates into which this State
is divided. It is o:bvious that the votes in
the remaining districts were distributed
between the Farmers Union candidate
and the National candidate. It ought not
to be presumed that there are no Labour
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votes in those particular constituencies.
As a matter of falct, we know from the
Federal elections at least one-third of the
votes in the country districts would be
given to candidates representing the Labour party. As a matter of fact, almost
nine-tenths of the Labour voters in
country constituencies voted in favour of
the Farmers Union candidate in ,preference to the candidateao representing the
Lawson Government. It must also be
remelffi bered that there were seven electorates where: thel Labour candida,tes were
returned unDpposed. These constituelllcies represented no fewer than 104,209
eledors, whereas in the three electorate.:;
which returned supporters of the Lawson
Government unopposed the vDters numbered only 20,016, giving a majority for
Labour constituencies of 84,193; therefore, if we add the Labour voters who
were not called upon to go to the pan to
the number that did e~presao their views
at the ballot-box, namely, 137,553, and
take one-third of the voting in the other
constituencies in which there were no
Labour candidates at dB, we will find that
the votes cast in favour of Labour would
be from 45 to 50 per cent. of the total.
In view of these figures, the statements
by the Ar,q'tls that the present Lawson
Goverll!ffient represents a majority of the
people of this State do not deceive anybody, except, perhaps, the unthinking
sectIOn of the community. It must be remembered, too, in considering the relative strengths of the present Lawson Minibtry with that of the one before the
elections, that six or seven supporters,
three of whom were Ministelrao, were defeated. Two of the Ministers were defeated by Labour candidates and Qine by
a membelr of the F'armers Union. It is
quite true that the, Lawson Governlffient
remains in power. There IS no doubt that
the· tern. pta tion of office was toOl strong to
two or three member.:; who were, prominent
opponents of the Government during the
past session. I should not like to say
that they sacrificed their principles to e'xpediency, but that is usually the explanation in such caass. At one ~tage we found
the Government of the day defeated by an
Economy party. There was a shuffle of
portfolios, and the'then Premier's party
was suppressed temporarily, and some of
hiE, colleagues lost their portfolios. A little
later we find that the principlel of eoonomy is altogether set aside. We know very
well that the, exlpenditure of this State has
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been practically doubled during the last
eight or ten years. The present Government, as well as its predecessol's, seem to
have' a bias against anything which is
done by the Federal Government~ and
will not join them in any proposal which
makes for relform and economy. This is
particularly the case in regard to the
preparation of electoral rolls, with the
result that in every eledorate in the State
people who had been occupying the same
house for many years were struck off.
That resulted·from the fact that there was
not one system of enrolment.
We know
that a uniform system for Federal and
State purposes would lead to accuracy
alld economy, and yet the present Government meander along the stream, and do
nothing to bring about the reform which
is desired.
A system of uniform rolls
could be very elasily managed, if there
was any desire to introduce it, and if such
a system were adopted future elections
would not be accOiIllpanied by thel scandals which occurred during the recent
elections.
I know Df one stre'et in Fitzroy where the police left schedules to be
filied up but never called for them. In
my own case, a schedule was left at my
house but waS never called for, and if
I had not sent it to the police statiO'll
none of the members of my family would
have been enrolled. I also know of the
case of a tobacconist who has been in
business in Gertrude-street for the last
five years. He has lived practically all
his life-time in that street, either as an
apprentice, a worker, or a tradesman. He
was not enrolled, and yet his shop was
open during the ordinary business hours
for the police to collect the necessary particulars. The disfranchisement of so many
voters reflects very little credit on the
present Electoral Department. I do not
blalIIi.'e thel inspectors; possibly it is not
their fault, but the whole system is wrong..
It is quite a mistake to use the !police fCT
the purpose of making the canvass. Police
are lenrolled for the protection I()of the
public and to prevent crime, and it is not
desirable that they should be made electoral inspectors, As a rule, the occupants
of houses in most of the poore,r su bures
shut their doors when they see a, man in
uniform coming along. They do not know
what he is atter. In country districts
people ,probably take, things for granted,
but as the result of the system, thousands of citizens were disfranchised aT
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the last election through no fault O'f their
own. When the voters received a Federal
electoral .card they thought their names
we,re on the State roll also. I know
that that was so in hundreds of cases.
It may be said that it shows want of
knowledge Oon their part, but the 'Ordinary citizen cannot discriminate between
municipal, Sta:te, and Federal electaral
rolls. He naturally thinks that a persan
who is enrolled on one of them is able to'
vote at all electians at which he is entitled to vote. Until we arrive at a better
,condition of affairs, we cannot expect
any better results.
The present rolls
are in a mo'St deplorable condition.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Yau think
the genius af the police, cauld he directed
intQl better channels ~
The Hon. W. J. HECKETT.-ToO'
many duties are thrust upon the pOolice
at the present time. It is aften claimed
that we should have a larger police force
and more effective police nroteetion but
if the members of the farce were kept at
police duties O'nly, and did not have to
perform the multifarious clerical duties
that fall to' their lO't, I think the force
would be very much mO're effective.
If
there was onel thing mOore than another
that should have struck the observer at the
last e.lection, it was the vote on the liquor
questl'Olll. It was the first time that issue
was ever put before :the people, and I am
pleased and pro~d to say that the people
rose to the accaSIOn and cast a vate which
will, to a cer:ta.in extent, do away with
the fe·eling .among politicians that it is
the little narrow element in '·the community that contro~s votes at eleotion
time. I have often expressed the opinian
th~t the people who hald narrO'w and intolerant views, and whO' always desire to
interfere with the liberty of the peaple
a~l~ with the actions of other madel living
CItIzens, were only a small sectian O'f the
community, and that pOoliticians who were
a.fraid of their votes were mistaking
sound far substance. That that was so
was demonstrated by the vote at the last
election. A new member who moved the
adoption of the Address-in-Reply in another place, said that the principal desire
of the people in his constituency wa~ that
they shauld not bel represented by a
"wowser," and possibly from his standpQlint there is a lot of fO'rce in that remark.
An analysis of the votes cast
shows that the people were wise in their
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generation. From a temperance standpoint, the vote wa'f? deplorable in this
way: In Victoria we had O'ne of the best
systems Qif liquar 'reform in the world,
and one that had been copied by the other
States.
If that system had been in
operation in America in recent years,
they would not ha,ve required prohibition
there. Instead of allowing the Licences
Reduction Board to go on with its
good work, by lO'ca.! option legislation passed thirte'en O'r fourteen years
ago, we have stapped that gaod work and
hrought about a state of chaO's so far as
liquor reform is cancerned. Personally
speaking, I do not think that this is a
question that should b.e put before the
people by way of a referendum. I have
always held the view, and always will
hold the vie'w, that no majority, ho·wever
large, should have the right to coerce
the minority, however .small, On a
question of conscience or a question
respecting what they should eat or
drink, or when they shauld eat or
drink it. The vote given canfirms me in
that view. Th,e best thing, from a temperance point af view, wauld be to wipe
aut the t\}·jsting legislation from the
statute-boak and pass an . A. ct that would.
giv.e the Lic·enCjes Reduction Baard a new
charter and allow it to contmue its gaod
work af clasing unnecessary hotels. In
two districts, Nunawading' and Boroandara, "no licence" was carried. It is
said that those districts have gone dry,
but that is incorrect. The licence~ of the
decently-conducted hotel'S in thase districts
are to be taken away. I am told that the
value of the battlemen's business in those
districts has incre,ased immensely, .and
that in the nea.r futur.e they will be an
the high road to fortune owing to the
profits on the "dead marines" they will
collect when the hatels are clas.ed. . We
know that in a district where there are no
hotels people get in liquor from outside,
a,nd I helieve they drink muoh more than
they would if they were able to drink
under better conditions.
I know that
several honarable memcers are b,elievers
in prohibition.
They think that we
should remove temptation from the
weake,r s.ection af the community.
Of
course, we have heard that argument
from many criminals. A thief may say,
" If the jewellery had not been :exhibited
in the shop window. I would n.at ha va
broken in the window."
Shop-lifters
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frequently say that they are tempted
Of
by the nice displays of apparel.
(lourse, if these things were in a cellar,
under lock and key, with a policeman in
~harge of them, the temptation to steal
would be removed. The vote at the local
option polls was deplorable, from a temperance stand-point. Two distl'icts carried
"no licence," and in 71 districts reduc~
tion 'vas carried. In seven of the latter
th.e vote will not ,applv. because each of
them has only three licences.
The outstanding fact was that the people, by an
enormous majority. decided against the
principle of prohibition. I believe myself that many prohibitionists voted
against" no licence" because vf the local
They believed that
option conditions.
prohibition Commonwealth-wide would be
logical from their stand-point, and
thought that State-wide it might be a
little less successful, because it would require an army of 'Police around our
borders to keep the good liquor from
coming ~n from adjoining; States,
but they recognised that a system that
would allow hotels on the OIle side of a
road and not on the other, and that
would allow breweries to ma.ke and distribute be'er in a district where there were
no hotels, could not be benefioial. A few
people' voted in fa,vour of reduction, but
a big majol'ity voted in favour of continuance. I believe that in some cases reduction should have heen carried. I have been
in many parts of the country where there
are hotels that are not required by the
travelling public or to meet the necessities of the local people, but the trouble
is that reduction has been carried in districts that huve only sufficient hotel accommodation for th~ local trade and the
travelling public, and continuance ha~
been carried in districts where there is a
surplus of hotels. Of course that is the
det6mental result of a licensing vote
taken under local option conditions. For
the last feiw years the Licences Reduction
Board ha~ been closing about eighty
hotels a year, and has done splendid
work in the cause of temperance.
We
mllst recognise that under local option no
hotels in the slums can be closed. Durin.g the twenty years of local option prior
to the Bent Act coming into ~meration.,
there was not an hotel closed in the slums
of Melbourne. The Central Methodist
Mission ~aid that the conditions were
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most deplorable previously, but that the
Licences Reduction Board had swept out
the low-drinking kens, and had brought
in a better class of hotelkeeper.
In
Fitzroy there were some of the lowest
drinking kens that ever disgraced civilization. There were nine or tAn of them
around the Fitzroy Town Hall, and not
one of them was closed by means of a
local ,option vote. When the Board came
in it swept them entirely out of existence.
There were seventy-one districts that
voted for reduction, and 143, that voted
for ,continua'nce. Ip. the latter districts,
whether there is a surplus of hotels or not,
and whether the hotels are up to the
standard or not, the Board will have no
more control over the business. It will
not be able to refuse a hotelkeeper in a
" continuance" district a licence because
his house does not ,conform to a certain
standard. Whereas previously we had
a system of liquor reform that was doing
splendid work in the cause of temperance,
now we have chaos. As I have said, in
b€Ven of the seventy-one" reduction" districts no reduction can take place, and in
the remainder only 154 hotels can be
closed during a period of three years,
though under the old system the Board
closed hotels at the rate of eighty per annum. We have discarded a system that
would do away with useles.::: hotels, and
the Board will be compelled to operate in
districts where possibly' hotels are greatly
required.
Every honorable member
stands for sobriety. We recognise that
the drunkard is a menace to the community and a burden to himself and the
nation at large. We have always upheld
the Licences Reduction Board in its good
work, and, therefore" I say that the vote
that will prevent the Board from coutinuing its good work was deplorable.
Through the action of the teetotal parl.y,
instead of the Board being able to eloEle
240 hotels in three years, it 'will only be
allowed to close 154 hotels in that time
in districts where, possibly, they are required. Prohibition and temperance are
not the same thing.
Plenty of people
who are temperate are not prohibitionists.
They recognise that there may be evils
that require :remedying.
There were
314,732 votes cast against prohibition and
only 212 .. 254 in favour of 'it, leaviug prohibition in a minority of 102,478. That
shoWEl that the people of Vjctoria are
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satisfied that better results ill the cause of
temperance can be achieved by regulation than by the quack remedy of prohibition or no licence. At the recent poll
in Queensland the figures were: Prohibition 142,921, continuance 170,,837, State
control 27,442, giving contjnuance a majority of 55,358. Of course, those electors who voted for State control and those
who voted for continuance arc opposed to
the principle of prohibition.
Whether
this issue is put before the people at an
election or at any other time, it will be
ill any a long day before the people of this
community will be fooli8h enough to vot.e
for the quack r~medy of prohibition.
I shall now deal with another question.
N either in the Governor's Speech nor in
the Estimates that come before Parliament are we shown exactly what the
financial p08itio'll is, so fHr as Victoria IS concerned. T recently read
a report in the press which considerably surprised me, and, 110 doubt, it
will surprise other honorable members.
It was to the effect that Qour State has
been dabbling in the jam business. The
Auditor-General (Mr. Norris) has drawn
attention tl' the fact that no provision
has heen made for £33,844, with which,
apparently, this ,State has financed that
husiness. The foHowing agpeared In a
recent repont in one ·o.f Qur newspapers:In his report laid before Parliament, Mr. J.
A. Norri::, the State Auditor-General, said that
in the course of tJ:te .review of the State's operations in London, it was observed that on
January 31 there was an amount of £38,520
17s. 6d., representing payments to and on behalf of the Cockatoo Preserves Company Limited for which no provision had been made.
'1 he balance on March 31 was £33,884 123. 4d.
(exclusive of interest).
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The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-What did
they do it for ~
The HQn. \V. J. BECKETT.-I do not
know, but I think an e'xplana tion shQould
be given.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN .-DQI they
hold sharelS ~
The Hon. W. J. HEOKETT.-I do not
know.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Did the
Gove,rnmemt get shar·es for what they have
spent~

The, Ho.n. W. J. BECKETT.-I would
not assume that fOir a moment. The sound
financial position of this State, was set
forth in glowing telffils during the election period. I agree with Ministers that
the State has heen wisely financed. For
all that,. we recognise. that our recent loan
i8 only satisfactor,Y on paper. That is to'
say, if the Gorvernment had nQt cormmandeeil'ed, £1,000,000 belonging tOo the industrial suburbs, they might have, found
sOIII~e difficulty in fl'oating their loan in
LondQon, and might have, paid a higher
figure for it. The La,wsoll Ministry, when
befQre the Co.untry. conveniently Qmitted,
wIlen finance was under discussion, to refer to the big total of our unfunded debt.
Honorable members will re,colled that we
had one or two ve,ry bad seasons, the result Qf a, prolongeddrought. During twO'
years we went ve,ry much to the bad. The
State did not ,pay the deficit arising o.ut
of the bad seasons fr{)Ifi~' the, profits of the
good seasons which fQollowed almost immeldiate,ly. Mr. Baillieu expressed the
view that iL was the duty of the Governme,nt .to pay its dehts as so.Qon as it wa~
in a POisition to do so, in the same way
that a business concern would do.
The
following appeared in the II ernld newspaper:-

What authority ha,ve the Ministers of
According to the report of Mr. J. A. Norris~
t.h e Crown to support these tra;ding ven- the Auditor-G~neral, the State unfunded debt.
tures ~ We can understand that in war on 30th June was £1,403,482 14s. 5d.
This amount represents the accumulated retime the Federal Government, for the
venue deficits incurred over a series of years.
self-preservation of the country, had to The
liability. (to trust funds) incurred prior
perfoI'lffi' certain activities. By financing to 1!)14-15 was £150,197 2s. 10d., and since
v.arious industrial concern,::; they we,re as- 1914-15 (to bond holders) £1,253,285 14s. 5d.
sisting the community. But I did nQt Last year £100,000 was paid off the debt out
know until thesel figures weTe published in of the surplus revenue of the previous year.
t~e daily newspa:pers that our present Imagine, the position of a bondholder! I·
Cahinet haa been dealing in matters such believe thel intere'st was 3!, or it may
al' this. I am not· sure that this is not hav€1 been 4, ,per cent. The Governl1Lent
another Dart case requiring an investi- of the dayapparent.ly has the powe'r -to
gation by membeTs of this Chamber. How~ owe this money for all time as long as it
<€lYeI', the AHorney-Oeneral may enlighten
continues to pay that low rate of interest.
the H 011se and show why the Government It means t,o the holder of a £100 bond
intt:dered in this ,particula.r Iffiatte'r.
that the Government have appropriated.
Hon. W. J. Beckett.
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.£35. That is to say, the bond incurred
«)nly in 1914-15 is to-day worth not more
than £65 ste,rling on the money market.
W EJi have had prosperous seasons, and the
Gove,rnment have boasted of surpluaoes.
It does not stand to our credit, therefore,
that we did not rEljplace these trust funds,
:a.nd redeem-, thel bonds, as we are in honour
bound to do" at the first convenient op-·
portunity. The question .of immigration
waa brought - up by Mr. Austin, who
moved the adoption of the Address-inReply. While the honorable member was
spelaking, I could not but recan t,o mind
a little pam-phlet that he issued dealing
with a popular member j~st returne,d to
the Ministry. It shows how the wheels
of fortune and of change go round. One
day we are decrying a :prolffiinent politician, and then we move the adoption
of the Address-in-Reply, favouring the
Gov,ernment of which that politician is a,
,member. We weH know that we must
have immigration. That is essential to
-our prosperity in the future. But I emphatically disagree with Mr. Austin when
he says that we want lIIllIiigration, not to
build up a prosperous nation, but in
-orde,r to reduce wages. We might reasonably take a leaf out 0.£ the book of
Canada. Canada's immigration policy is
vastly different to (JIUrs. Our ideal has
been to induce people from the other side
of the world to come ove'r to Australia.
'The immigrants are <lumped on the wharf
at WilliatJIistorwn, or at Port Melbourne,
and there our Jespons1oility ce,ases.
Canada takes heir immigrants a-eross the
Atlantic, and puts them on farms that
have been prepared for them. There are
ho~ses ready for them to occupy, and
their land is partly cleared. Undel!' these
conditions the immigrant is given a good
start in his new life, and almost immediately becomes a produce,r of wealth
to the community. Unless we follow sOome
'such lines, immigration will he a source
of weakness rather than of strength. A
recent cablegram which appeared in the
lIerald news,paper statesLondon, October 7.
Dealing with the question of immigration, a
leading article in The Times says:"Settlers fDr Australia must be prepared to
face the life. There is initial difficulty, but
there are rewards for energy and perseverance.
It is certain that this Dominion is the continent of the future. Its tasks of the moment
are to get increased popUlation, and to find
money to the utmost possible extent for defence,
'<especially defence on the sea."
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I believe the first part of the paragraph is
true. We have vast water conservation
schemes on the Murray and elsewhere.
Undoubtedly we have room for men of
energy and' perse·verance--men who will
follow the example of those pio.neers who
made, Mildura one of the most prosperous
towns in the Commonwealth. As regards
the latter portion of the paragr3.jph, I
ask myself, as a representative of the
peo.ple., Are we building up a natiQon to
pro,vide tal the utmost possiblel extent for
defence, espe'cially for defence o.n the sea 1
Is that what we want to encourage llnJJIiigration for, and not to increase' production 1 Weare ~pending millions of
pounds, which ought to g()l to the increase
of productivity, on military and naval
establishment,s. What fQor ~ Are we alWhat is the
ways to be hyprocrites?
danger that we have to face?
I~
Germany likelly to he a menace to Australia within the next twenty-five years,
at leaat 1 Have we anything to· fear from
Russia, or France" or the United States
of America? We are told that there is a
menace which we Iffiust not mention because the potential enemy was our Ally
in the great war. We must spend money
on a vast scale to protect ourselves from
a possibly hostile Japan. Against what
other country is it. necessary tOI find
money "to the, utmost possible ext,ent for
defence, especially defence on the, sea" ~
If Jalpan is the future enemy we have to
face, it is important to look at what is
being done at the present tilllie. ,Japan's
armaments are being strengthened by the
British Government and the Allies. On
29th Septembe'r of this y€'ar the following cablegram appe,ared iIi_ thel II e1"ald:AEROPLAXES FROM GERMANY.
JAPAN'S SHARE 102 SHORT.
TokiD, Sept. 28.
Japan's share of German aeroplanes, as
allotted by the Peace Treaty, was stated to
have been shipped from Hamburg on 8th July.
When the German steamer arrived at Yokohama yesterday it was found that the aeroplanes were 102 short of the number allotted.
Instead of 325 aeroplanes the consignment consisted of only 223:

The important point is that Japan has
been allotted 325 aerotplanes" and. Australia is the only country likely to he
menaced by the self -same aeroplanes.
And so we· must spend ur..illiona and millions of pounds on our military and naval
establishments at a time when we badly
require the use of the money in building
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ourselves up in to a nation. We know that
at t.he back of all our finance is the producing power of t.he people. We have
been told by ]\1:r. Baillieu and othersand possibly rightly-that we must produce; that the more we ,produce, the
bette,r off we shall be. The cost of living
is going up by leaps and bounds, and we
are told that in order to reduce the cost
of living we must produce. more and ilIiore.
We have in sight what will possibly be a
record wheat harve.st as far as VictQlria is
concerned j ye.t bread is to he dearer than
at any time in thel last decade. We. have
50,000,000 bushels of whe'at in sight, yet
bread is to be 3d. a lb. In the face of
that we are told to produce more. Then
take our boot factories. There are no
better workmen, in their own particular line, in the war ld, than our boot
operators.
Man for man, they produce
as much as, and more than, the Dest
organize,d and most efficient workelfs of
the,ir class in the United Sta,tes of Alllierica
-men who are on the top of the tree as
far as the boot industry is concerned.
Nomen engaged in industry in this State
have made more, money than our boot
manufacturers. I have seen little boot
factories, mushroom sort of things, spring
up. To.-day, the proprietors of t.h-ose establishlY~ents have motor cars and spend
money by thousands. They havel made it
out of the industry. The opelratives have
worked ha,rd and efficiently and have produced more and mOIre. The' Iffianufacturer
has made the money and the men are
thrown out of elIT~ployment. Thel factories
are working only two or three da.ys a
week, and the worker cannQlt buy the boots
that his own toil ha..30 placed on the market. We are told that the law of supply
and ,demand must ope'rate. It can only operate against the, consumer. The man whQl
has command of thel ne'cessaries Q1f life can
laugh at the law of supply and demand.
The prioe Q1f leather is 60 per cent. less
than it was a little while ago, and today our boot shops are flooded with the
high prioed g'oods and the manufacturer",
will not manufacture now as they want
to work off the high-priced stock. Possibly boots can be made fQlr 50 perr cent.
less. Becauae the men have produced
more and more they are walking about
the streets lQloking in v.ain for a jQlb. We
have a F'air Prices Commission in existence, but I think afteT the 31st December it will disappear "unwept, unhonoured and unimng."
The CommisRon. W. J. Beckett.
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sian was appointed to perform s,pecific
duties. It was created because of publiC'
opinion that rightly be,lieved that the cost
of living was much too hgh. The reason
for the creation of the OOlIIimission was
that it should by every means possible reduce the cost of the ne'cessaries of life. Has
it justified its elxistence. In any way ~ I
. say No. If it had done so it would have
met with the approval of the people. We
know of one case where a ,poor woman
who was two days be,fore the COmJILission
got 7~d. returned to her, and we know
that some weralthy contractors had 'aome
return made to them on bricks. Apart
from these cases, almost invariably the
Commission has raised the price, and has
not fulfilled the duty that it was paid to
perform.
The Hnn. J. H. DIsNEY.-The Commission made s-ome gQlod recommendations
to the Gove,rnment
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-It made
a recollD.me.ndation in regard to the woollen
industry, but I am not quite' sure
whethe·r the recomlITiendation was warranted unde.r the circumstanoe~.
The
Commission did not get tQl the root of
affairs. We know that for many years
our woollen mills returned no dividends,.
and that the ghareholders were paying
calls all the tim,e. The Commission made
a horrid exallD.ple of the wooHen mills becaua-e of the fact that they are showing a
fair: return too-day. Although the mins are
only ge,t,ting one-third of the' price of the
cloth charged to the consumer, there is
talk about the wo'oUen mills, while Flinders-lane is allowed to rook the consumer.
The highest price twill turned out by the
Ballarat Woollen Mills is 12s. a yard, Z
yard~ wide. Our woollen mills can tum
out some of the best material in the world.
We have the raw material, the machinery,.
and the operatives. I believe, that we can
turn out woollen gooods cheaper than any
1part of t.he world, but still the people
cannot gelt the goods at a reasonable
price. The hest wllite flannel is 38. 3d.
a yard. though the mills 'sell it for Is. 6d.
Why did not the COInffiission go into the
question as to who was getting the difference ~ If it had done so it would have
deserrved well of the. community. The
Geelong Woollen M.il18 are turning out
excellent cloth a,t lOs. a yard. I am wearing a suit made of it, and I wore it all
the winter. That cloth is retailed to-day
a.t 20s. a yard. Yet the Commission had
the woollen manufacturers before them
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fDr selling the gO'ods t<? the wholesale
merchants at about one-third of what the
middlemen are selling them for to the
~ommunity. Many cases have arisen within
the knowledge of the Commission, but I
do nO't know whether it was duel to influence or any other cause, that it did
not deal with them. It has not justified
its existence. It if had, it would have
declared that cloth sold at lOs. by the
mills should be sold to the' consUlrr..er at
about 50 per cent. above that price, which
is half the price charged for it. \Va know
that cloth is ve'ry dear, and it is due to
the baneful influence of thel soft goods
merchants. I do not blame t,he tailors.
You cannot buy twill at the tailors under
30s. or 32s. 6d .. and yet it'is sold by the
mills for 12s. It is time that a ,stop was
put to the,se depredations. If the Commission does not do something before the
€lld of the year -to justify its existence, I
-shall vote against its continuance. The
Commission went into the question of
bacon. It went through the book.::; of
the various firms, and decided that the
wholesale price to be fair and give the
manufacturers a reasonable re,turn should
be Is. l1~d. a lb., and yet the following wee,k, as shown by the Government Gazette, some of these fiflrr..s tende'red to provide the Government with
bacon at Is. 5d. The Commission said it
could nQot be sold at less than Is. l1,~d.
It is much the same with firewood. We
have tOo pay 20s. a ton by measurement
fOir firewood, and yet the same Gazette
shQows that it can be sold fOir from 9s.
to lOs. a ton. I ordered 2 cwt. yesterday, and the price was 2s. 9d.
cwt.
This is the time of the year when there
is no great demand for firewood, and we
ha ye millions of tons in the country that
people are glad to. get rid of. Still the
price is £2 15s. a ton. If the Commission had found out who. g~ts the profit
between the producer and the consumer
it might have justified its existence. To
a certain extent I was opposed to the
Australian Dried Fruits Association.- I
thought it was one of our monopolies,
but I am pleased to testify to. the fact
that that association has made a valuable industry fOir the State. I am never
opposed to the primary producer and the
manufacturer getting a fair price. At
Mildura, Renmark, and N yah, the primary producer is receiving a. fair margin'
of profit. There is no middlemen reaping
an unjust reward, and, therefore, I say
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the association is one we can reasonably
suppOort. Whatever views I have had in
the past about the association are not the
views I hOold nQlw. If the peO'ple ate
mOore dried fruits it would be better for
them.
They are one' of the cheapest
forms O'f food. You can add five parts
o,f wa.ter to one part of the fruit tOo bring
it up to its O'riginal state. This associatio.n has, undoubtedly,' justified its
eXIstence.
The Ron. J. R. DISNEY.-;-What is the
difference in the price of those fruits
compared with two years ago 1
The ROon. W. J. BECKETT.-Possibly members whO' are better' acquainted
with that industry than I am can answer
that question, but it doe~ not matter
what the price of table raisins and currants is, they are cheaper in propoil"tiOon
than other food. There is one matter
in connexion with the MelbQourne Benevolent Asylum that I wish to draw the
attention of Ministers to'. We have mOore
old people in proportion to' the population than any O't.her State. We seem to
lose our virile populatiQon to vVestern
Australia, Queensland, and New South
Wales. Many Oof our old people have
fallen by the way through no fault of
their own. One of Dur beneficent institutions is the Melbourne BeneYOolent Asylum, where those who cannot care for
themselves are· cared for. There is not
one vacancy there at present.
I have
heen in communication with Mr. LaYer,
the secretary, and, in a letter addressed
to me, he saysI may state that I have spoken to Mr. Meek
on various occasions to provide for admission, and have suggested to him that the Government should provide another large ward
so as to cope with the demands.

This is a matter that the Goyernment
should take in hand. In the GQovernor's
Speech we have a number of measures
suggested, but nO' reference is made to, a
Redistribution of Seats Bill.
It is all
very well to say that this will be only u
short session.
I venture to believe thUG
once we get into recess we will see no
more of the Lawson Government unt:il
next July.
Once they can bridge the
gap between now and Ohristmas thp,v
will go away pleased and happy me;.
This is a matter which cannot be put OD
one side.
In~tead of allowing it to he
brought up at the last moment to be the
subject of party discussion, the Government should decide how many member~
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there should be in the Legisl~tive Assembly, what proportion or disproportion
should exist a's regards town and country,
and whether they will reckon on the
basis of human beings, or sheep, or trees,
In my
or square miles of territory.
humble opinion, ,a Commission should be
It' should consist of men
appointed.
who understand those matters and know
what the requirements are.
It shollld
be independent of parties.
That Commission. should be asked to draw up a
scheme which could be submitted to both
A most imporHouses of Parliament.
tan t ma tter which concerns the people tod,ay is the possible cessation of industry
Not
here through the want of fuel.
only as far as our electoral rolls are concerned, but in quite a number of other
matters it seems that the Gov·ernment
have an aversion to what is being done
by the Commonwealth.
There has been
plenty of t.alk about uniformity in connexion with the land and income tax
schedules, but nothing has been done.
Both the Commonwealth and the State
apparently wish to retain their own officials.
The result i,s a duplication of
officials and a want of economy and efficiency.
I t means that a toll is plac~d
on the business time of big sections of
the community.
Then again, our Government have £500,000 drawing no interest in the Associated Banks.
They
have also £1,250,000 in the Associated
Banks at nominal interest, but they have
not a penny in our national institution,
the Commonwealth Bank. Throughout,
the Government seem to have an aversion against dealing with the Federal
authorities. The same thing applies with
regard to Wages Boards and Arbitration
Courts. The municipal employees were
refused a Wages BoaTd by the State Government. They said that they did not
believe in direct action, and decided to
have their claims' placed in a constitutional way before the Federal Arbitration Court. However, the present Government briefed counsel to prevent the
men getting redress from the Court. The
Government have alwaJis shown unreasonable disregard for the principles of
equity in dealing with the employees of
the public. The Government spent public money to prevent their own employeos
,going to the Federal Court. The same
Hon. W. J. Beckett.
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sort of thing applies to the coal position
to-day. In its wisdom the Federal Parliament passed an Industrial Peace Act ..
That Act was welcomed by press and
politicians alike as a means for the prevention of strikes which cost, not only
the workers, but the whole community su·
much money. A tribunal was appointed
which prevented a most serious strike in
the coal indu.stry.
As members of the
:Federated Coal and Shale Union, the employees at the Morwell coal mines naturally desired to come under the Board..
The State Government was representeci
at the inquiry by Mr. Broome. Did that
gentleman stand up for the constitutional
redress of grievances? No. He said,
"We stand for direct action, and we are
against this system altogether, and if our
employees are brought under. the Act I
have the authority of the ..Government fOl~
saying that we will close the mine down.'''''
On the 31st August last the matter was
brought up in another place. Mr. Prender~H.st asked the MinisterWhether it is a fact that instructions havebeen issued to Mr. Broome, the general manager of the Victorian State Coal Mines, to say
to the Coal Commission, at present sitting in
New South Wales, that if the claims of the·
Miners' Federation over the Morwell brown
coal-field were granted he would shut up the
mines?

T'ha t was replied to by the Minister in
charge of the Mines Depa-rtment. It
seems to me that, in the State Gover~
ment, the same practice is being adopted
as is followed in another sphere wherethere is one head, one little god on tin
wheels, one little autocrat who rules aU
the Departments. Ministers in charge of
the various Departments draw theil~
salary, and ·say, "Yes, Mr. Lawson," to·
everything the Premier suggests. In re-·
ply to that question we have the Ministerof ~Iines sayingI have no personal knowledge o~ any instructions having been given to Mr. Broome to that
effect.

Then the following appears in II ansard:Mr. BARNES.-I will make the necessary
inquiries to ascertain the accuracy or otherwise of the report.
Mr. J. W. BILLsoN (Fitzroy) .-Could Mr.
Broome have instructions from the Government without your knowledge?
Mr. BARNES.-If my memory serves mearight, the report in thi"s morning's A.ge wa.s
that Mr. Broome had stated that the instrucvion was given him by the Premier.
He has.
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had no instruction personally from me to the
·dIect mentioned by the ..Leader of the Opposition.
:Mr. PREXDERGAsT._The \Yords in the Age
are: "He had instructions to say that the
Government would shut up the mines."
Mr. BARNES.-I do not know of any instruction having been given to Mr. Broome to
make that statement to the sitting tribunal
in Sydney. He may have said that if the in~reuses in wages were applied to the Morwell
brown coal mine the increased cost of supplying brown coal to the metropolis would be so
great that there would be no advantage in persons purchasing brown coal as against black
eoal.

Honorable members will see' the ,subterfuge. The Minister of Mines was trying to get his chief out of a hole. Over
and over again the argument has been
used that the Morwell employees are not
coal miners in the ordinary acceptation
of the term. I am inclined to .agree with
that. In my opinion, they are not on
. all-foura with the men who go into the
bowels of the earth, and, leaving the
beautiful sunlight behind them,dig and
delve in the poisonous atmosphere below.
I wish to quote from the Herald of the
10th of this month, and I would remind
honorable members of what I said previously with reference to the papers.
There .seems to be no idea of keeping to
the truth, but an utter disregard of it,
and sometimes terms are stretched to suit
a particular purpose. In an article pub~ished in the II erald 'it is statedIt has to be recognised, however, that the
action of the Commonwealth Parliament in
passing its Industrial Peace Bill has also developed a new industrial situation. Under its
provisions, a tribunal, of which Mr. Hibble
was chairman, dealt with the whole question
of the wages of coal miners. Despite the protests of the Victorian Government, the Employees Federation included the quarrymen at
Morwell as miners-

Either that is a misuse of English or I
do not understand it. As a matter of
fact, it was done by a special tribunal
under the Act and gave them the same pay as Newcastle
colliers.

The argument is used that they are not
coal miners, but they are given the same
wages as coal miners. That is entirely
beside the truth. They have not been
given colliers' wages at all.
I can only
call it a deliberate misstatement in order
to hide the facts of the case.
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The Ron. W. L. B.ULLIEU.-Why call
it deliberate?
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-\Vhen
papers in a leading article make a statement like that, which is beside the truth,
the responsibility is on them for deceiving the public.
The Ron. J. R. DrsNEy.-From want
of knowledge.
.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-I would
not say that. The men who write these
artides should be experts in their particular line. They have no right to attempt to educate the people up.less they
are sufficiently acquainted withwhat they
are writing about. I have here a copy
of the first award of the tribunal. It
fixes the rates for men on the surface at·
16s. 6d., and increases the wage of the
colliers below by 17! per cent. For contract workers, the increase is also 17t
per cent., and there is a 20 per cent. increase for youths and ·boys. The award
fixes the minimum wage at 16,s. 6d. for
the surface men, who are termed off-side
workers. The colliers who are working
five shifts are getting about 25s. a shift.
In the Herald, of 11th November, the
following appears:Mr. Baddeley, on arrival, said that the Government had taken up the attitude that
brown-coal mining was not coal mining. He
agreed that this was so with certain qualifications. The federation asked for the same
rate as was paid in all other mines on the
surface, namely, 16s. 6d. a day for surface
workers.

While it is being represented that the
employees at ]\forwell are not ·coal miners
in the ordinary sense, the .people are not
told that the wage which they have been
awarded is not that which was fixed for
the colliers at all. It seems to me that
it is possible to fix a living wage On a
.simple basis. Why is there all this .tur.moil and continual strife about it? I
think I can put my finger on the
spot at once.
During recent years
there has been an enormous Increase in the profits or the community.
The proper share has not 'betl:n given to
the men. It is well known that during
the past four or five years husin,ess men,
no matter whether they are retailers,
wholesalerEl, manufacturers or importers,
made grea.ter profits than ever they did
l.efore? and prfces hav? .been going higher
and hIgher. The posltion we take up is
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this.

In 1914 the wages were at a certain

rate, which was regarded as fair both by
the employers and the employees. Supposing I say it 'Yas £4 a week. The employers
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employers and Oobey th,e award.
Mr.
Baddeley pointed otlt that the Federation
asked that the workers at Morwell should

be paid the same rate that other surface
I
were satisfied to pay it and the men to hands received, namely, 16s. 6d.
l'eceive it. N ow let us look at the matter wonder if people generally understand
apart altogether from pounds, shillings, that that is all the men ask for. Mr ..
and pence. Let us rega!'d it in terms of Baddeley went on to sayvalue. The cost of hvmg has go-n,e up
The Government were represented at this
hv 75 per cent. Now if in 1914 £4 a· tribunal by Mr. Broome and Mr. Herman.
\\'€Jek was a fair amO'unt to pay and to Notes will show that Mr. Herman contended
that the men were not entitled to the incre·ases.
receive the men are now entitled, on this in wages owing to the nature of the work,.
increase' in the cost of living, to £7 because it might affect oth~r industries.
pel' ·week. They do not, however, get .it, However, the Court made an awa.rd.
bt:cause the employing class do not desl~e for
the
black coal industry, and
to give th,e men the same value for. theIr later it rna,de special references to the
,vork as they did forme,rly. That lS the
employees at Monvell.
In the Commoncause 00£ an the turmoil that exists to-day.
wealth Got'ernment Gazette, issued about
Is it to be assumed that the men who are three wee~~s later, the Chairman of the
working at Morwell, call them whatever
Coal Industry Special Tribunal issued a
we like, are overpaid at 16s. 6d. a day ~ proclamation in which it was saidThey certainly are not; they have a go~d
The award of the Coal Industry Special Trideal of broken time. As soon as ram bunal,
dated 22nd September, 1920, is hereby
begins to fall they must cease work, and varied by the deletion of the words "exceptthe majority have to' keep two home3 ing the brown coal mine at Morwell, Victoria.'·
going. As a. matter of fact, the Govern- The effect and intention of this variation being
ment increased the price or coal by 2s. a that clauses Nos. 1 and 4 of the said award
shall apply to the employees at the said brown
ton to meet this wage of 16s. 6d., but they coal mine in common with the other coal
did not increase the wages of the men. and shale mines of the Commonwealth.
The position the Government take up is The clause No. 1 pro'Vided that the minithat if the constitutional authority is to mum wag·e for adult Ooff-hand ~mployees
be obeyed,. the employees must go to the shall be 16s. 6d. per day, whlle dause
High Court to force the GO'vernment tOo No.4 prOovides that the existing day rates
pay the award. Many unions have bee~ paid to all boys and youths shall be inruined in trying to enfOorce their constI- creased by 20 per cent. These are facts
tutional rights.
They have brought and figures which shOould be hrought becases before the Wages Boards and the fore the public, and it should not be
Arbitration Court, and the proceedings forgotten that the Government of the day
have lasted for months, in some cases, are defying an award of a co,nstitutional
for a year. There have been great drains authority.
They are refusmg to pay
on the union funds, because the em- what is only a reasonable rate of wage.
plOoyers have taken them from one Court The miners at Morwell are nOot recognised
to another, until at last, by a process of as black coal miners, and the men at
.exhaustion, the employe,es have been Morwell maqe only a reasonable demand.
compelled to compremise .. The position The employees, in their desire for peace,
to-day is that the men are going to get have agreed to' refer the matter to a
what they want, and the award of the. Special Coal Tribunal, and to have a
constitutiOonal authority must be obeyed direct :repr~enta.tive o·f the Victori'a.n
by t.he employe,rs. Employers, as a rule, Government upon the Tribunal. They
recognise that their employees are their are willing for the whole matter to be rebest assets, and a satisfied body of em- considered, but stipulate that the Vicployees is th.e best asset employers could torian Government should undertake to'
possibly have. It is better than blliId, abide by the award. Surely, that is a
ings or machinery, because it is the asset reasonable 11,ttitude to ta.ke up. In tipite
which produces the wealth. The Gov~rn of this attitude 011 the part of th.e emment should at least be a model em- plOoyees the Government of this etat<6
ployer, and when a constitutional a.u- have decided--r:/O f.ar as' we knOow-to
thority is set up for the redress of ~ne throw the "\\"h~,le of State of Victorja into
vances it sLould set an example to other chaoR, and by their action hav,e held
Hon. W. J. Beckett.
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themselves up to ridicule. Under the cir- tion with the Premiers of the States, and
cumstances which exist at the present told them they would have to deal w.itlt'
Evidently our Governtime, Victoria is largely depend,ent upon it themselves.
New South Wales for its supplies of coa1. ment thought it was a difficult task, for
Strrike's in :New South,:W ales do not they at once proposed high salaries for
affect the industries there so much as they the, members of the Oommission appo~nted
do thos,e i!1 this State, and if trouble to carry out the work. It would be inoccurs owing to the action of the Govern- teresting to the people to know what the
ment it wj}l be disastrous for the wel- Commission is costing the country. It
fare of this etate.
Owing to circum- strikes me forcibly that the monelY might
dances whj·ch have occurred in the past have be,en beUeT spent in other direcmany industries are going to Tasmania tions. I venture to think that the anand to New South Wales which might nual expenditure must be as great as the
well be established here. We are allow- additional amount which we said should
ing our own resources to be undeveloped, be paid for boarded-out children last
and some ·of our r,esources a.re unique in week. "Vhat with the salaries paid t,o
the history of the world. At the incep- the membe'rs of the Commission, as weU
Uon of the great electric power scheme as the officials on the staff, and the' e,xtent
it is a midake for the Government to of the printing bill, I think the annual
hav,e taken up the position they have. cost 0.£ the Commission must be just about
The Government are taking a serious re- £30,000.
sponsibility upon themselves. It is said
The Hon. A. HICKS.-A member o[
that the members of the Ministry in this
your party is on it.
House are the stumbling block so far as
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-He is not
th,e settlement of this dispute is conone
of our memhe,rs. Her does nO't reprecerned. I do not know if tha.t js right
or not, but if it is they are taking upon sent the Trades Hall and its vie,ws. N:>
themselves a serious responsibility which one IS more disappointed then we
will react upon them. The present Min- are that he went on the ·Oommission.
How he got there we do not
i~ try are responsibl,e for the good government of this community, and they should know. Evidently the Government thought
set an example to all employers. To dis- his appointment would be a sop to
Howobey the award of a properly constituted keep the Labour party quiet.
Tribunal is a serious reflection upon th.em. ever, I wish to re,fer briefly to the, evil
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I do nat effe'cts of the Commission's work, and i
wish to take up much time, but I agree know wha.t I am talking about. Let me
I may menwith Mr. Beckett. that the debate on the deal first with groceries.
Address-in-Reply should be availed of by tion that I have a son who is m:mager
Bemembers, belcause thfl.il'e are many things of a large grocery establishment.
which we can say nOlW, which we will fore the Oommission was a;)pointed
not have an opportunity of saying at there was a good deal of competition
another time. In the first place I should among grocers,
and certain thi ngt:
like to deal with the Fair Profits Com- were sold by them at differeut prices:
mlsswn. Some membe,rs think that the The Commission dedded that 25 per cent.
wo'rk of the Commission is nearing an was a fair profit for any person in the
end, and that its days are numben~d. I business, no matter what his turnover
am not so sure of that. Let us take a was.
That is a ridiculous suggestion.
glance at what led up to the appointment If a man had a turnove'r of £1,000 a
of the Commission. We know that Mr. wtlek, 25 per cent. wo:uld mean anenorWilliam Morris Hughes, when he hear1 IDnlUS profit, yet another man with a turnthat the people were up in arms against over of only £10 or £20 could hardly
the high cost of living, declared on his live on it. No'w, when the travellers go
voyage back to Australia that he intended 'round to the shops they state thel fixed
to' fight thel profiteers too,th and nail. prices at which the grocers should seU.
\Vhen he reached Fremantle, howe've,r, he The particular shop in which my son was
seemed to realize that he must be careful, working was making a cut line nof a cerand he came to thel cO'nclusion that the' tain article, which was marked up a,t
matter was to'o big for the Federal autho- Is., the wholesale price being lld.
rities, and that it should be left to the The traveller said that if thel ticket was
States to deal with. He had a consulta- not taken off the sliop would get no
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further supply, for it had been decided
by the whole trade that the article should
nOot be re,tailed at less than Is. 3d. The
Grocers' Federation was repr'€lsented befOor,e the Commissio!Il, and as soon as a
price was fixed the groce,rs werel advised
hy telephone as to the amount to be
charged. Instead Oof allOowing a healthy
competition to continue among tradespeople', the Commission fixed the' prices of
various things, which meant that the
public had to pa,y more fOor them. One
day I attended a, sitting Oof the Commission. They we,re taking evidence with
regard to the price o·f milk. The re,taile,rs asked for an increase of a penny
a quart. One ,of the main reasons for
the request was that horse feed was ~o
dear. I may mention that the previous
day cOontractO'rs in South Melbourne had
applied for an increase, in COon tra.ct pricels
because the,y decla;red that they cOould
not feed a draught horse for less thall
27s. 6d. a week. Probably that was SQ,
fOor chaff was £11 or £12 a, tOon at that
time. The milk people put sworn declarations beforel the CommissiO'n that they
could not feed their horses for under
38s. 6d. a week.
I may say that I
know three dairymen in my district who
only use pOonies when delivering milk.
When that evidence was given, the chairman looked wise and said to' his colleagues that the only thing they could
dOo was to allow the increased price.
When the Commi'Ssion was appointed this
House contended that it should consist
of. m€ll1 of proved business ability, and
the Bill went to and from the Houses
before the matter was adjusted. Can it
be said that the members of the, Com·
mission are men of proved business
ability ~ Mr. Becke,tt stated tha,t they
got to the rO<?'t of the matter. Probably
that is SQ, but the Government intelrfered. I believe that the Commissio~
would have, done a. lOot Oof good if they had
bee!Il left alone. In my opiniOon, the Government we,re afraid to allow them to'
do anything.
Mr. Be·cke,tt's remark
a,bout ge,tting to the root of the thing
reminded me Oof a stOory. A neifVOUS man
went to a dentist to ha,ve a tOooth drawn ..
The dentist could not induce him to open
bis mouth. At last the dentist said t(j'
his assistant, "We will get him to sit
on this cane-bottomed chair, and when
I give you the office', stick a pin into
him, hecause the moment you do so he
is sure to cry out and open his mouth."
Eon. J. H. Disney.
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The patient sat on the cane chair as
directed, and .the assistant plunged the
pin right into him. The patient opened
his mOouth to cry out, and the dentist at
once e,xtracted the tQooth. "There you
a l'e , now," said the den tist to tho
patient, "it did not hurt so very much
after all?"
" No," replied the man,
" but I had no idea that the roots
went down so far."
The Commission
have been six month'S looking for the
roots, and they had no idea that
they went dQown SQo far. Now that they
have discovered the positiQon, the Government will not allow them to take
the roots out. The Government ought
to give this Commission a free hand. If
the Government had appQointed a more
genuine representative Qof the LabQour
party things would have been very different frQom what they are to-day. I dOo
not know of one instance in which the
COlrunission have done any good. A few
days ago. they went to Bendigo, and disco.vered that a man \ had be'en selling
wood at less than the price they had
fixed, and they said that if they could
only find out the man's name they would
make him increase lUs price. That is an
instance of the good the Commission is
doing!
On a previous occasion Mr.
Beckett referred too the Millers' Combine,
and the promise was given, on behalf of
the Government, that the matter would
be looke.d into. I shQould like to remind
the Government that it is still necessary
to look into this ma'tter. Quite recently
two bakers have spoken too me about the·
action Qof the combine. One Qof them said
that, for selling pastry or some o,ther
article at lower than the price fixed, he
had to pay £40 to the combine. I have
every confidence in the statements which
were made to me, and my infoifmant
said he was prepared tOo substantiate
them. If this is a fact, surely something
should be done bv the Government to
smash up that combine. If the Minister
likes I will give him the nameS of the
two men who spoke' to me. I do not
knOow that I can blame employers for
doing the best they can for themselves;
they seem to be taking a leaf out e,f the
LabQour party's book and combining together tOo get better conditions. I do
nOot want tOo repeat statements I have
made previously, but I could give many
instance·s of what is done by Flinderslane in re'g'ulating the prices of goods
and in imposing heavy penalties for un-
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derselling. I merely want the Minister those who, are in need of assistance. We
to take a ,nOote Oof what ~s being done by object, horwever, to increases being given
the Millers' COombine, and see if he can- to men receiving large salaries. I hQlpe
not break it up. \Vhen Mr. Jones was the) Minister will take a note of what I
spe:aking in the Hlouse last week the "ha ve said with regard tal the Millers'Y
Atto'rney-General said that the Labour Combine. We are to.ld that, in the near
party wOould adv0'cate increased taxati0'n future, there is gOoing to: be an increase
until the cows came home, Oor words to in the price of bread, and I hope that
that eff·ect. 'I have bee'll twitted with something will be done to stop it.
The Hou. A. HlcKs.-Whose fault
regard to this statement within the last
two or three days. I do not know any will it.· be if there is an increase 1
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-Surely the
party which has a greater 0'bjection tOo
taxation than the Labour party, but it honorable gentleman will not say that,
is still agreeable to imp0'se taxes in good because the men are getting higher wages,
the price of bread is going tOi be incauses, such as it always advocates.
The Hon. \V. L. BAILLIEU .-Establish creased ~
The Hon. A. HIcKs.-What Governthe good causes, and you are all right.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-Have we ment fixed the price of wheat ~
The Hon. J. R. DISNEY.-Never
not a good cause in regard to neglected
mind about that. Ever since I have
children?
been a member of thIS House I have exThe Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-Yes.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-That is press,ed the Oopinion that the Governone of the best cases ever put before ment shOould take same action to fix the
this He,use. If the Government were tOo pric~ o,f c~rtain commodities. In regard
abolish the Fair PrQlfits Commission. as to. the prIce of wheat the Government
weH as olther COommissi0'ns, and reduce should allow the growers a fair return
the rates paid to what we call the" tall fOir their outlay and labQlur, S0' far as
pOoppies " in the Service, we might be the supply to the people of this State is
able to get along without increased taxa- cQIllcerned, and permit the growers t()
tion. \Vheu increases in the salaries of get whatever they can for what is left
Surely the wheat-growers
highly-paid Oofficers are prOoPosed I have for export.
always strongly Oobjected t0' them. We would be satisfied with 8 per cent. or 10
object to a man whOo is getting £1,000 per cent. on the cost of p.roductiOin. We
or £2,000 a year having his salary in- have been told that if the growers goO
4s. 9d. or 4s. lId. a, bushel they would
creased.
. The Han. E. L. KIERNAN.-Not always, be well paid.
The H0'n. W. KENDEI_L.-That might
if he is wOorth it.
The Han. J. H. DISNEY.-No man be all right if they got that rate every
year; but what about the years when
on this earth is wOorth £5,000 a year.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Bunkum! they get nothing ~
The HOin. J. H. DISNEY.--Is there
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-If three
Oor fQlur men are' paid enormOoUS salaries, any farmer who would be anxious to get
how is it POossible to successfully run a 9s. 6d. a bushel, knOowing whOi would
business and pay the other men decent have to pay for the greater portion or
'\vages? I have in mind the new Rail- his yield ~ Would the grower be satisways Oommissioner, to whom we pay fied when the wo.rld's parity was 2s. or
£5,000 a, year. Sir Henry Weedon said 36. a bushel ~
The Han. W. P. CROCKETT.-He haR
the other night that Sir Jphn M0'nash
to be.
,was worth £5,000 a year.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-If the
Sir HENRY WEEDoN.-He is worth
Government fixed what WQluld be a fair
£10,000 a year.
The Han. J. H. DISNEY.-He may return and made it apply all the time,
be worth it, if the mQlney is there to no matter what the price is elsewhere,
give him, but what if only a certain the gro,we'r would be be,tter off £han he
is at the present time. I believe that
amount is available?
all arrangement of this sort will be made
Sir HENRY WEEDoN.-Talk sense.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-The point in the near future. One of the new memI want to make is that members of the bers of anOither place has spoken in this
Labour party never Oobject to increased direCtion. The only other 'thing I want
taxa tiOon, provided the money goes to to r'e1er to is in rega.rd to the milk
0
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supply. I hope the Government will take
into consideration the esta.blishment of
milk depots w here consumers could get
their own supplies. Such an arrangement would do away with a. good deaJ
of the adulteration and the unsatisfactory practices. of drivers which take
place at the present time. If that cannot be arranged, the Government should
provide fOil' delive,ry between 7 a.m. and
5 p.m.
At the present time there is
hardly a week passes withQlut inspectors,
whO' are out in the early hours of the
morning e,xamining the milk, instituting
proceedings for adulteration.
The big,gest fine I have seen is £10, and in two
or three days the milk vendor recO'vers
that amount by further adulteration. I
heard a case the other day of a baker who
was fined for having short-weight bread,
and he made up' the amount of his fine
by the issue of short-weight bread the
Dext day. The suggestions I have made
would make the supply of milk much
more satisfactory than is the case at the
present time.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I would not venture to ask
for the attention of members to'-night
but for some remarks made, by Mr.
Beckett with regard to the industrial
dispute at Morwell. Before I deal with
that matter I should like to congratulate
my genial friend, Mr. Disney, on his
remarks regarding millers, and to say
that they will be brought under the notice of the Minister of Agriculture forthwith.
Witli regard to the industrial
dispute at MO'rwell, it will n'ot be out of
place if I, as calmly as possible, relate the
history of this trouble, and show honorable members as well as I can what are
the matters in dispute. Last year the
em plO'yees at Morwell complained that
their wages were not sufficient, and they
asked for a Wages Board to be constituted to settle the rates Q1f pay. That
request was very earnestly pressed
by the Leader and
O'ther members
of
the State Labour party;
The Government considered the matter,
and decided to appoint a Wages Board.
That Board comprised one representative
of the emplQlyees, one representative of
the Mines Department, and a police
ma~istrate' as chairman. That Board met
and fix-ed a certain rate of wage for everybody employed at Morwell. Later on the
men asked for a revision Oof their wages
owing to the increased cost of living, and
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so on. They also asked that the constitution of the Board should be broadened,
and that instead of there being only one
n:presentative on that Board for each
The Goside, thell'€! should he two.
velrnment agreed to' tha,t cours8', appOlinting two em pI oye1es, and two representatives of the Mines Departlrrient,
with a police magistrate, as chairman. The
employees' representa,tives Q1n that Board
were the presid·ent, I think, and the vicepresident of the local branch of the Coal
and Shale Employees }""ederation. Later
on a further demand was made for an increase in wages, it heing urged, Q1f CQlurse,
that the cost Oof living had increased; and
the Board was called together again by
the Government a,t the desire of the men.
On the 26th July last a unanimous decision was come to by the members of that
BOoard. The award Q1f that Board is
signed not Q1nly by the chairman, who is
a police magistrate, and has had considerable experience in Wages Bo-ard tribunals, but by the two representatives of
the Mines Department, and the twO' representatives of the employees. It was
agreed during the hearing of the claim
that the BOlaI'd should meet again in six
mO'nths' time, and revise the rate of wages
in the light of the then cost of living.
Honorable members are probably aware
that thel industrial section of the community, the Trades Hall, and its trusted representatives, have fOor the last few years
been pressing u pon employers and the Government the necessity for revisions Q1f the
ra tes of wages fixed by Wages Boards in
the light of the cost of living, and honorable members may also be aware that some
considerable time ago, in a large number
of industries that are carried on in this
State, an agreement was reached tOo the
satisfaction and at the express desire of
the employees' representatives and the
Trades Hall. This agreement prOovided
for periodical revisions of the wa.ges fixed
by the Wages Board~, such periodical revisions to be based upon any increase in
the cost of living as shOown by the Government Statistician; and ·at the present
moment there Q,re a considerable number
of Wages Board determinations that are
either every qua,rter or every half year
revised in the light of the increases in the
cost of living. SO' successful has this system been that it has in many cases proved
possible to adjust wages without even calling the Wages Boards tOigether. The men
have accepted the position fairly, and the
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employers have also accepted the position
fairly, and this method of periodical revision has had the unstinted approval of
the Trades Hall Council and the industrial
workers of this city. That principle was
agreed to on behalf of the Government
at the last sitting of the Morwell Wages
Bc;>ard, and, therefore, in due course, that
Wages Board was to meet in January of
ne,xt year to revise', in accordance with
any variation in the cost Oof living, the
wages fixed last July. It was believed
that this had secured industrial peace,
the wages having been fixed by a una.nimOous decision, and the promise havmg
been given that this periodical revision
would take place. It is now said that the
Government ha..ve. been flying in the face of
sOome dulv-constituted legal tribunal, and
tha t they are relying u pon dire~t action
to defeat the honest claims of the men.
The statement I have made, which is
borne out by &very document in the Department, will, I think, show that there is
no foundation for either of those statements. On the 28th of July of this year,
in the Federal Parliament, notice was
given of intention to mo\'e for leave
to introduce a measure to be called
the Industrial l)eace Bjll, aHd this
Industrial Peace Bill, after about
three months' legislative action, finally
became law.
It is now said that an
award made by some tribunal-not a
Court, as erroneously stated, but by some
tribunal constituted" or said to be cOonstoi'tuted, under the Industrial Peace Actis bi~ding upon the Victorian GOovernment, and upon Morwell. The facts are
that, before this legislation was passed,
the Prime Minister Oof the Commonwealth
intimat-ed tOo the State Premier, Mr. Lawson, t.hat he proposed to constitute a.
tribunal without legislative authority,
which would. inquire into a threatened
dispute in the black coal industry, and endeavour to bring about peace in that, jnd ustry, and the Prime Minister asked the
Victorian GOovennnent to agree to that,
oj' to be represented at the hearing before
this tribunal. I want to emphasize this,
because it is of the greatest importa.nce
from one aspect, though not from another, that this tribunal, as constituted
by Mr. Hughes, had no legislative backing at all. It was anot~er-I dOo not wish
to use harsh words-of those extraordinary methods which have been
adopted in connexion with the black coal
industry since 1916.

1920.]
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J. BECKETT.-But was it

The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-It was
extra-legal. It was another of those
tribunals the first of which was that of
Judge Edmunds.
Honorable members
are aware olf Mr. Justice. Higgins's comments on those triouna.ls. There were
other tribunals also caned into existence
in the same way to ~ecure industrial peace,
and which, in reality, seem to have laid
the foundations of industrial war. We in
the State of Victoria have a black coal
mine at Wonthaggi, and we realize that
the conditions in one black coal mine are
much the same as the conditions in another black coal mine. That is to say,
the work is mining below ~he surface of
the ear.th, tunnelling, and so fOorth, and
there IS ~ danger of noxious gases,
and so on. These conditions are much the
same throughout the black coal mines in
Australia. We told the Prime Minigter
that t.he Victorian Government would be
represented at that tribunal in sO' far as
its black coal mine at Wonthaggi was concerned; but the letter on that subJect
went on to say that we expressly objected
t?, and would not be bound by, any deciSIOon of any such tribunal with regard to
the brown coal industry at MorwelI, as at
that place nothing that was comparable in
any sense tOI black coal mining was being
ca;ried on. That sta~ment by the PremIer was repeated in a number of subsequent letters. FO'ur times, if I mistake
not, it was repeated in black and whita
to the Prime Minister that, in no circumstances, and under no conditions would
the Government of Victoria ad~it that
~he brOown coal open cut was coal mining
m any true sense of the term.
The
tribunal constituted by Mr. Hughes before any legislative authority had been
given for its constitution comprised representatives of th~ black cOoal employees, two
of whom, I beheve, were from New South
Wales and two from Queensland.
Victoria, which has larger black coal interests
than Queensland, had no representation
D? that body, eit,her on the emplOoyers'
SIde or the employees' side.
At that
tribunal, which then ,"vas purely voluntary,
and extra-legal, Mr. Broome, General
Manager of the State Ooal Mine at Wonthaggi, gave evidence, and argued the
case for the V ictorian black coal
industry, ,but stated that the Victorian Government would not be bound
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that tribunal
coal ind ustry .
At 'a later da'te, owing to some rather unprecedented action on the part 'of the
Prime :Minister, Mr. ,Herman, Director
of Geological Survey, was sent to that
tribunal, and he stated that, by permission of the Premier of Victoria, he came
before that tribunal to make it plain and
dear that the Vi,ctorian Government did
not regard the open . ,cut 'at Morwell as
mining, and would not be bound by a decision which purported to apply the determination of that tribunal to the brown
coal open 'cut. Mir. Baddeley asked him
point blank-" What are yOl,l here for"?
Yr. Herman said, "I am here'to place
before the Oommission the fact that the
Victorian Government dOl not regard
this open cut navvying work as mining
in any' sensei of the term, and win not
be bound by the tribunal in regard to it."
The tribunal met, and continued to meet
for a number of days, and it gave a decision. It e~empted, as Mr. Beckett correctly stated, in its first ,deciElion the men
working at Morwell. At a later date,
for reasons which one 'can only surmise,
but in regard to which a correct surmise,
I shou1d say, would be very easy, the tribuna~ gave a .subsequent award, which
awarded to the men who were purported
to be doing mining work at Monvell the
same rates of pay as were awarded to
surface hands at the black coal mines
in Australia. It purported to say that
these were the wages that were to be paid
at Morwell. We ,do not think that a rate
of wage which is applicable to any portion of black coal mining is necessarily
applicable to the work which is carried
on at Morwell, and we do not intend to
pay that tribunal's award in regard to
Morwell, although we are most anxious to
do everything to produce harmony in our
own country. Honorable members will
see by the photographs of the work that
is being carried on there that there is no
difference between this particular work
at Morwell and ordinary navvying work,
such as railway construction, or the construction of water rhannels, and so forth,
by our State Rivers 'and Water Supply
Oommission, or the works of the munieipalities in connexion with their roads,
or other ordinary work in the country
or the city. It is what may be called the
as
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basio kind of piok and shovel work j and
tOo acknDw ledge tha,t the basic
wage fOol' :pick and shovel work should be16s. 6d. per da)', honorable members will
readily realize that it would mean an
additiOon tOo the wages bill of the Government alone ;Oof £1,500,000, OIl" possibly'
£2,000,000, a year.
The H,on..E. 1. KIERNAN.-We cannot
agree that, because you pay a certain.
wage at Morwell, you are bound to pay
it everywher,~ else.
The Hon. ,A.. ROBINSON.-We would.
then be in the position that a tribunal,.
which had no jurisdiotion, which had
never seen the place, and which, I think
we can honestly say, was not overwhelmed
with friendly feelings for the Victorian coal
industry, had awarded a wage which:
would settle that industry, and would bea deadly blight on aU other industries.
in the community. There are two points
that I want to make clear. The fir'st is
that we were not legally, constitutionally,
or morally bound, in any shape or form,
to recognise the award of the tribunal
We made that cIear from the jump. Ii
we were to recognise the award of'
the tribunal" it would mean giving
a gentleman who sat elsewhere, and
who made no inspection of the conditions at Morwell, the right to saddle
this community with an obligation which,
to speak frankly, it js not possible to hear
at the present time. We have striven,
and are strivil1g' in every way, to secure
peace in this district. We have offered
tho employees to reconstitute the Wages
Board, and to call it together at once-not to wait the six IDDnths for which
they agreed to wait, but to call it together
t.Oo-morrow. il' needs be. We have Dffered to·
enlarge it-to have three members from
each side; we have offered to secure any
impartial chairman whom the employees .::an suggest and in whom
we have confidenc'e.
;We ask for'
110
~ndertaking on their part, but
0:ff0r that the tribunal which they asked
fo1' originally, and which they have repeatedly appealed to, should be recon~tituted in some shape or form, and we
are agreeable to constitute it in any shape
or form that will secure a fair hearing
and an impartial' decision, I do not know'
r.hat we can go very much further in our
desire for peace in the community. We do
not desire, and there is no intention, as'
If we were
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far as I am aware, to re-open the mine
with other labour, because that might
precipitate trouble when we are anxious
to avoid trollble, 'but we must maintain the self-governillg rights of the State,
alld we must maintain the position that
we have taken up all throug'h-that we
cannot allow the rate for unskilled
labour in this community to be fixed ill
such a ,vay that the whole of the finances
of the State would be thrown into COnfusion. An honorable member made reference to the fact that the Victorian Government said that it would collect 2s. pel'
ton extra for brown coal to cover
the
increased wages.
We decided
that we would make a levy of 2s.
pel' ton on the coal, and keep that
in trust, to be refunded. to the actual conSUULers if, as we believe·d, both morally
and 'legally, we were not bound by the
decision of that tribunal. I believe we
are not legally bound by it, and I am certain we are not morally bound by it in
any shape 01' form. That W3JS not a charge
0]' a tax.
The money is held in trust
for th'e consuniers of the coal. It will be
seen from what I have said that, so far
as the black coal mine was concerned, we
voluntarily submitted to the decisjon~ of
the tribunal when it had no legal basis at
all, I mean by that that its award could
not have been enforced, because it was not
the creatiolL of any Statute, but of the
Prime Minister. Wewaived our legal rights
with our eyes open, because we thought
it was fair and right that there should
be .a similarity of conditions in the
black coal ·industry throughout Australia. W;e have never acknowledged,
but have always protested against,
t.he jurisdiction of this tribunal as
regards brown coal, and It has no legal
standing at the present time, because the
Act which purported to constitute it did
not come into force until long after it
had started its work.
There are other
legal objections which I need not particularize at this moment. I only rose for
the purpose of making it clear that we
4ave not endeavoured to precipitate any
trouble. We have used every effort to
maintain peace. We have asked the men
at Morwell to abide by the tribunal that
they asked for, and that was created at
their own special wish. We have said,
" We will even go further than you have
agreed. You have undertftken to stand
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by these wages until J'anuary, but we \vill
have the \Vages B,oard reco:nstituted tomorrow, next week, or next month, if you
wish, so 'that your just grievances lllay
be put before it and remedied."
Further than that it seem'S impossible for us
to go. It may be that some brighter mind
may be able to" suggest a way out of the
ciliiiculty, and I hope that will be the case,
but ,the way cut of the difficulty cannot.
be fo:Ulld ,by the ,G.0:ver~ment of the Etj~"
of V lctona stulhfymg Itself, or agreemg
to a course of action that would plunge
the whole of its finances into absolute
confusion.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-It was nQt
my intention to speak on the Addross-inR~ply, but the poin,ts that have been
l'aJ.sed by the AttQrney-General may warrant a few remarks from me. I was not
~ware tha~ the Trades Hall, representing
tne org~mzed workers, had entered into
all agreement with the Government of
Victoria that all questions relatinO' to industrial troubles-I:)
. The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Not all queshons.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I understood
the 4ttor~ey-General to say that all in
dustl'lal dIsputes concerning wages would
be settled by calling the Boards or' tribunals together to determine' every six
months, in accordance with the OQmmonwealth S.t~tistician's figures regarding the
cost of hVlllg, wha~ the wages should be.
T.he Hon. A. ROBINSoN.--.That is going
a bIt further than I said. In a great
number of cases the employers and employees have agreed to a q:uarterly 0'1'
hdf-yearly revision.
The Hon. J. P. JQ,NES.-I"understood
the honorable gentleman to say the Morwell miners agreed to that.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-They accepted
the Board's award, and asked that the
Board should meet again in January.
We agreed to that.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I understood
,the honQrable gentleman to say that they
accepted that as a method of dealing with
their dispute. Is that so?
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-I understand
so.
The HQn. J. P. JONES.-From what I
have read of the case I should be inclined to think that the Minister misunderstands the position, so far as it relates to the miners. If the miners agreed
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that that should be the method of settling
the question of wages, I should be jnclined
to ask for information as to why tooy
have varied their determination; 'but I am
rather of the opinion that the miners did
not agree to anything of the sort, be. cause the Ooal Miners Association, of
which they are members, covers the whole
of Australia. I 'do not understand how
they could have agreed to th~t method of
determining the issues that may arise
from time to time with regard to wages,
because it would be very difficult to apply
it in the case of their association.
The
Attorney-General, in his statement tonight, has rather made the case for the
Government look worse than it looked
before, because the Ministry were certainly represented at the tribunal which
met in New South Wales.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.- -How ~epre
sented?
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-By.Mr. Herman.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Y ou say that
beeause a man was there to protest against
it tha,t was representation ~
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-He remained
there.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-In order to
repeat his protest.
He was there one
day out of about twen~y.
The lIon. J. P. JONES.-I understood, from the Attorney-General's remarks, that :Mr. Baddeley, the president
of the Miners Association, asked Mr.
Herman what he was there for.
Mr.
Herman was there, and I understand that
he remained there.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-Mr. Hughes
asked him to go there, and he went there
wi th the permission of the Premier to
protest. He left after stating his point.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-The honorable gentleman's statement is not as clear
as I should like it to be. 1 was under the
impression, as, 1: think, were most citizens who desired to see the fair thing
done both to the State and the miners,
tha t the Victorian Government did take
part in the tribunal, and that, as a result
of the action of the Victorian Government,
the chairman, 1\11'. Ribble, determined
that special consideration should be given
to the case of the Victorian coal mines.
That appeared to me to give colour to the
impression that the Victorian Government were represented, and, as a matter
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of fact, they did take part in the proceedings to the extent of endeavouring to
protect the citizens of Victoria, in. the
way that they felt the citizens of Victoria should be protected. Seeing that the
Victorian Government were represented .
and that, as a result, the chairman determined that the l\1:orwell miners should
be paid the rate fixed fOT surface hands in
other mines, and not the rate paid to the
miners who actually went into the mines,
it would appear that the Victorian Government are liable, morally, at any rate,
to pay the rate the tribunal awarded. It
may be, of course, as the Attorney-General suggests, that the Prime Minister,
through his desire to create peace, .01'
through what many people regard as an
obsession which makes him continually
interfere in matters, has caused the
trouble. The remarks of the AttorneyGeneral seemed to indicate that that is the
case. But of course we have to remember
that the Prime Minist~r is the spoilt child
of the Nationalist party of Australia. We
are not here to deal with the Prime }1inister.
Hi~tory will, no dOll bt, cri'ticise
that gentleman for many of the things he
has done.
We are here to deal morc
specifically with the trou ble that has
arisen. My own view of the matter is
that the wage rate of :16s. 6d. per day
fixed for the miners is not exorbitant.
Those member~ who have been to :NIorwell
have a vivid recollection of the lack of
sanitation, the almost savage state in
which the men have to live. I was struck
with horror and disgust when I inspected
the quarters of the workmen at Monvell.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-How long ago
was that?
..
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-It was in
the early papt of this year.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-A great improvement has been made.
The Hon. D. L. McNAl\IAnA.-There
had been nO improvement two months
ago.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I was utterly disgu~ted with what I saw, and l
besought the Minister of Railways, in
the interests of morality und ordinary
human cleanliness, to take immediate
steps to improve the conditions. I can
assure the House that in my early days
I put up with a great deal of inconvenience.
I have lived as roughly as

.
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perhaps any man. I have been a bushman working under the most trying conditions, but I have never lived, nor would
I live, amid such conditions as I observed
at ~Iorwell. They are so bad that the
men told me that as soon as the week's
work was up they came into town for the
If no substantial· improveweek-end.
ment has been made, I should Ray that £1
a day is not too much to paJ" to the men.
The State should be a model employer.
We have no right to e~pect workmen to
take their familietl to a distrjct where the
surroundings are such as I have described.
There were evidp.lH:es of some families
living there. I was sorry to see children
there, particularly young girls. I came
away from Morwell utterly Itl5named of
the State of Victoria for permitting such
conditions to exist. I felt there was a
great urgency for the cleansing of the
It itl important that we should
place.
build up an indu~try at Morwell, bllt I
would rather see it postponed than have
the industry developed uuder filthy conditio'ns.
I do not think the statement
made by the Government, that if these
men are paid 16s. 6d. a day the same'rate
will have to be given to other workers,
}Ien doing ordinary
will hold water.
labouring work in ,other Departments
could not claim this higher wage. Their
work is performed amid superior :mrroundings.
The Ron. W. J. CRocKETT.-What
about men doing contract work on roads
in the bush? They live in t0nttl and have
to rough it.
. The Hon. J. P. JONES.- There are
probably very few good workmen who are
in receipt of less than 16s. 6d. a day and
who are working under rough conditions.
On this question of road con~truction a
contractor told me yesterday that he was
giving the men about that wage. If we
give good wages we shall get good \vorkmen. However,. the Government· are
putting up the stunt that they cannot
grant the award of 16s. 6d. a day because
it will mean a cost to the State of
£1,500,000, inasmuch atl other workers
will have to be given as high a wage. I
do not believe that that win result. The
Commissioner, Mr. Ribble, who made the
award, knew' all the facts.
The Hon. J. McWHAE.-IIe did not
see the place before he made the award.
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After making the award he has gone to
see it.
The Hon. J. P. JON,ES.-flas he
changed his mind as to the a ward?
The Ro'n. J. McWHAE.-I do not know
the gentleman.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-He undoubtedly made the award for these mell.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-He could not,
legally.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-We do llOt
want any legal straining of the questiou.
There is no doubt the Oommis~ioner made
the award specially for the men at 1forwell. JIe must have considered the conditions under which they worked.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.- It does not
follow. There is no " must" about it.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I do not believe that the Oommissioner would make
an award for an industry w.itp.out km/wing the facts and circumstances flU'l'l'Ollllding it.
The Hon. J. MoWHAE.-After hearing
the protest he said he would not make the
award. He did this after hearing the arguments of both sides.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-It is no good
splitting straws. He must have heard the
facts.
The \Hon. A. ROBINSON.-He heard
statements; not necessarily the. facts.
The lIon. J. P. JONES.-Then it was
the fault of the Victorian Government.
They knew that he was going to make an
award covering the industry, and if they
did not put the whole of the facts before
the Commissioner it was thejr fault .
The Hon. J. MoWHAE.-T11ey did do
80.
They were well put, and he said he
would not make the award.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-~1:r. McWhae
says the Commissioner did hnve the facts,
and that t.hose fact!? were well placed before him. Apparentl~T some reason was
brought forward which caused him, after
saying he would not make the award, to
go back on that statement ::md make an
award. On the evidence before him he
said, "My award will be 16s. 6d. a day."
Therefore, there was a tribunal that considered the demands of the men and that
fixed the rate of pay.
It matters flOt
whether that tribunal was sitting in
New South Wale!? or in Victoria.. or whn'ther it had been created bf the Federal
Government or the Victorian Governmellt.
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'rhere is the solitary fact that, it was a
tribuual 'that apparently had the po,ver
to fix tne wages of coal miners. It made all
award based on information brought before it, and the Victorian Goycrnmcut are
refusing to obey the order. I understand
that the miners have made an offer to the
Victorian Government to again go before
,that Commissioner.
The Ron. A. ROBINSON.-Do you
seriously put it to us that we should ap:peal from the ·Commi!:lsioner to the Commissioner?
The Ron. J. P. JONES.-The Attorney-General will admit that the men
are prepared to go before the same tribunal. He believes, or seemB to indicate
his belief, 'that the ,Oommissioner, having
seen the conditions under which the men
work, may possibly change his mind.
I dOl not knQlw Mr. Hibblel, I dOl not
knOow whOi he is, but I assume that as
he was chosen for such an impOirtant.
and delicate post he must be a man OIf
sOime standing,
The HOon. J. MCWHAE.--I believe
he is a solicitor at Newcastle.
The Han. J. P. JONES .-All men
associated with the law are men of high
moral character. Their standing is such
that people are prepared to place the
whOile of their fortunes in their hands.
I feel that Mr. Hibblel must be a very
fit representative of his dass.
Mr.
McWhae intelrjected that Mr. Hibble had
fixed the rate be,fOore he had seen Morwen. He has seen it since, and he has'
aU the facts now before, him. I think
the GovelI'nment should accept the offer Q1f
the mine,rs to re-submit the matter to
this tribunal. Mr. lIibble must be a
man capable of determining the issue. It
dOles appear tOi me that the Ministry are
tOi blame. I dOl nOit want to say anything- that wOluld tend to widen the
brelach. I am as anxious as anyone
that industrial pe'aoo should prevail. Th4?
State will nervelI' progress unless we have
jndustrial peace. Whenever the wheels of
industry are stopped, .further debt i~
created that the citizens have to pay. The
mOire we can prOiduce, the lighte,r our
burden will be lateJ.". It behoves everry
lme in the community to dOl all that is
possible tOi oreaA;e industrial a.etivity, industria.! peace, e·conomy, and the fooling
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that we have to put our shoulder tOI the
wheel, to help this State and Australia.
',.0 bear the heavy burden that will have

to be borne during the ne'xt few years.
At the same time, I want to soo ·everv
on~ engaged in industry adequately
paId. I do not want to see anyone idle,
,,'hether from -choice or by compulsion.
I belielve that elvery one should work,
whethe,r the highest or the lowest in the
land. I except O'nly the old and the verry
young.
All others should work and
should contribute something to the industry of their St,at€!. If we are going tOi
ha.ve men idle as the result of disputes,
there must be loss. Noone can contemplate with any degree O'f satisfaction the
thought that men are going to be idle
as the result of induBtrial strife or of
unemplo~ment forced upon them.
We
should all desire to have a quick settlement of these disputes, and wherrever
possible disputes should be prevented. I
had the feeling with regard to some 0'£
the disputes in the Fede'ra.! arena tha,t
gross igno1rancel, stupidity or ca,relessness
had existed QIIl one side or the other, and
resulted in a tremendous amount I)f
stoppage of production, which had to be
paid for by the people. We cannot escape the consequences. If industry is
stopped to-day for a week or two, the
people will have to pay for it. I hope.
these embryonic troubles will be stopped.
I harpe, in the trouble that has
arisen, the, Gove,rnment will endeavour
to play their part in such a way as ,to
prevent it from deve.Ioping, and that they
will give thel' minelrs what they are fairly
entitled tOi under all the circumstanoes.
The Han. D. L. McNAMARA.-I
want to say a fe.w wOlI'ds in support IA
Mr. JOines. The cOinditions surrounding
the MorweH coal mine are, as Mr. JOines
stated, and they re,flect ve,ry little credit
on the Government.
The AttorneyGeneral interjected that there had been
an improvement since the, Parliamentary
visit in Ma.rch last. I saw the mine
about two months ago, and the cQlIlditions were if anything worse,. In th~
ve·ry centre of th e caur... p there was a pool
of wate,r, stagnant and gre,en, and quite
as large as this chamber. No improvement that I could sele had taken place.
AlthQlugh the award may seem high to
some people, it is oeil"tainly not too much
tOi pay the men who have tOI· dO' this wQlrk.
I have a recolle·etion that when I visited
Morwell about eight weeks ago) the tri-
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bunal was sitting in Sydney. The m·en
told· me that their manager, Mr. Herman" was in Sydney, and that Mr.
Broome, the gene'raJ manage,r at Wonthaggi, who had been in Sydney, had
visited MOirwell. ,Evidently he went
the,re to get dir,ect information to pJace
before the tribunal. It will be a ,pity if
the Government do not accept the award
of the tribunal se,t up by the Commonwealth Government. It. was instituted to
de'al with the coal mining trouble, and
l\1orwell should not have been omitted.
A separate determinatiOin was madel for
the MorweU coal mine after aU the
facts had been taken into' consideration.
The Gov.ernment sho.uld certainly attend
to the sanitary condition of th~ settlement at MorweH. I am surprised that
the Health Officer's attention has not
boon dra,wn to it. I waruld feel favoured
if the Attorney-General would allow me
to sReak for half an hour on the Addressin-Reply on cur next da.y of meeting.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-Certainly.
On the motion of the Hon. D. L.
McNAMARA, the uebate was adjourned
until Tuesday, November 30 ..
ADJOURNMENT.
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Tuesday, Novembe'l' 16, 1920.

The SPEAKER took the chair at twentythree minutes to five Oo'clock p.m.
MEMBERS SWORN.
Mr. T. Livingston, Mr. J. W. McLachlan, and Mr. A. Rogers were sworn as
members for the electoral districts of
Gippsland South, Gippsland North, and
Melbourne respectively.
STATUTE LAW REVISION
COMMITTEE.
A message was received from the Legis-lative Council intimating that they had
agreed to the following resolution:That in compliance with the recommendation·
of the Joint Select Committee on the Consolidation of the Laws, adopted by this Houseon the 22nd June, 1915, a Committee be appointed, consisting of six members, to join·
with a Committee of the Legislative Assembly~
to deal with anomalies in the law and make
recommendations as to statutory amendments,
such Committee to consist of the Honorables.
W. L. Baillieu, J. D. Brown, F. G. Clarl~e,
E. J. Crooke, J. P. Jones, and A. Robinson~
with power to send for persons, papers, and.
records; five to be the quorum.

HOUSING BILL.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I move-. That the House, at its rising, adjourn until
November 30.

Tue~day,

I h'ope that the important measure
known as the Housing Bill will come before us on that day. HOinorable members
are aware that, with the best intentions
in the wocld, I cannot get the Bill here
unless there is an inclina,tion to send ~t
here on l,he part of another plaoo. An
we can do is to use our best endeavours
to get it here. It is not likely that any
impoctant m·easure can come be.fore us
before Tuesday, the 30th instant, and it
is fOir that reason that I have moved for
the adjournment until then.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.-If the Bill
is passed by anothe,r plaoo in the meantime, will the Minister send us copies ~
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Yes.
The motiQin was agreed to.
The HolUS€J adjorurned at a quarteT past
D Oo'clock until Tuesday, November 30.

ASSENT TO BILL REPORTED.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1).
ELECTIONS AND
QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE.
The SPEAKER laid on the table his'
warrant appointing Mr. Allan, J\1r.
Egglestcn, Mr. McLeod, Mr. Prendergast, Mr. Snowball, Mr. Solly, and Mr.
Warde as a Committ.ee of Elections and
Qualifications.
PROPOSED OATS POOL·.
}l.1:r. FARTHING (in the absence 'of
Mr. ROBERTSON) asked the PremierWhether, in view of the prospective heavy
oat crop, the Government will favorably consider the formation of an "Oats Pool" for
the forthcoming harvest on similar conditions
to the 'Vheat Pool?

Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-The GOovernment is giving attentiOon to the prospective ca.t harvest; and if events SOl devf'lop that it can render assistance to
the producer in the marketing .of the
crop, the matter will be· fully considered.
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RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
PERMANENT ApPOINTMENT OF SUPER-

qhairrnan of Oommittees.

The message was ordered to be taken'
into consideration the following day.

NUMERARIES.

Mr. TOUTCHER asked the Minister
of Railways-

OHAIRMAN OF OOMMITTEES.

Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I should
like to intimate that it is proposed to proeeed to the election of a Ohairman of
Committees immediately after formal
business has been disposed of to-morrow. I
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways). hope honorable members will be in their
-A Bill has been drafted, and will be pla ces ·to take part in the election.
introduced this session, dealing with the
appointment of supernumeraries to the
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR'S
permanent st.aff of the Railway DepartSPEEOH.
ment.
AnDRESS-IN -REPLY.
PHOSPHATE CO-OPERATIVE
The debate (adjourned from N ovemCOMPANY OF AUeTRALIA
ber 10) on Mr. Eggleston's motion for the
LIMITED.
adoption of an Address-in-Reply to the
SITE OFFERED AT GEELONG.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech was reMr. FARTHING (in the absence· of sumed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There is a
Mr. ROBERTSON) asked the Premiergood
deal to be said for and against the
When the return to the Order of the House,
dated 31st August last, relating to the site practice adop.ted in connexion with the
offered by the Geelong Harbor Trust to t~e Addre~R-in-Reply.
It is quite certain
Phosphate Co-operative Company of Austraha that ordinary members of ,the House
Limited will be presented to this House?
would be well-advisea. to resist any atMr. LAWeON (Premier).-The return tempt to cut the Address-in-Reply out of
will be laid oln the table of the House our proceedings, unless there were subthis day.
stituted some motion which would perSubsequently,
mit of a full consideration of the policy of
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) laid on the the Government. We are not necessarily
table a return in compliance with the
tied to a formal Address-in-Reply, but I
order referred to.
would ~trongly advise honorable members
not to be led astray by statements appearLAND BILL.
ing in the press criticising the value
Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands) pre- of the Address-in-Reply; because, unsented a message from the Lieutenant- doubtedly, the Address-in-Reply is of use
Governor, recoIDnlending that an appro- in conserving the priV'ilege~ of the House.
priation be made from the Oonsolidated Honorable members want to be careful
H.evenue for the purposes of a Bill to that their opportunities of discussing
amend the law relating to the sale and matters that may be opposed by the Gooccupation of Orown lands, and for vernment are not cut down.
Public
other purposes.
interests frequently demand that private
The message was ordered to be taken members should be allowed full opporinto consjderation the following day.
tunities of djs~ussion. If the procedure
in connexion with the Address-in-Reply,
HOUSING AND RECLAMATIDN
£IS we have it at present, were abandoned,
BILL.
then there should be substituted a method
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) presented a of enabling the policy of the Government
message from the Lieutenant-Governor, to be considered at the opening of a
That is really
recommending that an appropriation be session of Parliament.
made from the Oonsolidated Revenue for the position occupied to-day by the
the purposes of a Bill relating to tIle pro- Address-in-Reply.
I was somewhat
viding of dweHings for persons of smaH struck by the calm and cheerful optimi'8m
means and fo[' the reclamation and im- of the honorable member for St. Kilda
provement of insanitary, low-lying, or in moving the adoption of the Addressover-crowded areas.
in-Reply, and I want particularly to conIf it is his intention to introduce a

Bill
providing that all casual employees in th.e
Railway Department be made permanent; If
so, when?
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sider at the present moment that victory,
or alleged victory, which he claimed on
behalf of the Government. The Government occupy a remarkable position in the
House. They are certainly in a minority.
They have men attached to their side who
are pledged not to have anything to do
with the Government, and only to take
office when they can obtain a majority of
portfolios. Those members cannot be regarded as men who will assist the Government on all occasions.
Mr . LAWSON.-Tha t rule is not like
the laws of the Medes and Persianslaws that cannot be changed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If the honorable gentleman is no more successful in
changing that rule in the House than he
was when fighting the elections, he will
not get much out of those members. The
Premier did his best to catch the members
of the Farmers Union in his party's
interest. During the elections he said
much the same kind of thing in an endeavour to placate them, but they would
not have it. The Farmers Union party
went to the country with seven members
and returned with thirteen. The Lawso~
G~vernJ?ent went to the country with
thIrty-eIght members, and returned witn
twenty-nine. The Labour party went to
the country with eighteen members and
returned wIth -twenty. The Government
party was, therefore, the only party that
came back weaker. Now, the cheerfullyoptimistic honorable member for St.
Rilda talks about a firmly-established Government that- has the good-will of the
people behind it, and is going to rule
this House with a majority-that it did
not obtain. I may point out that Labour
gained two seats.
We defeated two
Mini'Sters. The Corner party captured
the se3ft of another Minister.
The Governmell t are holding on to office and
declaring, through the honor,able member who moved the adoption of the
:'-d~ress-in-Reply, that they have a maJorIty of the people behind them, and
that they are prepared to carryon the
work of the country. The Government
have not come back with a majority behind them. Some newspapers have been
analyzing the position.
We were told
that the .Labour party had only thirtyo?e candIdates running at the last electIon. We had more than thirty-one. The
fact that we had seven unopposed mem-
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bers w,as lost sight of, but it makes a great
deal of difference. The Premier and his
party contested fifty-one seats, and
found fifty-nine candidates to stand for
them in their interests. The FarmeTs
Union ran for twenty-aix seats and won
thirteen, e'xa ctl y a half. The Premie'r
lost of his number no less than nine seats,
amongst them being the seats of three
of his Ministe'rs. He ought to be proud
or his posit,ion in the House! One-halt
his general staff were Jlolltically killed.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (FitZ1·Oy).-It was
a wondrous victory!
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It was indee~.
One or two mo,re such victories and there
will be no Liberal party at all. The Labour
party went to the country with eighteen
members and returned with twenty.
They defeated two Minis~ers: Th.ey were
within 1,086 votes of wmnmg SIX more
seats. In four seats we were only 276 in
the aggregatel behind. I hav,e he.ard some
talk about another general ellectIOn. Let
me say that I have been a good while in
this House, hut I have never known a Government deliberately anxious tOo cctr:G.mit
suicide, and the next time the Gove1rnment go to the country they will be
punished much mo:re, severely than on
the last occasion. The Farmers Union
did not fight 'aome selats at all strenuously.
They will fight harder next time and capture more seats. Whe're will the present
Government find a reeting ,place for their
feet after that has been done. ~ We do
not find the various sections in
the Liberal party opposing one another as vig,orously at elelction time
as at othe.r times. There w.as nEWer any
spirit put intO' the fights in the country
districts until the Farmers Union came
along.
To-day the Government find
themselves in this position: the FarmerEl
Union are waiting for eveTY '.:;.eat they
have in the country districts, and the
Labour party are waiting for them in
other districts. Under these circumstances
I think the Go'Vernment will he scared of
an election. They will not be looking
for one. They will simply hold on to office
as long as they can. Before the Miniaterial corner became as crowded as we'
see it to-da,y, I have known eveTY member
of the Liberal partv occupying a COTner
seat to be doing his best to put the
Ministry out, and each one of therri had
be'en put out of a Ministry previously.
The maxirrr.' of the defeated member was,
" Is it not time to .put these feHows out~"
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Now, on the question of votes. The
Labour tP,arty ~cored, in the first place, by
ha ving se,vlen memberrs returned unopposed. There are 107,000 electors in the
seven oonstituencies of those members.
The Liberal party had three memb€,rs returned unoPlPosed.
They represented 20,000 electors. The Liberal
newspapers state that the Government have a majority of electors
behind them, whereas, as a -matter ,of
fact, Labour scored several thousands
more, if we include the electors of the
unopposed members. Nelarly 80,000 of
the votes counted for the Government
have gone to membeTs in the Corner who
stood in the interests of the FarmeTS
Union. The Government's party is disappearing very rapidly-much mOTe
rapidly than parties have disappe'ared in
the nast.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-Choor up!
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
n.ember for Benambra will need to cheer
up dire'ctly. He does not look with toOl
~a.lm an elye on the procee.dine-s taking
place on the bank.~ of the Murray. He
started his political career as a fiumers'
.candidate.
Mr. BEARDMORE. - I did not.
Mr.
PRENDERGAST.-Then
the
lOoaves and fishes tOOok him overr to the GovernUlient's side. Now he is suspended like
Mahomet's cOoffin. He does not know on
which side he is exactly at the present
time, ana he is sitting as closely- as he!
{:a,l1 to both sides without being on either
-side. As far as the Labour party are
(!oncerned, they can look with equanimity
on the election returns. The honorable
mem bers in the corner are in the same
position. But where does the Premier
derive' his comfort from ~
Mr. A. A. BiLLsoN (Ovens).-He is
smiling, because possession is nine [points
of the law.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
rr.ember for Ovens smiled formerly when
he crossed over tOo the Tre,asury be'nch,
bu t he had _to go back to the corner. The
speech delivered by th~ hono~ahle member for St. Kilda was well deserving of
. recognition from this House. It was a
good speech from his point of viewcalm and philosophical. Apparently, he
was looking for light and leading. He
wished to see how far the policy of the
Government would agree with - him. He
contested a se'at for which the,re were
six candidatea, five of whoin were run-
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ning in the interests of the Govelrnment.
He made up his mind to fo~
low the Gove'rnment after the elelCtiO'll.
had taken place, and no,t before. That
appears to have been a wise thing for
him to do.
He alluded to the
question of a redistribution of seats.
We 'are supposed to have a Constitution
as free as any in the world-a Constitution under which the people are supposed
to have equal rights, but, as a m.atter of
fact, we have nothing of the kind; we
have the most conservative Constitution
in Australia. I can understand having a
nominee H'ouse instead of an elective
Unle:ss you have a complete
House.
franchise, or, better still, abolition, for
another place instead of la partial
franchise, that House i'S an obstacle to the
passage of democratic legislation. There
are 325,000 property-owners or tenantspeople relying on the property vote, with
a few exceptions, such 'as university men
and clergymen, who are entitled to vote
for another place, while for this House
there are 869,000 voters.
Where is the
equality of power there ~ Another place
cannot throw 'out a lioney Bill, but they
can take methods to have amendments
made. On legislation generally it has as
much power as this House. The fact is
that that House represents the propertyowners. A House representing 325,000
voters can rc:::iuse to pass measures that
have been passed by this House. When
a motion came before another place some
time ago to give aU the soldiers a vote
for the Council, the statement was made
by the present President that it did not
follow that because these young fellows
had fought on the plains of Europe
they should have a vote. The great bulk
of the soldiers are amongst the 534,000
voters who ,are -not on the roUs for the
Legis1ative Council. Those soldiers ar~
not entitled to vote for that House.
The great bulk of the legislation passed
bv this House in the soldiers' interest
d~mands that they should haye a voice in
the election of another place, so that their
interests may be conserved. The anomalous condition which we are in is shown
by ,our constituencies. lOne has between
4,000 and 5,000 voters, three between
5,000 and 6,000, nine between 6,000 and
7,000, five between 7,000 and 8,000,
eight between 8,000 and 9,000, and seven
between 9,000 and· 10,000.
One con-
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stjtuency has 49,000 voters, one has
36,000, a third 35,000, and a fourth
31,000.
Then there are other constit1l9J?-cies with 28,000, 25,000, 24,000,
~3,000, 21,000, ~nd 20,000 voters. There
~~e 16 constituencies in the country distpcts that return 16 members to Parliarifent,. and they' have less than the number
of voters in three metropolitan constituep.cies·: that return only three members. Is
~:Q.at BC;l1}ocracy'? Are we to have only the
ll~terests of ,property represented in leO'islation~9r the voice ~of the whole peopl~?
. Mr. LEMMoN.-The Argus condemns
the system now.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Every one
condemns it, but the Government will not
do anything, although they have said
that the proportion of representation between country and town should be as
sixty to forty, which is not democratic.
Mr. LAWSON .-One hundred to sixty.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-That is much
the same proportion.
Is that democratic ~ Not one of the other States has
a sys:em like ours. Some of the gentlemen who advocate this class of thing
were not long ago, when the Oommonwealth Constitution was under consideration, talking of a democratic system with one person one v<?te, and the
votes to be of nearly equal value. How
are the Government ,going to effect
ec~momy if our present 8ystem is maintalned ~ It is impossible to have one roll
for the Federal and 1 he State elections
under existing circumstances. There are
many people who .talk about a liberal
system, but who always vote against any
proposal to give equality of power. When
we wanted soldier,s to fight for the Empire, we did not confine the selection
to men who had two votes each. It is
marvellous that anyone can stand behind
a principle that gives plural voting under
certain conditions ·and will not grant a
democratic franchise. For this House a
man can have his name on two rolls. He
can have his name on for his private residence and for his business place, and he
can select whichever place he pleases to
votE? in. If there is a by-election in the
month of June, he can vo-te in the electorate he is resident in, and for a subsequent election he can vete where his
business premises are.
There is always
bound, to be duplica'ion in connexion
with the ro11s.
I cannot see how any
official supervision will be able to produce
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a roll completely free of duplication, because the people mQive about so much.
NOI man's name should be taken off a roll
until it is on another one.· Duplication
will take place, however careful the
supervision may be. I appeal to honorable members to say that our system
should have a democratic basis. Everything concerning contemporary history
appears in the newspapers of the day,
and the reader of this contellnpQirary history must see what a vast change in
public opinion has taken place in regard
to the classes of the community since the
war. Legislation that helped to regulate
the work of the community before the
war is now entirely out of place, and
should not be tDlerated. The honorable
member fDr S t. Kilda said that the
Liberal party stood for constitutiDnal
methods, .and not direct action. No one
in Parliament, and no one outside Parliament, stands completely for direct action. W·hile there is talk about constitutional action, 'it is not granted ,to
the people, and the only way they
can get redress is by direct action. When
the seamen's strike wa.s on the men were
told to go to the Arbitration Court, but
everyone knew that they cDuld not go to
the Arbitration Court, because thel law
prevented it. \Vhen constitutional authority if; put up in connexion with the
present trouble in regard to the coal
miners, the Premier shelters himself behind the little tin-pot m3thods of the past.
He declares that he wants the Chairman
of the arbitration tribunal remOlved_
When our party asked for the Chairman
of a tribunal to be removed, our request
was not granted. The· Government objeded that a Chairman should be put off
to oblige anyone.
Mr. RYAN .-Because he had prejudged
the case.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That was so in
the other case. Statements were made by
the Judge that were not true.
Mr. RYAN.-They we-re IIT.ade by Labour men and Lahour Governments.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No; they were
rriade by the Bench. 'Ve asked that ob..,
jection should be taken to' remarks that
wele made at that time, but we did not
succeed. In connexion with the present
ooal difficulty the Government have taken
up the stand that they do not want a
Commission. They do not want assesaors
and they will not have the Chairman.
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The apologist forr the Government said
the otner day that he did not believe, in
direct .action, and that the Gov:€,rnment
stood for constitutional measures. Those
words were hardly uttered when the Government insisted that the Chairman of
the Commission should be removed in
or~er that some other man might be ap,pomted. They are now up against direct
action, and thel community may be
plunged into a strike such as was never
se,en befor,e. Two excuses were made.
It was said that coal could not be sold if
~he Ill-~iner& were paid 16s. 6d. a day. That
IS really not the wage of coal miners
which is 19s. to 268., but 16s. 6d. was th~
wage which was to apply to Morwell. The
~overn.ment are plunging the community
Into dIfficulties.
Thel Government are
meeting with stern retribution because
th~ did not give fair conside~ation in
tlllS ca~e to ~he sentiments supported in
conneXlon WIth other strikes. N ow a
word or two in connexion with the
Farmers party. I do not wish to
patronize the mem"bers of that paTty, or
s~ggest that they should adopt any partlCular course of action. When a man
comes into this House without a particular political platform the most reasonable thing for him to' do is to take care
that he is not led into .supporting the old
system without giving consideration to
every item that is brought forwaTd. That
has been found necessary in connexion
with every movement which desires to be
in the forefront-every movement 'wQlth
acknowledging in the history of the
world.
Mr. SOLLY.-The Government will
adopt their platform.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes.
The
great difficulty is that when members of a
party sit on the Ministerial side of the
House they are f.orced into alliance with
the Government, although the party
would be just as strong without
that .alliance.
The membe,rs of the
Farmers party have no written or
printed platform embracing a great
variety of questions.
The members of
the Labour party are bound to a· platform, although outside that platform we
are as free as air . We stand together and
fight for our principles, and when we can
get the ear of the agricultural and pastoral population the justice of those prin. ciples is recognised. That\ is proved by
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the voting in the Western District., which
is cO'ming more to' us at every election.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-The farmers' friends!
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We do not
pOse in the matter. The honorable member may be jocular about it now, but 'Oille
never knows how long it may last. Now, I
should like to refer to the Fair Profits
Oommission. The attitude adopted by
the honorable member for St. Rilda, in
regard to that Oommission, was an illustration of the fact that he does not
understand the devious ways of government. He did not grasp the position ia
connexion with the Commission. All I
have to say about it is that the Commission never had the power to do what
they ought to have done, and that it was
never intende.d by the Government that
they should have the power required.
Whenever the Commission asked forr legislation to enable them to deal with the
question of profits they were turned down
by the Government. About the 10th June
the Commission asked the Governmeut
to fix the prices in conne,xion with
'woollen cloths.
In their thirteenth report they asked tha t that should
be done immediately.
They said, in
effect, to the Government, "If you
do nOit adopt our recommendations
and fix the prices,. an increase will
take place at the end of June, when the
Wool Pool falls in." The Government
returned the report to the Commission, and
'asked if they had taken into consideration the question 'Of the establishment of
new industries and other things of that
description. The Commission returned
its r,epOTt and replied to the effect:
"We have thoroughly examined the
whole question of the establishment
of new industries, and had it not
been for that we would have brought
in more drastic proposals.
We again
ask you to adopt our recommendations before the end of June in order to
enable prices to be fixed." The Government did not do so. They did not pay
the slightest attention to the recommendations. They ignored the Oommission
-flattened it out as it were-and allowed
the high prices to operate. The wool that
the manufacturers were using was under
the Wool Pool. Honorable members wi~l
recollect that Is. 31d. was paid for the
wool by the British Government. The
wool companies here paid under Is .
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a pound for the first year, about
1s. Id. the second year, and something like Is. 4d. the third year, while wool
of the same class was being sold in other
parts of the world at from 25d. to 50d.,
even 86d. being given in some cases for
prime tops. Although the manufacturers
here were getting the wool so cheaply
the price of woollen cloths went up all
the time. The Government declined to
intervene. The price of tweeds and worsteds went up 33 per cent., and of coatings
35 per cent. That was the result of the
neglect of the Government to adopt the
recommendation 'of the Oommission. The
Commission also recommended that certa in people should be prosecuted in
cannexion with the sale af lamps, the
price af which was increased fram
about 3s. 9d. to nearly 158.
It
was ascertained, hawever, tha,t there
was ,no power to prosecute, and the Commission asked the Government to give
them power in that as well as in other
directions where there had been a deliberate infraction of the rulings of the
Commission. The Government, howevei',
never interfered at all. As far as Sir
James McOay is concerned I do not know
what other step he could have taken in
connexion with various matte.rs, because
the law was not as powerful as it shou1d
have been. When he found that he could
not get his way he then, as Ohairman of
the Commission, cammenced apparently to
haggle with thase who came before that
body and made agreements with them far
the purpase of keeping the prices af their
commodities as low as possible. After
reading the report 'of the Commissioll
fifty times, if I have read it ance, I am
satisfied that the Gavernment were to'
blame. If the Commission did not have
the power to prosecute, what was the use
of sending men before the Court? Proceedings were taken against one man in
connexion with the price 'Of bricks. While .
£3 a thousand was considered a fair price
fl.t the time Gamble's company admitted
that it had sold the bricks for £5. The
Oommission recommended that proceedings Ishou ld he taken.
How eVe(l" , the
matter came before the Court, which
said that it was not proved that the man
wa~ profiteering.
Although Gamble had
been charging athers £3 a thousand for
bricks he had in this particular
case charged a man £5, and this
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the magistrate justified by saying that
the man was paying for the privilege of
getting the bricks when he wanted them.
Mr. HOGAN.-There was no evidence
submitted for the prosecution.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is so.
The Government allowed a notoriaus r.ase
af profiteering to pass. After that, what
wa's the use of prosecuting in other cases?
MT. ·HoGAN.-The Government were
Hot trying.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I agree with
the htmorable member; but why blame the
Commission, as the honorable member for
St. Kilda did?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
matter was sent to Court without providing the evidence for a conviction.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes. When
the Government were asked to amend the
law they declined to do ,go. I understand
that two or three reports of the Commission have been quietly hidden away, :1l1d
have never been allowed to see the daylight. While the Government pose before the 'country as opponents of profiteering they took no notice of the COY.lLmission's request for special powers to
successfully prosecute.
What was the
attitude a,dopted by. some of those belonging to the National party on the
question ~·f profiteering ~ The Committee af the N atianal Federation suggested
the following resolutian far adoptian:The political cry of the Official Labom
party .at the last general election, namely, profiteering, was not accepted by the people, and
since then its falseness has been fully exposed.

The members of the Oommittee drafted
the resolution in that for;m, but they withdrew the last few words of it because they
tha·ught that they might hurt them in tJIe
electians. The Government stood behrnd
them in th~ matter. That has been the
palicy thro~lghaut to trick the people into
believing that they were trying to do it
thi~g when a~l th~ time they were doing
theIr best agamst It. That benefit can be
gained 'by the regulation of prices is
~hown by a cable message which appeared
In the press on 18th October, to this
effectThe Canadian Government fixed the pri.:e
at about 8!d . .a pound for sugar, while the
uncontrolled price in the United States went
as high as Is. ld., and even Is. 3d. a pound.

That shows the value of control. The
most remarkable thing about it all is
that those in big businesses, who have
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their wealt.h to' protect them, are the regula tion between the growers in the
people who are protected. There is ,al- community and the consumers by which a
ways some 'One to say that the law reasonable price will be paid for articles
against profiteering cannot be applied, 'which are required for home consumption,
and that the law of supply and demand and that a price equal to the parity of
must operate. The people outside are other parts of the wOor ld should be Oobtold that all the time, and they come to tained for the produce which is sent
the conclusion that Parliament and the abroad. The positiO'n we take up' is tllat
Courts, as well as the laws, are opposed growers ought to' provide first of all for
their own families, which ill this case are
to them, and that if they want to get anythe consumers in Victcria, or, perhaps, I
thing valuable 'out of the community they should say Australia. Then they could
can only do so by direct action. I have ~xport the surplus, and obtain the best
always been in favour of the power of Par- possible prices fcr it. The wheat-gro,wers
liament be,ing extended. At the present were greatly penalized in the freights
time vital changes take place without which they had to pay to the Commonlegislative sanction, because of the failure wealth line of steamers.
The freights
cf our parliamentary system.
It dces were at such a rate that the Ccmmcnnot wOork quickly enOough, and peOople \vea1t.h were enabled to pay for the ship~
who are able to gather tcgether in great purchased by the Prime Minister in two
numbers find that they can get more years. Can anybody say that such charges
frOom their 'Own actiOon than they can frcm were reascnable ~ If the freights had been
Parliament. I do not believe in direct at such a rate that th~ payment fO'r the
actiO'n. I believe in the peaceful govern- sbjps would have extended over five years,
ment Oof the community; but I can at the provision WO'uld have been ample. I
least see the advantage Oof taking direct suppose in ordinary circumstances it
actioo. in certain ~ircumstanees In the should take frcm seven to ten years
Age of 13th May, If) L8, it is stated that- to pay the cost of ships, and to proIt 'is always economically sound to fix prices vide for the repayments within two
so that the wholesale vendor may make a for- year~ was taking much more from
tune, but it is criminal folly to fix prices to
the grower th,an was justified. As
prevent the consumer being impoverished.
That is what ev,erybody says, and the legislators we are quite prepared to prokouble in regard tc the position in Vic- vide certain privileges to the producers.
toria is tha,t the Gcvernment would not A t the same time we have the right to ask
gIve the Fair Profits COommission the that they in turn should recognise certain
powe,r it wanted, and they declined to rights on the part Q1f the oommunity. It
act on sorme of the Commission's recOOIl- is no:t at all fair that the people in Australia should be compelled to pay starva.melldations. The ccmment continuestion rates which may prevail in Q1ther
Prices are being fixed successfully, and, parts of the world. For a period of sixthcrefore, they can be fixed. In Australia the
fixing thus far has been for the benefit of the teen ye,ars hefore the war the price of
wholesale traders. In justice to the retailer wheat .ranged from 3s. 9d. to 3s. 10d. per
and the consumer, the Government must see bushel, but in the last four ocr five ye,ars
it has gone up very considerably. TQI-day
that it is just.
I want now to deal with the question of the price o,f wheat is 9s. per bushel. I do
the price of wheat. The honOirable mem- not necessarily take exception to that
bel' for St. Kilda in the cQlurse of his rate; hut I dOo to the conditions under
speech saidwhich it has been fixed. Prior tQl the
I think that the people of Victoria have been . ele~tioll it. w1l:s claimed that the Lcndon
badly treated by the decision of the Board panty, whlCh lS now about lOs. per bushel,
which has fixed the price of wheat for home should be p.aid in Victcria withQlut taking
consumption for the next twelve months at 9s. into ccnsideraticn the Questicn of carriage
per bushel.
at all; but some of, the mOore generous
I should like to' remind honorable mem- members of the Farmers Union we,re
bers that during the time the Labour stro,ngly 'Opposed to that idea. It must
party has heen in this House it has offered be remembered that there are 115 000,000'
every advantage to producers to get the bushels of wheat in Canada, 600,000 tons
price fcr their articles whieh people be- in India, and that there will be in Ausyond VictOoria have tOo pay. At the same tralia perhaps 100,.000,000 bushels mOore
time we say that there Q1ught to be some than is required for IOical consumpticn.
Mr. Prende1'gast.
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Lt.-Colonel BOURCHIER.-There is no
hope of that quantity.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We have considerably mO'l'e wheat in Australia than
we require, and there is a prospect of .over
150,000,000 bushels being harvested.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-YOU have n.ot made
any allowances for the effects of the last
.storm in Victoria.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
member reminds me of the farmer who
always wanted one of two things.
He
wanted either more land or more rain.
He dOles n.ot se,em to want more rain, at
a.ny rate, just now. COorn.in America is
worth 4s. a bushel, and oats here from 3s.
toO 4s., and the whea.t is well held. That is
what is the trouble to-day. There is no
QOU bt that the Wheat POool established in
Australia gives <the grower better condi. tions than any other system yet ad.opted.
The whole pOosition is cOintrolled by the
Chicago wheat pit. It can hOold millions
«)f pounds wOorth of wheat, and wait for
the advent of starvation in .other parts .of
the world.
Mr. ROGERs·.-In spite Oof tha.t the price
i'3 still dropping.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Our staple
fOoOod is wheat. In America when wheat is
high the people can use more corn, which
1'3 cheaper than wheat. In 1917, 1918,
and again last year, I urged the Government to purchase large quantities of
wheat which were then in the POool. The
honorable member for KorOong knOows the
position I took up because I spoke to him
about it on two or three O'ccasiOons. If
the Government had acted on my suggestion the price of bread woruld not have
gOone as high as it is. The Premier stated
during the course of the electiOon campaign that to act C?n my suggestion wOould
have
involved
an
expenditure
Oof
£4,000,000, arid that the mOoney was nO't
available. The GoverilIllent wOould not
purchas·e wheat when it was 4s. or 4s. lOd.
per bushel, because they could not find the
money, but they purchased large quan:'
tities when it was 713. 8d. per bushel. I,
,should like to. knOow hO'W the Government
could :find the money to buy wheat at
'] s. Sd. when they could not get any
to purchase at 4s. 9d. The farme'r wOorild
have been just as well off if the Government had purchased this wheat, because
he would hav·e got cash fOor his grain.
Lt.-CoIOonel
BOURCHIER.-HOow
far
ahead would you gO' in the purchase of
wheat 1
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Up to two
years.
. Lt.-Colonel BOURCIIIER.-How would
you keep it if you got it ~
Mr. 'PRENDERGAST.-We would
have been able to ke·ep it just as well as
we have already. At the present time
very little of the wheat which could then
have been purchased remains under the
contrOlI of the POool. DOles the honorable
member mean tOo say that it would be impossible to buy a two years' supply of
wheat ~
Lt.-Colonel· BOURCHIER.-NOot impossible.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The fact remains, however, that the Government did
not buy.
]\IIr. OMAN.-All the wheat held at that
time has been sold in other parts of the
world at lOs. and 12s. a bushel.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes; but 7s.
O'r Ss. per bushel freight had to be paid.
The farmers would have been able to get
cash in advance under the system I advocated.
Mr. OMAN.-They did not get cash in
advance when the price was 7s. 8d., and
interest had to be paid tOo the banks.
Mr. PR'ENDERGAST .-It must no,t
be forgotten that when wheat was 4s. a
bushel it was less saleable than when it
brought 7s. Sel. The conditions for PUl'chuEling then were better than you could
get now.
The price goes up h~cause the
demand is greater. .so far as the question
of parity is concerned, the price of 9s.
per bushel has been an advantage to us
vnly because the price of wheat will go
higher. Wheat is so ,vell held in other
parts of the world that, to-day, the price
in the London market is lOs. 6d. or 11s.
per bushel, and probably it will run up
to 12El. or 15s. That is what the market looks like.
Mr. O~AN.-It is at that price tQl-day.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is not
because wheat is scarce, but because it is
well held.
The holding Oof it dOoes not
help the farmers, but Oonly the speculat,or.
'Ve on this (the OppositiOon) side of the
House will be with the farmers any time
they come fOorward with a propOosition to
hold back t.he speculator in favour of the
producer.
Mr. OMAN .-But there is no speculator
in our Poool.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-·There is nO'
speculator in our Pool, but the Chicago,
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the Canauian, and the Indian speculato['s meuts on that crop. That is the answer
and the Wheat Exchange in London have to the statement.
l\1r. PRENDERGAST .-The honorable
'got the wheat market so tightened up for
purchases that there will be a big de.; gentleman is now up against the Victorian
mand for our wheat, although there will r ear-Book. A great meat deal took place
only be a small quantity of it in com- in the Old Country the other day.
It
parison with the quantities in other was Oof very much more imparlance to
places. The Pool will get the benefit of Australian CQnsumers than they think.
the extra price here. We say that the There is not go~ng to be an immediate inlocal consumer should not have to pay crease in the prIce of meat" but in six
through the nose, but, at the same time, mQnths there will be a huge increase in
we want the farmer to get the world's pricel, no matter what the' seas'ons
rna y be like. There are two things'
price for anything he has to sell.
The SPEAKER.-The time allowed that affect the price of a COlffimodity. One is the manner in which it
the hQnQrable member has expired.
Mr. J.. W. BIL,LSON (li;Ztzroy) .-1 is held, and who has contrQl.of it, and the
other ,is a state of starvation, or something
mDve-That standing order No. 78E be suspended so of that kind existing in another part of
far as to allow the Leader of the Opposition the world.
to continue his speech.
Mr. OMAN.-We are getting a higher
. price for wheat, because of nOon-producMr. Billson' s mQtion was agreed tOo.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Now let us tion in Russia.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is not altOolook at the prices received by the farme,rs
for their wheat during the last five years. gether that. That wheat is abundant toThe amDunt.s I am gOoing to qUQte have day is not questioned.
been paid Qn the scrip, and there is a
Mr. OMAN.-It is non-existent In
little mOore due. In 1915-16 the amo·unt Russia.
was 4s. 51d. per bushe,l.
Mr. PRENDERGAfT .-The honOorable
Mr. OMAN.-In rOound figures, the gentleman only says that because he does
farmers gQt 5s. per bushel.
not know anything about the matter. I
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In 1916-17 was told two months ago, and tOold by an
the amQunt was 48.; in 1917-18, 5s. j in undoubted authority less than one month
ID18- HI, 5s. 2d. ; and in 1919-20, 6s. 10d. ago, that the,re is an abundance of wheat
per bushel. Certain people are very eager in Russia, and an abundance waiting to
and anxious tOo help the farmers to-day, be. shipped when the ports are opened.
but they would not allow the farmers to
Mr. BAIJ.Ey.-The price of whe'at does
have representation UPQn the Wheat nQt justify the hig?- PrIce of bread.
Board originally. If they had had such reMr. PRENDERGAST.-I am not
presentation, they would prDbably have dealing with the high price Df bread at
gDt frQm 20 tOo 25 per cent. more fQr their present. I said a few moments ago that
wheat, and the people would not have had there is a huge overplus o.f wheat well
tOo pay any more for bread than they did he,ld. The American wheat--I do not
pay, because there would have been better knOow the quantity-is well held, and corn
management.. ACCOording tOo the V icto1'ian is a grea.t food in America. In fact,
Year-Book for 1918, page 432, the average after bread, it is the staple f.ood. To reprice fOor wheat in February and March, turn to the meat deal, it was stated in
1918, was 4s. per bushel. AccOording tOo the pressthe Year-Book for 1919, page 436, the
The British Government sold the whole of
average price for wheat in February and ·its supplies to Vestey Brothers. The meat
March of that year was 4s. 9d. per buahel. . trade is gratified by this transaction, because
The J\tIinister of Lands previously dis- it will clear the market.
Of COourse. This deal was supposed not tOo
pu ted thoso figures.
Mr. OMAN.-The only w1ieat we sold affect our meat supply, because it relate~
here at 4s. pe,r bushel was sold in 1914-15. Dnly to mut.ton and lamb.
Mr. OMAN.-Our stores we,re practically
Your statement is not correct.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The figures empty· when that deal occurred. If an.y
of our meat was soJd, it was SOold on the
are in the Vicloria·n Y Cf1.,r-Book.
Mr. OMAN .-1 do not dispute that they Oother side. It was not sold here.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-For muttDn
are there.
They show the payments up
tOo that date. There were subsequent pay- and lamb the Gove,rnment got be,tween
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6d. and 7d. a lb., and they sent out be- speculators was a crime against the
tween 10,000 and 15,000 carcasses of people of this rommunity and the people
meat per week.
of Great Britain. How is that deal going
Mr. OMAN.-To-day that lamb is worth to affect the future? We have empty
about double that price in London. It is cool stores now. Those places will be
worth 13d. per lb.
readv to be stocked up again. rhere is
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If the meat acco~modation, I suppose, for a million
had been distributed by the British Go- carcasses at the Government 0001 Stores.!
vernment, lamb would not have gone to near the Victoria Dock.
the high price at which it is now on the
Mr. Ol\fAN.-We shall have accommoEnglish market.
That high prioe has dation in t.he State for 2,000,000 carcasses,
not put any mqney into the pockets of but we shall not have the stock to fill the
the farmers in .this country. The newspaper report from which I was quoting space.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There will
continuesbe plenty ·of stock. It is not coming in;
Vestey's ,stated thaJt the stock will probably
total 1,000,000 quarters. The grea.ter portion that is the only thing.
Mr. OM.A.N.-We saved 250,000 of our
of the meat, however, was stored i,n Australasia~
and they were unable to estimate ,the quantity stock through th€, release of frozen me'at.
they had acquired until the requirements of
Mr. BE.A.RDMoRE.-The growers have
the army were ascertained.
got to sell their stock to meet their obliMr. OMAN.-If that is so, the me,at gations. They cannot sell the wool.
must have been in Que'ensland, where
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorthere is a Labour Government.
able member for Melbourne, who has had
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It was not in years of ex:?erienc~ in th~ meat business,
Queensland. A lot of it was in New will bear me out III saymg that though
Zealand. The re'port in the press con- stock may frequently be cheap in the martinuesket, there is never any advantage in cheap
As to cargoes in transit, exports from the meat in the 'butchers' shops. In some
Commonwealth for July were 424,131 lbs. of
lamb, 3,078,977 lbs. of mutton, and 10,155,296 cases the hide has been worth as much
as has been paid for the carcass.
Ibs. of beef.
Mr. ROGERs.-There have been many
Vestey Brothers bought all the meat that
was in transit, and all that was in cases of that kind.
l\fr. PRENflERGAST.-Speculators
stores in Australia and Great Britain,
less9uch quantity as was required bought a lot of the skinny muttorn at 1d.,
for the immediate feeding of the 2d., and 3d. per lb., and placed it in the
Army. The effect of the sale of cold cool stores, where they got an adval)-ce on
storage meat frQlm our stores was to behalf of the British Government amountmake an alte,ration of 2d. or 3d. per lb. ing to mo·re than they had ,paid for the
in the local market.
The fact that it stock. The' oonaumen1 he're got no advanrained almost immediately afterwards en- tage in the shape of cheap meat.
abled the owners to hold their stock,
Mr. OMAN.-The frozen mutton was
otherwise the profit would have gone into graded,but the thin meat was all canned.
the hands of the speculators.
In the
Mr. PRENDERGA,ST.-Viewing the
National Speakers' H and-book, it is increase of ,cool storage a,ccommodation,
statedand the way in which the cool stores are
The release of frozen meat at cost price kept used by speculators, it looks as if in six
fresh meat down to a moderate level in price, months' time we shan have to pay 2s. a
and enabled the demand to be fully met. The
stocks of frozen meat held in Victoria were lb. for our m·eat. We shall then have to
also drawn upon by New.south 'Wales to meet go to the farmers and stork owners for
their requirements.
consideration, or else we shall have to
That is true. We sent 10,000' carcasses a do what the Queensland Government did:
w~k to New South Wales. That helped
They took 630,000 acres of their own
New South Wa'les to get over periods territory and ran stock upon it. To-day
when the stock 'could not come here. they are making huge profits out of their
That did not affect the growers of meat, stations.
I shall now deal with the
but it affected the speculators. The Brit- butter question for ·a moment. To-day
ish Oovernmen t's 'actio~ in allowing the in Great Brita.in the price of butter is
meat ·supply to get into the hands of 3s. per lb., and it is rationed out at the
Second Session 1920.-[6]
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rate Df ,about Ii- ozs. per day per person:.
BlUUGter in France is wOirth 5s. 2d.; in
Belgium it is· worth 4s. 8d.; and in Italy
a bout the same. The result Df all this
fight is this: we are under- a contract
to send butter to Grea,t Britain." Great
Bnitain has been a, very large purchaser
of butter in Denmark. Italy, whos.e people in the past have lived largely on
foods prepared with olive oil, js goa.ng in
more for butter to supply the fat requisite.
to human beillgS.
She is ge,tting her
butter from Denmark. That has caused
Danjsh butter to gOo up 2s. OIr 3s. above
the normal price. That is the position in
Europe. A bout. five weeks ago a paragraph appeared in. the World's News to
the effect that butter will be 5s. per lb.
in Great Britain before the end 'Of the
present EUlope,an winter. Those who demand the world's parity for wheat will
demand the same parity for butter. Some
remedy must be provided. The people
ha.ve to ~exist. The profits must nDt all
go to a few people. We must decide what
prices shall be paid for necessarie.s that
we consume. We are prepared to give
reasonable profits, hut there must be fair
pl'ay inside our 'Own markets. The whole
coat of production must be taken into
considera,tion. The trouble is that the'
market is handed over to the speculator.
The farmer, no less than the consumer. is
cl'U'flhed by the· speculator. Many far:rn'ers
would not ha-ve gone into the Wheat Pool
had it not been ror the speculator outside. They were foreed into it for' their
own protection. We want to be with the
farmel's in hunting out the middlemen,
who· rjde oa the ba,cks of the' producers
nnd consumers alike. Look at the extraordinary price of meat. Pork costs, retail, 2s. a ~b. Why has pork gone up.
tGl tha,t pnce ~ Is it because pork is
s~arc.e ~ On the contrary, there are more
pIgs In the country to-day than ever there
were. There is more pork OUi the hoof
than ever hefo;re, with the iexception of
one year, and. in that year' pork sold at
from 5d. to 6d. a lb. There were only
s?me 600,000 pigs in the country at th~.t
tIme. Now, when pork retails at 2s. a lb.,
and bacon at 29. 6d. or 3,s. a lb., we find
that there are- mOTe than 1,000,000 pi~
in Australia. The Fair Profits Co~
mission fixed the price' or bacon, whQlesale, at Is. lId. seven w€)eks ago and a.
fortn.i~ht or three weeks la1>~r" they put
the pr1 ce up to Is. 11!d. Wliat will pork
Mr. Prendergast.
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and ba.co.n. goO up to when there is a..
higger ~ema.ud f0'1;" them. in other parts of
the world 7 Cold storage is goirag to hold
up the me rut price. Ships fitted with cold
storage for the Australian trade aI"ff being
built by the score. They will take the,
meat away. That will have the effect of
sending up th,e price and the poop1e who
halVe the meat cornerea will ma.ke the,
profit. Is it not a r~asonable· thing for
the farmel's to meet us in a fair spirit?
If they will do that and insure the
means of existence to our ·own people', we
will help them tOo get markets jn other
parts of tb.e world. To turn back to the
butter question. In 1917'-18 we exported
from Victoria 24,323,648 lbs. of butter,
valued at £1,664,299; in 1918-19 we exported 23,969,104 lbs., valued at
£1,860,415; and in 1919-20, 24,170,.187
lbs., valued at £2,089,296. Butter goes
up 6d. a lb., a,nd we are s.ending btltter
away in huge quantities to keep the price
up. We are told that it is necessary to
retain the Eastern market. W fa do that
at the expense of the whole community.
We are told when we are short of butter
here, that butter cannot be kept 'back
because of our ma,rket in some (}ther part
of the world. The only way we ·shall ever
get over this difficulty is by those who
represent th,e producers meeting the consumers in the matter. It should be possible for both producer and. consumer to
get· what they want. I now come to the
question of silos. 'Wher.e do the Government stand .as liegards the storage of
wheat and bags for wheat?
The Gov8'l'nme~-t have promised silos fo1"' three
years~ The Government made the stateme'nt U' good while back that the first silos
would be erected" about November of the
thon year.
Mr. OMAN ~-We made money by not
constructing them.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-If the Minister means by making mo~y," refraining
from spending money, it is all right.. A
man w.hQ eats only half or his breakfast,
when he really' wants a full breakfast,
may claim that he has saved half' of his
breakfast. The silos that were ,promised
have' not been constructed. Tenders ware
ca'Iled for,. and we were told that the silos
Then we
were· to be gone on with.
hearrd that the. Government vroulid not go
on with them. Sometim;e afterwards. it
was . stated tha-t the' Metcalf . Company
would build the silos. Then it was said
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.that .they would not do. so. The New
South Wales Government have gone on
with their silo scheme, and there will
8hortly be sufficient silos in that State to
ho.ld 12,000,000 bushels of wheat. Bags
cost Is. each, and according to the present
Minister of La.nds, who was formerly Minister of Agriculture, it is a gr~at thing
to g,et baok l~d. per bag.
Mr. OMAN.-! showed that 13s. a dozen
could be paid for bags without losing
anything.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Minister
is the kind of ma.n to go out to the racecourse and claim to take down the exponent of ihe three-card trick.
When
bags could have been obtained cheaply in
this State, he let them go. Afterwards he
told the farmers they ought to have bought
them themselves.
Mr. OMAN.-Anyhow, we .are just now
distributing what we made o.ut of bags
to the farmel'l.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The whole
position is this; If the Government cannot gJet the bags what are they going to
do~. We never know whether the bags
are .() btainable. So 'many of the peoples
of the world are going in for the handling of gra:in in bulk that Victoria will
have to come into line or be left behind.
We shall not get as chea'P freight as
nations handling grain in bulk are getting. The Government have been sadly
neglectful in not constructing silos.
Mr. OMAN.-Experiencewill probably
show th,e reverse.
Mr. PRENDERGA'ST.-Had the Government had the courage to, do what the
New South Wales Go.vernment' have done,
we should have had silos now. A price
was fixed and tenders were called for.
The contrac.t price was co.nsiderablyabove
what the Government were prepared to.
pay. When the Storey Government came
into office in New SOouth Wales, the contract figures for the construction of silos
were £1,187,000.
They immediately
abolished the contract and went in for
direct labour.
They expect to have the
silos constructed for about £950,000,
thus saving nearly £250,000.
Had
the VictOorian Government been courageous enough to build silos by direct
'labour, they would have been in the same
happy position. I now wish to ref-erto
a statement made hy a member of . the
'great Nationalist party, named McGregor,
at Ad'elaide. He said that 'they expected
£80,000,000 f.ortJreir wool crop this year.
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Mr. OMAN.-They will be sllldly disappointed, I think.
Mr.
PRENDERGAST. - But,
he
added, they would be th:a.n.kful if th,.ey
could get £25,000,000. Why 1 Because
the handling of the wool has been a diiBgrace to the world.
Proba,bly over
3,000,000 tales are held up. A s~e was
held the other day, and the top price
obtained '\V·as 42d. That was for a certain grade of wool. Other wool was then
wi.thdrawn . in !order to prevent priooo
coming down, till the a,verage·was lower.
Mr. OMAN.-YOU can have all mine
this year at 17 d.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Minister
is lucky. If I could ha,ve had all his
wool about t,wenty years ago it would not
have been much. The wOool-grower is in
an awkward fix, because of the methods
of the ,disposal of wool. PeOople are, as
far as possibl~, not buying more clothes.
Had the wool. been allowed to go
at a ,small profit on the price it
cost, which was 1s. 3id., things would
have beffil different. We had 2,000,00()
bales of wool ca.rried over from la::;t year_
Why, then, were, we short of wool ~ We
cannot get wOoollen clothes, except at III
very high price, and the prices are going
up all the time. Our soldiers c~n make
good m.a.terial at 15s. and 16s. a yard.
That price is high, cOlffipared with the
prices of former years, but is reasonable
'when compared with other p\rices. The
material the soldiers make is very good,.
and they ·have forty or fifty patterns~
'Some, like the Ballarat Woollen Mills, get
low-priced wool. They paid 12d., l3d. ,.
an-d 16d. the last year of the Pool, and
-they took fine care to make all the pr.ofit
they could; but we could not get cheB.iP
cloth€s. I cannot get a suit of clothes
unless I pay nearly twice what I would
have paid in 1913 and 1914, some of
which, of course, goes to pay labour. The
pastoralists have been doing well, and are
still doing well; but the speculators are
doing better still. I ha.ve, here a deliberate statement in oonnexion with teaOwing to the over supply in London, the India
Tea Association recommend planters to reduce
their output for 1920 to 90 per cent. of the
·average for the p8ist five years, and 80 pel:
cent. for 1921.

Thia is done· to keep up the price, and it
is ll'othing but cri:niinal conduct. I remeIJiber that when the war was on,
·ct "Billy"
Hughes went to Ha,.rcourt~
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Their profits, allowing for the deductions
mentioned, could not have amounted to
their apples, and he said that they ought less than £10,000,000 in one year, and
to cut back their trees so that there would yet we have to pay from 10d. to Is. for a
not be '50' many aplples on them. I do not reel of cot'bon that used to cost something
know how we are going to fare' for sugar. like 4d. to 6d.
In 1919 they declared
The ordinary consumer cannot ge,t sugar a dividend of 40 pelr cent., and it is no
to make jam, but the jalffi manufacturers wonder that the £1 shar&.s are worth £10.
can ge,t abundance of it. I know that the The Treasurer has just come into the
Minister of Agriculture, at the last Show chamber, and I am glad to see him, for
of the Royal Agricultural Socie,ty, said I want to have a heart-to-heart talk with
that some' of our farmers had sent Home him concerning the boarded-out children.
stuff that -was not fit to put on the mar- I hc,pe his party will not supporrt him in
ket. They belong to the. class who voted his refusal to incre1asel the allowance to
for him at the last election, and hel will lOs. He refuses becausel he says it win
take no actio'll to prevent them fr·om put- cost £30,000. It means tha.t he will not
ting rotten jalIIi' on the London marke,t. do anything to keep these children alive
The prices of silk here are very high, because it me'ans extra expense. That is
although the bottom has fallen out, of the a doctrine that any man should be
Yokohama market. A telegram of the ashamed of. The Government went to a
lot of trouble to get anothe,r place to back
28th Octobe·r statesThe Yokohama silk exchange closed yester- thelm up. The proposal to i.norease· the
day, when prices dropped below the minimum allowance to lOs. was negatived in this
fixed by the buying syndicate.
Bouse by twenty-seven to twenty-three
They bought all they- wanted, and then vetes, and by nine to eight in another
the nrice of silk went down. We can ge·t place.
The Government will have to
none of it at half the price. We see silk change the,ir attitude.
The Treasurer,
shirts sold here at as much as 50s. which must not be allowed too declare the policy
were formerly retailed at about £1. of ,the Government in these matters reObviously, there, is a Ring at work. The ga.rdJess of humanity.
people are laughing at Parliament for its
Mr. MCPHERsoN.-We are. just as
de'Claration of incompetency to deal with humane as you are, and a good deal more
this question. Ootton in Great Britain a so.
month ago was 8d. a lb., and a week after:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That can only
wards wa1s reduced 30 points. The farmers be judged by actions.
of America. have, declared that they will
Mr. MCPHERSON.-I will put my acnot sell at less than Is. 8d., owing to the tions against yours any day.
cost of prod'.lction. Still the priGe is Sd. in
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I should be
Great Britain, and cotton goods are dearer ashamed t9 have this action attributed to
than ever. Cot.ton was 19d. a lb. when the rr~e.
'war finished, but the price went up to
l\1r. MCPHERSON.-You are not fair in
3f:,. or so. I agree with Professor Atkin- representing the thing.
son, who in one of his lecture·s stated that
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Tre1asurer
cotton is an essential pOlrtion of human
clothing. I would soone,r see' our people has brought into Parliament only the
dressed in the fine. qualities of woo,l such e,thics of his business. I would not think
as Foy and Gibson use in their manufac- them very high from what I know of ~im.
tures, which are as fine as anything made. I do not wish to say anything more on
The cotton industry will become a great the question of boarded-out children, exone he,re ye,t. It is strange that we cari- cept that the argument whi.ch the Gonot get cheap cottOIl, although the bot- vernment use is not sufficient, in my
tom has fallen out of the cotton market. opinion, to .convince anybody that there
It is interesting to relad the struggles of should not be an increase in the amount
J. and P. Coats Limited to keep the wolf pai,d for the maintenance of these
e,".vay from the door. A cable frolffi' Lon- children. It is a question really of how
don, dated 4th November, statesmuch is required for this purpose, and
It is announced that the net profits of J. the money that is required will have to
and P. Coats Limited, cotton manufaoturers, be found. It is not a questi{)U of how
last year, aHer having deducted depreciation,
excess profits, duty, and corporation' tax, much the total cost is, and then stopping because the amount comes to so
amounted to £4,164,894.
grOowers asked him tOo get a market for
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Any pro'vision that withholds something from the stomachs
and the backs and the feet of the
children is not sufficient, and no answer
by the Treasurer that the amount cannot
be increased will be satisfactory. Such
a condition of things should not be tolerate-d, in this House, at all events. There
is another matter I wish to refer to. I
was at a dinner the other night where a
. statement was made, I understand, on
behalf of the 'Government. It was stated,
"I think I can promise that you will
have your superannuation -before twelve
months." The honorable gentleman will
re'collect that statem:i.ent, which was made
by an e,x-Minister, whOi was sitting alongside the Premier at the time. I am desirous of knowing in what way the Government propose to carry out that proposal. Of course, I may be seeking information a little in advance, but it may
be wise, -on the part of the Government,
to let it be known what their intentions
are, because a great deal of anxiety has
been displayed on this question. Not
only one, but several claims have been
made with regard to superannuation for
the Public Service. I should like to
know on wha t grounds the proposed
Bcheme is to be built up. For instance,
I see one way in which a fund could be
obtained inconnexion with insurance. I
have already dealt with the question of
insurance, and recently pointed out some
important facts in connexion with the
matter. In Queensland, where the State
Se~ce is insured to the same extent a-s
here, what costs £5 here is done
for £2 8s. in Queensland.
That
is seen by contrasting the amount which
is paid to private enterprisel for
insurance with what is pa.id to the Government office for the. same class
I have
of insuranre in Queensland.
Dot obtained these f3!cts from any source
which may be questioned. The source is
the Public Service itself. They sent a
man to Queensland to inquire, and he
brought back information to the effect
that the cost of insurance in Queensland'
is practically half of what it is in Victoria. That is one of the ways of meeting the expenditure that wouid be necesi3ary. Huge profits are made by privat~
~mterprise in various 'kinds of insurance.
Take, for instance, all forms of insurance. excepting life insurance, such as'
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fire insurance, 'fidelity insurance, .marine
insurance, accident insurance, and other
forms of insurance. The income from
all these sources comes to a very large
amount, and the proportion that has been
paid out for losses has been -about the
same for twenty-six or twenty-seven
years in this State. In 1918 the amount
paid for these various forms of insurance, except life insurance, rame to about
£1,800,000 in round figures, and the
amount of the 108se1s that had to be met
during the year out of that sum was
£460,000. Those figures are taken from
. the Victorian :y ear-Boole, and the information is available to anyone. The
figures lin the :y ea'r-Book are given fOil'
the last five years, but by referring back
to past years the complete figures can be
obtained, and these will be found to corroborate what I have stated, Huge profits exist theTe. If the Government were
to enlarge the State Insuranceoffioo for
the - purpose of carrying out various
forms of insurance, instead of the profits
being £8,000 as they are at present in
competition with other offices, the amount
would be more likely what it is in
Queensland, where there is a net income
of over £100,000. There are huge profits
there awaiting somebody to tap on behalf
Those who do not like
of the State.
direct taxation upon their land and income, and who are looking round for new
sources of revenue, may well direct their
attention to the huge profits that are being made by -private enterprise in
connexion with insurance.
The bulk
of those _ profits are not distributed
in this community,but go to other
communities throughout the world.
In the first place, premiums amount to
£1,800,000. £700,000 goes in dividend:3
and profits, £700,000 is the- cost of
management, and the losses a.mount to£400,000.
In that way the £1,800,000
is divided up. The State must gOl in fOIl
this kind of business if the GOIvernment
a re determined to avoid dired ta..xa,tion,
which is already hitting a. grea,t many
people very heavily, though of cours"e
those who have big incomes should pa.y
it. More democratic Gove1rnments than
the Victorian Government are looking
for prOifits from insurance and othe-r
classes of business to obviate the necessity fO'r increased taxation, and if the
Government were to embark on the lllsura.noo business, taxation could b&
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largely reduced. In 1907 or 1908, I was
a representative ·of the N.orth Melbourne
Council on the Munieipal Assooia..tion.
'Ve had a. return prepared, which showed
tha.t in ten years all the municipal conn·
eils of Victoria paid to p~ivate insurance
oompanies £12,000 in tire insurance pl"emiums, and tha.t during that period they
only drew £2,000 for losses. There was
a profit of £10,000 there. In the same
period they paid between £10,000 and
£11,000 iOir fidelity insurance, and all
the insurance cOtlIlpanies had to meet as
losses in that connexion was £1,800.
Nearly £24,000 was paid to them altogether, and they paid out Ims than
£4,-000. The fanners wanted. to go in
for the' insurance business by means of
their cOl-operative company, but the private insurance companies went against
them and d.enied them the right O'f reinsurance. They pn~lVented the farm-ers
getting tha.t which they claimed, and it
was only, I make bold to say that, as a
result of dehates that tonk place in this
House, thel farme'rs weire afterwards ena.hled to get som.e Oof the advantages that
the privatel comp.anies tried to keep from
th~m in thel first .ip~ace.
TEe very same
th1ng occurred In cOonnexiolJl with the
Wheat Comur.a..ision, on which o-riginally
the farm'ers were not represented. In."C.onnexiou with eve,ry claim thely made, they
were up against private enterprise, which
held them ba,ck, and increased the cost
to them. Had the farme,rs combined
years before, they would have obtained
representation on the Oommission.
Mr. OMAN.-The Commission carried
all its own insurance in the early stages.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-One of the
tnembeTS of th~. present Government, and
two or three other hOl11orable members
complained from the Minsterial corn~
that the Farme,rs' COl-operative Association ccmld no,t' do insnrance business :because of the .action of the private companies.
Mr .. SLATER.-Thel"e was direct actioal
on the part of the insurance companies. Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There was f;l
little game to prevent the farmers insuring .at the same ra.te as previously. The
same thing occnrred w h€l11. the farmers
wanted tOo co-o'P'e,rate for the purpose of
handling the wheat.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fifzroy).-They
welre not aUQfWed to do that under the
oi"iginal Act.
. Mr. PRENDERGAST.-'¥e had to
take ~Ctj,OI11 in this Ho use to enable them
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to 'handle the wheat business. We are
e()mpeUed to fight the grea,t rings, trusts
a.nd monopolies, and if the m.embers of
the Farmers Union party want to
slIicoeed 'in getting anything for those
whom they represent they will have to
j.oin with us in nghting those organizations. Of corurse, they may take an easy
way out of the difficulty by agreeing
with the Government and pJaoing all
r.esponsibility on the shoulders of the Government, but if they ~o that kind of
thing, at subsequent eJeoCtlons the farmers
will show a great anxiety to change th~
f« othe,r representatives. A letter which
I received froom a relturned soldier tOO
OIther day, sta,ting the position taken up
by the Department when a returned
man applies for land, astounded me. It
is as follows:Allambee, Yarragon, October 5, 1920.
DeaT Sir.-I am writing a few lines to give
what may be a little information for your use
during "t:he forthcoming election campaign.

As the election is now over, it cannot be
tha,t I am :reading this for electioneenng purpose&-

sai~

.It should be of special interest to returned
soldiers who are· settled on the land, or who
intend to do so. It is this: Every returned
80ldier who applies .for a quali:fi.c3Jtion certificate has to take wit.h him at least three references from people of the district where he i!;
knowD, and ;also one from the shire secretary
or local repatria.tion 'eommoi1n;ee-four in all
at least.

A.pparently the fact that he went to the
war is not sufficient.
!Settlers who are not returned men aTe not
required to take these references to any ou~
a.t any ti,me when they apply for .land. I consider the above is a grave refieciion on the
moral character of the soldiers, even though
they are assisted to acquire a holding on which
to live by the St3Jte or Oommonwealth.
It.
is only recently, on my applicatio~ for a
qualification certificate, tha.t the foregomg cameto my knowledge. I might add that when I
obtained land .from the Oloser Settlement
Board, about ten years ago,. no such references.
were needed' also that durmg my absences at,
the Front, 'from 1914-UH5 at New Guinea,
a.nd 1915-I!H9, at Egypt, Gallip01i, and France,.
interest w.as charged by the Hoard and also
rates by the local council,· the result being
that I surrendered that particular holding,
hence my application for a certificate to enableme to get another' one. Hoping the ,above may
be of use to you,
I remain, yours sincerely,
M. M. SMITH.

Red-tapeism of_that kin~ should be.
abolished., I W1sh. to lIlientloR a health
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matter" in its relationship tOI the country possessed 2,523,038 horses, 12,807,244 c3lttle,
·d:iStricts. After the influenza epidemic,. and. 87,082,325 sheep. In the' case of both
horses and cattle the totals constituted a re'paren~ oc O'ther r€'latives of patients
cord. With regard to sheep,. the census gave
residing in the' metropolis we're not the highest total since 19.11, when the figure
mulcted. in damages or ooets for the was 9a,003,521. In 1891, however, there were
tr€atm'ent of the patients. The resPO'nsi- no fewer than 106,421,068 sheep in Auatralia;.
• hility was shouldered by the Government Pig breeding has not made the same strides as
:and the councils under a special provision cattle raising. and horse breeding.
'in an Act of Parliament, but in the counMr. OLD.-What was the price of mut'try districts, in caBes of infectious disease, ton when there were 106,000,000 sheep in
.a council may go to Oourt and recover Australia?
"from a person the cost of treating a deMr. PRENJ)ERGAST~.-.Tust about
pendant O'f that persOiD..
In some cases the same as it was when there were conthat has been done. I hope the Minister siderably fewer Bheep. In 1913 the 'price
()f Lands will not deny that. that has oc- ~as about half what it is now and in
reurred. because if he does he will put me 1910, or one of the bad yea.rs" when there
,to the painful necessity ·of having. to read we'l'eJ oO'llside'l'ably. fewer sheep, mutton
was half the'lprioo it is to-day. There were
:a letter from the Health Department.
·Mr. OMAN.-If, you have got docu- 912,826 tpigs in Australia at the end O'f
1918, while ten years ago the number exmentary proof, it is no USe denying it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-To show how ceeded 1,000,000. Pigs have decreased
the number of stock has grown, I will in Victoria, a.C'cording to' officia,l figures
<Iuote from a return dated 20th October, that take us up. to 1919, by 70,000, and
1919) and supplied by" the Gover:,nment have increased in Australia by 150,000.
Statist's Office, The retuI"p. for thIS year Yet pork has doubled. in price .. It apis not availa,ble.
In 1913 there were pears to' he the case, that, the greater the
11,892,000 sheep and lambs in the coun- quantity of an article, the dearer it becomes.
try. In 191.9 there were 15,773,000,. and
Mr. OLD.-The statistics quoted by the
I am told that the position this year is
honO'rahl,e member with regard to mutton
very little different.
and lamb do not bea.r out that statement.
Mr. Or,D.-A lot of those sheep and
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-In 1913 mutlambB had been sent over from New
ton was 3d. and lamb 6d. a lb. To-day
South Wales for agistment purposes.
there are rr..:illions more· sheep and lambs,
Mr. PRE,NDERlGAST.-There is a and the meat has more· tha.n doubled in
-considerably lar.gernumber of sheep and . price.
lambs in the State· now, though the prices
Mr. BEARDXORE.-You do not state
-of mutton and lamb range from 5d. to 18. that it costs tens of thousands O'f l)ounds
a Ib., than there was at the· time when to keep the sheep and lambs alive.
mutton was 3d. a lb .. and lamb was 6d.
Mr. PRENDERGAST, - What has
per lb. Evidently th,e fact tha,t there that to do with it 1 The hOlllorable memis .a large quantity O'f meat in a ber for Benambra is introducing King
.~ountry does not materially lower its Charles's head -into the argument. I supprice;. in fact, it seems to send its price pose the rain was insufficient, and lesa
up. In 1913 there were 240,000 pigs in grass was grO'wn last ye.ar than was grown
Victoria, and pork was 6d. or 7d. a Ib.- ten years ago.
:8d. at the outside; in fact, for some pork
Mr. B'EARDMoRE.-There was no r.ain in
the price wa.s as low as 4d. and 5d., some parts of the State last year.
and the pric.e fO'r "choppers" was
Mr. PRENDERGA8T.-We had cerless.
In 1914 there were- 268,000 tain proposed legislation before us repigs ill Victoria, but pork 'was d.ouble the oently in cO'nnenon with houses·, and,
price that jt was in 1913. On the 27th. comenting uporn it, one! gentleman, the
'September last the Age saidOha.innan of the Melbourne and MetroOne thirrg' the Commonwealth has to be politan Board of W orks, showed a great
i;hanldul for is that its: flocks and herds, of deal. of ingenuity in his enclea.vour to
late years,. have been steadily increasing, even prove that the,re were considerably: more
though the popUlation of the States has remained almost stagnant. When the last stock houses in. the State to-day than the neople
He ·atated· tha.t there
-census was taken for the year ended 31st De- have need for.
cember, 1918, it was shown that Australia should be a. surplus of 7,137 houses. The
o
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fact of the matter is that th€/re is no surplus a.t all, and there neve,r will be until
the Government legislate in the direction of acquiring power to themselves to'
house those people who to-,dav are without home'S of their own. Notwithstanding
any stat€iffient to' the contrary made by
the Chairman of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works, there is a
grea,t 'scarcity of houses, and this makes
it possible for landlords to extort enormous rents from their tenants. I now wjsh
to re,ved tQi the question of the vote cast
at the e.}ectiQin. In e,leven sea,ts conteated.
by the Labour party we had 15,169 more
of a majority than at the previous election. My own majority was doubled, and
in othe'r case,s where previous Iffiajorities
had be,en 600, or 700, or 1,000, majorities
0.£ from 2,000 to 3,000 were registered.
This shows not only that the Labour
movement has succeeded in retaining
the confidence of Labour electorates, but
that the confidence of the electora has been
incre'ased. W,e ha,ve added to our numbers at the expense of the GQive~nment,
who lost twO' Ministe~rs at our hands.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-It is witli' some
diffidence that I, as a new member, rise
to speak sO' early in this debate. However, circu!Illstances over which I have no
control make it n€ICessary that I should
avail m~seH of the ,present opportunity
of speaklllg, and I do SQ in the interests
of ~y constituent31. During the recent
e,lectiQins I dealt empha,tically with a
number of subjects. The first matter I
propose to' touch upon to-night is tha,t of
food prices. The F'armers Union have
been .branded by their O'pponents as a
grasplllg, selfish, and inoonsid€lrate crO'wd
whO' are, out tQl grab all they can fQir themse,lv€s, regardless O'f anyone else.
The people whOl say these things dOl
not know what they are talking ahout.
If th~ would read what we have to say,
and .1udge for themselves instead of taking the opinion of O'thers, they would perhaps, arrive at a Iffiore correct view ~ the
position. On this question of food prices
I maintain tha,t the British Government
have taken up the proper attitude.
Whilst the British farmer rece,ived 15s.
and up to 16s. a bushe,l fOor his wheat, the
GOovernment never allowed bread to rise
above Is. the 4-lb. loaf. The difference
between the ,price of wheat and the cost
Oof t,he loaf was paid out of general revenue, and it coot the ,British Government
from £50,000,'000 to £60,000,000 per
annum to keep the loaf at this price. I
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.maintain that the fixation of the price of
wheat at 9s. per bushel in Australia today 'is causing the greatest apprehensiOon~
not only to farmers, but also tQl consumers.
The consumers are faced with an increase
in the price of bread, and they are afraid
that, as a result Oof the advent of a num-'
bel' of farmers in this HOouse, the price
will go up still higher. 1 want to take
the earliest olPportunity of assuring these
people that the farmers are not OIUt to
bea.tanybody in a poo["er positiOon than
they themse,lves are in. We are out to
give a fair deal. Nine, shillings a bushel
fbr wheat may prove to be a better price
than the farmers wou1d have got on the
a verage for the ye,ar if they relied on the
world's parity. We do not wish to have
that at the expense 0'£ the, oommunity.
As long as the prioe is below the world's
parity. the consumers will be satisfied.
But when the world's ,parity falls below
9s. a bushel, there will be trouble. The
farmers are Oonlv a, small section of the
community. There are only 50,000 of us
all told who !1re growing wheat in Victoria. I feel that in all fairness we
should be allowed to ge,t the full world's
parity.
Mr. WARDE.-Are the fa,rmers prepared
to take less than 9s. when the world's
parity is lOowe,r than that amO'unt 1
Mr. WETTENHAL,L.-Ye's, if we get
more when the parity is higher.
Mr. OMAN .---':Tne Gove'rnm:. ent hav~
bought the wheat fDr twelve months.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Do I unde~
stand that the Government have bought
next year's supDly of whe,at'
Mr. OMAN.-The whole of the States
have agreed to purchase this year's supply
at the fixed price.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Then it is useless fOor me to say anything more about the
matter. But when the time COomes that
the peOople will say. the Government nave
paid too much, d'o not blame the farmers.
I beg to be excused from having anything
tOo dD with it. When the trouble comes
alOong, the .government can carry that
bahy. Durlllg the elections there were
tWD pa.ramount issues in the country-decentralization and increased production.
My electorate of LOIWan is particularly
concerned with the development of Portland. I aOo nQit know Qif any factor in this
State which should have a better influence
than the development Df Portland harbor.
This is a matter that has made a brave
show in the political shop window at
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every election for the last twenty years. maintain that the country people should
The sincerity of each succeeding Govern- be treated as liberally as possible. When
ment has been found wanting. They have membeDs talk of the University and the
put this particular polit,ical gaI'lIllent into money that should be spent on it, I hope
the drawer with plenty of moth-ball, and they will not forget the outback schools.
brought it out again at the next elec- During my election campaign I found a
tion. But something must be done. Dur- case where there were three families
ing the first seventeen years of this century-that is to say, from 1900 to 1917- with seven childr€lll of school age,
the population of Victo["ia, increased hy and the ne,arest school was ten
The men were open229,000. Of this number 22,7,000 never miles away.
got beyond Melbo,urne. When we con- ing up new Mallee-turning the wildersider that in adaition to Melbourne there ness into good agricultural reproductive
are cities like Bendigo, Ballarat, Geelong, land. The best they could get from the
and Warrnambool, it will be seen that Educa,tion Department towards educating
very few of that 229,000 got into the their children was the sum of £50 fOor
the year. The point is nOot SoQl much that
~ountry. As a matter of fact, the people
have been going off the land and flockmg a man should Ie-ave the, land under these
into the cities. In moving the adO'ption conditions, but whether he is justified
.of the Address-in-Reply, the honorable in remaining in such a place unless
member fO'r St. Kilda referred to the edu- he ge,ts a fair delal fOor his chili!ation question. He suggested increased dren. I say he is not. Education, and
allowances to the UniversIty of Mel- that aspec( of it, is a lIIi.Ost important
bourne. Anything that will improve factor, not only in getting men to go on
education in this country is beneficial. the land, but, of still more importance,
The question arises as to how we can most in keeping them there. There are dozens
beneficially spend money on educatiO'n. I of men in !1:elbourne, Ballarat and Geehave travelled through the back-blocks of land, who, like myself, had to leave their
this State from one end t·o anothe'r, and, holdings in the prime- of life, Oon account
in my opinion, the conditions under of their children's education. That is
which children are being educated in our not to the credit of the Government.
()utback schools are a disgrace to the com- Greater consideration mu.st be given to
munity. Every country member is pes- the question of country scJ?ools. Another
tered with letters on the subject. I have question is the development of Portland
received four such letters since I have frOom the farmers' point of view. Portbee~ in this HOouse. Schools built for a land is practically the natural harbor for
dozen Oor twenty children have forty or half the whea.t grown in the State.
more children in them. Desks that are Thousands of tOons of wheat and other
forty oc fifty years old are still in use. produce a,re beling haul~d forty-seve,;u
Country children have to walk 4 or 5 miles further oveT the raIlways than IS
miles, 0[" perhaps ride or drive 6 or 7 necessary.
That is not economy 1 but
miles to school. They arrive feeling SOome- waste. The develOopment of Portland has
what jaded, and they have. nO' rest for been played with long enoQlugh. We, were
their backs. It would be a SImple matter told recently at' a meeting called at Horto re-,arrange the desks in order t? pro- shatm for the purpose of de,veloping POortvide a de,cent rest for the chIldren. land, by a representative of the GovernThe proper ventilation and lighting of ment, whom I had the honour of
'Some of these schools ha ve been dis1placing, that the GoveTnment had
neglected,
and
this
IS
a
mat- built the line from ToolondOo to Caventer that should
not be delayed. dish to give the necessary connexion beI say that with all the emphasis I can tween the Wimmer a and its natural
because I am a sufferer myself. I had harbor. It was stated that the recomto leave my farm and 'bring my children mendations of the Parliamentary Into the city, because of that fact.
The quiry CO!llllIIi.ittele had b~e'en adopted,
little school within one mile 'of my farm and that the only thmg necessary
was shut down, and the children had to that remained was for the farmers
go to a school that was already crowded, t.o send their wheat thrOough.
At
and at which there was only one teacher. the same time Mr. Rodge_rs, representing
There are many schools like this.
I the Federal Government, said that if the
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mmers .sent their wheat to P·ortland in
the· name of the .Federal ·Gov'ernment he
would flee that -ships ,called to take it
away. The position is that .the wheat
has heen taken out of ~ur hands. It is
in the hands of the Mini~ter of Agriculture. We want to know how much 'of
our wheat is to go to Portland this year.
A start must he made, and .at least
3,000,000 bags .should go there.
:Mr. OMAN.-A request ha'S heen made
to the chartering 'agents to get options
for Portland, and if the Oommonwealth
Government will provide ships there we
shall find the wheat f.or them.
Mr. WETTENlIALL.--,Mr .. Rodgers
pr·omised that distinctly .at Horsham. I
want the assurance that the wheat will
be sent over the Toolondo to Cavendish line 'to prove' that it is a
wheat hne.
We 'werre told by the
railway autJ:lOrities that when sufament wheat went over the line ·it would'
be re-grac1ed. The tr.ain load is 2·70 tons,
and the railways authorities say that it
is more economical to take wheat from
Horsham via Arara.t to P·ortland than t.o
send it over that :line. That matter
should he righted. The Department is
running counter to the 'Government.
They .are putting every -0bstacle in the
way. I want to .see that it is put right
or to know the reas·on why.
Twelve
months ago 'a 'site w:als surveyed at East
N atimuk fora stack of wheat to be put
there to go over that line. Will that
wheat he sta·cked there?
Mr. OMAN.-The natural destination
. for that wheat is Portland, but it is not
correct to say that the whole of the Wimmera wheat should go to Portland.
Mr.
WE·TTENHALL.·- At
least
3,000,000 bags should go this year.
Mr. BAILEY.-WiJ:l the .Government
see that the wheat goes to Portland?
M'r. OMAN.-If the Commonwealth
will pr·ovide the ships we will fill them.
Mr. WET'TEN'HALL.-The Mini'ster's assurance should ·be sufficient. Then
theTe is the 'qoostion of the freight to
PO'rtland. ThepeopJ.e there have been
. told that they -shouLd get a move on over
this. Portlan.d is in this positiDn-that
by the incidence of the tapering rate and
. other railway charges, it is cheaper to
oond g00(!ls hom ,Oasooroon, Ooleraine a.:nd
other, p1wces ·to Gee1~ .a:nd i.Melb~mrne,
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than to send it thirty or .forty miles by
rail to Portland .and then by hoat. T.hetapering rate operates distinctly.,against.
Pordand. A ·concession of 2s. tid. a ton.
has been made, hut that is not half
enough. Wheat is ·cal'ried from Horsham to Willliams170wn for 12s. 4d. a t(i)D..
In the reckoning up, Williamstown is.
credited with being only 206 mil~ fronT.:
H'orsham. The wheat actually travels
227 miles, so that they are giving the
. port of Williamstown a twenty-one miles:
handicap over Portland. If the wheat
was carried io P.ortland· at the srume rare
per milel it would be 7s. 8d., instead of 9s ..
10d., and we would not want very much
assistance from the Government. It appears to me that the harbor of Portland
will not be properly developed until a.
Harbo·r Trust is constituted, such as controls the harbors of Melbourne and Geelong.
The people ha,ve a.ctually been
drawn away from Portland. It is necessary to return to Portland thel life blood
taken orut of it. We feel that we are
being imposed upon by having to pay the·
e,xt:l~a railway rate for -the forty~seven
miles.
Mr. W ARDE.-What is the differenceon the freight to Geelong?
Mr. WETTENHALL.-About ls. 3d ..
Mr. OMAN.--'-':The tapering rates were
instituted for the men who went out into·
Ouyen and other pla'ces.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Why should'
not the men who have ·gone outback have
the :right -to send their wheat to Portland.
for 7s.· Sd. or the ,same mileage Tate a"s
to Melbourne? I should like to see a
Harbor Tru.st constituted, and then there
wou1d be a· body who would spend the.
money wisely. I recently catme across:
some mod-ern methods
adopted in
America for ,doing aw.ay with break-waters. Therre are only thirty days in the
year .during which a ship cannot load
at ~he wharf, but that disa'bilitycan be
eaSIly removed. I hope to see the day
when Portland will be the Odessa
of Victoria, if not of Australia.
That is its ·birthright. A few years ago
the duty collected at Porlland amounted
to as much as £15,000 in a week. It is
now nothing. That is the result. of the
centTalizing policy adopted by .successive
Gmrernments. The .Ministrv, which ~aikes
this ~matter in hand, and tdErnel'O.'Ps .that.
outer 'Iport properrly wall OOd:n .th~·
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gratitude. of the, whole· Sta.t&. There. is
another aspect. of the matter. The mcrease· in tonnage and draught of oversea
vessels is such that the biggest liners cannot. ge1; into Melbourne and Geelong, and
there is a project of spending up to
£10 000,.000 in deep~ning the entrance- at
the ,.Heads and the channels leading to.
the- port of Melbourne.
At Portland,
however, we have an absolutely deep-sea
harbor, which will acoommodate the
higgeet. ships afloat to-day without any
further expenditure. If we farmers are
to get the cheapest freights to enable us
to compete in the world's market, we must
ha.ve the biggest ships afloat to call here
for our wheat, and that is what is at the'
hack of our interest in the development of
Portland. There is only one other matter
on which I feel it incumbent to speak, and
that is the storage of grain.
Many
people think that silos are only foll' wheat.
The bulk: system in Canada handles not
.only wheat, but maize, oats, peas, and
any other grain. A safe and efficient
system of storage is the very backbone of
our industry. At the beginning of 1911,
we had an unseasonable rain, and there.
was more wheat destroyed in January, or
early in February of that year, than
would have paid for the construction of
silos. Again, in the 1916-17 season we
had the mice and the weevil, and the
value of the wheat destroyed then was
again as great as the cost of cons~ucting
silos. Our whea.t was destroyed III those
years,by the rain, by the mice, and by the
weelVil, and goodness knows what we shall
have next. I say that it is criminal
neglect on the part' of this country to
delay the introduction of the bulk handling system. We have been urged to increase the production of wheat, and we
have done so, but we are tired of seeing
our wheat practically wasted after it has
boon delivered at the railway stations.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The Minister says
that you made money through the Go-·
'Vernment not constructing the silos.
Mr. WETT'ENHALL.-That may be
his idea" but it is certainly not mine. We
have seen this country run short of wheat.
In 1914, we had to import wheat from
the Argentine at 8s. per bushel. I dOl not
consider that, in any circumstances, this
State should be left without a safe and
adequate supply of bread in the foil"lll of
wheat. In a great number of instances
that wheat would have to be s.tored for
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nine-: months. The only efficient and safe
system of storing wheat t~-da.y is i,.n sil~.
Noske Brothers, in the WlIDmera, In SpIte
of the high cost' of construction, did not
hesitate to build .silos for 300,000 bushels
last year as a. business proposition. Those
silos at HQirsham and Nhill are a standing
reproach to the apathy of those who have
had control of this subj.ect.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-'The Government.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-N ot only one
Government, but the various GovernIllents in office for the last seven years.
I do hope that the matter will be takeu
up seriously .• so that when the farmer
grows wheat for the community, it will
not be wasted. I trust that the three
things to which I have drawn attention
will receive support, not from. one section
of members, but .from the whole house.
Mr. THOMAS.-Perhaps it would be
as well for me, as the newly elected member for Glenelg, in which the magnificent
port of pQirtland is situated, to say a word
at this juncture. First Qif all, I should
like to congratulate the honorable member
for Lowan on his fine broad-minded speech
---....:his maiden effort, I understand, in this
ChalIlibe·r. I cQingratulate the people who
returned such. an able representa,tive to
this House. I ha va been a. constant
reader of the debates in this Ohamber, and
therefore I pride myself on the fact tha.t
I am fully conversant wit.h i1:8 do~ngs up
to date. Outside it is 'credited with being
a Chamber in which there is much repetition, and I trust I will not fall into the
error myself of sa.ying things which former
speakers have sai,d.
Having dealt with
matters that pertain particularly to my
constituency, the last speaker lias cut a.
good deal of ground from beneath my
feet.
However, I desire to co·mmence
where he left off, and bring forward a
further argument why the port of Port-·
land should be at once developed. Speaking on the 20th July, thet Minister of
Mines is reported in lIansard to have
saidM:r. BARNES.-I shall deal with that before
I conclude. I have a full report from the Commissioners.
The number of trucks is undoubtedly €qual to the traffic. I am coming
now to the <!rux of the whole difficulty, and
that is that while we have sufficient trucks,·
we have not been able to deal with them, forthe simple reason that we have not the marshalling facilities tha-t we should have. We .
have not been able to deal with these trucks
expeditiously, and, consequently, congestion
and delays have occurred. The position may
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be put in a nutshell. The yards at Melbourne
can deal very satisfactorily with 4,000 loaded
trucks a day, but we· have been jambing in at
times 6,000 trucks a day. Honorable member·s
will recognise that the cure is not to jamb
in another 6,000 trucks, and if we had another
20,000 trucks, we should not be able to overcome the difficulties and the trouble that we
ha ve been experiencing.

Arguing on the basis of the very serious
shortage of trucks which we experienced
in the country during the past and previous se1asons, it appears to me to be a
sane proposition, and a very economic and
sensible thing to do to relieve the congestion at this end by utilizing to. the fullest
extent the facilities a.lready in existence
at Portland.
Without the expenditure
of a penny more 0'£ public money, we have
facilities there a,t E'fesent for de1aling with
a hund,erd loaded trucks daily. On a
15-ton lo.ading basis, that means I',500
tons a day. I want honorable members
to remember that already close on
£100,000 has been spent at Portland in
the erection of a very fine pier. At the
end of the pier is an elevated platform
which will store 94,000 bags of wheat.
As the member for that port, I am asking
that the facilities existing there shall be
utilized, and thereby ease the cQlD.gestion
in rolling-stock.
If 100 trucks can be
dealt with daily with the present facilities,
surely it is apparent to. honorable members that it would almost satisfy local requirements without the necessity for
bringing the trucks from this part 0'£ V ictoria at all. As the last speaker said,
vessels of the deepest draught can be accommodated at Portland to-day. There is
from 39 to 42 feet of water th·ere. Therefore, I ask the House to favorably consider the proposal to begin loading wheat
at Portland immediately.
Honorable
members have interjected that the people
of Portland should get a move on. We
are doing so. We are awakening. We
have been politically and commercially
killed, and financially slain again and
again, but no longer will we tolerate and
endure it.
I am pleased to see that,
among the members of the Farmers party,
there are men who will stand by us in the
ma.tter.
I trust that, before very long,
'we shall have sotlliething de1finite to reIP'Ofl't
to the people as to the advancement of
Portland, and that we may be able to tell
them with truth this time, tnat at last
they have CQime into their own. I am
not dealing with the matter from a paroMr. Thomas.
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chial or parish-pump point of view. We
are only asking fDr our own. There we
are close tOo the wheat-growing areas, and
what is the use of spending £100,000 on
a new pier if the port is not to be used ~
From the time the pier was oOompleted
until now, it has not earned 1s. in interest
on the cost.
Mr. HANNAH.-That is what the Government are doing in connexion with
many matters.
Mr. THOMAS.-I shall not dispute
that; but surely that is a clear instance of
the injudicious expenditure of public
money. I hOope we shall rectify that before long. Speaking from memory, and
subject tOI correction, I believe it was on
the 25th September, 1917, that the principle of bulk handling of wheat was
affirmed in this chamber; and the first
step towards carrying Oout that principle
was to be the erection of silos in various
pa.rts of the State'. NQithing, however~
has heen done in this directiOon.
Mr. BAILEY.-There were to be silos at
Portland.
Mr. THOMAS.-This was a matter
that prevented me from winning the seat
three years ago.
Mr. ROGERS.-You are about £200 in
pocket.
Mr. THOMAS.-When the proper tim&
cOomes I hope to be ahle to clinch my a.rgu.
ments with regard to, the handling of
wheat in bulk. I believe growers would
save £1,000 on e,very 7,000-ton ship
loaded under that system. Although the
House affirmed the principle in 1917, we
are now in the year 1920 without effect
having been given tQi it. I have been invited by interjection to believe that it is
the fault of the farmers that nothing h~
been done. I, however, charge the Go'vernment with the most deplorable apathy
in this connexion. 1 should like to inform honOorable members that I am a
dinkum farmer, and the man who follows
that occupation has no troubles with
which I am not familiar. If the installation of the bulk handling of wheat had
been proceeded with. most of the farmers~ould have had considerably p'reater bankl~g accounts than they have at the present
tune.
Mr. BAILEY.-If Metcalf and Company
could have got the contract the silos would
have been erected.
Mr. THOMAS.-I did not want tv
tread on anybody's corns.
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Mr. BAILEY.-Do not be afraid of that
ill this House.

Mr. THOMAS.-I am hopeful that we
I
am p,leased to see so many practical men
in this House. 1\1y first impressions of
Parliament have nOot been satisfactory. I
have taken a dee,p interest in the proceedings up to the present time, but I have
nOoticed many peculiar things since Parliament has o.pened.
Mr. BAILEY.-One is that the Government benches are n9'W empty.
Mr. THOMAS.-Yes, that is one ef
them. I have noticed that returned diggers are promin.ent in all parts of this
HQuse. As a father of soldiers their prominence appeals to me. 1 have a warm
cOorner in my heart fOor men whom I see
wearing the returned soldiers' hadge. I
want tOo call ,attention to. one matter. It
may be presumptuous on my part to do so,
and I hope that ~ame o.ther honorable
member who' is mOore seasoned will drive
haillle the PQint I want to make. In the
first division which took place in this
Hause I nOoticed that in the list appeared
the names of Lt.-Colonel Bourchier and
:Major Baird. The honorable member for
Prahran, whQ held the rank Qf captain,
appeared- simply as Mr. Parker.
Mr. WEBBER.-He is a Labaur man.
Mr. THOMAS.-But what abQut Private Slater and other privates whQm I see
in this Hause ~ I want to, say, as one who
did all that he eQuId' when the war was
on, that we should, norw that the saund of
the guns has ceased, drop all these titles.
1lve should place these military title::: in
temporary oblivion, at any rate.
I do
not' pra,pase tOo say any more just nQW,
but when matters concerning lIlly electara,tel are under discussion, I shafl not be
found wanting.
Mr. HANN AH.-I was rather surprised that no one rose to continue the debate. I thought that with so many new
members same of them would have been
prepared tOo speak. The Government,
ho,wever, are apparently anxio.us to get Oon
with the business of the cOountry, and, as
a result Oof the Caucus meeting tOo-night,
are prabably desirous of getting the motion nOow before the Hause adopted with
as little de~ay as passible. I shall speak
briefly. I was very much struck with the
remarks of the honOorable member for St.
Kilda in submitting the motion for the
adoption of the Address-in-Rep]y. I agree
with the Leader Qf the OppositiOon that he
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was evidently trying to break new ground,
and he endeavoured to show that we were
trying to get away from so.me of .those
things that have been handIcapping this
State, and politi~s generally in A,:!stralia.
I was pleased to see that he was prepared
to tackle some of those questians that are
of great importance to the peaple of this
community. I notice that he recognised
the fact that we have other people than
the producers to' consider in this State. I
am certainly always prepared to take off
my hat to the primary praducers, but it
must not be fargOotten that there are
equally important sections of the co.mmunity who must be co.nsidered. I am quite
willing to admit that the primary P]'odueer is a hig facto;r in the affairs of this
State; but at the same time there are men
living in CoHingwoad and in Oother parts
of the metropolis who are practically as
great prDducers as the men upon the soil.
I want to remind the honarable member
who has just resumed his seat that one of
the most important elements in the dISposal of primary prDduce is tne cantral 0'£
.shipping.
It
is the people whO'
have the transPo.rt of our produce
who are able to manipulate the prices.
That js wbere the prOducers are up
against a problem every time in, their endeavOours to develOop a place lIke Partland. But this iB the point I want to
lead up to. -:NIany of tho mOll who arc
repr,esentatives he,re of the producers, and
who have come into this Ohamber for the
first time, believe that the producers in
the country are the only people for whom
they have to legislate. I am afr-,li.d that
that is a condition of things to which the
remark of the honorable memtcr for
Lowan would apply in regard to mOll having rather selfiBh instincts. I do not know
whether the honorable members whom I
have been referring to have bee.a correctly reported by the press. I had not
much t.ime to consider their speeche:1 during the recent elections, but from what
I did see I believe that many of the
farmers' representatives were prepared to
tickle the ears of their constituents, and
to promise things in connexion with
which they are not likely to be supported
when it comes to a real vote in this
House. I have read quite a numb8r of
those speecheEl, ::Ind I make bold to say
t.hat they contain a good many tarradiddles and propasals that cannot be
practically supported. I have been in thp:
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electorate of the honorable member' for the farmer. Where would the farm'er be
Swan Hill. It is a very large and im- without the engine-driver who brings the
Without the
portant electorate. I saw quite a num- wheat to the sea-board?
ber of paragraphs in regard to the state- engine-driver the farmer would be bringments made by that honorable member. ing his wheat to the sea-board to-day by
Some of them referred to matters which the old system of bullock teams" and by
the honorable member for Swan Hill will that method he would not get very much
:£i'nd very difficult to give effect to when he wheat to the sea-board during the year. I
endeavours to put them into practice or to say quite frankly that I believe I am a
include them in a Bill for submission to better representative of the very interests
this House. I have' only ihi~ to say to that the farmers' representatives claim
some of the new members: There are that they are here to protect. There are
many pictures that have been painted; men in this ,House who take a broader
there are many dreams that have been and bigger view than the- 'boundaries of
dreamt; there are many things that we their immediate electorates.
I am not
believe should be placed upon the statute- here to represent Oollingwood only.
I
book. When" however, we come to this am here, incidentally, to represent 001House we find that there are a number of lingwood, but also to represent the whole
very stubborn gentlemen on the :M'inis- of this State, and I give place to no man
terial benches. Some of these honorable with respect to my desire in that regard.
members who are very stubborn vote ac- The honorable member for .swan Hill recording to their conscience-not always- ,quires to get a move on. He only wants
and sometimes according to the dictates, another twist and turn and he is gone, if
we will say, of their constituents.
But he does not get a move on. In his elecwha:t I wCllnt to emphasize is that if, torate there are a number of progressive
the farmers of this country believe that men, men with views like my own, who
they are going to develop this country by are going to make things move. Because
representing their Own particular in- of that, he, will have to make a move himterests, and that their own particular sec- self. i hope that the' Government of this
tion are the only people who require the State are going to recognise that there
expenditure of public money, then they are other~ in Victoria tl;1an the men who
are making a big mistake. N ow I come are proq.ucjng wheat.
Do the Governto the re3.1 question, which was touched ment intend to consider this question in
upon 'by the honorable member for St. all its ramifications? If they do not, I
Kilda. It is an important question. 'I am afraid that, between one thing and anrepresent real consumers of bread. :Every other, they are going to have a bad time.
family in my electorate has to pay more I was one who was in front in regard to
to-day for bread than it should be re- the Wheat Pool in 1915. I foresaw then,
quired to do. I am not blaming the far- as did severa.l others on this (the Opposimers' representatives for this.
I am tion) side of the House, that there was
,blaming the spirit that is bein.g incul- r,eed to protect the consumer. Did we
cated into them, that the farmers are then prot act him ~ Have we protected
to extract every penny they can from our him since ~
Not at all.
I would ask
own people, irrespective of whether it is some of those; hono'ra-ble members who
just to do so or not. That has been the have belen' talking about the world's
1'endency, not only during the last three parity for wheat, where was the world's
years while the fanners have had direct parity for wheat in 1915 ~ During the'
representation, but it has been the ten,. year when the Bill in regard to the Pool
dency during the last ten or fifteen years. was brought forward in this Rouse wheat
There has been no section that has had in South Australia had been sold
greater protection and obtained more from in many cases for as low a price as
this country than the farmers have. They 1s. 7d. a bushel. That fact is recorded in
deserve a certain amount, but they do Ii ansard. We came to the rescue of our
not deserve it all. There, are other people farmer,g at that period, and rightly so,
in this community who produce and who~e and no one supported that legislation
The meaproduction is as im'portant as that of the more strongly than I did.
'.:l'armers. wn 0 makes the plough ~ Not flure had behind it the support of
Mr. Hannah.
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the 'Consumers and their representatives.
Behind it also were the State Government, the Federal Government, and
our banking system.
During four
solid years the bottom had fallen
cut of the world's wheat market.
Where did the consumer come in ~ .Those
who represented the farmers' interests
had no consideration for the consumer.
I can show in print two amendments that
I moved, along with the late member for
Albert Park, then the leader of our party,
ir. order to try to protect the interests of
the consumers. This House did not then
take into consideration the interests ·of
the consumers as it should have done.
While I believe that the development of
this country is only going to be effected
by a broad statesmanlike policyorn
the part of the Government, I hold that
success in this direction can only be
. brought about by practical means. I am
glad to see that in the honorable member
for Glenelg we have an eminently practical man.
He showed this quality
in the ve1ry few words he used.
The course which the past Government followed, and the course which
the present Government is likely to
continue has not been satisfa cWry,
and it is necessary .that the legislation.
we pass should be of a practical kind,
otherwise we shall find this country drifting into a condition that will be discreditable to those who have recently been 'returned to this House.
Not since the
Kyabram movement have we seen so
great a number of new members elected
to the Legislative Assembly. What was
the reason for the great change that took
place then ? It was because the people
felt that there was need for somebody
The people desired
to get a move on.
that there should be new blood, and that
things should be shaken up, and that the
stumbling blocks should be removed.
"
Who were the stumbling blocks?
They
were those who would not listen to the
pJeadings that something should be done
for the development ·of the country.
Greater production is now being talked
about, and a hundred other things. We
'have to meet this position. I am 'not a
pessimist, but rather -an optimist, as those
who know .me are well aware. I want,
however, to sound a note of warning.
There is going to·bea cutting .down. We
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are coming back. tQlWards pre-war conditions, and that necessitates practical legislation being passed .to meet these conditions. The present Minister of Lands was
Minister of Agriculture for. th!ee ye~rs.
What did he dO' ~ Not half as much as
he ought to have done.
Mr. OMAN.-But for the wheat we
shall have this year wages would not have
been stabilized as they are now.
Mr. HANNAH.-Wheat does not
stabilize wag~s. I would ask the honorable gentleman not to talk that bunkum
t('\ me. Wheat is very important in providing food for myself and my children
and for others, but it has no bearing at
all on the stabilizing of wages.
With
-regard to the opening up of this country
and the development of industries, I give
place to no man in my desire to bave
those improvements brought about. They
are the only things that will save us. We
may talk about the price of food and the.
price of clothing and other things, but
urJess we put to practical use the waste
lands of this country, and absorb in the
country 'peOiple who are now crowded
in our fa.ctories and in the metropolitan area, as the statistics show, we shall
not be doing our duty. The question of
decentralization has been before us in the
last eight or nine Parliaments. On every
occasion it has been used for party pur-poses by the Liberal party. I take it
that the Farmers party have studied this
question of decentralization very fu11y.
They must come to the conclusion that
we shall have to get a larger population
into the waste places of Victoria, otherwise we shall not hold our present position as a State in the Oommonwealth.
Since Federation was inaugurated, Victoria has lost two members. One member has been given to New South Wales,
and one to Quee1nsland . We are in danger
of losing another member, if not more, bef0're the next Federal ·elections. This is
.because we are not keeping up our position in regard to population as compared
with those two larger States.
Those
States have been obtaining popUlation
_from Victoria.
During the last fifteen
years where have been our Bendigoes, our
Ballarats, our Beechworths, our Stnwells,
and places like those ~ Our· nrining torwns
have in some cases almost di:sappeal'pd.
I would ask the honorable member for
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Kara Kara what is he do.ing as a m.eIDber of this Oabinet in 'order to develop
the country population? I would also ask
the honorable member for Stawell the
same question. He has been a member ..
of the Hailways Standing Oommittee, and
has a fair knowledge of some of these
things. During the years that he has
sat in this H·ouse, what has he
done for the purpose of dealing with this
loss of population from our State?
We are up against a very serious position,
and unless Parliament realizes it and acts,
Victmia will shortly be a, third rate
State. Do we want to find ourselves ~n
that humiliating position ~ We' have a,
good climate, a, good rainfall, and many
othe,r aclvantages, but through the dilatoriness 0f the Government in connexio.n
with the utilization of our wastel lands,
we are not progressing as we' should.
In ten years Australia has bought from
other countries £226,000,000 worth of
goods that heir people could have made
for themselves. We have a stretch of
land along the river Murray that awaits
settlement. Six years ago. members now
on the Treasury bench told us tha,t the
l\1urray wateTs scheme would make the
land along there the garden of Victoria.
They said that the water then running to
waste was worth millions of pounds. Is
the honorable membe,r for GunbQowe,r,
who has become, a member of the Oa binet,
content to continue to support those whO'
only talk about taking action, but who
do not accomplish anything ~ Is he going
to see that the lands along the M urra v
are used to advantage and bring pressure
to bear upon the Government so that
they will cany out a p~ogre'ssive:
pO'licy ~ If he acts in tha,t way, he will
dOl some,thing in his day and generation
of benefit tOI the State, but if he does not
he will be forgotten as he will de,serve
to be. If the lands along the Murray
were developed, we would not lose' population to Queensla,nd and New South
Wales, but would have, a happy and contented people s,ettled a.long the rive,r,
from whe,re it rises right down to South
Australia. Instead of the few thousand
people who a,re thoce now, there would
be hundreds of thousands settled under
conditions second to none in Australia.
I ha,ve visited Mildura this year, and I
have endea,voured to study the problem
that a,waits solutiQon. I am not no\v
spelaking of the dry area, but of the
Mr. Hannah.
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irrigation are1a·. The Government are
buying lands a.t high prices fro.m people
who take ~he money into other States,
whelre the'y are able to buy larger are,as.
In most cases Oille man is re,pJaced by
another man. That- is not gQiing to' be of
any benefit to this cOIIIlmunity.
Mr. WARDE.-The Government are not
here to benefit the community.
They
are here to benefit the land-owners, and
they a,re dOling it.
Mr. HANN AH.-The honoirable member fO'r pQilwarth kno.ws something about
the land. I helieve he has been on it all
his life.
Mr. McDONALD. - For every landowner displaced in my district about ten
me,n have been put on ..
Mr. HANN AH.-Tha,t has not been
the case in ma,ny electorates.
In all V
number of cases one man has simply b{'i-m
displaced by. another man.
I am against·
the nurchasmg Qof large arelas of land by
the' Governme,ut a,t fancy prices, because
if the,re weTe a slump, thousands of
the. settlers would find it difficult to pay
the'Ir way. They would find it most difficult to marke,t the,ir produce.
Mr . WARDE.-That will not ma tter.
The land-owner will have got the money.
Mr. HANNAH.-Yes. He will have
gone away, and the indebtedness to the
State: will he written d.own, as it was be'fore. There are ve,ry few members of
~he Government present to-night.
Tha,t
IS nQit an uncommon state of affairs. We
sometime's wastel Qiur time in preparing
~o'Od matter for our spe'eches, but MinIsters are absent when we delive,r them.
They aTe in the back ro.oms considering
the knotty prQiblem of how they can remai~ On the Treasury bench. However,
I WIll excuse them to-night.
I am now
~aki~g my policy. spee'ch, and my policy
13 emInently practIcable.
I want to stop
absolute,ly. the purchasing of land by the
State whIle the Gove,rnme,nt has at it:!
disposa,l an imme,nse are'a of OrQiwn lands
capable of supPQirting thousands Qof happy
and contented settlers.
Mr. MaDoNALD.-Is not that the Gove,rnment's policy also ~
Mr. OMAN.-I made fifty-three blocks
available last week.
Mr. HANNAH.-Lying between Rei
Cliffs and Mildura and on to South
Australia, the're are 2,400,000 acres of
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the finest agricultural land in this State.
There are 350,000 acres of second class
land" suitable for grazing and other purposes, and there ,are also 740,000 acres
which cannot be classified as first class at
present. A party of us visited Red Cliffs
last March.
There is a, stretch of
country running for seventy-five or eighty
miles which would probably be the fine3t
wheat producing land in Australia, lying
idle. The construction of a railway would
have given an added value to the land.
It would have done what the late Sir
Thomas Bent, who was a statesman,
wished to do in the Western District. As
a Minister in his Oabinet" Mr. Speaker,
you will remember how he endeavoured
to persuade members of both Houses to
adopt the statesmanlike scheme which he
proposed. The land which he wished to
purchase couln have been obtained for £2
or £2 lOs. an acre, and the cost of building t·he proj~cted railway would have
ea~jl) beel defrayed from the added value
giveil to the land.
However, not.ice
having been given of the intention to
build that railway, the owners of the land
pocketed an enhanced value of from £2
t,o £5 per acre.
:Mr. WARDE.-They offered to build the
railway if. the lands were not compulsorily
resumed.
Mr. HANN AH.-That is so. We have
this sort of thing going on for year after
year and Parliament after Parliament.
I am not surprised that the farmers have
sent direct representativ~s to this I-Iouse.
The wonder to me is that thev did not
do so long ago. On the Treas~ry bell ch
we find the same old hurdy-gurdy under
new management.
Mr. OLD.-YOU had a. fortnight there
yourself.
Mr. HANN AI-I.-In the ten days two
of us were there we showed how we could
tight, but as our colleagues were locked
out we could not pass any legislation. If
we had had the chance we would have
done so, and we would not have apologized
for it either. Now let me take honorable members to the most remote parts of
East Gippsland. I see the new member
for 'the district looking almost as wise as
his predecessor, a man who was an authority on most questions. N ow the time
has come to develop East Gippsland, probably the richest corner of Australia unde-
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veloped. Members went there for a trip
when the line from Bairnsdale to Orbost
was opened, and they will remember how
the present Minister of Public Instruction 'Was criticised in the press for it. It
is a pity that members could not be taken
during the holidays from Oro08t right on
to Mallacoota. Then they might realize
the wealth and resources of East Gippsland and do something to develop it. There
is no member who has a greater heritage
than the representative of East Gippsland, for he represents the wealthiest province in the whole State., although at present it is undeveloped and 8parsely populated. If the Government woke up and
developed the mineral and timber possibilities of East Gippsland they could pay
off Victoria's quota of our war debt in
twenty-five years. If the job is too big
for present Ministers they should get out
and let us do it.
]\11'. MORLEY.-YOU should represent
the farmers.
Mr. HANNAH.-Members on this (the
Opposition) side of the House are the real
representatives of the farmers. For years
we have been fighting those who have
farmed the farmers, but we have found
that those who profess to be the farmers'
friends always supported those who were
out for big steals and "boodle."
The
time is coming when we will have a more
advanced body of members here to protect the people.
Too few people have
benefited by the legislation of this and
preceding Govern~ents during the la8t
fifteen years. I am enunciating what I
believe to be a wise and statesmanlike
policy, which I give to the Government
without charge. Unless this State apd its
Government are prepared to wake up, Victoria, which was once in the van of progress" will find itself falling more and
more behind the other States. The Government should consi.der the possibilities
in connexion with the construction of
light lines to open up the timber tracts
of East Gippsland, which are second to
lione in Australia, and if the Minister of
Railways and Mines wakes Up the Oabinet
in that regard he will have done something of a valuable character. Although
during my election campaign I was up
against "booze" and other things very
strongly, I was able to devote some attention to certain matters of importance to
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'this state.

I received a mandate from my
'oonstitlljents in ,respect of tW6 or three

important problems that await solution,
a.nd there is no rope strong enough to
legrope me in this House until those
things are acc(){lllplished. Education is
one ,thing in regal'd to which I have
pledged my Eelf , and another is the utilization of eJectricaJ power from both coal
and water. The honorable member for
Benambra has spoken with a loud voioe
on water power.
He used a lot of
thunder, but d~d not pr'oduce much
lightning.
I want the Government to
wake up'.
By developing the Kiewa
scheme we shall provide power to the
north-east of the State. Wherever in
the Old World.a farm-e'r has been making
great progress, it has been accomplished
by the utilization of cheap power.
Mr. ROBERTSON;-What about the Altona brown coal1
Mr. HANNAH.-Altona happens to
be in th.e honorable member's electorate.
That is too small a proposition for me to
deal with. I am dealing With big things.
The Kiewa. scheme must be pushed on
with. Then there is the Yarra. Hadthe
Yarra belonged to private enterprise instead of to municipalities .and the State,
a revenue of £150,000 per annum would
b(~ d.erived from it. But all that water
has been liUnning to waste.
We have
seen, under Mr. Thwaites'sscheme, what
could be done by harnessing the Yarra.
I hav.e tried to educate the Rouse and
the Government to the necessity of harnessing that river. I want to ask the
honorable member for Jika Jika" who
represents a -district through which the
Yarra, flows, wh,ether he has considered
the importance of this question. If the
Yarra were in America, it would be harnessed by private enterprise, and would be
worth £500,000 a year. I noti~e that
somehonDra-ble members are smiling, but
if they have not the brains to' understand
this question, I cannot supply them with
brains. The Booner the Governm,ent recognise the import,ance of b.a.rnessing the
Yarra, the better. We have an .opportunity flOr thel gen,eration O'f suffi.cient
-electricity t,.. supply large tracts of country and to' give cheap -pDwer to' Melbourne. I have nDticed in recent years
that each succeeding Government 'seem
to be imbued with the one idea of sticking to the Treasury bench as long as
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they can, and making as few enemies as
poosible.
Mr. BEARDMORE.--.They want to' get to.
heaven .as easily as they ·can.
Mr. HANNAH.-I do not believe in
getting to' heaven easily. I .prefer therugged road beset with difficulties. 1
.want to have SOome thorns in my crown.
I am not averse to wearing thorns.
I had qUIte a few the other week what,
with the brewers, and the publican's, and
the bookmakers, and all the rest of
'them-Mr. JYlcDoNALD.-And now you are·
wearing the crown.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am, but tha.t is not
the point. I have a mandate frO'm my
electeyr,ate, and I want to ,tell the Government that if they are not prepared to.
,do ~hings, we .are going to shift them and
shift them quickly. If they are prepared
to dO' things, let .them demDnstrate the.fact·.
Mr. OMAN.-With your help, I have no.
doubt we ~hall do something.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am trying to help
the Government. 'Wha,thas the honorable gentleman done in furtherance of thepromises ma.de that the beet sugar -and
flax industries would be developed 7
Mr. McDoNALD.-What are we .going·
to do for sugar for our jams?
i

Mr. HANNAH.-There ought to' bean abundance Df sugar. I have end~a.
voured, with some success, to persuade
my constituents in Collingwood that it
w~uld . be possible to grDw beet sugar in
VIctorIa, to be sold retail at 3~d. a lb.
Weare Rending our money away to.
Queensland, and we have to pay 6d. a lb.
for sugar, and consid,er ours~lves lucky
to' get it a.t that price. Are the GDvernment going to wake up to the importance of the beet sugar industry, or dO'
they suffer from a sluggish liver 1 Here·
we have a practical subject to tackle. We
could utilize land in the Western District
right down to PDrtland. We should have·
la.rge numb,ers Df contented people employed right into the honorrable member
for Polwarth's district. In conclusion, I
. have a few words to say to' the Ministerof Railways. I intimated last week to
the Minister of Railways that I wanted'
some information ,about the electrification
of the railways and the nDn-paying rail--
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ways, but he has taken no notice' of my things, but efficiency is not being disrequest. There wa'sa time when, if a played in this connexion. The Minister'
member asked f.or information, attention of Railways is a practical miner, and his
was paid to the request, but now no eyes would be ,opened if he visited the
works which are now going on. In sinknotice is taken of what members desire.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-Numbers count.
ing shafts heavy timbers are being used
Mr. HANNAH.-The Minister of in pla'ces where they are quite unnecesRailways will find that numbers do count. sary, and in this way the expense is being
I want to show honorable members that greatly increased. It seems impossible
the railway problem is still a serious one, to bring about any impTovement. It
and I am entitled to the information I would be necessary to use 'an axe or a
desire. With regard to the electrification hammer, and a heavy one at that.
of the railways we are up against a very
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-Wha:t about dynaserious· position. It may be thought that mite?
everything is going on well, but if memMr. HANNAH.-It has been tried on
bers will only exau::uine the references- to some of them but it will not explode. We
t.his subject in the 'annual reports of the have now a new Commissioner of RailCommissioners they will find extraordi- ways who is dra,wing a salary mOlfe than
nary statements are made. Honorable equal to that of ten mem.be,rs of this
members may know that I was on the House. I do not know what he is going
Committee which inquired into this sub- to do, but I hope he will do 80mething
ject, ·and which went very fully into it. pretty quickly with regard to improveIn the report of the Commissioners fo'r ments I want made at Clifton Hill. U nthe year ending 30th June, 1919, it js less he does something he will find the
said thatrailways still further drifting in a. manOwing to the change in the industrial con- ner which is discredit abe to the authoriditions since the principal contracts were ties. I have not time to go into the whole
entered into, various adjustments were found matter, but I should like the Minister to
to be necessary, and these have recently been
effected, and .should enable ,a ,steady flow of say if Mr. Merz is drawing. a commission
plant and materials to be received and the on all the extra's that have to be carried
scheme steadily pressed forward to conclusion. out. In addition to the time for the comEven under the most fav6rable circumstancef:',
however, it is probable that it will not be pletion of the work being greatly extended,
found possible to complete the electrification extra money has 'to be l)aid f.or the rectiprogramme before the end of 1921.
fication of blunders which were made in
In the last annual report we are told that the early stages of this work, and for some
it will take at least another three years of which :Mr. Merz is responsible. These
before the work. is ,completed. What i5 are matters in regard to which I want
the use of reports from Departments if support from members of this House. The
they are as unreliable as that? But that Government do. not seem willing to do
is not the most serious feature of this anything. I had intended to say a few
business. If 'a Ooromi ttee of members words upon the non-paying railway lines,
of this House or of practical men were and I want to challenge. the recommendations of the Railways Standing Commitappointed, they would find that with the
tee. I will have to take advantage of
present methods which are being adopted
the cost in some j nstances will be 50 per another opportunity to do so. In the meancent. more than is being paid for the time, I want to impress upon the Governactual work. If the Minister or mem- ment that these are times more for adbers of this House would pay a visit of ministration than for legislation.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-At this hour of
inspection to the Preston and Heidelberg
the
night it is only f.air and reasonable
lines" whore work for electrification is
. going on, they would find a state of affairs that the debate should be adjourned .
which is most unsatisfactory. If the Some members had to get up ear Iv to
work were in the hands of a 'private COll- reach the city, and they have had t~ attractor he would soo that it was tend at the Government offices during the
carried out on a very different principle. day.
I believe in the efficiency of labour just
Mr. OMAN.-We may go on until hal£as I believe in the. efficiency· of other past ten.
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Mr. ROBERTSON.-I hope the Government will take a reasonable view of
the position. It is not right that a member's speech -should be split in two.
I hope the Premier will consent to the
adjournment of the debate. I moveThat the debato be now adjourned.

Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-The Government will consent to the adjournment
of the debate on the understanding that
honorable members will assist us to dispose of it as soon as possible, as we ·have
a great amount of work to do before
Ohristmas, and it is desired that the session should close by then. I was hopeful that we would get this debate through
not later than to-morrow night.
On
Thursday afternoon we shall not have
much time for public business. There is
a luncheon to be given to Mr. Lowell
Thomas that I hope honorable members
wi~~ attend. I am advised that he is one
of the most attractive speakers livi~g. If
we could dispose of this debate to-morrow
or on Thursday morning we could go full
steam ahead with the business of the session on Tuesday next. Relying on the
co-operation of honorable members to dispose of this debate as sOOn as possible, I
will consent to the adjournment of the
debate now, although it is rather early.
I hope it will not be taken as a precedent.
I know that the honorable member for
Bulla wants to discuss a matter in which
he has taken deep interest, and ·on which
he has information to give to the House.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-It is unusual to sit
late so early in the session.
Mr. LAWSON.-But we have very
Ii ttle time between now and the end of
the session. We shall soon have the hot,
trying weather, and we may have to sit
late. We have some urgent measures to
deal with, and I am exceedingly anxious
that they should be passed. There is the
Housing Bill, for instance, and I want to
see the Bill to enable the Government to
make advances for the establishment of
country industries passed.
.
Mr. HANNAJ-I.-And there is my Totalizator Hill.
Mr. LAWSON.-There are other measures also that I hope will be passed. I
hope some opportunity will be afforded to
private members. If we are to get the
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real work done, we must stick to the job
for long hours, if necessary.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until the following day.
ADJOURNMENT.
MORWELL COAL INDUSTRy-MILK SUPPLY.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

:M:r. HANNAH.-I should like to know
from the Premier what he is doing in
regard to the trouble in connexion with
the Morwell coal mine. We have been
through some very troublous times during the last :five or six years, and I think
it is the ·duty of the Premier to give us
the latest information in regard to the
present trouble.
This morning I was
in consultation with some of the manufacturers in my district, where a good deal
of the brown coal is used in the shape of
powder. I want to see nothing standing
in the road of the development 9f M-orwell. I am not now so much concerned
. in the interests of the black coal proprietors of New South Wales. When honorable members were in Newcastle, we
found that the coal owners of Newcastle
had been able to manipulate matters to
the detriment of this State. ,I have in
my possession a letter from a large manufacturer in the Premier's district~Mr.
Thompson-who positively states that
there has been a conspiracy on the part
of those who control the black coal industry in New South Wales to do everything they can to the detriment of our
industries. I do hope the Government
are going to show decided backbone. I
hope they will not allow the State to be
put into the position of losing a large
number of our men to the advantage of
New South Wales. I think we ought to
know the real facts.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I do not
know that this would be a convenient
time for me to review the situation that
has unfortunately arisen in connexion
with the State works at Morwell. I shall
take an opportunity of putting the full
facts before honorable members.
In the
meantime, I should like them to understand that the position is causing the Government considerable anxiety, and requires constant attention. We are anxious
that an honorable settlement, without any
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sacrifice of principle, should be found.
The door for negotiation that is likely to
lead to a settlement without any sacrifice
of principle will be left open.
The
Oabinet yesterday dealt with a letter from
the Prime Minister making certain proposals, and I replied to that letter today; but at this stage I have not the
sanction of the Prime Minister for making his le,tt-er public, nor can I, at this
stage, divulge the na,ture of my reply.
An opportunity will o?cur, and occur
very soon, I should imagIne, when I shall
be able to divulge to honorable mem'bers the whole facts 0'£ the case.
The
matter has boon outlined in the daily
press, and the history of the matter
is known to some extent to honorable
membelTs, but I think it' would. be more
appropriate if to-lrr,.orrow, or on a subaelquent day, I was to make a full statement. I repeat that the Government is
anxious to employ every means which it
can honorably use to avoid industrial
trouble. We know what the possible consequenoe,s of a conflict of this nature may
me'an to this comllliunity, and es,peciaUy
to wage-earners, and I assure the Rouse
tha t no effort will be wanting on the part
of the Gove'rnment to prevent the extension of this industrial trouble. Furthe,r
than that, every effort will be made to
proceed with the utmost possible expedition with thel development of the Morwell
scheme.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-I desire to draw
the Premier'·s attention to an article which
wa.a published in one of the newspapers
to-day with regared to the' metropolitan
milk supply. It is porinted out in the
article, whch is an outcome of an address
de,uvered reoently by Dr. Stephens, that
we can ,attribute a good deal of the infant
mortality in this city to an inIjpure milk
supply. The paper rightly charged the
GovernlILent, if not Parliament, with
neglect in this connexion, and I wish to
know from the Government whethe,r it
intends, in the ·summer months, to take
any action that will insure a better system
than is in operation to-day-a system that
will at least satisfy the medical authorities that the people of this State will receive a pure milk supply ~
Mr. LAWSON.-At tPresent the ar..atter
is rece,iving the full attention of the
Health Department and the Railway Department.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at nine minutes
past ten o'clock.
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The SPEAKER took the chair at 111neteen minutes to three o'clock p.m.
PUBLIO SERVIOE.
SUPERANNUATION SCHEME-CLASSIFICATION BOARD.
Mr. ROGERS aflked the PremierIf it. is his intention during the present
session to provide a scheme of superannuation for public servants upon a contributory basis?
~r. LAWSON (Premier).- Not this
seSSIOn.
Mr. LEMMON asked the Premier-

If it is his intention to provide a. Classification Board, on which the employees will
be represented, for the purpose of fixing
wages and conditions of employment in all the
Departments of the Public Service in connexion with the Bill which he has promised
to introduce to amend the Public Service Act?

He said-I may ·,add that I understand
that a majority of members of the House
are prepared to support the appointment
of such a Board.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-The Bill to
be introduced this session is one ar..erely to
repeal section 12 of the recent ..:-lct.
RAID ON P ARK VIEW HOTEL,
BENDIGO.
Mr. SMITH a~ked the Ohief SecretaryIf he will lay on the table of the Library
the police reports on the raid made on the
Park View Hotel, Bendigo, on 4th September, 1920?

Yaj or BAIRD (Chief Secretary).-I
shall be glad to do so, but it will be R
few days before the papers can be ob-'
tained from Bendigo.
I.lABOUR PARTY.
OBJECTION TO THE TITLE "OA ucm;.JJ
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I desire to
call attention to the title adopted by the
Argus in referring to our party.
Instead of referring to us by our official
6tle as the Labour party, they call us
the Oaucus party.
It is an offensive
epithet, and I consider that it is not in
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aceordance with the us·ages of Parliament to de~ignate a party in Parliament
by any name except its official name.
The idea is to lampoon our party before
the country. There is no party in Parliament that does not transact its business in caucus. All parties have their
private meetings.
There have been
several parties On the Government side
of the House. To refer. to' our party
by' any but the official designation is
offensive, and I think the House should
protect itself by declaring that those who
by privilege are allowed to sit ~n the
press gallery and repmt the proceedIngs of
Parliament have no business to lampoon
members in this matter. I f " caucus"
means anything, it signifies a number of
persons meeting together, and cannot be
applied to an individual. They have
applied it to us, and they designate one
honorable memher who was in the Labour
party as "Independent caucus."
The
term "caucm:" is used no fewer than
sixteen times in the report of the proceedings of Parliament that appears jn
the Argus to-day. The~ call us " caucus
and
opposition," " caucus labour,"
"labour caucus" when they should refer
to us by our official title. This paper
should not be allowed to lampoon any
party in Parliament. All parties in the
House should protect the right we have
to be known by our official titles.
Mr. SNowBALL.-Is there anything
offensive in the term ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If thev were
to call the honorable member byV some
other name than his official title he
might ask for protection against .them.
If any offensive term were used by the
press in referril)g to parties on the Government side of the House, I should be
ready to support honorable members in'
an endeavour to have their official titles
used. I claim that the privileges of Parliament are invaded by the A rgus ill the
use of this expression.
The SPEAKER.-I am afraid that,
on a motion of this kind, the Speaker can
do nothing in regard to whether a q~es
tion of privilege is involved. That IS a
matter for the House to decide. I trust
that a great newspaper like .the . Arqus,
when it learns that the term IS o'bJectlOnable to m-ermbers of the O,pposition, will
in the future. refer to the party as the
Labour party or as the Opposition.

CHAIRMAN OF OOMMIT.TEES.
Mr. LAlW80N (Premier).-I informed honorable membe!-"s yeste'rday that
I intended when the formal bwiness had
been disposed of to submit a motion for
the election of the Ohairman of Committees. I now moveThat the member: for Ballarat East, the Hon.
Robert McGregor, be' appointed Chairma.n of
Committees of this House.

Honorable members are aware that he
served as Ohairman of Oommittees during the last Parliament. He has won
the com plete confidence and respect of
honorable membel's by his' conduct in the
chair, by his contrOil of the Committee,
by the soundnesEl of his judgment, and
by the impartiality of his attitude at all
times.. When we have found a man who
has served us faithfully, and is prepared
to continue in the office, I think we
should retain his services. I am sure that
the House will do well to re-appoo.nt hiJIL:.'
There is no need to refer to his long and
honorable career as a member of thiEl
House and to the various positions he has
filled with distinction to himself and
satisfaction to honorable members. The
fact that he has done so well in the past
fully justifies us in rei-appointing hUm to
thiEl position in the sure confidence that
the duties of the office will be adequately
discharged, and that his appointment
will brin!! honour and credit to the Oommittee and the House itself.
Sir ALEXANDER PE·AOOOK (Minister of Public Instruction) .-1 second
the motion.
Mr. PRENDERGA8T.-I move-That the honorable member for Richmond,
Mr. Edmund John Cotter, be appointed Chairman of Committees of this House.

I feel that the honorable member for
Richmond has the necessary qualifications to fill the position. He is calm and
dispassionate in putting his arguments
before us, and I am sure he has the
necessary judicial temperament to enable
him to fill the position properly. I do
not reflect on anyone who has filled the
position in the past, but I feel that members of our party should have some chance
of appointment to offices of the House.
Yy action is not intended as a reflexion
on anyone who has held the position. I
feel that we should make this assertion
of our' rights, as it is our desire that
these offices should be given to men ot
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the highest eeapacity who may no~ .be
members 'Of the party on the dOIDlnant
side of the House. Mr. Ootter should be
appointed, because he has been: .'a mem~er
of this H'ollse for twelve years" durIng
which time he has proved that he has the
necessary capacity to :fill the position.
Our party are as much conc~rned as other
parties in the proper carrYIng on of the
business of the House, and I am SUTe
that if he is eJected he will r~ credit
on the Rouee.
Mr. Bl\'ILEY.-I have much pleasure
in seconding the proposal.
.
The SPEAKER.-As there are no
other nominations, I shall adopt the
usual course by putting first the motion
that was moved first.
The House divided on the question tha,t
the Hon. Roberl McGregor be a,ppointed
Chairman of OommitteesAy~

32
19

Noes
Majority for ·the motion

13

AYES.

Mr. Allan
" Allison
" Angus
Dr. Argyle
Major Baird
Mr. Barnes
" Beardmore
Lieut.-Col. Bourcbier
Mr. Carlisle
" Deany
,. Dunstan
" Eggleston
Everard
" Farthing
" Gibson
" Lawson
" Lind

Mr. Livingston
Mackrell
McDonald
McLa chla.n
" McLeod
McPherson
" <Old
." Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Smith
Snowball
.. Toutcher
.. Weaver.
Tellers:
Mr. Groves
,. PEUlllington.
NOBS.

Mr. J. W. Billson
,., Brownbill
Cain
Clough
",0 Fro"st
,. Hannah
Hogan
u
", Jewell
-, Murphy
Pa-rker

Mr.
"
"
"
"
_,
..

Prendergast
Rogers
Solly
Thomas
Wallace
W.arde
W-ebber.
Tellers:
Mr. Bailev
.,. Lexnn:ton.

The ,SPEAKER.-I declare the Hon.
Eohert McGregor elected Chairman of
Committees of this House.
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Mr. McGRE-GOR.-I desire to thank
honorable members for. re-e1lecting me to
the position Oof Chairman of Ccmmittees ..
I will endeavorur in the future tOo act as
I ha vel done in the past--to kno.w n()
party, a.nd to do justice toevf5TJ hOonorable member. I think I may c.laim to'
have done that in the past. If there has
been any limitatio.n of debate it has not.
been my fault, but has been .caused by
the Standing Orders; and if ·honOorable·
members desire a lightetr rein, their courset
of prooedure should be to. alter thel Standing Orders.
The SPEAKER.-I congratulate thehono.rahle member for Ballarat East em
thedistinotion that has been conferred
upon him.
RAILWAYS STANDING
COMMITTEE.
Mr. LAWSON (Premie,r).-By leave, I
moveThat the following members be appointed.
members of the Pa'rliamentary -Standing Committee .on Railways :-Mr. J. W. Billson, Mr ..
Solly, Mr. 'i'outcher, and Mr. Weaver.

It is n.esira,ble to make these appointmenul
ferl.hwith, as theTe is work ·awaiting .theattention .ofthe Committee.
The motion 'was agreed to.
t

LAND BILL.
·The House went into Committee to consider the message from the LieutenantGovernolr (pI'esented on the previous day),
l'eICOmm€lIlding an a.ppropriation for thepurposes of this Bill.
A resolution in accordance with the re-·
commendation was passed in Committee,.
and adopted by the House .
On the motion of Mr. OMAN (MinIster of Lands), the 'Bill 'was introduced:
and read a first tim~.
HOUSING AND RECLAMATION
BILL.
The House went into COlDIDlittee to consider the message from the LieutenantGovernor (presented on the previo.us day),
recommending an appropriation for the·
purposes of this Bill.
A r.esolution in accordance with the recommendatiOon was passed in Committee,
and .adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. LAWSON (Premier), the Bill iWas introduoed .and read!
a first time.
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LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR'S
SPEEOH.
ADDRESS-IN -REPLY.

The debate (adjourned from t~e previous day) on Mr. Eggleston's motIon for
the adoption of an Address-in-Reply to
the Lieutenant-Governor's ~eech was
resumed.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-As ~ result of
meeting our masters, the electors, the
Government lost three Ministers, and
had practically to be reconstructed.
There were points in the policy speech
delivered by the Premier with which I
disagreed, and one in particular I
brought before the electors during the
campaign. I wish to avail myself of
this opportunity for bringing it before.
the House. I desire to be perfectly fair
to the Government, and to say that it is
possible that the replacing of the three
Ministers who were defeated at the polls
may in some sen~e al~er or modify the
Government's polley In the matter to
whieh I refer-the bulk handling of
wheat.
The Premier has maintained
his le1adership, but he has not indicated to the House, or, to my knowledge, to the Ministerial party, that it is
intended to modify that • policy. However, it is only fair on my part to wait
and see what will be done by the Government. In regard to the composition of
the Ministry, I may say that it seems to
be a very embracing Ministry. A great
endeavour appears to have been made to
catch all shades of political opinion on
this (the Ministerial) side of the House.
First of all, I should like to refer to the
fact that the honorable member for
Hampden, who was formerly Minister
of Agriculture, has been appointed Minister of Landd, and he is to be assisted
by two other membe·rs of the Oabinetthe honorable member for Gippsland
Routh, and the honorable member for
Gunbower. NOI doubt he will also have
in his consultation a Vice-President of
the Boa.rd of Land and Works, the Hom.
Frank Olarke. They say that in a multitude of cOlunsellors there is safety. We
have also read of the witches' cauldron
in Macbeth. I do not know what sort of
broth so many cooks as I have mentioned
will turn out as far as the Lands Department is concerned. I should think that
the members of the Closer Settlement
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Boa;rd .and the Under-Secretary for
Lands, the official head of the Department, will have a very lively time trying
to please such a multitude of \;ounsellors.
As to the question of bulk handling,
we have now in the Go'Vernment the
honorable membelr for Allandale, who
was Premier when the bulk han.dling proposition was brought down by the Hon.
Hugh :McKenzie. Mr. McKenzie first of
all brought forward a resolution in 19] 6,
and in the following year introduced a
Wheat Storage Bill as part of the scheme.
A.nother new Minister, the honorable
member for Gunbower, who 1_9 Assistant
Minister of Agriculture, was also a sturdy
champion of bulk handling. The Premier himself has taken the position of
Minister of Agriculture. I Sllppose he
has done so because he is a lawyer.
Mr. OLD.-That is a necessary qualjfication.
Mr. ROBERTSON. - No doubt a
lawyer has a great pull at the table. In
the ex-Minister of Public Instruction,
Mr. Livingston, we have in tbe Oabinet
another advocate of bulk handling. In
the circumsta.nces, I should like the Government to declare whether they are not
going to modify their policy in regard to
the bulk handling of wheat, and to do
something definite in the matter, because
it will take two or three year& to bring
into ope,ration the complete system, and
in the meantime the farmers are suffering great loss. Here I may mention that
I told the electors that I believed that on
the whole the Government had handled
the finances of the State in a sound and
safe way; with due respect to the pressure of existing circumstances. In view
of the increased cost of living, it became
iriCumbent on honor·able members, in common with Ministers, to shoulder their
l'esp~:msibilities and raise the pay of the
. servants of the State.' We adopted a
Olassification Board for the Railway Department, as a result of which the employees have got abaut £680,000;' while
the application of Wages Board awa.rds to
men engaged in the Service brought the
Wherever I
amount up to £776,000.
mentioned tha.t fact on the hustings, it
was well received when the people realized
that the inC'reased payments were brought
about by what is practically an Arhitration Oourt in the Service. As far as
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the Lieutenant-GDvernDr's Speech is CDncerned, we cDuld nDt expect the Ministry,
if they wish to' clDse. the se31Slon befDre
Christmas, to' have put a bigger prQ-gramme fDrward.
It cQmprises _the
Murray River Agreement Amendment
Bill, CDuntry Industries Advances Bill,
Fa-ctQries and ShDPS Act .Amendment
Bill, HQusing Bill, Electric_ity CQmmissiDners Bill, CDnstitutiDn Act Amendment Bill, University Bill, Necessary
'CQmmQdities OQntrQI Bill, Railways Act
Amendment Bill, and the Public Service
Act Amendment Bill. The last-named
measure WQuld nDt have been needed. if
the GQvernment had made the Act which
was passed last session permanent. That
would have meant a saving of time. There
was no justification fDr the Government
making it a temporary measure. It
means that another Bill has to be brought
befO'r~ the HDuse, and BDme time will be
Dccupied in discussing it, because additions will be proposed. Whil(~ that time
may not be wasted, it could all have been
avoided if the GDvernment had nDt insisted on passing a purely temporary measure. I wDuld nQt have spDken upDn the
Address-in-Reply had not the Premier, in
his policy speech at Castlemaine on 30th
September, 1920, made a statement of
the Government policy on the bulk
handling of grain. That sta.tement clearly
indicates to' me that the GQvernment hal
no serious intentiQn of giving the farmers
of this State the undDubted advantages
Df handling grain in bulk by means of
a cDmplete elevator system. There is nO'
need, at this juncture, fQr em.tering intO' a
discussion of the excellent and financial
merits of the system. It has boon very
fully investigated by RDyal CommissiQns since 1900, and has nort only been
IltPprQved by the growers themselves, but
cDnfirmed by Parliament, at the instance
of the Goverwmoot-first by resolutiDn
Qf this House in 1916, and secondly
by the Act which was passed in 1917
by the PeacDck Government, the HDn.
Hugh McKenzie being in charge of the
measure. By the rejectiDn of the tenders
fDr the silO's in 1918, the Lawson Government deprived the grain-growers Qf this
State 'Qf the possibility Qf obbining the
bulk handling system for at least 'three
years. Further, tenders for eighty-three
silO's, with terminals at Williarr.FltDwn and
Geelong, will nQt, at least for many years
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to' CQme, be Q'btainable ander sUl!h
favQrable terms as were then offered. We
knQw that the price Qf material has increased considerably, and so has the cost
Qf labQur. I think the Premier said that
it will ·cost at least 20 per cent. more to'
build the silos now. I agree with him
that it will cost at least 20 per rent. mQre.
Indeed, I think it will cost 30 per cent.
more. In my opiniQn, bulk handling is
an urgent necessity to maintain the PQsition of Victorian wheat on the world's
markets; and, when normal times return,
unless the growers have the R3sistance of
the bulk system, there is grave danger of
Victorian wheat being subjected to such
heavy handling and incidental costs that,
the production of wheat in this State may
become an unpayable undertaking.
I
have always taken a very keen interest ill
the bulk system of handling grain, because of its very great advantage to the
producers, and have frequently brQught it
under the notice of Parliament. On the
23rd October, 1919, in order to' give the
matter prominence, I moved the adjournment or'the House to' discuss the questiQn,
and to show the GDvernment, if pDssible,
that the Assembly was almost unanimQusly in favour of th~ system.
In Met·calfs' report, dated 11th March,
1916, to' the Victorian GDvernment
Dn the bu1k handling Df wheat, it is
shoWll that at that date wheat could be
handled in 'bulk, within the State, at
from 2.4d. to' 3.5d. per bushel .cheaper
than when handled in bags. The report
of the Railways OommissiQners, made
three months after the presentatiQn of
Metcalfs' repQrt, differs sQmewhat in regard to the saving to' be made. AccQrding to the Railways CommissiDllerR' report, the Isaving WQuld be from 1.45d. to
3.23d. per 1mshel. Practically all the
large ports of the world have facilitje~
fQr the reception olf hulk shipments of
wheat. Among.st them are the follQwing :-London, Birmingham, AVQnmDuth,
Birkenhead, Dublin, Glasgow, LiverpQQl,
Leith, Bristol, Manchester, Cardiff, Hull,
Marseilles, St. Ntazaire, Havre, HQuen,
Bordeaux, .Antwerp, RQtterdam, Amsterdam, Hamburg, Emden, Bremerhaven,
Oopenhagen,and GenQa.
Taking the
question Qf bags alone-the cost of bags
has become acute since the war; they
hav:e been practically doubled in prioe-on
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a 40,000,000-bushe,1 crgp, based 'on the
average price oii bags ·fo1l' the, five years

in which the P,ool has operated, namely,
128. per dozen, the loss on bags alone for
each crop would be approrimately
£615,000, amounting to a;bout 3·.69d. per
bushel.
Mr. CARLISLE. - It win be about
£1,000,000 this year.
Mt'. ROBERTSON.-I quite agree
with the honorable member. Certainly
the statement I have ma.de is well within
the mark. During' the· same period, the
1iverage price of wheat has been 4s. 8d.
per. bushel, less rail freight. I should
here like to mention that, as far as ship, ment is concerned, there are, as I sta.ted
in my speeeh on the bulk handling of
wheat, on 23rd October, 1919, twenty
shipping firms trading to Australia who
are prepared to carry grain in 'bulk .from
Fremantle to European ports.. A summary of the replies received. from shipping companies trading to Australia was
published in a Western Australian report. Mr. Menzies, the late honorable
member for Lowan, speaking in the
House, on 23rd October, 1919, sho,wed
conclusively that it was nOot nece,ssary to
incur any great expense in the structural
alteration of shipR to fit them f(lr the carriage of grain in 'bulk. I wiII quote
the salient points in hIS spooch. He
saidThe New South. Wales Agent-Genera.! was
asked to obtain authOl.1itative replies to the
following questions:1. Are any steamE:rs employed carrying
wht'lat in bulk from the Argentine, North
America, the' Black Sea, or other European
ports, devoted solely to wheat cargoe!),. or
are only portions of the carrying capaeities of the ships taken up with wheat?
2. Are the steamers specially constructed
for wh.eat cargoes or are certain holds
only specially prepared for such wheat as
the owners ma.y contract to carry?
3. What are ihe necessary pre:paratklns
on str.:amers to fit them for carrying bulk
wheat't
The Port of London authority replied1. Vessels are at times chartered to
carry whole cargoes of wheat, and, again,
sometimes only a portion of the carrying
capacity is taken up with wheat.
2. The authority has no knowledge of
any such vessel.
3. The authority is not aware of any
special preparations, but vessels have to
supply separation boards.
Similar replies were received from the Glas8flw and Hull (':hambers of Commerce and the

Board, of Tra.de.
.merce stated:--

The Hull Chamber' o.f Com-

Grain. from the, Aligentine comes la.r.gely
in bulk, with generally about 10 per cent.
in bags, to prevent shifting. S1!eamera
from North America and· Black -Sea. frequently carry fu'll cargoes of wheat in
bulk, hut in numerous instances the
cargoes are compos.ed of 'parcels of various
kinds of grain.

There is, therefore, no,difficulty about
the. carrying of thft whea t~ During the
same period that I have. mentioned, the
averag.e price OIf wheat has been 4s .. 8d.
per bush~l, less rail freight. ITnder the
bulk-handling system, the result with ea.ch
crop would 'be a saving in. cost of
han.dling of at least £270,0.00, an.d a saving in ·cost. of bags of £615·,OQ.O-a total
saving within the IState of £885,000,
running' up to 5.'2d~ per bushel. Bulk
handling is of vit,al interest to all p~ima.ry
produce1rs.
In Canada the eleivators
handle and thel silos. store, not only wheat,
but also maize-, oats, Ibarley, rye, and flax
seed. Of the world's production of grain,
amounting to ,about 16,000,000,000
bushels, 80 per cent .. is handled in bulk.
That is taking into account one-half of
the grain which iR produced in the con. surning -countries, such as France,
Austria, Spain, the Central European
countries, 'and Great Britain. With n
hilgh. ruling rate fo,r jute, when there is
a large demand for' wheat· sacks, not only
does the wheat-grower have to pay a high
price for' his bag, but the wool-grower has
to pay more for woolpacks and the
mixed farmeT must also pay acco.rciingly
for woolpa..cks, and for oat, barley,
and. potato sacks. Should the use of
wheat st'a'cks bp dispensed with, the
potato-grower' must inevitably reap the
benefit of a lower pri~e for hags. Tb.iP.
aspect of the' ba:g question has been completely ignoJ'p.d. by the Oovernment and
the Premier- in his policy speech. The
prevalent trade practice, compels the
primary p.rodu~cr to sell his bag ,at thfl.
SaJIne rate as his produce, and herein ,he
suffers a veirJ severe tax.
We sell otUr
wheat f.o.b., as a role. I am just informed by the Minister 'Of Lands that r at
prp""l;Ient,. and: just 'lately, some of it: is
being sold, ,because of insriran~e and
freight, ,c.i.f. In tha.t way there is some
allowance for the hags, because bags: are
not weighed in as here. But the great
bulk of our wheat has go.ne through the
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Pool, and recent developments dio not
affect my argument. Evidently we are
learning from experience. The Premiet
stated in his policy speech (page 19) th.at
1he amount p.aid to wheat-growers to date
on the var.ious POQls has been1915-16, 45. 5id. per bushel, less raillreight;
1916-17, 4s. per bushel, less rail freight;
1917-18, .5s. per bushel, less rail freight;
1918-19, 5s. 2d. per '-bushel, less rail freight;
1919-20, .6s. 10d. per bushel, less rail freight.
Mr. OMAN.-Eightpence more per
bushel has been paid on that since that
d1ate.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-At present I
dealing with the statements contained
in the Premier's policy spC:'ech.
The
average price is thus 4s. Sd. per bushel
less rail freight, whereas the laverag~
:price paid for the bags was 12s. 'Per
dozen. The producer has thus been paid
2d. for the bag which cost him ls.-a
l?Ss of lOde per bag. This issubstantlated by Mr. Love, of the British Whea.t
CQmmission, in a statement made whilst
~n ~i~toria, and is corroborated by the
mqUlrIesmade by Sir Timothy Coghlan
on behalf Qf the New South WaJesGovernm~t.
Notwithstanding any augmentatI~n of wheat prices during later
transactIOns, the farmer's inte-rest in the
bag has been finally and definitely
settled at the place where he delivers his
grain. ~Q convey what this provision
means, It may be stated that with a
wheat crop of 40,000,000 bush~ls at 58.
per bu.shel, a.nd bags at 12s. per dozen,
the -p~1lllary producers of this State lose
£542,000; when the price of wheat is
7s. 6d. per bushel and bags 15s. per
dooen, they lose £645,830. The Premier
furthe,r statoo in his policy speech:"'"
(a) At the present tim~ the value of the
bag .sold overseas as wheat is equal toappr?Xlmately 7id. per bag, and the liigher
pnce obtamed for bagged wheat is 4!d. per
ba~, or Is. per bag returned in inCTeased
pnce.
.(b) The 'Royal Commission on Wheat SupplIes, London, required an allowance of lid.
p-er bushel 'On wheat proposed to be shipped
III bulk from Australia.
_ (c) The current -quotations in Broomhall
a~e ltd. per bushel higher for wheat in bags.
W~th. regard t? (a) it is apparent that
tlllS IS ·an adrOIt attempt on the part of
the Premier to confuse the producer.
J:?or the farmer to get 7 ~d. fOor his bag,
the w hea t would have to be sold by the
farm~ at 16s.. 8d. per bushel, whereas
he i(hsposed of It at ;an average price of
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4s. 8d. per bllilh~l less rail freight. The
quantity of wheat disposed of by the
Australian Wheat Board at a higher
rate than lOs. per bushel is cQmparatively small. As to' the allowance to be
paid to the Royal 'Commission Oa:l Wheat
Supplies, London, fOT wheat in bulk as
against whea,t in bags, it must not be
forgott~n that a t the time the contract
was made, and for the greater portion
of the time of .duration of the oontract,
Britain was at wa,r, and she had, great
need for bags on the battle-fie,lds of
France. Further, sales of wheat overseas in bags had hitherto been the
usual practice, and if Britain did not
get the bags with wheat she would have
boon forced tQ Jlurchase them elsewhere.
But, with the oessation of hostilities, ther-e
is nQ further deunand for hags for these
purposes. It is idle for the Premier to
contend that the current quotations in
Broomhall are applicable tQ Australian
whe-at. On the o.the·r hand, Mr. Love
stated that bagged wheat IS at a discount compared with bulk wheat Qn
account of the heavy landing charges in
England incidental tQ bagged grain.
What it does mean is this: That the
English price for Australian wheat in
bags is 1~d. per bushel higher than for
American wheat whether in bags or in
bulk.
The only criterion for comparative values of Australian wheat in bags
and in bulk is that in conne,xion with
the trial shipments made by the New
South Wale's G()iVernment in the 11fiddlesex and Donga7'Ta, when tlie1prioe realized
was practically identical. This fact that
Australian wheat fetches a higher price
on the English market than American
wheat has been known by wheat merchants for some considerable time, and
strongly exercised the minds of the
Canadian authorities to ascertain the
cause. In 1914 the Gove·rnment of Saskatcheowan, Canada, appoonted a Grain
Markets Commission to' investigate on
the spot trade practices in the diffelfent
wheat markets of England and the Continent, and this is what they report relative to' the diffe~ence of price and the
merit of Australian wheat c()(lllpared with
Canadian wheat-There is no best wheat. The wheat of ea.ch
country has certain characteristic,>.
Australian wheat yields. a whiter flour than any
o.ther, and also yields more flour per bushel
ot whea.t than any other. Canadian wheat
yields a flour whose outstanding characteristic 'is strength. The English and Continental
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millers need both wheats to obtain the colour
and strength they desire, coupled with a good
percentage of flour. If there is more wheat
characterized py strength than wheat characterized by white colour, then they must
pay more for the wheat that gIVes them the
colour. If the opposite condition obtains they
must pay for their strength. At present there
is much less Australian wheat for export tha.n
Canadian and other strong wheats, consequently throughout most of the year Australian wheat is the highest priced wheat in
'the world's markets. Australia. only produces
about 150,000,000 bushels of wheat, and no
other wheat shares its characteristics. Canada
alone produces over 300,000,000 bushels, and
United States wheat shares its characteristics,
a6 alsQ do Russian and Argentine, to some
extent. This explains the disparity in price
between Australian and Canadian wheats
better than any claim that one is "better"
than the other.

ing the elevators afterwards. It is admitted that the bulk handling system
must be intelligently designed and
economically administered. Under prewar conditions, the maximum amount of
wheat stacked on the Victorian Railway
stations at anyone time did not exceed
a.pproximately one-third of the wheat
crop. It was on this .ba~is that the Victorian scheme was framed; it is in accordance with the experience of Canada,
and is confirmed by Dr. Duvel as the
experience in the United States . He is
the leading authority in the United
States. He stands at the head of their
authorities in regard to the matter of
bulk handling.
It can be irrefutably
shown that even under existing construcThe Premier also sta,tedThe Superintendent of Navigation, Sydney, tion costs, and without any revenue from
is now making thorough investigations into storage whatsoever, handling charges on
the practicability of shipping full cargoes in a self-supporting basis for handling
bulk from Australian ports, and also as to
methods of stowage, &c., including its bearing grain in bulk under the elevator system
for ayerage crops would be lower than
Oil mari.ne insurance.
those
at present experienced with the bag
It may be interesting to know that these
investigations. 'we,re completed some con- system. I have dealt with the cost of
siderable time ago with satisfactory re- the elevators. The Premier said, in his
sults, and that Australian marine insu- policy speech at Castlemainerance companies cannot influence the posi- The suggested benefits of bulk handling may
be obtained at too. high a cost. This
tion, since Lloyd's undell'writers, of Lon- really
would be a serious handIcap to the wheatdon, where practically 80 per cent. of ~rower, on whom the financial burden will
marine insurance of the world's shipping fall.
is effeeted, are willing to accept the risk And furtheron conditions very little different from.
It is apparent that, if capital charges and
the existing bag conditions. F'urther on interest are to be met by the farmers, even
if bags were sold at the ordinary average rates
the Premie'f said-

The financial !uccess of bulk handling depends largely on(1) The capital cost incurred for silos,
elevators, and working houses; and
(2) The number of times per annum the
silos can be filled and emptied with
grain, not neeessarily with wheat.
On t.hese depends the amount required per
bushel to meet the capital charges of the
undertaking. Once the cost is incurred capital
charges must be met whether the silos are
used to their full extent or not.
These charges have been estimated at ;!d.
per bushel per month for every month in the
year, or 3d. per bushel per year. This is
quite apart from working expenses.

The scheme brought down here by Mr.
McKenzie would have enabled the
farmers to become the owners of the silos
at the end of a certain period. At id.
per bushel per month it was estimated
that 'in seven or eight years the capital
COflt of the silos an.d the works wouJp
have been covered, and that the farmers
would only have to pay the cost of workMr. Robertson.

usually prevailing, the benefits, if any, under
present costly construction will be infinitesimal.

Mr. HANN AH.-Do you say that the
iarmers generally want this system ~
Mr. ROBERT.SON. - Undoubtedly;
and the House has affi:rmed it twice.
I
am sure the honora'ble member has read
some of the reports that have been furnished since 1900. The Ohairman of the
Wheat Board said in the Federal House
on the 24t,h September, 1920, tha,tTo-day this country ought to be teeming
with machinery for our industries, our lands
should be opening up, and our production
should be based on the most scientific methods.
The farmer should no longer be messiJ;lg
about the purchase of bags at 15s. per dozen,
when, by adopting the bulk system of handling, he can effect a saving of 4d. per bushel.
We certainly ought to endeavour to aevelop
wheat-growing as a national industry. During
the next forty or fifty years there will be
practically no limit to its development in this
country; 'but we must recognise that our own
farmers are at ~ disadvantage as compared
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with the farmers of Argentine, Great Britain,
and Canada.
They mU8t always be handicapped to the extent of 2d. or 3d. per bushel,
When
owing to our geographical position.
normal times re-assert themselves a matter of
3d. per bushel may mean keeping our wheat
out of the world's markets.
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plaints about its character or condition. We
have supplied wheat of a very high standard,
and the reputation of Victoria, with regard to
its' wheat, stands as high as ever it did in its
history.

Then he goes on to deal with the q uestion of bags.
He stated in this House
That may haP1?en. We have seen a great that they were going in for cool storage
drop in the prIce of wool, and now it is for lambs--that they were going to use
almost unsaleable. There is also a drop the money for this purpose. That money
in hay and chaff, and there is no ques- was provided for the bulk-handling of
tion that wheat will drop. Russia is a wheat by the Oommonwealth Parliament.
great wheat producer and is likely to be The Commonwealth was to provide
a greater wheat producer in the future. £2,850,000 for silo construction in the
She has produced up to 800,000,000 four wheat-producing States,' and Vicbushels in a year.
toria's proportion was fixed at £850,000.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It i~ believed in That money was not available for the
influential quarters that there is a great building of cool stores for fat lambs, and
quantity of wheat in Russia to be the Government had to find the money
shipped.
As to the
for that purpose by loan.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-That may be. mistake made in the turning down of the
N ow I want to draw attention to a state- ~ontract, 1 wrote to Sir Robert Garran,
n-lent made, by the present Minister of and this is the reply I receivedLands this year. It is wonderful how it
Commonwealth of Australia.
coinGides with the statement made by the
Attorney-General's Department,
Melbourne, 20th Oct., 1919.
Premier at Castlemaine--To-day a bag weighin~ 2·}, lbs. represents,
at 3!d. "per lb., 7i-d.
Australian wheat has
recently been selling. at 8s. a quar.ter above
that of other countrIes. It is admltted that
wheat in bulk fetches ltd. a bushel less than
wheat in bags.

That is not admitted, and I have dealt
with it over and over againThat represents Hd. a bag, which, with nd.,
makes l2~d. It will be remembered that, when
Mr. McKenzie introduced his resolution, he
said that these silos would, and could, store
farmers' wheat at an annual cost of lid. per
bushel.

Dear SIr,
In reply to your letter of the 13th October,
1919, relative to the Commonwealth Wheat
Storage Act, No. 15 of 1917, I desire to inform
you that that Act has no connexion with the
War Precautions Act or Regulations.
It IS, I understand, administered by the
Treasury, to which Department I have forwarded your letter for consideration.
Yours faithfully,
R. R. GARR.AN .

vYhen I spoke in 1919 I had not received
this reply. I had a suspicion that it was
being kept from me. I received the following letter from Mr. Watt-

That was the time when the Minister
dropped the bulk-handling of wheat and Dear Mr. Robertson,
to your note of 21st instant, I have
,vhen he stated that he was going in for to Insayreply
that the Wheat Storage Act IIH 7 was
cool storage for .fat lambs.
The honor- a war mea~urt:. .
able gentleman is very sweet on fat
As the war has ended,. the Commonwealth
lambs. No one knows better than I do is not not now prepared to provide funds for
the construction of silos.
For over twelve
the advantage of cool storage. The in- months
funds were available to the Governdustry of wheat-growing is mixed up with ment of Victoria, under that Act, but they
the industry of producing fat lambs, and were not applied for by it during that period.
Yours sincerely,
it applies to three-fourths of the St~t~.
W.. A. WATT.
We have wheat, fat lambs, and the skms,
and these are all exportable articles. We That money is gone, and now we have to
produce these articles in excess of local face the obstacle of raising money for the
requirements. The Minister changed his purpose. The sum of £850,000 was procoat when he saidvjded by the Oommonwealth Parliament,
We were up against the war period, and the and we must take our responsibility for
Government thought it was wiser to expend having lost that sum.
money in storing meat against the drought
Mr. THOMAS.-Was that to build silos?
which was then upon us. By machinery we
Mr. ROBERTSON.-It was for the
have cleaned 27,000,000 bushels of wheat in
this State. We have shipped the wheat to construction of a modified scheme. When
Great Britain,. and there have been no com- . we first called for tenders the proposal
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was for the construction of 138 country
.silos and three terminal silos. The scheme
was modified, and it was thought that -the
work might be done for £850,000, but the
lowest tender was for £1,100,000.
The
modified scheme was for a complete SY3tern for eighty-three stations and two
terminal stations. That was to absorb
the money, a.nd the plans were specially
designed by our engineier so that the
works constructed would be part of the
future bulk handIng scheme.
Geelong
lost a terminal and so did Willia:mctown.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - The work
would cost less ,if it were done by day
labour.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I saw the state:~nent that the work had been done by
day la,hour in New South Wales, but it
was not correct. I know personally one
of the contractors, who went insolvent.
He had a contract for the sIlos round the
Rocks.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The Storey Government withdrew the contracts, which
amounted to £1,170;000, and they .a.re
vetting the work d(Hle for less than
£1,000000 by day labour.
Mr. ROBERTSON. - Thecontr~ctors
contr.acted on Mewalfs' plans at a price
that they could not get through at, and
I believe that they would have gone down'.
I know the contractors were in a very
serious position on account of the contracts they had entered into.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-One contract was
completed fora silo with seventy-two
'chambers tu hold 6,000,000 bushels.
:Mr. ROBERTSON.-The Laws·on Government cannot be depended on by the
grlam-girOlwers to commence a ,complete
scheme for the bulk handlin~ of grain.
There may be some alteration 111 the position owing to the three new members of
the Ministry being a vowed supporters of
the bulk handling of grain.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - What was
the tender per bushel for the first contract ~
Mr. ROBERTSON.-It was 21.7d. per
bushel fo'r the complete system-machinery and -eve-rything.
The render for
f'ighty-two silos panned out at something
like 16.8d. The tender for the modified
se-henne was below th€f -estimate of the
Railway Depa.rtment, but the first tender
for the complete scheme was over the estima.te of the Railway Department. Atthat
tim(!l' we w:a.ntedto :asethe CommGuwealth
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Government money without ha.ving to raise
a loa.n elsewhere to carry out the complete
scl1ejIll.e. . A.. mistake was maclle :fi)rst in

turning down the original contract. but
more particularly in turntng <lown the
modified tender of 16.:8d. peT bushel.
There were repeated delays. and the Governm.ent vTere responsible for losing the
£850,000 of}'ered by the Federal Government, which could have been, and ought
to have been, used for works that would
form part of a coni plete bulk handling
scheme. The action of. the Minister of
Lands in going on with the cold storage
was &nly an excuse for turning down the
bulk handline- schemA.
Mr. OMAN.-You have already read a
letter showing tha,t we had not the money
available.
lVIr. ROBERTSON. - The sum of
£850.000 was not used when it was available. It was not used for coo,l storage.
The money for ·cool storage for fat lambs
had to be raised by loans, indepenQ,ently
of the £850,000 .th€l Commonwealth GoveTnment provided fOT silo construction.
Animmedia..te sta,rt should be made with
the bulk handling scheme, because it will
take two or three years to complete it,
-and normal conditions as to price and
production will have returned with regard to wheat, including Russian wheat.
Tt is problematical whether we shaU be
able to sustain the price of 9s. per bushel
for wheat for the next twelve months~
thoug"h I hope that we shall be a.Me to ·do
·so. I have nothing to 'say against the men
who do the bag handling, some of whom I
know, hut. it is to their selfish interest to
put obstacles in the way of a bulk handing scheme because under the bag handling system they are not only the buyers
of the wheat, but the charterers of the
freight.
They have' a double-barrelled
gun, and I am told that they 'make more
out of the freight than they do out of
t.he buying and the selling of the wheat.
There must be huge fortunes made by
t.he few companies engaged in these extensive operations. I doubt if an ordm.ary farmer could ship 1,000 bags O[ wheat
to London on his own account, because
mail steamers do not carry wheat, and
he would .:find tha.t the spaoe for· wheat
·on ot.her yessels had ooen all chartered.
If the farmer saw a tramp vessel lying
in the bay, he would be t~ld that it had
been :chartered byD~ling, James Bell,
Dalgety andCoanpany, Dreyfus, or some
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one else, and. the charterer would tell him,
"We cannot carry your wheat, but we
will buy it.' , Under a proper' system or
l,uJk ha.ndling, with 25,OOO-bushel bins,
the wheat would be grroded in three or
four classes, stored, and taken awav in
due time, and the farmers, could get
advances flam the banks on their certificates:
They would thus be able to go·
on with th61r operations, and could fallow the ground and put in the wheat for
the following year. If tlley are forced
into the hands of the grain buyers, they
na v~ to sell a portion of the crop at a
tlacl"rfiC? so as to get money to go on with,
'C·therwlse they would not have sufficient
money to pay their tradesmen for the
,past yelar's transafu-tmns. The Government are t.JJ blame for failing to estabVsh
a Gratin Commission! and for not starting
a complete system for the bulk handling
of gra.in by means of the elevator system,
a:> recommended by the Railways CommisS10nersat page 7 of their comments on'
the report of Metcalf Company Limited.
It will take so long to construct the silos
that everJithing that can be done now
should be done, and the House should
have ,an assurance from the Government
that they are in earnest on the matter.
In the past e'ighteen months or two years
they have shown that they are not in
earnest with regard to the installation of
a complete system of handling grain hy
means of the elevator system.
Mr. EVERARD. - - The Minister IS
against it.
oJ

Mr. ROiJ3ERTSON.-The MJinister
no doubt, will reply to my statement but
I am giving the conclusions I have ~ome
to after traversing his statement. I had
.a .question on the notice-paper yesterday
WIth reference to the formation of an
Oats PooL
We have this year a very
big oat crop-indeed, there are 1,633,000
acres under oats in Victoria this year
. 1,240,000 acres last year. Out'
as agamst
of the 1,240,000 acres under crop in 1919,
559,000 acres were cut for grain, and the
balance for hay.' The 55900a acres
yielded 11.8 bushels per acre,' or a total
of 6,603,000 bushels. This yea,r there are
1,63'3,000' acres und:er crop, and taking
45 per cent. of the whole as the· grain
area, we h.ave 136:,000 acres, which, at 12
bushels to the acre, gives a' total of
8,832,000 bushels of oats.
That would
be I,200,OO~ bushels more than last year.
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The position is' a very serious <m.& for
oat-growers, and some land is not suitable for anything else but cereal growing.
The southern plains of Victoria are more'
suitable for oat-growing than wheatgrowing.
There has been a great drop
in the price of hay. We know that the
price of £10 per ton was too high, but
during, election time the price went down
to £2 lOs. per ton at the mills.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.:-Will you
sell hay at £2 lOs. per ton ~
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I have none to
sell ,at that price, and no man would sell
unless he was forced to sell. But there
are men who at the end' of the harvest.
must have money, ,and the men who are
most deserving may be forced to sell at
£2 lOs. per ton. I want to obviate that.
If the Government encourage the farmers to thresh as many oats as possible
this year, that will relieve the hay market.
The oat yield is going to be very
heavy, and if ,a Pool were established on
the lines of the Wheat P.ool the oats
could be stored in temporary sheds at a
very cheap rate.
The Government, in
my opinion, should say at once that they
will take this step, and give ,the farmers
an advance on the oats stored under temporary covers that will at least equal the
cost of production and enable the farmers
to go on with their operations, knowing
that they will have sufficient money to
cover the previous year's expenses.
If
something of tha.t kind is. not done, land
will be thrown out of production when we
want more production.
I want to give
this proposal a kick ahead now, so that
the Government will not wait until there
are huge stacks of oats 'all over the place.
It is up to the Government to act
promptly in the matter and to show that
they have some courage, and if they dJ
so I am sure that the House will support
them.
The quota,tion for oats reported
in the Herald on Saturda.y last was, for
forward delivery, January and February,
1921, 2s. 6d. per bushel, Melbourne.
. Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Does
that mean cheaper porridge ~
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Undouhtedly it
would in the ordinary course of events,
but it will depend on the price the manufacturer puts 011 the oatmeal.
The
price quoted for oats is below the cost
of production.
According to the A'rgus
of the 16th November, the present
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quotation is 3s. 2d. pe,r bushel. I tried Is the Government to be bound by the
to get the exact London price from promise of a previous Government in a
the Department, but I could not ascer- matter like this ~ . He continuedtain it. I am told that in Great Britain
In the circumstances, the present Governand on the Continent it is between 8s. and ment is not inclined to deal with this area.
Land is
9s. a bushel. The latest freight quotation pending reference to Parliament.
for wheat was about 150s. per ton, and available for the Phosphate Co-operative Company of Australia at Geelong.
that would work out at about 2s. 8~d. a
The
Government asked the company to
bushel of oats. Say the London price is
build
their works at Geelong on a site
8s. a bushel. That would leave 5s. 3!d. to
the farmer after deducting the freight, whe,r,e there is not a sufficient depth of
and it would keep hay from coming below water except by dredging, and where they
the cost of production.
It would keep would not have the power and other adthe l.and under crop, and the Government vantages av,ailable at Newport. In adshould seriously consider giving these men dition they would have to pay freight on
an advance in .the interests' of the State about half of their products from Geelong
tal Melbourne. There are many disadgenerally.
vantages connected with the Geelong site.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable mem- The Government are asking the company
ber's time has expired.
to establish t.heir works and distribute
their goods from the rim of the wheel
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I moveinstead of the hub, where the proprietary
That the time allowed the honorable member be extended by not more than thirty companies are established. Therefore the
co-operative company would be at a disminutes.
advantage compared with the proprietary
Mr. Prendergast's motion was agreed companies. Are the authorities so thickto.
headed that they cannot see tha~ ~ I venMr. ROBERTSON.-I thank honor- ture to say that a schoo.} boy would see the
able mem,?ers for thetir consideration, be- disadvantage of establishing such works at
cause I WIsh to make a few remarks con- Geelong. Following up the question of
cerning the Phosphate Co-operative Com- the honorable membe,r for .swan Hill, I
pany of Australia Limited.
The com- moved on the 31st August-pany want a site for their works and I
That there be laid before this House a retotally disagree with the a,ttitud~ which turn showinghas heen adopted by the Government in
1. The depth of water at the frontage of the
that reg,ard.
When he was Honorary site offered by the Geelong Harbor Trust to
Minister, Mr. Mackinnon went to Geelong the Phosphate Co-operative Company of AusLimited.
about the mCl,tter. He said that the far- tralia
2. What it would cost for dredging in order
mers talked about decentralization' and t:) get sufficient depth of water' for the purif they wanted to practise what) they poses of the company.
3. What would be the railway freight per
preach the company should establish their
works at a certain site in Geelong. Now, ton on the company's manures from Geelong to
Melbourne.
for various reasons that site is an unsuit4. What would be the cost of providing railable one. On the' 4th August, the hon- way facilities at the site at Geelong if the
orable member for Swan Hill asked the company erected works there.
5. Whether electric power would be groH'onorary MinisterIf, in view of the failure of the Phosphate
Co-operative Company of Australia to secure a
suitable site for its works either at Melbourne
or Geelong, the Government will assist this
purely co-operative company by selling to
,them, out of Crown lands at Newport, the
site recently applied for by the company? .

Mr. Mackinnon's
lows:-

reply

was

as

f01-

Before this Government came into power a
promise was made by a previous Government
that the application of the Metropolitan Gas
Company for this land would receive the consideration of Parliament in connexion with
the Gas Bill.

vided, and what would be the cost and charges
fo-: same as compared with the Newport site.
6. What price per acre the GeE;llong Harbor
Trust paid for the land comprising the site
offered, and what price per acre is asked for
it from the Phosphate Company.

The members who then represented Geelong said, "You know all a;bout it"; but
I told -them that I wanted the information on record, so that honorable members on both sides of the House might be
in a ·position to assist the producers of
the 'State in a way they should be assisted, instead of further "greasing the
fatted pig "'-the Metropolitan Gas Com-
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pany.
The Phosphate Oo-operative
Company of Australia only want a
frontage of 400 feet, and there is a
frontage of 1,000 feet available. In an
hour or two the Mini.ster of Lands could
go down there with his staff and decide
whether or not the company should not
have 400 feet of that land at a fair price.
I have not yet 'been a/ble to obtain a
copy of the return for which I moved.
In the absence of Mr. M'cLennan, however, Mr. Purnell moved on the same day
for a return with regard to the Newport
site, based on my questions. It was a sort
of counterblast to mine, and it has come
back like a boomerang. The return is
ae follows:Return to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 31st August, 1920, on the motion of Mr. Purnell for Mr. McLennan, for
Return showing:I. (a) The area of land at Newport;
(b) and water frontage in feet, for which
certain negotiation have been entered into with
the Melbourne Gas Company.
2. The frontage in feet and area of the
land which the Phosphate Co-operative Company desire to o b t a i n . '
"
3. The depth of water at the frontage of
the land which the Phosphate Company require.
4. TIle estimated cost of the dredging necessary to provide sufficient depths of water for
the purposes of the company.
5. The estimated cost of providing railway
facilities at this site should the company enter
into business there.
6. The estimated value per acre of this site.
I. (a) Area 42a. Or. 31p.
(b) Water frontage, 870 feet.
2. Area applied for by Phosphate Company,
10 acres. Water frontage, 400 feet.
3. Twenty-seven (27) f~et.

At Ge,elong it is about 2 feet, and no one
knows what it will cost to ,dredge.
4. It is anticipated that the Phosphate Company, if established at Newport, will utilize
the wharf and dredged channel that has already been constructed for the British Imperial Oil Company. In that case no further
dredging will be necessary.
5. It is considered that private siding accommodation could be provided to serve this
land, the construction and maintenance of
which would be subject to the usual conditions imposed with respect to such sidings,
'mder which the party for whom the accommodation provided is required to 'bear the cost
involved, but until the proposed factory buildings have been designed and the extent of siding accommodation desired is indicated, it is
not practicable to furnish an estimate of cost.
6. A recent valuation by the Government
Valuer of the Public Works Department is
£1,250 per acre, but if filled and graded
£1,600 per acre.
Second Session 1920.-[7]
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Unless the company estahlish their works
in the right place, they will not pay. It
is therefore essential to get a suitable
site, no matter how much per acre has
to be paid. I will not further trespass
on the time of honorable member~. 1.
have had to keep closely to my notes on
the question of bulk handling. I have
such a volume ·of information that it
would have been impossible to deal with
the matter without repetition and
rambling unless I had put the particulars
in a concise form. lowe the House
an apology for what may be considered
a dry address, but, personally, I am always willing to listen when .an honorable
member prepares information and delivers 'a set speech to the House.
Mr. OMAN (:Minister of Lands).-I
listened to the honorable member for
Bulla with interest. No member of this
House has taken a keener interest in the
welfare of the farmers than he has done,
and I find no fault with his criticism tonight. Still, we have to look at the position .as we find it. In 1917 a measure
". . as passed through this Housel for the
purpose 0'£ providing storages for wheat
that could not be shipped. It is true that
the Oommonwealth Government did provide a 'sum of money, the Victorian share
of which was £850,000, but it is not true
that that £850,000 was available last October Ifc·r ,the purpos·e of building these
storages.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-It was available for
over twelve months.
Mr. OMAN.-I am not disputing that.
But it was not available at the time we
built the co Oil storage. We were faced
with the necessity of providing cool
~tClrage because o.f the then fast-developing drought, which pl.ayed great
havoc with flocks and herds in this State.
We avoided a huge loss to tQe people of
the State by the provision of these
storages, ,and by the insistent representations that were made to the Imperial Government. That accomplished, perhaps,
mo.re than anything else. No,w, in regard
to the que8tion of wheat. In 1917 wei had
some of the 1915-16 wheat on hand.
Had we had the 10,000,OOO-bushel storages spoken of at that time, had we been
able to ·build them by magic, they would
have been filled with 1915-16 wheat.
Therefore, no argument can he '1'uised
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:that the provision of silos at that time
would have saved the 1916-17 wheat from
deterioration by mice and weevils. Those
members who have had an opportunity
lof perusing the statements of accounts to<day will see that on the 1916-17 crop
there was a loss of 2id. per cent. We
ha ve reason to be very grateful that it
was not more.
The Goverl1ment took
:steps at that time to rush the wheat to
:the sea-board, and the big men who have
<controlled the wheat aU through have
:said that that action was responsible for
:saving a large quantity of wheat that
would otherwise have been lost. But we
have to look the matter squarely in the
Jace. Had the silos been built by magic
in 1917, they would have been of use to
:us provided we could have shipped in
hulk. We should have saved the cost of
;a very considerable number of bags. But
had we been able to undertake the oCou.struction of silos, they would not have
1been in operation to-day as part of a
hulk-handling scheme.
Therefore, the
.argument of the honorable member for
nulla as to the value the silos would have
;been in connexion with the crop 'he refers
to falls to the ground, because the scheme
It!ould not have been in operation.
Mr. WETTENHALI~.-What about future
<crops?
Mr. OMAN.-Last year wheat was
~o]d at 17s. 6d. c.i.f.
That gave the
figures that the Premier furnished
in his poli~y speech at Castlemaine. And
thO-Be figure,s are true to ...day. We are
:selling wheat to-day on a, basis that will
give 7-~d. per bag to the grower of this
Etate.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-The hag costs us
Is. 3d., and we get 7id.
Mr. OMAN.--For a week in July bags
:stood at 12s. 6d. a dozen-12~d. each. I
}lad a quotation yesterday for bags at 13s.
:a dozen. If we take lld. per bushel as
the cost of storage, that would me,an
~Hd. a bag.
Add that to the value
ot the bags, -and we get 12}d. 'When
I spoke on this question .previously, Australian wheat was quoted in London at
8s. a quarter above wheat from America.
We are supported by the quotations with
regard to wheat in bulk as agai:lst bagged
wheat in the statement that there is a
difference of lid. per bushel.
When
the matter was put to the British WhAat
CommissiOon, the prinoipals who sent Mr.
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Love to this country to look after their
interest-s, said, "We will take wheat in
bulk, but we will only take it if an allo,wance be made for the difference in value
of the bags."
Mr. WE'l".rENHALL.-They praci:ically
told yOou that the people in England preferred wheat in bulk. Mr. LOove told yOou
that definite1ly.
Mr. OMAN.-Mr Love told us nothing
of the sort. . Cablegrams can be produced
tOo prOlVe my statement. Therefore. the
decision of the farmers, at their Oonference in Bendigo, was a Wise one in my
opinion, because, after all, we have only
one interest to serve. We only desire to
serve the best interests of the producers
of this State. If t·he silo system is the
best, there is no earthly reason why silos
should not 'be built. But we should be
absolutely SUre of our position. Weare
selling our wheat to-day freely. I was
not too sure a month ago that 9s. a bushel
would be a fair price for wheat for local
consumption. I was not too certain that
we should be able to obtain 9s. a bushel
for the whole of our wheat a month ago.
r am mOore confident tOo-day that it is a
fair price.
:1\1:1'. HANN.AH.-Why?
Mr. OMAN.-Because of the large
sales we have made to European countries
during the past few weeks. ,Those sales
are for deliveries extending up t.o 30th
Septemher next. The basis they are buying on is a good guarantee that the men
engaged :in the wheat bu~iness believe
that that amount will represent the price
obtainable at that· date.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-YOU say Australian wheat is worth 8s. a qUdrter more
.
because of the bags.?
Mr. OMAN.-I did not say that at all.
The honorable member is putti:r:g into my
mouth ,a statement I have never ma-de.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-The Premier made
that statement.
Mr. OMAN.-The statement that I
made when I spoke on this snbject previously was that Australian wheat was
then quoted in London at 8s. a quarter
above American quotations.
:1\1:1'. WE'l'TENHALL.-That statement
has been used outside as an argumt'-nt in
favour of the use of bags.
Mr.OMAN.-No.
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Mr. WETTENHALL.-The value of the
Australian wheat is mainly due to its
miiling qualities.
Mr. OMAN.-That is so. But there is
D difference apart from that.
In any
case, we have made sales now. I am not
at liberty to make a declaration on the
matter, because we believe that it is in
the best interests of the producers to
keep our own information. I think that,
if we can get £20,000,000 for our Victvrian wheat harvest, it will be a good
thing, not only for the producers, but for
the people of this State who are engaged
ill the varlous industries, because it will
stabilize the whole industrial poSition.
\Vithout that wheat the outlook would
not have been too bright in Victoria. We
all know the tightness of money, and the
difficulties that confront Governments and
private peo'ple alike in matters .of finance.
We have to recolle·ct that, during the past
three years, we have handled three crops,
none of which has shown a loss to the
Pool.
Mr. WETTENHAr~L.-How much gain in
. weight did they show? .
Mr. OMAN.-That question can be
answered within a short time.
Seeing
that we have not sold the whole of the
wheat, and are delivering it for local
consumption, I am not in the position to
answer the question now. Some of the
crops show a very substantial gain in
we;ght.
An HONORABLE l\tfEMBER.-When are
we going to wind the Pool up?
Mr. OMAN.-If we could only get
1}000,000 bushels of wheat that no~ lies
away from the railways in South Australia to a railway terminus, and from
thence to the markets of the world, we
should be able to wind it up very quickly.
Until then we cannot wind it up under the
pooling system. ' In America the silos are
filled eleven times in the year. In addition to wheat, the silos are filled with
barley, oats, and other grain that we do
not export. Our experience is that we
are not able to export these grains from
Australi.a Qwjng to the difference in
freight. If we build silo accommodation
for 10,000,000 bushels, that would hold
our crop in three fillings. More would
go through the terminals, of course. But,
after all, the whole thing has to be determined on a financial basis, and I believe
tha,t the Farme,rs Union were wise when
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they said that this matter should be investigated fully, and that it should be
considered and determined on its merits.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-The Minister is
speaking against the scheme.
Mr. OMAN.-I have never been against
it. I am a farmer myself, and I can
assure the House that I have the producers' interests at heart. If I believed
the statement made by the honorable
member for Bulla to be true-Mr. ROBERTSON.~It is true.
Mr. OMAN.-It is not. The honorable member referred to what could have
been saved during the last five years.
VV ould ,any of these silos have been available to make that ,saving if we had entered into the contract in 1917? Honorable members know they would not. We
have now the prospect ,of 9, big harvest.
Fortunately, we are selling wheat c.i.f.
for delivery during this year, and we are
to get back from 7 d. to 7td. ,per bag on
the sales that have been made. It must
be rememhe.red, too, that the bag is
carried without any charge for freight; it
is regarded as tare.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.~How much
has been sold?
Mr. OMAN.-Enough to satisfy me
that there is not going to be any big fall
below 9s. per bushel. I am not in a position to give the figures, but satisfactory
sales are being made. We do not propose
to give ()oUT trade rivals elsewhe-re information that belongs to. the PooL
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I have copies of
Mr. Love's letter.s, and he states distinctly
that the purchaser is prepared to pay
more for grain in bulk, because of the.
reduced handling charges.
Mr. O:MAN.~I can produce cable messages from Mr. Love's principals which
show that if we sell in bulk we have to
make allowance for the bags. Now with
regard to the erection of silos, we could
not have used them in the handling of
recent crop.s. During the last five years
we have had 181,000,000 bushels of wheat,
and we could not have handled any portion of that quantity even if we had built
the silos after the principle of bulk:
qandling had been affirmed. Do honorable members imagine that the Government would have sacrificed the interests
of farmers by neglecting the construction
of silos if the,re had been prospects of complete success ~ We knew that the cost of
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material is high, and that the farmers
would have had to carry the whole of the
burden if we had gone o.n with the work.
ft was in the intere1sts of the farmers to
postpone the installation of this system.
NIl'. ROBERTsoN.-The farmers are
can:'ying a heavy burden under the bag
system.
:Mr. OM.A!N.-lln New South Wales
silos have been constructed, but no wheat
has yet been shipped in bulk.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-The1y have had no
wheat to put in the silos, because of the
drought.
Mr. OM.A!N.-And they have no machinery to handle the wheat in bulk. The
Government have undertaken to purchase
\vheat for local consumption for the whole
of this season at 9s.
'~h. WETTENHALL.--'I understand that,
but I had hope~ that a mO'l'e equitable arrangement would have. been arrived at.
1\11'. OMAN.---lRigher or lower price?
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I mean .a more
equitable one without the fixing of a
price.
Mr. OMAN.-Tuat v-i.ew was put at
the Conference, but it was not accepted.
Representatives of farmers were present,
and on some future occasion, if necessary,
the whole tale may be told.
Mr. HANNAH.-We ought to have it
told now.
Mr. OMAN.-We are dealing with
this matter in a business way) and we
are not going to give our trade rivals
information that would militate against
the best interests of the produ0ers in this
State.
. An HONORABLE MEMBER.--llf you have
sold the whole of the ,crop, what is the
reason for secre,cy?
lYIr. OMAN.---'We have not sold the
whole. Se~jng that we are getting 7!d.
for bags, Rnd that the handling charges
are 5;};d. on pre-war estimates-Mr. ROBERTsoN.-I challenge that statement {)f 7td. for bags.
1\11'. OMAN.-It is no use doing that,
because we a,re mak~ng the sales, and the
honorable member can accept the statement aR being absolutely true.
"'if r. ROBERTsoN.~We have not been re-"
roidng 7td. over the .five-year period.
Mr. OMAIN.-I am dealing only with
the present year. The honorable member
for Benalla .said that £1,000,000 would
have been saved if the silos had hoon avail-
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able for this harvest. I do not believe
that 6d. would have been saved. In fact,
ther·e would have been a loss under present conditions. The Premier made no
slip when he quo'ted 3id. He made that
statement on actual c.i.f. sales-that is
the basis on which we are making sales
to-day. I have no intention of pre-judging this matter, but ·as the Government
are the guardians of the public interests,
we should not have been justified in' entering on a huge expenditure in the construction of silos at any time during the
past three years.
Mr. WETTENHALL. - That argument
has been refuted time and again.
IMr. OMliN.-I am speaking of the
conditions which exist to-day.
When
wheat wa~ selling at 78. 6d. c.i.f. the con'ditions were not similar to those existing
to-day.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-They were similar
to those which existed in 1918.
'Mr. 01\fAN.-That is not the case, for
the reason that whea.t at that time was
not half its present value. N o.W I come
to. the statement' o.f eenator Russell that
4d. per bushel had been lost to the produ-cers of this. etate. I should like h0'norab~e members to r€lad what Senator Pratten had to say on the subje'Ct.
Mr. RYAN.-Senator Prattenhas more
responsibility for the downfall of the
market than any other man.
Mr. OMAIN.-I do not know of any
man who has been nearer the truth in his
spe.eches on the wheat question than Senator Pratten.
.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-Senator Pratten a.nd
you speak with the one voice.
Mr. OM.A:N.-That is not the voice of
the honorable member for E·ssendon.
There is no need to withdraw anything
that was said by the Premier in his Ispeech
at Castlemaine. I am satisfied that what
the Government have done has been
sound, and justified by the conditions
existing. Our action has saved a good
deal of money to the producers 'of this
State, and the closest investigation which
can be made will not disclose any loss on
the sales we are making to-day. ,I t has
been said that the Government have
shown no desire to aid decentralization.
I ha.ve submitted a proposal to the Wheat
P.ool for the shipment of a large quantity
of wheat from Portland.
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Mr. BAILEY.~What was the answe.r?
- Mr. .QMAN.~We are expecting an
answer shortly from the Commonwealth
Government, which has the steamers. If
there is any honesty in the .statement that
that Government want to see shipping at
Portland, they should send their boats
there.
Mr. HANNAH.-Is the Federal Governlllent desirous of helping Portland ~
Mr . .QMAN.~There is no doubt the
State Government want to help Portland.
8peaking for myself, I do not
think it would be difficult to link up the
northern pa.rts of this State with
P,ortland by a connecting line.
This
would enable artificial manures and other
things required by the primary producer
to be manufactured at Portland, and I do
not think it would be necessary to con-struct more than 20 miles of railway.
The cQIllstruct;i.on of that link is a proposition weH worthy of consideration. _
Mr. BAILEy.-The Commonwealth GoYcrnment want the whea,t there, and you
want the boats.
Mr. OMAN.~We are prepared to put
the whe·at there if we have an assurance
th.at the boatt) will be available. We have
a lot, of wheat that we want to ship as
quickly as possible, in the interests of the
growers of this State.
Mr. HAILEY.~Will you send the wheat
there ~
Mr. OMlAN.-I am prepared to take a
little risk in that direction.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-How much
will you send ~
.
Mr. OMAN.-That will be determmed
when we know the quantity of shipping
which will be available, but I am not
going to be drawn into a discussion on
the management of the Pool. When the
Leader of the Opposition was speaking
last night I made an interjection in regard to a remark of his that butter would
be 5s. a lb. this winter in England. There
is no danger of its being that rate in Australia. The fact is that butter has been
sold up to March of next year, and because of the contract with the Imperial
Government which had been entered
into, butter has been sold to. local
consumers at 100s. below the London
value. We have always delivered the
butte·r to the local consumer at not more
than the Imperial price. Last year wheat
was scarce in this country, and the
Government found it necessary to pur-
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chase. The producers were favorable to
the sale, and after they had made the
sale, they had no complaint to make.
They delivered the wheat at 7s. 8d., and
are still delivering it. When the price
was fixed at 9s. this year, some members
of the Wheat Board believed that. it was
under the wDrld's parity, while SDme believed that it was over it. From the sales
we have made I believe that it is under
the world's parity.
Mr. W ARDE.-If you enter into a contract, you have to comply with it, and
there should be no complaining.
Mr. OMAN.-Yes; we· must deliver the
gDDds" and we dD not expe~t tOI get more
than the price agreed upon. I onl y
wanted to show that if we had bought
wheat at the time when we sold a small
parcel to France at 4s:-about six years
ago-and if we had kept that wheat until
to-day, it would not have proved a favorable transaction, allowing fDr interest and
deterioration. There was nO' wheat sold
at 4s., except that sold to France.
Mr. HANNAH.-You SOlId to Japan.
Mr. OMAN.-Do not mentiDn Japan.
We sold to Japan at high rates, and the
records show that the foresight of the GQvernment has insured cheap bread to our
people. The fQiresight Df the Government in retaining meat in this country
insured during the winter mOonths and
last spring mea't at a reasonable cost to
the CDnsumers. The charge does not lie
against the GOovernment that they have
not protected the interest of the consumers; the opposite is the fact.
We
provided sufficient meat at less than half
the rates charged in other countries.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-At the expense Oof the farm er.
Mr. OMAN.-No; if it had not be·en
fOol' the foresight of the GQivernment, the
farmers' meat would have been shipped
fOor the benefit OIf the trade. During the
war the Government made cOontracts, and
opened the cool stores. They made prQivi!:lion for the slaughtering, and gave to the
owners Df stock the full market value.
The Govern:p1ent did that fOil' the producer, and made the me.at available at
the Imperial contract rates tOo the local
consumer. Therefore, the Government,
instead of being charged with neglect to
provide food at reasonable rates in the
form of meat and wheat, sliould be commended, because the ve,ry opPDsite is the
case. By care and prudence the Government have protected the best interests
of the whole of the people.
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Mr. ]1'ARTHING.-Wbat do the Government intend to do to give a wholesome
I.I.1ilk SUl'!J1y 1

Mr. OMAN.-That matter must be
dealt with ,at another time.
Mr. FROST.-As a new member, I
approach parliamentary problems largely
'rom the viewpoint of the man in the
I!treet. In the opmion of that gentleman,
all the Parliaments in the world need
modernizing and bringing up to date.
Up to the present, there has been northing
but talk. I do nQit know why Victoria
cannot take a lead in this matter. If we
did something in this direction, we would
be quickly followed by the Mother of
Parliaments, and by other Parliaments as
well. I should like to see the" slaughter
of the innQicents " that takes place at the
end of every session prevent.ed. If Parliament has nort finished its wQirk by
~hristmas, it shQiuld adjourn, meet agaii:t
In January, and carryon until the work
that members are paid to do is finisbed.
The GQivernment l as a rule, have a large
num bel' of Bills· to be dealt with, and.
private m~mbers alsQi have Bills. r should
like now to mention a few things that
this Parliament might take into consideration for the benefit of the country.
As the Leader of the Opposition mentioned in his speech, it is about time that
the Gove,rnment instituted a State Fire
and Life Insurance Department.
We
have a splendid Qibjeet lesson in the benefits that have accrued from State insurance in the shape o,f workmen's compensation.
The State office has been
able to offer a big rebate to its clients
every year. The outside organizations
have ,had to' do likewise. but if there had
been no State office, the privat-e cO'mpanies
would nort have made any rebate. The
life insurance companies have made huO'e
profits, and so have the fire insuran~e
companies. Since the value of property
has increased thelfe have been very few
fires. In my own district there has not
boon a fire for twelve months. This
si~ply me~ns that the whole I of the premIUms paId are clear profit to the companies.
It is time that we consid·ered
these facts. If thel Government instituted
a Department of Fire and Life Insurance
~he profits could be returned to the peopfe
In the shape of much ne'ed-ed wOlfks in the
country. Our gold-mining industry requires some stimulation, and I think that
uoth the State and ·the Federal Governments would do well to co-operate in this
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direction. Sinoe the enormous inflation
of the note-issue, our gold reserve has become pe'rilously low. It would therefore
be. advantageous to stimulate gold production. I have in my mind three good
deep-lead systems that I believe could be
worked with profit. Unfortunately, there
is no capital available for the purpose.
lf the Government would take up one of
these, and even if only sufficient gold were
Olbtained to pay expenses, it. would be
an enormous advantage, because the gold
could be coined, and added to the reserve.
I should like to see a Committee of State
and Federal members appointed to deral
with this important matter. The expense
should be divided between the two Governments, and I am sure it would be recouped a hundredfold. I should also like
to see a Bill introduced for the reclassification of our lands.
There is a large
amount a.f land in State forests that could
be put to better use. The "time has arrived when every acre, must be put to its
best us·e--fruit land to the growing of
fruit, wheat land to the growing of wheat,
and so on, reserving land .that is suitable
for the purpose for forests.
All good
agricultural land should bel taken out of
the forests, and if that were done, there
would be ample land for fore,st purposes If
the forests were properly treated. I have
travelled hundreds of miles through State
forests, and I can say that they are in a
disgraceful state. You sele three sticks
where OIne good tree should be growing.
The forersts should be cleaned up and replanted. If that were done, we would
have plenty of timber for all purposes.
. Mr. HANNAH.-What fO'rest~ have you
ill mind?
Mr. FROST.-The forests between
Maryborough and Bendigo.. There is
great scolpe for the, planting of wattles.
It is a strange thing that we are impa.rting wattle bark from South Africa, whilst
Australia is the home of the wattle. The
seed was taken from Australia, and
planted in South Africa. ~here they
grow the trees, strip the hark and we
buy it from them. \Vhat a 'reflection
that is on the enterprising people of Victoria. We should alsol go in fOol' the planting of pines, which are of great commercial value. Of course, that would be
largely for the good of posterity, because
pines do not mature much under thirty
or forty years, but, at the same time, we
are handing down to posterity a big burden of debt, and it is up to us to hand
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down some assets as well. If the Premier
would take the matter up, in about fifty
years' time, when our descendants are cuttillg these trees and getting £4 or £5 apiece
for them, there might be a monument
placed on ·the hill at Oastlemaine, alongside that in memory of Burke and Wills,
commemorating the action, of Sir Harry
Lawson, who planted the pines.
I was
pleased to see lin the Lieutenant-Gover11or's Speech a reference to the Oountry
Industries Advances Bill. I am sure honorable members on both sides of the House
will agree with regard to that measure,
and that it will go through very
quickly indeed. Already committees have
been formed in country towns to take
advantage of the provisions of the Bill,
And anything that can be done to relieve
the congestion in this big city will have
my hearty support. When passing through
Richmond the other day in a train, I
could not help contrasting the pockethandkerchief allotments there with the
acre and half-acre blocks on which people
reside in the country, and I thought of
ho\V much healthier the conditions are in
the country. But we cannot attract
l)eople from the city to share in the
ideal conditions in the country HItless we
have work to offer them, and the Bill I
have referred to will be a step in the
direction of providing that work. I am
'Sure t~at many of the people in the
industrIal suburbs, if they had the opportunity of getting out into the count.ry
to live, would be only too willing to go
there. I should like the Government to
take action in accordance with the report
of the Fisheries Oommission. Thi5 is a
matter which has been sadly ne o'18cted
both by the Government and the °peoplc:
In this State fish should be a common
article of diet, but it is practically unknown, especially in the countt·y districts.
Fish is a staple article of fuod in the
United Kingdom, where the coa8t ljne
cannot be compared in magnitude with
ours.
Since the loss of the. trawler
Endeavour} nothing at all has been done
in this direction. That vessel had some
nne catches before disaster overtook' her.
W(~ know that the fish are "Lh,:lrc to be
caught, and it is just a mat~el' of the
Government taking action. They shl)uld
get into communication with sl'me of the
old firms at Hull and Grim3hy, which
have been carrying on trawli.ng opera-
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tior,s for centuries, and know the game
from A to Z. If the Gove'rnment were to
bring but half-a-dozen tr.a,wlers with. their
crews, :md establish distributing eentl'es
throughout the metropolis and the C011ntry, the' business w()IUld be put on a Bound
foot1ng~ and the people would get a
cheaper :fish supply thall they htlLl ever
had before. At pr~sent nearly half the
members of our small Australian .Navy
are Eng1isb lads; that is simply becau~c
we have no recruiting ground for scamen. Where would England hayo been
during the late war if it had not been
for the fishermen ~ All the mine-sweeping
vessels were manned by fishermen, and
the gaps in the Navy and the mercantil(;
llJal'iue "\verc filled by them. Of course,
the party to which I belong is against
w:.tl',as are all sane and sensible m~n, but
ve lec0g11ist that until the day CUWC'l
when there win be a general disarmament
of the nations, we have to be prf'pared
for emergency. If we had fiBhing Hects
around the coast of Allstralia, they,wo)ulJ
be a splendid recruiting ground for the
Australian Navy, and its future would
be assured. I was going to speak on tho
wheat question, but I think the House has
had enough of that subject. There are
several other matters I wished to touch
on, but as the Premier wants the debate
to close, I shall refrain from doing so
until I have a chance of saying a' few
words on Bills that are brought before the
House.
Mr. MAOKRELL.-l\.S one of the
fl.edgings from the ,country, I should like
to address a few words to the House, and
honorable members will pardon me if I
deal with matters affecting the country.
In the first place, the people of Victorin.,
and, indeed, the people of Australia, arc
living on an inflated currency. For every
£100 in notes that we have out there is
only a gold reserve of £42. That is ...
very bad state of affairs.
!t[r. vVARDE.-I thought it was pretty
good to hold 42 per cent. in gold.
JYIr. MAOKRELL.~Perhaps Our p03ition compares very favorably with the
position in other parts of the world but
still, .in a young country like AustI~alia,
that IS a yery bad state of affairs. I be.
lieyc a man named Gresham stated a
couple of hundred years ago, that bad.
money would drive out good money. If
I had £100 in notes in one hand and
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£100 in gold in the other hand, which
would I pay away ~
Mr. W ARDE.-It would not matter.
Yr. YAOKRELL.-I would stick to
the gold.
Mr. WARDE.-If you were getting a
debt settled to-morrow, you would not
refuse the money either in notes or gold.
Mr. M.A:OKRELL.-I would stick ~o
the gold if I had it in my hand. The
people on the land are the only people
who are exporting anything from this
country . We' are the only people who are
bringing in any wealth tOo meet the great
financial obligatio.ns that are upon us,
and if we are gDing to DVercome the inflation of the currency we' shall have to
get the other man's gold. If we are
going to get the Dther man's gold we shall
have to get the exports, and as we on the
land are the only people eXPQirting, we
want a chance tha,t will ,enable us to get
the produce tQi export out of this country. Vva find people flocking tQi this city
from. the country, and mOIre, than half
the population Qif Victoria, is in Melbourne. That is a ve1ry bad state of
affairs. Why havel the people left the
country and oome tD this city ~ It is bec~use the, employers in the city can outbId the country people for their labour,
and because Df theTe being better conditions in the: city.
M;r. SNowBALL.-Why don't you give
w.o::kelrs in the country equally good condItIons ~
Mr. MACKRELL.-I ask any fanneT
working with a ca,pital of £400 Qir £500
IDcked ~p in a fanm, stock, and implements, If he could afford to pay a man
~4s. Qir 15s. a day fQir the fifty-two weeks
III the y.ear.
It is an i~possibility; but
a man m Me1bourne, WIth less capital,
can pay .that wage, which shows plainly
that wei m the country have beoo outbid
fDr Qiur labour. If we are to ge,t people
back on the land, we ill ust do somelthing
to assist the people on thel land, and we
~hall have tD alter many things.
F'Dr
lllstance, we' want beUelf manao-ement of
Dur railways. I beheve that lurino- the
drQiught stock died because trucks ~oruld
. not be obtained to relrr~DVe them from one
part to another part where there was
agistment. The farmers had to wait for
weeks berore getting the trucks they had
ordered.
My wODI was nearly' three
weeks tra,ve1ling from Euroa tOI Melbourne, a. distance of 95 miles. I be,ueve
I could ha,ve brought it down in almost
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the same time in .a wheelbarrow. We
want our railways to be run in the in,terest of the people, and. we want further railway extensi'O'lls in the country.
Whole districts in my electorate have
been crying out for railways faT years
and ye,ars, but they ha,ve not been able
to get railways.
If those railways had
been cDnstructed, we would have had
the peo'ple on the land; if we had put the
people on the land, we would have had
the produce; if we, had ha·d the produce,
we would have had the exports j and if
we had had the expo,rts, we would have
had the gold and the wealtli SOl that we
could Ipay Dur obligatiQins. We must develop this CDuntry by extending the railways. We want to put the railways into
lands that we know are valuable, and we
have plenty of such lands in Victoria.
If we throw out railway e'XtensiQins we
~ill get the produce and the wealth;' but
lll~tead Q1f the, GQlve.rnment extending
ra~hyays in the cQluntry, they have: spent
mIllwl.1s on the elle,ctrification oJ the city
railways. I know that this is an old
stDry, hut that does nQit mattelr. 1£ some
of that money had been expended in ~ur
eloactorates to' develQiP our country, it
would ~t l~ast have had tlw opportunity
of earnmg mte-rest; but I belie,vel tha,t we
in the .country arel called upon to con tribute more than our fair share tDwards
the interest bill fQir thel eledrification of
the city railways. vVel also wa,nt more
roads ~nd better road~ i~ the country.
What IS the
use of
bUIldIno-t;'I lines unless
•
•
you are gQimg t·o gIVe us roads ~ The railways are the artelries, and we want the
:oads to feed them. I was hrought UIP
III the
bush, and my peQiple had to
struggle' for forty odd years without a
good r?~d. It is only recently that the
authOrItIes have, attempted to build roads,
and th.ey .are not yet completed; yet, in
~hat dl~trIct the land is, perhaps, better
m qualIty than the average fOir the State.
F'armers ha,ve walked off their land and
the place is a howling wilderness, b~cause
a decent metal· road was not thrown back
to open up the country. If a metal road
had been thrown back to open ulP that
cQiuntry we would have got the people
the're, and the produce and erverything
else would have followed. If we had
roads into the back-blocks to Qipen up the
country, people would not ha,ve fLDcked
to the city as they have done~ and we in
the country would probably be in the
position of being abJe to ,pay as much for
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our labQlur as the man in the city.
If we had more liberal treat.ment SOl that
we could build more rOlads, we would
certainly be better o·ff. I trust that the
Go,vernment will
fit to help us along
as far as roads are conc~rned. Now, a few
wo,rds with regard to education. It is all
very well to talk about the Universitv Q1f
Melbourne and education for the city,
but we stand for fair and reasonable
education for e,very child in VictOiria. In
my opinion, a child that dOles not receive
an flducation is a child nationally lost.
Therefore, we are out to obtain a fair
education for children in the back-blocks.
My own child attended a half-tim·e school.
I calculated that in order to obtain the
same educatiOin she would have tOI attend
a half-time school three years longer than
a whole-time schooL Does not that mean
that I am penalized, and my child is
penalized ~ I know that some allowance
is made so that children can be conveyed
from one half-time school tOi anothe'r; but
that arrangement breaks down because
the allowance is not sufficient. If a· man
is struggling aiong in the 'back-blocks,
belping to keep tnis country going, I contend that he should have an opportunity
for giving his child a fair education. i
believe that now he would be, allowed
something to enable him tOi dOl so, but I
say that the allowance is not sufficient.
Children in the back-blocks should have
equal educational opportunities to those
elsewhere, SOl that tney may grow up to
he able to maintain the traditions of Q1ur
great Empire. vVe will not be able to
llOld up our heads among the peoples of
the world unless we properly educate our
children. Personally I have realized the
importance of education, for I have been
up against all sorts of condit.ions, and I
have had to learn anothe,r language in
order tOi earn my living. Therefore, I
strongly urge that our children should be
given a, proper education. What dOles
education mean ~ It does not mean that
a child should be educated to solve a difficult mathematical problem Q1r to read and
write in a wonderful way; but it should
mean that a child's mind may be SQi develQlped that it may have the mental
capacity tQl deal with any prohlem that
may confront it later on. .A developed
min~ is what we are all after. If we get
on the land a, man with a developed mind
we will get t.he: production. I was brought
up on the land, and I know that no
business requires a better education than

see
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tha t of the man on the land. How long
would it take a man to learn all about
cattle, sheep, wool, and agriculture ~
Anyone of them is the study of a lifet,ime. If we have settlers with brains, we
will develop the country and get the productiOon. Reference has been made to
the Kiewa hydro-electric scheme, and the
necessity foor supplying power fOor country
industries. We could do, with cheap
power in the north-east. If we had cheap
pOower there we could develop many of
our industries. We are not showing much
foresight when we allow the water in
those falls fo tumble to waste.
The
falls should be harnessed, and the power
thus generated transmitted to the northeast and wherever else it can be sent. If
the Government would give some attentiOon to the matters to which I have referred, we believe that population would
return to the country.
At any rate,
there would be some hope for holding on
the land the peo'ple already there. If
better railways, better educational facili'ties, and better roads were provided, we
could keep people in the country, which
would mean that we would get the produce
and make the, country gOo ahead. Weare
not asking for anything we cannot pay
for. Give us those facilities, and we will'
increase our produce, and .. get gold for
our exp~rtable surplus" so that, instead
of having £42 of gold behind each £100
of nOotes we may have a gold reserve equal
to the note issue. In that way I believe
we can make this a, great country worth
living in.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-As a new member, and one not used tOI public speaking,
I crave the indulgence of the HOouse, although throughout the debate I have
notjced that a fair and impartial hearing
has been given tOo the various speakers.
For years past Geeloong has been noted
for sending good representatives into, this
House. I remember a time when the district was represented by a, Premier of
VictOiria, the late Sir Graham Berry,
w~oo, before the Labour party qame' into
eXIstence, was a preacher Q1f our ideals,
and who also tackled the great land question, and made a, lOot Oof enemies as far as
the farmers are conc'erned. Geelong was
also represented by the late Sir James
Munro, another Premier of Victoria. We
had, too, as our representative, Mr. Justice Higgins, who was -a great~ demJcrat
in his. time. Coming here to represent
the CIty of :Geelong in the Legislative
l
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A.ssembly, I, therefore, feel somewhat
proud. When the honorable member for
St. Kilda stated that the Liberals or Nationalists had ohtained a victory at the
general election, I could not. help th~nk
ing of the very many casualtIes sustamed
by the party. My thoughts went to
Glenelg, Maryborough, and Prahran, and
I thO'ught also, of Geelong, ~~ere ~he
party sItting on this (the OpposItIon) sIde
of the Housel scored victories to be proud
of.
Mr. WARDE.-The Nationalists have not
sto'pped hckjng their wounds since that
great fight.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-PrOibably not. 1
was pleased to hear the Premier say last
night that one of the measures which
he wish-es to get through this session is
that providing for advances to' country
industries. Geelong is the home of many
industries. I can assure the Premier that
we will bb very pleased indeed to
receive sOime suppo['t from the Government in the establishment OIf new industries.
.
Mr. CLOUGH.--:-Is Geelong a. country
town ~
Mr. BROWNBILL.-It is the city and
capital of the Western District. We are
going to, have another big industry established in Geelong, for the returned
soldiers out of their gratuity bonds have
subscribed something like £60,000 in
order to esta blish woollen mills there.
The returnfd soldiers, not only of Geelong, but right rOlund Victoria, and even
elsewhere, are quite prepared to' put their
~:ratuity bonds into the undertaking, and
in the near futur~ a: start will be made to
add to' the already large number of
woollen mills at Geelong. The returned
soldiers, of whOim we are all proud, are to
be commended fOT what they are' doing in
this direction. ·We hope that they may
get a good return in the shape of dividends, because our returned men deserve
all they can get. The Premier alsOi stated
that he wanted to pass the Housmg Bil1
before Ohristmas. We all know perfectly ,,:,e11 that the shortage of houses is
110t confined to Melbourne.
There is a
~imilar shortage in Geelong, Ballarat,
Bendigo, and other cities.
We know,
also" that two and more families are frequently to be found in one house. I hope
and trust, therefore, that the Ministry
will go on with the Housing and Reclamation Bill. I happen to be a member of
the Oity Oouncil
Geelong, and as soon
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as that Bill ,become~ law,. especially if it
is hberalized in certain directions, we
hope to utilize a big stretch of ground on
the eastern portion of the city as a site
for houses for industrialists. :May I be
permitted to assure our farmer friends.
that the Opposition are quite prepared to
assist them in opening up Portland. We
believe that Portland should get the share
of wheat shipments that i~ is jus~ly: entitled to. I should also lIke to mform
them that we have in Geelong quite the
best shipping facilities in the Western
Di~trict. It is the port for Ballarat and
a large stretch of country. I have to
thank the Government for the great
amount of wheat that has been stored near
Geelong for shipment from that port. At
the present time we are making all the
necessary preparations for a large number of bags of wheat to be brought to Geelong. I should like to say to the members of the Farmers Union in this I{ousethat whilst the farmers were quite prepared to take 9s. per. bus~el f.or their
wheat, their representatIves In th~s House
were not willing to allow the lIttle neglected children to have one large loaf
more 'a weck from the Government of this
country. When that matter was before
us last week they were not prepared to
yote in that direction. The foster-mothers
of our poor little children have hard work
to clothe and feed them on 8s. a week.
When the Opposition asked the Government to grant another Is. per week for
each child, the majority of farmer members were not prepared to vote for
it.
The honorable member for 001lingwood referred last night in his
usual breezy fashion to the necessity
for harnessing the Yarra.
What about
harnessing up the Barwon iJ?- or~er
that cheap power may be pr9vIded for
the city of Geelong ~
Far too much
money is heing spent in the metropolis at
the expense of the provincial cities and
country districts. The condition of the
Barwon River is a disgrace to the Go\rernment.
Thousands of pounds have
been spent on the beautification of. the
Yarra, but nothing ha~ been spent on the
Barwon.
It is the only blocked river
right throughout Victoria, and we hope
that the Government will have the breakwater removed in order that the river may
be opened up for navigation right down
to Barwon Heads. ,The Barwon could
then be made a sweet-smelling river. We
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have just outside Geelong the Sparrovale Farm, which is the property of the
Geelung .l:larbvl" Trust. 'l'here are la~ds
in the neighbourhood that we hope WIll,
in the near future, form the site of an
agricultural college, where farmers' sons
can be trained in the arts of agriculture.
In conclusion, may I tell the repres.el!tatives of the farmerEl that the OpposItion,
who may fairly claim to represent the
consumers are prepared to assist them
in cutting out. the mi~dlemen. . T~e
middleman takes; and gIVes nothmg In
return. In any effort that may be ma~e
to cut out the middleman, the workmen In
the city and the man on the land wi~l pu~]
together. Though the present sessIOn. IS
to be but a short one, I hope that effectIve
legislation will be passed-legiEllation
making for the uplifting of the ma~ses
and the benefit of the whole commumty.
Wie are sometimes placed in a rather
curious position. On the opening d3:Y~ of
Parliament the Leader of the OppOSItion
gave notice of his. ~ntention to intr.oduce
a Bill for the abolItIOn of aldermen In the
cities of 11:elbourne and Cxeelong. Only
the day previously I was made an alderman of the Oity of Geelong for the next
four years.
Mr. RYAN.-You are quite safe.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-I may be. However, I shall help to put that Bill thr~)Ugh
in order that aldermen may be abolIshed
once for all.
I thank honorable
members for listening to my remarks
with ElO much kind attention, and I hope
that events will so shape themselves that
it may truthfully be said of this Assembly
that we have not lost our political punch.
Mr. LIND.-Likeother honorable
membeI"S who have spoken during this debate, I am making my debut to-night. I
do not intend to take up much of the
time of this House.
The Premier has
made it clear that he wishes to proceed
"with the business of the country, and I
am prepared to help him if it be in ~;y
power. I am not here at present t~ crIticise the Government; but I want, If possible, to enlist its sympathies in the development of Eastern Gippsland, which has
been referred to by the honorable member
. for Oollingwood as a great heritage. I
understand that to mean t4at I have come
into a great heritage. I feel that I have;
but I should like honorable- members to
realize the fact that that part of the State
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is l!":l.l"gely undeveloped. I want the Government to help in .developing the
great natural resources which e1xist
there.
A
good many people in
Victoria. se·e,m to
regard
Eastern
Gippsland as merely a pleasure resort. There is no doubt that it is an interesting country. We have the Lakes
Entrance, the Gippsland Lakes, the heautiful Buchan Caves, and fine mountain
scenery; but that is not all. We have r:ch
river Hats along the banks of the Mitchell,
the Tambo, the Nicholson, and the Snowy.
These flats will produce 120 bushels of
maize to the acre, 60 bushels of Oanadian
Wonder beans, and up to 80 bushels of
barley. . In order to make this land aFo;
productive as it is to-day old settlers have
given their lives. We do not want their
descendants tOi go out Q1f this world withQ1ut those facilities which are enjoyed in
most other parts of the State. The proposal to construct a railway line to Omen
has been rejected, because of the high cost
making it prohibitive. I should like the
GOVeI"Dlllient to reconsider this proposal,
and, if it is not possible to continue the
line right through to Omeo, to at least
go a portion of the way. This would be
of great assistance to the Benambra and
Omeo plain country. It· would enable the
people there to get their produce to market. I believe the people of the district
were told by the Railways Standing Oommittee that they would be ex,pected to
cultivate their land to a greater extent
than they are doing now· before anything
in the way of railway construction could •
take place. I should like honorable m.embers to understand that it is not possible
to go in for greater production than is
the case at present. There are no facilities for getting produce to market, and
everything that is grown on those plains
must go out on the hoof. The only hope
the people there have of going in for
mixed farming is the construction of a
railway or roads.
There is also great
woalth in Eastern Gippsland in the shape
of minerals. We have gold, silver, t~n,
molybdenite, wolfram, and many other
minerals. I was going to say that we had
a mountain 'of iron in N owa N owa. T
understand that the honorable member for
, Collingwood is the uncrowned King- of
N owa N owa. He has an iron mine there,
This
and I wish him luck with it.
mineral wealth, however, cannot he de-velo'ped. without the assistance of tlm
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Government. We have also great wealth in
. the shape of timbers. Red ironbal'k, grey
box, yellow box, blue gum, and woollybutt
are to be found there. They grow not far
from the route of the Bairnsdale-Orbost
line, but the haulage has to take plaoe over
exceedingly rugged country.· In order to
develop these timber resources, the Government should construct light lines
from Bairnsdale to Mount Baldhead.
·Mr. EVERARD.-The Government will
never dll that.
Mr. LIND.-I hope they will, because
there are possibilities there of which few
'l:-'hen we
people have any conception.
have a lot of land that is worthy of consideration by those who are responsible
for the settlement of soldiers and others.
I am free to admit that soldier settlement
is being carried out in a very desirable
manner.
The members of the Board,
with their officers, are doing really fine
work. At the same time, I should like to
intimate that I am ve!ry strOlll.gly opposed
to the system of taking one proved farmer
off an area of land and putting an untried
one in his place. The Government are
moving in the right direction in trying to
develop Orown lands for soldier settleThere is a good deal of undement.
veloped Orown land in the Omeo district,
and if the Government will agree to spend
£1. an acre in killing the timber, large
areas could be made available. There is
an endless supply of arsenic in the Omeo
district, and arsenic and soda will do the
trick.
Mr. ROGAN.-Is the timber no good ~
Mr. LIND.-No; it is faulty, and is
known as snow ?:um. If this land were
cleared it would carry a sheep to the
acre. I know something about the development of Orown lands. Although I am
not a very old man, I have given a good
portion of my life in carving out a hO!Ille
for myself in the wilds of Eastern Gippsland. I have made a home f.or a quite a
number of little Linds, and I am proud
of the fact. The~e are many young men
in Australia who ·are prepared to do
what I have done if they have only a
little encouragement; but they are not
getting the encouragement they deserve.
r understand that when the.. Government
have 8ettled our own returned soldiers
who want to go on the land, they propose
to deal with ex-service men from overS8fl~.
I hope the Government will be successful
in that move; but, at the same time, they
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must not forget that there are in V ictoria many young men who were unable
to go to the Front because of physical unfitness, or, perhaps, on account of their
age, who could be put upon the land.. I
believe in Australia for the Australian,s,
first.
Mr. WARDE.-They want to setttle men.
01L the land who have never been on the:
Innd in their lives.
111'. LIND.--:-We have young men in
t.his countrv who have been reared on the
Irmd, and "if they get '1;he necessary encouragement they '"'lill make good. I am.
prepared to admit that the eyes of the
country have been picked out; but still
there is a sufficiently large area on which.
to settle numbers of people. If. the Go-·
vernment will agree to advance £1, repay~
able over a term of years after an interval, with interest, for every £1. worth of
la bour supplied by the settler, I am satisfied, from my knowledge of the country,.
that it will be possible to make good.
We will then develop our undeveloped
spaces. That is one way in which we .can
arrest the flow and the drift of thecountry lads to this ·city. Eastern Gippsland
is sheltering fewer people now than it did
a few years ago, and that is a shame. We
want thousands more settled in that
country.
We must encourage more
people to go on the land, and we must
encourage the creation of secondary industries in the country to make work forthose who do not desire to go on the
land.
Mr. RANNAH.-'The fishing industry,.
for instance.
Mr. LIND.-I should like something
to be done to encoura,ge the p~oduction
of fish. We have enough fish in Eastern
Gippsland to feed the whole of Victoria.
Mr. EVERARD.-They will not send
them to Melbourne.
Mr. LIND.-Encouragement is required.
Mr. OLOUGH.-When you are there you
camiot get fish in the boarding houses.
Mr. LIND.-I admit that. If it were
given encouragement the industry would
grow to such an extent that all the fish
required could be got from Mallacoota f
Lake Tyers, and thel Gippsland Lakes.
Mr. HOGAN.'-What sort of encouragement is required?
Mr. LIND .-Facilities for lIlla,rketing
and handli?g the fish are required. I was
l
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at the Lakes Entrance recently, where I
saw several cargoes of fish from Mallacoota. There was no ice, and there were
no boxes to pack the fish in for transportation. I do not blame the Government, but I think they might take steps
to assist the fishermen in some way.
That would be a national work, for it
would mean assisting to feed the people
of the State. Good roads are most essential in Gippsland. The advent of the
Country R'o-ads .Board has been a boon
to Gippsland generally. The Board has
not yet been able to do all the work that
we know it will do in the future if given·
a chance. We have no road in the Omeo
district, nor have we a road to Orbost,
although there is a railway. It is costly
to make roads in that country, and it is
breaking the heart of the shires to assist
the Board in making the rowds. I contend that the Government should nationEliza such roads as that from Bairnsdale
to Omeo and through to the border. The
Princes" highway comes first.
Roads
snch as that from Bairnsdale to Omen
should certainly be nationalized. How
can a little shire like Omeo pay half the
cost of building such roads, and half the
co.st of the maintenance?
M r. M C D ONALD.-A re t h ey not d·evelo,pmental roads ~
Mr. LIND.-These are not deve,lop-'
mental roads, but ma,in roads. I understand the de'veJo'pm-ental sch-eme.
I
was the only one of twelve members of
the B~irnsdale Shire Council, who, seven
years ago, supported the Country Roads
Board. I came to Melbourne and fought
against the Bairnsdale Council on that
question.
We have heard honorable
members sugge.:;ting that such rivers as
the Yarra and the Barwon should be
harnessed. What is to be 'said about the
rivers in Gippsland, and the mineral
wealth we have? Should we not have
power there? I shall not sav any more
on that subject.
"
Mr. lIANNAH.-You must drive it
home.
Mr. LIND.-I shall leave that to my
friend. I am sorry that the Minister of
Public Instruction is not in the chamber just nOw. I know that he· is sympathetic, and I am hoping for big things
from him. In Eastern Gippsland our
children and we, their parents, have been
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badly treated.
There is only one high
school in the whole of my electorate, and
the back country schools are ouly boxe'S or
sheds. Many have heen built by the se,ttlers
in these outback districts, and naturally
they are not what they should be. I
would ask the Minister to give consi,deration to the subject of building new
schools in the outback places, even thouO'h
only intended for twenty or thil~Y
children. If built they will be an inducelllent for other families to go into the
back ccuntry, if the facilities are' like
those given in the larger schools. I am
sending several of my children acr03S
bush country too a, little back school. They
have to travel to it in all kinds of
wea ther, through bush fires, and oyer
flooded creeks. Is that fair to the settler
and his family?
Mr. HOGAN.-IIow far have they to
travel?
:Mr. LIND.-In my own case only
two and half miles, but some of my
neighbours' children have to travel five
miles acro.ss rough country. The teachers
in the wilds of Eastern Gippsland are, in
many cases, girls of immature age who
should be with their parents, and ~ot in
.the back country living amongst stran~
goers, aIld uIlder eonditions that we would
lJOt tolerate-kicked from pillar to ;post
and unable to get shelter over their h0ads.
Young girl.s teaching at these schools
have told me in my Own home that they
have sat in their EttIe back room and
f!ried many a night. That is not fair.
In conclusion, I should like to say that
if this State desires to pay its debt,
which is rather la.rge, we should go riO"ht
ahead with the development of Eaflt~rn
Gippsland, as it will do more towa;,,'ds
paying off the State debt than any other
part of Victoria.
111'. A. 11. BILLSON (Ovenr.).-I
would not obtrude at the present juncture
but for the fact that my experience iT!
the House has convinc-ed me that6 no matter how vital a thing may be t0 the genc:r~l ,velfare of the State, you hnye to
·'3elZe every opportunity that presents itself to force it home on the Governmp,ni"
if you wish to have it attended to. It
is for that reason that I avail myself of
the opportunity to deal with somo matters that I regard ~s absolutely essentia~
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tunityof saying that nothing will give me
fare of the country. I listened with a grea.ter. pleasure than to use my voice and
considerable amount of pleasure to the vote ()In ,every occasion for the purpose
speech .made .by the honorabl~ .mem?er of assisting, not only the honorable mamfor Gippsland East. I am famIlIar wIth be'r for Gippsland East, but also those
that part of the State, and particularly associated with him who desire to see that
familiar with the Dmeo and Benambra part of the State deve,loped and to give
attention to the men who, like the hondistricts. It is in that district I made
orable m€mber for Gippsland East himmy first essay to get into Parliament
self, have carved homes fOol' themselves out
thirty-f,our years ago. I can well rememof the forest. I think the representations
ber my first visit to Dmeo when I crossed the honon,ble me,fiber has made here
the Alps, ·and I went over the Benam- will sink into the minds and the hearts
bra plains. I was struck by the remark,- of all honu·rable members of this House,
able appearance of those ploains, and with • and tha,t he will find that those of us
the fact that they were isolated from rail- who have given any thought to the quesway communication..
The magnificent tion -of the deve.lopment of the Temote
area to which the last speaker has re- parts of the State pa.rticula,rly will not
ferred remains unconnected with the rail- be wanting in rendering all the assistance
way system up to the 'present day. All we possibly can for the purpose of proth~t the Lonorable melllbe~ has stated viding thoso conditions which we deem
as to' the t.remendous we'alth of Gipps- essential to the welfare o,f the settlers in
land Bast in minerals, timber, and other those parts and the welfare of ~he State.
substances, is absolutely true, and it is Unlike the mover and the seconder of the
essentia.l, if that part of the coun- motion, . I consider that the Lawson Gotry to which he has paorlicularly re- "Vernment was defeated at the pons on
ferr-ed. and where the people have been the 21st October. The Premier is cersettled for fifty years or longer, is to be tainly a very valiant man whe,n he can
developed. that a line of railway,. no view with complacency the fact that
matter what it may cost, shall he con- three important Ministers lost their seats,
structed in order tha,t the people may and that seven direct Government supget their prOoduce a.way. It is all very porters were defeaJed. while three other
w~ll t.o p()lint to the ralC:t tha.t at. the members have transferred their allegiance
present time the produce can be dnven from the Government to the Farmers
away on four legs;' of course, it is abso- Union part,y. He finds ihimseH to-da.y
lutely essential that tha·t should be so. confronted with two definite groups conThat kind of produce is all that ~an be taining thirty-four members, in addition
ra.ised thelT"a under the present cIrcum- to which several other members have destances and it was the same in the case clared their independence.
In ·other
of the 'Cam Valley. We know, from in- vlOrds, the Government is occupying the
formation Ieceived frOom a reliable source, Treasury bench with a party behind it
that the men settled in the Cam Valley consisting of a minority of the members
have done irema1jkahly well, and have of the House. The position is similar to
made, money simply from the productiOon that which exist·ed in 1917. The people
of pigs. They had to. devo·te th-em~elves then spOoke clearly and emphatically, and
to that line of production, for the sImple expressed their disapprobation of the Goreason that there was no possihility of vernment of the day. . To the credit of
getting any other kind of produoe out the Minister of Public Instruction, who
of the Cam Valley. Some years ago, when was then Premier, he resigned his posiI went up to that district for the pur- tion as Premier, and the honorable lllempose of re1ceiving deputa.tions at Swift's her for Wallgaratta came intOo power.
Creek Omeo and other platCes, I saw But those of us whOo belonged to the
maize' gro.wing Oon the sides of the hills. I Economy party, and were prepared to
bad thought that maize could only be a.ll:Oow itha.t honorable member to have
-grown o·n the river ·:fla.ts. Exhibitions of an opportunity of conducting the affairs
produce we'Le held at the places we called of the State, saw that the moment he
Rt, and I saw the we,alth of those districts, . he came . Premier a determined effort was
but up to the pr·esent time that magnifi- made to' insure tha.t he should not
('en:t, IDart of the S tate remains uncon- succeed.
nected with r~ilwayS'. I seize this opporMr. WARDE.-He committed suicide.
to the development 'and the 'general wel-
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Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I do
not care what view the honorable member takes. I have some knowledge of the
facts, and 1 say the then Premier did
not receive the encouragement he should
have r-eceiv'ed after the rv·erdict Df the
people. The very men whose policy and
administration had been emphatically con·
demned by the people wen;) again placed
in possessioll of portfolios so that they
could administer the affairs of thjs 8tate.
What is the value of appealing to the
people at ;:l. general election unless you
are going to respe,ct their verdict ~
'Ve have been told by one emjnent
writer that to. the ballot has been transferred the dignity of the sceptre and the
potency of the sword; but it seems to me
ItJhat those (.in authority pla<:'!=l- personal
ambition abov'e all the tradjtions of the
ballot. vVhile that condition of things
e·xists in the E:tate of Victoria, we are not
going .to .g'et the best results out of
the State Parliament. Long be,fore I got
into the State' Pa.rliament I fought on behalf of the Liberal party, and I have
been fighting on jts behalf ever since. I
now :find myself a mem ber of a party
that has come back with decreas·ed numbers, and that is discontented.
If the
Premier thinks he is going to consoljdate that party by adminjstering " .dopes"
of reconstruction, I want to tell hjm, in
a calm, quiet, and dispassionate manner,
tha.t he is .going to fail. Consolidation of
the party is not going to be effected in
that particular way. The Premjer tells
us that he has been charged with a trust
hy the people and that he feels it his duty
to carryon. Every man returned as a
representative of the Liberal party is also
charged with a trust, and that trust is
to see that the Government shall not, by
any act it may perform, drag that party
through the mire and endanger the retllrn of that party in the majo,rity at
the ne,xt election. That js the trust that
T feel char~ed with tOo-day, and I venture
to say that every member returned as a
member of t.he Liberal party feels charged
with it.
Mr. WARDE.-Row do you suggest a
way out of the diffi~ulty 1
lYlr. A. A. BILLSON (01Jens).-I am
not going to suggest any way out of it
at the pr·esent time. I wish to refer to
two or three matters that I think of vital
im portance The :first is ofa very serious
character. I refer to the continued neglect of Gove'rnment after Government,
l•
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for a period of sixte,en, seventeen, or
eighteen years, to deal with what I regard as the greatest menace affecting th6
welfare of this State-the spread of tha.b,
most pernicious weed, St. J ahn's wort_
For seventeen years I have brought
under
the. notice
of the
House,.
nearh every year. the necessity for ta.king action. When I first .mentioned the~
matt:r it was reported offici.ally that about
10,000 acres of land were affected by this
wt.·ed. When I last asked a question as,
to the area affected, which was about two.
or three years ago, Mr. Hutchinson, whO'
was then Mjnister of Lands, told me that
there were about 200,000 acres affected,.
of which about 172,000 acres were Orown
lands, the balance being private lands.
l\fr. \VARDE.-The weed has sprea1
rapidly.
~lr. A. A. BILLSON (Oven.c;).-Ye~~
~ venture to say tha.t tOo-day it is affectmg 250,000 acres. With the .desjre of
iJllFressing the Gov€~Mnment, I biI'ought
linder the notice of the then Minister of
Agrjculture, who I think is the present
l.1inisiJer of Lands. .a leUe,r which had'
been sent (Jut by the Australjan Mutual.
Provident So,eieiy. SD important do I re'gard it that I shall read the letter again.
It was dated 27th November 1918 and
was add}:.es.sed. ItO' the Se0retary of theIJ
Royal AgrIcultural Socie.ty of Victoria.
n was as fellows:Dear Sir,
Under instructions from the direotors i
forward you herewith cop" of a report which
has just .been submitted b)' our country valuator on the subj ect of the noxious weed k11O'WU
as St. John's wort, Hnd the s('riomm('ss of
~ho _e~tent to which. it. is spreading, not only
lit thIS State, but, It IS believed
also in the
Riverina districts of New South' Wales. The'
matter has, I know, been discussed in Parliament, as. voluminous reports embodying recommendatIOns as to the be~t means for its eK"
tirpation have been prepared bv the Government's scientific staff; but, so far as can be
ascertained, no effective steps have been taken
even in the direction of merely arresting iht
progress, .while Crown lands api)car to be r·C'
most prolIfic source of its prop.lgation. I UTlderstand that at the present time at leuse
200,000 acres are affected in this State, and
that, on a modest computation, it would take
£1,000,000 to completely eradicate the weed.

Mr. SOLLY.-How many acres of that
were Crown lands ~
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I
asked .Mr. Hutchinson that question, and
he saId 172,000 acres. When I was a.
member of the Beechworth Counci:which was one, of the :first to apply salt:.
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the remedy recOommended by Oone Oof the
exp€lI'ts of the De'pa:rt'ffi€lJlt, ce,rtain poor
people, who could not comply with the
Oord,ers Oof the cOIuncil, said, "We hand
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tOo the rich lands Oof the State" and what;
will then become of the! production (}f
whela,t ~ Tne thing has got out of hand,
and I dOl nOot know what is to be done to
over our: paddocks to you." The council check it, but certainly something must be
tQook Oover oue pa·ddock of 15 acres, de- doOlle. It is the dutv of the GOovernment
te'rmlned tOo tre,at it with salt in Qorder to' to consider what O1~eans should be a.dopted
prOotect th{::l cle1an lands at the fOoQot O'f the toO circumscribe the affected area, and
hills. Whe'll I tell hOo'llo,rable memhe,rs arrest the' prOogress Qif the weed. I took
that thel application of salt invQolves an the Ipresent Minister Oof Lands tOo my disexpenditure, of from £15 to £20 an acre, trict in DrdeT that he might familiarize
and that under normal conditions' the himself with the' a ppear-ance of the affected
land was only wDrth 30s. an acre, they country, and se·e the thickness and grDwth
can understand wha,t it wDuld mean. Oof the weed, which corvers rich land, pODr
Instead of £1,000,000 being the amount, land, wet land, dry land, any kind of
it is mOore likely tOo be £2,000,000 Dr land in fact', and yOoU cannOot stop it.
£3~000,OOO if salt is applied.
The letter The honorablel member fOlr Benambra.
knows that what I say is true. In his.
pr·oceeds : The society, as you know, lends largely on electorate there- is one of the IIIiOSt beautifreehold securities in Victoria, and it is as a ful valleys of the State, the valley of the
lending institution that it views with 80 much Kiewa, into which the weled has' sipread.
concern the spread of the pest. The Board It is oOne of thos·e matters which will be
have given instructions that in future no loans' pressed, and I look to the Farmell's' party,
are to be entertained on land which is already
affected, even in the slightest degree, or which who represent country districts, for suppOort.
is in danger of becoming affected.
Mr. HANNA H.-Others besides farme,rs
The directors venture to express the hope
that, in the interests of the State. immediate are interest.ed.
steps will be taken, not only to prevent further
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Of
extension of the weed, but to completely excourse, the whole Statel is interested. It
tirpate it where it already exists.
If the Minister Oof Lands were present, must not 1.~ a case of "promise, pause,
he wDuld, nD doubt, say, "We have postpone, and eud by leaving things
fraJIIied a Bill.' , Tha,t Bill was befme a'lone." Wit.h all the emphasis a,t my comthe House in the dying hours of last ses- mand I havel ende1avoured tOo show the
sion, the very tlme, of course, when a urgent need for the GOovernment taking
measure 'of such a chara.oter cOould not be action in the matter. I was glad to hear
de,alt with. If the Minister were pressed the hOonorable member for Ma.ryborough
for a reason why it was not brought in refer to the necessity for a revision of
before', the chances arel that he would give our land laws in Oorder that c,ertain lands
which :peO'ple are applying for in the
RP a reaSO;1 that the munioipaIities had
not had an Oo]J!po-rtunity of considering it. vicinity of old mining towns shDuld be
I. want to. know who are tOo govern this made availa~le. By a se,ries of questions,
State-the municipalities or the repre- I brought tIllS matter before' the Assistant
Minister of Lands last year. I asked
s€'ntatives returned here by the peop1e. hillYl.
Surely we have a right to look tOo the
1.
If
he
is
aware
that
there
is a stron,g deGovernment tOo lead in the m'atter. The
sire in young men to acquire land upon which
Government shDuld say, "We have made to settle in the locality where they were born
investigations, and taken the, evidence 00£ and reared?
experts, and. with the knowledge in the
2. If it is a fact that objections by the Mines
Department we say. "This is the best fl,nd Forests Departments frequently prevent
th~ L.nnds Department from granting such apRI.le'3.ns of dealing with it, and we are not nhcatlOns?
going to reJer the, matter to the munici- - 3. In view of the fact that there are scatpalities or .anybody Ooutsi'de." This is the tered areas of land classed as auriferous or
representative body which should deal forests and timber reservE'S conti/o?;uous to old
with a problem of so vital a nature. I mmmg townships which are withheld from
and consequently from cultivation,
would point out that the weled has crossed settlement.
d.oes t~e Government intend to give any conthe hills intD the Kiewa, Valley, and has s]deratlO~ to the desirability of reviewing, such
also re'ached the G~ppsland. lands. The, are~s, ~lth the object of determining a new
men on the flats have kept their land pollcy m connexion therewith?
clean, but the hillSIdes are SD affected His answer was Yes tOo the first and
that the fe,ar is that the pest will stretch second questions, and in reply tOo the
Mr. A. A. BiUson.
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third question he said that he was aware
that there were frequently conflicts
with the Mines and Forests Departments. He also told me that the question would be: dealt with in the Premier's
policy spele,ch, and I
went away
thoroughly contented. I. have read .the
policy 5peech of the PremIer, but I faIled
to se,e the slightest indicatiDn of, or reference tOo, the 'alteration of the law in
that direction. N ow this has becolIIie a
serious matter.
The land around old
mining tDwns may not he the class of
land which would he selected hy experts
like the. han 0'1' able· member for Korong;
but the fact remains that men want to
settle in those localities where they have
be·en born and bred. Thev .ask for 20 or
30 acres of thel land, and I want to know
why the,y cannot get.it. I want to' kno.w
why the Mines Department should keep
on raising objections when the land has
been availahle for the miner for, Iperhaps,
sixty ye:ars, and no ar~iner has wanted it.
Applications fOor these blocks are refused
in thel case, not only of civilians, but of
soldier settlers. That eondition of affairs
camlot be allowed to continue. Is itrlght
that old mining towns, like Bee:chworth
and Chiltern, should be allowed to' rot
and decay because of the ridiculous objections rai5cd by those Departments ~ I
say it is criminally wrOlllg. With the
decline in mining what do wei find as far
as the Ovens constituency is concerned?
Oomparing the rolls of 1920 !,'lith those
of 1917, I find there ,are 700 fe,wer names:
These represent, of course, adl1Jts, and it
is only reasonable to assume that the number of children who have gone 3.way with
the adults must be largely in excess of
that number.
Probably 1,500 persons
have g·one away. This has resul,ted, not
merely from the decline of mining, but
because Df the fact that in many instances men have been refused little
holdings whichwDuld have kept them in
the district.
0

1\1:1'. SOLLY.-That i~ done in the interests of decentralization.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) .-Oh,
of course. Is that the way t.) stop the
drift of popula.tion to the citi-es ~ I say
it is a very wrong' way. I find fr.om a
return that I applied for and got, that
there is in the BeechwDrth Shire, of
land Ireserved from occupation, 11,100
acres of forest land, 1,550 acres of timber
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land, and 206 acres for water reserve, a
total of 42,856 acres. In the Chiltern
Shire t.here 'is similarly reserved from
occupation 17,040 acres of forest land
and 175 acres of water reserve, making a
~total of 17,215 acres.
In Bright Shire
the corresponding figures are: 84,700
acres of timber land, and 79 acres
for water reserve, making a total
of 84,779 acres. i am like my f):iend,
the honor,able member for Collingwood,
in this respect, that wherever this land
is ·of good marketable character, and the
timber of commercial value, I am out to
preserve the timber. But a man may walk
16 miles out from Ohiltern arJd find nO
timber of commercial value. We have
scrubby land there. We had a visit from
the Inspection Oommittee in· connexion
with repatriation. They inspected 5,000
acres in the neighhourhood of Chiltern,
and reported thalt 2,000 acres was suitable for soldier settlement. That information was conveyed to me, tl) the shire
council, and to the local committees engaged in investigating the mat,ter. After
waiting two months-and soldi(:rs hD.d applied for land-we were toM that the
proposition was turned down, as the land
was unfit for soldie-r settlemellt. Unfit
for soldier settlement! I can direct attention to land on either side I)f a dividing fence.
On the one sidb men are
producing crops ·of 16 busheL; of wheat
to the acre. On t.he other !'lide of the
fence the land has been declared unfit for
It is farcical.
A 3-mile
occupation.
fence is not going to divide good land
from unsuitable land. This matter needs
to be investigated. Otherwise we shall
see towns in .these localities b3ing left to
rot and decay-in other words, heing
killed by the Government.
Mr. LIND.-That·is where \ . cal knowledge is of such importance.

1\1:r. A. A. BILLS ON (01'lms).-Un~
doubtedly. \ It happens too often that a
man goes out of an office in Melbourne
feeling that he is charged wi th all the
knowledge requisite to determlIje a question of this kind. I t only serves to show
that there is no general law relating to
land settlement that is applicable to all
parts of the State.
The same test
cannot be applied to land in the
Manee as is applied to land in
. the
mountainous
districts'.
There
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should be a differentiation according to
the character of the land where settlement is to take place. After the questions

that I asked, and the answerR that I received, I feel that attention should b,..
given to this matter as quickly ::18 possible.
.&.. petition is in course of preparation)
and indignation meetings hav(~ 'been held
in Chiltern, and will be held. in other
"Rarts of the State. The ,people are complaining, and rightly so-I say that
from my per~onal knowledge of the
locality-at the indifference of the Government to what the people regard as
their absolute right.
I hop("! that the
Premier, who is listening attentively, and
whose close attention I appr(!(;iate, will
see to it that his Government, if aEowed
to remain ill' ·office, will a ttena to this very
important matter. I now come to ,a matter to which reference has been made by
the new representative of Gippsland East.
The Government for the last few years
have been exceedingly remiss in the development of a valuable asset. It .appears
to me that very few men who are in-'
trusted with Ministerial office are aware
that we have such an asset in this beautiful State ·of Victoria. I refer to our
mountain, valley, lake, and river scenery.
Not an atom of attention is paid to that.
Fifty thousand ,tourists visit New Zealand annually.
I have been in touch
with New Zealand for fifteen years. The
last report that has reached me is for the
year 1919.
There were then 50,000
tourists. If each tourist spent ·only £20
in the country, then they would between
them spend £1,000,000. We want the
Government to realize that in our mountainous and lake and river districts we
have scenery that will compare with any
scenery in the world.
On 26th July,
1906, I moved the following motion in
this House, and it was carried unanimously:That in the opinion of this House the Government should take immediate action with
the view of improving roads leauing to all
mountain resorts, and generally with respect
to catering for tourist traffic throughout the
State.

Y OIU, Mr. Speaker, were Minister of Lands
a..t that time.
You had cha l'ge 'of the
Tourist Department. Allow me to pay you
the compliment of saying that I do not
know of any Minister who has occupied
Mr. A. A. BUlson.
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the positJion since who has shown such
a warm and appreciative interest in this
par.ticular matter. You accepted illy invitaltion to visit Mt. Buffalo, a part of
the State you had not before seen.
I
well recollect the speech you made on
your return, at a· little' social gathering
held in Bright. I have often said that
i,t, was the best speech I have heard you
make. It appears to me that you came·
down from the mountain after visiting
the gr~at gorge, the Monolith, positively
inspired.
When, in winding up your
speech, you said "That road has got to
be made," it was obVIOUS that something
would be done. A few weeks later I had
the pleasure ·of accompanying you on the·
occasion on which you turned .the first
sod of the road to Buffalo. That was in
1907. When I re.ferr to our expenditure un
the improvement of our tourist resorts, and
give the ,actual figures for a llUmber of
years, honorable members, I feel sure,
will be unable to refrain fro111 smiling.
Our expenditure on the improvement of
places of int,erest, tourist resorts, &c., for
the year 1906-7 was £809. ThE' expenditure in 1907-8 was £11,979, and in
1908-9 it was £15,071. Immediately the
road was finished the Gov.ernmen t seem
to have supposed that they had completed
the job. Therre being 'no mOlre roads to
be constr.ucted, duwn went th·~ expenditure. In 1909-10 it fell to £3,900. In
1910-11 it was £4,048; in 1911-12,
,£4,546; in 1912-13, £5,226; in 191.3-14,
£4,685; in 1914-15, £3,914; ill 1915-16,
£2,501; in 1916-17, £2,543; in 1917 -18 r
£2,990; in 1918-19, £4,146; and in the·
last year, 1919-20, it was £3,742. I want
to. show what is done in N eiY Zealand.
I have heir€! the latest report issued from
the Tourist and He,alth Resorts Department of the Dominion. There was. never
a wiser ccmbination than that of tourist
and health in any department. In this
country we associate the Health Department with the Public W·orks Department.
Why should we not adopt a sensible·
method, such as that followed in New
Zealand, and have a Tourist and Health
Resorts Department ~
The report seb,
out what the Government has done.
The following figures show the recelipts of
the New Zealand Tourist and Realth Resorts Department from all sources, such
as rent from their sanator.iums, accommodation house'S, springs and various tourist
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resorts since 1911 .. 12. In 1911-12 the receipts ,were £28,048, in 1912-13 they were
£29,111, III 1913-14 they were £30,107,
ill 1914-15 they were £26,630, in 1915-16
they were £31,067, in 1916-17 they were
£33,137, in 1917-18 they were £32,935,
and in 1918-19 they were .£33,689. But
look at their expenditure. Their expenditure last year was £53,656, and gDing
back to' 1911-12 it has never been less than
£46,478. Th~y have been able by that
means to' develop th-eir tourist resorts and
to provide the necessary a.ttractiDns for
the peDple, not only of Victoria and Df
the Commonwealth, but frDm all distant
countries.
People go to New Zealand
frOom aU parts of the world every year
for the purpose of trout fishing and deer
stalking. 'What are we dOoing in VictDria ~ We have magnificent scenery provided by God, and not a penny is being
spent on it to' make it accessible to the
people who would be attra{cted by 'it.
That magnificent scenery is a most valuable asset, which would be the means, if
made accessible, of bringing huge sums into' this St,ate, but up to the present time
the GDvernment have not rea1ized the
value Df that asset, and have not been
prepared to prOovide the necessary money
tOo make it accessible. Wha,t is the use Df
spending a. mere £3,000 for that purPOose ~ It is a piece of nDnsense; it is only
humbugging the people. PrDvision shOould
be maCLe tOo the extent iof £30,000 Dr
£40,000 tOo carry Dut what the hDnOorable
gentleman said. There are certain roa.ds
that require attention.
Take the road
from Harrietville. My honoil."able friend's
const;tuencv adjoins mine near Mt.
HOotham, ",-hich is 6,500 ft. in height.
We have there the highest coach rDad
in Australia. When my father was a
member Df this H:ouse fDrty years a.gD
he had nD difficulty in getting £3,000
fDr the oDnstruction Df the road Dver
that mount.
We have the road there
nDW, and .111 that can be got is the £100,
or the '£150, or the £200 tha,t is made
ayailable each year. That amDunt wil1
nDt rub the stones OIff it. It certainly
will not put the road into prDper CDnditiOin. That rOoad requires tOo be natiDn·
alized. There are certain roads in the
Bright Shire that require the attentiDn of
the Government, and elsewhere there are
other rDads Df the same character. In connexion with the policv Df develDping the
country we shDuld airrri at decentralizatiDn, and aL getting the best out Df the
l
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assets which have been provided fDr us.
Let the Gov,ernment see tOo ;it that in
ma,tters Of this kind they ma.ke the 'necessary provision. The're is OIne other matter
to which I desire to refer, 'and that is
the questiDn Df decentralization. I read
the! poli.cy speech 100f this Gorvernment,
and I noticed tha,t that subject was disBut
missed in a very small paragraph.
there was nothing in the pohcy speech of
an inspiring initiative; there was nOothing
in the nature of definite develDpmenta.!
propDsals a3 far as I could see; there
was nothing tOo grip one. I nDticed, hDWever, quite r,ecently that referenoe was
made in the press of Melbourne to the
fact that the Federal Goyernment hav-e
recognised the need fDr, or were prepared
to' render SDllie assistance fDr, the purpose
of securing general decentralizatiOon. It
arose in connexion' with the establishment
Df industries inland, fDr which I understand the Federal Government prDpose to
introduce a Bill fDr making prDvisiDn fDr
various sums under C\eirtain ,cDnditions.
But what directed my .attentiDn in this
press reference to the Fed~ral Government's prOoposal was the statement that it
was intended to appDint organizers, who
were tOo gOo into each part of the State
gathering da,ta and familiarizing themselves' with the different districts, SD as to
a voi~ . a waste of energy and mDney.
That IS wha.t the members -of the Drift
Df Population CDmmittee recDmmended
in their repDrt on the. questiDn of the
drift D~ populatiDn. I dOl not know
whether amy :Qf the other members of
that Oommittee are present at this moment. When we made our recDmmendations in that repQrt we prDpDsed that
there should be a director Df Drganization
appointed fDr the purpose Df gathering
up that very evidence which we felt to. be
essential if we were going to carry Qut a
We
prDper scheme of decentralizatiDn.
'ShDwed th~l1 what should be done and I
wa,nt to repea~ it, because, like the
Lord's Prayer., i~ is wDrth re~eating every
day, becau.3e It IS a gDOod thmg. In our
repQrt we statedThe call of the moment is for a country-life
policy bold and progressive, and framed on the
recognition by the Government that the country .phase in our national development must
receIve the ~a.me attention as is given to other
phases and mtere8ts. The work ahead is that
of reconstruction. The adoption of mere temporary expedients will not suffice. The continuous drain of the manhood and womanhood

•
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from country districts must no longer be looked
upon as inevitable and impossible of check.
The' townward tendency must be met by the

re-direction of thought, in order to create a
new atmosphere in country di,stri?ts and ~waken
country residents to the oblIgatIOns whIch devolve upon them as well as upon the Government.

Mr. LAWSON.-That sounds like' the
honorable member at his very best.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-If the
honorable gentleman likes to give me the
credit for that, I am prepared to accept
it. The report continuedThe situation demands concerted action by
the State authorities and all exis,ting agenci,es,
il! order to find a satisfactory b~SIS .upon WhICh
to build a comprehensive orgalllz~tIOn of rural
life interests; to adopt effect~ve measures
which will inaugurate a campaIgn of ru~al
progress; and ,t~ ,lay, the foundation of' a dIStinctly rural CIVIlIzatIOn.

As I said before, I think that that is
worth repeating, and' I believe that by
repeating it we shall prob~bly be able to
get it to sink into the mInds of people,
with the result that action will be taken
upon it. If the Government would oJ?-ly
take that up, I should be glad to gIve
them probably a. much larger' support
'than I otherwise would do.
~
Mr. BAILEY.-How long ago was that
Teport submitted ~
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-It was
s:) long ago that I cannot see the date on
the report.
Mr. BAILEY.-The, date is worn out
with age.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I see
that the report was presented in.1918.
Mr. BAILEY.-It was printed, and that
ended the mat,ter.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-That
is it. I do not think I can possibly, deal
with the question of railways to-nIght,
because it is a queetion of very great ma.gnitude and one that will require a considerahIe length of time to handle at all
adequately. At a later stage, however,
an opportunity will oc?ur when, 1 sh.all
have something to say In conneXlOn wlth
that particular matter, because my attention has been directed by a. c:tatemenu
made in the Premier's policy spe,ech, that
the Government have given special instructions that the railways are to be
made to pay. There is every .evidence
that that will be effected by lllcreased
fares and frelights-in other words. that
the man living in the country an~ producing will be made to bear the whole of
the burden.. I shall avail myself of an-
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ot.her opportunity of discussing this railway ma.tter, because it would be absurd
for me t,OI attempt to do s.o now.
It

would take up mOore time tlian I am now
able to give to it, and I should the,refore
not be able to do it full justice. I have,
in the course of my remarklS, referred to
two or three matters which demand the
Immediate atteution of the Government.
Mr. HANNAH.-Do you think that the
railways have improved ~
Mr. A. A, BILLSON (Ovens).-I am
not in a position to say. I know that I
have a bundle of complaints which I propose to lay before the new Chairman of
Commissioners.
I want to know what
they are going to do. I will not make
complaints now through the House, but
I will see the Commissioners privately. I
have, a pair of eyes, and I want to observe
and see what is done, I shall not, therefore, refer to these matte,rs now, but if
J have to wait a very long time for a
r-emedy, I will probably bring them up
on the floor of the House, and deal with
them, possibly in a somewhat violent
manner. I have, as I hav·e said, dealt
with two or three questions w]lich I regard as vital, but before I conclude my
remarks, I wish to appeal to my newlyelected friends of the Farmers Union.
I intend to' loak to them, and I shall
castigate them if they do not assist me
in giving attention to' the affairs of this
.country. I knaw their sympathy with
these matters. I hape, as an old member, that the new members of this Hause
will allow m·e to give th-em a word of
·advice. If they are going to' be warthy
af the high affice to' which they have been
elected they shauld not sacrifice their
right af independent thought and action.
There has been taO' much af that sart of
thing' since I have been in the Hause,
and I think we would get far better results if we exercised a fine, sturdy independent thaught and actian, which is
t.he right of every member. They must not
be ready, as .one great writer on political
matters in dealing with this particular
phase af the questian put it, "To shift
with Ministers in every turn; baw J bend,
and twist with' every gavernment involutian; and reflec.t an the placid stream af
their subservience every shadaw in the
heavpn of Ministerial supremacy." I
feel from the sturdy manner in which
members have delivered themselves that
we are gaing to have a healthy discussion
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on matters which come before this House,
and I hope that as arising out of that
the Government will give attention tu ~11e
particular matters to which I have lllad~
reforence this evening.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-I do not intend to
detain the House with a very long speedl,
because there are important matters
awaiting our attention. The honorable
memher for Lowan, and the honorable
member for Oollingwood have dealt with
the question of centralization. At tbe
present time 51 per cent. of the 'people of
Victoria are congregated in the metropolis while the rest of the State can claim
only ,49 per cent. of the total population.
That is a state of affairs which cannot
continue. The population of the metropolis must decrease, or the population of
the country must increase. Everything
has been done, and is being done, to induce the people to come to the city. The
tendency is to build up Melbourne at th8
~pense of the country, and money has
been lavishly expended in the metropolis.
The metropolitan area has one of the
best railway services in the world, and
yet not sati&fied with that £6,000,000, or
£7,000,000, and possibly £8,000,000, or
£9,000,000 is being spent in the electrification of the suburban railways. If that
money had been spent in water conservation and irrigation it would have done
infinitely more good.
Mr. WARDE.-If it had tOo be written
down, hOow much better off would the
country have been 1
Mr. DUNSTAN.-We find that the
raIlways are run in the interests of the
city. If a suburban train is five minutes
late there are comments in the Age ani
the Argus about it, and members even
bring it up in the House. In the backblocks of this State people have been
waiting for years for railway accommodation.
I know of children in the
" never-never" who have never yet seen
a train. Then the railway fares in and
around Melbourne are less than half the
rates charged in the country. Once a
year the Oommissioners offer the people
in the country the great privilege of a
cheap excursion train, and the fares, for
what is supposed to be an exceptionally
cheap trip, are higher per mile than the
ordinary fares on the suburban lines. If
we are going to settle people in the country We must, make country life more at-
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tractive than it is now, and we must give
the people ill the country some of the
privileges which thOose in the metrOopolis
enjoy. Oountry pea-pIe do not ask for
favours. They simply ask for justice)
and until such time as we receive justice
we are wi.thin ,our rights in making t1w
country rlllg with the proclamatioll of
our wrongs. It is only by placing the
people on the land and cultivating every
available acre that we will be able to me~t
our huge financial responsibilities. Just
now we are living in a period of false
prosperity.
Money-mostly paper- 13
flowing like water, out so sure as the sun
~vill rise to-morrow a day of reckoning
is approaching. One of the great need::;
of this State is a vigorous policy of immigration.
~1r. OArN.-You want cheap labour.
:Mr. DUNSTAN.-N ot necessarilv"
but we a~'e living Jin a fool's p'aradi;e:
and ':~ WIll not deserve to hold this great
Oontment unle~s we try t? fill its emp~.f
spa(j8S. There IS comparatIvely very Ii tth~
population in Australia, while people in
other parts of the world have to jostle
each other for breathing space.
}.{r. W ARDE.-How would you like to
adopt the English system and compel
people to cultivate ,all the la~d they hav!??
Mr. DUNSTAN.-If Victoria is to
free herself from the vast debt which
hangs ~ver our he.ads we must produce
everythmg we pOSSIbly can. W'ater must
flow over waterless land, and land must
be made available for landless people.
Mr. WARDE.-The owners of land
should be compelled to cultivate all they
hold.
, Mr. DUNSTAN.-So they do.
Mr. W ARDE.-They do not.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-We will have a record harvest this year. I.propose to deal
briefly with education.
At the present
time we have an annual outiay 'of
£1,250,000.' Any reduction of that expenditure would be false economy. On
the other hand, I believe that the amount
will have to be increased in order that
children in the sparsely ,populated districts of the State may have the benefit
of primary education.
'
Mr. W ARDE.-Y ou a~e on solid ground
now.
l\1:r. DUNST.A.N.~More schools should
be erected in the country districts. Manv
people are compelled to leave their home~
I
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in remote parts of the State because of
the lack of educational faci~ties for their
children. Even if there are only half-adozen children' educational facilities
should he provided, rather than that t.hose
who are pioneering remote parts of the
State should be driven off their holdings.
Great difficulty is experienced in getting
schools erected in the outlying parts of
the State. Last year the State Government granted £100,000 to the Melbourne
University. No one objects to any reasonable expenditure that tends to the
better education of the people, but what
we always do and' always will object
to, is that the money should be spent
for the purpose of centralization while
there are so many children in the Ibackblocks who have never been inside a
school.
There are many wrongs to be
righted in this re~pect, and if honorable
members will give their assistance we may
hope to have them rectified. Under our
education system too much is aimed at,
and the children's minds are often filled
with matter that will never be of benefit
to them. If the teaching were simplified
better result!:l would be obtained.
The
salary paid to some of the teachers in
the outback schools is totally inadequate
for the service rendered. I have known
teachers to walk miles to. school, to. endure
the hardships of outback life, and then
receive a salary that is anything but
creditable to the Government.
Now, I
am going to deal very briefly with the
matter of land settlement. I am rather
disappointed that the Government have
not done flomething to open up the vast
area of Crown lands in the north-west of
Victoria. We have about 2,000,000 acres
lying idle~ pleading for owners, and occupied only bv kangaroos and rabbits. This
land should be made available for selection.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Walter is ,required.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-Railways and water
supply should precede settlement.
We
.should not put men .on land with the
nearest railway !:ltation 30 or 40 miles
8.way. I cannot say that the settlement
of our returned soldiers on the land has
been very sa tisf actory. The business ha~
been too costly and too cumbersome and
very often on wrong lines. As the h~n
orable member for Gippsland Ea!:lt saId,
I cannot see the advantage of replacing
one S€ttler by another-of putting out the
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father for the son. It is a good idea to
purchase large estates at a reasonable
figure and subdivide them for soldiers.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Do you
think there are any reasonable prices 'now ~
Mr. DUNSTA.J."V.-I shan not dehate
that.
Hundreds of our returned mell
have been settled 0n land much too dear,
and the load will be like a millfoltone round
their necks. These men could have been
settled on Crown lands with great advantage to themselves and the State. A few
years ago the question rang out: Is the
Mallee worth saving? To-day the people
recognise when the cro'ps there are a
failure that there is not too much h01)e
for the community. To. my own way of
thinking, with my practical experience,
the Mallee country offers greater possibilities to the man of limited capital than
any other part of the State. I might Bay
tha t the middlemen have had a very good
innings at the expense of the soldiers. I
do not know whether hO'llorable members
are aware that nearly all the la11ds purchased for soldier settlement have been
purchased through land agents and a uctioneers, who receive a commission oJ 2-~
per cent. on the price. There should have
been a better way of managing the affair.
When any land-owner sells hi~ land he
adds the commission to the price. .
Mr. BAILEY.-We have been telling
them that for the last four years.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-Would they not
listen ¥
Mr. SOLLy.-That is about all they
did.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-I consider that
greater encouragement should be given to
irrigation schemes throughout the State.
We need some more 1fIilduras, N yahs.. and
1\ferbeins. The country there iB wonderfully prolific with the aid of water. . It
will grow anything.
Notwithstanding
this fact, every few yeal'S we have
droughts, and no strides appear to be
made in the matter of irrigation.
As
Henry Lawson, the famous poet, said a
few year,s agoAnd never a pile of a lock we 'drive-but a. few
mean tanks we scratchFor the fate of a nation is nought compared
with the turn of a cricket match!
And is it our fate that we'll wake too late to
the truth that we were blind,
With a forei~n foe at our ha.rbor gate and a.
blazing drought behind!
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It is to be hoped that the Government country, especially on a truly co-operative:,
will make greater strides in the matter of basis. The fact remains that the great
irrigation. I hope that they will profit vested intereElts in the city of Melbourne
by past experience and will be able to do not want industries established in the
manage the railways in a more business- country. I may say that the oentralizalike manner than they have been managed tion of all industries in the city of Melduring the last year or two. Only last bourne is doing more to retru-d the progress
ye,ar I was in Beudigo, where I saw of Victoria than it is possible. for us to
sheep in the yards waiting for days to be imagine. With regard to the est,ablishThat causes suffering to the meut of couutry industries, I hope that
trucked.
animals and loss to the owners. I have the Government will dOl their best to see
seen chaff stacked in the country and that we receive cheap power..
I notice
rotting for want of truckEl.
Farmers that they are spending millious of pounds
were in many instances compelled to finish on the great Morwell brown coal scheme,
sowing without manure because there but I alsQ notice that- the power therefrom
were no trucks available. I happened to must first of all go to supply metropolitan
be in Melbourne on one occasion when requirements.
I hope that that power
will be supplied tQ Bendigo and other
there was a shortage of trucks, and I saw cities, and that we in the country will ge.t
train after train with trucks ,covered with the benefit of it. I hope that we have
tarpaulins going along the Ferntree Guny seen just about the last of the Fair Profits.
line, yet the Department said there were Commissiou. It has been simply a sham
nQ trucks available to carry stock.
We and a farce from the very beginning. I
have a big hal'vest in sight" but not so trust that before long it win be absolutely
big as some expect. I hope that the Go- a thing of the past.
W 6 have heard a
vcrnment will be able to handle it in a good_deal during the debate, about the
business-like manner and without unneces- price or wheat. The Leader of the Opposary loss and inconvenience. I am pleased sition dealt with it at length in his speech
to know that the Government are doing yesterday. We have heard a great 'deal
something to render assistance to the about the great risk the Government took
country industries. Oountry towns every- in guar.anteeing the farmer 4s. or 5s. per
where are going to pieces. In the elec- bushel for his wheat. I say that the Gotorate of Eaglehawk there are now 1,300 vernment took just about as much risk as
fewer eler.tors than there were six years I would if I guaranteed the miners £3
ago. Probably the decline in mining is for every ounoo of gold they produced.
the chief cause, but with sympathetic Go- The Labour Government in New South
vernment asistance other industries could Wales certainly took a little risk, because
they guaranteed 7s. 6d. a bushel for all
be established, and in that way th.e people wheat produoed ill New South Wales. I
could be prevented from going in a never- contend that the farmers are entitled to
ending stream to the metropG>lis.
the world's parity f~}r their wheat wheHA.."I\l"NAH.-They
are
mostly ther it is sold fo,r local consumption'or for
Mr.
miners, I suppose.
export. When we s~ll our wheat, we sell
Mr. DUNSTAN.-Yes.
our labour, or the result of our labour,
Mr. HANNAH.-That probably accounts • and w~ are entitled to t,he price that
for your presence bere.
wheat I~ wo~h on board ShIp, less the cost
.
of puttmg It there.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-I consIdeI: that t,he
Mr. HANNAH.-Do you believe in the
e~couragen:ent of secondary Inclustl'le~ world's parity when the price is Is. 9d .
. WIll tend, In a large degree, to s?lve the per bushel ~
proble:r:n of increas~d populatIon. If
Mr. DUNSTAN.-I am in favour of
we buIld up new mdustn~s we shall the wodd's parity whateve,r it may be.
be able tOI attract
deslI'able men If the Government have saved the farmer
from other p.lace:"
I cannot under- by bringing about the Wheat Pool, the
stand why It IS ~ecessary to send farmer has saved Australia' by growing
our wool l~,OOO mIles a:w ay to. be t~e wheat. The Leader of the Oppositreated and returned as a finIshed artIcle. bon, speaking in Bendigo a few nights
It would be an ad:"antage to the producer before the election-I may say he almost
and the consumer If the wool were treated upset my applecart-said that the farmer
from the start to the finish in our own wanted the London price for his wheat,
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and not the world's parity. He said that vote with the Government.
That
wheat was going to be sold in London at IS no way of redressing the grievances
15s. a bushel, that we wanted 15s. a members were sent into the House
bushel for it in Victoria, and that under to have redre'ssed. Time afte,r time we
the new pooling system freight was not have seen members rise, and point out the
taken into consideration at all. I do not shortcomings. of the Go,vernment, and
know whe,ther that was a deliberate at- theIl, when we have called for a division
tempt to mislead the electors, or whether to' see whether they really meant what
it was due to the ignorance of the Leader they said, we have found them loyally
of the Opposition upon the wheat ques- supporting the Government which they
tion. I am quite prepared to find him had spoken against on the platform
guilty only. of the lesser charge, because, when they promised the people that they
in my opinion, the members of the Oppo- would have certain grievances redressed as
sition know no more about wheat than speedily as possible. The Government
they know about snakes in Ireland.' I pa,rty consists of thirty !lY~embers, includnotIce that thely are prepared to be great ing the Speaker; the Farmers Union
" sports" at the expense of the farmer. party compI'lises thirtelen membe,rs; the
They are quite prepared to give the people' Labour party has twenty members; and
cheap bread, because they themselves, there are. two independent members.
with a few e1xc€ptions, neve,r have a bushel There are thirty Ministerial members, and
of wheat to sell, and I not,ice that every thirty-five membe1rs who can, at any time
one of those exceptions who has spoken if they see eye 'tOi eye, displace the 'Go~
so far deliberately kept right away from vernment, and place another party in
the wheat question.
The members of power. If the members of the Farmers
the Opposition say that the farmer is Union wer_e sent here to support the Gonot entitled to the world's parity far his vernment, there was no relason fOir tbeir
wheat. In a few weeks' time, a Bill for opposing Government nominees 'at the
If the people wanted the Gothe purpose of increasing members' sala- election.
ries will come before the House, and t.ben vernment to be blindly followed, and their
perhaps we shan see whether those hon- POilicy to be placed on the statute-book,
orable members are prepared to make any , there was no justificat1ion for the Farmers
great sacrificels, or whether they want the Union opposing the Go,vernment candiworld's parity for their labo-qr. I thank dhtes. If the Farmers Union do not behonorable members for the attention they lieve in the policy of the Government,
have given me.
they should take the first opportunity of
Mr. BAILEY.-As this is the first displacing the Government, if it does not·
time I have spoken in this Parliament, I act in the way the Farmers Union thinks
may be permitted to' congratulate the Go- it should act. I was struck with the revernment on their victory. They went to marks ·0'£ the honorable member for
the country with an
overwhelming Eaglehawk upon the land question.
majority, and now they are in possession He said that one of the greatest needs
(If the Treasury bench, though their party of thjs country is more people on the
is in a minority. One of the gratifying land, and more production from the land.
features of the debate has been the num- I quite agree' with him on that important
ber of new membeTs who have taken part· question. We dOl not want these large holdin the discussion. I have been rather im- ings in existence in Victoria, but while'
pressed with their remarks, and the casti- he denounced the aggregation of land in
gation that they have meted out to the thf'! hands of a, few peo'ple, only twOl
. Go,vernment. I may teU some of the months ago a member of the party to
Farmers Union members who ha,ve which he belongs introduced a deputation
spoken that many of the things that they to the Government. and asked them not
have said against the Government have to break up la,rge estates in this State.
been said by memhers p£ the Opposition The denutation pointed out to thoA Asfor four, five, and six years past. It is sistant l\1inister of Lands that it was more
no use castigating the GOlVernment, point- important to nave merino flocks than men
ing out their shortcomings, and referring producing from the land. I wish the Preto the great curse' of centralization, and mier to state definitely whether it is the
how it affects the development of this policy of tE.e Government to allow large
.country, if, whenerver there ,js a di- tracts of land to be held by a few peonle
vision,
"the farmers'
representatives while our soldier settlers are sent to New
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South Wales. That deputation waited on
Mr. Mackinllon, on the 23rd S~ptember .
for the purpose of oombating what the

land-owners and their supporters anticipated to be the intention of the Government-the compulsory resumption of certain large estates.
Same years ago,
when the war was raging, there was
a lot of talk in this chamber about
the duty of the State to! our men
who were fighting at the Frant, and in
the Discharged Soldiers Settlement ACt.
provisian was made far the compulsory resumption of large estates.
It is four
years since that Act was passed, and it
stands to the disgrace of this G aiV ernment that not one estate in any part' of
Victoria has been compulsorily resumed.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-A grea.t many have
been acquired withaut cam pulsion.
Mr. BAILEY.-Y.oo, in the way rAferred to by the honorable member fQr
Eaglehawk, through the services of th~
various auctione.ers and cammission agents
throughout the country. We have forund
the Gavernment, with their £10,00O',00u
buying up estates thraugh the auctioneers,
who have been falling- a'ver one another'
in order to g-et estates to sell. We hav~
;;I.lso found the Government buying out
former settlers and putting soldier settlers
in their place. Whilst millians of maney
have been spent, an the one hand, in thu!.:
acq uiring esta,tes, and discharged soldier61
have been entering into competition to
acquire the farms of existing settlers, on
the' other hand a baom has been brought
about in land, and there has been a big
inflation of prices for land in every part,
of Victaria. Had the Government, a::;
intended by the HQluse, put into operatiolll the campulsory resumption sections
a,f the Discharged SQlldier Settlement Act,
large estates could have been acquired at
a reasonable price, and the railways, instead of showing a deficit, would be showing a large surplus. Instead of having
Q1ur farmers displaced they would be still
on the land! and there WQluld have been
thousands 0'0£ soldiers there 'in additian.
vVhen I objected repeatedly to the neglect
of the Government in nat bringing into
operation those compulsory provisions,
Mr. MackinnOIll said that he had taken
the necessarv steps, and had sent out the
preliminary notices to the land-owners.
When a deputation fram the squatters
waited on him about it, he is reported by
the papers to have said that the preliminary notices were only a matter of for.IL'.
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Mr. HANNAH.-Bluff.
Mr. BAILEY.-It was bluff to lead
honorable members on this (the Oppasition) side of the House to believe that
same steps were being taken, when, in
reality, no steps were being taken. The
notices were sent out in many cases; but
they were not followed up. It was so
much make-belief and sham.
Mr. HANNAH.-Who introduced the deputatia'll7
Mr. BAILEY.-The honarable member for Grenville-a mem ber of the
Farmers party.
Mr. ALLAN.-He introduoed it as the
honorable member for Grenville.
-Mr. BAILEY.-Probably he did; but
the whole of the estates were ,not in the
district of Grenville. He went to represent the land-owners, the owners of
merinD stud flocks. As he intraduced the
deputation he introduced it as a member
of the Farmers U nian.
Mr. ALLAN.-Nat a.t all, but as honorable member for Grenville.
Mr. BAILEY.-Well, we will not
split straws Olver that. This is what Mr.
Mackinnan IS reparted to have said in
reply-':"
He would be the last to do anything that
would damage sheep breeding. A good deal of
misapprehension had arisen from the fact that
all large landholders had received resumption
notices.
It was a fair thing to notify all
owners, and it was desirable to have a record
t·· show that examinations had been made. U
all owner got a notice it did not mean resumption, as there were properties which were
more suitable for merino Iilheep than for
mixed farming. There were still about 4,000
soldiers to provide for, and after utilizing
Crown lands in the north-west and in East
Gippsland, land would have to be purchased
for about 3,000 soldiers. He hoped that the
Ministry would be able to co-operate with the
New South Wales Ministry in having some
. Riverina country made available. The landed
community had met this somewhat drastic law
with a very good rlisposition. It was hard for
people to practically have a pistol held at their
heads and to be told to get out.

. Whilst the war was on it was said that
if it had not been far the services of our
sol die,rs, land-owne,rs here wauld be lucky
if they did not have a German pistal at
their heads; but when it was a questian
of giving notice to land-owners, So' that
scme of their holdin,?s might be made
available for those soldiers to settle on,
they were tQlld that it was not nice to
have such a pistol pointed at them.
He suggested that owners of large properties
might assist the Ministry by offering portions
of their land that were not required.
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Tha,t is, it would be a charitable
thing if those squatters offered so:me
of the land that they did not want;
in other words, that they might pick the
eyes aut of the property, and that the
rest of the land which might be absolutely no good, and probably unpayable,
would be good enough fOir sOoldier settlement.
Mr. ALLAN.-You know that is not a
fair statement.
Mr. BAILEY.-That has taken plaoe
in the past.
Look at the history {)f
closer settlement here, and the dozens of
u.nsuitable estates which the GOovernment
purchased in the past. The estates purchased by the Gov,ernment were estates
that the squatters wanted to get rid of,
and did get rid of at inflated prices. The
result was that thousands of pounds had
to be written off them.
Mr. ALLAN .-Can you name a bad €State that the Governm,ent have purchased
for the sOoldiers ?
l\1r. BAI:(.EY.-Perhaps the time i~ a
little too short. They are only startIng
at the game,. Ve,ry' few soldiers ~ave
belen on the land for any length of tillle.
The point is this: The Government, by
the expenditure of £10,000,000, have
brought a,bout inflated values. Many
esta,te's have been bought at considerably
This Parliament
above their value.
passed an Act fOol' the com,pulsory resu?lPtion of certain estates. ThEm the MlllISter in charge, after having se'nt out the
preliminary notices, states that it did not
necessarily mean re'sumption. I say that
many of these large elstates should have
boon resumed.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-A lot have been resumed.
Mr. BAILEY.-Give [lle the name of
one single estate that has been coonpul~orily resumed.
Mr. McDoNALD.-Trewalla.
Mr. BAILEY.-Tha,t was an entailed
estate. There was an arran!lement betwe'en the Government and th~e trustees.
I dOo not consider that a, compulsory resumption.
Mr. LAwsoN.-That is not correct.
The facts are that the prehminary notice
was given, and then they climbed down.
Mr. BAILEY.-Does the Prerrnie'r say
that Trewalla was not an entailed estate ~
Mr. LAwsoN:-I do not know whether
it was an entailed astat.e or not; but I d·o
know that the Gorvern[JJ~ent gave, the notice of compulsory a,cquisition, that the
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compulsory acquisition was resistedl and
that finally a price was agreed utPon, and
the purchase made.
Mr. BAILEY.-Will the Premier say
that, in bringing the ma,chillery of compulsory resumption into operatiorn in regard to the Trewalla Estate, the Government went past the preliminary notice ~
Mr. LAwsoN.-I do not know how far
we went. I know that it was the machinery of com pulsory purchase which
enabled the Governme!Ilt to gelt that
estate ..
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-KilIingsworth Estate w.as compulwrily resumed.
Mr. BAILEY.-The honorable memher for Bernrullibra knows nDthing about
the matter, OT he wOIUld. not make tha,t
statement. He himself denounce,d the
Government for not acquiring SOllLe of the
large estates in his district.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-I have done SOl, and
the estates that I asked fOil' have been .
made ava,ilable.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
foOr Benalrr.. bra means tha t they were
bought, not that they were compulsorily
resumed.
Mr. BEARDMORE. - The land-owners
climbed down.
Mr. BAILEY.-I stated that IFreliminary notices we,re sent out, but I
claim that the,y were nerver follOowed up.
Mr. MeDoNALD.-They were followed
up in conne,xion with thel Trewalla Estate.
Mr. BAILEY.-I know the histoTJ of
that estate. It was an eutailed estate.
There was an arrangememt between the
trustees and the' Government whereby
the compulsory resumption sections would
be put into opera,tion.
Mr. MeDoN ALD.-And the widow ohj ected to the price.
Mr. BAILEY.-Is it the policy of
the GoverWffient, as was stated by Mr.
Donald Mackinnon, who in the last Ministry was Assistant Minister of Lands,
and had charge of soldier settlement, <;tnd
who is being belauded at the present time
as one, who has dome sO much fDr soldiers to send our soldieTs into New
SO'UtIl Wales into the Rive'Tina, whilst
we ha ve the~,el large· estates existing ~n
Victoria 7 The honorable geutleman saId
he had been negotia,ting with the' New
South Wale,s Government for the purpose
of settling Dur soldie,rs in the ~iver~na. He
also said that the people of VIctOrIa would
nDt beO'rudge mQney being spent on soldier settlement in New South Wales.
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Mr. LAwsoN.-This country will not
come into its own until the Murray and
the Riv'erina, are propedy settled.
Mr. BAILE Y.- 'Vhat about bringing
immigrants out to this country, ex-office,rs
of the British Army, as land. settlers,
when the Government cannot settle our
own soldiers in Victoria. It might be a
good policy to settle these ex-officers of
the British Army in New South Wales,
or in Qu,eensland, or in some other St'ate,
but sure,ly if the Victorian Government
have land available for ex-officers of the
British Army, they can find land fOir
our own soldiers.
.
Mr. J. \V. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Should
we send our soldiers to New 80uth Wales,
and settle iIrumigrant soldie,rs on our
lands in V ictoria ~
Mr. LAWSoN.-That IS neither the
policy nor the practice of the Government.
Mr. BAILEY.-The A1'gUS of 27th
September, 1920, cOilltained the following
report : SETTLERS FOR DOMINIONS.
EX-SERYICE

BRITISHERS

GOING

ABROAD.

London, 25th September.
'fhe emigration of ex-service men and their
families is proceeding strongly. The approved
applications, exclusive of dependants, during
August were-Canada, 831; Australia, 450;
New Zealand. 214;· and South Africa, 130 l
making the totals since the inception of the
scheme-Canada, 6,292; Australia, 3,655; New
Zealand, 2,555; and South Africa, 1,103. The
total for all Dominions to date is 28,758.
Each application averages more than two dependants, thereby bringing the total approved
applications to over 60,000 persons. The expenditure incurred by the Imperiai Government on account of passages exceeds £300,000.
Twenty thousand applications,
comprising
50,000 souls, including dependants, are awaitiner approval. Canada is discontinuing the reception of applications after September in consequence of the approach of winter, and it is
auticipated that t11e. number of emigrants for
Australasia will be proportionately increased:
thereby.
FINANCING THE EMIGRANTS.

The Overseas Settlement Committee is supplementing the free passages of the ex-service
men with grants for the purchase of equipment for the voyage, and in special cases it is
assisting to finance their settlement in Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand, and South Africa.
Working on similar lines to the scheme on
Australian Farms Ltd. for the settlement of
Imperial ex-officers in Victoria, money has been
allocated to the directors of schemes, whether
Government or private, to be expended on
behalf of settlers.

There is a specific reference to ex-Army
officers who have been brought out from
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England to be settled on l,and in the State
of Victoria. Yet we. had a definite state,·
!lY.tent from a responsible membeT of this
House, a Minister, who had charge of
soldier settlement, to a deputation of
large land-owneTs, that it was the'intention of the Government to uegotiat-e with
the New South Wales Government for
the pur;pose of settling soldiers in NeiW
South Wales. I' say that that policy is
detrimental to this oountry. We have
room here faT the settleme.nt of many
millions of our people. It is necessary
that our lands should. be settled} that we
should produce from them, and that our
own people should have the, pre,ference of
settlem€'ll t.
J\1r. J\1cDoNAr~D.-We are settlting soldiers from other States here.
Mr. RAILEY.-\Ve are not settling
our own SQlldie'rs. Sixte'en thousand se,ven
hundred and seventy-five soldiers have
applied for certificates; 12,681 certificates have been granted.
The total
number o,f soldieTs settled was 6,259, and
at the time these figures wer,e compiledthat is to say, during the' election-the,re
were 6,422 so]die,rs who had been granted
cert.ificates who had not received any
land at all. 80 that land settlement is
not going on as rapidly as it should do in
Victoria. One of the great reasons, as I
,pointed out, why our railways do not pay
is that in many instances the' railways
have to go through large estates that are
producing nothing, and from which nothing is being carried on our railways.
The farmer who is \vorking the bnd hus
to pay high rates for his produce in order
to make up for the miles of co:untry in the
condition of large estates that the railwa.ys pass through. We go to the back
country,. ,to the green Manee, in order to
settle our people, when land adjacent to
'the I'ailways, these large estates' through
the hearts of which the railways run, and
where settlement could immediately take
place, and the settlers be able to produce
and provide freights at once for the railways, are not being used as they should be
for the purpose of settlement because of
the interests 'of the land-owner. It is not
in the interests of the Government to come
into conflict with the interests of the
large land-owner. That, in my opinion,
is the reason why these la:rge estate~ are
not receiving more attention. Th'e hon- .
orable member for Rodney, who is the
leader of the Farmers Union, might be
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interested in an extract from the mani- one could have foreseen that there would
festo of his particular party. in regard to he thiEi inflation of land values that has
the increased pricE; of land. The mani- been brought about. On this (the Oppofesto statessition) side of the House we had a soluIt was only after greart pressure by the tion for this evil. We wanted to prevent
soldiers and the public that the Government that inflat.ion" and to protect the soldiers.
With that object it was moved from this
started purchasing large estates,It is not compulsory purchase that is (the 0ppoElition) side of the House that
meant therein the compulsory acquisition of land the
and not on an extensive scale until recent land-owner should be his own valuer. It
months. By then land values had soared, and . was proposed that what he swore was the
the extra cost in the acquiring of those estates value of his land when he sent in his land
will, in consequence, be saddled on the soldiers. tax return should be declared to be the
That i~ exactly what wo have said. 'We statutory. value of the land. He was also
stated that month in and month out, year to be given 10 per ~ent. in addition bein and year out. The Government waited cause he might not want to sell hiE! land.
until prices went up, and then they started The Government turned down that proto buy land for the soldiers" and the re- position, and we see what the result has
suIt will be that the burden of increased been.
jyI~jor BAIRD.-U nder that plan we
prices will be saddled on the soldiers.
Major BAIlw.-The honorable member might have been giving more than a
said just a few minutes ago that we should proper price for the land.
Mr. B.A.ILEY.-I am glad to have one
buy those large estate.::.
1\1:1'.
BAILEY.-The
Government of the :Ministers interjecting on this subshould have compulsorily resumed them ject. We will see how it did work out.
two or three years ago.
Mr. McNamara, the member for MelMajor :HAIRD.-The honorable member bourne East province in another place,
aBked that a return giving particulars
said that we should do it nOw.
:Mr. BAIIJEY. - The Government with regard to fifty estates should be
sh0uld do it now rather than send the sol- placed on the table in the other House.
diers to another State.
That return showed what was the unimMajor B.AIRD.-YOU blame us one proved value of each estate as sworn by
minute for not doing it and now you tell the land-owner, and what was the unllS that we did do it.
improved value of the land bought by the
Mr. BAILEY.-I do not know whether Government for the purpose of soldier
the Chief Secretary has followed me from settlement. In the case of the fifty esthe start, but he seems to be in the mire tates the unimproved value paid by the
at present. Land settlement is a little bit Government exceeded the value placed on
out of his province. When the Soldier them by the owners by no less than
Settlement Bill was before this House the £290,000.
members of the Opposition anticipated
:Major BAIRD.-The Government did
this inflation of land values. It·was ap- not buy on the unimproved value.
parent to anybody. Here we were a~-. Mr. HOGAN.-The irn,'pl'oved value was
t:·l.Orizing .the Government to expend mll- also stated. in the land tax returns.
Th.e then member for
'Mr. BAILEY.-The capital value was
lions of m?ney.
Prahran saId that soldIer .::ettlement would stated in the return sent in for the unimcost the people of the State £20,000,000. proved land tax. Then the G()vernment
The Government have already sp~~t valuers went on the estate when the Go£10,000,000. Anyone could have an~lCI- vernment bought it and they valued the
.
.
1
improvements, because the impr?,vements
pated ~hat would happen.
:Mr. SOLLy.-They got authol'lty .last did not form part of the ummproved
session to spend another £6,000,000..
value.
Mr. BAILEY.-They have authol'lty
Mr.h
ANGUS.-How
the valuerE! asat presen t t 0 expen d £14,000
. " 000 an d be '
tcould
2
fore they are finished they will have ses~ t e Improvemen s .
111'. BAILEY.~~robably the valu~rs
. spent £20,000,000. As I said, anybody
could have anticipated what the result the Honorary MInIster wo:uldappOlnt
of that huge expenditure would be. Any would not be able to do that. If valuers
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could not value all the improvements on a
property they should not be appointed.
Mr. ANGUis.-The honorable member
knows very well that there are invisible,
im provemen ts.
Mr. BAILEY.-I might. not own as
much land as the Honorary Minister, but
I know something about the improved
value and the unimproved value and about
the visible and the invisible improvements.
The invisible improvements are
often a safeguard to the land-owner when
he sends in his return.
Mr. HOGAN.-The valuations are put
on by the owners themselves.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
owner's valuation ought to determine the
value.
}1r. BAILEY.---.:That was a fair ElYStern. A land-owner should not take exeeption to his land being resumed at his
own valuation as given in his land tax returns.
Mr. ANGus.-The honorable member
was talking about the improvements being
valued by valuers going on the estates. I
only intimated that there are improvements that are not yisible.
:M:r. BAILEY.-I know perfectly well
that the1:e are. You could allow a fairly
suhstantIal Elum for that, and it would
still be covered by this £290,,000.
Mr. ANGUS.-I am not questioning
those figures, but I am calling attention
to that point.
Mr. J. W. BILLSO~ (Fitzro.y).-The
land-owner knows that when he is sending in his land tax return.
Mr. BAILEY.-It is stated- in this returnIt should be noted that the unimproved value
of these fifty estates at time of purchase was
£700,768 (Table F), whilst the unimproved
values as assessed for land tax purposes was
£410,244.

This is a long table, and I do not want
to giv8 the particulars in f('gard to every
estate, be,cause it would take up the best
part of the week to do '30. I might on
another occasion go into the details in
connexion with that matter. I am pointing out that the members of the Opposition in this House proposed a safeguard
for the protection of soldier settlement in
order that land would not be purcha~ed
for the soldiers at inflated values, and
this House did not accept what the Opposition then proposed ,The result" in my
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opinion, has been that land has been purchased at very high prices, and eventually
the soldiers who are placed on the land
will be called upon to bear the burden of
those high prices. I hope that we shall
not have the Elame experience with soldier
settlers as we had with settlers on ordinary land settlement. In the case of
ordinary land settlement large numbers,
after being placed on the land, have had
to leave it. I believe that a large percontage of the soldiers will have to come
off the land. At any rate, I am against
sending soldiers out of this State to another State for the purpose of settlement
while we are bringing people out to settle
here. Our first dutv is to our own sol~
diel'S and 'our own" citizens, and land
should be found for them before we pl'O\'ide land for people who are brought here
from other parts of the world.
I now
want to deal with the railways, and I
wish to get from the Government a declaration of their policy in regard tOo the
new management. The Treasurer, speaking at Hawthorn Town Hall on the 7th
October, just before the election, said
thatHe considered there was still too much political infi uence in connexion with the railways.
It would pay the State handsomely to create
a separate body and run the railways as a
business concern. So far as he was concerned,
he was going to allow the new Chief Railways Commissioner a free hand, even if it
should be necessary to have an Act pa.ssed.

I should like to! know if it is the
intenhion of thel Government to give
the 'new Railways Commissioner a
free hand, with instructi'ons to make
the railways pay.
Such a policy is
<;tll right for the honorable gentleman,
who lives in Hawthorn, which has a good
train and tram service, but what about
the settler in the back country whQJ is
opening up the land of the State, and is
lucky if he has a railway line somewhere
near his property ~ Many of our railways
;].re serving a useful purpose in developing the country, but they are not likely
to pay for years to come. According to
the last report of the Auditor-General
there was a loss en non-paying lines of
£91,335. Will the Treasurer give instructions to the new Railways Commissioner
to close up these non-pa.ylng lines, or will
he tell him to increase the rates sufficiently high to mak·e the' railways pay ~
What is the policy of the Government in
regard to these lines 1 Is the Treasurer
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of the opinion that Oour railway lines were
built merely to be run on commercial
lines, or does he think that they were
built for the purpose of Oopening up the
country and settling the people in the
interior of this State? Are the settlers
in the sparsely-populated districts of this
State to be burdened with high freights
to make the railways pay? If it is prQposed to allow the Commissioners a free
hand in making the railways pay, there
was no need to gOo to America and engage
a man at £5,000 a year fOor that purpose.
If Qur railway managers in 'the past had
had a free hand they could have made
the railways pay at thel e1xpense of the
people,; but that has never been the intention of the railway policy Oof this State.
Ahout six Oor seven years a.go Parliament
passed a DevelOopmental Railways Act for
the purpose of Oopening up districts the
prOogress of which was retarded thrOough
want of railway facilities. By that Act a
fund was created tOo meet the loss on developmen;tal lines until such time as they
become payable. NOot a mile of railway
has been constructed under the provisions
of that Act.
Mr. HOoGAN.-NOo money has heen left
in the fund.
Mr. BAILEY.-Yes, there has. Five
years ago, the Railways Standing Committee went through my district on two
occasions, and recommended that a line
should be constructed cOonnecting the existing system at Port Fairy with the district called Macarthur. This line w~s to
be built as a develOopmental line, but
nothing has yet heen done as a result Oof
that recOommendation. Ahout five months
ago a deputation of land-owners waited
upon the Premier on the occasion Oof a
visit tOo Port Fairy tOo attend the Convention of the Chamber of Agriculture. This
deputation urged the construction of that
railway, and it was pointed out that as a
developmenal line it was a good proposition. The deputation impress.ed the Premier and Mr. Mackinnon, as both gentlemen have since told me; but they
have not yet had the courtesy of a
reply, and 'they ha.ve no idea what are
the. intentions of the GOovernment. I intend to brine- this matter up a.gain, and
I am going to ,appeal tOo the Farmers
Union, who talk about the trials of the
man on the land, to assist me in the
matter. There ought to be co-ooper.ation
between the Farmers Union and the
Labour party tOo force railway construc-
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tion. By such co-operation I would oe
able to get a line in my district, and on
another occasion other houma hIe mem hers
. would be able tOo get the railway facilities
they want. There ought to be co-operation hetween the producers on the land
and those in the factories. Now that the
F'armers Union and the Labour party
have the numbers between them, we
ought to be able to force the Government
to do something. Weare sick and tired
of listening tOo promises that are never
fulfilled. The history Oof this Developmental Railway Fund is most extraordinary. It was created for the payment of
interest and loss on railways, and at one
time there was £248,716 in it. The Government have on various occasions filched
frorm the fund to make up deficits in the
State r·evenue. Accordinl! to the report
of the Auditor-General thev have taken
Qut of the fund £132',835. There is still
£115,881. I suppose the Tre·asu.rer will
try and get some of that mone,y.
Mr. MCPIIERSOoN.-You have put me
on to a gOOod thing.
Mr. BAILEY.-I think the dealings
with that fund are disf!'rac·eful. It is by
no means a joking matter. Parliament
created the fund fOor a specific purpose,
and the Governmen~ have no' right tOo devote the mOoney tOo any other object.
Mr. HOGAN .-The mOoney iIi the fund
was Oobtained from the sale of CrOown
lands, and it means that the capital of
the country is being squandered.
Mr. BAILEY.-Of cours·e, it is. The
Government which tOQok this money squandered the capital which rightly helongs to
the people . .It is a handy thing just before
an election tOo be able tOo make up a deficit,
and tOo make it appear that the Government are sQound financiers.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-When was money
taken from that fund ?
l\1r. BAILEY.-I do not knOow if it
was in the honorable gentleman's time;
but it was done by practically the same
Government a3 that tOo which he belongs.
Mr. MCPHERSOoN .-1 will get the credit
for it anyhow.
Mr. BAILEY.-Probably now that the
Treasurer knQows there is £115,000 in the
fund he will make use of it. I am Ipleased
tOo find that during this debate the honorable mambe:r for Lowan and the honorable meilliber f,nr Glenela made reference
tOo the lacl\: of develQoprme~t Oof the port of
Portland. FOor years past it has be,en beyond my unde,rsta.nding why a Govern-
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ment that was always preaching dec~m important, but it is important to' a gODd
tralizatiDn, and practising centralizatiDn, many peO'ple in the cQiuntry. I want to'
-could allow such a magnifioent harbor to know who is goring to control racing in
remain undeveloped. Time after time the future-the Vict'oria Racing Club, or
we have' belen told in the HDuse that the the Chief Secretary. That is a plain
w heat from the Mallee should gal to the question. If the Chief Secretary gives a
natural outlet--Portland. \Ve have had ·permit for a r.ace meeting, is he going
not Dnly trr.embe,rs of the Liberal party tOo allow the, Victoria Ra.cing Club tOo step
representing that cDnstituency, but mem- in and prevent thel liO'lding of the meetbers of the Ministry, and still the port re- ing ~ There was a picnic race meeting
mains undevelqped. If the port in my helld in my district fDr abDut eleven years.
electDrate, Port F'airy, had been blessed It was called the KO'roit Picnic Racing
with the advantages Df Portland in the Club's meeting, and was heold fOIf charisha.pe of great depth Oof water and other ta.ble purtP0se8. Afte,r the lapse ofele,ven
facilities for the development of Dversea years the cDmmittee' thought they would
shipning, I would not have given the, give the mooting a better status by offerGovernment five minut.es' peace until the~ ing higher stakes, and they thought it
had done sDmething for thel devello'Pment was desirable to change the name
or it. I lIL.lght nDt ha:.vel been .able to at- of the club tOo the TQiwer Hill
The meeting was to
tain my object, but my voice would have Racing Club.
been heard in 'the HOouse time after time be held fDr the same purpose, was
cal1ing attentiDn tOo the neglect Df such a tOo be managed by the, same offi<:ials, and
magnificent harbor. NDW Portland has a would nQit add to' the list Df races in- Vicmove on, and is represented by a Labour toria. The club had a pennit tOo gOo on
man who will nDt be nDbbled by the Min- racIng. I visited the, Chief Secretary's
iRtry. The Shipping Ring of Melbourne Department, and asked whether there
will be una hIe· to keep the honora bIe would be any objection to the same club
member f.or 'Glenelg quiet. If he cannOot hDlding the me'eting, but under the difget the port developed, I alIll sure it will fe'rent name. The authoribes took up a
nDt be for want Oof trying. Time after ve·ry sensible atitude. They could see no
time members of ·our party criticise difference SD long as there was not anthe Government. If the supporters Oof other ra.ce meeting added to the list.
the GDvernment cannot get what they The,y did not care what the club was
want, they geluerally make up their minds called, and to show that they did not care
to remain quiet. It is nDt SD with the the Under-Secretary wrDte the following
LabDur party.
I think the electors letter to me, dated the 4th August,
d. Glenelg have dOone a wise thing 1920:in sending in a mem ber of the Dear Sir,
Labour party tOo voice their comWith reference to your personal representaplaints in the House. They have never tions, I am to inform you that this Depart·
been able tOo get any satisfaction under ment has no objection to the name of the
a Liberal in the past. 'l'he honorable "Koroit Picnie Racing Club" being changed
to the "Tower Hill Racing Club." I am to
member for Glenelg will knDw that he will add that, although the club c'an only be
nDt bel a. voice crying in the wilderness, granted permission to race under permit, the
fDr he will be backed up by every mem- question of whether the club is registered with
ber Df the Labour party, and wiil really the Victoria Racing Club will not affect any
be speaking with the vDice Df twenty application for permission to race so far as
men. The hDnorable member for Lowan this Department is concerned.
alsD recognised the great advantaO'es
Df That is definite and concise, and is signed
o
Portland in the splendid f1peech he made by Mr. Canaway, the Unde·r-Se,cretary.
tOo-day, when he ventilated country griev- On the 20th August last the secretary of
ances. Our party look tOo lIL.embelfs of the the racing club received the fOollowing
Farmers Union in the corner for sUT}Port. frCIIr.: the secretary of the VictDria Racing
If wei can get their support we will-force Club:the GDvernment to de'Velop PDrtland, or Dear Sir,
tOo leave the Tr8lasury bench, so that a
The matter has been carefully considered, and
mOore progressive p'l.rty may DCCU py it and the question of changing the name of the club
pass ,prDczressive legislatiDn for all parts ('annot. l-'e ~llowed. When you have obtained
Chief Secr8tar~"s permission kindly inform
Df the Sta.te. In con cluc:;ion, the,re is Dne the
me, and also forward the full programme to
thinC! that I want to call the attentiDn Df tl,is office for picnic meeting under rule 54,
the Chief Secretary to. It may nDt soom when same will be dealt with.
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The Chief Secretary's Department agreed
with me that there was no diffe,renoo, and
gave the permission, but the great Pooh
Bah, the Victoria Racing Olub, says,
" No, you cannot change it." Then on
the 5th October last I re,ceived the follQlwing letter from the Chief Secretary's Department:Dear Sir,
With further reference to your personal representations relative to an application from
the "Tower RiB Racing Club" to hold a race
meeting on the 8th January, 1921, I am to inform you that, as the policy of the Government
is not to approve of the number of existing
racing clubs bein~ increased, the application
cannot be granted.
I am to add, however,
that .if the "Koroit Picnic Racing Club" desires to hold a meeting, as in previous years,
there will be no objection providing the application is made about six weeks' prior to the
date desired.

There we see, how the Department backed
down. It had already been agreed to
change it from the KQlroit Picnic Racjng
Club tQl the Tower Hill Racing Club, and
after the Victoria Racing Club stepped
in, the Chief Eecretary backed down.
The letter makes the Department look
ridiculorus.
,
Major BAJRD.-I will soon alter that.
Mr. RATLEY.-That is the attitude I
want the honorable gentleman tQl take up.
Major BAIRD.-I cannot dictate to the
Victoria Racing Club.
Mr. BAILEY.-I want the honorable
gentleman to do so. He gave me a permit for a picnic meeting for the Port
Fairy HQlspital some time ago, and after
that the Victoria Racing Club refused to
allQlw the meeting tQl be held.
Major BAIRD.-I cannot very wen alter
that. The Vic~oria Racing Club say, " If
you want to race under our rules, you
must comply with them."
'
Mr. BAILEY.-Why does not the hCfllorable gentleman go into the whole question of racing control, and see if he cannot appoint a Board to take charge o.f
the fixing of country race meetings ~ Why
should the Victoria Racing Club have the
SOlIe control of the racing system ~
Mr. HOGAN.-"Vhere do they get the
authority ~
Mr. BAILEY.-It is because tlie Government adopt a spineless attitude, and
allow them to cQintrQiI racing. If a picnic
meeting is wanted in the country, and
after inquiries have be'en made by th~
local police, the Chief 8ecretary is sa tisfled, and grants a permit, why should the
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Victoria Racing Dlub be allowed to flout
him 1
:Major BAIRD.-They do not flout me.
Mr. BAIL,EY.-The correspondence
The Vicclearly shows that they dia'.
toria Racing Cluh refused permission for
the holding of the picnic race meeting for
the Port F'airy Hospital after the Chief
Secretary had given a permit.
Major BAIRD.-You can race without
going near them at all.
Mr. BAILEY.-The Port Fairy Racing
Club have two meetings a year, and the
Victoria Racing Club said, "If you hold
the meeting the Chief Secretary said yQlu
can hold, we will take away the other
meeting from you." The Victoria Racing
Olub and the Victorian. Amateur Turf
Club have valuable Crown lands.
The
Victorian Amateur Turf Club havel 380
acres of Grown lands at Caulfield, for
which they do not pay Is. in rent. The
public are debarred from access to about
17 to 20 acres, except when they pay to
go into the. saddling paddQlck on a racing
day. AccOtrding to Dr. Robertson, Chairman of the Health Commission, the
grounds are in an insanitary cQindition.
The Government allQiw the VictQiria
Hacing Olub and the Victorian Amateur
Turf Club to control racing in Victoria.
I hope that the Chief S'ecretary will do
as he has said, and show that he is the
dominant factor.
:M:ajor BAIRD.-I did not say that.
Mr. HOGAN.-The Victoria Racing
Olub coul'd not hold the Oup meeting 'U1Iless the Chie,f Secretary gave them a
licence.
Mr. BAILEY.-We do not want the
tail to wag the dog. The Chief Secretary
should see' that ,when he gives a perrnit
fQlr a race meeting, races are allowed to be
held under that permit.
Major BAIRD.--We cannot compel the
Victocr.-ia, Racing Club to register your race
meeting under their rules.
Mr. BAILEY.-The honorable gentleman can prevent them overriding his permit.
MajQir BAIRD.-They cannot ;top you
racing under your "pe,rmit. They can stop
you racing under their rules.
Mr. BAILEY.-They can disqualify
the owners, the trainers, the jockeys, and
the horses taking part at a meeting for
which the Chief Secretary has given a
permit. Could he not make that illegal ~
Oou)d he not notify them that they must
not disqualify any owner: -trainer, jockey,
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or horse taking part at a meeting for of the :M:inister' of' Lands was eminently
which he had given a permit 1
unsat sfactory.
My chief reason for
Major BAIRD.-I might stop them dis- speakinO' thiEl morning is to impress upon
qualifying a man who ought to be dis- the G~vernment the neoess.ity tor enqualified.
('oura.O'inO' the fruit-growing industry. In
Mr. BA1LEY.-1 ask the honorable his p~rcy epeech the Premier promised
gentleman to prevent them disqualifying that he would appoint a competent person
owners, trainers, jockeys, and horses, to take charge of that industry. I do
simply because they raoe at a meeting for not know \:rhether Ministerial promises,
which he has given a permit.
like pie crusts, are made to ce broken,
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The Chief Secre- but we are looking to the Premier .to
tary can disallow any of their rules when- fulfil that prom s,e, and we expect him
ever he choos·es.
to do so at Ii very early date. I may say
Mr. BA1LEY.-This is a matter that that the oroduction of fruit in Victoria
is interesting the whole of the country for one year has reached the immense.
people. I hope the Chief Secretary will value of £3,138,979, and we know
adopt a fair attitude, and that he will that the industry is growmg in impoll"take a hand with the Victoria Racing t,ance. There are over 84,000 acres in.
Club.
He should show that he is the Victoria under fruit trees. Those figures
head, and that they are olliy the tail, in- are exclusive of the vineyards. A great
stead of the pooition being the other way deal is said about the growing of citrus
about.
fruits, and there is no doubt that the
On the motion of Mr. EVERARD, the Ass:stant Minister of Agriculture has
debate was adjourned until the following taken a great interest in regard to them,
day.
Lecause the matter affects his constituThe House adjourned at nine minutes ency. But he must remember that the
past 10 o'clock p.m.
fruit-growing industry has other phases
beE'ides citrus-growing, and I want him
to take part~cular notice of my remarks
this morning. His predecessor, who js
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. now Minister of Lands, took a keen
interest in the fruit-growing industry,
Th'ltl'srla.y, lVovember 18, 1920.
on account of the many people in his
district who are engaged in it.
The
Pre'nier and the Assistant Minister of
The SPEA.KER took the chair at twelve .A gr=culture can put their heads together and see that a Director of Horti.
minutes past eleven o'clock a.m.
culture is 3.ppointed to control the fruitgrowing industry. He should be a man
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR'S
whom the fruit-growers can approach so
SPEECH.
as to make their wants known, and they
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
c:;hould be a.ble to ~et assistance ill many
The deba.te (adjourned from the pre- ways. I am look;ng for the fulfilment of
"jous da.y) on Mr. Eg~le-::ton's motion for the Premier's promise to appoint a Dithe adoption of an Address-in-Reply to r,p.ctor of Horticulture. Christmas will
the Lieutenant-Governor's Speech was soon be heTe, and then we shall go into
resumed.
recess, and once the Government get
Mr. EVERARD .-1 was not going to safely into the haven of recess, they may
speak on the motion for the adoption of forget all about their promises. If they
the Address-in-Reply, but. like the do losp. s' ght of these matters, we are
Leader of the Opposition, I think tha,t goin~ to 3ee that. they are well reminded
unless one gets a word in sometimes and of them every now and then. and if they
gives the Government something to think do not futin the,ir promises, we will put
of, one ge1ts nothing at all done. I was a Ministry on the Treasury bench that
will do what we want. We know t.hat
~;re'3.tly taken hy the Iremarks OIf the
honorable member for Bulla in regard to Dr. Cameron, the Director of Agriculthe bulk h(1_ndlin~ of wheat. I am not ture, is a very good officer and is doing
going to cteal with that subject, bllt I very ~ood v:ork. bnt ag-rieulture in all its
may say tha,t I thought that the reply phases is increasing, and there is no doubt
Second Session 1920.-[8J
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that, owing to the lnultifa,riotUs dllties
that are placed on the Director, he is a
hard-worked man and ,cannot pay the attention to tpe fruit-growing industry that
it so richly deserves." Not only should a
Director of Horticulture help the fruitgrower in dealing with fruit diseases,
but he should help him to market his
fruit and ,to get a proper rew3Jrd for
his labour. The growing importance of
the fruit industry in this State is strikingly set out in the Commonwealth
r ear Book. In the four years 1913-1917
Victoria Jnoreased her planted area by
abOout 20,000 acres, which was the largest
increase in any State, and greater than
the combined increases of Queensland,
South Australia, and Tasmania for
the same period.
Further, Victori&.
has within her bound,aries nearly onethird of the area in the Common~ealth und'er fruit, irrespective of the
yln~. ~he fruit-growing industry is only
In Its mfancy, a,nd it is up to the GOovernment to recognise its importance, and
not treat it as 'Governments have done
in the past-as the Cinderella of the producing interests of Victo:ria. We want
~he industry to be helped in every way.
The fruit-growe,rs made ~ _ complaint to
the COommOonwealth authOorities about the
~hortage of sugar for jam-making, and
were told that a plentiful supply of
~ugar will be ava,ila.ble when the jam-makmg st,arts. If the GOovernment believe
everything that is sta,ted In another place,
they are much more credulous than I
t.ake them to be. I would ask the Assistant Minister< iof Agriculture to in,
.quire intol the questjOon of the sugar
supply, and to see that the housewives pf
the city and country who want to make
jam are abl~ to get a supply 'Of sugar.
The jam manufa.cturers should not be
given the sole opportunity of making jam.
a.nd they shOould not have the chance of
carrying on prOofiteering. It is no use the
Minister :-:imply saying, "I am h&e, and
I am go,ing to stick here." We want to
see him do somethinp" in active cOo-operation with the Federal authorities that
will insure a snfficient supply or sugar
to hous,ewi-ves for jam-making purposes.
This is Ithp, tiime when we :want the
sugar. Already strawberries and other
fruits are ripe, and what ,are the people
ijo do with them ~
Mr. WARDE.-You have been promised
plenty af sugaT after the next Queensland harvest.
Mr. Everard.
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. Mr. EVERAR.D-We do not want
promises. 'Ve want a definite assurance
from the l\1mister of Agriculture, after
he has made full inquiries,' as to when
the people are to get supplies.
,Mr. LIND.-Hundreds 'Of tOons of- fruit
rotted last year because {)f the want of
sugar.
. Mr. EVERARD.-The fruit-growers
will be at the mercy of the big jam manufacturers, who have an abundance of
sugar, and will be able to .buy the fruit
c;tt their own price.
I m,et a cherrygrower this morning, and asked him wha,t
price he had reeeived for his cherrjes.
He said, "A.ll the cherries were knOocked
about by the rain and the hail, and we
ha,d to take the price the jam manufacturers offered us."
. Mr. HANNAH.-Do you know :what price
they offered ~
Mr. EVERARD.-I do not like to tell
the honorable member, because it would
make him blush.
Mr. W:EA YER. - The brewers and the
sweets manufacturers were not short.
Mr. EVERARD.-We do riot mind
that. We do not want to see the sweets
jndustry, -l'v11ich is an important industry,
interfered with. I trust that the Assistant l\1inister of Agriculture will take a,
nOote of my remarks, and I want to impress u pOon him that the people want the
!>ugar now--nOot next week or the week
after. I saw certain promises made
in yesterday's Argus by the Federal
authorities, but I am not satisfied
with promises. I want an assurance
that these promises will be fulfilled .
The promises have been made by
the Liberal Government in the Commoriwe,alth, and as a Laberal Government
is in power in this State, we ought to be
satisfied that the Ministry in this State
will be assisted by another holding similar poJitical views. The fruit-growing industry is worthy of the greatest assistanoe
which can be gJiven to it. Everything
should be done tOI. prevent fruit rotting in
the orchards, with the alternative of .it
having to be sent to m.arket and 90Jd at
whatever price is offered, no matter how
low it is. The Treasurer has done good
work for fnlit-growers, and I hope the
Assistant Minister of Agriculture will
continue his policy. We really want a
Director of Horticulture, who would visit
the market and see the disabilaties that
fruit-growers ha,ve to put up with. I
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know fruit-gro.wers who have been waiting for fifteen Dr twenty years to get stalls
in the ~arket. HDnorable members know
that the market is controlled by the City
Council, wh'ich is rather a cDnservative
body. It ,does not like to be dictated to.,
but un.less: we keep up a strong agitation,
fruit-grDwers cannot hope for any relief.
The hDnorabJej member for Essendou
~ad~ a fine speech about t4e desecration
in removing bodies from the old cemetery
to provide for an ,extension of the markei:.&, but I trust such sentimental rubbish
will no~ be allowed to have any influence.
If the. old piDneers who. did SOl much to.
develop thi's· State, and whose remains
were interred in the cemetery, could
speak, they wDuld not have the slightest
Dbjection tOo removal from a place which
is next door to a place very little
hetter than a secDnd-hand deale1r's ShDp.
They, doubtless, would be quite willing to give way to assist fruit-growers.
At the present time the market is really
a. second-hand dealers' est.ablishment, and
the bona fide fruit-grower has to pay an
eXDrbitant price to get a stall.
.
Mr. W~\'RDE.-There are 'plenty of
vacant, stalls, but ,every Dne wants the
bes~ sites.
Mr. EVERARD.-That is not altogether the case. It is time the Gova,rnD1~t, took this matter in hand, and if the
Oity CDuncil will not meet the necessities
of fruit-grower.s, it should provide special
markets for them. I was ·pleased to llotice
what the Treasurer did in develooincr the
markets in Collcingwood and Richmond,
and i~ is up to. the Assistant Minister to·
do 'Yha. t he can to still furtheT aS8ist the
fruit-growers. When the honorable member for Gunbowecr.- was a private membbr
he used ~ 0 put a little ginger into his
sp~hes against the Government, but now
he is a member of the Government we expect him to exercise the same vigour in
helping to develop our great industries.
We also want provision for more barrows
in the streets of the city, and they should
be stationed in the prominent parts of
the city, too. I believe there should be
barrolWs, no.t only in HawthoTIl, Collingwood and Richmond, ·but even in Toorak,
wh~re t.he local folk wDuld be able to get
fruit at wholesale rates. We also want
preference to' be given to returned men in
this respect. We do not want the barrows to become a monopoly. I believe
that one man runs about half-a-dozen,
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but we want tJlem placed ·in the hands ()~
returned sDldiers, and thus give them a
chance to make a good living.
)
Mr. WARDE.-You have made no suggestiDn abDut the protection of the buyer,
who is rDbhed right and left.
.
Mr. EVERARD.-So far as the fruitgrower is concerned he is a straig"ht
deale,r. It is the second-hand man who
causes the trouble.
.
Mr. J. W. BILLSo.N (Fitzroy).-If yOo\\
saw some of the fruit tha,t I have seen
you would llot say that. It is beautiful
at the top, but rotten underneath.
Mr. EVERARD.-I have seen fruit
like that, but it was not packed by the
bona fide grower. It is the dealer, who
buys cases of fruit and then mixes them
up. It was to prevent that sort of
thing that ire passed the Fruit and
Vegetable Packing and Sale Act, and
we shDuld see tha,t its .ipr'ovisions a:rla
enforced.
The horn Dr able, member for
Flemington is in the hwbi t of going to the
market at early hours of the morningI don't think. I do not suppose he ha~
ever been there beltween 4 and 5 a.m. Sf)
as to hecDme acquainted with the oouditions unde,r which fruit as soJd. If he
wDuld only make an inspe:ction of tha.~
sort inste~d of making interjedions as .!let
has don~, he would do mo,re· gOod for th~
country.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The Fruit a~c.l
Vegetable Commission presented a valUe
a'ble report which, if acted upon, wo~ld
have corrected all the evils to which you
refer, but the Government have patid nqt
the slightest attention to it.
Mr. EVERARD.-CommissiDnf\ of that
sort take a IDt of evidence, and cost a lDt
of mOiney, and then the re'ports are pigeon ..
holed. Why does not the Leader of .the
Opposition ins]st on the recommenda,tIons
being adopted 1
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The fault is with
the GDvernment you support.
Mr. EVERARD.-The honorable member is the Leader of the Opposition, anq
we look to him to' see that a valuable report is nnt pigeon-holed.
He shoul4
brush the dust off it and bring it to light~.
It is that treatment of such reports which
makes [ne opposed to the appo.intm~nt of
Commissions.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If yO'll say another
word about fruit I will mentiopntea.
Mr. EVERARD.-Thel· Leade(l" nf the
Opposition wasted a lot of time ~n the
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House in making a long speech, and I

never made one ,interjectIon.

Because he

presented a valuable report many years
ago and the recommendations have not
been ca,rried into effect, he blam,es me for
it·. He should see that no more Commissions are appointed if the reports are
m erel y to be pigeon-holed.
.
Mr. BAILEY.-What about urgIng the
Government you support to g~ve e,ffect to
thege recommendations 1
Mr. EVERARD.-The Leader of the
Opposition was a member of a Government for a week. He is now the Honorahle G. M. ~renderga6t, and is in a most
Tt''''ponsible position.
He compJains
t.hat he presented a valuable report, and
that' none of the recommendations have
been carned into effect. He says that this
l'e-port was presented five 0'1' six years ago.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-After what yOll
have said I win withdraw my interjection.
Mr. EVERARD.-I would again re .
mind the Le,ader of the OppoSliti0'n that
he spoke for a long while and no one
made any interjections. Noone ,could do,
beca.use he spoke so fast. ,\Vith regard
to the appointment ofa Director of Horticulture, I hope t he G~yell'nment will take;
some action in the ,interests of the fruitgrowell'S. We should not allow the fruitMr.
.growing industry to languish.
McWhae recently v:usited the East, and
he has since given a very va1uwble report
to the people at large. He has told the
country that there are illimitable markets
in the East for our primary aUld secondary products. BJere is an opportunity
for a Director· of Ilorticulture. He
would be able to teach the growers how
to pack their fruit and other products
effectively. We know that faulty pack.ing has gone rugainst the Australian trade
in canned goods. Much good work could
be done, not only in teaching producers
how to grow their fruits to the best advantage, but also in educating them as
to the 'best methods to be aldopted in marketing their fl'uits in England and
America. The following newspaper paragraph will, I think, be of interest:-
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and materials, Ispecimens of insect and fungus
pests, apiary appliances, bottled and canned
fruits and vegetables, photographs of neglected
and clean orchards, pamphlets, posters, &c.
This is concurrent with lectures and demonstrations by experts on fruit and vegetable
growing, pests and their control, beekeeping,
and the preRerving of fruit and vegetables.
This is similar to the methods now in vogue
in the United States of America.

We have a pig market in the northern
towns of Victoria for our fruits, and
there are immense possibilities in the
Riverina for the marketing of our
southern fruits. The Sydney market is
also awaiting development. It is important that ·ourfruit should arrive in
that market in a good condition. It will·
not do to siw.ply put it ona train and
have it held up ·at Albury for three or
four days, sO' that by the timel it reache~
Sydney it will be rotten. If the Honorary Minister will assist the producers
in. obtaining northern markets in New
South Wales, and even Queensland, he
will 'be doing a good turn to the fruitgr,owers. :Much can ·be done if he proves
a live Minister. We have heard a good
deal about ouroversews markets in the
East and in Europe. Unfortunately,
Australia has a bad name for her canned
fruit.s. For this reason it is very important that we should have an officer
whose duty it would be to supervise the
packing ,and labelling of the fruits. If
we want to help the fruit-grower, we must
have an officer with whom the producer
can be directly in touch. Such a m·an
should be appointed because 'of his high
qualificatiollJs. He need n.ot necessarily
be appointed from the Department of
Agriculture.
Mr. HANNAH.-How does the price ·of
.fruit cases affect the industry?
Mr. EVERARD.-In pre-war days
fruit cases cost from Sd. to ls. each. Now
theyC'ost from ls. 5d. to ls. 9d. each.
Mr. McDoNALD.---':There must be profiteering in fruit cases.
Mr. EVERARD.-A leading manufacturer has 'Stated that it costs 2s. to make
a fruit case. I do not 'believe him. I
INSTRUCTION IN FRUIT· GROWING IN ENGLAND.
think he is drawing the long bow. Now
In order to demonstTate up·to·date horti- I hope the Government will ·come to the
cultural methods, the British. Ministry of assistance -of the fruit-grower, and deAgriculture is running specially equipped· vise some means by which he will get
trains to fruit-growing centres, containing exhis' fruit cases eheaper. Six million
hibits of fruit trees.
To show methods of grafting, pruning, and fruit 'cases are used in Victoria per
Of that number near.ly
spraying, orchard implements, spraying pumps, annum.
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4,500,000 are new cases. It is therefore
a matter of very great importance to the
fruit-growers that 'they should get the
cases at the lowest possible rate.
M,r. HANNAH.-What about the State
supplying 'seasoned timber direct from
our own forests ~
Mr. EVERARD.-As the honorable
member ,for Collingwood know!s, there
are only one or two State seasoning
works; and whoever sees any seasoned
tim'bercoming from them ~
In my
opinion, it is up to the Foresta Commissicm to get a move on. The cause of decentralization would be assisted by the
adoption of a wise policy. Instead of
bringing timber from the forests to the
city to be ma,de up into cases and so on,
this work ,should be done at Healesville
and other country centres.
:Mr. HANNAR.-And there should be a
seasoning kiln on the spot.
Mr. EVERARD.-I quite agree with
the honorable member for Collingwood.
So far, the Forests Commission have
done but little to justify their existence ..
The pinus insignis, if extensively
planted in suitable localities, could be
made a source of great profit. Experts
have pointed out that pinus insignis
planted 20 feet apart over a square mile,
would, in twenty years, be worth
£150,000. The pinus insignis will grow
in very poor country. I hope the Forests
Commission will get a move on in this
matter, too.
l!r. HANNAH.-The imported Chairman of the Forests Oommission has not
done much yet.
Mr. EVERARD.-That is why I ,am
saying the Coinmission should get a move
on. I represent one of the biggest forest
areas in the State-that of N arbethong.
The roads in that locality are in a shameful condition. The forest at Mount Dandenong is similarly neglected. The Forests
Commission have the' power to build' and
maintain roads, and to build light railways, but they have done nothing in this
direetion, and I do not believe they will
do anything withont a vigorous push
from the Minister. We have a new member of the Railways Standing Committee
-the honorable member for Korong. I
wish to direct his attention especially to
the need for a railway in the forest area
at N arbethong. I hope he will see that
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the Oommittee speeds up in this matter.
My electors blame me because they are
kept waiting ,so long for the railway, but
I 3Jm not to blame. It is due to the
dilatoriness of the Railways Standing
Committee j possibly to the red-tape
methods that tie their hands. . The Red
Hill line became an acoomplished fact
within fifteen years, and I have told ~he
Acheron Valley people that, judgmg
from the way the Railways Standing
Committee act, they can expect their
railway in about twenty years.
The
shires of Healesville, Whittlesea, and
Lilydale are being starved for roads. The
Forests Oommission get big royalties
from the timber reserves in those shires.
But what do they give towards the maintenance of the roads ~ Nothing. The
Melbourne and Metropoli tan Board of
Works get their water supply from my
district. Wh9.t do they give in return ~
Nothing. It is the duty of the' Government to see that they contribute' something to the revenue of those shires.
:Mr. W ARDl<j.-Those bodies do nothing,
and the Government do nothing, so there
you are.
Mr. EVERARD.-That is because
they are afraid of running up against
these Oonservative bodies. As I have
said, the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works get their water supply
from my district, yet, excepting for a
road or two that they have built for their
own convenience, they have contributed
nothing to the shires there. I am going
to ask the Government to see that the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Vilorks and the Forests Oommission help
to make the roads there. These bodies
should contribute somethin.g in return for
the benefits they get from my district. It
is only fair that my district should get
a quid pro quo in cash or roads for the
water it supplies to the metro'polis. The
honorable member for Gippsland East
made a very fine speech about the roads ,
in his district. I know that district, and
I will back my roads against his. His
district is 150 miles or more from the
city; but here, within 30 miles of Melbourne, you will find some of the most
disgraceful roads in the State. There
is good productive land lying waste for
want of roads. It is impossible to get
a motor car from Whittlesea across to
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Yarra Glen through Kinglake.

That

affairs.
The
are not to
They have not the

i'3 a shameful state of
Country Roads Board

blame for this.
money, and the shires cannot afford
The Government
to make the roads.
should giye special treatment to these
shires that are thus impoverished.
I
have seen the district of the honorable
memb~r for Gippsland East, and I should
like him to visit my district to see our
roads. We have one of the finest potatogrowing countries in Kinglake; hut the
producers cannot get their potatoes to
market. What is the good of talking about
closer settlement, and soldier settlement,
and of attracting peo.ple here from the
other side of the globe if we do not make
roads? They are a most important asset.
We should nationalize the main roads.
and the shire councils should only hav~
to attend to the roads that feed the main
roads. The honorable member for Gippsland East spoke wisely when he said that
the shires have a burden that is too heavy
for them to bear. I know well that that
applies to my shires.
The Whittlesea
and the Eltham shires cannot possibly
do any more to the roads than they are
doing. There have been big flood damages
in my district, and last week a'bout £2,500
worth of damage was done in this way
These
to the roads and the br.idges.
shires are in an impecunious position, and
the Government should make up their
minds to give them special assistance.
What are the unfortunate settlers to do to
get their produce to market unless good
roads are provided? I hope the Government will give every assistance they can
to the shires, and especially those I have
mentioned, to rebuild 'bridges and develop
the roads. I must add a modicum of
praise to the :good work done by the Oountry Roads Board. The Kinglake-road,
and the road .from Toolangi to Yarra
Glen are in my electorate. The Forests
Oommissi'On draws big revenues from the
Toolangi-road, and will not do anything
towards its maintenance.
Some day
there will be a serious accident on that
road. How the unfortunate people get
down from the·re I do not know.
If honorable m:emhers would take
a trip to Kinglake and Toolangi,
I
am sure they would be disgusted with the state· of the roads. We
have roads at our back d00r that would
Mr. Everard.
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be a disgrace to any country. I w,ust
give a word of ,praise to Mr. McIver for
his administration of soldier settlement.
He has done splendid work.
I was
pleased to' hear the honorable member for
Eaglehawk speak about country schools.
It is essential that they ·should be up-todate. I can assure the honorable member that he need not go further than
Hurstbridge to see the state of th~ schools.
One is reminded of the Black Hole of Oalcutta when he sees sixty or seventy children packed there in a little church
school. If the doors were not kept open
the children would 'be suffocated. The
school at Ringwood is a disgrace~ anq. it
is overcrowded. Many of the chilq.reu
have been transferred to the hall where
picture-shows and other entertainments
are given in the evening. The youngsters have to attend at that building for
tuition during the day, and it is no
wonder that they contract disease and die
in some cases. ~ If the Department does
not get a TIlOVe on there will be an epidemic there. I was pleased by the remarks of the honorable member for Ovens
about the mountain tracks. We have
a mountain track from Marysville to
"Vood's Point, and it is in a disgraceful
?ondition. The Government should pass
It over to the Oountry Roads Board. All
that is necessary is to put on a couple
of men with a horse and dray to clellr the
track. It ()Ipens, up one of the great
beauty spots of Victoria.. There is no
need for our ,pe()lple to go to New Zealand or Tasmania to see beautiful coun- .
try. Within.a few miles of· this city
there are some of the most beautiful
spots in the world. Sir Arthur ·Stanley,
who was our last Governor, said he
had llot seen a more beautiful view
than the Blacks' Spur. The Government
should' see that these roads are treated
as tourist resort roads, and that special
funds are set aside to put them in good
order. When the Prince of Wales was
here he was taken to Oastlemaine, Bendigo, and to the electorate of the honora ble member for I-Iampden, where there
are no beauty spots. I feel sure that the
Prince when he came back suffered from
ennui.
I hope when any other great
dignitary comes here the Government will
not. forget the beauty spots in my district.
Mr. HANNAH.-What a'bout organizing
a trip for us?
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Mr. EVERARD.-I have that on the
slate now. We will organize a trip to
show honorable members the beauty spots
of that district. You can see beautiful
spots at Doncaster, Ringwood, Mount
Danden{)ng, in the Whittlesea country,
and on the Blacks' 8pur.
We have
beauty spots, as I said, right at our back
door. [trust the Assistant Minister of
Agriculture will remember that we want a
Director of HOl'ticulture appointed .• We
wish him to think not only of the wheatgrower, the wool-grower, and the butter
producer, who are all essential, but also
the fruit-grower, who is vitally essential
to the interests of this country.
The
fruit-gro'wer has gone to places where the
other people would not go" and by utilizing waste lands has developed a proposition that returns over £3,000,000 per
annum. Fruit-growing is a staple industry already, yet it is only in its infancy, and therefore I trust that the new
Minister will do his best to foster it instead of retardinr, it as lias been done
in th<:l past.
Mr. CLOUOO.-In discussing the
Address-in-Reply to the LieutenantGovernor's Speech, it is just a~ well to
hear in mind some of the less{)ns that honorable members ought to learn from the
vote cast by the people during the recent
general election.
Looking round the
House one is struck by the large number
of new faces; 'in fact, they are so
numerous on thiB occasion that it has
taken many of us some little time to
ascertain who the new members are and
the constituencies they represent. The
press has published words that have
fallen from the lips of the Government,
the Premier in 'particular, to the effect
that the Ministry a'chieved a very magnificent victory, and that their policy
had been indorsed by the electors~ If
there is another general election next
year" and they achieve the same sort of
Vlictory, and get their policy indorsed
in the same manner, there will be about
fifteen members of the old Nationalist or
Liberal party left in this House. It is
an extraordinary fact that we find the
Treasury bench stiH occupied by a Government which lost three of its Ministers :;\.lld a large number of supporters,
and whose policy 'was defeated. Yesterday comment was made about a certain
L
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newspaper referring to the O;pposition
as the Caucus party. ,For my part,
I think it is a tribute to the
Labour party, which introduced the
caucus system of organization, that every
party in politics has copied it, and the
latest party to return any consider:able
number of members to this House has,
if anything, improved On it. It is a
fact that the electors are determined
through their political ,organizations to
keep some control over the members whom
they return to this House for three years.
In years gone by the only day on which
they exercised any control was the day
on which thev cast their votes at the
ballot-box" and after doing that they
really handed over to their members the
right to do as they pleased. Political
organizations have, however, come into
existence, and are putting an end to that.
Through the Trade Unions Conference,
the Farmers 'ConfeI'lence, the N ati{)nal
Federation Conference, and all manner of
political conferences the 'people are. expressing their determination to keep their
hands on members throughout the three
years, or whatever the life of the Parliament'may be. I say it is all a compliment and tribute to the organization
introduced by the party on this (the
Opposition) side of the I-Iouse. In years
past the big metropolitan journalfl exercised great political power" but owing to
these organizations coming into existence
that power has been taken away from
them, until to-day a cand'ldate doee not
take a scrap of notice of what the papers
say about him during a contest. In
fact, some of us would take it as a sort
of insult if any scribes on the pres:;:
offered us praise or commendation during
our political contests. Therefore, I do
not wonder that a paper like the Argus,
which in some past period did exercise
a little influence on politiqs, is to-day
very much annoyed because the system {)f
party government and organization which
the Labour party introduced in the State
and Commonwealth has e1xtended, and
because TIlellibera of Parliament now take
little notice of what the papers say.
Undoubtedly the big question dealt with
by the electors was local option. On onc
occasion I stated in this House that the
Peacock Government had their ranks decimated at the elections in 1917 because
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they were responsible for the introduction of 6 o'clock closing. I have no hesitation in folaying that a large number of
members lost their seats on that occasion
because numbers of people resented the
restrictions 'which were being placed on
them. A.s time went on we had further
efforts made in this Parliament to interfere with their liberties. It is an extraordinary fact tha,t. a great numb'er who
lost their seatB on the lv.I:inisterial side of
the House were thMe who took a prominent part in the advOocacy of local option;
indeed, with one exception, they were ail
men who were prominent in the agitation. The three Ministers who lost their
seats were the three members of the Oabinet who were the head and front of the
local option movement. The people of
this State are getting sick of thes·e
efforts to create a stifling social atmosphere, so that moderate minded
pe'rsons ha.ve almost tOo make themselves criminals in order to enjoy the priIn convileges which they once' had.
nexion with race meetings" whenever a
body of men meet efforts are made to
promote sweeps, but instead of being allowed to indulge in betting or that sort
of thing in daylight they are being driven
into the dark corners. Everyone knows
tha't there is as much gambling as beforp.
any restrictions we·re: imposed. The prohibitionist policy and the legislation that
we have been passing have been doing the
same in conncxion with the liquor trade
as we have succeeded in doing w.ith gambling.
I want to know from the Oohief
Secretary what the Government intend to
do and what notice they intend to take
of the vote, cast on election day. It is perfectlv true that had the electors declared
in ev'ery constituency in favour of the abolition of the liquor trade the vote would
have been given e·ffect t,o. The electors
declared in favour of continuance, and it
is true that those who opposed the poll
being taken aHd were against a simple
majority took the attitude that the local
optionists could only succeed where there
were few hotels Oor in the aristocratic
residential parts where the citizens cOould
keep liquor in their c-ellars.
As the
€lectors, by an overwhelming majority,
have declared in favour of continuance,
we want to know whether the Government are going to respect the opinion of
the people and object to that obnoxious
Mr. Clough.
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system ·of local option? In nO uncertain
manner the electors have said that they
do not want any more of that sort of humbug foisted On them at election times. Although they ,cannot do it this session, the
Government will be well advised if next
session they bring in a new Licensing Bill
and try to embody in it what appear~ to
be the matured thoughts of the people of
this State. If election after election we
are to be harassed with this absurd system of trying to deal with one of the most
complex problems with which society has
been confronted, the Government which
allows it to continue does not deserve to
occupy the Treasury bench. I do not intend to speak now at ~ny great length,
because this is to be a .short session, and
next year we will have extended oppor.tunities of discussing other questions
which were dealt with at the elections.
I wish to say a word or two to the Ohief
Secretary about the condition of the electoral rolls. More than one member of
the last Parliament was not re-elected on
account of the incapacity, or something
else, of the Department which is responsible for keeping the rolls up to date.
Had I heen working on a small majority
of 100 or 200 votes in my constituency,
I would. not have been returned to the
IIorlse. Had the rolls been anything like
eomplete, I have no hesitation in saying
that my majority would have been 300 or
400 greater than it was. The names of
residents in whole streets in one portion
of my electorate were left off the roll;
and, had it not been for the interest that
private citizens took when the roll was
issued, a great many more persons would
not have been enrolled. I have here the
supplementary roll for Bendigo East,
Barkly Division, which was the worst
division of the lot in this respect. In
the Barkly Division there are three
Federal subdivisions-Long Valley, Ironbark, and Sandhurst East.
I got the
Federal subdivision roll for Sandhurst
East, and compared it with the other
roll, and I find that out of 119 names on
the supplementary roll, there were 29
on the Federal subdivision roll for
Sandhurst East. That is only one-third
of the Barkly Division in Bendigo East.
I did not bother about checking the names
for Long Valley and Ironbark, but the
persons who were left off the State roll
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were more or less well-known citizens of
Bendigo. Had it not Ibeen for a gentleman alSsociated with 'a large mutual benefit society, to whom I sent the roll when
it was issued, a great number of the
people whose names appear on the supplement.ary roll would have been debarred from voting also.
Apart from
that, I have given to the electoral officer
the names ofa number of people who
were not enrolled, and whose' cases came
under my notice ina casual way. It is
not my business to see who is enrolled
and who is not. I have handed to the
electoral officer the names of people who
have lived in the same locality for twenty
or thirty years, and Who were not enrolled
on this occasion. J: should like to know
what the Minister is going to do to find
out who is responsi'ble for this state of
things? We have an Electoral Department that is ,supposed to keep the rolls up
to datb, and to see that persons entitled
to be enrolled are enrolled. When spoken
to about the m'atter, the electoral officer
in Bendigo said that there were two parties to the contract, one of whom was the
elector, whose business it was to see that
his name was on the roll. If it is the
elector's business to see that he is enrolled, there is no need to pay other men
to attend to the matter. We pay men to
see that the rolls are kept up to date, in
order that the elector himself may not
have to attend to the matter. To do this
work we have an Electoral Department,
which costs the State a considerable sum
of money;' but the work is not being done.
I want the Chief Secretary to see that
the men responsible for the deplor'able
condition of the State rolls are brought
to book, and to find out where the responsibility lies. I do not know who is
The police say that they
responsible.
canvassed all the streets, and got the
names of all the residents. If· they did
so, the lists must have gone to som-ebody,
and that somebody is responsible for the
omissions I have mentioned. It is a most
serious thing that when there is an appeal to the people scores of them, on
going to vote, should find that their
names have been left off the roll. I look
to the Chief Secretary to see that there
is an inquiry made into this matter. The
honorable member for Polwarth mentioned it, ·and I know that the ex-member
Second Session
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for Eaglehawk had some. very 'bitter complaints to make. I know that from a
small centre like Bridgewater he got the
names of forty-seven electors who were
not on the principal roll placed on the
supplementary roll.
]\![embers 'Of the
Miners Association and other industrial
organizations in Eaglehawk have, since
t1w -election, complained to me that their
names, and the names of the members of
their families, were left off the roll. I
have no doubt that if the roll had been
in the condition it should hav'e heen in
the ex-member for Eaglehawk would be
a member of the House to-day. It is very
small satisfaction to an honorable member, after he is beaten, to know that the
Electoral Department is going to see
what happened.
Those responsible for
the condition of the roll ought to be given •
to understand that what is complained of
on this occasion must not ,occur again.
It is not the business of the member for
a district to see that the names of residents are on the roll, or to find out what
names have been left off, but I do know
that in the northern portion of my electorate the names of -scores and scores of
very old residents were left off the roll.
I hope that as a result of the experience
of honorable members during the :r;ecent
election the Electoral Department will
wake up to a realization of its responsibility, and that the political head of the
Department will see that the officers are
doing their work properly. If the pollce
are to blame, and did not carry out the
,canvass, they ought to be brought to book,
but I have it on very good authority that
the canvass was made, and the responsibility seems to rest somewhere between
the canvass and the work of placing the
names on the roll. It is the duty of the
Ohief Secretary to tell us what his De- .
partment proposes to do in this matter,
and I am not going to let this question
rest until I find out why the names of a
great many residents of my constituency
were left off the roll and denied the right
to exercise the franchise.
'
Mr. MDRLE'Y.-I do not intend to
speak at length. One' matter that I want
to draw the attention of honorable members to is the Great Ocean-road. Several
honorable members have referred to the
necessity of the Government giving assistance in connexion with road making:
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and '1 want to let the Ho'use know what
the public men of Victoria have been
doing in making public roads. The Government have not yet assisted us in any
way in connexion wi vh this matter. At
the end of last session a Bill came before
the ,House, providi!ng that the Ocean Road
Trust should obtain a certain aJ'ea of
Urown land, which is not worth ls. per
acre. We were prepared to 'buy the land
at 158. per acre, and the only concession
we alsked from the Government was that,
instead of having to pay instalments for
thirty years, we should be permitted to
pay cash. That wa;s the reason why the
Bill had to 'com:e before the House. One
or two honorable members objected to the
Bill, be0ause they thought that it would
bring some ·agents or other people into
• the ,scheme who would make money out
of the Government. 1 can assure those
honorable members that their suspicion
was without grounds. We 'have in Victoria men who have subscl'libed £6,000 or
more towards the construction of the
Great Ocean-l·oad, and we want to purchase the land 1 have ref-e,rred to at 15s.
per acre, though it is not worth Is. per
acre. We ·are not asking for any gift
from the Government. We wish to sell
the land, and the whole of the money
realized from its sale will ibe devoted towards making the road. We propose to
pay the Government 15s.' per acre fOl'
land which no honorable member would
take at 3d. per acre. We 'are going to
put the road right through from a
place called East€lrn View into! Warrnambool, and it will open up for the
Goveri:lJment thousands of acres of forest
land, but the Government have not
yet given us any concession. The honorable member for Ovens and the honorable member for Evelyn referred to roads
being wanted in the country. We have
men like the Mayor of Geelong, who uame
forward and put £1,000 into the Great
Ocean-road for the good of the country,
and numbers of other men wM have put
£50 or £100 into it. The only 'assistance
the Government have given is that they
have allowed the Country RO'ads Board to
undertake the work. LIn my opinion, the
Country Roads Board are doing the finest
work that has ever been done in the State.
1 am in a position to judge, because 1
have been working with them for the last
Mr. Morley.
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eighteen months or two years. 1 'believe
that the Ooverrument will have to be very
careful in connexion with the Country
Roads Board, because Queensland has
taken away one of our youngest roadmaking recruits, 'and is paying him a
salary ,almost a·s high ·as' the 'salary the
Ohairman of our Board reCieives. There
is dissatisfaction with ['egaI'd tQ the
salaries that are paid. On the ,Country
Roads Board we have some of the
brainiest engineers that it is possible to
get, and it would be a great pity if they
were starved off through their being paid
too low salaries.
1 t would be very
unwise for the Government to lose
the services of these men through
not paying them decent salaries.
I am glad that the honorable member for
Carlton is now in the chamber. I am.
sure he did not understand the position
when he opposed the Bill which was before the House earlier in the year. He
evidently did not realize that this Ocean
road is .one of the finest wo(['ks which have
ever been carried out in the State. Those
who are responsible for it are a.cting entirely in the interests of the country;
they are not getting one penny out of it
for themselves. We are finding employment fo'r unskilled returned soldiers.
Honorable members probably know that
the man who was unskilled before he went
to the war was equally unskilled on his
return. The Government m·ade no provision for. such men, except to provide
them with a sustenance allowance; and,
in my opinion, that :was about as bad a
policy as could have been adopted. The
Great Ocean Road Trust pays the returned soldieirs 14s. a day, and has
relieved the Federal Government of
the pa.yment of su~tenance allowance.
We provided the men with
a cook, and e.stablished suitahle camping
arrangelIllents.
We dnd everything
possible 'for their cOltJJort; and during
the time the wO'l"k has been in progress
100 different men have been employed.
Those who left the work of the Trust did
so to fill better engagements. So far the
Trust has received no assistance fron: the
Government, except that the Oountry
Roads Board is carrying out the work.
During the debate on the Bill which was
before the House recently, honorable
members said that the land it is proposed
to sell to the Trust is valuable; but it is
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not worth 1s. an acre. It has been aVlailable for selection· for twenty or thirty
years, and it is only now, after men like
the Mayor of Geelong have started this
.great work, that there is some chance of it
being sold. I hope the Bill will again
be introduced before many days have
passed, and that it will be speedily agreed
to. At the present time three or four
men have guaranteed our account at the
Bank, and this enables the Trust to keep
a certain number of men employed.
vVhen I was contesting the election,
people said that the Mayor of Geelong
an~ myself owned land in the locality.
NeIther I nor the Mayor -of Geelong own
ld. worth of land there. We have interested ourselves in this matter merely
to open up one of the greatest tourist resorts in the world. The honorable member for Ovens referred to certain roads,
but engineers of the Country Roads
Board, who have been all over the world,
have said that there is no finer highway
anywhere than this one.
In spite of
that we have not received. the assistance
from the Government tha:t we had the
l'ight to expect. The opening of this
road will mean that travellers will be able
to go from Geelong to Lorne in about an
hour and a half. At the 'Present time it
takes practically a day to get there, and
another day to get ba,ck.
It has been
said that. this was a tourist road for
" toffs." It is just the opposite -to that.
A.t the present time the so-called" toffs "
can travel in their cars to· Lorue at their
own convenience, and it is not a long
journey for them; but when this road is
completed motor cars will· take travellers
from Geelong to Lorne for about 4s. or
5s. a head.
Mr. 'PRENDERGAsT.-What is the 'length
of the road ~
Mr. MORLEY.---.:T}:te length from Barwon Heads to Warrnambool is 175 miles.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What is it going
to cost ~
Mr. MORLEY.-It is expected to c~st
£150,000. The Country Roads Board is
carrying out certain works, and we are
linking the highways up by this great
ocean road. As I have said, the land is
not worth Is. an a'cre without the road.
Mr. MURPHY.-If it is not worth Is. an
llore, and the Trust is going to give 15s.
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for it, how will you be able to dispose of
it?
.
Mr. MORLEY.~We are going to sell
it in seaside blocks .
Mr. C.AIN.-What about the Govern.ment selling it and giving you a grant ~
1\1:r. MORLEY.-At first we wanted
the Government to give us alternate
bloGks, but that idea was not entertained.
We could have selected the land, and got
thrirty years in which to pay thel purchase
money. The point is that we want to
buy it for cash. We may be able to sell
it for seaside homes at from £25 to £50 an
acre, but I may tell honorable members
that it is going to cost £200 an acre to
put the road in front of this land. If honorable members only knew the creeks and
the valleys that ar~ to be found in the
locality, they would be surprised that anybo~y should interfere with the carrying
out of this great enterprise. I know that
you, Mr. Speaker, have inspected the
undertaking, and I am hoping, when the
Bill is passed, to take other members on a
tour of inspection.
Mr. Sor. LY.-Oannot you take us there
first ~
Mr. MORLEY.-I shall be quite willing to take the honorable member over
the road .a t any time he likes, and I am
sure he wlll entirely agree, after the visit,
with what is being done. I hope, when
the Bill is passed, that we shall be able
t.o employ possibly 100 men on this great
national work. . In the meantime, if any
members 'of thIS House would like to
inspect the l'oad., I will be only too
pleased to make the necessary arrangements. Reference has been made during
the debate to the fishermen in this State.
r represent the fishermen living in
Queenscliff, Portarlington, Drysdale and
other districts, and I know thev ha v~ not
been treated fairly in the way :of freights
and other charges. I was speaking fo a
Humber of fishermen on Sunday and
they informed me that the ho~~rable
member for Port Fairy could give me
details about a deputation which ap,pealed
for reduced freights. I know men who
have been fishing for thirty years, and
they 'are 'poo~'er to-day. than when they
started. TheIr occupatIOn is often perilous, and they have to go out at very early
h.ours in the morning.
They are entItled to cheap freights to bring their fish
to the city.
Honorable mem'bers have
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than the :first.
Some eig'hteen months
ago the Bakers Wages .Board· gave an increase of wages to the carters. The melt
received 5s. a week each increa8e, and the
bakers straightaway put up the 4-1b. loaf
by ide
To a hakeI' employing three
carters the increase meant an extra outlay
of 15s. per week. The extra profit on his
bread amounted to £7 lOs. per week.
There is a similar position in every trade
where increases arc given. We have read
\vithin the past few months of a great
indu~trial upheaval in Italy. The Italian
Mr. MORLEY.-The fishermen are
workers seized the factories in the big
certainly entitled to better treatment, and
cities. They said, "We will no longer
I hope the Minister of Railways will see
permit ourselvef.: to be plundered. Let us
if he cannot get the freights reduced.
participate in the benefits accruing from
Mr. BAILEY.-The fishermen should receive equal consideration with the far- the industries that we keep going." The
Government of that country was requested
mers.
by the capitalists to turn machine gum: on
:Mr. MORLEY.-I quite agree with the workers. They said.• " We will not do
that. A number of members have aired that, because although the men have acted
the grievances of the farmers, and I want violently there are extenuating circumthem to take into consideration the fact .stances." Here in Australia the wages
that there are other sections of the com- are going up and the conditions of life are
m1lnity labouring under disabilities be- getting worse day after day. Are the men
sides the farmers. We know that there in charge of the helm of the ship of State
are in many districts hundreds of retired content to . stand idly by? Nothing is
farmers.
We never hear of a retired being done. Owing to the agitation of
fisherman. The,re are farmers who can the Opp08ition the Government did crea~e
atford to pay 2s. for a flounder, but the a Fair Pro:fits Oommission.
I believe
fishermen cannot go in for luxuries like the members of that Oommission are men .
that. I hope the rates of freight will be of ability and that their intentions are
reduced so that the :fishermen will have a good. T'he trouble is that their recomchance of making a fair living.
mendations have not been giveu efFect to
Mr. MURPHY.-In looking over the by the Government. The Commission has
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech I was been forced into the position of trying to
rather surprised to find that the temporize as between the producer and
the consumer. Consequently, concessions
~overnment had taken no notice of
the most crying evil the 'people have been granted to the producer by
have to contend with at the pre- the Commis8ion-concessions that would
sent time, namely, the high cost of never have been granted had the Govcrnliving. All over the world to-day the ment accepted their responsibility and
people are up against the exorbitantly acted up to the Commission's reports.
high prices of all necessaries of life and Enormous robbery is going on. Things
Thi::3 cvil is, more are getting steadily worse. Something
extortionate rents.
tban anything elf.:e, responsible for the in- will have to be done to bring rents down.
dustrial unrest. The people are being ex- Twelve· months ago we had before us a
ploited by all persons who have commodi- Fair Rent~ Bill.
That Bill nevp]' got
ties to sell, and until a remedy is found pa~t the second-reading stage. The exthere can be no expectation of industrial Minister of Public Instruction (l\fr.
peace.
The panacea is not to be found Hutchinson), who was in charge or" the
ill increased wages. It is useless to in- House at the time, expressed his symcrease wages and straightaway put up pathy with the objects of the measure.
the price of every article the workman In moving that progreSEl be reported he
The last condition of the man promised to give all the assistance he
needs.
who gets the increase of wages is worse could in securing the passage of the Bill.
spoken about the need :of an increased
fish supply-I dQ not know if they want
more .brains---.!but the districts from
Queenscliff to Oorio Bay can supply large
quantities of ~sh for Melbourne. The
latest imposition of the Railway Department is a charge of lOs. for "kicking"
a truck 'on a side line. If two loads are
necessary, the fishermen have to pay 20s.
for the" kicking."
.
Mr, THoMAs.-Why not give the Government that does that a kick?
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However, nothing more has been heand
about it.
The Government decline to
move hand or foot to put a stop to the
robberies by lendlords. They have said,
" We will bring in a short Bill to end the
practice of ·buying the key ofa house."
A mea~ure like that win not hurt the
landlord. It certainly will not put a stop
to the tyranny exercised by landlords in
Melbourne. In order to give the House
an idea of what has been happening since
1914 I will briefly review the valuations
mad~ by various municipal councils. The
system followed in connexion with the
striking of rates is as follows :-The
shillings that are charged for the weekly
rental of a house are doubled and called
pounds. That is to say, if a house IS
valued at 1O~. a week the valua tioD , of
that house is £20 a ye'ar. Every time the
tenant is called upon to pay an extra ls.
per week the valuation on the ,house is
increased by £2 per year. For every £2
extra valuation the tenant pays £2 12s.
per year. These figures give a fair idea
of the enormous amount of money that:
has been taken out of the pockets of the
people since 1914, when rents were more
normal. Take South l\1:elbourne for 'an
The valuation in 1914 wa~
example.
£456 746.
This veal' it amounts to
£550' 612. We hav~ there a difference of
abou~ £90,000. The ,M1micipal Directory
shows that only 120 houses have been
built in South :Melbourne during that
period, and I am giving a capital value
of £800 to each of these. houses,
for a valuation of £40 each. Tha't gives
about £5,000 of extra valuation that would
be given to South Melbourne through the
additional houses built. That leaves a net
amount of about £85,000 extra valuation
between 1914 and 1920. Assuming that
half the people of South }Ielbourne own
their properties, which is an exaggeration, there is £42,000 for half the extra
valuation, and that means at least £50,000
of extra rent paid by the people. South
Melbourne is one of the oldest of our
cities, and some of the houses are returning £1 a week, which in 1914 were let at
8s. or lOs. a week. Last week a woman
came to me and stated that a house she
used to get at 12s. a week some years ago
was now let at 25s. .
Mr. RYAN.-How much more does it
cost to build now?
Second Session 1920-[10]
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Mr. MURPHY.-Only 120 houses have
been built in South Melbourne which did
not cost more than £800 each. There
has been about £85,000 of extra valuation, and on the assum ption that half
the houses are owned by the :people that
live in them, and the other half are
rented, the ,people of South Melbourne are
paying £50,000 more to the landlords
than was paid in 1914. Properties that
were let at 6s. a week-miserable tenements-are bringing in to-day 15s. or
208. They are not fit for dogs t? live
in. Port Melbourne has a populatIon of
13,750, and since 1914 only one extra
house has been built. We must thank
the Government for that, 'because they
have not recognised their responsibility
in connexion with Port Melbourne. Time
after time applications have been made
to them to give opportunities for the
building of houses in Port Melbourne.
N ow there are three or four families
living in one tenement, while the Government have 1,500 acres of land at
Fishermen's Bend, not 1 acre of which
can be got to build houses on for the
people. Mr. :Mackinnon, who used to be
member for Prahran, and whom we all
respected personally, spoke at a Labour
meeting at the Port Melbourne Town
Hall. I heard him make promises that
the returned soldiers would have ,everything done for them when they returned.
He said that the Government would see
The Government have done
to that.
absolutely nothing for them. Five. h~n
dred returned soldiers from that dIstnct
applied to the Repatriation Department
for the purpose of getting homes.
The
Government have the land, but because
they are mean and stingy 500 men who
went to the Front prepared to lay down
their lives cannot get a house in Port
}Ielbourne. There is land there that the
Government have given to the Harbor
Trust. That Trust has had plans pre,
pared diametrically o,pposed to the views
of the best marine engineers. They were
prepared by Mr. Walsh, of Sydney. The
19 te Mr. Halliday, who was a much more
able engineer than Mr. Walsh, prepared
plans that are opposed to those of Mr.
Walsh. There is an area of 1,500 acres
of land worth £2,000 an acre, or
£:3,000,000 in all.
It is going to be
wasted because extravagant ideas have
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been 'promulgated by the Harbor Trust,
and agreed to by the Government, who do
not seem to recognise what is good for
In Richmond the extra
the country.
valuation for 1914 to 1919 amounted to
£17,206, and the same conditions exist
there. In Oollingwood the extra valuation wou1d be £21,899. To summarizethe extra rent in South Melbourne is
£50,000 a year at the lowest calculation,
in Port Melbourne £6,000, in Richmond
£10,000, and in Oollingwood £12,000.
In these four municipalities alone we
have about £78,000 extracted from the
pockets of the people by unscrupulous
landlords, and the Government are doing.
absolute~y nothing to prevent it.
( The House adjourned for 'refreshments
'at 1 p.m.
The Speaker resumed t~e
chair at 2.50 p.m.)'
Mr. MURPHY.-I was under the impression that the Premier had intended
to give us an afternoon's holiday.. It
would be as well if we adj ourned
I think
the debate until Tuesday next.
it would he a very graceful act on the part
of the Premier.
Mr. LAWSON.-:Move the adjournment
of the debate.
Mr. MURPHY.-I moveThat the debate 'be now adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, November 23,
Mr. Murphy to have leave to continue his speech on the resumption of the
debate.
ADJOURNMENT.
PENTRIDGE PRISON INQUIRy-MoRWELL
OOAL INDUSTRY.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Grazing Area Leases..

House. will be given an opportunity to
discuss the question.. Inconnexion with
the appointment of a new Railways Oommissioner, the House was informed that
applications were 'being called for. IIf
new appointments are to be made at P'entridge, the same course should be followed,
and every man in the Service, or out of it,
who is eligible should receive the same
consideration. If that course is taken,
it will be satisfactory to ·all concerned. One of the weekly pa-pers indicated that the new governor was practically appointed, and one of the country
papers mentioned the salary.
::M:r. LAWSON~-N one of these things
has been decided.
Mr. RYAN.-I felt that that was so.
1\ir. PRENDERG.A.BT.-I wish to
intimate that, unless the trouble at the
1vlorwell coal mine is settled before Tuesday, I shall have to refer to the matter
then.
The motion wa's agreed to.
The House adjourned at five minutes
to three o'clock, until half-past four
o'clock on Tuesday, N ovemher 23.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, November 23, 1920.

The SPEAKER took the chair at twentyfour minutes to five o'clock p.m.
GRAZING AREA LEASES.
EXTENSION OF TIME FOR ApPLICATIONS.
Mr. SLATER asked the Minister of
LandsWhether, in view of grazing area. leases expiring on the 31st December, 192.0, and the
fact that many holders of such leases exercising rights of selection under their leases may
have lodg~d their applications prior to that
date, hut not in time to enable the Department
to effect the alienation, the Department will
conserve the rights of such applicants?

Mr. RY AN.-I should like to know
from the Pr·emier if, before final consideration is given to the reports concerning the
Pentridge Inquiry, the House will have
Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands).an opportunity to peruse the reports. A Provided that there are nO objections to
considerable amount of uneasiness has . selection, the grazing area lessees who
been caused by paragraphs that have ap- lodge formal applications to select out
peared in the newspapers, suggesting im- of their leaseholds on or before the 29th
portant changes, and announcing that December, 1920, will have all their rights
new appointments have been practically of selection conserved, subject· to payagreed to. I ho·pe before final action is ment of any rents or other charges dlle
taken with regard to the appointments the on such leaseholds.
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PHOSPHATE OO-OPERATIVE
OOMPANY OF AUSTRALIA.
Mr. ROBERTSON asked the Premier~

Whether the Government is prepared to set
aside a site with sufficient deep-water frontage and area of land to enable the Phosphate
Co-operative Company of Australia Limited to
commence their factory and works at Np-wport
immediately; if so, will the Government do so
before t~e introduction of the Metropolitan Gas
Company's Bill?

Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-As the
honorable member is aware, a former Go,ernment gave a promise that the question of the disposal of this land would 1e
dealt with in connexion with the Bill to
l:tmend the Metropolitan Gas Oompa.ny's
Act. I am in {',ommunication with the
Gas Oompany in regard to the matter,
but am unable, at this stage, to divulge
the nature of the communication. I will
advjse honorable members more fully
hereon as early as possiblE'.
GENERAL ELEOTION.
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LAND TAX RETURNS.
Mr. M.A!OKRELL asked the TreasurerIf he will grant an extension of one month
to give landholders an opportunity of gettincr
the necessary information to furnish correct
land tax returns?

Mr. l\1cPHERSON (Treasurer).-The
answer is " Yes."
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Will that
apply generally?
Mr. McPHERSON.-Yes.
MILK SUPPLY.
PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVED DELIVERY.

Mr. SNOWBALL asked the Premier-I. What action the Government is taking to
insure to the people an effective and safe milk
supply, in view of the danger to infant life
threatened by the proposed continuance during
the summer of the once-a-day delivery?
2. "'hether h(3 will introduce legislat.ion this
session to enable the municipalities to insist
on the adoption of the block system in connexion with milk delivery, with a view of
avoiding the heavy cost of delivery?

, Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I may inform the honorable member that a depuMr. OAIN asked the Ohief Secre- tation, representing various women
tarysocieties, waited on me to-day with reIt was gene1. If he will have prepared, as early as pos- ference to this problem.
sible, a report, with accompanying statistics.
rally admitted at the deputation that the
showing the subdivisional and divisional votes urgent necessity was to improve the
recorded in each electoral district of the State
quality o·f the milk, and the methods of
at the recent general election for the Legislative Assembly; also similar information re- distribution in the metropolis during the
specting the votes at the local option poll coming summer months, but that there
taken at the same time, setting out the figures
was no time to introduce a comprehensive
for each licensing district separfl,tely?
scheme this year. The Health Oommis2. If so. will he have the report printed and
laid on the table, so that the mformtttion may sion has been giving considerable attenbe included in the printed volumes of the tion to this matter, and has received a reHouse?
port from Inspector Olowes, which has
Major BAIRD (Ohief Secretary) .-- formed the subject of discussion at confel"ences of municipalities. Tho"e repreThe answers are as follows:senting the municipalities appointed a
The usual information will be published,
sub-committee to further consider the
viz.:question, and it is to meet on Friday to
For the Legislative Assembly.-Names of
deal with the matter. In the meantime
electoral districts; electors enrolled (males
and females) ; candidates' names; first preferthe Government has requested the Railence votes recorded for each candidate j numways Oommissioners to give the fullest
ber of electors who voted (males, females,
consideration tOo the provision of refrigetotal); number of informal ballot papers;
number who voted by post; percentages who rating trucks and quick transit to the
voted (males, females, total),; particulars of Irr..e,tropolls, and to provide the fullest
all preferential counts.
facilities at the country re·ceiving
Fol' the Local Option Poll:-Names of 'Stations.
The Railways Commissioners
licensing districts; electors enrolled; votes are going into thel matter exhaus-·
polled for each resolution; number of informal
tively, and the Government elXpects to
votes; number who voted (males, femfl.les,
total); result of poll; percentages for the receive a report at an early date from
State as a whole under the respective headings. them.
The Government has instructed
DETAILS OF VOTING.
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Dr. Camero'll, of the Department ·0£
Agriculture, which is administering the
Milk and Dairy Supelrvision Act, to confer with Dr. Robe'rtson, Chairman of
the Health Commission, to thoroughly
consider certain proposals which are at
a tentative stage just now, in order to
soo how far they can be put into immediate operation. The question of delivery once a day is agitating the minds
of those who are interested in this matter.
The Government has made preliminary investigations on this question,
and has been informed by those who
are charged with the distribution of milk
that when there was a delivery twice
a day only a small per08ntage of the
customers required it on the second
round.
That is what has been said.
N ow the objedive IS to get milk in a
satisfactory <:onditiOin into the homes of
the people, particularly for young infants. It may ;rr~ean that if it is delivered
twice a day a number of economic questions, such as the carters' hours, will
arise, and all these mattelrs have to
be considered. The health conside,ration
is the primary one. We must give the
fullest conside,ration to thel saving of the
lives of our children-the most valuable
asset we have.
Mr. BAILEY.-You would still have the
morning Uliilk.
Mr. LAWSON.-The primary thing is
to get milk of proper quality. How far
the deliveries win affect that is being investigated. One proposal is to trelat the
milk fr'om the Governmen t Rese·arch
Farm, at Werrihee, in the same way as
rr..ilk is treated at the Talbot Milk Institute. I am not <:ommitting the Government to any proposal now. I want the
honorable memheT for Brighton, who ha~.
taken a deep interelst in this question, to
fee~ assured that it is not lost sight of.
It IS elasy to! point to defects in the existing system, but it is not so easy to put up
concrete, constructive suggestions to
remedy the existing state of affairs. The
Governillient are giVIng the matter the
fullest conside,ratioll, and will do all that
can be reasonably dOone to improve the
quality of the milk supplied and alsOi the
methods of distribution.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-What ,do you think
" of the block system for the municipalities?
Mr. LA WSON. - That qu&.!tion is
being investigated, as well as the question

of giving authority to the municipalities
t,l) establish milk depots.
Personally, I
have always been in favour of that.
Mr. WEBBER.-And it was agresd to
by the House.
Mr. LA WSON.-It was agreed to by
this House, ailld ve,toed by ~nother place.
r put through a Local Government Bill
de,aling with a, proposal of that kind, and
when the IffieaSUr81 was under consider-a.tion the honorable m·ember foOr Fitzroy
moved. an amendment, that I accepted,
to give the muniCIpalities authoritv to
establish milk depots. My peraonal "attitude on that question remains unchanged.
The question of the IIliilk supply is analogous to tha,t of meat sUlpervision, and that
is a duty that oomes within the province
of the Board of Public Health.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON ·(Fitz1'oy).-You
helped to get it through this House, anCi
to get it rejected in another place.
1\1:1'. LA'VSON.-It was not my influence that was accountable for that.
Mr. RYAN.-Is there any chance of r,edress this summer ~
"
Mr. LA"VSON.-I hope wei shall be
able to adopt seme expedient to alleviate
the position.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
FREE

TUITION AT HIGH SCHOOLS.

Mr. "VARDE (in the absence of Mr.
LEMMON) asked the Minister of Public
Inatruction1. If he is aware that the printed form to be
signed b" parents applying for free tuitk·n at
the high schools contains the following words ; ., The profits, income, and emoluments received
by me and my wife did not exceed £120 durin~ last .year "?
2. In view of the wages rates prevailing, will
he, and, if so, to what extent, increase the
annual income maximum of £120, the quota of
£30 fc·r each member of the family, . and the
children's wage of lOs. per week?
3. If he will have the Melbourne, Ballarat,
Williamstown, and other high schools of the
State notified of any such alteration?

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
answers supplied by the Director of Educa tion are--.
1. Applications for free tuition in high
schools and junior technical ~chools must be
made during the first term of the school year.
The forms used during the present year contain the conditions stated in the question.
2. New forms have been printed in which
parents applying for free tuition on behalf of
their children are required to declare that the
total amount of the net profits, income, and
emoluments received by them during the pre-
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ceding year either did not exceed £150 per
year or less than a quota of £40 for each member of their family.
3. Copies of the new forms have been sent
to all high schools and junior technical schools
in this State, and a notification forwarded in
regard to the alteraion of the conditions.
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eOlll1ected with the boot trade out of employment at present, and the theory of
replacement propounded before the
Cummission does not hold good when it
comes to getting the article cheaper.
Thes\:} men are thrown out of employment
by the parties who advocated more pro~
GOLD MINING.
duction. They are playing with a doubleTHE DEEP LEADS OF VICTORIA.
headed penny. They say that the evidence
:hir. FROST asked the Premierthey gave in regard to replacements is no
If he will approach the Right Honorable the good when it comes to, getting the cheaper
Prime Millleter. with a view to having a article in view of what it has cost them.
joint Committee appointed of Victorian State They,forget that any losses sustained by
and Fecleral members to inquire into thp advisability of o]wniug up one or more of the the falling prices are more than reimdeep leads or Victoria as a joint enterprise to bursed by the extra profits made when
stimulate gold production?
they bought the articles at a cheaper
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).~The que~ figure. The Government know that this
t.iOll of mining development is a State position has arisen, and they have done
function, and it is a matter for regret nothing to deal with it. When we comthat it is not considered practicable to pare the position with other States, and
have a joint Committee of Federal and consider the proposed basic wage, there
State members to deal with the question. is a lesson to be learned. We find in the
papers this morning that the basic wage
proposed is :-For Brisbane, £5 6s. 2d.;
J.JIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR'S
Perth, £5 13s. ld. ; Newcastle, £5 13s. 6d.;
SPEECH.
Adelaide, £5 16s. 1d.; Melbourne, £5 16s.
ADDRESS-IN -REPJ~Y.
6d.; Hobart, £5 16s. lId.; and Sydney,
The debate (adjourned from N ovem- . £5 17s. Ln other words, the cost of living
ber 18) on Mr. Eggleston's motion in the States that have Labour Governfor the adoption of an Address .. in-Reply ments is less than in the other States.
to the Lientenant-Govl;lrnor's Speech was It requires only £5 6s. in Brisbane to purre~umed.
chase what will cost £5 16s. 6d. in Mel,
Mr. MURPHY.-Just before the de- bourne.
Mr. OMAN.-What about Sydney,
bate was adjourned last Thursday, I was
dealing with the economic conditions as where they have a Labour Government ~
they affect the workers of the State, and
Mr. MURPHY.-It has only just taken
1 was trying to s:how that the Government office, and has taken over the sins of
did not make use of all the means at their its predecessors. . What are the reasons
command to secure to the people at a for the position of Victoria? When I
fair and r8:lsonable figure the commodi- read the evidence given before Mr. Justies they require. We have often been tice Cussen in the case of Myer v. Myer,
told that we must produce more if we in which the wife sued the husband for a
want to get commodities at a cheap figure. certain amount of money, I find that in
During the last few weeks, we have 1915 or 1916 the profits from Myer's
fonnd that the theory of producing more business amounted to about £900; in 1917,
has proved a fallacy. When the price they amounted to £1,700; and in 1918,
of an article comes down, such as hides, through the profiteering that was going
we find that the theo!'y of producing on, they amounted to over £5,000.
more is knocked on the head by those That was the evidence given before Mr.
who put the theory forward-that is, the Justice Cussen. On account of the Goe.apitalists.
Judging by the evidence vernment not having taken action to regiven befqre the Fair Prices Commission, duce the cost of living, the basic wage
I find that manufacturers, and those who in Melbourne will be £5 16s. 6d., while
SE:ll the manufactured art~cle, gave as a
the basic wage in Brisbane will be
reason for the advanced figure that they £5 6s. per we-ek.
The peculiar thing
cos ted their articles at the price of replao- is that the worker of Brisbane is to g"3t
ing them. They said they could do no- lOs. a week less than the worker of Victhing else. There are hundreds of men toria, because in Queensland there is a.
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Labour Government gove,rning the country in the interests of the people. It is
paradoxical, but the fa,ct remains that,
because living is cheaper in Queensland,
the basic wage t.here will be lOs. per week
less than it is in Victoria. When the
Queensland Lahour Government came
into office in 1915, the average weekly
wage in that State was £2 13s. 4d.,
while in Victoria it was £2 14s. Sd., and
in Western Australia £3 3s. ld.
On
the 1st January this year, in Queensland
the average wage was higher than in any
other State, being £3 18s. 7d. per week.
In Western Australia, where the average wage in 1915 was 9s. 9d. per' week
more than the average wage in Queensland, on 1st Januarv of this year the
.'lverage wage was lId. per week less
than the average wage in Queensland.
On the 1st January last the average
weekly wage in New South Wales was £3
16s. 9d., and in Victoria £3 12s. 9d. per
week. I would point out that while the
average weekly wage in Queensland was
£3 lSs. 7d., the cost of living to the
worker there was considerably less than
to the worker in Victoria.
In Victoria it costs the worker 6s. or 8s. per
week more to live than it costs the
worker in Queensland.
It shows that
the Que~nsland workers have derived a
benefit from Labour legislation. I shall
now give some figures showing the increases in wages in the several States
since the time when Labour came into
power jn Queensland.
In tha.t State
wages have advanoed by £1 5s. 3d. per
week, ill New South Wales by £1 5s. 1d.,
in Victoria by 17s. 4d., in Tasmania by
16s. 3d., in South Australia by 16s. 2d.,
a,nd in Welstern Australia by 14s. 7d.
I do not think there is a.ny occasion
for me to elaborate further regarding the benefits derived from Labour
legisla.tion in Queensland.
The Labour
Government in tha,t State were desirous
of doing something on behalf of the
people, hut the Victorian Government
sat quiescent and did absolutely nothing j
ln fact, tht" Government of this State
have allowed the people to be robbed
and exploited, and have flouted the recommendations of the tribunal which
they themselves appointed to fix fair
prices. I now come to another matter
of equal importance to the community.
Last ye,a,r w€' spent three months in passing a Health Bill. Every Qne believes
Mr. Murphy.
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that there is nothing more important. to
thf'o community a.t large than the. health
of the people, and that health is one of
the best assets that we can have. In
moving the s'e,cqnd reading of the Health
Bill last year, the Premier made the following quotation from a speech by Mr.
Lloyd George:I solemnly warn my fellow-countrymen that
you cannot maintain 'an Al Empire with a. C3
population. And man is the most delicately
constructed of' all machines. It is ba.d business net to look after the men, the women,
and, if I may say so, above all, the children.
If Britain is to be thoroughly equipped to
face any emergency of either peace or war,
the State must take a more consta.nt and more
inteaigent interest in the health and fitne2sof
the people. If the Empire is to be equal to
this task, the men an-d women wbo make up
th.:l Empire must be equal to theirs .
The State must see that the children are
built up into a strong, healthy, and vigorous
people. rl'here is no surer way of strengthening the couI1try' than that. Bad health for
the nation is bad business for all.
Later on, ill replying to an interjection,
t.he honorahle gentleman made the fol.
lowing poetic quotation: For forms of government let fools contest.
Whate'er is best administered is best.
We will see to ,wha.t extent the honorable
P.'entleman has carried out that idea.
The Health Bill, which became an Act,
was undoubtedly one of the best measures
that had ever come b-efore ·Parliament.
It was the protluct of pretty well all the
best orains of tee civilized world. It
was placed on the statute-book, but it has
not been administered. Nothing to speak
of has been done under it. Last session
1 asked if any hea1th areas had been constituted, and if any health officers had
be-en appointed; I was told that neither
had been doue. When I asked why, the
Treasurer ~aid, "Financial considerations
djd not permit it." The Health Act had
been looked forward to by the country
for a quarter of a century, and its proper administration is one of the most important thin~s to the country, but it is
not being administered because the Treasurer says, ,. \Ve have not th~ mOoney to
finance the und-ertakng." A little while
prior to making that statement the honQrable gentleman had made a financial
statement show'ing that he had a surplus
on the preceding year's finanoes.
The
honorable gentleman says in effect, ",We
have not enough money to finance the
administration of the Health Act. The
health of the people' is of no considera-
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t.ion. We will not form health areas or consideration emphasis was laid on the
appoint district. health officers."
A nec.essity for the .medical inspection of
couple of years ago we had an influenza aU children attending schools. We reepidemic which carried off 13,000 of our cognise that the children 0 f to-day will
people; and, if a similar epidemic broke be the men and wom·en of tOo-morrow,
out now, we would be in exactly the a.nd, if the children are properly attended
same posit.ion as we were in then. The to, thev will become healthv citizens. I
Government are responsible for this beheve ~therc have net boon "half a dozen
cenditien of affairs. Certain sections in ~,chools 1U the St~~e medically inspected
the Act deal with eating-heuses, lodging- since the Act came intO' fOorce. We were
heuses, and boarding-houses. The Health told that Oofficers would be appOointed,
Commission has drawn the attention of ,who would go round in their spare time
the various municipal councils to the and examine the children, but nething
fact that those sections are in the Act, has been done. Aecording to a report
hut the Commission has not framed any that appeared in the press a little time
regulations for the working o·f those s·eC- age, some of the members of the Health
tions. The councils are abselutely pewer- Commission comnlained bitterlv about
less to' do a.nything in the matter at the the Treas~rer i~terfering with them.
present time. What has beceme of the That is a matter between the Commis.sion
Foods Standards Committee that was to Hnd the Treasurer, but it was laid down
be appointed?
That body, if formed, in the Act that district health offi·cers
would be one of the most important. should be appointed, and that Act should
bodies in the State.
Under the A~t be .administered by the Government for
its chairman is to be the chairman the benefit of the people.
Another imof the Health Commissien, and other portant matter is the law relating to
members are to be three professors fro·m weights and measures.
'To-day people
the Melbourne University, the medical are being robbed by being sold goods
oflicer of the· city of Melbourne, and feur which are underweight, but even when
persens appointed by the Governor the fact is known there is no redress. If
ill Council. Ab601utely nothing has been
dene to constitute the Cemmittee.
In yeu gO' into a shop and ask for a pound
every respect the position is as it was of butter, and you find ,out that there is
years agO'. Medicines, which are adver- an ounre short, you ·cannot prosecute the
tised to cure everything, but are valueless, vendor criminally, but merely take proare sold to peo'ple at extortionate prices. ceedings ·against him to recover the ounce
It was provided in the Act that all short. Instead of that man being treated
frozen me'at offered for sale must be as the criminal and rob-ber that he is, he
l::t.helled as such.
What has occurred !is allewed to go on as at present, and
within the last three :months ~ In the numbers of 'people are suffering through
butchers' shops in the suburbs of Mel- receiving goods that are underweight. I
bourne frozen' mea t was on sale, but was know of one case where a large trade is
any of it lahelled so that purchasers done in butter, and it is ,a well-known
would know that it was frozen meat ~ fact that purchasers have received only
Pea-pIe paid Is. per lb. for frozen meat, 14 ezs. to the pound. There is no proper
some of which, a.ccording to the honor- law under which to prosecute tb.ose peoable member for Melbourne, was bought ple. The Government should introduce
at the market for not more than 2d. per a simple measure, and safeguard the inpound.
terests of the general public. 'Go to some
1\fr. OMAN.-People had the right to of the markets and see the patent scaleii
get the frozen meat at a fixed price.
used there and the way things are
Mr. MURPHY.-Th~ Health Act dumped down on them. I guarantee that
should hav-a been administered, and the if it were weighed again it would be
Commission should have framed the re- found that many a piece of meat was
These
gulations I have referred to. What are half-a-pound -Dr a pound short.
the mem bers of the Commission being are matter.s· in which the Government
paid for ~ It is nearly twelve months should safeguard the interests of the
since the Act was passed, and hardly peo:ple. Let them have the Health Act
anything has been done to' put it intO' put into operation as quickly as possible,
operation.
\Vhen the Bill was under and oSee that the. Commission passes

.....
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the necessary regulat~ons, that a Food
Standards Oommittee, is appointed, and
that thQse who are rohbing the public
should be severely fined, and have their
name.s Ipublished in the papers.
There
are people requiring all the assistanre
that the .G.overnment ,can give them to
live properly under the present hard conditions.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Feeling that there was
so much important matter that required
consideration during the short ,session before us, I had not intended speaking on
the Address-in-Reply, but during the last
few days a question of such paramount
importance to the whole community has
come into prominence that it has been
represented to me, as one who has some
knowledge of the subject, that it is my
duty to place my views concerning it beThat question is the
fore the House.
milk supply of Melbourne, and the
means that should be at once adopted for
dealing with it.
This af ternoon I
listened with interest to the reply of the
Premier to a question as to what the
Government propose to do. In newspaper articles which I have read, letters
which have 'been written, and discussions
which I have heard, all kinds of propositions have been made, Borne sen.sible, some
stupid; and it seems to me that it is time
that the Government and this House
realized that the milk supply of a
city with a population of 750,000
is no small matter.
It is a matter
whirh requires the earnest -consideration
of those intrusted with the responsibility
of administering the various Acts of Parliament' which deal with it, and in the
few weeks available it is the duty of the
Government to do something that will
prevent the !possibly shocking slaughter
of infants-I do not think I am exaggerating-which may occur, and probably
will occur, this summer if the principle
of once-a-day delivery is carried out every
day in the week. First of all, I should
like, as far as I can, to make clear what
the milk supply of Melbourne is, to indicate the way in which I think the
Government ran immediately, Icope with
the danger of the situation as far a.s the
milk supply for infants is concerneu, and
to propound some concrete scheme of
revolu tionizing, if I may use the term,
the whole milk supply, both for adults

,-
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and for children. I may explain that the
milk su pply of Melhourne is obtained
;from ,districts up to over 100 miles from
the metropolis. ·Only those within a
radius of 30 miles are reached by the
railway service ·on Sunday. About half
of the milk obtained within that 30-mile
radius is :brought to the metropolis on
that day. The other half has no means
of reaching the city at all on Sunday.
N ow the cows are not amenable to Arbi.tration Courts and such-like tribunals,
and insist on being milked twice a day.
If they are not milked twice a day, great
harm will result to them and the farmer
who owns them.
Consequently, something ha.s to be done with the milk
obtained from the cows on Sunday whirh
cannot be sent to the metropolis. What
is done with it?
The farmer does his
best to try to keep it cool. On many of
the farms with which I am acquainted in
different parts of Victoria, the farmer
has no possible provision for keeping
milk cool. The coolest thing he has got
is probably a tank of water with an
average mean temperature of about 70
degrees, a favorable temperature for the
growth of germs in milk. Consequently,
the first difficulty with which we have to
deal is the Sunday train service. During the past twenty years I have on more
than one occasion waited on the Railways
Commissioners and endeavoured to get
increased railway facilities on Sunday,
but have always been met with a statement
that it was financially impossible to provide more trains than those on the special
lines now uSAd. The reason why milk
vans are provided on those lines is that
they ,can 'be attached to the trains which
-carry a large number .of passengers to
the various health resorts in the vicinity
of the city. If it were not for that, I do
not 'believe we would have any milk
trains ·on Sunday. Therefore, the first
suggestion which I have to make is that
increased facilities should be given by the
provision .of additional trains for bringing to the city.milk which is a source of
danger when delivered on Monday morning. Now, when does the milk arrive in
Melbourne? Most of it reaches the city
by train between 9 a.m. and midday.
That is milk taken from the rows in the
early morning. From a few of the longdistance 'places, say, 70 miles and over
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from the city, the milk comes to hand ·at
about 1.30 p.m. I heard a member ask
this afternoon what difference it would
make whether the milk is delivered once
or twice a day to the householder, as it is
the same milk. Yes, he is perfectly
right; it is the same milk. If it were not
kept cool after its arrival in the city, it
~,Yould undoubtedly be bad before it had
been a couple of hours in most houses,
\vhere there are no facilities for keeping
milk. It would be different if it were in
the hands of a dairyman with proper refrigerating facilitie.s; but there are fifty,
and only fifty, dairymen in the metropolitan area who have proper facilities
for refrigerating milk.
What about the
others?
The smaller men have to get
their milk from the railway station, and
hurry it off in the best way they can to
the consumers. Here is the problem:
Milk, which is Ipossibly good when it
arrives in the city about the middle of a
hot summer's day, is delivered to small
house.s in the more crowded suburbs, and
the householders are expected to keep it
in good condition, when those with any
experience at all of the handling of milk
know that such a thing is hopelessly impos.sible. The householder, his wife, and
children may have to put up with sour
milk in their tea, or go without milk at
all-not a very serious thing. But what
about the baby? It has to drink milk ,absolutely swarming with germs in those
hours between 4 o'clock in the afternoon and the delivery ,of fresh,. or
so-called fresh milk, next morning.
What is the' age of the milk when it arrives in Melbourne ~ The greater portion,
even of the best ,.supplies delivered to
households, is twenty-four hours old.
That twenty-four-hours-old milk has to
keep for another twenty-four hours before
a fresh supply comes in. Anybody who
has any practical knOTWledge of milk,
whether: he be scientific or not, will know
that on cerrtain days of the year it is impossible to kee;p such milk in a wholesome condition.
If on that milk 'a
young infant has to be fed, the child runs
every risk of b~ng poisoned. I have
been anterested in the milk sunon.} V , practically and financially, fDr the! last
twenty-five years. I was led to take an
active interest in it for this reason: One
of my 0wn children was poisoned by
milk obtained from a so-called good dairy.
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I have clevoted myself dudng the! past
twenty-four years to, the problem of in3uring a pure milk supply tOI the .public.
If the Government and the people of this
country adopt prope,r 'Iriethods, therre is a
way out of th-e difficulty. I haver had
to fight every Department connected with
the Government of this State. Sometimes a Department has been apathe·tic.
Sometimes I have met with active qppositjon. I have had to fight fffiembers of
my own profession-men who have not
in the past looked at this question from ,a
practical point of view.
Mr. C'AIN.-You never had to fight the
Labour party on this question.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I have never heen
up against the Labour party with regard
to it. The issue of licencea by the Department of Agriculture to a dairy or shop,
or what the trade te·rms a "meat-safe"
dairy, is not ].jkely to help, the situation
very much. The Department of Agriculture should not bE" permitted to issue
a licence to, any p'erson who has not on
his premise'3 proper facilities foOr keeping
rr.ilk sweet a reasonable time. The facilities for carrying milk by train on our
Victorian railways are deplorable. Milk
is put into the luggage van for carriage
to the metropolis. All lduds of luggage
are carried in the same van. The goods
include rabbits and, sometimes, decayed
fruit. Fish is carried together with the
milk from Gippsland. I have some SylIu:pathy with the Railways C'omm'lssioners in
this 'regard, although honorable members
may wonder why. _ The reason is this:
The nUlILber of stations from which I4ilk
fOT Melbourne is collected is enormous.
Milk is sent daily to the metropolis from
no less than eighty-seven raci~way stations
in Victori.a. Large quantities of milk
come from some sta.tions, and small quantities frOfm others. This milk has to be
picked up by passenger trains. It will
not do to send m·ilk by goods trains, because goods trains are erratic in their
time-table. They arrive at their destination at all hours of the day and night,
and the milk trade would be dislocated if
the milk did not arrive somewhere near
scheduled time. The quantities of milk
collected from those eighty-seven statiullil
are varied. The cans have to be loaded
into the van of a passenger train wh'ilst
the passengers are kept waiting. It does
seem to me that the brains of the Railway
Department might devise some way of
rapidly lo,ading 100 cans on to the Lrain
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without having th€im man-handled by
perspirjng porters in. a temperature of,
perhaps, 105 degrees m. the shad~. T~le
difficulty is to find a mIlk pro.d~cmg d.lStrict which will produce sufficle~t. mIlk
to warrant thel Railways Commlss10ners
in putting an ice truck on to the passengeT train. Here let me say to members
sittinO' in the corner that the fal1ffiers are
not ~tOoaether blameless in this regard.
We hav~ three different markets for
milk an this State. The'n~ is. the local
butter factory, the dried milk factory, and
thel wholesalesupplv for the city. The
farmer will invariably take--I do not
blame him J it is human n.ature-the
highest price he can get ,for ~IS raw Jr..~
terial, that is tOi say, hIS mIlk. He IS
very short-sighted in this way: he may
receive a good avelrage prioo all th~ ye~r
round, but when the aveTag~ pn~ IS
below the market rate fOor the tune beIng,
he gets very restless. lie says, "My
ne,ighbour, Brown, is getting Is. 6d. a
gallon for his milk, whilst I am only getting 1s. 2d." But if he averages Brown's
receipts w~th his own for the whole
year, he will see that by sending his milk
fCir consumptior: in the city he. will. av~r
age a better pnoo. If a bIg mIlk d'lstnct
could only be induced, by financial .or
sorme other means, tOI send its whole mIlk
oui;put to the city, we should have no
difficulty in inducing the Railway Department to put on refI"igerating trucks. The
difficulty is that a, milk train has to stop
at wayside stations to pick up half-a-dozen
cans of milk, or Iffiaybe only one or two
cans where'as the whole district could
easily produce fifty or 100 cans. We now
come to the question of milk supply for
infants. Should there he any difference
in the milk intended fOor infants and that
earmarked for consumption by adulta ~
Most certainly there should be a difference. It is quite possible for any ~onor
able metffi belr of this House to dI"lllk a
glass of highly contamina.ted milk without rece,iving much harm. If thel same
milk were given tOI an infant under one
year old, the child would probably be
poisoned. This is a fact that verry few
pelople reaJoize. The infant is much {ffiore
susooptible to those diseases that are con,veyed by milk, even the ordinary soil
bacteria of milk, than older persons are.
We must have sormething special for the
infant. If the Premier would devote his
e:nergiels this summer tOo the question of
providing a pure supply of milk fDr
Dr. A.rgyle.
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infants, and wDuld direct the attention of his officers during the com~ng
twelve months to the preparatlOll
of a cDmprehensive scheme for t~e
supply of milk to the metropolIs.
-a revolutionary schemel, if nec:e'Ssarywe might hope for a marked unpro~e
llient. An honOorable member, speakmg
thia afternoon, stated that in his opinion
the block system. could be introduced
within fourteen days. Those of us who
knQw with what difficulties the introduction of a block system \i~ bristling are.
aware that it could nOot be done in twellve
months. I ask the Ministry and honorable members to rea.lize that the whole
milk question is ~ristling 'Yith difficulties
-scientific, chemical, agrIcultural, a?d
eoeonomic. The difficulties are almost msuperable in a climate like Qur own.
Mr. HANNAH.-Espelciallv when people.
are going in for using milk in so many
ways.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The introduction of
milk fa.ctories ,into the city is undoubtedly
one factor in raising the price of milk to.
the ordinary consumer.
Mr. BAILEY.-Would not the encQuragement Qf the consumption of dried:
milk, such as "Glaxo," be advisable at the
present time?
Dr. ARGYLE.-The use Oof dried'
mliUr hahitually as a food for infants is.
likely tOo produce a disease knQwn as Barlow's disease, or scurvy rickets. This'
disease is most prevalent alffiOllg the
habies of thel well-to-do, the reason being
that, since wealthy people can afford to·
pay fancy prices fOor all sorts of fancy
products, they feed the,ir babies on fancy
fDOods. What we require is a stop-gap'something to enable us tOo get over thel few
days of intense he·at that we experience
each summer.
From that point of
view the dried milk or condensed
milk scheme is ,an excellent one,
and is often adopted by comllLon-sense
medical men. Now. as to methods of
handling the milk supply. In the city
of Melbourne to-day there are two me- .
thods only in use speciallv fDr Iproviding
malk for infants. There is the Lady'
Talbot milk supply, which is milk drawn
by milking machines from tuberculintestedcDws, and then ,cDoled by a refrigerator to a low temperature, at Cranbourne,
a few miles Dut Df the city, and bottled,
packed in ice, and delivered to drivers in
its raw state.
The 'Talbot milk itself
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is twenty-four hours old before it
reaches the home of the consumer.
The other supply company is Dne that I
am connected with-the Winsme,re Certified Milk Company, which supplies
milk drawn by hand from tuberculin
tested cows at the State Farm ,a,t WerTibee, and chilled by brine 'refrigerators to
belDw 40 degrees Fahrenheit. It is then
bottled in Jterilized bottles, pasteurized to
a temperature Df 150 degrees Fahrenheit
for twenty minutes, and cooled in a refrigeraJtor to 40 degrees. The bDttles are
packed in ice in cra.tes with the caps hermetically sealed with paraffin wax, and in
this way delivered to the drivers for distributiDn. These are the only two. systems in vDgue for ,the supply of milk to
infants.
The Talbot Institute supplies
4'00 infants, and frOom both SDurces not
more than 1,000 infants are supplied.
They are only playing with the situati Dn
. -one for want of capital and the other
fDr want of enterpris6 0'11 the part of the
people Oof Victoria.
There is no doubt
the matter can be dealt with, and
should be dealt with, in a comprehensive way.
HonDrable members are
probably aware Df the f.act that there are
two schools in connexion with the supply
of milk-the raw milk schOool and the
pasteurized milk school. I do not propose
to weary honorable members by going
into a t,echnical Oor elaborate argument
in favour of one school Dr the other but
I make this appeal, not Dnly to. h~nor
able members, but to the whole Coari.'munity. It is time we stopped bickering,
and got to work on some common ground
on which we could meet for the benefit of
the community. In the IDe,antime, I say
that those who want raw milk should have
raw milk, and those who want i,t pasteurized should have it pasteurized.
V.ariDus objections have been raised to the
present methods, and I should like to
point Dut whaJt has been done in Ainerica.
In New York 88 per cent. of the milk
is pasteurized; in Boston, 80 per cent.;
Pittsburg, 95 per cent.; DetrDit, 57 per
cent.; Chicago, 80 'per cent.; St. Louis,
70 per cen1t; and Philadelphia, 75 per
cent. These figures show that the great
cities Df America have practically adopted the system of pasteurization. They
have also adop'ted something else which
we must adopt h~re, and that is in regard
to. delivery. The system in thia State
is obsolete, and it is highly dangerous.
I do not care how painstaking the 'vendor
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is, nor how careful are the drivers and
the various officers of Departments in
dOling their duty, milk is easily contamina- •
ted with the forms Df firth that are so
widely distributed upon a hot, and dusty
day in Melbourne.
Mr. LAwsoN.-What is the added coat
of bottled milk?
Dr. ARGYLE.-The cost is ld. per
quart more.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-WoQIuld you advo.cate
the pasteurization of milk if YDU could
get it absOolutely pure ~
Dr. ARGYLE.--If I could keep a co'w
on my back lawn, and have Ithe man who.
milked it subjected to medical inspection three times a year, I would have raw
milk. We are talking about supp1ylng
750,000 peolple from dairies within a
radius of '120 miles from the city,
and I say that raw milk cannot
be satis~actorily supplied under present conditions.
With regard to the
block system, most arm-chair reformers
and
newspaper
leader-writers have
been impressed with the fact that
from twenty tOo forty carts trave.l through
the same street to deliver milk to fif'ty or
sixty houses. That is perfectly true, and
there is no doubt that it is an economic
loss to the' whole community. But hDW
can it be overCDme ~ There is only one
way, and that is for the municipalities or
the Government to take over the whole
milk business, or there must be a combination by priv,ate_ ,enterprise to enter on
the business of milk supply in a comprehensive way. It is absolutely necessary
to eliminate the small man. I do. not say
that with any desire to deprive any person
of an qpportunity of {ffiaking a livelihood;
but when the subject is SD pregnant WIth
possibilities, and so vital to the we.lfare
of the whole community, the small man
must not be .allowed to stand in Ithe wav.
An HONDRABLE MEMBER.-Or the big
man either.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Or the big man if
he will not dOl wha..t he ought to. It is
a.bsolutely necessary that there should be
a combination which will have the necessary capital to provide the essential plant.
In this way it will be able to do what the
small man cannot. The dav has gone by
when we should pe-rmit the 100-quart man
who is able tOI make a few shillings tOo keep
himself alive, to carryon this business.
I have nQi hesitation in saying that thE"
municipal authDrities who issue a permi~
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for the sale of milk to any person who has
not the necessary facilities to keep it in a
good condition, are encouraging a dangerous pra.ctice so far as the health of the.
community is concerned.
Mr. A: A. BILLSON (Ovens). - Have
you studIed the system in VV ellington .~
Dr. ARGYLE. - I have a document
giving details of that system, but it has
been too recently introduced to wartant
lJIle in pronouncing an opinion upon, it. It
has not yet been in operation for a year,
and it is difficult to say if it is going to be
successful. By this system the municipality
in Wellington has taken over the whoie
business Df supplying milk, and controls it
from the dairy to the CDnsumer. If we
are willing to' dO' that in this State, we
must be prepared to expend millions.
Mr. HANNAH.-It is wOTth it in the interests of the health .of the communitv.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Certa;lnly, if we "can
find Ithe cash.
Mr. HANNAH. - There is no difficulty
ahDut, that.
Dr. ARGYLE. - AbDut fifteen years
ago I made representations to the Minister Df Agriculture how tuberculosis could
be eliminated from the herds in this
Sitate.
The answer I got was that it
would cost millions of pounds. There is
no doubt that it would; but if this work
were carried out slowly the object would
be achi8IV~d in time, and it is by a s.ystpm
of evolutwn that we can improve the
milk supply of this State The only question is whether we have a Government
ente,rprising enough to take the matter
in hand in a comprehensive way.
Mr. HANNAH.-Ah, now YDU come to
l•

it!
Dr. ARGYLE.-W€I ha.ve -the whDle of
this House to dra,w upon; a.nd what more
do we want ~ From my observaJtions of
the Dpinions of the greatest authorities
in the world it seems a calamity that
our child life ~horuld be sacrificed by the
present raw mIlk supply delivered as it is
In Melbourne at the present time, when
our ablest experts 'and bacteriDlogists infDrm us tha,t we have such a, simple safeguard, with no cost, in the pasteurization
of our milk supply to protect the child
frlom all milk-borne diseases. The r,esullts shown by the best clinics prove that
the child suffers nothing in being reared
on iJ>,asteurized milk, but is actually the
gaineT. I think I have talked roun'd the
subject .long enough, and I shaH conclude
by makmg a few recommendations to the
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Premier which I ho.pe will bear some
~ruit.
The fir~t and .most. important duty
IS ,to get an ImmedIate lmprovement in
raIlway transport.
The que3tion of
finance in this respect should not reeeive
tQiO Uliuch consideration. The amount of
mcney which wIll be involved should not
be regarded too seriously. I would insist
upon a delivery twice a day for the summer months, even if it cost a little more.
lf the drivers of the milk catts are limited in Itheir ordinary hours of employment
they should be paid overtime.
By all
~eaus let the Government say that this
IS an urgent matter unt.il we can ",put
our house in order."
Mr. BAILEy.-The milk supplied on the
afternoon rorund is similar to that which
is delivered in the morning.
Dr. ARGYLE.-If the householder has
not f.acilities for keeping the milk cool it
will be putrid by midwgbt, and the in!aut must invariably have his early morn- .
mg feed at four D'clock.
The English
system of infant supply in crowded
centres, the coupon system, should be
adopted. It is weH known tha,t in most
~istricts the residents are people of v,arymg degrees of affluence.
There are
parents who cannot afford to! pay for milk
at any price. They should receive milk
free. There are others who can afford to'
pay something, and do not want to be
pauperized. They should have milk at a
reasonably reduced cost.
There are
others who can af:Iord to pay a litltle less
than the ordinary market price, and
the,se people should also receive consideration.
IMr. MORLEy.-That SOlft of thing would
never work.
Dr. ARGYLE.-We worked it in Coburg for many years.
Mr. WEBBER.-It is done at Richmond.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The system was worked
in this way: The municipal a.uthorities,
are' waited upon by the parents of an
infant, and they are given a coupornwhite, blue or red-aocording to their
degree of . affluence. These coupons are'
given for a week's supply at ,a .time. The
contract with the supplying com.pa~ is
that they shall call at a certain house deliver the milk, and receive a coupon.
There i's no money passed. The contracting company receives from the municipal
authority the full market value for the
whole of ,the milk supplied.
The wellto-do people pay for the poor. It cost the
Coburg municipality, for the few years
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in which it was ill operation, only a few
pounds per annum to feed the boardedout infants. I admit that the number of
them was not large enough to prove the
system.
I would urge on the Government the establishment of a special milk
laboratory, where the 'proper examination of milk could be made ;by bacteriological and chemical analysts. It should
be the easiest thing to see whether or not
the milk that comes from a certain district is fit for human consumption.
Mr. HANNAH.-'I have seen cows on the
Merri Oreek feeding on stuff that would
poison any community.'
lOr. ARGYLE.----1That is not my point.
The only criterion of milk is the chemical
You
and ,bacteriological examination.
have a white fluid, and the question is,
what is in it? No man knows except the
expert bacteriologist who examines it.
It would be of immense service to the
State if we ·established a milk laboratory
for the investigation of milk problems
and the examination of the milk sold.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-t[{OW long would such
a test take?
Dr. ARGYLE.-The testing of milk
bacteriologically to prove whether a certain farm was or was not supplying milk
on ,sound methoo.s would probably take
two or three day,s. It would be useless
to prevent the milk .from going out into
circulation. ,Some swifter method would
be required. It would be of enormous
value to prove whether certain milkmen.
were doing their duty or not.
Mr. 'HANNAH.---1What is your opinion
as to the municipalities having proper
methods, such as cooling chambers?
Dr. ARGYLE.--That is a very big
question that would require to be investigated from every point of view.
I
should \Say that it would be a good thing
for the Government to appoint a special
Oommission to ascertain the facts of the
milk supply as ·carried on in other places.
America is a long way off, and 'New
Zealand is not Glose to us. It i,s easy to
put things on 'paper, but not 'So easy to
prove that they are working out in practice. ·This question should be the subject
of an inquiry !by a special Commission"
or by tlie Health Commission, and whatever bOody is appointed should tormulate a
scheme during the next twelve months on
whi(lh the whole question of the reformation of the milk supply might be based.
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Mr. ALLIISON.---'I am another addition to the list of new member'S, and I
crave indulgence whilst I make a very
brief statement. I think that this new
Parliament ha,s just about established a
record for new members. I happen to
be the" Saltbush Bill" of our party, as
I represent a very large portion of that
vast area 'between here and sunset, the
Mallee. It is in the extreme north-west
of the State. The honorable member for
Gippsland East represents the other extreme portion of the State..
They are
uL.doubtedly extremes. I am the" ISaltbush Bill" from the north, and he is the
"Man from Snowy River."
Putting
jokes aside, and getting on to more serious topics, I ,should like to ,say a few
words in reference to wheat. I regard it
as having been the salvation of our country, and as having averted what otherwise would have been a national calamity.
I have heard some say, who ought to
know ibetter, "What would the wheatgrower have done without the Pool?" I
strongly resent that sort of paltry claptrap.
What would the whole of our
people have done without the Pool? I
should like to remind those who ask that
silly question that the one who has got
the lerust out of the Pool is the man who
grew the wheat. He is the only one who
has not yet been 'paid in full for his
labour. All the others'-the la:bourer, the
miller, the merchant, the machinery
manufacturer, the manure firms, and the
business men-the whole box and dice
have been paid in full; but the man who
grew 'the wheat has never yet been paid in
full for any of the wheat that he delivered to the various Pools during the
past five years. I hope, that the Government will push on with a vigorous policy
of country development and decentralization.
The development of the northwestern Mallee ~s one of the finest propositions ever put before us. It has been
advocated by our party for years. It has
been advocated ;by e:h.rperienced farmers
in the nort~, a~d why it has never been
proceeded WIth IS beyond my u~d~rstand
mg. It. would ~a,:"e, saved. mll.lIOns. of
pounds In -repatrIatIOn. It IS hIgh tI~e
that:ve ~ut a, stop tOI the land bUylllg
that IS gomg on to-day, and that we ~e
velopedour ICrown lands for soldIer
settlement.
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Mr. OMAN.-We could not have sup- without having l'eceiyed a reasonable
plied the whole of the ,soldiers with State-school education.
The half-time
Crown lands. I have been considering schools are a disgrace to the IState. There
the area you spoke of, and I can say that, should, indee.d, be no half-time schools.
with railways and water, it will provide We should have nothing but whole-time
schools wherever it is possible to get
for about 1,700 soldiers.
:Ur. ALLISON.~Increased water ,stor- ·half-a-dozen children to attend. It is a
age and irrigation is a question of vital mistake to send so many young teachers
importance in the better development of to these out-back places. Higher grade
the northern are,as, and moreparticu- teachers of more mature age should be
larly of the north-west of the State. 'l'hat sent to the out-back schools. I hope the
is the driest part we have, and that fact Government will give the matters I have
is a further reason why we should have mentioned their earnest and serious cona good water supply. The present sup- sideration.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Honorable memply is not half adequate, and is only for
stock and domestic purposes. ,Sometimes bers are deeply indebted to the honorable
member for Toorak for his address on the
it is not even sufficient for that.
vitally important question of the milk
Mr. TouTcHER.-Any artesian water supply.
H~s speech will serve a very
there ~
good purpose, and I hope the Government
Mr. ALLISON.-N'ot there.
Every will feel that the .question cannot possibly
land-owner in the Wimmera should be be trifled with, and that the session must .
ena'bled to irrigate at least a portion of not close un til something ios done to deal
his holding'.
Tha t is the only way in with the subject. I was very much diswhich they will be able to secure them- satisfied with the reply given by the PreIt indiselves against drought and bring about mier regarding this matter.
stability in that district.
If sufficient cated to me that the Government were
storage cannot be obtained in the Gram- going to act in a. similar way to that in
pians, the Goulburn scheme should be which they have acted in connexion with
utilized. It has already been surveyed other questions that were trouble.some and
across to the Wimmera. It would supply difficult. It seems that' nothing definite
the whole of the northern portion of the is intended to be done.
Mr. SOLLY.-The Government are lookWimmera, and that would leave the
southern portion for the Grampians' sup- ing into the matter, the same as they are
ply. At present we are trying to water looking into everything else.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-We have heard
too much territory with a limited storage
capacity, and some of the channelS in the that story long enough; but I think it is
northern Wimmera are dry nearly 'all the the feeling of honorable members and
year round. I see the Minister of. Pub- the 'public that this session must not
lic Instruction in the chamber, and I close until something definite and decisive
should like to remind him that the edu- is done to deal with the problem.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Look how the recational facilities in the country districts
are in a deplorable condition, not from port of the Fisheries Commission has been
any fault of the teachers, but owing to neglected.
1111'. SNOWBALL.-Nothing has come
bad administration. When a remote
country school is opened, a probationer of that inquiry. The report was pigeonis usually sent along. The probationer holed. However, we might well say that
puts in 'a year or two, and when he no serious loss of life ha'S followed the
has learnt some of the rudiments neglect to deal with that subject. Great
of teaching, he is shifted away to a deprivation and loss have occ~J'red-higher-grade school in some more popuMr. BEARDMoRE.-The public are being
lous place. Then another probationer is robbed.
sent along to take charge of the school.'
lIr. SNOWBALL.-'rhe question of
Sometimes a month or two, sometimes the milk. supply is one that touches
more, elapses before the appointment' is human life, and infant life particularly,
made. So the thing goes ,on from year and I hope the Government realizes that
tlo Jear; children grow up, they get be- the House :ios insistent on having someyond the school age, and leave school thing done more than has been indicated
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by the reply -of the Premier. For years
past this matter has troubled me, and I
have had interviews with wholesale and
retail milk supply a.ssociations, dairymen,
distributors, and municipal authorities. I
feel that the dealing with the milk proble'll can well commence by the introduction of the block system, which I am
assured there is no serious difficulty
about, and which accompanies every controlling :Jystem we know of at the present
time
Mr. PRENDERGAsT •....-That will not affect the purity of the supply.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-We know that all
that is done to test the milk i~ the metropolis is to ascertain whether it contains
the nece.ssary fatty solids, and whether
any preservatives are present. There the
matter ends. But there is to some extent
milk supervision at the source of supply.
The Government inspectors will not allow
duiry farms to be conducted unless they
are ,satisfied with the conditions.
I
think that the large majority of the dairy
farms supplying milk to thb city have
cooling appliances. It would be difficult
to find one that has not.
J\fr. OMAN.-Theyall have cooling appliances.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If they had not.
the dairy farmers would not be able to
get the milk to market, and that is a
cheek on them. I think that even the
smallest of the dairy farms have cooling
appliances. Again, there ,is Government
inspection of the milk on its arrival in
the city. If the Government would, by
a short measure, place in the hands of the
municipalities the power to control every
gallon of milk that is distributed in 11.
muni'Cipal area, a good purpose would be
served. At present the municipalities are
not able to exercise control in. any way.
From the power to control the milk at
that point, could be developed a larger
system of control, reaching right up to
the dairy farm. The municipalities have
been meeting and trying to work ont
some solution of the problem for some
time now, but they have no power to deal
with the matter. They are all anxious
to deal with it, and surely it i~ the duty
of the Government to place in their hands,
by a short measure, the power to ~ontrol
the distribution of milk. The establishment of local depots, and ,an extension
of control, could come afterwards.
We
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know that in England, America, New
Zealand, and other places, the municipalities are controlling tho distribution of
milk. Milk is a public necessity, and it
is the duty of the Government to step In
find save infant life, at any rate, by doing
something that will enable the municipalitief I with their medical officers, to
contl'ol the supply during the approaching summer. It is not only a matter of
~aving human life and insuring a pure
supply of milk, but having regard to the
f:tct that on the average each milk cart
disposes of only 20 gallons of milk per
day, honorable members will see how
seriously the public are being robbed in
counexion with the supplying of this
Dairymen and
necessary commodity.
who,lesale and retail milk associations say
~hat ther~ would be nOi difficulty in the
mtroductIon of the block system, and it
would result in an enormous saving to the
people in connexion with the coS't of delivery. A very large prOopOortion of the
cost of milk at present is due tQi the
me1thod of delivering it. The block system could be introduced without interfering with the smaller milk men. Under
that system all that is done is to classify
the milk distributors in a municipal area,
and ~o give tOo the man who supplies a
certam' number of quarts a. day all his
customers in a. block. If the municipal
authorities were to receive the milk and
to test it before it was delivered,
even in the rough-and-ready way in
which it is .tested to-day, surely
an enormous benefit would be derived. I hope the Governmen1t recognise
that it is necessary that there should be
two deliveries of milk a day during the
summer months. Medical testimony is
to the effect that that is essential for the
preservation of infan't life, and surely the
Government cannot remain idle in the
face of that emphatic decision of medical
OIfficers. and the medical profession genera~ly. I harpe that we shall, alt any rate.
give the municipalities the pOower that
they want--.that is, the power to' cO'ntrol
the milk supply tOi some extent. The system I have indicated would mean a, sa.ving
to the publio, and would insurel a. prorper
supply of the milk that is SOl essential for
infant life.
Mr. EVERARD.-It would increase the
cost.
Mr. OMAN .-If the people got a., standardized commodity they could afford to
pay a higher price.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.---<Yes.
Two deliveries a day can easily be inaured by
the block system.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-A certain proporticrn of the peo1ple can pay a higher price,
but othe,rs cannot pay it.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It is no use talking round and round the subjMt. I hope
the Government realize that something
must be done in this matter. I should
n01t like to be in the POisition of a Government that failed to. deal with the matter
in this shQort, sessiQon. The mattelr cannot
be put off with a promisel of inquiry and
investigation. We have had enough of
that fCir years past. It frets one to think
of the tiJrrie we arel taking up even in discussing the motion for the adQoption of the
Address-in-Reply, when one kno.ws the
numerQoUS matters that are pressing for
attention. In ,orne district alone I kno.w
that for the last six mQonths school buildings have been hung U,P' o.wing to mone,y
not being supplied by the Treasurer. The
amount involved is £27,000 or £28,000.
The Minister 'olf Pu blie Instruction has
authQorized the wQorks, plans have been
prepared, spe,cifications are ready, but
tenders have nQot been called. Work of
that kind has be,en waiting to be done for
six months.
Mr. EVERARD.-Only six months ~
You are lucky.
Mr. 8NOWBALL.-These wOTks were
passed as urgent.
Mr. OMAN.-We cannot get the carpenters.
Mr. SNOWBALL. - Contractors are
ready to tender for these works, but they
have' had no opportunity of dOling so fOir
the last six mQonths. The positiQon is very
serious. Over £250,000 worth of wOTk in
connexion with the Education Department has been hung up in that way.
Mr. SOLLY.-The Government is looking into the ma.tter.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-How long is that
tOi ,continue ~
Mr. OMAN.-Tenders have been called
again and again without result.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-:-Tha1t is hardlv a
fact, because we know that for a substantial jo,b in the metropolitan area, Qor any
other area where there are contractors
doing work of the kind, tenders are forthcoming. Tenders have not been called in
connexion with these necessary works.
We boast of wha,t we have saved durin~
the last three ye1ars in making the ledger
balance. We have saved ·it out OIf educa·
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tiorn. We have cut down the e!xpenditure
on our schools by over £400,000. That
is not the kind of economy which the
State needs. The trouble is that economy
which ha~ helen forced at the expense
of the childrpffi ~an never be o·vertaken.
The child is growing up, and e.very year
iu precious to it. I hope that a few
honest words on the subject will enable
the Gove·rnmeut to realize how the land
lies. I thought we would settle down
and do some, good wo~rk in the fe,w weeks
available. I was rather startled by the
remarks of the hOinorable member for
Ovens. I thought tha,t the GO'vernmeut
had been successful in consolida ting
parties, and that we were gQoing to enter
on a short term of 4'ltffective wo'rk.
Wr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens),,-You
knorw all about it as well as I do.
Mr. SNOWBALL. - The honorable
membell" spoke ve['y bravely, and his
words should he heeded bv the Government. We must have something different
done from what has been done in the
past, in mee1ting the ne,eds of the State
and administering the various Departments.
I am disgusted that nQothing
be.tter has be:en done in the way of finding the necessary money to meet our
needs, particularly in connexion with
education.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-Wait until
the Treasurer delivers his Budget spe,ech.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-How long are we
going tOt wait ~ The Government do not
hesita,te about -anticipating the sanction
of this House to! the e,xpenditure of
money in Idifferent directions. Although a
great delal of that expenditure the House
would have liked to have an opportunity
of rejecting, money urgently needed for
educa,tiOinal purposes has neve,r
been
denied to any Government. The pre,sent
Government are not doing their duty to
the rising generation if they withhold
money urgently required, and the Govelrnment knorw tha,t money is urgently
needed to melet the requirements of our
schools. I earnestly protest against a
policy which will hold up any longer
necessary works in connexioD, with our
schools.
The1r€ifore, I hope that the
Treasurer and the new Minister of Public
Instruction will lay their' he1ads much
closer together.
Mr. SOLLY.-SUPpose the Government
keep on looking into these matters, haw
will you go. with your vote ~
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-I will nQlt hesitate
abQlut recQlrding my vote in the way in
which I am speaking. I am tired of
parties. I want to S€le something done :n
cOonnexion with the mattetr, and I h01Je
that the antagOonistic party spirit. which
V~..IT'y
often blocks. progress will be
set aside, and tha,t the Govermrent are
gOoing to make up their minds that something must be done in COonnexion with
those urgent needs. We are trifling with
the duties which lie SOl close to our hands.
I hope that the Premier will see that the
Minister of Public Instruction is authorized tQl a,t once sanction the calling of
tenders in co'llnexio'Il with the works to
which I have referred. In my own district. halls have bf'<P:n hired wherever
they - can be found to accommodate the
children, who have tOl sit on kerosene
boxes or anything else that can be provided. Teachers run abQlut from one
school to another in the same e.ducational
district. It is aU making education a
faroo. At Sandringham, the school is
overflowing, and an officer from the Education Department has been visiting
yacht clubs and picture halls to' try to
obtain thelir use forr the educatio'll Q1f
children, fOor whom room cannot be fQlund
in the school building. Here we have
the Treasuretr holding up the mOoney and
saying, "I .will not sanctio'll the €Ixpeuditure of a shilling until the Budget is
passed." At the end of last session the
Ia tel Minister 0'f Pu blic Instruction was
in the same position-he was appealing
to the Treasurer for the money necessary
to ca,rry on these works. I trust that
the new Minister will introduce a fresh
system, and be able tQl influ€m.c'e his
leader, the Premier, tQl at once sanction
the calling of rondelrs, without waiting
for the passing Q1f the wh~ole Budget. I
unde.rstand that the Tre'asurer has his
back to the wall.
Mr. LAwSON.-You will get the
Budget on Thursday, and it will please
you vetry much.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-There are many
other matters to which I could refer, but
I feel that these two questions, the milk
supply, and the provision of the necessary
funds forr educational requirements, are
all I dare speak abQlut, having regard to
the sh0'rt session that lies bef0're us. I
hope that a new spirit will be introduced,
and the temper shown by the House in
ccmnexion with the va.rious matte'rs that
a.re pressing round all honorable mem-
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bers should make the Government feel a
bit uneasy as to whether they are meelting the requirements c..f the situation. I
f0'r 0'ne am tired of delay and of being
tOold to wait for the Budget.
I am
inteusely dissatisfied a,bout it. and I hOope
that the Premier, seeing that membe,rs
are not cQlnteut with the way in which
business is conducted, will try to meet
the needs of the State.
Mr. LAWsON.-We are always glad to
get helpful suggestiolns forr improvements.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I say definitely
that the honorable gentlema.n cannot
justify fOor 0'ne moment the withholding
of the funds necessary tOi meet the requirements of the Education Department.
How could he complacently permit it during the past six months, knowing that the
needs of the children of this State are not
being complied with? Ifow 'can he calmly
say that he will be glad of any helpful
suggestions, when he has had his finger
on the C0'ntro] of the Treasury, and knows
that funds have been denied to that Department 1 H0'w can he boast to the
electors of having eCOonomized, when h('l
knows that the whole Oof the money saved
has coone Oout of the children 0'£ the
Stat~ 1 It is time that we dispensed with
pre,teBces of that kind.
Mr. LAwsoN.-The honorable member
has a short memory if he does not remember tha,t wheu I was Minister Q1f
Public Instruction I was fighting for increased educational facilities and mOoney
for the purpose: I have not changed my
policv since I became Leader Oof the GOIvernment.' I venture to say that if the
hOon0'rable membelr e1xamines the recOord~
he will find that the~re was nOi Governmen~ ~hich has done mOore in the way Q1f
provldmg educational facilities and additi0'nal sch0'ols than the present Government.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I know when th~
honOorable gentleman was Minister of
Public Instruction hOiW anxious he was to
m€et the needs of the Department.
Mr. LAwsoN.-And I wish the honora,ble membe,r tQl know that I am just
as anxious to-day, and that I have nort
changed my views in regard tOi the importa,noe 0'f education and its influence on
national life and character and development 0'ne bit.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-To be consistent
with such a feeling in his heart, the nonorable gentleman should net tolerate, but
shOluld sweep ,away, a policy that denies
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the funds foil' the purpose OIf carrying lt
out.
Mr. SOLLY.-It is no use having a.
policy if it is not put into Ooperation ..
Mr. LAwsoN.-It has been put mto
operation.
.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I say it has not. I
say that the e~conomy we have practised
has been taken Oout Oof the children of
this State.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I dOl not stand far a
policy of that kind.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The hOonOorable
gentleman is tOolelrating that pOolicy. He
knOows that the late Minister Oof Public
InstructiDn was unable to get the mOoney
to mele1t the ne1eds of the Department..
He knows that he a.nd we have boon
boasting to the elle.ctors that our party
ha ve eConOomized and balanoed the ledger.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz'roy).-I am
glad that you admit now that you were
bOoasting.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I expressed my
shame, and said that, comparing the last
three years with the previous three years,
the expenditure on education had been
cut down by ne1arly £500,000. That has
been taken OIut of the Sta.te schoOols.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-HOIw
much was spent during the last six yell.rs ~
Mr. SNOWBALL.-There! was a difference of over £400,000 between thl30
three-year periods.
Mr. LAwsoN.-The,re has been a ste1ady
and cDnsiderable increase in educational
expenditure on the Estimates.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Salaries may have
been incre1ased.
Mr. LAwsoN.-Apart from salaries. In
my policy spe,ech I r.e~erred particularly
to the incre·ased provISIon made for educational expenditure.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-You departed from the wholesome system o.f
meleting the etXpenditure from revenue,
and not frQim loan.
Mr. LAwsoN.-We had £500,000 from
loan ... and something like tha.t will have
to be done again.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It is, not being
done. I wOould urge the Premier tD face
br.avely the necessity for borrOowing
money fOor State school buildings.. How
we can prOlvide the mone~ out Oof revenue
I
nOot know. Buildings OIf that character have a life of thirty years.
Why
not bQl.rrow the! mOoney and plI'ovide a
sinking fund 7 To meet the re1quirements
of the Educa,tion Deparlment out of

do
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revenue is impossible. Will the Premier
a.utho·rize the l\iinister Df Publio Instruction to call for tenders fDr these wDrks
tha,t are so pressing 1
Mr. LAwsoN.-I ask the honorable
member to pOossess his soul in patience
until Thursday, when the Budget. will
00 delivered.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I have no patience
when I think of the young persons who
can never overtake the loss that is being
inflicted on them. They are nearing the
age for leaving school, and every six
months Oor twelve months' loss to them
in educational ma.tters cannot be overtaken by them.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-How
the honorable memher can continue to
RUpport the Government is a mystery to
me.
Mr. SNOWBALL. - The honorable
member for FitzrDy is jocular. I never
advised the people to support this Oor any
other Government. However, the people
are intensely dissatisfied with the policy
that Parliament is pursuing in connexion with this matter. They laugh at
so-called eCOonomies and savings of this
kmd. I am not going to be patient and
to allow that sort of thing to continue.
We are entitled to look to the Premier
for the adoption of a policy in connexion
with finance, apart from the Treasurer
altogether.
If we have a Treasurer
whOose sympathies are like irOon chains,
or handles, screws, bOolts, o'r nuts, and
we can make no impressiOon on him, we
Rhall make the Premier responsible. I
d0 hope iihat a. new spirit of sympathy
will come into the Government in connexion with t.he administration of Dur
finances. There are maimed soldiers in
the Caulfield Ho~pital, the Anzao Hostel
at BrightOon, and at other places. These
men have 1',0 pay their fares Oon the rail,",ays. In the Oother States Crippled s016iers are allOowed to. travel free Oon both
railways and tramways in the metrOopolitan areas, and when they want to go
into the cOountry they are provided with
free passes.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-You
refer to the armless and legless men 1
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Yes. We are told
i,hat the F~deral Government should subsidize the State GDvernment in connexiOon with this matter . Just because
t,he Federal Government have not responded to the request of our Trewmrer
that they should contribute, these
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maimed soldiers have to. cDntinue to pay
'whenever t,hey travel on the railways.
These things are merely a.n indication of
the spirit ill which the admmistration Df
Dur finances is conducted. .
Mr. eDLLY.-Victoria is recognised to
be the meanest State in the Commonwealth.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It should not be
~o,
I hope 'the Treasurer wil~ feel that
tho approval of the people is not behind
him in his administrat.ion of the financial affairs of th~s Sta,te. I now wish to
refer to the policy the Government appt'ar to fa, our in connexion with our
soldier settlement.
The Government
f,:eem to. favour going outside Victoria to
provide land for our returned soldiers.
There is talk Df settling our Victorian
soldiers in the Riverina.
Mr. OM-\.N.-We have done nothing in
that direotiDn yet. We have bought no
land in New South Wales.
11r. SNOWBALL.-It would be too
late to refer to the matter after the Government had bought the land. It has been
declared to be the policy of the Government to join up with New South "Tales
in the settlement of Victorian soldiers in
the Riverina. In the same breath we
are told. that we have, in Crown lands
under the grazing area titIes, expiring
this year, 1,250,000 acres of land suitable
for closer settlement.
Mr. OMAN.-The eyes have been picked
out of it.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That may be so.
However, I hope the House will not slIP-"
port the Government in any policy which
means settling our soldiers outside the
State of Victoria.
We cannot justify
tlus policy, and there is no need for it.
I hope that any .negotiations with the
New South Wales Government that may
be in hand in this direction will be
clropped. VV' e are' told that there are
estates in Victoria we cannot afford to
burst up because they are producing a high
quality of wool. In my opinion, the claim
of the soldiern for the right of bursting
up any estate in Victoria for settlement
purposes is paramount.
Our wool yield
would not suffer if we prDvided all the
land needed fol't jou.1r returned soldiers
within our own borders. A great deal of
land that might well be used is being held
back from settlement.
We have - had
a.n opport'..lnity of hearing many .new
members,. including Farmers Union re-,
presentatlves.
I welcome our Farmers
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Union frIends as an element calculat.ed
to strengthen the House. They are men
of a type we are not ashamed of. We
desire to blend that fine new element
with the Liberal party in order to make
the party truly Liberal and unIted in
one common purpose, namely, the development of the best interests of the
State. I ,hope the Government will expedite the settlement of the Murray Waters
problem. At present the Murray Waters
scheme appea.rs to be in a state of chaos.
Soldier settlers have been waiting twelve
months hoping to ~ettle on lands on the
l\lurray. 'They are writing to. honorable
members, and a.re evidently in a state,
of bewilderment. The scheme is not beiug made effective. We have ha.d strikes
a,ud various difficulties.
lVh. SDLLY.-The Government would
not pay the men the wages they are en,;,
titled to.
Mr.
SNOWBALL. - Personally, I
would no,t allow the withholding of a
few shillings in wages to. block a work of
thif-'. kind. Many of the men engaged. on
t,he work have to ke,e"p two. homes gomg.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON ~Fitzroy).-You
know t.hat it is the Government's fault
aU the time.
Mr. SNO\VBALL.-Let us give the
Government ~ little encouragement.
Mr. OMAN.-YOU cannot raise any
economy cry after your speech to-night.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The Government's
economy policy has never been of a kind
to appeal to me. I do not think it has
appealed to any member of this House.
There was no h()ne.c;;tv in the cry from
its conception. It was :merely a. party
cry, got up for party ends. We ought
to be ashamed to look in the face those
members who were politically crucified because Df that economy cry. There was
never any justification for it, and those
who used it knew in their hearts how
hollow the cry was. However, I hope
we are entering upon a new era in connexion with the discharge of our duties,
and that this s'ession, short as it must
inevitably be, will not be ineffective. I
hope we shall not go into the usual lDng
:recess until the matters I have referr,ed
to h.ave been dealt with. If necessary,
Parliament should be prepared to sit beyond ChrIstmas.
Mr. ALLAN.-I have, like all honorable -members in this House, returned
fresh from the .electo~rs. On the day the
House -opened I wws just a little surprised
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at seeing this (the Ministerial) corner so
well filled. I did not know where honorable members would sit, yet I knew
that this corner was going to be particularly st.rong. The LawsDn GOiVernment
went to the. country with a palicy, and
they told this corner, and particularly the
Gountry party, that if they w,anted fight
they would get it.· Yet what dO'· we :find?
The Government have come back deficient
of three JVlinisters, five of the Government's strongest supporters have been defeated at the electians, and the benches
behind the Government, it will be noticed,
are almo.st empty; yet the Gavernment
continue to. carrv on. Three years previously the Pe,acock Government went to.
the country, and were defeated; but they
took the voice of the cauntry, and did nat.
meet the Hause .. I felt somewhat surprised an this acqasion that the Lawsan
Governmen t would not take the voice of
the country, and allaw same one else to
carryon the government in this Housebecause, if the PremIer does nat admit
that he was defeated at the elections, then
he will not admit anything. The late Premier of New 80uth Wales went round the
electorates of that State in an aerQiplane,
and I do nDt know whether the Premier
a:f Victoria could have gat about very
much quicker at the last elections had he
had an aeroplane. There were very few
electorates of the Country party, at an
events, that he did not get into; but I .am
plaased to be able to say that he did not
defeat any of us, and that. generally
speakin~, those electorates which he did
enter returned country representatives.
Mr. HANNAH.-All of them.
Mr. ALLAN.-I do.l not know if the
Premier went to the CoHingwo6d electarate; but to the honorable member who interjected I should like to say that he was
elected by the second VQite of the Liberals,
and I am hoping he will give country
mem bel'S in this CQirner a very good run
during the next three years, seeing that his
electors are somewhat different from what
they were previously. So. far as my OlWn
elector,ate is concerned. when I visited
Echuca during the election campaign, the
first thing tha,t struck me was a long advertisement in the Rive'ri.na Herald, telling the e,lectors of Rodney what a fine fellow Mr. Thwaites, my opponent, was,and
advising them to vote for him. When the
nominatian papers were pUblislied I saw
that my opponent had described himself
as a baker, of Geelong. When I went to
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Rochester I fo.und the town placarded
from one end to the other WIth bills,
about a foot long, stating that the Premier would address the electors there on
a certain date. They were advised "to
come and hear your Premier." The point
I want to make is this: During the three
years I have been in this House I have
put myself to considerable incanvenience
on many occasions to help the Government. There is no one in this House who
will not admit that.
Mr. LAWSo.N.-I acknowledge it.
Mr. ALLAN .-Still the Premie"i came
to my electar,ate and tried to put a baker
from Geelong in my place. Where is the
principle in that sort of thing ~ The Premier told the farmers of Rochester what
he had dOine in their interest and what he
was going tOI do.; then in th~ next breath
he said, in effect, " Put in a baker from
Geelong, and put out Allan, whOi has lived
in. the eleci;~rate 'for thirty years, and you
will be helpmg ca'lilltry interes1:8." There
was a want of gratitude in the action of
the P~emier, to say the least of it, beca use If the Government w&'e sincere in
saying tha~ they had helped country interests durmg the past three years why
did he come to the electorate of the
Leader. of the Farmers Union and try to
have hIm defeated by some one residing
in Geelong ~
Mr. BAILEY. -He was trying to get a
supporter.
Mr. ALLAN.-It might be the Govern·
ment wanted to get a shadOlw which would
follow them more closely that I was doing.
. Mr. PRENDERGAS'J.'.-It wa,uld be pretty
difficult to. dOl that.
. Mr. ALLAN.-The Government could
nat get any ane to follow them more
closely than I did. I felt the position
kelenly after what I had done °for the
Government during the past three years.
The Premier went to the electorate represented by the Minister af Agriculture,
who went one further than his Leader.
Mr. OMAN.-I did not go as far as Mr.
Stewart, OIne of the Federal members of
the Farmers Union, at any rate.
Mr. AI.JLAN.~The Minister of Agriculture practically said in 60 many wOlrds
that .the party to which I ~elOing had done
nothmg m the House durmg the previaus
three years; that they had not succeeded
in crossing a "t" or dotting an "i." A
statement of that sort came with very
ba~ grace fram the Ministex of Agriculture, because I had something to do
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with putting him in office, though that
may not be generally known. :Ete did not,
however, tell the people how often he ~ad
consulted members of the Farmers UnIon
on matters affecting country interests,
and, consequently. that we did do something in the interests of the country. q?e,
if not two, members of the OpposItion
complimented the members of the Farmers
Union, though it may have been unwillingly. The honorable member for Melbourne, I believe, saId that we had done
more in the three ye:ars we had been in
Parliament than the Labour party had
been able to do in ten years. That was
rather complimentary.
Mr. GROVES.-Do you honestly believe
that~
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Mr. ALLAN.-I was wondering, seeing that the Peacock Ministry lost a
number o:f its members, and the Lawson
Ministry has had the same experience,
where the parties will be in this House
in a few years' time, if we go on as we
have been in reoent ye'ars. While I do
not feel particularly elated at winning
these sea ts-Mr. HANNAH.-Are you not satisfied?
Mr. ALLAN.-It is safe to say I was
pretty well satisfied. N ow the position
so far as the Opposition side of the House
is concerned requires a word. The Opposition came back with two members more
than they went to the country with, and
that is an indication that their policy is
indorsed by a great many of the people.
I hope to see the legislation of this House
representing to ~ome extent the voice of
the electors. It cannot represent the voice
of the electors unless the thirteen members who came into the GOovernment
corner have something more to do with
it than they had during the last three
years. I hope we shall get something
more creditable from the Government
than we had during the past three years.
I want to mention two or three of the
points in which I think the Government
have failed.

M'r. ALLAN.-I have no reason to
doubt the honorable' member for Melbourne. He is probably just as truthful
as the honorable member who has just in·terjected.
Mr. GROVES,-You are very easily
satisfied, when it suits you.
Mr. BAILEy,-If the honorable member
for Melbourne made that statement it was
under a great misapprehension.
Mr. ALLAN.-The position is this:
We did dOl something to help legislation,
partic.ularly with the object of bringing
about a sounder policy in land settlement,
and in making people in the country more
Mr. HANNAH.-Do you mean this sescontented than they were previously. In
view of this fact. are MinIsters justified sion or last session ~
in claiming credit for all that has be,en
Mr. ALLAN.~I am speaking of last
done, and then, in the words of t he Min- session. The honorable member for Bulla
ister of Agriculture, saying that members asked the Premier this afternoon whether
of the Farmers Union, were just like a lot
a site would be granted on the Yarra
ot schoolboys ~
Suppose we support the for the Phosphate Co-operative Company
Government for the next three years in
all suitable legislation for country de- of Australia. I asked a questiorr regardvelopments, and then when th.e next elec- ing that last session, and the answer was
tion comes round they point out what the same as that given to-day. That comthey have done for the people of this pany has capital amounting to about
State, and at the same time say that there £150,000. Probably there is not a memwere thirteen members of the Farmers ber in the House who will not admit that
Union who never did anything. What superphosphate has increased the yield,
are the members of the union going to say not only of wheat, but of all produce
to that 1 A position of that kind would throughout Victoria. Super,phosphate and
be intolerable fOor a party so num.erically other kind~ of manure are in use not
strong as the Farmers Union is now in alone for wheat, but for fruit-growing,
this Hou~e·. If that ,policy is adopted, lucerne-growing, and even grazing. I do
and when the next general election takes not think it is too much to say that our
place members of the Farmers Union get yield of wheat has been increased by
no credit whatever, we shall be put in about 4 Ibu.shels an acre since superphosa distinctly false position.
phate was firnt used. We all know perMr. W ARDE.-There may not be any of fectly well that the Manee, which it was
the Liberal party left at the next election. said some years ago was scarcely worth
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saving.• haB become a great wheat-growing province through 'the use of superphosphates. I find that in 1917 an application was made by this company for
a site on the Yarra near Newport. It
was stated that some sort of a pro:r:p.ise
was given to the :Metropolitan Gas Company-I presume that it was not in regard
to the whole of the land, but for a portion
of it. That area comprises 45 acres, and
the Metropolitan Gas Company holds 10
acres bought from the Williamstown
Council. I understand that there is
some land be.hind this area O'wned by the
Gas CO'mpany.
When the Phosphate
Co-O'nerative COllllpany appeared as a
deputation before the Minister last
year, he told them to try to get a site
at Geelong. They visited Geelong, and
they were offered a site there On land
which had cost, as far aB I can gather,
about £50 an acre, and for which the
Geelong Harbor Trust was asking £3,000.
The company found that the frontage was
to very shallow water-only about. 1 01"
2 feet deep, and that it would have to
be dredged out.
When they inquired
what it would cost to do the dredging,
the Trust told them that it was estimated
at something like £4,000. The company
rightly say that the whole of the rock
has to come from N :1uru or some other
Pacific Island.• and should be landed here
on the seaboard. The whole of our railwaYB radiate out like a spider's web from
the city, and there is no ,possibility of
establishing superphosphate works that
can compete against the other companies
so well established to-day, unless the company is established at the wa,teiJ.' frO'ntage
in the city.
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-Who was the Minister who told them to go to Geelong?
Mr. ALLAN.-I think it was Mr. Mackinnon.
Mr. HOGAN.-It was.
Mr. ALLAN.-It is obvious that if the
company is going to be a success it must
be able to establish its wOTks O'n the water
frootage in the city. Its success will increase producti.on in the: country.
I
noticed r:eoently that manurel has been increased by l~s. a tOin by the Fair Prices
Commission. I dOl not know ve;ry much
that the Commissioo. has done beyond increasing prices.
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IMr. LAWSON.-It is only fair to say
that the manure .companies proposed a
very much greafer increase than the Commission allowed.
Mr. ALLAN.-N0 doubt they would
do that.
The company asked for 15
'a(~res
out of the 45 acres on the
Yarra near Newport.
The railway
authorities have stated that it is a most
suitable site, not only from the point of
view of wa·ter carriage, but from the
point of view of enabling the railways
to get the manure into the country districts. Tho Railways Commissioners have
written to the company; I need not read
the letter, but I can say that ·the Railways Commissione·rSl approve of the site,
and that it is convenient from a railway
stand-point. Why' is the Metropolitan
Gas Company to have 45 acres of the
frontage to rthe Yarra? The Phosphate
Company would not require more'
than about 400 .feet of frontage.
They estimate that that would be
sufficient to ena"ble them to carry
on their work. The remaining 1,200 feet
would be available for the Gas Oompany.
At Port Pirie, I understand that they
have less than 500 feet, and are landing
more coal than is landed in the city of
l\1:elbourne. I am well aware that they
have better appliances for that purpose.
It is not to the credit of this State that
our appliances for handling coal are so
out of date. If you go down to the wharfs
you will see men carrying bags of coal
on their backs. Then if you go to N ewcastle you will see -how they handle coal,
and you will be convinced that we are
not up to date in the matter. With a
frontage of about 700 or 800 feet to the
Yarra, t.he Gas Company would have a
grea tel' area than they actually require
for the coal they handle. N otwithstanding that we have made repeated requests,
and that the capital iB available to proceed with the work, the Government have
turned us down on every occasion.
Mr. HANNAH.-The Metropolitan Gas
Oompany is the most influential wirepuller in the State.
.
Mr. ALLAN.-I have nO doubt that it
is influential. If the honorrable member
had told me that three years .ago, I
m~ght have doubted him; but I do not
doubt him now.
The company is more
influential than ever I imagined. I am
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told, on rather good authority, that about
£200 per acre would Ibe a l'easonable
charge for the gr'Ound, but the Government valuation is £1,250 per acre; and
if the land is filled in, the !price would be
£1,600 per acre. It does not look as if
the Government want to assist the development 'Of country industries very
much. Apparently, the 'Government desire country Ipeople to sink some of their
capital down there before they get going.
Mr. H'OGAN.-O£ course, there are the
interests of the manure companies as
well. They might pull a few pounds.
Mr. ALLAN.-They are very formidable, to'O. I have not felt satisfied with
the policy 'Of the Government in connaxion with the settlement 'Of our soldiers.
When they first started to buy land, it
was certainly at a very I]'easonable price,
and if I had been a speculator, and had
had plenty of money, I certainly would
have bought heavily. The Government
have spent more than £10,000,000 in
purchasing land, but they bought bit by
bit. The land kept rising in price all the
time, and it is no exaggeration to say that
in many ,parts of the State the price of
land is now from £2 to £4 per acre higher
than it was even ,two years ago. The
Government should have jumpe.d in and
bought the land.
Peolple knew that if
the Government were goilllg to spend
£10,000,000 on land, the price 9f land
must rise; it could not do anything else.
Just prior to the elections, there had been
16,462 applications from soldiers for
qualification ,certificates, and in 12,380
oases certificates had been granted. There
had been settled 5,887 men, and there
were blocks available for 2,230 more. It
stand.s to reason that we shall have to
settle at least 6,000 more soldiers, and
the number may be 8,000. It will depend
on how many of the applicants get certificates.
Where 'are we going t'O get the
land to settle these men? Are we going
on the market to buy land for them at the
present inflated price? If we do, most of
them will fail. I notiee that all landholders have to send in land-tax returns
before the end of this m'Onth.
Mr. LAWS'ON .~The time has been extended a month.
}Ir. ALLAN.-It would laPlpear that
the Government are rather short of
money, because they desire land-holders
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to place valuations on their land when the
price is right at the top of the b'Oom. As
far as I clln judge th~ Iposition to-,day,
the Iprice has gone 'Over the ridge, and is
moving .down the other side; but the
land-holders will have the whole of their
land v~lued at boom values, and will have
to pay taxation 'On those values.
l'rIr. SLATER.-YOU are against the
State acquiring the Murray frontages at
the present value, plus 10 .per cent.
Mr. ALLAN.-Yes.
Mr. HLATER.-Whose money is going
into it?
Mr. llLLAN .-The honol'able member
had better buy a few hundred acres 'Over
there, and see how he will like to sell it
in ten years' time at ,slightly more than
he paid for it, getting, perhaps, 4 per
cent. on his money. Some two years ago
the party to which I belong adv'Ocated the
opening u.p of the Mallee. At that time,
a, committee consisting of Mr. D. Mackinnon, M.r. A. A. Peverill, land Mr. D.
"McDougall, who was a representative of
the Returned Soldiers As.soeiation, was
'appointed, perhaps partly at the request
'Of land-holders in ,country districts. We
in this ( the Ministerial) ,corner can
claim, at all events, to have had somethirug t'O do with it, beoause we were advocating the settlement of men in the northwest. I may say that the soldier~ wh'O
went into the Mallee have 20,000 'Or
30,000 acres 'Of wheat there to-day, and
they are going to be right out of the wood
if they get therr crop off without any
troub-Ie ,and get the prices that are ruling
for wheat now. But I know that, if returned soldiers are not prepa:red to go
int'O the Mallee country, there are plenty
'Of sons of land-holders who are prepared
t'O do so. Whether the country is settled
by soldiers ·or not is immaterial, from the
point 'Of view 'Of getting it settled. I do
not say that there is no 'Other ,place than
the Mallee where Isettlement >can be
carried out. I am quite satisfied that there
are areas of Crown lands in Ea~t Gippsland that could ,be 'Opened up, but in
settling Crown lands you have first ·of all
to 'provide railways, and in the case 'Of
the Mallee, a water supply. It is quite
useless to ask men to ,go in to virgin
mallee country unless you provide railway facilities and a domestic water
sup,ply. A water supply can be given
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Mr. ALLAN.-No. Honorable memfrom the Murray without any difficulty
whatever. It .certainly would require a bers must unde,rstand that this is the prepumping plant. I am satisfied that it liminary re'port, but I am. infOTlIled that
would be impossible to do any irrigating about 80 IIIiiles of railway would be required.
in an area of that size.
Mr. W ARDE.-W,ill the honDrable memMr. HANNAH.-Where would you have
ber for Rodney state how many men he
the pumping plant?
Mr. ALLAN.-It would 'be ""omewhere reekons would be settled on that country ~
Mr. ALLAN.-The estimate is 1,000 on
further along the Murray than Mildura.
first
class mallee, and, I suppose, about
The Water Supply Department have
as ilLany more cDuld probably be settled
taken the levels, and have told me that on the second class.
there is no difficulty in giving that area
Mr. OMAN.-With 117 miles of railway
a supply of water by means of a pumping and water provisiDn it is calculated that
plant on the Murray. The rreport of the 1,672 could be settled.
committee to which I have referred was
Mr. ALLAN.-Years ago we knew
as follows:that the soldiers were coming back. They
The committee stated that the area under have been returning during the last three
review was 2,286,,080 acres.
At the 1911 or four years, :tud for a long time we
census it had a population of eighty-four per- have been aware that many of them desons. The area had less alienated land in proportion to 1ts size than any country in the sired to go on the land. If they did not
State. Probably 2,000 acres were alienated, wish to go to th~ Mallee, but wanted to
nearly all in Yelta.
Although slightly de- settle near theIr OWn homes--and I
veloped, the country was easily inspected from rather like them to dOl that-then the
Mildura. The committee had no hesitation in sons of land-owners the.re are preparoo
saying that this country should be settled at to take up this land. It means that
an early date, and it saw no difficulty in the
area being made available for discharged 1,500, perhaps 2,000, land-seekers would
soldiers. The committee further believed that get land, whe,ther they were soldiers or
if the work was undertaken on up-to-date lines not, and there would not have been
and with up-to-date methods, many soldiers ne1arly the demand fnr land that there is
who were not at present favorable to settling in V-ictoria to-day.
Howeverr, the Goin the Mallee would take up and develop land vell"nment do nQlthing. 'They have waited
in this area. Outside the land subject to inundation along the Murray fiats, the committee until the soldiers are back again, and now
was satisfied that the land was suitable for it will take years to supply the railways
agriculture, and there was an ample area to and water.
justify the necessary rail and water supply.
Mr. BAILEY.-Mr. Mackinnon said he
The country was easy from a railway point of was neg~.tiating with the New South
view, there being no bills or streams. The
question of cutting up the frontages into Wales Government to settle them in New
10,OOO-acre blocks, to be leased on a long term, South Wales.
say, thir~y years, to discharged soldiers for pasMr. ALLAN.-I like to see a Gotoral purposes, was well worthy of considera- vernment that will do something-one
tion. The alluvial river plains, as a source of
production, had not been fully exploited yet, that will get off the mark, and nDt wait
aRd, with the now-assured rapid development until the land reaches boom prices, and
of the Murray basin, both for navigation and then tell the House that we have to
irrigrution, the committee believed that there settle 5,000 Dr 6,000 soldiers, some of
war; a good future before the district". The new whom may. have to' go, perha.,ps, to New
area for agriculture was estimated to contain
at least 750,000 acres of superior mallee lands. South Wales. I do not say that New
Much of this was better than the general South Wales is a bad place, but I sav
average of mallee blocks, and not a little of it that if we had prDceeded on a !"light basis
might be called superfine mallee. No doubt, a frorm the start we cDuld ha.ve settled the
large number of soldiers, with mallee experi- 'whole of our soldiers by ~his date, and
ence, or even without mallee experience, would
take up this mallee land if promised railway settled them on land which would be,
and water supply. 1'he 750,000 acres would perhaps, £2 an acre less than the land
mean about 1,000 farms, but it was doubtful if which we shall have to buy fDr them now.
they would be the effective counter attraction
Mr. CAIN.-They win be well settled
to resumed lands which they ought to be unless
between YDU and the Government.
special attraction were offered. A stock and
Mr. ALLAN.-I should like to see the
domestic supply of water could not be provided
from a pumping source under about four year!. honorable member for Jika Jika at the
lV.fr. BAILEY.-Do they give an estima.te end of a fork-handle for the remainder
of the harvest. About two years ago, in
of the oost ~
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this Hoose, the hQinorable me.JL.ber for
Ovens and quite a number Qif us from the
north advocated the Kiewa hydro-electric
scheme. I said tha,t if we could develop
electric cun-ent from our water storages,
and then use the water further down for
irrigation-Mr. HANNAH.-Which we could dOl.
Mr. ALLAN.-Yesj we could not only
reduce the cost of current to those requiring e1ectricitv, but -it would give the
land-holders in the north chela per water
than they are getting to-day, and
cheaper water than thery could possibly
,get under any other conditions. I did
not state that the Kiewa was the only
water scheme available, because I believe
that the-re are many oothe:rs. I know perfectly well that enough energy could be
,obtained from the water that goes over
the Yarra Falls to light the whole of
Melbourne and, I beHeve, to give all the
power required in the lll·etropolis. The
Drift of Population Oommittee, of which
I :v~s a. member, present.ed what, in my
op1lllon, was not at all a bad r8!pod. In
that report we endeavoured to place before the House just wha,t we saw.
Amongst Dther places, we visited the
Snowy River and the iron deposits at
N,owa N owa. In those deposits there is
iron ore sufficient to last Victoria for the
next century; indeed, it could not be used
up in a century.
There is abundance of
timber, 300 ft. high, that could be used
for charcoal; and a little further on there
il:: the Snowy River, from which could be
obtained ter~ times the energy which would
be requjred to open up those iron deposits.
Yet we find iron to-day at a tremendously
high price, because we will not develop
the iron. are which ,ve have in olir own
State.
Mr. McL.ACHL.AN.-Is the iron there in
that quantity?
Mr. ALLAN.-Speaking from memory,
the deposits run for about 10 miles. How
far the ore goes under the surface I could
not say; but we saw ore that had come
from the bottom of a shaft 30 feet deep.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Where are
the big capitalists?
Mr. ALLAN.-If they are to be found
it will be about the city, and not anywhere else. I do not know that a good deal
of the money for running opposition candidates-perhaps the candidate in opposition to myself-did not come from
Flinders-lane.
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Mr. :HOGAN.-What do you mean by
opposition candidates?
Mr. ALLAN. - I referred especially
to the opposition io myself. Perhaps
I am a little selfish, but I look
upon opposition. to myself as the
moore impoorta.nt. We find, however, that
the only development that has taken
place is in the Morwell mine. I propose
to read figures that were previously
qunted in this House, to. show how this
development is goin!! to help the cQiuntry.
The figures are as follows :-Power-house,
£1,442,000; lines in the city, £332,000;
terminal station, £226,000; city cables,
£523,000;
township
at
Morwell,
£150,000 j briquette unit, £30,000-a
total of £3,000,000. That estimate is, of
course, very much under what the estimate would be to-day, assuming that
anything like the present wages are ruling.
When the report containing those figures
was compiled, the laboourer's wage was
12s. per day. I do not object to the opening up of l\![orwell. I am pedectly sure
tha t the brown coal will be the staple fuel
in the city of :Melbourne for centuries to
come. I have no dOlubt of that in my own
mind. What I do ohiect to is that t;he
Electricity Commission-a. ciby Commission-that was appointed has never yet
reported on any water scheme in the country districts. It is useless to tell me that
we cannot get energy in the north and
north-east. We can get it.
My own
opinion is that it could alsD he got in the
Ballar,at district.
Mr. MCPHERSON .-A report is in the
hands of the printers at the present time.
Mr. ALLAN .-1 am glad to hear that.
The report is distinctly belated. But the
point is this: The Government are runlling Morwell. They say that energy can
be supplied from Morwen .at the rate of
a decimal of a penny. That is an esti'mate, and any figures quoted in connexion
wjth water energy must be ornly an estimate, too. But how is a company to start
to develop the water scheme against the
MOll'well scheme~ Suppo~ing they say,
c. We are going to sell bulk electricity in
the city." Then I am satisfied there will
be a lot of blocks in the road. There
would be a lot of "if.s" and "ands." It
would be said, "We have plenty oIf
energy at Morwell. We cannot use all
we have there. We do not require your
electricity. "
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Mr. MURPHY.-A lot of country towns
would be supplied -yvith the electricity as
well as Melbourne.
Mr. ALLAN .-If the energy is to he
taken to country towns, it will add to the
cost. Cables cannot be run hundreds of
miles for nothing. The cost of electricity
is governed by the volume that can be
sold at any particular point. The nearer
the point to the base, the cheaper the electricity. I have no hesitation in saying
that we can combine the Morwell scheme
and the water schem~ for the development
of electrical energy. I do not feel at all
satisfied that the GO'vernment have pushed
the matter O'n as it should have been
pushed. Before I resume my seat, I wish
to relfer briefly to State expenditure.
When I use the word "economy," I
wish to be clearly understood.
I
do not say that stopping development is
a sound policy. No cO'untrv can stand
still. If it does not go forward it win go
backward. I want Victoria to gOI forward,
~nd we cannot go forward without spend.
Ing money. As long as we are developing
the, State in a way that will return more
than interest on the capital invested, then
we are on a sound basis. We have a
so:und policy. However, the expenditure
as it stands to-day is somewhat alarming.
I dOl not wish to criticise the Treasurer. I
bel:eve he has been careful in the matter
of finance. But I WIRh to Quote figures
for the purpose of emphasizing the difficult row we have to hoe in the very
ncar future. In 1915-1 quote roun.d
figures-the expenditure, was £11,706,000.
In 1920, it was £15,200,000, and for 1921
has risen to £17,405,000. This is alarming. In 1915 the public debt stood" at
£72,183,000, and for 1921 stands at
£87,500,000.
Mr. MORLEY.-We have had a war,
you know.
Mr. ALLAN .-1 have not fo~gotten
that.
About £6,000,000 is due to
soldier settlement.
Mr. LAwsoN.-Soldier s,ettlement ,accounts for between £7,000,000 and
£11,000,000.
, Mr. ALLAN.-The amount paid in interest in 1915 was £2,612,000, and in
1920 it was £3,224,000. These figures
are alarming, especially when we realize
that we have to float loans amounting to
£40,000,000 within the, next ten y€,al's. The
~ast loan that was flQlat€d in England bOire
Interest at about 4 per cent. On the new
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loan that we have flOiated we pay 6:1 per
cent. int,erest.
The New South Wales
Government are on the market to-day for
a loan, and they will pay 6! per cent.
Supposing we have to flol(l.t the
£40,000,000 now bearing interest at 4
per cent., and ha.v,e tOo pay ~~ peT cent.
additional interest. We can see how that
will add to our interest hill, which is
already more than £3,000,000 per annum. I do not know where we shall find
the money. It is all very well to refer
to the good price that wheat brings. I
can quote figures relating to wO'OI. Twothirds of the land-owners who have crossbred wool-and they are mostly VictOorians-either have their wool in their
own barns 0'1' in the city stores, and the
woo.l-brokers say, " We cannot get you an
offer of any kind for it." I have myself
seen Lincoln wool sold for 9d. per lb.
Mr. MORLEY.-And yet a ske,in of wool
costs three times what it did a year ago.
Mr. ALLAN.-But I was just quoting
from the producer's side.
I am perfectly well aware that the first-class
merino wool to-day is being bought in
Victoria, New South Wales, and other
parts of Australia at very good prices.
I am told that one of the reasons why
our erossbred wool is not bought is that
the people of Europe cannot find the
money. I do not suppose they can, and
certainly Australia cannot give them
credit.
No doubt if we could say to
them that they could have the wool and
pay in twelve months' tim-e they would
take it; but we in Australia then would
have to find the credit.
Mr. HANNAH.-Do you not know what
iR happening in England to-day in regard to that position?
Mr. ALLAN.-I do know that the
banks here in Australia are almO'St refusing drafts on London; and that is a
serious position for us in Victoria. We
may go on putting up prices, and putting
them up, and create more and more paper
money, but rest assured that will come to
an end, and, in my opinion, we are not
vcry far from a breakdown.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Wheat fell yesterday in America from lIs. to 7s.
Mr. ALLAN.-Yes; Imt I am not
going to touch on wheat to-night; it will
be touched on later. I would ask that
it be not forgotten that we were selling
wheat to the people here last year at 7s.
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Sd., when we were getting 12s. for what
we sold abroad.
. Mr. HANNAx.-And dO' not fQrget that
we paId 4s. tid. tQr wheat when we could
have got it for 2s.
Mr. ALLAN.-I knQw that W'e are
sdling it here to-day for 7s. Sd. Consequently the wheat-grower does not profiteer.
I think he is very kind indeed
to the consumer. Ther,e are two or three
Qther matters I wish to' touch on.
1
knQw that finance is gQvernment. I dO'
nQt want to be a party to' bringing dQwn
further taxatiQn if I can possibly aVQid
it; but I say that unless we are careful
Qf Qur expenditure there is gQing to' be
iTJcl'eased taxatiQn in this State Qf Victoria. We are putting up the railway
freig·hts. It dQes nQt appear as if it is
possible to avoid that. They have been
put up 12~' per cent., and already we see
statements in the daily papers practically
indicating that the freights are going to
be even higher. Possi1;>ly they will be.
I am quite satisfied in my own mind that
tbe railways will have to be run Qn a commf'rcial basis. That is, that whatever it
CQsts to run them-and you may be sure
that I will keep it as low a's I can-will
have to be found. It has gone past the
time when any Qf Qur industries that the
Government control will be run without
making both ends meet. I have sPQken
about as long as I intended.
At all
events, my time is nearly expired, but I
have an additiQn here to propose to' the
mQtiQn for the adoptiQn of the· Addressin-Reply. I moveThat the following words be added to the
proposed Address :-" and we desire to inform
Your Excellency .that the Government does not
possess the confidence of this House."

I dO' not desire to' add anything further.
I prefer to do what I prQPQ'Se in a
straight-out, manly way, rather than by
getting some catch divisiQn. I am nQt
acting Qut Qf persQnal feeling against
any Qf the Ministers, but I am taking
this step in what I consider the best interests Qf Victoria.
Lt.-Oolonel BOURCHIER secQnded
the amendment.
Mr. ~AWSON (Premier).-Various
QbServatIOns. hav,e been made during the
CQurse Qf thls debate as to' the verdict Qf
the. people at the general electiQn. I do
nQt find the amendment which the honQrable member fQr Rodney has mQved un-
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welcome, because the GQvernment has no
desire to' .Qccupy the Treasury bench
Qne moment after la maj,ority in tih!is
House declare, in a constitutiQnal way,
that the Government should not continue
to be in charge of public affairs in this
HQuse. That is our definite attitude. The
honorable member who has moved the
amendment has fQund fault with me personally bec·ause I took part in the recent
electiQn campaign, and visited variou;s
electorates in support Qf Government candidates.
Mr. CLOUGH.-You even came to Bendigo East.
:M:r. LAWSON.-I went to Bendigo
East, I went to Bendigo West, and I went
to Eaglehawk; and I think that if the
narrow limitation which my honorable
friend whO' has moved the amendment seek:; to put Qn the right of honorable members to express their political
views in various parts Qf the State is to
bo accepted, then it is gQod-bye to' the QPportunity to fight these issues before the
people, and to express conflicting views
in different electQrates. What I would say
to my honQrable friends Qf the Farmers
UniQn, and to the honorable member who
has mQved the amendment, is that he is
entirely super-sensitive in regard to a
matter Qf this kind. He will remember
that when I spoke at Donald shQrtly befQre the dissolutiQn Qf the last Parliament, I held out the Qlive branch to my
friends in the CQrner. I said that they
had supporteq the Government right
thrQugh the Parliament, that the fact
that they had supPQrted the Government
€hQwed that they were in sympathy with
the policy and administratiQn of the Government, und that they were and shQuld
be the natural allies of the Government,
that there Qught to be no divergence, and
that ,,"e ought nQt to' fight Qne a'nother.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-And then you tried
to push them out at the elections.
I
Mr. LAWSON.-Wait a minute.
The Qffer
will develop my Qwn story.
which I made was not a~cepted by the
members Qf the Farmers Union at the
CQnference which they held. in Bendigo.
I made the offer at Donald quite earnestly
'and sincerely, but they declared they
WQuld have no alliance with the Ministry.
Then I said at Geelong, jf there was going
to be a fight~ there should be one. Pursuant to that attitude, I visited various
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parts of this State. It '80 happened that
I visited the Rodney constituency,. which
was the only constituency of' a retiring
member of the old Hou3e who was also
a member of the Farmers Union which
I went to. That was not by design; it
was rather by accident, although 1 take
the fullest reEponsibility for all that I
said and for all that I did during the election campaign. What was the spectacle ~
The honorable member for Rodney must
not forget that three or four membel'~
of the Ministry and nearly all the Government supporters were opposed by the
Farmers Union.
The Farmers Union.
invaded, as they had the right to do,
the electorates of Ministerial supporters.
]\I1r. W'ARDE.-And what was worse,
they got the scalps of some of them.
:Mr. LAWSON.-That is so. Surely
we should have been wanting in spirit if
we had not bee1l prepared to put up a
fight. I endeavoured to put up a fight in
variou8 districts.
I want to tell my
friends that I think I succeeded in putting up a clean fight. I tried to do that
when I spoke in constituencies represented by the Labour pa!'ty, and I endeayoured to' do the same when I was
visiting country electorates. I did not indulge in any personalities.
Mr. ALLAN.-I did not say that you
did.
Mr. LAWSON.-I know that, but r
am entitled to say this: I merely raised
the issue on a political programme. 1
made no perBonal attacks, and when I
was asked to express an opinion with re,·
gard to members with whom I have been
in close association for years,. I spoke in
the kindliest terms of members of both
sides of the House. That was the way
in 'which I fought the election. When I
was Bpeaking about the Farmers Union
I said that their policy was exclusive,
that they would not associate with
those who were their natural allies, and
that they could not get strength from
the course they were pursuing. I said
they ought to link themselves up with
those who were their natural allies, and
that I was looking forward to the time
when their outlook would be broader and
their programme' wider, so that they
would be able to ally themselves with
those holding similar political viewB and
principles. I repeat that statement. I
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said they were conservative, and I stand
to that.
:1\1:1'. BAILEY.--Is that why you reckoned
they were your natural allies ~
Mr. LAWSON.-Oh, nO. I pointed
out that one of the features of the oldtime Toryism and Oonservatism was class
representation. In the, olden days the
fight was against moneyed interests,
against aristocratic 'and blue-blooded interests.
Those interests controlled representative institutions and Parliamem.
During the course of my speeches I contrasted the principles of the Labour party
with the programme of the Farmers
Union. I pointed out that any man could
joiIlthe Labcmr party if he subscribed to
their platform, no matter whether he was
a butcher, a baker, or a farmer. The
position with regard to the Farmers
Union,. however, was different.
The
platform and the constitution of that
union would absolutely ex~~ude me from
Therefore, I said, the
membership.
union, in its constitution, retained the
essentials of the old-time Oonservatism.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-You
could join the union if you grew a few
spuds in your back yard.
Mr. LAWSON.-I would not resort
to a subterfuge of that sort to secure
adm~ssion to the Farmers Union.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
heard a man say he was an agricultural
labourer because he was engaged as secretary to the Farmers Union.
Mr. LA.WSON.-So much in regard
to the recent campaign and the fight in
which we have all been engaged., I read
the Farmers' Advoca,te, which I understand is the official organ of the Farmers
Union. I found no word of criticism
or opposition to members of the Labour
party, but the whole of it~ artillery was
directed against the occupants of the
Treasury bench. There might be a quite
feasible explanation of that, but surely
it would be unreasonable for me to take
that lying down, and not attempt to hit
back. I am not built that way. I want
members t~ know that if they want a
figh t I am ready to fight.
Mr. ALLAN.-You were. defeated, but
you will not admit it.
Mr. LAWSON.-The amendment of
'the honorable member is the constitutional way of testing the matter, and I
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am not making flny complaint with regard to his action.
the
Mr. BAILEY.-Do you think
amendment was moved just because you
visited his constituency?
Mr. LAWiSON.-I am happy to haye
the privilege of leading this Hou~e. 1
regard it as a great honour, and I think
the Government have done useful public
service. They are still capable .of doing
public service, and it is only in that
spirit that I desire to continue to occupy
the Treasurv bench of this House.
It
is only in that spirit that the Ministry
desires to hold the reins of government.
If members of thi~ House think that
some one else can do the work better no
one will be more willing than I to step
If the honorable member for
aside.
Rodney thinks that by training and experience he can better occupy the position which I now hold, and that he has
an indorsement from the people of this
State to rule the country, then he is quite
welcome to take charge of public affairs
if a majority of members of this House
are willing to place him in that position.
While it may be said that the party which
I lead has not an absolute majori ty of
members, I should like to ask, has the
honorable member for Rodney an absolute majority?
Mr. ALLAN.-You say you are willing
to test the point.
Mr. LAWSON.-The honorable member has a party of thi.rteen.
Mr. MURPHY.-The number is rathp.r
unlucky.
Mr. LAWSON.-The honorable member's party is closely bound together by'
an exclusive organization. I would welcome them as partners and as allies in
the work of governing this country. 1
want to -repeat my acknowledgment of
the support which the members of the
union gave to the Government in the
la~t Parliament.
I offered no words of
criticism in regard to their efforts.
:Mr. ,VEAVER.-What about the last
election?
Mr. LAWSON.-At the election I said
that the fact that the members of the
Farmers Union, who were supposed to
represent the primary producers, had seen
fit to support the Government through
the three years of the previous Parliament, was the best evidence I could
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present to the farmers and the p.!'imary producers that the legislation alld
the administration of the Government.
were not inimical to country interf'sts.
That is what I said. I say now that this
country, and the men who supported my
friends, ha va nOot registered a vote
against the administratiDn nor against the
'policy of the Government. In what way
do these honorable memhers challenge
the administration and the policy of the
Government ~ They eannot go back on
what they did in the last Parliament.
They supported us faithfully and. z?alously all through. They gave th81r ]ndorsement to the work that the Government did. They are entitled to a measure of the credit for wha.t was done by
this party in the last Parliament, and
they have to take their share of the re~ponsibility for what may be wrong.
They have not to take responsibility to
the same extent as the Government, but
they ha.ve to take their shaTe of the responsibility, and they are entitled to
their share of the credit.
Mr. HOGAN.-The Government is challenged in connexion with the Phosphate
CD-operative Company.
Mr. LAvVSON.-No company and no
Oorganization, because it. can ccmma~ld
pDlitical influence, is entltled tD spec~al
privilecres
Dr to get land at less than lts
0
value. I repudiate with scorn the sugge.stion that the Met!opolitan Gas Co~
pany is a power behlnd the scenes wlth
influence over the Gove.rnment.
That
c:ompany has been treate.d by the Gov€rnment on its merits in accordance
'with the proposals submitted. It can
get no special hearing from the Govern~lent. Any matters afieeting the pl~brc
interests jn which that company is cot;tcerned will be dealt with only on the-r
merits. Before the war, and even after
the declaration of war, the company
?.sked to have a Bill passed tOo amend
the old charter.
The company approached former Governments by deputaticns, and perhaps the fact that nothtag
has been done is the absolute answer to
the suggestion that the company had influence on the Government.
The company saw the Govlernm'ent t5..me afbel!"
time and urged that th:s area of land
at Newport should be made available to
them.
It said that it had searched
the metropolitan are'a in the endeavour
to get another .site, and that the demands
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on its supply of gas were so great that.
it would be unable to overtake them
unless w.e provided further land. It wal:3
promised that Parliament would have an
opportunlty of deali~g- wdh tbe plI'OIposals, with the review of the charte,r
and the altera,tion of the capital, the dividends, and the price of the gas. Parliament was to have an opportunity of
saying whether this land should be put
up for sale and whether the company
should ha ve an opportunity of getting
it
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens):-llow
does the question of the price of 'gas come
~~

.

Mr. LA'VSON.-The honorable member knows perfectly well that we promised
LO bring in a Bill to deal with the who,le
matter comprehensively. It was not to
be a Bill to dea.l with the land alone.
The Government had bound themselves
in honour to a certain promise. The honorable member for Bulla put a question
to me this afternoon, 'and I replied that
I had opened up negotiations with the
Metropolitan Gas Company in regard to
the land, and that I was unable to divulge the natur'e of them at this stage.
I told him that I would let him know
as soon as possible what the result was.
There is a tradition re,cognised in parliamen tary circles that a Minister honours
the promise ·of his predecessor. In that
way the game ,is played.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Do you
mean to say that a Minister would honour
an unfair promise of a predecessor ~
Mr. LAW80N.-Not necessarily.
Mr. HOGAN.--Would that promise hind
the honorable member fOor Rodney 1£ he
were Premier ~
l\1r. LA WSON.-That is a. matter for
him to determine.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Governments have
been thrown out on their promises.
Mr. LA.WSON.-The Government promise was subject to the approval of thi-s
Honse. The House was to have an opportunity of de'aling with it.
Mr. OLD.-You dId not give the House
an opportunity. Mr. Mackinnon replied
to my qu.e:;tion by stating that there was
suitable land at Geelon~.
Mr. LA WSON.-The honorable member for Geelong- was anxious for decentralization, and the idea was that, as
t.he raw material was to be sea horne,
the port of Geelong would be a convenient
place.
o
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Mr. BAILEY.-The hono(l"able member
for Geelong was a supporter of your
Government.
Mr. LA vVSON.-Like the flowers that
bloom in the spring, that had nothing to
do with the case. I am opening up negotiations with the view of being able to
deal with the land and to consider on its
merits the application from the new company. That company must be dealt with
on its :me-rits. It must nOot ask for peculiar privileges nor for undue advantage~,
and it must. be prepared to pay the faIr
market value for the land. In all ,probability the land would be submitted
for sale by auction. The Metropolitan
Gas Company would have had to pay the
full value for the land.
Mr. HOGAN.-Is it to be 'Submitted by
auction ~
Mr. LA'VSON.-That would have to
be cOonsidered, and the House would have
to be consulted.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Why·
not lease the land ~
Mr. LA WSON.-We are prepared to
do that.
Mr. HOGAN.-Which is more essential,
superphosphate or gas ~
:Mr. LA \\rSON.-They are both essen6a1.
The Government want to encourage in every possible way the establishment of cOo-operative comll,anies, and
we want to help this company. There
are nther ma,tters that I have to re·fer
to. I have not followed the usual cours·e
when a no-confidenoe motion is submitted
of asking for an adjournm~nt, and,
therefore I am nnt in possess1on of all
the figur~s concerning matte-rs to which
. the honor:1ble member alluded. I shall
refer bi'iefly to one or two of them. He
complained about soldier settlement, and
paid that the Government had done not.hing.
Honorable members must be
aware, if they have read the reports,
that the State of Victoria has done more
Jor so,Jd'jer settlement' :than any other
two States of the Oommonwealth. We
were tOold that our quota would be, I
think it was, 5,231-that that was the
number of soldiers we would have to
make provision for. If the ori!:!'inal estimate is taken, we have provided for all,
and more. Honorable members have approved of the po1ic'V of s~tion 20
of the Closer Settlement Act.
It
mav have been overdone, but the great
desire was to get soldiers near their own
homes, where their friends and relatives
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could assist them, and the 'Only way to
do that was to buy land. It is true that
we endeavoured to make Orown lands
availa'ble, and that we had a Orown
Lands Investigation Oommittee that was
charged with the responsibility of visiting those Orown lands.
But work of
that kind cannot be done in a day, either
by this Government, or a Government from
the Opposition, 'Or a Government from
the Farmers Union, and I, persQnally,
will not agree to put -soldiers or other
settlers out in way-!back country without
railways, road facilities, and a water
supply.
Mr. LIND.---.They are there now.
Mr. LAWSON.-I know that that is
so. I started my Ministerial career a's
!/[jnister of Lands, and while I was Minister of Lands I went to many of the
ba,ck parts, where I saw land which should
neve,r have been made available for settlement, but which had been thrown opell.
I saw men and women doomed to perpetual ,hardship and perennial poverty by
reason of the fact that they were settled
On unsuitable land, without means of
transportation, and without the means of
getting their goods to market.
Mr. ,sLATER.-A legacy of Liberalism.
Mr. LAWlSON.-It is not peculiar to
Liberalism. . ,Honorable mem'bers know
perfectly well that in the administration
of all human affairs errors and mistakes
will creep in, no matte,r who is handling
the machine. The Minister and the Government cannot ins'pect every block.
. Mr. LIND.--tDO you 'suggest that the
people in the back country are not intelligent ~
Mr. LAWISON.-I do not. I say that
people in the back country are good
pioneers, and ought to be helped, and I
say that it is not fair to ask men and
women to go away back into the country
I have l'eferred to, and to leave them
without the ordinary amenities of civilization, and without roads, water supply, or
railways. The re,ason the lands referred
to by the honora'ble member for Rodney
have not been made available for selection
by soldiers or civilians is that we have
not been a,ssured of the water supply, and
have not 'been able to provide railways,
while the roads are not yet made. But
wha t ,hive we done ? We put three resolutions through this House in regard to
pushing railways out into the MaHee
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country, and we asked the Railways
Standing Committee to make those matters urgent. They put· them ahead of all
the other proposals that had to be considered, and Parliament immediately
authorized the construction of those lines
for soldier settlement purposes, all the
other lines for which authority had been
given being' postponed until the soldier
settlement lines were built. We propose
to continue that E~licy, and to push on
with the area to which the honorable
mem'ber has referred. It is absolutely incorrect to assume that during' its occupation of the Treasury bench the Government has been inactive, unsympathetic,
and idle. It has a record of work and
achievement, a record of legislative and
administrative successes, of which any Government could justly be proud, and my
honorable friends make no serious quarrel
either with the legislation of the Government or with the work which the Government has done.. They speak about Kiewa
The
and harnessing the water power.
Government has given a.!bundant evidence
of its sincerity in regard to that matter;
but I do not care who occupy the Treasury bench, no Government dare launch
out into schemes of this nature without
knowing first what they will cost, and
whether the water power is there, and
without knowing whether they will get
whrtt they sail after. It is l·idiculous to
say that we ought to plunge into this
scheme and that scheme without proper
consideration of the proposals.
Mr..SOLI"Y.-You have to look into the
matter first.
Mr. LAWSON.----The honorable member is, as usual, facetious, but he is correct.
What has the Government done ~
There had been many investigations
in regard to l\lorwell, extending over
many
years,
and
a
considerable
amount of data had been collected
by the Mines Department in regard to the
d€velopment of the va·st lignite deposits
there. It was shown that, on the old
price of black coal, it would not be a profitable undertaking to develop the area.
But when the price of black coal rORe considerably Morwell became a payable business. proposition, and knowing that this
country was starving for cheap power, the
Government asked Parliament for authority to push along with all possible expedition with that particular work. .We
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have asked also for authority to investigate fully, not ,only Kiewa, but also the
other water resources of this State.
Mr. SOLLY.-Wlith what you have done
and what you are looking into, 'by George,
you are a wonderful Government!
Mr. LAWISON.-I quite agree with
the honorable member. It would take
half the night if I were to give honorable
members a record of what the Government has done, :but I do not propose to
do that. I am merely replying to the specific complaints which have been made by
the honorable member for Rodney, and I
think I am entitled to do that., The honorable member says that we have been
neglectful, so far as the Kiewa scheme is
concerned, and also in regard to other
water resources. That is not true; that
is the plaIn, simple fact. The Government, first of all, got authority for the
Electricity Oommissioners to investigate
the Kiewa scheme thoroughly.
They
urged the' greatest possi'ble expedition in
the carrying out of the investigation, and
Mr. Michel, a man of great eminence in
the engineering world, and a man who
had been engaged by a prospective company that was going to deal with the
Kiewa proposition, was engaged by the
Government, and has been consistently
doing this work. I :believe that we shall
receive his report aLmost immediately.
Then the House will have an opportuhity
of arriving at a decision with regard to
this proposition. .our earnest hope is
that the proposals will commend themselves to us as being w~se, and as proposals
that ought to be encouraged and acted
upon. What we desire is to frame a comprehensive scheme, in which would be
linked up all the power resources of Victoria-hoth brown coal and water. That
is the scheme, and as I have said in the
lIouse, not once, but many times, it is
not to be a metropolitan proposition only,
but a coantry proposition too, which
would be employed as oue of the finest
decentralizat~on agents.
Mr. WEAVER.-YOU always seem to give
preference to the brown coal scheme.
Mr. LAWSON.-N o. The brown coal
was there, and immediately available, and
we should have been failing in our duty to
the country if we had not immediately
developed the resources which were immediately available. They had been tested,
and ex:perts had told the Government that
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they could be developed ona sound business basis.
Mr. TouTcHER.---Tt would have been
criminal to have neglected them.,
Mr. LAW,SON.-Yes.
Mr. WEAvER.-It is ,criminal to neglect
the water resources.
Mr. LAWSON.---4W e have not neglected
the water resources.
Mr. OLD.-The honorable mem'be,r for
Benambr'a has been waiting a long time
for that report.
Mr. LAWSON.--....-;Honorable members
are asked to say that this Government no
,longer possesses the confidence of the
House, and they can do that, but what is
to follow ~
We must have stable
government and administration in the
State of Victoria. The honorable member for Rodney, by moving this amendment, aspires to the leadership of this
House and to the Premiership of this
State.
Mr. WEBBER.-IHe would not make a
bad leader.
:Mr. OLD (to Mr. Lawson).-Is there
any law why he should not do it ~
Mr. LAWSON.-I am merely stating
a fact.
Mr. MURPHY.-Why should he not get
a chance ~
Mr. LAWiSON.-I think it is a job
that ought to go round. If the Government party have been defeated at the elections, I do not think that the honorable
me:rn'ber for Rodney can claim that his
party won.
Mr. BAILEY.-But you were defeated,
weren't you ~
,
Mr. LAWSON.-No. We are defeated
when a majority of the honorable members ,of this House tell us in a constitutional way <that they no longer desire us
to occupy 1Ihe Treasury bench. They are
at perfect Hberty to make that decision.
Mr. BAILEY.-The Peacock Governmont did not wait for that.
Mr. LAW,sON.-They were in an entirely different position. I was a member of the Pea'cock Government, and
shared the responsibility of the action
taken at that time. There has been no
such declaration on this oC"casion. The
conditions aTe entirely dissimilar.
Mr. SOLLY.-How did you manage to
tip poor Mr. Bowser out ~
Mr. LAWSON.-Like the flowers that
bloom in the spring, that also has nothing
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Mr. LAWSON.-Well, I should like to
to do with the case. That story can be told
If it is necessary. I have nothing to hide have it short, sh al'lp , and decisive, and in
so far as t.hat is concerned, nor so far as favour of the :Government.
what I did at the formation 'of the new
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Wb,at are the farmers
Governmen f is .concerned.
going to do about the redistribution of
Mr. DOWNWARD.-YOU voted with the seats?
I
Labour party on a motion to put our
Mr. LAWSON.-So far as that is conparty out.
cerned, it is a matter entirely for the
Mr. WARDE (to Mr. Downward).- future. I think the honorable member
Why, you went mad._ and put yourselves for Rodney is asking the House to vote
out. You committed hari-kari.
for him somewhat in the dark.
Mr. LAWSON.-Seeing that that
Mr. HANNAH.-He is asking for a
question has been raised, I will deal wit~ blank cheque.
it just for one moment. The Peacock GoMr. LAWSON.-Yes. ,He is asking
vernment had set aside a sum of £200,000
to honour and respect the award of the honorable member.s to recor:d their votes
ina certain way. If a m~ajority of honRailways Olassification Board.
The
ora'ble members vote with him, ·ofcourse
honorable
member
for
Wangaratta
they will ~ive notice to the Government
formed his Government, and the honorto quit. The Government is pre.pared to
able member for Hawthorn, 'vho was
accept with 'perfect equanimity its fate
Treasurer in that GovernmOl1t, said, in a
a t the hands of honorable members.
financial .statement to the House, that the
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I should like
Govcrmnent would reduce that amount to
£110,000. Those of us who had pledged to know why the Government have
ourselves to the £200,000 had absolutely :Jdopted such an attitude on this occasion.:
no alternative, as men of honour, but to . The Premier explained that, in connexion
vote for this amount.
As a matter of with certain ,matters, he had taken the
actual fact, we hn d no thought of tri'P- usual course, but in this parti.cular matter
ping u 11 the Government. I think that he said that he was adopting a course
the honora·ble member for Allandale, who that was not usual. He '.should have
is now Minister of Public Instruction, moved the adjournment of the deThat would have been better for
will bear me out when I say that we had bate.
him,
,because
he would then have been in
no thought nor intention of upsetting
the Government.
. a position to reply more effectively to the
Mr. DOWNWARD.-You took the finan- statements ,vhich have been made. There
cial control out of the hands of the Go- should have been an adjournment of the.
debate until to-morrow, so that we might
vernment by ,,,hat you did.
have
had a fuHer statement from the GoMr. LAWiSON.-The honol'able memvernment.
ber knows perfectly well what our posiMr. LAwsoN.-Ihave .shot my bolt
ti()n was. There wa.s no esc a pe from the
attitude which we took up if we desired now.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.~I ma'ke bold
to retain our self-respect and. be still regarded as men of honour.
to believe that the Premier has not fully
A.n HONORABLE ME.M:BER.-And you satisfied the whole House with his stater-etamed the Treasurer who proposed to ment. Besides, we want ,to k?-ow exactly
reduce the amount.
where we stand. The Premier is preMr. LAWSON.-.rtnd a very good pared to rush a division to-night, but he
Treasurer he is. My honorable friends might regret that later on. I ask that
know that our quarrels were ,patched up tlie constitutional position should be reafterwards, but they ·broke out again, and cogni.sed.
now they have broken out in another
Mr. LAWSON.-Lf the honorable memplsce. I do not propose to say any more ber wants an adjournment of the debate,
In regard to this matter, but I would a.sk I have no objection, provided it is underhonorable members to settle it right stood that we have a division to-morrow
away.
night.
Mr. BAILEY.-We must have the usual
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not.
adjournment.
commit myself to a.ny understanding. r
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do not want to be dra.gged into any unconstitutional promise. I cannot pledge
.a whole body of members.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I think it is a matter
on which honora ble members will agree
that we should get a decision as soon as
possible. They know their own minds on
this question.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-As Leader of
the House the honorable gentleman can
adopt what course he likes to-morrow.
If he has a majority behind him, he can
carryon until a decision is arrived at.
Why should we be asked to give a pledge
the night before?
.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I do not ask for a
piedge in the nature of a 'promise that
would be 'binding, but I think it should
be generally understood that we should
take a division to-morrow night.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In view of
the season and other circumstances, we
who are sitting on this (the Opposition)
side of the House feel that the soone~
business is disposed of the better, and I
think it will be agreed that we assist to
that end, provided, of course, it takes
a turn in our direction. I move--

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am in this
position, speaking for the Opposition:
Whilst we are dissatisfied with the
action O'f the Governmecr:tt· in connexion
with certain propositions that we have
suggested to them, and even in regard to
a. mation that was mOlved in this
House a,bout a week ago, when we asked
that the amolUnt of money paid to
boarded-out children should be increased, yet wei do not fee,l inclined to'
present the meJnbers of the Farmers Union
with a blank cheque, signed by us, to' fill
in what they like. It is quite clear that
unless members sitting on this (the
Opposition) side of the House can get
some consideration in cO'llllexion with the
demands which we have made, we are
simply going to vote in order to obtain,
as far as we can, recognitiO'n of what we
desire<. The'refore, I intend to move an
amendment with a view of ascertaining
the prospects of com passing wha t we wish
before we agree to a change of Government.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Is it a case of the
highest bidder 1
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The hO'llorable
member fOir Sta,well used to sit much
That the debate be now adjourned.
closer to the F'armers party, but he is
The motion ,for the adjournment of the now on the back bench too far away from
debate was agreed to, and the debate was the projected Ministry. The honorable
lYLember for Rodney has moved to add
adjourned until the following day.
The House adjourned at nineooen these words to the }?rO'posed Address-inReplyminutes past nine o'clock.
and we desire to inform Your Excellency that
the Government does not possess the confidence
of this House.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
T¥ednesday, November 24,1920.

The SPEAKER took the chair at twentythree minutes to four o-clock p.m.
WANT OF CONFIDENCE IN
MINISTERS.
The debate (adjourned from N ovember 23) was resumed ()ID Mr. Eggleston's
motion for the adoption of an Address-inReply to the Lie'lltenant-Go:ve,rnor's
Spooch, and on Mr. Allan's amendmecr:tt-That the following words be added to the
proposed Address :-" and we desire to inform
Your Excellency that the Government does not
possess the confidence of this House."

Before we can think of supporting such
an amendment, we want a specific statement to show whether the party behind
the honora.ble membe'r- will bel prepared
to support us in regard to oertain important points and, therefore, I moveThat the following words be added to the
proposed amendment:"because it has failed to make provision for the payment 6f lOs. a week for
boarded-out children, it has failed to make
reasonable provision for equality of voting
power for electors, and it has failed to take
. an equitable view for the settlement of industrial qisputes."

If the honorable member fm" Rodney and

those with him will support an amendment like that it will be an earnest of
their desire, if they get on the Treasury
bench, to come forward with propositions
subsequently that will enable us to compass some of our democratic desire,s. The
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three items mentioned in my amendment
are only a portion of what we desire to
accomplish as far as reform is concerned.
We have already taken a. division on the
question of providing an allowance of lOs.
a week for boarded-out children. We
intend to make it a live question during
this Parliament until we get a. favorable
answer to our request, or until things
come iOUri way in connexiolfl with the
vote. Up to the present the Government
has declined to grant the proposed increase, and the Leader of the Farmers
party voted against the Government being coerced into increasing the amount.
Two members of the Farmers party did
vote in favour of the increased allowance.
Mr. OLD.-Four of them.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-1 find on
reference to t.he division lis,t the following na;mes among the Ayes: -Lieut-Col.
Bourchier, Mr. Lind, Mr. Old, and Mr.
Wet.tenhall. However, the Leader of the
Farmers party was against our proposition, and, if I recollect his attitude
aright, he tried to get his party to vote
solidly against it, when he saw that some
membelTs 00£ it did not cross to the other
side of the chamber ~ith the rest. This
is an important matter.
It h~s been
argued about in this House a. conside,rable
number of times la.t-ely .. 'We have earnestly advocated that the allowance should
be increased. During the progress of the
elections thel Government intimated that
they intended to raise the allowance from
78. to 8s., but we cOontended that even 88.
a week is not sufficient for the maint.enance of the -children, and we asked that it
should be increased to a reasonable
amount. . Our desire was to get. a proper
allowance for children who are wards of
State, and even those in the industrial
schools. It is an important point to us
that any GOlvernment on the Treasury
beJich shall grant an adequate allowance.
During the progress of this debate the
Government may say that they intend to
concede that allowance subsequently, and
if so, we 'would consider such an intimation in oomparison with the attitude
which may be taken up by the Ministerial
Cdrne:r party'.
We 'ask the Cdrner
party to give us a distinct as.surance on
the question. \Ye also state in our
amendment that the Government have
failed to make reasonable provision for
equality of voting power for the electors.
On that question no pronOouncement has
been made by the Gorner party. As far
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as I have seen, the Government favorur a
100 to 60 basis. That means that every
sixty electors in the country will have.
as much voting power as one hundred: in
the town. That is not a fair way of
dealing with the matter. Wle have offered
a. 'way .oull by ISiuggtooting proportional
representation, under which the variotUs
parties would be represented according
to their strength. Ho·weveT, the Government have turned that down. On numberless occasions we have appealed tOo
them to adopt that reform, put they
have made no atte:m pt whatever to carry
it out. They say continually that people
in the tOown should not have the same
voting power as those in the country,
whose representat:~n should be greater,
beca use the districts embrace mOire
territory.
Mr. BEARDMO:aE.-YOU want the city
to dominate the country all the time.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The hOonorahle member ca·nnot be a Democrat if he·
supports the pre3ent system, because it
means that he is against adult sl!,ffrage.
We offer propoTtional representation,
which has r·een adopted in Tasmania, and
under which e,very party will 1>e represented in the House accoTding to its
strength in the country. Weare prepared tOo accept that as coming' next to
giving full value to adult suffrag.e. All
who helieve, in adult suffrae-e must believe
in eq ua.l voting power. There are three
meitropolitan constituenc!ies with a total
of just about !20,000 electors, and
there are sixteen country districts
with fewer eJeotors in the aggregate,
each of which returns a member.
If
prOoportional representation were addpted
it would get over the difficulty, and the
parties would be represented according to
their numbers. Already this sessiOon that
question has been very much stressed.
The third point in tl1€l amendment is that
t.he GOlvernment has failed to take an
equitable view in connexion ~ith the set·
tlement of industrial disputes. During
t.he gas strike the Government of the
country became a collectO'r of scab labour
to ena.ble the .oompany to' carry Oon it9
works. The Go·vernment coUected scab
labour, and opened up a bureau fOor the
purpose.
Mr. LAwsoN.-That is a travesty of
what was done.
Mr.
PRENDERGAST.-That
waa
published at the time, and the only con-
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tradictdoLll which :the honoll'able gentleman has made since has been to. the effoo't
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parti-es, and may 00 enfClll"OOd as an a,w.a.rd
of the Court."

Mr. SNOW.BALL.-The tribunal was conthat it was not his intention: 00 do that.
A hI1W~,lll was opened f'O't the purpose of stituted befoi"e that .Act was passed.
getting labour at the call of the emMr. PRENDERGAS1.\-lt was COOllploy€JlI's with the object of hurting the stituted lln,cler the Act.
industria..lists during the strike a·t the gas
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That is not C'O'rrect.
works.
Them., again,· the Go,vernment
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-This tribunal
has declined to obey the decision of a was oonstituted a, special tribunal under
tribunal in .connexion with coa.l matters. the Act.
I am not n()IW -considering the p<lsitioo
Mr. SNOWBALL ...~Th-e coal and shale
of t.he Q.overnment .as regards t.he de- dispu te was not referred t-o a. tribunal
l.r.ands of the men. AU I -say is that all. ('onstituted under the Act.
industrial peaoe tribunal was CO[lstitut.oo
Mr.. PRENDERGAST .-1 am glVlllg
by the Federal Government for t.he purthe
infOrrmat·ion tna,t has been given tOo
pose of relieving thel stress of work in the
Arbitration Court. When that first In·· me-that the tribunal was constituted
dustrial Peace Tribunal wascOinstituted in under the Act. It is a special tribunal,
Ne,w South Wales to, dea.l with the diffi- and was cOonstituted tOI deal with this
culties in the coal trade', Mr. Ribble was difficulty. The GOovernment elected to
made' chairman, and the Oorganization stand against the decision Oof that triconce'rned was the Australian COial and bunal, and .asked fnr the remOoval of the
Shale Employees Union, which embraces chairman. 'Vhen the· Arbitration Court
all fOorms .o,f emplOoyment connected with was sitting in the gas :easel and the shipcoral, brown coal, shale and similar ma- ping case, the unionists appealed for the
terial. A decision was given by the tri- removal O'f the, -chairman, hut, the Go'bunal after r'OOQusidernng the position in vermnrent said, "You have nor business
('onnexion with brown coal, and after the tOI gOi against a tribullallegally constituted
Victorian Government had appointed twOl to settle your disputes. You will have to
representativers, whor went over there for go to! that tribunal." That being the
the purpose. The decision was that the case, Oour party would like to know from
wage in connexion with work at the Mor- the Country party whether, if they get
well Mine should be £4 16s. 6d.
That intOI power, they will take an equitable
was to apply to all "off-hand" work at view of the· settlement of industrial disthe black-coal mine. It applied to the putes. By an equitable, view, I mean a.
MOorwerll miners.
The hewing of black recognition of the awards of the COIurtS.
coal was to he paid for a,t from 19s. to If the Country party take up that attitude the'y will stand in a much better
268., and the wage of £4 It)s. Bd. was to
position than the Government, who have
apply tol all off-hand men at the blackdeclined to recognise the principles I have
coal mines, and also to men working on mentioned. It is not material to our
bro,w:t;L coal.
party who carries on the gOovernment of
Mr. SNowBALL.-Is it wise to deal with the State provided it is carried on in accordance. with our principles. When I
the matter when it is sub judice ~
was before the cOountry recently, I seizoo
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am nOit every opportunity tOo state that the Goarguing Oon the justice Oof the case just vernment had declined to do everything
now. I hOope to' do that this evening or, our party had requested. Now that an
perhaps, tor-morrow.
The Industrial oPPOortunity presents itself for & cha.nge
Peace Tribunal, constituted under an Act Oof Go;vernment, I want to know from
of Parliament, gave a decision that was those who are seeking to get on the Treatal apply to all forms of cOoal mining, both sury bench if they will support those
bla.ck and brown, throughout Australia. principles that we have fought for in the
The Government wouldnot let it apply to past. If they agree to' do SOl they will
the Morwell Coal Mine, and thus de- have a much better claim to occupy the
feated the award of the Industrial Peace Treasury bench, but the would-be GoTribunal. I have here the cOonstitution vernment have nOot given any testimOonials
of the tribunal, and section 17 of the as tal their character. They ma,y promise
Act passed by the Federal Parliament that they will agree tOo domestic legislation
sta.tes that "Any order made by a that will prevent industrial troubles such
special tribunal shall bel binding on the as have, arisen in the past. The Country
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:party w.ene the· Gilly members ~.at the Qo:v.e~nlll6nt tried to placate d;urmg the elecii<m. The~ wer,e the Dnly party that the
'~yernment aeke.d to sink their differ..46naes, ~d, to join with tw' Government
f()fJ." the better gOovernment 0-£' the country:.
The Country party positively declined tOo
fall in with the Government. They,
theref01'e., stand in a good position. Our
party have a. vDte to-day that i.s. w.Oor.th
something, but w,e, do no,t want to be put
in the position Oof supporting a Gav6,rn.moot that has' declined nearly all our requesta fO'r reasonable legislation.
The
COountry Iparty numbers only thirteen,
but with· same malcontents on the· Gov·enlment aide of the Ho'use they may be able
to, increase their number to twenty. If
the Oountry party want to go in, let
them go in with our blessing if they
·ca.n.
Let th.em gOo in pledged tOo give
ut reasonable legislatiOon, tOo give us reform. The great difficulty in conne,xion
with this House is that the party tha.t
makes prOomisee is the party that occupies
the Treasury bench. Every time there
has been a chang,e Df Government there
has only been a change fOor the purpose of
:getting thel salaries. Our party have ce1I.ttain principles, and we have pledged o'Urselv€'S to them befO're the HOouse. We want
.3 division on this question, and we shaH
then consider our position. Everything
will depend' on the attitude the Country
pa.rty will take up in regard tor Dur party.
I appeal fo[" consideratian for my proposal. Those who support it will have to
.give an earnest of the,ii- intentio·ns before
we cO'nsider our position in relation to.
-them.
The SPEAKER.-Is tliere any secQnder for the amendment moved by the
Leader of the Opposition ~
Mr. NOGAN.-Yes, I second the
-amendment.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable mem'ber cannot speak again an this amend :ment.
Mr. HOGAN.-I wish to speak on the
.Address-in-Reply.
The SPEAKER.-The, honorable member can dO' that.
Mr. DOWmVARD.-The L,eader of
:the Opposition has told us that only those
parties that make promises get tOo the
'Treasury bench. That seems to be an
invitatiOon to' us to' make pramises, but· we
'remember that he and sOiffie of his support.ers havf!J de,rided parties that have
made p'roinises) and have he,I.d up to'
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the Go,vernment that h:;ts

gon~

on

to· the Tre:;tsury bench. as t4er r~su~t of

the promises which ha:v.e been made. .A:p-

\par.ently. tJ:tel honO'rable memh·er at.tache.s

considerable impOortance to promises made
in that way.

Mr. BAILEY-.-That is, if \ihe,y ar.e fulfilled.
Mr. DO\VNWARD,.-We have not
. had. an oppo,r,tunity of making any promis~ ye.t.
The members of t,he Farlllfil'lS
Union now in this House did not expect
to' get llntrr,ediately tOo the' Treasury
bench. They.' felt that the, cause the'y
we·re advocating was such as to! secure
f.rO'm time to time additional' strength.
The orp,portunities for this ac'cession of
strength occur Oonly at election time,. The
Farmers Union had only seven members
when the appe'al was !1lia·de, to the country, and it has come back with nearly
double. that numbecr. \Vhat thel members
intend to do in regard to the amendment
of the' Le'ader of the Opposition will no
doubt be clearly set fOTth by those who
will address themselves to the subjects to'
which he has referred. The Leader of
the Farmers Union has declared Oour attit~de in regard to many important questIons, and I have no doubt subsequent.
speakeTs will declare their attitude just
as dearly in regard tOI some. other matters
which, fOor the, sake of brevity, he did not
refer to. Notwithstanding what membe,rs
of the Gavernment, and those supporting
t.hem, may think, there is considerable
dissatisfaction in this State because of
t.he lack of necessary J.egisl ati on , and the
fact that little or nothing seems to be
dane in the way of lIL.aking progre~~.
Country ,people have nOotlced with alarm
the trek of people to the city.
The, S.PEAKER.-I must draw the a,ttentian of the. honOorable member to the
fact that the question now before the
House is that the ame'ndment mDved by
the Leader 00£ thel Opposition be added
to the one submitted by thel honorable
Iffiember for Rodney.
The. hOonrOTable
member must debate that question. If
it is negatived he win then be able to
speak on the original amendment.
::Mr. DOWNWARD.-I understand
that if I do not continue my speech I
will not farfeit my right tOo spe,ak on the
o·riginal amendlILelnt.
The SPEAKER.-That is 80.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-Then I can say a
few words in connexi'On with the amendment of the Leader of the Opposition,
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and I will not at this stage go into
matters that 1 intended to refer to. The
Leade'r of the OplPosition desires the
opinion of members of the Farmers U ni'(;)ll
upon C€lrtain de/finite questions. He wIll
recognise tha.t no individual merr;.~r of
the party can, under present CIrcumstances, speak fOor the whole party. The
most that we can dOl is tOo give our 001 m
peorsonal views. I am quite prepared to
state mine. The Leader of the O,pposition w;:tnts an assurance, first Oof all) that
lOs. a week should be paid to' boardedout children. It must be recognised that
this que'stiol1 can only be answered in the
light of full information as to the a.bility
Oof the, State in regard to that and other
mattell1l which involve, an increase of expenditure. I do not think there can be
any argumelnt against the payment of
lOs. a we,ek. I h~ve been told by a
doctor that an infant can be maintained
foOr about 3d. a day, but when it becomes
twe,lve months old at least Is. a day is
ne'cessary. It is easy to understand,
therefore" that lOs. a week is only a reasonable alIT-ount to ,pay for thesel children.
I think we must pay some regard tOo such
medical testimony, and I ooe no Oobjection to increasing the amount, but at the
same time I cannOot answer for the merr. :bers of the" party. In regard to Oone vote
one value" I may tell the honorable member that the districts that are very much
under-represel~ted on that basis are. not
the industrial suburbs.
Mr. J. \V. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-It does
not matter what they are'.
Mr. DOWNW ARD.-The alteration
which the Leader of the Opposition has
in Irr.ind would not increase the strength
of the Labour party.
Mr. J. V\T. BILLSON (Fitzl'oy).-It
would not matter if it reduced it.
IVIr. DOWNWARD.-It is in the residential areas where this great increase of
population really takes place.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (l!itzroy).-We do
not mind suffering so long as right is
done.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-The honorable
memhe,r must know that we may not be
able to' do right in one direction without
doing a grievous wrong in another . We
want to examinel the situation. If we by
legislation declare that aU electorates
should be equal, the" result would be, seeing that the trek to the city has been so
great, to increase the p<>wer of the metro.polis. At the present tirr..e there are
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450,000 vote'rs in the twenty-one metropolitan electorates, and there are only
388,000 votes in the forty-four country
electorates.
If we provided for equal
electorates the balance of power WOould be
in the metropolis.
Mr. \VEBBER.-Where is the balance of
power now 1
Mr. DOWNWARD.-It is with the;
country.
Mr. WEBDER.-Why should the country
have it 1
Mr. DOWNWARD.-There are fortyfour country electorates with, as I have
said. 388,000 voters-I
l\1r. J. \V. BILLSON (Fitz1'oy).-I am
waiting tOo hear you justify a small popula tio'll having the' balance of power.
Mr. DOWN\VARD.-If the honorable
member will give me, a chance, I will explain my vie,w5 and he will hear what. I
have to s~.y. I do not say that I aim
right, but I am quite pr€!pared to give
thel re3sons which led me to the conclusions I have arrived at. In view of the
trek of the people to the metro'poiis it is
not good for the country that the metropolis sho'.lld be able' to impose upon those
living in the country cheap foodstuffs,
high railw:1Y fares, and anything else
they like. I believe the result of such a
position would be that those living in the
metropol~is would adopt legislation that
would favour them in Ipreference to
people living in the country. That would
be only human nature, but the result
would be a still further exodus frOllY... · the
country to the/ metropolis. Doe,s anyone
belie've: tha.t it would be a good thing foOr
the State to bel governed entirely by
people living in Melbourne 1
Mr. BAILEY.-Do you think it would
be a go'cd thing for the people to be
governed hy the peo'ple of the State as a
whole~

Mr. DOWN\VARD.-We find that
half the popUlation of this State has been
coocentrated within a radius of 10 mile-s
of the General Post Office.
Mr. BAII.EY.-Ho,w was that brought
about 1
Mr. DOWNWARD. - It has been
brought about by the better oonditions
which ,prevail in the metropolis.
Mr. CAIN.-What about the private
owne,rship of land 1
.
Mr. DOWNW ARD.-A good deal is
being done to improve the position in
regard to that matter.
I have lived
practically all my life on the' land, and
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I have oonsistently opposed a few people
owning large areas in this State. I have
favoured the compulsory purchase of
estates and the,ir subdIvision intol small
holdings. I believe that is the only way
in which we can guarantee the security
of the ,people in the country and of the
State as a whole. It is not'right that
vast areas should be occupied by a few
people, whO' cannot defend thems.elves
against that socialism which would take
their property from them, and who could
not defend the country against a foreign
aggreRsor either. Wei want to encourage
the se,ttlement of people in the country.
Now thel question is: would it be right,
under these circumstances, to 'say that,
instead of having a l1Y~ajority of representatives in the country, matters could be
imprQlVed by having a. majority in the
metropolis 11'1 would be willing to make
a change in this. way: I would be prepared to have the Federal electorates
divided into three constituencies, each returning one member. That would give
honorable IJI.embell"S what they are asking
for, because there is alrea:dy a balance in
fav()JUr of countrv representation in the
Federal Parliament.
Major BAIRD.-That is equality of
,9'

electora~

Mr. DOWNWARD.-H is not equalitJ
of population. It is generally recognised
that there are startling anomalies in the
pre-sent distribution 0'£ seats, and they
oould he: e'asily done away with without
having equal representation . ..., Take the
twenty-one seats in the UL.etropolitan
area.
Instead of having- 13,000 or
14,000 voteTs in one electorate and
40,000 in another, we could equalize the
distribution of voters without much
difficulty, in fact, make them quite equal.
In the country there are 44 electorates, a
gQocd many of which have only 4,000,
5,000, Qor 6,000 electors while some, like
the one I represent,' contain between
15,000 and 16,000 electors. You could
say that those 44 electo,rates shall be all
equal, or nearly equal, and you would not
have the startling anomalies that there
are at the present time. Honorable members 'would 'nQot then be able ,to quote
cases Qof a city electorate ~ith 44,000
electors and an' electQorate' in the countrv
with only 5,000 electors, no~ could
Mornington, with 15,000 electors, be
compared with one Dr twO' of the sD"aUer
country electorates, ~here there are only
4,000 or 5.000 eJectors.
I would not
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mind taking the Federal electoTa,te,s as a
basis, even though the country would lose
something if that were done.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1·oy).-Have
you changed your mind in connexion with
the New Zealand system, which you qnce
advocated 1
Mr.
DOWNWARD.-In the New
Zealand system, as in all other systems,
there are anomalies. In Western Australia, where there was a Labour Government for years, and in Queensland, where
there is a Laboltu Government to-day,
there are similar anomalies to those we
have bere, and the Labour Governments
have not attempted to remedy them.
Mr. HOGAN.-The redistribution of
seats in Western Australia was carried
out by a Liberal Go,vernment eight years
ago.
Mr. DOvVNWARD.-Labour Governments have come into power in the States
T mentioned, and have tolerated the inequalities. They have done so because
the inequalities in some cases were caused
through the decayed mining towns go~ng
down in population. It was not for the
party that was interested in those seats to
begin advocating a redistribution of seats,
and they did not dQo it. A redistributiQon of seats on the basis 'urged by the
Leader of the Opposition would not
strengthen his party.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We do not mind
that; we want equity.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-We have to consider what would be equity for the people
in the country if most of the representation was given to Melbourne.
I would
go so far as tOo secure one set of roUs f.or
the whole Qof Victoria.
I consider it a
wicked. wantO'Il waste Qof money to: have
both State rolls and Federal rolls, and
that system has resulted in a number of
~ being disfranchised.
'.
.r. SLATER.-You would adQopt the
Federal system of having twenty-ooe
electorates V
Mr. DO'\VNWARD.-Yes.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Is that the
policy of your party 7
Mr. DOWNWARD.-I cannot speak
for my party, because we have not yet
been a Government. I am speaking my
own views. and no honorahle member on
this (the Ministerial) side of the House
can at this stage do mo~e than express his
own opiniQon. For the sake o,f unjfo~mity
and having' one set of Tolls, I would accept the change that would take place if
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we had three State s'ea.ts £01' one Federal
seat.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is what we .are asking for.
,'"
Mr. DOWNWARD.-Theamendru:ent
of the LeadelI" of the Opposition refers to
the settlement of industrial disputes. We
are all 'agreed as to the necessity for
settling industrial dis,putes, and the
only question is as to the method that
should be adopted. Honorable membelrs
on the o.ther (the Opposition) side o.f the
House are not more resentful than I am
of the manner in which industrial disputes have been settled in the past, particularly in the coa.! industry.
I find
~hat in ever~ attempt to s~ttle a dispute
m the cc'al mdustry precIOus go.od care
has been taken that the coal mine owners
should Ihaye greater div.idends than before.
When, as :Minister of Mines, I
went over to New South Wales, I 10'oked
very closely into the matter. There was
a great strike in the coal industry, and
Mr. Justice Edmunds was appointed to
settle it. His method of settlement was
to make all the coal users in Australia
pay nearly £1,500,000 a year more for
their coal. He increased the wages of the
men by 15 per cent., which amounted,
roughly speakil)g, io nearly £500,000 a
year.
Then he sanctioned an increase
ill. the price of coal amounting to 3s. per
ton, which put nearly £1,000,000 a year
more into the pockets of the coal mine
owners of New South Wales.
lir. SLATER.-He is a very gentlrous
Judge.
He will recommend £1 000 a
year for the members of the New' South
Wales Parliament.
Mr. DO WNWARD.-The unfortunate
people of Australia, who use 10,000,000
tons of eoal a year, have to pay the increase.. That is not the kind of settlement I believe in in the coal industry.
Probablv Mr. Justiee Edmunds got l~ls
ideas from the, way in which a cOial strike,
or a threatened coal strike' wa,q settled in
England during the war. 'Mr. Dickinson.
the Coal Controller the,re, in glv-inp'evi:
deuce befor€1 a Royal Oommission said
that, priolf t,o the war. thel miners were .receiving in wagels £90;000,000 a yea;r, and
the coal mine, owne.rs were receiving pro£ts
amounting .to "£13,000,000 a year.
He
showed "that the settlemeni of the 'dispute
was 'brought about by-doubling the wages
of .the miners, making them £1'80;000,000
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a .year, aDd trebling the profits of theowners, making them £3;9.,00o.}O(j)O a year..
The public .had to pay the lell{;. The attitude of the Government in regard to the
Morwe-ll tro-uble is, to my mind, ineomprehensible. There was a dispute, it will
be reme:nbered, on the Murray River
works.
The men on the New Houth
Wales side of the river were getting ~s •.
a day more ,i,han the men on the VlCtOll'ian side, with the result that the Vic-·
torian men struck. Would any sensible
Government have had a strike over such
a thing as that? Would not a sensiblp.
G~overnment have immediately given the
extra 2s. per day, so that all the men
working on the j.ob would receive the same
wages ~
Now a great industrial upheaval, threa.tening to this State, and~
in fact, to Australia, a loss that we C8.l11
hardly calculate, is imminent.
Why?
I.t is because the 'Government insist that
the award that has been made of 16s. 6d.
per day to 300 men working on the surface of the W onthaggi mines-not undergTound men-shall not apply to the ·Morwell miners, who are also surface workers.
I have not the slightest doubt that the
people of this country will have to take
some determined stand against nien whose
privilege it is to work in the key industries of the loountry, so that they shall no
more' be allowed to strike than would thecrew of a lifeboat that was kept t<>
rescue people from wre.cks, be allowed to'
strike when a ship was sinking. But to.
take' effective action you must have public opinion behind you, aJlld those in thekey industries would soon find that publie
opinion would not allow tens
thousands ·of people to be thrown out of employment a,nd on. to the streets while some·
settlement IS arrlved at. That cannot beallowed; but you are not able to prevent
it if you do. not have public opinion
behind you; and will anvbody say that
the '~'I()iver~~ent can wor~ up a strongpubhc opmlOu that WIll stand Ul~
against the industrial consequences that
will follow if the coal strike is not
settled, by insisting that 300 men at Mor-·
well, w.orking in an open cut, shall not .get·
the same wages as 300 men at Wonthaggi'
who are working- on the surface? .Wewant some far better ·management thav
the're is at present, so that when we de>
take action to 'put a stop to strikes in
key industries, ,such 'as the transport in-
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.(I.ustry or col;tl industry, we shall have a
.body . of public opinioll behind us thEl,t
will insure that such strikes will not, at
any rate, be attempted a second time.
Those are the views I hold on the three
questions. I recognise that the OppositIOn have a right to know what is in the
mimls of a party on this side of the Hbuse
when challenging. t.h e Government. I did
not rise to speak on those questions, but
I feel that I have not lost my opportunity of speaking on the amlilndment
movEild by the ho·norable member for Rodney. I desire to reserve my further remarks until we get to that matter.
Mr. CARLISLE.-I wish to touch
u pon tb.~ second section of the Leader of
the Opposition's amendment. The use of
the word " equitably" is rather vague.
Mr. OAIN.-It means one vote one
value.
Mr. C.A. RLISLE.-If it means one
vote one value, we cannot accept it. We
should regard thi8 question in a statesmanlike way,
The prosperity of the
.country comes" not from the metropolitan
business houses, but from the producers
()n the land. What we wish to do is to
encourage production in every way. By
doing that we shall benefit the metropolitan are~ ae much as we are benefiting
the producing area. If we have one vote
()ue value it will mean that the people in
the metropolis will be able, perhaps, to
secure a majority of members of this
Ilouse. That majority would be used,
very naturally, to further the interests
of the metropolis. Many retired farmers
come to live in th.,e oity in order to secure
comforts.
If they were able to v{)te
where their interests are--Mr. SLATER.-They can do that.
·Mr. OARLISLE.-They do not do it.
it is only metropolitan people who have a
right to go on two rolls.
Mr. HOGAN.-Are you opposed to the
property qualHlcation giving a man a
right to be on two rolls ~
:Mr. CARLISLE.-I am not opposed to
it, but I think it a provision that is seIdom taken advantag~ of by retired farmers from the country living in th~ city.
One vote one value might be a good
thIng for the time being from the point
. of vie.w of the working man. He might
b~ able to force a higher wage; but, if
that wage became too high, it would tend
to destroy production.
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1fr. MURPlIy.-Are you in favour o£
three singll;l elec~ora,tes in each Federai
constituency 1 .
Mr. CARLISLE.-No.
The Federal
electorate is a changing quantity, and
that ve,ry fact would tend to thrOlW the
whole electoral system out of gear. If
the Oppositi<ln want to push this matter
of one vote one value to! the last ditch,
I am not with them. It would be b.ad
fo'r thel country. At the same time, I
admit that there should be a more equitable distribution of seats.
Mr. "VEBBER.~What percentage woyld
you propose?
Mr. CARLISLE.-That is a matter I
should have to consider. I think the
Leader of the Opposition's amendment
goes too far. We ar·e not taking it at
the price.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).--The
ameJ;ldment moved by the Leader of the
Opposition is one to be vot.ed upon rather
than talked upon. It is avery simple
proposition. The Government ·have to
vot~ for or against it just as other members of t.his Parliament have to vote.
All the talking will not alter the position
oue iota. The Government are in exactly
the same position as members of the Farmers Union. I rega.rd it as unreasonable
for the Leader of the Opposition to expect the honora ble mem ber for Rodney
to declare off-hand what the Farmerf'l
Union mem bers would do in connexion
with the three questions.
Mr. J. \V. BILLSON (F£tzroy).-That
is exactly what the Leader of the FaTmers Union party did to us.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-That
may be. As the honorahle member for
1fornington said, all one can do is to express one's own individual opinion. Had
I been in the position of the Chairman
of the Farmers Union party, I should
immediat-ely have accepted the amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition. It· is in the direction things are
tending. If not adopted now, it will be
adopted at no distant date. All this argu?lent . ab~ut representation, equity, and
meqUlt'Y IS humbug. I dOt not know how
any honorable ~ember of this Rouse can
plead for such an inequitable distribution
of seats as we ha.ve at the present time.
'Vhilst the Leader of the Opposition
would like to have one vote one value, he
knows as well as I do that practically in
all Oonstitutions, whether Federal or
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State, a differentiation is made between
congested and rural populations.
Mr. CAIN.-That is not SOl as regards
the Federal Constitution.
.Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I beg
to differ from the honorable mem bel'. I
do know that, as far as the franchise of
the South African Union is concerned,
what they do is first to agree to the quota
of eleiCtors, and then they declare that
the congested populat:on· should be so
much per cent. above the quota, and the
population in the rural districts so much
below. We could certainly arrive at a
more equitahle basis of representation
t.han we have at the present time. I venture to say that the Opposition do not
expect to get absolute equity of repres·en tation. As I say, that is the direction in which we are going. If there
we're an opportunity of giving effect to
the system of proportional representation,
I would be very glad to support it. I
have advOlcated it myself. I brought a.
resolution for its adoption before thei
HO'li~e, and I think about two members
supported it. I dOl not know whether
the present members of the Opposition
had an opportunity of voting, for it OIn
that occasion. I think that the amendment which has been moved by the
Leader of the Opposition should be
settled ve,ry quickly.
Let us have a
division on it and determine it heTe and
nOlw.

Mr. OLD.-By the amendment which
he has moved, the Le,ader of the Opposition has very adroitly placed the members of the FarmelTB party in a somewhat
difficult position.
Mr. CLouGH.-That should not be.
Mr. OLD.-Whether it shO'lild be or
not, it is so. With the first part of the
amendment moved by the Leader of th~
Opposition I have nOl fault to find. As a
matt.er of fact, I voted with his party on
the question OIf the increased allowance for
boarded-out children.
Mr. CAIN.-But YOlur party did not.
Mr. OLD.-Four of them voted with
the Opposition, showing direct sympathy
in that regard.
Mr. WEBBER.-FQlUr out of thirtee'n
Mr. OLD.-Were there thirteen ,present when the division was taken ~ Anyhow, I should like to ask how many
suppoa:ters of the Government voted with
.the Opposition on the,ir amendment ~
Mr. SLATER.-Two or three.
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Mr. OLD.-Were they Government
supp-orters or were they independents"
At any rate, I voted with the Opposition
on: the question, so with that part of
their programme I have nD fault to find,
ns>r can I see that there should be any
great objection to it. The second part
of the amendment mDved by the Leader
of the Oppos,itiolIl relates to a more
equitable distribution of the voting power
of ele,ctors.
Mr. CAIN.-Individually, you can well
aff9rd to support tha.t.
Mr. OLD.-:-Personally, I mav be able
to do SOl, but when it is considered that
a vast exte,nt of country is undeveloped
and sparsely popula,ted, the difficulty of
the position is a.pparent.
One cannot
propelTly represent a district where there
is ·so much 'country to look after. I mean,
that in those circumstances there cannot
be direct representation.
Equality of
voting power would me1a·n that the government of the, State would be carried
out by the 53 per cent. of its popUla.tion living within 15 miles of the
General Post-office. As far as my OV'!D
e,lectora.te in conoorned, it is manifestly
impossible for anyone membe,r to get
over that vast territory in twelve months,
whereas the representa.tive· of a suburban
constituency might get through his in
half .a. day.
Is it not evident that
repre8enta.tion on a purely porpula,tion
basis would work to the disadvantage Df
sparsely populated country districts ~
Mr. SLATER.-It has nQit done that as
far as the Federal Parliament is concerned.
Mr. OLD.-With all due respect, I
contend that it has. In order that the
electors in sparsely popu13!ted districts
may have effective representation, so. that
they can get into touch with their member, which ,is necessary in order to develop the country, there mu.st be a
smaller proportion of electors -to each
member ithan is the case in closely settled
parts. My own electorate is at present
very unwieldy. It com~prises a vast area
of country. There are 17,500 electors on
the roll, and, judging by the state of the
rQills at the reoent e,lelCtion, there must
be something like 4,000 who are not enrolled. If the whole of the country electorate.s were placed in a similar position,
the mem'bers representing them would
have ' to work under the disadvantages
under which I am working. I think it
l
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would retard the develo1pment of the
eoun try to make all the districts equal to
mine. For the reaSOns I have given, the
sug.gestion 'Contained in the second part
of the Leader of the Opposition's amendment is not acceptable to me. The third
portion relates to the equi!table settlement
·of ,industrial,disputes. I do not see what
reasonable man ·can object to that. I
would remi,nd him that when the Murray
River Waters Bill was under discussion I
strongly objected to the hanging up of
work because of Ithe wages dis.pute that
had arisen through the workers on one
side of the .river being expected to take
a different wage from that 'paid on the
Qtherside. I insisted that there must
be some reasonable solution of the dispute. There is one unfortunate phase
of the difficulty in which we are now
placed, and that is that the Leader of
the Opposition ·is under the erroneous impression that the Farmers party is up
for .salc. Unfortunately, the Leader of
our party is out Qif the chamber at the
present moment. I am authorized, however, to make a statement on behalf of
the party. As an individual, I have
given my reasons for favouring an increased allowance to boarded-out children,
which I think is a fair thing, and I have
indicated my attitude with regard to the
last matter mentioned in the Leader of
the Opposition's amendment, while I
have also explained why I 'Cannot agree
with the central part.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Do you think you
are regarded as Ibeing u.p for sale when
you are asked to express an opinion ~
N ubody has said you are up for sale.
Mr. OLD.---,Oertain proposals have
br.en placed before us, but we are not 'prep::trf'd to make promises on the floor of
the HQiuse for the purpose. of reaching
the Treasury bench, and I do not think
anyone would respect u.s if we were. V{e
have our objections to the party in power
at the present time. We fought the elections on certain questions, and we believe
that the verdict of the people has been,
to a great extent, with us. At lea.st we
can (' laim that our ,party has been the
most suc~essful of any party which faced
the electQirs. Still, we are not going to
sacrifice our honour in any shape Oil'
form, 00" to make any promises in return
for support which we may expect or get
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from the Opposition. We came into this
House a:a honorable 'party, and either our
amendmon twill be carried or it will be
defeated, but in any ('ase we will emerge
from this affair with our flags flying.
VIe are not up for barter. We are not
np for sale. If our amendment should
be suecE'ssful, and we are placed in the
high and honorable position of conducting the affair.s of this country, we will endea.vour to do so to the best of our several
abilities, having due regard to the representations 0'£ the Leader of the Opposition and his party, as well as any
other party which may be in the House
at the time; Ibut understand distinctly we
are not up for sale, even if it means attaining the Treasury bench.
Mr. J'. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
desire to support the amendment moved
by the Leader of the Opposition. I think
we ·can all thank the honorable mem,ber
for Swan Hill for the pronouncement
which he has made. He says that his
party is not up for sale, and that he i3
authorized to ·say that ·his ,party will
make no promises. Was it necessary to
assure the House that his party was not
np for sale ~ Did the members of the
House believe that it was up for sale?
Did they have such a poor opinion of
th~t party that they -thought it was to
be bought and sold, o!' what was the idea
that actuated the honorable member and
prompted him to make a pronouncement
of tha t kind?
Mr. OLD.-It was the fact that a
further amendment had been moved.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).That further amendment did not ask any
one for any promise. The Leader of the
Opposition never asked for any ,promise.
But I should like to inform the honorable
member that it is usual when seeking to
unseat a Government to dO' twO' thingsone of them has been done, the oth&
has not. First of all, it is usual to tell
the Government in what they have failed,
and I am inclined to agree that the
Leader of the Farmers party did that'
very well.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-I was stopped from
speaking because of your amendment.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).No one prevented the Leader .of the
Farmers party from saying all he wished
to. The' first thing is to tell the Government in what they have failed.
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An HONORABLE MEMBER. - We have
been telling them that fo[l" twenty years.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).Ill. the second place, it is usual to
info1;'m the lIouse, and particulqrly
to
'infffi"ill
those
honorable
members' who a,re' not associated with the
partytha,t moved the amendment, what
they intend to do if they get on the Tre,asury bench. Theil'~ is nothing underhand
about that.
'Honorable members are
fresh from their constituents, and the1y
have been telling their constituents what
they will try to do if they get on ,the
Treasury bench.
The mover of that
amendment should tell those whom he
desires to s1,lpport him what changes he
wants, and what he de1sires them. to support. The Leader of the 'Opposition has
put in de1finite, concrete fOTm wha,t
changes our party want. It is not a bid
forr popularity, nor for power.
It is
simply an €Ixpression of political opinion,
and honorable members ma.y agreel or not
with it, according to their own sweet will.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-If we voted for your
amendment we would lose the opportunity
of voting for our own.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz]'o?/).-HonOJ'able members can please themselves.
\Ve want e1ectoral reform. The honorable member for Mornington pointed out
de'arly that if we got what we ha:V€l bee'll
fighting ifo'!' it would not increase, our
power. That is a ,definite and clear sta,tement, and one with whi,ch I dOl not disagree'., Indeed, I accept it as a fact, and
it is the greatest complime'llt that could
be. paid to our party. It means that we
are advocating something we believe to
hr just, and that we know will not increase our power. The ho'llm·a ble member knows that.
It wOluld make ve;ry
little difference between the numbe,rs representing the various parti-es in the
House, but it would he just, and the preBent system is not. HOOlorable members
have tried to distinguish between the
country and the town. The~ hav,e assumed' that all the men :in -the town are
of one political opiniOOl, and tha,t all the
men in the country are of one political
opinion. They assume t~at their opinions
economicaUy and polit1caUy are determined
by
geographical
boundaries.
In every country district yo:u will find as
mnch dIversity of poEtical opinion as you
will find in the bi!Zgest centre of the city,
and m'ce versa. Where does the equity
come in, and where is the reason for
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forming boundaries that a:reunfair t~
Honora.ble members have assumed ~that it.
is :a question of ·town versus country ..
rrhe honorable memher fo["·Swan Hill said
that there were 17,500 voters in his district, and that. 4;000 had be€lIl. lelft of!:
the roll. That, of course, is a guess. I
think there are betw.een 5;000 ,and 6,000'
electors in Warrenheip. Here we havetwo country electorates, one with nearly
20,000 electors and the other with about
6,000. That is not ~own versus country.,
Yet some honora'ble members will not do,
justice to the people who live in the country because they fear domination by the·
town.
.1\1r. DOWNWARD.-We would do away
with the anomalies without disturbing the'
proportion of representation.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
hOll.ora.blememb.mis~id he: woul d abolish the
anomalies by making each of the twentyone electorates in thel Federal Parliament
into three single electorates. Our party
are a..sking for one vote one value, or as
dose an approximation to it as we can
get. The h0norable member for Benaltl
is one of the leaders of the Farmers
Union, and when the c~ange is made, due
recognition of his length of service, experience, and ability will, no doubt, bEr
made by the Farmers Union. The hono:mble member for Mornington says, in
effect, that the Labour part,Y are asking
for equality, and that he will promise to
give it, whilst the democrat from Benalla
says, "Are we not going a bit too far ~
It might be 'all right for Mornington, but
it will not be for my district." He would,
not favour one vote one value.
Mr. OARLISLE.-It would mean ruination.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) ....:.-.r dO'
not know what the new party will do if
they succeed. The existing party have
been content to let things drift. The
electorate of Melbourne has 8,919 electors, while in Boroondara there are
47,000. The Government have sat idlv
by and allowed these discrepancies
grow up, and continue, because they have
profited by the unequal distribution. That
is the .only reason that can be assigned.
The thing is unjust.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Would you like to
to have three Greenwoods?
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Mr. J. W. BULSON (Fitz1·oy}.-We
might have three instead of <me. It is
not a question of whether I like the polities df the representative of Boroondara,
. but it is a question. as to whetheT one man
should be robbed of his voting power Oll
account of the boundal'y within which he
lives. When in the old days we fought for
one man one vote, we believed that every
man who went to the ballot-!box would
have equal voting power with any other.
Though ,v:e carried a~l Act that was suppostld to give' that power to. the people
we have a: Government that has tolerated
a growth that has S() robbed the people
of" that power that, in one case, one manTs
vote is not worth more than oneMninth of
another man's vote.
Mr. CARLISLE.----'That man can go to
the country and get fuU value for his
vote.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzlfoy).-He
cannot. It takes nine men in 13oroondal'a
to' equal one man in Warrenheip.
Mr. CARusr~E.-There is plenty of
room in Warrellheip for more men.
.:M:r. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).Tllet'e is not. For the most part we are
compelled to live where we live. It 1S
useless for a man to go into the country
where his business is not. It is useless
for an artisan to go into the country to
follow an occupation that he is not acquainted with. He is compelled to go
where his work or his business lies. You
might as well tell a farmer that he should
go to Melbourne and engage in a business
that he does not understand. We are the
creatures of circumstance, and we have to
remain where we can get a living. The
idea of going into the country for the
fun of the thing is absurd. Talking
about decentralization, one honorable
member said that the population of lfel..
bourne was swelled by the fact that
farmers who have retired have settled
down in 1\'1elbourne: in thel interest o,f
decentralization.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-Some have done that
to get employment for their children.
lVIr. J. W. B1LLSON (Fitzroy) .-1
have fought very hard in previous ses!:liOons to get the Government to recognise
the fact that these boarded-out children
were not being fed, housed, and clothed
as they ought to be. Probably some of
them are, but a large number are not,
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an.d ill regard to those wUo are not; the
Governmemt a.re tI:8Iding on the affetttian
which. exists OOtween the fo,stel" parents
and the children,> alS well as that which
exists between th.e n& tll:rru mothers and
their children. The na.tural mOlthers
would sooner stll.rWi themselves a.n.d their
children than part with each OIt.her. So
fa.r as I am conoerned, I admire that
spirit., a.nd the Go.vernmoen~) instead of
fostering it) which, they bOiW is quite
right, ha.ve done. all they' possibly can to
hinder it. Prio·r to the last election, the
Government refused absOolutely tOo ra.ise
the amount above 7s. During the· electioo:, when there was a. chance of getting
votes, they promised to increase the
am()unt to 8s. They said, in effect, to
the electors, "If you send us back, we
will make it 8s., but if you do nOlt you
will not get any increase.' 'That m~thod
of encouraging people tOo vote can be
called by a rather ugly term but not
being built that yvay, I will ~ot use it.
T am going to' do my best tOo oppose this
or any Olther Government that will not
give adequate treatment to those w40 are
underfed, and unable to :fight their own
battles. The Government that will take
advantage of orphans and boarded-out
children in this way will not receive any
consideration from me until they mend
their ways. I have told the GOovernment
on many occasions that this payment
amounts to 2d. a meal, and we all know
that that is not sufficient.
rfhe promise
of the Government means an increase tOo
2~d. per meal, with 21d. for Sundays. I,
however, want the amount increased "CO
lOs. per week, and prior tOo the disSOolution I took
vote in this House on the
subject.
I was not successful in getting
what I wanted. In ordinary circumstances I would be a sport and take my
defeat philosophically, but in this case I
am not, because I know that 'the defeat
of my a~endment means the starving of
~hese ~Ildren, and so long as they are
Insnffi91ently fed and clothed it is my
duty to dOo all I can to get them properly
attended to. I do not care what has to
go, so long as these children are adequately looked after.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-Are you prepared to
suggest a method by which the· fathel'3
of neglected children can be made to contribute to their maintenance ~
M!. J. W'. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
woul~ dOl all m my power to bring defaultmg husbands and fathers tOo fu~tice.
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I would change the existing machinery
of the State. I dOo not know if there has
been any alteration lately; but if a w~fe
informs the GOovernment that she has dIScovered that her husband is in another
State and wants him back, the GOovernment' take out a warrant fOor his arrest
and expect the unfortunate wife tOo pay
the train fare Oof her husband and the
POolioeman whOo will bring him back. That
is really an encouragement tOo these men
tOo desert their wives and families.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-I agree wit.h that.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzl'oy).-In
this way the Government, instead Oof providing a means by which these wo~en
can obtain justice, really frustrate JUStice. I would change all that. If I had
the ,power I would tell these unfortunate
women that when they knew where their
husbands were I would have them arrested and ,pay for their presentation at
Court.
Mr. CARLIsLE.-Andthen a wife might
withdraw the charge,
Mr. J. W. BILL80N (Fitzroy).-She
might'; but the law could be so alter~d
that the defaulting husband could stIll
be put in gaol or compelled to eOl~
tribute in some way to the support of hIS
children.
The point, hOowever, is that
whether the fathers ,are found OIl" nOot the
children Oought tOo be fed.
It is nOot
their fault that they have been deserted.
If honorable members had a- hungry dog,
they wouM feed it, and why should we
starve children because they have a defaulting father? In 'regard to the settlement of industrial disputes, the GQvernment told us they were gQing to hold the
balance of justice evenly between the tWOo
parties, and would not take sides, but
during the strike of gas-workers the 'GQvernment opened a bureau at the expense
of the E'tate tOo provide "blacklegs."
That sort of thing does not meet with my
approval.
The Gorvernment have allowed the people of this State tOo be gulled
by the newspape'rs in connexion with the
men working at Morwell. It is said that
a miner is a man whOo delves in the bowels
of the earth, takes ce'rtain risks, and is
engag€¥i in an unhealthy occupation,
while the men at Morwell are merely
quarrymen.
It is urged that the award
of this industrial peace tribunal does not
apply to the men who are working at
Morwell on brown coal, but only to those
who are working on black coal. The men
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employed at Morwell are doing exactly
the same kind of work as the men enga:ged on the surface at black coal mines,
with this exception, that there is blasting
at Morwell but no operation of that sort
on the ,surface in 'black coal mines. The
only difference really is one of colour,
and that should not make any difference
in the wages paid to the men. In the
circumstances, I intend to vote for the
amendment proposed by the Leader of
the Opposition.
Mr. M'cLACHLAN.-I intend to vote
for the amendment of the Leader of the
Opposition, beca,use I am in favour of
two of the proposals he has brought forward. I am strongly opposed tOo the
third, and I reserve to myself the right
when this ,particular subject is brought
before the House of voting against his
proposition.
Mr. LIND.-I should-like to make my
position quii:.eJ clear. I feel I can suppOort two of the proposals cont.ained in the
amEudment _of the Leader of the Opposition, and I have already voted in favOour
of one of them. I could not reverse my
vote on that matter. I will, however,
reserve my right tOo deal as I think fit
with the question of the redistribution of
seats. As I am in favour of t.wo of the
proposals out of the three, I will vote for
the amendment.
Mr. MORLEY.-I am in the same
position as the honorable member who
has just resumed his seat.
I have already voted in favolur of incre~ng the
payment for boarded-out children. I am
in favour of the second proposition, but
with regard to the redistribution of seats
I am not y6lt qualified to express an
op'inion. As I can support two of the
proposals, I will vote for the amendment,
reserving to myself the right to vote as I
800 fit on the third.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-I should like to
ask your ruling, Mr. Speaker, whether
in the event of the amendment of the
Leader of the Opposition being carried
honorable members will be deprived of
the opportunity of voting for the amendment proposed by the honorable member
for Rodney.
,.
The SPEAKER.-No. If, the amend ...
ment now before the House is carried the
words will be added to the original
amendment, which can then be discussed
and voted upon.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It might be
of more importance to the Government
than they think for them to say something.
Mr. TOUT'OHER.-In view of the extraordinary spectacle we have just witMajority against the amendnessed, I should like to know whether
, ..
7
ment
the honorable member £.or Rodney is
ATM.
going to withdraw his amendment ~
Mr. McLachlan
Mr. Allison
Mr. OAIN.-I would not have spoken
A. A. Billson
" Morley
on the motion for the adoption of the
" J. W. Billson
" Murphy
. Address..'in-Reply but for the amend" Brownbill
" Old
Parker
" 'Cain
ment moved by the honorable member
" Prendergast
" Carlis1e
for
Rodney.
Last night he moved a
"Slater
.
" Clough
want-of-confidence amendment.
"Cotter
" Solly
" Farthing
" Warde
Mr. OLOUGH. - And to-day he voted
" ·Webber.
" Frost
for the Government.
" Hannah
Tellers:
Mr. CAIN. - This afternoon the
" Hogan
Mr. Bailey
" 'Jewell
Leader of the Opposition moved an
. " Lemmon.
" Lind
amendment on that of the honorable
Noa.
member for Rodney.
We, on this (the
Mr. Groves
Mr. Allan
Opposition) side of the House, felt that
" Lawson
" Angus
whatever might have been the actions of
Dr. Argyle
" Livingston
the
Government during the last three
Major Baird
" Mackrell
years, Farmers Union representatives
Mr. Barnes
McDonald
last nigilit offered very poor reasons for
" Beardmore
" McGregor
Lieut.-Col. Bourchier
McPherson
their displacement.
To-day they were
Mr. Bowser
" Oman
given a further opportunity of offering
Sir Alexander Peacock
" .cameron
some reasons why the present GovernMr. Ryan
" Deany
ment, who were not able to get a ma" Downward
" Smith
" Dunstan
" Snowball
jority at the last election, shtmld be dis" Eggleston
" Toutcher
placed from the Treasury bench, but they
" "",leaver.
" Everard
refused to accept that opportunity. We
Tellers:
" Gibson
on this (the Opposition) side of the
NIr. Pennington
" Gordon
" Robertson.
" Greenwood
House are not very concerned about the
differences
that exist between the two sec- .
PAIL
tions on the other side.
We, as a LaI Mr. McLeod
Mr. Rogers
bour party, are concerned about the interests of the people throughout the
Mr. PRENDERGAST rose to speak.
length and breadth of this State, whom
The SPEAKER. - The honorable we are here to rerpresernt. I venmember has already spoken on the ture to say that both the Ministerial
amendment of the honorable member for party and the Farmers Union party
Rodney.
have failed during the past three years
to' do anything beneficial
for the
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No.
The SPEAKER. - The honorable toiling masses o.f this State, and I
member moved an amendment to the suggest that they will continue to fail
amendment of the honorable member for in that connexion during the next three
Rodney, and so spoke on both amend- years. It seems to me that there is not
so mucJh a desire on the part of members
ments.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-On a point ip. the Miniscterial corner to displace the
. of order, I should like to ask the Go- Government because ·of what the Governvernmen t whether they desire to say ment have not done, as there is to transfer some members from the Minisanything.
terial corner to the Treasury bench.
The SPEAKER.-There is no point I am not sure that that will be of any
of order.
benefit to the State. The question of a.

The House divided on Mr. Prendergast's amendmentAyes
26
Noes
33
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m.ore :equitahle dist,ribution of seats is deselt"Ving 'Of the considera.tion of all

hOll-

orable members, and particularly of
new members. We pretend that this is a
'.democ:ta.tic country, tha.t we ;are ruled
in accordance with the views of the
people..
I am satisfied from remarks
made by Ministerial representatives sitting in the Corner, the honorable member
for Benana and Q1thers, that there is no
real desire ou tside, the Opposition to
remedy the electoral inequalities and provide for something like equal representation.
At the present time there are
forty-four country members who do not
represent in the aggregate as many
electors as twenty-one metropoJ~tan members.
The fact of
the matter is
that members on the Ministerial side,
whether they sit behind the Government
or in the oo["ne~, favour class legislation.
The. honorable mem bel' JOir St.. Kifda,
in moving the adoption of the Addressin-Reply, ref.erred to class legislation. Ii:l
he not aware that we ha,ve class legislation already in this country, just as. we
find it in practically every country of the
world? It now appears that the farmers'
representatives in this House are desirous
of making the position, as far as class
legislation is concerned, morre acute than
ever-.
Mr. McDoNALD.-Mor81 classy.
IVlr. CAIN.--':'"Yes, mOTe classy. They
have reflected ·on the Government for representing the Metropolitan Gas Oompany. Thel statements made in the reflections may, or may not, be true.
Mr. LAWSON.-YOU do not think it is
true~

Mr. OAIN .-It is certainly £rue to say
'that the Government represent the interests of the shareholders in the gas companies. I think I can say that without
any fear of a denial from the Premier.
The Liberal party have stood continuously
for the oonservation of the inteTests of
the gre,at banking institutions, insurance
com panie.s, gas monopolies, and vested
,interests ~ene,rany. I am not satisfied that
if we elevated members now sitting in
the corner to the Treasury bench there
would be any difference in th~s regard.
They would r~resent the same moneyed
classes. The huh of commerce is CQintrolled, not by Parliament, .but by those
men whose money is invested in the
various bie- capitalistic conoern&--men
who contrQiI the metal rings, the great
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insuralil'Ce companies., the banks, and so
on. Thear interests a.re always well
looked afte[". Quite r,ecently I met an
orphan bo,y who had met with an accident
in a factory. His was a case that came
under the Workers' Compensation Act..
But there are loopholes in that Act, and
it was necessary that the boy should
prove that he had boon injured in the
discharge of his duty. Ther·e is a clause
that deals with larking, and it was said
this iboy was larking. N,ow, some of the
boys were larking, but this particular boy
was not larking; he was working at his
bench. A stone thrown by one of the
larkers cut his eye. F'oI' seven weeks
he lay in a hospital. 'The insurance
company refus·ed tOI pay him the £150
to which I claim he is entitled as compensation under the Workers' Oompensation Act. He has not been paid compensation. A man was killed in a brick hole
recently. He left
wiaow and five children. As honorable members are aware,
when blasting operations are being conducted in a brick hole, shots are put in
prior to the lunch hour. During the lunch
hour the fuses are lit and the shots fired.
It was in the luncheon hour that this man
was killed. He was sitting down eating
his lunch somewhere in the quarry when
a piece of metal flew 50 or 60 yards,
struck him, and killed him. The widow
applied to the Oourts for compensation.
The brick company and the insurance
company combined against her, and she
did not get compensation. She and her
kiddies are thrown .on' the tender mercies
of the world, and nobody cares what hecomes of them. Presumably the State will
come to her assistance with 7s. per week
for each young child.
The Opposition
stand for an alteration of the Workers'
Oompensation Act, with a view to insuring that justice shall be done in cases of
this kind,
.
Mr. ALLISON.-I think: tha,t most members oJ the F'armers Union party are in
favour of State insurance.
Mr. GAIN.-We should have State insurance all the way through. This s~tem
has been found very effective in Queensland, where premiums have been reduced
from 50 to 100 per cent., and a big profit
has nevertheless been made by the Government. :M:oreover, the Queensland InSl'rance Department pay a larger sum at
death and for sickness.
If the FarmeI"S
Union party are in favour of State in-
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51uance .along the Queensland lines, they
will, I think, be given an. opportunity be-rore this Parliament ends of giving effect
to their. opinions ·on this question.
].tIl'. OLD.-Do you not like the old
party?
1\1:1'. CArN.-By constant agitation we
are improving the old Liberal party.
Even the honorable member for 1\1:ornington has advanced a s.tag-e. When we can
induce men who are so conservative to
r.lake a step forward, politically speaking,
anything ;s humanly possible.
Mr. HANNAH.-He has joined the
runion.
Mr. CAIN.-Yes, after criticising the
methods of selection and constitution of
the Opposition, the honorable member for
Mornington has joined a party that has
:copied the very method'S he has condemned for twenty-five years.
Mr. OLD.-That shows he is not beyond
redemption.
Mr. CAIN.-It also showed something
,.else.
The Farmers Union have realized
the importance of organization. The only
T('ason why the various sections behind
the Government are quarreling amongst
themselves is that the organization of the
'Oppusition is not strong enough to defeat
them. Some day Parliament may be conJitituted in a different way. We may have
]>l.,portional representation, or. we may
bave a system of double or triple electorates. I venture to sav tha.t such a change
would be of benefit even to the Government, because, when the ODposition became very much stronger than it is to<.lay, those partioo who are natural allies,
and who ar~ not of the Labour party,
would be forced into <lombination.
Members sitting in the corner wanted to
turn out the Government. They wanted
to get on to the Treasury bench.
They were most anxious to get there.
They felt that if they had voted for the
~m·endment of the Leader of the Opposi,tion they would have Ibeen in duty
bound to give effect to those propositions,
and they knew that they would be in conflict with their country friends, so there
they were, between the devil and the deep
'Sea. I am pleased that what the Premier
called the most ·conservative section in
this community had to adopt for organization and self. .preservation pur.poses the
ID ethods whi(lh we adopted over twentyfive years ago.
I
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Mr. LAwsoN.-I did not say that the
farmers were the most conservative section. I said that in their organization
they retained some of the essential features of the old-time Conservatives.
Mr. CAI·N.-The honorable gentleman
implied that those belonging to his own
party were liberal, and that they were
not selfish and conservative.
Now, it
may be possible to find as many Oonservatives sitting on and behind the Treasury bench as in the corner. This society
of ours is divided into two armies in two
camps. One, army starts a policy of progress, and gets so near obtaining control
of the parliamentary machine that the
squatters, the farmers, the men in Flinders-lane, come together and put in their
cash to fight it at the Federal elections.
They do not get on such common ground
in order to fight that army at the State
elections, -the reason being that, owing to
the distribution of voting power, they
know that it is human,ly impossible for us
to win. In the case of the Federal elections, in which the votes of the people
are of practically the same value, the
great forces of wealth and monopoly, the
woollen mills, the insurance companies,
the banking magnates, the metal exchanges, the squa tters and wool kings,
and last, but not least, the ordinary
carmers, pass in their money to fight their
tlommon cause. I do not blame the
farmer.
In my opinion, he is justified,
because he knows that if the Labour
party capture the parliamentary machine
we win not go on to the Treasury bench
in order to give advantages to those who
are our natural opponents, but that we
will try to improve the lot of the toiling
multitude, and give the rank and file more
than they receive to-day of the world's
wealth.
}Ir. DUNsTAN.-,sectionalism.
Mr.OAIN.,-\Fancy the honorable
mem/ber r,eferring to sectionalism! !He
thinks only of the cockies and the wheat.
He wants to get as much as he can for
the particular commodity which he has to
sell. He says, "Give us the world's
parity and the full product of our
labour."
I say to him. "Out out the
middleman, if you like, and obtain ·the
full product of your labour, but let the
same rule apply all round." In the city
workers go into machinery, manure, clothin-g, boot, .and other factories, and surely
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it is good business for them also to get
the full product of their labour. I say to
the farmers, "If it is right and just for
you, then it is right and just for us." It
is desired by the Farmers party that a
manure factory should be established.
The farmers want that in order that they
may supply themselves with manure at a
That is good business.
cheaper rate.
They must :be satisfied that 'by co-operative ,effort they can ,supply it to themselves more cheaply than the proprietary
com panies do.
Mr. OLD.-It is a precautionary measure to prevent the rates rising still
higher.
Mr. OAI,N.---,That is so. The farmers
wan t to get cheap manure. If that is good
business in the case ·of manure, why
should it not apply to boots ~
Mr. DUNSTAN.-We want to grow
cheaper wheat.
Mr. CA,IN.-And we want cheaper
boots. The trend ,everywhere, particularly in America, is for industries to go
into fewer hands. M,onopoly is taking
control of them. As surely as that has
come about in America, it will come about
here. We find t.hat our bootmakers have
co-ope,rated-they buy ,material, they fix
the wages t'hey shall pay, and the amount
to be devoted to overhead ex-penses, and
allow So much profit. There was never
a hetter chance for collective ownership.
Mr. GREENWOoD.-Does your party
stand for the nationalization of all industries, or co-operation?
Mr. CAIN.-I do not say that the
nationalization of the railways
is
everything.
You must have democratic control of industry.
I know
the shortcomings of those who make
up the rank and file of our movement. J'Ust as the farmers are collectively
establishing a fa,ctory to produce manure,
so, in like manner, should the people who
requir,e clothing and boots get together.
The farmers may not be co-operating in
regard to the manure factory.
Mr. OLD.-J:t is co-operation.
Mr. OAI:N.---<Then I .say, "Let us cot>perate on the .same lines in the manu,facture of boots and clothing." Why
should we not do our Own insurance?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Who is stopping you?
Mr. CAIN.-It is the Government who
are stopping us from getting co-operation
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and collective owne.rship so far .as the insurance business is concerned.
Mr. EGGJ-,ESToN.~Yo'U can start a cooperative insurance company at once.
Mr. OAILN.-I understand that the
honorable member holds Liberal ideas, so
much so that, I believe, he was once led to
a branch of the Labour party, and nearly
joined it. I would ,ask him, "Is it not
good business for the State to undertake
.
workmen's compensation?
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Do you want Staterun insurance companies?
Mr. CAIN.-Yes.
Mr. GREENWOOD.---J)O you want Staterun businesses ~
Mr. OAIN.-Yes.
Mr. GREENwooD.-iIn every case?
~r .. OAIN.-Yes. Why not? I think,
if the honora'ble mem:ber ·can make a good
thing out of his business, the Government
cO'Uld do the same, and instead of him
I)wning a Rolls-Royce car we ,could have
the benefit of the money which it cost. .
Oerotain businesses which could be successfully run in the interests of the whole
community we allow to be run by private
owners in competition.
The honorable
member for Toorak yesterday referred to
the milk business. He has had a wide
and valuable experience in that connexion, and knows what he is talking
about.
We were interested in what he
said. He practically admitted, although
not in as many words, that private enterprise had failed to do the job.
I t may be argued th at the milk business
should go into big hand~, but why not goO
further and say that the municipalities
shO'Uld conduct the bus'iness, as they are
in the best position to do so ~ They have
their own electric light, and their own
stables and quarries. The,y should be asked
to cQlndu(}t this business, b€ICausel they have
their hands on the pulse of the thing all
the time. I am satisfied" too, that the insurance business could be most successfully conducted by the municipalities.
Each householder should be compelled to
insure hiEl property with his municipality.
I know that many men object to such
proposals. Immediately we begin to talk
about the distribution of milk in this
House or of giving the municipalities
power to conduct the business, we will find
the milk vendor and perhaps the dairyman opposing us. When we talk about the
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..municipalization of insurance we shall
have the great mass of those who are in. terested in insurance in opposition to us.'
Immediately you begin to interfere with
vested interests all those who are to be
interfered with or who think they will be
interfered with will oppose you.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-If you were in office
"Would you carry out these things?
Mr. OAIN.-We have .been endeavouring to educate the people on these questions, and we have convinced a great many
of the justice of our prop08als. I venture to suggest that we have convinced
many who years ago did not agree with
us. Many people now approve of things
,that they once regarded as revolutionary.
I am not suggesting that we could give
.effect to these proposals if we were on
the Treasury bench.
We have set out
with the object of convincing the 'people,
but we cannot go faster than the people.
Dr. ARGYT~E.-There might be !:lome
-difficulties with the public servants.
Mr. OAIN.-There might be some difficulties. You are bound to have difficulties with them unless they are given a fair
deal, 'but they a're no more unreasonable
than any other section. T4ere are thousands of diffi'culties in providing employment. The records show that thousands
of men fail in private bUEliness, and that
farmers, too, fail sometimes. The problems we are faced with deserve the consideration of every thinking man.
The
economic problem has not yet been solved
in any country. 'That section of the community who in the past have boon exploited will neIVer be sa.tisfied until they
get a f al r deal.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Y.OU will have to deal
with human. selfishness~
Mr. OAIN.-That is a product of the
system that a man lives under.
,The
honorable member is a legal man, and
looks through spectacles different from
those looked through by the miner or the
farmer. The cabbage-growers in his electora te do not look through -the same spectacles as a man.. for instance, engaged in
the Ballarat Woollen Mills. Hllman impedections are the result Q1f social
systems.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-They are innate.
Mr. OAIN.-I do not agree with -that.
The fact that we are surrounded by certain difficulties creates, to a great extent,
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our opinion and our outlook on life. We
have a big problem before us. We cannot
solve it alone. It must be solved by the
people outside.
The working classes of
Great Britain will not to-day submit to
conditions that existed prior to the war,
and so it is in this country. The Oommission appointed by the Oommonwealth
Government have at last determined ()1l
the basic wage. I was present at the last
Premiers' Oonference, and I heard the
Prime Minister Elay that when the Oommission arrived at a determination he
would ask the various State Governments
to give effect to it. 1 suppose this Government will be asked to do so. I do
not know what they are going to do about
it. It is just one of the problems they
have to face. If the Farmers Union get
on the Treasury bench they will have to
deal with it. I should like to know what
the Government intend to do with these
propositions. I should like to know what
they intend to do in the interests of the
people.
Do they intend to carry ·out a
bold, progressive policy in the interests of
the State?' I hope the Government will
not have a six months' recess next year.
If we adjourn before Ohristmas P~rlia
ment should re-assemble about April. I
have been in the House .now fOl' a few
years and I am satisfied that we run too
close up to Christmas. Wei meet late in
the yelar and sit until a. few days be·fo!T'e
Christmas day.
We become ve:ry busy
when the wea,ther is ve;ry hOlt.
Wo
should moot two' months ea.rlie1r and
finish eladier.
Mr. A. A: BILLSON (Ovens).-That is
,,,"hat we have been suggesting Over and
over again.
Mr. LAwsoN.-They did all these
things when the honorable member was
in office.
1h. CAIN.-Whatever may huve
been the shortcomings of the honorable
member for Ovens when he was in office,
I hope the Government will take some notice of the suggestion I have m~de.
Mr. LAWSoN.-Some honOl~able memhers have been tried and found wUlLting.
They have failed in every position.
Mr. CAIN.-I dOl not know what the
shortcomings of the honorable member
are, but I hope the Premier win not 00
guilty of conduct which will lay him open
tQi a similar charge.
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Mr. LA'wsoN.--..:.The record which this have been sO' seriously distuxbed. Honor~
Government have, put upisa very credit- able members, however, must TecoJl.eot
·that prohibition or anti-prohibition will
able one.
Mr. CAIN .-It was thought so credit- not solve ,the problems oIf the univ.eIse.
able by the people that .they could not \V ecould olose .every hotel in the world
and still have .evils which affiict humanity'
indorse it.
Mr. LAWSoN.-Thehonorable member to-day. We would find that the profitknows perfectly well that .there were issues making class WQuld go ()JIl just the same,.
which were nQt poJitica} whichcontri- the insurance companies, the bank4tg
buted to the results of the last .general institutions, and the men 'in Flinders-lane·
election. He knows tha.t the liquor refer- would gO' on exploiting the community
endum cut right acr.oss the pol.itical issues. just as they are doing nO'w. However, 1
Mr. CAIN.-I do not knOlw what was do not intend to' ;pursue this matter any
the result of the liquor referiendum in further. I am dlspleased with the attiregard to the Government, but it is no tude which was adopted by the Farmers
usc talking about it now, as it is dead. UniDn upon the amendment moved by
I am
It may be suggested we should have ano- the Leader of the Opposition.
ther refer;endum at the next election, but satisfied that the desire to displace theI say now, as I said cO'n~inuously during Government is not .founded on matters
the electiO'n campaign, that the taking ·of of gr-eat imp O'rtance. I will lea:ve it .a.t.
the local optiQn poll was the most suicidal that.
Mr. BOvVSER.-I do nO't believe that.
pOllicy that has ever been adopted in
this State.
The referendum at the the position as presented by the recent
last election has put back twenty years division is ilia t described by the honorthe cause 01 temperal1ce in this State. It able member fDr J ika J ika. The effect
has been the llleans o.f making the of the amendment by the Leader of the· .
Licences Reduction Board, which has Opposition was to' -continue practically
been doing useful work in closing up the no-confidence motion su bmitted by
hQtels which should nQt be allo'wed to the Leader of the Farmers Union. The
remain Qpen, P!actically ino. perative for onl:y reasQln,ior the members of that party
the ne~t three years. The effect Qf local vv.tmg agamst the ameudment of the
option is to dose up hotels in places where Leader of the Opposition was that We!
they are least n UlnerO'US and ill'Ost d·~ir were not prepared to commit ourselves to
able, and leav.e them open in lo:calities the proposals which were O'penly made on
where they aTe most numerous and least the floor oif the House. The Leader of
desirable. It should have been patent the Opposition has always adopted
to the Government that it was a mis- that attitude. He has been quite open
take to' hold a lQcal option poll. The fact in his proposals, and in that way his
that in New South Wales, after ten years action is commendable. If the FarmleTs
experience: of 10lcal O'ptiQn, they wer'e UniO'n had supported his -amendment it'
prepared to' adopt the system introduced would have committed itself to something
by the late 8ir Thomas Bent in the which it has not seriously considered, but
Licences ReductiQn Board, should ha,ve which requires the lllOst careful deliberamade the Government very careful abO'ut tion befQre a final decision is arrived at.
I think it extremely likely that after
taking the pon here.
Mr. GREENwooD.-The honorable mem- mature consideration we might have been
ber knows very well that it was the c.on- able to' accept one or twO' of the proditions under which the vO'te was taken posals, but we were not prepared to' acwhich made it ineife.ctive. He stands for cept them as they were presented to US~
one vote olne value, but he would not ac· In order to displace the Gorvernment wewer·e asked to' make certain concessiO'ns
cept it in regard to this matter.
Mr. CAIN.-I do not care if lO'cal without conside'ring them. I dOl not think
option had been conducted on a simple the Farmers Union is prepared to' make·
majority; it would have had the same a bargain of that kind, though we are not
.
result.. It is possible tha,t more hotels opposed to some of the proposals.
The SPEAKER.-I cannDt allQw theWQuld have been closed, but they would
still have been closed in district<; where honorahle member to' re-open that matthey were least numerous, while those in ter. It has been disposed of.
other districts, where they are m06t
Mr. BOWSER.-With regard to' thenumerous and least desirable, would not charge of Conservatism which has been:
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levelled against the Farmers Union by
the honorable member fo.r Jika Jika, I
should like to point out that those members of that union who have been many
years ill the House have always supported the most advanced liberal reforms
that have been brought forward in the
interests of this State.
The result of
these reforms has been to. place this State
in a prominent position so faI as Liberal
legislation is concerned. We have given
tender consideration to those who work
in the city and generous treatment to
the men on the land and those who are
desirous of going there. The vote which
has just been taken was cast partly in
defence of the Vt,T ages Board system aEl
against an outside tribunal.
I understand that is the fight which is being put
up. 1 believe that to. some extent the
matter is sub judice, and it is a question
whether this House ought to deal with
it at this stage.
The charge of Conservatism made by the honorable member
for Jika Jika was also, in a measure,
made by the Premier at the last election,
notwithstanding the liberal support which
he received from members of the Farmers
Union throughout the whole period olf
his Premiership preceding the election.
The members of tha,t union are not conservative except in the best sense of the
word. That is to say, we want to preRerve the things that are worth preserving
in the magnificent heritage we have in
our Constitution.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Hold fast to
that which is good.
Mr. BOWSER.-"\Ve believe in holding
fast to that which is stable in the government of our co.untry. Hono,rable members opposi te believe also in social
sta bility in the structure of our civilization and constitutional stability in the
enactment of our laws. They believe in
that as well as we do. If they did not
do so, and if the whole of the working
people of Australia did not do so, we
should be on the verge of revolution because of the dangers of the time through
which we and all nations all over the
world are passing. This is a period of
great unrest and of high and intolerable
prices, which are putting a great strain
on those who have fixed incomes and
can hardlv mukeends meet. We are not
a Oonser;ative party in the sense that
the honorable member for Jika Jika and
the Premier meant.
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Mr. LAWSoN.-What I said in l'eg8.l'd
tl) Conserya t~lll had reference to that

part of the con.stitution of the Farmers
Uuion 'which debarred anyone who was.
Hot a farmer from being a meluber of it.
I said that class representation was the·
essence of Conservatism, and that that
feature of Conservatism was ill the constitution of the honorable member'.8party.
:Mr. CAIN (to Mr. Bowser).-I did
not say that. I said you were ,ConservatiYe, and I think .so, too.
Mr. BOWSER.-I believe Ithat there
will be a modification of the cOUBtitution
of the Farmers Union, hut not in such a
way as to endanger its objects or toendanger the organization or the control
of it by farm.ers in any way.
}lr. LAWSON.-A great deal of what
I said during the eampaign was indorsed~
if the report of a meeting of the FarmersUnion party was correct, by Dr. Harrisy
who is a member of another place, and
by the honoratble member for Korong.
Tha t was .shortly after the elections. It
was along those lines that I said the
Farmers Union ought to alter its constitution.
11r. BOWSER.-What we aim at is
the organization of country interests in
such a, way as to enable them to defend
themselves. If we are allowed to perfect
the organization, we shall move forward
t-owards co-operation; .and, if members of
the Opposition would move towards coopera,tion and the freehold, instead of
Sta te socialism and the leasehold, they
would be within reasonable distance of
entering into their kingdom.
],{r. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy ).~The
Farmers Union are the most socialistic
organiza tion in existence. They seldom
make an appeal for anything save State
aid.
~:1r. BOWSER.-There are institu..
tions in the country which have been
mainly supported by the people of the
country. The hospital at Wangaratta cost
£10,000, and we only got £800 from the
Government. It costs £3,000 a year to
run the institution, and we only get £800
a year from the Treasury. Formerly we
got £1,000 from the TreasurY4 Many
of the State schools in the country have
been built by the people. I was about to
say that, when our co-operation is per..
fected, and the wholesale co-operative'
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by honOirable

members on the other (the Opposition)
side of the House, we shall have a, trans-
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Government was at the preceding election, and that Sir Alexander Peacock observed the honorable tradition of British
Governments' under a limited Monarchy
and in a Democracy like that of Great
Britain. He' resigned without meeting
the House, although the electors did not
express themselves
so
em pha tically
against him as they did against the present Government at the last election.
Mr. LAwsoN.-That, of ·course, is a
ma tter of opinion.
.
Mr. BOWSER.-It is a matter of fact
and figures. Of course, I do not know
what happened at the Ministerial Oaucus
meeting. It was reported that there was
a discussion of two and a half hours on
the first day, and another discussion on
the next day, and that Sir Alexander Peacock had entered the Cabinet. The situaItion reminded me of the verse-

fer Df go()ds from the producer tOo the
CDnsumer.
Mr. J. W. BILLSQN (Fitz'roy).- Your
party would have one big advantage if it
. was in office. It· would not have to go
as a deputation to the Government to ask
fl)r State aid, because it would be the
Government itself.
}tIl'. BOWSER.-At any rate, we shall
not buy offi'ce at such a price as was sugg~sted.
Whatever our purp~se is, and
whatever our feeling is, we will not go
in. for the support of measures that we
have not considered, and that, so far, we
have not had a pro.per opportunity of
arriving at a decision upon. We will
not do that for office. After all, our vote
on the amendment of the Leader of the
Opposition has other aspects than that
There was a young lady of Riga,
of opposition to the items mentioned in
\Vbo smiled as she rode on a tiger.
the amendment. The Premier just now
They returned from the ride
said that, if the Government had suffered
With the lady inside,
And the smile on th.e face of the tiger.
anything 'at the last election, it was because of the local option vote having been The fact stares us in the face Ithat at the
taken then. I beg leave to doubt that. last election the people, perhaps not so
1'he Premier was one of the most power- emphatically a.s they might have done if
ful advocates, and continuous and con- the forces had been organized more caresistent advQlcates, of prohibit.ion.
fully, expressed their disapprov·al of this
Mr. LAwsON.-That is not correct. I Government, and the party to which 1
voted for the simple majority decision.
belong would not have been worth its salt
Mr. BOW·SER.--Is not the honorable if it had not challenged the Government,
seeing that the ,people themselves had
gentleman in favour of prohibition?
Mr. LAwsoN.-I did not discuss the challenged it at the election. However,
question of prohibition on any public the situation has now changed. I do not
platform. I told the party that prohrbi- propose to further discuss that matter,
tion was an is.sue for the ,people, and nor is .it necessary for me at this stage
that in the party there were men who to discuss the main motion. It has alwere prohibitionists and men who were ready been pretty generally discussed.
advocates of continuance, and I would There are one or two matters to which
not throw the weight of my influence, as I ought to refer before I ,conclude my
Premier, into the scale one way or the speech. I noticed during the election
other. I did not depart from that atti- campaign a manifesto issued by the
Premier, in which. it was stated that there
tude during the whole campaign.
had
been an accumulated deficit of
Mr. BOWSER.-All that I said was
th9t the honorable gentleman was in £1,400,000 before the Government took
fH70ur of prohibition. I did not say any- office, and that the Government had shown
thing more, and I do not propose to say successive surpluses. N ow, I would reanything more, but I do deny that the mind the Premier that there was a hiatus
prohibition vote was the cause of between his Government and that of Sir
the Government losing three Ministers Alexander Peacock, and that was the
and five supporters, and of the Opposi- period during which the Economy Gotion gaining two members. I say that vernment was in power; that that Gothe Gover~ent was more emphatically vernment found a deficit, or a series of
defeated at the election than the Peacock deficits, of £1,400,000, and that it tran;;-
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formed the surplus, which Sir Alexander
Peacock had anticipated, from £3,000
into £265,000, besides paying off at the
railways two amounts of £60,000 and
£40,000, which had been left by our predecessors. The Premier made no reference whatever to that, but claimed credi.t
for the change. I desire, without claiming any great credit for it, to point out
tha t if the Treasurer had maintained
that generous attitude towards his predecessors which would have been in accordance with the traditions of this
House, and of British Governments in
all the Dominions, he would not ha.ve
taken credit for something for which his
Governmen t deserves no credit. There
was another matter. I noticed that the
manifesto claimed the entire credit for
having initiated a new ,scheme of using
Crown lands-our own magnificent wheat
area, with railways and a proper water
supply for domestic and stock purposesinstead of increasing the value of all tho
land throughout the State, and loading
the soldiers with the burden of debt by
buying private lands. Our Government
within a fortnight after it went into
power, put this thing into action. Surveyors were sent up to the Mallee, and
400,000 acres of magnificent land were
mapped out. We projected three railways into that Gountry, and a weir on the
Murray. Those railways have ,since been
built, and on one of those lines-the Kulwin line.--21,OOO acres are under wheat
this year, and 100 soldiers will take off
something like £120,000 in wheat if the
seaSOn keeps good. There is a striking
example of the value of using our own
Crown lands. I understand that these
lands were acquired by the soldiers at
from lOs. to 15s. an acre. They have got
an opportunity in life to survive the experiment of sett.lf~mpl1t upon land; and
surely if there is a noble gift like this iT!
the hands of the Government, and if ther8
is an opportunity of extending that gif~
to the soldiers who remain. the Government ought to be eager to place our remaining soldiers upon as much of that
land as is available. We do not S2e any
move whatever made in that direction.
On the contrary, the Minister of Lands
stated publicly that the 9perations of the
Government were limited to the area al-
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ready undertaken. We have 2,000,000
acres. We have to point out-Mr. ALLAN.-They do not do anything
until we point it out to them. •
Mr. BOWSER.-That was the experience during last session on more
than one occasion. However, we have
that great area still, and I understand
that the railway expert, from information
in his possession, has said that a railway
can be run easily into that territory. The
officers of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Oommission say that they can run
channels in that country, and it has already been &0 surveyed that they are able
to plot out the good land and the medium
land.
Therefore, I cannot understand
why a Government that is anxious to
settle soldiers does not avail itself of this
splen did opportunity to do so.
:Mr. ROBERTsoN.-Did not Sir Thoma~
Bent and his Government spy out that
territory years ago ~
]VIr. BOWSER.-Yes. Another example of the dilatory action of the Government in the settlement of soldiers;
and the prejudices in the Government's mind against vine-growing i~
the position in connexion with land at
Rutherglen.
'There" during the last
eighteen months, we have had thirtyone ,soldier vignerol1s waiting for land
which was offered to the Government at
£8 or £9 an acre. It is magnificent land.
A member of another place is making off
75 acres of it something like £4,000 this
year.
£15 a ton is being paid for the
grapes. If the soldiers· had been settled
on that land in Rutherglen whon they
first asked to be settled there they would
now be getting the very high prices offered for grapes. I think honorable members know the whole of the circumstances
connected with the Rutherglen land proposal. An honorable member of this
House went up with two members of the
Oommittee to report on Rutherglen lands,
and reported strongly against the use of
the lands for vine-growing.
:Mr. EVERA.RD.-We knew he would do
that before he went there.
lVlr. BOWSER.~At any rate the report was most prejudiced and unf~ir ..also
it wag not. according to facts. Mr. Donald
'1tJ:ackinnon, who is a fair-minded man and
a. good sport, a learned man who was a
credit to this IIouse durin.~ the many
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years he was in it, ,vent o.ver the tracks
()f the pl'eceding Commission in company

with members of the Closer Settlement
Board. On his return he reported to the
GovernrUent to the effect that the preceding report was false; that the lands were
suitable for soldier settlement; and that
they were pre-eminently suited for the
~u1t.ivation of vines. But has anything
been done ~ Nothing followed that report. Months have elapsed since the
-report came in, but the Government has
~one nothing. The soldier.s are still waiting for the land, and many of the areas
which were offered to the Government at
such reasonable prices have now been sold
at a considerably appreciated price in the
()pen market to private individuals.
Mr. W ARDE.-Have not the Government climbed down over that proposition
f:ince ~
Mr. 0 MAN.-Y es ; and instructions
have been given that settlement may pro(lecd in that area.
Mr. BOWSER.-I am glad to know
that at least some effort is being made
in that direction, and I think I have a
'right to ask why the soldiers, after the
service that they rendered to this country and the Empire, should be kept landhungry, awaiting the opportunity to make
a living in an honest way. N ow there is
another scheme which has been held in
abeyance for years. I refer to the electrification of the North-east, supplying, it
may be, also Bendigo. There is a magnificent fall of ~ater of 4,000 feet in
something like 6 or 7 miles" affording an
opportunity for the development of electrici~y ,suffi.cient to give light. and power
for machinery to the whole of the towns
of the North-east, to Bendigo, Shepparton, and other towns, and to leave a considerable surplus for the city of Melbourne at something under ld. per unit.
All this has been projected, and one private company has offered to carryon the
work if the Goverr.ment is not prepared
to go On with it. But the Government
decided to take it on, and it ha~ been
dallying with that subject ever since. We
hear a great deal about Morwell, but we
find no genuine determination to put into
action the Kiewa scheme, which ought to
have been operating years ago. There is
not a town in the North-east in which
small industries would not be immediately
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developed. I know of one man who
is prepared to start a facto:J:Y iu which
forty of the y()ung people iu his town will
be engaged at once.
}lfr. HANNAH.-The~·e ought to be a
hive of industry from Seymour to Wodonga.
Mr. BOWSER.- There is no doubt
whatever that the whole of the town~, not
only of the North-east, but throughout the
'State" are being mOl'e or less depopulated
for want of the encouragement that such
an enterprise as this would give.
e talk
about decentralization, mouthing ,the word
a'3 if it weore Mesopotamia, and doing
nothing.
1\1:r. I-IANNAH.-That is what we have
said about you for yea.rs.
Mr. BOWrSER.-I ask the honorable
member for 'Oollingwood not to be personal.
Mr. HANNAII.-I am speaking of your
party.
Mr. BOWSE.R.-As far as we are concerned, we took up the Kiewa scheme immediately we had the opportunity of
doing so. If these towns were ,given cheap
power, not only would the municipalities have electric light at a low price, instead of as now· paying high prices for
gas, but we should also develop those
young industries that are natural to many
of our country towns.We should have
broom-making, tobacco
manufacture,
and soap manufacture, because the
raw material lies all about us, and
there is no hindrance to the immediate develorpment of many other
industries in our country towns.
The
first essential is cheap power.
The
Kiewa scheme, however, hangs in abeyance. Nothing has been done becau~e the
Government is tied up at Morwell, and
the Solicitor-General and the Premier act
together, as faT as I can see, in keeping
back that scheme. At any rate, the Government did not proceed with the
scheme with that expedition which the
people in the country districts have a
right to expect. A8 I said a little earlier,
I do not intend to go into detail regarding questions which might be taken up
if the party to which I belong succeeds in
the effort it is now making to put its programme into action.
I do not think it
would be wise to· develop, at this moment,
the full programme of that party. In any
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oase,it is not in my province to do so.
Da.t is 1J. duty which deVlolves on the
~r 'olf the party, so, whilethan!king
h()Qlo:rabl~ members, I will not delay them
any longer ,on this questioo.
Mr. MoPHERSON (Treasurer).Last night, when the honorable member
for Rodney submitted his amendment, he
made reference to the finances of the
State.
He did so in a plain, straightforward way, and he was good enough and
courteous enough to make a kindly remark about myself for which I thank
him. I will try to explain the matters to
which he referred in the same courteous
way as he 'Submitted them to the House. '
Recompared the year ,ending June, 1915,
with that ending June, 1920. He told the
House that the expenditure which in 1915
amounted to £11,444,000 had risen to
£15,228,000 in 1920, and in those figures
he is qui,te correct.
It will be realizeu,
however, that in dealing with expenditure
we must at the same time take into consideration the revenue, for the one without the other is entil'ely useless.
Now,
what are the facts ~ In 1915, the particular year which the honorable member
has chosen, although the expenditure 'was
£11,444,000, the revenue "\Tas only
£10,248,000. In other words, we wound up
that year with a deficit of £1,195,000.
Although we spent £15,228,000 in 1920,
we had a revenue of £15,432,000, and
we wound up the year, not with a deficit,
but with a surplus of £203,000. I ask honOI'able members which was the best year
for the State ~ Was it the veal' in ,,,hich
the Sta,ne was landed in a "debt and liability of nearly £1,250,000, or was-it the
year when there was a surplus of £203,000
when all transactions were closed ~ It may
be said that railway fr~ights and fares
w.ere Increased, but I have the figures
he·re to sho.w that that does not account
for the improveme,nt,and that the
sl:1rplus revenue to which I ha,e referred
was not taken out of the country industries. The facts are these: For the year
in which we had a sUl'plus of £203,000
there was a deficit on the railway account
of £340,000, and on the general account
there was a surplus of £544,000. If you
take the ·deficit on the railway account
from the surplu,s on the general account
you have a 'credit balance, as I have already stated, of £20'3,,000. As far as the
e!X.lpenditnre is concerned, I leave it ,at
that. If yO'll 'are only content to take the
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expenditure without giving any consideration to the revenue, then, I think you are
building on a wrong foundation.
The
honorable member wondered why the expenditure had increased so much.
I do
not wish to anticipate what I shall have
to say in my Budget speech, if I have the
opportunity of presenting iit, ID;lilt I have
takem out 'sonle :figures in order to campare some of the items in 1913-14 with
the Estimates for the current year. Taikle,
fi-rst of all, the interest on our loans. OGmpared with 1913-14 there is an extra
charge in that item alone of £722,006.
For redemption of funded and unfunded debt there is an extra ChM"g6
o.f £128,000, and
for endowmems
and grants £178,000.
I am confi'Iling
myself to the main items. The votes
for the Chief Secretary's Department
show an increas,e O[ £498,000, principally for salaries and wages.
For
the Education Department there is an in..;.
crease of £675,000, and it is well known
that honorable members all round the
House are askinp; for increased educational facilities. '-The honorable member
for Rodney will realize -that it does not
matter who sits on the Treasury bench, if
those extra facilities 'are to be provided
they must be paid for, and they go on the
expenditure side of the accounts.
1Ir. W ARDE.-I hope you are going to
provide a little more this year.
Mr. McPHERSON.-I suppose I shall
be blamed for that, too.
In the Treasurer's Department there is a'Q. increase
of £41,000. As a. Government., we have,
undertaken to pay in the Government
Printing Office whatever wages are determined on by Wages Boards outside in
thfl printing trade, and in one sum we are
called upon to pay an additional £30,000
to our men.
For the Public Works Department the increase is £65,000; the
Mines Department, £89,000; the Water
Supply Department, £53,000; and the Department of Agriculture, £71,000. In connexion with the Department of Agricu1ture I may mentio!Il that we spend about,
£42.,000 annually in regard to our cool
store'S, but .although we spent that amount
last year we got a return of over £80,000.
I do not wish honorable members to run
away with the idea that that is taken out
of the producers.
A1l the meat in those
cool 'stores- was sold to the British Go-,
~ernment, and if anyone rpaid that extra.
profit it was the peQple in England.
I
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Mr. McPHERSON.-As Treasurer, I
say that all the money I have been asked
for by the Health authorities has been
given to them. If they have not got the
money they require it is not the fault
of the Treasurer.
Mr. WARDE.-I am pleased to hear
that.
Mr. LAwsoN.-The Gove,rnment said
that wha tever was necessary to make the
Commission an efficient machine would
be provided.
lir. SOLLy.-That is not the statement Oof the memb-ers of the Commission.
Mr. LAwsoN-It is a matter of regulations
that are being prepared as
speedily as possible,. There was delay at
the inception.
Mr. McPHERSON. - The railway
revenue and expenditure were embraced
ill figures that were given to the House
last night. When you compare the present
year with the year that ended on the 30th
June, 1914, we are spending ln working
expenses, interest charges, and pensions
£3,978,000 more. In, round figures, the
excess is £4,000,000.
But as .against
t.hat we have increased revenue of
£3,986,000.
This year we have 447
mOore miles Oof railway than we had in
1914, and it is estimated that the train
miles run amount to 988,000 mOore than
the number for 1914.
That means that
the GOovernment are trying to provide the
country districts with bette,r train services.
It means that in some districts
where thev have had only three trains a
week they will get five, or where they
had only twO' trains a day they will have
three.
The8e are matteTs that the
Country party have pressed upOon the
Government.
Mr. VV!EA'·!ER.-According to the Minister of Ag"lculture we have not.
Mr. MqrHERSON.-I say, frankly,
that the C:luntry party have given us
very goo.d 2ssistanoe.
Mr. EVERARD.-And now they are
going to assist you out.
Mr. McPHEREON.-We shall not
worry about that. We cannOot have increased revenue unless we are prepared to
spend money. In connexion with the extra
train mileage, there will be an expenditure
of about £400,000, but that win bring in
revenue. I have said t4at the working
and other expenses this year as comMr. WARDE.-We passed an u.p-to-date pared with 1914 will he about £4,000,000
Health Act, but there is no money to more. I shall mentiOon some of the items
carry out its provisions.,
that go. to make up that total. Increased

wish to drive home the fact that increased
expenditure does not necessarily mean
bad business. There are business men in
the House who, if they compared their
own expenditure of ten years ago with
what it is now, will admit that it has
gone up tremendously.
Why?
It is
because their business has grown.
You
cannot develop a State any more than a
private business unless you spend more
money.
The total estimated increased
expenditure this year as compared with
the year 1914 is £2,538,000.
As
against that, we have incre,ased revenue
of £2,666,000. I do not want to trouble
honorable members with a mass of
figures.
I said that £675,000 was the
diiference in connexion with the Education Department.
The salaries alone
accounted fur £593,000.
The,re was not
a man in the House when we made the
advance but applauded t.he Government
for its action.
When we do this sort of
thing we must nOot be blamed for increased
expenditure. Maintenance, has gone up
by £21,000. It was agreed all round the
House that the school-cleaners were not
sufficiently paid, and we have paid inFor
creases amounting to £10,000.
scholarships the amount is £11,000, the
grant ,to technical schools is £37,000, and
the equipment has cost £15,000 a year
more. We spent £89,000 in connexiOon
with the MOorwell brown cOoal, but the revenue was £110,000.
That shows a
balance on the right side of £20,000. It
is the same with the forests. The extra
expenditu're amounts to £7,122, and the
increased revenue to £13,000. I venture
t'o say that hOJ;lorahle members will
applaud the Government for its activities
in connexion with water storage and
irrigation. W'e have an increase of
£53,000 in that expenditure, but, on the
othelf hand, the increased revenue
amounts to £80,000. We can say that
the money is being judiciously spent. I
have already referred to agriculture, and
now 1 must mentiOoI1- the Health Department.
Health is a matter to which the
Government have devoted a great deal
of time and attentiOon. We are spending
this year, as compared with 1914, some
£32,000 in exces.s. N ow I come to that
great undertaking, the railways, on which
the State has spent £60,000,000.
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salaries and wages, owing to the higher
ra.tes that are payable, amount to
£1,460,000. This matter was discussed
in the House which, in its wisdom, agreed
to the appointment of a Reclassification
:Board.
That Board brought in its
award, and the Government honoured it,
and I have given the cost. The increased cost of materials amounts to
£928,000; the repayment of advanc~s for
relaying lines, £50,000; Increased contribution to the Rolling Stock Replacement Fund, £100,000; the cost of working the Electrical Engineering Branch,
£178,000; cost of maintaining the increased mileage, £11-1,000; cost of working the refreshment rooms, £160,000.
Mr. HOGAN.-What is the revenue
from the refreshment rooms 1
Mr. McPHERSON.-I think last year
will show a profit of about £10,000 or
fi15,000. All these matters are embodied
in the Budget statement, which, as I have
said, I do not know if I shall be permitted
to deliver.
Mr. OLOUGH.-YOU ought to make a
considerable profit out of the railway refreshment rooms.
Mr. HOGAN.-:Meals which can be obtained at Spencer-stl'eet are the cheapest
in Melbourne.
Mr. McPHERSON.-I hope I have
made it clear to the Ilouse that there is
reason for the increased expenditure, and
that we ha ve had increased reven ue
during the last two years. In the
year 1914-15, to which the honorable
member referred, there was a deficit
of £1,150,000, but . last year we had
a surplus of £203,000.
The. honorable member referred to the public
debt.
If honorable members will bear
with me for a few minutes I will tell
them exactJly how that stands. In 1910
the public debt was £54,745,000. Five
years' later it was £71,5~9,000, or an increase of £16,800,000. To-day it stands
at £8 5,2'51,000. In considering this increas'e we must take into consideration the
fact that £6,J500,000 has been spent in
connexion with soldier settlement, and to
make a fair ,comparison with the figures
for 19105 'we must deduct that SUm from
the total to-day, and that will bring the
public debt to £7,8,7'50,000. In this way,
inste;ad of the increase from 1915 to 1920
being £16,000,000, as it was in the pre·yious five years, it was only £7,182,000.
1
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Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens) .--.-:.A.lthough
we were not carrying on soldier settlement in the previous five years, we were
spending a lot of money in closer settlement.
JMr. LAwsoN.---lThere was a considerable
period of inactivity during the time the
Royal Oommission was inquiring into our
closer settlement operations.
Mr. MoP,HERlSON.-I am not saying
anything a'bout the money which was
spent in closer settlement at all. The
honorable member for Rodney drew attention to the growth of the !public debt, and
I am endeavouring to put the facts in
their proper light.
HonoraJble members
will be glad to know that the public debt
of this State is the lowest in the Oommonwealth. In referring to the interest
bill the honorable member for Rodney pointed out th~t in 1909-10 it
was £1,964,000, that in 1914-15 it
was £2,345,000, while in 1920 the
total was £3,243,000, an increase during the ton years of £1,27'9,000. The increase of the public debt js only one factor
in the increased interest charg'es. As a
matter of fact, the increas\3 in the rate of
interest accounts for a great portion ·of
the increase. If w'e had to pay the same
rate on the last loan floated as we did in
1910 we would be paying £438,000 less
than we are. With regard to the financial position generally of this State, I
venture to say that the credit of Victoria
is wholly unassailaMe. We have evidence
of the farvour in which this 'State was held
by the London financiers in the last flotation. When I had the honour of representing the Government in London last
year I converted a £4,000,000 loan, off
which I am glad to say we were wble to
pay £1,000,000 sterling. I also got the
most favorable rate of any 'State in Australia, including the Oommonwealth. The
loan was converted at 5~ per cent. par,
and the underwriting commission was 1
per 0ent., which' was the lowest ever
known in England. This saved Victoria
a good deal of money. The last loan we
dealt with was one for ;E6,000,OOO. It
was put through during this year, and was
just as successful as the previous loan, if
not more so. In converting this loan
we paid off £5'6'7,000. We converted half
of the balance in London .at ·6} per cent.,
and we raised the remainder in Melbourne
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In converting the

loan in LOIIldon we went dl.rect to
the ,bondholders of Victorian stock,

without . the

intervention

of

under-

Writers or financiers, and ~e had no
trouble in getting the portion of the loan
which we offered them taken up by the
people who, in some instances, had held
our bonds for twenty years. In this way,
also, we effected a great saving.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-I noti0e the London
portion was 6t per cent., and the Victorian 5i per cent.
Mr. MoPHERSON.-That is to the
.advantage of this State. At the same
time New South Wales was offering 6i
per cent. in England for money.
Mr. l\.LLAN.-IWas not the Victorian
portion free of income tax?
Mr. McPlHERSON.-Yes, but it must
be remembered that the State derived no
benefit from the money lent in England,
because we got no income tax from that.
I wan t to l:ead one extract from the London T'imes) and, as honoraJble mem1bers
know, there is no question of getting an
adverti.sement from that ,paper. TheTe is
!I0 doubt the Times is the greatest paper
In the world, and this is what it said in
regard to the conversi~n of OUT £6,000,000
loan11le colony has approached the London mar-

ket for new money on only three occasions
during the last seventeen years.
Last year
£1,000,000 stock waa absolutely redeemed, and
the total liability in respect of the loan which
is now about to mature is also being reduced
by £.)150,000. During the last nineteen years
the State's repayments to the London market
have exceeded: new borrowings. The fact that
the State is croiucr to repay debt on balance is
in itself a n;tabl~ tribute to healthy financial
conditions.

With these remarks I will leave the
financial aspect of this, matter in the
hands of the ,House. The Government
have nothing to be ashamed of so far as
They are
the finances are concerned.
thoroughly sound, and' will bear favorable
.comparison with those of any Etate in the
Commonwealth, and even with those of
the Commonwealth itself.
Mr. ALLAN.--J)O you expect the revenue will go on increasing?
Mr.. :McPJI·ERSON.-If I am allowed
to submit the Budget this year I will have
a gocd deal to say on this subject. I am
glad to be able to indicate that under
present conditions the revenue is very
'buoyant.
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Mr. EVERARD.-¥OU would make a 'good
Farmers Union Treasurer yourself.
Mr. MoPHERSON.-A good deal has
been said about the allowance f.or boardedout children, but I dOl not intend to-night
to traver:se the ground that I traversed
the other evening.
The 'BPEAKER.-That matter cannot
be discussed again.
Mr. McP.HERSON .--.:That finishes
that subject. The honorable member for
Wangara,tta spoke ahout the electricity
supply scheme in the North-east.
\Vhile he is probahly one of the
fairest men in the. House, I feel that
he was not quite fair to the Governmento, in sa.ying that we had done
nothing about the Kiewa scheme and
an electric supply in the North-eastern
country.
Honorable members will recollect that one of the first things the
Government did after t.he Electricity
Oommissioners were appointed was to instruct them that the.y were not only to
inquire into the Morwell scheme, but
\vere to take up the Kiewa scheme, get
the best expert evidence -about the matter, and submit a I'eport to the Government.
Mr. EVERARD.-Why not other river
schemes as wen as Kiewa ~
:M:r. JVlcPHERSON.-I,think probably
the commission was wide enough to embrace the ,other schemes. I know that
t.he Oommissioners secured the services
of the best hydraulic engineer in
Australia, and that he has
been
working with a. party for months
on this job.
I feel sure that, if
the honorablel membe'r for Wangaratta knew that, he would not wish to
persist in his statement that the Govern-'
me-nt have done nothing. I understand
that ,the report is in the hands of the
Electricity Commission;ID fact, I. know
that that is too case, because: I initialed
the paper to be printed by the Government Printer the other day, and it ought
to be placed on the table of the House
very shortly.
I can assure honorable
members that the Government have not
lost sight of the fact tha,t, if we can produce cheap electricity in the N ortheastern district, it will give a great :fillip
to industries in that district. We realize
I t is the
-what cheap power means.
foundation and basis of cheap manufacture. The matter of cheap electric power
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in the- NGrth~a.stern· ,district has- not been
·everlooked. With those remarks-, I will
lea-ve the matter. I hope I have given
the honorable member for Rodney all the
information he desires. If he m.entionB
:any other matters· to me,. I .sh:aJ.l be only
too pleased to furnish: the. :figures relating
to them, so.' far aa ] can.
Mr.
HA:NNAIf.-The amendment
moved by the Leader of the Farmers
Union party, to the effect that the Go~
vernment did not ,possess the confiden-ee
«)f bIle House, came as a' shock to many
honorable members who were in the
cham bel' last night, and it must also
have been a surprise to some who were ont
<Of the chambe:r. I am sure that an old
warrior like the honorable member for
Daylesford would have been present if
he had heard a whisper of what was intended.
The greatest surprise I have
·ever had since I have been in the House
was this afternoon, when the division was
taken' on the amendment moved by the
Lea.de,r of the Opposition. The Farmers
IT nion party thad a chance 'of getting upon
the Treasury bench, but they refused to
.accept it. I cannot imagine for a moment
whatever could have possessed men like
the honorable member for Mornington
,~nd other warriors who have been here a
long time, to cause them to vote against
that amendment. I have been trying to
ascertain the reason.
T·he honorable
membel' for Wangaratta spoke after the
.amendment of the Leader of the Oppositi?n had Ibeen negatived, and I ex·pected
hlm-a man of long experience in the
House,. who has been in more than One
<Gover:lme~t-to shed a ray of light on
the sltuatlOn. I was f-orced to vote
,against the Government; but the men who
had said that the Government did ·not
possess the confidence of the House
shamefully ran a'way from their position,
.and kept the company of those whom they
.denounced last evening.
Mr. EEARDMoRE.-The '" hayseeds" are
not as green as they look.
Mr. HAN:NAH.-If I had referred to
,'~ 'hayseeds," probably my name would be
·t. mud" for some time to come; but I do
not want to Say 'anything about hayseeds.
I wish to refer to men who have been
-hadly treated, who 'have had to toil, and
lIave never received even that ·censidera;tion that has been given to the people
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whom we on this (the· Opposition) side
of the House represent.
I went to
the trouble· of selecting· a most up-to-da.te
Ministry for the Government of this
conntry, because I was told to-diay that
the· numbers· were up.
Mr. MC'PIIERSON.-l\.I'e you going to
read the names 'out?
Mr. HA.NN.A1L-It is no use doing
so, because the Farmers Union party
would not accept the opportunity which
\Vas presented to them. Where are the
leaders of the Farmers Union party
drifting? They have only been here for
three years, and no. Olle welcomed ,them
more warmly than I did three years ago.
There was ,one member of the party, Mr.
Stewart, who sa,t on the Opposition side
of the House, and who used to put up a
genuine fight. He has been followed by
a budding politician.
I welcomed t.he
members of the Farmers Union to this
House, and lye know. what occurred
shortly after they came here~ The honorable member for Allandale had been
Premier during a critical period, and
bad brought in certain legislation which
he considered necessary in the interests
of the country.
I never knew a man
more maligned .by the press and certain
yested interests than was the hono'l'able
member for A.llandale ,vhen he was Prelllier. His actions were misrepresented
throu~hout the length and breadth of the
State.
The men who had denounced
him and his Government ca.me into
ofrice, la.t.e,r, and carri.ed on as he had
done.
The Le·ader of the Farmers
Union party supported that Government
for three years. I asked him, by interjection last eYening, whether he was dis~
satisfied with the Goyernment because
of their actions since the elections, and
he said "No." No one was more responsjble than he for keeping this very same
Government in power on two occasions .
It was his vote and those of his colleagues
that kept them in power, particularly at
one period during last session. I want to
ask the honorable member one or two
questions, but before doing so, I will give
my tip fOil' what I helieve was to be the
Ministry. The honorable member stated
that he looked for my vote, because I had
been returned for Collingwood by a number ef second votes. By what stretch ef
imagination can the honorable member,
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What is he going to do ~ Surely we can-'
not give him a blank cheque altogether~
We want to know before he gets to the
Treasury bench just what his party are
going to do, and how far we are likely
to be taken down, or let in. I have seen
one or two most remarkable occurrences
Mr. OLD.-YOU have been against the in this House, and I believe that the honorable member for Flemington has also
Government for twenty years.
witnessed two or three. I remember
Mr. HANNAH.-During my sixteen when, for a. few brief days, our party ocyears in the House I have been mostly in cupied the Treasury bench. If t:p.e new
opposition. The honorable member has Ministry is to be a durable one, it must
been here for only a short time, but J. have a policy. Is it to be a progressive
welcome his presence in the House, and policy, or a reactionary policy? Have I
I shall have a word or two to say in a to judge as to this by the f our who remoment about his ability and his pros- mained in the corner to-day while the
pects. I believe that what has happened division was being taken? That wellat this juncture has cleared the atmo- known Radical, the honorab~e member for
sphere. I would ask the honorable mem- Benalb was one of the four. Which
ber for Rodney a question. He may yet will be the Radical section, and which will
turn the present Government out and be the Oonservative section? I am asksucceed as Premier and Treasurer. As a ing for the nod, because information js
Scotchman he is, I believe, eminently necessary., I believe that this Goveniment
qualified for the latter nortfolio and h,· will have to wake up and do things. There
becoming the custodian of the finances of is a mandate from the country that things
this great St~te. I have one or two ques- must be done. I want to know what the
tions to ask him, because, if he does come incoming Ministry intend to do, and how
into power, my vote will be up for sale. the Ministry will be composed, in order
As I am an independent member, of that I may judge whether they are to be
course my vote ,goes to the highest trusted.' I will give, briefly, what I bebidder. In the interests of my con- lieve will be the com posi tion of the new
stituency I want to know how the honor- Ministry. The Leader of the party, of
able member feels in regard to certain course, will be the Premier and Treaimportant questions that affect a great surer. The next position is that of Chief
constituency like mine. I have some im- Secretary and Minister of Labom'.
portant railway matters to be attended Noone would be more fitted for a
to. The present Minister of Railways position like that than the honorable
has been a long while looking after them. member for Korong (Mr. Weaver), beHow does the honorable member for Rod- cause he knows what it is to work. No
ney feel with regard to the employees doubt, in his time, he has laboured hard.
and with regard to the very large sum of As Minister of Labour and Chief Secremoney that must be paid to them in in- tary he would be able to improve the concreases as the result of the r.eport of th~ ditions of the toiling masses, particularly
Royal Commission on the basic wage? those who have to work for low wages. I
How is he going to raise the extra money know that the farmers pay high wages.
required for that purpose? Is there to They are the first to lead in the payment
be [1.11 increase in freights and fares, or of high wages, and they have a burning
is there to be fresh taxation? I ask that desire to pay the highest possible rate
question of the Leader of the Oountry of wages. Therefore, I am quite sure
party. The honorable member for Swan that the duties of Chief Secretary and
Hill is only one of the humbler followers Minister of Labour will be well and faithas :vet, with a great chance, I admit, of fully administered by that gentleman.
inclusion in the Ministry. How is th~ N ow I come to the third position in the
incoming Premier going to raise tha t Government, the Minister of Mines and
money? He told us last night that he Forests. The object always must be to
does not believe in increased taxation. place in such a. position a man whose
who represents my native place, expect
my vote when he" and those acting with,
him, ran away from us when three important proposals were submitted to the
House in an amendment ~ In the future
the honorable member must not blame
me if I run away from him.
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appointment would be welcomed throughout the country. Care has to be exercised
in placating the mining districts. Therefore I assume that the honorable member
for Grenville (Mr. Gibson) .would be
given the portfolios of Mines and Forests.
There is need of good work in the Forests
Department. With regard to the position
of Attorney~General, I find no honorable
members amongst the farmers' represen-.
tatives who have the special capacity to
fill that portfolio. For that portfolio,
therefore, I have had to look around for
a man with administra ti ve experience. I
have concluded that it would be allotted
to the honorable menber for Wangaratta
(Mr. Bowser). Because of his past experience in the difficult work of administra tion, especially in connexion with the
Exhibition hospital busines.s, he is the
best fitted for the position of AttorneyGeneral. It is also to be remembered
that for this portfolio a man of wide
knowledge and ability is required. Now
we come to the portfolio of Minister of
Lands. This must be given to a man
with a broad outlook and a big constituency, and, therefore, the honorable member for Swan Hi.ll would
be
the
man
for
that
position.
I had to allot him that p()iI'tfolio. I am
sorry tha,t the honorable member fOol'
Lowan is nOot ahle to be in his place tonight.
Judging from his interjections
the other evening when the Minister Oof
Agriculture was speaking, and from the
promises he made during the election
campaign that the farmers would get 15s.
,a bushel for their wheat, and to the workers that they would get the large 100af f()iI'
9d., he is the very man 'for the position
of Minister of Agriculture. I am not
surprised that Mr. Menzies lost his seat.
I find it somewhat difficult to allot those
portfolios that would naturally go to
members of the Legislative Council. I
am not SO< well acquamted WIth members
of that Chamber. I will pick out Mr.
Crockett. As this g,entleman h:.ts t.o travel frequently on the Mildura line, I
would make him Minister of Railways.
He is, no doubt, anxious that the railways should be speeded up, and he would
have his opportunity to bring about reform. Dr. Harris, who is a new member
of the Legislative Council. is fitted for the
portfolios of Pu blic Instru'ction and
Health.
The new Go,vernment might
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need a doctor to advise them. There is
yet another portfolio that I would like
to see created. We know that too much
of the time of Ministers is taken up with
trivialities. The Treasurer has to deal
with a, lot olf paltry matters when he
should be devoting his whole time to big
financial problems as they come along.
Mention was made last night O'f the iron
ore at Nowa Nowa that awaIts development. We have the .raw material f()iI' the
pI'oduction of the finest steel, suitable for
railway cylinders, and equal tOo anything
brought from abroad.
Mr. RYAN.-Who is the owner of the
mine'
Mr. HANN AH.-There is no owner,
but we have there the :right kind of raw
material.
No· po'rtion of Australia is
richer in natural wealth than Gippsland
East. If the Treasurer wants to do anything he must do it now, because the
Corner members are on his track, and will
keep him well up to the mark. However;
as I was saying, the Premier and his
colleagues ar~ wo'rried with little matters
when they Oought tOo be devOoting themselves to big issues. The'refore, I am going to create· a new Minister, who shall
be known as the Minister of Trivialities.
He will be able to take on his shoulders
all the small questions that come along,
thus releasing his cOolleagues. who will be
able to aUend tOo the larger questiOons.
The new member .for Gippsland East, who
is the re'presentative of a wonderful territory that will yet be develOoped, and the
new member for Eaglehawk, would, of
course, be Hon()iI'ary l\finisters.
Mr. WARDE. --You ha,ve allotted thirteen portfolios.
Mr. HANNAH.-No, only nine. Then
there would, Oof course, be a Whip. I
think the discussion we have had to-day
will clear the political atmosphere. When
listening to· the Premier last night I
cOould not but wonder why he did not put
his foot down and say, "We must go on;
we cannot lose another day, as the session
must come to a close within a few weeks."
He should have sailed right in, determined to finish the debate in order that
the HOouse might tackle the important
problems awaiting solutiQln. I wish to say
to thel Farmers Union party, and those
whO' supported them, that I am not going
deliberately to throwaway my vote after
the spectacle we had this aftell'Iloon. 1
could not give my vote to men who run
away from such principles as were
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enunciated in the amendment moved by the
Leader of the Opposition on the honorable member for Rodney's amendment.
I hope that w,e sha.ll now settle down to

the real business before the House.
Mr. OMAN (Minister ·of Lands).-In
view of the fact that the Leader of the
Country party dealt last night with the
question of .soldier settlement, I think a
statement should be made 0[1 the position.
This State was supposed to provide for,
and the estimate made was, 5,395
soldiers. Y~l e have had 17,268 applications for land unde.r the soldier settlement 'sch€iIU8i, a)!" almost 25 per ceillt.
of the soldiers whO! left the State,
and 13,015 have been granted certificates. There are 305 further applications to be dealt with.
We ha.ve
settled on t~e land 6,530 soldiers
up to date. The number of blocks still
available fOlr settlement is 2,263. Therefore, with those settled and the land still
available, provision is made for 8,793, or
almost 9,000 soJdiers. That is nearly 75
per cent. of the total numbe,r. It is a
wonderful record. I should here pay a
tribute to the wonderful achievement of
my predecessor in office:. Thel Hon. Donald
Mackinnon never hesitated to devote the
whole of his time to his self-imposed task
of settling the returned soldiers.
He
undertook this task very readily at the
requesp olf the Premier, and I am convinced that I only voice the opinion of
the HOlUse when I say that during the
whole of the time' that he occupied office
there were 110 complaints. There was a
fee,ling tha.t the Lands Department was
in good hands, and that the Minister
was handling big questions in a big way.
That is a tribute which I think I should
pay him. V{ e have been accused of domg nothing in the way of making land
availa,ble for soldier settlement. We have
purchased land at a cost of £9,800,000,
and advances amounting to £1,767,867
have been made to soldiers. The total
expenditur9 is, therefore, well over
£11,500,000. ~o-day we have commit~
ments, for which we have to provide,
amounting to £1,800,000.
Properties
which have been taken oompulsorily com['rise a large area..
We ha.ve one at
Framlinghrun,
:mother-Trawalla-near
Ballarat, in addition to 'Woodlands and
Kilmany-.
.
Mr. BAtLEy.-Did you say Woodlands
was taken l,ornpulso!ily 1 At what stage 7
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Mr. OMAN .-At any r.ate,. the purchase has been satis£acton1y settled.
Mr. BAILEY. -You could. not call that.
compulsory taking.
Mr. OlVIAN.-A compulsory notice was
s.erved, and the matter would have heeD.
in the Court to-day if it had nOlt been
settled.
Other properties which have
been acquired are Konongwoot();ng N()rth,.
.Hazelwood, and Crawley.
Mr. BAILEY.-Be fair to those landowners.
Did you take the properties.
compulsorily ~
Mr. OMAN.~They were all gazetted
as Crown !ands, and when that is done
an opportunity is given for a. settlement.
If a settlement can be efr.ed.ed it is ma.de
on a fair basis to the State. In many
cas·es those settlements have been effected.
We have· an hand to-day very few voluntary offers.
TheTe are nine or ten big
prolperties, enllbracing 32,228 acres, the
price sought being £394,000. We have
under consideration, as the result of compulsory notice, for which the owners havenot yet made a definite offer, 195,000
acres, the value involved being £1,665,000.
vVe have \lnde,r off-e,r, as t.he result of
c0n.tpulsory-actlon, 145,000 acres, the
value involved heing £1,191,851.
Mr. BA[LEy.-In the case of the estates
which you said were compulsQlfily acquired, was aJ;lY commission ,paid t()
agents ~
Mr. OMAN.-I d"o not think SOl. Thera
would be valuations paid for. There is a
property in which the honorable, member
is interested, the value of which, I understand, is £360,000. He was somewhat
irritated last night because properties of
that kind were held for she·ep and grazjng to the exclusion of soldiers. I confess we had a large area in the Western
District and in many ·parts of the Statesuitable for closer settlement, but we wereconfronted with a proposttion when we"
had to settle, not the 5,000 soldiers expected, but 13,000. Hono'rable membershardly realize the position to-day. TheCommonwealth provides about £1,000 of
the money required to settle a soldier.
Assuming that we give a soldier .settler£2,500 worth of land' and £625 to de\-elop it, the State Tre~sure,r will have·
. to find £2,000 for e,ach soldier settler. In
;:J,ny case, there is a very hea.vy obligation
all the State, a.nd the State has heen
shouldering it; inae,ed", the responsibility
of the Treasurer has belen greatly increased]
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because of the fa·ct that he is obliged to
face this heavy impost in settling soldiers.
In regard to the sett.lement of the N orther~ areas, it is only fair to say that on
the 22nd November, 1918, the l\1inister
of Railways gave notice of motiOon that
the constrnction of a 5 ft. 3 in. railway
from Mananbatang to Bryden's Tank be
referred to the Railways Standing Committee fOor consideration and report, and
the same day he gave nat~oe in regard to
the Piangil extension.
I mention that
to show that the Government opened up
these lands for settlement.
Mr. ROBERTSON .~How many acres are
there ~
Mr. OlYIAN.--I have nat the area at
my fingers' ends. There has been a gaod
deal of settlement, but we ha.ve reached
the limit, and cannot go any further until
we extend the railways, that is, if we
are to give people an opportunity of
settling there successfully. It would be
madness to r€.'gard the present year asa.
typical year in the Northern and other
parts of the State. It is not a typical
year. If you take it as a typical year
and say that saldier settlement will be
as prosperous every year as it is this
year I. yau will say wha t is no't true. If
the Gavernment call offer sufficient inducement, many of the yaung men who
\\>ent into, ,the N!orthern ,areas will be
able, as all outcome of their wOork, to
'liquidate practically half their total liabilities without embarrassing themselves,
They will 118 well advised to do that, and
it would assist the Government in proceeding with further settlement.
The
honarable member for Gunbower, as a
member 0'£ the Bowser Government,
strongly
ad vacated
the
policy
Oof
settling those N orthe'rn aeIeas.
That
settlement has been very beneficial to
the State. Those. hOowever, who say that
wo cOould have settled 13,000 sOoldiers, or
a fair proportian of them, on our Crown
lands are not making a statement in accordance with the actual facts. I have a
statement which shows that if we extend
the two railways-one by 5 miles and
the other by 10 miles-we will be within
easy reach 'of the Murray.
'
Mr. ALLAN.-Who said that 13,000
cauld he seUied an Crown lands ~ We
did not say so.
Mr. OMAN.-That statement has been
repeatedly made.
It is estimated that
1,635 settlers could be settled in the
a,reas to which I refer. but I do nat think
Second Session 1920.-[12]
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it would be wise to force soldiers into
thase areas befare provision is made for
railways and water.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You have
had about three years in which to do it.
lVIr. Ol\:lAN .-If time had not been
wasted in this a.ttem pt to. shift the Go\ernment, natice would have been given
in connexian with the matter. One hundred and seventeen miles af railway will
bave to be built, at a cost af about
£300,000, and when water provisian is
made at a cast of £200,000, thase 1,635
blacks will he made available. We have
to-day men from overseas clamouring fo.r
land. We have desirable land-seekers seeking land, but we are so fnlly occupied in
fulfilling our pledged obligations to the
soldiers that we cannot undertake that
work. The duty is pressing on the Government, and it will be the duty of whate,rer Government is in power to do all it
can to induce settlement on a large area
of t.his northern land, which should be
made available for other than 'Soldier
settlement in some cases.
There aeIe
men of expeeIienoe waiting, and it would
be a. gaod thing tal have them settled
011 t.his land.
We have to find at
least 3,000 blacks, of
land
for
soldiers. A certain number of the blocks
already settled wil} fall back on the Government. Oases have come uilder my reyiew during the last day or two where
men have been advanced up to £1,000.
The assets in one case appear to me to
be very small indeed. A number of men
in the green mallee have had more than
£625 advanced to them.
They have had
as much as £800 or £900 advanced.
Mr. WARDE.-Who is responsible for
advancing it without improvements?
Mr. OMAN.-The improvements are
there. In the case I havel r:e:ferred
to five hQlI"ses died through neglect,
and certain seed that was baught
'was nat sown or only a portian of
it was sown.
These men who are dclibe'rately taking the Government down
will have to be replaced by genuine land
seekers. It will not do to allow men who
have nO intention of making good, and
'whose :files show that they cannot make
good, to destroy the prospects and the reputation of the soldiers.
I am charged
with the responsibility of seeing that the
rfoputation of our soldier settlement is
maintained at a high standard. We want
t.o help the men who desire to make good,
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and we are not hesita ting to incur the
necessary expenditure.
It is not just to
accuse the Government of delay and
neglect. In regard to soldier settlement,
we can show a better record than any two
States of the Oommonwealth, although
we have had more limited opportunity.
The power of compulsion granted by the
House has been the means of obtaining
land at reasonable terms in suitable localities. That poljcy will be continued. It is
easy to critIcise, but not so easy to perform. In the fulfilment of their pledge,
the Government have done all that possibly could be expected, and great credit
is due to the Ron. Donald Mackinnon,
who has done good service to the soldiers,
to the Government, and the people. We
are anxious that the division should be
taken on this question. We want to know
where we stand. We have been told that
we do not possess the confidence of the
House. I believe that we have the respect
and the good-will of almost the whole, of
the people.
Wei havel fulfilled €>very
promis,e, an,d pro'Vided fair and equitable
conditions fOir the pe,o'ple, as far as we
hay-e belen ablel to dOl so.
Mr. MURPHY.-YQlu provided" scabs"
for the gas works.
Mr. OMAN. - Even the industrial
classes have not been overlooked by the
Government. We have tried to do everything in a genuine way to promote the
interests of all the people. I hope that in
a few months we shall be able to report
that we have concluded soldier settlement
and are able to make land available for
other desirable settlers. The opportunity
is there if we can avail ourselves of it.
A large number of men are willing to
come here if we can offer them the opportunity that I hope we shall be able to do.
Mr. WEAVER.-I was rather surprised, whilst listening to the debate on
the Address-in-Reply, to hear the Government congratulated on the great success they had at the recent general elecIf they have two more successes
tion.
Eke that I think the Lawson-Peacock
Ministry will be extinct.
Going back
. three years, we find that Sir Alexander
Peacock and his party were turned down
badly at the general election. Mr. Lawson
and his party at the recent election met
with almost a similar fate. Although both
parties have lost the confidence of the
people in the -country, they have, notwith-
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standing, jollied hands, and they say they
will carryon in spite of the people's
wishes. That is why our pal~ty decided to
Allaunch this no-confidence motion.
though. we are the smallest party in the
House, we feel that we have carried the
voice of the people into the House, and
we wish to register our prot,est against
the government of the country by the present occupants of the Treasury bench. We
may come back stronger after the next
election, but we felt it was our duty to
launch this motion in accordance with the
will of the people. We have not far to go
to find out why the Government have been
turned down.
We found recently that
there was not sufficient provision for the
settlement of the soldiers on the land. The
Government have spent a great deal of
money in this -direction, but they have
The
not made use of the Crown lands.
he-norable member for Rodney dealt with
that question last night. We know that
men are making a great success in the
North-western Mallee. In fact, there is
no part of the State showing such a good
return for the expenditure. It is, indeed,
the best proposition for soldier settlement.
Why have the Government delayed in
constructing railways and providing water
schemes during the last three years?
Our party have assisted to keep
the Government in power. We have
on many occasions stayed here late
to save the political life of the
Government, and yet they have not pro'Tided water channels for this area. That
js one reason why the people are dissatisfied.
When our party came into this
House three years ago, the question of
the3Jppointment 'of a. Railways Commissioner was spoken of almost every day.
The appointment was only made a few
month.s ago. I~uppose our railways
have never been so badly managed as
during the last two years. In 1911 the
Commissioners and SO!Tlle of their
offi'cers ,conferred, and no doubt 'conferred with the Government, as to
future requirements at Spencer-street.
The Oommi8sioners could see there was
going to be a block at Spencer-street and
they decided to spend £150,000 in improving wha t is known as the "bottle neck,')
but after spending £70',000 the work wag
stopped. If the Oommissioners had only
carried out the scheme it would have got
over the trouble they had last year. Tliat
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trouble was not brought about by a at Tottenham that it wa~ the members of
shortage of trucks, but by the difficulty 4 the Farmers Union' who urged that operain handling them. The Minister of Ag- tio'lls ther€1 should be proooeded with. The
riculture spoke about a number of hor~es l\1:inister of Agriculture did not appear
dying. That is quite true, but in some a t election time to think very much of
cases there was plenty of feed only 50 the members of the Farm~rs Union,
miles aw.ay, and yet it could not be con- though perhaps it is not quite right to
veyed to the starving animals. I do not bring too much election talk into this
I may h.ave something to say
want to be always holding up electrifica- H,ouse.
tion to criticism, though I shall always re-: about it later, but we are a democratic
gard it as a great blunder. If the Com- party and do not object to opposition.
missioners had ,only '~pent the extra Still, when dirt is thrown at us we do
£80,000 on altering the" bottle neck" it not like it.. It hurts and it is not quite
would have been a greater asset than the fair.
Mr. ROGERs.-Don't cry.
electrification of the railways, which is
going to cost £6,000,000.
Mr. WEAViER.-I am not going to
Mr. HOGAN.-A couple of vv'eeks ago the cry. It was in consequence of the agitnrailway authorities would scarcely accept tion of the Farmers Union that the work
chaff at country stations. If they did the at Tottenham was continued, but progress
trucks were n;t allowed to be s~nt away is very slow. I should like to hear a rewithout a pe,rniit, because there was n.o port showing how operations are going
room at the platforms at Spenoer-street on. We were told that it would be ready
for the coming harvest, but I am afraid
to unload.
that it will not be. We know that the
Mr. WE-AVER.-A good deal of the financial position in this country is rather
trouble is caused by the fact that people stringent.
During the next ten years
dealing in produce have no sheds in which
£42,000,000 of loan money will have to be
to put their stuff, and they use the trucks redeemed. This money was obtained at
to store it. That should not ·be allowed. 3!tper cent., but the loans will probably
The Commissioners have increased fares
not be renewed under 6 per cent. or 6-1
and freights out -of all proportion to what percent., and that will mean a severely
they shoruld be, and that is most unfair to increased burden.
the country people. They have also
Mr. OMAN.-Will private borrowers be
abolished return tickets, which is a scan- in a better posi tion ~
dal. It is not at all uncommon to see
Mr. WEAVER.-Let me make my
women struggling in the crowds around
speech in my own way. No future loan~
the ticket offices, which are only open for
should be raised unless provision is made
about a quarter -of an hour before the
for a sinking fund. There are a numdeparture of the trains. l\1:any of these
ber of member,s of this House who have
women are in a state of excitement owing
occupied the position of Treasurer as well
to the fear that they will miss their trains.
as other portfolios, and I am sorry to say
At times the Commissioners proviae for
I have supported them; but still I underexcursion trains,. for which return tickets
stand a sinking fund has been provided
are issued, but if the journey is not comin respect to only about £2,000,000 of
pleted in the one day another ticket has
loan
money. If the Treasurers who have
to be purchased. A friend ,of mine and
been responsible for l>aising loans in this
his wife, who started by the 4.50 p.m.
train wanted to stay at Kyneton, but they State had had the foresight to provide
~jllking funds we would be in an infinitely
were not allowed to break the journey and
better
position than ",Te are to-day.
had to go on to Korongvale. A~ there
:Mr. McPHERsoN.-Most of our loans
was no chance of getting accommodation
there, the only alternative was to buy a provide for a sinking fund.
~Ir. WEAVER.-How long has that
ticket to Kyneton. The sooner the Gobeen
the case?
vernment and the Commissioners recon~rr.
McPHERsoN.-For about five years
sider this question the better it will be
for them. I do not intend to speak at before I came into office.
great length to-night, but I should like
1Ir. vVEAVER.-I .understood that
to point out in conneyion with the work only ab.out £2,000,000 have been provided
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for in that way. I am glad to hear the object to that, 'because I am not afraid
interjection of t,he ,Treasurer, and I hope of a fight 'at any time. My opponent
in future sinking funds will always be had been a railway porter, and had been
provided. If a loan secured twenty years a failure at that. I oould not have
ago would not return 5 per cent., the wished for a better opponent-he was
money should not have been borrowed. If just what I desired. I gave the people
sinking funds had been provided at that who ran him credit for having sense
time the loans would have been paid off enough to pick ,a stronger man. I am
by this. When the Government went to quite satisfied that that election cost ,a
the country they had the support of the good deal of money, 'and I am also satisNational Federation. I should like to fied that my op'ponentcould not afford
know where the funds of that Federa- to run at his own expense. He had au
tion come from. It seems to be a sort of organizer, a motor car, and a driver, and
secret party, though its members abso- a good deal of money was spent in adver!ute~y condemn. the Caucus party.
The tising. Is it fair that the Government
Farmers Union is trying tOi build up a. should indorse the candidature of men
representation in Pa,rliament from the of this kind, who are not in touch with
people in the country.
the requirements of the' districts 'which
Mr. McGREGoR.-Have you not got they are seeking to represent? I should
party funds? .
like it to be clearly understood that I
Mr. WEAVER.-Yes.
We have a am not complaining about having been
subscription of 12s. per memher, and we opposed; but the honorable member for
find that we have not any more money Swan Hill, the honorable member for
than we want to carryon with. We Rodney, and myself were opposed by
have a small voluntary fund called the three men from right outside our elecfighting fund, to which anyone who torates.
likes may subscribe.
We publish a
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-Are
balance-sheet.
you complaining that your opponent was
Mr. MORLEY.-What about the poor not strong enough to beat you?
Independent?
Mr. WEAVER.-I would not have
Mr. WEAVER.-Only a moneyed man cared whether I was beaten or not if my
can afford to be an Independent.
I be- opponent had been a practical man,
longed to the National Federation for suitable to represent the dish:ict; but he
three or four years, and the subscription knew absolutely nothing about the dis-,
~rict, in which I ha,ve lived for forty-five
was 1s. a year.
Mr. ANGUS.-You have been losing years. As I have said, the honorable
money since you changed your coat.
member for Rodney and, the honorable
Mr. WEAVER. - There was no member for Swan Hill had the same exWhy does the
Farmers Union at the time. When the perience as I had.
]'armers Union was formed I joined it, N ati,onal Federation, with the indorseand, unlike the Minister of Lands, I did ment of the Government, run candidates
against' men who represent the views of
not get out of it.
The following appeal
Mr. OMAN.-If I paid 5s. as a sub- their districts?
scription to the Farmers Union, I never was issued by the Premier on hehalf of
my opponent:got 5s. worth o"!1t of it.
E.LECTORS OF KORONG.
Mr. WEAVER.-My trouble was that
May I request that if you approve of the
I never got anything out of the N atioual gener,al
policy of the Government, of which I
Fede,ration, but I found that I was sup- have the honour to be Premier, you will vote
porting a city party. I believe that the for Mr. Charles Edward Kelly on 21st Ocfunds of that party come from the city. tober. In asking y.ou to vote for Mr. Kelly
do so firm in the conviction that he will
or from wealthy. people somewhere; and Iprove
a worthy representative of your elecwhy should those wealthy people pour torate. Of Scotch descent, he came to Victheir mOlley into that par,ty? I know turia a mere lad, and since then he has travelled
that ill my electorate they paid £50 to far and wide, gaining the experience that can
only be acquired by moving from place to
one man for the hire of a motor cur. place.
He has visited practically every part
They sent a man,who could not afford to of Australia, including the Northern Terrirun 011 his own against me. ,I did not tory, and the knowledge he has gained in- his
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travels makes him specially fitted to help
frame the legislation of Victoria. For many
years now he has been engaged on the la,nd
.at Wallan, prior to which he lived for years
in the electorate; so he comes to you with
that one great qualification for a country member-practical experience. Another big point
ln his favour is the fact that, when the call
f.or men to help the Empire came, he responded, although married and having family
responsibilities.
That he did no.t reach the
nghting line was due to a severe breakdown in
]lealth in camp.
Mr. Kelly is carrying the banner of the
Government at this election, and I would urge
all those who believe in the present Administration to work wholeheartedly to secure his
return.
Yours faithfully,

H. S. W.

LAWSON,

Premier of Victoria.
Melbourne, 1st October, 1920.

I think it is wrong for a Government to
do a thing of that kind. I t appears to
me that Ministers feel that if they can
only sav·e the lives of a few of their weak
political supporters, those men, on coming back to the House, will sit religiously
behind them, and will not have the
courage of their own opinions.
Mr. OLouGH.-That is how you acted
thisaf ternoon.
Mr. WEAVER.-The honorable memher may be doing the same thing tonight.
Mr. OLOUGH.-Y ou have cast votes
against your professed principles, but I
have not done so.
Mr. WEAVER.-I think it is wrong
for any Government to say to themselves,
" If we can save the lives of a few of our
supporters, they will Borne back and keep
us ·on the Treasury bench." Government
eandidates seemed to be backed up by
any amount of city money. I do not
know where that money comes from, but
I should like to .find ·out. I hope that
wha t has occurred will be a lesson to
Governments in the future. The party
to which I belong is prepared to give a
fair d·eal to every class of persons in the
Ifouse.
'Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-You
had a chance ·of showing it to-day.
Mr. WEAVER.-The honorable member will have a chance of showing his
attitude to-night.
Mr. J. W. BU..LSON (Fitz1'oy).-We
shall have a chance of returning the compliment.
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Mr. WEAVER.-I am sorry that the
Premier is not present, because I would
rather talk about ·a man in his presence
than in his absence.
The honorable
gentleman, in his Oastlemaine speech;
referred to the Labour party as " a party
containing elements destructive of orderly
progress, 'and, indeed, dangerous to
society." I have been wondering whether that is only camoufiag·e or not, because we see a certain affinity to-night
between the Labour party and the party
ont'he Treasury bench. The Premier's
statement appears to have been an attempt to throw dust in the eyes of the
people while the elections were on. Honorable members of the Opposition have
been always complaining about, and
hitting at, the Government, and nOow they
have a chance to change the Government.
Mr. WEBBER.-YOU had a c'hance today.
Mr. WlE'AYER.-.JThe acid was put on,
and honorable members appeared in
rather a bad way.
Mr. WEBBER.-We found you were not
gold.
:Mr. WEA VER.-I was just wondering whether there was some SOort of se·creb
undertaking between the Labour party
and the Government.
It seemed tDnight as if there was a. bond of brotherhood, and as if it was their purpose to
support the GOIvernment. I dO' not know
whether that is SOl, but I leave honorable
members to judge.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.--Che,er up I
Mr. WEAVER.-I would never shed
tears about this matter. If they turn
their CDat as the hOonorable member
for Benambra. did, I dOl not know
where they will be. When we: came into
this House that honor.able member was
suppDsed to be a representative of the
Farmers Union.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-The hOonorable member is telling an un tru th in saying I
came in as a member of the Farmers
Union.
I nev'er was, and never will be,
that.

1\1r. W.EAVER.-The honDrable memher was organizing; for the Farmers .
Union fDr about -eleven weeks.
. Mr. BEARDMoRE.-Until I found them
out.
Mr. WEA VER.-When the hOonorable
member got into Parliament he turned
his back on us. We do not like a. man
who turns his coat.
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Mr. BEAllDMonE.-I do not like a man
who cannot tell the truth. I fo~nd them
out, and I left them weeks hefore I entered Parliament.
I told your secretary
that I would decline to come out as a
candidate for the Farmers Union under
any pretence.
Mr. WEAVER.-I should like to make
this position quite clear. I was one of
the executive of the Farmers Union in
Melbourne early in the movement. The
honorable member for Benambra, when
he was a prjvate individual, asked for a
job at organizing.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-What rot! Like the
rest of the honorable memoer's statements, that is absolutely incorrect.
Mr. WEAVER.-I am prepared to
bear out the statements I make. I can
find proofs of what I am now saying.
The SPEAKER.-It is a rule of the
House that if an honora.ble member
questions the truth of a statement his
denial must be accept.ed. The honorable
member for Koro~g must accept the
statement of the honorable member for
Benambra.
Mr. J. W;. BILLSON (Fitz1·,oy).-He
says it is a lie, and the honorable member for Korong must accept that.
Mr. \VEAVER.-I should like to make
mys~lf quite clear on thjs point.
If I
can bring proof-.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member must accept the denial of the
honorable member for Benambra.
Mr. WEAVER.-Well, I do not
accept that statement.
The SPEAKER.-I would ask the
honorable member for Benambra to withdraw the objectionable term he applied
to the honorable member for Korong.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-If it is objectionable,
I withdraw it, although I have my own
opinion, all the same.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable membf)t must withdraw absolutely.
Mr. BEARDl\WRE.-Then I withdraw
absolutely.
Mr. WEA VER.-I thank you, Mr.
Speaker, for yQiur protection.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-I say that what he
. states is incorred, and ~ can prove it.
Mr. vVEAVER.-The honorable member fpr Benamb-ra was en~iaf{ed for eleven
weeks at £9 a week Befo,re the €lectio1i.s
an honorable member retired frOom the
State House, and Mr. Beardmore decided
to contest the seat, and he won it. It
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was through gett.ing known while canvassing for us that he gained that seat.
Mr. BEARDMORE. - Through. getting
knQiwn ! I had been in the district fQT
twenty years. There were only ninety
members of the Farmers Uni(il'll in the
distr:ict.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1·oy).-Where
did that £99 come from 1
Mr. WEAVER.-It c'ame from subscriptiOons.
If the honorable member
likes to ccme to St. James's Buildings I
will show him the subscriptions for the
whole amount.
Mr. BAILEY.-Did you get effective
service for that £99 ~
Mr. WEA VER.-lIe was there a.rganizing.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-I organized in Wangaratta, not in my electorate. When I
was satisfied about the p06ition, I came:
down quick and lively.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The honor-·
ablei membi,etr shOould ten us why he
backed out.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-To shOow that the
electors apprOoved of me, I may point out
that I was the only man to bring £50
into! tlhe Consolida,tea Revenue at thelast erections.
Mr. WEA VER.-I trust that when
this amendment is put to the House honorable members will exercise their votes
irrespective of party. The members of
our party will prQ,bably do so on many
occasions .. We want to be quite fair. I
am not IOOoking for office, but I can see
th.at there is a ,good deal of financial
trouble ahead.. No matter what Ministry
may be upon the Treasury bench there
will be trouble.
The people of the
country have no confidence in this Go.vernment, and, therefore, they have returned us, and we carry the views of the
country people into this HOouse.
Mr. DEANY.-Do you mean to say that
a party Oof thirteen in a House a.f sixtyfive is going to rule this country ~
Mr. WEAVER.-We will leave that
for the House to decide.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-I call that" swelled
head."
LVIr. ROGERs.--'Ve have been trying to
do that with about t.wenty members for
twenty years.
Mr. WEA VER.-We were a party or
four in the last Parliament. and we have
now been increased tQi thirteen.
Probably after this division we 5hall have
c:.nother thirt;een.
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Mr. McDoNALD.-But yo.U gained three a section of that party voting to keep the
members before the elections took plac~. Government in office for at least a few
Mr. vVEA VER.-Yes. The honorable hours. I was not sent into this House as
member for Polwarth and the honorable a supporter of the Government, and nothmember f.or Benambra may be in the ing has transpired since the election tv
party, although I do not think it is convince me that the Government is any
likely, as they are now Government sup- better than it was prior to the election.
porters.
But I am not going to stand for the
Mr. McDoNALD.-It is not through amendment as moved by the Leader of the
the goo.d wishes o.f yo.ur party that the Farmers Union party. I want something
present member for Polwarth is here.
more specific to appear on the records of
'Mr. WEA VER.-vVe must expect to this House. One of the reasons why the
receive knocks. Our party, however, will Opposition think that the Government
no.t he knocked o.ut at one blow. I am should be displaced is their failure to
'Satisfied with the progress the party has bring down the cost of living. During the
made, and I believe that it will in the last two or three years the people of this
future gain mOire seats, because it is the State have found it extremely difficult to
party which represents the opinions of make ends meet. The cost of living ha~
the country.
I thank ho.norable mem- been rising higher and higher, and t~e
bers for the,ir patient hearing. I would GOovernment have done nothing to redress
ask them at the proper time tOi record the just grievance of the people in retheir votes as they think best, and I
gard to this matter. I think the Go-can assure them that we will be satisfied
vernment should be displaced from the
wha tever the verdict may be.
Treasury bench because of their neglect
Mr. BAILEY.-We have had the
bring the cost of living more within
to
question discussed to-day as to whether
the Government possess the confidence 0'£ the means of the people. I am not gOillg
this Rouse or no.t.
Last week, when into the question of profiteering in all its
speaking to the Address-in-Re,ply, we re- details, because that matter has been
ferred to the strictures tha t had been thrashed out in this House time after
passed upon the Government by the time. The Government appointed what
mem bers Q1f the Farmers' U nio.n .
We was called a Fair Profits Oommission for
tOild them that if they disagreed with the purpOSe of regulating prices, and of
the actio.ns of the Go.vernment in the past, protecting the people. The Opposition
and if they were sent into Parliament to did not believe that the Government was
redress grievances which they stated sincere or that the Fair Profits Oommistheir constituents had belen suffering sion would do what was expected of it.
under fo.r some time past, then we on What have we found ~ Since that Oomthe Oppositio.n side of theRo.use looked mission was appointed, instead of the
forward to. their doing something that . people's interests being safeguarded, the
they had not do.ne ill the past. We have manufacturers have been able to go betime after time seen ho.norable members
.come into this Rouse and state that they fore the Oommission repeatedly and
were here fOor the purpose of redressing secure the authorization of their claims til
the grievances that their constituents were further exploit the consuming classes.
'Suffering under at the hands of the Go- Time after time the Commission have
vernment.
Then" when they had the been approached by manufacturers, and
opportunity of v<;>ting against the Go- time after time the Fair Profits Oommisvernment, instead of opposing the Go- sion have allowed them to increase that.
ve,rnment that they had been sent to exploitation. Only on very rare t)eCf;loppose, they were invariably found to sions have the Commission objected to a
.cast their vote in support of the manufacturer getting higher pronts than
Government, and kept them in power. he had been getting. Look at the prien of
When speaking on the motion for the boots. We have been told by Minlstel"ial
. .adoption of the Address-in-Reply, I members that the true and only solution
stated that if the Farmers Union party of the problem of high cost of EvilLg is
were sincere in their statements I hoped increased production. But what haB hP.Cll
they would follow up their voice 'Oy their our experience with regard to the price
vote. To-day We have the spectacle of of boots alone ~ 'The price of hides to the
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farmer has clropped to lower than pre-war
prices. Leather has fallen in value, but
not boots. Boot factories in Oollingwood,
Abbotsford, and Hichmond have, in flome
instances, closed down, and, in other instances, are working half-time. They ar8
not out for increased production. They
are out to stifle production until SUl3h
time as the middlemen are able to get
rid of the stocks of boots t.hey have in
hand at the present high prices. Some
time ago the Fair Profits Oommission reported that those engaged in the woollen
industry were making excessive profits.
Since then there has been an enormous
drop in the price of wool. In fact, crossbred wool is practically unsaleable at the
present time. But the people are receiving no relief from the' woollen manufacturer.
They still have to pay their
tailors enormous prices for clothing. We
look to the Government and ask for protection, but we get none. What it! the
reason for this? The honorable member
for Korong gave illustrations of where the
huge sums of money come from tha.t find
their way to the hands of t.he Nationalist
party at election time. The Labour party
receive no money from the exploiters of
this country.
Mr. DowNwARD.- The money comes
from the profiteers.
Mr. BAILEY.-That is what we say.
Are the exploiters to have a free hand
in order that at election time the Government may have thousands of pounds to
assist them in getting their candidate~
into Parliament? We can only come to
one conclusion, and that is that the profiteers are behind this Government. Whilst
the Government accept their funds the
people need never look to the Government
for protection from the operations of thB
profiteers. The honorable member for
Rodney has moved the addition of the following words to the proposed address .to
. 4;he Lieutenant-Hovernor :-" And we desire to inform Your Excellency that the
lTO\Ternment does not possess the confide'nee of this House." I move, as a further amendment, the addition of the
wotds:iror the following reasons:... - Failing to take reasonable steps to prowet. the people of the State against the opera-

tions of the profite€rs.
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2. Failing to provide proper facilities for
'primary education throughout the State

to-

gether with all necessary requisites.

Leaving the first subject-that relating
to profiteering-and coming to t.he other
one-the failure of the Government to
provide proper educational facilities for
the children of this 'State-I can giv,e no
cleaTer illust'ration than ,an instance
from my OWn electorate.
I got into
cominunication with the Education
Department for the purpose of urging
them to provide a school on the Eumeralla estate, near Macarthur. This estate
was purchased by the Government for
closer settlement, and was subdivided. No
facilities were provided for the education
of the children of the settlers. On 5th
September, 1919, I received the following
letter from the Education Department:With reference to the representations made
by ·you on behalf of Mr. M. Casey, Macarthur,
relative to the establishment of a school at
Eumeralla estate, I have to ,inform you that
the case is being referred to the district inspector for inquiry and report. The information regard.ing the unused buildings which
might be removed to Eumeralla estate in the
event of a school being established at that
place has been noted.

Nothing was done unt~l April of the following year. After calling upon the Education Department on several occasions, I
received the following communication,
dated 23rd February, 1920, from the Public Works Department:'With reference to your representations in
the matter, I have to inform you that the
Inspector of Works has been asked to expedite his report on the removal of 'a building
at Deep Creek to form new school at
Eumeralla.

The position was this: At a place called
Deep Oreek, some 8 or 9 miles from the
Eumeralla estate, ·a school had been temporarily closed. The Government, instead of building a school on the Eumeralla estate, decided. to remove the Deep
Oreek school to that . locality. Nothingwas done between 5th September, 1919,
and 23rd February, 1920. The Public
Works Department sent their inspector of
works to make a report on the removal
of the school building at Deep Oreek
to the Eumeralla estate.. On 15th April
I received the following communication
from the Education Department:With reference to your previous representations on behalf of Mr. M. Casey, of Macarthur, relative to the question of providing
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a. ~chool buildinO' at Eumeralla estate, I have

to inform you that the honorable the )1inister
has approved of the necessar~ e:,penditure for
the removal of an unused bUlldlllg from Deep
Creek and its re-erection at Eumeralla estate.

On 3rd June the Public Works Departlllent wrote to me as follows:With reference to your representations on ~he
matter, I have to inform you that authorIty
for the removal of State school, Deep Creek,
and re-crectionat State school, Eumeralla
-{'state, was received in this Department on the
:30th March last. Tenders will ~be invited next
week.

Evidently some new families arrived in
the district and some time afterwa.rds a
request wa~ made for the re-oI?ening of
the D~p Creek schOiol. T~e msp~ctors
found that there were suffiCIent chIldren
to justify its re-opening, and the Government, after further delay, decided to look
around and find if there were some other
building available. Finally they decided
to -remove the school at Kola North, near
Penshurst, to Macarthur. After further
delays tenders were invited fQor the. removal of that schocl. Then a commUlllcation was sent to the Education Department stating that the Kola est~te was to
be subdivided., and that if the school
were remo·ved another would have to be
erected. F'rom the 5th Selpt-ember, 1919,
up to the present time there has been ~o
fichool on the Eumeralla estate. I agalll
c~pprotached the Government, and I must
:-say tQi his credit that the present Minister
-of Public Instruction immediately authorized the building of a new school, which
"Rhould have been erected on that estate
at least nine months previously. For at
least fourteen months those children have
Jlot had sohool facilities. The school canllOt possibly be erected befo're Christmas,
~() the children will ha ve been without
education franl the 9th Decembe~, 1919,
until F'ebruary, 1921. That is one illustration that has come directly under my
notice as a country representative.
I
have had representations with regard to
the school at Minhamite. At the first excuse they had they closed down the schOiol
and took away the teacher, but now
there a·re tWOI or three more children there
and the ie-opening of the school is justified, it is a moat difficult thing tOi get the
Government to send along a teacher and
l'e-open the schooL Apart (from road and
, railway facilities to enable the farmers to
get their produce to the market there is
no greater necessity in the country than
facilities for the education of their
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children. From time to time people in
the cQiuntry have had tOi pack up and go
tQi the nearest town. or come down to the
metropolis, to get their children educated.
E is impossible for a struggling settler
in the country to send his child to a
boarding school, and unless tl1e Government give reasonable facilities for the
education of children in the country the
great drift tOi the' metropolitan are~ will
and must continue. The first conSIderation for a man is the welfare of his
children, and it behove3 every Government to realize its duty and se·e .that these
children· have facilities for at least prilUary education. In add~tion t~e Gove~n
ment have failed to p.rovIde chIldren WIth
school requisit.es.
From time to time
certain regulatiOins are brought in. For
instance, one was brought in discarding
the use Qif slates, and the children have to
continually worry their parents for money
to' buy boO'ks. Those bQooks should be.
provided by the State. All the requisites'
of children attendipg State schools should.
be provided by the State. If a man js
poor free education is nQi good to him
or his children unless the State provides
them with school requisites.
,
l\:1r. SNOWBALL.-lf the State were
compeUed to. supply requisite3 the use: f
slates would be resumed.
Mr. BAILEY.-Very probably. Ho.wever, without ·enlarging on the question
I submit my amendment, which, strictly
Rpeaking, is merely an addendum to that
moved by the honorable member for
Bodney.
Mr. CLOUGH.-I second the amendment moved by the hono:rable member for
Port Fairy. - I 'am 'One of the members
whOi were sent intOI this House as an opponent of the Government. In my electoral campaigns I have repeatedly asked
the electQors to return me because I am
an opponent of the present Administration, as well as its predecessors, fOol'
their policy has been the same although
the lJersonn-el was somewhat diffeTe'llt.
Three years ago when the Farmers Union
first Dbtained some representation in this
House I &aid that I welcOimed those members who were going to represent the producel's in the country distrIcts. I expressed the opinion tllat as time went on
it would probably be found that the representatives of the rural districts, and
those of the industrial centTElS, would be
travelling along parallel lines. I remember seeing that qUDted in a section' of
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t,he Dre~s hnstile to the Farmers Union,
which was endeavouring to indicate that
between the Farmers Union and the
Labour party there was some mystic
understanding or co-operation in the constituencies. As honorable members know,
that is not so. It does not require the
eye of a prophet to see that in the future
the two great parties which will operate
in the State of Victoria., and in the Commonwealth also" will be the Farmers
Union on the one' hand and the Labour
party on the other. They represent the
two sections of the people who bear the
burdens of the, State. Outside the small
percentage necessary for the direction of
operations in trade and commerce they
they are the twO' sections which produce
\the wealth of this and other ·countries,
and they are the only two entitled to
any considerable say in this Government.
I told the electon: of Bendigo East that
I was an ·opponent of the Government,
that if an opportunity ,offered I would do
my utmost to displace it, and I "Tant to
convince the electors that I was sincere
and honest in that statement. I cannot
conceive how' it is possible for me to sup~
port the pres·ent Administration in view
of the attitude I took in my constituency.
I verily believe that the State of Victoria
is suffering from the administration of
the party sitting on the Treasury bench.
'Ve are faced with this notorious fact,
shut our eyes to it as we like, that dllr~
ing the few years of Federation we have
lost two members, and that in the future
we are likely to lose one more. If there
is one test of effe.ctive gorv,ernment it js
surely the attraction of population to our
State. We are losing our representation
in the Federal Parliament, and it is going
to the northern States. We have further
elridence recently in connexion with the
Basic Wage Oommission. In that notori~
ous State of Queensland, whose Government has been attacked as financial plungers and repudiators, we are told that it
costs lOs. less per week to live. than in the
garden State of Victoria. There was a
time when this State was the most prosperous of all the States. Going back about
twenty years a sort ~f dead hand settled
on thi::t State and during later yea~'s we
have looked for ·some evidence of the de~
velopment of our natural resources.
I
have often listcncd to the ex-member for
Gippsland East when he was dilating on
Mr. Clough.
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the natural resources of that constituency,.
and I have listened also to his successor
dilating on the same que8tion. We are
led to believe by the experts of our 1I1ines
and Forests Department and of other lJepartments that the province of Gippsland
contains untold wealth. We know that
We have untold wealth in our timber resources, and yet we have made no more
progress in dealing with these resource>;
than we had made up to twenty years
ago. We would have had no Wonthaggi
Ooal Mine but for an industrial upheaval
in New South W,ales. No attempt would
have been made to develop the Morwel1
brown coal deposits but for industrial upheavals in New South Wales. 'Those developments are not so much due to the
foresight of the Liberal party as to the
stress of circumstances forced On the Government by organizationR outside the
State. 'What has been said with regard
to the development of industrial power
in this State by honorable members on theGovernment side of the House is perfectly
trne. We have in theW estern District of
Victoria some of the richest deposits of
lime and cement, but the· Government
hav€! failed ta prorvide these commodities:
and building operations throughout the
State have been held up for many years.
I do not know how far it is necessary to
discuss the various problems that are confronting the House. I say of the GoV81'nment and its outside organizations
what I said at the inception of Federa~
tion, that we were introducing into our
political life one of the most corrupt poliI believe
tical influences ever known.
that time has proved that that statement
is true. No election can be fought to-day
unless we have the experience enunciated
by the honorable member for Korong tonight. ,There is abundance of literature
circulated in your constituency by
candidates who have not a £5 note.
You find abundance of literature
and testimonials from the Premier.
All these things cost hundreds of
pounds to distribute.
We have the
party composed of the organized producers
and the organized industrial sections of
the community.
vVhile, on the other
hand, we find behind the National party
the political and industrial "scabs" and
the representatives of financial institu~
tions. These two factors are to-day the
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'Components of the National Federation in
this State and throughout the Oommonw·ealth.
In the division to be taken I
cannot tell the electors by my vote that
I am going to associate myself with these
forces. The honorable member for Port
:Fairy has moved an amendment giving
two reasons why we are opposed to the
Government.
I have endeavoured to
give some of my own l'easons.
Unfor" tunately our friends in the Government
.comer seem to be afraid of the faith that
is in them. When they came into this
IIous"e three years ago it appeared that
they were introducing into politics a new
party with a new ideal and hope for the
producers.
It is unfortunate for that
l)urty that its leadership seems to have
fallen into the hands of men who are political Troglodytes. It is highly probablo
that the lectures given by the Age and the
Argus have had some effect on the members of the party.
Probably for that
reason they have lost the spirit that appeared to animate the rank and file when
the movement came into existence. We
have the spectacle of. the Leader of that
party making a speech and winding it
up with a motion of no confidence. Then
he sat down without giving any reasonS
Qf importance for his action, other than
personal ones, why his motion should be
carried. I have no confidence in the Government, ,and I question whether I would
have any more confidence in the Governi\t
ment that this party might form.
all events, he sat down without having
given any reasons why the Government
should he displaced. We have striven to
supply the reasons why the Government
should be displaced. The Leader of the
Opposition gave two or three of these reasons, and we naturally expected that
those people who said they had no confidence in the Government would have
seized the 'Opportunity :to show that
they had no confidence in them.
Bu t, 10 and behold, when the division was
taken we found that the members who
had no confidence in the Government
were still keen on keeping them in office.
If they had been true to the faith that
was in with them, and their votes had followed their voices, the Government would
have been off the "Treasury bench at least
four hours ago. I am one of those who
are here pledged to oppose this Govern-
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ment, and, on the strength of that pledge,
I am going to vote against them. The
Fa,rmers Union can keep on moving
motions of no-confidence if they desire, to
do so, and expressing confidence in the
Government by their votes. That is their
peculiar business, and they will require
to justify their action to their constituents.,
At all events, I have exercised
my right and privilege of voting against
the Government, and I will exercise it
again a second and a third time if the
op'portunity offers.
Rather than be
placed in the ridiculous position that the
Faqner"s Union have put themselves, I
would withdraw any motion 'of hostility
against the Government. I have listened
to and read speeches 'by the Premier and
those who supported him during the election campaign, and I have read newspaper articles in which an endeavour has
been made to convince the electors of this
State that no such thing as profiteering
is going on. I do not know if it is necesSary to enlarge upon the remarks of the
honorable member for Port Fairy in this
regard.
Ido not know the type of
authority that could be taken to prove
the existence of .profiteerIng in this community, but I went to the trouble of looking up a number of authorities on this
subject during the election campaign. I
have read lectures and addresses that
have been delivered by more or less
eminent men in this State, including Univer~ity professors, ecclesiastical dignatanes, and other gentlemen of that calibre.
I do not know if it is wise for me to try
and 'pI'ove that profiteering is going on in
the language used by .some of the gentlemen to whom I have referred. Professor
Atkinson, for instance, speaking on our
social system, saidThe ~resent system is based upon ll, rotten
foundatIOn. It had grown 'from a substitution
of expediency for right.

I know of no greater condemnation that
could 'be urged than that, yet it is said by
a man who has studied the subject and
who is quite independent 'of any poiitical
parties. Speaking in the Ohapter IIouse
of St. Paul's Oathedral, he saidThe international fiftanciers who laid the
foundation of war--

I wonder what would have
been said if,
.

twelve months :before the ,war ended some
of us had intimated that it w~s the
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international :financie~s who had laid the
foundation of the war.

W

Eli

knOlW that the

capital f.or the war was not found in
America, but in some other part of the
world.
The international financiers who laid the
foundationi:l of war, the combines that ex·
ploited the workers and profiteered against the
public, the party wire-pullers who climbed to
power by the back stairs and glutted themselves at the people's expense, the sweaters who
lived on the blood of the submerged tenth--

When I -read that my mind at once tu~ned
to the Treasurer of this State, who has refused to pay lOs. a week for boarded-out
childrenthe privilege!:l classes who hated democracy, ann
deniecl the Christian doctrine of the equality
of human soul's-all these, he said, were denounced by Christ, and should have been denounced by the churches who claimed to carry
his revolutionary banner. Just as "the common people heard Him gladly," so would they
hear gladly now Christ's denunciation of the
profiteer and the rack-rent landlord, and the
crueltie.s of the competitive system.

I have never heard the most rabid mem.her of the Industrial W or·kers of the
Wmld or the One Big Union or of a.ny
othe'r organization, €OCpr€ISS himself in mOire
extrava,gant. langua.ge than that used in
the' Chapter Housel, in April this year, by
Professor Atkinson. I am giving· these
slabs of wisdom because they did not
emanate from any member of the Labour
;party, 'but were delivered in a highly respectable institution, that speaks, not for
Democracy, as a rule, but for those who
are opposed to the Labour policy in
politics. Dean Hart saidThe question was, "Is it right to support a
system which devoted itself wholly and solely
to making profits?" The commercial system
to-day was at the bar, not of the Labour party,
or of the labouring men, but at the bar of the
human conscience. Was it right and justi,fia:ble,
or was it wrong? It was not a question to he
decided off-hand. There were some things one
might occasionally do, but which were. qui~e
uruworthy if they were made the sole object 111
life. An old adage said, "You may eat to live,
but you must not live to eat";. so it might. be
said "You may make a profit 111 order to lIve,
but you must not live in order to make a profi~."
To live in order to pile up pl'ofits was qUIte
wmng, and foreign to the teachings of 9hrist.
The Church had ·in the past been back111g up
profiteering by acclaiming the successful man
of business. He was w~lcomed as a member of
the synods and diocesaI1 councils, but the Church
had formerly been an upholder of slavery.

The Dean points out that it is just ~s
wrong to be an upholder of slavery as It
Mr_ Clough.
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is to be an upholder of the present social
system and of the profiteering class. ,The
last, but perhaps the leas.t important of
my' authorities is the Prime lViinister of
Australia, who, speaking in the Federal
Parliament on the 1st October, saidOne of the causes of the excessive cost of living is the prevalence of profiteering.

I think these authorities ought to be sufficient to indicate to any reasonable-minded
man that profiteering is taking placeThe honoraOle member for Port Fairy
referred to the supply ,of leather. Every
man in this House, and every farmer,.
knows that hides and skins are to-day
worth very little more than they were
previous to the war. Everybody ought to>
know that there is more leather in this
country now than there was at any given
period in the history of this State. Yet
everybody also knows that footwear was:
never so d'ear as it is to-day, and what is
true of that article is equally true of every
other commodity.
Still, economists in
the columns of the Age and the Argus
tell us that we want more production. I
hav,e, on ·a number of occasions, asked
who is to provide the increased production. I wanted to know if the writers in
the press exopected me to tell the men
who are working in the mines at Bendigo>
that they should bend their ibacks harder
to the task of producing gold, or that the
men working on the T,o,ads should be employed longer, and work harder, or whether it is the farmer or the orchardist on
the eastern side of my constituency who>
should work longer and harder. I do not
know anyhody who would say that "they
are the people upon whom the task of increased production should he laid.
If
the people who preach increased production would oUlly indulge in it, and
do something to provide that lllcreased ,production, they would be
doing good
to
the
whole
State.
But, after all, supposing we should ·succered in achieving increased production, is
it going to make the lot of citizens any
lighter? Are we going to get a' plentiful
supply of C'ommodities at decreased cost
if we increase production ~
As I ha va
indicated, we have had a plentiful supply
of leather for footwear. We have a glutted
market. The raw material cannot be sold.
The man who turns that raw material
into leather does not want the raw ma-
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terial, beca:use his factories and mills are
glutted. The woollen, industry at present
is at a standstill, because the mills will
not buy the raw material. We know that
in this country we have had a greater
productioo of foodstuffs than we have
had before in the history of the State. I
shall first deal with meat. It was stated
in the press on 22nd May lastMr. McCurdy" the Food Controller of Great
Britain, is consulting the representatives of all
seotions of the meat trade, especially Australian importers.
The committee's decisions
will be announced next week. It is unofficially
expected that the price will fall 30 per cent.
Present stocks will suffice for eighteen months,
and much of this supply was killed two years
ago. The demand is decreasing with warmer
weather and the rapid increase in supplies of
fresh fish. The price of home-killed pork in a
few weeks has dropped 40 per cent.
Many holders of food stocks fear that they
!llay be compelled to sell at a heavy loss, as
they are unable to sell, and the banks are
chary of granting credits.
One estimate gives the stocks of Australian
mutton
at
10,000,000
carcasses,
worth
£30,000,000. By the reduction of the price to
6d., the Food Ministry will lose £10,000,000.
The increased consumption at the lower price
might remove the glut in a year.

That shows that the F-ood Oontroller' of
Gre,at Britain was of the opinion that if
the price of meat were reduced, if there
we,re increased consumptioill., and if the
GovernmE;lnt were prepared tOI lose
£10,000,000, the glut would not be remOlved in less than one, year. The N e'W
y orl~ Evening Globe published the following statemeut regarding
Australian
meat:Arrangements have been made for the delivery of 36,000,000 lbs. of New Zealand lamb
and mutton in a period of six months.
'{'he
steamer Armagh has arrived with 290,666 lbs.,
and: the s.s. Sttffolk will arrive in a few weeks.
Lamb will be sold at 20~ cents. (nominally
10~d.) wholesale, the local wholesale price of
lamb being 34 cents.

That shows that during the month of
May, when meat was bounding up in
price in Australia, the overseas market
was more than glutted. The fOlllowing is
a quotation from the financial columns of
the Argus for the 27th May:Is the glut of mutton imported to London
going to end in the same way as the glut of
bacon-in the soap-boilers' vats? It is stated
that thousands of carcasse~ are being thus consigned from the London storehouses because
they have become unfit for food; and one
Smithfield wholesale dealer has estimated .that
the number of these condemned carcasses of
mutton exceeds 70,000 a week.
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That was 'what was becoming of the meat
that we were in such a hurry to transport to the starving citizens of England.
According to Mr. McOurdy, the meat was
held in cool stores for two years. It became so unfit for human consumption
that, according to the Argus, in May
70,000 carcasses a week were being sent
to the boiling-down establishments. This
surplus meat was sent out of Australia, I
believe, primarily to hold up the market,
not in the inte·rests of the me,n whol grew
it, but in the interests of the men who
control the wholesale trade. The following is a quotation with regard to wheat
from a recent issue of the Argus:In connexion with the wheat shortage in
Britain, the DOJily },1 ail makes a feature of tlle
announcement of the Vossische Zeitung that the
British food authorities have agreed to deliver
9,500 tons of wheat to Germany for cash, and
have offered to supply more wheat conditional
upon Germany buying Australian mutton and
bacon for cash.

We were never going to trade with Germany any more-not on your life!
We
did not do so untill those men who bad
control of Australian food supplies
wanted to get off ~ome of their surplus
stock and saw a fine field to exploit in
Germany. They agreed to send Australian
wheat to Germany provided GermallY
would take a supply of Australian mutton, because the English market was glutted with that commodity. I do not know
of any subject of greater importance than
the cost of living in this country, and it
disgusts one at times to hear men who are
supposed to be political economists raise
the howl that the increased wages paid to
the worker are a ,factor in the increased
cost of living.
I could quote manufacturers who say that increased wages ar~
an infinitesimal factor in the increased
'cost of living. I will quote from one man
who I consider on account of his great
experience in industrial undertakings in
this State, stands pre-eminently above all
others as an authority on this question. I
refer to !fr. E. O. Dyason, who, speaking
quite recently at. a meeting of the Goold
Produoers' Association, saidThat tremendous decrease in money purchasing power had been primarily brought
about by the currency inflation, the creation of
more money without corresponding increase of
capital production, compared with which the
effects of profiteering or direct action weff~
trifling, and a simple analysis would show that
wage increases, which did not do more than
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maintain ,the position of the wage-earner, were
not a factor in increasing the cost of living_

If wages are not a factor in increasing
the cost of living, then, why do we have
the cry from the Conservat,ive S€'ction of
the community and the anti-Labour
forces, which are financed by the National
Fede['ation,
and
briefed principally
from Collins-stre,e,t, that the increased
cost of living is
due. chie1fly
to'
high wages ~ Why are' these people
continually ya,pping that ·the wOorker
must bend his back longer to his
daily task and go in for more production.
The men who have to be brought to the
work of production in this State are not
the men now engaged in production in
any form whatever, but the parasites of
society.
Those are the men whom you
meet in railway ,carriages, who sit in
nQwspaper offices, and who lecture you
from pulpits and other places. They are
the men who tell the men who already
work, to work ha,rder and not to ask for
shorter hours.
Whatever the political
future has in store for us and for the
electors of this State, I say that the blame
for failing to deal with the great national
problems that have faced this State for
the last sixty years, and for failing to
develop our great natural resources, can
only be laid to one party in politics-the
party that occupies the Ministerial bench.
'1'he destitlltioll of industrial pOower, the
undeveloped state of our timber reSQurces,
the state of our coal fields, and the fact
that nothing has been done in cOonnexion
with the harnessingOof our rivers for
power, are one and all due to' the inactIVities of the Liberal party in the past_
The fact that our population has not
increased is due to Liberal rudministra·
tion, and to nothing else. The loss of two
Federal members of this State, and the·
prospect of the loss of more Federal members, is due to the fact that the Liberal
party has been in PO'wer. How auy man
in this House who believes in the importance of Victoria keeping. pace with the
times and holding her own with her
sister States can vote for a cOontinuance
of Liberal administration 1"8 one O'f those
things I cannot understand. The sins of
omi8.9io~ and commissi.o~ of tha t party
were known to. OPPOSItion members of
tIus House long before the advent O'f the
Farmers Union party. That' party used
the subject included in the amendment
to the amendment of the honorable memMr. Clough.
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her for Rodney, moved by the Leader O'f
the Opposition, asa subterfuge fQr still
keeping the Liberal party in power. On
the advent into public life of the
Farmers Unioll party we looked for something better.
We looked to them to
direct the future Governments of this
country to' the oentres and SQurces of
wealth production. Owing to their PO'litical prej'ldices, their hide-bound cong.e~atism, t.heir fear of the daily press, or
thelr fear of some power unseen and unknown to m - Mr. DOvYNWARD.-It is because our
constituents are not prepared to surrender
all the power of government to Melbourne.
Mr. OLOUGH.-We are not asking the Farmers Union to do that.
We offered to help
the
Farmers
Union party to the Treasury bench,
and through cowardice or ignorance
they would not take advantage of
the opportunity we afforded. The honorable member for Rodney failed in his
amendment to give reasO'ns why the Government should be displaced. I have
to' give re:tsons why I vote against the
Government_ The Opposition tried to
und reasons for the Fa-rmers UniO'n party.
Those reasons may nO't have suited that
party.
It was then O'pen to them to
gupply better reasons. Instead of that
the F'armers Union -representatives sat
dumbly on their seats, and when the
divis~on bells rang they crossed over with
the Government's supporters. Can any
action more cont-emptible be imagined 1
Mr. DOWNWARD.-Our actiO'n was in
agreement with the feelings O'f the people
whom we represent.
lYlr. CLOUGH.---When I told my constitutents that I was O'Pposed· to the Government, I meant what I said. How·
ever, I care not whether the prOoPQsal to
displace the Government comes from the
Farmers Union party or -the Opposition,
I intend to vote for it, if by so doing I
can displace the present Government.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-Theamendment which has been submitted by the
lJonorable member for Port Fairy is a
surprise, and introduces new matter in
regard to' which I have certain information I should like to submit to the House.
I have not that information at my command here. There is quite a mass of it.
n covers the questiO'ns of profiteering and
also the education question-the facilities
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tha,t are already provided, and the proposals that the Government had intended
to immediately submit to this Rouse. I
think thererore that the convenience of
hono;able members will be best met if I
move the adjournment of ,the debate at
this stage and speak first to the amendment tomorrow. I therefore moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

Personally, I would have preferred that
the ,amendment moved by the honorable
member for Rodney should be disposed of
iast night. That did not meet with the
views of honorable members, and I yielded
to their request for an adjournment. Tl~e
opinion that I had to-day was that thls
question would be disposed of during the
present sitting. I ask honorable memoors, whether they aTe wl'th the Government or against the Government, to help
us to get a decision registered to-morrow.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Why not tonight'?
Mr. LA WSON.-Because I th~nk it
better not. New matter has been introduced, and I am entitled to make a reply. I could make a reply here and no·w,
but I could not put the case as well as
I can put it after consulting the records
available ('t,t the public offices. I am entitled to give that information, and. I
take it that honorable members deSIre
that I should do so. During a no-confidence debate, as honorable member~ are
aware, the administration is practIcally
suspended, and the Government ought
e-ither to go on with the business, or to
go out. I am prepared to take either
course with equanimity and without complaint. The Government's fat.e is in the
ha.nds of honorable members. I think the
Government is entitled to reply to the
issues that are rais'ed in the amendment, .
and that can more appropriately be done
to-morrow.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until the following day.
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outburst of venom this afternoon.
I
should be wanting in respect to myself
and the l:onstituents whom I have the
honour to represent if I were to
sit down icily under the attack of the
Premier. I want him to understand that
he made, a misstatement this aftenloon
of the true facts of the case, and that
I will take the earliest opportunity of
presenting my side of the case, and will
show that the· honorable gentleman wag
moved by venom in declaring, by interjectio:n, t.ha.t throughout all my public life
my administration was a failure.. I think
it is most unworthy of and discreditable to
the Premier to have acted in the way he
did. I can call it nothing but a malignant
attack on me, ,because I choQose to exercise my right of independent judgment
and action, and beoause I choose to oppose
the Government as I have opposed them
since the opening, of this session.
Mr. LAWSON.-As you have a perfect
right tOo dQo.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-And
I have a perfect. right to expect from the
Premier a proper feeling Qof respect. I
do not think I received it this afternoon,
and I will take the earliest opportuuity
of referring to the matter, and I will
probably make some statements which
will be most interesting to this House
and the country.

Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-The remarks which I made this afternoon were
dictated neither by malignity nor venom
nor any personal feeling against the
honorable member. The honorable member has .said rertain things in cold blood
about the Government which are not very
complimentary, and I think they were,
to a large extent, uncalled for. The honorable member was chiding the Government because certain things were not
being done. I pointed out that he had
a position Qof responsibility fOT five years
and those things were not done. If I
said anything that has hurt the honorable member and that was not strictly
ADJOURNMENT.
in accordanoe with the Standing Orders
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
I apologize to him and express my regret.
Mr. LA \;VSON (Premier).-I moveI do not want political differences, as far
That the House do now adjourn.
as I am concerned at any rate, tOI interMr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-It was fere with the personal feeling of good' .... ith considerable pain that, after a re- will which should exist between all honpresentation in this House of nineteen orable members. I recognise that there is
years, I found myself snbmitted by the a cama1'aderie, an esprit de corps amonget
Premier of this State to a malignant members as members, inespective of
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political opinions, irrespective of which
side of the House they may sit on, and
irrespective of the way in which their
votes may be cast either for or against the
Gove'rmnent, and that feeling should be
respected. I d0' not desire to disturb it.
I believe that a feeling of good-will and
comradeship is something that makes for
the satisfactory conduct of the business
of the House, and is, generally, in the interests of the country. I hop~ the honorable member will accept this expression
from me. If I have said anything which
is noL quite fair, I willingly and gladly
withdraw it.
.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at seventeen
minutes to eleven 0" clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Th'ursday, November 25, 1920.

Personal Explanation.

enough to at.t-end to me within the precints of the House,. Hel ascertained that
I had a temperature of 102, and insisted.
upon my g0'ing home immediately.
I
found it impossible to obtain a pair. I
wish it to bel clearly understood that that
was the wholle' and sOole reason fOor mv
absence when the division was taken. A~
a matter 0'f fact, I ought not to be
present this morning, se,eing that Dr.
Ha,rris orde.red me to stay at home for
four days.
WANT OF CONFIDENCE IN
MINISTERS.
The deibate (adjourned from the pre>vious da,y) was resumed on the motion
of Mr. Eggleston for the adoption of an
Address-in-Reply to the LieutenantGovernor's speech; on Mr. Allan's amendment-That the following words be added to the
prop used Address :-" and we desire to inform
your Excellency that the Government does
not possess the confidence of this House;"

and on Mr.
ment-The SPEA;KER took the' chair at sixteen
minuies past eleven o'clack a.m.
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS
COMl\1ITTEE.
lVIr. LAWSON (Premier).-By leave,
I move-That the Committee of Elections and Qualifications havc leave to sit on days on which
the House does not meet.

The motion was agreed to.
The SPEAKER. - I now appoint
\Vednesday, December 1, at twelve o'clock
as the time and Committee Room No.
1 as the place, of the first meeting 0'f the
CO'illm~t~ee: Iof Elections and Qualifications.
l,

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. WALLACE.-By way of personal
explana tion, I desire to correct a misleading statement which a ppe'ars in a.
mOTning newspaper to-day. The statement is .that I did not vote yesterday
when the Horuse divided on the amendment moved by the Leadeif of the Opposition t0' the amendment OIf the honor[tble member for Rodney on the motion
for the adoption 0'f the Address-in-Re'ply.
The fact of the matter is that I was far
from well. During thel day Dr. Harris,
a member of another place, was good

Bailey's

further

amend-

That the following words be added to the
proposed amendment :-" for the following reasons, viz. :-(1) failing to take reasonable steps
to protect the people of the State against the
opera~ions of the profiteers; (2) failing to provide proper facilities for primary education
throughout the State together with all necessary requisites."

lVIr. LAWSON (Premier).-After the
amendment had been moved and seconded
last evening, I suggested at 10.30 o'clock
the adjournment of the debate. My intention then was to deal fully and e'xhaustively with the matters mentioned
in the addendum. Those matt£rs related
to pro,fiteering, which would have opened
.up the question of the operation of the
Fair Profits Commission, and the question of educational facilities and the provision of scho0'l requisites. The Leader
<c·f the Opposition, in his main speech
after the adoption of the Address-in Repl y had been moved and seconded,
dealt at some· length with the qu esti0'n
0'f prices, and I t0'ok full no,tice 0'f the
criticisn,' which he tlheu levelled.
But
as it was the intention 0'f the Government to submit during this short session
a Bill ,providin'5 for the continued. life
of thel Fair Profits Commission, with
som~ other amendments of the Necessarv
Commodities Control Act, I thought tha.'t
that would be a more appropriate opportunity to review the position, to' expounil
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and to' endeavour to explain the principles lot of matteT which may be made the subtmde,r which the Fair Profits Commis- je.ct fQr further 'lnvestigatiQn and inquiry
sion had operated, and, geneifally, to deal by hQnorable melrr...be'rs. It shows what
with this ve,ry vexed, complex, and diffi.- the Fair Prorfits Commission has done
cult question. Therefore, I had refrained up to the time that report was issued.
frOtm. taking part in the debat-e on the l'here are one Qf two other reports which
Address-in-Reply, hoping that we might the Government has just received, reget that d€,bate expeditlClusly concluded, ports which have not yet been published,
thus affording an oppolftunity fQ1" the but which are receivmg consid&ation by
submission of the Budget and for making the GOlVernment. I want to say this:
I"Ihos& legislative proposals to this Houlje The Gove,rnmernt did not say when it inwhich weTe outlined in the Lieutenant- traduced the Bill constituting the F'air
Governor's Spe€'ch. Howe-ver, the course PrQfits Comtrr..issiorn that the artificial rehas been changed. Last night I thought gulation of priceo was a cure for the evils
that it would be well for me tal fully in", that this community was afflicted with.
vestigate the matter, so far as it affected The Government did not say that it was
the, charges against the Government as a. cure. fDr high prices.
The powers
to inactivity in deeding with profiteering, gIVen' HI the Ne'cessary Commodities
The House is asked to register a vote of Control Act were very extensive, and
condemnation against the Government, fai~ly cQmplete. In slight mat,ters exbecause, it is said, we have done nothing p€flenCe Iffiay have shown weakness here
to protect the people of this State and there, but tha,t weakness is curable,
against the operations of the profite,ers. and the House was to have had an
Of courRe, that is a popular catch cry. It opportunity of curing it. You cannot,
is the kind of proposition that would ap- however, control and regulate all the
peal to the unwary or tOo the inexperi- economic 'forces which are at work and
enced. It assumes, of course, that every whi?h. contribute to the present high cost
one)s pronteering, that it is a very simple of hvmg; aud I contend that nD Governproblem to deal with it, and that the Go- ment could hav'e done more than this Government has been unwilling to interfere verllment has done, and no Government
with those who are taking undue pro- could have prevented living being dear
fits. Having -thought the matter over and ~o:mmodities b.eing" high in price in
during the night, I have come to the con- the CIrcumstances In which the world iR
clusion that it would be foolish on my now placed. This is an attempt, of
part to waste the time of honorable course, on the part of the honoTable member for Port F'airy to rope in with his
lnem bers with a review of the position. amelldme
bl €I mem bers on t h e
"
.n t h ono'ra,
An opportunity mayor may not come ,MIlllster:Jal side of the House, whether
later of dealing with these specific pro- they sit immediately behInd the Governposals, but on reflection I have come de- ment or whether they sit in the cornerliberately to the conclusion-I may be to rope them in and "make: them say with
wrong, but still it is my view-that this one voice, "The Government has not
reference is not introduced' for the pur- take:n reasonable steps tOl deal with profipooe of dealing with the merits Qf the teermg," and by implication there would
operations of the Fair Profits Commis- be a pledge that any new Government
gion or with the question of the control formed w~uld take. e·ffective steps, howof prices, but is introduced merely ever drastlO t.hey mIght be, The Dosition
as a political catch-cry, as a stick
honorable members on the Opposition
with whIch to beat the Government, and RIde of the House is patent and clear.
as an ,instrument for makina the no- They believe in th~ Government t~king
confidence motion successful. n If honor- charge of these thIngs and controUin a
able m€ll1i.bers are really anxious and in them. They have pointed to the ac£io~
e,arnest in this matter, and are in search of the Government in New South Wales
of information, I can give them loads" where there is a. me1asure before Parlia~
of it. Numbers of reports havel been ment. Tha.t Iffieasure has p'assed the Asprinted. One repod, No. 31, I hold in sembly, and the last I heard of it was
my hand. It ig, a short report. It is suc- tha,t it was ,before the Leaislative
('inct and concase. It indicates to hon- Council.
0
arable members and the country the prinMr." HOGAN.-The last time you spoke
ciples which have been operated by the about it you said there was no such
Fair Profits Commission. It submits" a thing.

O!
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Mr. LA vVSON.-They had not introduced t,he measure then.
Mr. SLATER.-There was a complaint
by the' CQmmercial classes there which wa5
not heard here.
Mr. LA WSON.-Well, we can wait
and see what the developments are ..
1\1r. ROGAN.-l\leanwhile the orphans
in V ietoria starve,.
Mr. LAWSON.-Of course that is a
statement that may be hearkened tOo elsewhere; but it is not likely tOo find a response in an intelligent, deJiberative assembly. I want tOo indicate tOo honOorable
members, 'what was the policy Oof the Governmentat the elections in regard to the
Fair Profits Commission, and what was
the policy of the V ictarian Farmers
Union. The Government said that it believed that the Fair Profits Commission,
while it eQuId not cure the evils that were
existent in the cOiIllIDupity, had still a
steadying and controlling influence on
prices, and had served a useful purpose.
Therefore we proposed to continue t~at
Commission in po,wer and authority, wIth
certain ,amendments of the law, for a
further period of twelve months.
We
said that we did not believe, in normal
times and ordinary circumstances, in the
efficacy of these artificial contrivances tOo
fix prices and control trade. and commerC3l, but that in the present circumstances it was a wise and expedient thing.
I am not going tOo speak any further .on
that subject from the Government pomt
of view.
On various Qccasions I have
expa,tiated at length conce1rning it. When
I introduced thel Bill I stated how
much faith I had in. the proposals which
it contained. I said that, after all, they
we're anly an expedient, but that it was
wise tQ adopt such an expedient in_. the
circumstances.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Why didn't you
adopt the recommendations of the Commission ~
Mr. LA WSON.-They have been
adapted almost in toto. There was one
exception to which my hQnorable friend
has drawn attention many times. That
was the recQmmendation with regard tOo
woollens, and it was the only repQrt which
the Government tempOorarily laid aside.
Mr. HOGAN.-Since then the raw materiaf has fallen 50 per cent., and cloth
has increased 30 per cent.
Mr.
LA WSON .-The Government
takes the responsibility for its action in
regard to that matter. It felt that it
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would have been unwise at that time,
o.wing to. the reHresentations made to,
and fully considered by, the Government,
tOo make the proclamation.
Mr. P'RENDERGAST.-YOU sent that rePOort hack to, the Commission to ascertain
their view on that aspect of the matter.
\\That was their subsequent report ~
Mr. LAWSON.-The Commission adhered tOo their previous recommendation;
but I communicated with the Premiers of
New South Wales and South Australia, in
regard tOo the method of. ~on~rol in CQllnexion with woollen manufactures in those
States, and I was advised-it is on record
Oon the file-that there was nOo control existent in those States, and the effed af
the proclamation in Victoria, it was contended, wauld have been to drive the sale
of this ma,terial tOo the other States, to
the gre1at injury of Victorian trade.
It WQuld have also stQPped the establishment Qf certain woollen mills which were
in contemplation here. 'Though the fear
may have been groundless, the report
absolutely fair, and the rate .of profits
fixed more than just, even generous, yet
~e had definite evidence that there was
fear in the minds of manufacturers which
would have prevented them .from going
on with the extension of their .establishments, and which had led in some instances to the cancellation of orders fOl"
increased machinery and plant.
Mr. HOGAN.-The price has not be,en
fixed here yet.
Mr. LA '''SON .-The rate of profit
was fixed on tweed. It was nat fixed in
the other States. At the time of the
last Federal elections I contended that
the question of profiteering ,could be
dealt with mare efficiently by the Commonwealth, and I recommended the
people Qf this State to' give the Commonwealth the necessary authority.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU said that the
pl'ice of tweed was fixed. Was no,t the
price fixed Qn manufactured goods and
not on the woollen cloth ~
Mr. LAWSON.-There was a report,
I think it was Na. 5, which fixed the rate
Oof profit on tweed. Ho,wever, with all
due respect to my honarable friend, I do
not wish to get into a detailed argument
on the matter, my desire being to. deal
with only a few general principles, as I
dOl not want to' unduly prolong the debate. I have indicated the policy af the
Gov.ernment, SOo far as prices control i~
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concerned. Here is the l?olicy set out in
the manifesto of the VIctorian Farmers
UnionWar-time finance and the high cost of living
are closely related. 'l'he increased spending
of money raised in additional revenue,
phenomenally large loans, the locking away
of the country's bullion, and t,he inflation of
the currency by the printing of millions of
paper money, in addition to decreased production in many forms, contributed to most
of our troubles as a State and Commonwealth. To this cause is attributable most of
Our unrest and turmoil. Whilst a few have
been enriched by the process of profiteering,
many more have been impoverished, and
especially those with fixed and small incomes.
Th'e cost of all k'mds of production as well
as living has been increas'ld, and production
to that extent retarded.
These conditions m!td~ possible the profiteer; neither he nor the conditions described
will disappear until our present policy of excessive borrowing and eXGessive spending is
reversed.
Money standa.rds have almost lost tl:eir
meaning, and wages their value and power,
despite the frequent increases in recent
years.,
Th-el inc'reas-eR are moret a.ppn.rent
than real, and will afford little or no relief
until better government, finance, and conditions prevail.
The need of the hour is J ~ss
paper money and more real money.
'l'he
paper can only be cancelled and put out of
circulation by the production of more actual
wealth, primary and secondary. That means
more industries and more producers.
PROFITEERING
COMMISSIONS
PRACTICALLY USELESS.
Government Commissions, proclamations,
regulations, a.nd the like will never rid the
la.nd of the profiteer, nor reduce the cost of
living to any appreciable extent.
They are
a delusion and a snare, as w<:Jl1 as a.n ad·
di~ional burden ul?on the people in expense.
WItness the abortIve results of the Victorian
Fair Prices Commission and the Commonwealth Inter-State Commission.

Mr. DOWNWARD.-Where does this
come from-from Flinders-laue?
Mr. LAW,sON.-No;it is the manifesto of the honof3!ble member's own
party. It is 8igned by John Allan,
Leader of the State Victorian Farmers
Union Country party; A. L. N. Waltet',
president Victorian. Farmers Union; and
E. E. Roberts, general secretary, Victorian Farmers Union. I find mvself in
hearty agreement with most of ~hat I
have read from this manifesto, ·which follows very closely on the lines of the
speech I made when I introduced the
Bill.
~1:r. WEAVER.-You took y~ur speech
from it.
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Mr. LA. WSON.-My speech was made
months before this manifesto was issued.
The workers, and especially those ill the
great industrial oentres, would get much
greater b.enefits by extending the functions of
their trade unions to co-operation in the purchase and distribution of the ·essentials of
living.
In this they should be encouraged
a~d
r~elped.
They will find sympathetic
frIends and s.upporters .in the primary producel's, who, 1Il Australla, at any rate,. lead
the way in co-operation.

No doubt my young frjend from Port
:Fairy remembers the old 'Story expressed
in these linesObserve yon plum-ed biped fine;
To effec.t its captivation
Sprinkle particles saline
Upon its termination.

To him the Farmer.s Union is the
,e 'plum-ed biped," and he is encie'avonring
to catch it by sprinkling a little salt on
its tail. The honorable member who has
moved the addendum stands definitely for
State interference, for price control and
greater authority. He stands eve:l for
the nationalization of industries in order
to ?ring about relief in prices. lIe is
asklllg the Farmers Union to link hands
with him on the subject of profiteering.
The policy of the Fanners Union is set
out in the manifesto that I have read.
Honora.ble members in the Ministerial
corner say that they still adhere to the
principles in it, and I believe they do.
The honorable member for Port Fairy
does not believe in that. He would go
evell to the extent of State ownership
.to reduce prices. The party to which he
'belongs make no 'sec'ret about ,that. They
have set out plainly what they want, and
yet they ask the honorable members in
the Ministerial corner, who arel a t the
opposite pole of political thought" to join
hands with them in condemning the Government because of this particular
thing. It is an unholy combination, an
impossible combination, and I think it is
right that I should point it out.
,Mr. W ARDE.-It is as bad as your
calling Kelly a Scotchman.
Mr. LAWSON.-Between the· honorable member and myself I do not know
\vhether Kelly is a . .scotchman, and I
never saw the letter supposed to have been
writteJ.l. 1'here is one other matter mentioned in the amendment. It states2. Failing to provide proper facilities for
primary education throughout the State, together with all ne<tessary requisites.
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Let me deal with the requisites. 'There
is a definite item in the programme of the
Labour party that education should be
fret:, secular, and compulsory, and that
all school requi~ites should be provided
free.
Mr. W.ARDE.-Right through to the
University.
Mr. LA WSON.-Yes, right through to
the University.
That is what the Labour party stand for. This part of their
programme is brought into the amendment. The honorable member for Essendon stands for the proposal that all the
requi.sites should be free, and he said that
it was the natural corollary to free education. The matter formed the subject of
debate in thi~ House in the las~ Parliament.
Mr. RYAN.-And you put up a man to
move the adjournment.
Mr. LAWSON.'-The Minister of Public Instruction said on the 29th July,
1920I am putting the figures arrived at" after
consultation wIth the experts of the Education Department.
I have examined thes~
figures pretty thoroughly with the Director
and thfl Accountant of the Department and
the Chief Inspector of secondary schools;
and, after a thorough examination, we have
arrived at these figures as to the cost to the
State if the concession weJ;e given. It wo~ld
mean a sum of £100,000 for the elementary
schools, it would' mean £25,000 for the high
schools and it would mean £7,000 for the
junior 'technical schools; and over and above
that it would mean £14,000 that would 1:Je lost
in fees.

Mr. RYAN.-I do not accept those
figures.
Mr. LAWSON.-The honorable member protests against the figures, but they
are the official figures examined, checked,
and presented 'to us by those who have the
responsibility in the Department of lookWhether the
ing after the finances.
amount is £100,000 or £90,000, it would
be a considerable addition to the expenditure that the country would have to
face. There is one part of the flpeech
made by the honorable member f?r Rod11ey with which I feel very much I~ sJ:mpathy, and that is where h~ was pOH~tm~
out the increase in expendIture and mdlcutE'd how much more we would have to
pay in interest. It struck me that he
was a man impressed with the need of
conserving the finances of the State, and
th~t he would look closely at any item
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that would involve increased expenditure.
Here is a proposal that means for primary
school requisitefl £100,000 a year, according to our expehts' advice. The Farmers
Union are asked to vote with the honorable member for Port Fairy.
:Mr. RYAN.-They all voted for it before.
·Mr. LAWSON.-They did not.
Mr. RYAN.-Nearly all of them did.
Mr. LAWSON.-The honorable member cannot say that, because there was no
vote on the proposal. The vote taken
was on the adjournment. The I,eacl.er of
the Oountry party voted for the adjournment and with the Government, and the
honorable member for Korong voted with
the Government.
',Mr. OAIN.-They always do.
Mr. LAWSON.-They were right
when they voted with the Government, ,and when' they voted against
the Government they were wrong.,
I see that the honora'ble member for Swan
Hill voted against the adjournment,
However, I do not want to be drawn into
a djscussion ·on the merits of that particular proposal. I have just received
some details, which have been handed to
me by the Minister of Public Instruction r
which I will read to the House. The ink
is scarcely dry. We sent to the Department for this information, and I think
honorable members are entitled to have
it.
The cost of supplying free books and requisites to elementary schools ,would be approximately £100,000 per annum.
A very
large 'Prop.ortion of this amount would be spent
on behalf of parents able to buy school material for their children. Teachers have been
instructed to minimize the cost to parents of
school requisite'S.
Inspectors have been instructed to be satisfied with the minimum
equipment in each pupil's school kit, and to
ask teachers to practise economy. There is
reason for believ,irig that these instructions
have had the necessary result. Teachers have
been forbidden to introduce any text-book not
formally approved by the Depa·rtment. In the
elementary schools free requisites are supplied on the certificate of the head teac}ler toany family in poor circulllstances.

Mr. OLD.-Why introduce charity?
,Mr. LAWISON.-It is not charity ..
This is done in the most kindly and sympathetic way, and nobody in the school
knows anything about it.
Mr. PRE,NDERGAST.-YOU go into the
poorer districts and-you will find out aU
about that.
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Mr. L'&W1S0N.~So much for that
particular matter.
The amendment of
the honor1able member for Port Fairy
challenges the .Government for "failing
to provide proper facilities for primary
education throughout the State, together
with all necessary requisites.~' I have
also these further details which have been
handed to me by my coUe,agu&An endeavour has been made to insure that
some form of instruction be provided for all
children in the State, special provision being
made for those in remote districts. Schools
have been established in all the newly settled:
areas.
For very small groups of children
there are subsidized schools in connexion with
which the Department grants a subsidy at the
rate of £.5 per pupil ,in average attendance, the
parents supplementing the teacher's salary.
The number of elementary schools in operation on the formatioll of the present Ministry
was 2,231. At the present time the number
is a:bout 2,300-an increase of 70 schools; and
of the new schools established, all but four
have been established in country districts. In
twenty other localities; sixteen of which are
in the country, action has been taken to esta,blish schools, but the schools are not yet opened.
;Precedence has been given to applications
for schools in newly settled districts, and to
rcquests for increased school accommodfdion in
the more congested metropolitan areas. Existing school buildings have been remodelled and
renovated.
ISince the formation of the Ministry, fortyeight new primary school buildings have been
erected, at a cost of £60,000, and of this, number forty-three ,have been provided in country
districts.
Tn every case where there is a reasonable
number of children of school age a school is
opened if a suitable room can 'be offered, and
steps are taken to build a school if the average
attendance is likely to be in the region of
twenty (20) scholars. The want of suitable
accommodation for a woman teacher has now
and then resulted in ~he temporary closing of
a rural school. Closlllg does not take place
until every other possibility is exhausted. It
is asserted with confidence that no country in
the world provides better facilities for rural
education than does Victoria. On 31st December, 1919, there were 2,235 elementary schools
in operation. Xo fewer than 970 of these had
an enrolment of less than twenty pupils; 460
are maintained' ·for an average of fifteen pupils
or less-clearly showing that the )1inistry has
given earnest consideration to the interests of
the country right into the back-blocks of the
State.
The expenditure per pupil in small
schools is thus very heavy, amounting in some
cases to as much as £11 per child for expenses
of instruction alone. These schools are, in the
main, taught by fully-qualified teachers; and
even in the schools taught by the supernumerary staff of temporary teachers, good progress
is made by the scholars.
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All these things resolve themselves into a
question of pounds, shillings, and pence.
The Government has dealt in a generous
way with educational matters, and has set
itself steadfastly to the development af
education, believing that the granting of
proper facilities is the basis upon which
the stability of this country depends.
Mr. ;OARLISLE.-Y10u make the local
people pay for their schools.
Mr. OLD.-I know of a school which
was closed far four and a half months
and the children were allowed to run
wild.
Mr. LAWISON.~I do not know anything ahout that. I am sorry when there
is any inconvenience in that way. The
honorable mem~er for Port Fairy referred to a school at Eumeralla. My colleague has told me thwt he has done everything he possibly can in canne·xion with
that matter, and has given authority for
all that is required. I do not know whether the complaints in regard to this
matter are justified or not. I haye not
examined the file, and I have not investigated the facts, but I venture to say that
the question of the establishment of this
or that school in some country district is
not a sufficjent reason for a no-confidence
motion in the Government, I do not ,care
what. Government occupies the Treasury'
bEnlch. We might have the most perfect·
set of administrators Parliament could
produce, but here and there err·ors' and
mistakes will occur. The memorandum
submitted to me by my colleague deals
with the course of study in these terms7

TIhe V.ictOl'ian Government has always insistea that the standard of education sl;all be
HI:' high in the rural school as in the city
school. It is true that some mod'ificatiOl1s in
the course are allowed. That, however, does
not produce a difference of standard, but is intended to meet local requirements more fully.
In Victoria the system' of promotion and
transfer of teachers is such that young
teachers, fresh from training course's, must
take up ,periods of service in country districts.
In Victoria the number of school clays in the
year is the same for the rural school as for
the city school. The average number of school
days in the school year is, in Victoria, about
220 .days., In a .recent interesting pamphlet
publIshed by the United States Bureau of Education, and written by :Mr. A. C. :Monahan,
specialist in rural school administration, it is
stated"The average rural term in the United
States, as a whole, is 140, while the city
term ·is 180 days.
In only two ,States ar'e
the rural school.s maintained for an annual
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term as long as the city term. One State,
for instance, has an average rural term
with but little more than one-half as many
days as the average for its city schools.
One State, in which the average rural term
is practically 100 day's, has several counties with an average of less than ninety
clays, and many individual schools with
less than fifty days." }<-'urther it is stated,
"How poor the attendance is is not generally understood. Of every 100 pupils enrolled in city schools, 80 are in .ttendance
daily; of every 100 enrolled in rural
schools, 68 are in attendance daily.
The
short term and the ,poor attendance together mean that the average rural child
received sixty-,five days' schooling per year
for every 100 days received by the average
city child."
These quotations are interesting, because
they shaw that even in a country such as the
United States, which boasts of its provision
for public education, the conditions of rural
schools are deplorable, in compar'ison with
those of city schools. No such statement can
be truthfully made in respect of Victorian
education.
In a recent return it was shown that in a
typical school of 1,200, the cost of instruction
per annum per pupil was £3 5s.; 800, £4 3s.
6d.; 50, £6 Is. 10d.; 20 or under, £9 1,6s. 9d.
A taxpayer was very surprised' on being told
that for the taxation he was paying one State
Department alone was paying out directly for
the education of his children no less a S11m
than nearly £56 per annum, this being the cost
per annum of instruction of his five children.

That is what the Government is doing
: in the way of education, and I want now
to give honorable members, as briefly as I
can, the following items .of expenditure in
regard to primary school buildingsEXPENDITURE-PRIMARY SCa:OOL BUILDINGS.

Year.

Vote.

Revenue.

Surplus

Loan.

1917-18 ..
1918-19 ..
1919-20 ..
1920-21 ..

36,869
37,067
43,599
10,387

..
33,731
43,545
17,440

14,016
64.2
17,511
.20,965

127,922

94,716

53,134

Grand Total

Total.

...,
.,
.,

----

..

£275,772.

During the current financial year £48,792
has actually been expended on, primary
school buildings. Works amounting to
£41,000 are in progress. Tenders have
been received for £8,000 worth of work,
and are under considerati,on, and £6,000
worth of work is 110"'- advertised.
I propose now to take an unusual course by
anticipating something the Treasurer inMr. Lawson.
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tended to say in the course of his Budget
speech. I make this statement as giving
clear evidence of the bona fides of the
Government in regard to this particular
matter. What I am about to read is an
extract from the Budget, which has already 'been printed. The Treasurer was
to have delivered the Budget last Tuesday. We had hoped that the debate on
the Address-in-Reply would have been
concluded last week, and then the Budget
would have beell delivered on the first
sitting day this week, but, as honorable
members know, "the best laid scheme! 0'
mice, and men gang aft agley." Here we
are on the following Thursday with the
life of the Government hanging by a
thread.
I wan:t honorable members to
realize that this is not something put up
b6c'ause of a no-confidence motion.. This
was defini,tely settled by the Government
before the life of the Ministry was challenged. This is what the Treasurer ,was
going to .sayDuring the last five years so many demands
have been made upon the Education Department for the provision of school sccommodation that it has now become impossible to
meet the requirements out of ordinary revenue.
In the country districts, owing to the opening
up of new settlements, applications are constantly being made for the esta:blishment of
new schools. In .most of these places there are
no buildings that can be leased which are suitable for school purposes, and new buildings
have to be erected. Wherever possible, closed
buildings are removed and re-erected. In the
city, owing to the subd'ivision of estates, the
popUlation is drifting to the outer suburbs,
with the result that a very large J?umber of
new schools is required. It is, of course, impossible to transfer the buildings nearer the
city which are not full. It becomes, therefore,
necessary to purchase school areas, and to erect
brick structures, which of recent years have
been very expensive. During the last five years
there has been an annual average expenditure
of £115,000 for the maintenance of State
schools and the erection of new buildings
throughout the State, but this has been found
quite inadequate to meet the various demands.
At the present time the Public Works Department has authority to carry out works involving an estimated expenditure of £120,000.
In addition, the Education Department holds
requisitions awaiting approval amounting to
approximately £200,000. It should be remembered that new schools must be equipped with
modern school furniture, and' this will run
into a very large sum.
Further numerous
requests are being made for teachers' residences,
as, in many cases, teachers are unable to find
houses in which to reside. Many of our schools
were built thirty or forty years ago, and require extensive remodelling to make them efficient for school purposes. The Estima~es this
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year cover a provision of £30,000 for the maintenance, repairs, &c., of primary school buildings, which, of course, are properly chargeable
to revenue. It is, however, recognised that, in
order to cope with the demand for new schools,
land must be purchased, and new build'ings
erected, and for this purpose it will be necessary to make provision out of loan moneys,
and a Bill authorizing the raising of £250,000
will be introduced' in the present session: As
far as Higher Elementary, High, and Technical
Schools are concerned, I may say that eub8ta.ntial provision has been made in the present
Estimates.

:[ must apologize to the Treasurer for
having stolen some of his thunder in
reading that extract.
It ha·s not been
inspired by any threats which have been
made against the life of the Go'vernment.
That was the -deliherate, policy of the
Government, settled by the Cabinet.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is a corpsereVIver.
Mr. LAWSON.-I think that it win
be agreed that the policy is a sound one.
I do not pro,pose to detain -honorable
members much longer; but there are one
or two things that I want to make perfectly clear. I do not desire' in any way
to le,cture any honorable member .. Every
honorable memher has full responsibility
before the country and before his constituents for any vote that he gives, or
any action that hel cares to take,. - Spme
honorable n:r..embers may not realize exactly where they are going. or what the
c?nseql!ences c.£ the vote which they may
gIve WIll be. I makel no threat. It is not
my province to do so, nor can I indicate
clearly what the future may hold. However, this is the, constitutional position,
well established according to, parliamentary practice and precedent: If the
addendum which has been moved by the
h.onor~ble ;member for Port Fairy is ?arrIed, It wIll be an adverse vote aga1nst
t~e Government, carried at the instigabon of a n:r..ember of the Opposition. The
Government will accept that vote,.
Mr. BAILEY.-=that is quite clear.
1\1r. EVERARD.-That is a question of
tactics.
]\IIr. LAWSON.-It is not a question
of tactics, but of Iparliamentary and constitutional practICe.
The' hO'llorable
member for Port Fairy has moved an
amendment, and the Government· is
going to vote against it. The Government will vote against every amendn:r..ent
on this motion. If the amendment of the
honorable member for Port Fairy is carried, a majority of honorable members
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will have supported a l!L.e,in bel' of tlle Opposition in a vote of no-confidence against
this GOiVernment. I say no mOire than
that. Honorable membets must take the
consequences and the full responsibility.
There is no resP'Onsibility upon the Government. We stand steadfast and finn"
and ask the House not to throw the Parliament into chaos. We ask the House
tOo maintain in powe'r t~e only GOoVeTnment which, in existing circumstances,
can make for stability and permanence.
If the ,present state of affairs is to CO'lltinue>-if we are to be divcided into so
many contending fa.ctions, without any
party havi.ug a majority, either direct or
in alliance with some one else-then this
Parliam:.ent is incapable of further. useful
s~rvice .. rrhen you can 'Only get disunity,
dIsruptIOn, and chaOos. There are many
vexed and troublesome questions awaiting
solution. I, persona,lly, and the members
of the Government, have no desire, as I
have indicated Iffiore than once, to COont.lnue tOo carry the responsibility unless we
have the support of honorable members;
but I tell honorablel members to do what
they are going to do with their eyes open
-not to be led unwarily into any trap,
but with their eyes open to take such
course as they think is in accordance with
their pledges to their constituents and
their duty to the country. If they think
chaos and disorder nrc going to make for
the welfare of the Statel\fr. BAILEY.-\Vhat is going to cause
chaos~

l\h. LA\VSON.-If we are going to be
divided-1\1r. PRENDERGAST.-If we defeated the
GoverlllIhent, I SHlppose chaos would follow?
Mr. LA WSON.-I think it would follow as a natural consequence.
Mr. BAILEY.-You mean if the' Labour
party were the Government 1
Mr. LA\VSON.-No.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-This is technically
known as "cracking the whip."
Mr. LA \VSON.-I dOl not want to
crack the whip at all.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It is cracking pretty
loudly.
Mr. LAWSON.-'VeU, I withdraw the
crack.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Have we not got
chaos now 1
l\ir. LA WSON.-No.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Withdraw the
cracker.
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lVIr. LA'VSON.-l suppose, the honorable member means "myself.
If I am
the stumbling-block to unity and sta-

bility, I know perfectly well what to do.
I am not goine- to stand in the path of
gOOid order, good gove,rument, or g,ood
work by any party or

combinatjon

ot

parties in tbis House.
Mr. ALLAN.-You a,re doing it all the
Mr. LA \VSON.-I am not.
Mr. OARLIsJ...E.-Haven't you brought

about chaos by not re3igning after the
elections? .
Mr. LAWSON.-No.
That \vould
have been no -cure for the case; If the
Government hald said that it \~;ould not
faee the .House, what would have been
the next step? Would the honorable
member haye been able to form a Gover:'=':
ment?
Mr. CARI,rsLE.-I presume there would
have been a meeting of Liberal members.
Mr. LAWSON ...!-The honorable memLeI' would not have attended it.
Mr. DEANY.-He would not have been
allowed to do so by his union.
Mr. LAWrSON.-I do not desire to be~ome further involved ln the discussion
of this matter. In a .few Iplain and
simple words I want to make it quite
dear that an amendment carried at the
instance of a member of the Opposition
is a no-confidence motion in the Government carried by the Opposition ,and
those who vote with the Opposition. That
lS the constitutional position. I do not
want honorable members to cast their
votes without seeing clearly the path
along which they are treading.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-;But after the 1917
('lectio,ns you voted for the Caucus party,
as you 'call them.
Mr. LAWSON.-I never call them the
Caucus party.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-YOU voted for an
amendment that rame from that side to
displace our Government.
~{r. LA WSON.-The frequent interjections of the honorable member for
Mornington show the cause of his complaint and where the sting is. He lost
his j'ob because on a vital principle-not
on a question of office, or place, or pay,
-his Government was beaten by a
majority of members in thi~ House.
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Mr. DowNwARD.-Only ten .members
from this (the :Ministerial) .side of the
House voted against us.
Mr. LA.W'SON.-If a question of vital
principle were involved, 1 would not
make any complaint. I am not making
any insinuations. I leave the positio·n absolutely in the hands of honorable membel's; and, as I said last night, the Government hopes that the division will be
taken a.s speedily as possiible. Let us, I
beg all honorable mem~ers, either get on
with the work that we have in hand or
get out and make room for those whom
the House desires to -conduct and
manage public affairs in the State of Victoria.
.
Mr. HOGAN.-At the conclusion of
his rellLarks t.he Premie,r asked honorablemembers to maintain his Government as
the only one having the elements of
stability. That sounded quite familiar;
in fact, it was practically a repetition of
the ,peroration to his policy speech at
"Castlemaine. He then concluded with
the wordsThe Government has no need to be ashamed
of its legislative record, and ,it is confident
that the electors of Victoria will prefer to intrust the political destinies of Victoria for the
next .three years to the party which this Go\Ternn1ent represents, rather than either to a
body of untried, however well-meaning,
" amateurs " -

That 'was the F.armers Union.
or to a party containing elements destructive of orderly progress, and, ihdeed, dangerous
to society.

Whom did the honor·able gentleman
mean?
Mr. LAwsoN.-! did not mean the honorable member.
Mr. HOGAN.-What 'party did the
There are
honorable member mean?
only three ,parties in this country worth
taking ariy notice of-the Ministerial
party; the Farmers Union party, whom
the Premier described as a body of "untried, however well-meaning, ,amateurs";
and the p~rty which he descTibed as
"containing elements destructive of orderly progr'ess, and, indeed, dangerous to
society."
The SPEAKER.-What is the honorable member reading from?
Mr. HOGA.N.-From the Premier's
policy .speerh at Castlemaine. The honorable gentleman stated his opinion of
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the Labour party. He says that his Government is the only Government that
can stand for .stability in this country.
Stability for whom?
,Sta1bility for
Flinders-lane and all it stands f0r, and
stability for " boodle" and all it stands

for. We have in this State the Labour
party, l'epresenting the workers-the
wage-earners and people who work on
faTnls and sell thei'r products for their
remuneration-and we have also the
Farmer,g Union, which comprises a large
body of producers. As the ·honorable
member for Bendigo East said yesterday,
those two parties represent .all the producers in' the State of Victoria. Who
remain to support the Nationalist party?
There remalJn Flinders-lane and all it
stands for, and "scab" labour and all
it stands for, and that is what the
Nationalist party is mainly made of.
The Premier claims that the Government
stands for stability, but what has it
brought Victoria to? The Basic Wage
Oommission in its report says that the
cost of living for a man, his wife,
and

is

thre31

now

£5

childern

16s.

an

6d.

Melbourne

per

week.

ander thi!:l Government the profiteers
have increased the cost of living to such
an extent that an average family cannot
carryon on a less income than £5 16s. 6d.
per week. The Prime Minister stated in
the Federal Parliament two days ago,
tha t if the workers of Australia were paid
the basic wage, as determined by the
Basic Wage CommiS6ion, it wouid be
neoesssary to get £100,000,000 more than
the total production of Australia amoun1:e
to. That mea~s that the profiteers have
so profiteered that they have increased the
cost of living in Australia until it is
£100,000,000 mOTe than the total pTOduction of the country.
If all the
workers were paid a proper living wage,
they would be paid more by £100,000,000
than they are producing. Why ~ It is
because the cost Qif the commodities they
produce has been artificially increased by
the nrofiteers. In this amendment we are
challenging the Government on their
fai~ure to check profiteering. They have
sown the wind by allowing profiteering
to .go :>,n, and they are now reaping the
whlrlwmd. They are unable to. give the
workers the basic wage because the prO'£teers are taking an enornlous toll from
the producers., The Opposition ask that
the profiteer.s shaH be stopped from taking
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toU on all commodities produced, and on
the workers. These people come' between
the uroducer and consumer, and charge
mOore for their ::>ervioo than the tQital cost
o.f prQiduction.
Mr. OLD.-That is an unfortunate fact.
Mr. HOGAN.-And the Prime Ministe'l' says tha.t tha.se excessive charges
amount to £100,000,000 per annum. It
is an unfortunate fad. The Victo:r:ian
Government appointed a Fair PrQifits
Commi'3sion. The Premier has tQild us a
lot about it. Let us examine a few things
that the Fa,;r Profits Commission have
done. They fixed the price of the 4-lb.
loaf· at from 10~d. to Is. This was done
en March 29th.~ The other day a deputation from Geelong waited upon the Fair
Profits Comm;ss:on, and told them that
bakers in that city' were selling bread
at 9d. the 4:.lb. loaf. Thev, theTefore,
asked the Commission to reoon.,,,ider their
determination, and to bring the price of
bread da.wn. It will be recollected that
through the action of the Consumers'
League in Geelong, the price of the 4-1b.
loaf was reduced to 9,*d. A co,-opeTativp,
bakery was established to supply at that
price. The other bakers then undertook
to supply bread at 9d. the 4-lb. loaf, and
thev are do;ng that to-day. This is what
the Fair Profits Commis<;ion said in reply
to the de,putation-I am quoting 'from
the A. ge of N ovem ber 19thThe Chairman of the Commission had already examined costs carefully, and had found
that bread could not be produc~d from the
oven door at less than 8.94d. per 4-lb. loaf.
The Geelong baker could not, with profit,
sell at less than 9d., and he (Sir James
McCay) thought, personally. that even then
hie was selling at a loss. To make and deliver a loaf cost lO!d. If the Co-operative
Bakery was selling at 109ss, with profit, the
Commission would certainly hear the manager's evidence. It would mill, also, any other
baker whom the league cared to name, anlt
get all his figuroes. If the Commission found
its calculations had be~m wrong, it would
have no hesitation in acknowledging the fact.
It. could ;not, however, e.nt;ertain ,seriously
the pr~posal to fix the pric~ throughout Victoria ~t the rate now holding in G.eclong.
He had no doubt the Geelong bakers were
losing substantially on every loaf.

There are other interesting facts in connexion with the cost of the 4-lb. lQiaf. A
recent Government Gazette publishes particulars of contracts secured by four
bakers in Victoria for the supply of bread
to o,ur Victorian Government institutions.
In each case the contractoT undertakes to
supply at the prioe tendered until 30th
June, 1921.
J. Davie3 tendered and
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obtained a contract to'supply bread to the
Ballarat Mental Ho~pital at 9!d. a loaf,
delivered. C. Freund tendered and obta,ined a contract to supply bread to the
Ararat Mental Asylum at 7.44d. the
4-lb. loaf, delivered. That is at less than
7~d .. per loaf.
G. S. Hewitt, of Kew,
tendered and obtained a contract to supply bread to the Kew Lunatic Asylum at
8.44d. 'per 4-lb. loaf, which is less than
81d. per loaf; and A. P. Davidson also
tendered to supply bread a,t 8~d. the 4-1b.
loaf. The Fair Profits Commission say
they are satisfied that bakers cannot supply bread profitably at less than 10~d. to
Is. the 4-1b. loaf. The four ba,kers who
have eute,red intol Government contracts
are certainly not supplying' bread at lesa
than the cost of manufacture. It may be
taken f.or granted that they are makjng a,
profit. Is it not manifest that the Fair
Profits Commission are a profiteering Commission-that they ar,e misname3 ~ On 29th
March the Commiasion.stated that they
could see no're,ason why they should n~con
sider their deM'rmination. I will furnish
one reason. On 29th· March, when they
fixed the' price of bread, they took into considerat'jon the cost of delivery. A large
factor in the cost of delivery is the price
of horse feed.
On 29th March, chaff
was quoted at £10 a ton, an,d oats at
58. 2d. to 5s. Sd. a bushel. Ohaff is now
selling at £4 lOs. to £6 a t.on, and oats at,
2s. lId. to 3s. Id. a bushel, and prices
are still falling. I will now deal with
The
another laspect of the question.
Fair Profits Oommission fixed the price
of bacon at Is. llid. per lb., wholesale.
On the same day the Government G!]'zette
was published, and it appears from this
publication that Foggitt, . Jones, and
Oompany, of Bendigo, have tendered to
supply the Railway Department with
hams at Is. 7 d. a lb., and with bacon at
Is. 5d. a lb., for the next twelve months.
Then we come to the price of boots.
Hides have fallen enormously, and they
are the raw material for boots.
Has
there been any consequent fall in the
price of footwear? A few months ago,
when the Fair Profits Commission were
conducting their inquiries, the prices of
l'&W materials were rising.
The manufacturers who were called before the Commission stated that they based the prioes for
their commodities on the cost of replacing them. That was what they said while
there wa~ l:"\, rising market for raw maM1'. Hogan.
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terials. But now that the turn of the
tide has come, and there is a falling
market for raw materials, when hides
have fallen 200, 300, 500, and up to 600
per cent., they abandon the argument as
to the replacement cost. N ow that raw
nr.aterial is available abundantly and
cheaply, the manufacturers do not avail
themselves of it in order to provide cheap
boots for the people. lnst'ead of doing
that, they have stopped production. They
have closed down a number of boot factories in order to keep up the price of
boots.
Practically, they have said,
"Though the price of the raw material
falls to zero, we will not allow the price
of boots to come down, even though we
have to close OIur factories and turn our
artisans out of employment." The Govermnent state that the only remedy for
profiteering is increased production, yet
they see this kind of thing being done
under their very eyes, and take no acThey are llot ignorant of the
tion.
position.
I asked the Ohief Secretary
whether he was aware of it, and
his reply, given in this House, IS
on record.
He said he could do
nothing in connexjon with the matter.
J wish to place on record the extent of
the fall in the price of hides, and to quote
the following passage from the Age of
23rd October:BOOT PRICES.
\VHY ARE THEY STILL HIGH?

THE SLUMP IX HIDES AND LEATHER.

In view of the considerable fall that has
taken place in the prices 'of hides and leather,
the public is naturally asking why a corresponding fall in the price of boots has not follo".-ed, and how long present high prices are to
be maintained. On the part of persons connected with the leather trade, a disposition
is shown to regard tht' fall in hides and leather
as a merely temporary condition. But the consumer is growing restive, and can hardly be
expected to submit much longer to existing
conditions without protest.
Members of the
trade who were interviewed yesterday by a
representative of the A ge adopted a cautious
tone, professing themselves unabl.e to estimate
market prospects with any confidence.
Th~y
had, they said, nothing dennite to guide them.
But the decline in prices has been continuous
since February. This was illustraoted by one
tanner, who, quoting from his firm's books,
sa id that in February 22-kd. a lb. ,~as the
ruling price for light hides, while this week
the price was 8·M., or "just about pre-war
prices."
Similarly, 'calf skins had declined
from 53d, to lAd. The decline in other quali-
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ties ranged from 55 per cent. to 27 per cent.
In leather, the decline was from 30 per cent.
to 12J per cent. in various qualities and substances.
.

While the price of hides fell from 27 per
cent. to 55 per cent., the price of calfskins fell from 53d. to 14d., a fall of severa] hundred per cent., and the price of
leather decreased from 12·~ per cent. to
30 per cent., but the price of boots has not
fallen at all. Because they can get the
raw material plentifully and cheap, boot
factories are being closed, and artisan'S
are walking about the streets unemployed.
Yet the Government say the remedy for
profiteering is increased production. What
an anomaly there is in that position. The
Age of 15th November published this
article-CONDITIONS IN BOOT TRADE.
SEVERAL FACTORIES TO CLOSE.'

A rumour has been circulated that a resolution has been passed by the Boot and Shoe
Manufacturers Association of Victoria deciding
to close all the boot factories at the end of
N.ovember. A leading manufacturer and member of the association, when interviewed on
Saturday, said that this was not a fact. Conditions, however, in the boot :trade were so bad
that several factories will be compelled to close
their doors.
Never in the last forty years
has a position like the present· been known.
The reason is the lack of orders. All the oversea orders have been completed, and many of
the local and Inter-State and New Zealand
orders have been cancelled.
Large stocks are
held by retailers, who are working on th~m.
Many of the factories are at present workmg
at a loss bnt are endeavouring to continue
until the ~lump is over, in order to keep their
employees working. A fair proportion of the
manufacturers are only working three days a
week, and many employees have beel.l put off.
Added to tllis is the fact that whIle wages
have been coming down in other countries
recently, in Australia they are rising. In the
boot tr~de, employees are seeking a conference
for an increase in wages. Manufacturers have
gone so ill,r as reducing the price of boots 5s.
a pair.
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Consequently the retailers cannot sell
them at a profiteering price, so that the
manufacturers cannot sell to the retailers,.
and the manufacturers will not sell direct
to the ·people. The other day some manufacturers in Melbourne did sell direct
to two of the Miners Unions at Bendigo
and Broken Hill.
In connexion with
that, I noticed this item of information in
the Age of 3rd N ovemberPurchases of boots have been made from a
Melbourne manufacturer on behalf of a numbl'r
of Miners Unions.
The Victorian Boot and
Shoe Retailers' Association has taken steps to
get an explanation from the proprietor of the
factory, exception being taken to the direct
supplying of consumers, on the gr.ound that
retailers at Bendigo and Broken HIll are ad·
v&rsely affected.

These retailers will not cease from profiteering themselves. They will 'not sdl
at a reasonable price to the people, Jet
when the manufacturers do they take
steps to prevent it. Raw material is
cheap.
Raw material for making boots
has fallen enormously; boots are held up
by the profiteers.
When the manufacturers sell direct to the Miners Unions the
Boot and Shoe Retailers' Association
take steps to coerce the manufacturers and prevent it.
They insist
on le,vying the,ir profiteering price
from the people of Bendigo and
Broken Hill. The Government have done
nothing wh.atever to protect the people_
In connexion with clothing, the position
is worse. Wool has fallen to such a degree
that it is impossible to say what the extent of the decrease is.
We know that
crossbred wool has been sold in Melbourne at as low as 3d. per lb., but there
is no consequent reduction in the ,price of
cloth or clothing. It does not appear to
matter at what price the raw material is
supplied to these profiteers, they are going to continue their profiteering and to
charge these enormous prices. In Geelong
there is a Oommonwealth Woollen Mill.
The other day a party of Federal memThe following
bers inspected the mill.
appears in the report of that inspection
published in the Age yesterday:-

There has been no consequent reduction
in the price to the people-. The people
want boots. They cannot buy boots because of the excessive prices charged in
the shops.
They are refusing to buy.
The mill furnishes a remarkable illustration
My advice to them is 'not to buy at all. of what enterprise could achieve in Australia.
If the Governmen t will not protect the Last year the Commonwealth produced wool
people, then the people should protect worth £46,000,000, but in spi:te of that fact
only about 10 per cent. of Australia's requirethemselves by boycotting these profiteers ments
in woollen goods are made locally. Coultl
and refusing to purchase. That is being the whole of Australia's requirements oe sup·
done at the present time. The people will p'lied here, it is obvious that not only would
not pay the profiteering price for boots. employment be provided for tens of thousands
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of hands, but that prices of clothing would be
materially reduced. A suit length of the finest
tweed contains only 3~ lbs. of scoured wool, of
which the value is approximately 21d. per lb.,
or 6s. for the whole of the wool required for a
suit.
Scoured crossbred wools, suitable for
serges of high quality, cost about Is. per lb.,
so that the wool in a suit length would only
cost 3s. 6d. In these circumstances it is obvious Ithat local enterprise should be able to
supply suit lengths at prices far below those
now paid for imported suitings. As a matter
of fact, the Government mills at Geelong supply excellent tweeds to returned soldiers at
6s. 6d., 7s. 6d., and 8s. 6d. a yard.
Clothing
prices would be vastly reduced if the public
could obtain its requirements at '\' the same
l'ates.

This place, which is selling excellent
tweed at 6s. 6d., 7f3. 6d., and 8s. 6d. a
yard, is a Oommonwealth institution-a
State enterprise.
If private enterprise
would only desist from profiteering and
robbing the people it could sell its commodities to the people at the same price.
People must choose between State enterprise, which does not rob the people, and
private enterprif3e, which does rob the
people and charges three, four, and five
times as much as the work can be done
fo1' by State enterprise. The other day
the Victorian Railway Department called
forr tenders for t.he supply of twill,
all wool, dark hlue, 56 in. wide,
20 ozs. per yard, and they received two
tenders, one from the Ballarat Woollen
and Worsted Oompany at lOs. a yard, and
the other from the Oommonwealth Government Clothing Factory at 9s. 6d. a
yard. The Commonwealth Government
Clothing Factory obtained the contract.
Th3,t was for the kind of mate~al used
for the best men's SUItS.
Mr. MURPHY.-The clothes worn by the
Fire Brigade men do not cost more than
£5 lOs. a suit.
Mr. nOGAN.-Last year the Victorian
Railways obtained a supply of cloth from
the Oommonwealth Woollen Mill and let
a contract to the Oommonwealth Olothing
Factory to make it up into uniforms for
station-masters, the Railway Department
supplying the cloth and charging the factory cost price. The factory pajd for the
cloth and made it up into suits for the
station-masters at £3 9s. a suit. That 'was
the price paid for the uniforms which the
sta60n-masters are wearing. The 'details
of the contract were: Ooat, £2 ls.; vest,
9s.; trousers, 19s. As I have stated,
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the Commonwealth Woollen Mills obtained the contract for the supply of
that blue twill at 9s. 6d. a yard.
They cannot supply everyone. vVe have
not enough Government Woollen Mills to
do it.
The Ballarat W oOollen Mills said
they were willing to supply blue twill at
lOs. a yard, and I take it that they would
supply it a,t that price to Flinders-lane.
Flinders-lane is supposed tOo be limited to
a profit ,Ctf 25 per cent. If tha,t is so, all
the profit they could make on it would be
2s. 6d., which would mean selling it at
12's. 6d. a yard. This twill was made in
Ballarat. and the mill undertook to sell it
to the Government at lOs. a yard. If
they sold it to Flinders-lane at tha.t price,
and ,a profit of only 25 per cent. was
cha,r.ged, then 12s. 6d. would be, the seIling price, and we ought to be able to get
the material at that price in Ballara,t.
Now, I priced it in Ballarat the other
day. At Qne shop the price was 35s. lld.
to 39s.; at another it was 42s. 6d.; and
at a third, 258. to 63s.
The cheapest
blue twill that you cOould get anywhere in
Ballarat was for sale at 25s. at .one shop;
and the cheapest at two Oother shops was
358. lId. ,and 42s. 6d. Blue twill was
made in Ballarat for the Government at
lOs. a yard, and yet the GOlVernment have
allowed this 'sort of thing to go Qn.
The
othe'r day Qne of these profiteering institu,tions issued a circular tOI the people trading in its commodities. It was one .of the
hat-making firms. N Oot only did it increase its prices, but it issued an ultimatum to those who so,~d its goods, asking them to increa,.s~ their prices to
manufacturers, and their retail prices as
well. They were not only to increase the
price f01: future supplies, hut for all stock
in hand. That circular was published in
the press in the fo:lowing fOorm:AN INTERESTING CIRCULAR.
Melbourne Age has published the fcUowing
interesting trade circular, which was sent out
0:-1 16th December last to retail dealers in
men's we!l,r by th~ Australian fI.~p,nts ofa wellknown English firm .of felt hat manufaeturers : Flinders-lane,
16th December, 1919.
Dear Sirs,
As you must appreci~te, we find it necessary
to again rc-arrangl~ N1e wholesale and retail
prices of - - hats, which will now beWholesale. Retail.
Plain cc10urs in t'oft felt ...
282s.
36s.
Mixture <!olours in soft
felts
300s.
37s. 6d.
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These revised prices will come into operation
on 15th December, and the new retail prices
will apply to all stocks on hand. We shall,
therefore, be glad if you will arrange to remark all your preseut stock in accordance
with the new retail selling prices.
The attached retail price list we would ask
you to place in a ]?rominent position in your
store for reference.
Yours faithfully,
Quite apart from the frank openness with
which the price manipulator has announced
th", increase in price, it is well worth noting
that the retail prices are fixed at lIs. 6d. and
12s. 6d. respectively higher than the wholesale
prices of 23s. 6d. and 25s.-in other words,
retail shops are instructed to make a profit of
50 per cent. on the articles in questic·n. Not
only that, but they are also instructed to affix
the increased price to fl.U like goods they have
0,1 hand and which were bought at lower
prices.
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the repo.rt of the deputation intro.duced
by the hQno.rable member fO'r Bo.rO'ondara
to the Premier a little while ago.
This
is the reportSTATE ENTERPRISE.
A deputation, introduced by Mr. Greenwood,
M.L.A., waited upon the Premier on Wednesday for the purpose of making representations
aaainst the State Government giving contracts
the Commonwealth Clothing Factory . The
deputation consisted of representatives of the
Chamber of Manufactures and the clothing
section connected with it. It was stated that
in the past private firm& had supp1iec! uniforms, &c., to the Railway Department, and
that the competition had always been very
But as the Commonwealth Clothing
keen.
Factory had not a sufficient outlet for its present output, it tendered against the private
firms, and, being 10 per cent. lower, its tender was accepted.
The Chamber stood for
private enterprise as opposed to State
socialism, especially in trading concerns
which were not of great public moment.

t::

That shows the prQfiteeTing methQds
adolpted. They increased the price2, and
The private firms represented that the Comeven sent an ultimatum to the retailers to monwealth Factory was nc·t burdened with the
Increase the price by mo.re than the in- overhead charges of trading firms, such as. the
creased whole~ale price, and to. mark Tariff, duties, income taxes, profit on capItal,
interest, &c., and consequently its competition
up the stock in hand as well as all wab not fair.
They believed that now the
futurel purchases.
Yesterday I re- emergency created by the war had ended, the
ferred, by inteTjectjQn, to a deputa- production should at least be brought within
tiQn" intrQduced by the honorable mem- the limits of Commonwealth requirements, but
if this were not done the State should see that
ber fo.r BorC'ondara to. the Premier. the private citizens who were engaged in busiThey pleaded for the protectiQn ·of the ness should not be at a disadva.ntage in comGQvernment against the competition of peting with a Government concern, and that
the latter should, if competmg, be compelled
State enterprise. The A1'gU-S, and all the to
allow for all the charges which private firms
people who read it, are opposed to State had to provide for in successfully conducting
enterprise, and th.ey say that it is inferior their businesses. They were satisfied that if
to. private enterprise, tha.t it cannot do. this were insisted on the private firms would
at a cheaper rate than the Government
anything as efficiently, as well, nor as supply
Factory. If not insisted on, the J?riva£e firms
cheaply as private enterprise.
That is whose business hitherto had consIsted largely
nQt true, and they cannot prove it. An c.f the class of business in question, might be
illustratiQn of this a,ttitude is given in the ccmpelled to close down, and the Commonwealth Factory would be able to demand any
London jlagazine fQr February last. It price it chose to name.
conta.ins an ar~icle written by an Australian on N ationalizatio.n, in which the This was in consequence of the fact that
fol10,wing appe'al's:~he Commo.nwea.lth Clo.thing FactQry had
obtained a contract to supply railway
Nationalization, the balm and the hope of
tho workers, has been in force in Australia for unif.orms for stationmasters at £3 9s.
many years, and not one industry with its each. The 'clothing section of the Chamarmy of national officials has paid nor shown ber Qf Manufactures saw the Premier,
the least hope of ever paying.
pro.tested against this, and admitted that
That is a fair salffiple of .the statements they CQuld not do the work at that urice.
o.f 'pe01ple who say that all State enter- They ,asked that the Govenlment should
prises are failures, and that no.thing can nCit accept a tender from the CommQnbe done by the State: as well -as, capitalism wealth CIQthing F:a.ctory. They did net
can do it. The Qther day I heard a man finish there. The Premie'!' c.ould not very
agree to the extra,ordinary re~ay, "Everything the State tQu.ches it well
makes a mess of. '.' . Such peo.ple are quest made, and so they asked' the
either liars or they are interested.
To Minister for Defence tlot to allow
prove that this is untrue, I will quO'te the CQmmonwealth factory to tender.
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stand for is the nationalization of those
things which can be earried on to the
advantage of the people. The same remark applies to harness factorie~.
~he
Commonwealth harness factory IS domg
work chea,per and better than priyate enterprise, and yet a few days ago a deputation protested against the work of ~he
Commonwealth factory.
The followmg
report appeared in the Arg'us of 11th
November-

The following is t.he report t.hat appeared
in the A 1'gUS ; A PECULIAR POSITION.

COl\IMONWEALTH CLOTHING FACTORY.
Complaints by Private Firms.
Remarkable arguments in favour of curtailin~ the activities of the Commonwealth Clothing Factory were advanced yesterday by a
deputation representing the Chamber of
Manufactures which waited on the. Minister
for Defence (Senator Pearce). It was contended that the Commonwealth Factory-a Go- t
ernment-owned concern-was carrying out;
FEDERAL HARNESS FACTORY.
contracts for the State Governments at prices
11) per cent. lower than the prices at which J
MASTER 8ADDJ,ERS' COMPLAINT.
riyate ma~ufacturers could do '}h~" .. ~~rl~. ~
Complaints against competition with private
IS was saId to be unf~l~ .compe~lC'n, and It enterprise on the part of the Federal H~r.ness
wad urged that the actiVities of the Fact?ry Factory were made to the Assistant Mmlster
sheuld be confined to th~ purpose for WhICh for Defence (Sir Granville Ryrie) yest~rday
the Factory was establIshed, namely, the bv a deputation consisting of the preSIdent
man1;lfacture of Commonwealth" qovernment (i\fr. Bartlett), the hon. secretary (Mr. T.
reqUIrements. It wa~ alleged that t~e Com- Schelineck), and other members of the Master
monweal~h Factory dId not make out Its costs Saddlers' Association.
O~l a uasis that r,;ould ~l~ow a rea~onable marThe deputation protested that it was not
g~ll of profit. Ihe Mmlster replIed t~at. the fair for the Federal Factory to compete
Com.m0nw~alth Factory took all costs mto against manufacturers. It was stated that a.
conSIderatIOn, and allowed th~ same percentage number of returned men were being trained at
for o~erhead charges as outSIde fir~ls allowed. the harness school, and that the master sadPendmg the announcement o~ the new defence dlers could not give employment to men "40
schet;ne, there was a lU.ll. m Commonwealth per cent. efficient" and face the competition
reqUIre~ents, and per~IssIOn had therefore of the Federal Factory. It was suggested that
b(;en glVen to accept State .contracts. . He all work of this kind required by the Closer
aver~ed that t~~re was no. desIre to ~nter mto Settlement Board should be done by the FedeunfaIr competitIOn,. but It was d~slrable to ral Factory on the understanding that. the
keep th~ st~ff together and earn mterest on trainees from the school ehould be employed
the capltal mvested.
there.
Members of the deputation asserted
if the overhead charg,es at the Harness
We see that State enterprise was render- that
Factory were pre·perIy reckoned the Factory
ing good service to this country.
It must be run at a loss on the prices of some
was saving the country from the exploi- tenders secured by it.
Sir Granville ltyrie promised to confer with
tation of profiteers by supplying uniforms
Minister for Defence (Senator Pearce).
for railway officials at £3 98. Private the
He said that it was not the intention of the
tnterprise went to the GlJIvernment and Ministry to interfere with private enterprise.

~

l

c;aid, "Do not invite tenders."
Then it
goes to the Federal Government and says,
" Do not acce'pt a tender fo,r the State
Government." In other words, private
enterprise says, "Let us rob the Government just a"s we are robbing the people
at the present time." It is a good thing
for the people of this State that the Government were able to get these uniforms
at £3 9s. It would be a good thing to
get clothing for all the peoille of Victoria
at that price, and, instead of having one
OommonweaLth woollen mill and one
Commonwealth clothing factory, we ought
to have ~e'veral State woollen mills and
se,veral State clothing factories, making
~ufficient material and clothing for all the
peoille of this State, and in this way
protecting them from the profite·er. That
is the sort of nationalization we want.
We have no desire to nationalize the little
bits of farms in this State.
What we
:AI r. Hogan.

Of course not. We find that the ~tate
institutions are able to do this work at a
lower rate than is ch,arged by private
enterprise. There is no doubt that State
enterprise is superior to private enterprise and to ca.pitalism. lt is well known
t.hat profiteering is rampant in this State,
and still the Government allow it to go
on. I have already nrotested against the
present state of affairs, and I am absolutely opposed to 'any Governmemt remaining III oflice which will not take
efteetive 3teps to remedy this troll ble.
The cost of living in this State has mcreased so much that poor people are
scarcely able to live.
The patient dies while the physician sleeps,
The orphan pines while the oppressor feeds.
Justice is feeding while the widow weeps,
Advice is sporting while infection breeds.

The pelople are in g:rea t distress, and
while the Government are awaxe of the
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fact nothing is done to bring them relief.
Consequently, I gladly support a proposal expres~ing want of confidence in
the Government for their failure to proted the people from the profiteers. I
believe that the patience of the people of
this State has been exhausted by the rapacity of these profiteers.
They have
been pleading with the Government for
protection. The profiteer says that he
wants more raw material, but if an increased quantity is made available, instead of there being a corresponding advantage to the people in lower prices, the
charges are increased. Another illustration of this profiteering is provided in the
increased charge for superphosphates. A
price was fixed by the Fair Profits Commission, but I notice that the rate was
not divulged until after the elections.
The first I kne,w of the increased. price
was on 16th November, when a statement
appeared if! the newspapers intimating
that the Government had agreed to a recommendation by the Fair Profits Commission advancing the rate by 13·s. a ton.
I should like to know from the Premier
or some member of the Government
whether approval of that increase had
been given before the elections. I know
that the :E'air Profits Commissio'll nlade
the recommendation for the increase on
22nd September, and the Government
were aware of the fact straightway. The
first report of the Commission with re·gnrd to fertilizers is dated 22nd September, 1920.
That was a month be'fore the
elections, but the approval of the Government was not announced until 16th Novern ber. It seems to me that the notification of the increase was withheld from
t.he public for fear of estranging the votes
of farmers. The lVlount Lvell Chemical
Works issued a circular on "29 th October
which stated-
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announcement of the Government's ap~
proval of the increase in price was not
made until 16th November, which was
after the date 'Of the elections. I believe
that the people of Victoria are greatly
incensed against profiteering, and that
their patience is being rapidly exhausted.
They are being driven by want to a desperat.e frame of mind. They look to the
Government to protect them, but, as I
said before, nOothing is dOone. The Go'lernment have no intention of doing anyt.hing, be·cause it is a profit.eers' Government.
Therefore, I favour a motion
which will have the effect of deposing the
present Government from office, and I am.
hOoping that the new Government will do
what the people of this State are clamouring for in regard to profiteering. I
also hope that the new Government will
provide for the establishment of State
woollen mills and clothing factories,
utilizing the cheap wool that we grow,
and m.aking the manufactured artiole
available to the people of Victoria at a
cheaper rate than is possible under present
circumstances.
We should also have
State. boot factories to use the leather
which can he made from the available
hides and skins. I should also like a
Government which would see that manufacturers are able to sell their goods direct to the retailers, and, if possible, to
the public gene,rally, and se,€! that the' ring
between Flinde·rs-Iane and the manufacturers is broken. Manufacturers should
be quite free to dispose of their goods,
not 'only to the retailers, but to
the miners' unions at Broken Hill and
Be.ndigo. No combination should be allowed between the wholesale houses and
the manufacturers which is in restraint
of trade. The Government should make
such a combination illegal, ~nd give the
manufa.cturer the opportunity of selling
We enclose herewith COllY of new season's to whoever he pleases. The man who has
price list, which comes into operation on 1st good money for the article he wants
November, and will apply until further notice. should be able to make his purchases
We regret it has been found necessary to in- without allY restraint. If what I desire
crease the price of superphosphates.
The
Fair Pre·fits Commission have granted us an "were carried out it would mean that tho
increase of 13s. per ton, which will not, we Ballarat Woollen Mills would be able to
expect. cover our extra cost for the year, viz., sell its b~ue twill at lOs. & yard to the
increased freight on phosphate rock, increased general public.
Just see what happens
cost of wages, fuel, and repairs. On referring
This twin is loaded in trucks at
tn the t.erms and conditions of sale "ou will now.
notice the rate of interest has been increased Ballarat and conveyed to Spencer-street.
to 10 per cer;t., and that manure supplied in It is there nnloaded and taken to Flincwt. sacks wIll be lOs. per ton extra instead der~-lane. The Flinders-lane people send
of 58.
theIr travellers to the country, and of
It is rather signi£cant that while this course, visit Ballarat. They sell som~ of
circular is dated 29th October, the public this twill to the retailers of Ballarat. It
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is then taken from Flinders-lane to
Spencer-street, loaded into trucks, conveyed to Ballarat, unloaded from the

trucks, and delivered at the retailers'
shops. No o.ne, except a co.mmunity o.f
lnnatics, would permit industry to be carried on in that way, and the Government
Rhould t&ke st.eps to prevent that sort of
thing continuing. It is monstrous fo.r the
Government to remain inactive. I am
satisfied that the people of this State,
e:x.cepting those in Flinders-lane, are opposed to this costly system o.f distributing goods.
It is because the
Government cannot be induced to
take action that I am determined to record my vote against them, and
trust that a better Government will be
elected which will free the people from
the rapaci.ty of these awful profiteers.
Mr. DO'VNWARD.-In regard to th~
proposed addendum to the amendment of
the honorable member for Rodney, I can
say that I very heartily concur in it, and
support it. I think that if it imposes
UPOll the Government the absolute necessity of doing something to put an .end to
the profiteering that is going on it will
have done something that the people of
the State will appreciate. We are getting into a very singular position in regard to the profiteering that is taking
place. I rio not go altogether by what
people say. but I do attaeh eonsiderable
importance to what was announced by the
Inter..JState Oommission when they investiga.ted this matter. They showed that,
in round figures, there was £1,1'00,000 invested in woollen factories, and that in
three years these factories made a profit
of £1,200,000 That is what the InterState Oommission showed.
They also
showed that they were a closely-knit lot
of combines, that they had endeavoured
in every possible way to conceal their
profits, and that, in many cases, income
tax had been passed on. I am satisfied,
in my own mind, that the importers, the
manufacturer.s, the shipping companies,
a.nd the warehousemen a.re a lot of closelyknit combines, and that they insist upon
e-xcessive profits. N ow we find that
another class of the community is
being attacked by their methods,
and that is the prodtlcing class.
Tl1ey find that because these people
purchased wool and hides at high
prices, they will not now purchase
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wool and hides except at very low
prices, but will insist on selling the
goods that have been manufactured
at very high prices.
That is not justifiable.
This condition of affairs is having
a very serious effect on the producers.
Their wool and hides have become valueless, but both' clothing and boots are kept
at very high prices indeed.
It has been
said, and no doubt with some Justice,
that there is in operation a"law of supply
and demand. W'e recognise that. Those
of us who keep a few fowls for our own
use realize that twenty or thirty hens will
not in the winter time lay more than two
or three eggs a day, but in the spring
they lay twenty or thirty eggs a day.
We could not under those circumstances
ha ve eggs at the same price all the year
round. A glaring case of profiteering
was in connexion with the wooHen manufacturers.
There the law of supply and
demand did not operate, because the
manufactur,ers had access to wool from the
POIOI at a fixed price of about 12~d. per
lb., which was not more than half the
value! of wool in Europe, and as the
machinery in Victoria eould not use up 10
per cent . .of the wool in the Pool, they
not oJ;lly got the wool at a fixed price,
but got an unlimited sup.ply. The fact that
after having invested £1,100,000 in capital they were able to' make £1,200,000
in profits in three ye'ars, showed clearly
that there was profiteering. We find that
the Governments seem to join in the profiteering. Take the F'ede:ral Government
and the· shipping companies.
The old
freight for wheat was 27s. or 30s. a ton,
but whEl>ll the shipping companies made
the price about 175s. a ton, the Commonwealth Government put the freight on
their ships up close toO that auiount. They
did not attempt to bre,ak down the Shipping Combine at all, but a.ctually raised
their own freights to very nearly those
charged by the sliipping companies. Mr.
Poynton, a Commonwealth Minister,
boasted that the Commonwealth Government had made nearly the whole cost of
the ships, which was about £3,000JOOO, in
two years.
We find that the same state
of things has gone on in England. The
cost of the war was estimated to be
about £1,000,000,000, and Mr. Lloyd
George brought forward a Bill to raise
£500,000,000 a year from some 74,000
profiteers, who, he alleged, had made
£5,000,000,000.
But the Government
found the forces against them too. strong,
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an d they had to withdraw the Bill.
If
74,000 people made £5,000,000,000,. we
can easily understand that the people
have had their pockets searched in every
possible way.
The war profits tax was
nothing but a method by which the
people's pockets were searched from end
to end.
The Government took as much
as 80 per cent. of profits, but the
companies from whom they took the 80
per cent. were allowed the normal profits
of the three years prior' to the war. All
they had to do was tOi add 80 per cent.
or a bi~ more to the price of their goods
and they could pay the tax and still make
exorbilant profits.
Mr. Bonar Law
pointed out, when the rate for the shipping companies was raised from 60 per
cent. to 80 per cent.,. that he hims·elf
had put £8,100 into siiXteen different
tramp steamer companies. Why did he
put the money into so many companies ~
It was because those companies desired to
have men in influential positions profiteering as well as themselves.
He pointed
out that if interest at the ordinary rate
of 5 per cent. had been paid he 'would
have received £405, but that he received
in the first year £2,300, ana .~n the next
year £2,500.
He added, significantly,
that those amounts were paid after tl;te
profits tax had been paid. That showed
that the war profits tax was all pass.ed
on. Mr. Bonar Law said that he did not
blame the shipping companies, but that
he blamed the Government for allowing
that kind of thing, and that .:s the attitude, we are taking U,P' here now . We' do·
not blame the profiteers of Flinders-lane
so much as we blame the Government for
allowing profiteering. All the investigations that have been made by various
ComDJ.ilssions, including the Inter-State
Commission, show that a profit of 50 per
cent. or 60 per cent. is quite a common
thing, and I am beginning to believe that
the shareholders in the shipping companies are alsOi shareholders in the importing houses and the warehouses.
The
Inter-State Commission shDwed that the
manufacturers and the impDrters would
nDt sell goods to the' retailers, but insisted upon selling the goods to the warehonses, SOl that anDther prDfit could be
made there alsD.
The Inter-State Commission found that ha.lf-a.-dozen of the
leading ,boot shops in Syaney SOlId a particular type of ladies' shoes at 23s. 6d.
per pair. The Commission ascertained
that the shoes were sold at the factory to
Second Session 1920.-]13[
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the retail shops at 138. 6d. per pair. That
left 10s.·a pair profit for handing them
over the counter, but the Commission discO!VeI'ed that the manufactur$'s would
only sell the shoes tOi certain shDpS.
There is nDt the slightest d9ubt that the
shareholders in the iact.ory were alsOi
sha.reholders in the retail shops. I think
tha.t we have, as. the Inter-State Commission declared, a.combinatiDn of capitalist
concerns. to make everything dear to' the.
peDple, even to the extent of keeping up
prices now, when prices would naturally
fall.
I saw it stated in a cablegram that
the normal supply of tea in England is
about 100,000,000 lbs., but a,t the present time there is 200,000,000 lbs. accumulated there.
Tea, is being kept up tD
a very high price, and it has been suggested to the tea-grDwers that they should
reduce their production until the surplus
js got rid of at the high price.
Everything possible is heing done to stop wool
:md hides from coming into use by keeping up prices, which causes a decreased
consum ptio'l'l. The: high prices are nDW
h~ing kept up by artificial methods. This
i~ a very seriDus thing for those of us
who are wool-growers. 'V:e have, to leave
tb~ wOOlI in our sheds.
It is no use even
to think of selling it at t.he present time.
There is only a demand for some very
Rupp.rior classes of merinD wODI, of which
V ictoria grows very little.
We know
pf'Ifectly weH that if the price of clDthing
were reduced-Mr. HANNAH.-Wha t is the difference
between prOofiteering in clothing and profiteering in butter?
Mr. DOWNW ARD.-There· is nD profiteering in butter.
N ()Itwithstanding
that high prices were paid by the consumers 'fOol' the stock grown by producers,
the producers did nOlt get high profits.
Mr. HANNAH.-We, all kn~ that a
pound' of butter .coots a great de·al mOTe
to-day than it dia. a year agD r and that
eggs remain dear, though the fDwls, presumably, lay as frequently as ever.
Mr. DOWNW ARD.-I may remind
the honOorable member that a dairy
farmer, who is a member of the organized
Labour party, st·ated wheu an investigation took place in Gippsland, that if all
the members of the families of dairy
farmers were paid the ordinary factory
Fates, no butter could be sold at less
than 3s. per lb. But children of these
farmers work for nothing. There were
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llelV€Jr any combinations aDloogst the prQducers.
.
Mr. CAIN.-Not with regard to meat~
Mr. DOWNW ARD.-No. If the honorable member fQr Jika Jika examines
the daily papetrs, he will find that there
is nOi such combination. I seH sheep, and
gOiod shee:g t_oo, at Newmarket, and they
never realized mo're than 4d. Qr 5d. a lb.
ull!:i1 recently. There is nOi meat comb-:'~ e,.
Then take the fruit cool stOires.
] have a. large fruit--g:rowing district in
] ly electorate, and I can state. E:ositively
that rriOir tOi the establishment Qf cool
stores at Hastings and Somerville one
cOi.lld Qften see hundreds of tOins of fruit
ly:~l_g on the grQlund-fruit that could not
be moved tOi Melbourne, and for which
Jj 0' market in MelbQurne could be fQund.
I l:a ve known apples tOi be SOlId on ba..rrows in Bourke-street at 1d. a lb. We
can easily und-erstand what the 'fruitgrQlwerE; gQt when apples we·re sold a.t that
price.
What we cOimplain about with
regard. to prOifiteering is that combines
exist that have fOir their -object the fleecing Q1f the pu bEc.
Mr. CAIN .-And the farmers have as~isted them.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-NQI.
The farmers have not c()IIDbined in any way.
'Ve cannOit possibly expect tOi pay Qur
~vay during the period of financial stress
If we do nOit make it prOifitable tOi grQlw
produce and e·xpo.rt very largely.
Mr. CAIN.-The "cockies" put dirt
into their produce tOi make it heavier.
They alsOi put little apples at the bottoms
of cases and big Q1nes on top.
Mr. DOWNWARD. - The evidence
given befOire the Inter-State Commission
made it clear that there was no, profiteering Qn the, part of the primary producer.
The Oommissiloners' report on the woollen
mills shows that in round figures
£1,100,000 ha.ve been put intOi the woollen mills, and in three years £1,200,000
wQrth of prOifit have been taken out of
it. The report adds"Reserves from profits, hidden as well as
open, were createld; watered stock issued;
unreasonable amounts were written off as
assets; in one case, at least, II, large amount
hidden from view by including it under
'sundry creditors.'''

Surely that is evidence of what was practically a conspiracy against the public.
The A. r.q'llS, in an ed.jtorial article which
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appea.roo in its issue! of 20th January,
1919, made the follQlwing comment-Unpleasant reading is provided for the
taxpayers of the Commonw'.ealth by the report of the Inter-State Commission on the
prices for clothing, especially that part of it
which deals with the profits made by the
woollen mills.

That is -a comment on the report. Surely
the Inter-State Oommission were not in
conspiracy against the woollen manufacturers.
:Mr. OArN.-Are not the primary producers in combination to keep up price::;?
:Mr. DOWNWARD.-N o.
Mr. OAIN.----What about the Mildura
fruit?
Mr. DOWNWARD.-The representatives of that district can speak for theIIL.'selves. Personally, I have sold sheep and
wool in the open market for forty years,
and I have never been a p-proached by any
other producer with a request that I
should join any combination.
Mr. HANNAH.-YOU do not produce
enough.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-I was as large a
producer as many of my neighbours. Take
100 producers in the Mornington Peninsula, and it would be found that my sales
were as great as any of theirs. There
was no combination, and our sheep were
sold for what they would fetch. There
is nothing to prevent anyone going t J
the market and buying one or two sheep.
Mr. HANN.A.H.--IDO not certain individuals say that a certain price will rule
for the day?
Mr. DOWNWARD.-No one can 110
that. Prices rise and fall according to
the supply, as the honorable, member for
Melbourne will say.
Mr. HANNAH.-Not always. Last session the Minister of Agriculture made an
official statement to quite the contrary
effect.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Does
the honorable member say that there is
no combination among the buyers of
sheep?
Mr. DOWNWARD.-No. Surely I
should know. I have been in the business
all my life. If there is a full supply, or
an over supply, and I am a buyer, I can
always buy better on tha.t day than at
another time when there is a short supply, and when, ,perhaps, I cannot buy at
all.
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it apply ,in the case

of pigs ~

lvir. DOW;NWARD.-I do not deal i'J.
them, and I do not pretend to speak as
an authority on matters which do not
come within my knowledge. For the reasons which I have given I am prepared
to accept the proposed addendum to our
amendmen t. 1 think we will render grea t
service to the country if by some methods
we can put a stop to excessive profits.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-Unlike the honorable member WhD has just sat down, I
intend to vote against the amendment
moved by the honorable member fOol' PDrt
Fairy. As far as prDfiteering is concerned I was not particularly keen on the
Necessary Commodities C'Dntrol Bill when
it was introduced intO' this House. I did
not think it would a,ccomplish much good,
nor do I ,think so now. I do say that, as
far as business is concerned, and I ha ve
said it befDre and still believe .it, a lliultiplicity of businesses under one rDOof is
nDt a good thing fOol' the public. It rna y
be a very gDod thing for the people who
are carrying such businesses on. Some
years ago I sacrificed abDut £2,000 to try,
to give effect to the principle of Dne man
.one business. I brought that principle
before the Government of the day, and
received little or no sympathy, and I took
it to the Town Hall, where it was opposed by all political parties. The view
taken was that the mOore institutions we
had of the character I have referred to
the cheaper the goods would be for the
peDple. My contentIon was that during
the period they were killing the smaller
melll that mjght Dbtain, but that after
they had 'lccomplished that they would
have the power in their Dwn hands as regards both buying and selling. These institutions are growing up, not only here,
but all over the world. As a member
from the country I have had a good deal
to do with schools, and I have experienced
considerable trouble in connexion with
getting; schools for the people. I recognise tha·t the State has a duty to perform, and I think that the State recognises that through its Government. I
also recognise that money has to be fOllnd
for these schools, and I thillk that, on
the whole, our State Governments, including the present Government, have
done fairly well in meeting the req1iire.
ments of the people. A few years ago, in
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isolated parts where there was only a
family living far away from another
family, I got what I called itinerant
schools. They proved very useful in the
district of Gippsland. Since then the Government-not this Government, but tht'preceding Government-made some arrangement by which a family could obtain a certain contribution from the
State towards the education of that
family. That was an improvement OIL
the system which prevailed previously. It
is true that there are many schools in
the State which require remodelling, and
some of them require pulling down.
There are also schools which should, perhaps, be removed from one part of a district to an.other. Generally speaking,
however, the people have not a gre3.it deal
to complain of in that direction. At least,
I speak for myself. In certain places, I
know tha.1 my constituents think that the
Government should do a great deal more,
and perhaps, in some cases, Ithey should,
but 1 am not going to turn this Ministry
out on that account. We have heard it
good deal about the nationalization of
businesses, and possibly that may comp,
some day; but the,re is very little hOope at
the present moment of making a businessman in Bourke-street think that his business would be better under State control
than it is under his own charge, and the
same is app~icable to the man who possesses a farm. Perhaps it wDuld be a
great deal better for society if it did obtain, and it may obtain, but it cannot
obtain without a great deal of discussion. When the guestion of tramways
was before this House I pointed out that
the
tramways
could
have
been
nationalized withDut very much difficulty
and ,"vith advantage to the s.tate, yet a
large majority of members voted against
that prDposal.
Mr. EVERARD.-They were hood·winked.
Mr. McLACHLAN. - Wen, a,t any
rate, it was a bad day for the State when
the trams were handed over to the people
of Melbourne. They knew that they had
no legal right tOo those- trams, and members themselves believed that they had no
right tOo them, but the Government of
the day offered count1~y members some
thing; loike £1,000,000 wi,th which to build
roads, and tha t hel ped materially in
4
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influeneing the Rouse in deciaing the way
it did.

It was -a bad d'ay for the State.

Honorable members have a perfect right

to discuss anything they 1ike. I may discuss Communism or the day when ev-ery
man will reeeive according to his needs.
Then there are men who advocate th(j
most perfect form of human society, when
everyone will be a law unto himElelf. A.t
present peopl-e are not educated up to
that point. I do not know whether it ii:l
idle to discuss such qnestions.
There
is a subject we might disCllSS with profit,
and that is the way the business of the
House is conducted. Members when they
first enter this House must receive a setback when they find. how' the business is
transacted. It is the outcome of the ElYS.~em. The ,Oabinet system of Government
IS not only condemned. by myself, but
stands condemned by honorable members
in their criticism of the Government. It
may be asked what is to be put in its
place.
Some advocate elective :Ministries aE-l the solution of the trouble. They
say that that system would mean more
progress.
I am Hot favorable to the
elective system, for it would mean leaving the Oabinet in the hands of members
and it would be susceptible to the pres~
sure that exists under the present system.
It we want a better system, the matter
must be taken out of the haIlds of members altogether.
The ,system that corr..
mends itself to me is that which obtains
in .ou~ El'~ire councils. rrhe riding of each
shIre III Its turn elects the president. That
works well and might be applied to our
constituencies, so that each constituency
in turn "\-vould elect ·Ministers. It mav
be said that it would pyohabl'y produc'~
weak .and inefficient men, but the men ,.rho
now carryon the -Government a.re ,yeC1k
and inefficient according to the .arguments
nsed. Generally speaking., the member of
~arliament is a very ordinary man. He
IS taken from among the ordinary people
.and is performing ordinary work, but
work that j~ of vital importance to the
people.
Mr. MORLEY.-Is this ordinary wor1t?
Mr. }.{cLAOHLAN.-It is ordinary
work, hut it is taking aI~ extrrrol'dinaTY
amount of til}le. 1 am look-lug £.)1' a El01Ution of :b(> ])1"Qulcm. The presellt On1)jnet system Rp.l'ved its pl11'pOS~ whc'1 a f8W
men had the m@no.poly of legislative

kn:owledg~
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-and them·EI.-sses were ignorant
of the meaning of government.
They
are 1l0tS() ignorant 110W. The 'conditions
have changed and ]?l'ogress ha'S been made.
['he legislative machine is not workable,
and we know why. We see attempts IDa-doe
from on('. side or the other to remove the
exi.s~ilJ!;' Government.
We have been
sent here to do certain "\vork. I hav.e
enough work to do without coming to the
House at all, alld i.t is good work for th'8
country.
I CUIlllOt, how eyer" dissociate
myseH from the work in t11c House.
I
believe in one man OIl8 business, and I
devote the whole of my time to political
work. I think that the machine as it is
at p'resent is not workable, otherwiEle the
time we spend here would not be spent
at all. Since the 10th of tIle month \\'e
ha\'/,) been on the same sl1bject, and we
hRve not touched anything yet.
I aUl
l}0t responsible, and I do Hot blame h011~l~able members, seeing that they are makmg use of the syst-em that exists. I am
certain that some change: will come and
that it will be on a bett8lr basis. Th~ present system is a re1ic of a more ignorant
age, B:nd has changed but little with time,
-expenence, and the sp:vead of education.
It postpones useful legiSlation. It is not
only a time-wasting syst-em, but it is an.
immoral one, for ullder it men arC' C0111pelled to sink their own political convictions time after time to 'retain Governments in power and avoid diElsolutions bef0're the term has expired f01' which Pa~r
liament was elected. The systern stands
condemned by many p01itical writers, as
well as by members of Parliament in
their criticism and actions. Under the
proposed system the power to elect Mini:=:ters would be taken from memberEl. ::md
conferred on the constituencies in their
respective turns.
It is a system under
which projected reforms 'would be dealt
with on their merits by disinterested public men. It would lead to economy of
government, for political patronage under
it could not €nElt. If the constituencies
return the member they should be trusted
to provide the Minister under the system
I have suggested.. So fair is it that every
constituency. would ultimately be represented under it by a Minister.
There
could be no suggested charges of intriguing for office under it, f0'r the powers
to €tect a: MiniElter would be removed from
members' hands, and it is high time this
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was done; Under the system I sugge~t,
:the popular and the unpopular member
would be taken. in. IT nder this system of
a State Government elected. by constitl1eneies it could not be said, "Spoils to the
victors)' Under this system member~ of
a, Government would not be haunted by
the fear of dismissal from office. They
would be able to focus their whole attention on the development of this State-a
work awaiting accomplishment.
Dnder
this system there could be no concentration of population in the capital cities
to anything like the extent i t exist~ in
Australia to-duy.
Under this system.
members would get reasonable notice of
Ministerial position. Under this system
Parliament could settle dow'n to its work
with the assurance that it would live its
,allotted time. Reform in this direction
will probably haye to come .fr~m
without rather than from wlthm.
I know this, that everything I get I
h'av~ to work hare! for.
I do not objec't
to that. Under the system I am advo~ating, members of the Goyernment
would not be haunted by the fear of dismissal from office, and would be able to
:fix their whole attention on the development of this State.' As everybody knows,
that is ·a work that is waiting accomplishment. There is something wrong with
:our system of Government when we find
a great city like Melbourne embracing
half the people of the State. That did
not come about except by legislation, and
such legislation would never have been
,enacted under the system I propose, because the men in the Government would
be able to bring to their deliberations independent thought and action.
They
would have been sensible of the fact that
pressure 'was being brought to bear in the
-direction of building up the city at the
,e~pense, to somc extent, of the country,
,and they would have resisted it.
The
fact remains that, not only in this State,
but in New South Wales and South AustraJia, the capital cities include half the
people of those States.
They are all
wOlrking under the same system of Government. It is the Oabinet that runs
the country, and the Oabinet system of
.government, as at present in vogue, will
~ot dt() anything else but bring about
.*tl aggreg'ation of population in large
·~ntres. While I can see that reform of
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the present system is not likely to come
about from within, it lllay do so from
without. The nationalization of a shop
in Bourke-street, or a farm in the Mallee,
may be a long way off, and much further
off than the system of government that I
propose. N either the system of government I am advocating nor the nationalization of shops and farms will .be secured
without considerable discussion.
I am
satisfied that there is a considerable feeling in favour of elective :Ministries. That
fact ·can be gauged by artiCles in the press
from time to time. We cannot do better
than urge for some system to supplaut
the present one, and, as honorable members know, t4ere is certainly need for a
ch'ange.
:Mr. OA~lERON.-I have no great personal reason for showing any affection for
the present Government. I am satisfied
that, as a result of the amendment submitted by the honorable member for Rodney, . the business of the country is, for
the time being, held up, and I take SOUle
·exception to the delay, because I received
a m'andate from my electors to increase
the salaries of honorable members by a
reasonable amount, and also to repeal
many of the oppressive laws that are in
existence to-day.
During tlhe election
campaign, I went to a great deal of
trouble to convince the electors that the
present Government was not as bad as it
has been painted by the press. I had
also to persuade them that I could represent the farming community a~ well as
the average member of the Farmers
Union. I had to fight strenuously for
fny seat against one of the most gifted
products of the Farmers Union; and I
also h ad to con tend .against one of the
small men who joined the Farmers Union
to protect his own interests-I refer to
the Federal member for the Grampians,
Mr. Jowett. As I succeeded in fighting
these men, and being returned to Parliament as an opponent of the Farmers
Union, it would be inconsistent, notwithstanding the personal regard I have for
a number of the gentlemen constituting
tl;!.at party in this House, to vote to put
them into office so soon after the electi0118.
I feel that the psychological
moment has not yet arrived. It is true
that the Government have come back
Three members of
somewhat shattered.
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the Ministry and six faithful followers
have been left by the wayside.
Mr. EVERARD.-Who were they follow-

ing?
Mr. OA.MERON.-The six I.refer to
were something like the honorable member who has interjected, ·and myself. We
were among the children who sat behind
the Government.
We have been told
by the mover of the original amendme~t,
and some of those who have supported It,
that the Government have been in the
habit of saying to the children, "Sit
down!" or "Stand up 1·".
It is sup'posed that we had simply to do as we
were told. It has also been said that the
Government were in the habit of saying
to those in the Oorner. "Brethren, we depend on you, and we are grateful for the
assistance you have rendered the G:0vernment of this country."
Those III the
Oorner have not given the Government
time to re{0r to them as " Dearly beloved
brethren." They have risen up in .. arms,
and before the Government have had an
opportunity of bringing forward usefu.l
measures, they are to be put out of office.
One amongst the many mandates the Government received from the country at
the last election was in connexion with
the licensing question. I do not remember the honorable member for Rodney
mentioning that vital subject; but surely,
if there has been a m·andate from the
people on any subject, it is in re&,ard to
that one.
The electors have saId emphatically that our licensing legisla~ion
has not met with favour. They beheve
it has brought into existence a lot of
hypocrisy.
I had to vote against the
Government during the l·ast year or two
on several important matters in regard
to licensing legislation because I believed
their proposals would bring about t~e
hypocritical
conditions
that
obtaIn
throughout the country. We cannot well
shut our eyes to the fa'ct that the 6 o'clock
closing is not obse~ved, and w~ know
that ~Illy Jaw that IS not recoglllsed or
obeyed by the peo.ple creates a sort of
lawless peo.ple, and makes them feel contempt for the laws which Parliam~nt
passes. I should like to knmy, supposmg
a new Government come Into power,
what they will do in connexio~ with
licensing legislation. Are we gOIng to
be content to have ~hese periodical local
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option votes which brought abou~ such a
state of turmoil at the last electIOn, and
which caused well-conducted hotels in
BQrQQndara and N una wading tQ be
closed 1 Are we to prevent the Licences
Reduction Board from. closing hotels.
which it is desirable should be shut up?
The local o'ption poll has brought about
a state 'Of affairs which the peQple 'Of the·
country protest against, and they ·have
shown that they are not in favour of
having any party in power which will
permit the present state of affairs tQ COlltinue.
Mr. Sl\HTH.-It is the will of the people
that there shall be nQ hotels in BoroQndara and N unawading.
Mr. OAMERON.-I believe that is a
fact. What I am complaining about is
the fact that we have a system that will
permit of such a state of affairs in the
two districts I have mentioned, and perhaps allow, in the constituency represented b.y the honorable member, more
hotels to exist than there ought to be.
The Government should get away from
such vexatious, pin-pricking legislation,
and adopt something which will inspire
the people with more confidence. Some
years ago in New Zealand, after a period
d boom and burst, under the 'regime of
S,ir Julius Vogel, the country was in a
bad state, and an obscure man na.med
Mr. Seddon came to the front.
Mr. HANNAH.-Mr. Ballance was before
him.
l\1r. CAMERON.-Yes; and then Mr.
Seddon, who, looms ver'y large in the
public memories to-day, introduced land
legislation into New Zealand, and in a
few ye·ars brOought that country through
a period of stagnation and Imade, it. prosperOous.
That country has had many
years of prospe,rity since then. At that
time many people said that the legislation
Mr. Seddon introduced was socialistic,
but tOo-day it is admitted that the prosperity New Zealand now enjoys is attributable to the legislation enacted by that
statesman. I hope. that our present Government will adopt means to bring about
those conditions in Victoria. If we want
conditions of that sort we' shall have to
bring them about by some new system 0'£
banking.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member must keep to the amendme~t., .which
deals with profiteers and the faCIlItIes for
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primary education. That is the question
before the Horuse now.
Mr: CAMERON.-I do not wish to'
get intO' any argument with you, sir,
but I understand that this is a mO'tion
Qif want O'f confidence in the Government,
and that member~ during the last f.ew
ho.u~s have been di~cussing matters appertammg to' the busmess befO're the House.
T~e SPEAKER.-The question immedIately before the House is that there
shall be -added to. the amendment of the
hono['a ble member for Rodney a certaiu
am~J?Ament de'al~ng with profiteers and
facIlItIes for prImary education.
The
question of profiteers and of increased
facilities for primary educatIon is what
is before the House; and those are the
matters which hQino·rable members who
have spoken have dealt with since the
amendment of the honorable member for
Po.rt Fairy was moved.
Mr. CAMERON.-So. far as the question of. pro·fiteers is concerned, I. was very
much Imp~'essed .by a st~tement made by
the Premler thIS mormng and by his
handling olf that particular aspect of the
case. We. are all t~0'roughly opposed to.
any -of thIS profiteerIng that is supposed
tQi exist in Flinders-lane,. I understand
tha t ve,ry high prices are being oharged
to-day f0'r clothing, and so' fo['th. '\Then
you ~go back one 0'r two. stages in productIOn you find that the raw material
is at a. very low price, and also that the
manufactur,ed material from the woollen
mills is. pro.~uced at a low figure, and yet
people m thIS C'o.untry on I0'W salaries have
to pay high prices for clothinO' for thems~lves and. their f ~L.milies, ani find great
dIfficulty 111 keepmg their heads above
wat.er.
Therefore, I am anxious that
whatever Iparty may be in power will
grapple .with this question 0'r convince
the publIc that there is nO'thing in it. I
kn~'w that a very great number of people
belIe,ve that the farm,ers of this country
a.re a lot of profiteers. People hear about
the high prices obtained for cattle and
sheep, and ot-he,r kinds O'f prO'duce.
Those, however, wh0' look at the matter
prope;ly, an~ go into the question exhaustIvely, wIll find that those statements
do not ~old :water, so far as the farming
commumty IS conce·rned. T h€ll'ef ore I
a~ no.t go~ng into this very complex q~es
tlOn O'f profiteering at this stage. It is
nO't one, of the questions I intended to
speak on. I understand that later, when
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the amendment befo.re the House has been
dealt with, the,re' will be an o'pportunity
0'£ dealing with matters affecting the Government and Parliament.
I wish to
speak UpOID. those matters as emphatically
as I can, and I will deal with them then.
Mr. LEM1YI0N.-'fhist is a very important questio.n we have before us now,
and, because of its importa.nce, it neces. sitates a. good deal of consideration. An
amendment to the proposed Address-inReply has been mOlVed by the Leader olf
the Country party, and upon that amendment an amendment has been submitted
by one olf the members of t,he Parliamen tary La bour party. The action of
the Leader of the Country party seems
to' be largely based upon a personal quarrel which his party had with the Ministerial party. Of course, this is very coml~on in po.litics in this State, and in prachc.any all the States where party polit.ics
eXIsts. If I Irrlay say so without presumption, I would point OIut to the honorable
member fOT Rodney that he will have to'
get used to that kind of thing. He has
submitted a· proposition, but he has not
outlined to· this Ho.use the course of
legislation that his party would take if
they were placed upon the Treasury
Bench. I have noticed for many years'
past in this House that a Government
comes back from the country pledged to
certain principles of legislation, and that
immediately there is a reshuffling, and a
new Gove:rnment comes on the Treasury
Bench WIth no responsibility to this
House or to the peo'ple. ' Therefore, the
only way in which members of this Hous~
can judge as to what action the Gove·rnment will take is fm" the Le,ader, or SO!Illeo.ne with authority, to lay dow:n clearly
to the House the lines on which the Government pro.pose to legislate"
As the
Leader of our party expressed it, the
F'armers ,party are, asking for a blank
cheque. Their Leader expects us to buy
a pig in a poke. That is nO't a worthy,
position .for any party of standing in the
commumty to take up befoll'e the representatives of the people. Under the circumstances, the hono,rable member for
Rodne·y can hardly reasonably expect this
House to support him in his proposition.
I must confess that I have no' great affection for the Gove,rnment. The Government have not done what, in my opinion,
should have been done in the interests
of this community. The·re is only one
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party, to my mind, that could conduct
the Govermn.ent of this country, and that
i~ the Parlia.mentary Labour party.
At
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credit is due to him. After further Co.Ir
sidering the matter,as you know,. Mr_
Speaker, he would have liked to amend
some time circumstances may be such that hIS amendment, or withdr,aw it with a.
the Labour party will be in a position to view to submitting another ofa moreoccupy the Treasury Bench. It is a rea- comprehensivechaTactel', but the Tules of
sO'llable thing, surely, that we should be the House do, not permit of that being,
told what line of ,progress the partytha t dOone,. In order to racilitate matters, I deseek to displaoe the present administra- sire to move an amendment on his amendtion propose to take.
ment, though not because he has said or
Mr. ALLAN.-I told you when I moved done anything wrong; on the contrary,.
my amendment.
what he has done is verycommendruble,.
Mr. LEMMON.-I read the hono1rahle
but the trouble is that it does not go>
member's speech with a good deal of inquite far enough. I ,am about to subterest, and I can honestly say that he
mit
a further amendment, which I think
certainly did not lay down sufficient principles, in my judgment, to justify him should meet with the approval of th~
in expecting to be placed on the Treasury whole of the members ·of the House who>
Bench. I should like to know whether are of a democratic tendency. The honthe honorable 'memher intends to pursue orable member for Port Fairy proposed
a progressive policy. We certainly do to add to the amendment of the honorablenot expect from him all that the Opposi- member for Rodney, first of all, the
tiOli desire, but we should like the honorr- wo:rdsable member to 'formulate a policy cou;. for the following reasons : (1) failing to take reasonable steps to·
taining a reasonable amount of principle,
protect the people of the State against
so as to shape the destinies of this State
the operations of the profiteers.
in what, in our opinion, would be the
That
the Government have .so· failed is;
proper direction. The honorable member
for Porrt Fairy, perhaps, framed his an absolute fact, and I should like to say
a wor,d or two 'on that subject later on. I
al11e~ldmel1t rather hastily, because the
desire to insert after the word "protill1~ was not given to him to adequately
and fully draft such an amendment as fiteers" the words "in foodstuffs, clothhe would have liked to propose. Per- ing, machinery, chemicals, and all other·
haps another Illiember of the, Labour manufacturing products."
The amendparty, or Opposition, will submit a pro- ment of the honorable member for Port.
position to this House by way of an Fairy continuesamendmenf to the' amendment 1110ved by
(2) failing to provide facilities for
primary education throughout the State,..
the honorahle, mem her for Port Fairy that
together wi~h all necessary requisites.
will meet with the CO'llcurreuce of the
majority of honorable. rrr.embers.
To that I desire to add the words" and
)1:1'. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).- to introduce measures to establish free,.
I fully appreciate the desire of the Pre- secondaTY, technical,agriculturaI, and
mier to get the debate' over as quirkly as university education in connexion with a
possjble, and I· do not desire to prolong bur.sary system." I desire .also to actd the
it, but I .am anxious that when the vote following paragraphs:js taken we shall understand ,clearly what
(3) failing to make provision for the'
extension of Wages Boards determina-·
WC' .are doing ,and what we 'a're likely to
tions to all parts of the State.
expect. I agree with the hono'rable mem(4) failing to tak;e the necessary steps
ber who has just resumed his .seat, that
so that the number of members of the'·
Legislative Assembly be reduced to threewhen a ,party comes into power it should
for each Federal electorate, to be elected
rome in with such ,pledges and promises
by tbe system of proportional representatathe House and the country, as to t;he retion, and the general adoption ·of the-Federal methods of enfranchisement.
forlns which it Idesires to effect 'and the
dlanges it desires to make in the interests My pro,position ·should commend itseH,
of the people, as will TIl·ake its position first of all, to those honor,alble members·
dear. I do not think there should be who believe in, or talk ,about, decentraliany misunderstanding rub out ' that. The zation. One: of the greatest fa:ctolrs in caushonoraJble rp.ember for ~o'rt F.airy has ing cent,ralization is that the workers get
moved an amendment, for ,which great better conditions in the town than
, they
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<do in the country; and in the interests of
.decentralization members of the Oountry
party, to a man, should vote for the
.amendment in o'rder that the benefits. of
the Wages Board system may be extended
lto the country, so that the country ,population, as we now know it, sparse though
it is, may be retained. Further, ,people
who have left the country and come into
the city for the purpose of getting the
:beneiits. of the Wages Board system might
find it convenient to Teturn to the coun-.try if, in addition to the ad:vantages that
the country offers in the way of health
.:and other things, they could obtain there
tht; working conditions of the town. I
,claim that those who believe in decentraliza tion, as distinct from those who
talk decentralization, should support my
.-amendment. In 1897, the first W'age.s
"Boards met. Since then their number
nas been greatly i.ncreased'. Board aft£:r
Board has been created, and, while we
have not been quite free from industrial
,disputes, we have, at least, minimized
them very ,considerably, <and we have iml>roved the working conditions of the employees. At the same time, profits have
not been decreased nor have businesses
been crippled. The advantages accruing
in the city from the Wages Board system
eould with benefit be extended to the
<,ountry, and I know of no legitimate
reason why this should not 'be done. I
am extremely disappointed with the Government, not only because they have
failed to ,adequately ,provide Wages
Boards for those in the city who have requested them, but because they have stubbornlyand stupidly refused to remedy
the anomalies that have been discovered
by e..'\:perience during the last t'Yenty
years. Let me give one case. Both the
employees and the employers in the
farriers' trad~ had a number of· deputations, which were introduced by myself, £0
the Minister of Labour. The employers
stated to the Minister-" The workmen
have made demands on us that we want
to grant, but cannot. The conditions of
the trade are such that if we granted
them our business would go to the one'man shops. We :want the Wages Board
to have power to make ruling times in
the tr3Jde, so that those who employ no
labour, or employ only their own families,
·shaH be in exactly the same position, as
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we are in ourselves." That seemed a
reasonable proposition. The employers
stated to the GoverI).ment that the employees' demands for improved conditions
were such a.s they would make if they
were workmen.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Would you make the
Wages Board system apply to this House ~
}lr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).The New South Wales Government have
prOovided a substitute< which appears to
me to be likely to result in very improved
conditions for members in New South
Wales.
Our Government could save
themselves both the trouble and ex;pense
of constituting a fresh tribunal by adopting the recommendations of the New
South Vvales tri'bunal.
Mr. OARLIsLE.-Would you make a
Wages Board apply to dairy-farmers ~
Mr. ST.. ATER.-Yes. Why nod
}.III'. J. W. ~BILLSON (Fitzroy).If the Wages Board system were brought
up to date, there is no raIling, not even
dairy farming, that could not be regulated by a Wages Board. It· may he said,
and truly said, that the hours, the pay,
and the conditions in connexion with
dairy farming are quite dissimilar to
those in connexion with any other
calling, but there is nothing tOo prevent those whO! are engaged as employers and employees in that industry meeting together and determining
what hOUTS, pay, and ,conditions are suitable for that industry. It may be said
.that what would suit the carpenter would
not ,suit the dairy-farmer. That is true;
but the Board would understand that.
lVlr. CARLIsLE.-Only putting up the
cost of living.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (F'itzroy).-Thc
Hoard would only regulate it in a way
that would· be benencial to all parties.
Anyhow, while we hear a lot about the
poor farmer and his interests-and I am
quite in agreement with that-we hear
.ver.y little about the employee of the
farmer.
The man known in Great
Britain as the ,agricultural labourer,
and known in Victoria as the farm
labourer, receives very little sympathy;
generally speaking, from the members
of this House. I see no reason why the'
Wages Board system should not be exteuded to the country districts.
Mr. CARLISLE,-It has been.
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:1\1:r. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy) .-It
has not.

in JJ1.inister s ,

worked only seven hours' per day five
days per week, and received a wage ~f £4.
Mr. OARLlsLE.-There is a union rate, It would be ,impossible to buy cloth of
equal value In any warehouse in Melanyway. It comes to the same thing.
bom:ne
under 35s. per yard. Returned
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
honorable member is shifting his ground. soldler~ turned it OUt at 7s. 4d. per yard.
It may, Oil' may ]lot, come to the same The gmt that I am wearing is made from
t.hing. If it comes' to the~ same! thing, " Anzac" cloth. I went to one of the
why does he oPlpose thel extension of m~1l8 in. company with other members of
the vVages Boa,rd system in connexion tlllS House, and we inquired the price of
with the failure of the Government to cl~th. We saw beautiful cloth which was
protect the people from the profiteers ~ Is gomg at 6s ..and 7s. per yard. A suit
it necessary to tell the Government, is it made from thIS cloth in Melbourne would
necessary to tell the House, that the pre- cost about £10 lOs. We saw some of the
sent machinery for protecting the people fiI~est ?loth woven in the best mills in
is altogether inadequa'te? Is it necessary V ICtona, that was sold at 128. 6d. per
to reiterate the f.act that where increases .yard wholesale-and about £2 per yard
in prices have been recommended by the m the :varehouses. Is it right that we,
Fair Profits Cam.mission they have im- as legI.sla.tors, when profiteering is
mediately been granted, and where de- brought under our notice, should ta.ke no
creases, or prosecutions. have been re- means to prevent it? The Government
commended the Government have failed erec~ed the machinery, and, instead of
to act? In June last ,the Fair Profit.s g~ttmg from that machinery the effiCommission recom1;Uended the Govern- ?lency t~a~ we were led to expect from
ment to prosecute a firm that was mak- It, they SIt Idly by and refuse to prosecute
ing 90 per cent. profit. They said, "Here when clear cases of profiteerinO' are
is a clear case of profiteering. Prose- brought undeI: t~eir notice by theb Fair
cute."
The Government delayed .the Profits CommISSIOn. I wish to refer to
prosecution for a long time. The Leader another matter in which returned soldiers
of the Oppos~tion dire0ted the attention are concerned. As I stated the other da vof the Government to the delay. With I am thoroughly disgusted with the G~~
what result? The matter was considered, v~rnment because of their action in the
and the recommendation sent back to th~ dIspute between the Metropolitan Gas
Oommissio>ll for furthe.r con~derat.ion. Company and their employees. The GoHaving further considered i,t, the Fair ver~lm~nt professed to hold the balance
Profits Commission sent it back to the of J~stIce clearly between the disputants.
Government with an intimation that they But mstead of doing that, they assumed
had established profiteering, and it was that the employers were right and comnow for the Government to institute a ~enced ope~ation8 with a viev/ to providprosecution. The Government would do ll~.g them WIth blackleg labour. Not only
nothing of the kind, and the peop Ie d;ld they op~n a bureau to assist in getnaturally and necessarily want to know tmg non-?-lllon labour, but they paid the
why the profiteers are allowed to continue expenses In connexion with it. The purto fleece l them ~ The Government that was pose was. to provide scab labour for the
elected for the purpose of preventing this Metropohtan Gas Oompany. But that
exploitation are taking no efficient mea- was not the worst. I have in my hand
sures to protect the people's interests. I ~ copy of t~e Bayonet) a publication
know nothing, or very little,- of the cloth- lssued by soldIers and' sailors in the ining trade. But I do know that returned ter~st of ~oldiers and sailors' dependants.
soldiers entered on the business of weav- ThIS partICular copy is dated 13th J uIle,
ing cloth by hand looms. The material !919, and contains the report of a meetwas known as the Anzac cloth. The cloth Ing addressed, among others, by Mr. Buris among the finest in the country, and kett:
Mr. Bm·kett,. in sec-onuing a
the cost per yard, reckoning everything motIon, narrated what he and other mem'up, was 7s. 4d. It was manufactured in bers of the Committee were doil1O' with ..
.
f
b
~
a crude fashion by returned men, who VIew
0
preventing returned soldiers on
had to he. taught the trade. These men our wharfs taking side in the dispute.
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He told a story of a visit paid to the
wheat stacks, "\vhere they had advised
men ,to continue on their job. The part
~'Vhich I particularly desire to bring
under the notice of honorable members
l'eads as follows:The Government, having for three years·
neglected to give them prefe~ence of work,
had now desired to make their organization
Jt "strike breaker," but they had declined
to tali;e on the job. And because of this refusal; Mr. Oman, the Minister of Agriculture,
had intimated, in an interview with several
members of the committee, that the" Government might now reconsider its policy of preference to returned soldiers."

That is tOo say, he made the statement
tha t if he could not get returned soldiers
to act as scabs anq. blacklegs, he would
take preference~ to soldie,rs away from
them. That is the attitude of the present
Government. Oan it be expected that
any democrat, any unionist, even a
Farmers Union man, would indorse the
policy of ,a Government, a member of
which propounded this theory ~
Mr. OMAN.-I have records of all those
interviews.
Mr. MORLEy.-They had absolute preference OoIl the wheat stacks.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).Well, this has been published, and nO'
contradiction has .been made.
Mr. MORLEy.-I was Oon 'a deputatiO'n
in a reference to that matter a,t Gee-lOong.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).I am reading this for what it is wO'rth.
It is in their own publication, by Oone Oof
their Dwn Dfficers about a member O'f the
GDvernment, and there has been no refutation. In those circumstances, if that
sort Df tliing is true, or partly true, what
can you expect ~ The people Oof this State
:are not built that way. You will find
very few men whO' would punish a returned soldier because he, would not act
as a "blackleg" Oor a "scab."
When
we get a Government which would dOl
that kind Oof thing, it is -our business to'
talk to' them. as we wOould talk tQ any Oone
whQm we believe guilty of wrong-dOling.
Those men went away tOo fight for better
conditiQns and liberty.
Mr. OMAN .-1 had to' dOl some very
hard things in fulfilment of that very
pledge, preference tQ returned soldiers. I
felt very SOorry fOor SOome Oof the men WhOo
had been emplOoyed for twenty years.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).If the present GQvernment had to dOl
'some very hard things, there was no GD-
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vernmellt I knolW Qf better fitted for the

jQb.
Mr. OMAN.-Putting off men with big
families and keeping Oon men with no
Qbligations.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fit;;'J'oy).-I
am nDt so sure that I wOould be a party to
that. I WQuld give preference tOo returned
soldieffs in the case of vaoancies.
Mr. OMAN.-In some cases the sDldiers
voluntarily surrendered their PO'sition in
favQur Df men with children.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).In coonexion with the education system
of this State, the,re .]s not a member Qf
this "House who has nOot at SQme time or
other declared himself tOo be overflowing
with the milk Oof human kindness with
regard to schO'lars at the higher and
technical schOoO'ls.
All mem bers have
been quite willing' J_.:.. help those schools.
The present Government are always
willing too help in that directiOon-the Qnly
thing is they are never. ready. It is sO'me
time now since the cQuncil Qf the OQllingWOQI Technical SchQQl, O'f wnich I am a
member, made a request fDr. funds to' prO'vide mOll'e accO!lllmodation.
I was tDld
that the money would be Qn the next
Estimates. N QW I. hear that it will not
be on the Estimates presented when the
Budget comes alOong. That the infDrmation has not been given to' the House is
nOot my fault, but the fault 0'£ the' Government in keeping the Budget back
until aft-er the elections. The Government
could have presented the Budget before
the electiQns; but as they did not dO' sO'
I must assume things.
I take up the
positiQn that every child in the community which has the capacity to' take
advantage of the tuitiQn tQ be obtained
in Oour primary, secDndary, higher, and
technical schools and Univell'sity should
be ,able to' go there free of charge and
have all the necessary expenses paid by
the Sta teo When God has endQwed the
children or the pDor with brain PQwer, I
believe tha,t the cOountry which neglects
the development and cultivation of that
PQwer, and which would withhOold frOom
a child on aCCOount of its pDverty, the
teaching that shOould be given to make it
a leaaer of men., is rQbbing itself of its
best governing brains. While saving a
few pounds in that way the CDuntry is
losing enormously by the SOl-called
eCOonomy, which I term class-cQnsciorus
meanness on. the part of the Government
which will not permit the children Df the
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poor, on account··of their poverty, to take
advantage of the education given in those
institutions. Now, I come to the la.st
portion of my amendment-failing to
take the necessacry steps so that the
number of members' of the. Legislative
Assembly be reduced to three for each
Federal electorat~, to be elected by a
system of proportional representation and
the .g,eneral adoption of .the Federal
IlT.ethod of enfranchisement. I say that
the present system is very extravagant,
very costly, and very inefficient. The last
election disclosed the fact .that hundreds
of names were left off the rolls. Whole
streets were unrecorded. In Bendigo one
entire, block was omitted, and .those living
there were robbe{l of their votes. Honorable memoers know that .the inequalities
of the electorat·es prevent the people "from
beingadequately represented.
I think
that every man and woman of .adult age
should be equal before the law, and they
should have an equal yoice in ,the: making
of that law ,but that is not ,possible while
you have one constituency with 5,000
electors and ,another with nearly 50,000.
During the' last twenty years :we have had
the same Government on the Treasury
bench with a shuffling of the cards now
and again. Two or three men like the
honorable m€mher for AlLandale and the
honorable m€mber for Gippsland South
and nthers leave the Government and sIt
in the corner until they .again get on to
the Treasury bench, when the men they
displace take their corner s'eats, and so it
continues.
It has been the National or
Liberal Government all .the time.
That
Government has had a .chance of changing
the electorates, ,but it has absolutely
If we ha.d each
refus.ed to do tha,t.
of the Federal electpT~tes retur;n.ing three
members, it would me,an :that thel .cOIJllmonwealth rolls would do for both
Federal and State electious.' ';I.'he whole
of the costly machin.er.v of our preseut
system of compiliQ.g the rolls wo·,l,ll.d be
a boEshed.
U neql.l.~l electorates wo.uld
also be abolished. b~ause the .commonwealth has p()we,r to' adJ¥st; the d€.ctorates according t·o ,cir,c:t,lIDst·a:u.ces. If
each Federal electo;rate returJ;ljed thre,e
members, :t,lnder the proportio1;l.a1 system
you w.ould, approximately, .:;t1J.d an approximation is ;all Y,OIU coula possibly get,
haw~ equal voting :power for every man
and woman.
We iWere :told tha t we
were fighting for freeqo;J7l, ,~nd the power
to rule re:ursehes ,and
while we
Mr. J. TIT. BUlson.
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were doing that, a few of the Conservatives here desired to
conserv&
to themselves the power given to
them by unequal electorates to robthe people of their proper voting power_
When we won one-mall-one-vote we
thought that every vote would be of the
same value when cast at the ballot-box 7
instead -of which we find that in some instances one vote is nine times the value of
a:nother. In the circumstances, it is time'
we h.ad a change of Government. I hope,
the House will adopt the amendment that
I am about to move on the amendment of
the honorable member for Port Fairy. I
hope honorable members will realize that
the spirit of democracy is not dead. If
they vote against the amendment the record will stand as a proof that while they
preach equality of opportunity they are'
robbing, by their votes, the possibility of
giving effect to their promise. I moveThat after the word "profiteers" in tIleamendment of the honorable member for Port
Fairy there be inserted the words "in foodstuffs, olothing, machinElry, chemicals, and all
other manufacturing products."

I :will afterwardsmoViEl!-That after the word "reql,isites" ,there ,be
added the following words:"and to introduce measures to establish:
free secondary, technical, agricultural t and:
university education in connexion wltll .a.
bu;rsu,r~' system;
.
3. Failing to make pro.vision for the extension of \Vages Boards determinations to>
all pads of the State;
4. Failing to take the necessary steps soo
that the number of members of the Legis-·
,lative ASSElmbly be 'l'ed\l.Qed to ,three for
each Federal electorate, ,to be elected by
the system of proportional representation
and the general adoption of the Federal
method of enfranchisement."

1\11'. W ARDE.-Will these proposalsof the honorable member for Fitzroy
have to be moved separ:ately~
The SPEAKER.-Yes, .and each proposal will haye to be .disc.ussedseparatelYr
Mr. vVARDE.-The honorable memher
for Fitzroy spoke to the whole of :the proposals. Shall I he in order
speaking'
to< the whole Df them ~
The SPEAKER.-That is .a privilege
granted to the mover and the seconder"
but .othe;r hOllorable member-s will have ;to
confine their remarks to eliLchseparate
proposal. The first of the proposlilIs is
now before the House.
.
Mr. WARDE.-I second the amendment of the h.o;l4lo;rable ;rnembel' {Dr Fitzro~
~though ;we may take up some time
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i~ discussing matters. of importance and
it may mean delay in settling down to
business, I think that eventually the .air
will. be cleared a little and we shall be
better able to settle down to do, the ,,,ork
tha.t the country expects us to do. I take it
that an appeal to the country at the general
election once eyery three years mean~
simply that the people [Lre the masters of
the situation. }'or the remainder of the
tei'm they are generally spectators and
have little to say on what is done in Parliament. This Government have been in
office for a considerable time. They 'vent
to the country recently, and the c.ountry
has passed judgment on them, theu supporters, and the work they have accomplished, as well ,as the work they h:;tve
failed to do. The result of that expreSSlOll
of public opinion is to be reflected in the
votes of the members returned with a
mandate from the electors as to the position they are to take up in this House.
r take it that ,a Government which v\'Us
defeated in the constituencies can only be
expected to be allowed to carryon the
government until the House has expres3cd
its opinion. The Goyernmellt party suffered the greatest defeat at the last general election. They have no constitutional
authority for arrogating to themselYes the
right, seeing that they have little more
than one-third of the members of the
House in their favour, that they are entitled to hold possession of the Treasnry
bench.
They ca'Dnot do so with the
They have
countenance of the electors.
not the sanction of the electors for taking
command of the Treasury bench. They
have little more than one-third of the
members in their favour. The Fanners
Union, who went to the country with
seven, came back with thirteen, and our
party-the Labour party-came. back
twenty strong.
The House consIsts of
sixty-five members, including the Speaker.
It ;eally means that we have sixty-four
members to cany ~n the work, and it is
self-evident that thirty-three members out
of the sixty-five haye been returned as declared opponents of the Go-vernment.
Therefore, unless some arrangement is
made between two of these three parties
there is not the slightest po~sibility that
the work of the State can progress.
~fr. TouTcHER.-You want a dissolution.
Mr. W ARDE.-I do not see that that
would make any change. We are just back
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from the country, and if the I{ouse were
dissolved next 'week it is possible that
very little change would be made.
~Ir. TOL"TcHEIL-The publi~ caullot
stand this sort of thing.
111'. W ARDE.-They have created tho
position. It is our duty to do our best t()
carryon the work of the country.
:Mr. TouTcHER.-The electors have not
seen the exhibition that has been going on
here for the last three days.
Mr. WARDE.-They have seen similar
exhibitions during the last· thirty years.
I have seen 110 change during the twenty
yeal'S I have been a member, and the honorable member has been in the House
longer than I have. I have seen nothing
but disputes between two sections on the
Governmerft side of the House as to who
should occupy the Treasury bench. I haye,
seen men declare in the House that the
Government should not remain in office
for forty-eight hours. The two gentlemen
who made that declaration received portfolios in that GoYermnent, and theu it
was the best GO'i'ernmcut that eyer sat on
the Treasury bench. Those members are
in: the Farmers Union to-day. The parties
in this House have been sent in to represent different modes of thought. I hayo
no doubt that euch olle will endeayour to
carry out the ideas placed before the
people. If we do that, no fault can be
found by our cOl1~tituC'llts with allY of 11S.
I am one of those who bclic,'e that this
position will neyer be changed so long
'as the present method of selecting a lIiuistry remaills in force.
Although the
question of elective :Ministries is not n
part of the matter now before us, I l:1Y-3
always thought that the ~ystem of el('(~
tive :M:inistries for the term of the life
of the Parliament, except for sins of
omission and commission against an i Ildividual :Minister, i~ the only way h.Y
which a conti11uous policy of GoverllnlCll t
can be carried out. The fnct that diffpl'f'llt
organizations throng-hout tll(' State send
three distinct parties to Parliament will
alwa;rs canse an interminable struggle for
the possE'ssion of the Treasury bf'llC'h
amougst the sC'::tions in the House. Dpermse of t~~s ~t:;:nggle it is quite impo~
sible to get that progressive lrgislation
which alone cun dC"clop tho best illh'rl'st ~
nnd resources of Victoria. I look at thr
matter in this wa\": The Government
bring in a mer..sure: It muy be a 'goou
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one and meet with the approval of the
Homle, but if there is a section of members who think that they should ehange
the Government they will not care whether it is the best proposal ever submitted
to Parliament, they will set to work to
undermine the Government, thinking, as
a result of their subterranean work, the
tunnel will lead them to the possession of
the Treasury bench and place them in
what they coneider a position of superiority during the life of the Parliament. That is the position as we have
·it to-day.
So far as the two parties
si tti ng on the :Ministerial side of the
House are concerned" they are confronted
with a position which children arriving
at the age of eighteen or nineieen would
put behind them. It seems because the
head of the Government went into the
electorate of Rodney, the member who represents that constituency and is the
leader of the Farmers Union, is-aggrieved.
He does not think it at all right that he
should be attacked in his Own electorate.
He appears to be very much like the little
boy of two years who will not look at his
new baby brother when first introduced,
because he feels that the newcomer ·will
receive the petting that he has had during
his little life. Ever since I have been
connected with Parliament it has always
been the practice for the Le~der of the
Government to he regarded as representing the whole of the State, so far as the
legislation of his Government is concerned, and he has the right by practice
to go into any electorate he thinks fit during a general election campaign. That
has always been the practice, so far as my
memory serves me, and it goes bark a
considerable time. It is also the practice in Great Britain, whose customs we
have largely adopted in political matters.
It has always been the practice for the
leaders of the party and some of their
principal supporters to go into all parts
of the State, and particularly to those
localities where the principal opposition
comes from. The honorable member for
Rodney has really no ground of complaint
against the Premier for what he did during the election campaign. It has been
alleged against the Government that they
declined to grant some concession to a
eo-operative company with a. capital of
£150,000 which wanted an area of land at
Mr.· Warde.
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Newport with water frontage to carry o~
the manufacture of fertilizers.
It is
said by those who are airing the grievance
of this company that favoritism is being
shown to the Metropolitan Gas Oompany
against this co-operative .phosphate company. If the statemepts which have been
madel could be pro,ved, it' would be established that a serious o,ffenoo had been
committed by the Government. To make
a st.atement is one thing, but tOI prove it
is quite anotheT. I have not yelt heard a
titt~.el of elvid€llloo tOI provel the assertion.
~tIr. OARLIsLE.-One of the ~1:inisters
was a leading Hlan on the deputation.
Mr. vVARDE.-That may be. .surtlv
the members of the Farme;s Union will
not contend that land which is worth
£1,,200 per acre should be granted to this
company for £200 an acre becaw:;e among
its shareholders are member,s of the Farmers Union and their hangers-on. Does
any honorable member think that a party
has a legitimate ground of complaint
against a Government because it refuses
to sell the people's property at £200 an
acre when it is estimated to be worth
£1,200? If the Government have ·acted
in that way they deserve credit for resisting the influeuce that was brought to
bear upon them.
The presentation of
such a grievance is certainly not a sufficient reason for turning the present Governmen t out of office.
The SPEAKER.-I must ask the honorable member to speak to the last amendment.
Mr. WARDE.-I am referring to the
things which have led up to the submis!:lion of the last amendment. I want to
know whether the original amendment
was justified and what is the proper position for the House to take up in connexion
with it. So far as the complaint about
the phosphate company is concerned it
is not sufficient to wtrrant the trouble
that has taken place.
N ow, with reference to the proposal of the honorab1e
The honorable
member for Fitzroy.
member for Port Fairy last night submitted an amendment expresfling disapproval of the Government in not having
taken sufficient steps to control the operations of the profiteers in this community
and neglecting to give the necessary attention to primary education throughout
the State. I venture to say that both of
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these charges against the Government can
be justified by facts .. The amendment,
however, did not go far enough, and COll~equelltly the honorable member for Fitzroy has submitted a further amendment.
His idea is that when finality is reached
effective steps will be taken to prevent the
continuation of the profiteering which
has been such a detriment to this community.
Mr. OARLlsLE.-The last amendment
limits the protection against profiteering.
Mr. WARDE.-It gives full power. In
other words, it expre~ses the opinion that
the Government have failed in their duty
in this regard, and if the new Government
will 'accept the amendment and will protect the public against the rapacity of
the profiteers we will be satisfied that
an honest attempt will be made to change
the conditions which have caused industrial unrest in this country for the last
seven years at least.
Mr. OLD.-A sort of bribe, is it ~
Mr. W ARDE.-N o. A bribe is something offered secretly. In open Parliament we say to you, "Give us an indication that you are honest enough to attempt to cure some of the ills from which
the body politic is suffering, and show
that you are not trying to get ·to the
Treasury bench and into recess under
false pretences, and we will be prepared
to vote with you." We do that openly, in
front of the people and the press of this
country. We want to know whether the
members of the Farmers Unil()n are prepared to take the necessary steps to bring
about an alteration in the horrible condi tion of aff air.s which has led almost to
anarchy in our midst. I think the proposal we are putting forward is a perfectly reasonable one.
Mr. RY.A.N.-It is what Deakin ,did
with Watson.
Mr. W ARDE.-It is what any respeca'ble man would do. If I were to go to
a man, behind the back of the public and
Parliament, and say to him, "Will you
do this if I put you in power~" and he
said, "Yes. What is it ~", that is what
I would call bribery and corruption.
When a straightforward proposal is made
by a party, there is nothing that that
party need be ashamed of, nor need thoRe
who accept the proposal be ashamed. We
want an alteration in connexion with pro-
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fiteering. The reports rof the val'lOUS
State and Commonwealth tribunals that
have investigated this ill'atter ,during the
last five years would fill a bookshelf, find
those reports shOlW the way in which the
general body ,of the public have 'been
treated by various trading organizations
in this country. I cannot, for the life of
me, see how anyone can have the least
objection to limiting the profits that these
people are permitted to make out of the
public. Some years ago we placed upon
the statute-hook an Act to prevent usury,
which was knoWn as the Money Lenders
Act. The measure was introduced by
Mr. Justice Isaacs, who was then AttorneY-4General in the Turner Government.
That measure provided for a limitati10n
of the rates of interest that could be
charged on certain advances. There are a.
large number of money lenders with an
army of clients, whom they charge the
very highest rates of interest,- ,and it is a
well-known fact tha1t when unfortunate
people get into the hands of a money
lender they very selaom get out
again except at a ruinous coot.
Once they are within the money
lender's tons tney are exploited to
the extent of the last penny that can be
goot out of them. It is not going too far
to say that befor6 some restriction was
placed upon this business it resulted in
the destruction of many homes and the
sinking in poverty and misery of numbers of women and children. What wa.s
done by the men who charged usurious
rates of interests is most assuredly being
done by the profiteers in this country today. Profiteering is usury in another
direct10n. When Mr. Isaacs introduced
the Bill to which I have referred, there
was a great uproar from the gentlemen
who carried on this business, and they
thought it was the greatest affront to them
that a man named Isaacs, above anyhody
else, should introduce a Bill of that kind.
They said, "Vy, ve don't believ~ he's von
of us ,at all. He ',s a cuckoQ." I view the
operations of the profiteer just as I view
the operations of the 'eXtorti'onafte money
lender. A man invests money in a business, and it costs him a certain amount to
produce ,an article. ~He is entitled to that
amount and a fair profit. If he charges
more he is in the same category as a
Jewish money lender, who screws the last
ounce 'out of his victim after he has once
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rot him in his toils.

Just as Parliament
rescued people who were in the hands of
money lenders, and gave them some relief, so it should rescue the people of
.this community who are suffering to the
last extent by the operations of a few
men knl()wn as profiteers, who are raking
off immense profits which are unfairly
exacted from the people on the goods
they use and consume. Profiteering is the
cause 'of industrial unrest and of trouble
in every Government Department, both
Federal and State. The honorable member for Fitzroy, in his amendment, affirms
that profiteering in foodstuffs should be
Surely eyery member of the
stopped.
Farmers Union should support that, because by no stretch of imaginati'on could
we believe that they would be guilty of
profiteering ill foodstuffs.
That is the
very last thing that one could imagine,
and if any member had any doubt on that
point it would have be,en removed by the
pious protestations of the members
the
Farmers Union during this debate against
profiteering. But the most remarkable
thi11g is, that while the price of one of the
most important foodstuffs of the people is
largely based upon the price of wheat, I
know of no farmers' insti'tution that is
not crying out for more than the 9s. per
bushel for which the crop has been bought
by the Australian Wheat Board.
1\11'. CARLISLE.-What is the market
price ~
lfr. W ARDE.-I do not know exactly,
but I think it i9 about lOs. per bushel.
:Mr. GARLISLE.--..JI.t is about 12s. Why
ehould farmers sell for less than the market price ~
:.Mr. W ARlDE.-My opinion is that the
cost price, plus a reasonable profit, is all
tha t a man should be allowed to charge
for goods, or the lending of money.
Mr. GIBSON.-J!OW would you arrive a,t
the cost price?
Mr. WARDE.-The Farmers and Settle1's' Gazette of New South Wales publi3hed a statement that it cost 3s. 6d. per
bushel to produce wheat in 1919. Lt was
stated in the Victo"liGln J ovurrnal of A.g.ricultllJre, in April last, that the cost was
4s. 6d. per bushel.
Mr. OARLISLE.-YOU 'cannot base it on
one year's figures.
~r. WA:RJDE.-That is the average
cost.
Mr. OARLISLE.-No.

of
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Mr. WARDE.-I read the figures only
the other day.
Mr.

HOGAN .-There'

was a drought in

New South Wales last year, and that
affected the wheat.
Mr. W ARDE.-I know that.
I am
talking about the cost of producing the
wheat.
~fr. OARL~sLE.-It is not possible to
do it for what the honorable member
states.
}.Ill'. W ARDE.-If the methods of production adopted by the honorable member for Benalla are equal to the progressive character of his thought as exhibited
in this House, I have no doubt he finds
the cost of producing wheat a good deal
more than I have stated. It has been
estimated by competent authorities that,
with the yield of wheat about 10 bushels
to the acre, even at the present high
prices for everything the farmer has to
use, without bags, cartage, ,or railway
freight, the wheat can be produced ob. an •
up-to-date farm for less than 1s. 9d. per
bushel.
l\fr. OARLIsLE.-If the honorable member knew what he waS speaking about, he
,would not make that statement.
Mr. WARDE.-I am not speaking outside the book. I have authorities for my
statement. I think the honorable member for Benalla is unnecessar~ly offensive
and in~ulting. I am, not givcing my own
opinion. I am quoting statetnie:nts made
by accredited authorities.
Mr. OARLISLE.-I say, if you knew
anything about the matter, you would
not give such an opinion.
Mr. W ARDE.-I d~ nQt profess to
know very much about wheat growing;
but I can tell the honorable member for
Benalla this: nearly forty years ago, I
worked on a wheat farm in the W,immera
District.
I can show the honorable
member an article which appeared in the
Victorian. Joulrna!l of A.griculturre supporting my statement.
1\{oreover, similar
statements were made in the Federal Parliament last week, and were not challenged by the farmers' represe~tatives in
that Parliament. I firmly believe that
when the f'armers are paid 95. a bushel
for their wheat the profit is too great.
At the very outside, it will not cost more
than 4s. 6d. per bushel to produce the
wheat. The public are overcharged. If,
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after investigation, my statement is
proved to be incorrect, I am prepared to
abide by the correction.
Mr. ·OARLISLE.-Why 'should the farmer
get Is. a bushel less than the market
value?
Mr. WARDE.-No man should be
allowed to get a usurious price for his
goods. It is well known that in ot4er
industries manufacturers are making profits of between 50 and 70 per cent. This
should not be allowed. I give way to no
man in my willingness to concede a reasonable profit, including interest and deterioration, to the manufacturer of any
article.
But I do say that where
profiteering is proved, the Government
should take action. Unless something is
done we cannot hope to put an end to
indu~trial unrest. I do not think we
shall ever arrive at the time when a man
who is down and almost helpless, and who
is having his pockets picked, will not yell
out for the police. Of course, he may
be clubbed into insensibility; but we all
know what the result would be if anythjng of that kind were' attempted in a
civilized community. If we could get
some promise from the Country party
that these matters will be redressed, we
should be satisfied to make a change of
Government. We do not look with very
much hope to the team at present occupying the Treasury bench. We have never
received much from them in the way of
progressive legislation. They take a ~ot
()f credit to themselves for the finanCIal
position of the State. They say, "We
have a revenue of so much, and our expenditure was so much." The Treasurer
cannot chink the sovereigns as he would
like, but he rustles the paper money, and
says, "It is coming in; good business,
Minogue; stick it in the safe," and there
they stop. The Treasurer comes to Parliament and says, " We have had a
The revenue has been
splendid year.
greater, and the expenditure kept do:wu
to the lowest point." Of course, nothmg
is allowed for deterio·ration of ,public
buildings, State schools, and other responsibilities. Nothing is said about the
£250,000 deficiency in rolling-stock for
the railways-money that ought to have
been paid over. These thing-s are kept
(>TIt of sight. We have the bald statement that so much money has been 1'e-
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ceived, so much money paid out, that
there is 'DO fresh taxation, and that
economy has been practised by the Government, of which he is Treasurer.
Mr. BAILEY.-That is the Treasurer's
high nnance.
Mr. WARDE.-High finance!· It has
landed the State in a, deficiency of probably £300,000 in connexion with the
priu:u.ary schools of Victoria. That js to
say, £300,000 will probably be required
to put the State schools in a fair condition. The primary schools ·of this country must be equipped so as to provide
adequately for the teaching· of the children. The Government say, "We will
allow so much for the primary schools,
and they will have to get along the best
they can on that." It is a different story
when it comes to the sons of the well-to-do
in TOOl'ak, South Yana, and Hawksbnrn.
One hundred and fifty thou:sand pounds
can be handed over to the U niversi ty to
assist the SODS of people who are well able
to pay every penny necessary for the
education of their children.
Mr .. RYAN.-That is a first instalment.
Mr. W ARDE.-As the honorable member for Essendon says, that is a. first inThe Lord knows where it
stalment.
will ·end. I doubt whether there will be
any end unless an end 'is made of the
Government that, with a few changes
from time to time, has' occupied the Treasury bench for some years past. It
seems to me that a section of influential,
well-to-do people, have such a pull with
the Gove:nment that the majority of the
people wIll never get a, suck at the tea,t
at .all. Those facts were stated by me
when the Bill was under consideration,
and exception was taken to my sta tement. I ,pointed out the undeniable fact
that the sons of well-to~do ,people in Victoria get £1 .worth of education by .paying
12s. 6d., whIle settlers in the back-blocks,
who have no education provided for their
children if there are nota sufficient number in the lorality to enable a school to
ibeopened, have the ,privi1lege of paying
7,s. 6d. to make up £1 worth for the
swells I have referred to. When I
pointed these thing.s out, the governing
authorities at the University said that
there were a large number of poor
students attending the institution. They
eve'n got the students to furnish
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confidential statements as to what their
parents were earning per annum.. On
that information they presented a statement to P,arliament ·of the number of
poor students attending the University.
I think it was Mr. Bainbridge, the Registrar, who asked me 'One day ·at the
University how I would draw the line
between a poor and rich man. I asked
him what he Ibased his figures on. As
far as I remember, he replied, "£500 a
year." I said that I called a man get~
ting £300 a year a poor man, and he
added, "Well, of ·course, if you take £300
as the amount, it will make a big difference to the figures which have been supIplied." That was eighteen months ago.
I would ask any member of this House
how many ar.tisans or manual w'Orker.s in
this cQmmunity have rea0hed ·anything
like £300 a year, or were doing so then.
When there is only a sma'll percentage of
c'hildren of poor ,people, reckoning ona
basis of £500 a year, honorable members
can fo;rm some idea as to whether I am
justified in asking that, before money is
found to any extent for the purposes of
hig-he-r education in this country, we
should see that our primary schools are
large enough and healthy enough to accommodate therhildren, ,and that the
back-blocks and other country districts
shall be provided with educational facilities; in fact, that the first charge on the
educational grant· made by this House
shall be for the purposes of primary
p,ducation in the interests of the people
in this community.
Mr. EVERARD.-Look a t the Ringwood
school.
Mr. W ARDE.-I could take honorable
members to schools in my own district
whirh have been condemned for five years
by the Education Department as unfit for
the work which is done there. They tell
.me that in my own district I have the
largest sohool, numerically, that there is
in A ustraIia, and tneTe the children are
sitting in the corridors in old stone build.ings which have been remodelled. Those
buildings, after ibeing in existence fOT
fifty years, have outlived their usefulness. We have had deputations about the
matter, and the only reply we co~ld get
was that the 'Treasurer, wno was sitting
tight on the Treasury chest, would not
allow money to be spent fo'r the pur-pose.
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We have another school in Flemington
whioh has been condemned by the Department. It is right on the electric tram
track. That schoo;l has p~ohably been
up for forty years. The departmental
offioers .admit that, to some extent, the
money spent on that school is being
wast-ed, because work in the building has
to be delayed while the trams are passing. If the Treasurer 'had shown the
same efficiency in his own business in
Collins-street, he would have been ibefore
J ndge Moule, instead of being one of the
richest men in the State.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-They have been
alble to pull your leg about it.
Mr. W ARDE.-The honora,ble gentleman knows that it is absolutely true. I
know that if the Treasurer spent money
in his own business in the same way as it
is spent in that school, he would very
soon have to put the .shutters up. The
honorable gentleman would not do it in
his 'Own priv.ate bu~iness. You have only
to look at the outside of his place to know
it is up to ·date. I.ask him to apply the
lSa·me business principles in the publicposition which he occupies, and to have·
the magnanimity to take up the interests
of the children of the poorer sertions of
t.his community. Now lett me refer to
the proposal of the honorable member for
Fitzroy that we should have a redistri!bution of seats based on the 'oonstituencies of the Federal Parliament, but
with the system of proportional representation operating instead of a system of
preferential voting. I am not going to
deal with the number 'Of electors in the
various constituencies to-day. We have
had that matter under consideration with
more or less sincerity for the bst
fourteen or ,fifteen years. Ofoourse; the
downfall of one Ministry was brought
about iby dealing with that matter. It is·
one of those questions, like the licensing
question, which create a good deal of int.erest when they arel introduced int.o Parliament. Our party want no unfair advantages over any section in this community. No section in therommunity
should have unfair advantages, as is thecase to-day. Various systems have LE'en
considered for the pur,pose of arriving at
a result as nearly mathematically correct
as .possible in connexion with the votes
given by the people when Parliaments-
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.are elected. A great many works have
been written on the .subject, but the
:master minds, from Lnrd Avebury, one
·of the greatest authorities on representation, down to Professor N,ansen, of our
own University, seem to arrive at only
·one conclusion, and that is that proportional representation is as near perfection as it is possible in their knowledge
for a system to be. It gives the vrulue of
the vote recorded expressed in the number of members who come into Pa'rliament. It is true, as I heard some hon·orable member say, tha.t the whole State
should be dealt with as a constituency
jn order to' get thel most perfect systeIri.
The first proposal mwde in Great Britain
for an election of that kind was made by
Hare. Hare, himself, ,proposed that the
whole of Great Britain should be one constituency. WeH, I can imagine the confusion there would be
in Great
Britain to-day if nearly 650 members of
the Imperial Parliament
had to 'be returned Iby the people
vo.ting as one constituency
under
a system of propO'rtional representation.
As long as the cnnstituenoies are not too
small and not too large, the system is a
perfectly workable one.
In New South
W ales th~y adopted the proportional
system olf representation at the last
,general election, and, as far 'as I know,
it worked out almost to a fraction. The
Farmers' party, the Labour party, and
the N a.tional party e,~ch got within a
fraction 'Jf its representation in accordance with the value of the votes recorded. They adopted 12,000 electo'rs as
the number for each member, and it did
:not matter whether the constituency w.as
a small or a large onel, the value of the
vote was the same. The votes in the
ballot box were reflected by the parties in
the House. Some men disappeared, but
so they do disappear under our system.
In Tasmania the same system has been in
operation for some yeaJ:'s, and the parties
are so evenly divided there that in a
House of thirty members there is seldom
more than a difference of two. The results in the ele,ctorates show that the
members returned are in accordance with
the voting power of the people. I do
not profess to be a master of this system,
but I have studied it and given it a good
deal of consideration. I am satisfied that
110 othe,r system will give the control of
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the country so well to the majority, and,
in addition, it will give representation
to minorities according to' the value of
their votes. V'le could not, under that
system, have a repetition of the whole of
t.he members of O'ur Senate returned to
represent the Labour party, as happened
at one election, and the whole of the 1'epresentativel3 re,turned to represent the
Liberal party at another election.
The
difference in the vO'ting power of the two
parties was only 10 :per cent. I should
like to kno'w why honorable members object to proportional representation.
J\fr. CARLISLE.-Is your electorate not
big enough 1
Mr. 'VARDE.-I am nO'v thinking of
my electO'rate. If the war was fought
sO' that small nations should be allowed
to govern themselves as they desire, what
~ort of hypocrites are those who sent
their boys to figh't for that object,
hut now relfuse to give that right to
their country 1 How can the position
be reconciled 1
The honorable member
and his party have had experience f)of
single seats. They introduced preferential voting, ostensibly to enable the majority candidate to get in, but we know
t.hat behind that mask was the thought
that they would be enabled to keep back
the advancing power O'f Labour. Their
desire was to choke the Labour movement he,fore it gO't a fair start.
They
carried their preferential voting system
through, and the remarkable thing was
tha.t the first victim to. it was Sir Henry
,Veedon, who has since ,admitted that
it 'served him right for having been such
a fool as to vote for it.
The parochial
politician does not want It, for when it
cO'mes into operation his name will be
Mud.
The public interest is better
served, because, the outlook is larger. A
man may succeed in a sman electorate,
but not in a big one. In the larger electorate he has to stand on his qualifications
as a politician and a man of ability. "Ve
have been told that the mills of fate grind
slO'wly but surely. I must admit with
some satisfaction, from the political point
of view, that I have observed tha.t the
chickens of preferential vO'ting have come
home to roost. Before we had preferential voting the Lib&al party used to say
that if a second candida,te stood the
Labour fellow would get in. With that
gag they kept out numbers of aspirants.
That gag has gO'ne and many of the men
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who helped to bring in the preferential
system have gone. Whe.n they were engaged in doing what they thought was
strangling thE' Labour party, they never
for a moment thought that they weroe digging the, graves in which they wonld eventuall y be buried.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You supported the preferential system.
~Ir. 'VARDE.-Yes, and it is good
ul1der our existing circumstances.
It
will achieve all that you can get from the
second ballot, but those who introduced
it did not mtroducoe it for that purpose.
It is a better system than the hap-hazard
onE' that previously existed, but it was
not introduced with the object of doing
justice to the people. I believe that pro'!Jortional Iepresentation is the proper
system for any dtnnocratic community to
adopt, for it gives full eontr<>l to the majority, a,nd also giv,es representation to
minorities. I hope honorable members
will oonsider the views I have expressed
with regard to these particular questions.
They .ca.n see that no injustice would be
done to them personally in the representation of this country. I would be willing
to put the Farmers pa.rty on the Treasury
bench for nOi other reason than the promise to bring in a Bill which would give
the people, whether they are for ll~e or
against me, the right to govern themselves, and to direct legislation in u manner which they think best fitted for the
welfare of the people of this State.
Mr. CARLISLE.-I understand that
we can only refer to No. 1 in the
amendment of the honorable member for
Fitzroy.
The SPEAKER.-That is so.
Mr. CARLISLE.-That part of the
amendment deals with profiteering in regard to foodstuffs, clothing, machinery,
chemicals, and other manufacturing producte.
I was quite satisfied with the
amendment of the honorable member for
Port Fairy, which aimed at ihe prevention of profiteering. The amendment of
the honorable member for Fitzroy limits
the protection to certain specified articles.
I do not see why it should be brought in.
Mr. SLATER.~It specifies certain things,
and it is better to be specific than general.
1\1r. CARLISLE .-1 think it is entirely unnecessary.
Steps should be
taken to prevent profitee.ring whereever it occurs.
I do not think the farmers can be blamed for profiteering in
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wheat, when last year we 'were selling it
8s. or 9s. a bushe.l less than j t was worth.
in the worlds' market, and TNe are now
committ-ed to the sale, of it for twelve,
months a,t 28. ·6d. less than it is worth
in the world's marke,t.
:1\1r. ·HANNAJI.--Be just.
Mr. CARLISLE.-I am just.; but I
do not propose to labour that matter just
llOW.
Weare not allowed to roam at;
large in the way the honorable member
for Flemingt<>n did.
Mr. HANNAH.-He toasted you all
right.
1\1:r. CARLI~LE.-And I will toast
him if he speaks about the cost of producing wheat.
He made a lot of statements about wheat, 'but produced no
authority f.or them.
I grow about 6,000
bags of wheat eve,ry year, and I keep a.
strict account of what it costs. I can give·
him the figures if he wants them.
I
merely wanted to point out that I consider No. 1 is unnecessary, and it should
be dropped.
)\11". LAWSON (Premier).-UnfortuHately, I was absent from the Chamber
for a moment or two; but, if I understand the position, I have the right to
speak to' this amendment. I do rot know
whether you, Mr. Speaker, have explained to the House exactly where we
9re. You will, howe\-er, correct me if I do
not correctly put the position so far as the
forms of the House are concerned.
The
honorable member for Port Fairy has
lr..oyed an addendum to the no-confidence
motion submitted by the honorable member for Rodney. The honorable member
for Fitzroy desires to amplify that
amendment in certain particulars, making it more specific in its reference to
profiteeril1g, and then to add something
dealing with educational facilities.
The SPEAKER.-The reference to
educational facilities is not before the
House just nnw, but the honorable, gentle,;.
man can incidentally refer 'to it.
Mr. LAWSON .-1 do not want to debate the matt-er. I merely want tOi refer
fo it on the question of procedure. I am
glad the Leader of the Opposition has just
come in.
As I was saying, honorable
members of the Opposition want to
amplify the amendment of the honorable
member for Port Fairy. If I understand
the forms of the House, the honorable
member for Port Fairy could not withdraw his amendment except by consent.
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pended to' allow the. Premier to override your ruling.
The SPEAKER.-The Premier does
not propose to do that.
He is simply
dealing with the question of procedure.
.\jr. PRENDERGAST.-The l)rcmier
proposes to allow the amendment to be
taken pm forma, but other people have
to be consulted.· What the Premi.er pro~
poses wo,uld alter the position very mat-.erially. I will not explain just now in
what way it w().uld alter it, but I will
say that at present I am opposed to that
method. It is going to alter the relationship of the mover of the amendment to
the amendment, because the Corner
party then becomes the dominant factor.
\Vith the proposals as they are, we, on
the Opposition side, are the dominant
factor. What the Premier proposes does
not get over the impasse at all.
1\11'. BAILEY.-On a Po.int of order7
I want to. see exactly where we are. The
honorable member for Rodney has moved
that the Gorvernment no longer possess
the confidence of this Ho.use, on which
the honorable member for Fitzroy now
mo.ves certain amendments.
amendment~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You moved
Mr. LA \VSON.-I am merely discussing procedure. I want honorable mem- an amendment first.
Mr. BAILEY.-I moved an amendbers to know exactly where we stand. \V'e
dOl not want a vote under a misapprehen- ment certainly, but the honorable memsion of what the procedure is or where we ber for Fitzroy moves an amendment on
are likely to land ()urselves. It is desired that, to delete certain wWds. of my
by honorable members of the Opposition amendment.
to vote on this comprehensive amendThe SPEAKER.-Not delete; to inment. They want to test the opinion of sert certain words at one place, and add
the House on that.
certain words at another place.
~lr. BAILEY.-On the amendment of the
Mr. BAILEY.-At any rate. I underhonorable member for Fitzroy.
stand that, if the amendment of the honMr. LA WSON.-The amendment of orable member for Fitzroy is defeated,
the honorable member for Fitzro.y was my amendment will stand. What will
moved in order that there might be a he the position if the amendment of the
test on the whole matter.
honorable member for Fitzroy is carried 1
Mr. BAILEY.-You cannot interpret
The SPEAKER.-The amendment of
the position.
the
honorable member for Port Fairy will
~lr. LAWSON.-That is the position
as I understand it. The Go.vernment are then stand as amended by the proposed
opposed to the no-confidence motion, but additions.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK {to Mr.
I am prepared, in order that the House
might have an oportunity of testing the Bailey).-You don't object to' the amendmatter, to allow these amendments to. be ment of the honorable member for
carried pro forma, and then have a vital Fitzroy ~
test on the comprehensive addendum,
Mr. BAILEY.-I want to send this
which can then be moved.
along in my o.wn particular way. I do
J\fr. PRENDERGAST.-The position not want any advice from the Ministerial
t.a.ken up by the Premier materially alters ben ch in regard to this matter.
I wish
the ground in these proceedings. First of to see exactly where we are going.
Acall, I should like to know, :Mr. Speaker, cording to the Premier's statement the
if the forms of the House have been sus- GQivernment are going to vote for the

'Vith that consent the amendment of the
honorable member for Fitzroy could be
substituted for his. I would be quite
n,greeable to that course be:llg taken.
What I feel is that 'we ought not to
allow the forms of the House to prevent
honorable members from giving expression to those things which they desire to
be considered. So far as I understand
the position, the honorable member for
Fitzroy and. those with him clesil'e to get
an expression of -opinion, not on the
limited matters dealt with by the honorable member for Po.rt Fairy, but on the
more comprehensive proposals.
The
Opposition want their amendment embraced in one, but to do that we have to
move in stages, first ucloptingone addition and then the other. The' Government are opposed to the addendum of the
honorable member for P,ort Fairy.
I
made that perfectly clear this morning,
but we propose to allow the addendum
now before the House to be incorpora.ted
in the one submitted by the honorable
lIlem bel' for Port Fairv.
Mr. CARLIsLE.-Are you discussing the
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amendment of the honorable member for
Fitzroy.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It looks like collaboration between you gentlemen.
Mr. BAILEY.-I understand that the
Government agree with the amendment
of the honorahle member for Fitzroy.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is going beyond a point of order.
The House divided Oill. the question that
after the word "profiteers " there be inserted the words "in foodstuffs, clothing, machinery, chemicals, and all other
manufac,turing products"Ayoo
46
Noes
15
Majority fDr the amendment

31

AYES.

Mr. McGregor
McLeod
" McPherson
" Morley
" Murphy
" Oman
" Parker
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Pennington
" Prendergast
" Ro bertsol1
" Rog€rs
" Slater
" Smith
" Snowball
" Solly
" TOlltch€r
" \Yallflce
., Warde
" ·Webber.

Mr. Angus
Dr. Argyle
Major Baird
Mr. Barnes
" Beardmore
" J. W. Billson
" Brownbill
" Cain
" Cameron
" Clough
" Cotter
" Deany
" EggI€ston
" Farthing
" Frost
" Gordon
" Greenwood
" Groves
" Hannah
" Hogan
~, Jewell
,; Lawson
" Livingston
" McDonald

'l'ellers:
Mr. Bailev
" Lemmon.
NOES.

Mr. Allan
" Allison
Lt.-Col. Bourchier
Mr. Bowser
" Downward
" Dunstan
" Gibson
" Lind

. Mr.
"
"
"
"
I
'
J

Mackrell
McLachlan
Old
R.yan
Weaver.
Tellers:
Mr. Carlisle
" Everard.

Mr. SLATER.-I moveThat the amendment of the honorable member for Port Fairy be amended by the additiOL of the following words :-" and to introduce measures to establish free, secondary,
technical agricultural, and University education in connexion with a bursary system.
(3) failing to make provision for the extension of Wages Boards determinations to all parts of the State;
(4) failing to take the necessary steps so
that the number of members of the
Legislative Assembly be reduced to

in Ministers.
three for each Federal electorate, to
be elected by the system of proportional representation~ and the general adoption of the Federal method

of enfranchisement."

We on this (the Opposition) side of the
House, feel that there has been 'a failure
of the Government in regard to the provision of education facilities. The State
has recognised, to some extent, its obligations SOt far as primary education is
concerned, and, to a limited extent, so far
as secondary education is concerned; but
there are a great number of children, particularly in the country districts, who
have no opportunity of getting secondary
education or University education. During the recent election campaign, I came
across a case that illustrates very foroibly indeed the shortcomings of the present system, and the result of the failure
of the Government to provide free University education. Right on .the borders
of this State, in my electorate, I met ·a
woman who had a brilliant son attending
one of the high schools.
I have followed the career of the boy with a good
deal of interest, and I have been told by
the principal of the high school that the
boy is one of the most brilliant students
attending the school at the present time.
I said to the boy's mother, "I suppose
your son will be going on to the U niversi ty next year?" She told me that she
and her husband could not see their "\vay
clear to allow the boy a University education, and that he would have to leave the
high school and go back to the land, for
which life he had no liking, and for which
he is possibly ill-fitted.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-YOU might have
told her that there was already provision made for poor student's at the U niversity.
Mr. SLATER.-I know how limited
the provision is. I know that the state
gives about forty full exhibitions a year.
Mr. MQlPHERsoN.-Quite outside of the
exhibitions altogether, the boy could have
entered at the University and had his
fees remitted until he had completed his
course.
Mr. SLATER.-Possibly so. As the
honorable member for Williamstown has
stated on more than one occasion, that
system !smacks to his mind, as it does to
mine, of the pauperization of education.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-Nonsense!
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Mr. SLATER.-The honQrrahl~ gentleman must know that there are thousands
of boys and Igirls who possess every qualification for a University career, but who,
because of the economic conditions that
prevail in their homes, are precluded
from taking advantage of a University
course. In the case I have mentioned,
the fact that the boy's father Rnd mother
had not the financial means to send him
to the University alone prevented them
from doing so. If the Government recognises, as it does, the obligation that it owes
to the community in the way of primary
education, it should recognise that its
obliga tion shOould not stOoP at the primary
schools, which boys and girls leave at
the age of fourteen years, when their
education should commence; but should
extend :to the secondary schools and to
the University a's well. I now come to
the next matter mentioned in the amendment. On many occasions, I have protested on the floor of the House against
the failure of the Government to extend
Wages Boards' determinations to the
country districts.
I have pointed out
that Wages Boards' awards do not apply
even to the large town of Hamilton, in
my electOorate, and yet they apply tOo the
city of Warrnambool, which is barely 50
, mliles away.
There are men and
women working at trades in Hamilton ifor less wages than are paid under
\Vages Board awards in W arrnam booL
Not long ago a man came to me in Hamilton and said that the conditions of the
girls who were working in the dressmaking establishments in some of the shops
were nothing like as good aEl the conditions under which girls similarly employed work in }\{elbourne and those cities
where Wages Board awards apply.
We
have often been told that the greatest
problem confronting us is decentralization. How is it possible, for wageearners in particular, to remain in the
country when they can secure far better
economic conditions, including more
money and shorter hours, in the city.
Surely if the Governmen t were desirous
of helping the country wage-earner they
would extend the Wages Board award to
him. Many trades and occupations are
affected. Why should workers leave the
city for the country, where they would
have to accept lower wages and work
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longer hours ~ Lam interested in the attitude of the Farmers Union party to the
proposed extension of Wages Board
awards to workers in the country.
Mr. HANNAH.~They are good unionists.
Mr. SL.A:TER.-Yes; they are members of a growing militant union, and ·we
expect reciprocity from them.
They
ought to realize the ()Ibligations that the
COll?-munity owe to country workers. The
Government have had oppprtunity after
opportunity of extending Wages Boards
to. the country, and have consistently
faIled to do that. Employees in Hamilton have asked me to try to get for them
the advantages of the Wages Board system.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-There have been
deputations on the subject.
Mr. SLA'TER.~Deputation after deputation have asked for the reform.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The matter was
brought before the notice of the Government only yesterday.
Mr. SLATER.-There is no lleed to
elaborate my argument-:Mr. OLouGH.-Especially as the Government will accept your amendment.
They are ~ik.e a flock of sucking doves at
present, WIllIng to feed out of our hands.
Mr. SLATBR.-I fully expect that we
shall get a similar division to the last.
.Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Yes, and a few
mmutes later the Government will vote
against it.
Mr. SLATER.-Nevertheless I shall
be able to show to my constit~ents that
the. Premier and other MinisterEl have
supported this principle.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That will not pan
out to anything.
-Yr. SLATER.-Anyhow, it will show
the people that the trust they have reposed
in the Nation alist Government has been
misplaced.
Honorable members have
discussed at length the need for taking the
lleCeSElary steps to reduce the number of
members of the Legislative Assembly to
three for each Federal electorate. It has
been suggested with a good deal of truth
?y h?llorable members opposite that even
If thIS were effected the Opposition would
not be benefited. ,That only makes our
advoca~y of the principle the stronger.
We claIm that the proposed ~vstem is the
only equitable om~. "We bav~ listened to
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a very interesting speech from. the· honor"
alHe· member for' St. K.ilda. Itl was perhapsl somewhat academic.
That honor. .
able membel" dwelt on the rights oft the
individuaL IWe know that· he is. radical
in his sentiments. He went as far as ·the
door' of .the Labour party once, and was
on,·the point ,of signing,the Labour party's
pledge. I do not understand how he can
support the present electoral system,
which is ·a. complete negation of Democ~aey.. I hope that that honorable mem . .
bel' will support the Opposition. scheme,
which is the .'Only constructive scheme that
nas been put before the House. There
can be no suggestion that we are seeking
to gerrymander the electora tes.
There
have been occasions, perhaps, when the
electorates have been gerrymandered. l\1:y
own electorate' has a starting point a
little south of Hamilton.
It includes
Penshurst, which is an Irish settlement,
tl'aceEl its way up towards the Grampians,
taking in the mountains, and excluding
Dunkeld. It goes right On to the boundaries of the city of Horsham, excluding
Lubeck, skirts round to the west, traces a
direct line towards South 1\.ustralia,
misttes a little place called Dergholm,
comes down some distance and expressly leave~ out Oasterton and 00leraine, and comes back to the starting
point. ,There can be no better illustration of a gerrymandered electorate.
This was done probably many years
before I was born, but the fact remains.
It presents the best possible illustl'ation
of how some of the electorates have been
earved out. The proposed scheme makes .
provision for the adoption and use of the
Federal electorates, the boundaries of
which are decided according to the popula.tian by an impartial Commission which
meets from time to time. I feel that
there we have the nucleus of a scheme
which could be readily applied to this
House. Then the people of Victoria
would be able to send into this Parliament men who will more truly represent
them than they can be represented here
at the present time.

Mr. SNowBALL.-Is this an occasion to
discuss an electoral scheme ~
Mr. SLATER.-It is an occasion, because I feel that we are indicting the
Government, and have set out the
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groUl~ds... I' heard the honorable member
for' Brighton himself interjecting in the
course of this. debate, and as fllr as. I can
under.stand~ he wfl:s. not interjecting in a
manner, very favorable to the Government: However, he has adopted. the same
sort of attitude on. a number of occasions.
He· speaks. a lot, against the Government,
but is always there when his vote is
wanted by them. He adopts. for his attitude a, sort of benevolent neutrality. I
have dl3alt with. the two points on which
I feel strongest. I realize only too, well
the effect of the failure of the Government to extend ,the determinations of
Wages· Boards to all par,ts' of the State.
It has resulted in the sending of a number of men and women to the city,. and I
feel that it is hypocrisy to talk about the
rights of the people when we permit suell
an electoral system to continue as that
which has been in operation for so long
in this State.

Mr. CAIN.-I second the amendment.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-What I
said in relation to the last amendment,
which was carried, applies with equal
force to the addendUm which has been
submitted by the honorable member .for
Dundas. It must be done in this way in
accordance with parliamentary practice,'
and the forms of the House. In order
that the House m..ay have an opportunity
of testing the real matter which it is desired to put in issue-the am,endment of
the honor'able member for Port Fairy,
with these additions-the Government
will accept pro forma the proposal of the
honorahle member for Du,ndas. The Government's views in regard to these matters are' well known, and I do not think
this i1s an appropriate opportunity for
enunciating those vi'ews, but 11he temporary acceptance of these amendmen~s
does np't in any way commit the Government or those who may \Tote with the
Government to the pa~ticular principles
mentioned.
.
lv.(r.
doing.

CLo,UGH.-"¥ o.u

know what yo," are
Why play the hypoorite1

Ml'. LAWSON .-I am not playing th~
hYp'ocri teo
Mr.
Qffice.

OLOUGH,-It

is hanging on to-
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Mr. LAWSON.-It is not. In order
that honorable members may have an opportunity of voting' on the maiu question
which it is desired to decide, the Government accept the amendment 1)1'0 jonna.
Mr. RYAN.-Thursday night has always been a free night with honorable
members, and some of us make arrangements to do work that night apart
from Parliament, work which it is very
inconvenient and almost impossible to
neglect. I am in that position to-night.
I have remained here as long as possible
this evening, because I wanted to avail
myself of the opportunity to not only
vote against the Government, but to exercise the privilege which a member has of
stating his reasons for tIoing so. However, I am not able to remain here any
longer without inflicting a very great injustice on a number of constituents in
connexion with a function which I must
attend, but in asking the Whip to find
me a pair I do not want my vote to be
simply recorded against the Ministry
without saying that I would heartily wel-come a change of Government, because I
believe that such a change brought about
from this (the Ministerial) side of the
House would make for the stability of
this country, aHd 'would consolidate more
than anything I can think of, the best
interests of those we represent here.
I should like to take this opportunity of
correcting a remark made by way of interjection by the Ohief Secretary, when
he stated that a statement which I gave
when dealing with the question of free
school-books, and other requisites, was not
true. Above all men a Minister should
be particularly careful in such a matter,
The
especially an incompetent one.
statement I made was that a report submitted by the :lVIinister of Public Instruction in New South Wales, makes it
abundantly clear that, although there is in
that State a population of 550,000 more
than Victoria, the expenditure for much
more than we ask for 'was not £100,000,
but according to the official figures
£31,170.
That bears .out entirely the
statement 'made b,r the departmental
officers and ,educationUll representatives
who bave evidence before the Roy'al Commission. The Premier did refer to the
question of chaos--
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The SPEAKER.-I aUowedthe honorable member to make what was really.a
personal explanation. Outside of that
he m us t keep to the amendment.
Mr. RYAN.-Well, I accept your courtesy with'mruny thanks, Mr. Speaker,wt
I should like to say. tha t if~ there were anything that would prompt me in' taking
up the position which I wish to take up
at this stage it would be what was published in the daily press of 5th N ovembe!'.
An article was published which shows the
impossibility of the House getting much
help frQm the propositions submitted by
honorable members on the Oppositio 1
side. The. conditions which are being
proposed in connexion with the proposition of the honorable member for Rodney
would not be acceptable to any House,
and the impossibility of ::t,ccepting the
amendments and the need for a change
is shown by the following quotation from
the AgeThe people are faced with hard times, and
so is the State. When it is remembered tha.t
the average revenue of Victoria in normal prewaI days was about £11,000,000, the madness
of committing the State to an expenditure for
tIns year of £13,854,000 will be mc·re appare~t.
The recklessness of the Government will brmg
ruin and desolation upon Victoria unless power
for further mischief is taken out of the hands
d the present incompetents who discredit the
Treasur~: Benches.

Mr. LAwsoN.---,I am only sorry that -the
honorable member did not make his position clear before the elections instead of
a£terwards.
Mr. RY l\'N.~I am glad that interjec. tion has been made, for I did exactly what
the Premier suggests I did not. I said
from the first to, the last platform that I
was not a SUppol'ter of the Lawson. Government, and that I was a supporter of
no Government. I said that I had 'been
bl~ought up as a member of the Labour
movement.
1\1:1'. LAWSON.-l\.ll after the nominations had closed.
~1:r. RY,AN.-That is not so. The honorable gentleman, being the Premier, can
try to cloud the issue, but he knows that
'what he has said is quite contraTy to fact.
The first time I came in to this H'ouse' I
sai,d tha't I cared not so much who sa.t on
,the Treasury bench, as I was more concerned with t,he work done. Out .. of
ninety-three or ninety-four vo,tes that t 1
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ga ve in the House, the Premier knows too
weH tha,t Olver nine,ty were in Qi:pjpOOitiorn to
him. He cannot say that I have tried to
hide the fact that I was not a supporter
of the Lawson Government until nomination day. I had refused on every platform to take any help, because I realized
that what the Age, had said was true, and
that the disappearance of the Bowser Government was the beginning 'of a bad day
for Victoria. I am glad that the honorable member for Rodney has taken the
earliest possible o'pportunity to carry out
the advice of our leading journal that
steps should be taken to remove the LawSon Government from the Treasury bench,
with the object ,of getting a Government
that will represent the hest interests of
the country.
Mr. PRE~DIERGAST.-I have been
watching with something like anxiety to
see what attitude the Government intended
to adopt towards the proposal for free,
secular, and compulsory education, with
school requisites free. The Government
are going to vote for that proposal. Never
has there been a more extraordinary position in the House. The Government are
going to vote for things that they have
denied, and will ',deny; they are going to
vote for them to save their skins. I like
to see a battle of skin on questions before
the House, but I do not like to see a Governmp11t deliberately accepting a pro'
position that it will not carry out.
Mr. IFNOWBALL.-That is tactics.
We
Mr. P,RENflE,RGAST.--J!s it?
have always had some kind of liar, but
the tactical liar beats every liar; he is
the champion. He denies everything and
everybody, and at the same time he does
not wink the other eye. The Government
can reflect on these tactics. They will
teach the people outside a little more
about what goes on in this House. ISuch
tactics reduce us to the level of an institution t?at is utterly untrustworthy. I
do not lIke such tactics.
Mr. IDOWNW.A:.RD.--....:They loaded the
amendment of the honorable member for
Port Fairy with things that members in
the Government Oorner could not sup,I
port.
Mr. PRENiDERG.AJSIT.-The Government side of the House is supporting a
thing that it will not give us-.the Labour
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party. I have been in Parlia~nt for a
considerable period, and I have always
pledged myself 'to certain principles, and
pledged myself not to vdte against them,
but experience ,drove me to ,the conclusion
that I oould not exist in Parliament if I
followed ,those ,principles out literally.
That is because the actions of individuals
render it impossible to do things in an
honorable way. Even the forms of the
H,ouse lend themselves to party tricks.
If I were the h011\orable member for Mornington I would not moralize too much on
these tactics. We can trace his own career
back in 11ansa1'd. We have seen him sitting in the Government Oorner struggling
to get into a Ministry. We have seen him
taken into a Ministry, and when heaved
out "\ve have seen him return to the same
OIorner.
The mem'ber who was heaved
out to make room for him has been seen
wai,ting in the Government Corner to pull
the honorable member out by the hair of
the head. Our party have tried to get on
the Treasury bench, but only in accordanCe with the principles in ,our platform.
We have frequently had to vote for the
less of two evils. We have often had to
vote for a party because 'we felt that we
could squeeze more out of it tha:n out of
another parity. The tW10 divisions will
show that the Government have expressed
themselves in favour of principles that
they have opposed, that their party outside vi01en t1y opposes, and will not allow
them to carry out. The Government are
prepared to support these principles now
to save their skins. The honorable member for Mornington was in one ,of the
most Tory G ::>vernments we ever had in
this State, ,a :ld he cannot make me believe that he ::tas been infected with true
democratic p::.inciplles. His career is only
too well knc ·,vn. I t is written in H an8w'd and in the history of this ,country.
I am bound to support this amendment.
I know that by a tactical move I could
\'ote against it, TIut I 'would have to
make a long explanation, and the Ministry will al.so have to make an explanation why they are supportin.g it. I find
myself in bad company in supporting the
amendment, but I have to keep that class
of -company .so long as I am ,a member
of Parliament.
Mr. McL.A:OHLAN.-There is one
subject wi.th which I disagree, but there
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are two I approve of. I will vote for the
amendment, reserving to myself the right
when the other subj·ect comes before the
House .to deal with it as I think fit.
Mr. H·ANNAH.-I have listened to
the whole of the proceedings from the
time the original amendment was submitted, and I want to say a few words.
The honorable member for M'ornington
('anllot fO'r the moment say that he has
been tricked by the amendments which
have been submitted.
Mr. DowNwARD.-I have not said that
we were tri'cked by the amendments, but
by the .suggestions which have been made
with regard to their acceptance.
Mr. HANNAII.-The Premier is the
custodian of the rights of the House, and
we shou1d be a ble to l'ook to him to defend the right of members, no matter on
which side they may .sit. It is the duty
of the Leader of the House to get the
business of Parliament transacted, and I
am just as anxious as he is to get on with
business. I have no desire to .see one
momen t wasted.
Mr. MORLEY.-Then why talk?
Mr. HANNAH.-I have not said
much up to the present. I am the leader
of a solid party, and I have not yet had
a word with any of my followers.
Mr. MORLEY.-I thought I was with
you.
1'11'. HANNAH.-The honorab'le member has not Ibeen as solid in his support
a.s he might have been. I am glad that
the honorable member for Mornington
has become a member of a progressive
·and virile union. Wisdom has come to
him in his later yeRrs, and he is now
known as a militant unionist. I was expecting him .to be the most advanced
militant of the party with which he is
now associated. He ha.scomplained of
being tricked. I ·am no ,party to tricking
him or any member of the Farmers
Union. I am not prepared. to give ,a vote
for anything unless I am wiQling to fight
for it in my own constituency. I support everything that is inchl;ded in the
amendment submitted by the honorable
member for Fitzroy.
However, no
further words of mine will keep the
House from the division, and I trust the
time is not far distant when we will have
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a Goyernment introducing progressive
legislation.
The House divided on Mr. Slate:r's
amendmentAy~
47
Nooo

13

1\iajority for the amendment

34
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Tellers:
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" Brownbill
" Cain
" Cameron
" Clough
" Cotter
" Deany
" Eggleston
" Farthing
., Frost
" Gordon
" Greenwood
" Groves
" Hannah
., Hogan
" Jewell
" Lawson
" Li vingston
" McDonald

NOES.

Mr. Allan
" Allison
Lieut.-Col. Bourchier
Mr. Bowser
" Downward
Dunstan
" Gibson

Mr.
"
"
"

Lind
Mackrell
Old
Weaver.
TeUers;
Mr. Carlisle
" Everard.

PAIR.

Mr. Thomas

I Mr.

Ryan.

Thiel House dividoo on Mr. Bailey's
amendment. as amendedAy~
21
No~

38

M,ajority against Mr. Bailey's
amendment
17
AYES.

Mr. J. W. Billson
Brownbill
" Cain
" Clough
Cotter
". Frost
,. Hannah
" Hogan
.• Jewell
,. McLachlan
,. Murphy

.Mr. Parker
" Prendergast
.. Rogers
Slater
Sollv
Wallace
" Warde
Webber.
Tellers:
Mr. Bailey
" Lemmon.
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Mr. Allan
,.. Allison
" Angus
Dr. Argyle
Major Baird
Mr. B!U'ne~
,.. Beardmore
Lieut.-Col. Bourchier
Mr. Bowser
Cameron
" Carlisle
" Deany
Downwarcl'
Dunstan
" Eg~leston
" Farthing
Gibson
Gordon
Greenwood
Groves
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NGEB:.
Mr. Lawson
Lind.

"

Li vingston
Mackrell
McDonald
" McGregor
McLeod
McPherson
" Morley
Old
Oman
si~ Alexander Peacoek
l\h. Smith
Snowball
Toutclier
W'eaver;
Telle1·S:
Mr. Everard
,. Pennington

PAms.
Mr_ A. A. Billson.
" Thomas.

Mr. Robertson
" Ryani

Mr. OLD.-I desire to. say a few words
on the amendment mo.ved by the· honOorable member fOor Rodney. It has- been
asserted tha.t that hono.rable' member
failed to produce sufficient reasons fo.r
moving a motion o.f no.-cOonfidence in the
Government. I will endeavour to give a
few of the re'asons tha,t the honolrable
member fo'r Rodney overlooked. I wish
to refer, in the' first plaoo, to' a statement
that I mader' when speaking" on' the
Address-in-Reply in July last. r refeneci
to the position o.n the railways, and
stated that it was absolute.ly impossible
for people in my electo.rate to get manure
at a time when they needed it, owing to
the sho.rtage o.f railway trucks. I am
pleased tha-ti th& Mmister o.f RaHways· is
in the. House. because he chose' to contradict the remarks r made. I asse,rted
that there we,re 188,000 acres of ground
sown' in my electo'rate without· manure.
Commenting upon" my statement; the
Minis~r saidThe honorable member for Swan Hill last
week gave the House a rather interesting
arithmetical calculation. The honorable membel" saidI am' assuming ·that the area' sown this
year' is the same as that sown 'last year.
You will find that 188,422 acres of crop
went in' without manure.
How he gets :that area I am' at a loss' to understand, but he says definitely that 188;~22
acres of crop went in without manure,

Later. the . Minist~r sta,ted. that in" the
earlier part· of. the. year there was· a
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snortage Oof manure and a difficulty_ in
obtaining trucks.. He' addedThe first intimation r received officially tha.t
farmers urgently required manure
was, I think, early in April.

supplies

I have hete correspbndence wieh members
'Various representative< leagu~s and
bodies within my electorate~ bearing out
the assertion that I made that 20 per
cent. of the crop' in my electorate was
SOwn without manUre.
'I'he following
lett·er was written on 5th Auril, '1920, by
Mr. McArthur, the secretary of the
Farmers Union at Turriff, a litt:le' place
up in the MaHeeof

Dear Mr. Old,
At our branch meeting. of 3rd inst., the position through railways not being able to get
manure to country districts was discussed.
This matter is now one of urgency, and is
rapidly becoming a matter of the very greatest
seriousness from. a cropping point o·f view,
particularly to Mallee farm.ers, and more especially to those who' have received- seed and
fodder advances. To give one case in point.
(~.nd I might saYThe same applies to a very
great number), a local· farmer who bought ch&ff
from me on a Government order has already
used h'alf his ql.lantity of cha.ff' (~s - he has ~o
other' means of, keeping h0rse& alIve), and.' has
no'- been able to make a start cropping through
n') manure coming to hand. Some have made
a start without manure; the consequences,
naturally, in such cases must prove disastrous.
As agent for a man'ure firm at Turriff, I am
abll.~ to say that we have not yet recived one
trnck or ma.nure this season. Our firm-Cuming, Smith, & Co.-wrote asking me if we
could get our Parliamentary representatives to
help, as they themselves were powerless.
In conclusion, I beg to say that I have been
instructed to write you asking if you' will
kindly do all. in yom.' power to improve the
p.osition.
rrhanking you in anticipation.
Yours truly,
JOHN' McARTHUR;
Secretary~ Turriff Branbh V.F.U.

When. the. Minister of Railways co.ntradieted my sta.tement'that 20 per cent. of
the crop within- my electorate had been.
sown' without manure, If took the pre-'
. caution ·to' write to representative me,n in
each -particular district to ascertain the
exaet~ area sown without manure.'.
I pro.pose to quote ftbm the'repli~ ·that I; received .. Here-is one written· by Mr. T.
Chaplin, of 'Underbool. He'sa;ys9th, July, 1920.
Mr. H. E. Old~
De&rl Slr,I have- to' thank you for so kindly putting in
a word for me 1·e Government order for
manure, which I· received safely.
Unfortunately, I had to· sow a good deal of my crop
without manure, as it -was -so' late in coming.
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but what I ~ave sown with manure 1 have put
it on very heavily.

received t.he following letter, dated 26th
July:-

'The following latter, dated 27th April,
1920, was received from the manager of
the P'ederral Manure Co", by Mr. Matthews, of Gawler,. who is the agent for
manures at that place;-•

In reply to your inquiry re the amount·' of
crop sown without manure in Underbool district, there are~ approximately, 1,000 acres on
which no manure has been sown, and a.pproximately another 3,000 acres were sown without
manure; but as manure 'came along late, this
3,000 acres was manured after the crops were
up. How this will turn out remains to be
seen, but in any case the powers that be
should see that there is no repetition of this
sort of thing, as we well know how sorely our
country requires all the wheat it can grow to
keep it solvent. I lmow you will do your utmost at all times to see it does not occur
again.

Yours of the 24th inst. duly reached us, and
note that we are to cancel Le Couteur
Bros.' order, and send along cnly a 10-ton
truck. These instrlictions have been attended
to, but we are ~fraid we will have to keep you
waiting a little longer for the super; It was
hoped that this week we would be able to resum~ loading at Spencer-street or Yarraville,
but, unfortunately, our hopes have not been
realized, and we are still in a very seric·us
pcsition. At any day these conditions may
change, and we trust you may be able-to wait
iii little longer for the 10 tons.
Should you
find, however, that t_he unfortunate delay will
cP,use the balance of your customers to cancel
their orders, we will have no option but to
cancel this truck.
W~

The following letter was ,written by :nfr.
W. Johnston, a cQluncillor in the Ouyen
~hire, on 21st JulyIn answer to yours of the 21st inst. re acreage sown in this district without manure, I
<:0.11 confidently say your statement is correct.
I have made a. number of inquiries, and I have
not. met one farmer who has nnt sown without
manure. In some cases nearly half was sown
without, and I met one farmer who sowed
th:'! whole of his crop and no manure-300
acres under cultivation. I was compelled to
.sow nearly half m):, own crop without. I did
not get m~y manure until June. I feel sure I
<:an say, without fear of contradiction, that
the area sown in this district easily exceeds
.one-fifth without manure.

Here is a letter from Councillor J. J.
Roberts, of the Swan Hill Shire'.
He
lives at N owie, twenty-six miles west of
Swan Hill, and writes:In reply to your inquiry regarding the pereentage of land sown without manure in my
district, I estimate the unmanured portion of
the land sown would be 50 per cent of the
t.otal area sown.

Here is a letter from Sea Lake, another
typical MaBee centre. It is from Mr. A.
Hetherington, who wrote under date 27t.h
July:Yours of the 21st to hand and contents
noted.
From inquiries made I would think about
In per cent. oJ wlOeat was s,own without
manure here, and principally by the returned
men. From Nyarrin to Mittyack I think the
percentage would be at least 10 per cent.
higher.

F'rom Mr. Alhert E. Hill, the secretary
of the Farmers Union at Underbool, I

H~re is a copy of a memorandum sent
by the l\finister of Railways to the· PremIerAs the result of a conference between the
Railways Commissioners and myself a week
or two back it was decided to concentrate the
efforts of the Department on the supply of
trucks for the carriage of artificial manure
until the whole of the requirements of the
farmers in the State have been met.
Representatives of the superphosphate manufacturers waited upon the Commissioners on
Friday last, 16th instant, and during the discussion they intimated that they did not think
it would be possible to handle more than 1,500
tons per day at Yarraville Station, and that
quantity is now being dealt with daily at that
station. The members of the deputation stated
that if that quantity is maintained for~ say,
tPll days, it would permit of the majonty of
their orders being fulfilled.
The urgency of t.he matter is fully realized
b\ the Commissioners and myself, and the
efforts of the Department in the direction of
supplying trucks will not be relaxed until the
wants of those concerned are satisfied.
I might mention that up to the 31st March
the Department has transported 7,000 tons of
manure more than during the corresponding
period of last year.

The Minister stated that he knew nothing
of the manure shortage until early in
April. I ~ent him a. communication on
the 13th lVlarch this year from Mr. G. J.
Cossens, the secretary of the Mulcra
branch, urging that mOore trucks should
be pro·vided for manure. I received word
on the 21st that the matter had been
referred to the Commissioners. That took
the Minister exactly seven days. On tIle
21st :March I sent on to the Minister a
copy of a wire which I had received from
!M r. "v illiamsol1, the seclf'ptary of the
Nyang branch, as follows:Get trucks place manure, all seeding opera.tions held up for want of manure.

On the 21st I also sent to the Minister a
letter from lYlr. T. J. Coop'er~ secretary
of the Linja. hranch, urging that trucks
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should be made available fDr manure on
the Ouyen-Murrayville line. On the 1st
Npril I rec.eived word that the truck
supply would he improved. That day I
also received a letter from the secr·etary
of the Panitya branch urging that trucks
be supphed for manure. On the 10th of
A pril I gDt a further request from Mr.
Hetch, secretary of the Cowangie branch,
tor trucks for manure. I sent tha.t along
to the Minister on the same day as I
received it. On the 4th April 1 also. received a Jetter from Mr. JDhn McArthur,
stating that the farmers were sDwing without manure, and that nDt Dne truck of
manure had arrived at Turriff to date.
There were other requests running on
until the 19th of April. I quoted from
the Peace Crop pamphlet to show that the
applicat::on of 45 r.:ounds of manure, wouL:l
brina' about an increase in normal seaSOns 0 of 3i bushels to the acre.
I valued
that at a iittle over 5s. a bushel, which,
on that basis, would mean that the
falmers in that district had lost, through
t.he a.bsolute negligence of the Railway
Department in not supplymg artificial
manures at the prDper season, as much as
£188,000. and the Railway Department,
as administered by the Minister, is a bosolutely and directly respDn~ible fDr the
loss. The Minister, in qUDting from my
speech, made a rather interesting compa.rison. I had stated that the average
gain per acre would be 3! bushels from
45 pounds Df manure, and the Minister
said~

In regard to manure, the facts are that
although in the very early part o.f the year the
supplies were not quite up to. the demand,
they were greater than in the corresponding
per'iod of last year and the Department in
tb~ succeeding montil supplied a tremendously
increased amount of manure to the wheatgrc-wing districts o.f the State.

He further statedThe honorable member for Swan Hill made
a computation in which he allowed 45 pounds
of manure to the acre. I am not a wheatgrower, but I suppose, on the average, the
amount of manure per acre would run out at
more than that. H'owever, I have taken his
figures just as he gave them. Allowing for
45 pounds of manure to the acre, the additional acreage that could have been sown for
th·~ 1920-1921 season as compared with the
1919-20 season would have been just 1,420,000
acres. Every aere could have got its 45 pounds
of manure.

It is unnecessary for the Minister to ~eIl
us that he is not a wheat-grower. That
statement alone is quite sufficient for me.
Mr. Old.
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While one member of the Government.
was going about asking the fa.rmers to·
plant more land,. another was keeping.
manure frDm being used on the land.
Mr. OMAN.-As a matter of fact,
manure was rushed out in three weeks'
time, and· the deliveries were very
prompt.
Mr. OLD.-The position is as I have.
stated. I know that, because I myself
have 100 acres of crop on land without.
manure.
I could not get the manure·
when I wanted it. I do not want any'
one to tell me the conditions in my electorate where I live.
Every disability
that .strikes my electoratf>; ana t.hp. farmers.
t.here strikes me personally.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-How much do. you
think those farmers lost in bushels ~
Mr. OLD.-Under normal conditions it
would wor~ out at SDmething like 753,688:
hushels.
Mr. OMAN.-'V'hat would it wcrk out
in nractiee ~
Mr. OLD.-As I have said.
1\1r. OMAN.-No. In some cases the unmanured land in the Western District has
the hest wheat.
Mr. OLD.-The late Ministe.r of Agriculture is an absolute child when it comes'
to practical agriculture. I am not talking
about what obtains in the honorable
gentleman's electorate, but am givingabsolute facts. the result of twenty-nine·
years of experience in my own district.
Mr. OMAN.-Where land has been
manured and the crop has failed there
will be an increased crDp the succeeding
ye,ar.
,
Mr. OLD.-The greater the amount of
manure the bigger the return.
Mr. OMAN.--I do not disput.e that.
1\rfr. OLD.-My computation is based'
on my own practical knowledge and not
on what anybody else says.
Mr. BARNES.-What is the additional
area this ye,ar under wheat 1
Mr. OLD.-Speaking from memory, I
should say it was a.bout 700.000 acres.
Mr. BARNEs.--Make a fair comparison. 'Ve carried 10,000 ocr.- 12.000 additional tons. What does it work out at 7
Mr. OLD.-If the Minister knew anything abDut agriculture he would' know
that 45 lbs. is the average sowing early
·in the year.. The departmental officers
advocated increased .S'owings of manures,
and the farmern acted on the advice.
I can give the average sowings fo,r
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some districts.
I know that the average in the HOorsham district is about 90
lbs. to the acre. In my own district
oowings have increased from 40 Ibs. early
in the ye'a,r up to 80 lbs. I shall prQive
that the Railway Department instead of
having supplied more manure supplied
only 66 per cent. of the Qirders. I have
a letter dated the 31st March last that I
received from the Railway Department',
and it statesReferring to the letter from Mr. G. .J.
Cossell:;, honorary secretary, Mulcra branch,
Victorian Farmers Union, forwarded by you,
in regard to the supply of ttucks for the conveyance of artificial manures to country disi:ricts, I am directed by the Honorable the
Minister of Railways to inform you that on
making inquiries he has been advised that
every effort has been made to afford a good
supply of trucks for the carriage of manure
to country districts from Yarraville, which is
the principal despatching station; and the
following statement shows the number of
trucks ordered and supplied at that station
during the period from the 1st to the 24th
inst.

Then the letter goes on to e-ive the various dates when the trucks were ordered,
the number ordered, and the nUr:1ber supplied.
The n um ber of trucks ordered
was 2,702, arid the number supplied was
1,782. The letter further statesIt will be seen from the foregoing that
about 66 per cent. of the requirements was
tllIpplied.

People were clamouring for manures, and
it was due tOo the faulty administration
of the Department that many could not
carryon their calling.
Mr. BARNEs.-Tell the House the additional tonnage that the Department carried last year. DOl nOot confine your calculations to March for political purposes.
Mr. OLD.-I am speaking for my own
electorate. It did not suit me to' put
in 100 acres ()If crQiP that meant a loss
of at least £50.
Mr. BARNES.-This is disgusting.
Mr. OLD.-I had tOo sow a crop without manure because I could not get it.
:Mr. BARNEs.-The statements made
by me six months ago are now brought Ujp
for purely p~itical purposes. Mr. O?:lAN.-The challenge would have
been more effective at the time.
Mr. OLD.-I am stating facts that I
challenge the Minister of Railways to
deny. Some members Q1f Oour party have
referred to. the 3.bolition of return tickets
on the railways. I spoke 0'n the question,
and so did some members of the Labour
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party, .especially the h0'norahle member
for Warrenheip. I remember that the
Minister of Railways interjected that
Victoria was the last State to abolish the
0'bsolete system. I am very sOorry that
it was abolished f0'r it has inflicted considerable incQlnvenience on peopIe travelling from country distric,ts.
Mr. BARNEs.-A terrible hardship ,.
Mr. OLD.-Notfor a Ministe.r who
lives in town. I have spoken from time
to: time on the us.es and abuses of the
EducatiQln Department. Although I am
criticising the GOovernment I must say
that I have had the greatest consideration 'from the officials :and from the Minister. I could not, hQiwever, get the work
dOone that I wanted. I quoted the case
of the YatpoOol school, where the children
were running wild for four and a half
mouths. That is not fair to. the people
outback. They had to. set up a marquee
there, and when I a.pplied for a school a
promise was made that the matter would
be dealt with. I was told that plans
were being prepared. Here we have a
business-like Department that must get
requests for schools every day in the
week. Surely they should have standard
plans :fQlr schooh to accommodate twentyfive or more children. When you inquire
they teU you that plans are being prepared. Then they will tell you that the
ma tter is in the hands o·f the Pu blic
\Vorks Department, and all the time the
children are running wild in the bush.
On another occasion I had to.. complain
about the Nyah West schoOlI, which' was
crQlwded last year. Eight months ago I
wrote a letter to the Department stating
that the school was overcrowded, and that
the Health Officer considered that the
building should not be used under the
circumstances. It is a new huilding, but
is not big enough fo'r the children. I
have been shunted from the, EducatiQln
Department to. thePuhlic Works Department, and the school is not yet built,
thOough another summer is approaching.
Is this a fair way to de1al with the children
in the cQlunt.ry districts ~ Emphatically it
is not. I want tOo to·uch up0'n a question
that was a burning one last year, and
in connexion with which the Government
failed miserably. The Country Iparty were
forced to vote for a principle they did
n0't approve of in connexion with the
Public 8ervice Bill. The measure was restricted to. six months, and we wanted to
make the increases permanent.
The
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Government told us that we would have to
accept the Bill, otherwise it would be
dropped. We had to' take a course that
we did nQlt apprQlve of. We had to support the Bill with that absurd limitation
in it.
The record is contained in
Hansard.
I said that it was in the
nature of an election bribe. The Government could go 'to the country and say
that if they were supported they would
make the increases permanent, but if the
other fellow was supported the increases
might nQlt be made. It was alsO' unfair
to honoralble members in Opposi,tion who
had fQlught for years for the increases.
The Government have nQlt yet, advanced
a reason for the adoption of that
peculiar course.
They now propose
to make
the increases
permanent.
I do not know whether they have
seen the light of reason or not.
I intend now to discuss the Wheat Pool
figures, because certain honorable memoors, 'particularly honorable members on
the Opposition side of the House, seem
to ,be under the erroneous impression
that all farmers are making huge fortunes out of the growth and sale of
wheat.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Only
some .of them.
l\fr. OLD.-That is the ,impression
that has been created by the statements
of certain members of the honorable member's party.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) .-Some
of the farmers, I know, have a job to
get through.
Mr. OLD.-No one knows better than
the honorable member for Fitzroy what
the position is, because he has travelled
through the wheat districts, taking evidence as a member of the Railways Standing Committee. He knows that during
the last two years my constituents have
had a pretty tough time.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-Some
are doing pretty well, while others are
struggLing.
Mr. OLD.-I will give the comparative
amounts ,that have been paid in connexion with "the various Wheat Pools
since the Pools were started. From the
1915-16 PO()lI the farmer.s have now
been-p.aid ,4s. 2!d. per bush~l.
The
1916-17 Pool has returned, up to date,
3s. 8id.; the 1917-18 Pool, 4s. 8id.; the
1918-19 Pool, 4s. 10!d. j and the 1920
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Pool has paid 7s. 6d. The position is
this: Take th.e case in a drought year,
such. as last year, when crops in many
parts of my constituency failed, and
when, instead of the State having a 'harvest of something approaching 40,000,000
bushels, it had a total return of 12,000,000,
and of that quantity something like
10,000,000 bushels were required for home
consumption, for which the farmers received 7s. 6d. a bushel. The outside sales
made overseas averaged 11s. O-id. per
bushel. At 78. 6d., that was a very good
purchase on behalf of the consumers, and
it is a feather in the C8JP of Brother Lawson-because he happened to make itthat the consumers .of Victoria were saved
£1;750,000.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Do you call
the Premier "brother"?
Mr. OLD.-I did in that instance. The
position is that, in a drought year, when
we wanted what we could get for our
wheat to the utmost farthing in order to
carryon, the wheat producers of Victoria made a gift to the general community of £1,750,000. So far, so good.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That is, if the
farmers could have got freight to take
their wheat to sell it on a higher market?
Mr. OLD.-I am simply stating the
case as it stands. I believe that freight
could have been obtained; that the buyers
would have provided the freight, and have
paid thM price for our surplus wheat
in the immediate past year. The cost
of production in that particular year I
would assume to be at least £1 per acre,
because so many crops failed.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-Would
that put the wheM on the station?
:1\£1'. OLD.-Yes.
:M:r. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-What
was the return per acre? '
Mr. OLD.-The return was from
nothing up to two or three bags in my
district. I can only give my own average, which was 'something like hvo bags
to the acre last year.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fit~roy).-That
i8 6 bushels. What d~d you get for it ~
Mr. OLD.-Seven shillings and sixpence -per bushel. I am giving my own
Many of the f.armers got
figures.
nothing. I am dealing with the position
in my own electorate. It must be borne
in rllind that all these payments have
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made in the depreciated currency were too young to go to the war, cwho now
desire to take up land, and it is the bounden
which now exists. We know full well duty
of the Government to see that land is
what the purchasing power ·of the £1 is made available for these people under such
conditions that once they get on it they will
to-day.
Mr. J'. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Be- be able to make a decent living.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-People cannot be settled in
fore you go on, will you tell us why you
part of the Mallee you are referring to
did not insist on the Pools being cleared the
until water and railways are provided.
up one year before the next Fool was
Mr. OLD.-That should be in the fore• started?
front of the Government's programme. There
Mr. OLD.-We were not in a position is the general contention that the co~t of
to insist, or we would have done so. The railway construction has gone up, and that
this is an inopportune and expensive time to
position is that we have been ,paid 4s. construct
railways.
We must bear in mind
2~d., 3s. Sid., 4s. Sid., 4s. 10id., and the fact that high prices have come to stay,
78. 6d. in a depreciated currency, which for a number of years at all events, and we
must also remember that the abnormal condemonstrates that if any ,one has been dition
of to-day becomes the normal condiprofiteering it has certainly not been the tion of to·morrow. In my opinion, for a great
wheat-farmer. We ,stand for a living number of years, at all events, we shall not
wage and a fair standaTd of comfort for be' able to get rails, rolling-stock, and other
material at anything like pre-war
all classes. That is one of the planks of railway
prices.
vVe must· prepare ourselves for the
our platform, and we expect the same fact that railway const,-uction .will in the
conditions for our own class to be pro- future cost considerably more than it has in
vided by members ,sitting on 'both side.3 of the past.
the House. I no,w want to deaiJ. with an The conditions in the north-we.stern
important matter-the opening up of the Malle6 have changed materially during
north-western part of the Mallee. I the last twelve months. I am not blamshould. like at this :stage to qupte from a ing the Government for not rushing into
speech I made in July 'last when speak- the settlement of this ,part of Victoria
'ing on the motion for the adoption of when the matter was first presented to
the Address-in-Reply. I saidthem, because at that particular time it
I have looked in vain through the Lieu- was possible to purchase improved Maller
tenant-Governor's Speech for the indication country fOtr less than the Government
of a bold, progressive policy of land settlement in the unsettled portions of the Mallee. "were charging for the land and the (··ost
I should have thought a National Government of the imprOtvemernts, but that time has
would have put in the forefront of its plat- gone by owing to the increased inquiry
form the development of that waste province for htnd. I remember the first speech I
of Victoria.
The land is there.
It only
needs the provision of a water supply and made in the House, in which I con1."ailway facilities, and it will be taken up. demned the Government for placing
Then, instead of being a wilderness growing soldiers beyond Manangatang without
scrub and rabbits, it will add to the assets of
Victoria, and assist to payoff our great war providing an adequate water supply and
debt.
There is nothing in the Lieutenant- railway facilities.
'The soldiers were
Governor's Speech dealing with this matter. there for nearly two years 'before t~ey
The Government simply say they have COllstructed 92l miles of railway, which, of got a drop of water other than that whIch
was taken by train. The route of the
course, is commendable-Mr. OMAN.-Is there to be no expenditure channels had ,been surveyed, but no confor water in the northern areas?
struction had t.aken place. I went over
Mr. OLD.-Certainly there is to be an expenditure for water, but the Government seem the ground at the invitation of the local
to think that once they have settled a few branch of the Returned Sailors and
soldiers above Kulwin, on the .three railway Soldiers Imperial League of Australia.
extensions that are now practically completed, they will have fulfilJed their obliga- The Government should now recognise
tions to Victoria, but that is not the ca~e. their responsibility to the vast number
There is '0. vast unsettled province which of returned soldiers who have been given
should be assisting us to payoff our national
obligations.
At present it is a wilderness- qualificatlon rertificate.s but have not yet
There is no
nothing more and nothing less. As the hon- been supplied with land.
orable member for Port Fairy stated, it is part of this State w.hich offers better fa,C'ithe policy of the Department that soldiers lities for settlement than the northshould have preference where Crown lands
n.re available. and that is quite right, but western 1VlaUee, pr()IVided it is given a
there are rejected volunteers and men who railway and water supply. To-day j~ is
Second Session 1920.-[14]
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a wilderness. To-morrow it will he a valu~
able asset if properly improved and
brought under .settlement. It must be

tunity to settle it with :returned soldiers,
and st~ll we have the so'rry spectacle of
4,000 :soldiers walking our streets with

remembered that Mallee settlement is not
now an experiment. .It is a proved success.
We have, of course, times of
drought, ,but we have ,periods of prosperity, and I am pleased to say that this
sea,son promises to be one of the best on
recorU. Land there is now inconsiderable demand. The Government cannot
say that their attention has not been
directed to the possi1bilities in that particul,ar part of Victoria. About twelve
months ago, ,a Oommittee inspected this
area, and it was shown in its report that,
by Tunninga railway line from the
Ouyen-Murrayville line, from Linga or
Boinka, due north for a di.stance of 40
miles, then turning the line west at ,a
point opposite N oWiangi or Carwarp, and
continuing it, a total distance of a,bout
90 miles, about 1,700,000 acres .of the best
Mallee wheat land would be opened up
for settlement. The railway, on official
figures, ,c·ould have been made at a cost of
about £3,200 per mile. The Statp. Rivers
and Water Supply Department gave the
assurance that an adequate stock and
dome.stic supply could be obtained and
delivered over the area from the Murray.
To the best of my knowledge ,and belief,
the Government ,have taken no steps to
open up that particular tract of country.
Mr. LAWSoN.-That is not true.
Mr. OLD.-When the Premier made
his policy speech ,at Oastlemaine he
never mc-mtioned that important province
at -all, that is, if the report in the Oastlemaine llewsp~per is correct. I have read
it carefully. The land is eminently suitable for settlement, provided it i,s given
railway facilities and a water suppIy.
Mr. LAwsoN.-The Minister of Landd
told you last night what is the position
of that matter.
Mr. OLD.-The Minister of Lands
~tated that it w,as intended to refer tbt'
lJuestion of the construction of about 15
miles of railway beyond Bolton and
abou t 5 6'r 6 mi.les beyond PiangiJ
to the R.ailways Standing Oommittee.
I "know the land in that locality
vel'y woll. -because it is just at my back
door.
This Government have f'ailed
lamentably in not making use of their
lands there. They had a golden oppor-

qualification certifi'cates in their ,pockets
but no land to go 'on. I remember how
we cheered our boys when they went
away, ,and .told them they would get ,a
faIr deal on their return. I .fancy I ,can
hear the cheering still; but what are we
d0ing ? We certainly have settled a certRin number of them on the land, but we
have neglected the opportunity of
settling, 'at least, 1,000 more at t.he
expense of less than £1,000,000 on
l'ailwayconstruction ,and w,ater .supply.
As I have, already pointed out, the
novernment had this particular ,prov'incespecially brought un.der their notice.
yet they have done nothing, and I submit
that thev are jus.tlv entitlerl to be
conside1'ied a disc!l"edited Administration by the electors of Victoria. The
result of the elections has demonstrated that of the three parties
that went to the eountry the Olle that
suffered most at the hand!:l of the electors
was the so-called National paTty. I am
not complaining; as some honorable members have done, ,about them opposin·g candidates in various electorates. I do not
blame anyone for 130ming into my electorate, and I do not, blame the Farmers
Union for going into other electorates.
It. is a. free oountry, and, a,S! the Assistant Minis.ter .of Agriculture knows, I
went down and spoke in his electorate.
,Mr. ANGUs.-And got me several votes.
Mr. OLD.-I do not think I am getting
the honorable gentleman very many 00nigh t. I will leave the question of the
North M'aHee l'and, except for saying that'
there are certain grazing areas along the
Murray and various other grazing areas
8cattered right through Victoria.
Last
session we had a LUl~d Bill, which was
amongst the slaughtered innocents.
I
wanted an amendment placed in that Bill
to provide that every soldier settler who
was granted a grazing area lease should
have the opportunity, during the first two.
years of his occupancy, of selecting a living area out of hi8 holding. There are
something like thirty-four of these settlers
in my electorate. I have introduced them
as deputations to t,he Minister, and the
Ministry is considering the position. In
any amending Land Bill that is brought"
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before us, I want it to be provided that
these men shall have the right to select
an agricultural allotment within their
land, so that they can make a p.ermanerit
home on their grazing lease. The site of
the agricultural allotment would be determined by a representative of the :Ministel' of Lands and the applicant, in order
to· protect the public interest. I do not
mean to say that a man should have the
right to select 640 acr:es, or thereabouts,
on the banks of the Murray, in a place
that would be the site of some future irrigation scheme. On every grazing holding of 7,000 acres thelre is some spot that
could be mutually agreed upon, where the
settler could ·build his home.
That
would be in the interests of permanent
dettlement.
Mr. ANGus.-Would you give a man
t.he right to choose between an irrigated
::tnd a dry area?
Mr. OLD.----.Yes; provided the laud was
suitable for irrigation. I sincerely trust
that the Government will see their way,
in the interests of the Boldiers who are
settled on these lands, to do something on
the lines I have indicated. The Government would be able to protect themselves,
because they need not agree to the settler
taking . any site if it would be inimical to
public interests. I now want to say a
word or two about the Murray waters
~cheme.
On 7th September last, when
speaking in the House on this subjent, 1
saidThere is one item in Supply, "State Rivers
nnJ Wa.ter Supply Commission," that I should
like to say a few words upon. It behoves the
Government to make a move with the object
(I~ arriving at a. settlement of t,he dispute that
has existed for some time in connexion with
workmen engaged on :this side of the Murray.
V\' e have the unfortunate spectacle of the Murray W aters A~reement being held up owing to
:l dispute as to the rates to be paid on each
side of the river to the workmen. It is an unfortunate circumstance. We have plenty of
water just now, but in a few months' time
wr~ter will be scarce, and we, in the northern
areas, know how necessary it is to conserve
water, and to push on with water conservation
works. It seems absurd that on one side of
th~ river the men engaged on these works
should be paid 12s., and on the other side
14s. 3d. The New South Wales Government
had a Basic Wage Commission sitting, and
they made a rer.ommendation that the basic
wage should be £3 17s. a week. Our Govern,ment do not appear to be making any effort
to overcome the deadlock. There is but one
remedy, and that is to appoint one constructing
authority for the whole of the work. In that
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way the difficulty could be overcome, beca.use
basic wage would be fixed for the whole of
the workers. The present trouble, mea.ns a.
los:.; of about six months on the Torumba.rry
weir.

a,

Up tOo the present, wOork has been suspended for about nine ·months.
If the Government wait until the men on
thi~ side agree to take a lower wage ihey may
have to wait a long time. They should 'certainly try to arrive at some solution of the
difficulty.

Mr. HOGAN.-Those men are still on
strike.
!
Mr. OW.-Unfortunately the honorable member for Oollingwood is absent
just now. He gave us the 810mewhat pitiable spectacle yesterday of an honorable
member of this House making an absolute
buffoOlL of himself.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-He was only doing a
little Oabinet-making.
Mr. OLD.-I su'ppose we are all inclined at times to pose as Oabinet makers
or destroyers. All I have to say is that,
after hearing the honorable member's
speeeh, I am not at all surprised that he
failed to get the Labour selection for Collingwood. It is quite apparent to me that
there is something wanting when a man
wiIi descend to the tactics the honorable
member descended to in trying to the
ut-mlost to belittle thel members of the
Oountry party. We came in here a cleanhanded Ipa'my, and our motives are as
pure as the stars. W'e object to any member attempting ,to belittle our efforts, and
trying tOo make fools Oof the who,le of the
members of our party, as the honorable
member did without success.
Mr.OLouGH.-The honorable mem,ber
for -Collingwood is here now.
:Mr. OLD.-I do not beg his pal'don for
saying what I have said.
If he likes to
have a look at it in If a,nsard) it will bo
open to him to do .SlO. Honorable members have asked what reasons we have
given as tOo why they should displac'e
thp, ·present Lawson Administration for
thp. purpose of putting into power a
Farmers Union Administration.
Mr. J. W. BILI~SON (Fitzroy).-It
would be interesting if JOU were to tell us
why some of your members spoke in
favour of an amendment and then voted
against it.
Mr. OLD.-I have seen some extraordinary votes within the last hour or two
in this Ohamber. I have seen something
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I had never expected to see when ·1 ent2red Viotorian politics.
·Mr. SOLLY.-Y,ou now have some idea
of what the N atio()tnal Government is?
Mr. OLD.-Yes. I think I have. I
all.! quite sure I can say that our party
has demonstrated on t1le floor of this
Houst. thaot we are not up for sale in any
way. We have made a charge against the
Government that they have failed in
savel'al of their administrativ~ capacities.
~1r. OLOUGH.-The weakness is that
yon have not made the charge yet.
l\fr. OLD.-Does the honorable member mean to say that, when I make the
statement that :owing to the inability of
tht~
Railway Department to supply
manure trucks 180,000 acres in the northwest Mallee went without manure, that is
These are some
not a serious charge?
of the reasons, in addition to those given
by the honorable member for Rodney,
why, in my opinion, the Government have
lost the confidence of this House. I place
first and foremost the railway muddle,
be~au!:";e it affects, in a most particular
manner, every country electorate.
By
militating against production, it means
a loss to the w{3alth of Victoria.
Mr. OLOUGH.-I have heard the honorable member for Gunbower say the
same thing; and now he is in the Government.
:Mr. OL\D.-Poli.tics make strange bedfellows.· Again, the Government have
failed to develolp the N oI'lth-western
MaHee soldier settlement. They haye
likewi'se failed to go on with the Murray
Waters scheme. We had the s-pe.ctacle of
the Premieil" out-Heil"oding Herod with regaI'ld to the resumption clause in the
Murray Waters Bill. I well recollect the
indignation of the honorable member for·
Gunbower on that occasion. J also saw a
wire where it was stated that the Government had decided to drop the resumption
cLmse, after I had told them in the House
that they could rely on the unswerving
opposi tion of the V ictorian Farmers
Un,ion if they attempted to place it on
tho statute-book.
The Murray Waters
scheme has been held up owing to the
limited outlook of the Government and
their inability to recognise the fact that
the increased cost of living justifies an
increase of wages under certain circum.tances.
Then there was the a:bsurd
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limitation attached to the Public Service
Bill. For these and other reasons, the
Government deserve to be censured by
honorable members. One other failure
of the Government has been commented
on by honorable members.
In regard
to this matter, the honorable member for
Gunbower has a particular interest. I
refer to the far-famed phosphate manure
site. case. I brought this matter up in
the House in A. ugust last, and the then
honorable member for Prahran, who was
Assistant Mini'ster of Lands, stated, in
reply to me, that there was suitable land
available at Geelong. To show the influence of parties in politics, and on the
moulding of the administration o.f certain Departments, I would point out that
a few days a;fter I had asked that question
in the House, the hOl1orable member for
Gunbower introduced a deputation to
the self-same Minister on the self-same
subject; and the Minister who had
assured me on the floor of this House
that there was suitable land available 'at
Geelong, told the honorable member for
Gunbower that such land was not available-that they would have to get 'a site
elsewhere.
Mr. ANGus.-We convinced him. It
only shows the weakness of you~ argument.
Mr. OLD:-The honorable member for
Gunbower is now in a position to assist
materially in realizing hi,s ideals. I do
not hear him advocating the cause of the
purely co-operative phosphate company.
Mr. HANNAH.-He is not allowed to
speak too o.ften nOw, you know. He is
on the Treasury bench, and instead of
speaking he will act.
lir. OLD.-If he 'acts it will be all
right. The Phospha.te COl-operative Coonpany are hung up still, and are without
a site for the,ir works. For the reasons I
havel s.ta..te.d, I submit that this Govell'nment no 10lnge!r possesses the confidence
of the House.
l!r. MURPHY.-The amendment to
the motion for the adoption of the Address-in-Reply was somewhat f·eebly
moved by the Leader of the Farmers
Union party in this House; but i·t has
been very strongly supported by the honorable member for Swan Hill. Had the
honorable member for Swan Hill had
the handling of the amendment at the
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comme.ncement, the .position of the
}'armers Union party would, in my
opinion, have been greatly strengthened.
The trouble is that the Farmers Union
members have looked at the matter as it
affects the farmers and farming interests
almost exclusively. I, as a representative of an industrial community, ask
myself, on a variety of grounds, whether
I have any confidence in the Government. I ask myself who the gentlen;ten
were who, when an effort was put forward by the men employed at the gasworks to obtain a living wage of 14s. a
day, established a Labour Bureau in 001..:
lins-street, and called for "scabs" . Was
it not a member of the present Ministry
who volunteered to go down to the metropolitan gasworks, take off his coat, and
work in -order to show his loyalty to the
" scabs" ? We know it was.
Mr. SOLLY.-Why, he could not carry
a bag of wheat.
Mr. 1I1URPHY.-The Minister to
whom I refer is in another place, and, as
the honorable member for Oarlton interbag
jected, if he attempted to carry
of wheat he would go under quick and
l.ively.
The Ministry undoubtedl! did
all they could during the gas strIke to
further the interests of the gas companies as against the men who were seeking a redress of their grievances. They
were, therefore, responsible in a large
measure for the unemployment .~hat ensued in various ways. Twenty thousand
workers were thrown out of employment
in Melbourne. The Ministry adopted a
tolerant attitude towards the shutting
down by many companies of -their works
at the behest of the Ohamber of Manufactures, and other capitalistic associations.
The Flinders-lane crowd, the
Ohamber of Manufactures, and the big
concerns associated with them, received
the sympathy of the occupants of t~e
Treasury bench.
The Government dId
all th0Y ,possibly could to down the
worker. That has been the position as
long as I have known the Ministry during the last three years. If the Government ask me for mv confidenre, they have
it-in t.he form I have indicated. We
know that the Dunlop Rubber Oompany
employs 4,000 hands, and that they could
get electrical power.
When they shut
their works in the faces of theu em-
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ployees, they as a company were .aware
that they had the sympathy of thIS Government. It is plain to be seen how
the Government had been the tool of the
Ohamber of Manufactures, and of the
other associated capitalistic bodies. What
have they done to improve the condition
of the people? We know that the people
have been robbed by profiteers. At the
b8hest of the Opposition, the Government
appointed a Fair Profits Oomm,ission.
We all recollect what occurred last June
in connexion with the report on the Ballarat woollen mills. The Premier gave
a lame, halting explanation.
He must
have thought he was speaking to school
children. It was true that those mills
were making 90 per cent. profit.
The
Fair Profits Oommission recommended
that the outside profit should be 30 per
cent.
The Government sent back the
Oommission's report for reconsideration.
The Oommission told the Govermnent
they would not alter it. What happened
then? The Government sat quietly by;
and we have heard only paltry excuses
for their failure to enforce the recommendations of the Fair Profit·s Oommission. The excuses given would appeal
only to a body of~ senseless children. For
years past, the people of this country
have been robbed, yet 'We are asked to
have confidence in the Government. We
are told that they are going to do something. They are a promising Government.
The Government has been pr.omising
thjngs for the last three years. I believe that it contains one man whom we
might expect something from, but, as for
the re8t, they are the most "promising"
lot of J\1:inistl~rs that could be found.
They would premise the stars. They
have been promising the farmers that
they would do this and that, while thC'y
have also promised that they would do
something for those in the industrial
movement, but they have not carried ont
their promise. During the gas strike we
found that men, supposed to be reputable
in the commercial world, and who gave.
£20, £30, and £50 to patriotic funds, had
been robbing the pubEc, dipping thE ir
hands in as far as they could. Ordel's
were given for the prosecution of Dank~,
and three 01' four others, but the Government sat quietly by and did nothing. In
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that way they neglected their responsibilities and duties to the people of this
country. They say that a man, accompanying another, who commits a crime,
is equally responsible. The Government
have seen crime committed, and they had
the power to put it down, but they have
done nothing. Tlhey simply condoned
the whole thing. Yet the Government
ask for the confidence of members. Now
let me refer particularly to the Treasurer of this country. I saw a cartoon
m Punch, in which a certain member of
the Ministry was represented, leading a
fat lamb by a string, and I thought how
very appropriate it would be if another
Minister had been included with his back
turned to a poor widow and a few starving chi14ren appe1aling' to him for assistance. Tha,t is what has occurred. Poor
children have gone to! their graves because
we have had men sitting on the Treasury
bench incapable of feeling for them. One
of those Ministers w,as a man who, three
years ago, helped to take 20 per cent. from
the charitable institutions of this country.
Certain orphanages were getting, for each
child, £4 a year, o:r Is. 6d. a week, and
20 per cent. was deducted from that. Those
orphanages are trying ~ to do some good
to the poor unfortunate childl"en left in
their custody. The miserable part of th8
whole thing is that those institutions had
representatives going round the country
looking after the welfare of the poor
little children, and in the time of Sir
.c\lexander Peacock those people were provided with railway passes, but the miserable Lawson Ministry took the passes
away, and said, " Let the children starve,
or be ill-treated. It is' no business ()f
ours." There was one gentleman in the
Ministry who has now retired from this
chamber, and he felt that it was so degrading that he himself provided railwD.Y
passes for those people. He felt the thing
so acutely that for twelve months he' paid
for the pa~es out of his own pocket. That
man was outvoted by the paltry miserable
politicians sitting alongsi<;le of him in the
Government. Yet we are' asked to have
confidence in that crowd. Think of the
unfortunate women who received a
meagre pittance of 6s. and 7s. a week
for boarded-out children. Sometimes they
had five or six little ones to attend to.
Mr. Murphy.
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At 5.30 in the morning many of thern
had to leave their homes and go to the
Railway Department, and other public \
offices, cleaning, and they did the same
in the evening in order to supplement the
few paltry shillings that they got from
the Government, and try to rear the children in some sort of respectabili,ty. When
we moved to increase the allowance recently, did we get any member from the
N e+tionalist party to assist us ~ No. HoweiVeT, to their credit be it said, four members of the Farmers party voted with
our side and gave expression to the
charitable aspirations within them.. Yet
we are asked to have confidence in this
Government. , How can any reputable
man have confidence in such a Government? It is a Government that has behind it an the tragedy of the death of infant~" and the exploitation of people that
they have not put down. Moreover, an
the blacklegs and scabs of the community
came together in Collins-street and Wel"O
controlled by them at the time of the gas
strike. As the representative of an industrial community I am supposed to
vote for such a Government as this. Not
me. I wish I could kick ,them out. I
would do everything to tear them off the
Treasury bench, because they are not
worthy to sit there. I am giving expressio'll to the faith that is in me. During
the past three years they ha,ve done absolutely nothing for the industrial community. I do not know that the Farmers
party would do much better but I would
like to give them an ,opportu~ity, because,
if they do not prove any better, I would
ayail myself of the next opportunity to
kIck them out.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Do not forget the
Railways Classification Board and the
Public Service Bill.
Mr. MURPHY.-The Railways Classification Board was forced from them because the railway men took it intol their
~eads to consolidate and organize.
It
IS only through or-ganiza tion tha t they
obtain.ed what they have got at the present tIme. As far as the Public Servi~e
is· concerned, why, within the past six
months, there was a returned soldier
working in the Government offices for
less than £3 a week. That is their
patriotism. A member of the Ministry
said that man's ,wages were supple-
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mented by something else he was receiving. What has that to do with it?
Should he not be paid for the labour he
is giving? Again we have heard of aU
the Ministry has done for the returned
soldiers. We have heard from the
Leader of the Farmers party what the
Government has done so far as settling
returned soldiers on the land is COIleerned. I would go further and ask what
they have done for the returned soldier
who is an artisan, and who has an equal
right to the man on the land to proper
treatment.
The Government have done
abso1lutely nothing for him, and as far as
my constituency is concerned, "~nathe~a"
is the word tha,t shDuld·be apphed agamst
the Government.
They have dedined to
accept any responsibility fOor the soldiers
in Port Melbourne.
A member of the
Government asked members of the: Labour
party in Port Melbourne to allow hini to
spe.ak: at the Town Hall there in faVDur
of recruiting. That gentleman was Mr.
Donald Mackinnon, and at that meeting
he made promises to the men who were
expecting to get away. He told them
that as a. member QiJ the' GOovernment,
he ~ould say that ~werything possible
would be done fOT them when they returned.
What have the Government
done ~
Nothing.
Mr. OMAN.-We have done more for
the soldiers here than has been dOlJ1.e for
soldiers in any other part of the world.
Mr. MUR,PHY.-The Government
have done absolutely nothing fDr them.
Five hundred applications were put in by
returned soldiers in Port Melbourne who
wished to get hOlmes for themselves.
The Ministe;r may say that it is
a matter fOor the Repatriation Department; but that Department must
have land to erect the houses Qn,
and the Gove,rnment have 1,500 acres
for sale at Fishermen's Bend. The Government were Shylocks in their arrangement with the Repatriation Department,
and: asked £850 an acre for the land.
The Repatiation Department considered
the valuation too high.
True to the instincts within them, the Government
would nDt make a sacrifice of Is. fDr the
benefit of the returned sDldiers. What
becomes of all the patriotism that was
given expression to ~ We do not see it
put into operation by the Government
and those assDciated with them.
They
have declined to do anything for the men
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who went away to &acrifice their lives to
preserve to the Government the rights
they had in this community.
Those men
believed that they were going away to
fight for small natiOons and the. preservatIOn of their own country. The hills of
Gallipoli and the fields Df Franoe are
sanctified with their blood. The flesh and
blood the~ laid down fOor the GDvernment
have been cOompleteJy forgOotten. I am
sorry that I ha,ve only O'ne vote, but it
will be recorded against the Government.
If I had 1,000 VOotes they would all be
given against them.
Mr. MORL,EY.-I was elected for the
Barwon constituency as an independent
candidate.
I said at every meeting that
I intended to VDte for measures and not
for mell, and up tOo the present I have
vO'ted in accordance with my declaratiOon.
Mr. SNowBALL.-There have not been
many measures.
Mr. MORLEY.-FDr the few days that
I have been here I must say that I am
disgusted tOo see the HOous@ going Dn in
the way it is.
I feel that this matter
cOould Ii'ave been disposed of in tWQi days.
The honOorable member fO'r Rodney has
submitted his motion olf censure, and,
as a new recruit to politics, I have
listened attentively to. every speaker who
has addressed himself to' this matter. The
hDnorable' member said he wanted to put
the Government OIut because the Premier
went into his electorate and spoke ,against
him. The Pre:inier came to my electorate
and spoke against me.
He brought with
him all the mem hers Df the Ministry he
could get, and, in addition, sOome other
members Df the House came into my constituency and spoke against me. They
were nOot successful. I was elected a,gainst
the Farmers Union and the GDvernment
candidate. As I said, I am he·re to vo,te
fOor measures. I said Dn the public platform that there was fighting going o.n
amongst the Government supporters fDr
Dffice, and I find nQiW that it is too true.
Of all the speeches I have he·ard in this
debate, the Oonly Q1ne that appealed tOo me
was that .of the honorable member for
Flemington. -His speech was one of the
finest I have heard. His idea of elective
Ministries accords with my own.
Mr. CLOUGH.-He said nDthing abOout
them.
Mr. MORLEY.-Yes, he did.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-He is opposed to
c18{'tive Ministries.
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Mr. MORLEY.-In reference to the
schools, we had a statement from the
Treasure'r, whQ said that more money had·
been expended in the past year than in
any previous year, and that for the next
year the Government intended to spend
still mOIre money.
I feel that I must
support the Government, because the
FarmerB party have not convinced me
that the Government have done anything
to justify their removal from the
Treasury bench.
Mr. CLOUGH.-After the experience
we had this afternoon, it would be unfortunate if this debate closed now.
The SPEAKER.-I think the honorable member has already spoken.
He
seconded the amendment of the honorahle
member for Port Fairy.
Mr. CLOUGH.-That does not debar
me.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member seconded the amendment of the honorable member for Port Fairy, and cannot speak again.
Mr. HOGAN.-I submit, l\1r. Speaker,
that the question before the Chair when
the hon/orable member spoke was the
amendment of the honorable member for
Port Fairy.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member for Bendigo East seconded that
amendment. An amendment is not before
the Chair until it is seconded.
Mr. ROGE'RlS.-I want to say a few
·words before the vote is taken.
The
amendment submitted bv the honorable
member for Rodney rerdinds me of a noconfidence motion which was moved a few
years ago by the Labour party in this
House. We were told at that time by the
press and people outside that we were
pretty impudent to attempt to flecure the
r01ns of Government when we did not
have the numbers. A number of members,
however, sitting on the l\1inisterial side
of the House voted with us, and our
Leader was called upon to form a GoThe next day the "little
vernment.
birdies" came together, and without giving the new Government an opportunity
to propose anything ousted them from
office. At that time the Labour party
had nineteen members. Now we hayc a
party of thirteen, which has been only a
few weeks in the House, submitting a
no-confidence .motion in the Government.
T f the amendment were carried the
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Farmers Union would be exactly in
the same position as the Labour party
was on the occasion I have referred to.
If we support the Farmers Union that
party will be entirely at our mercy, but
it has shown by its vote on the amendments which we have submitted that it
is not favorable to a single plank in the
Laihour party',s platform. The F.arme,rs
Union had their opportunity to-day. but
it hafl convinced me that it is worse than
the present Ministerial party. The bulk
of the profiteering that has taken place
during the last four or five years lies at
the door of the Farmers Union. The
members of that Union in this House are
t.rying to do here what that party has
done in the Federal Parliament, where it
holds the balance of power. In the Commonwealth P.arliament it has been able
to wring from Mr. Hughes very. much
more than it could have obtained if it had
not had that advantage. The action of
the Farmers Union will result in the
price of bread being raifled from 15 to
20 per cent. next month, and that with
a record harvest.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The same
thing can be said wi thregard to New
South Wales, where there is a Labour
Ministry.
Mr. ROGERIS.-I am not talking
about New South Wales. Members of
the Farmers Union talk about the world's
parity. They will get the world's parity
in the next three or four months. To-day
wool and hides are practically unsaleable.
Why ? Not becam~e the people cannot use
them here, but because the world's parity
has dropped. The moan with money here
,"vould export them if he could, but he
knows it is not wise to do so. Only in
the last two or three days we have had
an indication of the world's parity. Honora'ble members know that in America
wheat is practically unsaleable at 7s. 3d.
per bushel, while the holders of wheat in
Am:tralia are robbing the consumers by
charging 9s.a bushel, and this, too, in
spite of the fact, as I have said,· that we
never had such a prolific harvest in Australia before. l\1aize in America is 2s.
11d. a bushel. The farmers have stored
up maize in Gippsland, and want lOs. a
bm:hel for it. They will have to take
their gruel because the world's market
has dropped. The same thing can be said
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The SPEAKER.-The honorable memwith regard to oats, for which ls. Sd. per
bushel is asked in America to-day. .still ber has already spoken on the original
the growers want an Oat Pool" not for the amendment.
purpose of getting the world's parity, but
}lr. HANNAH.-Not On the amendto rob the buyer of oats in Victoria. IDtnt of the honorable member for RodThe farmers have done the same thing ney.
with all that they produce. They raised
l'he SPEAKER.-Yes.
the price of butter in the best season they
Mr. HANNA!H.-Then I should like
ever had. Owing to the balance of power to make a statement by way of a personal
being held by the representatives of the explanation. During the whole of this
Farmers Union in the Federal Parli,a- debate I have been in the cham,ber, exment they have increased prices in Vio- cept on the odd occasions when I have
toria by froOm 40 to 50 per cent. If the been called away, but I was unfortunately
members of the Labour party would ac- absent when the honorable member for
cept my advice they would, after telling Swan Hill took upon himself the task of
those sitting OIl the Ministerial side of trying to get back upon me because of
the House what ,they think of them, leave something I said last evening which he
the chamber, and allow those who re- considered unfair to his party. I have
main to :fight out their own battles.
been in this House for a considerable
Mr. OLD.-Is that the \vay you would time, and have never yet been accused in
jus'tify your existence ~
this chamber, with any degree of success,
MT. R.oGERS.-That is the course I of saying a word unfairly about a fellow
'H1aving
member or against any party.
woul~ take at any rate. We are in an
unfortunate position. We do not believe the oourage of my convictions, what I
in either of the parties on the Ministerial have wanted to say, I have said, just as
Ride of the House.
We think, if any- I would on the platform in my own electhing, a Farmers Union G<?vernment torate. The honora.ble member for Swan
would be worse than. the present one. We Hill so fa.r forgot himself as to attack
know very w~n that they will come to- a feHnw member in the following regether during the next week or two. We marks:Mr. OLD.-Unfortunately the honorable
saw a few days ago that the representa- member
for Collingwood is absent just now.
tives of the Farmers Union were success- He gave us the somewhat pitiable spectacle
yesterday
of an honorable member of this
ful in getting one of their membp.rs appointed to the Railways Standing Oom- House making an absolute buffoon of himself.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-He was only doing a little
mittee.
That position was evidently c;al:Jinet making.
wrung out of the Ministerialists.
Mr. OLD.-I suppose we are all inclined
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The Farmers at times to pose as Cabinet makers or destroyers. All I have to say is that, after
Ul1ion went into the Oaucus to get that. hearing the honorable member's speech, I am
Mr. ROGERS.-The . Farmers Union not at all surprised that he failed to get the
It is
selected their man and the Government, L3,lboUir s'elCct.i;on ',for C.ollingwood.
apparent to me that there is something
fearful that the party of thirteen might quite
wanting when a man will descend to the
b8 able tQ injure them, agreed -to his ap- tactics the honorable member descended to
pointment tv the Oommittee. I do not in trying to the utmost to belittle the memblame the members of the Farmer~ Union. bers of the Country p'arty. We came in here
a clean-handed party, and our motives are as
They are .all pledged to get as much as pure as the stars. We object to any memthey possibly can for the people who sent ber attempting to belittle our efforts and
thorn here. Members of the Labour party tryin~ to make fools of the whole of the
members of our party, as the honorable memare in the same position, but the represen- ber
did without success.
tatives of the Farmers Union cannot conMr. CLOUGH.-The honorable member for
vince me that they are h('re to look after Collingwood is here now.
Mr. OLD.-·I do not beg his pardon for
the interests of the Labour party. I know
sayil1~ what I have said.
If he likes to have
they are not. Unfortunately, I have to tt look at it in Hansard. it will be open to
record my vote either for the Government him to do so.
or the Farmers Union, but I would sooner ,"Vhen I selected the honorable member
walk out of the House and allow the two for Swan Hill fnr the position of JY,[inister
of Agriculture, I said that he was a man
parties to :fight their own battle.
with a qig constituency and a big outMr. HANNAH rose to speak.
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look. I still say that, but it appears .that
he has also a sensitive imagination. I am
rather sorry that I did not also give him
a 'portfolio as Minister for Trivialities. I
believed that he was capable of occupying a more important position, but I
regret that I made a mistake in selecting him for such an important position
I believe
as I did select him for.
that the motives of many
of the
honorable members
associated
with
the
honorable member for
Swan
Hill were, when they came in here,
"as pure as the stars," but they have
not been very pure these last few days.
I may tell the honorable member for
Swan Hill t'bat the men .and women who
elected me to sit for Collingwood ha.ve
as much brains as the men and women
who returned him, and I want to say that
at no time will I beg his pardon. He is
certainly a new member with great ambitions, but when be has been here as
long as I have he will know that it is
wise to speak at the prO'per time ¥d il"!.
the proper place. On this occasion he
spoke slightly out of his turn. I defy
bim, or any honorable member, to' say
that I cast ridicule on any individual. I
'said, and I repeat, that I originul1y welcomed the members of the IPa.rmers party
into this ..tlouse, and said that there was
need for mo·re men to look directly after
the interests of the farmer. But wbNl
3,' new man believes. almost before he gets
here, that he has a right to sit on the
Treasury bench, I have the right to say
whether, in my judgment, he should or
~hould not be allowed to get there.
I
believe the time of the honorable member for Swan Hill has not come yet, 'and
I do not beg the honorable member's
pardon for holding that belief. I deny
that I lampooned any member of this
House. I may tell the honO'rable member for Swan Hill that I am well able
to loO'k after myself and to look afte·r the
iuterests of those who returned me. I
have been for sixteen years a member of
this House, first as a member for the
Railway service, and afterwards as representative of the men and women of Collingwood, and the honoraole memher will
do well if, after having been here for
that time, he can show the same record
in regard to the legislation of this country as I can.
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my vote on this occasiO'n will not put them
out. I was asked during my election
campaign if I was prepaI"ed to give the
Lawson Government support, and I said
that I was, upon questions which I
thought affected the country. I recognised
that a n€IW party, SOl far as the country
was concerned, was wanted in this
Parliament. . The amendment launched
by' the Leader of the Farmers Union'
party, in plain, rugged language, was
launched with a good deal of sincerity
a.nd, of course, is entitled to be treated
with the respect that it deserves, and the
spirit that prompted the honorable memher to move it, as he believed, in the
interests of the c·ountry. . If I were a
rBpresentative of this city, I would, of
course, look upon my duties largely with
an industrial eye, and I might imagine
that nobody in the State of Victoria but
the people in the city wanted help. Probably, I would do "all that I could on
their behalf. I come from a part of the
State in portions of which the people
are just as hadly circumstanced in getting
a living as aTe the people in the city, and
they need from this Chamber legislative
help, which I have always endeavoured to
g-~ve them. The me.n who have launched
this amendment are members of a. Country
party. On the same side of the House
t,here is the National party, which was
created during the war, and still on the
same side are a certain number of members, also N at.ionalists, but who are apparently discontented. This is the first
time in the history of this State that
we have ha.d what is purely a Country
party, and if the honorable member for
Hodney succeeds in carrying his amendment he will get my support on any measures which will make for the more rapid
development of the State. As I have .said.
there' are people struggling in· parts of
my constituency without roads a.nd without railways. They get ve·ry little legislative help'.
But little money is spent
in their localities. They are a deserving
people, and it is probable they would
get assistance if the Country party were
strengthened. \Vhile I say that I am not
unmindful of the work that the Government have done, I would have turned this
Government. out before n()fW.
I would
have done SOl at the time of the passing
of the Metropolitan Tramways Act. One
of the p-'reatest robberies 'ever perpetr::tted
Mr. McLACHLAN .-1 did not put in the history of this country took place
the Lawson Government into p<?wer, and at that time. I t was done in this House
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by thirty-five votes to twenty-seven.
Ministerial members who supported the
nationalizing of the trams, or, in other
words, the owning by the State of the
street railways, were Mr. Carliele, Mr.
Everard, M.:r. \Veaver, Mr. A. F.
Cameron, Major Baird, and Mr. Toutcher.
These men stood for the interests of the
country. We know how materially our
railways affect the interests Of the State.
There was an opportunity to ease the
burden on the peO'ple in the country, as
well as; in all probability, to find mDney
for the development Df railways in the
country. Despite that fact, the measure
to which I refer was assisted through this
, House by representatives of country constituencies. But for their help the Bill
would never have got through. It was
got through in spite of a clause inserted
on the initiat.ive of the honorable member for Daylesford. I thought when that
clause was carried that the Premier would
resign, but he did not. At a la,ter stage
the clause was resubmitted and again
carried. Eventually, the matters in dispute were remitted to a Committee of
both Houses, and the clause was rubbed
out. Wh.y, I dO' not knDw. Had the hO'narable member for Daylesford stood up to
that clause, within seven years of the
passing of the measure the whole. position
could have been reviewed. The chances
are that public opinion and political
opinion would have matured, and there
would have been no doubt in the future
as to who was to be the ,owner of the
trams.
Mr. McLEoD.-That clause was wiped
out by the Upper House.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-I do not know
how it was wiped Dut. I was not given a
chance to sit on that CDmmittee,thqugh
I have taken an interest in the matter for
many years. Had the honorable member for Daylesford held strongly to the
position he took up, the tramways-and
they are really par.t of the railways system
of Victoria-would have been held bv the
State of VictDria. HDwever, they have
gone, and our railways have to be carried
on successfully in the absence O'f a contribution through the tramways from the
people of the metropolis. An injustice
was done to this country by the Premier
and those who assisted him in .getting
that measure through.
I stated at the
time that it would lead to an increase of
freights and fares. The Treasurer. in his
pre-Budget statement predicted a surplus
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for next year.
I do not know how he
is gO'ing to arrive ata surplus in view of
the competition the railways have to face
.from the street railways.
Melbourne's
contribution from that source is cut out
o·f the general railway revenue of the
State.
Mr. SNowBALL.-The Treasurer did nDt
forecast a surplus.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-If I read his
speech aright, he fDrecasted a small surplus ne~t year.
But, in my opinion,
there is likely to be a deficit of £500,000
next year. I do nOot object to reasonable
freights and fares, but I do O'bject to' the
country being penalized through the
action of this Parliament. Some other
way of raising revenue besides increasing
taxation in this way to the country
people might have been found.
No
wonder a Country party has come into
existence. . It can justify its existence.
A party to look after country interests
in Victoria is needed. The other evening
the hDnorable member fO'r Rodney made
a reference to soldier settlement. Now.
I have had sDmething to' do with that
question, and I think that, on the whole,
the GDvernment are to be congratulated
on the successful efforts they have made
to settle soldiers on the land. They have
been untiring in their effDrts. The Ministers associated wi,th the settlement of
501diers and the ClO'ser Settlement Board
are deserving of every credit, and credit
must be given where credit is due. They have endeavoured to secure large areas
encircled by roads and railways. I regard
that as a better policy than sending men
away into the far parts of the State,
. where they would be withDut roads 001'
railways. We promised the soldiers, when
they went away to fight for thi~ country
-and they gave the best that was in
them-that Dn their return thev would
receive the best at our hands. Those men
did not come from. the far back Dortions
o:f Victoria. The great bulk of them came
from the country centres and the metropolis. It is natural that men should
expect, Dn their return, tOo be g-iven land
in their own locali.ties. Local land for
local soldiers. Large estates have been cut
up. and men have been s,ettled a be,tte,r
policy, as I have said, than pla~ing them
on the far~back areas of the State. Only
the other day the Oowners O'f Kilmany
Park Estate in Gippsland were notified
that the Government were t.aking the
land over by compulsion.
That is an
l
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estate comprising about 90,000 acres.

A

good numher of soldiers can be settled
there.
The Commonwealth authorities

estimated that upwards of 5,000 men, returning to Victoria, would want land.
The Commonwealth quota is wrong.
The

s'cheme

has

been

made

very

attractive as far as Victoria is concerned.
I do not think any other State in the
Oommonwealth has done as well. I do not
know that Canada, the United States of
America or Great Britain has ,placed a
more attra.ctive programme before its
people, from a land stand-point, or has
dome more than Victoria" for the soldiers.
I do not a[ree with the honorable member for Rodney'S statement that the Government and the Closer Settlement
Board have not done as much for the
returned men as they might have done.,
I think that .the Oloser Settlement
Boaord and the Government have done
exceedingly well. The s'cheme has ibeen
made so' attractive that prob-ably
13,000 soldiers will want land. That
is a very f.air propoTtion of the
number that went away. Up t.ill October
last 6,000 men had been settled, and land
has .been available for 2,239 more.
One rhillion two hundred and fifty
thousand acres have been purchased
at a cost of
nearly £10,000,000,
and the advances that have been made
to soldiers went up to £1,667,000.
We have to place our estimate on wha't
has been done, and ask whether, in the
circumstances, the Government. are enti tIed to .praise or blame. If there had
been any shortcomings with regard to' land
settlement, then the Government would
have no right to remain on the Tre'asury
bench one minute. On the contrary, I
think that up to the present the work has,
on the whole, been well done. , There is
still a great deal more to be done. No
scheme will be perfect, and there will be
. compl'aints; but :there ('an be no complaint because of want of intelligence and
want of activity on the part of the Board.
I cannot fall into line with the mover of
the motion as regards his statements con('erning soldier settlement. Neither can
I agree with hjm in regard to the J\t[or~vell
scheme. There is an inexhaustible supply of brown 'coal there which shoul~
supply Melbourne with power, and UltImately drive all its machinery.
That
will be 'a good thing for this State. It
Mr. McLachlan.
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will be a good thing for Gippsland. It
is going to open up Gip1?sland, .and lead
to the establishment of IndustrIes there.
We know that in Germany, the country
with which we were recently at war, the
popUlation increased not so much through
agricultural work, although on the
northern plains there was a fine opportunity for carrying on agricult.ural operations, as through the esta bhshment of
industries near the coal-fields.
Coal,
they say, is the mother of i~dustries, and
it is easier to establish an Industry near
the coal than to carry the coal .to the
industry. As the result of opemng up
the Morwell mine , which the honorable
.
member for Rodney did not qUIte agree
with industries will result here. Then
ther~ was the indictment of the Government in connexion with the Phosphate
Oo-operative Oompany.
I was present
at the deputation at the request of some
members of the Farmers Union in' my
district. The impression I gained ir?m
the Minister was that he was in entll'e
sympathy with the deputation, and I was
rather surprised to hear the. honorable
member say the reverse. .When ~ left the
room I was under ,the ImpreSSIOn that
the Ministry would give the company
what they ~ere asking for, and as m~ch
as they could, and that there was no Intention to drive the company to ano'ther
part of the State. Those are the three
questions whic~ mostly co,?-cern me-the
question affectIng the soldIers; ~he question concerning the Morwell mIlle; and
the other matter to which I was deputed
to attend. While I am voting against
those representatives known as the Oountry party on this motion, I have, .since I
came into this House-and I WIll continue to do so, for I am not a. membe,r of
any party-stood for coun~ry ~nterests.
I have gone so far as to say In thIS House
that I should like to see the country completely cut off from the city, recognising
what has been done. Wherever the country is concerned, and that which will
m'ake for its development, it will have
my support: and if the honorable n1Pl1lber fCir Rodney succeeds in reaching the
Treasury bench, and his policy i~ one
which is going to make for the rarnd development of this State, then his Ministry
will receive my support.
Mr. McLEOD.-As there appears to
be a general desire to make a confession
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of faith in this matter, I wish to say a
few words in connexion with it. A want
of confidence motion is one that causes
any honorable member with the interests
of the country at heart to have some
heart-searchings in order to ascertain
exactly how far he is justified in going
in 'such a matter.
In the first place,
every honorable member has to consider
the interests of the country as well as
the time and the circumstances. He has
to consider whether he is justified at the
time in voting for a Illotion that is going
to upset existing arrangements.
I do
not intend to traverse the var.ious arguments used, because they have been repea ted over and over again ad na'l.tseam ".
but I think that it is the duty of every
honorable member on this (the lvIinisterial) side of the House to consider
whether the views put forward in support
of the want of confidence motion ·are justified by the circumstances of the case. I
was not here when the motion was
launc~ed, but I read very carefully the
report of what was said by the honorable
member who moved it, and by those who
supported him. I must say that I see
nothing in the statements which they
have made that would justify me in supporting the motion at the ,present time,
simply because to-day there are two or
three very delicate matters which are
under t~e consideration of the Ministry,
and whIch affect the country very materially.
There is, for instance, the
trouble in connexion with the coal supply, as well as two or three other matters, to which I need hardly refer, all of
which require very delicate handling;
and I can see that at the present juncture
a change of Ministry would be a bad job
for the country. I am not enamoured
of all the actions of the Government, nor
am I prepared to support the position
taken up by the Premier this afternoon,
because I think the honorable gentleman
reflected on other honoralble members on
this side of the House. He took up the
position that the present Ministry is the
only possible Ministry, and that a change
would mean that chaos would be
be brought about.
Looking at it
from a p~a:in, common-sense point of
view, I would point out that there
are 'forty-four members on this side
of the House, apart from yourself, Mr.
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Speaker. Leaving out of consideration
the members of the present Ministry, I
do not believe that the others are so lacking in judgment and common sense that
they would not combine ·and work together to develop the int'erests of the
country in the best way. I do not agree
that the ·carrying of a want-of-confidence
motion ill eans bringing a bou t chaos, and
I am not prepared to accept the position
as put by the Premier, which, I repeat,
is a reflection on honorable members on
this side of the House. They are quite
prepared, I am sure, to rise to the occasion and act in accordance with their
promise8 to the country. N or am I
alarmed with the threats of a dissolutjon. Those threats have been used, not
only on this occasion, .but at other times,
and not. merely by covert innuendo in the
House, but also in the press. I hold that
the Hnuse should be able to legislate
without any threat of members be~ng sent
to the cO'lntry. In my opinion, the Premier's position is not justified at all, in
view of the result of the appeal which the
Government made to the country, and
the fact that it was shorn of several Ministers, besides losing a number of its principal supporters. I do not think we
should be threatened by innuendo, or ind~rectly, with a dissolution, nor by the
statement that if honorable membe·rs vote
except jn support of the Government it
will bring about chao~. In matte'fS of this
sort honorable member.s should be in a
position to weigh the questions before
them without any extraneous pressure at
all. I.t is derogatory to the House that
pressure should be ·brought to bear on
honorable members in matters of this sort,
either by covert hints or by press domination.
We are having too much press
domination. We are told by the press
outside what we must do, ·and what will
happen if we do not do it. We have a
right to legislate according to our consciences. I resent these attempts to make
it appear that there is only one possible
Ministry, und that if the present Government is displaced, it simply means
At present no justification
chaos.
has been shown
for
a change.
No charge has been brought against the
IVrinistry that would justify us in condemning them. I think that the honorable member for Barwon has shown very
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clearly that the circumstances that ap- the House. I have given the Teasons why
plied to the honorable member for I intend to vote as I have indicated. I
Rodney a.pplied to several other honor- could not Justify my action before the
able members. A man who is standing electors if I voted to displace the Minisfor Parliament may resent the entrance try at the present time. Things may be
of the Premier into his electorate when different hereafter, but sufficient· for the
that entrance is in the nature of oppo- day is the evil thereof. The only speech
sition. One has to take these things as that contained a real accusation was that
they come. When we go ,before the of the honorable member for Swan Hill,
country we have all to faoe the contin- but we should not fdrget how the shortgency of opposition. The Premier, or age of trucks arose. 80me 5,000 or 6,000
the Leacle,r of a party, is sometimes justi- tons of wheat a week had to be
fied in going to vari ous electorates to de- sent to Sydney to save the people
fend his Government and to try to win of that State from starving, and then
support fQir it. I cannQit se.e what justifica- the coal crisis came upon us.
Trucks
tion there is for the no-confidence motion, were required in
unusually large
and, besides, we have no guarant.ee as numbers to convey wheat to New
to what is going to follow if it is carried. South Vi[ ales and to bring coal here. It
It is a case of " After me, the deluge." is not fair to use the effects of the crisis
There is no reason to believe that we will at that time as an argument against the
have anything but instability. The Bud- Government.
The extraordinary condiget. should have been delivered long ago, tions that ar03e then could not have been
and we can only hope tha,t it will now fo['es€en. I had to visit the Railway Debe delivered as soon as possible.
We partment twice or three times a week in
should not plunge into chaos. I took ('~n ~ndeavour to get trucks for potatoes
a note of. som·e of the Premier's remarks a,nd grain lying on the railway platforms
when he was speaking. I understand unprotected. I know exactly what diffithat he took steps to consolidate the culties the Department had to contend
party, but I cannot congratulate him on with, and I know how earnestly the oflioeers
t,he results. His action has appa.rently
were endeavouring to meet the oircumhad the opposite effect. The mattelr of
::;tances. Then we had the shipping strike,
the incre,ased cost of education has been
whi~h prevented the transportation of
refened to. I have a lively fear that
produce by se'a. That added to the pres-'
r.he increased cost of education is likely
to be used as an argument fQir closing snre on the ra.ilways. I am sure we all
sympathize with the farmers, but we
up some of the small schools in the councould not help feeling- that we were face
try. I 'hope we shall not be told that
the country cannot afford to keep these to face with a national crisis, and that
schools open. I am sure the House would we would have to put up with a good
resent an'y interference with our educa- deal of inconvenience. A great deal of
tional advoantages. We do not want less, the trouble, in regard to the shortage of
but more. Vve must do everyt.hing we can trucks, arose through, the negligence of
in the ma.tter of education for the chil- Lhe New South Wales Government. They
dren in the back-blocks. 'We should not had not provided proper accommoda.tion
be told that the cost is too great to keep at Albury. I trust the experience we
schools ther·e. If we are going to build had then of the shortage of trucks wilt be
up an intelligent class ot young people a warning to the railway managelIllent, and
and encourage se,ttlement in the country that for the future there will be plenty
of trucks to meet the traffic. I should
Wf\ must give t.he country som·e of the
advantages in the way of education that like to see a good many more tarpaulins.
rue enjoyed 'by the centres of population. It was sad, indeed, to see stacks of proThe increase in the teachers' salaries was duceon the stations uncovered. It is the
flgreed to by the House, not in the ex- duty of the Railway Department to carry
nectat;on that the half-time schools would out their work so as to meet the requirehe interfered with. T have heard it hinted ments of their customeors, but when I say
that the cost of them is so great that th.at, I must add that we should also be
,qome of them may be closed. Any attempt fair in our criticism. The railway authoto use the increas,ed cost of education rities said it was impossib[e for them to
as an excuse for cIosine: the small schools get canvas to make tarpaulins. It ~a~. not
will. I am sure, be Rtrongly resented by to be had in Australia. I have. ~reat
Mr. McLeod.
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sympathy with the Department.
The
officers ,had to take things as they were,
and I know how well they strove to
grapple with the difficulties. It is not
open to make this accusation against the
Government, The farmers had to suffer,
just as other people had to suffer, I cannot possibly say that the charges made
against the Government are s~lCh ~s to
justify me in ca.sting a vote agamst tl1em.
We know that the members of the Labour
party hold certain views with which we
do not agree. They hold them honestly
and fairly, and advocate them, but
we. are not bound to vote for them.
Witp. regard to the speeches made from
this (the Ministerial) side of the House,
with the one exception I have referred to
in connexion with trucks, nothing has
been said to justify us in supporting the
amendment of the honorable member for
Rodney.
Mr. DEANY.-I have no desire to keep
the House for any length of time, but on
this occasion I do not .wish to give a
silent vote. I was rather sUl'prised on
receiving the news ,at Warrnambool a few
nights ago that the Leader of the Farmel'S party had moved this motion of
want of confi,dence in the Government. I
may say that I feel disappointed and
sorry at the attitude taken up by this
new party in the House,. because I really
believe that if that party is going to serve
this State and act in the best interests
of the Sta'te and of the country districts,
as we all hope it will, it should unite,
more especia.1ly at a time like this,
with the 'present Government and work togeth~r 'Wi.~h them to pr?IDote the int~rests
of Yl'ctorla. I am afraId that 't~e attltu~e
whlCh has been taken up by thIS party IS
what may .be termed the relics of the
recent electlOn. The only reaSOn that I
can find in the speech of the honorab1e
member for Rodney for launchin~ this
want-of-confidence motion is that the Premier had the 'auda?ity to go .into his eIectOI'late. I should hke to remInd the membel'S of that party that Rodney, the electorate of their Leader, was not the only
electorate where opposition arose.
Mr. OMAN.-They went into your district when you were not very well.
Mr. DEANY.-The Farmers party
made, no bones about ,Warrnambool,
wh~re, but. for them. I had every chance
of a walk~over.
I did receive some
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consideration from the Labaur party,
but not from the so-called Country party.
However that is past and gone, and I am
proud t~' say that I am here to-~ay in
spite of the two opponents I had on that
occasion. I should just like to draw attention to this fact-that we heard very
little about the Farmers Union during the
election.
They dropped that title and
claimed the title of the" Country party."
It was the" Country party's" candidate
who opposed me.
Mr. 1\lcLEoD.-They "jumped" the
title of the, existing Country party.
Mr. DEANY.-An<l they had no right
to it.
I will prove in a few words that
they are not the Country party. In my
own constituency, Mr. Clarke, my opponent, claimed to be the only country candidate. If they are the Country party,
and he was a country candidate, then I
say that the whole of my electors should
have ,been eligible to join that party. The
fact however, is that not 10 per cent. of
my' electors were eligible to join that
party.
Therefore, how can it be a
Country pal:ty? It i~ l!0t.
It is the
Farmers Umon-that IS Its proper name.
It is a union purely and simply banded
together to look after the interests of I)ne
secti6n of the community.
I do not
blame them at all for that" but I mllst
blame them for calling themselves the
only 'Country party. I represent a country electorate, 'and I am alw~ys proud of
being a country representatlve. I have
always tried to assist the primary producer.
]VIr. CAIN.~That party has never
"jumped" our title.
1\11'. DEANY.-They have gone one
" better than the honorable member's party.
I think that they are a more hide-bound
caucus than the Labour party. They are
not free, men at all. I am sorry that that
is the case.
I am sure that the Farmers
Union members can dOl good work in
the country districts of this, State by assisting the present Administration. They
know as well as we do that the Lawsoll
Government have proved themselves a
good country party.
They know that
that is so, but I suppose that they are
actuated by a desire to get on the TreaBUry bench.
Of course, I must give
them credit for having so much confidence
in themselves, in view of the fact that
they are a small party of thirteen in a
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credi t for being game, and for having the
courage to think that their desire to form

an Administration could be- realized at
such an early stage.
Mr. SLATER.-They have "gone over
the top" early.
. •
Mr. DEANY.-There are a great
lUany problems to be solved, and I think
that the people have sent us here to get
on with the work of the country. There
has been nothing done during the past
I hope that ,ve shall now
few weeks.
enjoy the calm after the storm, and that
we will settle down to business.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-We should
do that after getting an increase of pay.
Mr. DEAN'Y.-That might caw::e anothe,r stor.m, though I quite -expect that
there will not be many divisions taken on
the subject of increase of salary. Now I
do hope and trust that we will get over all
our difficulties, and that we will unite and
carryon the business of the country. That
is what the people expect, and what the
people pay us for.
Mr. WJALLAJCE.-There are a few
things I wish to refer to during this debate. I would not have spoken but for
the position which has presented itself
just recently.
Between the two parties
opposed to the Labour party and myself there is nothing in common. ''That
is as far as the Drganiz1ations are CDncerned. So far as the Government are
concerned, I have had. some experience of
them and of their methDd of treating the
wDrking class generally, and" in fact, any
one who dDes not belong to the section
which the Government really represent.
I believe it can be safely said that there
is nothing in common between them and
me; nothing in CDmmon between my class
and theirs. FDr that reason there is nothing that I could do to' try to scrape
them -off the Treasury bench that I would
fail to do. AlthDugh I have Dnly been a
short time in this House I have been here
IDng enough to have had some experience
Df them. I know that certain things
that have been brought forward really
in the interests of the poorer sectiDn Df the CDmmunity have received nO'
consideratiDn from them at all.
Some
of those things have ·been mentioned during the course of this debate. They have
been spDken of somewhat fully. I do nDt
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i.ntend to speak on them fully, but I will
One of
mention one or two or them.
the most disgraceful things that I think
; the party opposite have done is in 'reference to the amount paid for boarded-out
children. 'This is a matter which has
been brDught under their notice not only
once, but on quite a number of occasions,
and ,ahvays with the same result.
The
dealings of the organization opposite'with
the workers generally are well shown ill
what they have done in connexion with
that matter. There is ,one other question
that has not been mentioned that may not
be out of place to refer to now, and that
is their gener,al attitude in regard to improving the conditions of the mass of the
people.. I had brought before me a few
months 'ago the0a.se of ,a man in
the Railway Department who was
injured
eighteen
y:ea'rs
previDusly.
This injury incapacitated him. The
Rail way Department did nDt accept
any obligation in regard to' him,
,and except for the time which
was necessary to smooth things ovel'.
'Provided him with light employment,
which was l~ecessary to be dDne by somebody until he reached the age of sixtyfive. He was then compulsorily retired.
I have his statement--:and it is Dnly in
accordance with common humanity-that
he was to be cared for so long as he had
dependants. He s~in has two children,
ten and tweilve years ·of age, dependent
upDn him, but on his reaching the retirmg age the Railway Department, which
is controlled by the present Government,
turned him adrift without any compensation. During the time he was in the
light employment he received ordinar.v
. workmen',s wages. As he was in that position he was like a good many Dthers-he
('ould not get into debt because he could
nut get anyone to give him credit. He
had no possibility of saving enDugh to
keep him after he reached the retiring
a~e. He still has to live, although he is
sixty-five, and he has to keep his family,
but he was positively refused any compensation.
Mr. SNOWBALIJ.-That is the fault Jf
the law, not of the Department.
Mr. W ALLACE.-There are means by
which the Government .could prDvide
MmpensatiDn in such cases. I made representatiDns to' the Department, but
Q
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without success. This man had all the ploying class. There are possibly two ':'1'
toes of one foot cut off, and the wound. three membeTS of the F'armers Union who
never healed properly. Of course, it is might be considered as having a spark
obvious that if the man had not received of humanity, but, so far as the presel1t
suchan injury he would have been better Government is concerned, what proposiable to earn his living. When I wa,s at tion has ever been made that would be of
the Railway Department on the last oc- any use to the working classes? Look at.
casion I was informed of the case of a the action of the present Government in
man who, a few years ago, lost a leg, regard to the men at Morwell, who are
and on reaching the age of sixty-five he seeking to get a little bit more money than
had to retire without compensation. That they have been hitherto receiving, What
case was cited as a reason for not giving is the action of the Government in rerelief to the man who had lost the toes gard to the men working on the Murray,
clone foot. I confess it just about who have already been referred to this
evening? Honorable members know the
floored me·.
Mr. SNowBALL.-That man would difference in the treatment of those workhave Leen entitled to compensation under ing on the New South Wales side, compared to that given by the Nationalist
the Act. It could not be denied him.
Government of Victoria. These thingd
Mr. WALLAOE.-I am merely giv- are only typical of what the Government
ing the House the statement that was do. They are always willing to allow
made to me by those in charge of claims the working classes in the community to
for compensation. The Government have be exploited. Those who live by exploipower to provide for such cases, and the' tation and the "coupon clippers" are
honorable member f.or Brighton, who has the only ones represented by the Governinterjected, referred to this matter la3t ment. The bulk of the Farmers Union
session. The matter, however, is in the do not seem to be very much with us,
hands of the Treasurer of the Nationalist mainly because they are misguided. I beparty. The dealings of that party with lieve some of them .ha ve some human
those who do necessary work in this State fee,ljngs in regard to the rights of Labour,
are always of a parsimonious nature. The which is more than can be said of those
members of that party never do anything sitting on the Ministerial benches. I
that will assist people in poor circum- will vote against those who supplied
stances. It is possible that, by accident, scabs against the gas workers, and who,
some help is occasionally given to them. on every occasion, refuse to do anything
The fight we had with the Government that will be for the benefit of the masses.
in connexion wi th the strike of gas In the event of the Farmers Union being
workers, is an illustration of the attitude successful on this occasion, and adopthey always take up. Oil that occasion ing the attitude of the Ipresent Governthe Government did everything they pos- ment, I would have no hesitation
sibly could to crush the workers in the in- in subsequently voting against them.
te~ests of the Metropolitan Gas Oompany.
If there are squabbles between partief:
Before the strike actually took place ar- opposed to Labour on questions in which
rangements had been made to open a Labour is concerned, I put my vote on
labour bureau, and everything was done the side of Labour, without any conto recruit scabs for the Gas Oompany, sideration for the other parties. I have
and prevent the workers from getting a no particular inte'rest in any other party.
paltry 14s. a day. I am asked to sup- The time is not very far distant when all
port the Government which did that. It the parties that are opposed to Labour
is somewhat difficult to judge the position will be ranked together, and those who
from the present appearance of the Min- are in favour of Labour will be on the
isterial benches, because there are so few other side. When that time comes, we
seats occupied, but even when they are will see a grea,t deal of division amongs.
full I doubt if there is one man who those who have other names for themrould be pointed out as willing to do any- selves than those which truly represen,rb
t.hing in the interests of the working their position in society. ~ In the meanclass a:gainst the interests 'Of the em- time, I support no party other than the
Second Session 1920.-[15]
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'4abour party, and no ide,al other than
Labour ideals, but if there were a dooon
changes of Government in twelve days,
and in each new Government I found oppDstion to. Labour, I would Vlote against
it for that. To-night I am going to vote
for the Government to go out, and I hDpe
tD God it does.
Mr. OAMERON.-When you pulled
me up this afternoon, Mr. Speaker, I was
endeavouring to explain my reasons for
supporting the Gove'rnment. I was trying tOt shOlw t,ha,t that a,ctiou would be
consistent with my addresses to my eiectors in my cQnstituency. I am thorDughly
cDnvinced that the Gove;rnment fully welcomes criticism. It has a ve,ry .warm regard for those who are prepared to stand
up and criticise it on every pDssible occasion, if they dOl SO fairly and squarely.
Mr. MURPHy.-They did not have a
warm regard fo,r YDU in connexion with
the Railways Standing Committee.
Mr. CAMERON.-Tha,t is a side issue,
but it does not prevent me criticising the
GDvernment or voting for them when I
think they should be kept in office, a little
longer. I was explaining this afternoon
that a great deal Qf the prosperity that
is now being expe,rienced in New Zealand
is attributable tQ the land legislation that
\Vas inaugurated by a capable statesman
in days past, and I am anxious, notwithstanding the good work that has been
done in this State in connexion with
soldier settlement, tQ see some gODd work
done in regard to the industrious people
whQ live in the various country centres.
It was Qn that account that I asked the
Premier SDme time agD the following
question : If he will arrange' for the appointment of
a Select Committee of this House to inquire
into the working of the Credit Foncier Department of the State Savings Bank of Victoria, and report as to the possibility of using
this system to greater advantage in financing
industrious people with limited capital . on
small holdings in agricultural centres' throughout the State?

The honorable gentleman repliedThe Government does not consider it necessary to arrange for the appointment of a Select
Committee to inquire into the working of the
Credit Fancier Departme'nt of the State Savings Bank.
It has in preparation a scheme
f(ll' the establishment of an Agricultural Bank,
which will probably carry out what the honorable member for Dalhousie desires.

Mr. CAIN.-The Farmers lJnion will
vote against the establishment of an
Agricultural Bank as they did before.
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Mr. CAMERON.~I know that it ill on
.their platform.
Mr. SLATER.-They voted against it
last Parliament.
Mr. CAMERON.-I think they are
prepared to support any legislation that
will mean decentralization.
When the
question of the Sta,te control 'Of the
tramway system of Melbourne comes
up again, I hope that it will have the
support of the Farme,rs Union party. I
hope, also, that they will support any effort made in connexion with the liberalizing of the Oredit Foncier Department.
This Department of the Sayings Bank is,
as I have stated before, a misnomer. In
other countrieEl it has been established for
the purpose of financing men with limited
ca p~tal on small holdings, and of crelating big communities in the agricultural
centres. The Oredit Foncier Department
in our State Savings Banks has been used
to finance people who can get help elsewhere.
Mr. SLATER.-YOU are losing faith in
the banking institutions.
Mr." CAMERON.-No; the associa,ted
bank's have done a great deal more than
the State banks have done.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-But for the State
banking institution the rate of intereElt
would be at least 2 per cent. higher. The
Oredit Foncier system has kept the rate
down.
Mr. CAMERON.-I do not know that;
hut I do know that when faith was being
lost in the l\1:allee the associated hanks
stuck to the storekeepers and stock and
'ltation agents. The Premier's reply to
my question wa~ not satisfactory" because
he did not agree to appoint a Select Oommittee to look into this niatter.
There
should be a Select Oommittee to take evidence from men who have experience in
t.he country districts, the object being tu
extend the operations of the Oredit Foncier Department. This inf.ormation would
be of assistance to the Goverr-nment in
connexion with our Agricultural Bank, or
whatever they call it. I do not mind what
they call it as long as it provides for those
people who cannot be provided for by the
associated banks. It will ·do work that
they cannot do according to their rules,
regulations, and com::titution. The State
Bank of this country has increased its deposit~ during the last five or six years
from £23,000,000 to £36,000,000.
Much
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of that money is gathered from the country districts. We know that almos,t every
honorable member of this H:ouse compliments the management of the State Bank.
It is impo~sible for that bank, with their
conservative valuations" to make losses.
Mr. HANNAH.-YOU want to extend the
Credit Foncier Department?
:Mr. CI1MERON.-I know that that is
a matter in which the honorable member
for Collingwood is great~y interested. A
lot of money has ,been lent out to people
requiring it in the metropolis.
There
are in the city of Melbourne, aEl a result.
of the drift of population" many men who
have had agricultural experience. These
men drift into the city to secure employment for their families at a time when
employment is not offering in the country.
I am sure that the Farmers Union party
will a.dmi t that it would be a good thing
if these men could be established on small
farms in rich agricultural districts. It
is 110 good expecting men to work for the
farmers for one or two months in the
year. There is a good rainfall and rich
lands along the Divide, and 10 oi' 20
acres the,!"'e would be a splendid holding
for such a man as I have in my mind.
That is why I am insisting on the Government taking the matter in hand as soon as
possible. I intend to impress upon the
Premier the necessity of appointing a
Committee of this House to make inqUIrIes. If this i8 done, when they come
to make arrangements for the projected
agricultural bank they will hav.e. some
data to work upon. The honOl~able member f!Or Brighton says they have agreed
to do this. If it is not done on proper
lines it might as well not be done at all.
An essential to ,decentralization is a proper railway system" We have a gentleman from America in Victoria to-day,
and he may 'be able to give us s<Y.me information about the system operating i~
the United States under which railway
companies, in order to encourage industries in country centres, agree to run
trains for from twenty to twenty-five
years, taking raw material in and taking
the finished article out at a very low rate.
If we want to establish industries in country centres, some such system will have to
be adopted. It is all very well for some
honorable members to talk about what
the Kiewa scheme will do.. I heard a lot
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a'bout that during the election. We al'e
told that the Kiewa scheme will provide
all the power ne,cessary for Melbourne,
and leave a good ,deal over fior the northeast. Wihile I agree with my friend the
honorable member for B en a DlIb ra in
his advocacy of that scheme, I say
that it would ,be only la tin-pot
scheme 'as far as dealing with the
requirements of a great city like Melbourne is concerned. The honorable membeT for Gippsland East has referred to the
neglect of roads in his district. The honorable membe'r for Evelyn referred to the
bad state of roads in the mountains
within fifty or sixty miles of Melbourne.
There is in my electorate a small State
forest, from which £400 a year is derived
in royalties. The road there is cut to
pieces by the t'imber traffic. The Governmen t should see that a certain portion of
the royalties go to the maintenance of t.he
roads destroyed by the timber traffie.
Reference has been made to this previously, but nothing' has been done by the
Government. I now 'wish to refer to another matter. ,We have ,an Agricultural
Oollege at Dookie, and anoither at Longerenong, and an experimental farm at
Werribee. All these institutions have
done goocl,work. At Dookie, the discovery
of Federation wheat,or som'e other good
breed of wheat, more than makes up any
losses in the management.
Mr. OARLISLE.-There are no losses.
MI'. C.A!MERON.-I am aware that
the honorable member for Benalla has
given great 8Jttenti'on to agricultural colleges. 'He looks round at me ,as much as
to say, "You know nothing about the
matter." I understand that there have
been losses at Dookie. The Agricultural
CoUege at Longerenong, which has proved
'of great advantage to the State, is a profitable conce.rn. We require an agricultural college in a district nearer the
metropolis, where our youths can learn
mixed farming.. There is a site near Ballarat that might serve the, purpose. It
would have the advantage of being closer
to the metropolis. I should be perfectly
satisfied if the Government were to select
some spot where work of benefit to the
country could be done, and I should like
them to select the ,best spot o'btainable.
I hope that the matter we are now discussing will be settled right away, in
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order that we may get to work and do liver his Budget Speech on Tuesday next.
what the country has sent us here to do. I think it is fair that I should invite the
We -sh'Ould endeavour to carry useful attention of honorable members to the
legislation~legislation that will provide fact that a change is proposed in the first
work for the people. I hope we shall motion which I have to submit as to the
have a good land policy. Nothing will usual sessional orders. H'Onorable memtend to bring about greater satisfaction bers are aware that the practice in thjs
or do more to end industrial unrest than Parliament has been to have private
good, sound land legislation.
members' business taken on certain ThursThe House divided on Mr, Allan's days. It is proposed to have a short
amendmentsession now, and to conclude the work of
Ayes
19
the session this side of Ohristmas. There~oes '"
41
fore the Government is asking for all the
time to be made availa-ble for Goverl1Majority against the
men t business. In that way we hope
amendment
22
that we may get our measures sent up
speedily to another place, and towards
AYlis.
the end of the session, probably in the
nil'. Mackrell
Mr. Allan
)lurphy
" Allison
concluding week, there will be an oppor",. Old
Lieut.-Col. Bourchier
tunity of dealing with private members'
Mr. Bowser
Ryan
business. The Government will try to
,." Solly
" Clough
,; Wallace
" Downward
arrange it in that way, but it is patent
" Dunstan
Weaver.
thatJ. if the House is to get OlD. with the
"
Tellers:
" Gib30n
work, most of the time that is available
Hogan
Ml' Bailey
will have to be given to the urgent mat,. Carlisle.
" Lind
ters which it will be necessary in the pubNOES.
lic
interests for the Government to subMr. Angus
M1'. McDonald
mit.
Major Baird
'J McGregor
Mr. Barnes
" McLachlan
Mr. HANNAH.-Seeing that there is
, . Beardmol'e
" McLeod
some
very important private members'
" McPherson
" J. W. Billson
business, could you not put in another
Morley
" Brown bill
" Oman
day sitting?
" Cain
,., Cameron
./ Parker
Mr. LAWSO~.---Of course, in all
Sir Alexander Peacock
'J Cotter
probability, and in accordance with the
Mr. Prendergallt
" Deany
usual practice, it will be necessary very
" Ro bertson
'J Eggleston
,. Rogers
,. Everard
shortly to ask honorable members to sl t
., Slater
" Farthing
on Friday. That will give more time,
" Smith
" Frost
and the Government will, as far' as pos,. Snowball
,. Gordon
" Toutcher'
" Greenwood
sible, meet honorable mermbers in .provid" Warde
" Groves
ing facilities for the transaction of pri" vYebber.
" Hannah
vate members' business. When we reTellers:
Jewell
Mr, Lemmon
Lawson
commence our work on Tuesday next we
I " Pennington.
" Livingston
shall have ~eache.d thel last da~ O'f this
PAIR.
mornth, and if we are to rise by the
Mr. A. A. Billson
I Dr.' Argyle.
17th Deoembe[" tha,t will emly leave us
The motion for the adoption of the three weeks, and the,re is a g:reat amount
A.ddress-in-Reply was agreed to, and it of wOll'k tOI be done" some of it fairly
was ordered that the Address be pre- compendious.
sented to His Excellency the LieutenantMr. BAILEY.-When do you intend to
Governor by the Speaker and members of introduce that important Bill?
the House.
Mr. LAWSON.-We will get on with
the Bills as speedily as we can after the
SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
Budget has been delivered.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I . should
Mr. OAIN.-Are you going to proce~d
like to dispose of various notIces of
with
°the Housing Bill?
motion to-night. Most of them are
Mr. LAWSON.-Yes.
merely formal. The Treasurer will de'0/
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Mr. HANNAH.-Could you not £it
Public Accounts C'ollLmittee - Mr.
earlier on Tuesday?
Bailey, Mr. Gibson, Mr. Gordo'll,
Mr. Grov~, Mr. Lemmon, Mr.
Mr. LAWSON.-We can consider
:McDonald, and Mr. Webber.
all these propositions. I want to get the
business of the country done, and to do :so
in such a way as to meet the wishes of
STATUTE LA ,\V REVISION
honorable members, as far as it can be
COMMITTEE.
arranged consistently. with the amount of
M.r. LAWSON (Premier).-I movetime which it will be essential for the
That, in compliance with the recommendaGovernment to have if the urgent meation of the rJ cint Select Committee on the
sures are to be disposed of.
Consolidation of the Laws adopted by this
Mr. SOLLY.-\Vill you promise, to look House on the 16th June, 1915, a Committee
into the matter?
That is the main b-3 appointed, consisting of six members, to
join with a Committee of the Legislative Counthing.
cil to deal with anomalies in the law and
Mr. LAWSON.-If it will please the make recommendatioI;ls as to statutory amendhonora1le membe'l', I shall keep on look- ments, such Oommittee to consist Qf Mr. Bailey,
ing into the matter. Ilffiove1\1J". Eggleston, Mr: Lawson, Mr. Prendergast,
That Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday in
each week during the present session be the
days on which this House shall meet for the
despatch of business; that Four o'clock be tbe
hour of meeting on Tuesday, Three o'clock
0."1 Wednesday, and half-past Ten o'clook on
Thursday; that Government business shall take
precedence of all other business during each
sitting day; and that no fresh business, except
the postponement of business on the NoticeRaper, be called on after Ten o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.

1\11'. Snowball, and Mr. Wettenhall, witli power
to send for persons, papers, and records, and
to sit on days On which the House does not
meet; five to be the quorum.

The motion was agreed to.
A message was ordered to' be' sent to
the Legislative Council acquainting them
with the foregoing resolution.
BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The f.ollowing Bills introduced by
Ministers were read a first time:Juries Bill (Mr. Lawson).
. l\1ildura Irrigation Trusts Bill (Mr.
Barnes).

APPOINTMENT OF STANDING
COMMITTEES.
On the, motion of Mr. LAWSON
(Premi.er), the Standing Committees for
the session were constituted as under:The following Bills introduced by priLibrarJ Committee (Joint) - The
Speaker, 1\1r. Deany, Mr. Gordon, vate members were re,ad a first t~rr..e:'Day Baking Bill (IMr. J. W. Billson)
Mr. Slater, and Mr. vVallace.
(Fitzroy) .
Standing Orders Committee - .The
Totalizator Bill (Mr. liannah).
Speaker, Mr .. Allan, Mr ..Balley,
Mr. J. W. Billson, Mr. C<l!ln, Mr.
Local Government (Werribee Rating)
Farthing, Mr. HoOgan, Mr. LawBill (Mr. Robertson).
son, . Mr. McLeod, S~r Alex.ander
State Produce Agency Bill (Mr.
Peacock, Mr. Prende·rgast, and
Bailey).
Mr. Snowball.
Compulsory Voting (Assembly ElecParlialment Buildings Committee
tiona) Bill (Mr. Cotter).
(Joint) - The
Speaker,
Mr.
Police Pensions Bill (1\1r. Farthing).
Clough, Mr. Jewell, Mr. McGreAldermen Abolition Bill (Mr. Prengor, and Mr. Old.
dergast).
Printing Committee-The Speaker,
Local Government Bill (Mr. McMr.
Beardmore, Lieut. -Colonel
Gregor).
Bourchier, 1\11'. Brownbill, Mr.
Factories and Shops Bill (Mr.
Dun'3tan, Mr. McGregor, Mr.
Slater) .
McLeod, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Parker,
Election
Expenses Limitation Bill
Mr. Smith, a:nd Mr. Thomas.
(Mr. Hannah).
Refreshment
Rooms
Committee
Fair Rents Bill (Mr. Murphy).
(Joint)-Mr. Cameron, Mr. Cotter, Mr. Everard., Mr. Gibson,
Scaffolding IUdPection Bill (Mr.
and Mr. Rogers.
Hannah).
Second Session 1920.-[16]
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Adjournment.

FINES IMP08ED UNDER ACTS, OF motion, and I hope that now they have a,
PARLIAMENT.
strong footing they will not forget ~he
Mr. PRENDERGAST movedpoor settlers in the district I have referred to.
That there be laid before this House a return
Mr. MCPHERSON.-YOU talk about getup to the 30th September, 1920, in continuatio!. of the previous return, showfng separately ting help for the fruit-growers; why, we
all fines imll.osed under-(a) the Dairy Super- have recently advanced them £100,000.
vision Act; (b) the pure food provlsions of
Mr. EVERARD.-I can assure the
the Health Act; (c) the Factories and Shops
Act; (d) the Weights and Measures Acts; honorable gentleman that that is :rp.erely
(t:) the Bakers and Millers Act, specifying- a chip in the porridge compared with
what they really should get. One 'Of the
things that are most needed is the apLocality
Amount
Nature
Name of Person
where Offence
of
or
of
pointment
of a DirectQir Qif HOorticulture ..
Committed.
Firm Fined.
Offence.
Fine.
I would have referred tOI this matter dur
ing the debate, but I thought we had
had enough speeches. The settlers I refer
tQi are only a few miles from Melbourne,
and yet they are unable to get tlieir produce to market. I trust the Premier
and the rrreasurer will listen to the a ptogether with the totals and with summary peal I have made on their behalf, and
of offences, fines, &c., under each Act, as
furnished in the return presented to this House see if they cannot give them the help
that is necessary.
oc. the 2nd December, 1919.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I want to
The motiOon wa~ agreed tOo.
bring before the House some correspondene'e I have received in co-nnexion with
ADJOURNMENT.
transactions
relating to the Trawalla
. DAMAGE TO ROADS AND BRIDGES-SALE
esta:te.
I have received the following
OF TRAWALLA EST'ATE.
statement: Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I moveJ

That the House do now adjourn.

The estate was compulsorily resumed on 8th
Jlme, 1920, fer soldier settlement. 'As far as
is known the owners, the Bridges family, did
not, within fifteen days, exercise the right to
retain land up to £6,000 unimproved value,
say, about 2,000 acres around homestead.
Negotiations between Board and former
owners as to price were unsuccessful, as the
former owners asked a figure much above aU
public valuations 'and the Board's valuations.
For example-Shire valuation, £5 13s. ;
land tax, £5 12s. 6d.; sworn probate valuation
du.ring 1908, £5 12s.· 6d.; district valuers,
ranging from £5 5s. to £6. Former owners
wanted £7. Best offer to owners by Board
was £6.
Now the Board has received the following
proposal :-Cancel Government Gazette notice
regarding 8,000 acres, allow former owners to
dispose of same privately to a naval officer,
Captain McKenzie, for £9 per acre, and owners
would accept £6 for balance of 35,000 acres.
We ar.e afr,aid that this scheme will be
adopted by the Minister of Lands on the
ground that it will save them any trouble over
the homestead (value £15,000) should same not
be disposed of by them in the proper way by
public competition, or the uncertainty of the
decision of an arbitrator .of the value .of the
whole area.

Mr. EVERARD.-I should like to
draw the a.ttention ()If the Premier too tlie
damage whieh was done by the recent
floods in my 'electO'rate, particularly in
the Eltham Shire. On accOount of the
large area· reserved forr the Melbourne
and Metropolitan BO'ard of Works and the
Forests Commission, that shire is not very
strong financially, and the fact lhat
damage to the extent of between £2,500
and £3,000 has been dOlne has put it in
a serious position. An appeal was made
to the Minister of Pu hlic W OIrks for assistance tOt repair the roads, and replace
the bridges, SOl that the fruit-growers in
the locality, some of whcxm are returned
soldiers, may get their produce to market. NO' satisfactory reply has been received frO'm the Minister 0'£ Puhlic Works,
but I hope that the Premier and the
Treasurer will cOinsult with him, and see
if sOime assistance cannot be immediately
given tQi this shire. Relief is wanted immediate,ly, and if it is not given very
OBJECTIONS.
SOQin the position will hecome very serious.
1. All Crown lands, as this estate is now,
I should like to congra tula.te the Governbe submitted for public selection by
ment on the success which has attended should
soldiers, and the homestead area, with a rea·
them in connexion with the no-confidence sonable area round same, say, 3,000 acres, by

Adjournment.
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public auction. A private sale acquiesced in by
thtl State is against public policy.
2. If Board sold and received a fancy
price for the homestead block above the average value of the estate, then the soldiers
would receive the benefit, and not the former
owners.
3. In any event the best Board offer, £6,
should be reduced for the balance, as their
price included homestead block and all the
im prov em en ts.

Lands will look fully into the 'Illatter
mentioned by the Leader of the O,pposition regarding the Trawalla Estate.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes to eleven o'clock, until Tuesday,
November 30.

4. The proposed transaction is really compulsorily taking away land from soldier settlement.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

I have also received the following letter
from the Ripon branch of the Returned
Soldiers League:Beaufort, 20th November, 1920.
G. M. Prendergast, Esq.,
State Parliament House, Melbourne.
Dear Sir,
On the 26th K ovMber last, at our request,
you were good enough to assist the Ripon
soldier land applicants by bringing up the
matter of soldier settlement here on an adjournment of the House, per enclosed page
from Hansard.
Trawalla was co;mpulsorily acquired by the
Government by notice in the Government
Gazette on 8th June, 1920.
There is now a
proposal by the Government or Board to allow
tb,~ former owners to dispose of 8,000 acres,
on which the homestead stands, to a private
person, thus taking away one-fifth of the area
from us.
Our committee strongly objects to
sllch a scheme, and has carried a resolution
that you should bring the matter up fully on
adj ournment, and block such a transaction.
We set forth the matter fully on the accompanying sheet. Thanking you in anticipation,
Yours respectfully,
GILBERT SMITH, President.
E. S. BUCHANAN, Hon. Secretary.

Tuesday, November 30. 1920.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at eleven
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
TALBOT MILK INSTITUTE.
GOVERNMENT AND MUNICIPAL GRANTS.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT asked the
Attorney-'General(a) What was the amount of Government
grant to the Talbot Milk Institute for the
year ending 30th June, 1920?
(b) How was this particular amount arrived at?
(0) What amount was contributed to the
Talbot Milk Institute by the metropolitan
municipalities for the year ending 30th June,
1920?

The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-The following information
has been supplied me::(a) £736 lIs. lId.
(b) The Government undertook to subsidize

It appears from the variations in the the charitable distribution of Talbot milk provaluations tha.t more' js being demanded
for the land than it is valued at for probate purposes. The Illjatter demands the
most min u tel consideration in order to

insure ,that a fair deal will be given to
the soldiers.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I w~ll take
the opportunity of discussing the matter
referred to by th(} honorable membe,r for'
Evelyn with the Minister of Public
Works. As the, honorable member knows,
gr,ants of the nature referred to by him

are not availa'ble until the Budget has
been passed.
Mr. EVERARD.-The trouble is that the
gr.ants are so small.
Mr. LAWSON.-The Budget ~1l be
deIivered on Tuesday. The Minister of

vided municipalities contributed at least twofifths of the net cost.
(0) £651 15s. 2d.

PILFERING ON THE WHARFS.
The HOll. J. K. MERRITT asked the
Attorney~General-

If, in view of the serious increase in the robbery of goods from Melbourne wharfs, the
Government will call upon the Melbourne Harbor Trust Commissioners and the Police Department to take whatever steps may be necessary to cope with the evil and to bring the
thieves to justice?

The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-The Chief Oommissioner of
Police says in a memorandllm:This matter is already under the notice of
the Police Department with a view to special
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steps being taken to restrict the depredations.
Up to the present, action has been restricted
to the operations of the wharf police, whose
numbers remain for the present at the former
strength, the detection of receivers, and consideration of the steps to be taken to detail
with the water transit of stolen goods.
In
spite of the increased activity in this form of
crime, it is not considered desirable to divert
extra numbers of the police from their present
duties to deal wi,th wharf robberies.

The Chairman of the Harbor Trust has
supplied the following:When the Trusts Act was amended in 1912,
the ownership of goods on the wharfs was
vested hl the Commissioners, and by this
power the Trust was enabled to institute proc('edings against offenders, and in the interests
of the port it was decided that prosecutions
SllOUld be instituted by the Trust in every cas~
where goods had been stolen from the wharfs,
and therE: was a reasonable chance of convicArrangements were entered into with
tion.
the Chief Commis'sioner of Police to supply
police for duty on the wharfs in place of the
former civilian patrol, which had not been altogether satisfactory.
The number eJ1O'Ho'ed
OIl this duty of preventing pillage is t~velve
( 12), the annual cost of which to the Trust
is £3,160.
Besides these twelve police, some
nine uniformed police are also on duty on or
about the wharfs.
The Trust also offered a
reward for each conviction for theft from the
wharfs-£5 for each adult, and £2 for children.
There are also six shedmen employed by the
Trust, who assist in this work of caring for
consignees' goods, the wages of these men
amounting to £1,170 per annum.
Thus the
present annual expenditure of ,the Trust in this
direction amounts to;Paid to Police Department
£3,160
Paid in rewards
..
465
Wages of shedmen
1,170
Total
£4,795
ISince the 'police patrol was instituted in
1913, there have been 526 prosecutions 486
C'onvLctions, £124 7,s. 3d. costs awarded, £2 283
12s. 6d. fines inflicted, £2,222 rewards paid.
While all the expense is borne by the Trust
the fines are paid into the Consolidated Re~
venue.
Unfortun!lltely, many of the 'sentences imposed on convicted offenders are of so mild a
nature as to be ineffective as a deterrent. The
efforts of the police to prevent pillage are
hindered by thieves being treated as first
offenders and released on giving security to be
of good behaviour for a limited period. The
infliction of fines also fails in prevention and
the Commissioners feel that, whilst a con~icted
person is penalized only by a small fine, the
'best results from the operations of the police
will not be secured.
In addition to these steps, the Commissioners,. at a cost of over £6,300, have fenced in
the wharfs at North Whanf and around the
Victoria Dock, at which the great bulk of the

Hon. A.. Robinson.

General Election.

oversea trade is' done.
Egress from these
wharfs is through gates at which officers of
the Customs Department are stationed to
check the loads passing through.

GENERAL ELECTION.
DETAILS OF VOTING.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT asked the
Attorney-GeneralIf he will furnish a statement detailing the
votes cast in the different constituencies at the
recent election for members of the Legislative
Assembly, and showing the various 'stages of
the counting of the votes from the primary to
the final count?

The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-The Ohief ,Secretary's Office
has informed me that the usual inf.ormation will be published, and it will contain details relating tOT
X ames of electoral districts; electors encandidates'
rolled (males and females);
names; first preference votes recorded for each
candidate; number of electors who voted
(males, females, total); number of informal
ballot-papers; number who voted by post;
percentages who voted (males, females, total) ;
particular,s of all preferential counts.

The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-By
leave, I desire to call the attention of
the Min,ister to the fact that my question
id not set out on the paper as I submitteq
it.
I asked for a return to be laid on
the table of this House.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-You cannot
get a return by way of a question.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-The
question then should not have been
altered.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-A return
cannot be laid on the table of the House
by way of answer to a question. The
Standing Orders provide that.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-The
honorable gentleman should have said
" Yes" or " No" to what I ,asked.
REPORT OF BASIC WAGE
COMMISSION.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I
should like to ask the Attorney-General,
by leave, if the Government will undertake to supply each member -of both
Houses with a copy of the report of the
Basic Wage Commission, together with the
memorandum signed by the Chairman o~

Death of the
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the Oommission, which is an important
document~

The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-The honora'ble member informed me of his intention to ask this
.question.
I will take the first opportunity of putting the request .before the
J?remier.
.
DEATH OF THE HON. D. E.
:MoBRYDE.
The Iron. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I desire to move.
That the House records its sorrow at the
·death of the Honorable Duncan Elphinstone
McBryde, an ex-member of this House.
His
. Hervices to the Parliament of Victoria, both
as a Minister of the Crown and as a member
,·of the Legislative Council for twenty-three
years, caused him to be regarded by all with
respect and affection.

Since we last met, death has taken away
from Our midst the Honorable Duncan E.
McBryde. Hel was one of the o,ldest and
most experienced members of the Legislative Oouncil, having been a member of
it for twenty-three years.
He was first
.elected on 19th December, 1891, and held
the seat until 10th September, 1896. He
was again elected on 13th June, 1901,
.and retained his seat until the last triennial election on 5th June, 1919'.
The
,deceased gentleman was Minister of Public Health and Oommissioner of Public
Works in the Bent Government from 31st
-October, 1908, to the 8th January, 1909.
In addition to the public positions he
held in this community, he was prominently connected in the city with the
management of many large financial and
industrial undertakings.
Those who
have been in this Ohamber longer than I
have know well his shrewdness, his force
()f character, and his sound common
'Sense.
Mr. McBryde was one of those
gentlemen who started without much; assistance except the gift of character
which was born in him, but 'by his perseverance, pluck, and energy, he achieved
notable positions in the business community of this State.
His services to
the State were always given freely.
I
think I can say without affectation that
be was regarded by all those who
sat with him in. this House as a
kindly, genial friend, one who was
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always willing to do a kind and
generous action rather than the revenle.
It is fitting that when a gentleman who
was associated with Parliament, and with
this House in particular, f0'r so many
years has passed- a:wa y, we should record
olUr regret fQlr his death and Oour sympathy
with his relatives. It is in that spirit,
and because I fee,l that the State has lost
a valuable citizen, that I have moved the
mOotion.
The HOon. W. L. BAILLIEU .-It is
my unwelc0'me duty to s-econd the motion
submitted by the Attorney-General. It
has eertainly be'en my privilegCl tQi sit
with the lat-e 1\1r. 1\1cBryde other than in
this House, and I think that I can say
that every member Oof the House, 0'f whateve,r shade of poEtical thought,' held Mr.
l\1cBryde in t~e highest e~t~e:,-:n, not p~r
r..aps for his gIfts as a 'polItlcIan, but for
his ste.rling character. After all, it was by
such men as he that this c0'untry of ours
was pioneered.
At the time when Mr.
McBryde came, to Australia a, man required courage and faith to take the
journey. People did not take it, as they
take it n0'W, in comfortable ste'lmers and
under comfortable circurustancei3. We can
quite understand )ww such men as lVIr.
1\1cBrycle made their mark in the community. I second the mQition in the same
spirit as that in which the Att0'rneyGeneral has mQlved it.
The Han. A. E. CHANDLER.-I took
1\11'. 1\1cBryde's place when he determined
to retire from political life, and when
going thr0'ugh the large electorate which
he represented, I found that practically,
every man I met held him per'Sonally ill
very high esteem. rrhe electors throughout
the constituency were all sorry that he
was not going to contest the seat again.
They said that if he had determined to
do so, he certainly ,,,auld have got a good
majority. I join with other hmlOrable
members in expressing regret at his
death.
The PRESIDENT .-N art only did I
kno·w the late Mr. McBrydel faT close on
twenty years in the HQuse, but I saw a.
great deal of him otherwise, and he was
about the straightest, most honorable,
clear-headed, and common-sense man that
I ever came across. He gave his services
to the State; and his example', in the way
of honesty and integrity, must surely
have left a v-MY good mark. The State
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has lost a most valuable citizen through
Mr. McBryde's death. It was very sudden,
but not altogether unexpected, and I
am thankful to say that he was spared
any suffering at the end. His death was
a terrible blDw to' his relatives, although
I believe that they were fully prepared
for it.
The mO'tion was carried in silence, honorable members standing in their places.
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR'S
SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
The debate, (adjourned from N Qlvember 16) O'n the Ron. A. A. Austin'']
motion for the adoption of an Address-'
in-Reply to the Lieutenant-Governor's
Speech was resumed.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-It is
not my intention to speak· at very great
length. When the debate was adjourned
a fortnight ago, the question of the coal
trouble was under considera,tion, and I
am glad to know that the Government
have now decided to adopt the constitutional course and have practically determined tD give a trial to the Ribble award.
I hope that they will experience the benefits of that award by having a settled
feeling in the great coal-mining industry.
I desire to refer to' the questions of constitutional reform and a redistribution of
seats. NO' one e.xpected that in the Lieutenant-Governor's Speech the Government would make reference to' constitutional reform as one of the matters to be
dealt with in this short session; but I
think we might well have expected a
sta.tement from the Government as to'
when they intend to' deal with the redistribution of seats question. We have had
many promise,s from various Governments
in this connexion, and we are anxiDus to'
get a definite undertaking from the "Government as to what they intend to dO'
respecting it during this Parliament. I
mention the matter particularly at this
stage, because I think tha,t the question of
a redistributioll .of sea,ts should engage the
attention of Parliament some considerable time before another place expires
through e,ffiuxion of time, which will be
thre-e- years from 21st October last. The
Murray-Watt Government did bring forward a scheme fOlr a redistribution of
seats in connexion with another place.

Address-in-Reply.

Unfortunately the information on which
the scheme was based was taken from an
obsolete roll, which made it unworkable.
There was a change of Government, and
as a. result of a canvass of electors, which
was ordered by the new Government, it
was ascertained that in one metropolitan
electorate there were 5,000 more people
entitled to vote than had been allowed
for in the scheme that had been brought
before Parliament. That was not one oI
the new and growing districts, hut an industrial suburb, where there had been
practically nO' change. When the Peacock
Government went to the country in 1914,
the Premier, in his policy speech, specially referred to a redistribution of seats
measure, and he also referred to' another
proposal that had bee'll agitating the
minds of the electors-constitutional reform sO' far as the Legislative CDuncil
was concerned in connexiou with the
qualificatiDns O'f both members and electors.
Sir Alexande,r Peacock definitely
pledged hjs Government to' bring in a Bill
that would reduce the qualification for
electors of this House to' the ratepayers'
roll and the qualification for members to
£20 annual value. Though his Government was returned with a majority, nothing came of that promise.
Tbre,e years
went by without anything being done,
either in relgard to' a redistribution oI
Assembly seats, or a, reduction of the
qualifications for electors and members of
the Legislative Council. Towards the end
of the Parliament the excuse was made
that the war had intervened. There was
then the 1917 election, as a result of
which the Pe,acock Government was defeated. Later the present Premier formed
a Government, and in a policy spee-ch a.t
Castlemaine he promised that measures
would be taken to bring about a redistribution of Assembly seats during the last
session of the Parliament. The last session
of the Parliament duly arrived, and it
was then stated that, because of a canvass
of the e1lectOors just having been made,
there wOould be no time to readjust the
roUs. I suppose that excuse was as good
as any other.
It is only reasonable at
the beginning of this Parliament to' ask
what is going to' be done to' bring abOout
this reform.
Not Dnly is the honDur of
the Government involved, but it is the
duty of Parliament itself tOo dO' something
to fulfil the promise tOo the electors which
has sO' IDng been uisregarded for one
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reason or another.
I have a table here
I'elating to the electors of the Legislative
Council and the Legislative Assembly, by
means of which a cOimparison between the
position in 1903, when the last redistribution Oof seats in connexion with both
Houses was made, and the present position can be drawn. Whilst we nave from
time to time complained of the great disparity between the number of electors in
metropolitan constituencies and the number of electors in country constituencies,
so far as.another place is cQincerned, there
i:; a' similar disparity between metropolitan and country electorates in
the case Qif the Legislative Council.
The figures with regard to. the Legislative
Council are set Qiut in the following
table:LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL ELECTORS.

Metropolitan Provinces.
1903.

1920,

12,899
13,410
10,904
Il,783
12,843
12,422

36,881
20,492
19,807
33,603
26,475
28,823

74,261

166,081

001.tntry Provinces.
8,9Il
9,154
7,467
8,438
8,757
9,506
9,212
10,037
8,716
8,976
9,091

10,652
13,634
10,488
13,274
13,324
16,702
13,961
27,164
17,197
10,292
13,492

98,265

160,180

172,526

326,261

East Yarra
Melbourne
Melbourne East
Melbourne North
Melbourne South ..
Melbourne West ..

Bendi&o
Gippsland
Nelson
Northern
North-Eastern
N orth-Western
Southern
"South-Eastern
.South-Western
Wellington
Western

Grand Totals

Number of Electors per Province.
1903,

1920.

Increase.

Metropolitan Provinces 12,376 .. 27,680 .. 15,304
'Country Provinces
•. 8,933 .. 14,561 .. 5,628
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33,603; in the Melbourne Scuth province from 12,843 to 26,475, and in the
Melbourne West province from 12,422 to
28,823. The total number of electors in
1903 for the metro·po.Jitan provinces was
74,261, and in 1920 the number is
166,081. I find that the number of electOirs fQir tne country eleotorates in 1903
runs from itbQiut 7,000 to 10,000, and that
the total number of electors in that. year
for the eleven country provinces was
98,265, whereas to-day it is 160,180.
Sir HENRY WEEDON.-You are advocating a redistribution for the CQiuncil ~
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-Yes,
as well as for the Assembly. Analyzing
these figures, I find that the aveJ'age number of electors in 1903 was 12,376 per
province fOT the metropolitan provinces,
and in 1920 was 2'7,680, showing an increase fo·r the seventeen years of 15,304
electors per province.
In the country
provinces in 1903 the number was, 8,933
per province, and in 1920 was 14,561,
showing an incre,ase of 5,628 per province as a.gainst the increase of 15,304
per province fOT the metroPQilitan provinces. Every one must agree that a redistribution of seats is neceSBary in connexion with the Legislative Assembly.
The following table shows the position
with regard to the Assembly:LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ELEOTORS.

Metropolitan Electorates.

Abbotsford
Albert Park
Boroondara
Brighton
Brunswick
Carlton ..
Collingwood
East Melbourne
Essendon
Fitzroy ..
Flemington
Hawthorn
Jika Jika
Melbourne
North Melbourne
Port Melbourne
Prahran
Richmond
St. Kilda
Toorak
Williamstown

It will be seen that in 1903 the number
of electors in the East Yarra. province was
12,899. There are now 36,881. In the :Melbourne province the increase has been from
Totals
13,410 to 20,492; in the Melbourne East
province the increase has been from 10,904
to 19,807; in the Me,lbourne North pro- Average of 21 Metropolitan
vince the increase has been from 11,783 to
Seats •.

1P03.

1920,

4,458
5,056
5,016
3,518
4,787
4,775
4,571
4,545
5,193
4,642
4,736
5,736
4,644
5,820
5,247
5,344
4,980
5,282
5,024
4,934
5,723

15,406
21,551
48,523
25,969
25,420
12,443
15,389
12,025
31,344
14,767
22,874
28,940
34,135
8,852
17,552
16,029
20,678
17,383
34,135
24,725
23,321

10'1-,031

---4,9:;4

..

..

---471,461

22,45t
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Country Electorates.
Allandale
Ballarat East
Ballarat West
Barwon ..
Benalla ..
Benambra
Bendigo East
Bendigo West
Borung ..
Bulla
Castlemaine and Maldon
Dalhousie
Dandenong
Daylesford
Dundas ..
Eaglehawk
Evelyn ..
Geelong ..
Gippsland East
Gippsland North ..
Gippsland South
Gippsland West
Glenelg ..
Goulburn Valley
Grenville
Gunbower
Hampden
Kara Kara
Korong ..
Lowan
Maryborough
Mornington
Ovens
Polwarth
Port Fairy
Rodney ..
Stawell and Ararat
Swan Hill
Upper Goulburn
Walhalla
Wangaratta
Waranga
Warrenheip
\Varrnambool
Total
Average 44 Country Seats ..
Percentage to equal Metropolitan Seats

1903.

1920.

3,815
4,650
4,450
3,788
3,448
2,786
3,809
4,459
3,207
3,894
3,904
3,986
4,146
3,333
3,043
3,892
3,215
4,728
3,045
2,995
4,139
3,375
3,367
3,319
3,940
3,131
4,244
3,529
2,787
3,029
4,401
4,231
3,351
3,589
3,782
3,906
3,674
3,294
3,825
2,817
3,775
3,381
3,600
3,538

5,422
10,034
10,477
11,814
7,851
6,612
8,337
9,416
7,707
11,360
6,604
7,051
17,564
6,37l
8,252
6,556
11,952
14,535
6,135
9,140
9,695
9,571
9,031
8,666
4,930
8,978
11,358
6,348
6,844
9,57l
6,905
15,798
5,292
10,983
8,028
11,330
8,040
17,619
8,167
6,413
7,529
7,060
.5,520
9,347

160,617

396,213

3,650

9,005
149%

36%
Country.

Irvine Ratio (1903)
..
Proposed Lawson Ratio ..
Present Ratio

City.

74 to 100
60 to ·100
40 to 100

T claim that the figures I have given show
that it is equally necessary there should
bea redistribution for the Council. The
difference on th'e whole is quite as great
as it is in connexion with the Legislative
Assembly. In connexion ~ith the figures
fOor the Assembly it is not so easy to make
a comparison, because in 1903 'male adults
alone were permitted to vore.
It really
would be necessary to double the figures
for 1903 to' show the number of electors
as compared with nDW. The Government
Hon. D. L. ]lfcNamara.
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in the prDpoeal they placed befo·re 'the
electors mentioned a basis of sixty country'
electors for every 100 in the metropolis. In 1903 there was a redistribution
of seats carried out py the Irvine Government. The number of electors in themetropolitan area in 1903 was 104 031,
as against 471,461 now. The numb~r of
eledors in the country electora.tes WCi,S in
1903, 160,617, whereas now the numberis 396,213, In 1903 the ave,rage numberof electors per electorate for the fortyfour country ele,etorates was 3,650, and
tD-day the number is 9,005. In. th&
twenty-one m'etropolitan electorates 1n
1903 the average number O'f electors was
4,954, and at present it is 22,451. hi
1903 the metropolitan electDrates had 36
per cent. more electors than the country
electorates. The figures show that in the
~w~nty-one metropolitan electorates thereIS a percentage of 149 now as against 3'6
per cent. in 1903. The point I want t()l
make is. that the Gove·rnment proposal is
not so h beral as that made by the Irvin&
Government in the last redistribution 0If'
seats.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-Do you
want to' increase the metropolitan members 1
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I
want to' see something like equality of representatiolll, irre.spective of the part of
the State concerned.
The Hon. vV. C. ANGLISS.-C01ktrv
members never get over their electorates-.,-The Hon. D. L. :McNAMARA.-I ean
mention several Federal members whorepresent constituencies much larger than
the State of Victoria..
.
The Hon. W. C. ANGLIss.-And they:
never get Dver them.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-They
keep in touch with them. The CommO'nwealth Constitution provides for practically a. redistribution every ten years.
The officers who make the redistribution
are guided by a certain quO'ta .of electors,
and they make an allowance for districts.
that are going down, and for those that
are increasing i.n population. Just as there
are differences between town and country:'
faT the Assembly, SOl the·re are faT the
Council. This questiO'n was ventihted a
good deal in another pla,ce during t,he last
week or twO', otherwise I shOluld ileal with
it more fully.
Boroondara has 48,500
electors, and Melbourne has 8,852, 601 thatt
an el-ector in Melbourne has as much VDting power as five electors in BoroO'ndara.
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!he HOL. E. L. KIERNAN .-Do you
t.lunk that as they went dry in Boroondara, they dOl ~ not deserve to have more
power 1
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-The
:.electoral matter is determined by an Act
of Parliament that was passed before
Boroondara became dry. The same difference is fQlund in the country electorates. Swan Hill has 17,619 electors, and
the,re are 17,564 in Dandenong. On the
other hand) Grenville has 4,930, and
there are about 5,000 electors in each of
the electorates of Ovens, Warrenheip,
and Clunes and Allandale. I contend that
there should be a redistribution of seats,
and that the e,lectora tes should be so' sub·
divided that each elector would have his
full voting strength. We introduced the
adult franchise, and we should endeavour
~o giye each ,:"ote its true value. My obJect In referrmg to. this matter is to try
to draw from the representatives of the
Government some statement as to! what
stage in the, life Q1f this Parliament this
9uestion i~ likely to be' brought before us
III a practIcal way.
It is not desirable to
bring the matter up session after session.
If we knew that the question would be
~rought up in the second year of this ParlIament, that would be definite. I coutend that the question should be faced as
~arly as poo~ible. It has been said that it
~s the practIce to have a general electio'll
ImmedIately after a redistributiou of
seats.. That is th~! reason why, gene,rallv
speakmg, a questIon of this sort is deferred until the last session of the Parlia~ent. Irrespective o~ what may happen
In that regard, the'r~ IS a reason why this
matteT should recelVe considera.t,io'll as
soou as possible. As at present consti~uted, there is such difference of opinion
In another place that it is possible that
the Governor, o'r the Lieutenant-Governor, may find it necessary to send members back to the constituencies in order
to get a f.u~ther. test of the feeling there.
In my 0PIlllO'll, It would be a crime if we
were to continue havi:rig elections on a
Bcheme of electorates that are so obsD'lete
and out of touch with what is fair and
equitable.
The Ron. A. RICKS .-Theposition is
just as bad in Queensland but they do
not alter it.
'
Thel Ron. D. L. McNAMARA.-I do
not think it is anything like as bad
the,re'. Apparently, the honorable gentle-
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man belie'ves that twO' wrongs will make
a right.
The Rou. A. HICKS.-N o.
The Ron. D. L. McNAMARA.-Then
the honorable gentleman, before starting
to lecture others as tOo what they should
do, should first put his own house in
order. I contend that we should have some
statement from the Go,vernment as to what
they intend to do in the matter. Definite lines should be laid dOown for the
redistribution of seats. The numbe,r of
members ,aud the quotal per electorate
shoruld be fixed, and then the matter
should. b.e handed over tOi an impartial
CommISSIOn, composed of men with experience in that respect, and the Commission sh~uld be told,
It is your duty
to PFo!Vlde a plan of distribution that
carries out the wishes of Parliament and
the people."
I feel sure I will not be
able to draw the representatives of the
Government On the matt~r at this
.iuncture.
Now that I have referred to
it, other measures will have to be taKen
at some other time to ascertain what IS
in the mind 0.£ th3 Ministry. After all
it is nOot an unfair thing' to ask. This i~
not SOl much a questiOon of Government
policy.
It is a' matter on which there
should be 1100 party feeling.
The ROon. G. M. DAVIS.-You think
that the electorates could be so scientifically adjusted that each vote would have
equal power ~
The Ron. D. L. McNAMARA.-As
far as possible. That would be practIcable in the first place, hut in the- COourse;
of, say, five or ten years, the electorat·es,
no matter how they were originally
adjusted, would require alterations, because of the variations in the conditions.
For in~tance, minin~ towns flourishing today mIght be practIcally non-existent in
ten years' time. In ot.her districts, industri~s might be. started ,and grow at
a, rapld rate, so In that way a certain
disproportion would be ,brought about.
That, however, cannot be helped.
It
would be a good plan to' provide in an
Act of Parliament that, after the number
of electors had been ascertained the'roe
should be a redistribufion of s~ata in
both Rouses of Parliament every ben
years.
That has practically be'en the
result in the Federal Parliament. becal:.se
of the growth of some e,lectorates. It is
practically part of the Constitution of
the Commonwealth:, and I think it would
operate very well in Oother Parliaments.
C(
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If that were laid down as a definite principle in Dur Statutes, it wDuld tak~ place
irrespective of what pDsition the Government for the time being was in. Under
the present arrangement, the Government
~ight feel it was to their disadvantage
to' make alterations at ,a certain juncture,
although an alteration ef the -electoral
beundaries might be leng overdue. Previded that a certain fixed queta was exceeded in the ellecto'rates, it sheuld be laid
dewn in an Act ef Parliament that an
alteratienSheuld take 'place every ten
years. Now, I wish to make reference to
another matter which we are privileged
to speak abeut on the Address-in-Reply,
and in connexien with which we will net
have the same latitude when a Supply
Bill or the Appropriation Bill is before
us. That is the matter of payment ef
members, and when I say payment of
members. I mean pa yment of mam bers
in both br,anches ef the Legislature. It
is generally un.derstood that a Bi~l will
be introduced In another .place thIS session for the payment of members of the
Legislative Assembly. It also seems to
be weH understood that the ameunt fixed
will be £500. . Now, I think the time is
epportune for us to' take into consideration the making ef some payment or
allewance for members ef this Chambe,r
tolO.
\Vhile we may held different
opiniens as to whether second Chambers
are ef use to the cemmunity. the fact
remains that a second Chamber is in
existence in every State and in the Commenwealth as well. While, the people desire that second Chambers should con£lnue
in existence, they sheuld make reasonable
provision fer some payment er allowancie
to' the members whom they expect to
represent them the,rel. A province for the
Legislativ,e Council is very much larger
than a district for the Assembly; in fact,
in some cases, a Legislative Council province would include three er feur or more
Assembly districts. With regard to beth
the area" of his coostituency and the numb€il' of ellectors, it will be seen that if a.
member of the Legislative Council is
called upon to' give anything like a rea.sona~bl,e ',amount ef his time to' their
proper representatien, some prevision in
the way ,olf an allowance to him should
be made. Probably it will be argued
here by some members that it was never
intended frem the start that there sheuld
be an allowance, and that this is what
might he caned an elite Hous·e, in someHon. D. L, MoNamwra.
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what the same position as the House Clf
LordSi-making the same distinction as
is made Dn the cri9ket field, whel'el players
who take an allowance rure r€garded as
professionals, and those who dOl not are referred to as gentlemen. I think we should
have no regard f,or that. It may have
been a custom of the past, but it is one
from which I th~nk we should break
away if we desire democratic gDvernment., Unless some: allowanoo is provided, it would be impossible for electors to ha,ve members with democratic
views to represent them, and thel sphere
of selectien would be narrowed down to
these who, because of their wealth, SOl to
speak, are in a posItion tal devote the
necessary time: and money tOi the perfDrmanoe of their legislative duties.
While we havel many estima,ble members
who are in a position to give up thear
time toO the work QJf legislation, the
ele'ctors should not be dependent on that
class fOil' their repres,entation. If payment of membe'rs were applied to this
Chamber, most Df the: present meanb~rs
would still be here. I am not spe,aklllg
in gisrespect of anyone, far from it; but
I wish to point out that it would be impossiblel for many members, of my party
to re1presen t country districts if the electors welre of the framel of mind tQJ desire
a Labour man to represent them, beca use such a man would bel detained a.
considel''able time in Melbourne in connaxion with his duties, and would have
to constantly visit the district which he
represented.
·The Han. A. E. CHANDLER.-What
amount would you suggest 1
The HOTh. J). L. McNAMARA.-It is
difficult tal discriminate be,tween members of the two Houses.
T~e Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-Do you
think we are WO'I'th £ 1,000 a ye'ar ~
The Hon. D. L. 1\1:cNAMARA.-I
will not say that. Some may be wO'I'th a
lot more, and others less.
I should say
that an allolwance of £250 would meet
the case. In N e,w Zealand there: is a
differenoe betwe€n the: amounts paid to
the members of the two Houses.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-In the
Coonmouwealth, senators get thel same
pay as membell'S of the House of Repre,~entatives.

The Hen. D. L. McNA1\1:ARA.-Anyhow, I mention the matter because I
think it should re'ceivel the, attention of
Parliame.nt when the questien of the
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amount paid to members elsewhere is
being raised. I want to make another
assertion, .and it is that the Legislative
Council of Victoria is the only elective
second Chamber in any part of the British Dominions, or even in the Empire,
in which members are not paid. The
memhers of every other e,lective second
Chamber receive an allowance.
In
some cases the allowance is the same
as that paid to mem be'rs of the lower
House" and in Oother cases the amount is
~lightly different; New Zealand being a
case in point, for in the Dominion the
a.llOowance rece,ived by membe,rs of th-e:
Upper House is £100 less than: that pai.d
to membelI's of the HouS€! of Representatives.
The HOon. J. P. JONEs.-We had
better fOorm a uni91ll. and appoint an
(),rganizer at once.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-That
reminds me tha,t one gentleman, whose
llame I will not mention, stated that an
organize,r was required in cOonnexion with
polling.
The HOon. J. H. DIsNEY.-Does the
honorable member imply that we are the
tflnly mugs in the world 1
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I am
110t putting it that way. I ha,ve no re(;ollection Oof any measure of this kind
lJeing initiated in this House.
However, we shall have before us a Bill dealing with the salaries of mem bers Oof
another place, and we should endeavour,
in connexion with that, tOo provide an
allowanc,e to members of this Chamber.
In South Australia, Western Australia,
and Tasmania members Oof the Legislative Councils receive a similar allowance
to that of members of the Legislative
Assemblies. In those three States, as in
Victoria, Legislative Councils are elected
lJY the people. The House of Lords is,
of course, a nominee House. The Legislative Council of New South Wales and
t.he Legishtive Council of Queensland
are nominee Houses. I prefer not to
mention any particular allowance for a
member of this House, as in naming an
amount I might be considered too
modest. There is one other question I
desire to refer to. Recently we had a
discussion on the allOowance to boardedout children. I hope that the Government will see that it is the wish of bOoth
'branches of Parliament that that allow::111Ce should be substantially increased.
'The Oommission on, the 'basi~ wage,
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that was appo~nted by the CommOonwealth Government, took evidence in all
Lhe States, and came to the'definite COonclusion that 12s. per week was necessary
for the upkeep .of a child from its rirth
until fourteen years of age. I believe
that in making their estimate they COllsidered only the bare necessaries of life.
In v.iew of the report of that .Oommission,
the GOovernment should certainly increase
the allowance to boarded-out children to
Hot less an amount than lOs. per week
per child. I hope that the Government
will state that those matters' I have referred to, as faT as .constitutional reform is concerned, will be dealt with
some time next year. and not left to the
last session of Parliament, when there
are invariably a number of slaughtered
mnOocents.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-In looking through the Lieutenant-Governor's
Speech, one cannot but be struck by the
amount of legislation that is proposed.
Some of the measures that are outlined
will, undoubtedly, have to be cut out.
I hope that one to be abandoned will be
the Necessary Oommodities Oontrol Bill.
The commercial world in Australia is
in a critical position. It is likely to l'emain in a critical, and even dangerous,
position, until we have learned the lesson that natural laws should be allowed
to prevail. "Ve have had too much tinkering with economic conditions during
the war, and we ha,vearrived at an unnatural state Oof affairs. The further we
get into a muddle the greater is the
agitation for control. But I am satisfied
that the more artificial control we have
the greater will be the muddle. I hope
the Government will seriously reconsider
their decision to introduce their Bill to
carryon the Fair Profits Commission
another year., There is no real necessity for it. We have, in my opinion,
arrived at the time when prices have
reached their very highest p'oint. In
future prices will decline. The control
of prices, ~lld consequent irritability, is
a source of trouble, loss, and uncertainty. Under these conditions we cannot hOope to make the cOountry prosperous.
I· do not intend to go into details,
but I
do say that it is absurd
for any Oommission to fix price.;; in
particular trades, of the r2mifications of which the Oommission necessarily knows little. TaKe an example.
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A tradesman buys certain packerts ?y
the gross. He is as~ed by ~he CommIssion what the cost IS to hIm. He repliS3, "Oue shilling." H,e is then asked
what he will realize on the gross. He
sa.ys, "Three shillings." "Oh," the replv is "that is 200 per oent., an absu"rd profit!" But is it an absurd nrofit ~ Let us ,look into the matter. T~'ere
are probably twelve sal~.s bdore the gross
i~ exhausted.
The assIstant has to take
the packets clown twelve ;times. Prohably he spends five mi.nute.s ov~r each
transaction, Then, ag a·lll , It mIght be
said that with the cost of tea at 2s.
a lb., th~ proprietor of the tea-room
who sells cups of tea at 6d. pel' cup is
making too great a profit. It would be
said. "'1'here is a profit there of five
pounds." If one looks lll'erely at the
profit it seems a ridiculous amount. But
there are other thing'S to be considered.
A tremendous lot of work is involved.
I 1ll€rely mention these things as . an
illustration of the absurdity of trylllg
to control the prices of eertain commodities. In .certain businesses the goods that
are now arriving will eventually be sol~
at a loss. I hope that the Government
will look very carefully into this question befor·e they decide to persevere with
the Necessary Commodities Control Bill.
\Ve have certain people who are re~trided to the prices at which they must
sell. There are other and favoured
people who have had the prices of ~h~ir
commoditie,s raised to an undue lImIt.
According to a stateIl!ent whi.ch app.eared
in our daily press thIS week. the prlce of
wheat has' fallen tremendously in the
United States of America. Yet, for the
next twelve months, we shall have to pay
98. per bushel for our Australian wheat.
Following upon the discussion that took
place in the House on the Wheat. Commission, I endeavoured to. ascertaIn the
cost to the farmer of growing wheat.
According to the information I have
gleaned, the cost of producing wheat. including interest on the land, seled, labour,
bags, cartage, freight, and selling operations, is 45s. an acre.
The Hon. 'V" L. BAILLIEu.-There are
110 t.wo acres alike.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-Possihlv not. However, if my information
is ~orrect, the cost of production is 45s.
ner acre, A.nn the average yield poer acre
is fifteen bushels. Therefore, we get an
average return of £6 15s. per acre.
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The Hon. 'V. L. BAILLIEu.-We shall
have every one going in for wheat-growing if that is the case.
The Hon. .J. K. MERRITT.-Of
course, allowance has to be made forbad seasons. But what about the bad
seasons the commercial trader has to put
up with ~ We know that he has been.
getting fairly good profits in the past,.
but we know also that he stands to make
heavy losses in the future. It:s a true
parallel.
The wheat-grower and the-'
man of commerce have bad seasons alike.
r am anxious that the primary prod UGer
should have every 'possible encouragement..
Nothing can help the country
forward more than tha,t. The workers
naturally resent having to pay Is. for a
4-lb. loaf, 2s.' 9d. a lb. for butter, an?high prices for other necessary ~ommo.dI
ties. It were better to leave prIce fixmg
alone. I do not think we sha11 have any
I eal prosperity ag'ain unt] natur~l laws
are allowed to operate. I am qUIte certain that in the future, a's in the past, the
ordinary laws of competition, W?ethcl:
we are dealing with the productIOll of
steel, or wheat, or any mallu~actul'cd
goods, ,vill bring prices. to a fall' leycL
We shall get that if thmgs are allowed
to take a re'aso.nable and natural oourse.
If we allow this constant tinkering by
Commissions, consisting of people. ~ho
really dOl not understand the posItwn?
we shall continue to be in a state of
muddle. I want now to refer to the work
o,f the He,alth CommissiO'n.
The Act
which' we passed a COoU pIe of years ago
should either be amended, O'r thel Government should see that it is better administered than it is. Honorable members
know that some time ago complaints we,re
made at a meeting of the Health Goonmission ill regard to their treatment by
the Government, but as the matter was
delalt with fully in another ,pla,oo I ~m
not going into the de,tails. It. was saId,
however at the meeting tOi wInch I have
referred'that the Health C'01ffimission was
IJot being properly treated by the ~o
ve·rnment. It did not get the finanCIal
assistance which was necessary, nor oould
it appoint the officers required to do its
work. I think it was stared in another
place that it was nO't the fault of the
'Government, and I know that the Treasurer has said on more than one occasion
that all the money aske(i f'or by the Commission had been granted, I haye had
several, cases brought under my notice 7
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which show that the Commission is not
doing its work. One instance came before IIT.e only yesterday. I do. nQlt intend
to go into. all the details, but I merely
wish to point out that a metropolitan
Municipal Council wrote to' the Commission with regard to a priva,te hospital on
the 13th July last. They did not get the
courtesy of a r€tply, and they wrote again
on thel 6th September. In the interval
I met a member of the Comu:uission, and
I mentioned this matter to him. asking
why it was the Board had not done anything. He told me that they had nQlt
the necessary inspectors to deal with
matte,rs Q1f this sort. . It will be r€IIT.embered that I put a question to, the Minister
in cha::ge of the House at the time, and
I was lllformed that the Government had
done all they oou]d, and so far as they
knew things we,re going on satisfactorily.
In the letter of 6th September attention
was called to the fact that the communication of 13th July had not been replied
to. Still there was no answer from the
Health C01111lr..ission, and on the 29th
October a third letter was written, in
which it was pointed out, amongst other'
things, that a death from pulmonary
tuberculosis had occurred at this institutiou, aIl~ that no report concerning it
was avaIlable.
Then the Commission
sent a letter to the council, but did not
say anything about the death. The communication simply stated that the
preJIT;,ises were suitable for registration as
a ,private hospital. This incident shows
that the, H·ealth Commission is not doing
what was intended by the· Act that we
passed. I hope in the. circumstances the
Government will take steps to see, that
the Commission
has the
necessary
machinery to do this work as quickly as
possible.. This is a· matter of the greatest
Importance to the, health of the commun~t~, and there sh<;>u].d be no delay in
provldmg the CommIssIon with all the
money that it requires.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I wish
first of all to congratulate the Government on their success in weathering the
stor~ in .another place.
Wha~e~er may
be saId WIth regard to the admmlstration
of thel GOIVernment there! is no' doubt that
their tactical abilities in meetinO' a situation like that which occurred last week
are all right.
When the Leader of
the Farmers Union discharged -the torpedo, the GoVef11ment by clinging first
of all to the Labour party for one
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minute and the Farme·rs Union the next
were able, to preserve themselves in the
eddying water.
The tactics -Df the Gove'r~ent reminded me of the ex,perience
of a Chinese doctor. This doctor, like
the Lawson Government, was not very
good at his work. He was attending a;
child, and the parents were so incensed
at his treatment, which did not save the
life' of the boy, that the family, like the
voters at the recent election, decided to
have the doctor's blood. They s-e-cured
the assistance of the residents in the
vicinity, and the, doctor had to run for
his life. He came, to a river, and, be,ing
a geod swimmer, escaped to the other
side. On reaching his home he found
his boy sitting in the study reading a
medical work. He said to his boy, (( Put
the books aside for the present, lJlY so·n ..
The first thing to dOl is to. learn to swim."
The Lawson Government have made
mistakes in political affairs, but at least
they know how to swim. I should like
to refer to' thel Fair Profits Commission.
I believe. the Imajority of thel members of
this House are waiting to abolish that
Commission at the first opportunity', and
I am willing to prCl!phesy that the members of another place, knowing the, attitude of this Chambe,r in regard to that
Commission, will be, prepared to allow
us to' have the cdium of getting rid of
it. A good deal of criticism has been
le.velled against the Commission. On one
side we have people saying that the Commission has not done nearly enough in
restraining profiteering. On the o-ther
side we, have those, who. say that the
Commission is inteTfering too much with
business. Theil'e is no. doubt it cannot
suit both sides of this- community. If the
Commission fixed a ve,ry loW' price say, in
regard to clothing, Flinders-lane would
not supply it, but would sell it in another
State;.
The Commission has alsOi to
consider the interests of the, small trader
who may turn over his stock only once
a year, whe.reas the big ·emporiums may
do it five or six times. If prices are
fixed to suit the emporium, the small
man will be' wiped out. Then, of course,
changes take' place in the price (',f
commodities as a result of influences
altogether beyond Australia., and the
Customs Tariff, and the Commission,
of
course,
cannot
interfere
with
them. It has been complained that the
COTIlllission has not orde·red refunds in
particular cases. It lIT.ust be remembered
that according to the law before a refund
i,
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can be ordered a complaint must be made
to the Oorm.mission, and it has to be substantia,ted. Apart from our olpmion as to
whether the Commission has done more or
less good. we must admit it has done something.
The Han. G. L. GouDIE.-The members
ha ve drawn thelir salaries.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I do
not think that the e~penses of this Commission ha ve belen very grea.t or mOore
than the Statel can afford. If it has done
nothing else the Commission has enlightened the community in the business
methods OIf some people, suoh as that of
the Nail Combine. It has shown that it
was restricting production in order to
maintain prices tha,t it had fixed.
The: HOll. W. J. BEcKETT.-What
action did the Commission take ~
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-The
COommission exposed the matter and left
it to the GoveTnment to take whatever
aotio'll was nelC'essary. I have not the
mest recent figures, but up tOo 5th September the Commission had investigated
forty-eight different complaints, and had
orde,red a, reduction in ten instances.. It
llad fixed the ,price then current in
thirteen others, ,and in regard to fifteen
applications for increased prices the Commission had granted elight partially,. a: nd
allOowed the full ~a,te in the r€tIIla1nlng
seven.
The Commission Tecommended
that proceedings shOould he taken against
five firms in connexion with t.ransactiOons
in lamps, but I unde,rstand that the
Crown La,w authOorities did not see their
way to .I'Ieoommend prosecutiOons.
The
Commission presented its first report in
March so that it has not been in existence f~'r ve'ry long, and I think in the
circumstances it would be lamentable to
abolish it at this stage. I certainly should
not like to see this Chamber responsible
for rejecting a ,proposal tOI continue it
for some time longer, a.t any rate.
It must be remembered tha.t thel objection to the Commission comes from the
business people. It does not oeme from
the gene;:ral community. In these circumstanoes we can argue that the Commission
is making investigations which business people do nOit like. Tha t is one
reason why I think this Commission
should be continued.. The're is only one
other matter I deSIre to' re'£e,r to, and
that has already hel€n mentioned. I refer
to the remune(l"ation of memberrs of this
Chamber. We must remffiIlberr that there
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are, at least, eight members of this
House who are drawing salarie,s of one
sort or -another. I do not think that
those honorable members are looked down
upon by anyone because they accept
salaries for the positions which they fill.
Eight members of this House are already
drawing salaries.
The Hon.- W. L. BAILLIEU.-"\V1l01 are
they ~
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-The
.President, the Chairman of Committees,
two members of the Railways Standing
CQlmmittee, and fO'ur Ministers.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-Two of the
Ministe'rs are Honorary Ministelrs.
The Hon.- E. L. KIERNAN.-I do
not know wha,t the present GO'vernment
does; but I dO' not thin.k that in the past
HonO'rary Ministers gO't nOi pay at all.
The Hon. A. ROBINSoN.-They. have
never gQlt it in a VictOlI'ian Government,.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-It is always unde,rstood that Honorary Ministers get an allOowance.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-Your understanding is wron~.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-It is
gene-rally understood that Ministers with
portfolios put aside a certain proportion
of their salariet: to 'recompense Honorary
Ministers. I Tegret to' find that HO'noifary
Ministers are not be!ing paid. At a-ny
rate, there are six members of this Ohamber who get some remuneration faT their
services, and the cOommunity is nO' worse
off on that account. There aTe ve'ry few
hQlnO'rable members whO' would refuse to'
accept a salaried position.
Of COUTse,
the main argument for the payment o.f
honO'rable members is that if men witho·ut
means are debarred from coming into this
Chamber, the choice of thel electors is restricted. Personally, I could dO' without
payment. I may be satisfied with the present position myself; but, from a, PO'litical point of view, the fact that I may
be able to do without payment, or do not
want payment, is nO' reason why persons
who. could nQlt affQlrd to' act as members
without payment should be debarred trom
entering this Chamber. I should like to
know what the attitude of the Gove,rnment is with regard tOo the findings of the
Basio Wage Commission. It has been
shown by the CQlmmission that for a man
with a wife and three children to live as
an Australian should, he should receive
£5 16s. per week.
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The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-Whether
the till will provide it or not.
The Han. E. L. KIERNAN.-I do not
think any honO'rable ~be)r argues
that we should try to get money that
is not in the till. Mr. Piddington has
furnished a memo'randum which shows
how ,every member of the community can
be paid in accordance with the standard
set by the Commission without the cO'mmunity being saddled with any very gre~t
burden. His prQlP9sal is that the baSIC
wage should be £4 per week, but that, in
addition, the employers should pay into a
fund lOs. 9d. per week per employee.
The Hon. A. HICKS.-Do you agree
with that ~
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Yes.
Mr. Piddington shows that from the funds
provided by the payment of lOs. 9d. per
week per ~mpJoyee an endowment of 12s.
per we,ek could be given fOor every child
under fourteen years of age. That would
be'in addition to the salary of £4 per
week. A single man, or a married man
with nO' children, would get £4 per week.
A married man, with oue child, would
get £4 per week as his wages, and, in
3:ddition, he would get 12s. per week out
of the fund.
The Hon. J. D. BROwN.-The Prime
Minister 'has said that if employers gave
up all interest on capital and took no
profit yet they could not pay the basio
wage.
The Ho'll. E. L. KIERNAN.-The
honorable member does not understand
what the Prime Minister has said.- The
Prime Minister and Mr. Piddington say
that if the ,employer had to pay every
man £5 16s. per week it would mean
ruination.
It would cost between
£93,000,000 a year, which is Mr. Piddington's estimate, and £110,000,000 a
year, wh~ch is Mr. Knibbs's estimate. Mr.
Hughes and Mr.' Piddington contend that
the money could not be found j but both
agree that Mr. Piddington's proposal
that the basic wage should be £4 a. week,
and that lOs. 9d. per employee should
be paid by every employer intO' an endowment fund, could easily be carried
out, and would not lead to any great
difficulty.
Both Mr. Hughes and Mr.
Piddington agree that the community
could easily stand those payments, and,
the result would be that every worker in
Australia, would receive a wage which
would at least allow him to maintain his
wife and children properly.
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The HO'n. J. D. BRowN.-Mr. Hughes
has also stated that it wQluld be necessary
to increase the basic wage every month in
order to meet the increased pric1e of commodities.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Mr.
Hughes said that would have to be don,.
if the basic wage were £5 16s. per week;
but that would nOot be the re,sult if Mr.
PiddingtOon's later suggestion were carried
out. Under the later prQlPosal an employer would have to pay for each employee £4 lOs: 9d. per week-£4 to the
emplO'yee, and lOs. 9d. to' the Goverllmente Out of the endowment fund an
allowance Q1f 12s. per week could be made
for every child under fourteen years of
age.
If every worke'r in the State
could get such wages as would enable him
to' keep his wife and children in reasonable comfort, without there being any upsetting of the business community, it
would be a d€Sirable thing.
The Hon. A. ROBINSoN.-Where wOould
the farmer get his £4 a, week from when
a drought came along'
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-That is
another matter.
Under the scheme
every worker in the community would
have sufficient to keep his wife
and fan;tily. I would suggest to the
Government .that they should gO' into the
matter, particularly so far as affects their
own employees, and see if they cannot
persuade the Treasurer to agree to th~
scheme. It would save a great deal of unrest and trouble if every married worker
in the community re,ceived ,a sufficient
wage t()l keep his wife and children.
On the motiQln of the Hon. H. 1'.
RIOHARDSON, the debate was adjourned until Tuesday, Dece:r:nber 7.
ADJOURNMENT.
DESPATCH OF BUSINESS-GENERAL
ELECTION: DETAILS OF VOTING.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday, December 7.

I had anticipated that we should have
had before honorable members this evening some very important legislation; but,
as they are aware, alarms and excursions
elsewhere have somewhat impeded the progress of that legislation. There is every
prospect of a reasonable amount of legislation being passed this week for our consideration. I shall ask honorable members
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to meet on Tuesday next, and to' sit on
Tuesday, vVednesday, and Thursday, if
needed. I do not want to ask them to meet
on the Thursday unless. it is essential; but
I dOl want them to' bear in mind that it
may be essential tOo dOo soo. The measures
passed by another place will be distributed
by the CleTk as soO'n as they. are received.
I WQiuld ask hanorable members to' do"
what they can to assist the Government
in bringing the session to a conclusion
a reasanable time before Chrisr,mas.
The motion was agreed to'.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) .--·1 molV€That the House do now adjourn.

The HOon. W. J. BECKETT.-1 asked
the AttO'rney-General a. question to-day
with reference to certain election figures.
I did not quite understand his answer;
bu.t I think it was to the effect that he
will, at the earliest possible. moment,
place the records in possession af honorable members.
The Han. A. ROBINsoN.-Yes.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Up to
the present there have not been kept in
this building any official records of the
kind I referred to. We have a so-called
official record here, which is taken from
the newspapers, and the figures· are incorrect. SOl far as I know, there is no record of the votes cast at elections kept
by any official of this House or another
place. I desire that in future proper records will be kept SO' that honarable members may ascertain the true position of
affairs.
:
The motiO'n was agreed to.The House adjourned at t,wenty-eight
minutes to seven o'clock p.m., until
·Tuesday" December 7.
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Tuesday, November 30, 1920.

Oountry Industries Bill.

Solly to act as Temporary Ohairmen uf
Oommittees whenever requested to do so
by the Ohairman of Oommittees.

OOUNTRY INDUSTRIES BILL.
Mr. BEARDMORE asked the PremIerIf the Government will introduce the Cou~try
Industries Bill at an early date, so as to insure
its passage through the House this session?

Mr. LAWSON
answer is, "Yes."

(Premier). -

The

KIEWA HYDRO-ELEOTRIO
SOHEME.
:NIl'. BEARDMORE asked the PremIerIf it is true that :Mr. Michell's report
the Kiewa hydro-electric scheme has been
the hands of the Electricity Commissioners
some time; if so, when will the report
presented to this House't

on
in
for
be

Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-The report of Mr. :Michell with reference to
the Kiewa hydro-electric scheme is now
in the hands of the Government Printer.
I t is' a long and technical report, and
contains many plans and diagrams. The
Government have not had an opportunity
of considering it, nor do they know what
it contains. As soon as the report has
been printed next week, it will be made
available.
EXPORTATION OF OATS.
PRICE AND FREIGHT.
Mr. ROBERTSON asked Mr. ·Angus
(Honorary Minister), for the Minister of
AgricultureIf he has yet received a reply to his cable
to London for a current quotation per bushel
for oats; also, if he can ascertain what is the
rate for freight overseas per ton or per
bushel?
,

Mr. ANGUS.---1The reply furnished
by the Director of Agriculture is as fo1lows:LONDON OAT PRICE.

The SPEAKER took the chair at twenty
minutes to :five o'clock p.m.
TEl\fPORARY OHAIRM:EN OF
OOMMITTEES.
The SPEAKER laid on the table his
warrant nominating Mr. Ootter, Mr.
D0W11ward, Mr. Greenwood, Mr. Groves,
Mr. Hannah, Mr. Robertson and Mr.

Per bushel.
s. d.
£I 15s. 6d. per 320 Ibs. ..
Freight, at £6 lOs. per ton

F .0. b. price would be ..

.,

4

51'

..

2

4

..

2

l!

51

01'London price
..
Freight, at £8 per ton
F.o.b. price would be ..

..

4

...

2 101

.,

1
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.In addition, we have received the following cable:Referring to your telegram 20th, oats £1 15s..
-tid. per 320 lbs., c.i.f., January-February
shipment, market falling; oatmeal, £30 to £35
ton spot; market weak; no one operating for-
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I now submit for the consideration of
honora.ble members the annual financial
statement. Some of the matter has already been used by me when giving a
statement of the accounts to the House
on the 22nd September last; but, in order
ward.
that there may be ,a permanent record, it
is embodied in the ,Budget Statement.
EeTIMATES.
I pr-o!pose to deal roundly with the figures,
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) presen- and, by thus avoiding unnecessary detail,
ted a message frOom the Lieutenant-GO'- endea vour to ma;ke dear our financi.al
vernor transmitting Estimates of revenue position.
and expenditure for the year 1920-21 in
lieu of the Estimate of expenditure for
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE) 1919-20.
the first five months of the year tr,ansThe revenue
was
estimated
at
mitted Cill 30th June, 1920, 7th Septem£13,904,953, and was £15,432,433; the exber, 1920, and 10th November, 1920, and
l'IeCommending an appropriation lof the penditure was estimated at £13,853,997,
and was £15,228,717; the surplus was esConsolidated ~evenue accordingly.
timated at £50,956, and was £203,716.
The Government's intention regarding
PUBLIC SERVICE BILL.
this surplus will be intimated later on.
Major BAIRD (Chief Becretary) preMr. HANNAH.-YOU were a long way
sented a message from the Lieutenantout
in regard to the estimated surphu,.
iGovernor, recommending that an appropriation be made from the Consolidated
),11'. McPHERSON.-I was; but it
cBevenue for the purposes of a Bill to re- was on the right side. That is the conpeal section 13 of the Public Service Act soling feature. Before I deal in det~il
1920.
with the expenditure and revenue, may
A resolution in accordance with the re- I be allOowed to: say, for the benefit of new
,eommendation was passed in Committee, members, one of whom waited upon me
and adopted by the House.
this morning and said he should be glad
On the motion of Major BAIRD (Ohief if I would make my Budget statement as
Secretary), the Bill was introduced, and plain as possible, so that honorable memread a first time.
bers who are dealing with their first
Budget will be able to grasp it, that our
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT revenue and expenditure are divided into
BILL.
two parts-one known as General and the
In going over these
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) presented a other as Railway.
message from the Lieutenant-Governor figures honorable members should keep
recommending that an appropriation be in mind that increased expenditure does
made from the Oonsolidated Revenue for not by any means imply extravagance,
the purposes of a Bill relating 'to the re- inasmuch as Ooftentimes higher expendiimbursement of expenses 0.£ members of ture has to be incurred to earn greater
the Legislative! Assembly, and the sala- revenue.
I endeavoured to make that
ries of responsible Ministers of the clear the other night. True economy, in
CrOlWn.
my opinion, is the elimination of all
A resolution in acoordance with the: re- waste, and seeing that we get 20s. worth
commendatiOon wa~ passed in Committee, for every £1 we spend. Taking first the
and adopt.ed by the House.
General revenue and expenditure (as disOn the motion of Mr. LAWSON (Pre- tinguished from Railway revenue and
mier) , the Bill was introduced, and read expenditure) we have the following
a first time.
figures :-The revenue was estimated. at
£6,343,904, and brought in £6,925,312;
THE BUDGET.
the expenditure was estimated at
The HOlUse having resolved itself into £6,210,268, and was £6,381,160; the estiCommittee of Supply,
mated surplus was £133,636, and the
Mr. McPHEReON (Treasurer) pro- actual surplus was £544,152. We then
oeeeded to submit the financial statement come to the Railway revenue and e.xpenfor the ye1ar. He said-Mr. Chairman, diture. The receipts were estimated at
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£7,136,424, and were £8,081,947; the expenditur,e was estimated at £7,219,104,
and was £8,422,383. The deficit was estimated at £82,680, and was £340,436. If
from the surplus on General Account of
£544,152 we deduct the Railway Account
deficit of £340,436, there remains th~
surplus as above stated of £203,716.
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE COMP ARED
WITH ESTIMATES.

Here I might explain, for the bene:fi)t
of new members, that the expenditure is
divided into two parts. We have what
are called special a PE'roEriatioll.s. That is
to say, appropriations put in the statutebook. We have to pay 'these according to
la)V. For instance, there are the Judges'
salaries.
Honorable members, without
passing a new Act, cannot touch these
appropriations at all. The other expenditure, which will be submitted in the
Estimates, and with which honorable
members may deal, is called votes. We
have special appropriations on the one
hand and votes on the other. On General
Account the reveIlUe exceeded the estimate's by appreximately £581,000. These
are the main items of increase:-Income
tax, £75,000; probate duty, £161,000;
stamp duties, £190,000; ,agriculture,
£55,000; brown coal, £45,000; State
Rivers and Water Supply, £35,000; and
State Forests, £24,000; making a total of
£585,000. Other items were belew the
estimate, thus showing a net increase, as
I have just stated, of £581,000. The expenditure on General Account was in excess of estimates by about £171,000, accounted for by the following :-Boarding
out children £31,000, police £42,000,
pa'8ses to returned soldiers arid relations
£25,000, (brown coal £45,000, development of 'export trade £36,000, and Discharged Soldiers
Concessions
Fund
£25,000; total £204,000; but as other
items were below estimates the net increase was £171,000. Now, dealing with
the: railways. The railway revenue shows
an increase ov,er estimates of £1,018,947,
excluding an amount of £73,424 estimated
to be received from the Treasury on account of non-paying lines. This is accounted for by th8 abnormal increase
of freight and passenger traffic brought
about by the maritime strikes. Honorable members will recollect that we
had what was, in some ways, a disastrous
maritime strike. A great deal ef InterMr. MoPherson.
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State trade was thrown on to our railways.
Trains caming from ~ydney were simply
overloaded with goods, and in tha.t wa.y
the railway revenue was increased.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Why speak of the
strike as disastrous, then 1
Mr. McPHERSON.-I admit that the
railway revenue increased because of the
maritime strike, but my opinien is that
all strikes are disastrous.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The revenue of
the railways benefited, and only pri:vate
enterprise was the loser.
Mr. McPHERSON. -According to
that argument, we ought to be in a state
ef strike all the time. HOIWever, as I was
saying, the increase in the railway
revenue is accOlunted for by the abnormal
. increase in traffic brought about by the
maritime strikes; a marked increase in the
passenger traffic due to the prosperous conditions; the exceptionally heavy 1ive-stock
traffic owing to the drought in parts of
the State; and the higher rates and fares
. imposed from the 17th M.ay, which resulted in increased receipts to 30th June
of approximately £115,000. The railway
expendi ture is in excess .of the estimate
by £1,203,279.
Working expenses account for £1,197,000.
Included in this
sum is £680,000 fOir increases paid under
the award ef the Redassificatien Board,
and £86,000 under the award af the
Wages BOiard. The balance was required
for cest of running increased mileage to
earn the additianal revenue and fer the
higher price ef coal and ma.te,rials. Contributi0'n to the Railway Accident, &c.,
F'und, £6,000-as the cOlntributian is a
percentage of the revenue, increased
revenue means increased c0'ntributian.
This accounts fOlr the increased expenditure Q1f
£1,203,000.
I
havestated the deficit on the Railway
Account was £340,436. To this amaunt,
haw ever , there ha ve tOl be added the
fOlllawing amOlunts appropriated fram the
surplus revenue af 1918-19 :-To recaup Public Acc0'unt the instalment due
f0'r the year, 0'£ the am0'unt advanced in
previaus years for relaying lines with .
heavier rails (this relaying was pushed'
ahead Q1f 0'rdinary requirements, in Q1rder
to make the lifted lighte'r rails available
fer new lines), £50,000; to repay Capital
Acceunt for sidings erected f0'r Wheat
Cemmissian, £25,478. So that the actual
deficiency an aCC0'unt 0'f Railways was·
£415,914.
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S'l'ATE COAL MINE.
Revenue (estimate, £424)625) was
Expenditure
(estimate,
.£425,174 j
,£395,090) was £368,561. Although there
was a balance in favQour Oof revenue of
£56,613, which was apprQopriated, as prQovided by the Act, to. depreciation and
sinking fund, there was a loss Qon the
working Qof the mine for the year of
£4,320.
THE CO'NSO'LIDATED REVENUE DEFICIT.
Here we are dealing with an amount
that has stood on our books for the last
twenty-Oone years. It has been a varying
amount. PreviO'us Go·vernments came to
wi~hin £250,000 of squaring the ledger.
Dut the drDught year came alQng, and in
that year we unfortunately had a deficit
to. the extent O'f £1,250,000.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO'N (Ovens).-Was it
-entirely due to the drought 1
.
Mr. McPHERSON.-It was a bad
drought.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO'N (Ovens).-Who
was Treasurer then 1
Mr. McPHERSON.-Sir A lex ande,r
Peacock. HOowever, I do. nOot say that he
was to' blame. Providence had a hand in
the matter. Of cQourse, whatever GQovernment ha ppens tOI be Qon the Treasury
bench at such a time gets a large propQortiQon Qof the blame. The balance outstanding at 30th June, 1919, was
£1,517,208.
FrO'm this we paid frO'm
surplus revenue £100,000, and from
revenue £13,725, leaving a debit balance
at· 30th June, 1920, O'f £1,403,483. Out
of last year's surplus, tOI which I will
re,fer later, we intend to' appropriate a
further sum Oof £100,000.
.
FINANCE 1919-20 CO'MPARED WITH 1918-19.
The total revenue for 1919-20 was
higher than 1918-19 by £2,645,844j the
general revenue, e.xcluding Railways and
State Coal Mine, was higher by £918,081 j
and Railways and Coal Mine by
£1,727,763. TDtal, £2,645,841.
REVENUE.
Dealingwith general revenue first, I ha\e
stated the increase was £918,081.
The
follo.wing are the salient items of increase" and their causes :-The Commonwealth per capita payments amOount to
£83,000 j the revenue received in 1918-19
was £1,764,239, and last year £1,847,085.
The increase was due to' the return of Qour
sQoldiers during the calendar year 1919.
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FOor the infQormation of new members, I may say that the CommO'nwealth GOovernment have to pay the
State 25s. per capita fDr all the inhabitants.
The return of Qour soldiers
accOounts fOor the difference of £83,000.
Probate accounted fO'r £163,000 j payment of duty O'n one large estate
"amO'unted to £220,000. Under the head of
Territorial (Lands) we have £13,000; progre'5s payments accounted for £4,000 of
this amount.
Owing toO prosperity in
Gippsland districts, lessees were enabled
to complete their leasehold payments
and obtain CrDwn grants.
Grazing
licences shDwed an incre,ase .of £4,000.
Certain parts of the mount,ainous areas
in the N Oorth-East were made available
for grazing by public tender, and, owing to' drought conditions prevailing in
the North, these were eagerly sought.
Sale of Crown lands, £5,000. The reason of this increase was the sale of cerLain lands in South Melbourne to the
Commonw"3aIth. For forests the figures
are £29,000.
The revenue from the
grazing areas in the forests was better
by £5,000; owing to' the drO'ught condiLions referred to there was great demand
for these lands.
The increased demand
for local timber resulting in increased
revenue from sales, royaUies, licences,
&c., accounted for the balance, £24,000.
The chief items were: Seasoned timber,
mill timber, railway sleepers, piles, &c.
The amount in respect of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission is
£36,000. Last year the revenue of the
Commission was £270,000, the highest
yet r·e;ached. This is O'wing to' the extension of the irrigation d;istricts and
extra sales of water on account Oof the
dry s·eason in certain areas. The increase
on duty stamps was £252,000. The revenue from this source in 1918-19 was
£580,000, and in 1919-20 £832,000, a
difference of £252,000.
By far the
greater amount was due to' the great increase in business, particularly in real.
estate transactions.
The charging of
duty Oon transfers by direction provided
for in the Act which came intO' fOorc-e in
January, 1919, was also a factor to the
(:xtent O'f about £30,000. The increase
on betting tickets was £17,000. Inferest
on loans increased bv £79,000. Interest
on moneys raised for settlement of discharged sQoldiers accounts for the increase. Interest on mOoneys raised fOor
this purpose is paid from revenue, and,
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as the soldiers are not charged interest
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (PitZ1'Oy).-I want.
from one to three years, the money is to know how that compares with the
recouped to revenue from the amount of amount received froom the lessees ~
£'75,000-appropriated under the Soldier
Mr. McPHERSON.-I have not that
Settlement Acts, and a concession of 2! information by me'j hut I will undertake
per cent. allowed by the Commonwealth to get it.
on all amounts advanced.
Agriculture
EXPENDITURE.
shows an increase of £90,000. Of this
The
total
eocpenditure
wa,s larger than
amount the Victoria Dock Cool Stores
Geneaccounted for £83,.000, owmg to frozen that of 1918-19 by £2,760,649.
caroasses being held through shortage of ral e1xpenditurel (elxclusiv€t of railshipping and an incretased number of ways and State COlal Minel) was greater
stock heing killed consequent on the by £769,796; the railways by £1,849,479;
£141,374_
-drought in parts of the State. Maffra and the coal mine by
Eugar Fadory shows' an increase of The increased expenditure on the coal
is
accounted
for
by
in£10,000, due to increared out'put and im- mine
proved price. The increasel in respect of creased ,output and higher charges.
brown coal ,was £63,000. The output in- Dealing first with the increase in
creased by 100,000 tons, and ~)etter price.."l the gene,ral ,expeuditure of £769,000,
obtained.
The increase under the Mel- thel principal items are-Salaries (includbourne and :Metropolitan Tramways Act ing bonuses, £220,000), £385,000; in~995 was £57,000.
This Act authorized terest, £88,000; £82,000 of this amount
the recoup to revenue of the amounts is on account Oof loans raised in respect of
expended
ou the Infectiou.s Diseases soldier settlement. There were also, inHospital, the Metropolitan Fire Brigades creases in the interest bill on account of
Board. and the licensing equivalent. moneys raised for other servioes, princil\1isc,ellaneous items show an increase of pally water supply, country roads, and
£26,000. This accounts, in round figures, cool storage. On the other hand, there
for the £918,000 which I mentioned as was a decrease of £20,000 owing to the
the increase in general revenue.
redemption of £1,000,000 in London on
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What are the 1st October, 1919. Discharged soldiers:>
interest concessions amounted to £25;000.
principal miscellaueous items ~
The original appropriation was £50,OO~;
:Mr. lVlcPHERSON.-A number o;t but ill the past year the annual contrIF'mall items are grouped under the head- bution was increased to' £75,000 under
ing "Miscellaneous." I' dia not think the authority of Act No. 3039. Boarding
it necessary to go into them. I should out children COost an e,xtra £30,000. The
be pleased to get the information for the incre3.sed number was 1,200, and Inhonorable member if he desires it. creased rate ls. per week from 1st
The incre'ase in railway revenue, still December, 1919.
I want to take
comparing with 1918-19, was £1,586,389. advantage of
this
opportunity
of
The main
increases were--Passenger
traffic-Country, £585,000; suburban, saying a few words about boarded£311,000; parcels, &c., £69,000; mak- out children, in regard to which there
ing a tOotal of £965,000. Goods traffic: has been a good deal of discussion.
Goods, £331,00.0; ·live stock, £103,000; I havle given this matter very careful conminerals, £64,000; total,
£498,000. sideration, and I want to inform honorElectric tramways, £18,000.
Refresh- able membeTs that I intend to suggest to
ment-rOooms, £105,000. This is the first my colleagues the appointment O'f a Royal
• year the Department operated the rooms, Commission tOI inquire, into the whole matwhich were previously in the hands of ter. One of my reasons fOor doing so is
lessees. After allowing for loss of ren- that we have no fewe,r than 12',000
tals, £5,500, the net profit was £20,500. children in the care of the State costing
abOout £225,000 a year. Between January
1.\fr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1·oy).-\Vhat and August last 500 children we,re added
were the leases bringing in in profit the to the list, and this matter is really deprevious year ~
velO'ping in many caEes into a system of
MI'. McPHERSON.-I have not that child pensiO'n.. I am quite convincedinformation, but the increased revenue and I say this calmly and deliberatelyoyer the expenditure for the refreshment- that the State is bein!! imposed upon in
rooms this y.ear amounts to £2.0,500.
many instances, and I propose to make
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the suggestion about the Commission with This is an extract from the A.1'gllS of a
the view of getting to the bottom of this few weeks ago-matter. Honorable members will be surOfficers of the X eglected Children's Departprised to know that the fathers who have ment have been asked to explain why six
been o'rdered by a Court to' contribute so boarded-out children, for which the State was
pa,ying, were allowed to be crowded into a
much per week towards the maintenance very
small house at Langwarrin with eight
of their children are now £80,000 in other people, all in a state of semi-starvation.
Details of the case were revealed in thearrears.
Mr. BAILEY.-How many years does Frankston Court on Monday, when several
occupants of the house (wards of Mrs. Noble,.
tha t extend over ~
the woman who had charge of the boarded-out
]\I1r. McPHERSON.-I suppose it is children) were charged with the theft of
groceries alld other articles, which they said
ten years-perhaps more.
:Mr. SOLLY.-\Vhat was the total were needed to save the children from .starvaamount received from the fathers uuder tion.
Usually unl}' fom boarded-out children areCourt awards ~
given into the charge of an~r one person, but
1\1:1'. McPHERSON.-I could not say; the Department made an exception in the caso
but I know the arrears total £80,000. The of 1\1rs. Neble. The officers of the Department,
it was explained officially yesterday, had been
present system seeIUS to me unjust, for the so
impressed with her record as an affectionate
reason that many people in the commu- and careful foster-mother-extending over
lljty who know the ropes so much better b·..,elve years-that they decided that she could
than others are able to get their children be i1ltrusted with the upbringing. of more than
the usual number allotted. The secretary of
boarded out to the State, whIle there are th~
Xeglected Children's Department (Mr. J.
other people whO' suffer great hardship, Molloy) explained that Mrs. Noble had gone to
and are nO't able to' get relief. \Ve should Langwarrin on the understanding that she
have a system which will make this relief would remove to more suitable premises as soon
as she could secure them. He admitted that
open to every one whO' is deserving of it. tlH~
house to which the children were taken had
It will cnst more to the State; but the not heen inspected, as the officer who granted
State will have to find the necessary permission to Mrs. Xoble to go there believed
meney. There may be a woman living in tha~ her judgment could be trusted.
Mr. }Iollov dcelar<~d that the house wouM
the country, who, because she is not have been i~spectecl within the .next fortnight.
acquainted with any member of Parlia- As the children were removed from the care of
ment or person olf influenoe, dOles not Mrs. :Koble on 3rd September-nearly two
get the relief to which she is entitled. weeks ago-it is obvious that if the detectives
On the' other hand; there are women liv- had not inter,ened the family would have been
~n a very dreadful conditiOli b~' the time the
ing in the city who can readIly appeal to lllspector
reached the house. As a matter of
a member of Parliament or some other fact, the departmental inspector had just cominfluential person, and are able to get menced the round of the district.
I have read this to satisfy honorable
assistance.
Mr. BAILEY.-Do the Government in- members of the .nec.essity of this matter
tend to' make provision for those who are being probed to the bottom.
not now getting relief ~
:Mr. LEMMON.-I hope the terms of the
:lVIr. McPHERSON.-The Commission Commission will be comprehensive, and
which I suggest should be appointed will, will permit 00£ the training of the children
no doubt, inquire intO' such cases, and being inquired into.
will also investigate the question wheth3l'
lVIr. ~IcPHERSON.-The Commission
the present allnwance is sufficient or not. can be made as broad as honorable
Until tJIat Oommission sends in a report- members like. I do not want to hide anythat is, in the event of my colleagues thing. t merely want to provide fa]!' a.
agreeing to the suggestion-I also purpose tair deal for the children; but, at the
to give authority to the officer-in-charge same time, I do not want the State to be
so that he may have power to increase imposed upon.
Mr. HANNAH.-Surely you will not
the amount in cases of special hardship
brought u.nder his notice. This O'fficer will allow pea.ple to suffer in the meantime.
Mr. McPHERSON.-I have already
be able to grant more than the 8s. at present being paid. I think these sugges- said that in urgent cases I propose to give
tions ought to satisfv honorable members. the head of the Department instructions
There is one particular case I desire to to see that sufficient is paid for the' mainbring under the notice of honorable mem- tenance of the~e children.
bers which will show the necessity for. the
Mr. SOLLy.-Can you tell us the persuggestions I have made being acted upon. sonnel of the Commission ~
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Mr. McPHERSON.-I cannot. I dO'
not yet know if my coUeague6 will accept
my suggestion.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Will it be a parliamentary Commission ~
Mr. McPHERSON.-N ot if my colleagues take my advice. Persons who are
not members of Parliament may be better
for this purpose than those who are. We
have not all the knowledge of the community in this House.
Mr. LEMMoN.-Surely there is sufficient
capacity in this House to' inquire intO' a
questiDn like that ~
Mr. McPHERSON.-I do nDt say that
honorable members have not the capacity j
but if I were asked who should. be Dn the
CommiSISion, I -should say, Pick the most
suitable men. I dO' not care if tli-ey are
in Dr out of Parliament.
Mr. BAIT~EY.-The trouble is that the
Government will frame the terms Df the
<:ommission, and select the CammissIOners.
Mr. McPHERSON.-I do not think
the honorable member should impute the
motives implied in his interject~on.
I
now propose to' deal with further items in
regard to' the general expenditure.
Passes to returned so.ldie,rs and relatives
totalled £51,000. Owing to' the termination of the war, the number af saldiers
returned was much greater than in 191819. Works and buildings, £36,000.Schools, £7,000 j hospitals for insane,
£3,000 j Hospice, Maunt BuffalO', £6,000;
manufacture, &c., wire neltting, £10,0"00.;
Mallee raads and tanks, £9,000. BrDwn
coal, £61,000; which was required tal earn
the additianal revenue previDusly referred
to'.
Development of export trade,
£42,.000, due to the expenses in cannexiDn
with frozen produce, and inspection of
produce generally. The increased revenue
frO'm this source amounted to £83,000, as
I have already stated. Other items
amounted to £51,000.
The Railways
expenditure shows an increase of
£1,849,479. The principal items of increase are:-Wages under Reclassification Board's award, £680,000; wages
under Wages Board's award, £86,000;
cost of coal, £90,000; cost of materials,
£60,000; additiDnal mileage ~o earn increased revenue, £440,000; refreshment
rooms, £79,000; maintenance of way,
£55,000; maintenance Df w()il'ks and sig:
nals, £75,000. Accumulation of arrears
arising from maintenance have, in pre-
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viO'us years, been kept to lowest level.
consistent with safety. The increase in
special maintenance is £40,000, which includes the working expenses proportion of
the cost of additional works chargeable
to ca.pjtal a.nd other extraordinary expenditure.
The increase in repairs and
renewals of rolling-stock is £138,000, including locomotives, £56,000; carriages
and vans, £41,000; tarpaulIns, £18,000;
tools and equipment, £23,000. Suburban
electrificatian servie-es show an increase of
£63,000; increased cost Df working elec- tric tramways, £16,000; and the cantrihutiDn to rolling-stack replacement and
accident funds, £27,000.
The State
Coal Mine expendi ture shows an
increase of £141,374. Of this amount
£40,000 morel was apprDpriat-ed in sinking and 'deprecia tiDn funds than in the
previous year. I have now explained the
total increase in expenditure af 1919-20
a:-; campared with
1918-19,
which
amDunted to £2,760,649.
ApPROPRIATION OF LAST YEAR'S SURPLUS.
I said I would intimate to honorable
membe.rs how the Govelrnment proposed
to' allot the surplus Df last year.
The
total amount was £203,716. We have
decided to allot £100,000 for redemption
0''£ deficit bonds, and £22 ,500 towards
payment of the State's contribution to
the friendly societies war re-insurance
scheme. When the Surplus Revenue Bill
is introduced full information will be
given in regard to each af the items; but
I may say in regard to the vote for the
friendly sDcieties tha,t it is in pursuance
o.f an arrangement made with them five Or
SIX years agO'.
Mr. LEMMoN.-Will YDU tell us what
thel tDtal will be 1
Mr. McPHERSON.-I cannDt dOl that,
because the final adjustment has not yet
been arrived at, and in providing that
this sum is "towards the payment of the
State's cDntribution," we do nDt commit
aurselves to any detfinitel sum.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Can you give us an
ide'a Df what the tDtal will he 1
Mr. McPHERSON.-It will be somewhere between £40,000 and £44,000.
Mr. LEMMoN.-The societies will appreciate that amDunt being paid.
Mr. McPHERSON.-I think a reaSDn~
a.ble arrangement was made with the
friendly sacieties, which are doing a
great deal of good. The war risk was tO'Q
great fDr them to' take on. \Va alsO' pro1
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pose too grant £4,368 for the TO'l'rumbarry
headworks.
Mr. ALLAN.-What is that for 1
Mr. McPHEReON .-It is too prDvide
faT special pumping during 1920, and the
amount is to be repaid in the next four
·years.
Mr. ALLAN .-If the work was for irrigation, surely it becO'mes a charge in connexion with the State Rivers and Water
Supply CommissiQn 1
Mr. McPHERSON.-I think special
pumping had to be done during t'he
drought, and it was arranged that the
settlers cO'ncerned shO'uld pay back the
cost in fDur years. They did nO't want
the burden all toO f.all in one year} and
so the time was extended. Other items
too come DUt of the surplus are: -Seamen's Strike--State's prO)portion of cost
of relief O'f distress caused by the strike,
£14,751; road works, bridges, &c.,
£5,000; Mont Park-ErediO'n O'f Nurses'
quarters, laundry, &c., £20,000; r~lling
stock replacenr..ent fund cO'ntribution,
£37,097. With regard too the item for
Mont Park, I may e'xplain that when
the war was on the Commonwealth GO'vernment requested the Statel GDvernment tal make accommodation available
at MO'nt Park, wnich wDuld bel taken
back by the State afte,r the COlJILffiOnwealth had finished with it. . The Commonwealth wanted the accDmmodation
not ornly for mental cases but al~o
for . Qlrdi~a,ry hospital case~ in cO'nneXIon wlth the sO'ldiers. Upwards of
£100,000 has been spent theT€!. I inspected the buildings a c~>uple of months
ago. I could see that, owing to there
being. nO' one in. th~m, they were com-!llencm~ to detenorat,e, as €Ilr..pty buildIngs WIll, and so we have ,provided the
sum of £20,000, which will enable the
Department too e'rect nurses' quarters,
and then the whole of the inmates from
YaITa Bend will be transferred to the
new buildings.
Mr .. CAIN.-DD you cDntemplate dDing
that immediately r
11r. McPHERSON.-Yes, straight
away. We think it is a good investment
to spend this £20,000 on nurses' quarters
and a laundry, so that the buildings can
be' used. HonO'rable o:r..embers know that
if buildings are empty and neglected
they get intO' a. state Df disrepair quicker
than would be the case if they were
being used and loO'ked after.
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Mr. CAIN.-What dO' YO'U intend to do
with Yarra Bend Asylum 1
Mr. McPHERSON.-ND doubt a use
will be fO'und for it. Prolbably it will
be used as a venereal disease oentre.
Mr. CAIN.-What I A nDth er institutiO'n out theil'e 1
Mr. McPHERSON .-The prQposition
was put forward that we shQluld buy Lang. warrin, but we thought that as We had
this prDperty, which WQuid be unuied
befDre very long, it wDuld be better, in
the interests of the State, nDt to buy
Langwarrin, but to use this place.
LOAN EXPENDITURE.
In. introducing the, subject Df lOian expendIture, I wDuld draw attention to' the
fact that, for ordinary loan purposes, in
the years 1915, 1916 and 1917 we spent
£11,265,000. For the last three years,
fOir general
purposes, leaving
out
sOIl d ier settlement, we ha,vel ooly spent
£5,54~,000. Of oourse, everybody knows
the dIfficulty there has been in Dbtaining loan moneys, and we had to curtail Dur O'pea:-a tiO'ns.
Mr. WARDE.-Still, if you had nDt gDt
the money from the CommDnwealth to
settle the sO'ldiers yQlu would have had to
spend money in extending closer settlerrl.ent.
Mr. McPHERSON.-Not to the same
extent. The follDwing figures show the
Loa? Expendi~ure in the fDllowing sue.
c~ssIve
finanCIal years :-1914-15-0rdmary, £·:1,912,000; 1915-16-0rdinary,
£4,047,000;
1916-17 Ordinary,
£2,306,000;
1917-18 Ordinary,
£1,731,000, soldier settlement £170 000
total, £1,901,000; 1918-19-0rdi~ary:
£1,529,000,
soldier
settlement
£1,098,000, total £2,627,000' 1919-20~
Ordinary £2,284,000. SO'ldier' settlement
£5,219,009~ total £7,503,000. Owing to
the ,prevaIlIng high rate Df interest the
expenditure of IO'an mQneys outside' that
for soldi.er settlerr...ent is kept at the IDWest :p~ssIble le:vel. r will nO'w give in
detaIl the partIculars Df the loan expenditure amDunting to' £7,503,000. Of this
the ordinary loan e,xpenditure fOir 191920 :unounted to £2,284,000, and the
detaIls
are as follows: - Railways
£1,147,000, made up of-new lines and
surveys, £292,000; additions &c. on
.existing lines, £191,000; ele~trific~tiO'n,
£564,000;
addition-al
rDlling stock
£100,000. Water .supply accDunte,d fa;
£484,000 j stPent thIS way: -ExtensiDn of
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.storages in Goulburn, Murray, Wimmera and lVlaffra districts, £320,000 j
naval base and MorningtO'n Peninsula,
£60,000; the balance was chiefly f0'r services to' supply sO'ldier settlements,
£104,000. Country. roads accounted fO'r
£504,000.
On maIn roads was spent
£350,000 and 0'n deve,lopmental roads
£154 000: On State sch0'0'l buildings we
expe~ded £18,000. In additi0'n £60,000
was spent from votes and £58,000 from
surplus revenue, making a total expenditure of £136,000, 0'f which £85,000 was
spent on country and £51,000 on s~bur
ban schools. CQool stO'rage e,xpendlture,
came to £72,000-Victoria Dock £27,000,
fruit stQore'S advance's £45,000. Loans to
munic~palities amounted to £l~,qOO.
Under the authQority of the MUlllClpal
Loans Extension Act No. 1552, £417,000
has belen raised fQor the, redemption Qof
municipal loans.
Of this
amount
£291,000 has heen repaid. Of the' balance, £61,000 is due by the co,untry
municipalities,
and
the
remallldel',
£65 000, will be met from the Redemption' F'und established under the Tramways Act. Advances t()l farmers totalled
£34,000-fOir wire netting £14,000, fQor
seed and fodde'r £20,000. Advance to
Royal Agricultural Society £5,000. TOo
date £31 200 has been advanced to the
society fr~m loan mQneys for the erection
of buildings. In addition, the GQovernment
has erected a pavilion for the display of
VictO'rian products; the' cost, £10,000,
was defraved from revenue.
Miscel.}aneous w~rks and advances came to
£6 000' the total for ordinary loan ex'pe~ditu~e being £2,284,000. Discharged
Soldiers Settlement (as stated) came to
£5 219 OOO-fO'r
purchase
Qof . land
£4:336:000, advances £783,000, interest
concessioDs £100,000; total £5,219,000.
This last item has been recouped to' lQoan
frO'm the Soldie!l's' CQoncessions Fund.
The total loan expenditure for the year
was £7,503,000.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzr'oy).-What
are the concessiQons referred to 7
Mr. McPHERSON.-In many in1;tances soldie,rs whO' have been settiedon
purchased land arel entitled to a conces1;ion of one year's interest. In some
eases it is two years', and in Qother cases
three ye1ars' interest.
I do not know
whethe,r the! House' realized. it at the time
when the Act was passed, but this COlleession may cost the! State anything between £1,000,000 and £2,000,000.

lVir.
get a
Mr.
in the

CAIN.-Why RhO'uld SOime soldiers
bigge,r concession than others ~
McPHERSON.-It is all set out
Act.

PUBLIC DEBT AND REDEMPTION FUND.
For the quinquennial periods commencing on the 30th June, 1910, the
public debt stooo as follO'ws:-As at 30th
June', 1910, £55,576,725, less RedeuLp'tion and Sinking Funds £831,677,
£54,}45,048; as at 30th June, 1915,
£73,083,927, less Redemption and Sinking Funds £1,513,930, £71,569,977;
as at 30th June" 1920, £87,647,739, less
Redem.ption
and
Sinking
Funds,
£2,395,813, £85,251,926. In comparing these :figures it must be' borne
in mind tha t in the last period
falls a special item of loan eocpeillditure,
to wit, Discharged SoldiNs' Se,ttlemellt,
upon which there has been raised, to the
30th June last six and a half milliQons.
Excluding this item, loan expenditure
shows a decrease, Qof over £9,000,000 in
the' fiVe, years ended 30th June, 1920, as
against the five years imtIIiediately prec.eding. I may remind honorable members that the public debt of, Victoria per
capita (£57) is the lowest in the Commonwelalth. Honorable members will be
interested to know that of our debt of
£87,000,000" interest IS earned Qn
£84,000,000'.
THE ANNUAJ.. INTEREST BILL.
the figures for the same
periods as the public debt, we paid in
interest on our' loans for the financial
years: -1909-10, £1,964,063; 1914-15,
£2,439,180; 1919-20, £3,243,837.
I
may say that 56 per cent of the, interest,
ocr £1,800,000, is paid to Victorians,
whereas if we had kept on borrowing the monev from England, the
whole of the interest would have
been paid to English creditors. It
will be seen that, in the last ten
years,. the inteTe'st bill has gone up from
£1,964,063 tOI £3,243,837, or a difference Qof £1,279,774. The increased public
indehtedness is only one factor in the
larger interest bill, the Qother being dearer
mone,y. The inte<rest rate O'n the 'public
debt in 1909-10 was a,pprQoximately
£3 lIs. per cent., in 1914-15 it was
£3 12s., and in 1919-20 £4 Is., thus the
last year shows an increase Qof lOs. per
cent. more than it was ten years ago.
Go,rr~lparing
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That means £438,238 per annum [Diore
on the present deht than would. have been
payable if the rower rate of 1910 still
prevailed.
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JYIr. SOLLY.-Did this, policy emanate
from the present Tre,asure,r ~
Mr. :McPHERSON.-NO'.
It began
long before my time. I will IIT.l.ake a reference to my precielCessors in a moment.
l

TRANSFER OF DEBT FROM LONDON TO
LOAN CONVERSION.
MELBOURNE.
On
the
1st October last a loan of
Operations Sinoo the Inception of the
approximately
Commonwealth.-On the 30th June, £6 000 000 fell due;
1901,
our
Lond.on
liability
was £5:950:000 was due, to bOondholders in
£44,647,413. At that date 89 per cent. of London, and £50,000 in Melbourne. The
our total indebtedness was due to our Lon- Goyernment paid off absolutely £567,000,
don creditors. During the last nineteen and converted in London £2,302,000,
years we rwised in Londoll-,For works and alsOo raised a loan in Melbourne for
£8,204,000, for redemption Df securities £3,131,000, paying .off London bon.d£14,231,276-£22,435,276; making total holde.rs, and transferrlJ?-g the de?t ~~ VICamount raised £67,082,689. During the toria. In this converSIOn Qour lIabIhty to
London creditors has been deocreased by
same- Iperiod we redeemed' £23,935,518,
thus reducing our liability to £43,147,171, £3,647,000. We pay intere~t to our own
people, instead of sending 1~ abroad, ~n
and by the operation of Act No. 2001, £3,130,000. It might be mentIoned that In
which authorized the- transfer of secUl'i- connexion with the £2,302,000 cOonv~r~ed
ties from London to )felbourne register, in LondQin we paid no underwrItIng
our liability in London was further re- charges, and thus saved on this item
duced by £741,131, making our Lon- alOone nearly £30,000. I gaye honor~ble
don liability on 30th June, 1920, members parti~ulars of the loan we raIsed
£42,406,040. On the 1st Octobe,r last a in Me,lbourne the other day. We were
loan (details of which I will supply later) able tOo get the money at 5~ per cent.
of £6,000,000 was redeemed, and of this
Mr. PRENDERGAS'l'.-And your. converamount we met froon Redemption Funds sions in London were a cOonsIde,rable
and Melbourne flotation £3,647,437, fur- amount under par.
ther reducing our liability abroad, so that
1\11'. McPHERSON.-I do not pretend
at the present date our net liability to tOo he a mat.ch with the hOonorable melffiLondon creditors is £38,758,603, or ber in financial matters, and, therefore,
£5,888,810 less than it was in 1901, or I will not argue with him. I .h3;ve m~e
nineteen years ago. The position is that, than once referred to the credIt In w~nch
where.as in 1901 89 per cent. of the in- this State stands at, the prese'nt t~e.
terest on our total loan liability was paid M~ght I, as an indication of how hIgh
in Lond,on, and 11 per cent. in Mel- th~ credit of this State st.an~s, relate an
bourne, now 56 per celJ.lt. will be ,paid 'in incident that occurred wlthul the l~st
Melbourne, and only 44 per cent. in Lon- week or two when for certain financIal
don. In other words, interest which in reasons, th~
St~te required about
the past has been sent out of the State. £750 000 in Londonl fOT perhaps four
, months ~
will remain with our own citizens. One Qor five
I •was able" as. Treaof the secrets of England's greatness, and surer, without getting off my chaIr, .to
of her ability to co'pe with the huge arrange with onc of the large finanCIal
financial problems. th~t she has had institutions in London for that advance
for many years, is the fact that she without the slightest trouble. If hon:orhas been a world money lender, and able members compare that transactIOll
has had interest coming' to her from with what has happened elsewhere, they
all over the world.
She has also will see that it is an indication that the
great shipping interests
that. draw people in London realize how high the
freight from. all parts of the worrld. credit of this State stands.
Those are the two main reasons for EngMr. SOLLY.-Why did you not borrow
land's financial strength. It is not a bad
the money here?
thing for us to try to follow in her footMr. McPHERSON.-I wanted the
steps, and to try to retain as much inThe high plane upon
terest on our loans in our own State as money in London.
which
the
credit
of
this State stands at
possible. 'fhat is wha,t we have been
the present time has nothing to do with
doing for some years :past.
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me. Certain lines were laid down by ITLy
predecoosors in. this office twenty !e~rs
ago--...:by finanCIers such as Mr. GIllIe.s,
Mr. Shiels, Sir George Turner, SIr
William Irvine, Sir Thomas Bent, and
Mr. Watt. I must not omit .to mention
my immediate predecessor, Sir Alexander
Peacock.
I have" criticised his figures
occasionally, but I can say that he followed on the lines laid down by his pred.ecessors. I have followed on the same
lines and I do not want to arrogate to
myself the credit for the position in which
thf\ State stands. The credit of this State
i-o like that of any great commercial concern. It cannot be built up in a day, nor
ill a year; it has taken years. I found
that that was so when I was in London,
If a comalthough I knew it before.
mercial man comes into a place, he cannot establish a reputation in a few
months. It takes years. A great reputation such as this State has won might
be destroyed by one Parliament.
We
have seen examples where the credit of
a Stat.e has been damaged.
I hope it
will be many a long day before this State
has a similar experience, if at all. One
of our neighbouring Premiers is reported
to have said that he anticipated a
"Black Wednesday" in his State.
It
seems to me that it has already arrived.
Victoria is unde,r a Liberal Government,
and I dOl nOit thiiik we shall ·h'ave anything like that.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-There
was no delegation of financiers from this
State to London.
Mr. McPHERSON.-The people we
had to deal with were treated by us with
respect.
We did what was r'ight by
them, and in return they are prepared to
do what is right by us.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-You
did not get all the money you wanted.
Mr. McPHERSON.-II got all we
wanted.
Mr. J. W. 'BILI,SON (Fitzroy).-What
about your colleague in another place?
Mr. McPHERSON.-His mission was
not unsuccessful. The Government took
other steps, and we got every sixpence we
asked for.
Mr. PnENDERGAsT.-He went to London
and did not get the money, but you sat
in your chair and got it.
Mr. McPHERSON.-That is not so.
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PAYMENTS DUE TO DEPARTMENTS.
I consider it advisable'to let honorable
members and the public know what payments were overdue to the various Departments as at 3~st -4-ugust, 1~20.
During the year consIderatIOn was gIven
to the question of arrears of payments
due to the various Departments. These
.arrears have assumed serious proportions,
and every effort is being made to consi~er
ably reduce this liability. The folloWlng
are the principal amounts. still outstanding :-Department of Agrlcult~re, £664;
Ohief Secretary's Department, £81,062;
including Neglected Children's Department, £79,693, and Lara II).ebriates Institution £1 369.
The amount for the
Health D~partment is £37,438.
The
municipalities owing the larger amounts
in connexion with influenza have held
over payment pending provision in the.ir
next year's estimates-io be drawn up In
October.
Payment has also been delayed by some municipalities pending
settlement of the question of the cost per
patient per day.
The amou~t for. the
I,nnds Department is £295,743, Includmg:
- -Closer settlement, £126,000-practically
all arrears on la~d; and Crown lands,
£39,867. This amount is due as from
1st July, 1920, and tenan~s have t.welve
months in which to pay It.
It IS expected that the major portion will be
collected 'by the end of the year.
For
Mallee lands the arrears amount to
£105,762. The current arrears amount to
£63,981.
This ·amount is due as from
1st July, 1920, and tenants have twelve
months in which to pay.
The total
arrears amount to £169,743. The amount
due to the Mines Department is £62,622,
including lease rents £2,222, and under
the lfining Developmenrt Act £60,400.
The loans have been made to live companies, and must be refunded before.,any
division of profits. For the State RIvers
and Water Supply Commission the
amount due is £30,600, being water rates
and charges. The bulk. of this amount
will be collected durmg the current
financial year. The total payments due
to the Departments amount to £508,129.
STATE INDusTnIEs.
The Government made it clear to those
in charge of our State industries that
they are expected to make the. various
undertakings at least pay theIr way.
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Honorable members are furnished with a
summary of the balance-sheets .of these
industries, which in a comparatIve form
shows all the details. This summary has
been set out on the suggestion of the late
Mr. George Elmslie. The suggestion was
made to me, when I took ofiice, by that
gentleman. I think it is worth the while
of honorable members to study these
balance-sheets.
The operations for the
year ended 30th June, 1920, were:The State Research Farm, Werribee,
showed a profit of £39.
This institution, as its name implies, was established essentially for the conduct of
research work. . It must be considered
gratifying that it is able to show a profit"
after settinO"
aside a sum for interest nnd
b
depreciation.
The Mafha Beet Sugar
Factorv has a credit for the year's operations vof £16,749. One thousand and
eighty acres of beet 'were h~ryested for a
yield of 13,040 tons, whIch produced
The profit shown
1 551 tons of suO"ar.
b
h~s been arrived at after setting aside a
sum of £5,627 for interest and depreciation. The Victoria Dock 0001 Stores
show a profit of £49,591. This satisfactory PO'sition is attributable to' the large.Iy
increased business resulting from the additions made to the Stores, coupled with
thel fact O'f the dry season in certain parts
necessitating the sending of stock to market to relieve the situation of owners.
The Wire Netting Factory at Pentridge
shows a profit of £1,703. The turnover
of the' factory represented £18,649.
Four hundred and eighty miles of netting
were sold to farmers, as ag-ainst 62 miles
for the previous year. The State Accident Insurance Offioo shows a prolfit of
£6,095. The premium income of £32,473
shows an increase of £3,,823 on the previous year. Olaims in the same period
amounted to £20,779, or an increase of
£3,274. Since the 30th June, 1919, the
general reserve fund has been raised by
an addition of £3,000 to £26,000, and the
bonus reserve now stands at £10,080, bein"O" an increaf:1e of £3,094. The ratio of
ex~enses to premium income is no,,, 16.5
per cent., showing a reduction of 1 per
cent. on the previous year. The Newport
Timber Seasoning Works show a profit
of £700. The net receipts 'were £12,,114,
and the expenditure £11,414, resl~lfing. in
a net profit of £700. 'The expendIture Includes depreciation £377, and interest 011
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capital £422. At 30th June, 1919, ~he
accumulated loss was £2,165. Deductmg
the profit for 1919-20, as already stated,
of £700 the net loss to date is £1,465.
The profit for the past year is due to ~he
accelerated output, also the keen and Increasing demand exhibited by contractors
and others for well-seasoned hardwood
flooring ,boards. By increasing the output, through ·further purchases of s~wn
hardwood from privately-owne.d sawmIlls,.
and obtaining supplies from Its recently
acquired sawmill on the La Trobe Valley,
the Oommission hopes in the near future
to wipe out the deficit now standing
against these valuable works:
The
Rutherglen Viticultural Plantation and
Wahgunyah Nursery sho:ws a. l?ss ?f
£5,122. The loss on thIS actIVIty IS
largely the outcome of enco"?rag~ment to
vine-growers to plant theIr vll~eyar~s
with phylloxera-resistallt stocks? WIth thIS
object, plants have been supphed at less
than cost price.
The charges for these
stock:;: have recently been revised and increased, as the plantation must at least
pay its way.
On the Lighterage and
Storage of Explosiyes, there is a loss of
£25. The revenue depends on the amount
of explosives passing throu¥"h the Truganini Resenre. The quantIty,last year
was much below the average, owmg to t:hc
high shipping rates on overseas shIp"
ments and the strike at the local factory.
As a result, the reserye supplies of the
Commonwealth were largely deplet~d,
but this will be made up durmg
the current veal'. The State Ooal :Mille,
WonthaO"gi v shows a los:;: of £4,320.
£401,023 ~Tas credi,ted to th~ ·:Mine last
year:
The expenditure' ~mounted to
£405 343' it includes vvorkmg exnenses,
£360,303'j 'interest, £8,804 j eontribution
to the sinking fund, £6,236, ~n~ to del~re
ciation fund £30,000.
It IS lI1terestm.g
to notl tha't the working expenses last
year averaged 16s. 11.47~. 'per ton of co~l
raised, as compared With 8s. 6.14d. In
1915-16, which is an increase of nearly
100 per cent.
1\'11'. CAIN.-Has the price of coal been
increased to the Railway Department ~
Mr. McPHERSON.-Yes; the Minister of Railways tells me that it has been
increased 5s. a ton.
,Yr. OAIN.-Wha't is the increased cost
of Newcastle coal?
l
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Mr. l\{oPHERSON.-About 6t:.

Mr. PRENDERG.AST.~What
ing for Wonthaggi coal?

are

you pay-

Mr. McPHERSON.-I will get any of
these details for honorable members., I
could not load my Budget v,7ith them.
The Brown Ooal Mine, Morwell, shows a
loss of £4,,840.
The output increased
from 70,000 tons in 1917-18 to 162,000
tons in 1919-20.
Improved methods,
which will materially reduce costs, especially in regard to overburden removal, are
to be introduced at an early date.
The
principal factors in bringing about the
loss of £4,840 last year were, heavy overburden slips into the pit, and the unreliable truck supply. It is fully anticipated that the present deficit will be overtaken. Those industries ,vhich ~howecl a
credit balance for the year accounted for
profits amounting to £74,877. From this
amount has to be deducted the 10s3es
made in respect to other industries, viz.,
£14,534; so that the net re;Jult to the
State in the operation of these undertakings was a profit of £60,343.
FIN ANCE AS

AFFECTING

V ARI01:S

STATE

DEP ARTl\fENTS.

Agriculture. Last year 10aI1S were appro.ved of to assist in the establishment of
Co-operative Meat Freezing ,Vorks" as
follow:Ballarat, &c., Freezing Co. Ltd .... £60,000
Bendigo, &c., Freezing Co. Ltd. ... 60,000
Donald, &c., Freezing Co. Ltd. ... 55,000
Sale, &c., Cool Storage Co. Ltd. 11,000
Western and Murray, &c., Bacon
and Meat Packing Co. Ltd.
30,000
Wimmera, &c., Freezing Co. Ltd.
40,000
Total

... £256,000

The money actually advanced to these
companies was £101,000. Up to. the present we have h!tnded over £101,000 in
~sh.

Mr. ALLAN.-Are you considering the
Echi..lca proposition?
Mr. McPHERSON.-I sent an officer
there about a week ago to inspect the
proposition, but I have not yet received
nis report. The matter wil} be dealt with
in a perfectly fair and equitable way.
During the same period, loans were a p-
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proved for the following co-operative
fruit companies:East Doncaster
Harcourt

£16,500

Hastings

14,400
500

Maryborough
Mount Waverley
Red Hill
Victorian Orchards Association
Wantirna

2,000
3,400
16,501)
20,000
1,500

Total

... £74,800

We had advanced money to the fruit
companies prior to last year. The money
actually advanced to them at this date is
£204,000.
The total .amount of loans
approved unde[' the Fruit Acts is
£226,263. ..'~ further sum of £20,,000 has
been approved under the provisions of the
Primary Products Adyances Act for a
central fruit undertaking, making the •
total loans granted to the fruit illdustry
~246,263.

P.AYl\fENTS BY COOL STORES.
During the year ended 1st July, 19'20,
the amount clue to the Government on account of Repayment Instalments and Interest on Loans wa~ £7,755.
This was
paid in full.
It is very sa tisf actory to
state that these companies to which the
Government has made advances ha,ve no
arrea.rs of payment in respect of the' repayment of principal or interest.
LANDS DEPARTMENT.

To 31st October, 1920, the State has
spent - On Closer Settlement land,
£4,530,378; less sold tD Soldier Settlement, £430,000-£4,100,378; and on
Closer Settlement Advances, £1,051,847,
making a total of £5,152,225. On Solther Settlement land the State has paid
£6,434,013; on Soldier Settlement Advances, £1,668,917 Dr £8,102,930; and
further cDmmitments entered into amount
to £3,658,609 or £11,761,539, making a
grand total of £16,913,764.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-How much of this
money has been found by the Commonwealth ~
Mr. lVlcPHERSON.-I could not t~n
that off-hand. I think practically most
of it, as far as soldier settlement is .concerned. In respect of Closer Settlement,
the land taken up represents £4,364,200,
and the land on hand. £166,178, or a
total Df £4,530,378. In respect of SD1dier Settlement the land taken up represents £7,197,676, which amounts to
£763,663 mOire than is actually paid.
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This is accounted for by the fact that
possession is given of land befme payment is made to vendors, and also in·eludes Closer Settlement
allotments,
value £430,000, and Crown lands, value
£149,000.
The land on hand repre!'1ents £2,894,946. It has been the desire of the Government to settle our
(Crown lands, particularly the Mallee,
and, up to the present, we have extended two railways, one from Piangil to
Koolanong, and the other from Manangatang to Al1ueUo, and we are now getting
the Railways Standing Commit.tee to inquire into the extension of those lines.
It was asked the other night why we
had not developed mor·e of these lands
right from the start. Honorable members will realize that, when the soldiers
·eame back in the first place, "ve could
not keep them waiting until we had
,built railways and provided a water supply. Therefore, there was nothing left
for the Government to do but to
buy quite a number of farms. In some
cases the f anns were taken from people
who wanted to s·ettle in the cities-old
people who had made their money. How~ver, the Gov€rnment could not wait for
the development of those Orown lands in
order to settle the soldiers there. H'onorable members can understand what an
outcry there would have been if we had
said to the soldiers, " We c~nnot provide
l·ailways' and water supply for the settlement of those' districts for two years."
A. soldier would naturally say, ',~ That is
no use tome."
Mr. 8LATER.-How about that item as
to arrears over £10,0001
Mr. McPHERSON.-I am coming to'
that. Las.t year, the amount due to the
State by Closer Settlement lessees for
land was £263,889; the amount paid
(including arrears from previous year)
was £269,376; the amount due to the
'State on account of advances was
£82,645; and the amount paid (includ·jng arrears from previous, year) was
.£119,066. Last year the amount due to
the Stat-e by soldier settlers for land
'was £17,687; and the 'amount paid was.
£7,473.: so that the arrears. on land last
'year were £10,214. The amount due to
-the State on account of Soldiers' Advances was £109,336; and the amount
paid was £37,250; so that the amount of
arrears on advances was' £72,086.
I
have given "th€se figures, bec-ause it is as
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well for honorable members to realize
what the State is up against.
}Ir. SLATER.-It indicates that the land
was t.oo expensive.
:NIl'. McPHERSON.-It does not indicate that.
Undoubtedly there were
several reasons for it.
1\11'. LIND.-Some of the money is not
due for two years.
"
Mr. McPHERSON.-The amount due
to the State on account of soldiers' adThat was the
vances ,\vas £109,336.
amount which was actually due last year,
and to which the soldiers agreed. All
that was paid in that respect was £37,250.
I mention those figures because it does
not matter what Government is in power,
honorable members will S€e that it will
have to be patient with the soldiers.
Mr. HANNAH.-Still you '\-vill haye t~
be just to the community.
Mr. McPHERSON.-While we have
sympathy with the soldiers, they must be
made to understand that they must fulfil
their obligations or the State cannot pay
its way.
,
Mr. SLATER.-The soldiers have had to
pay a tremendous price for all they had
to buy.
Mr. ~IcPHERSON.-Do not forget
that th~ soldier has bought it all with
his eyes open, and that he has agreed to
it.
Mr. ]\{ORLEy.-He may not be an expert.
, Mr. McPHERSON.-The Government
maintain that nO excessive prices have
been paid for the land, and that the
soldier has been fairly treated.
Mr. WARDE.-What percentage are the
arrears of the total debts incurred ~
Mr. McPH'ERSON. - The amount
paid was about a third.
Mr. OLD.-Was it not largely accounted
for by the drought~
Mr. OMAN.-To a large extent it is accounted for by the State being oyergenerous .
STATE RIVERS AND WATER SUPPLY
COMMISSION.
The expenditure for the year was
The r€venue was (including
£152,000.
£59,000 from Waterworks Trusts, &c.)
£330,000.
On wate·r supply works the
State has spent £9,929,000. The interest
payable by the State equals 3.7 per cent.
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-£366,000. Parliament has decided that, miles of main roads has been taken over,.
of this total expenditure there shall be a.nd much work, in the nature of redeemed to have been spent on free head- construction and renewal of bridges, reworks £1,240,000, and Trusts liability mains to be done beJore they can be.
written off £1,601,000, making £2,841,000 comple,ted.
upon which no interest is debited to conMAINTENANCE ·WORKS.
servation of water. This means an annual
The
Act
provides a scheme for the
charge of £105,000 on the State.
The
systematic
maintenance
of main roads in.
value of works Oon which interest is debited (~<xcluding uncompleted works) is the State. The fund out of which money
£5,760,000.
Uncompleted works' which is provided for the upkeep of these. roads
are in course of. construction represent is credited with the amount of fees derived from the registration, &c., of motor
£1,328,000., Interest payable by the State
cars the fees obtained from the licenson present live capital equals 3.7 per cent. ing 'of unused roads and water frontages,
-£212,000. Revenue received by Wate~' the registration of traction engines, and
Commission and \ other authorities ~o contributions by municipalities. In admeet such interest, after crediting £14,000 dition the Government decided to subsifor serVICes not chargeable to any dis- dize the fund to the extent of £50,00()
trict but to the State as a whole, equals ll,nnually, with the result that the
3.3 per cent. on live capital-£192,000.
amount at the disposal of the Board each
year is 110\" adequate to meet all deFORESTS.
mands for s:Jme years to come.
The annual appropriation under Act
DEVELOPMENTAL ROADS.
No. 2976 is £40,000; in addition, £7,266
During
the present financial :rear. the
-£47,266-was allocated under authority
Board's
operations
have ceen chIefly conof same Act apportioning the annual forest
fined to the selection and improvement of
revenue in excess of £80,000. The re- roads which are considered of a developvenue from fees, rents, royalties was mental character, with a view' to the
£95,516. This amount, which includes promotion of settlement and the openreceipts from industrial undertakings, is ing up of areas of country wh~re developin excess of the previous year's receipts ment had been retarded OWIng to the
by £28,174. The cost of this Department lack of proper road facilities to the railwas-from votes, £3"7;073; from Forestry way system and market towns, and it is
Fund, £34,313-£71,386, making the net in this direction that its main activities
will be directed in the llear future. The
profit for the year £24,130.
necessary funds for the construction of
COUNTRY ROADS.
roads of this character have been proUnder the original Country Roads Act vided by Pa.rliament under the provithe activities of the Board were confined sions of Acts Nos. 2944 and 2985, and
mainly to the construction and mainten- a large amount of work is now in hand,
anoo of main roads. The Developmental particular! y in the Gippsland, Otw:ay,
'Roads Act of 1918 extended their func- and North-Eastern Districts, and also in
tions to the control of roads which would irrigation and soldier s'e,ttlement areas.
serve to develop areas by providing acTHE CURRENT YEAR.
cess to railway stations. The operations
For
the
financial year 1920-21 it is
under these three heads since the incepestimated that the revenue will be
tion of the Board are s·e,t out as follows:
the
expenditure,
--.Con'struction ·of main roads (loan ex- £17,537,900; and
£17,371,428; resulting in an estima,.ted
penditure), £1,911,641; maintenance of
The estimated
main roads, £834,076; developmental surplus of £166,472.
general revenue is £7,426,6.]8; the estiroads (loan expenditure),. £365,273; 01' mated general expenditure is £7,364,129;
a total of £3,110,990.
and the surplus on' general account,
£62,549. The estimated railway revenue
l\fAIN ROADS.
is £9,648,000; the estimated railway exDuring the last session of Parliament penditure, £9,544,077; .and the surp~us
the spending authority under this item on railway account, £103,923. I deSIre
was
increased
frOom £2,000,000 to to say 11E;re, that when the above rail£2,500,000. A total length of 6,500 way figures were arrived at, no informa~{r. ~MoPher80n.
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~tion

was available as to the increase of
expenditure likely to be occasioned by
the Reclassification
Board's further
awards, and, . consequently, no provision
was made on the Estimates. Now, however, we have a memorandum from the
Railways Oommissioners bearing on the
question, and I shall make further reference to it at a later stage.
REVENUE.

Compared with last year the estimated
increase in revenue from. all sources is
£2,105,000, made up as follows:General revenue, £501,000; railway
revenue (including payment from Treasury of £93,000 for loss on non-paying
lines), £1,566,000; coal mine, £38,000.
The salient items showing estimated revenue incre,ases on eeneral account are
as follows: -Commonwealth per capita
payment.
£32,000;
duty
stamps,
'£225,000; interest on loans (mostly soldiers settlement). £299,000; brown' coal,
.£14,000; ,other receipts, £46,000. Probate duty shows a reduction of over
£145,000.
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out children, £38,000.
Treasury-Payment to Railway Department for loss on
non-paying lines, ~93,000. School buildings-Technical, £25,000; High, £26,000.
Forests-<.Purchase money of a saw-mill
at N ayook, £9,000; timber seasoning at
Newport, £6,000.
Venereal diseases,
£9,000. Other items show a decrease; of
these the principal is-Railway passes to
returned soldiers, £104,000. Of the railway expenditure increase of £1,122,000,
the principal items are-Working expenses, £775,000 (cost of earning additional revenue, increased cost of coal
and materials, and for special maintenance) ;
rolling-stock
replacement,
£100,000; repayment to public account
of advances for relaying lines, £50,000;
pensions and gratuities, £12,000; interest,
£176,000 (consequent upon the increased
borrowing for construction, electrification,
&c.). The increased charge on the coal
mine, £38,000, is the same as the increase in the revenue, as any surplus in
the working of the mine is appropriated
to mine purposes.

EXPENDITURE.

STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS.

The total expenditure is ,estimated to
be higher than last year by £2,143,000.
I have previously stated that, owing to
the abnormal condi,tions existing, we
could not expect reduced expenditure.
This, however, does not mean that the
Government has relaxed its efforts in the
To insur.e that
direction of economy.
vigilance is being exercised, every item of
proposed expenditure in the Departments
was closely examined.
After carefully
reviewing the figures, I found that rincreases are unavoidable to the amount I
have just Btated. This is accounted for
by-Increase in general expenditure,
£983,000; increase in railway expenditure, £1,122,000; increase in Coal Mine,
£38,000, making a total of £2,143,000.
The salient items in the increased expenditure of £983,000 on General Account
are-Electoral, £13,000 (the general electiuns were helel during the current year) ;
interest, £328,000; soldiers settlement accounts for £278,000, and country roads,
£23,000; redemption . of funded debt,
£25,000; agricultural educa,tion, £15,000;
Univel'Bity, £12,000, to meet increases
proposed to be provided under new University Bill. Salaries and wages.-Education, £318,000; police, £72,000; Public
Service generally, £137,000.
Boarding

During the last few years so m'any demands have been made upon the Education Department for the provision of
sehool accommodation that it has now
become im possi'ble to meet the requirements out of ordinary revenue. In the
coun try districts, owing to the opening
up of new settlements, applications are
constantly being made for the establishment of new schools. In most of these
places there' are no buildings that ean be
leased which are suitable for school purposes, and new buildings have to be
erected. Wherever possible, closed buildings are removed and re-erected. In the
city, owing to the subdivision of estates,
the. population is drifting to the outer
su.burbs, with the result that a very large
number of Dew schools is required. It is,
of course, impossible to transfer the
buildings nearer the city which are not
full. It becomes, therefore, necessary to
purchase school areas and to erect brick
structures, which of recent years have
been very expensive. DUl'ling the last five
years there has been an average annual
expenditure of £115,000 for the maintenance of State schools and the erection
of new buildings throughout the State,
but this has been found quite inadequate
to meet the various demands made. At
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the present time the Public Works Department has authority to carry out
works involving an estimated expenditure
of £120,000. In addition, the Education
Department hold requisitions awaiting
approval an1:ounting to approximately
£200,000. It should be remembered that
new schools ·must be equipped with
modern school furniture, and this will.
run into a very large sum.
Further,
numerous requests are being made for
teachers' residences, as in many cases
teachers are unable to find houses in
which to reside'.
Many of OIur schools
were built thirty or forty years ago, and
require extensiv·e remodelling to make
them efficient for school pur·poses. The
Estimates this year cover a provision of
£30,000 for the maintenance, repairs, &c.,
of primary school .buildings, which, of
course, are properly chargeable to
revenue. It is, however, recognised that,
in order to cope with the demand for new
schools, land must bepurchwsed and new
buildings erected, and for this purpose it
will be necessary to make provision out
of loan moneys, and a Bill authorizing
the raising of £250,000 will be introduced in the present session. As far as
higher elementary, high, and technical
schools are concerned, I may say that
substantial provision has been made in
the present Estimates.
In order that
honorable members may get some idea of
what the Lawson Government have done
in regard to edueation, I will furnish
the following further figures :-During
the three years, 1916, 1917, and 1918,
there were spent on buildings, £469,000,
as against £534,000 for 1919, 1920, and
1921. That includes, of course, the estimated expenditure for 1921. We have
there an increarse of £64,000.
During
the three years, 1916, 1917, and 1918,
salaries amounted to £2,605,000, as
against £3,493,000 for 1919, 1920, and
1921. In respect of other expenditure,
we have for the three years, 1916, 1917,
and 1918, £961,000, and for 1919, 1920,
and 1921, £1,189,000, an increase IOf
£228,000.
The total amount spent on
education for the three years, 1916, 1917,
and 1918 was £4,037,0.00, and the expenditure for the next three years, 1919, 1920,
and 1921 .will amount to £5,217,000. In
other words, we are spending more in the
yearrs 1919,
1920,
and
1921
by.
£1,180,000 as compared with the three
Mr. McPherson.
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previous years. The honorable· membe,.
for Brighton stated the other night that
we were not spending enough on education. I have shown that for three years,
inclusive of the present year, the expenditure will amount to £1~180,000 more
than in the three previous year.s.. TheLawson Government, therefore, cannot
he charged with curtailing educational
facilities ..
Mr. OLD.-Your estimated expenditurefor this year is 'proportionately greater
thl:!n for the last two years.
lVlr. McPHERSON.-That is so.
RAILWAY RECLASSIFICATION BOARD's
AWARDS.

As I have already stated, no provision
has been made in the Estimates to meet
any furthe·r awards that may be made by
the Railways Reclassification Board. Ashonorable membe'rs are aware, thisBoard was a.J?pointed in December, 1919~
and has been sitting continuouslv. Last.
year its awards added £680,000 to thee?Cpenditure of the Railways, tOo meet
which the Government was compelled to
advance fares, and, with the exc~ption
of agricultural produce, and otherI' Items,
and raw mate'rial for country industries,
freights also, by about 12! per cent. all'
round. S()Illle we.eks ago, when the, Commissioners sent along their estimates for
the current year, and upon which I am.
submitting my figures to-night, they
drew attention to the fact that the pending award of the, Railways Redassification Board had not reached them, and
that they were not in a position to furnish figure.s. Howeve,r,. in the last few
days the Commissioners have informed
the' Government that in their opinion the
amount necessary to me'et the award of theBoard for retrospective and current payments will be not less' than £1,000,000.
H·onorable members will, of course, understand that in the Boa.I'd's awards to come
there will be a substantial amount on
account of the last financial yearroundly from £200,000 to £250,000. In
order that there may be authority to pay
the men, it is intended. to introduce a.
short Bill this session .appropriating from.
l'(·venue such an amount as may be l"equired. That is to say, it will be a special'
appropriation. This is the method which
was followed last year, and will hold good'
only for. the present year. The amount
for subsequent years will be included in
the Oordinary vot·es· of' the Department..
l
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Jt is practically assured that there will
be a substantial offset to this increased
charge in-(a) The surplus on the yearestimated at £166,000, and (b) The usual
sa.vings on votes and special appropriations. On the revenue receipts tQi date,
I may say that I feel sure that the estimated surplus will be exceeded.
The
presentation of the expenditure estimates
SOl late in the year means that supplementary estimates will be reduced tQi a
minimum, . and it may, therefore, be
fairly taken that the ordinary savings en
votes will, following custom., net from
£250,000 tOi
£300,000.
Honorable
members will realize the position of
the Government when faced with increased expenditure of such magnitude.
It has, however, tOi be remembered
that this Railway Reclassification Board
was .the creation of Parliament, and the
Go,vernment feels that honorable mem··
bers expect itr-unless it can show some,
sound reason for doing otheTwise~tOl
honour the Board's awards. The,Government has discussed with the Railways Commissioners. the question of
economizing in all their De'partments,
and is impressing on them the necessity
too giv'EjI the award of the Reclassification
Board their most careful consideration.
It is the intention of thel Government,
after the Commissioners have reviewed
the report, to' alsOi care,fully consider it
in all its bearings, but, in the meantime,
the l\1inistry feels tha,t it is its duty too
let members know the position. I have
pointed out that this information has
cornel to hand from the Commissioners

-

Higher Interest on Renewal Loaus, estimated increase of charge for eaJh year ..
Interest and Redemption, ]\Tew Loan Issues,
..
on, say, £3,400,000 rai~~d e)'ch year

just within the last day or two, and after
these estimates 'were framed and ready
for presentation to Parliament. I may
alSOl mentiQin that thel actual report from
the Reclassification Board is no't yet in
the CQimmissioners' hands.
This being
Sol, the! Government cannot at the present
moment determinel what action it will
take to meet the situatiOln, but honorable
members will realize tha,t th€! position is
serioous and must be faced. The Ministry takes this Q1ppm-tunity of assuring the
pe:ople of the State, that it has no intention of allowing the Statel to drift into
debt. Increased revenue is imperative',
and it will be the duty of the! Go'Vern~
llleint tal see that the' extra re,venue required is pro'cured. The Government is
fully alive to the fact that' the' w€lfare
of the State rests principally ou the
maintenance oof its credit.
They fee,l
that, at the prese'llt time, this sta,nds in
high esteem in tbe financial circles, not
only of Australia, but Oof England, and
it is not their intention to allow it to
suffer at their hands.
I:XOREASING FINANOH..L OBLIGATIONS.

Before entering upon the general
financial outlook, I shOould like tOo point
out to honorable members that, over the
next three years, "ve shall be confronted
with increasingly heavy, though quite
unavoidable, revenue charges-( a) :For
higher interest rates on renewals of loans
rna turing; and (b) for interest and redemptioll' on moneys to be raised for loan
serVICes.

1021-2.

1022-3.

1023-4.

Total over the
three years.

£

£

£

£

61,000

159,000

254,000

474,000

204,000

204,000

204,000

612,000

265,000

363,000

458,000

1,086,000

This repr€sents a total increase by the
third year of £1,086,000 ~r annum. The
loan works estimate, for each of the three
years, on which the new interest charge
is based, is as under-Railways (including electrification), £2;000,000; w.atei"
supply (including River Murray works),
Secollfd Session 1920.-[17]
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£650,000; main and developmental roads,
£500,000; public works (including cO(l1
store
advances),
£25Q,000;
to tal,
£3,400,000.
:Mr. OLD. - How much .of
£2,000,000 is for electrification?

that
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Mr. McPHERSON.-I have not that
separated in the papers here. I have
not included any charge for the Morwell electr~city scheme interest, because
special provision is to be made therefor
by new legislation.
'The whole: of
the increased cha.rges arising frOom renewal loans will have to be bOorne
from general revenue, and at least
25 per cent. of thel interest and redemption charges on account of works
raisings will also have to be so borne, as
there will be no direct return from certaiu
of the works over the three years, and
others will carry interest without giving
return during their construction period.
It is not unfair to say that the added
annua,l burden will have gradually illcreased to £600,000 by the third year.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) .-tlow
do you account for the fact that when
we had a revenue of £10,000,000, we were
able to spend about £600,000 for this
purpose out of revenue?
Mr. McPHERSON.-We are spending
so much in other directions. The honorable member must realize "that we have,
for instance, recently increased the
teachers' salaries considerably. I think
that about £660,000, or more, was given
for that purpose.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-JMy reason for mentioning the matter was not
to disconcert the honorable gentleman, or
to say anything that might be regarded
as offensive, but this means adding considerably to the public debt.
Mr. McPHERSON.-Of course it
does.
THE FUTURE.

Of Australia it can be said that it has
been one of the most favoured countries
during and since the war. Our wool
and wheat, owing to the arrangements
made by the British Governmen,t, were
bought from us on terms entirely favorable to the primary producer. The proreeds of sales were made fairly readily
available. When to such proceeds were
added the high -prices obtainable for
other commodities, a position was created
which· meant that the eountry generally
had suffered less from war privations
thaI!, perhaps, any people in the world,
excepting the United States, Japan, and
one or two of the Sou th American
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nations. But the outflow of funds and
consequent creations of credit cannot go
on, without any ebb and contraction.
The contraction stage has now, in my
opinion, begun, and the best wisdom and
statesmanship in every party have to be
utilized to prevent adjustment developing into something worse. What has to
be accepted is that contraction is inevitable. The first substantial reminder
that Australia got in this direction was
the speed with which our credits have
disappeared in London within the past
few months. If we had been exceptionally
far-seeing, we would have expected such
a development. But the expansion and
activity that always accompany high
living and heavy spendings, both individually and by the State, diverted attention from what was happening elsewhere.
The condition of affairs that existed in
Europe after Waterloo, in the United
States of America after the civil war,
and again in Europe after the FrancoPrussian war, has been reproduced in the
British Empire since the ending of the
Great War. Then, as now, there came
inflation bef oreadj ustmen t. The United
States and Japan can be cited aoil typical
Japan's
examples - especially Japan.
trade development during the war was
enormous,and the wealth accumulated
seemed to be a sufficient bulwark against
any turn in affairs. In a few months,
. however, the country, from a state of unparalleled prosperity, has been plunged
into a financial crisis. Overtrading and
heavy public expenditure W13re the root
causes. In the United States of America,
only the variety of its resources, the immensity of its population, and the influence it now can exert in the domain
of finance and commerce, keep it from
a serious set-back. These countries are
singled out as examples because their
conditions are more analogous to our OWll,
as they are outside the war arena and
did well o'ut of the conflict. They both
furnish the lesson that contraction with
them is going on and bringing with it
hardships.. All countries on the continent
of Europe" with their massed-up debts
and adverse exchanges, are in a much
worse plight-their people must work to
their very bones to live~and the Imperial
Government itself has a huge floating
debt that must be handled before its
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finances can be stabilized. Australia
cannot expect to escape the influences
that have affected other countries and
compelled contraction in expenditure.
Hence, although through war expenditure
and other circumstances our revenue has
greatly expanded, ample evidence is available in warehouse and in shop, in bank
and in office, that the spacious period is
being. rapidly ended.
Imports will
directly become less, not that that is an
evil, but the decline in trade must affe 3t
public finance at every turn. So the deduction is irresistible that, with enterprise affected by the adverse financial
situation. with mining decadent, without
any heavy inflow of fresh population to
Australia, with oft-recurring industrial
trouble, and with commodities at such
a level, the limit of the spending capacity
It
of the country has been reached.
follows then that the course to pursue is
for members and their constituents to
realize the situation, and for Parliament
by prudent and thrifty administration to
justify the belief of the electors that it
can grasp the necessities of the existing
conditions. There is no need for alarm.
if caution and economy be adopted as
the right policy. But more than lip service to these essentials is needed. The
House and the country must resist making undue calls on the Treasury. Adherence to Spartan principles, both in
public and private life, for a year or so i3
enjoined, and Victoria then can relax,
because by that time the world generally
shall have got more into the alignment
·arising out of peace conditions. Mr.
Chairman, the financial dangers of peaee
are nO less great than those of war. We
therefore appeal to honorable members
for .hearty support in an effort to restrict
all expenditure that is not urgent and
necessary
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I ~hould lik~
an adjournment of the debate until next
TuesdaJ.
Mr. HltNNAH.-I desire to ask a
question. I understood that there was to
be a paragraph in the Budget giving the
House some information in regard to
electrification. The Minister of Railways was asked about a fortnight ago for
information on this point. It was understood that there were about half-a-dozen
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members in the House who intended to
speak on that subject in connexion with
the last Supply Bill.
]\111'. McPHERsON.-Honorable members will have an opportunity 00£ speaking
in regard to eleetrification, as the Government intend to introduce an Electricity
Commissioners Bill.
Mr. HANNAH.-It is not information in regard to that scheme that is
wanted.
Mr. l\iCPHERSON.-You mean in regard to the railways?
"Mr. tIA:NNAH.-Evidently the Minister .of Railways has taken no notice of
a very urgent request that was made to
him. The Premier will recollect that .it
was intimated that it would be necessary
to have information in regard to railway
electrification in connexion with the
discussion on the Budget. It was
specially desired that we should have
informati.on as to when we may expect
the expenditure to cease.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-On behalf .of the
Minister of Railways, I think I can promise that when the Estimates are before
the House he will give the honorable member all the information he desires.
Mr. HANNAH.-Well, we want it,
otherwise we will not get up by Christ·
mas .
. Progress was then reported.

I

VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
The House having res.olved itself into
Committee of Supply,
Mr.
McPHERSON
(Treasurer)
movedThat a sum not exceeding £941,362 be
granted to His Majesty on account for or toward·s defraying the following services for the
year H120-21 : - I. egislative Council-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £96; Legislative Assembly-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£927; Parliamentary Standing Committee
-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £79 ;
Refreshment
Rooms-salaries
and
ordinary expenditure, £178; the Library---'salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £72; the Library,
State Parliament House-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £154; Victorian Parliamentary Debates-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £517; Chief Secretary's Office-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £1,279; Chief SecrEtary's Office":""pensions, &c., £150; Board for
the Protection of Aborigines-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £366; Explosives-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £471; State Acci"dent Insurance Office-salaries and ordinary
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expenditure, £22.4.; Fisheries and Game-sala- Commission, £13,333; Agriculture, Aclminisries and ordinary expenditure, £372'; Govern- trative-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
ment Shorthand Writer-salaries and ordinary £996; Agriculture-salaries and ordinary exexpenditure, £103; the Governor's· Office-ordi- penditure,. £5,053; Stock and Dairy,.-salaries
nary expenditure,. £28; Herbarium - salaries and ordinary expenditure, £3,843;. Export De·
and ordinary expenditure, £92.; Inebriates In- velopment-salaries and. ordinary expenditure,
stitution-salaries and, ordinary expenditure, £3,7'62; Public Health-salaries- and ordinary
£353; Marine Board-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £6,762; Public Health-grants,
Railways-working
expenses,
&0.,
expenditurE, £398; Mercantile Marine-sala- £262;
Construction
ries and ordinary expenditure, £103; Observa- £502,7.42; -Railways-Railway
tory-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £265; Branch, £705; State Coal :Mine, £35,645.
Premier's Office-salaries and ordinary expen- Total, £941,362.
diture, £287; Agent-General---;staff and office, lIe said-This is a month's Supply, and
£612; Audit Office-salaries and ordinary exl
penditure, £1,482; Government Statist-saht- the details are set out in the list which
ries Iillld ordinary expenditure, £1,979; Hos- ha~ been supplied tQi hono['able members.
pitals, for the Insane-salaries and ordinary
l\fr. PRENDERGAST.-I have a few
expenditure, £29,702; Keglected Children, &c.
-saJaries and ordinary expenditure, £2.3,585; wOords to. say in connexion with the TraPellal and Gaols-salaries and ordinary ex- walla, Estate, which I brought up last
penditure, £6;084; Police-salaries and ordi- week. I was "honoured' , by the press
nary expenditure, £43,487; Public Library, with absolutely nQi reference, to the mat&c.-salaries
and
ordinary
expenditure,
The returned soldiers placed thi~
£2,546; Public Service Commissioner-sala- ter.
ries and ordinary expenditure, £282; Depart- matter in my hands, SOl that I might soo
ment of Labour-salaries· and ordinary expen- if I could induce the Government tQi
diture, £1,927; Immigration and
Labour carry out the contract in connexion with
Bureau, £910; Education-salaries and orcli~ the purchase of this estate. When I renary expenditure, £134,615; Education-pensions, &c., £35; Education-works and build- ferred to! this ma.tter last we,ek I dealt
with the varying valuations which had
ings
£800~
Eduoation-endowments
and
grants, £1,000·; Attorney-General- salaries, been made. A contract was entered into
£7,328; Attorney-General-pensions, &c., £18; in connexion with the sale of this land.
AttorneyUeneral ordinary
expenditure, The whole of tlie esta.be was tQi be'long to
£3,033; Solicitor-General- salaries, £5,029 ; returned soldiers, but, under the DisSolicitor-General ordinary
expenditure,
£1,469; Treasury-salaries and ordinary ex- charged Soldiers Settlement Act, the
penditure, £2,260; Treasury-transport, &c., proprietors of land which is compulsorily
£417;
Treasury - unforeseen
expenditure, acquired can retain an area round the
£417; Treasury-allowances to Railway De- homestead.
I am ill formed that nOo
partment, £1,000; Treasury-charitable grants, application was made in this regard
£20,000; Treasury-pensions, &c., £34; Treasury--1exceptional expenditure, £1,500; Taxa- within the t.ime specified. In view of this
tion Office-Income Tax-salaries and ordi- fact, the whole of the estate should be
nary expenditure, £1,816; Taxation Office~ available fo.r soldier settlement. It turns
Land Tax~salaries and ordinary expenditure, out, however, that the fQirmer owners
£2,450; Taxation Office-Death Duties-sala- prQiPosed tQi sell a portion of it fOil' £9 a.n"
ries and ordinary expendi.ture, £128; Curator
acre, and will acoept £6 an acre for the
-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £450;
Government "Printer-salaries and ordinary balance. The estate has an aJ"(~a of abQiut
d"\. long explanation has
expenditure, £11,628; Government Printer- 43 1000 acres.
advertising, £400; Survey, &c., Crown Lands- been made to me> by t.he Board, but I
salaries and ordinary expenditure, £5,850 ; want a Ministerial statement in regard
Public Parks; &c.-salaries and ordinary extOo it. Thel stateanent I read last week dispenditure, £58; Botanic, &c., Gardens--1Salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £945; Extirpation closed thel following deta~ls:of Rabbits, &c.-salaries and ordinary expenThe estate was compulsorily resum,ed on 8th
diture, £2,456; Works and Buildings, £208; June, 1920, for soldier settll'ment. As far as
Crown Lands-exceptional expenditure, £173; is· known, the owners, the Bridges family, did
Pu blic \Vorks-salaries and ordinary expendi- not, within fifteen days, exercise the right to
ture, £6,000; Ports and Harbors-salaries and retain land up to £G,OOO unimproved value~
ordinary expendi,ture, £2,928; Por,ts and Har- say, about 2,000 acres aroulHl homestead.
bors-works, &c., £3,000; Electricity CommisNegotiations between Board and former
sioners-salaries and ordinary expenditure, owners as to price were unsuccessful, as the
£1,960; Public Works-works and buildings, former owners asked a figure much above all
£13,370; Mines-salaries and ordinary expen- public valuations and the Board's valuations.
dicure, £2,305; Mines-furtherance of mining
For example-Shire valuation, £5 13s.; land
industry, £1,700; Mines-brown coal mine, tax, £5 12s. 6d.; sworn probate valuation dur£7,000; Mines-exceptional expenditure, £350; ing 1908, £5 129. 6d.; district valuers, -ranging
State Forests-salaries and ordinary expendi- . from £5 5s-. to· £6. Former owners wanted. £7.
ture, £5,019 j State Rivers and Water Supply Best offer to owners by Board was £6.
Mr. McPherson.
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Now the Board has received the following
proposal :-Oancel Government Gazette notice
regarding 8,000 acres, allow former owners to
dispose of same privately to a naval officer,
Captain McKenzie, for £9 per acre, and owners
would accept £6 for balance of 35,000 acres.
We are afraid that this scheme will be adopted
by the Minister of Lands on the ground that
it will save them any trouble over the homestead (value £15,000) should same not be disposed of by them in the proper way by public
-competition, or the uncertainty of the decision
.of an arbitrator of the value of the whole area.
On.JECTIOXS.

1. .All Crown lands, as this estate. is now,.
·."hould be submitted for public sell'ction by
soldiers, and the homestea.d area, with a reasonable area round same, say 3,000 acres, by
publjc anction. A private sale acquiesced in by
the State is against public policy.
2. If Board sold and received a fancy price
for the homestead block above the average
value of the estate, then the soldiers ,,'ould
l'eceive the benefit, and not the former owners.
3. In any event the bes.t Board offer, £6,
.should be reduced for the balance, as their
price includad homestead 'block and all the
im prove men ts.
4. The proposed transaction is really compulsorily taking ,away land from soldier settlement.

The point is that if they are gorrng to
give £6 an acre for the balance of the
-estate, it must be worth considerably
more with the homestead block included
in it. I want th~ statement I have just
Tead, with the letter from the Department, to be considered as a, matter of
public policy.
The Closer Settlement
Board does not deny the facts. Its letter
is as fciUows:YVith reference to the letter addressed to you
-on 20th instant from }Ir. Gilbert Smith, president, and ::Vlr. E. S. Buchanan, honorary secretary, Returned Soldiers and Sailors Imperial
IJe3Jgue of Anstralia, Beaufort, relative to the
.acquisition of the Trawalla Estate,. which
-comprises approximately 43,000 acres, and is
situated near Beaufort, I have. by direction
{)I the Board, to state that the Board, on 24th
October, I!) H), obtained the consent of the Hon{)rable the ::\Iinister of Lands to have the estate
inspected, with a view to its compulsory acquisition for soldier settlement, and on 5th
January, 1920, Messrs. Blake and Rigga.ll, on
behalf of the trustees, offered the estate to the
'Board at £7 per acre.
After receiving valuations and the opinion of
referees, in accordance with the Closer Settlement Act, as amended by the Discharged
Soldiers Settlement Acts, the Board, on 16th
April, 1920, offered to purchase the estate at
£5 15s. per acre, and on 4th May, 1920, the
drer was declined by the trustees of the estate.
On 27th May, 1920, the Board recommended
the Honorable the Minister to proceed compul.
florily for the acquisition of· the estate, and on
:8th June, 1920, the Governor in. Council autho-
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~'ized its compulsory acquisition,. and same WaS notified in the Government Gazette of !)th June.
1!120.
The trustees did not desire to retaili
any of the estate, and the matter of settling
the claim was entered into.
It IDay be meutiQued that the disputed
claims, where lan(l is acquired compulsorily,
lllay be settled by agreement or a ppea I to the
Court.
The trustees received an offer for the hOBH'stead and 8,000 acres surrounding same at a
very advantageous price,. viz., £71,000.
This
offer the trustees were agreeable should be
accepted by the Board or the1uselves, whichever the Board preferred. The Board preferred that the offer should be accepted b~' the
trustees. who were in a position to give terms
to suit the purchaser, provided that the Intlauee
of the e::ltate, 3;>.000 acres, were sold to the
Board at £6 pel' acre.
The trustees agreed to accept £6 for the
balance of the estate, prov.ided tlwy were
allowed to sell the homestead and the 8,000
acres to Captain )JcKe117.:ie for £71,000.
In obtaining the balance of the land, :35,000
acres, at £6 per care, the Board is of opinion
that it made the best terms possible for the
soldiers who are to be settled on the esta.te.

Mr. SNowBALL.-It was resumed, but
the eompulsory resumption proceedings
we['e' no.t completed, SOl that it 'had not
vested in the Crown.
lVlr. PRENDERGAST.-That is entirely owing to the De'partme'l1t not
carrying out the contract which it made
in the first instance, and the soldiers cannot be. held responsible for that.,
It is considered that the area of .8,000 acres
surrounding the homestead is barely up to the
average quality of the estate, and, speing that
it carries an extensive costly brick hOlllPstead,
together with large planta'tions of trees, it
would not be good business to utilize that POI'·
tion for soldier settlement, particularly in the
face of an offer of nearly £t) pCI' acre for the
land and improvements.
It is not likely that the Board could prove to
the Court that the 35,000 acres are not worth
more than £6 per acre, as an offer in writing
has been receiyed by the Board from the trust.ees of another estate to purchase 8,5f)t) acres
of the southern portion of +,rawalla at £6 7s.
Gd. per acre, or, alternatively, 7,450 acr('s of
the central portion,. which is regarded as the
lightest portion of the estate, at £6 ~,.,. 6d.
per acre.
It may be further pointed out that about
5,000 acres of Ercildoune Estate, near Tl'awalla,
have recently been purchased for soldier settlement, and also Mt. Bute Estate, comprising
48,000 acres, not far away from Trawalla, has
also been purchased for the same purpose.

The important s~atement was made by
the soldiers that the estate was compulsorily resumed on 8th June this year, at
a eertain price., a.nd since that da teo the
value of the e.state ha&. appreciated, and
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the owners have be'en allowed to benefit by the appreciation.
Mr. McDoNALD. - What was the
price ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Six pounds.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It does not say that
tha,t was the price at which the Board
would acquire it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - No.
But
the offers that have been made since
have bee'll allowed to influence the, price.
Mr. OMAN .-1 am pedectly willing
that YOlu should s,ee the file.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not
want to see the file. All I have to say
is that a numbecr of soldiers were promised the te,rritory .• and they have boon
wai ting to get possessiOon.
All the
necessary legal steps were taken, and.
since then there has be,en an a pprecia,tion which has been made use of for the
purpose of increasing the price.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If the Board had
acquired thel whole esta,te', the,y could
only ha,vel sold the homestead by auction.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-AccOTding to
the soldie,rs, the Board ha Vet allowed the
formecr.- Oowner to dispose of 8,000 acres fe,r
£9 an acre. The soldiers Oobject, and
say that the homeste'ad area should have
been disposed Oof by public auctiOon.
Mr. OMAN.-It relieved the GOovernment Oof .the neoessity Oof finding £71,000.
MI'. PRENDERGAST.-The price fOor
that particular land was a great deal
abQivel the average price for the estate.
I do not a,ccuse anyone of dishOonesty in
the matter. It may have be,en simply
bad judgment, but the soldiers wanted
this land to settle on, and they we·re, willing to take it at thel prioo Ooffered. They
point out that the shire valua,tion was
£5 13s., the land tax valuation £5 12s.
6d., and the sworn probate valuatiQin
in 1908. £5 12s. 6d. The valuations
of district valuers range from £5 58.
to £6, and the former owners wanted £7.
The best offer to the owners by the Board
was £6. The Board have allowed a portion
of the estate to! be disposed of fOor £9
an acre, and have offe,red the balance
to the sQildie,rs at the price! which, according to: the offel' by the BOoard to the
owne,rs, was the ave,rage value of the
whole estate·. When I asked a questiOln
about the Board taking Olver the estate,
)VIr. Mackipnon, the then Assistant Minister of Lands, said immediate steps were
being taken to get the land. Then the,re
was a delay, and the land appreciated
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in value. I contend that when the
former owners were allowed to dispose of
portion of the estate for £9 an acre,
the Il3st of the properly should have
been made available for the men who
wished to settle there at about 15s. less
than the average price previously fixed
for the whole est-ate, which was £6. It
does not look as if full business capacity
has been emplQoyed in getting this land
into the hands of the Orown for the purpose of settling returned soldiers.
lVIr. SNOWBALL.-The prioe of £9 per
acre on the number of acres sOold privately would repre3e,nt the increased value:
owing tOo the h€lavy homestead elxpenses.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It would represent an increased value on the other
land of from lOs. to £1 per acre. All I
say is that, if they had taken out the, pOl~
tiOon that belongs to the Qowner and sold It,
by public auction, and deducted the surplus realized in that way from the prioe
of the Qother land, it might have, brought
the net cost of the other land out at
£5 lOs. pe,r acre, even though the cosf
all over was £6 per acre. I have seen
both sides of the case, and the appearance
of things is that the sQoldiers who have
been waiting to be settled have nOot had a.
satisfactory deal. It does nQot seem to me
that the Government have exercised the
prudence that ought tOo be shOown in oonnexion with the settlement of returned
men. An inquiry is wanted, and the
valuations that have been placed upOon the
land for vario~us purposes justify me in
asking fQor an inquiry. The' land has been
valued fOor prOobate, land tax, and five or
six Oother purposes. The sOoldiers have not
had a fair deal. If a soldier settler is given
200 acres or 300 acres of land at £ 7 per
acre, when the land is Oonly wodh £6 pe'r
acre! he has tOo pay mOIre iute,rest every
year than he can affo!fd to pay. On a
200-acre purchase Qof that kind he would
have tOI pay an extra £10 a ye~r, and
that.is sufficient to make all the dIfference
between success and failure.
In every
case when you incre,ase the price OIf land
you increase, the interest that has to be
paid by thel se,ttler on that land, a~d. ~he
dearer the land is the less the pOSSIbIlIty
he has .of succeeding. A pessimistic note
in that regard was struck by the Treasure,r when he was delive·ring his Budget
speech. The only safe, me,thod is tOo have
men settled on land at a reasonable value,,.
so. that Oout of what their products realize
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they may he ahle to' pay for their living,
meet the interest bill, and have a little
bit o,ver with which to' face a bad seaso'll
or two. I ask the JYIinis~ of Lands
to' see that a fair and squa,re deal is given
tOo the men in this case. If an inqUIry is
to he held, the only satisfactory way will
be toO give the men who have been waiting
tOI get settled a voice on that inquiry.
The farmers, through their representatives, made, a similar claim in connexion
with the first 'Vheat Pool; they claimed
that they should have representation on
the COll11mission. If there is to he an i"nquiry, the soldiers, or the,ir representatives, must have a voice in it. Everything may be square and above hoard,
hut the men who have been waiting alongside the land in order to get settled want
to have that prav,ed. They had been waiting fOT the chance of settlement, and suddenly found that chance taken away from
them. through an increase in the price of
the land
Mr. 01\1:AN (Minister 0.£ Lands).The late Assistant Minister of Lands had
the properties referred to in hand when
I accepted the, position of Minister of
Lands. He had before him a propooition for the retention hy the owners of
8,000 acrtS, and they had a firm offer of
£71,000 fOT that land. On the Saturday
~fter I accepted office I moto,red from
my home to the property.
I spent a
whole day on it. I was in every paddo'ck
and saw every corner of it.
Mr. EVERARD.-Had you not done .that
before ~ The prlQlperty is in your district.
Mr. OMAN.-I was never 011 the property before'. I was pleasant~y surpri~ed
to find that it was one of the cleanest
prop€'rties in the district. It was practically free of stone or tussock and of
swamps, as we know them over a good
deal of the western plains. It was a very
desirahle properly. When we acquired
it compulsorily, about the middle of the
year, the land market was firmer than it
is to-day. I make that statement without fear of contradiction.
Land of
similar class and quality in my OIwn
district, land not worth sixpence an acre
more, has been soJd at £10 an acre.
Mr. SLATER.-Not in big areas.
Mr. OMAN.-No. In small areas.
There was only orne paddock on the estat&-one' ·of a.bout 390 acres-that was
carrying a good deal of stone.
It was
fairly rough in character and seemed to
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be unsuitable for closer settlement. However, there is an offer on the file from
an adjoining farmer Qlf £7 an a,cre
for that paddock. I inspe:cted the wholle
of the estate. A portion of it, knolwn as
Lillan~e, is looked upon as the worst part
of the estate, because it is subject occasiornaUy to flooding from the river, and
that seemed to be the most undesirable
portiorn. The land is velry good w.ool
<:ountry. There is one of the best merIno
flocks in the State on the property, and
although the estate is only 43,000 acres
in extent, I shall not be surprised if the
stock on it make over £100,000 next
week.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You say that land
in your district not wOlrth sixpence more
has be,ern soJd a,t £10 an acre. Why did
yeu not buy this land at £6 an acre 1
Mr. OMAN.-The lat-e Admiral Bridges
offered the property at £6 per acre, but
the cou_ncil and some of the local peoiple
thought it might ·be bought under tho
figure sought, and in consequence missed
it.
Later, negotiations were re-opened.
Beaufort is in my own district, and occupying the position of Minister of
Lands, as I do, I would not be worthy
of my position if I aUowed the people
living in my own district tOI determine
the policy of the Government in regard
to' the acquisition of prope.rties for closer
settlement. I told them that the policy
of the Government was not to' destroy
valuable homestelads and picturesque
features of the country-side. Here is a
property with a brick building for which
the owners could obtain £15,000.
Mr. SLATER.-There i~ only a manager
living in it.
Mr. OMAN.-In valuing the property
for closer settlement, I would not consider that the building is 'worth anything above the value of the bricks. I
am cOlivinced tha,t no valuer, examining
the proposition as one to settle floldiers on
the homestead blocks, would place any
value at all on the homestead huildings.
No one would, if he was wise. We have
a~ked certain people to value that property. The shire valued the 35,000 acres
at £5 15s. per acre. We sent our own
valuers, a,nd they telI" us that in the
9,000 acres some of the worst land
is si tua ted.
This land lies close ':-0
Beaufort. It is close into the range
country and quartz country, is very
light in character, and not very
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suitable for .settlement. A firm offer
was made to the Closer Settlement Board
fo.r this particular porti.au of the land.
Then we had to consider whether we
would be forced into the Arbitration
Court iu connexionwith this offer and
other offers of land up against the pro.perties, landing us, in all proba bility,
with the land at a cost of something like
£6 128. 6d. per acre as a whole .. And
then we should have to give terms to
the buyerr for the homestead.
Apart
from that, it. would be necessary to nay
spot cash, having taken the property
compulsorily. Here is a proposal to hand
over 35,000 acres, and we can s·en nearly
8,000 of the worst portion of this
land at £6 2s. 6d. per acre. We P!lY
£6 per acre for 35,000 acres. The woolshed is 10 miles away from the homeetead on the easteTn side o:f the run. In
addition, we: have, adjo.ining the pro;perty
.5,000 acres which we recently acquired,
and 8 miles away we. have 48,000 acres
of land that were acquired at £5 lOs.
an acre, without buildiligs on it. In my
opinion, this is nearly as good lalld as
the Trawalla Estate. The Trawalla' Estate at £6 an acre is a good purchase. .It
could be readily sold a.t a pro.fit. if
nffer'ed by the Go.vernment In subdivision,
to-morro,w.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-Do you know what
f)tock it is carrying ~
.
Mr. OM1\.N.-A sheep per acre.
Mr. OLD.-Is it suitable for agriculturel?
Mr. Ol\fAN.-There is hardly a stone
on it.
M:,.. BEARDMoRE.-In your opinion it
would be suitable fo.r agriculture then ~
Mr. OMAN.-Yes. It IS one o.f the
cleanest and lllOst suitahle properties I
have seen fOol' a good while.
Mr. PR1::NDERGAST.-YoU are ,only buying a portion at £6.
.
Mr. O~IAN.-The land we are getting
is above the average in quality, and it
is unencumbered with improvements. We
want to keep out of the Arbitration
COourt, because we believe that if we go
into the Arbitration Court we should be
landed with the property at a higher rate.
We trie,d to set~le by agreement. Mrs.
Bridges told her solicitors only yesterday
t.hat she wanted the property put into
the Court, that she is nOot afraid of the
Court, provided we did not decide.
Mr. SLATER.-Shel dOles nOot want the
soldiers to have it, apparently.
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Mr. OMAN.-Had she gone into the
Court, the' soldiers wOould not have obtained the propertv at the price we are
paying for it. If the Government set
out to dismantle and destroy the homestead and other features of the countryside in the form of plantations,.
it would be nothing short of a criminaJ act. There is any quantity or
land along the railway not occupied
with homesteads that can 'be bought,
and. the policy of the Government should
not be to dismantle homesteads in the:
c()untry but to build them up. When
we reach thel stagel that we are absolutdy
required to take Trawalla, for lanel
settlement-not necessarily soldier settlement-11r. HANNAH.-Have you not reached
that stage yet ~
1\1r. OMAN.-No.
We have great
stretches .of land in the Western District and elsewhere' in the State unpeopled.
Mr. HANNAH.-You have represented
that districu fo1' twenty-five years, and
what are you doing ~
Mr. OMAN.-We have bought 88,00()
acres practically in one block.
Mr. OLD.---,-:vVhat area will the returned soldier get ~
:M:r. OMAN.-About 400 acres each.
Mr. SL.\TER.-That will only run 400
sheep, and the soldier wiII be m ukted
in £200 a year for interest and sinking
fund.
Mr. Ol\iAN.-If soldiers cannot succeed under these conditions, ther,e are
private people who will buy the land at
the price. and will succeed. I interjected
when the Tre.a.surer was speaking, that
it was owing tOo the over-generous treatment by the GQlvernment tha,t large sums
were due to the State, from sGldier
settlerrs. We have men who have been
settled o.n dairying land whOi have been
drawing large cheques monthly as the .1'81suIt Oof the high price Oof butte,r. In my
opinion, they have not put sufficient
money tOo reserve. By that I mean they
are not liquidating .their liabilities to the
CrOown. In many instanoes they could~
had they chosen tOo Clo SOl, have paid off
25 per cent. of the cost of their holdings.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-In mallY cases, they
.are increasing their stock.
Mr. OMAN.-In some cases they may
be doing EG. As a general tendency, if
a person has too much cash, he will spend
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It is better in their own interests
that these men should meet their obligati.ons, and payoff some of their liabifities.
It maybe tha,t some of the properties
the State has purchased are not suitable
for closer settlement. But that is not an
argument why we should buy 8,000 acres
with a homestead value of £15,000 upon it.
Mr. RYAN.-It would make a good
'Government House.
Mr. ·BAILEy.-Or a home for worn-out
politicians.
Mr. OMAN.-Yes; it could be used as
a home for that purpose. We ha 18
.a report from valuers, and the valuers
declare that the land we have taken is
better than the land we are leaving. We
have the referees who say the same
thing. The question has been carefully
considered, the land being in my own district.
Mr. Mackinnon handled the
m·utter up to the point where an offer
was made, and he is in accord with
what has been done-that is, the pur-<!hase of the 35,000 acres, and the relinquishment of the homestead block for disposal by the owner. I think we shall be
able to settle this land with profit to the
State, and with profit to the soldiers, and
that we shall have ample land tal meet the
whole of the demand in that district.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
Leader of the Opposition made the charge
that you had neglected to purchase, in
the first place, at a cheaper rate j that
you waited until land had been sold, and
that had you bought it, you could have
sold the homestead at the present price,
and the land would have been from lOs.
to 15s. an acre cheaper to the soldiers.
Is that so~
Mr. OMAN.-If the highelr price for
the whole property could be sustained
to-day, it would have been sustained at
the time.
Mr. Mackinnon issued the
com pulsory notice. There has been no
increase in the value of the land from
t.hat da,te. I have a personal knowledge
of the district, and I say a higher value
. cornld have been sustained, and would
have been sustained. The soldiers said
thev would expect the Government to
find £2,000.
It is not likely that the
Government will do that. One thing we
asked for was to have the priyilege of
taking properties by compulsion. In this
cftse there is no 10 per cent. for compulsory acquisition.
The property was
taken at its value, which is its value in
T
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the open market. It would bring more
than we have paid for the 35,000 acres.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Can you
tell me why, after your valuators went
over the Merriang 'estate, you bought it
from Hans Irvine ~
1\1:r. OMAN.-I cannot. I did not buy
it. Trawalla has been earning 7! per
cent. on the £6 an acre. More than two
years ago negotiations were entered into,
but we broke them off because the soldiers
and others said the .property was not
worth the money.
Mr. HANNAH.-There are some items
in th~ statement submitted by the Trea~
surer that require investigation, and the
matter just referred to by the Minister of
Lands is of great importance. By inter~
jection, I said that we had heard many
of these things stated in the House for
the last twenty years. We are repeatedly
hearing that the Government are desirous of effedually settling the Western
District. We know what discussions we
had on the various closer settlement measures. Any member who takes the trouble
to read Hansard will find that we have
before had statements made very much
like those made to-night that do not reflect credit on the Government. We know
that great land swindles have been per~
petrated in this country and that swindles
are still going on. Sometimes members
who represent country constituencies
have their hands tied. I have no land for
settlement in my constituency, a,nd so I
am at liberty to speak. I referred to the
twaddle concerning the homestead; and I
say it is twaddl'e. The honorable member
for Ovens asked a very pertinent question
about the !1erriang estate, which was
purchased after it had bee;n secured by
Mr. Hans Irvine.
Mr. J. Y~l. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
Government refused to purchase it.
Mr. HANNAH.-Yes. Men who have
been making thousands of pounds out of
the soldiers have been posing before the
public as men who are high-souled and
have but one laudable object .
An HONORABI,E MEMBER.-They are
fiag-waggets.
Mr. HANNAH.-TheY are. The~e is a
1\iinister now sitting on the Treasury
bench who inquired into land purchases
in this State. and some of those have not
yet boon cleaned up.
1\1:r. WEAvER.-Why don't you put thJ,
Government out ~
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Mr. HANNAH.-I have always gone
straight in putting out Governments.
The other night the honorable member
went crooked. He wobbled and ran away.
The Treasurer is about to' go home for a
trip. He is goa.ng also to keep up the
prestige of this country.
Mr. WARDE.-How would you like to
go with him 1
Mr. HANN AH.-If I did go with him
we would make those who' are responsible
for the waste of money ,on Australia
House dOl something for the money. There
has been no more persistent member in
this HO'use on the land settlemen~ questiO'n than the hQlIlorable member for
Brighton, but he does not always lift
his voice at the right time, nor does
he give his vote in the right
direction. Oan he justify the reply
given by the Minister of Lands?
What did the Minister say about the
breaking up of that beautiful homestead ~
I know that the honorable member for
Brighton has a genuine desire to' see our
returned sOoldiers properly treated, and
surely he will not sit idly by and support
the GOovernment who are not doing what
they ought to do. The Government have
been pa,ying mOore for land t.han they
should ha,ve paid.
If the Government
were desirOous of getting the Tra walla
Estate, why did they not purchase it, as
could have been done, many months ago' ~
The honO'rable gentleman whO' is now Minister o.f Lands was then in the Ministry,
and he knew that the land in this estate
was good land. The hono['able gentl,eman
has stated that he has no.t been Olver the
e8tate, but he knew as much a.bout that
estate as any man in this Rouse does. I
can po.int to the ho.no.rable gentleman's
statement made sO'me years ago when lie
referred to. Trawalla..
Mr. OMAN.-Yes, aEl one of the big
estates in the Western District.
Mr. HANNAH.-The honorable men'!ber at that time was going to burst up
the big est a tes by taking them over and
placing settlers upon them.
Mr. WARDE.-The owner of that estate
was in the House at the time, and he
suffered from heart failure when he heard
the honorable gentleman talk about COIlfiscating his property.
Mr. HANNAH.-When the hO'nO'rable
gentleman used to' sit with the honorable
member for Ovens, he was the most vio.lent
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advoca te in the House of the policy of
taking the large esta'tes for settlement.
One would think, from the way the honorable .gentleman spoke, that it was a
case of "heads off " if the owners did not
come to terms at once. A reply should
·be given to the sta'tement which has been
made by the Leader of the Opposition in
l'egard to thiEl matter, and also in regard
to what has been stated by others who
are watching these proceedings.' The
other evening when I was speaking I had
this question on my notes, but I had not
time to deal with it. I know what is
going on inconnexion with this purchase
and a number of others. In one case
some scandalous thingfl occurred,. and they
were covered up. The late member, for
Polwarth was on a Oommittee, and he
knew the facts about :some of the purchases that had taken place.
.
Mr. Ol\fAN.-And it is to the credit of
this House that the most searching investiga tion neyer disclosed any wrong;".
doing on the part of a member.
Mr. H·l~NNAH.-The honorable gentleman knows that there were two or three
thing~ that were not gone into.
The honorable gentleman knows of a certain purchase whic'h the honorable member for
'V·arrenheip has brought up repeatedly.
Mr. OMAN.-There is nothing of that
sort.
Mr. HANN l~H.-In my opinion, there
has been no justification for not pur;..
chasing the Trawalla Estate months, or
eyen years, ago. It might then have been
obtained for about £1 an acre less. The
Treasurer made some remarks in his
Budget to-night which should have arTested attent,iOln. I mean his references to
the position that we, shall have to face. The
question was put by one honorable member as to what the position of the men
will be who have been placed on the land
purchased at high prices w'hen the price
of the land comes down. It has already
come down. We are at present face to
face 'with a condition of things that is
re'ally serious and urgent. I want honorable members to face the position now,
and not put off doing so until next year.
The pre~ent Minister of Lands has been
urging for the pas1t twenty years that we
should have e'ffective land settlement
without purchasing land in such a way
as to boom up the price of land. The
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people from whom land has been pur.chased for settlement have, in a great
.many ~ases, gone to Queensland and
.N ew South Wales as Soon as they re·ceived their cheque.
.
Mr. LIND.-N Oone are coming here from
,Queensland.
Mr. Rl\'NNAR.-N 0; people are not
,coming from Queen~land and New' South
Wales to Victoria. According to statistics
about five out of every six men who are
selling out to returned soldiers quit our
.State as soon as they are paid and go
to other States. I would ask the Treasurer whether he can go to the Old Oountry, and face our creditors there with the
knowledge that these things are going on?
,}Ill'. WEAvER.-He should take the honor able menlber for Oollingwood with him.
Mr. RANN AH.-I am going by myEJel£
when I do go; I will not carry the bag for
the Treasurer or anybody else. I think
we require a further investigation into
.the matters I 'have referred to, and I am
prepared to support the Leader of the
Opposition in what he has asked, because
I know a good deal about the circumstances of the purchases.
An llOoNORABLE 1\iEMBER.-Do you sa,Y
the land is not worth the money?
Mr. RllliNi\'H.-I want to warn the
Jlouse and t'he Government against pllrchasing land at the preEJent time at inflated values, because the State will hayc
to II carry the baby" befor'e long. The honO1'able member for Flemington is a pretty
shrewd politician,. and when the Treasurer stated that the men placed upon the
land had returned a certain proportion Oof
the purc.hase money the honorable membel' for Flemington asked 'what had been
returned, and was told that the amount
was about 33 per cent. This is what has
been done while we have had good seasons. What is going to be the position
when 'bad seasons are experienced? What
then will be the position in regard to
settlement on land purchased at high
prices, such as the Traw.alla estate and
other estates? Two years ago I uttered a
warning as to what was being done in regard to the Roo-wee-rup purchases. Whom
was the land being purchased from?
From Brown, Smith, and Jones, and it
wa~ being used for ihe settlement of
White, Green, and Black. No increase
·of settlement took place. Is that e'ffec-
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tive land settlement? The men who were
bought out simply left Oour State. The
question before the Minister of Lands is
'whether he i~ to pay high prices for land,
or whether settlement is to take place on
Orown land., and railways built through it
when it is difficult to obtain money with
which to build railways?
_ 1\1.1'. OMAN.-That is ·the policy that
the land-owners want to .see carried
out; they are opposed to the subdivision
of their land .
Mr. llANN'AR.-We know that a
large number of them have been opposed
to resumption.
The honorable gentleman himself has referred to the positioll
in the Western District. The honorable
member for Port Fairy has spoken in
regard to the establishment of indu~tries
there and the cutting up of large estates,
and I have supported him on those mattel's. We should have intense and effective settlement instead Oof settlement which
merely means replacing one man with
another. Some of these big estates should
have been purchased ~ome time ago, and
the State would have been saved large
sums of money.
1\1:r. SNOoWBALTJ.-Would £5 and £6 an
acre land be much good for settlement?
Mr. H'ANN1\'H.-It is possible with
£5 and £6 an acre land to have effective
settlement if the circumstances in connexion with the estate are suitable. and
if there is a decent rainfall.
Mr. B.AILEY.-N ot on present values.
Mr. RANN AII.-I know that in
Glenelg laud could have been purchased
for £2 lOs. an acre not very long ago, and
probably land could have been got for £5
an acre 'which would have been better
than much of the land that has been pnrchased at higher priceB. But that is not
my point. I would say to the :Minister
of Lands that we shall have to be exceedingly ·careful ill regard to our land transactions, because, as sure as the sun will
rise to-morrow, unless the Government
are exceedingly careful, they may involve this country in huge obligations that will not easily be escaped.
In regard to the forests of this country
we are just ahout in :as lamentahl,e a
position as we have been in connexion
with anything. During the last two or
three years I have said very little aboll&
. forestry.
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Mr. V\T ARDE.-I thought we secured an England, O'therwise he will be in danger.
expert from Home.
of losing his portfO'liO'.
Mr. HANNA:H.-We mmaHy get exMr. M.CPHER!::lON.-YO''U lSurely wO'uld:
perts from abroad, and, :genell'ally, they not put a man out of his jO'b while he was,
aile if,a.iIures. When the Tre·asurer was away.
sitti~g 'on the baok Ministerial bench
Mr. HANNAH.-I will not consider
some ye,ars ago he used to. urge the q-O'- the honorable gentl,eman if he is looking:
vernment to go in for a VIgorous pahey after his own business at the other side
of afiOll',estation and the utilization of of the world. Evidently the Minister cf
Victorian timbers. He has been '0111 the - Forests is not coming into the chamber,Treasury bench for three years, but what so I must go Dn in his absence. There.
has he done 1
has never been a Department so grossly
Mr. McPHERsoN.-That is what I mismanaged as that one. I know what
want to' know. What have I done ~
I ,am talking about. W,e have one MinMr. HANNAH.-The G~vern;rnent ister succeeding another, but nothing- is
passed legislation under which they ap- done. The honorable' member for Korong
point.ed a Commission, but what has that has been a membe,r of this House for
Commission done ~ I will tell the hon- three years, and I should like to know
orable gentleman. It started by putting what he has done to sh.ake up the dry
up the price to the old woman and her bones on the Treasury bench. The honcow sO' as to' get a little extra revenue.' arable member knowsl a,s well as I dO'
The Treasurer showed in his Budget the present lamentable state of the
Speech to-night that thev succeeded in Forests Department. Honorable mem-.
getting extra, revenue. Is that the sort bers may recollect a conference of
of stat'esmanship by which we are to be led farmers which was held at Ballarat·
out of our difficulties into the promised about ,eighteen mOonths ago. After T
land ~ If it is, ~odhelp us. There ~re and others had spoken, an imporm-embers: in thIS HOouse representm~ tant motion bearing on this subject
country electorates in which there a~e largtJ was calTied unanimo,usly. The resolution
forest reserves, and I want to Impress was forwarded to the Gov,ernment, but
upon them thel fact tha.t wei are. simpJy nO' reply has yet been received in rag-ard
playing with this important ques~lOn .. We to it. We have. seasoning works at Neware not connecting ·our for~sts WIth hg-ht port which hav'e done more for this State
railway lines. We are paymg huge sums sO' far as the expenditure is concerned
to a lar,ge number of offioer~, wh.ose ad- than anything else. It took about fi~&
ministrat~on dOoes not· 'bn~g .m ~he years' agitation to ge:t these wo!k~ e-stabrevenue It 'olUght, and ta.xabon IS gomq: lished, but it has added mIlhons of
up by leaps andb.ounds .. We have ~n pounds to the v,a,lue of our timbers. Its
army of highly paId publIc servants m success was demonst<rated SOl completely
this country, and one of them is thel ex- that a former Minister of Forests (Mr.
pert whom the honoll'able member for BrDwn) determined tOo establish seasoninc;
Fleming-ton reminded us we had brought kilns in the forests. The fact, howevel'~
from abroad. He has been here nearly is that no Ruch works have, been estabeighteen mOonths, and wh~t has he. done 1. lished, and the kiln. at Newport cannot ~6
~r. SNoWBALL.-He IS learmng hIS supplied with sufficient timber to' keep It
busmess.
going. I am sorry the honorable member
Mr. HANNAH.-The Minister of for Stawell and the honorable m€;D1ber
Forests is not noiW in the chambe,r, but for Carlton who are members of the ExI wish he were. He is hol~ing. O'ne ~f hibition Bt;ilding Trust, are absent from
the most important portfolIos In thIS the ,chamber, because. I want to refer to
Minis,try.
the fact that the Trust has ;ust been reMr. WEAvER.-We might hav,e made flooll'mg a, portion of the Exhibition Buildyon Minister of Forests.
ing, and it could not g-et sufficient se,a1\ofr. IIANN AH.-I will be able to get soned timber to put down a decent floor
there without the honorable member'" to dance on. There. are no fewe,r than
help, but the time is not ye,t. If we' do five different kinds of timbe'r, and prettv
not have bett,er administration in reg-arrJ well every piece is a, diffeTent width· and
to forests and other matte'rs, I am afr::lirl, thickness. This, too, in spite of the, t::l('1;
the Government will not last long. Th'P. that we have a very exp,ensiv-e Forestry
Treasurer will have to hurry back .from' Department. If this is the sort of thin~
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we- can expect from the Goveirnment, 'the and we,rel buying at values that were Dot
BOOneI' they are scraped off the Treasury correct. 1\1y own opinion of the Board
:benoh the better, as I said last week.
is that they are. just on the conservative
Mr. OLD.-YOU did not speak at the f:lIde. Frequently I get vexed hecause, in
my opinion, they are dffermg frOom £1 to
right time.
Mr. iHANNAH.-I a1ways speak at .£2 under the actual value of the land. I
the right time. 1 regret that the Minis- do not know TrawaUa e,state, but in an
ter of Forests is not here. If 'he is . not area of 40,000 acres it is 'possible for
prepar.ed to pay attention to this House some parts to be wOorthbe,tween £ 1 a,nd
·when important ·questions are under ,con- £2 an a<;re more than the rest. The
side.ration, we 'must :tellhim ithathe valuers say that the land at one end is
will have to get out. We are not going the lllore suitable and more valuable, and
to stand any more :what we have had to 1 can ,well understand that it -is worth
put up with fOl' years. If the Minister the '£6 per aore given. As far as the
at the table is not pr.epared to shake .up present members ·of the Board a.re conhis Government before he goes to Eng- 'carned, I feel that theya.re men well
land he will never go there as 'l1reasurer. fitted ·ior their position. As I have said,
There are new members of this House they ,are, in my ,opinion, ,oonservative in
who do not care a snap of the fiuO'ers their valuations, .andthey will, I think,
for Governments. TIley ·have 'come here consider the soldier ~every time .and give
determined to do things. It is not so him the benefit of the deal.
Mr. SLATER.-l was interested in
{:asy to catch some ·of the old birds like
the honorable member for Brighton. Can 'the l\linister's remarks in connexion with
that honorable member sit there and sup- the purchase of .the Trawalla estate. I
port the Government that is dealing in do not know :howthevalues will a.ffect
such a way with the question of our the soldiers, but. I ,do wish to protest
against the pooition pointed 'out by the
forests.
1'he ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. .Leader of the Opposition. In practically
Groves).-The honorable member's time every instance there is found to be a
great discrepancy between the value a.t
has expired.
:Mr. BEARDMORE.-Refereuces have· which a property is assessed for land t&x
been made' to-night to the 1Jurchase of ,and municipalpurpOoses and the price
pro'perties for the 'purposes of soldier set- eventually paid by the Crown for closer
tlement. Personally, I take second place settlement purposes. The Minister says
to no man in my interest in soldier set- that the carrying capacity of Trawalla 5s
tlement, and my desire to do what is about one sheep to the acre. We. will
• right on behalf of the soldier. As a assume that half of the land is capable of
result of what has been said, it may go agricul ture---Mr. OMAN .-The whole of it.
out to the wo·rld that the soldier is not
Mr. SLATER.-A.t any rate, it is
getting a fair deal in cOonnexion with the
purchase Oof properties. As a practical ,not likely that the men settled on Tramain, I can definitelv state that in all walla will find it convenient or practicable
my experience I dOl not know of a pro- to put .the whole Oof 'their land under
perty on which 30 per cent. on the pur- agriculture in the near future. The machase money could not be got to.;day. jorityofthe settlers on this and similar
Anywhere in ·my Oown district that ob- subdivisions will go in for sheep-J:aising
in preference to a2'rioulture on their
tains.
11r. HANNAH.-But how many proper- 400-acr·e area.s. With the present state
,of the wool market they mavfind themtieR have been purohasedthere ~
nir. BEARDMORE.-I am not speak- selves in a ,difficult position if they go in
I for sheep on suoh a limited area.
ing merely of mv own electorate.
lVlr. BEARDMORE. - If the land will
,know sOomething about the N orth....e·ast.
Properties have been bought around carry a sheep to. the acre and grow a.
'\Vangaratta and in the district in which ClcOP alongside, it is 'cheap at £6.
Mr. SLATER.-The point I wish to emI lived in my younger days, and I am
l'onvinced that geod value has been ob-. phasize is that there are tremendous distained for the soldier. What is more, crepanoies between land tax valuations
I think it would be a reflection on the :and the prices paid to vendors. Either
present Board if it went out to :the world Ithe peoplew hoown those large areas
that they did not know their business have not been paying .adequate land tax
0
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or they have been selling the land at
prices well above market value.
Mr. OMAN . -The difference between
,£5 13s. and £6 is not very great, in
view of the fact that we have bought
£8,OOO,OO() worth of p.roperty, and that
half the people in the country have been
after land.
Mr. SLATER.-I am complaining, not
so much that this is the first time it has
occurred, hut that in nearly every instanoe, as shown by a return submit~d to
another place, there is a remarkable dIfre,rence between the valuation on the land
tax register and the price which the Sta.te
has had to pay fo[" the land. Honorable
members can only draw from the facts one
of the two conclusions tha,t I have already
stated. The responsibility for the undervaluations must be assumed by some
authority. Either the land has been
grossly undervalued, or to-day it is being
sold to soldier settlers at a, price which,
before many years have gone, will leave
many of them in a very parlous condition
indeed. I feel that the time has arrived
for honorable members to protest in no
moderate language about the anomalous
position that exists at the prese~t time. I
join with the Leader of the Oppositilo~,
and other honorable members who have
spoken, in protesting about this matter,
and I hope that some me'ans may be devised of curing the position that exists.
Mr. FNOWBALL.-I have had a
o'rea,t de,al to dOl with the Closer Settle~nent Board in its various transactions
with soldiers, and the purchase of land
for them, and I must say that the impression that I have got firmly ~gr~f.ted
on mv mind is that the Board IS crItIcal
to a ·d,.egree. I have seen it fighting for
reductions 0.£ £1 an acre and lOs. an acre.
Mr. ANGus.-And half-a-crown an acre.
Mr. SNO'VBALL.-Yes, even for a
reduction of half-a-crown an acre.
I
honestly believe that the sOildiers are safe
in the hands of the Board in cQonnexion
with the bulk of the purchases that are
made. I underst,and that the land tax
valuation Oof £5 13s. per acre, in COlnnexiOon with the Trawalla Estate, represented the unimproved value of the land.
It did not include the value of the expensive homestead or of the fences on tne
property.
It may be th.at the Board
allowed the owners to re,tam too large an
area with the homestead, but the principle of providing for the preservation of
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homesteads in connexion with ccmpulsory
purchase is in our Act, and, to' some extent, I sympathize with the Minister of
Lands in his statement that the policy of

the Board would be to recognise that principle.
Mr. SLATER.-But dOl YDU not think
8,000' acres is a pretty extravagant area
to allow the owners tOI retain ~
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It may be that
8,000 acres was too large an area to allow
them to retain, but I fool that if an inquiry was held, the conclusion would be
arrived at that the Government. was wise
in hesitating a,bout having a white elephant, such as the homestead, thrown on
its hands. The owners of the estate
might well have said, "Y<!:u can take the
lot. You must keep the homestead as
well as everything else, and you will ha,ve
to pay fOol' it." An Arbitration Court
would have valued the hOomestead, and
the Government would have had to pay
for it.
Mr. SLATER.-It does not matter abO'ut
the sQoldiers.
Mr. SNOWiBALL.-They would have
suffered, hecause if the State had had too
buy the homestead building, which would
have been of no appreciable value tOo the
State, the cost would have been distributed over the land that the soldiers
would have to pay for. I do not like the
settling of sO'ldiers Oon £5 or £6 an acre
land. I should like to' see them settled
on better Jand, and the best (',f land is
not toOl good for them. I hope no fee.]ing'
will get abroad amongst returned sOoldiers
that there is a careless indiffe·rence to
their interests.
Mr. CAIN.-The people who own land
are not indifferent about the price.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-In a number of
cases they aD battle for the last pound, but
I have known cases where an owner has
refused to' accept as much as has been
offered by the Board, and has insisted on
taking a couple of pounds an acre less.
Of course, we know that there are hungry
land-Qowners, ;]'9 there are hungry men in
every walk of life, but I feel that, on the
whole, the soldiers are getting a fair deal
in connexion with the lands that are
being purchased fO'r them. I hope that
the [eleling I have mentioned will not get
into the minds of our soldiers. I do not
think there is any justification fo[" it. I
wish to speak to the Treasurer before he
leaves on his trip to Europe, in connexion
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with whic~ we wish him every joy and
pleasure, In regard to a matter affecting
our State schoO'ls that has troubled me
very much. I want him to authorize the
Minister of Public Instruction to accept
tenders that have boon waiting fo~ some
time in connexion with school building
contrac~ that urgently need carrying out.
There IS a danger of the contracts being
thrown down unless they are accepted.
The Premier told us last week, when we
were discussing the Address-in-Reply, that
authoritj' had been given for the carrying
out by the Education Department of
works amounting to £120,000. That is
not quite true, because while autho~ity
has been given for the carrying out of
the works, the money has not been provided.
The Premier and the Treasurer
have made up their minds th~t £120,000
worth of work is to be gone on with
immediately. I would point out to the
Treasurer that the throwing on the building trade marKet of £120,000 worth of
work in one lot is not going to be in the
best interests O'f the State.
Had the
work been passed out for tender gradually
during the past six months, it would have
been absO'rbed by the cO'ntractors, who
were ready to do it, and prepared to
undertake it, but the throwing of it out
in one lump is going to cause a, difficulty.
I know the difficulty that there is in getting tenders for work, but I want the
Treasurer to tell us now that he will inform the Minister of Public Instruction
that teuders may be advertised at once
in connexion with the £120,000 worth
of work about which the Premier spoke
last week.
The Treasurer will see
the reasonableness of that.
'The Public Works Department is practically
standing still. It cannot advertise for
tenders fO'r this work.
The Flans and
specifications are ready, and the builders
are ready to undertak~ a great many of
the jobs. The Premier said authority
had been given to the Public Works Department to carry O'ut the work, but it
cannot do SOl, because it is waiting for the
word of" the Treasurer that the money i3
available. He has been good enough to
tell us that the £120,000 is provided for,
and that, in addition, he is going to bring
in a Bill authorizing the provision of another £250,000; but I would ask him to
tell the Minister Q1f Public Instruction
that tenders may be called for immediately, instead of his having to wait
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until the Budget is disposed of. Everything is ready, and even this week should
not be lost in advertising for tenders.
The Treasurer has been busy in connexion
with his Budget, and I am not putting
any blame on him . We are not going to
look on the bad past in cOinnexion with
this matter.
Mr. OLD.-He has not got a past.'
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The Treasurer has
a past, and I have expressed myself about
it several times, but he knows that I have
not done so in anger, but in sympathy.
The Minister of Public Instruction knows
how urgent this work is. He knows the
distress caused by the want of additions
in many of our schools. 'rhe Premier
stated last week that there was nothin.g
to' complain about, because the Public
WOirks Department had authO'rity now to
go 0'n with the w0'rk. The Treasurer ha~
to give the word before the work can be
gone on with.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I am only waiting
for the approval of the House.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The ccmdition I
complain of has existed for the past twelve
months. The Government has made up
its mind that £120,000 worth of worrk
should be g0'ne 0'n with, and I do say to
the Treasurer that it is n0't reas0'nable
to ask us to wait until the Budget is
passed bef0're advertising for tenders. We
shall be nearing Christmas hef0're the
Budget is passed, and then nothing can
be done before January.
Mr. WARDE.-Y0'U must be interested
in a, few 0'f these schools.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-There is a big job
in c0'nnexi0'n with one of the Kensington
scho01s.
Mr. WARDE.-Calling f0'r tenders will
not build schools.
Mr. SNOWBALL.---':But we cannot
even call forr tenders until the Treasure,r
has given the word tOi dOl so.
There can
be no tW0' opinions as to whether the
m0'ney be voted 0'r not for the work. Will
the Treasurer au thorrize the Public W 0'r ks
Department to immediately advertise for
tenders 1
.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-DOI not forget the
country sch0'O'ls.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The schools on
which the £120,000 is to be spent are
scattered all over the State. If tenders
are called n0'w, it sh0'uld be P0'ssihle to
get a lot 0'f the, w0'rk carried out beforre
the schoOils re-assemble after the Christmas vacation.
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Mr. THOMAS.-It is in no miserable
spirit of carping r..ribcjsm that 1: rise tonight. When we are· d'ealing with lan?:
matters I can claim tOo speak as a practIcal man. I am perfectly at home. there'.
With regard to' sOoldie,f settlement I .nav.e'
been infOornted by de'parinnental o,ffice·rs
that the mOoney for the purchase' of large'
estates is fast running out, and' that the
time win speedily arrive when the sOoldiers wilT ha ve tOo be settled on un alienated' Crown rands.
I quite agree
with tItat being done. r shall proceed to
prove to demo(l1stra tion, I hope, how thel
men can be settled to grea t.er advantage
than thrOough the purchase of large
estai-eR at infla,ted prices" ll\e:cessitating
the passing of a heavy burden on to the
re,turned soldiers for them to carry. I
do not regard myself as a prophet, but
I . said some years agO', when the Dis~
charged' Soldiers Settlement Bin was be~
fore this HOouse-I was then a farmer in
the country but I fOollowed the debate on
that Bill very closely-t.hat I regarded it
as purely and simply a property-owners'
subsidy Bill. An interjection by the
honOorable member for Ovens to-night supported that view. As hOonora.ble members knOow, large, estates have been unloaded and passed O'n to the shoulders of
the returned soldiers. I am not sO' optimistic as to. telie·ve that all returned.
soldiers settled up9n land will make good
any more than we' can expect all civilian
settlers to make good. In any proposition into which the human element
enters there- must of necessity be failures.
We an know that. But I do. say we have
begun the wrong way to settle our returned men upon the land.
I have
listened tOo-night with grea.t interest to
the debate on the Trawalla estate., especially to the' explanation given by the
l\linister of Lands. What is the value
of land 1 I feel sure that the FarmeTh
Union party in this House will hear· me
out in this statement-that when we get
away from the metroipQlit,an area into the
country the value of the land is neIther
more nor less than the productivity Of
the land.
The sentimental value entirely disappe·ars. I was rathe,r amused
at the sentimental value attached to' the
ornate country home a.t Trawalla. The
cloud was lifted from my mind. when I
heard the honorable membe:r for Brighton
very lucidly explain that that home was
not included in' the deal. I have said
that the value ·O'f the land is ita pro'Quc-
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tivity. I want to point out that there
are 23', 750~OOO acres of' un·abenat·ed
Crown lands in this State. In my own
division Oof Glenelg, adjacent tOI the' port
of Portland, there are thousands of acres'
upon wb.ich men could be settled, wit.h.
assistancel. I have heard it said that the
GO'vernment will not take any leaf out
of the hook of honO!l'ahle members o.n this
(the Opposition) side of the Ho'Use.
I
take that with a grain of salt. I, as a.
practical man, shall make- a propositiQn
to-night. As one who. has made good
on land that cost only lOs. an acre from
the Crown, I want to' say that there are
thousands of acreS in tha,t vicinity thatt,
with assistance from the State, could be·
happily settled. There are vast areasthere still unalienated.
I could say
something with regard to fDrestry administration Dn which the hDnorable member
fDr' Collingwood is so. elDquent. There
are areas included in that plan set out as
State forests that were neVer guilty of
growing a tree suitable for the saw-mill
since Adam was a boy. These al:eas never
will grow a tree fit for a saw-mill. I
cDuld take any prospective settler to 200
acres of black river flats in the fDreat
area in the county of N ormanby. There
you could put the plough into. 200 acres
of rich, black agricultural sOoil, but no
returned man is allowed to. defile it with
the plough. It is within the sacred pr.ecincts ·Df the fDrest area. I can prov.e
what I say.
Mr. BE.A.RD1IiDRE.-ls there no. timber
Dn it?
Mr. THO:MAS.-Not one solitarv
stick. You could put a plDUgh into the
200 -acres. All that is necessary is a.
broad, shallow drain, which cDuld be SODn
made with a scoop and a few 'hDrses. The
GDvernment instead of dealing with such
land as this are resuming squatters' areas
at prices that are nDt commensurate with
the success Df the settler. I t is unwise
to buy land fDr soldiers at from £18 to
£22 an acre. I can see thousands Df acres
upDn which, with State assista~ce, returned soldiers, if diligent and energetic
-and I give the most Df them the credit
for being so-cDuld make gODd as I have
done. I do nDt propDse to. be unduly prDlix. Perhaps. I cDuld talk fDr my full
time if I desired, but I d'D nDt propose to
do that,as I come here as a practical man.
I say that the Government should' make
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'Use of such land as is in the possession
the Crown.
Mr. OMAN.-..d.. Bill will be introduced
this session to make provision for the reclamation of these' Orown lands.
Mr. MORLEY (.to Mr. Thomas) .-Are
there any local soldiers to take the land
you mention ~
Mr. THOMAS.-There are two soldiers pressing me to try to obtain the
right to the property I have mentioned.
Mr. Ol\fAN.-I shall be very glad to
look into that.
Mr. WARDE.-Where is this lOs. land
you mention ~
Mr. THOMAS.-It is heath and forest
land. If any demonstration is needed as
to the possibilities of that- land I can te 1
honorable members that Mr. Williamson.
who opposed me at the last election, anci
'bis brothers and father, have 4.0 or more
:acres of a beautiful orchard in the heart
IOf this dense forest, and that there ate
thousands of acres of similar land whi'3'!:!"
.although alienated by the Orown, can be
hought back for from 30s. to £2 'Un acre.
Mr. WARDE.-How far is it from Port'land?
Mr. THO:Th1AS.-It is within 5 mibs
. ()f the, port. All, this beautiful country
is lying in the state in which nature left
~f

it.

Mr. WEAvER.-In 1914 we bou~ht
apples that came from ,Portland, and
they were as beautiful as you could wisn
to see.
:Mr. THOMAS.-I am pleased to heD,!'
that. I believe it is a good policy in
the main not to put one farmer out in
order to put another in, and not to resume
small properties, but there is always an
exception that proves the rule. It would
be a wise thing to give greater power to
the local committees when a small property is offered. I have in my mind a
soldier who fought through the war in
France and returned. An old gentleman
who has since died made -an offer to this
lad of a property of 99 acres containing
10 acres of orchard in full bearing, and
20 acres adjacent to it that had been pnt
under the plough. He offered the whole
lot for £450. It was a magnanimous
and truly patriotic offer.
The local
people accepted it, and said it was a fine
thing for the soldier boy. Everyone who
knew the place approved of it, but it was
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turned down in this city, and the excuse
made to the boy was that a man could
not be expected to make good on a pro..
position costing only £45{). If anyone
disputes my statement I can produce
documentary proof, for the boy was my
own son, and the property was adj acent
to niy own. These things should be more
closely investigated. The Treasurer, in
the conclusion of his magnificent speech,
that took so long to deliver, stated that
the Government, Parliament, and the
people would have to preach and practice retrenchment in order to keep clear
of the financial rocks that are ahead. If
that is so, I would say to the Government, "In the name of heaven use your
own property-His Majesty's land-and
let the soldiers go on it, irrespective of
forest areas that never grow a tree."
Mr. WARDE.-Evidently you do not
think it requires a mile of country to
keep a man.
Mr. THOMAS.-No; I have 220
acres that I have made good on, and it
cost me only lOs. an acre.
Mr. OMAN.-I managed to get a living
with my parents on 550 acres of light,
plain land .
Mr. THOMAS.-I do not desire to dc-tain honorable members any longer, for,
as I said before, I am a practical man.
I have made a suggestion and I hope the
Governm~mt will look into the vast
potentialities of our Orown lands, and if
they do so, and put them to good use, the
position will be saved from a :financial
point of view, and many of the soldiers
who fought through the bloody days in
France will be immeasurably pleased.
,Why force the soldiers to settle away from
their home land? They have seen
thejr fathers
make good on that
land. Are people in the city to
tell them tha t they are not going
to make good on it ~ They can make good,
and so I say, "Give them a show."
111'. McLAOHLAN.-I desire to speak
on a matter arising out of something
which happened to-day. This is the first
time since I have been in this House that
I have risen to complain of the attitude
of one of the great Departments of State,
namely, the Lands Department. That
Denartment, by its at present intended
a-c~ion, if it be. carried out, contemplates
gOlng back on Its word and brandin~ TY''''
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one whose word cannot be relied upon,
with the result, too, that my work, and
the work of the hundreds of men associated with me in building up the toWD.ship of Seaspray, will go for nothing.
Partly for work done by working bees,
and partly from necessity, a sports groun·j
of something like 12 acres was given by
the Lands Department to the people at
Seaspray some years ago. I may say
that this place is 22 miles from Sale, 'and
is a seaside resort. Recently a reque"t
was made that this land should be
taken away from the people, and cut up
into building blocks. At present the indications are that the Government contemplate falling into line with the request
made, and going against public opinion. I
am not a member of any party, but in
connexion with this case I am going to
appeal to the fair-mindedness and juatice of honorable members, because I have
in this particular instance a just grievance, and one under which lies a principle. There is a reserve at Seaspray. It
was originally something like 200 acres,
and it was granted over fifty years ago
to the people of Sale by the Government
for recreation purposes. It was not permanently reserved, unfortunately.
I
have endeavoured from time to time in
this House to get these reserves made permanent reserves, so that before any portion of the land could he taken a wa y the
subject would have to be discussed in this
House, and a measure to give effect to
them passed. Parliament, however, stated
that, in these cases, it wanted these reserves to be made only temporary reserves.
This particular reserve was, as I say, 201}
acres in extent. I may explain that it is
not in my electorate. It is in the electorate of the honorable member for Gippsland South, but that honorable member
has had little or nothing to do with it
since it was established. Of course, he
was not a member at that time. rhe
bulk of the people who gp to this resort
are my own constituents, and my own constituents have done the bulk .of the work
there in connexion with the ,building up
of that township. For many years the
peorple who went the["e lived in tents·. The
road to the township from Sale was
originally sandy, crooked, heavy, 'and
dan~erous, it being frin~ed with dead, as
well 'as live, timber. In consequence of
V'S
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this, a few of us who sought to popularize
this place failed to get people to go to it.
Finally, we raised money and built a very
good hall, which, however, did not profit
the place very much beyond providing a
plaoe of am-q,sement fQlr ourselves. Some
years ago we organized two big bicycle
carnivals. At one of the carnivals the
prize for the 'road race was the biggest
prize that had ever been off·ered for a
road race up to that time, and it attracted men from all parts of Australia,
as well as one or two from other countries. That carnival was a financial loss,
but it was successful from a racing point
of view, and from the point of view
of drawing the attention of people to the
locality.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.---.,What was
the amount of the prize ~
Mr. McLAOHLAN.-It was £200
to the winner.
That, I understand,
was the biggest first prize that had
ever been given for a road race in any
part of the world up to that time. However, we hit later upon the idea of working bees in order to improve the road to
that place. We started in that way some
fifteen years ago. The first lot of men
who went out numbered eighty, and r
may say tha,t they got nothing from the
Government for that particular work.
They continued that work for a number
of ye1ars, until the road was opened. Then
the people began to go to this resort,
which commenced to be popular. When
the place had reached a certain stage of
popularity a move was made to alienate
a portiQln of tha.t reserve for tQlwnship
purposes. I was opposed to that, but
those who wanted the land to be alienated
succeeded in having that done. At the
time that was done I asked the then Secretary for Lands, Mr. Reed, when he wa<=:
on the ground, not to take away from u~
the sports ground we had there, comprising about 12 acres. He consequently gave
the surveyors instructions to switch the
line off, which was done. That was what
took place five or six years ago when Mr.
Reed was Secretary for Lands. I can substantiate what I have stated. Mr. Irving,
a resident of Seaspray, at whose house the
surveyors were staying, was told by the
draught-sman tha,t they had to switch the
line off to make room for this sports
ground. I took the trouble to ask for the-
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.surveyors' notes, which have been lying A me.eting heJd the fonowing week was
in the office at Melbourne for a number attended by those who wanted the land
of years. W ri tten across the surveyors' cut up. At this meeting .the people were
notes were the words, "High, flat land, almost unanimous in their decision that it
suitable for recreation purposes." This should be retained. In addition to the
clearly indicates that at that time it was public meetings which favoured the reto be kept as a sports ground. In addi- creation reserve, there is in existence a
tion to this, I may mention that I had a petition signed by 300 people. A thousand
little hut there, and have it there still. names could have been obtained quite
The secretary asked me to move the hut easily. I should like to remind the Treato the township.
I objected, because surer of a remark he made some time
people might have said, if I did so, that ago. He will remember that, in COlllI wanted the place cut up. However, pan y with the president of the Maffra
the office part was shifted by some people. Shire, I urged him to buy the area ad.My point is that if the Government in- joining the Maffra school ground. He sugtended to cut up this area of 12 acres, gested we should find the balance, 9·f the
money that was required, and I said,
which we had held as a sports ground, "Yes, Mr. Treasurer, hut we went to
it was certainly ~ meaningless reque..'3t Seas,pray, and did the work which reto make to ask that my house be shifted. sulted in the establishment of the townI would also point out that, in August of ship. N ow you want to' take the p'lace
last year, a, number of people petitioned away from us." The honorahle g€illtlethe Lands Department to have this man said, " Who is going tal take it from
ground cut up for building sites, and a you ?" If ever people earned the right
fE-ply was sent to the petitioners stating to this reservat~on, it is those who built
that this place was reserved for a sports this road, which work is without a rival
ground, and that the Department, there- in Australia. For eleven years working
fore', declined to dOl what was asked. men, mostly in poor circumstances, asCan the Dep:artment go back upon its sisted in making that road which, as I
word? The Department may say we have have said, resulted in the building of a
no written record that tp.is ground has township, and the settling O'f sixteen solbeen given to us, but my answer to that is diers in the locality. If anybody can
that we have Mr. Reed giving instructions show nr..e similar work accomplished. under
in my presence to alter the boundary line. conditions likel these' in an~ other part of
Victoria, Q1r Australia, I wIll say no more.
There is the .statutory declaration by Mr. But we ha.ve not stoplP,ed there. F'or four
Irving, made before the present mayor years work has been gO'ing on in the makof Sale, that the draughtsman told hin:r.: ing of plantations, three of them of fair
they had shifted the line to' make rO'om size. It is true that we received a grant
f or the sports ground; there are the froon the Government, but it was a very
reoords of Mr. Chornley, the surveyor; small sum. This work has been carried
there, is the request to me to shift my out hy pubIic-soirited men, and if any~
little hut; and there is the declining of body earned a sports ground these people
the request made bv cerrtain p,etitioners have; but that is not the point. The Deto have the .place cut up. One of the partment gave this land to the tPeople', and
Lands officers in Melbourne, who knows although there is no written record of the
the place well, was speaking to me about fact, it can be proved. N ow the idea is
this matter, and he said, "I cannot under- tal take it way from theur..'.
stand the Department atterr..pting to take
Mr. LEMMoN.-Was any acreage permathis place away from you." He added, nently reserved ~
" Your people have made all the improveMr. McLACHLAN.-No, although I
ments, and the Department is now seek- asked tha.t an area should be,. When I
ing to take them away from you; that was speaking to' Mr. Reed a'll this su bsavours of crue,lty." That is what the ject, I asked him what we could do, in
Delpartment apparently intends to do. the event of any trouble arising, to proTwo public meetings have been held in tect our interests. He said, "Use it, and
connexion with this matter. At one it was imnrove it," both of which we have done.
unanim~)Usly declared that this ground
We have not imoroved it to the extent we
shO'uld be retained as a recrelation reserve. would like, but that. is be·cause our means
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and tim el were limited. Thirteen miles of
"Were conHtructed in eleven ye'ars.
Honorable melIr~bers will be able to appreciate from that statement the work
done by these people. I am prepared to
have this matter submiUed to any independent tribunal, and decided on its
merit.s. A Oommission O'f meru:bers of
this House should be apopinted to! inspect
the land, and take, elvidence, on which
the'V could submit a report.
Mr. FRoST.-Have you eve'r applied
for the land to' be reserved ~
Mr. McLACB;LAN.-Yes; but the
Department refused to' take that course
until such time as it had been improved.
'There is another trouble, to· which I do
-not· wish to refer just now. The land for
the township was alienated from the
main reserve, and we are entitled to have
this area also reserved. This is proved by
the fact that officers of the Department
wanted us to take land elsewhere for
recreation purposes. We, however, sai.d
that we would not, because the ground we
,had been using was the most suitable
place we could have. It was very convenient tOo fally.ilies living in the locality,
and to those from a distance, who
wanted some place to put ,up their
horses and vehicles while they indulged in sea bathing if they wanted to.
'The ground might also have been suitable as a landing place for aeroplanes,
though I notice~ thel Government 'have
handed over their rights in this connexion to the Commonwealth. I am
strongly opposed to that course. If this
area of 12 acr,es were divided amongst
three or four men, it would not be too .
great a reward for the wo:rk which has
been done. Apart f:rom it.s use as a ~ports
.ground, it is suitable for an exhibition
of ·dist:rict products. A tennis court has
,been testa blished, and there is also a
c:ricket ground.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-When I was the:re
the gre1at grievance se'emed to be that you
had put your own house in the centre Oof
the recreation ground.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-I might explain
i·hat. My house was there long before the
Government Oof the day alienated any
'portion of the r.eserve. Bear in mind that
I was at all times strongly opposed to
land being taken from the people which
had been given them for recreation pur.poses.
My house happened to be there
'when the :Government alienated thirty or
~orty acres fo:r build~ngpurp0S€f3. It may
rG)ad
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be unfortunate for me that it is there. I
do not own one foot of land.
I have·
never made anything out of the land, but
I have given my labour to it.s imp:rove-·
ment.
Mr. HANNAH.-You have w0'rked hard.
there.
YI': McLACHLAN.-Yes, I work
every day I am on the place.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I am only voicing
the complaint made publicly when Mr.
Mackinnon was there.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-As far as my
house 1S concerned, it is only a tworoomed hut, and, as has been pointed
out, the platform is used by the children.
for their exhibitions at the gatherings
which take place from time to time. Too
Lands Department, as w-eJlas ev.ery other
Department of the State, should set an example. The Lands D~artment did part
with that land to ,the people. I can p:ro.V'e
that before any independent tribunaL
Beca use certain people, and a small
minority at that, desire to take it away
for building purposes, is that a reason for
giving it to' them ~ Is it a. reason that
my house, or hut, happens to be there?
Every recreation ground in Victoria is no
doubt suitable for building on, and would.
probably be built on tOo-m0'rr0'W if it wereavailable. One 'thing is certain: this
ground w0'uld not have be·en taken away'
if it had been permanently reserved.
:Mr. McPHERsoN.-Would .you be prepared to shift y0'ur h0'use ~ .
Mr. McLACHLAN.-I .am prepared:
to. do whatever .the incomi:qg committee
desire. The moment ;they instruct me to
take my house away I am prepared to do
so, and I have always said that.
The
people have offered tOo purChase ,the nouse
from _me, and the Secretary f0'r Lands,
when blocks were first O'ffered f0'r sale
in the township, told me, "In view
of the work you have dOone., the biggest
block is fOol' you."
I said that I
did n0't want a block, because the
people would at once say that I was
instrumental in getting the ground cpt
up. Mrs. McLachlan, with more of the
commercial instinct, said that she would
have the blo.ck, and the men shifted my
office from the township. I did not get
the area after all.
I ask the Treasurer tOo see that 'tnatgronnd is not taken
away from the people. What has been
done the:re can 'be proved be.yond doulbt.
Never in the history of this country has
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there been a case where, the people can
show work such as that which the, people
associated with 8easpray are able to snow,
wQrk covering so many years, and CQnsecutiv.e years at that.
Mr. BRO\VNBILL.-I wish tQ say a
word or two about a matter which aiIect::;
GeelQng very vitally. The river Barwon l
which runs along the southern portion of
the city, is the Qnly river with an artificial barrier right across the stream. We
in Geelong are desirous that that should
be removed so that we may have a free
course from Geelong right down to Barwon Heads. Last year a Bill went through
this House giving the \Vater and 'Sewerage Board the power to impose' differential rates, in order that a sewer might be
constructed alQngside the river, the idea
being that the various industries shQuld
be connected with the sewer and thus prevcnt anything from the industries going
into the Barwon River. The present C()ll1ditions are a menace tOi the health of the
people of Geelong, and in the summer
time people living in the vicinity find
them almost unbearable. Complaints are
made, not only by residents, but by visiPeople who come to GeelQng to
tors.
reside in the summer complain most
bitterly Qf the river. The Goyernment
sent an officer-1Hr. Kermod~ to repQrt
on the matter, but OIl the two occasions
when h{' went to Geelollg the weather happCllcd to be coo1.
Mr. MORLEY.-It was not in the summer time.
Mr. BRO'VNBlLL.-NQ; 1 believe he
was there three ,or four weeks agO'. That
is not a time for an officer to report o.n
the conditions which are very pronounced
on hot days. Large numbers of people
come to Geelong for the rowing, not only
on the Barwon River, but in Corio Bay.
The men who come down for the regatta
complain' most bitterly of the'statr of the
riv~r ~ not only on the'days when they are
traInIng, but on the days when the racing
is in progress. They say that, unless SQme
improvement is effected, it is questionable
whether many of the clubs will not decline to participate. During the coming
year the head-of-the-river race is to be
rowed at Geelong. Once in· every five
years that race is rowed there. If nothing
is done to thE' riYer before then the 'crews
from the :Th1elbourne schools may not -com-e
to Geelong. and that will keep away ,a
gl\eat crowd from the city at that time.
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Let n1e quote from a short report by the
police in connexion with the dragging
operations for the body of a boy named
McDonald, who was drowned.
Senior
Constable Weatherhead, of South Geelong, stated thatThe river was in a bad sanitary state· the
water was much discoloured, and bubbles' frequently arose to the surface, causing an offensive odor; considerable filth had accumulated
Oil the' bottom, and when it was stirred an
overpowering smell resulted where dragging
had taken place. The depth was 15 feet.

That report was drawn up in 1915. There
have been many reports about the state
of the river. :Mr. Catani, who was a.t one
t~e an officer in the Department,submltted several reports. Our own city sur':'6:yor, Mr. Tisdell~ has also repQrted on
1 t, as well as an engIneer of the Melbourne
Harbor Trust. The engineer of the Geelong Harbor Trust and other people have
submitted reports. I may state that the
municioalities of Geelof1lg dOl not want the
~overn~nent to stand ,all the expense of
ImprovIng the Barwon River. The Geelong City Council were quite willing t,r)
pay £500. The Newtown and 'Chilwell
Oouncil will
agree to
pay £150_
Gee~ollg West Oouncil, although it:;
terrItory does not abut on the rivCl·
at all, but simply because. the work
would he a bene>fit tOo the whole of the
residents of Geellong, was prepared to pay
£50; 80uth Barwon Slhire Council
agreed to pay £200, and Bellarine Shire
Council £30. When we are prepared to
spend .th~se am~unts to help the 'Government In ImprOVll1~ .the river we consider
that it is up tOo the Gover~ent to come
to 'OlUr rescue,and to ass:ist us in reference to. the matter. When Mr. Catani
submitted his report in connexion with
the river, the Harbor Tr.ust authorities
~t once ~aid. "We want an indemnity
In case, ill the event of the breakwater
b~ing remoYcd, and t,he water in the
rIver being lowered, the, manufaoturerg
br?ught an action." You, Mr. Chairman~
beIng. a .member of the Geelong Haxbor
Trust. WIn know that what lam saying If;
correct. Our city solicitor told us that if
the .HarborTrust took reasonable, precautwns they would not be liable. and
Mr. M~ckinnon, who was AttornevGeneral In the then Ministry. agreed with
what he stat~d. Mr.Catani reported on
a scheme whIch he estimated would COAt
£4,750.. IVIr. Hagel thorn -was Minist.er
of Pu bhc W orksa t ·that time. We gnt .
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him to visit Geelong, and placed the whole
ma,tter before him. At that time he had
a report for another scheme, which was
going to cost about £1,500 more than the
first scheme. The result was that there
was a difference of opinion amongst the
councils in respect tOo the second scheme.
r was mayor of GeelOO1g at the time, and
I invited the whole of the memb8ll's
()If the Board of Health to visit
Geelong, in. order that they might
inspect the Barwon River. They went
to Gele1long and, after visiting the
river, were unanimously of the opinion
that something should be done in order
to open the stream, and to provide a
clear water-way right down the river.
Last year th.e Government gave us £500,
and the citizens of Geelong willingly contributed £1,000, towa,rds the work of
straightening the course of the river in
order tha,t there might be ,n, better ro,wing course, but nothing has been done to
improve the sanitary conditions.
The
Premier has frequently visited Geelong,
and I believe he takes a keen inte,rest in
the city.
Probably he ;cam€l fCT twC'
reasons-first because he had Tathe~ ,a
liking f~ the place. and second, for
pOlitical reasons. I wish to say now that
we hope though there is a new mem her
for Ge,el'one-, that the Premier will not
refuse to come to the rescue of Geelon!!,
in order that the improvements I have
mentioned may be carried out. Geelong
is the only city in the State, outside of
Melbourne, which has gone in for a big
sewerage system.
Mr. GRovEs.-Would it be possible tOo
connect the factories along the river with
the sewerage system ~
Mr. BROWNBILL.-The Water and
Sewerage Board at the pres'ent time are
making aU the necessary preparatio'llS to
run sewers along the Barwon River in
order that the factories there may be
connected with the seweitage system.
Last year '(Padiament gave the 'Board
power to charge ,a differential rate for
tha t purpose.
Mr. GRovEs.-Will that do away with
the trouble ~
Mr. BROWNBILL.-It will prevent a
lot of filth !!oinp" intol the river, but there
is an accumulation of slixtv years there.
The breakwater has been there for that
time, and we think tha,t it is up to t 1."
Government to help us to get it removed
or to g-et a lock pla,cedi there in order t,h::lt,
we may have clear water right down
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through the Barwon electorate, as well as
in Geelong. The honOorable member for
Barwon is keenly inte'rested in this mattell", and I expect tha,t he will support
this proposal mos,t heartily. We) in Ge1elong, have spent £370,000 in connexion
with our se'werage system. No othe,r cit v in
the State outside of :M:elbourne has gone
in for a sewer-age system. In that re.spect
we are ahead of Ballara.t and also of Bendigo, and, seeing that we have gone to
so much expense in trying to make our
city a good, clean, wholesome place to live
in, we think that it is up to the Government to help us jn connexion with the
Barwon River. If anyone were to ask
me, "What blot have you in Geelong~"
I would reply, "The only ,one is the
river." And we demand that the Government shall assist us in improving
it. We know how much money has been
spent in Melbourne in connexion with the
Yarra improvements, and we ,say that the
Government have not assisted us in connexion with our river as they should have
done.
The Barwon River is the only
stream in Victoria that is blocked at the
present time. I ask the Government to
assist us to make Geelong such a place as
everY .one desires it to be-that is, a
gOOod, sweet, healthy. and clean city.
Mr. MURPHY.-The Treasurer must
be Ciomplimented upon the ana.!vsis (',f
the balance-sheets of Statel industries
which he has presented. The document
contains some most instrudive information. I heard the honorable gentleman,
state that a Royal Commission would 1:>p.
appointed to inquire into the question of
neglected ehildren, .and he mi!!ht also take
into considell'ation the advisability of aupointing a Royal Commission to inauire
into the question of workers' accidents
insurance. How is it that the whole, of
that business is not taken Olver by the· Government ~ The Govell"nment could make
a profit of £60,000 a year.
In
1914, the year in which the Workers'
COiJn pensa tion
Act was passed, the
profits of private companies amounted '
to 50 pe.r eent., but s'~nce that period,
oiWing to the competition of the Government. there has heen a gradual decrease.
In 1914 the profit made by private companies was ·50 per cent.: in 1915: 42 pe'r
cent.: in 1916-17, 35 per cent.; m 191R.
24 per cent. ~ in 1919, a little over 15
per cent. 'Ve know that until such time
::lS the Government entered intol active
competition with the insurance com-
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panies, policy-holders had to pay heavy
premiums. !Immediately after the Government started to compete, the insu1"ance companies informed the various
corporations that they would do their
work more chea.ply than previously. That
in itself has been a great boon to the
people; a still greater boon would be
the taking over by the Government o,f the
workers' compensation business. In 1914
the receipts of the priv.a.te companies
amounted to £167,585; in 1915, they
were £231,605; in 1916, £221,644; in
1917, £207,171; in 1918. £197,967; or a
total for five ye·ars ·of £1,025,972:. The
whole of the office expenses and every
other expense during the period amounts
to £696.583, leaving a credit balance, to
the different companies of £329,389, or
an ,a·verage profit durin~ the five years of
£65,e,79. We know that the Treasurer
is always looking out for something that
will be of benefit to the State. He endeavours to safeguard the State financially. He tries to put a stop to aU wastage. That is perfectly right and proper.
Why should he not stop waste and extravagance in connexion with the workers'
compensation business of this country? I think it a fair and reasonable thing that he should do
so. The Government could have that
£65,000 a year for their own use. It is
only a fair thing that the Government
should take over the whole of the workers'
compensation and carry it on for the
benefit of the people at large. The Treasurer has told us that to increase the
allowanoe to boarded-out children from
8s. to lOs. per week would involve an additional expenditure of £60,000 per annum. That £60,000 could be obtained in
the way I ha.ve suggested, without
causing any extra taxation. I hope the
Treasurer will look into that matter.
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-There is also fire
insurance.
Mr. MURPHY.-That also is a }.icr
matter. A start could be made with the
workers' compensation. In Queensland
the amount for which a worker can be
insured has been increased to £750.' Today, the lahouring man earns £4 to /r;:,
pe.r week. The! South Mellbourne Council
will next week be paying the men who
sweep the streets 13s. 9d. ner day, cr
£4 2s. 6d. per week. If a mlln so employed becomes injured, he is entitled
. under the Workers' Compensation Act to
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an' allowance of only 30s. per week. There
is no equity in that. In Queensland, if
a man earning £4 or £5 a week is injured,
he draws 'an amount equal to his wage.
Mr. MaPHERsoN.-Acoording to, the
newspa,pers, many working men in
Queensland are ea,rning nothing a week
now.
Mr. MURPHY.-And for that they
have to thank the capitalistic magnates
who sent representa,tives to England to
block Mr. Theodore. Mr. Theodore, true
to .his instincts of 13ibour and liberty,
defied the capitalists, and I believe that
he will make moneyed men who have been
drawing f.at dividends during the last five
years disgorge some of their gains. I
would ask the Treasurer this questionWho is responsible fOir the condition of
Queensland; who is responsible· forr the
men tOo whom hel has referred being
thrOown out of work ~ They are the same
. crowd, the capitalistic crowd, who have
thrown 500 bootmakers in Melbourne out
of employment. I now wish to refer to
the position at Wonthaggi. We find that
the railwa,ys purchased within the last
twelve months 687,616 tons of coal;
414,646 tons came from New South
'Vales, and 270,097 from Wonthaggi.
The amount of coal taken from the Wonthaggi coal mines since their inception
does not come to 4,000,.000 tons.
There, is OOle are,a with a guaranteed quantity of nearly 30,000,000 tons of coal, and
still the Government brings coal from
New Sou th Wales at £2 a ton. As the
coal could not be brorught bv sea, it had
to be brQlUght by rail, and cost the Railway Department £130,000 more.
The
Government have not put forward a. single
effort to develop the cOial mines of Victoria, which are pretty well in the same
position as the~ we,re yelars ago.
We
were told that we must practise economy,
and that there is to be a. RO'Yal Commission in regard to the PQlo,r children. There
a.rel to be nOi Royal Commissions to inquire into the different utilities that arc
not made use of. We have the greatest
brown coal-fieJds in the wQlrld at Morwen, Altona, and Alberrton, the proved
capacity of which is 30,000,000,000 tons.
Here in the city of Melbourne, within the
past six months you could not get 1,000
tons of brown coal.
Many deputations
went to the Government and reque.sted
them to se'cure brown coal for the people
whOi had co!al fireplace.s without any fires
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in them . We we,re told that there' we,re to travel long distances from the oounno trucks fo<r' the purpose.
This was try. I invite the cOl-operation of honoF·because a few ye,ars ago a number cf a,;bjle memb€lrsl to get the Supply .Bill
men were dismissed from the Railway threugh to-morrorw, for I want to bring
Department. The Go,v€'rnment are there- in the Housing and Reclama.tion Bill,
fore'responsible fo([" the shortage, of trucks. and ther:e are other Bills that shQould be
That poJicy has boon the means of throw- passed for transmission to another place,
ing back the Mo['weH coa,l minel fo,r a so that they may have a full programme
number of yelars. The proooss. o,f wOll"king to proceed with on Tuesday next.
We
there is primitive.
Our coal-fields are should like tOi rise at the' end of the week
nQot utilized as they should be. The' men after netXt, that is, o'n the 17th or the
a.t MoorweU have to wo['k in unfavorable 18th of Deoember. It is nat desirable to
.conditiOons; but the troublel that was meet on the Tuesday after, as it would
thr~atened recently, I am. glad to say, is take us up tOI Christmas Eve. I feel that
likely to be staved off.. The Geve·rnme-nt honorable members will help the Governis always preaching e,cOonomy, and telling ment tOi get the main proposals that are
us to practise it, while there are utilities urgent through by the 17th, so' that hontha.t could he used for the bene·fit of the ora.bIe memhe['s may enjoy a well-earned
people, but the Government shut their rest befQlI'e Christmas.
eyes to the fact. They dO' absolutely noMr. MURPHY.-I wish too draw the
thing to produce the cOial and ot-he·r things attention 0f the Premier to a matter that
that people require. The Treasurer's state- I mentioned last sessiQon. It relates to·
ment to-night disclosed the fact that last the condition of the workers in the Sailors'
ye·ar there was a, profit of £16,000 on the HQome, in Siddele:y-street and Yarra-BankMaffra Beet Sugar Factery.
How is it, road. There are me'll wO!I'king there for
with the gr:e,a.t shodage Oof sugar we have 22s. 6d. a week, and for from sixty to
had, that the Government have done seventy hours a week. The reason given
absolutely nothing 1 If it is possible to by the authorities is that the place is a
make £16,000, surely it would be, a· good charitable institution.
I can see no
prOopositien to embark in, another way. charity about it, and it should be selfI think tha.t progress ought tOo be re- supporting.
.
po,rted nOow, as the['e arel SOome other hornMr. LAWSON (Premietr).-I shall try
(),rable members whO' wish to spelak.
to le.t the honorable member have the inProgress was r:eilQorted.
formation as e1arly as possible.
The motion was agreed to.
ADJOURNMENT.
The House adj ourned at twen ty
WERRIBEE SETTLER'S COMPLAINT-PRO- minutes tal eleven 01' clock p.m.
GRESS OF BUSINESS-SAILORS' HOME
EMPLOYEES.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I m().veThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I should like.
to knew when I am tOo get a reply in conne,xiOon with a case I brQought up in the
House regarding the Ame['ican se,ttle:r
Stoltz at WeTl'ibee.
Mr. LAWSON (Premietr).-I have a
repart in rega,rd to that matter, and the
honorable member will receive a letter tomo·now in reference to it. The Government had ho.ped tha.t the Supply Bill
woruld have been passed to-night, but I
understand that SOlll1ei other honorable
.Illembers desire to speak. I dOl not want 1;0
deprive any hQlllorabler members of their
rights. As a ruLe, we do not ask honorab1e members to sit, unduly long Oon Tuegday.:;, as many honorable members have
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The SPEAKER took the chair at twenty:five minutes to four o'clock p.m.
EDUOATION DEPllliTMENT.
PROMOTION OF JUNIOR TEACHERS.
Mr. SLATER asked the' Minister of
Public Instruction1. How many junior teachers are at present
eligible under section 7 of the Public Service
Act 1920 for classified positions as fifth class
head teachers?
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2. How many junior teachers have been promoted under this section since the passing of
the Act?
3. How many fifth class head teacherships
are in the hands of temporary teachers?
4. What steps are being taken by the Department to throw open the schools in which
these temporary teachertl are employed, so that
the eligible junior teachers may apply for
same in accordance with section 7?

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Minister of Public Instruction).-The -replies
from the Director of Education are1. One hundred and thirty-nine.
2. Five eligible under section 7 haye been
promoted since the passing of the Act.
3. One hundred and fifty-three.
4. Vacancies are being advertised in the
Eduoation Gazette every month, and filled
permanently as they are applied for.

WHEAT POOLS.

Mr. DUNSTAN asked the ~1inister of
Lands1. When it is intended to wind up the Wheat
Pools for the seasons I!H5-16, H1l6-17, 1917-18?
2. If he can give some idea of the final
realizations?

Mr. LAWSON (Premier) .-It will
take some time to gather the information
required by the honorable member's
questions. If he will postpone them until
Tuesday next the information may then
be available.
MORW,ELL :NIINERS' HUTS.

Mr. PARKER asked the :.M:inister of
MinesIf it is a fact that some of the huts allotted
to the miners of ::\Iorwell are the same huts
as were used at the soldiers' yenereal diseases
camp at Lang'Warrin?

}tIro B . A.RNES CMinister of Mines).The Mines Department has not at allY
time acquired building' material or huts
from the Langwarrin venereal diseases
camp. The huts erected by the Department for employees at the brown coal
opencut have an been built of new
material.
The following information
however, has been furnished me by th~
~lectricity Commissioners, whose operatIons are not in any way connected with
the activities of the Mines Department:Six huts were taken to pieces at Langwarrin
and re-erected at Morwell. 'They were not
hospital huts where the graver cases were
treated, but ordinary sleeping-out huts, with
openings on both sides for croBs-ventilation
and special yentilation in the roofs.
The
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buildings were taken to pieces, the joints
severed, and during dismantling and assembling
were exposed to the sunshine, wind and rain
for oyer three months. To further guard
against any possible source of infection, the
huts, after erection, were given two coats of
creosote. The huts were taken over from the
Health Department, and the Chairman (Dr.
Robertson), who has been consulted on the
matter, is of opinion that there is not the
-slightest danger of infection through the reuse of tlle buildings.
PERSON1~L EXPLANATION.
Mr. }IcLACRLAN.-Last night, whzn
I was complaining of the apparently intended attitude of the Government in'
respect to an area of land at Seaspray
known as the sports ground, situated
about 22 miles from Sale, and which we
claim has been won by the efforts (;f
the people working in co-operative
parties, an interjection was made by theTreasurer respecting my house,\vhich I
do not regard as unfriendly. I wish, however, to remove any misunderstanding that
may exist in rogaJ.'d to a house of mine
tha t hruppens to be on the ground.
That house wa~ on the ground befor~
any portion of the reserve was
alienated for township purposes, and it
was there under the. same conditions as
every other house before the survey
for township purposes was made. Th~
people formerly lived in tents on
gr.ound, but subsethe
r.ecreation
quently mUl1Y of the tents gave way to
houses.·
This was due to the making
of the road bv the working bees, and the
a ttraction of -tourists as a result to tills
resort. Some of the .owners charged
rent for these houses, although the
land was owned by the Crown. They
were erected by the permission of th~
reserve committee, and when I say that,
I include my house. My house. was some
distance from the main body of the
houses. They were erected at the southern
end of the reserve, and mine was towards the northeTn end. It might be
thought that my house, which was merely
a two-roomed hut, had been placed there
in defiance of the authorities.
Mr. H.A~NAH.-What is it u~ed for?
Mr. McLACHLAN.-To live in ocea-sionaily, and for the tools of the workmen engaged in carrying on operations on
t.he reserve. It is also llSed in con:rn.:exiOll
. with sports· there. .The circumstances
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PROPOSED RAILWAYS.
concerning my house are the same
as those connected with the other houses.
REFERENCE TO RAILWAYS STANDING
When the survey was made, some thirty
COMMITTEE.
houses were built upon the reserve, and
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways).
the owners of them, by arrangement when -In cOillsequence of a new Railways
the blocks were put up for sale by public Standing Committee having been apauction, got them at the upset price. pointed, it is necessary to revive the referIf I had put my house there withOout per- ences to the Committee which were made
mission it might have been further said last folessioll. By leave, I movethat I was trafficking in the land. There
the following questions be referred to
has belen some, tra.fficking in land there. theThat
Parliamenta"ry Standing Committee on
The upset pricel for some of the blocks a· Railwa.ys for inquiry and report:few years ago 'was from £12 to £14. ToQuestions on which progress reports have
day land upOon which hOouses are, tOo he been made1. The- question of providing cross-country
erec·ted has brought, when put UIP' by connexions
between the lines from Donald to
public f\,UctiOIll, from £50 to £60 fOor the Ouyen and from Murtoa to Hopetoun, to'quarter a.cre. It is unfortunate that my 'gether with the connexion ()f the districts of
house is upO'n thel recreation reserve, but Patchewollock and Pine Plains with the existsystem.
that has nothing to dO' with the question ing2. railway
The question of connecting the fbrest
I raised yesterday. As I said then, the areas in the valleys of the Upper Yarra,
land used as a spO'rt.s ground was given to Upper Latrobe, Loch, Tanjil, Tyers, Steaventhe people by the Lands Department, al- SOli, and Acheron rivers and contiguous
with the existing railway system by
though the.re is nO' definite record with country
broad or narrow gauge railways to improve
regard to' it. The claim, however, is sup- timber supplies.
Questions referred by last Parliament, but
ported by a. resident of the locality, who
_
has made statutory dedaratiO'ns, bv the not yet reported onThe question OJ connecting the districts
field notes O'f the surveyO'r, and by re- of 3.Dreeite,
Alvia, Cororooke, and Warrions
quests which have been made to me to, with the existing railway system by means of
a
5-ft.
3-in.
gauge railway or tramway.
shift my hut.
These all prove that it
4. The question of connecting the district of
",as not intended to cut up this land, but
with the existing railway system
to use it as a sports ground. The climax Laanecoorie
by means of a 5-ft. 3-in. gauge railway.
was reached when the people Oof Sale
5 The question of connecting the districts
wanted the land cut up into building of Baynton and Glenbope with the existing
blocks, and thel reply was given in August railway system by means of a 5-ft. 3-in. gauge
.
last year by the Lands Deparurr..ent to railway.
6. The question of connecting the districts of
Mr. France, Oof Sale, that the' request Minimay, Booroopki, Edenhope, Kadnook, and
could not be entertaIned, because the area Wombelano with the existing railway system
had boon reserved. for a, sports ground. hy means of a 5-ft. 3-in. gauge railway.
7. The question of connecting the district of
I am supporting the area being retained Peechelba
with the existing railway system by
as a sports ground on accO'unt O'f the long . means of a 5-ft. 3-in. gauge railway.
years of wOork performed by public-spirited
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The motion
men. The soldietr settle,rs on the Prowhich
the Minister has just submitted
spect Estate, so recently as the beginning
of last mO'nth, again affirmed the desir- shows how many lines have been referred
abiljty of maintaining this R.rea as a to the Railways Standing Committee, and
it indicates the number which may be
'·sports ground.
added to the list already recommended
but not constructed.
The Minister has
MORWELL BROWN COAL MINE
read out quite a do~en proposals to go beRAILWAY.
Mr. BARNES' (Minister of Railways). fO're this Committee, and yet we have a
number of recO'mmendations- which ha.ve
- By leave, I moveThat in the opinion of this House it is ex- not yet been acted upon. There is another
pedient to construct a 5-ft. 3-in. gauge rail- matter that this Committee might well
way to the proposed township sitli and power- inquire into. With other honorable memhouse site at the Morwell brown coal mine.
bers, I inspected a device for overcoming
This is preliminary to the introduction of the break of gauge which was submitted
a Bill, a.nd it is me,rely a formal intima- in this building a little while ago. Honortion to the House of the intention of the able members will agree with me that it
Government in this matter.
is a most ingenious contrivance. I do not
The mO'tion was. agreed to.
know how an enginoor- would look at it,

Break of Gauge Device.
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and I do not pose as an engineer, but it
se'emed to me that it is well worth inquiry
by experts. I understand the device has
received favorable considera,ti·on in New
South Wales and in Queensland.
We
ought to thoroughly investigate the
scheme, beeause if it can be carried out
successfully it will mean that the expenditure of a fe·w hundred thousand pounds
will get Olver the difficulty with regard to
the break of gauge, which otherwise will
cost £20,000,000.
Mr. RYAN .-There are about a dozen
different devices on the market now.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I have inspected all those which have been 'on view
in this House·, and looking at this one as
an ordinary man it seemed to me ,a most
capable invention.
Mr. HANNAH.-New South Wales has
tried a number, hut in Victoria we have
done nQothing.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-This matter
might well be investigated by the Railways Standing Committee,. So far as I
understand the position, the difficulty can
be overcome by an arrangement whicIi
will not cost mOore than £30 nr £40 for
ea.ch carriage. It will not be necessary to
lay another rail fQor a great& distance
than about 100 vards wherever there is a
break of gauge. ~ I dOl nQot want to. advertise this particular invention, but we
ought to have expert opinion in regard to
it, and the reference to a Committee is
the only means by which this House can
get a report which might be very valuable. '
The motion was agreed to.
BILLSI READ A FIRST TIME.
The, fQlllowing Bills, introduced by Ministers, were read a :first time,:RivelI" Murray 'Vaters Bill (Mr. Lawson).
An2'lo-Persian Oil Company's Bill
• (Mr. Oman).
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale.) Bill
(Mr. Oman).
FactQlries and' ShQops Bill (N 01. 2)
(Sir Alexander Peacock).
Railways Bill (Mr. Barnes).
Municipalities Celebrations and War
Memorials Bill (Mr. Pennington).
BREAK OF GAUGE DEVICE.
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways).
-By leave, in reply to the Leader of the
Opposition, I should like to say that I
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81m 'Qlbtaininga. :full report. :from the
Railways Commiss.ione·rs ,and the Engineer fQor the Department on the break of
gauge device to which the honorable member referre:1 When the reporris to hand,
consideration will be given to the question of the advisability of referring the
ma,tter for fresh investigation tQl the Railw,ays :8tanding Committee. Of course,
the membe'rs of that Committee are not
expert engineers, but they may fairly
claim to be -expert in thee,xamination
of witnesses. They can get information
out of the gentlemen who appear before
them to give evidence on technical matters.
Mr. HOGAN.-Is there to be a trial of
the device in the other States ~
Mr. BARNES.-I cannot say. There
is a world-wid,e objection to the princiDle
of whee~s revolving on ax~es. That is the
essence of this particulaT device.
The
wheels revolve O'n the axles, and move
inwards a.nd outwards so as to a.da,pt
themselves to the narrow or the wide
gauge as the case may be. I prefer, :fir~t
of .all to see what our own expert ~ne-l
neers 'have to say about it be·fore' agreeing
to refer the matter tQl the Railways Standing Committee.

VOTES ON ACCOUNT.

The House having gone into OOllullittee

0: Supply, consideration

(adjourned fr?m

N ovembel' 30) was resumed on the mohon

of Mr. McPhersQln (Tre3.surer), "That a
sum not exceeding £941,362 be granted
to His Majesty on account felf or towards
defraying . the services for the year
1920-2l. "
Mr. MURPHY. - When the debate
was a.djnurned las,t night, I was referring
to the import.a,nce of fostell"ing our Victorian industries. 80me of our industries
ar'e in a languishing conditinn. Amnng
them is the sugar-beet industry, a matter
which has been referred to time after
time by the hQonorable member for Pnrt
Fairy. We find that in 1914-15 there'
were 990 acres under sug'ar-beet; in 1916
there were 461 acres j in 1917.. 1,320 acres,
in 1918, 1,200 acres, and in 1919, 1,009
acres. The e-reatest 'production was in
1919, when it reached 12,290 tons. The
percentage of tonnage to the acre seems·
to be getting greater year by year, as
the cultivation of the beet is better understood.
WhP'll we .pause to think what
the price of sugar is to-day as compared
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with wha.t it was hal£-a-dozen years ago,
we cann.ot fail to realize the vast importance of stimulating this industry.
A
few years ago sugar was sold wholesale
at fr@ill £20 to £22 per ton. To-day the
wholesale price is over £30. In. Queensla..nd the producer of sugar gets £29 per
tQn. By fost&ing the beet sugar industry the people at large will be benefited,
a.nd many people will be employed. The
present extraordinary T'rices obtaining
have resulted to a large ex.tent from the
shorta.ge of sugar. There i~ anoth€'r indus~ry ~hich, thirty years ago, waSi in
an mfinltely better position than it is toda y .
I refer to the tobaccQ industry.
In H~81, 17,333 cwtS. ,of dried leaves were
produced in this State.
In 1918 Oonly
526 cwts. of toba,cco leaves were produced. In Oother words, the production
of tobacool was thirty-three times grea,ter
thirty years ago than it is to-day. We
have only to look at the large amount
of tobacco that is impoded into Victoria
to realize the impOortance of this question. The value of the tobacco imported
into Australia is £1,577,057, and the
value of tobacco manuf.actured. is
£1,592,222. If £1,500,000 worth of imported manufactured tobacco leaves were
saved to this State, it would be a great
boon to t.he people generally, and would
find employment for thousands of hands.
The whole of the tobacco leaf imported
into Australia shOould be manuf~ctured
locally. That is the principle we, should
go on. . We are often told by Ministers
and other politici.ans that the more ,ve
produce the Ibetter it will be for the
community. Unless we foste,r every industry that can be fostered in this State,
we are not doing our best tOo stimulate
production.
Thirty years agOo Victoria
was far mOTe advanced, as far as the
manufacture of tobacco is concerned, than
it is at the present time. Nearly 20,000
cwts. of dried tobacco leaves were produced as agains,t 526 cwts. tQi-day.· In
1919 there were only 16'7 acres under
tobacco in Victoria. In 1914-15 there
were 1,192 ,acres under tobacco.
The
167 acres are divided into two quarters-'-'
Delatite 115 and Bogong 52. The Government cOluld assist this impOortant industry by importing expert teachers to
educate the farmers in toba·cco production.
We have spent thousaiIlds and
. thousands of pounds on Dookie.
The
Minister of Agriculture appears tOo be
. somewhat inattentive to this matter-a
Mr. Murphy.
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matte!r tha.t, in. my opinion, is G>f vital
impo:rta:m.ce to the country. Rere is a11II..
industry which has dwindled tG> such.
an e,xtellt that) whils·t thirty years
agO' nearly 20,000 cwts. of tobacco
were produced, to-day the production amounts
only to 526
ewts.
This is a matter of im pocrtance to the
farmers of the State· and to the industrial
workers of this community. If that eXlvert
advice that CQiuld be given by teachers
trained at Dookie College, m' some other
agricultural college, w~re made available,
the farmers could embark Oon this industry, which WOould be productive of wealth
tOo the extent of hundreds of thousands of
pound::3,. and would be the means o,f spreading hundreds of tho,usands of pOounds
amongst the wage-earners of this country.
If the ind ustry had been looked after by
Ministers of Agriculture in ye·ars gone by,
it WOould not at the present time be a disgrace to the authorities that have had
control over it. We have heard l\1:inisters
from time to time say that land should
be made to produce ·as much as possible;
but here is a producing industry which
has been left to languish. It has not been
fostered by Governments for the p::tst
twenty or thirty ye,ars in the way it shOould
have been. If we have not experts to
teach the farmers tQibacco-growing, Dookie
CQillege should produce experts fol" that
purpose, Qr, if that cannot be dOone, let us
get an expert from some Oothe'r place to
teach the' farmers to' use their land in connexion with this payable industry. Flaxgrowing is anO'ther industry specially suitahIe to' Victoria. Prior to the war 80 pe'r
cent. Oof the world's output of flax was
prod'uced by Russia. Fibre manufactured
from flax prior tOo the war was wOorth £40
per ton" but during the war the price went
up to £1'70 per ton. Australia imports
annually flax products to the value of
£1,.800,000. The Commonwealth Government has done something to tr.1 to
stimulate flax-growing.
It offered a
bonus a few years ago, and it has
guaranteed £6 a ton fO'r flax in 1920. F'or
1921 and 1922 the Commonwealth Government has guaranteed £5 a ton for
flax. VictoTia has a splendid opportunity
in cOonnexion with flax-growing at the present time) because the industry is specially
suited to the climate of this Stale. In
different parts of the world at the present
time manufacturers cannOot get flax for the
purpoBe of making linen. Russia" which,
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I have said, prQduc.ed 80 per cent. of
the world's output, IS completely demoralized, and consequently, there is a,
splendid opportunity for us in VictoTia to
do, something. in thi!:l direction. At the
present time there are five mills in Gippsland; but we could easily give employment
to tw:enty-five mills by utilizing the land
in that part, of the State to a
.greater extent' for the purp08e of
growing flax.
I find that the industry has l'ecei,ed a bit of a stimulus,
because in 1916-17 we had only 419 acres
under flax,. and in 1918-19 we had 1,420
acret~, the value c-f the products in the
latter year being £22,800. As I have already stated, Australia imports annually
flax products valued at £1,806,000, and we
ean see how desirable it would be to grow
our own flax and have our own mills so
as to manufacture the goods that we now
import from other countries. We have
been told by the Treasurer and other honorable members that the future of Victoria depends upon what we can produce,
and if flax-growing, beet-growing, and
tobacco-growing were properly fostered, it
would be of wonderful benefit to the farming community, and also of immense
benefit to the industrial community. If,
instead of importing goods that are made
from flax, we' were able to. manufacture
them here, we should be able to give work
to the thousands of men and women who
.~re waiting and anxious for that work. I
now wish to refer to a matter under the
Health Act.
The CHAIRMAN .-The time allowed
t~e honorable member has expired.
Mr. HANNAH.-The Leader of the
Opposition said a few words with reference tOI the break Oof gauge prohlem.
I
am convinced that for the past ten or
fifteen years Victoria has been the most
retrogressive State .in Australia.
Anything of importance that has been invented in this State during that time has
had to be taken away from Australia before any Go'vernment Department would
look at it.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Victoria is in the
soundest financial condition of all the
States.
Mr. HANNAH,-We have heard so
much of that clap-trap that I am getting
tired of it. We are t.old that Victoria is.
the- soundest State financially; but is that
going to get us out of our present condition ~ Before lOong we shall not be able
,as
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to say that we are in a sound financial
position if the Government do not wake
up and get a move on. Our Railway Department has driven from this State to
New South Wales and Queensland the'
constructioll of at least twOo cauiages for
the purpose of demonstrating a device in-.
vented in our own State to oyercomo the
break of gauge difficulty. A resident of
Northcote has, fOir ten solid years, been
endeavouring to perfect ·a means of
overcoming the break of gauge difficulty,
and in this building there has been on
view a model showing the result of l1is.
work. There' has been conservatism in
connexion with our Railway Department
and our other Departments, and the
chickens are now coming hOome to rOOlqt.
In regard to the break of gauge pro,blem,
the Minister of Railways raised a point
that, to· my mind, has very little to do
with the issue. I again wish to llotify the
Treasurer and the Minister of Railways
that if they dO' nOot give us mOore information regarding the electrification of the
suburban system than is contained in the
1920 report of the, CommissiOoners, therewill very likely be another want of COonfidence motion, and probably it will be sucoess.ful. The work 0'£ electrificatiOon is goiug on so slowly, and is costing so much
money, that it is positively a disgrace to
those in charge. I say that advisedly. I
have watched the carrying out 0'£ the electrification scheme ve,ry closely. vVhen the
war was on I had to" admit that certain
things cQluld not he done; but the war is
lWW over, and there has he,en no marked
improvement. The Minister of Railways
did nOot say a word in reply tOo the first
two statements that I made regarding
this matter.
It seems to me that a
huge extra, COost is mounting up that the
State will have to pay. The Treasurer
may not know very much about the matter; but if he comes with me tOo-mOorrow
for an hour, I will demonstrate to
him that at the present time a
good deal of money is being spent
without
bringing
thel
electrification
scheme appreciably nearer completiOon.
If we are not careful we will be going
on fOor 1925 before the thing is done.
It is a scandal and a disgrace, and I say
so advisedly. I hOope the Treasurer will
1000k into the matter. If we cannot get
some satisfaction in that way we will
have to adotpt other means. I ha;ve asked
the Minister of Railways fOT infOormation,
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but evidently he thinks it of no lIDportanoe.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I think that the
Minist.er of Railways has undertaken to
furnish the info.rmation Oon the Estimates.
Mr. HANNAIi.-Very politely .and
respectfully I asked him to endeavour
to obta.in the latest infOormatio.n with regard to. thel electrificatio.n Oof the railways
by the time temporary Supply was asked
for. I should have liked to be able to
use it during the debate on the Addres.sin-Reply. The session has lasted nearly
a month, but we have not had any o.f
the informa.tio.n. It will b'e close on
Christmas befcre we are delaling with the
Estimates for the Railway D~partlffient,
and then honOorahle, membe,rs will be told
tha.t the Go.vernment want to put up the
shu tte,rs and get in to recess. We· 113 ve
the same old thing every ye,ar, and are
never. really able to get to' the bottom
of tlungs. Even if the House has to sit
after Christmas, I am determined that in
two or three things in connexion with
the railways we IffiUst havel finality. I
am giving the Go.ve,rnment this preliminary notice, in as ~riendly a· w~y as I can.
?-,he Trea~urer :wIll shortly VIsit England
111 conneXlOn wIth a matter, whi.ch I presume, is of interest to the State. Now
we have an Agent-General in London,
and wha,t we want to. know is whether
the people of England are beina shOown
what we can produce in Victoria./:) I have
two Dr three leHers with up-to-date views
on the' matter, and r will probably qUDte
them in connexion with the Budget.
Has the Treasurer the latest information
as to what i~ being done, and whether
the Agent-Ge'neral's o.ffice' is a live one 1
I believe, the Treasurer has certain fixed
opinions with regard toO that office, and
I want to ask him what the AgentGone,ral is now doing. Is our relDresentative in London geltting a IffiOlVe ~n 1 Are
he and his sta,ff -e,a.rning their mone,y 1
Mr. RYAN.-He has no staff.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am as conv-ersant
as the honorable member for Essendon
with the position theTe. I have spoken
to a good many people who have been
in London since tha·t honorrahle member's
visit.
The Treasurer himself went
there recently, and I would ask him
whether
he
thinks
that
we
are
getting value for the .money.
We
cannot get value for It unless we
provide them with samples of our prDduce t.o show in their windows.
W-e

know what has been the trouble in cO'nnexion with the High Commissione'r's
office. The F'ederal Government did not
provide £100 worth of goods to be displayed at Australia HOouse for the purlPO'se of shO'wing wha.t we can produceout here.
Coming to' the' Electricity
Commissioner,s, I should like to ask whether th-e'Y have decided what they are
going to do in 'connexion with the briq uetting Oof brown cO'al. When the Treasure,r took office' I urged him O'n the floor
O'f t.his HOlUse, and privately, to try toget . briquetting- plant Iffiade locally.
Three years ha ve gO'ne by, and we seem.
to be in the same position now as then.
We read in thel pa,pe,rs that Sir J o11n
Monash. who~ is in charge of the operation a,t l\1orwell, is inquirin 17 into the
question of briqu-ettes.
0
Mr. MCPHERsoN.-We have gone a
long way further than that.
lVIr. HANNAH.-Yes, I helie,ve so. I
wish too know whether the, paragraph
which. has just been published in the
preoSs IS UIP-to-date. If no more progress
has been made than is indicated in the·
papers the Government will have to be
reminded on ervery possible occasion that
until the briquetting plant is started
the,y will not prO'fitably use the brown
coal at Morwell.
Mr. MCPHERSON .-When I was in
England eighteen months agO', Sir John
MO'nash told off twelve or fourteen enginee,rs from Australia to' visit mines on
the Continent, and obtain inforur.ation on
the ma.tt,er. He has in his possession all
~he particu~ars, and they are be,ing put
mto O'pe'ratIO'n at the p'resent time.
Mr. HANNAH.-Beforre Sir John
Monash came back I saw some of the
data.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-He sent those engin-e,ers to the biggest mine in Germany,
and despite the war conditions they were
able to get valuable ·information. All
that information is here, and it is being
used at the present time in: -establishing
the industry.
Nothing lIriOre can be
done.
Mr. HANN AH .-Can the Treasurer
give me any information at this stage
ahout the manufacture in our own State
of the machinery ~
1"Ir. MCPHERSON.-I think the Electricity Commissioners are going to get a
set out as a sample Df the lat-est up-todate machinery for the purpDse, and
afterwards they will get the machinery
iIT~ade in Australia.
l
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Mr. HANNAH.-That is something at
any r:ate .. I no,tice that the Minister of
Forests ie not in the chamber. Although
we are dealing with Supply members cannot get Ministers here tQi listen to them.
Mr. MORLEy.-Why not have a. wireless "t€,lephone as they have in the
Federal Parliament buildings, 50' that a
Minister can sit in his room and listen
to members ~
Mr. HANNAH.-I do not know whether that would work.
Mr.
:MCPHERSON. - The
honor.able
~ember win gert all thel information on
the Estimates.
Mr. HANN'AH.-The trouble is that
when the Estimates come on there will
be no time to deal with them. Last
year we had' a very prolonged sitting
which included tWQi nights in order to
get the Estimates through, and members
were too tired to' listen. I did not go to
sleep, but tried to talk on these matters.
The Tre,asurer knows that when the Estimates are being considered in the last
hours of the session a member can dOl
~othing.
Therefore, I am trying to ge,t
~n early nOlw. If the Forests Departalient
IS nort prepared to get a move on in connexion with the utilization 'Of our timbers
the Govenlment will be up against even
greater prOiblems in that respect than the
Commonwealth authorities in connexion
with therir housing scheme. The FedeTal
GO've,rnment have had to go to' Queensla~d 0 buy tim.ber to house poople in
VlCtona. That IS a scandal and a disgrace. Four ye,ars ago. we pr~posed, and
the Treasurer supported it, that the Gov~rn!Jllent sho.uld haye huge quantities of
t1mbeIT stored, so that it would be seasoned and ready for use when the war
was over. Although the forests as well
as the railways for bringing the timber
along are the property of the State, the
Government cannot get a move 011.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-We have bought a
saw-mill yo.u know.
Mr. HANNAH.-The less the honorable gentleman says about that saw-mill
the better. It is an old worn-Qiut thing.
Mr. MOPHERSON.-If we dOl nothing
we do not please you, and if we dO' something you say it is the wrong thing.
Mr. HANNAH.-If the late Minister
of Forests had told us last December
befo,re the session finished, that the GO':
vernDient had bought that mill which
had been a failure, and had been' erected
in a vaHey instead of up in the hills
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amongst the best timber, we should have
had something to say about it. A good
many men who have charge of Departments seem to be round pegs in square
holes.
The OHAIRMAN.~The honorable
member's time has expired.
Mr. HANNAH.-I should just like to
say tha,t I have a, ,photograph of a man,
who is now living in a Gippsland forest
in a tree big enough' to accommodate
himself and his family until hel is in a
position to build a hOome. That man,
whOo was formerly well to do, was starved
out Oof the Mallee. Honorable meulibers
may have read in yeflterday's Herald something about the romance of the workers
in those fOorest are:as. That is what is
happening in our valuable forest country, yet we are' going tOo Queensland and
other countries for timber to use in connexion with our public Departmeillts and
otherwise.
These areas have be€lll
neglected, so I hope that the new Minister of Forests will prove a live Minister,
and deal with some of the matters requiring attention.
Mr. OA1\:IERON. - The
discussion
which took place with regard to the. Tra'\-valla Estate was very interesting. In the
early stages of soldier settlement a nUIDbe'r of good €,states we,re, turned down
by the Board on aCGOolmt of the expensive homesteads. The Board found that
they could nOot be subdivided with advantage, a.nd the policy which the Board
have adopted recently of di~osing of the
hctrr.estead area seems to be one which
should not bel condemned by Parliament.
In fact, the Board should be applauded
for that action.
I am not in a position
to say whether a homestead valued at
£15,000 requires 8,000 acres o.f this particular land' to' go wit,h it, but thel principle is good. We have, an enterprising
man, who comes from overseas-a sailOorwhoo-is prepared to invest a large amount
of ca,pital like tha,t, and he deserves encouragement. We require a good many
more of these enterprising men to come
to Australia. We have room for many
of them in Victoria,. Land at £6 an
acre, in many parts of the State, is
not land that we shOould be rushing
after fOor the purposes of closelT settlerr.ent, although I believe that settlers
will make good on Tra,waUa Esta.te.
The case would be Yery different if we
were dealing with a v~luable homestead
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at Koroit, Bacchus Marsh, or Orbost,
where land sometimes bring~ as much as
£130 an acre; 500 or 600 acres of such
land would settle more soldiers on small
blocks for inteillse culturel than 8,000 acres
of land on the Trawalla Estate.
The
Board should be encouraged in the policy
they have adopted in this particular instance.
:M:r. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
have one little matter to mention. I de~ire a concession, if possible.
The Treasurer promised in his Budget stat.ement
to increase the allowance for boardcd-ou t
children from ·7s. to 8s. Is it possible for
him to advance the money now, as Christmas is coming on ~
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I shall be glad to
do that.
:NIl'. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-It
would be a graciolls act on the part of the
Government to pay the increased amonnt
this month, ~o that the youngsters may
have a little cheer at Ohristmas.
W~,
the members of this House, are expecting
to get an increase ourselves; but I hope,
whatever happens, these children will
not be overlooked.
Mr. ltIcPHERsoN.-I shall do what the
honorable member requests.
lvIr. Cl~RLISLE.-A. little while ago~
the honorable member for Upper Goulburn asked for an extension of time for
the sending 'in of land-tax returns.
I
have received Eleveral letters from my
electorate, in which requests are made for
the time to be extended until ]V1arch.
The farmers are all-busilv at work now on
their crops, and if they" do not get them
in quickly they may be damaged.
This
is not the time to ask the farmerEl to
give attention to land:-tax valuations.
"'The farmer is not accustomed to calculations. ,He is not an accountant, nor
i~ he accustomed to bookkeeping.
It
is necessary for them to be very accurate
in making up their returnf:. Otherwise,
when they come before the land-tax
officials a ~tring of questions may be sent
to the farmers, and .they may have to go
.over the whole thing again.
T believe
that no inconvenience would be caused if
the time were extended un til 1\1arch. The
farmers would then have ·plenty of tJme
to prepare the returns.
Mr. :M:cPHERSON (Tl'easnrer).-As
honorable members know, the Govern-
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ment have extended the> time for the receipt of land-tax returns by one monththat is, to the end of December. I discussed the question of a further extensiol1
with the Oommis~ioner ·of Taxes, and he
states that if the time is extended lLlltil
March, he will not be able to make his
assessments and complete the work beIf we announced that the
fore June.
schedules need not be sent in until 1\1arch7
no ono would send them in before then.
The city people would not send thE'ID in
until March. I realize the difficulty in
regard to the farmi:p.g community.
If
the farmers are late in sending in their
returns, very little will be Elaid about it.
I am SUl'e that the Oommissioner will
make it as easy as possible for the
farmers.
1\£1'. RY ..:~N.- I wish again to raise the
question of the establishment of a home
for ,veak-minded children.
The more I
see of the inside of the insane institutions, the more I am convinced that a
very much greater measure of segregation
is necessary than is adopted at present in
regard to children. Whilst there may be
no hope for many of the adults who have
been in an asylum for practically a lifetime, we know, from the specialists, that
there is very often a chance for children
'between the ages of twelve and sixteen.
That chance of recovery is, however,. .
diminished if the children are in constant
contact with the older inmates. I think
the time has arrived for the establishment
of a home for backward or feeble-minded'
children, so that they will not be branded
as insane. There are two such homes in
the Commonwealth.
The New South
Wales Government 11ave opened one ~:It
Wollongong. If the results at that home
are equal to those obtained at tne Souih
AUf:tralian home, the New South Wales
Government will have done a good thing.
A mentally-deficient child is ~ent to an
asylum, where the prospects of jts :recovery are less hopeful than i f the c11ild
were in such an institution as I have indicated. If you throw t1Je8e children into
the company of men 9.nd. vmmCll in the
asylums, the chances of re('ov~ry beC'oI?e
ver~ much more remote .than If the chj]dren .are kept by themselves. I hope the
Government will, during the rece~s, take·
steps to segregate these cbildren:.
I
would urge that the .backward-mlllded
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children should be taken out of the State
schools. They are not able to keep pace
with the other children, and the fact that
they are in the State schools is a handicap
to those other children. Perhaps it may
be said that thero are little schools where
these children can be sent in the day-time.
A weak-minded child in the home of a
working man who has a family of four
or five costs more in anxiety, upkeep,
and attention than the rest of the family.
, I am sorry to say that only one section
of the orphanages in Victoria have made
any serious attempt to grapple with this
problem. The Montessori system may
not be the only one in existence, but it is
the only one from which excellent results
have been obtained, so far as I am aware.
It does not matter whether these institutions are Roman Oatholic or Jewish. If
we find they are able to effect necessary
reforms we ought to be quite willing to
udopt their methods, so that children in
this State may have a chance of becoming useful citizens. The time of this
House would be well taken up in passing
legislation which may be necessary. Bebrc
this Parliament will meet again, one of
the most important events in the history
of Australia is to take place.' I Tefer
to the appointment of the Oonvention
which is to consider the question of remO,ulding the Oonstitution of the 001111110Uwealth. Before this r-fouse rises we ought
to see that this State makes its voice
heard as to the method by' which, the
members of that Oonvention are to be
selected. I do not think we should be
satisfied unless the representatives are
elected by the State on the broadest possible franchise. It will not be long before the Treasurer will leave this State
on a trip to the ,Old Oountry, and I am
sure we all wish him a thoroughly happy
time. Noone more deserves a holiday.
An' HONORABLE ¥EMBER.-He deserves
a long spell.
'
Mr. McPHERsoN.:-If I got the spell
some honorable members seem to wish, I
would 'have a long holiday indeed.
Mr. RYAN.-I hope the Treasurer
will, befo,re, he does leave, urge upon the
Government the necessity of giving- a
lead to the question of the constitution
of this Oonvention. During the' last day
or two indications have been given that
there are to be twelve nominees selected
Second Session
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by the State Parliaments. I do not care'
where the Parliament is, nor how its
members are elected j I am satisfied that
the people of this Sipate are' not prepared to delegate to any members of l'al'liament the right of selecting representatives for this Oonvention. , We do not
want to be in the same position as we
were in connexion with the per capita
grant. Honorable members will recollect
that when this matter was under discussion we tried to drag out of the Government an indication how they were inclined to view this particular matter.
We were told in the curtest possible way
. that if we wanted information we should
go to the party room. There are mem.
bers of this House who know no party
room, and have no intention of becoming acquainted with one.
They want
matters of this sort to be discussed in tho
rhamber, and at the earliest possible
moment we want the Government to say
that the people of this State will not be
satisfied with anything less than a Couyention elected on adult suffrage.
:Mr. J. W. BILLSON' (Fitzroy).-What
do you mean by adult suffrage?
lfr. RYAN.-The suffrage that elects
the Senate.
'
An HONORABLE MEl\IBER.-Half the'
people are not represented in the Senate.
lfr. RYAN.-We cannot enter into
the question of proportional representation on this matter, but there is no more
democratic svstem of election than that
.which prevails in regard to the Senate.
lir. J. W .. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-The
State is polled as one electorate for the
Senate. You do not wish that for the
Oouncil.
Mr. RYAN.-I certainly would for
the Oonvention. I am raising this point
now because of the constant references in
the press to the proposal that the delegates to the Oonvention should be
selected by the State Parliaments. '
Mr. J. W: BILLSON (Fitz1'oJj).-If we
are to have confidence in the Oonvention
the peopl~ must elect the representatives.
Mr. RYAN.-Exactly; and the only
way to secure such an election is for the
Governmen t to make a stand on behalf
of the people of this State, and let it be
known ,that we will be no party to any
agreement which may be arrived at 'by
State Premiers in' cl)nf~rence f.or th~
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. selection of representatives by the Parliaments.
Mr. LEMMoN.-The Australian Natives
Association, Iby an overwhelming majority, has voted in favour of the IConvention being elected by the people.
Mr. RYAN.-That is what one would
expect the Australian Natives Association to do. I notice that the Farmers
ITnion, through Mr. Jowett, has also
taken up that commendable attitude. He
is touring the country, largely at his own
expense, with perhaps some assistance
from the Farmers Union, in advocating
the broadest possible franchise for the
election of this Convention. Mr. Jowett,
.however, goes a bit further than the Australian Natives Association, and suggests
that the H'are-Spence system of proportional representation· should be adopted.
This House will not be in session when
the delegates are being selected, and we
ought to indicate that we 'are not prepared to leave this matter to the determination of the State Premiers. 'rhere
is one other matter to which I desire to
make reference. The Treasurer will recollect that during the last session of
Parliament I referred to a proposal by
the Railways Commissioners to resume
park lands in the Essendon municipality
for railway purposes. I informed him
that we had been told by Mr. Norman,
the then Chief Railways Commissioner,
tha t nothing definite would be done in
the matter without the Essendon Municipal Council being consulted. It is true
that very little has been aone, but' just
now operations are in progress which
seem to indicate that the Commissioners
really intend to resume this park, which
was purchased by public subscription and
vested in the Essendon Council for recreation purposes. I want the Treasurer
to see that the promise which was made
by Mr. Norman is adhered to. I do not
think the new Commissioner would be
likely to act without consulting the council unless he is unaware of the promise
which was made. I hope the. Treasurer
will see that representations are made to
the Commissioners, so that the municipal
council of Essendon will have the opportunity of a round-table conference with
the .management of the railways before
any definite steps are taken to resume
this park. The honorable member for
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Collingwood referred to the work of the
Electricity Commission. I am as anxious
as he is that nothing but success will
attend the efforts of that Commission,
and I have come to the conclusion that
I will not help forward their work by
constantly offering them advice and
criticising their actions. I am quite
satisfied that .sir John ,Monash, and those
who ·are associated with him, may be left
to free and unfettered decisions. In this
way they are more likely to produce a
system which will be in the best interests
of the community than if members of
Parliament are constantly meddling with
. them, without iknowing, a~ they do, what
it is best to carry out. I am, therefore,
inclined to leave them alone in the facing
of th~tS new problem, without their having
the feeling that every move they make
is subject to criticism by men in Parliament, w40, however earnest they may be,
must confess that· they have not that expert knowledge of this subject which the
experts of the Commission possess.
Mr. McL.A!CHLAN.-We know that
the Treasurer intends to leave for the
Old Country shortly, and it is also common knowledge that arrangements have
been made between the Federal and the
State Governments with respect to immigration.
This is a most important
subject, because immigration has practically ceased since the outbreak of the
war. . For three years before the outbreak of hostilities we had about 125,00U
people coming to Australia every year.
A good deal of money has been spent by
the Pederal Government, which is to have
t,he selection of immigrants abroad, the
States dealing with them when they com~
here. The Treasurer occupies an im·
portant position in this State, and I
should like to know if he intends to dp.\'ote any portion of his time while in
England, Scotland, or Irelfl.ncl in placin~
before desirable immigrants the oppor·
tunity that ·awaits them if they come "I)
Victoria. I need not dwell on that su bject. Every member knows the need
there is for filling up our waste spaces.
\Ve are particularly anxious. that p~ople
should come from the British Isles to
take up our land. No man could more
ably present to the British people the
advantages which this country possesses
than our Treasurer, and he may be able
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to do a. great deal of good work for the
State in that direction.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I v~ry
much dislike ventilating grievances on
Supply Bills, because it has the appearance of absorbing time that might n,ore
usefully be spent on other purposes.
There are, however" so few opportunities
of ventilating matters of importance
that honorable members have to avail
themsE'lves of tho6e opportunities that
occur. I regr·et that the Minister of Railways is not in his place, as the matter
to which l' am about to refer COoncerns
hi." Denartment. It is a matter that a,t
first sight may appear a very small one.
But, when we come to analyze it, we
find it is of great importance to country
producers whoE·e fa,rms are dista.nt some
miles from railway stations. By adopting a simple expedient which has. been
in operation in England fer many years,
the grievance would be wiped out. All
that is required is that the Railway
J)opartment should notify consignees' of
goods livlllg some distance away from
railway stations when their goods have arrived. This would obviate the necessity
of these people driving in a number of
miles to the station, only to find, proba.bly, that their goods have not arrived,
having to return home and to return to
the station perhaps three or four times
l:efore they get their goods. Recently I
forwarded tOo the Railways Commissioners
a pet.ition giving the names of a number
of produoer~ and the distance they live
from railway stations. The distances run
up to 14 miles. It is a very unple·asant
experience to drive in a sprrng cart over
14 miles of rough road only to find at
t.he ra,ilway station that the goods one
has gone there for have not arrived. In
England the practice is, on the arrival
of goods for. say, John Jones, to send
that person a post-card notifying him
that his goods are at the railway station,
and that the freight is sO' much. The
man goe~ in, gets his goods, and drives
straight home. This matter has been before the Railways CommiSSIoners nearly
six months. When I first communicated
with them, they promised to give the
matter their attention.
When, after
waiting a considerable period, I again
wrote. I received a reply that they were
still investigating the matter. I then
got up the petit.ion referred to to bring
matters to a head.
The :reply of the
Railways CQommissioners simply states
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that they are looking into the matter,
and they quote a' regulation. That regulation does not meet the case. The ineonvenience to country producers a.t a
distance from railway stations is very
great. I hope the ·Treasurer will make a
note of this matter and bring it under
the attention of the Minister of Railways.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I should think it
would be a very great convenience to the
Railway Department if t.he course suggested by the honorable member for
Ovens were adopted. If the goods are at
a station .it is to the advantage of the
railway people to have them taken away.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-l
quite agree with. the Treasurer. I ~ow
wish to refer brIefly to the ConventIOn,
of which mention was made by the hQonorable member fOol' Essendon.
I hope
that that matter will receive the serious
consideration of the Government. Past
experience has left the impression on I?Y
mind that neither the present Prerrller
ncr the former Premier (SIr Alexander
Peacock), who has been recently taken
into the Government, was in sympathy with the protection of whatev~r
rights the States are. conceded. It wIll
be recollected that. at a Premiers' CQonference Sir Alexander Peacock gave··a
promis~. Subsequently he framed a Bill,
which he submjtted to this House, and
only one member sitting on the Ministerial benches supported it. There is no
doubt in my mind. that the only Convention which will give satisfactiQln to
the people of this country will be a Convention elected by the people. I hope
that before that is done, there will he
no h'anding over, or promise to hand over
by this State. any of the rights we now
enjoy. I think it ~as. Washingto~ wh.o
said that the ConstItutIOn that eXIsts 13
obligatory on the people only until ~n
alteration is effeoted by the express wIll
and determination of the whole peQople.
We have a democratic Constitution. and
there should be no attempt, at whatever
Conferences may be held, to do something
that is not in accordance with the views
of the people.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer).-In
regard to the remarks of the honorable
member for CoHingwood, I fe~l sure that
the :Minister of Railways will, when the
Estimates are being considered, give him
the fullest information in regard to the
procedure on electrification.
Referenoo
was made to the 1\10rwell scheme and tho
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briquetting plant. Sir J o,hnMonash has
intimated to the Government that .he is
going '00. with ·tha.t work now. 1 lUlderstand that the idea. {llf the Oommission
is .to' bring 'GU t ou'eset -0£ briq u-etting machines, and to.ha.ve th~ balance.
required m~nufactllred in .A:ustralia..
I ha;ve fl.lready promised the honorable
member'
fo1'
FitZI9f' that
the
Gove.r1;lment will advance, 'the
allowance to bnar9,ed-out children t.o
Ss. straightaway, so that foster-mothers
may hav-e the adva.ntage of the extra.
amount at Christmas time. The matter
referred to by the honorable member for
Essendon will be brought under the
notioo of the Chief Secretary, as tb,e
mental hospitals are in his Department.
The honorable member for Es.sendon and
the honorable mewber for' Oven& ref~rred
to the Convention.
I will r:efer that
matter to the Premier, and I unde.rtake
that it will reoeive the consideration of
the Ca,binet. 'Vith .rega.rd. to the. stat-ement -made bv the honorable. membar for
Ovens as to the J?e~d of adviSIng consignees on the railways of the arrival ~.f
goods, I will undertake to disouss that
matter. with the Minister of Railways.
I think the proposition put forward by
the honorable member for Ovens a very
reasonable one.
The 'honorable member
for Gippsland North referred to immigration, and asked what I intended to do'
when in England. I understand that it
i~ the desire of the Millistry that I should'
give some attention to the question of
immigration when I am in ~ngland, arid
nothing would give me greater pleasure
than to secure a batch of good, sound
farmers who know their job. I should
be' more pleased than ever .if I could procure fumers with some capital. I shoufd
be very glad to co-operate with the CO,mmonwealth, in whos~ hands the QUestIOn
of immigration rests t.o· a considerable
extent.
.
.
, Mr. HANNAH.-ls it en'tirely in their
hands 1
.
..
Mr. McPHE:R80N.-Not entirely.
The Commonwealth authc·rities attend to
the shipping arrange.ments of immigrants.
J\1r. LAwsoN.-1'hey do everything up
to the bringing 0.£ immigrants here. Then
we take chaJrge of them.
Mr. McPHERSON .-TheSt.ate takes
charge of them on their arrival at the
port of Melbourne, and sees ,that they
are settled on land. It ,will give me very
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great pleasure to 'd'O wh:a;t .i[ can to aug-.
ment our all too sma:ll popu};a;ticm.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-There was the little
matter about Seaspra.y.
J\.Ir. l\IIcPHERSON.-I do 'think that
any land reserv.ed. by the Crown for a.
sports ground should be pung on to. But,
to be. quite fair, .the trouble, as I mentio-ned to the honorable member-and I
do not want to be offensive in any wayappears to be that uPlbrage wa.s taken
to the pre~ep.ce of his cottage on the land.
I think it would ease matters if he could
see his way to remove his own house.
That would leave little or nothing to talk
about.
.t'eople say-, "Why should the
honorable member have his house there,
and prevent us going on and getting a·
bit of this sports ground?" J say this in
a kindly spirit..
"
.
Mr .. McLAcHLAN.-~hat is not the rea.,
son, at all.
Mr. M-cPHERSQN.-The .honorable
member will admit, .that a statement to
tha.t effect was made publicly at a .. meeti.:J.g atte~ded bv Mr. Ma.ckinnon and myself. However. I will mention the matter to thtl Minister of Lands. I do not
want any land set aside for sports or,
recreation to be in,te.rf~red with in any
way. I think the more land we can keep,
in that way the better it will be for the
State.
The honorable member for Goo..,
long spoke about the Ba~on River, a.lld
I will undertake to· bring his remarks
undelr the notice of the responsible Minister. I' will ah~o bring the remarks of the
honorable member for Port Melbourne, in
reference.to workers' compensation, under
the notice of the Chief Secretary.
Mr. JEWELL.-Persons who have
conscientious objections to the vaccination
of their children, in order to escape being
filled, have to make declarations which
are. required. to be witnessed by a justice
of the peace. There is often much difficulty in finding a justice of the peace at
the time when one is wanted. It would
be advisable if it were made legal f'Or
registrars of births and deaths to witness
the declarations. .
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Why
could not the Go;vernment make the registrars justices of the peace and be done
with it ~
Mr. JEWELL.-Many of the registrars are women, but there is. nothing to
prevent the Government making them
justices of the peaoo. If the Gove·rnment
will not do iili.at, why not provide that
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registrars of births and deaths may witnes..t:. the declarations? That would save
,:'1 lot of inconvenience.
Mr. LAwBoN.-It is easier to find a
justice o.f the peace than to pay the £2
fine, is it not?
Mr. JEWELL..-Yes, but we want to
,afford the public as much convenience as
possible.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I will look into the matter with a view tOo seeing how the inconYeniCllCe can be minimized. It may only
.require an amendment of tht regulations.
Mr. JEWELL.-Some time ago. I
brought under the notice of the Treasurer
.the case of a woman of about seventy
.years of age who. has £700 invested in
Government stock at 3 per cent. She is
nnable to work, and all she receives is
£21 per annum.
The Ca;mmonwealth
Government will not give her an o.I~-age
pension, because she has stock valued at
£700. I think that in such a case as this
provision should be made for the' payment of a higher rate Df interest. lean
.quite understand the difficulty the Treal)urer is in. If he were to make an ex-oeption in the case o.f one pe,rson, perhaps
.every Dther stockholder would want the
same thing. done; but in this particular
oease I' think' some allowance could be
made, so tha.t the old lady would be able
to live on the money she has invested. She
-does not want charity, but she wants a
fair and reasonable rate Df interest on
her money.
Of CDurse, she knew when
$he . invested the money that she would.
only get 3 per cent., but she thDught that
she would be able tOo wo.rk for many years
to come. At present she has to. live on
the good will of a few people, 'who give
her a little assistance now and then. I
think the Government should see that 8he
..gets fair interest on the mQney she has
invested.
Mr. McPH·ERSON (Treasurer).-I
think the honorable member appreciates the difficulty the Government
:are in in regard to the 3 per ceut.
:stock.
.A..ltogether there i8 £3,000,000
invested in that stock, and, as he
rightly says, I cannot disCl·iminate be-'
tween one hDlder and another. What I
did for one I would ha.ve to do for the
whole of the holders. There was nD intent
to deceive the ~ople when they invested
in ,this stock, because in the Act, and on
,the face of the stock itseH, it was set ~)Ut
clearly ;that :the loan would be repay-
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able in 1917 " or the,reafter at the option
of the Tl'easurer. I I
Mr. OAIN .-DOI you think yo.u win ever
redeem the stock ~
Mr. McPHERSON.-I hope that it
will be redeemed some day.
Mr. SOLLY.-It only wants the Treasurer to agree to it, and the money will
be paid.
Mr. ~IcPHERSON.-'Vill the honorable member tell me where I can get
£3,000,000 1
Mr. SOLLY.-Le,t every case be dealt
with on its merits.
Mr. McPHERSON.-I· could not discriminate.
Bondholders would say,
" What right have you, as Treasurer or
the State, to repay Mrs. Jones whep. you
will not repay Mrs. Smith 1"
I cannot.
promise tho honorable member for
Brunswick any relief for the case
he has mentioned in the ';vay ho
has suggested; but if the woman cannot
get on, I suppose there 'is some way
in which she can get relief from some
society.
I could not undertake to increase the rate 'hf interest in her case, beca use, if I did so, the peo.ple of this
State would say that I should do the sa11le
for every bondholder.
Mr. CAIN.-YOU cannot intimate when
you are going tOo redeem the stock 1
Mr. McPHERSON .-N 0, I cannot.
The motion was agreed tOo.
The resolution was reported to the
House, and adopted.
WAYS AND MEANS.
The House having gone into 90mmittee
of Ways and Means,
Mr.
McPHERSON
(Treasurer)
movedThat towards making good the Ruppl~T
granted to His ~Iajesty fol' the s(,l'yice of the
year 1920-21 the sum of £041,3(;2 be granted
out of the Consolidated Revenue of Victoria.

The motion was agreed to.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No.2).
The resolution arrived at in Committee
of Ways and Means was considered, and
adopted.
Authority having been given to Mr.
McPherson and Mr. Lawson to. introduce
a Bin to carry out the resDlution,
Mr. McPHERSON (Tre,asurer) brought
up a Bill "to apply out of the Oonsolidated Revenue the sum of £941,362, to
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the service of the year 1920-21," and
moved that it be read a. first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a first time.
On the motion of Mr. McPHERSON,
the Bill was then read a secDnd time" and
committed.
Clause l-(Issue and applicatiDn of

£941,362).
Mr. McPHERSON (TreasureT).-During the discussio.n in Committee of Supply, I unde["took to furnish the honorable
member fDr Brighton with some info.rmation with raga,rd to' schDo'l buildings. This
morning I looked into the ma,tter, and I
sho.uld like to read a, note from the Department showine- the buildings in the
honorable member's district nDW under
consideration as follo.ws:£
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applies in country districts toOl, but I am
particularly acquainted with the meltropohtan a,re:a" and I knaw the congestion
which obtains, as far as the schooOls are
conoerned. At Preston, for instance"
about 150 children are being accommoda,ted in a,. church hall, which is badly
ventilated and unfit fOT schoOil purposes.
At Helidelberg, sixty 0Ir 5elve'llty scholars.
are beling taught in the old Rechabite
Hall tha.t has been built for over fifty
Honorable members all knOow
years.
that there are school buildings which r.€'quire immediate attentiQln, SOl I hDpe the
Treasurer will promise that urgent jobs
which have, been apprQlved by previQlus.
:Ministers shall be proceeded with immediately, not Oonly in ce,rta,in constituencies,.
but all ovelf thel State.

Mr. GROVES.-I should like to call
attention to the state of affairs a,t Chelsela·.
Thel conditions under which the
7,000
children are be,ing educa.ted there are a,
5,200
disgrace tOo any civilized country. I wish
8;500
the Treasurer tOI promise tha,t ~he' money
Total
... 28,700
available for the purpose shall be equ~
I could not agree to. what the hDnorable tably distributed throughout the State •.
member asked last night, that I should and that, prefe,renool.shall not be given toundertake within the next day or two any particular COinstituency. HO'nQrable
membe'rs will be satisfied as lOong as all
to' give sanction for, an those: works to be
proceeded w~th forthwith.
However, I the constituencies re'ceive a, fair deal. We
recQI2'nise that t~ ask the Government to
shall take up the m:a'tter with the Minis- carry Oout at once all the, ne'~e.ssary work
1er O'f Public Instruction, and see what
in connexion with schooOl buildings would
"e can agree to as far as the honorable
be asking them to perform an impossible
member's district is concerned.
In my electoratel, the Chelsea
task.
Mr. CAIN .-1 do nDt knDW that the school stands alOone. Five different buildhonDrable member fO'r Brighton confined ings ha,ve be,en occupied by the children
his remarks last night to' the' requirements of tha,t schOioL The sanita,ry conditions
in his o,wn constitu~'ncy. The Treasure,r there ha ve been disa pprolVed by the
would probably find a bigge,r list of re- Health Inspe:ctor, and a strong report
quirements in my district, and p.o dDubt has been forwarded to thel EducatiOin De'there would be a still biggeT list for the partme'!lt.
The children are not being
electorate of Boroondara. The Treasurer educa,ted in .c.ircumstances that make for
knDWS tha,t, owing to' the, decision of the the,ir bette,rment. I urge the Treasurer
Governme~t not toO have the Budget to a,rrange for an equitable distribution
delivered he,fore the elections, all such of the work. I do not expect the honorwork has been kept ba,ck a consideTable able, gentleman tOo attend tOI all the re,timel. It is most desirable from the pDint quirements in my dist.rict, but, as I say,
of view of both the teaching '.Staff and the he ~hould givel a fair de,al tOo all constitu~cho,la:rs, -that these' jobs shQluld be carried enCIes.
ont, if possiblel, during the Christmas
Mr. McPHERSON (Tre,asurer).-The
va. cation , which will last about seven
weeks. It would be regrettable if any honorahle mem nf'.Il" for St. Kilda has
remod-cUing wO,lfks were nOot prooeederl pointed out to. me that the new schoQl a.t
Carrington-grove, Elsternwick, will be in
with during that period.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-The schools on this the distr·ct which he represents, and not in
th~. honoTable member fOor Brigpton's dislist aro pnma,ry schQols.
Mr. CAIN.-And I am referring ex- trict. I point that out in fairness to the
clusively to primary schools. I suppo'.Se it honorable member fOor BrightOlIl, because
Kew school at Carrington-grove,
Elsternwick
Additions to State School at Hampton
New schoel at Black Rock
K ew school at Gardenvale
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£8,000 fOIf tha,t purpose is included iu crowded.
the tOot.al which I gave.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In connexion
with the complaint of the honorable member for Brighton, it seems tOo me if these
works are urgently needed throughout ,the
various constituencies, that there has
be'en gross negligence in conne:x.ion with
the carrying out of re'pairs and the c<mstruct.ion of new buildings. How is it
that the work of building and altering
schools has been accumulating in the
Public Works Department since before
the. elections, without a,ny.thing being
done in thel matter ~ For five years a
new school has been promised in my district, and all that time I have been making excuses to my cOlllstituelnts. I have
had to ten them that the,re was no money
a.vailable, and that the,re had been fl,
tightening of the finances in cOinsequence
of the war.
I am acquainted with
teachers in country districts 'who unhesitatingly say tha,t t.he school buildings
there arel,not only no.t large enough for
the children who attend, but that the
conditions are so unhe,althy tha,t the
children become ill as a result of the
ove,rcro,wding. I t seems' to me that an
inquiry is needed to ascertain why the'
dellay is taking place in connexion with
the proper accommodation of our schoolchildren, and why unhe'a.lthy conditions
are allowed to obtain. People are compelled to send their children to school,
but the State does not provide the neoessar], accommoda,tion.
What is the usel
of humbugging about the matte'r 1 I am
told that there are 70 or 80 contracts
for repairs and other requirements which
have been hung un for a considerable
time, and no attEntion is paid to them.
The Public W:orks Department invite tendeil"s for a joh, and if they
('.onsider the tenders toOl high, they hang
it up inst.ead Qif gQling on with the work
themselves.
There has been a great
growth Qif populat.ion in the metropolis,
as shown by the scarcity of houses. Schoo,l
accommodation has not been increased in
proportion.
We want a committe,e
appointed by this House to inquire into
the question Qif schoQil accommodation.
What is the use of humbugging ourse,lves
about Qiur great education system, when
we _know t;hat the present accommodation
is insufficient, and that the parents are
forced
to send their children
to
\,Iihealthy schoQils a.t the present time 1
In my district the schOiols everywhe-re are
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At Prince's Hill they have
been overcrowded for the last five years.
I ha.ve done my best in regail"d to them.
Although the Sta.te re'venue lhas beeu
increasing every year, insufficient money
is provided for educational purpos,es. It
is absOilutely necessary tha,t we shQluld
have an inquiry into the whole system.
The complruints apply to every school district in MelbQlurne.
The honorable
member fo.r Brunswick has a district with
a rapidly grorwing PQlPulation, .and the
schoQl accommodation is the same now as
it was years ago.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-And it is just the
same in the cQluntry.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am .a,ware
0'£ that. The inadequate, school acooon1110dation has a bad effect on the health
of the children and on the health Q1f the
teachers, some of whom are claiming
allorwances for ill-health induced by the
conditions under which they have to do
their work. Surely the Premier and the
Minister of Pu blic Instruction will recQcrnise tha.t there is a great need for
m~lfe school accommQdation .
We knQlw
hO'w the blue pencil is put through the
requests of honorable. members for
schools. Sometimes we are tQld that the
matter is in the ha,nds of the Public
Works Department. and, ,on inquiry, we
find that that Department willll'ot accept
the tenders because they .are too high.
Under the circumstances the Pu blic
'WQrks Department should itself build the
schOiols.
Eve1rywhere the,re is a demaud
for schools, and every member thinks ~is
case is the wOorst. It has been the polIcy
of various Governments fo,r some years
past to be in arrears in connexiQin with
school accommodation.
This militates
against Qiur free, secular and COompulsory
system. We should have ample accommodation and the best methods of education. but provisiOin is made fOol" ·neithe,f.
The whole thing is Ie,ft to' chance. . 'Y hat
is going tOI be! done ~ Thel new MInIster
0'£ Public Instruction is aware that one
yea,r a large amQiunt of .mc;mey had to be
provided for school bmldlllgs.
It w.as
spent promptly, and the accommQdation
was better then t'han it has been for many
years.
Ever since the Department has
been lagging- behind. Some of the schoOils
have boon brought up to the needs in the
m.atter 0'£ acoolll11D.oociation. but the number of schoo,ls where accommQdation is insufficient keeps on growing. The requests
for more schQl01 accommodation are
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~llowed to stand over.
I certainly think
that the Premioc should institute s,ome
mea.ns of inquiry into the 8tate school
system, with t~e IOlbjeet of having it
brought up to date, and of having
ample school buildings. We have the
illustration of t~le proposal to spend
£28,000 011 school buildings in one conThat does nDt imply that
stituency.
the memher representing .that district
has secured more' than he is entitled
to. lt only means that the schoDl a·ccommodation is not up to requiremernts.
I hope the Minister will see that the
school buildings .are made sufficient. In
the country districts many of the schoOols
are supposed to have residences for the
teachers, but a very small proportion of
them have the residence!s. Some of the
women tea.chers have to live as far ,as
5 miles from the school.
They have
frequently to he satisfied with unsuitable
accommodation, and they have to pay
chargels that in some instances are not
reasonable, considering the accommodation provided.
Many. teachers cannot
take their families to the country districts for want of acc.ommoda,tion.
The
cry fOor i:ihprovement comes from my district, from Brighton, from Brunswick,
and from other places, and I contend that
au inquiry is absolutely necessary.
l\ir. EGGLESTON.-·The provision of
the necessary school accommodation will
not, I llOpe, be del.ayed by any inquirie~.
The Ministry is responsible', and should
provide educational facilities for every
child of school ag,e. Thel House should
place the responsibility on the Ministry,
and see that it is carried out to the letter.
I regard this Dbligati,otn of school buildings just as fixed as if it were in an. Act
of Parliament. If ,ve do not educate QUI'
children in a properr way, and in suitably he'althy surroundings, we are incurri~g .greater loss than. if w~ had proper
blllIdmgs. 1n the aUocatl'on of the grant for
education I do not think we should adopt
any fixed, rjg1id scale, and give to each
electorate facilities in ,a,ccordance with its
present population. That would be unfair, for there are parts Oof the communitv
progressing v,ery rapidly. whilst other
portions are. not ,progressinl! so rapidly,
ot are pra.ctically stationary in rpopula ...
tion. In the past each :tnember has had
a certain pull on the educational grant,
schools have been spread out ovet the
community, and work has been done in
€lectorates that did, not need ~o much
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as' other's. The Caulfield part of my elec':'"
torata has practica.lly trebled its popuJia...
tion during the last fifteen years, but th~
school acoommodat~o'l'1 has' not px:ogressed
in the same ratio. IThe land :for the'.
Ca.rrington Grove school, which was mentioned this a.fternoon, was secured fifteen'
years ago. There is there £8,000 worrth:
of land lying idle.
Money is often.
w.asted belca use of the lack of a.ttention.
to the obligations incurred.
School
buildings have beeu allowed to get into.
such a state of disrepair that it co::;t~;
twice as much to repair them as would'
otherwise have been necessary. In that
w,ay we practically make thel thing more
expensive for ourselves in the future.
The question will ultimat,ely have to be
faced in all its severity, for we shall have
to p,ay more in the future if we delay to'
deal with the problem now. In the aIlo,.
cation of the grant, consideration should
be given particularly to localities that
are rapidly progressing.
The municipa.lity of Caulfield, although it has a
population of 40,000 1 has room fo,r a.
populat~on of from 80,000 to 100,000.
That popUlation is rapidly settling there r
and it will ha'Ve to he catered for. I suggest that the needs of these localities
should be taken into consideration when
the Education vote is being dealt. with.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am sorry the Premier is not in the chamber just now, because I want to speak to him on a. subject
I referred to last week.
The building
of scho'ols is a matter of the greatest importane-e, and I want to make a suggestion
which. I think, will be helpful in getting
over the difficulty with which we are now
confronted. If eve>r therer was need for
the Public Works Department to' 00.
turned inside out it is- in regard t~
the erection' of school buildings. Thereason so man'V 1:!'\.~hools cannot be
el'ected ill thp. country is because of
the djfficulty 1n getting material. The
Minister of Forests is also the Min-'
ister or" Public Illstru~tion, and he
ought .t~1 arrange for th~ sta~dardizatiol1'
of buildmgs suitable for the accommoda~
tion of thirty,forty, or fifty children. In
this wa ya. goo~ deal of money. could be
saved. If the Forests Department would
~rrahge for the supply of tImber in the
localities where buildings are, required,.
there would be no difficulty in gett~ng the
labour to erect the schoo'ls. The trouble.
tiow is that the erection of every schoo.l is
let by tender on different speci:fj.cations,
and, as a rule, to different contractors ...
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There is a good d,eal of overlapping, and
:an '€'xcess of -expenditu're which could
..easily be saved by business-like methods. If
the seasoning works at Newport were
given the necessary supplies, there would
',be no difficulty in getting timoor, at any
rate . .AI, I said last night, these works are
not kept going because the necessary quantity of tim~er is not available. The Puolic
Works Department ought to' he linked up
with the Education Department in this
matter, and if that were done a good deal
-of money would be saved. 'Why is it neces:,sary to have a different class of frames,
windows, mouldings, al'ld skirtings for a
.school at N own N own from those provided
lor one in the :Uallee ~ When Mr. Watt was
in this House I urged the standardization
cof school buildings, and he agreed with
. me that it would be a good plan; but the
trouble is thatth,ere is no cohesion between
public Departments WIth the ohject of pre'venting waste.
In the, course of his
Budget speech the· Treasurer intimated
that at the present ~ime the Public Works
Department has authority to' carry out
works involving an estimated expenditure
,of £120,000, and that, in addition, the
Education Department holds requisitions
a.waiting approval amounting to approxi:mately £200,000.
If the Minister of
Public InstructiOon will act on the suggestion I have made he will save his Government a, good deal Oof trouble.
lVlr. LEMMON.-You will not oppose the
Government, surely.
Mr. HANNAH.-I will oppose them
'when I think they are wronrr. and I will
give them credit when they are right.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-That is all
we want.
.
Mr. HANNAH.-If the Minister of
Public InstTue:tion will do as I say he will
do well. Is there any member of this
J-IOouse who will contradict the statement
that we have in Victoria the fin~st timber
for building State schools to be found anywhere in the world ~ W'e haye, however,
been building our schools with softwoods,
which is ten times as inflammable as hardwood. If we used hard,,,ood we would
~ave a good deal of money.
Mr. MORLEY.-We cannot get enough
hardwood. Even the Repatriation Department is urgently requiring it.
Mr. HANNAH.-I have already referred to that matter. The point I want
to make is the necessity of ,introducing
buS'iness methods into the Public Works
'Department. If the 'TreasureX' and I only
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got together I believe we could dO' what is
necessary in a month.
.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-That would be a
great combination.
Mr. EGGLESTON (to Mr. Hannah).You don't want assistance.
Mr. HANNAH.-The Treasure,r would
find the money and I would find the
brains to.dO' what is ne,cessary. I believe
the Treasurer honestly tries to exercise
economy, and what I have suggested
would be true economy. I believ.e that we
could build ten ,schools for every eight we
are now erecting if what I suggest were
carried into effect. I was recently in the
electorate of the' honorable member for
East Gippsland, and I saw material for
two schools, some of which, to my knowledge, had been lying on the gro,und for
six months. The trouble was that all the
material which was required was not available, and, after waiting' foT' a considera.ble
time, the contractors became disgusted,
and would no,t go on with the work. That
is one result of the unbusiness-like methods
of our public Departments. If the J\:Iinister of Public Instruction, who knows
what ought to be done', will only act on
my suggestion, he will find that he can
make a good deal of improvement in thecarry jug out of the work of his Department.
Mr. WARDE.-I should like a further
assurance from the Treasurer that he will
adopt more strenuous methods to remedy
the present condition of affairs in connexion with school buildings than we have
had up to the present. That honorable
gentleman referred to three or four schools
which are to cost about £29,000. The
total amount provided in the Budget is
only £120,000. I have no doubt that the
schools referred to, by the honorable member for St. Kilda are necessary; but the
difficul ty whieh he referred to is not going to be overcome by a vote Oof £120,000.
Mr. BEARDl\IORE.-\Vhat about the loan
of £250,000 for school buildings 1
Mr. WARDE.-There is no loan.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-A loan has been indicated.
Mr. vV' ARDE.-That is so, but what
does it mean ~
In the course of the
next year O'r two, when the Estimates
are presented, something will, no. doubt,
be provided out of loan money 'for
the building O'f scnools. Possibly next
year the Treasurer may make the
necessary arrangements for the loan
to be raised, and then the Educatio,n
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Department will recommend to the, Government where schools are mostly required. Probably after the Appropria.tion
Bill of 1921 is passed there may be some
prospect of going on with the work. Tenders will be called for erecting 6chools in
different districts which have been recommended for from five to seven years.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-You have little faith.
Mr. WARDE.-I know what is the
position in that respect, and I want honorable membJrs who do not to realize that
when we receive a promis'e from the
Ministry, even although it is honestly
mad,e, a considerable time elapses before
effect is given to it, and before the requirements of the children are provided for.
Only £120,000 has been provided, and
that will not go far towards meeting requirements. I believe that the Education Department do recommend to Cabinet what they regard as the worst cases,
to be dealt with first.
I find no fault
with that .. W'hat I do find fault with is
that after those who are intrusted with
the responsibility of providing the school
buildings have done their share of the
work, the Government are dilatory, and
will not find the necessary money to go
on with the work, though badly needed.
There is only one person who can be held
responsible for the condition of ,the
pchools, to my mind, and that is the
Treasurer. The Treasurer refuses to find
the money for carrying out the work
which the Department say is absolutely
necessary if the school children are to be
properly accommodated.
I pointed out
the other day that the Geelong-road school,
in Footscray, ,is probably the largest
in the Southern hemIsphere. There are
no fewer than 2,060 children on the school
roll, and there is an average attendance
of no leps than 1,419 children. There is
no provision for 640 children who are on
the Tolls, and that in a large district within 4 ,or 5 miles of Melbourne, where there
is plenty of land. The township is going
ahead by leaps and bounds. During the
last few weeks it has' been stated that
there is a likelihood of a school to accommodate 553 children being built to relieve
the congestion at the Geelong-road school.
I cannot agree with the honorable member for St. Kilda that schools can be built
ill advance of the population requirements
of districts.
There is not sufficient
money for that.
But I do think
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that, the deficiency 0.£ school accommoda tiotll should be overcome more
speedily than it is likely .to be, 60
far as I can see, under the system proposed by the Treasurer. vVhen the Government undertake the responsibility of
finding an extra £250,000 for schools that
are required, the work should be put in
hand at once. The schools determined
upon should be scheduled immediately,
and all the necessary arrangements made.
WhereveT the responsibility lies, I take it
that the people of this country, whether
the Treasurer likes it or not, desire that
there should be sufHcient primary I:Ichool
accommodation from one end of the
country to the other.
There should be
no distinction as between town a net
country. In town and country alike, provision should be made f9r the primary
education of our children up to the age of
fourteen or fifteen years.
Children
should be enabled to start the battle of
life with that equipm~nt which a primary
ed,ucation can give. Whether the Treasurer or the Government is to blame, it
is clear that one of the most vital necessities of this community is being neglected.
In the metropolit.an areas we have overcrowded schools. Tha t is a disgrace to a
Government claiming to be progressive
and up-to-date. The people of this.
eountry have never yet refused to pay
reasonable amounts on education. I am
certain that· if the people had to determine the issue whether large sums of
money should be given to the University
for the sons and danghters of people who
can well afford to pay, or whether those
sums should be devoted to primary education, there would be a general consensus
of opinion in favour of the latter course.
Deputations have waited on Ministers of
Publio Instruction with requests for additional school accommodation.
The
Ministers have shOvvn every' sympathy.
Why has the work not been gone on with?
It appears to me that one man is stopping the building of schools in this community, and that mal). is the Treasurer.
Why? Because we have not had Governments 'of sufficient stability or character
to shift the Treasurer and put somebodv
else in the position-somebody who ·will
recogniso what the sentiments of the
people are. 'The biggest enemy of this
country is the man who refuses to find
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the money for the primary education of
.the children.
Mr. :McPHERSON (Treasurer).-l
cannot remain quiet when such charges
.are laid at my door. I tell the honorable
member for Flemington, quite frankly,
that all that has been done has been done
.after due deliberation with the Cabinet,
and with their sanction. I do not want
to get out of responsibility, but I do say
thil:l: I have only a certain amount of
money in the Treasury, and until that
Jnoney is pl:operly allocated by the Oabinet, I cannot be held personally respon:sible for standing in the way of primary
-education.
Personally, I feel strongly
that primary education should have the
first call upon us.
Mr. WARDE.-That is all I am asking
lor.
Mr. lVloP:HERSON.-We have made
the a'ttendance of children at school compulsory, and it is therefore our bounden
<Iu ty to provide the necessary accommo<lation for them. AI:l far as the charge
that I stand in the way of giving these
children proper educ~tion is concerned, I
think my colleagues will bear me out
when I state that I have always held the
view that the children attending our Siate
:schools should have our first attention. I
promise honorable members that I will
take the matter to Oabinet; and I think I
~an also promise that when the Estimates
are before the House, the Minister of
Public Inl:ltruction will make a statement
.showing what the Government intends to
do. One hundred and twenty thousand pounds has been put on the Estimates for our primary schools, and we are
going to float a loan immediately for the
erection of State schools.
That work
will not be kept back.
The honorable
TIlember for Flemington is wrong when he
says that five or six years will ela pse
before that work is gone on with. It is
the intention ·'of the Premier to put a Bill
through in connexion with that rna tter
<luring the present I:lession. When that is
done, I undertake to provide the money
for carrying out the work immediately.
Mr.
PREINDE'RiGAST. - In my
opinion, the plans for schools should be
standardized. In no case should the
erection of schools be held back whill:lt
plans are prepared.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - I will
bring that matter under the notice of the
Director of Education and the Ohief
Architect of the Public Works Department to-morrow .
Mr. PRE,NLDERGAST.-I am satisfied with that answer.
The motion was agreed to .
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and the report was
.
adopted.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treas~rer).-I
moveThat the Bill be read a third time.

. Mr. L..:1.WSON (Premier).-When this
Bill was being considered in Committee,
the honorable m'ember for Flemington
made a speech in which he indicated that
there was a. measure of pe'l'sonal responsibility attaching to the Treal:lurer for
the holding up of the erection of school
buildings, that money was available, but
that the Treasurer had in some way
placed an embargo upon expenditure.
The Treasurer, in answer to that statement, said there was no personal responsibility in that regard. He has further
indicated to honorable members what the
Government proposes to do. There i1l a
crying demand for increased sch{)ol accommodation-either for the extension of
existing buildings, or the erection of new
buildings.
The Government has indicated, definitely, that it proposes to float
a loan to meet the urgent situation, and
the Treasurer has 'Said that this fund
would be made available as speedily aE!
possible, and that the work would be put
in hand as expeditiously as the organizatim:.. of the Public Works Department
would permit. However. that was not
the matter tha.t I wanted to discuss. I
just want to say that for whatever delay
there may have been, and for the absence
of funds, the Cabinet takes the full responsibility. There is no individual responsibility upon the Treasurer so far as
that is conoerned.
Mr. SOLl_Y.-That does not find' the
children ·accommodation.
Mr. LAWSON.-No. But"the £250,000
of loan monoy will help to find the children accommodation. The object of the
Minister of Public Instruction will be to
see that all honorable memoers and the
schoOil jnterests in their districts a:'e
fairly treated. I want it de,finitelv understood that there is nOI persJnal
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responsibility upon the Treasurer, and I
wa'nt the House to know that, when we
have in Cabinet discussed questions aff.ecting educational development, the
Treasurer has never been a stumbling
block. He has certainly said, as he had'
a perfect right to do, "I want to see
that we are getting value for the money
that is provided," but thete has not been
ally difficulty in getting the Treasurer to
make adequate provision fol' education
generally, or for primary education -particularly. The Cabinet takes the full Tesponsibility for wha,t it has done.
Mr . SOLLY.-'-'rhat does n6t find the
childJ:1en schools .
.Mr. LAWSON.-I did not claim that
it did.
Mr. SOLLY.-I suppose you aTe going to
look into the ma fier ?
:M:r. LA WSON.-No. 1t has already
been fully looked into, and provision kas
been made.
M-r. SOLLY.-I am perfectly sure that
you will do nothing.
Mr. LA \VSON .-The honora,bIe member is sceptical, as well as fac.etious. tonight, but he will :find that the promises
made will be redeemed, and a fun investigation of the facts will indicate quite
clearly that fhe Treasurer has not heen
a hlock to educational progress.
The motion was agreed tQl, and the Bill
was re,ad a third time.
:aOUS1NG AN")) llECLAJ\1ATION

BILL.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) ll10ved the
secon.d reading of this Bill. Be saidHonorable members will. recognise in
t.hism:ea'sute ·a frieild tha·t they wekoil'l1ed.
in the last session of the last Parliament.
I sham give an outline of the proposa1s
embodied in the Bill, but I shall first
in41icate the a'lterations that have been
~&de by the Gc~rnment, and in what
wa.." 'the Billcli1Fer~ from :the measure
'v'h~ch pa:s~ed this House la·stsession.
Thete are really ,three alterations. Tbe
first is that the persons who are entitled
to gettbe beme-nts of 'tkisE.jU ;are persons who do not oW'na. ho'O'Se, a;tJ.d whose
iltllebme does ~lbt .ex.ceed £4100 a year. In
the BiB tnBlt was passed last year the
maximum namea was £350. 'We 'are
JoE:or.e lil1!)Ew~l .i·n this measil1'e, and, 'having
regard to 'e<~isti'ng conditOOns, tve say tha:t
it wou'ld be reasornable to increase the
amount 'no £400. We have also lifted a,n
ern ba rgo whtich pre;v~:nted ~mployees of
0
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the St.ate Savings Bank taking advantage of the measure. We do no-t desirethat that embargo should remain, and".
employees of the bank, if they comply
with the conditions in every other re-spect, will be able to get the benefits of
the measta."E:lI.
The other alteration is.
that we give the 8avings Bank Commis- .
sion&!:i aut.hority to insure themselves
the properties which they build, in PUl'sUance of Division 1 of the Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.~YOU propose to
anow them to open an insurance branch r
l\!Ir. LA W"SON .~Instead of insuring
the houses with private companies, they
can undertak-e the risk themselves. Thereis a similar provision, I understand, in
cOllnexion with the War Service Homes
scheme.
Mr. McLEon..-Are .the Commissio:nersgiven power to establish .an insurancEt
fund of their own 7
Mr. LAWSON.-The matter' is dealt
with in sub-clause (3) Qof clause 19, Which
providesThe Commissioners shall keep an Insurance Trust Account, and to that account
shall credit all moneys received for insur&nceb? them under this section; and shall debit
against that account all amounts paid ·upon:
th"l damage or destruc~ion of property insurp.d by them under this section and all
expenditure incidental to the work of insurancp, ca'l'ried on b-v the CommIssioners. 'Thesaid Insu(fance Trust Account shall be kept
h"5' the Commissioners in the State Savings
Bank Department, to which all moneys received by the Ccmmissioners in the Credit
FonciEn' Department on behalf of the said
account shail be transf.erred. Moneys at "the
cn,dit of the said linsurance Trust Aocount
may be invested by the Commissioners under
paragraph (a) of section sixty-seven of the
State Savi:ngs Bank Act 1915.

The objoct of the measure is to en-able
p.ersons with sma·n means to acquire their
'homes on easy terms.
.Mr. DUNSTAN.~YOU don't ca.ll £400 .a.
year small means 7
Mr. LAW,SON.~At the present timea main with £400 a year caJI!L'Il~ live in
l,ux u.:ry . There is .a ,great shortage ef
hOllses, not on1y in the metropelis, but
throughou.t the .country , &nd it is thooght
that the pa.ssing of this lllJeasure wi11 help
to remedy the ,evil.
Mr. WIEBBER.~Are the alterations you
have mentioned the only Qones that have
been made 1
Yr. LAVvSON.~Yes. I win re.:aiffirm
what Ih.ave said in ,m-der that hon'0lt8rb~
members may be ql!l.ite olear as to ,the
position. This: House passed the Bill last
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session, but it was sent up to· an.other
pla.ce very la.te, and aJl~ther place· wa.s
l1Jlable. to- deal with it. The: Bill is now
re:-introduceul with one amendment and a
couple of new clauses. The amencl.ment
is to aJlow of a person who is: not· in receipt of more than £400 a. year to par·1Jicipate in the- benefits of the· :Bill.. This
amount has been substituted for £350~ as
it wa.s c,?nsidered, in. view of existing conditions,. that a person not in. receipt of
more' than £4.00 should be a.llowed to
benefit under the :Bill. The new c1.a.uses
provide: (1). power to' the Commissioners
of the State 8avings Bank to pro;vide a
dwelling-house for' any officer O'r serva.nt
of the CommissiO'ners or of the Trustees
.of any Savings. Bank. ,The C(i}mmi'S&ion~r.s·
de&ir.e· to C!.Lcourage thrift OIl the part of
t~ir officers, and, as the Credit Foncier
terms· cannot be obtained elsewhere, the
young men: employed in the bamk are not
able 00. secure homes so readily as others.
In the opinion of the Commissio:ners·,
there is no reason why they should be
pr.evente<il from doing so. (2) Power is
g.iven to the Commissioners to undertake'
the insurance of ]1roperties subjeet to
fire risks, and which are included in any
contract 0f sale,. mortgage, or other
security held by the Commissioners under
1~·he Bill.
The Commissioners are satisned thut the premiums would enable them
t.o bnild up a substantial fund to secure
them against loss if they undertook this
business. With the exception of these
modifications, the Bill is the same as that
which recently passed the House. The
measure is thE\ outcome of the Royal Commission on Housing, as contained in its
third report.
In 1914 a Workers'
Dwellings Act, since mcorporated in the
Local Government Act, was passed, giving municinal councils certain po·wers, the
principal of. which were (1) power to purchase or take compulsorily land for
workers' dwellings;. (2) power to lease
dwellings to persons who· are not owners
of dwelling-hous.es .in Victoria or elsewhere, and are not in receipt of incomes
of more than £200· a. year.; and (3)'
power to borrow, in addition to their
ordinary borrowing powers, up to
£;,)0,000:
Ie is now over six years
since these pre>'visions were passed, but,
up to the present time, not a.. single
municipal council has taken advantage of
the Aot to build workers' dwellinp.s;
The' Royal COffimission· on Housing, in its
third report, stated·that, as a result of its
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investigations, it appeared' that the reason
why councils had not taken action w'as because the power to sell was not providGd,
and that had councils boon given that
power advantage would proba~ly have
oeen taken to builu liOIDes. The Commission therefore recommended that section
603 of the Local Government Act be extended so as to allow counciTs to sell, in
addition to the power to lease,. dwellings.
The Commission also considerad' that if
certain provisions were included with. regard to reclamation, they would' tend to
make the carrying out of the scheme more
effectual. The provisions referred to are,
(1) construction and opening. of new
streets, (2) laying out and malting land
suitable for' recr~ation purposes, and (3)
closing of streets less than 30 ft, wiae. It
will be noticed that the Bill' makes protiSTan for all these recommend'atlons' in
accordance with the wishes of the CommISSIOll. It will also be noticed that the
Bill increases the oorr(J.Wing powers of
m.unicipalities from £50,000 to £IOO,OOf)'.
°Mr; W.EBBER.-That is tJie same as in
the last Bill.
Mr. LAWSON.;-Yes.
Th&e are no
alterations except. in the provisions which
I Ilave indicated.
Mr. J. \V. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Can
they use the' inoom-e frem rents fom the
erection of othe~ hou~es ~
11r. LAWSON.-I will h31.ve to consider that asp-ecl. In amy event this IS
e,xp€rimental.
So far as the councils
are concerned, tHey have not done anything. One of the p!'inoipa.l 1. 6lJiSOns was
tha t indic&t~d by the- Royal Coinmission
-that the municipalities have no right
to sell, but only power to lease.
Thi8
Bill will give an opporttmity to councils
even now to take up the scheme. It is
questionable whether they will. When I
first ma.de. an announoom6nt. rega.rding
these housmg propositions I indicated
t~at the idea was to encourage the counCIls to work in co-operation with the 'Government. In the Bill we transferred the
main responsibility to the Savings Bank
Commissiooers, and the reason was that
~1though ~ had indicated our original ide~
In. a pubhc statement at Bendigo, and repeated it on different public occasions subsequently, no eagerness· was exhibited on
the part of the councils, and they did not
se·em tOo wetlcome :it in any way.'

Mr. J'. 'V:.

BILLSON

(Fitzl'oy).-They

were afraid to take the risk.
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Mr. LIND.-You could not expect them
to take the risk now with the present cost
of material.
Mr. LAWSON.-The original idea was
that the councils, when given the power,
would be willing enQugh, fOor the progress
of their municipalities, to undertake the
job.
As they did nQt seem anxious to
shQulder this added responsib""'ility, we
looked for another Qrganization to taKe
Olver the job, and I think that the proposition in the Bill is betler than that
which originally r had in mind. We have
in the State Savings Bank CQmmissioners
a body with the Qrganization, with the
experience, and with the officers necessary
to administer these particular provisions,
and, further, they have the power to get
the money.
.
Mr. W ARDE.-They have had the practical experience, and SOl far have achieved
great success.
.
Mr. LAvvtSON.-In every enterprIse
they have undertaken up to date they
have succeeded, and I think we are fortunate in having the organization of the
Savings Bank a,vailable for this useful
purpose.
Mr. EVERARD.-They are pretty well
up to the collar with the wQrk they have
at present.
Mr. LAWSON.-They are quite prepared to take up these additional duties.
The Commissioners and the InspectQrGeneral have fully considered, and have
acquiesced in, the propositions which the
Government submits in this Bill. We are
not excluding the municipal councils,
which can be asked tQ cOl-operate and
advise and give the CQmmissioners the
benefit of any special local knowledge.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The councils
can act as advisory cOn;1mittees.
Mr. LAWSON.-Yes, they can do that
or they- can exercise their separate PQwers
and do the work themselves. They can
borrOow money, buy land, and build
houses.
Mr. W ARDE.-And reclaim land ~
Mr. LA WSON.-Yels.
Mr. EVERARD.-The Savings Bank
Commissioners will requir,e a bigger staff
to deal with the matter.
Mr. LAWSON.-It is not expected
that they will require much more than a
few junior clerks.
Mr. FRosT.-This is really an extension Qf the Credit Foncier ~
Mr. LAWSON .-It is an enlargement
and an extensiQn. In this Bill we give
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authority to the Savings Bank Commissioners to increase, in certain circumstances, the amount which they can advance under the Credit F'oncier. I have
stated that the Bill increases the bQrrowing powers of o-rdinary municipalities
from £50,000 to £100,,000. In the case
of Melbourne the borrowing power is increased to £300,000. Councils will therefQre be empowered to take up the building of dweHings without any restrictions
in this direction. Under these borrowing
powers the Melbourne City Council could
erect 429 dwellings at an estimated cost
of: £700, and the Dither municipalities
143. In addition to the increased powers
glyen to councils to sell dwellings, the
Bill empowers the Commissioners of the
State Savings Bank to assist in making
a success of the scheme. I may here say
that the Royal CommissiQn Qn Housing
was in favOour of some outside body taking
up this work, and the GQvernment considered that a mOore suitable selection
could not have been made than intrusting
it to the Savings Bank CommissiQners.
Part 1. Division 1 o,f the Bill fully sets
out the powers of the Commissioners in
selling dwelling house~, and every inducement will be' offered to persons of small
means to acquire their own homes
at the earliest possible moment.
The
financing and carrying out of this
important work has been placed in
t~le hands of
the ComllliElsioners, as
it was
thought,
with their vast
experience and efficient staff of trained
officers, they would be able, to carry it to
a successful issue. The increased powers
given to municipalities to sell dwellings
are in addition to the powers they already
possess with regard to leasing. So far as
the Savings Bank CommissiQners are concerned, every endeavour will be made to
deal with applications e,xpeditiously, and
if municipal councils will likewise a,coopt
the responsibility placed upon them to do
their utmost to better the lot of the persons for whom the Bill is intended, there
. should be little doubt as to the ultimate
result of their labours, and great benefit
will result therefrom. Part 1. of the Bill
relates to the provisions by the Commissioners of the State Savings Bank ;:;f
dwellings for perSQns of sman means,
Division 1 dealing with the provision Oof
dwelling hQusoo, and Divis~oil1 2 with additional advances. Part II. relates to the
extension of the powers of municipalities,
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Division 1 dealing with the provision oy
municipalities of dwellings for persons of
small means, Division 2 with the reclamation and imprQvement of insanitary, lowlying, or Olver-crowded areas, Division 3
with the ,closing of streets, &c., and Division 4 with betterment charges in ('onnexion with reclamation schemes.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-Do YQU think the
cQuncils will take advantage of it ~
Mr. LAWSON.-I do not know.
I
have expressed dQubt as to whether they
will, but there is no doubt that the State
Savings Bank will.
The municii>alities
have the authority, and I am certaln that
the Melbourne City Council and the Goolong City Council will take advantage Qf
t.hese reclamation PQwers; and I hope to
see some very good use of the provisions
in this measure.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Many Qf the councils eQuId nQt get the land e·xcept at a
high price.
Mr. LA WSON.--..:Tha.t is the difficulty.
In the congested areas in the inner suburbs all the land is built on and intensively imprQved.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-The Port Melbourne Oouncil would have taken up the
proposition.
"
Mr. MURPHY.-If they had got the opportunity.
Mr. LA \VSON.-I am not speaking in
scorn or condemnation of the councils,
and I do not wish anything I have said
toO be a reflection Qn the administrative
capacity Qf the councils or their eagerness to promote the welfare of their municipalities. In the opinion of the Inspector-General Qf the State S'avings Bank,
there will be a big demand for houses
under the conditions provided for in the
Bill, and the ouly increase of staff necessary to deal with the new business will
be in the number of junior clerks and
possibly two or three v.aluators.
The
Credit Foncier Department of the bank
is organized for the extensive business
which is now being done, and, with this
comparatively small addition to its
strength, will be able to cope with the
additional work that will be entailed by
bringing the Bill into operation. The Bill,
as I have said, is divided into two parts.
Part 1., Division 1, makes pTov:sion for the
Commissioners of the State Savings Bank
to ,provide dwellings f.Oor persons of small
means. This division of the Bill gives
power to the State Savings Bank Commissioners to provide and finance the erec-
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tion of dwelling houses for persons of
small means. The Bin extends the powers
of the State Savings Bank Commissioners
in the Credit Foncier Department, the
necessary funds for which are raised by
sale Qf debentures guaranteed by the Government. The success which has already
attended the Credit Foncier loan business
under the Savings Bank Commissioners
gives assurance tha,t there will be no loss
connected with this extension and the
Government guara.ntee which sup:eo~ts it.
No person can benefit under the Bul unless he is an " Eligible person," that is, a
person who is not the owner of a dwelling
house in Victoria or elsewhere, and is not
in receipt of an incoone of more than
. £400 a year. The Credit Foncier Act eJlabIes any person to borrow two-thirds of
valuation, but this Bill meets the case of
the person who cannot .provide .the balance
o.f one-third, by authorizing the OommisSIoners to purchase land and build a
house, or to purchase land with the house
already built, and to sell it to such person
on the hire-purchase system, subject to
such deposit as may be prescribed Qr the
CommissiQners may require the t~tal cost
in such a case to be limited to £800. The
Commissioners have power under the Bill
-in their discretion, to dispense with a de~
posit. The rental of any dwelling house
shall be at such rate on the capital cost
a.s may be determined by the CommisSIOners and approved by the Governor in
Council, and a sum shall be set apart
from rental to cover interest as may be
determined by the Commissioners and
approved by the Governor in Oouncil on
the amount of the capital cost and the
remainder of the rental may be allotted
towards payment of capital cost.
I
wPl now refer to Part I., Division 2,
WIth regard to additional advances. AnIOther feature of the Bill is the provision
that upon new houses only the Oommissioners may iJlcrease by 10 per ceut.
the amount of advance allowed by the
Oredi t Foncier Department under the
Savings Bank. This will encourage borrowers to build new houses rather than
purchase old dwellings. The .advances
now allowed are 66i per cent. of the
valuation, such advances not to exceed
£1,000. Under the Bill, for new houses
the limits will be 76i per cent. of the
valuation, the loan not to exceed £650
and for returned soldiers 85 per cent. of
. the valuation. Part II. deals with the
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extenSiQR of the p.owel'S of m!lllllicipalitie6..
Witili :1' eg.a I'd to Divi.sion 1 of .tlis P.a'l"t,
it will be noticed >that Part XXV!., 'seotion 603, of the Loc-aI'Government Act is
repealed, as -the provisions are embodied
in Part II., DivisIon <1, of the Bill. The
Bill retains the power conferred UpOD.
councils to lease dwelhngs, and 'impDses
similar conditions upon munjcipalities to
those placed upon the State SavrngB Bank
Commissioners under Part I., Division 1,
of the Bill. Divisions 2 and 3 of Part
II. deal with the reclamation and improvement of low-lying and insanitary
areas. This Division provides for the
repeal of section 541 of the Local G~
vernment Act and the Melbourne and
Geelong Improvement Act 1916; as th~
propo'sals under the Bill provide additional powers and deal more comprehe!lshrely with the subject. Under this Division, a municipal council is empowered
to borrow up to £50,000, in addition to
the £100,000 allowed for erecting dwellings, 'and the Melbourne City Oouncil
£300,000 in additiQn to £300,000 for
erecting dwellings. Division 4 of Part
II. refers to the betterment charge in
connexionwith the reclamation schemo.
This is an important provision, and h~s
been included at the request of the Melbourne Oity Council. In 1916 the Melbourne and Geelong Improvement Aet
was passed, enabling these councils 10
acquire land for the purpose of the l' a,·
clamation a.nd improvement of any insanitary or overcrowded areas. The Oi ty
Oouncil has had certain schemes under
consideration for the impr.ovement ~f
congested arBas, but it was found. that
the heavy expenditure of acquiring the
necessary properties would fall upon the
whole of the ratepayers of the city, while
the benefits would be of local value only.
The council, therefore, considered that the
Act should be amended,' giving power to
rate the areas directly benefited by th8
jmprovements effected. The Government
considered that the request was a reasonable allf;, and this provision is to give
effect to the wishes of the council. .The
nmount of the charge is to be one-hr If.'
of the enhanced markpt value der 1yed 'as
a consequence of the increased valuation
of the property. Divisi'On 5 of Part II.
,is the general provision for ~iving effect
,to both housing and reclamation schemes,
t
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and ~(j)we:r to ,the; G;overno:r in Gouneil
to make regulatiolfls for th~ purpooe ,of
carrying into effect the provisiol1l'S of the
Act. Tha.t is the m~mu!re. I jU'5t w.ant
to tell the House again that, except for the
three alterations inclic1ated, the measure is
identical with the Bill submitted last ·session. The measure passed this House, and
therefore has the stamp of approval of
the Legislative Assembly upon it. I asik
honorable members to help the Government in getting the Bill away to another place as speedily as poss~ble. It
was loot in another place because there
was not time to deal with the Bill last
session.
There is great possibility of
tremendous benefit to the people in the~B
proposals, and therefore I invite the
earnest co-operation of honorable members in disposing of the Bill this evening. I would urge the Leader of the
Opposition, as the Bill has been circulated for some weeks, not to ask for an
adjournment, but to allow us to piroceed
with the Bill now without discussion, in
order that it may be sent away to-night
to the other House.
111'. WEBBER.-Last seBsion, when
this Bill was before the IIouse, I dealt
with it in a second-reading speech, in
what I consider was a fairly comprehensive manner.
I reviewed practically
every phase of the Bill. The measure,'
now before us being practically the same
as the one I then dealt with, I do not
intelld to take up anything like the time
that I did then. There are one or two
matters, however, that I desire to mention, because upon the last occasion when
the Bill was before 'the House I endeavoured as far as lay in my power to
place before honorable members the views
of the Opposition, and I suggested celI''tain amendments. Mr. Hutchinson, who
was Minister of Public Instruction 'and
Minister of Forests in the lagt Cabinet,
'had charge of the Housing and Reclamation Bill when it was before us last session. and he promised that several suggestions for amendment would be 'considered when the measure reached an-other place. I should have though.t that
. those amendments, if acceptable to th.e
,Government, would have· been incorporated in the present Bill. It liB seven o.r
eight weeks since the ,previous .Bill WItS
~efore the House, .and ,the GQvern.m..eat
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laye had ample opportunity of revising
_it, with a view of making clearer some
'clauses that are ambiguous. When the
matter was before the House previously,
I referred to the betterment tax. The
provision which I then' criticised i's included in the present Bin in the same
form. I pointed out la·st session that there
was a possibility of the betterment tax
falling heavily upon a certain class in
the industrial suburbs. I asked whether
provision could not be made whereby
those people who could not pay the whole
amount of the betterment tax at onco,
would be given an opportunity of paying
the tax in instalments spread over' a
lengthy period. Mr. Hutchinson thought
there was a possibility of the individual
doing that under the provisions of the
I.ocal Government Act, but he was not
:sure of the position. He said he wonld
look into the matter, and he took a note
of my objecti{)n and of other objectiolli3
made at the time. Apparently the preBent :M:inistry either have no record of
the notes made by the former Minister
-Df Public Instruction, or, if they had the
notes, they have not taken them into C01'.:Bioeration. I pointed out that there was
a probability of this happening: A man
might own a house adjacent to a slum
area. The local municipal council demolishes the houses in that area; it reclaims the district; rc-surveys the
locality; constructs new streets; and,
folIowing upon that work, it erects upto-date houses. The value of the prol)erty in the immediate neighbourhood of
that reclaimed slum area would be materially increased. Under this Bill, the
people who got the benefit of an unearned increment in that way would be
required to pay. 50 per cent. of the increased value of their property to the
local municipal council as a tax. I have
110 objection to that. . I recognise that
when a man benefits through the action
()f the Local Government authorities, he
should be prepared to pay for that benefiL He should contribute towards the cost
()f reclaiming the area as a result of which
his own property has been im proved.
But this is the trouble: A man's property may be improv-ed to the extent of
£200. He has to pay 50 per cent. on
that. Rehas therefore to find £100. .He
.may not be able to :fin.d the money at
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the moment without realizing on his property. No doubt, when he puts the property on the market and sells the house,
he will get the enhanced value. But until
he does place his property on the market
he has not the wherewithal to pay the
municipal council.
l'.fr. RY.AN.-The payments can be
spread over twenty years.
1\1r. WEBBER.-Yes, if provision js
made for that in the Bill. This is O:le
of the questions that Mr. Hutchinson
promised would be considered by the Government. The Bill before us retains the
faults, flaws and anomalies of the pre'lious measure. It might be suggested
that the amendments should be made in
Oommittee. But when we get into the Uommittee stage the Government show an
anxiety to rush the Bill through. Laat
session the Housing and Reclamation Bill
was brought in only two days before the
session closed, and the consequence was
that another place refused to consider it.
A man whose property is impr{)ved should
be given ample opportunity of paying
the betterment tax. By no possibility
should he be forced to place his properTy
on the market to get money to pay the
tax. Yet a case might arise, if he did not do
that, where the municipal council would
foreclose upon the property. They could
take action under the Local Government
Act, and could obtain an order from the
Oourt to sell the property in order to pay
the, betterment t·ax. I do not t.hink many
municipalities would do that. Still there
is the possibility of it happening. I want
this House to safeguard the people from
:mch a possibility.
Mr. L.AWSoN.-IDoes the honorable
inember suggest that when the amount
of the betterment is finally assessed, it is
payable at once ~ Because it is provided
in the Bill that the amount of the annual
charge shall be 5 per cent. on half the
enhanced value, and then there is provision for the payment of that annual
charge in quartcIlly instalments. There
is a further provision in the Bill that
enables a man to pay the full amount
of the betterment if he desires to do so,
and get a certificate. The whole intention, it seems to me, in looking at the
.provisions, is that there shall be .ample
time to pay in that way by instalments.
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:Mr. WARDE.-Twenty years would be a
reasonable time.
Mr. RYAN.-That is what Mr. Hutchinson found out, I take it, and that is
why the provision remains the same.
Mr. LAWS'0N.-This is the same Bill
as lfl,st year. I confess that I have not
had an 'opportunity to closely and
minutely examine all the details. But
the position is as I have stated.
Mr. WEBBER.-The Minister i.~
charge of the Bill last session expressed
doubt on the point. Other members expressed a similar opinion.
Mr. LAWS'0N.-I quite agree that it
would be unfair to come down on an
owner and say, " Your pro'1)erty has been
increased in value by £250, a.nd we want
what is due,c:a-sh down."
The whole
scheme seems to me to ,contemplate that
time will be given to pay the ·amount of
the assessment, which is the capital
charge, and in the meantime, as long as
there is anything '0utstanding on account
'0f the -capital oharge, fa certain rate per
cent. per annum will be payable in
quarterly instalments.
Mr. WEBBER.-That is not set out
in the: Bill. The Minister who was in
charge of the measure, last, session thought
that the Local Goverrnment Act W'0uld
provide f'0r a case of that sort, but therel
was a doubt about it, and I want to
have the po,int cleared up.
lVIr. LAWS'0N.-I quite agree that what
the honorable member is contending f'0r
should be provided. It aplpe1ars to' me
frorm the Bill that it is provided. If it
is not, we ought to do it.
Mr. WEBBER.-If the Premier will
promise to look into the IIIiattelr, and to
inform the House at a· la,ter stage what
the position relally. is,. I sl:a~l be perfectly
satisfied. The BIll IS dIVIded mto two
parts. The first part gives the Savings
Bank Commissioners pOlwelr to eil'ect dwellings for persOon~ '0f sina~l I?e'ans, and the
second ,part gIVes a SImIlar :r:owe,r to
municipal oou,nciJs. I am a.~~lllst that
powe,r being gIVen to: t~e lllU1).Icipal cQluncils. Unde,r the eXIstmg Local Gove:rn ment Act they have a .so!llerwhat simIl~r
power, whic~ is verrv lImIted. Thel BIP
increases the'Ir power and extends theIr
functions.
Mr. RYAN.-The Bill gives them a
means Oof getting thel money, ~hich they
have no't got at the pr~ent tlID€I.
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Mr. WEBBER.-It gives them power
to obtain a greater arrr..ount of money.
Under the Local Government Act they
have power to raise a loan of £50,000.
The Bill increases the amount to
£100',000.
I would prefer that the
whole power to prOovide housing accommodation be vested either in the Savings
Bank Commissioners wholly and sO'lely,
or in a Housing Board or Commission'
Stp8cially created for the purpose. The,
Board or COIDn:ission would be somewhat simila.r to the body operating under
the Federal scheme for building homes
fO'r returned soldie,rs.
I have doubts
whether the Savings Bank Commissione~s
will have the time, on aocount of theIr
many othe,r dutie's, to give proper attention to this scheme. I would prefe,r to
see a Housing BOoard or Commission .appO'inted, but in any event I certa~ly
t·hink there &hould only be one autholl'Ity.
There is the possibility that municipal
councils which would be willing to carry
out the provisions of Pa.rt II. of the
Bill may not ha,ve the facilities to do SOl.
The councils in the inner suburbs, where
almost every foot of ground is built on
at the present time, might be willing to
carry out this scheme, but they mIght
nOot be' able to ,put it into operation,
be'cause they would not have. the. land,
and I think tha t the councIls In the
outer municipalities, . where there is
amp.}e land, will not be willing to' put the
schetIIie into opeif:ation fOol' many reasons
tha t I need not discuss now. There is
also the point that whilst the Savings
Bank Commissioners and the municipal
councils have po·wers in cO'D.nexion with
this big and important matter, the councils, in many casoo, will say that it is a
national m.atter and one fOol' the Savings Bank Co~missioue.rs, o~. whatever
body the Bill ultiJIIiateJy prOVIdes fOT, to
deal with. The councils may not take
the matte,r in hand, because they will
know that the Gove'rnment, through some
other body, has po,w€,r to dO' so. On the
other hand, the Savings Bank Oommissionell's mav sav that it is the duty of
the munici;p·al councils to' d·Qo the work.
It may be a case of toO' ·rr..any cooks spoiling the broth.
Mr. LAws'0N.-The honorable member
can accept the assurance that the Savings
Bank Commissioners are definitely going
to operate the provisions of this Bill.
Mr. WEBBER.-Will not their operations possibly be limited by the know-
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ledge that municipal councils, in some
.cases, are likely tOl deal with the work'i
Mr. LAWSON .-The Bill gives an opportunity to the councils, if they so de.sire, to take up thel work. If they do so,
well and gOOld. It is an additional o,pt.ion, and I hope that the effect of it will
be to acceJe,rate the erection of homes.
Mr. WEBBER.-I alIIi afraid of ano-thefl" thing happening. As a, result of
the Savings Bank Commissioners, and
pe'rhaps ten, twenty or thirty municipal
councils, building houses, the cost of the
houses will be increased. If there WeTe
-only oue body purchasing supplies, engaging workmen, and (putrOllling the·
.erection of the houses, the cost would be
less than if the work WeTe dane hy
twenty authorities, one building five or
six house'S, anOlther te,n houses, another
twenty houses, and another, perhaps, only
two or three at a time. With a number
of authorities the cost must be heavier
than it would be if there we,re only one.
The Fe,deral War Selrvice Homes ·Commission can erect houses at far less cost
than could an outside contractor, because
it deals' with things in a big way. I
am inclined to think that if the work
is left in the hands of the municipalities
they will only tinke'r with it. Some of
the inneT municipalities, such as Richmond, Collingwood, South Melbourne,
and Fitzroy, cQluld only build a couple
of holUses in one stre,et, perhapiS another
half a mile ,away, and a couple more in
anothe'r part. They can only build where
there are- vacant blocks.
lVlr. RYAN.-The race-courses at Caulfield and RichmOind might be used.
Mr. WEBBER.-It would not worry
me if the race-courses were used for that
purpose, but I dOl not think there is
{ffiuch likelihood of that be-in~ done, ,particula.'rly in the aristocratic suburb of
Caulfield.
Mr. RYAN.-Wha.t about Richmond 1
:Mr. ·WEBBER.-It mav be done at
Richmond, but I do not know whether
it will be done or not. I have no vOite
in the matter. It is one that rests in
the hands of the Richmond Council, of
which I am not nQlw a member. I know
that, with ~ery few exceptions, the inner
municipalities cannot build on a large
scale. If you have carts running about
all over the place, lea ving a few bags
of lilIIie here, a, few bags of sand somewhere else, and SOl on, the cost must be
heavier than it would be if the work
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were done on a big scale. Howevell', if
there is to be more. than one authority
and the municipalities are to have the
Q1ption of doing the work, it is absolutely
necessary that their_.borrowing power be
increased beyond. what is proposed} because £100,000 is by no means sufficient
to enable a municipality to build on the
scale that is necessary in orde,r that the
work may be done cheaply.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I think the honorable
membe'r will agree. that that is a reaSOllable instalment.
Mr. 'VEBBER.-The troub~e is that
it will be necessary for an amending Bill
to be passed before, the horrowing powell's
of the 'lLunicipalities can be increased.
Mr. LAwsoN.-That is in accordance
with parliamentary pracf,~ce.
Mr. WEBBER.-To nibble at things 1
Mr. LAWSON.-No. A loan authority
is given, and when that is exhausted
Parliament has to be asked for further
authority.
That is clone delibel~ately,
because it maintains parliamentary supe,rvision ov~r the administration. That is
the hold and control that we have.
Mr. WEBBER.-That is a vefl"J good
principle, to which, in the main, I have
no objection, but the municipalities must
1::81 given a, reasonable start.
Mr. LAwsoN.-Authority to borrow
£100,000 is not bad for a staxt.
Mr. WEBBER.-I think the honorable gentleman sta.ted tha,t £100,000
would build 142 houses.
That is all
right where the councils have virgin soil
to operate on, but in some of the inner
municipalities it will cost £100,000 to
buy up existing properties and re-survey
the streets, &c., before they can make' a
start with .the building of houses.
In
my Own suburb, when I was mayor of
the city six or seven years ago, the council went into the quesiton very exhaustively of reclaiming a certain area, 'buying up the houses, laying out new streets,
and re-surveying the district, and we
found that the cost ·of doing that in those
days would have been £60,000.
To-day
I suppose the cost would be £100,000 at
the very least.
In such a case as that
the whole amount would be mopped up
before they could start building.
Mr. LAwsoN.-The honorable member
will recognise that there are separate borThere is an addirowing authorities.
tional borrowing authority for £50,000
for erecting homes. Then there is the
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authority for the City Oouucil of Melbourne to borrow £300,000 for reclamation, and other councils· £50,000. For
the· combined schemes there is an' authority for the ordinary councils to borrow
£200,000.
Mr. WE·BBER.-They have authority
under the present Act to borrow £50,000.
In this Bill the Government have increased that to £100,000 for building
purposes. They also provide fDr £50,000
for reclamation works.
That makes
£150,000.
As far as my suburb is concel'ned, it would take £100,000 to reclaim
the area before we could build one house.
It would mean that the cost of building
houses in such a district would be absolutely prohibitive to any worker getting
£4 Or £4 lOs. a week.
Mr. DU~STAN. - Why not wait until
the cost of building comes down ~
Mr. WE'BBER:-We might wait until
the oraok of doom.
Mr. LIND:-YOU will wait a long tiine
if you put' this through.
,
Mr. WE,BBER.-No,t if th~ Governmellt takes the steps which it should take.
If the Government desires to build,these
houses cheaply it will have to go into the
matter in a big-minded way, as the Federal Homes Oommissioner ha's done. It
will have to purchase its OWll saw-mills
and open some of the briok kilns which
are now closed down, so that it can ,supply bricks at a muoh lower price than
they can be obtained for to-day.
That
is the only way in which the Government
ean build the houses at such a, price that
the average worker would be able to pay
the rent on the hire-purchase system.
Last session the Minister in charge of
the Bill submitted a scale showing how
much it would cost to buy an £800-housa
with the payments spread over a period
of twenty-five or twenty-six yeara.
I
think that die cost then, including ordillary' rates' and taxes, came to something
like 30s. a week
Tliere are very few
workers to-day who can find 30s. a week
for rent.
The only way in which the
houses can be more cheaply built will
be for the Government to launch out in
a public-spirited manner, doing as the
Federal Homes Commissioner has done,
or to take some other action with a view
of fOl'oing:' down prices, which the evidence before the Fail' Profits Commis-
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sion has shown to be in:fl.ated.
If the·
Savings Bank Oommissioners· intend tobuild on a. large scale, they will have to
adopt means to secure continuity in thesupply of bricks, cement, timber, &c. The
Federal Homes Commissioner found that
jobs were hUDJg up through lack of supplies.
The present kilns could not turn
out sufficient bricks.
The cement factories" too, could not keep their supplies
going, and there was nO likelihood of the
supplies, being increased in the near
future.
The Oommissioner said that
it was absolutely imperative that he
should purchase timber mins.
I am informed that he intends to take other steps,
to see that the supply of bricks, is main·,
tained at a greater rate than' in the
past. The Savings Bank Oommissioners·
may have all the machinery neCeBsary £01'1
putting into operation Part I. of the
Bill, but unless they are prepared to
launch out in that direction I am afraid
that the measure will become a dead letter, because they will he unabl,e to secure
the supplies of material essential to build
the number of houses necessary to meet
the present shortage.
Mr. LAwsoN::-Might I hark back to
the question of borrowing' powers and
clear that point up ~
Clause 24 provides that a couucil may borrow £100,000
"over and above the amount which it is
authorized to borrow under this or. any
other Act."
That means that for build-·
ing houses there is borrowing. power of
£100,000.
It is in addition to the'
£50,000 which they already have autliority to borrow.
'That makes £150,000'
£.01' building houses.
Mr. WE-BBER.-r do not think. so.
Clause 22 provides that" Part, 26 of theLocal Government Act 1915 is hereby repealed."
The £100,000 provided for in
this measure must therefore be in substitution for and not in addition' to that
£50,000.
Mr. LAWSON.-I think the honorablemember. is right in regard to that.
In
addition to the £100,000 for building purposes, clause 40 empowers a municipality
to borrow £50,000 for reclamation
schemes.
There are two distinct borrowing authorities-- one for building
houses and thl} other for reclamation.
Then clause 83 provides that for housing schemes the city of Melbourne may
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borrow £300,000, and the city of Geelong
£100,000, and for reclamation schemes
the city of Melbourne £300,000, and the
city of Geelong £50,000.
.
~fr. vVEBBER.-I am speaking of the
municipalities under the Local Government Act.
~1:r. LAwsoN.-In their case there are
borrowing authorities for £100,000 and
£50,000.
Mr. WEBBER.-Originally the Premier thought that they had authority. to
borrow £200,000. The honorable gentleman thought that the £10Q,000 was in addition to the £50,000 which there is alroady power to borrow. That is not so.
The honorable gentleman overlooked section 22.
,But to get on.
I haye but
little more to say, because I have no desiro to reiterate vvhat I said last year.
But the Premier this afternoon stated
that councils had been condemned and
criticised because they had not taken advantage of section 26 of the Local Go\rernment Act, and that the chief reason
why they bad 'not dOlle so was that. they
had not the power under that section to
sell the houses ,,,hen built, as they could
only lease them. I am inclined to differ
from the Premier in that. That is not,
in my opinion, the reason why the councils failed to take adyantage of that provision. rrhere are two classes of councils.
There are the cOllncils which desire to
build and provide workers' homes, and
another class· 'of councils which would
not take advantage of any Act, no matter how broad and liberal its provisions
might be, and would neve,r build homes
for the workers in their districts. But
the chief reasons why the councils did
not take advantage of that provision are
these: The councils in what I call the
A class, that is, the councils that were
willing, if they had the power, to build
houses, did not fail to do so because they
were limited to leasing the houses they
built, and could not sell the freehold.
That was not the real reason.
MI'. LAWSON.-It was a l-arge contributive fac'tor, and that is what the Housing 90mmission reported. I wa-s referring
to that Oommission's recommendations
when ~peakin,~.
Mr. WEBBER.-I know many of the
councillors personally in some of the
suburbs about Melbourne, and they haTe
told me t.hat the money ·question was one
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They
of the big contributing factors.
said they did not consider that having
power to borrow to the extent. of £50,000
would warrant them in going ahe::td_
They also stated that there were other
obstacles in the wav.
Mr. LAwsoN.-T'he difficulty of getting
money, and the Cost of materials.
:WIr. WEBBER--There were those
difficulties in connexion with money and
materialEl, but there were many othor
factors, too.
l\fr. PRENDERGAsT.-There wa~ the
scarcity of building land.
1\11'. WEBBER.--':'The scarcity of building land _~as a condition that applied to
the inner municipalities,. some of which
were willing to put that provision into
operation; but in cases where the land
was to be got, the price of the land was
too high.
But there are Dther factors"
also, that influenced councils not to go 01'1'
with the scheme. For instance" under
the existing Act, if the councilEl reclaimed
areas and built houses upon them.
they could not construct new streets.
If the streets in the locality were
close together, and the councils desired to;
wipe out some of the streets and to give a
greater depth to the allotments the houses,
were built on, the councilEl could not do
that under the existing 11.Ct. That is
remedied in this Bill. Tha t is a reason
why no steps were taken hy the councils
under the existing law. In the slum districts the depth of the ailotmcnts in some
cases is only 30 feet.
If the councils
de::ired to pull down old houses and rebuild, it would merely mean perpetuatiDg the existing slums, because they
would have to keep to the existing narrow
streets. They could not widen them noc
wipe them out. That is one of the
reasons why councils whieh wish~d ro
undertake this work would not do so
under the existing Act. They desired to,
abolish the slum:: altogethe~, but were
un~ble to d~ so.
They did not merely
deSIre to bUIld new' houses on allotments
AnotheI·
of land wit,h short depths.
Teas0l?- f?r the councils not entering- upon
re-bmlding schemes was that under the
old Act there was 110 power to use allY of
the la~d for such purposes as plantations,
rockerles, or small l)laygrounds, or fOO'
.o~er purposes of that -sort. They had· tQ
bUIld .upon every available inch of land,
and ,could not use any of the lEwd .for'
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other purposes. That difficulty" also, is
Those,
remedied under this measure.
and other reason~, some of which were
'mentioned by the Premier, in addition to
the high cost and scarcity of land, were
the l'eal reasons why, in.my opinion, conncDs did not proceed with this work.
I
am inclined to think that, even with this
Bill, some councils will not go on with
this work.
There is one more point I
desire to deal with, and that is the matter
mentioned by an honorable member in
an interjection when the Premier was
<;pea.killg, in regard. to the condemnaSome Oof the countIOn of houses.
cils have been severely cr:.ticised because they allowed certain classes of
houses to remain in existence for many
years. But the councils found themselves
in this position: They had either to order
the demolition of these hou~es and pull
them down and turn the people residing
in them out into the streets, or allow the
Bad as
people to remain in the houses.
the houses were in many cases" it was.
thought to be far better to allow them to
remain in existence, and for people to
have a rOoOof over their headS', bad as that
roof might be, than to pull the houses
down and send the people into the
streets homeless-because it was an absolute impossibility for people to get other
houses. Without the powers, per medium'
oi a new measure, to build houses under
a.n up-to-date scheme, it wOould be absoJute cruelty 0'n the part of the councils
to pull down existing houses.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It would have increased the rent of the adjacent houses.
lIfr. WEHBER.-That would have
been the result. it has been stated by the
Chairman of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works that there are
something like 7,000 houses, approximately, over ,and above what he considered the requirements of the metropolis
were.
'Mr. F ARTHING.-Do you believ<8 that?
:Mr. WEBBER.-I cannot quite understand how he arrived at that conclusion.
lIe considered that the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Work~ was in a
position to find out exactly what the requirements of the ,public were in the w.ay
of housing.
He, as Ohairman of the.
Board, knew how many neVi houses bad
been built during the last decade, and
T
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also what the increase of population was
during the same period" ,and he worked
out how many houses there were for so
many people. He came to the conclusion
that there were about 7,000 more houses
than there wa~ really need for. I confess
that that seems strange to me. I do not
think that Mr. Oarre Riddell would make
a statement of that character without giving the question full and careful consideration, and without examining carefully the figures submitted to him by his
officers. I have no doubt that the figures
he had were correct. A.t the same time,
we are faced with the fact that there is a
dearth of houses, that people are clamouring for houses and cannot get them. I
cannot reconcile the position as it is in
that respect with Mr. Carre Riddell's
statement.
Mr. FARTHING.-N ot 1 per cent. of the
people of Melbourne believe tha.t. statement.
Mr. WEHHER.-I do not like to say
that he was making a deliberate misstatement. .
Mr. RYAN.-tle llc;,d no reason for domg so.
lIir. WEBBER.-He would not gain
anything by it.
Mr. RYAN.-And he is the wrong sort
of man to do that.
Mr. WEBBE-R.-I do not believe that
he would deliberately do a thing like that.
I should think that the figures supplied
to him by the official~ of the Board wero
correct,' and the only conclusion I call
arrive at is that, taking the beginning of
the period that he deals with f.or the purpose of his calculations, people must have
been then living huddled up together,
several families in one house; and that in
the later years p'eople had become ,a little
more civilized and had spread out, and
that more houses were being occupied by
a given llumber of people.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
position is the reverse in my district.
Mr. WEBBER.-In the inner suburbs
the position is the Teverse. I know that
in my own district people are now living
closer together than they were ten or
twelve years ago. In numbers of cases
two or three families are living in one
house" and in one 'case that I know of a
houfle is occupied by six families. I believe that the big increase in the number
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of houses has taken place in the outer
suburbs where what are called the middle
class reside. Who the middle class are is
rather hard to define. A. certain number
of people like tv call themselves the
middle class. If there is any increase in
thfJ number of houses, the increase must
have taken place in the houses occuoied
by that section of the community, because
in the industrial suburbs there has been
nothing like the same increase in the
number of houses that there has been in
the population. If this measure will do
anything to'wards relieving the. shorta~e
of houses which has been experIenced 1Il
the workers' suburbs, it will have a good
effect. I would, however, prefer to see its
administration handed over to a Comn11S8'lOner whose duty it would be
to
a ttend
to
this
rna tter ,only.
If the Sa:vings Bank Commissioners are
going to administer the Act it will be
necessary for them to buy land as near
as possible to Melbourne. It will be useless for them to buy land at about twelve
miles out in view of t.he promised increase of fares, for it would be impossible
for working men to live so far away fr,ol))1
their work. The houses will have to be
built in the vicinity of Melbourne. There
is plenty of land available if the Commissioners will oQInly "hop in" and buy
it. If they purchase land in the immediate vicinity of Richmond, Foo,tscray,
Braybrook, and Coburg it win meet .the
case,. They can get land out Gardmer
way at a fairly reasonable price, and if
they take steps to secure, continuity of
Bupplie,g by forcing open brickyards that
are closed-Mr. DUNsTAN.-Do you want to 'double
the population of Melbourne 7
Mr. WEBBER.-I should like to see
it reduced by haH if that were possible.
You cannot induce people to live in the
country bv refusing to provide houses for
them in the metropolis.
Mr. DUNsTAN.-Th'e houses will not
feed them.
!fr. WEBBER.-,If any means can be
d'6vised to induce people to go into the
country districts. I am with the honorable member.
Melbourne stands alone
in the world in regard to its perc.entage of
the who.Ie population .. I think that about
51 per cent. of the population of the .state
is to be found in the metropolis. In Germany, Norway, Sweden and the British
Isles the population in the capital oities
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varies at from 8 to 15 per oent. of the
whole popUlation. I would prefer to see
many .of the people of the metropolis
living outside.
Does the honorable
member for Eaglehawk contend that if
we do not provide housels for the pe~ple
in ,Ithe metropolis they will be driven
into the country districts? I hav,e been
told by his predecessor that houses in
Eaglehawk have been disappearing very
rapidly. They have been carted awav a.t
the rate of fifty a year. If that had not
happened, perhaps the honorable member
would not be here. To that fad he owes
his presence here. I desire to see the Bill
go through, although it has some flaws
in it. I hope the Ministry, in their desire to get the Bill passed and sent to
another place, will not prevent h~norab~
members from making suggestIons In
Committee, some of wl1ich I think should
be a.ccepted.
Mr. RYAN.-I am very glad that the
Government ha,ve redeemed their promise
to make this one' of the earliest Bills of
the session, for it is one of the most
needed. The objections I raised to the
Bill last session still h~ld good .
My
principal objection is. that th~ .Government are unnecessarIly restl'lctmg the
number of poople who will be entitled t()
avail themselves of the provis,ions of the.
Bill. First of all, the Government have
limited the cost of such houses to £800_
It is well known that a house that you
can get to-day for £800 would h~ve been
valued at, probably, £500 or less a few
years ago.
I have been house-hunting
for some days, and I must sa,y that I had
no idea of the tremendous difference in
the cost of constr'ucting buildings now ~
compared with the cost years ago in other
parts of Australia. The Premier should
fix the maximum at £1,000.
Mr. J. W. EILLSON (Fitz'I"oy).-How
could a working man pay the interest
and sinking fund on such a cost ~
Mr. RYAN.-Honorable members have
been going backwards and forwards to
the War Service Homes Commission asking them to extend the maximum for so.ldiers' homes. If the Government staTICl
fast to the £800 the men will still Ilet
the homes. It will be very undesirable
to h,a,ve third and fourth collateral securities. Last session I pointed out how
the agents and builders' in a small way
were offering inducements for small deposits. They relied on second mortgages.
If the Government make the maximum
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£l.;DOQ it does not neoessarily follow that
~r~ ma.n will want such.a. hO'use.
Many
Cff :them would not .be a,ble to meet the
eGmmitm~nts.

Mr.J. W .

.BILLSON

.(Fitzroy).-What

GOo you t·hink would be the maximum
pym:etnt f.olr a man whO' earns £5 a. week ~
Mr. RYAN.-It WO'uld ber as easv tOo
weigh a. grain of sand as to' answer that.
No tWD men do -exactly the same thing.
The differenoo betw-e€lll familie's is as great
as it is possible to conceive. A family
with £5' a week are at their limit if
the,ir r€illt a.r intere,gt oommitments run
in;t(j) 22s. 6d. a week.
Mr. WEBBER.-It will cost 30s'. a week
fGr ,an £800 house.
Mr. RYAN.-The Premier should more
ful'ly a.dopt the system that exiStts in New
Ze,ala.nd.
I am sure many honora.ble
members will be prepared to 'say that the
sh€et ancha.r ()!f this country's solvency
and stability lies in the fact that many
of the people own their homes. I cannDt
see .any r€ason why the Governm€nt
should not be prepared to charge less in
interest than the money costs. The New
Zealand syst.em runs into some millions,
and the money is let out at 1 per cent.
0.1' more than 1 per cent. below 'wha tit
oosts the Government.
If, after ten
years,
the
Governm-ent
ha,ve lost
£200,000 on this scheme, and they have
enabled 20,000 O'r 30,000 families to. become the own€lI's of houses, the State
will not be the poorer, but the rich€r.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Pitzroy).-The
average worker wIth a.n £800 house will
have tOo pay 30s. a w€ek all the year
round, whether in work or not. It is an
<>-bligation that he canno·t discharge.
1\11'. RYAN.-I said I did not think
the State n€oo be afraid of assis~ing in
the payment of a, portion of the interest,
because, if it lost 1 per oent., it woruld
Dnly amount to the cost of the fla.tatiO'n
.of thel lO'an.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It is a, bad
principle.
Mr. RYAN.-Is it a bad principle
when thetl'e is III drQught, and the farmers
seek assistance from the Government?
Is it a bad principle when rabbits take
charg€1 O'f a, place, and farm€il's .go to the;
Go\ernment for wire netting?
1Ir. DUNsTAN.-They always have to
pay for it.
.
Mr. WEBBER.-There is a large ,amount
outsta,nding fo'r wirenet.ting ..
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1\1r. RYAN.-The honoil'able zoomb6lr
for Fitzroy t1;tinks that €fVeal £.800 is tCll'@
much, but no one is to be cO'mpelled to
take a house costing tha.t price.
A
cheape'r building can bel supplied. Wha.t
r want the GOivernm€nt to' do. is t()l .eIllable
a man to go. up tOo £1,000 if h€1 wanta to'.
r also wa,nt the Gorv€,rnm€ut to allow another equally d€serving section of people
to' be able, tOt take advantage. Df this Act.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
trouble. is that a man's necessities ofte,n
de·mand mor€1 than his purse can afford.
Mr. RYAN.-That is SO'. Most people
in this community, and possibly a number
O'f m€mhers o.f this Horuse, had for many
years to. go witha.ut ne,cessities. Verr few
of us would hav€1 be'en enabled t()l ente.r
Parliament if W€I had na.t b€en prepared
to mak€, some sacrifioo for the ideal we
have. Th€, present strength O'f this COommunity lies in the fact that our fath€il's
and moth€rs had to go. without,' and it
is a good lesson £oc all Oof us.
1\1:1'. BEARDMORE.-Y QI\l are nnt sugg€Stiug that pea.ple now go without wh€n YDU
want to pra.vide for a hO'use costing
£1,000.
Mr. ·RYAN.-The, honO'rable member
S€,ems ala,rmed.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-I am. nDt alarmed,
but amused.
Mr. RYAN .-It is all v€rry well for
the hO'norable member to talk that way,
but there is no doubt that more Government assistanoo has been given to those
part·s of the Stat<€! outside, of the metrOopolis than to thO8€! within it. N 01 ma.n
will be able to take advantage of this
measure who is getting more than £400
per annum.
Mr. LAWSoN.-That is £50 more than
we prO'lVided in the prervious Bill.
Mr. RYAN.-The Premi€([' knolWs that
th€([,€1 a rei a, large number O'f people with
an income a.f £600 a yearJ who are on the
bread and buttel" line" and why should
th-ey nOit get the samel advantage that is
offered tal men getting £400 ~
Mr. BEARDMORE.-Ya.U want to give
them State aid.
Mr. RYAN.-I am not asking for
State aid, but if it is wrong to give it
tOo (JIll€! class, it is equally wroug to give it
tOi anO'ther.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Why stop, at £680 ~
Mr. RYAN.-There is nothing extraordinary insugg€sting £600.
Mr. J. W. B1LLt?ON (Fitzroy).-There
is a. limit to the borrowing powers, WIld if
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the £1,200 a year man could take advantaiga of this lJill theTa would not be much
chance for the £600 a. year man.
:Mr. RYAN.-I do not soo that at all.
If thel Premier will not agree to the
amount being £600, will he make it
£500 ~ That would not add very much
to the number of a pplic.ants. There ore
a. number of £500 a year men whose
.struggle is quite equal to that of
the man with £350 a year.
All
I want is, that a man desiring
a £1,000 house should be able to
provide for it under this Bill. It does
nat .seem to me that it ma.tters ven:y
much whether it i~ a two-roomed or a
twelve-roomed house, we should meet the
necessities of the people. The more people
who have home3 of their own the greater
will be the prosperity of this country.
Not. vt'fry many houses costing £1,000
would be asked for. Wei must remember
that there are men engaged in the railways, in the police force, and in other
public departments, who have to live
almoet within hearing of the chimes of
the Post-office clock. They cannot reside
in the outecr.- suburbs, because their work
finishes when there are nQl trams 0([" trains
to take them home. They would ha.v~ to
pay more for a house close' to their work
than they would if they were able to take
up their residence in one of the outer
suburbs.
The Commissioners could be
relied upon not to accept too many proposals for houses costing £1,000. Almost
every day complaints are made to the
War Service Homes Commissioner that
the houses he is erecting cannot be put
up for £700 or £800, and· all sorts of
devices ha.ve to be adopted to meet the
needs of the people. Some of those taking
up these homes, who cannot get help
from the Government, have to give a
third and a fourth modgage, ·which
greatly increases the cost of the building.
~1r. l\i(oRLEY.-iWho ever heard of a
third or a fourth mortgage QI1l a property
Oof this sort ~
.
lVIr. RYAN.-They have to give col'.
la teral security.
Mr. MORLEY.-In wha.t way 1
Mr. RYAN.-In life insuraJ?ce policies
and things of that. sort.
Mr. MORLEy.-Would it nOot be better
for them to use those securities against
the amount the GOovernment propose to
expend ~
Mr. RYAN.-The honorable member
knows that neither the Sta.te Bank, no·r
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the trustee cQ.1llpa.n.ies,. can advance money;
on such securities. The money has to· be
obtained from friends, and we are asking
them to incur unnecessary hardship in
adopting that co.llrse.
Mr. BAlLEY. __ God help' the man who
has t·o depend upon his friends.
1\11'. RYAN. - HonOorable membe£s
kno·w, as weU as I do, that we ca.nnot:.
build a decent hQlUS6 for £800 .
Mr. LAwsoN.-The Savings Bank. Commissioners, who have expert knowledge,
expect that quite a number of houses can
be erected for £700.
lVlr. RYAN.-That may be in the
outer suburbs, but thell"e are a number
of men emplOoyed in the city who cannot
gOo to the outelr suburbs to live. Honorable members know that, some time
. ago, quarters for the caretake'r of this
House were erected alongside this building.
What did that hOouse cost ~ I
understand it contains about four rooms
and a kitcheu. We know that it cost
about £1,100, without·the land. At that
pric.e', no such building could be put up
under this Bill. Wha,t is the use, of holding out promises to people whQl have been
waiting for many months for the passage
of this Bill, when only a. few persons
can be prOovided fOor, and even then they
will have. to go into the OUt21' suburbs?
Mr. MORLEy.-Only last. night a case
came under Iffiy notice of a six-roomed
house heing offered for £800.
1\1r. RYAN.-DOoe'S that include the
land ~
Mr. MORLEY.-No.
Mr. RYAN.-The honorable member
would not be able· to get a blOock of land
wi~hin 10 mile8 of the post-officE' at less
than £10 a foot. Wei should make such
provision that the Bill will be as farreaching as possible.
Mr. LAWSON .-1 think people 'wh()
would be prepared to take a £1,000 house
would probably' come in and take advantage of the BilL That would inter..:
fer·e with the nr,Qospects and chances of
more necessitous p'eiople.
Mr. RYAN".-Clause 2 of the Bill restricts the benefits of the measure to persons whose, income does not exee·ed £400
a yelar.
Mr. LAWSON.-But the honorable, rr..em..:
ber wants to increase that tOI £600.
Mr. RYAN.-I am concerned with the
question of getting homes for all outpeople. The experience of the Federal
Housing Commission has been tha.t a
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home cannot be built. fOT a sOoldier within those people who need the homes most,
4 miles of the General Post Office for and whOo are le'ast able to obtain hOlIlioo
a less sum than £800. I should like to through the o'rdinary agencies.
Mr. SOLLY.-A man getting £500 a
soo th(::, benefits of the Bill extended to
people getting an incOlIlle of considerably year can look after himself.
Mr. LAWSON.-I do not say that
more than £500 a year, l.mt if I can get
£500 substituted for £400, I shall be such ·a man is entirely undeserving, or that
content.
the re'jection of this amendment excludes
the future· cOonsideration of tha·t ma,tter.
The iIYlotion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, But let us limit the provision at this
and cOommitted.
stage to persons 'having an income of not
Clause 1 was a:greed to.
more than £400.
Mr. Ryan having called for a division,
Clause 2 (providing, inter alia)the
Committee proceeded to' divide on the
In this Act, unless inconsistent with the
question that "£400," proposed to be
context or sUbject-matter. .
omitted, stand part of the clause.
"Eligible person" means a person who is
The CHAIRMAN.-As there is only
not the owner of a dwelling-house in one hono,rablel member ()In the side of the
Victoria or elsewhere and is not in
receipt of an income of more than "Noes/' tellers canno~ be appointed.
£400 a year at the time of the enter- The amendment is negative<!.
ing into a cC'ntract of sale or of the
The clause was ~greed to, as were
making of an advance under this clauses 3 to 18.
Act.
'Clause 19, providing, inter aZiaMr. RYAN.-I move-( 1) 'Nhere a building or other property subThat "£400 " be struck out, with a view to ject to fire risk is included in any contract
inserting "£500" in lieu thereof.
of sale, mortgage or other security held by
Mr. LA \VSON (Pr~mier).-I hope the the Commissioners under this Division of this
h?TIorable member wIll not persis·t with Part, the purchaser or borrower may be reto insure and keep insured from loss
bIS amendment.
We say that the in- quired
or damage by fire the said building or other·
e<llLe of an "eligible person" shall not property with the Commissioners (which inbe more than £400. The honorable mem- surance the Commissioners are hereby ember fOor Essendon desires to make it £500. powered to undertake), or at the discretion of
The Gove'rnment are trying to limit the the Commissioners may be required to insure
benefits of this measure to those who and keep insured as aforesaid the said buildor other property with any insurance comneed it mos~persons in receipt of an ing
pany approved by the Commissioners, who
. income of less than £400-and we are shall in all cases determine the amount of
lirr..iting the cost of the house to £800. insurance required; and when insured with a
We think that the poorer sectiOon of the company the policy of such company shall be
eommunity should first be provided fOor. transferred to and held by the Commissioners.
If we are going to make eligible, persOons
Mr. WEBBER.-It seems to me that
who ean get accommodat,ion elsewhere- under the provisions of the clause it is
through a building societ T or other left O'ptional to the Commissioners to' inagency-we shall limit the op~Ttunity of sure the properties themselves, ,or to take
the more deserving section of the people out policies with private companies.
to acquire homes.
We.co :1sidered this
Mr. LAWSO'N. - The Commissioners
.question last session. OrigiI]ally the Go- have asked for authO'rity to establish
·vernment proposed £350 as the amOount their own insurance office, but I take it
o(Jf income. We nOoW make thel income
that they may wish to. divide the insur£400. This is not the last word, in regard to housing-, as far as this House ance, as is often done, and the clause
is concerned. It is more than likely that would permi t of that.
Mr. WE-BBER.-The 'honorable genin due tiJrr..e we shall have tOo consid'e'r the
-question of taking greater POowers to en- tleman refers to re-insuring?
Mr. LAWSON. - Yes.
Further than
·able the Savings Bank Commissioners to
<obtain ma.terial wholesale at better prices, that, the Commissioners may require, beand so on. I ask the House to be satis- fO're they get their insurance fund going,
fied with this provision for the time to take policies in a private company.
being. 'Ve can amend the measure later The Commissioners want to do their own
~hen we have seen the scheme in operainsurance business.
They think it is
-tlon, and when we have provided for good business, and the intention is to'
l
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create machinery to enable them to do tention to several provisions.
First of
it So far as these homes are concerned. all, sub-clause (1) of clause 53 provides
The homes will 'be insured by the pur- that a council may impose a 'betterment
chasers with the Savings Bank Commis- charge in the case of a betterment scheme.
sioners.
Sub-clause (2) provides that the betterMr. WE'BBER. - I understand that ment charge shall be one-half of the eninsurance companies pool their risks, so hanced value after making deductions for
that in the event of a big fire one com- rates, taxes, assessment, and impositions.
pany would not have to bear the whole Sub-clause (3) provides that until the
,of the loss.
Is it intended to allow the betterment charge is redeemed the owner
Commissioners to do tha t ~
shall make an annual payment of 5 per
Mr. LAwsoN.-The clause would give cent. ·of the betterment charge.
Subthem that power, and until they got their clause (2) of clause 67 provides that the
own scheme going they could accept poli- annual charge of 5 per cent. shall be paid
in four equal quarterly instalments.
cies in a company.
Mr. WEBBER.-Would it not be de'- Sub-clause (4) of clause 69 provides-.
sira ble t{)l extend the functions of the
Any owner, lessee, or occupier of any lands
State Department that deals with workers' subject to a betterment charge or any other
accident insurance, so that it might deal person interested therein( a) may from time to time redeem the
with this business ~
same by agreement with the council
Mr. LAwsoN.-I think that the Chairand any such agreement may proman would tell you that that could not be
vide "for the payment of one or more
sums or for the payment of an andone under this Bill.
nual amount in addition to the anMr. WEBBER.-Perhaps'it could not
nual charge; and
be done under this Bill, but if the State
(b) shall be entitled from time to time
Office, under the Act that governs it, were
to redeem the betterment charge on
payment to the council of any argiven power to deal with fire insurance,
rears of the annual charge in recould not the Savings Bank Commisspect thereof
(without
interest
sioners then insure with that Departthereon) and of a sum equal to
ment ~
eighteen times the amount of the
annual charge.
Mr. BAILEY.-In this Bill it could be
made mandatory for them to insure with There is only one clause that raises any
the State Insurance Office, if there was doubt in my mind, and that is clause 69~
a State Insurance Office created.
which saysMr. LAwsoN.-There would have to be
The betterment charge and any annual
a separate Bill to create that office. The charge (including any quarterly payment
State Savings Bank Commissioners will thereof) due in respect of any lands shall be
build the houses, and will cover the risks payable to the council on demand, and may
collected on behalf of the council by such
themselves.
The policies will be in the be
person as it appoints for the purpose.
name of the Commissioners until the
houses are paid for.
That seems to contemplate the immediate
Mr. WEBBER.-I understand that it collection of the amount, but the whole
is not the intention that the Commis- tenor of this Division is that after the
sioners s,hall' insure with private com- initial valuation and after assessment the
panies except as a temporary expedient, amount is 'settled at a half. of the .inor for the purpose of pooling the risks.
creased value.
Then there IS somethIng
. caned an annual chargel ,that is. ~xed at
Mr. LAwsoN.-That is so.
The clause was agreed to, as were 5 p,er cent.,. an.d there IS provISIon for
clauses 20 to 50.
paymg that III mstalments.
Suh-clause
51 (\ r t'
f D' "
4 (4) of clause 69 contemplates the person
Cl
aulse t-:- i PP lca )IOn 0
IVISlOll
liable to pay the betterment charge entert'0 R ec .ama lOnc
S h erne.
.mg Into
.
. h t h e counCl'1
an agreement WIt
Mr. WEBBER.-I ~hould like to for payment by instalments, and when he
know whether t?e PremIer has a sta.te- has paid the whole amount obtaining a
men~ to mak~ WIth reference to the pomt certificate.
I presume that clause 69
I raIsed prevIOusly.
leaves a kind of reserve power to the
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I should council to exercise in circumstances
I intend tolike to draw the honorable member's at- where it deems it essential.
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have an.other look at it, but honorabl~
members will see that the contemplation
of the whole scheme is the fix'ation of
this amount and the payment of the annual charge" and full opportunity would
be given by virtue of this agreecment provision in clause 69 to ena,ble the amount
to be met as the person liahle is able to'
meet it by instalments, and SOl free himself from the 5 per cent. charge. I dOl
not think that there is any fear of the
councils acting unjustly or arbitrarily.
I\-ir. FRosT.-The"Bill gives the power.
Mr. LAWSON.-It gives that reserve
power, and it may be necessary tq have
tha't. It is taken, I understand, from
the London Oounty Oouncil scheme. This
seems a very ,simple thing, but I know
that the advisers of the Government in
regard to this matter have been investigatiilg ~he schemes in various parts of the
world, and they h,ave' incorporated in the
:Bill the best provisions in those schemes.
However, I will satisfy myself by further
inquiry.
In the me'antima, I shall be
gl::td if honorable mecmbers will accept my
assuranoo. I dOl not think that there is
any g-round for fear, and I am certain
that it will work out all right.
, Mr. WEBBER.-I should like it to be
made more "definite in the measure. If
there were an H. S. W. Lawson in every
municipal council there would be no fear,
but that is not the case to-day. If there
were only one council that acted in a
harsh and drastic manner it might put
sub-clause (3) of clause 69 into force.
Mr. LAwsoN.-Sub-clause (1).
Mr. WEBBER.-Sub-clause (3) has
to be read in conjunction with the clause
under cOllsideration.
Sub-clause (3)
statesIn the case of default being made in
payment due .to the council in, respect of
betterment charge or the annual charge,
amount thereof. may be recovered in
Court of competent jurisdiction.

any
the
the
any

Lower down it statesAnd save as aforesaid the council shall have,
and may exercise, such remedies for enforcing the charge on the land as are conferred
upon councils with respect to the enforcement
of charges on land under the Local Government Acts.

Under the Local Government Act the
councils can ask the Oourt to make an
i)rder 'for ,the sale of the property. The
sheTiff's officer or some other officer appointed by the Oourt then puts the pro-
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perty up for sale by ,auction.
There
being no reserve, and generally very few
bidder,s On account 'of the sale not being
properly advertised, the property is
usually sold much below its value., The
council takes from the proceeds 'Of the
sale what is due to it, and hands over
the balance to the previous owner. This
clause gives the council the same power
if there is any betterment charge owing.
While 99 out of 100 ,councils would not
act in such a harsh and drastic manner
as to e?-force the payment of the charge,
there may be some which would do so.
Mr. SNOWBALL. - Sub-clause (3) of
clause 53 makes it perfectly, clear that
the betterment chal~e shall be payable
by annual instalments of 5 per cent.
l\1r. WEBBER.-It says, "Unless the
betterment charge has been redeemed."
Mr. 8NOWBALL.-Yes, unless the betterment charge is paid in the whole it
shall be payable in instalments.
:Mr. WE'BBER.-The honorable member has not grasped the meaning of sub-clause (3), which is as follows:'
Unless the betterment charge has' been redeemed or satisfied there shall' in accordance
with but subject to the prqvisions of this
Division of this Part be payable to the council
an annual charge equal to Five per centum
upon the amount of the betterment charge.

A man could go on paying 5 per cent.
for fifty years and still have the principal amount to pay.
~1:r. SNOWBALL.-This is not interest.
Mr. WEBBER. - Say the property
has increased in 'value t'o the extent of
£200, and that he had to pay £100 for
the betterment charge.
He could go on
paying £5 a year for twenty years, but
he would still have the £ 100 to pay.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Where' do you get
that from ~
Mr., WEBBER.~That is my reading
of the clause, apd the Pl'emier agre~
with it.
In the Local Government Act
provision is made by which ratepayers
who are changed a fixed amount for the
construction of right-of-ways or road,s
should pay that amount in half-yearly
instalments.
I think they ,are given
thirty-one years in which to pay it 'off.
That is a ,fairly lengthy time, and, perhaps, such a long period would not be
necessary here, but could not that provision be made applicable to the betterment charges under this Bill ~
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Mr. LAwsoN.-I think that is governed
by sub-clause (4) of clause 69, which
'enables the full amount of the betterment
charge to be paid either in one sum or
ill: several sums. "It enables an ,agreement to be made between the council and
the person liable to pay betterment for
tne betterment to be paid in in~talments
,as they may agree upon. That gives the
fullest elasticity.
A council can give
thitty~one years, if necesary.
Mr. WEBBER.-It leaves it to the
discretion of t.he council?
~fr. LAwsoN.-In agreement with the
-person liable. But the whole presumption of the scheme is that there shall be
6me to pay. If it were intended that
'the amount should be immedi3:tely recovered, then -there would be no provision
for the payment of intere9t.
Mr. WEBBER.-If a council demanded the full amount, would it have
to he paid?
:M:r. LAwsoN.-I have some doubt
.about that, owing to clause 69, but I intend to iuveEltigate that point further,
and satisfy myself hefore the meaSlll'e
goes through. I will have it funy looked
intu, with a view of seeing tha.t the
-person concerned is protected.
Mr. LIND.-Why should not the, COLll1-eil be protected ~
Mr. LAwsoN.-Both should be protected, but supposing the betterment is
£250, and the council asked for the £125
right .down ~
Mr. WEBBER.-I think the honorable
member for Gippsland East will realize
fhat mallY people living in the industrial
subutbEl" and probably many living in the
~ountry districts, would have great diffi-culty in paying £125, the amount suggested by the 'Premier, in a lump sum.
In the Local Government Act provision
:is made for the payment of right-of-way
charges and other charges in sixtytwo half-yearly instalments.
If the
ratepayer chooses to claim the benefits of
tha t provision, ,i t ~hould be mandatory
on the council to grant the ratepayer that
right.
Seeing that this measure 1S to
'be read and constnled with the Local
Government Acts, I presume tha.t in
any further consolidation of the statutes
the provisions of this Bill will be put into
the Local Government Act. I think we
.f3hould make provision in, this Bill so
u
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that tho.3e parts of the Local Government
,Act to which I have refm'red would
apply to this meaSUTe. If the honorable
member for Gippslal.\d East desires that
the councils as well as the ratepayers
sh.all 'be protected, we could make provision for an appeal to the Governor in
Council, or for something like tha t. If
we had gentlemen of the calibre of the
Premier on every council we could, no
doubt, influence the councils not to take
a drastic "View of the position, but councils act as ParliamelltEl and members of
Parliamellt act.
I therefol'e want to
see the ratepayer protected. If there is
to be a choice of two evils I would sooner
that there was protection for the ratepayer than for the council, ber-ause the
council can better afford to incnr som~
loss t}lan an individual cun. '
Mr. LrNlJ.-lt is the 1'atepayers' money.
Mr. WlEBBER.-I kno·w, but we do
not want to burden one ratepayer to th~
extent of £125, the amount suggested by
thePremicl'. If that amount had to be
spread over the whole of the ratepayers
the burden on each would be infinitesimal.
Mr. T..JIND.-lt might eat up the whole
revenue of a ~hire,
:Mr. WEBBE-R.-I do 110t think this
would apply to many country shires, because it is ,~hieHy applicable to suburban
districts where slums exist. There are
110 slums in the countrv. Onlv in isolated
cases could the Act apply in 'the countrY:
There is this pOElsihility, also to be considered. A slum area might be reclaimed
by a council, and .there might be an increase in the valuation a.ll oYer the district on account f)f the general rise in the
value of property that is graduall,r gving
on.
Whilst the area adjacent to the
slum area might have been increased in
value as the result of the -improvements
that were effected, the ordinary valuation'
might go up to an equal extent, and the
owner of the property impl'oved under
this measure might be charged with the
whole of the hlcrease. If the Premier
will look into that matter and trv to meet
the case I ~h.all be quite satisfi~(L
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 52 to 83.
Clause 84--(Power to make regulations).
'
Mr. WEBBER.-I will take advantage of this clause to mention one matter
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which perhaps I should have referred to

have sold their houses .at a greatly in-·

earlier. This Bill gives the councils and.
also the Savings Bank Oommis~ioners the

creased value are now asking the Government to pass this Bill, and they will be

righ t to sell the houses, giving the buyers
the freehold. My personal view is that
only the leasehold should be given, but

the :first to "slip in," to use a colloqlli-·
alism, and get houses under this scheme.
The Government having come to their'
that is a matter which has been argued assistance, I do not think these people'
about and decided. I understand that should reap the advantages created
persons of small means, ,a~ they are through the industry and the activities
technically referred to in this Bill" have of other people. I am still in favour
the right, after obtaining a house under of what we know as clause 69, and I
the provisions of this measure, to sell the should like to see it still in the Act. Will
house to another purchaser, if they so there be power under clause 84 for the
desire. Are there any restrictions upon Governor in Council to make regulathat right? After having paid the full tions?
amount. of the purchase money, ,yill a
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It could not be done·
per~on have perfect freedom to dispose
by regulation.
of the property in any way he sees :fi t '?
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-As tht}
If that right is given, then, to a large honor::tb~e member for Brighton has interextent, the' purposes and intenLioll::i of jected, the power to make regulatio ls
'
this Bill will be defeated. The idea of only gives authority for regulations purthe measure is to provide people of small suant to a subsequent power contained
means and workers in general with thc,:ir in the measure itself. The only limitaown homes, but if we have a repetit.ioll tions on transfers are contained in clauses
of what took place ·at Pender's Groye 14 and 16. Clause 14 states thatand ot.her places, where the value of pro( 1) As between the Commissioners and the
perty greatly increased, and people wh) purchaser
with respect to the land and dwellobtained houses with State a~sistallce ing-house forming the subject of a contract
afterwards sold them, the objects of the of sale, mortgage or other security, the folA.ct will" as 1 say, be defeated, and there lowing conditions shall be imposed so long as
money due to the Commissioners un~er
will be an aggregation of property again any
the contract of sale, mortgage, or other secunty
il~ the hands of a few people.
remains unpaid, namelyMr. BAILEY.-YOU want to put another
(a) the land and dwelling-house shall not
be let, sub-let or mortgaged by the"blot," as it is called, into the Bill, but
purchaser without the consent in
I do not think it would be a "blot."
writing of the Commissioners; and
Mr. WEBBER.-Such a provision in
(b) every lease, sub-lease, mortgage, or
the case of Pender's Grove would be, I
agreement entered into or made in
contravention of the provisions of
am iuclined to think, a blessing, not a
this section shall be void and of no
" blot." I prefer the leasehold system.
effect.
(2) If the purchaser lets, sub-lets, or mortMr. BAILEy.-That provi~ion was regages the land and dwelling· house or any part .
pealed.
thereof in contravention of the provisions of
Mr. WEBBE-R.-i know. People ob- this section, the Commissioners may cancel the
tained houses ior £300 with the assistance contract of sale, and in their discretion forfeit
the instalments previously paid by the purof the Government by mea-ns of public chaser.
money, and having got the freehold they
then sold the houses at from £750 to Clause 16 provides that£850. They :first cried out for the Go( 1) So long as any land and dwelling-house
vernment to provide them with houses, is subject to a contract of sale, mortaage, or
just as people are crying out to-day, and other security in accordance with this Division
this Part, a transfer of that land and
after the Government had provided houses of
dwelling-house or of any estate or interest
for them, these people were quite willing therein shall not have any force or effect unless
to sell, if they could get £50 Or £100 more it(a) arises through the operation of any
than they had paid. Then" of ·cour~e,
law relating to insolvency;
they again became homeless, and once
( b) is made to a devisee by a pe·rson actagain they come to' the Government, with
ing in the capacity of executor or
the cry that the Government should proadministrator of the purchaser or
borrower; or
vide people with homes.
People who
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(c) is made with the cons.ent in writing

of the Commlssioners.
(2) In this section "transfer" includes conveya.nce, assignment, and surrender.

If honorable members will look at the
marginal notes, they will see that these
provisions are taken fr.om the War Service Homes Act of the Oommonwealth.
The idea is that during the period when
the purchasers are paying for the landthat is, while the Commissioners. have a.
bold on it-there is a limitatIon on transfer or sale. The land cannot be sold
without the consent of the Commissioners,
and presumably they would consider the
merits of each individual case. Once the
Crown grant is issued, the land is a complete freehold, and, as far as I know,
there is no condition limiting the transfer
after that.
Mr. F AR':fHING.-Why should there be?
Mr. LAWSON.-I am not saying that
there should be. The Oommissioners
have a hold for twenty or thirty years,
according to the time taken to pay for
the property. Presumably, when a man
has had the benefit of the Act once the
Commissioners are not likely to ente~tain
a second application from him.
If a
man has disposed of his home, he is not
likely to be able to apply again to the
Commissioners unless the circumstances
a,re exceptional and fully justify such a
course.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The point
raised by the honorable member for
Abbotsford is a very important one. We
are, in the main, finding houses for people
who cannot get houses otherwise. If we
are going to allow them to sell the houses
immediately th~y get the title, they will
want us to provIde other houses for them,
and the question will never be settled.
In connexion with some forms of onr
closer settlement the settlers were nut
allowed to mortgage, and mortgagees were
allowed to hold the title only under certain conditions. It is all very well to
say that in connexion with Pender's Grove
there was a never-ending desire for a repeal. There was a valuable consideration
given to these people at half its price.
They did not want the houses for residential purposes, but wanted to realize
on them to their advantage. The safeg 11ards in our Oloser Settlement Acts
have been omitted from this Bill with
the exception of the clause that th~ Pre-
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mier quoted.
We gave the soldiers
some valuable consideration for 'services
rendered. We made the law less strict
for them.
Mr. LAwsoN.-=-What I referred to is
taken from theWar Service Homes Act
of the Oommonwealth.
.
Mr. PRENDERJGAST. - The Oommonwealth are offering the soldiers COIlditions lighter than others have to obey
jn connexion with land settlement.
I
believe that the freehold title has led to
a great deal of trouble throughout the
\VorId. It leads to the assertion of greedy
rights. We should provide for settlement
alone. What the honorable member for
Abbotsford has referred to is an omission
that should be corrected, so that those
who get these houses will not be ·able to
transfer. There was an estate in Western
Australia that was subdivided and settled,
but after the lapse of seventeen years one
man owned the whole of it. It had to
be bought again for fresh set.tlement.
The people who take advantage of this
measure will get money at less than the
market rate. They should respect the
privileges that they are to enjoy, and
they should not expect to make money
out of these transactions. It has been
suggested to me that the Railways Oommissioners should be empowered to come
under this measure. I think the Railways Oommi!:lsioners should be P~lt in the
same position in regard to this measure
as the Savings Bank Oommissioners so
far as their employees are concerned.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It would mean a new
I?epartment under the Railways OommisSIOners.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
member knows that he might be chal·
le.nged with being a spendthrift., because
his expenditure amounts tOi a cedain sum,
but if the value which is rece.ived for
each pound which is spent is satisfactory,
it may be that the,re is more economv
in spending a. la.rger sum than in a.
smaller one. A great de,al of humbug
is talked about economy, and that is
why people pay SOl little attention toO it.
The. Treasurer intimated last night that
nearly £84,000,000 of the loan money
which had been expe1nded in this State
was returning interest. It seems to me it
would not be an unwise policy to allow
the Railways Commissioners to come in
under this Act.
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come under it now.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-But the expenditure under the Act is limited. The
honorable men:;.ber for Abbotsford, in his
effective speech to-night, showed. that as
clearly as possible. Some municipal councils have nOl land., and will not he able
tOl take advantage. of the Act to any greiat
. ex.tent. Thel bulk of the councils will not
be able to spend sufficient tOl peil'mit of an
extensive settlement. In the outer municipalities we can expect a considerable
number of buildings to be .erected , but
even in regard to those localities, the expenditun~ is limited, and they will not be
able, to com1pas.s the provision which ought
to be made. Supposing we take Richrrr;.ond
as a,n example,. That municipality would
bave the right to borrQlw £150,000, 0.£
which £50,000 could be expended in reclamation. It may nat want that sum
for reclamation, but all that the, council
could build would be 140 houses. That
is a mere fleabite compared with wha,t is
wanted. The case Oof that municipality
indicates there is not sufficient poweT in
the .Bill to provide accommodation for all
the people who require it.
Mr. LAwsoN.-If any council has exercised its full measure of IOlan authority,
Parliame!nt can further legislate.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is so.
Consideration must be given to the fact
that there may be a. reduction in the
value of property which might have the
effect of throwing these houses back on
the hands Q1f the council, and,' therefore,
councils in a, number of instances will b€,
llnwilling to. take a grelater responsibility
than they can help. It may, the'refore':
be advisable for the Govern.ment to! step
in. The Government o.f New South 'Valts
had to do so, and built thousands· of
houses in the outskirts of Sydney to.
accommodate the people. This Bill does
nat meet the desires of the Labour party.
Tha,t is quite evident, fro.m the spe1ech
deJ.ivered by the honorable membe'r for
Abbot5ford~
Ther-e! must be at le,ast
10;000 houses wanted in the me,tropo.lis,
so that people may have an opportunity
of living i.:u reason~ble comfort, without
be,ing undelr the obligation of spending
weeks in looking fOlr a home because the
om~ they now occupy has been sold. We
know that women are all the time rUll'lling about looking fOir houses, and men
looe a. day's work in order to find a. home
in which to live.
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Mr. FRosT.-We want one hundred
houses in Maryborough.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The position
is the same alI over the country. To do
what is desired, it will be necessary to
get cheap timber, bricks, and cement. We
do not want these articles at a chela per
ra,te than will enable rea5o.na ble wages
to be paid fOor their productiOon, but we
must stop the pro.fite,e:ring that is going
on.
We know that in connexion with
the brick industry there is a, combine
which enablels three or four companies to
suspend operatio.n~, and still receive dividends from those which are working.
That fact was disclosed a. little while ago,
befOlre the Fair Profits Commission, and
we kno.w that it came out in evidence
many years ago before! the Brick CommissIO'n. If we want to cheapen the price
of these, articles we will have to dO' what
the Commonwealth did. If the Railways
Commissioners were enabled to take advantage of this A:ct, thely would be able
to build homes for people living in . the
cQuntry, as weJl as in Me,l.bourne, a.nd
in -this way make hQuses a,vailable for
othe,r people.
Mr. LAwsoN.-The Railway Loan Application Bill, which we passed last session,
prQivided £50,000 for the purpose of
erecti~g houses for railway employees.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Just fancy
£50,000 for a Department in which there
are 24,000 employees!
Mr. LAwsoN.-The honorable member
must recQillect that there is a Loan A pplication Bill nearly eve,ry year, and that
£50,000 was for only twelve months.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-However, I
do nQit wish .to push this matter any
furthe'r. I want to see the Bill passed.)be~use it is a step in the right direction,
and one which, we have boo'n waiting fo'r
fOil" a long time. It is only a few inch-es
al:~pve tb:e ground, me.taphorically speaking, but it will give us some, e,xperience.
I am satisfied that, in the course of the
next three or fQ1Ur years,. the Gove.rnment
will be intrQiducing a Bill tQ do what we
are asking them to do nolW. In the meantime, I ask the Premier tOo consult the
Railwa,ys Commissioill~rs, and see if they
can make use of' the provisions of this
Bill J so as to improve the position of
their employees. I am so.rry that I did
not. think of this ma,tter earlier, be,ca.us&
it is importa.nt.
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Mr. LAwsoN.-I will get the Ministe,r
of Railways to go into the matter with
the Commissioners.
Mr. WALLACE.-Paragraph (b) of
clause 84 gives the Governor in Oouncil
power to make regulations for Dr with
respect to'the terms, covenants, and conditions of, and
cash deposits (if any) to be made under contracts of sale under housing sGhemes of dwelling houses, together with the land on which
they are constructed.

If we read that in conjunction with
clause 8 we find that the Commissioners
ha ve power to make the cash deposit
compulsCJll'Y·
Mr. LAwsoN.-They can dispense with
the deposit altogether.
Mr. BAILEY (to Mr. Wallace).-You
suggest it conflicts with sub-clause (2) of
clause 8.
Mr. LAwsoN.-The option is there.
Sub-clause (2) of clause 8 saysThe sale may be upon such terms and
subject to such covenants and conditions and
the payment of such cash deposit (if any) as
are prescribed or are fixed by the Commissioners.

They can Iffiake the regu~ation.
They
will say, "W €I want a d~posit of so
much," being a certain pecrcentage of the
amount, or I think it will be found that
there is power to waive: the deposit altogether.
Mr. WALLACE.-But, would it not
be be.ttoc to have the power of making
a cash deposit directly prescribed by the
Governor in Counci11
Mr. LAWSON.-It will 00 made by the
Governor in Council.
Mr. WALLAGE.-Not necessarily in
view of osub-clause (2) of claus'e 8.
Mr. LAwsoN.-The definition {)If "prescribed" is given in clause 2. " Prescribed" means" Prescribed by this Act
or by regulations, by-laws, orders or rules
hereunder. ' ,
Mr. WALLAOE.-As clause 8 now
stands, the Commissioners may do certain things themse,lves. W oruld it not be
better to have the (matter entirely undecr
the control of the Governor in Council1
Mr. LAwsoN.-What will happen is
this: the Commissioners win make th€'ir
recommendation. They are a serni-independent body.
There is Government
sulpervision and contrQlI over them. But
the practice is for the Treasurer, who
adminisrers ~he Savings Bank Act as the
polit.ical head, to confe,r with the SavSecond Sepion 1920.-[19]
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ings Bank COIII"J.missioners, and what is
done will be done by mutual arrangement and consent.
Mr. WALLAOE.-The Commissioners
may exelrcise the, power without reference
to anyhody.
Mr. LAwsoN.-TheT'e will be the rules
and regulations which will be prescribed
by Order in Council. That will be the
or-dinary rule, and will apply in all
cases. But some one may come along to
the Comur..issione'rs and say, "I will give
you a. bigger detposit,"
and an arrangement of that kind can be fixed by the
Commissione,rs.
Mr. WALLACE.-That may be a
rea.<;onable eocplanation.
Mr. LAwsoN.·-The great majority will
he in accordanceJ with regulations made
by the Governor in Oouncil. Anyway, I
will look into the matter ..
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If there is
any doubt a,bout the power O'f regulations
conflicting, we can easily I~:ake an amendment in clause 84, which deals with
power to maket regulations.
Mr. BAILEY,-The honorable member'
fOlr Albert Park's objection is that, in
addition to the regulations made by the
Governor in Council, the Commissioners
have ,power to fix their o,wn regulations.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We can easily
compel all their regulations to come to
us. We havel only to provide that aU
regulations be Illiade by the Governor in
Council. I quite agree with the honorable memb€,r for Albert Park, that it
does appear to be an extraolrdinary power
to place in the hands of the Commissioners-to make regulations other than
those imposed by the Governorr in Council. It is quite ce~tain there should not
be two sets of regulations. Every regulation should come under the purview of
the Governor in Council.
Mr. LAwsoN.-There is no doubt that
they do: Sufficient elasticity is given to
various terms.
The whole matter will
be governed by this measure and the
regulations thereunder. But it is quite
conceivable that there may be a case
where the purchaser may want different
terms from those prescribed. He may be
prepared to pay a bigger deposit.
Mr. WALLAcE.-The Commissioners
may say that. everybody shall put up a.
deposit of £150.
.
Mr. LAWSON .-1 do not agree with the
honorrable m€ll1ibe'r. However, I promise
to look intO' the matter.
0
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Referring to
the power of making additional regulations, sub-clause (2) of clause 8 says-
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payment of such cash deposit (if any) as are
prescribed or are fixed by the Commissioners.

That plainly means as are prescribed by
Order in Council. Then there are the
The sale may be upon such terms and subject to such covenants and .conditions and the words t t or are fixed by the CommisI think that is an elastic
payment of such cash deposit (if any) as are sioners."
prescribed or are fixed by the Commissioner.
power that it is wise to give. The
Why should not the words" with the ap- CommiElsioners have been consulted with
proval of the Governor in Council" be regard to the drafting of these proposals.
They are entirely in sympathy with the
added at a subsequent stage ~
Mr. LAwsoN.-I should have no objec- object of the measure. It cannot be said
tion if that were to' apply to a general that they have abused the powers which
rule, but it might make for delay in cer- have been given to them under the Credit
tain cases. If you have to get an Ordelr Foncier provisions of the law. They have
in Council and the consent of the Go- operated them. I do not know of a case
vernment, and the case investigated by the where it can be ~aid that they have
Commissioners, and then by the Govern- violated the spirit or intention of Parment, you may do a man a hardship.
liament in passing those provision~; and
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The· regula- I think they can be safely intrusted with
tions at the end of this measure iI4ay be the power that it is proposed to give them.
varied.
ITnquestiona'bly, the terms and conditions
Mr. WALLAcE.-The Oommissioners would be the usual conditions as set out
may say, "There is a possibility of in the regulations. DoubtlesE!, forms,
house property becoming cheaper in a agreements., .and contracts will be printed,
y"ar or two.
We will safeguard our- but some purchaser may want a variation
selves against that."
of the terms, and clause 8 will enable
Mr. LAwsoN.-They are bound to do the Commissioners to vary them. Withso; they are in the position of trustees. out that l)O'wer the Oommissioners could
If there were a general condition operat- not vary the conditions as prescribed by
ing, they would put a proposal to the the regulation~; ,and in an exceptional
Governor in Oouncil for an amendment case, in which it was necessary to vary
of the regulation.
That is what would the terms, it could only be done by their
happen.
getting an Order in Oouncil, whiClh
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is all might make for delay, and that might
right if it is made subject to the approval mean the loss of a deal, with the result·
of the Governor in Oouncil.
The Go- that the person proposed to be benefited
vernor iJ? Oouncil may make regulations mjght be deprived of the benefit. If
for or wIth respect to, according to para- there is anything else behind the provigraph (i.) of sub-clause (1) of clause sion. I will find out what it is, but I do
84not. think that there is. That is my inGenerally all matt·ers necessary or con- terpretation of it.
Mr. BAILEy.-That ~eerns a reason'able
venient to be prescribed for carrying .into
effect the· provisions of this Act.
interpretation.
Mr. LAWSON.-It may give a wider
I do not kno,w what the words t t necesIt may
sary " and" convenient" mean here. It power than' I have indicated.
may be convenient not to. do a necessary me-an that the Oommissioners may make
thing.
any conditions they like, apart from the
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-This fol- . regulations; but I am certain in my own
lows the usual form.
Olause 84 is the mind that it is to provide for exceptional
general power to make regulations.
In cases. I would advise honorable memregard to that, the honorable member for bers to trust the Oommissioners. the InAlbert Park has raised a question as to spector~General, and the officers of the
clause 8. He reads clause 84, sub-clause Savings Bank, who have been doing
(1), paragrap'h (b) in conjunction with Credit Foncier work, and have not vioclause 8, sub-clause (2). Sub-clause (2) lated the ~pirit or intention of Parliaof clause 8 readsment.
Mr. SOLLY.-In any.circuIQ.stances, will
The sale may be u,pon such terms and subject to such covenants and conditions and the not the Commissioners consult the Go-
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vernor in Council in order that their
regulations shall not clash with the regulations of the Governor in Council1
Mr. LAWSON.-Yes. The Governor
in Council, after consultation with the
Commissioners, will make regulations
which will govern the great majority of
case~, but in exceptional cases it may be
desirable and advantageous to the man
who is· getting the home to make a variation. I ask the honorable member for
Albert Park not to persist in his objection. I will look into the matter in the
light of the ·criticism that has been
uttered.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and the report was
adopted.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I .:move--That the Bill be now read a third time.
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The SPEAKER took 'the' chair at eiglit
minutes past eleven o'clock a.m.
QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I wish to address you, Mr. Speaker, on a. question of
privilege. During the last session of the
last Parliament I address·ed the House
on the question of the Licensing Bill.
During that address, in referring to the
operation of the redu.ction vote in certain districts upon licences, I endeavoured to show that in a number of cases
a, vote fO'r reduction would not he effectivC'. In speaking I used these wordsAs far as licensed grocers are concernedand they are, to my mind, worse tRan hotels
themselves-and as' far as wine licences a.re
concerned, which are worse than licensed
grocers, and as far as the registered clubs,
which are the worst of the lot, are concerned,
if reduction were carried in every licensing
district in the State nothing would eventuate
in 200 out of the 217 districts.

Mr. WEBBER.-If the third reading
is taken to-night, what. is to be done w'ith
reference. to the matters that have been
mentioned?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-We will I t will be seen from this that I was
carry out ourpromi~cs in another place. spe'aking in general terms, and I had
Mr. WEBBEH.-How will it be done? nothing in my mind which could be taken
as a. special reflection upon any particuMr. LAwsoN.-The honorable member lar club.
After the speech had been
can see the notes I have made.
re.ported I received the foHowing letter
Mr. WEBBER.-The Minister who wa::: from the Commercial Travellers Club, of
in charge of the Bill last session made which I am a· member:lots of notes.
Melbourne,
17th September, 1920.
Mr. LAwsoN.-The Bill was not looked
Dear Sir,-In the A.rgus and A.ge of yesterat by another place last session. If it day's
date you are reported to have made the
had been dealt with in any way, what the following statement in the Legislative AsMini~ter had promised would have been sembly in the discussion, on your proposed
investigated by the Attorney-General and amendment of the Licensing Act, viz:"As far as the licenceS of grocers
provided for.
(which were worse than hotel licences).
wine saloons (which were worse still), a.nd
Mr. WEBBER.-I ,am particularly inregistered clubs (the :~vorst of the lot)
terested about the question of the betterwere concerned . . . .
ment charge.
The president wishes to know if you were
Mr. LAwsoN.-I will get the Parlia- correctly reported as above, in order that the
may deal with the matter, if necesmentary Draftsman to look into that committee
sary, at their meeting to-morrow, 18th instant.
right away.
Your prompt reply, therefore, will be appre,Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What about the ciated.
Yours faithfully,
railways?
JAMES DAVIES, Secretary.
Mr. LAwsoN.----The Minister of Rail- . To this I replied on the 18th Septemways will look into that matter.
ber:The motion was agreed to" and the
Mr. James Davies,
Bill was read a third time.
Secretary, Commercial Travellers Club,
Melbourne.
·The H·ouse adjourned at sixteen minutes
Dear Sir,-In reply to yours of yesterday's
past ten o'clock p.m.
.
date, I have to state that the following is an

,
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exact copy from Hansard of the statement
made by me in the House on Wednesday:"As far as licensed grocers are concerned-and they are, to my mind, worse
than h.otels themselves-and as far as wine
licences are concerned, which are worse
than licensed groc<lrs, and as far as the
registered clubs, which are the worst of
the lot, are concerned, if reduction
"
It will be of interest to you to learn that
there was a general chorus of a.pproval when
I made this statement in the House.

I then received the following letter from .
the secretary of the Commercial Travellers Club:Melbourne,
23rd November, 1920.
Mr. E. W. Greenwood,
Messrs. E. W. Greenwood and Company,
226 Flinders-lane, Melbourne.
Dear Sir,-I am directed by .the committee
to inform you that, pursuant to rule 14 of the
rules and by-laws of the Commercial Travellers' Club, the committee proposes on 11th
'proximo to make its annual revision of the
roll of members. At that revision the committee will consider whether the continuance
of your membership will or will not, in their
opinion, be detrimental to the interests of the
club. The committee desire to ascertain from
you whether you wish to put before them any
reasons showing that the continuance of your
membership would not be detrimental to the
interests of the club, and to inform you that
if you wish to put any such reasons before
them, they will hold a meeting of the co~mit
tee at 12.30 p.m. on Saturday, 4th December,
1920, so that you may then, if you think fit,
attend before them ·personally.
Yours faithfully,
JAMES DAVIES, Secretary.

Privilege.

Parliament having a' general application
to registered clubs, one registered cluh of
which I am a member will subject me to
a pena.lty. I do not question t.he right of
any body of which I am a. member to
take notice .of my membership if by some
a.ction in private life 0[' in club life I
make myself detrimental to the interests
olf that club, but I do submit that any
suggestion that I should be subjected to
any penalty because .of som.ething donel in
this House, entirely within the rules of
the H.ouse and within my conception of
my public duty, is a brea.ch of the privileges of this House, and should be resented. I desire to ask the Premier, who
is the custodian of the privileges of this
House, whethe:r he will take the matter
into consideration, and see whethe,r I
may be protected against what is .obviously a threatened action on the part
of the Commercial Travellers' Club.
M·r.
LAWSON
(Premier). - The
statement the honorable member has
made is news to me. I had not previoUJsly .been informed of the action contemplated by the Commercial Tra.vellers'
Club; nor had the honorable member advised me that he proposed to raise this
question as a matter of privilege to-day.
I take it that it is the duty, not only of
the Government, but of all h.onor-able
members, to see that the ,privileges the
House enjoys are maintained, and that
the immunity given to honorable members in the public interest is not impaired in 'any way. I therefore propose
to investigate this .proposition, in order
to 'see how it affects the .privileges of the
House generally ,and of the honorable
member individually.
MI. PRENDERGAST.-I hope the
Premier will take no action without acquainting the House.
Mr. LAwsoN.-It is a matter for
the House to deal with.

I submit to· yO'u, Mr. Speaker, that the
menace contained in the corre8PO'ndenoo
from t'he Commercial TraveHers' Club is
a bre'lWh of the privileges of thel members
of this House. I spoke on the licensing
question, and on the relative position of
the various types O'f licences so far as
they d 'sclosed the.mselves to me, without
prejudice to any particular body, and in
the inteTests .of the country as I cO'nceived those ~nterests to be. I do not
desire to' r·e-open the controversy, or to
BILL READ FIRST TIME.
debate the questiO'n as to whether my
views on the licensing question are right
The following Bill was introduced amI
or wrong, but I do submit that while I read a :first time:stand here as a member of this House as
Morwell Brown Coal Railway Constructhe representative .of a great number of tion Bill.-(Mr. Barnes.)
electors, I am entitled to say what I
think to be thel truth without my
PUBLIC SERV]OE BILL.
speeches being subject to the oensorship
Major
BAIRD (Chief Secretary)
of an irresponsible body of any kind.
The menace contained in the letter is moved the .second reading of this Bill.
tha.t hecause I made some reference in He said-Last ,se.ssion, the Public Service
Mr. Greenwood.

..
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Bill providing for ,eertain increases in
the salaries of the public servants was
·passed by Parliament. As the Bill was
making la heavy ,cali on the taxpayers,
the Government were not quite sure as
to how the finances of the State would
work out finally for the year, and so at
the end of the Bill a provision w.as inserted limiting its operation to the end
of this year . We had some difficulty in
getting the House to :pass that provision.
An undertaking was given by the Premier that, when the financial proposals
of the 'Government were adopted by the
Rouse, this provision would be repealed.
The idea was that it might be necess:.:try
to impose some additional taxation to pay
the increases, and that, by having that
limiting provision in the measure, it
would be more likely to secure the a pproval of both Houses. We know now
that no fresh taxation is to ,be proposed.
The Treasurer finds that he can manage
without any additional direct taxation,
and so it is proposed now to 'repeal this
provision.
Mr. HOGAN.-An~d the general election
IS over.
Major BAIRD.-This matter 'had nothing to do with theeleetion. When we
were before the country, the Premier
gave a pledge that, if we were returned,
the section would be repealed.
We, are
now honouring the promise made by the
Premier la'3t seGsion, and likewise the
pledge he gave to the people at the general election. Tha t is practiGally all that
the Bill does.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YQU say "practically all," but what does it do exactly?
Major BAIRD.-It does nothing but
repeal the section I have referred tothat is, ,section 13 of the Public Service
Act. T.hat section, ,as I have said, impose.s a limitation on the duration of
the Act. If this Bill is passed, that seetion will have no effect, and the Act will,
be of a permanen t nature. If the Bill
is not passed, the Act will cease to operate
at the end of this year.
Mr. PRENDERGA-ST.-I do not see
t.he Acts of Parliament for reference.
The bound copies should be Qn the table.
Mr. LAWSON.-I do not suppose they
are bound yet.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-They ought
to be. We do not get the bound oopies of
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Hansard until the commencement of the
next session.
Mr. LAwsoN.~That is rather ,a ,good
thing.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is not
,business, 'and the business of the House
Those
'Should be ,conducted properly.
who do not read Hansard do not mind
how little other people know. I want
to know Mr. Speaker, whether we may
debate the whole of the provisions of the
Act, Oil' whether we must confine ourselves
strictly to the question of the repeal of
section 13 of the Act.
The
SPEAiKER.-This
Bill
is
founded upon a message, and the message Ter-ommends ,an appropriation only
for the purposes ,of the Bill. Hence nO
'amendment ,can be made in the Bill that
would increase the expenditure provided
for.
Therefore, any deb-ate on the
question of an increase of 'expenditure
would be
out
of
order.
Fior example, it wo.uld be in order tQ debat~ the question of lessening the amount.
Whether that is desirable is another matter. But what is forbidden is any debate
as to the necessity fOIl' increasing 'the expenditure, because an increase of expenditure cannot be given effect to under the
message before the House.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-May I ask
whether we can discuss the general conditions of emplOoyment in the Servioe ~
Can every question, other than the qu~s
tion of increasing expenditure, be dIScussed ~
The SPEAKER.-The whole purpose
of the message and Oof the Bill is to make
permament an Act which is at present
temporary. Any discussion Ooutside the
limits Oof that would, I think, be out of
order. If there is a section Oof the Act
that dales not relate tOo expenditure, the
honQrable member could say that he
thinks we shOouN make the Act permanent with the exception of that section.
Apart from that, nothing can be debated unless the subject of the dehate
could be made the Sll hject of an amendment. Within these limits, subjects may
be dehated. An hOonorahle member might
wish. to urge that the payments provided fQr. say, the Professional Division,
were wholly "inadequate. We could not
alter that, hy an amendment of the Bill,
and. therefo-:te, the dis<.:ussiO'11 would be
futile.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If we cannot
discuss the Bill in that way, there is nO'
good asking fO'r an adjournment of the
deba,te. If we, discuss the measure at all,
we prO'Pose to discuss it in the light of
anomalies that have existed in cO'nnexion
with payments. If we cannDt discuss
those anomalies, it is nD use pursuing
the matter further. I agree with the
Speaker that making certain sections of
the Act permanent and deleting section
13 are twO' different matters.
The SPEAKER.-I am afraid I have
not conveyed my meaning to the honorable member. \Vhat I wished to' cO'nvey
was that the Bill, by pro'Vidin~ for the
deletion of RAdion 13, is a proposai to'
make the Act permanent.
. Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What I say
IS that a propos·al to make certain sections
of the Act permanent would be a different thing from a propO'sal tOo delete a
Rection ·of the Act. I should like to' know
-v.:hether we can discuss everv other que~
tlOn affecting the Public S,ervice except.
the. qu~stiou of illcre,asing payments. The
rulmg lIS that we cannot discuss the question of increasing pl1ymel~ts unless we get
another mef"sage from t.he Crown and we
arc not likely to bE, able to get 'one.
The, SPEAKER.-Any discussion has
to be, relevant to the subject Oof the Bill.
If the honO'rable member lSaid, "I am
O'ppose.d to ma~\:ing the Act permanent by
r~peahng sectIon 13, because the proviHlOns of the. Act a,re not satisfactory,"
that would oe relevant.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.---"But that is another matter entirely. I am not opposed
to making the Act permanent. I wish
to correct some anomali,es, and, so far as
I can 6e,e, under your ruling, there is no
power to dOl so.
The SPEAKER.-There is nOi power
!o do so. We only have a message relatmg to monev for certain purposes.
Mr. PRENDERGAS,T.-I do not pro,pose to discuss the me:asure.
It is nO
good wasting time by asking for an adjournment.
Mr. LEMMON.-Personally, I welcome the Bill. I am glad to know that
the Government have redeemed their promise tOo introduce a Bill to repeal sectiO'n
13 of the Public Servioe Act which we
passed last session. The Bill now before
us will make permanent the increases that
were granted by this House to the Public
Service. Of course, the measure also'
makes permanent the powers that the
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Pu blic Service Commissioner was given
und·er tha.t Act. It fj,eems· to me to be
quite a question whether we should make
the Act permanent in view of the gre:at
powers the Public eervlce Commissioner
has u:p.der it, and in view of the opinion
held by a majo,rity of honorable members
t,hat those, pow~rs should not be exercised
by oue man. M·embers of the Farmers
Union party have expressed the opinion
that the Public Service Commlssiop.er
should not ha v,e those powers. In their
manifesto tOo the electors they stated that
a. permanent Board should be coustituted
that would supersede the Public Service
CommiBsic'l1er, and that that Board
should take over his functions and have
gr.eater powers .
Mr. SOLLY.-Are· the Farmers Union
pledged to that ~
Mr. LEMMON.-Yes.
lY,Ir. SOLLY.-You had better move fO'r
a Wages Board for t,he' Public Service.
Mr. LEMMON.-That cannot be done
under this Bill. There is no doubt that
a majority of the members of this Ho'use
are pledged to substitute for the Public
Se'rvice Commissioner a Board representative of the employees and the Government, with an impartial chairman.
Mr. OLD.-That -is aur proposal.
Mr. LE1\1MON.-Yes. And it is quite
in line with the propos3.ls of the Opposition. I know that the rules of the HOouse
will not permit of my submitting an
alffiendment for the establishment of an
impartial tribunal to supersede the Public
Service Commissioner, who, by this Bill,
will have greater powers permanently
vested in him. I rose for the purpose of
asking the Government to look very carefully, during the recess, into the question
of granting constitutional rights to the
Public Service of this ,State. 'They have
acted in that way in connexion with the
railway service, and there is no doubt
tha,t thear action has minimized the
trouble in that Department. The same
principle has been in operation in connexion with the Commonwealth Service,
and I appeal to the Government to introduos early ne·xt session a Bill providing
fo,r the constitution of an impartial
authority to determine the wages and
oonditions of our State ·servants.
Mr. SOLLY.-YoU want the Government to look into the ma tter ~
Mr. LEMMON.-The hQlIlorable member is aware tha,t on this Bill we have no
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opportunity of doing anything other than
to urge the 90vernmen~ to make a frank
statement that they wIll brmg down a
Bill next session for the purpose of esta b~
lishing a tribunal on the lines I have indicated. Last. session that proposal met
with support from honorable members in
all parts of the House, and a majority of
the present House.is in favour of it. I
hope the Government will promise that
during the recess they will prepare a Birr
f'orr early introduction next session to
establish an 1m partial tribunal to determine the conditio.ns of employment, of the
public servants of this State.
The, motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clause l-(Short title, construction,
and citation).
Mr. LEMMON .-1 wish to ask the
Chief Secretary what the Government has
to s~y in reference to the proposal to substitute fDr the Public Service Coonmissi01ler an impartial tribunal to det~rmine
as to wages and conditions in the Public
Service.
Mr. LA \VSON (Premier).-There are
two matters which I should likel to: mention if I am in order in doing so. The
Leader of the Opposition referred'
the
fact that there were certain anomalies in
regard to the payments which have been
made.
Honorable members are aware
that the Act which we passed last session
confeITIed greafii benerfifsi on ;the public
servants of Victoria and made a very considerable improvement in their conditions
and emoluments. A scheme was originally
propo.unded with regard to teachers in
high schoo.ls and technical schools, but on
examination it was found to be faulty in
certain details.
Am,endments have now
been made, and there has belen issued a
new schedule, which I understand is
generally satisfactory. In regard to the
Pu blic Service as a whole, I believe that
there is fairly general satisfaction, but it
is true that there are anomalies here and
there.
Ho.norable members will realize
that the Public Service is a pretty big
organization, and it would be rather remarkable if, in a. classification such as
that measure brought about, little
anomalies did not arise. Some of these
matters are under consideration at present, but it is very difficult to find time
to get down to all the details of particular cases and individual instances.
StilIl, the Puhlic Service Commission€/r

to
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and the Government are prepared to cons_der them in a sympathetic way, and with
a desire to promote harmony and remove
anomalies Which may have arIsen incidentally to the cla~l:>i.fication. In regard
to the matter raised by the honorable
membe'r for Williamstown, the establishment of an independent tribunal to assess
wages for the l:'u blic Service, I have to
say, on behalf of the Government, that
. we consider thait the! reoent review 'of
payments and conditions in the Service
ought to suffice for the time being.
Mr. S'OLL Y.-Why do you make a distinction between the Railway Service and
the Public Service: 1
Mr. LAWSON.-That is a matter
which I do not wish to argue now, but I
have suggested on mo're than one occasion that the Public Service is in a different position from the Railway Service.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-In what respect~
Mr. LA WSON.-Railway serrvants are
directly employed by the Commissioners.
The Public Service Commissioner is presumed to' be an arbitrator OLr a judge to
s-afeguard and protect the interests of not
only the public, but public s·ervants.
Mr. SOLLY .-He does not take any evi.
dence.
Mr. LA'VSON.-He has all the facts
before him.
Mr. SOLLY.-Well, he has made a
terrible bungle of things.
Mr. LA WSON.-I do not agree with
the honorable member.
Mr. SOLLy.-Your own Bill la.st session
proved that.
Mr. LAWSON.-Our own Bill was
welcomed, although certain Iionorable
members wanted to go further in some
directions than the Government, with its
financial responsibility, was prepared to
go. In regard to the question raised by
the honorable member for \Villiamstown,
I shall have the whoJe matter thoroughly
reviewed. I want to have an opportunity
of looking into a recent report of the
Public Service' Commissioner of the Commonwealth, in which he de,alt compre-'
hensively with the effect of arbitration
proposals in connexion with the Federal
Public EBrvice, as well as of examining
the Arbitration Bill lately before the.
Commonwealth Parliament and of ascertaining what is being done. Raving doOne
that, the Government will investigate the
position.
Mr. LEMMON.-The Federal Commissioner would not be quite l)nbiased.
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Mr. LAWSON.-All those things will
be taken fully into consideration. Honorable memhers will agree that the Government has done a good thing for the Service in the measure which it passed.
With what has been done up tOo the present, the Service should be abundantly
satisfied. There is time to look into the
matt£r, and I will undertake that Cabinet will deal with the question and make
an announcement.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 2.
The Bill was reported withOout amendment, and the report was adopted.
.
On the motion of Mr. LAWSON (Premier), the Bill was read a tliird time.
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS
BIL,L.
Major BAIRD (Chief Secretary) moved
the second reading of this Bill.
E:e
said-This is a Bill to deal with the
pharmaceutical chemists. It is practically
only a discil-'linary measure.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz7·oy).-What
is that 1
M~jor BAIRD.-It is a measure for
bringing chemists under closer discipline
by the Board esta blished under the
Medical Act to deal with the profession.
Mr. WARDE.-Is this compulsory unionism 1
Major BAIRD.-No.
i thjnk they
have compulsory unionism now. This is
merely to straighten up the unionists or
something of that sOirt.
Howeve~ I
will read, first of all, the memorand~m
which I have with regard to the mea~
sure:-

Ohemists Bill.

macy must be read in conjunction with the
provisions of the Poisons Act. These two Acts
prescribe the conditions under which pharmacy
may be practised and poisons may be sold.
The present Bill is intended to supplement
tha exi~ting provisions and rectify two or three
anomaltes in the principal Act, the chief object
bejng to safeguard the public and to better
regulate the practice of pharmacy. It confers
no new privileges upon pharmacists. On the
other hand, the Pharmacy Board has asked for
the additional powers set out in the Bill, in
order that it may exercise a greater degree of
control over unqualified and illegitimate prac-'
tice. Tl1e various pharmaceutical societies are
prepared to accept the additional restrictions
imposed bv the Bill, because they believe them
to be necessary.

Mr. J. W. BILLSON (PitZ7·Oy).-DOo the
societies include the dispensaries ~
Major BAIRD.-The friendly societies'
dispensaries are exempted' ur..der the

Bill.
Mr. LEM:MoN.-It does not encroach on
their powers at all 1
Major BAIRD.-They are elXempt froOm
the provisions of the Bill. I will now
deal with the clauses. Clause: 2 provides
that"Carrying on business as a chemist and
druggist" includes the retailing compounding
or dispensing of drugs and medicine supplied
on the order or prescripticn of a legally qualified medical practitioner.

There must be a legally qualifie~ chemist
on the premise~ That surely is in the
interests of the public. .
Mr. WARDE.-Is not that already the
law 1
J\1:ajor BAIRD.-No.
·Mr. J. \V. BILLSON (Pitzroy).-Does
it mean that if the boss goes out, the boy
left behind the counte,r cannot sell a
packet of ·epsom salts ~
Majo,r BAIRD.-We do not need a
The main object of this Bill is to strengthen
the disciplinary provisic·ns of the law as it· qualified chemist toO prescribe epsom salts.
affects pharmaceutical chemists. The principal Epsom salts can he bought at any grocer's
Act was passed in 1877.
Conditions have sholP·
changed since then, and experience has shown
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-The, chemist as a
that. the safeguards enacted by Parliament in
1877 are not sufficient to protect the public rule does does not live upon his business
in the manner intended when the Act was premises.
p~ssed. It is most important that the pharmaMajor BAIRD.-But he should be
Cist should be thoroughly trained and be fully
therel
during business hours.
competent to understand the duties and niB:Ponsibilities attached to his position. HaudMr. WARDE.-J\tlust, not every chemist
Jmg, as ?e dce~, dangerous poisons and potent be fully licensed befoTe he can carryon
.drugs, hIS rel~tlOn to .th~ community generally
must necessarIly be mtlmate.
He . is under his business 1
certain obligation~, both of a mo!-"al and' legal
Major BAIRD.-Yes.
~ature, to act WIth. ~are and cIrcumspection
Mr. WARDE.-And when the chemist
m all matters pertall1mg to his calling. With
the development of synthetic chemistry and goes out, he must shut up his shoOp under
the manufacture of complex and dangerous this Bill.
hypnotic and narcotic substances, it has been
:Major BAIRD.-Not at all. Thel point
found necessary to imT)ose further restrictions
upon those who are b~' law permitted to handle is tkat only a qualified cheur~ist can he
such substances.
The law relating to phar- allQlwed to make up a prescription.
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Mr. WEAVER.-Can an unqualified man has been wrongly convicted of an imu>romake up a dOoctor's ,prescription under the per practise, and the Judge can then upla,w as it exists at present ~
set the decision Qof the Board. Clause 7
Major BAIRD.-There is nOothing to gives the Board power to satisfy themselves that a oertificate Qor diploma of
prevent it being done.
Mr. MOoRLEY.-I take it that a,. dOoctOor oompetency by e'xaminatiQon in any other
cO'untry or Stat€' is of the sarr.e standard
can make up his Oown prescriptiOons ~
Major BAIRD.-Cert'ainly. He is a as is required in Vict,oria,. The point is
qualified chemist. We wish tOo prevent that a man will not be allowed tOi come
any illegitimate business being carried on into the profession by reaSon of having
by the use; of a name suggesting chemist. passed an examination 'of a lower stanThere is the drug store', Qor something like dard than our own elsewhere.
Mr. LEMMDN .-Claus·e 3 says, inter
that, for instance. The chemist is also
to be liable for sales lIT~a.de by his em- aliarEvery pharmaceutical chemist carrying 011
plOoyees.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We have had business as a chemist and druggist except
under the actual perscnal supervision of himseveral cases lately in which chemists have self.
been able to' escape the result of imprQoper
sales by ,placing the responsibility upon Does the word "himself" mean "himAre males and
emplDyees. There are poisonDus drugs Df self" and "herself" ~
nearly the same name as non-poisono'lls females equally affect.ed ~
Major BAIRD.-Yes.
drugs, and mistakes have occurred.
Mr. LEMMDN.-A young woman may be
Major BAIRD.-It is Qonly right that
the emplOoyer should be held responsible, a cOIll~petent chemist. She gets married.
as is the case in Dther prDfessiDns. Olaus~ U ndelr this clause she wOould have to show
Clause 2
'6 prDvides pDwer tOo the BDard tOo remDve actual personal supervision.
from the registe,r the na.rr~es of registered states thatCarrying on business as a chemist and drugpersQons who have be'en found guilty Qof
includes the retailing compounding or dishabitual intorxicatio'll Qor other im,proper gist
pensing of drugs and medicines supplied on
conduct, and whO' are adjudged by the the order or prescription of a legally qualified
Board to' be unfit to' be allOowed to cOon- medical practitioner.
tinue tOo practise as pharmaceutical It would also mean the sale qf any
chemists. At the present time a chemist article.
can only be; struck Qoff the register if he
MajQor BAIRD.-How wOould that affect
is convicted Oof a felony or misdemeanQour. a y,oung WDman ohemist whD got married.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-vVhat do you prQoMr. LEMMDN.-She may not at all times
pose to dOl with the chemist who makes be able to carryon her business.
a rr.istake 1 Strike him off the registe[' ~
Major BAIRD.-She would probably
Ma,jQor BAIRD.-The Board are given
have
to emplQoy a qualified chemist at
pretty wid.e powers. The chemists are,
however, given ample protection. Sub- times. Clause 8 provides thatEvery pharmaceutical chemist shall record in
clause (2) Qof clause 6 providesl

Before erasing or removing from the said
register the name of any person pursuant to
this section the Board shall make full inquiry
into the matter and shall, if so required by
the person affected, hold the inquiry in public
and shall afford the person affected an opportunity of defence either in person or by a
legal practitioner.

Under sub-clause (3) of the same clauseAny person who feels aggrieved by any decision of the,;Board in erasing or removing his
name from the said register may appeal therefrom to a Judge of county courts within six
months after the notificatiOJ1 of such decision
to such .person.

The County Court Judge has powe'r to
rehear any case occurring under this measure. He can arrive at any decisiQon in
accordance with justice and equity. The
chemist has tOo satisfy the Judge that he

tlu manner prescribed by the regulations
under this Act in a book to be kept by him
for the purpose every -prescription of -any
legally qualified medical practitioner dispensed,
compounded or made up by him.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Is not that done
at

pr~senU

Major BAIRD.-It is not always done.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is frequently
dOone fQor the purpQose of "repeat" prescriptions.
, Major BAIRD.-There have been
cases where it has nDt been pDssible to
obtain a copy Df the exact prescription
Df the docter.
Mr. ,VALLACE.-How will that provision affect friendly sOocieties' dispensaries ~
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Majoi' BAIRD.-They will have to
keep the register. Practically, they do
it now.
Mr. W ALLACE.-At present e.ach patient
is given a book in which the doctor writes
out the prescription.
Major BAIRD .-A copy M that will
have to bel kept at the dispensary. That
is only fair and reasonable·.
lVIr. WALLAcE.-Eve-ry prescription can
be traced.
Major BAIRD.-A lodge member jIT.ay
lose his book.
Mr. WALLAcE.-The whole business' of
a friendly society dispensary consists in
pn:!6cri ptions.
Major BAIRD.-Sick people go there
to' have docto-rs' prescriptions made up.
Mr. WALLAcE.-The trouble of dupTication is saved under the present system.
Major BAIRD.-Is there any reason
why the· friendly SO'ciety dispensary should
not keelP a :(e·cord ~
Mr. PRENDERGAS'l'. - The honorable
member for Albert Park is pointing out
that the work of the friendly society dispensary is making up prescriptions, and
that takes up a lot of time. In the case
of the chemist the bulk of the wo~rk is
not that, but the saIe of articles.
The
question is, Is the patient's book in which
the doctor's prescr\ption is ente,red sufficientevidence, and is it kept ~
Major BAIRD.-I think .it should be
kept in the hands of the dispensary.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The doctor gives a
book, and the prescription is written in
it.
Major BAIRD .-Supposing the patient
loses the bOlok.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-There is that point
to be considered.
Major BAIRD.-The protvision was inserted in the Bill with the objetCt of insuring .that the doctor's actual prescription could be turned up in the e'vent of
anything ha,ppeuing, and a case coming
into Court. It may possibly throw additional work upon the friendly societies'
dispensaries.
The only question to be
consid.ered is whether that work is of sufficient importance t.OI be put upon them. I
should say it would be, as we are trying
to protect the public.
Mr. WALLACE.-It will involve an enormons amount of work.
Major BAIRD. - I quite understand
tha,t.
Mr. WALLAcE.-A doctor's prescription
may be taken to a chemist's shop, and it
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would be impossible to trace it any further.
Mr. WARDE. - Chemists always copy
doctors' preSCTiptions, and if you give
them the number the mixture can be
obtained at any time.
Major BAIRD.-Thls Bill makes the
copying compulsory. Anyway, that is a
matter which can be thrashed out in Committee. I submit this Bill as providing
additional protection tOo the public. It js
a very important matter, and certain practices of chemists shOould be put a stop to
if possible.
On the (llwtion od: Mr. PRENDER
GAST, t,he debate was a.djourned until
Tuesday, December 7.
DISTINGUISHED VISITOR.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier). - I move,
by lelaveThat a chair be provided on the floor of the
House for the Hon. H. N. Barwell, Premier of
South Australia..

The motion was seconded by Mr.
PRENDERGAST and agreed tOl, and Mr.
Barwell was accommodated with a seat
on the floor of the House.
ANGLO-PERSIAN OIL COMPANY'S
BILL.
Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands) m01ved
the second reading of this Bill. He said
-This measure is introduced for the purpose of amending a Bill pass.ed last session. For the benefit of new members, I
may explain that the Oobjects of Ith.e Bill
we then dealt with. were to provide M.
bunkering site nea.r the neiW Pier, Port
Melbourne, by an elXchange o{ land and
by the payment of t4e difference in value;
tOo authorize the connexiQon .of this bunkering depot by pipe lines with the piers at
Port Melbourne and the Yarra wharfs
and to . authorize the connexion by pipe
lines of a refinery site--probably in
Footscray-with shipping space on the
Yarra. The bunkering site consists of
eig~lt acre;s beside the neW' Pier.
It is
valued by the Government valuers at
£2,500 per acre, or a total of £20,000.
The land to be trapsferred ~o the State
consists of eight acres situa.ted in Fishermen's Bend, which is valued by the Gove·rnment valuer at £9,250. There is a
difference of £10,750 in favour of the GQovernment, and the price agreed upon is
£1,344 pe,r acre. The proposed bunkering depot will be constructed on the tank
system. The first installation will consist
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of two 8,OOO-ton tanks, and it is proposed
to enlarge the capacity to 48,000 tons.
The bunkering site is being obtained in
Melbourne as pa~t, of a world-wide scheme
to establish oil-bunkering depots throughDut the Empire, that will be independent
of foreign sources of supply. The company is entirely Bri'tish. Its capci.tal consists of £20,000,000, made up as foUows:
-Debenture issue, £5,000,000; £1 preference shares, £5,000,000; £1 ordinary
shares, £10,000,000. Of the tDtal capital
there is issued £5,000,000 in debentures
at 5 per cent., £5,000,000 in £1 preference shares, and £7,500,000 in £1 ordinary
sha,res,
making
a
total
of
£17,500,000.
The de,bentur·es carry no
voting power, the preference shares have
Dne vote pel'l share, and the ordinary
vOlt.es twO' vot-es per sbare. The Imperial
Government holds two-thirds of the ordinary shares-5,000,000 shares with two
votes each, and .1,000 pre·ference share::;
with one vOite each, giving a total voting
power of 10,001,000 vDteS. The Burmah
Oil Company hDlds 2,500,000 shares wrth
two votes each, and the British public
hold 4,999,000 preference shares with one
vote each, Dr a total voting power of
9,999,000 votes. It will thus be seen that
the Imperial Governme·nt has control of
the company. The company has made an
agreement with the Federal Government,
which bas been validated by the Commonwealth Parliament by the Oil Agreement
Act 1920. This agreement prDvides that
a. refinery company shall be formed with
a capital of £500,000 in £1 shares. Of
tbis the Anglo-Persian Oil Company will
hold 24!J,996 shares, the Commonwealth
Government 250,001 shares, and nominees of the company, three shares. Threesevenths of the directors are to be appointed by the COimmonwealth Government, and four-sevenths by the AngloPersian Oil Company. The pDwers of the
directorate are limited by reason of the
necessity to obtain the consent of the Commonwealth represent.atives in certain cases.
.The interests of thel Commonwealth generally are protected, and provision is made
for the company's exclusion from all combines, &c. The Commonwealth Go·vernment undertakes to supply 200,000 tons
annually of indigenous oil to the company, but until this is available the
Anglo-Persian Oil Company is to provide
200,000 tons of cru de oil to the Refinery
Company.
Provision is made against
dumping. Nei:ther party has the right
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t()l seH or pledge its interest w~thout the
consent of the other. Either party has
the right to purchase the interest of the
other.
The Commonwealth Government
has the right to buy .out the Anglo-Persian Company's share after fifteen years.
We now find that Ithe railway authorities
desire to provide an over head bridge
across the railway line, and they suggest
that a. certain area of land should be
retained for the purpose of building a
ramp to provide an approach to the
bridge.. This will neoessitate alte.ring the
lines as set out in the previous agreement.
It will also necessitate making available
certain land for railway purposes.
Mr. J. W. BrrJLsoN (Fitzroy).-We
passed the original measure last session.
Mr. OMAN.-Yes.
Mr. IJ. W. BILLSON (Fitz1'oy).-Has
the agreement been fixed up ~
l\fr. OMAN .-N o~
The request has
been made by the railway au~horities for
an alteration, and the company has
a!Sreed to it. This letter was written to
Mr. Peverill, Secretary of the Lands DepartmentDear Sir,
I duly received YOUi' letter of the 26th October and the plan enclosed therewith, and
now formally notify you t.hat the Anglo-Persian Oil Company is prepared to accept the
Crown Lands area shown on the said plan in
lien of that described in the Bill which was
I nu eel in this connexion on 22nd September.
I have forwarded your letter and plan to
Messrs. Dalgety and Company, who are the
bunkering agents for the Anglo-Persian Oil
Company, with a request that they shall take
such steps as may be necessary to complete
the matter as soon as possible.

We are taking this a..ction SImply to meet
the convenience a.nd the requirements of
the Tailway authorities. We shall provide a road at their request that will g'lve
an overhead tra.ok, and will prevent any
block of, traffic to the new pier. We are
anxious to get the Bill put through as
promptly as possible. It is in the interests of a big Government Department,
and the company is favorable. Everything is in oTder . and I hope the Rouse
will give the measure a speedy passage,
oocause it will be beneficial in the future
to have this track.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I want to understand, if I can, the nature of the
agreement, a.nd I need time to cOonsider
it. FOor tha.t reason I wish to have the
debate adjourned.
Mr. OMAN.-This is simply a variation
of the agreement.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I know, but way purposes. It is not my desire to get
A few
it is important to understand what 3uch the last penny for the land.
variations mea.n. We do not wa.nt to see pounds' difference does not matter to me.
a cO'mbine that WO'uld have a detrimen- I am anxious that we shllll not part
tal influence on our operations in the with public property that will be wanted
future. I think it would be advisable eventually for 'public utilities. We have
for the terms of the agreement to be in- no right to foster a company of this kind
quired into by a Seleet Committee. If at the expense .of tlie State. We can let
we have an inquiry it may fa,cilita.te the them have what they are asking for in
passage ·of the Bill. Perhaps it would order to enable them to carryon their
be a good thing to get a report from the business. I hope there will be an inqu:ry.
Crown Solicitor on the L4greement.
If The company got a concession last year.
the agreement is promoted by the comMr. OMAN .-Certain land was made
pany-available.
Mr. OM.\N.-It is promoted by the railMr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitz'roy).-We
way authorities, and the GO'vernment dewere assured last session that the land
~ires to make the alteration in their interests. St:Il I do not think yO'ur re- was not required for public purposes,
quest for an adjournment Is unreason- but now we are informed that a portion
of it is required ~or public purposes.
able.
Mr. MURPHY.-The remarks t.hat
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It might 00
an advantage to have a report on the have been made show how necessary it is
matter from a Select Committee.
I that there should be some inquiry into
t.his matter. All the probabilities are
movethat in perhapil twenty years' time the
That the debate be now adjourned.
Mr. J. 'V. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I business transaeted by the railways and
I should like the debate to be adjourned, Fhipping down there will be so great that
but the adjournment will be useless un- the land will be required for nat:onal
less we have an inquiry into the circum- purposes. But, even if it is not required
stances. Last session we passed a Bill- for national purposes, we should not
wrongly, I think-giving the company alienate any of the land.
The SPEAKER.~The question befo're
power to purchase this land for a given
sum. The land should be leased. The the House is that the debate be now adHouse should help the company in eve.ry journed.
way, but we shO'uld not part with State
Mr. MURPHY.-I think that an in'P.foperty. We were assured last session quiry should be held into the whole mat\ha,t the land was not wanted for pub- ter. That will be for the benefit of the
~ic purposes, but already the Railway
Government and the people. It is evi')epartment have discovered that they re- dent that the Government did not make
',Juire to use a portion of it immediiitely. all the necessary inquiries.
As time goes on we may find that the
Mr. OMAN.--':The railway authorities
land will be wanted for public purposesI think for railway extension. There- made no request for the track previously,
fore, we should not pa;rt with the land. but they make it now.
No one can tell what develO'pments will
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) .-The Gotake place in 'a few years' time.
'Ve vernment have nothing to' hide, and deshould capitalize th~ value of the land, sire to afford every facility to honorable
and give the company a, lease of it at a members to get the fullest information.
oertain rent. T am sure that a portion The danger in regard to the appointment
of the land will ultimately be necessary 'Of a Committee is that it would be imfO'r railway purposes. We should have possible to finalize the matter this session.
an inquiry to ascertain whether the Go- i shall confer with the Minister of Lands
vernment are doing right in parting with with thfll object of making the whole inthe land.
iormat:on available in such a way that
Mr. LAWSON.--What kind of an in- bonorable members will have aU the facts
quiry 1
befoTe them, and will be able to arrive
:Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzro?/).-I at an independent judgment in the matwant to know whether it is ab.solutely ter. I shall be glad, also" to confer with
cedain that we shall not. reqUIre the the Leader of the Opposition with the
land for public purposes, including rail- object of sa.tisfying honorable members
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that· the public interest is b.eing safeguarded and protected.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debat-e was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until Tuesday next, M~.
Prendergast to have lea.ve to continue hIS
speech on the resumption of the debate.
l\fUNICIP ALITIES' CELEBRATIONS
AND WAR MEMORIAL8, BILL.
Mr. PENNINGTON (Honorary Minister) moved the second reading of this
Bill. He said-The object. of the measure
is to authorize and valida,te oertain expenditure by councils ~f. munici~~lities in
connexion with the VISIt of HIS Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales, and
memorials in conne,xion with the reoent
war.
It appears that certain rr..unicipalities made payments in connexion
with the visit of the Prince of Wales.
and that the auditors ha,ve refused
to pass the items.
The Bill is required so that those items may be
charged against the municipal revenu.e.
In 1918 similar legislation was passed III
connexion with expenditure relating to
Armistice celebrations, and the same
thing was done in 1901, aft·er the visit of
the then Duke O'r York. The measure alsOl
relates to expenditure by municipal COlUncils on war memocials.
Mr. SNowBALL.-What does the word
" memO'rial " include 1
Mr. LAwsoN.-The word has been deliberately selected as being comprehensive
in ita meaning. Reference is made, to any
memorial " heretofore or hereinafter instituted," which would probably include a
scholarship, "founded, e;3tablish~d,. or
erected," which would include buIldmgs.
We used the most comprehensive term
that would enable municip·alities to apply
their funds to 'almost any object for the·
memorializing of the services of our soldiers.
Mr. PENNINGTON .-In many cases
the municipalities have not yet spent
money on war memorials, but they have
made promises which cannot be fulfilled
until the Bill is passed.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Some of the councils are prO'mising public money when they
will not give prIvate subscriptions.
They are doing it fine and large at the
pu blio expense.
Mr. PENNINGTON.-It is not at the
publio expense. In many cases £1,000
has been collected in subscriptions, and
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the municipalities 'are giving grants of
£100 or so.
Mr. RYAN.-I am glad the BiiI has
been introduced, and I was very anxious
to get it passed last session. In the Essendon district there were a number of
municipalities which gave blocks of
land to returned soldiers' committees SOl
that memorials might be erected; but the
Crown Law Department ruled that the
municipalities had exceeded their functions. They were n?'~ allowe~ to se,l~ or
give these lands. 'Ylule the BIll c.e~tall~.ly
substantiates the rIght of a mUlllClpahty
to make a gift for memorial purposes,
will it allow a municipality to make loans
to soldiers' committees until such time as
those committees can obtain the money
they require frO'm the public ~ Brunswick
is particularly interested in that aspect of
the matter.
Mr. MeDoNALD.-The Bill does not provide for the transfer of land by municipalities.
Mr. RYAN.-Yes, it does, it the land
is a gift.
Mr. l\1eDoNALD.-Does that apply to
land that has been granted to a municipality for other purposes 'I
Mr. RYAN.-Yes, unless it was
specially dedicated to some particular purpose. Is the Premier satisfied tha.t councils would be able to lend money undQi"
this Bill ~
Mr. LAwsoN.-They would be able to
lend money from the municipal funds.
Mr. RYAN.-We must be thankful to
the Government for having introduced
the measure. It will meet a very great
need in two Or three of the northern suburban municipalities. I understand that
the municipalities of Geelong and 8tawell
were also tied up, just as we at Essendon
were, and if the Bill suits Essendon I am
sure it will suit the other places.
Mr. MeDON ALD.-Does the Bill provide that a municipality may transfer
land granted to it for municipal purposes
only ~
Mr. LAwsoN.-No.
Mr. MeDONALD.-I asked the question because the Winchelsea Shire Council
was prepared to grant returned soldiers a
portion of the land granted to it for
municipal building&. The site was suitable, but the Lands Department said that
there was no power to allow the transfer,
with the result that the soldiers had tD
purchase a site fO'r themse,lves. I know
that a municipality can part with land
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that has not been granted to it, because
the Winchelsea Council offered the
soldiers.a site which it had purchased some
time previously, but it could not part
with the land granted by the Crown. and
in spite of the assurance of the honorable
member for Essendon, it will not be able
to. do SQ under the Bill.
Mr. RYAN.-I did not catch the question accurately.
..
Mr. McDONALD.-If the Bill would
allow th~t, it would overcome the aifficulty in connexion with the land at Winchelsea.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and afterwards passed through its remaining stages.
JURIES BILL.
l\1:r. LAWSON (Premier) moved the
second reading of this Bill. He saidThis is a slirr~ple Bill, and I will explain
to honorable memb€(l's the purport and
effect of it.
Mr. BAILEY.-Is it exactly the same
as the Juries Bill of last session ~
Mr. LAWSON.-No·, there is a slight
v,aria,tion. Part VIII. of the J uriels Act
1915 deals with the panel and summoning of juries and view before trial. Section 51 prescribes the method of selection
oj the juries who are to bel summoned.
That section states:Upon receipt of such precept the sheriff
shall by notice affixed in his office appoint the
time and place at which he will proceed to
draw the names of persons to be summoned
as jurors, and at the time and place so named,
and in the presence of all persons who may
choose to attend shall cause one of the boxes
marked with the words "Special Jurors in
use," or with the words" Common Jurors in
US.3" (as the case may be) to be turned .for
a convenient time, and shall then draw out
o~ that box as many parchments as are equal
to the number of jurors intended to be summoned, and as each parchment is drawn
refer to the corresponding number in the
jurors' book, and read aloud the name designated by such number, and write or cause
to be written the number and name with the
addition on a panel to be signed by him
and sealed with his seal of office, and shall
keep the parchments so drawn out until after
tile precept i!l returnable.

Mr. J. W. BILLSON (lJ'.itzroy).- What
are the qualificatiDns of a special jury as
distinct from a co.mnr~on jury 1
Mr. LAWSON .-1 will delal with that
later. This Bill is a bit technical, and
I want to. make my explanation continuDUS. We are amending by clause 2 of
the Bill ,part of this section 51, and the
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effect of the amendment is that, instead
of the drawing of the loOts from this box
beling in the presence of the public, and
the names drawn being read out in the
presenoe of the public, the list is drawn
by the sheiriff in the presence of one or.
more of his senior o·fficers.
Mr. WARDE.-WhD would be the SeniDr
officers ~
.
Mr. LAWSON.-Any senior officer who
is available. In country places the list
would prDbably be drawn by the clerk
of the peace, who fills many offices. There
have been frequent cour.plaints made about
jury squaring.
Mr. WARDE.-I understand tha,t no
one else will be present except those witnesses.
Mr. LAWSON.-That is so.
Any
member of the ,public is able to attend
under the existing law, .and the names
are re,ad out, and that gives an opportunity for persons wllQ; may be inteil'ested
in impending trials to get in touch with
those who are likely to be on the jury.
Mr. BAILEY.-This applies to the selection of juries of all trials. It is not for
any particular man's trial ~j
Mr. LAWSON.-No. A number of
people may be arraigned. A sufficient
number Df jurors is drawn, and from that
the panel is .rr~ade up. We think that
the ,provisiQlns Df clause 2 will limit the
Dpportu.nity for jury 'squaring, and will
not be III any way unfair to persons who.
are to be tried, and will protect the lJoU blic
interest witJ:1out doing harm to anypody.
That is the first propositioIl.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Without doing
harm to any body ~ If you are going to
alter the law with regard to juries, why
not give somel illustration of jury squaring to. show that this crime is committed.
Mr. BAILEY.-I do not think that jury
squaring is alleged at that stage j it is at
the panel.
Mr. LAWSON.-That is thel first stage.
Then the nelxt stage is the pre,para tion Df
the panel. Under the old la,w one could
pay a fee of 2s., and be able to get a
copy of the panel. We want to alter that.
In a recent amendment of the law it was
provided that copies of ·the panel could
not be obtained, but the panel was open
to inspection, and all that was nooessary
to be done was to attend at the sheriff's
office and take a list of the names. The
effect of that amendment Df the law was
not to deprive persons of getting information they wanted, but to deprive the Go-
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vernment of the oppo-rtunity of obtaining
a fee of 2s. for 'the copy of the panel.
Clause 3 of the Bill says thatFor section 55 of the princ:pal Act as
amended by section 4 of the Juries Act 1915
(No.2) there shall be substituted the follow. in~ section:. "55. (1) For the purposes of the Juries
Acts tbe sheriff shall cause to be made
a sufficient number of copies of every
panel.

That is the provision to which I have
referred which abolished the fee of 2s. for
a c.o'PY of the panel. We propose to .limit
the time during which the paJ?-el WIll be
open to inspection t.o one day In the case
of criminal trials. The copy of the pa~el
i:;; to be kept by -the sheriff for ~nspectlOn
on the day before the p:ecept .19 return. able. It will be open to mspectlOn on the
three days tha1t jurors serve, and a c~py
may be delivered to any person durmg
that period on payment of the sum of
25., but, save as otherwise expr,essly. provided in the Juries Act, the sherIff or
his offioers shall not make known the
liames upon such panel to any person
except to a law o,fficer ?r a p:e~son a.~tho
rized in that behalf m wrItmg, e'Ither
gene,rally or in any particular case by a
la w officer.
Mr. BAIL·EY.-What is the m~aning of
the te,rrn " law officer" ~
Mr. LA WSON.-The Attorney-General
or the Solicitor-General.
Mr. WARDE.-What is the meaning of
the ,expression "save as otherwise expressly provided 1"
.
.
Mr. LAWSON.-There are mstances III
which a notification has to be given to
some subordinate officers, but in those instances the matter is still within the control of the officers of the Court.
It is etxplained by the offi~rs. of .th.e
sheriff that the ordinary practIce In CrImInal trials before the 'Supreme Court is
for the prothonotary to issue to. the sheriff
precepts to prepare 'J?anelsof J~rors containing a sufficient number of Jurors for
three days. The first of these prece~ts
is returnable on the first day o·f the S.It.tings of the Court, and the ot~ers on
every third day during the con~muancel
of the sitting. In General SesSIons the
clerk of the peace issues the precepts.
There may be an objection to these proposals in this way. A prisoner cannot
see the jury panel until. the day befo:e,
but the law officer or hIS representatIve
may get it earlier. It may be suggested
that th3it is an advantage to the Crown,
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and on the fa.ce of it, that contention
ma; appear plausible. On examination,
however, it will disappear. T~ law officer first of all is concerned WIt.h the ~d
ministration of justice and the s~curlllg
of justice. He is n?t concerned WIth the
conviction of the prIsoner .
Mr. WARDE.-That all depends upon
t,he law officer.
J.\ILr. LAW.SON.-The business 'Of the
Crown Prosecutor is to present all the
facts to the judge and the jury.
l\1r. WARDE.-But there is the law
officer who can inspect the panel.
Mr. LA WSON.-The Attorney-General
dOeS not go to the sheriff personally? and
request a copy of the panel. That 1l1formation will be obtained by some officer
who is charged with that particular work.
He will, probably, be the officer who has
the conduct .of the case in Court.
Mr. W ARDE.-May not the law officer
be a memher of the police or detective
force~
.
Mr. J...JAWSON.-The clause does not
say who he is, but the p~ac.tlce is to authorize someone on the crImInal staff of the
Crown Law Department.
The inspection of the jury panel is carried out for
the purpose of seeing that the persons
w hose names are on the list are those who
are likely to see that jus,tice is d?ne.
The,re may be some persons So prejudIced
in certain directions that they are not
likely to see that justic~ is done, and they
should not be on the Jury.
Mr. BAILEY.~The la w officer could
only make inquiries in tha.t dire.ction
through the detedives or the pollee.
Mr
LAWSON.-Probably the inquiri~s would 'be made by the police. It
is necessary that the Crown should see .~hat
those who are on the jury panel are hkely
to give an impartial judgment.
Mr. vVARDE.-That applies only in
cases where a man is. charged with certain
offences-sedition, for instance.
There
may be numbers of perso,ns who would
not give a fair trial in such case,s.
Mr. LAWSON.-The accused persoll
in such a case would be protected by inspecting the panel the da y before the
trial.
Mr. BAILEY.-That would not give him
much time to make inquiries.
Mr. WARDE.-If there is going to be a
fair trial it ought to cut both ways.
Mr. LAWSON.-However, that is the
provision in this particular measure._ In
regard to civil cases, sub-clause (3)
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provides that a copy of the panel shall be
kept by the sheriff for inspection three
days before .the precept is returnable,
and after that interval, until thel ,panel
ceases to be operative, a, CDPY is to he
delivered tOo any pe-rson during the subsequent period on payment of 2s.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).~Why
is theria a difference in time between civil
and crimina.l cases ~
Mr. LAWSON.-There is no suggestion of " jury squaring" or improper influenoe in cDnnexion with civil cases.
. Mr. W ARDE.-That is not so. PeOople
have been cDnvicted for attempted "jury
squaring" in civil cases. I could quote
yOou two or three cases.
Mr. LAWSON.-The honorable member has more information on that point
than I have. The note I have from tIl e
Crown Law officer says thatClause 3 of the Bill gives the sheriff power
to strike off sufficient numbers of copies of
every panel, and a copy may be sold on the
day before the precept is returnable, and as
long as the panel is in force. Under present
Acts the practice is to deliver no copies of the
panel, but to allow an inspection c·f same three
days before the return date, and during the
time the panel is operative, during which -period
an.)' person is allowed to make a copy. The
proposal in this section of the Bill practically
re"erts to the practice prior to the passing of
thu Amending Juries Act No. 2777 of the year
1.915, with the exception that the copy in crimin~l cases will only be available one day before
the precept is returnable instead of three days
as at present.

Clause 4 delals with the remuneration of
jurors.
Hono-rable membe,rs knOlw that
the pr,esent rate is inadequate, and that
fOir .a considerable time there has been
strong criti,cism in regard to the rate
which is paid. On several occasions
jurors have mentioned the matter to. the
Judge in Court. It_ is proposed to increase the rate from 7s. to' 12s. a day fDr
the first three days, from lOs. to 15s. for
the next three days in the same case, and
thereafter tOo £1 a day.
Consequential
amendments are made in sub-clause (2)
and sub-clause (3) of this. clause. The
last clause provides thalt in sectiOon 3 of
the Juries Act 1915, after the word
(' Act " there shOould be inssrted the
words " (except section 8 here.of)."
Mr. PRE:!'iTDERGAST. - That clause was
not in the last Bill.
Mr. LAW.sON.-I am not sure about
that.
Sub-seclion (2) of Act No. 2777
says thatNothing in this Act shall apply to coroners'
juries.

Bill.

and section 8 provides thatThe State Rivers and Water Supply Commissioners and all officers and employees of the
St.ate '.Rivers· and Water Supply Com)Ilission
sball be exempt from serving on any jury (including a coroner's jury) under any law whatsoever.

The provisiOon in the Bill is inserted to
cure an omission. The matter of getting
the fees for jurymen put on a proper
basis is urgent.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The rest is not
urgent..
Mr. LAWSON.-It is urgent. The rest
has been wanted for a considerable time.
There has been a great amount of ·discussion on this mat/ter. It makes for the
purity of the administration of justice
and for fair trial.
It makes wrong-.
doing in the hands of juries more difficult; it remOoves facilities that the existing la,w allows fOor getting in touch with
men summoned as jurors, and stands for
the removal Oof temptation from those who
rna y be in-clined to commit the very
heinous offence of squaring jurymen.
I
ask honorable members to assist the Government in this reformative effort. What
is proposed is recommended by men of experience in the administration of the law
and in the working Oof the jury system.
The recomIilendations are 'frO'm officers
whO' ca.rry responsibility and have important work to do.
r therefore commend the Bill, with confidence, to hOonorable members.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am very
dOoubtful about the first portion of the
Bill. The 'second 'portion, providing fDr
the increase of the allowance to jurors
from 7s. to 12s. a day, I approve of, although I do not think the amount is high
enough.
The jurOor should receive for
his services the value Oof his Jabour outside.
He should receive at least the
standard wage. Sometimes a man is summoned as a Juror and may not be called
upon to se,rve, but may have to hang
abOout the Court for several days. There
is a difference between this Bill and the
previous one.
Mr. LAWSON.-I do not think there is
any difference in clause 2.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am referring to sub-clause (2) of clause 3 ..
Mr. LAWSON .-There is a variation
there.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What does it
amount to~
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Mr. LAwsoN.-It is a difference in·
draftsrnanshi p.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-The Premier
has told us something. about jury-squaring', but he has not given any evidence of
such a. thing. He sa,ys that charges have
been made, and that the jury system has
failed.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I do not say that.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.---':The honorable gentleman said that juries can be
squared.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I want to'cure defects.
Mr. PRRNDERGAST.-The Premier
must be going on evidence that has been
submitted t'o him. The authorities have
prod ueed insufficient evidence. There are
two parties to be consider'ed, namely, the
Crown and the party who is charged.
It is proposed to deny to the party
charged the right to see the jury list,
while the Crown is to be allowed to see
it. This practice should not be altered
without full consideration of the circumstances. We had the case of Mr. Ronald,
and there is no doubt, that those on the
Harper side' were squared. Mr. Ronald
lost his ca'se on the evidence of these
perjnred men. It was proved that the
men had camm i tted perj Ul.')r and they
were sent to gaol, bu.t there wa5 no means
under the law of allowing Mr. Ronald
t.o re-open the case to clear his character.
The allegation in regard teo jury-squaring
comes from the Crown, and." evidence
should be produced to satisfy us. It may
be that certain proserutions have f'ailed,
but that may have been due to the way
in which the' cases, were prepared. Now
they want to shelter themselves behind
the excuse that there was jury-squaring.
Sub-clause (2) of clause 3 provides 'that-A copy of every panel from which the .iury
to' be struck in any criminal inquest shall
be kept by the sheriff for inspection on the
day before the precept is returnable and after
th0 said day until the panel c~ases to be
operative, and a copy shall be delivered to
a.ny person during that period on paymen·t of
th\:l sum of' Two shillings; but, save as otherwise expressly provided' in the Juries Acts, the
shel.'iff or his officers shall not make known
tkl names upon such panel to aIiy person
whomsoever except to a law officer or a person
authorized in that behalf in writing, either
geuerally or in any particuhr case, by a law
officer.

ar~

The Premier alleges that there is jurysquaring.
The panel goes before the
sheriff, mid officers of the Orown are
allowed to inspect the list to see
that there is nort1i.ing wrong with it.
Secon(l Session 1920.-[20]
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Bill ..

They may challenge people who, they.
consider-, ar~ not likely to give a. v.erdict
in their favour or who, in the past, have
given verdicts against them. They may
challenge men who they allege have
been guJty of taking bribes; though the:r
have never att'em)Jted to prove that jurors
have be·en bribed; contenting themselves
with asseI'titms to that- :effect which have'
been published in. the daily press~'
If it is known tnat jurors havebeeu bribed, why are, not particulars.
brought forward 7 What persons will be
authorized to il1sp~ct the jury panen·
The poLce will be the- prosecutors, and!
to them will be referred the question of
saying whether there a.re any names on
the panel which should no,~ appear there'.
They will be able to assert that they have
not been able to get convicti.ons when
certain people have been ou juri.es befor'e, and' tha.t the names of those pen'sons should be removed from the panel.
1~he 'Government want to alter the present position O'f affairs simply beeause the
police have not been a.ble to get convictions. No one wants to see men called
as jurors who are prepared to be purchas~d by either s~de, but to' alter the·
present system on the evidence suggested
by t.he Premier is not a reasonable and
pi'oFer thing. I would suggest that the·
portion of the Bill providing for a new
system should be wit.hdrawn until the'
Gove:Cllmenta.re prepared to submit proper evidence to warrant our accepting it,
and that they shO'uld go on with the
portion of the Bill providing for increased
payments to jurors. At present there
are two classes of jurors-special jurors,.
who receive special payment, and a·re
drawn from a special class in the community, and common jurors.
We ought
to take the first opportunity, in a democratic cO'untry like Australia, to wipe
out all special influencl(3s in connexion
with cases that come before our Courts,
and pro/vide tbat the· qualification .for
jurors shall be the same as tlie qualification for electors of this House. The qualification of common iurors is set out in
f,ect~on 5 of the p~jncipal \Act) which
r€·adsEvery man residing in Vict()ria having attained. the age of twenty-one years, and being
a natural-bo-rn or naturalized subject of the
King, or bein~ an alien and having been
domiciled in Victoria, for ten yeaxs, who, being a house-holder, is rM~d at a:n annual:
value of· not lesa than T,wenty pounds sterling,.
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shall, save as herein excepted, be qualified
and liable to serve as a common juror.

In a democratic community every man
and woman who has to obey the law and
has a vote for Parliament should be entitled to be a juror. The qualification of
special juro.rs is set o.ut in section 6 o.f
the Act, and is as follow& ; Ev,ery man residing in Victoria having at·
tained the age of twenty-one years, and being
'a natural·born or naturalized subject of the
King, who, being a householUer(a) is rated on an annual value of not
less than Sixty pounds sterling;
(b) has in his own name, or in trust for
him, real estate in fee or for life
of the value of at least Twelve hundred pc·unds sterling or yielding him
not less than a yearly income of
Sixty pounds sterling;
.
shall, save as herein excepted, be qualIfied and
liable to serve as a special juror.

A special juro.r can serve as a common
Juror, but the great bulk of comm?n
jurors are not allowed to serve as speCIal
jurors.· A great number of electors of
another place would not be qualified to
act as special jurors. Even the number
of common jurors is very limited. There
are 869,000 electors of this House, and
600,000 or '700,000 of them are no.t qualified to acts as special jurors, while only
a small number are entitled to act as
common jurors. That k~nd of thing is
a.bsurd in a community like this, where
everybody o.ught to be equal before the
law. Britain, where it is provided that
a man shall be tried by his peers,
is a country where class distinctions rUl.e.
In Australia we ought to try to aVOId
dass distinctioILS, and should say that
a man is entitled to bel tried by his felllow-men 'and women in the community.
Persons whose only qualification is the
pcssession of property should not be given
special conside,ration at this per:od of
<lur existence as an allegedly democratic
State. At least 550,000 of the electors of
t his House have no.t got votes .for another
?lace. There are only 325,000 electors
of another place, 'and a considerable
!'.llmber of them would not be entitled
1-0 act as special jurors.
Out of the
869,000 electors of this House, there are
about 450,000 women who are debarred
from act.ing as j~rors, and, o.f the bala..TIce, considerably less than one-half are
ent.itled to act as jurors. We are excluding from juries men and women who,
by reason of their manhood and womanhood, are entitled to claim, not as a
privilege, but as a right, that they should
Mr. Prendergast.

Bill.

be allowed to ad as jurors. I think that
a lot of the pr ovisions in the Bill ha ~e
been included in the hope that they wIll
be passed because we all want to increaSe the payments to jurors.
It is
proposed to increase the fee for common
jGrors from 7s. to 12s. per day. It seems
t.o me that the lowest rate should be 15s.
per day. A man should not he asked
to lose money through doing this kind of
work. It:s provided in sub-clause (2)
of clause 4 that, in section 42 of the
principal Act, '" Two pounds two shillings" shall be omitled, and "Three
pounds twelve shillings" substituted. It
is also provided that, in section 44, for
the words " Four pounds four shillings,"
there shall be substituted the words
" Seven pounds four shillings." A common juror is to he paid 12s. a day, and
he is evidently regarded as an inferior
person.
Propertv owners are regarded
a.3 superior persons.
.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I think the honorable
nlember is under a misapprehension.
Elub-clause (2) of clause 4 does not touch
the relative payments to. common jurors
and special jurors or their rela~ive qua~i
fications. Sect:on 42 deals WIth speCIal
juries in civil cases. At present a person
applying for a speci'll jury has to put up
£2 2.5. In future he will have to put up
£3 12s.
Mr. ,VARDE.-,\Vhat is the idea of the
higher rate 1
Mr. LAwsoN.-We alter the payment
to jllfors from 7s. to 12s. per day.
Mr. WARDE.-That is because the present payment is not suffic-ient remune·ration for the time lost by a common juror,
but that does not apply in the case of a
. special juror.
!1:r. LAwsoN.-The £2 2s. was to
pay six jurymen 7s. a day, and the £3
] 2s. is to pay six jurymen 12s. a day.
Say there is a trial on,and a litigant
want", a jury of six. vVhen he applies
he has to pay the fee for the jury. Under
t·he existing law he has to pay down
.£2 2s.; but if this alteration in the rate
of payment is made the amo.unt will be
£3 12s. The other amendments are of
the same nature.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-They are not
of the ·same nature. The pa.yments to
special jurors are increased also:
Mr. LAwsoN.-Look at sectIon 42 of
the Juries Act. Those are the cases I
ha.ve been alluding to,. Section 44 is different.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am not objecting to anything in connexion with the
payment of common jurors. I was alluding to the difference in the constitution
of these bodies, and the right of a great
number of people to be included. Section 44 providesOn requiring any civil case to be tried in
t.h ~ Supreme Court there shall be paid as fees
for jurors, if such case is to be tried by a
special jury of six men, the sum of £2 2s.,
and if by a special jury of twelve men the sum
of £4 4s.

It is proposed to increase these extra payments very considerably.
Mr. LAWSON.-If a man wants a special
jury of six he has to put up the money
at a rate of 7s. a day for each juror.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I object to
any men having the right to be considered
as special jurors because of a, property
qualification.
I have shown that the
qualification is equivalent to that which
is required for a member of another place.
It. is a class privilege. The whole of
these list3 of common and special jurors
should be drawn from the electoral rolls
of the Legislative Assembly.
,
Mr. LAWSON.-Now the honorable
member is discussing the question of
qualifications. I would direct his a,ttention to the ninth schedule of the Act,
which states that 7s. shall be the rate of
compensation to cc special and common
jurors residing within 5 miles of the Court
for each day attending at the Court."
For that 7s. it is proposed to' substitute
12s. The schedule goes on to prO'videIn the event of any criminal or civil case
occupying the Court beyond three days to each
juror empanelled on the trial of such case for
each day beyond the first three days, and not
exceeding six days, lOs.

We now propose to substitute 15s. for
lOs.

Bill.
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Syme-Speight case the jurors' fees alone
ran into thousands of pounds. No man
can become a special juror unless he possesses a property qualification of £60.
The SPEAKER.-Of course, that
question is not in issue on this Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGA"'ST.-I am contending that the number of people who are
entitled to claim these proposed fees
should be increa6ed.
Mr. BAILEY.-Would it no,t be better
to knock out that provision in the principal Act with regard to special jurors 1
Mr. PRENDERGA8T.-We do not
know the full effects of such an action.
Mr. LAWSON.-It is altogether too dangerous a thing.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We should
provide that every person, male or female,
on the electoral rolls of thjs House should
be entitled to be a special juror. Everybody should be given an equal voice in
the administration of the law of the country. Rich or poor, everyone has to obey
the law. No person can act as a. common
juror unless he is a househo,lder rated at
an annual value of not less than £20.
Mr. LAwsoN.-My experience is that
people want to dodge the jury list.
Mi". PRENDERGAST .-That is because jurors are drawn from a limited
class, and people objecb because they are
liable to be called on to serve too often.
A man would have to' put up a very solid
argument before I would agree to his omission from the list. I may state that the
members of the Typographical Association
wished to be exempted because they are
night wOil'k~rs. I did not agree with
them about it. Certain persons are not.
placed on the jurors list for obvious reasons. Justices of the peace are exempted.
Of course, a justice might have been concerned in previous proceedings.
There
are, however, a great numbe,r of people
seeking exemption who should not be
exempted at all. In connexion with the
posting of jury lists the same consideration is not being paid under this Bill to
the prisoner as to the forces of the prosecution. Clause 3 has been altered so
much in its construction that I can hardly
see just at present how to amend it to
accomplish what I desire.
I propose
-to -move for the' omission in sub-cla use
(2) of clause 3 of the following words:-

Mr. PRENDERGAST .-The special
juror's fee on the first day is altered.
There is a special allowance made to
special jurors.
Mr. LAwsoN.-To common jurors, too.'
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-How can a
common juror get into a case for a special
jury 1
Mr. LAwsoN.-Common jurors are paid
according to the length of the sitting, and
a criminal case may easily take more than
three days.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Look at the
Except to a law officer or a person au-way in which the cost of cases for special thorized
in that behalf in writing, either
juries is being increased. Huge costs are generally or in any particular case, by a law'
involved _in many of those cases. In the officer.

Bill.
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tWMt i 'wapt ,.:i$ tb-at JJoJ;,h 'paJ:tieas ~hall. ne,ve!" procreed.ed. with, :and cases in -which
he :in the ~a..me·, po~i;tio'n .b~.£Q~ ~h~ la.w. fI. doubt ~is~.in .the' 'mind of the jury,
I do ,port ,WLtut the 4lo\l.Jts~l· ~oJ: tlae d.efe·J].c.e, it is only l(easoua.bJE( ~t()l .assume that the
to' be :u:q(le.r, Any ,di.~bil.ity., :~ .agAimst n.lJ..l1l.b~lt'.of'jl.cqu.itta.Js \wouldb~ high. ~lJ.e
l>:J:6,11jli~r ~taw~ that (the Orrow.n law
,coullselfQr,the tOrow.n.
Mr. W.&RPE,,~I .listen~d·ca:re£ully. ,to tb:orit-ies ;ha,d advised 'him ,t~t .nearly all
the sp~b by .the P.@roi!)r., . at;l.d" i.n my the supposed jury squa.ring .took ,place in
·opini.<nJ" the hon9l"a:hle g~t!ewan fail~ conn~on w~tb crill;l.inaJ. cases. If my
to :furnish 'a. :.~~ftiG:i~t r~SPJl f~ th~ ,p~p m.~,ino;ry ser;yes "me, aright, there are cases
posed alteration Qf tl;t,e law..in x:egar:d -t.Q O'll recQtrd~civil cases-which have reij.he, .:first :pO'J.'tion of ;tb!l'. Bill. The. soop.nd sulted in the .pr~ncipals. being CDlllIILitted
poi'tion-that re'latin.g to .the. p~~n.t Q~ for embracery',' foUowed by iinprisoroment
jurprs-is, I think, ,wa1j1tanted.Wha,t- fDr fou,r yelars. I h.ave in mind one case
A wen knDwn money
·~v~r reaSQn th~:re .may .~ .for It.he intro- in ,particular.
duction Df the mea.sure :has be,en .kept lender distrained uPQn the -,plia.no of a.
hidde,lf ,up .toO the _p;re~ent :time. The woman who had 'borrDwed 'frO'm him, and
House ought to be in po~ion O'f ·th.e had ~ailed .to' repay, the 100an. I sha.ll not
full f.acts ·that a~e a,t ·the' disposal O'f the mentIOn hIS nall):.:e, as 1 .dO' not WIsh to
GQv~rnll)en.t. l'h.e,pr:iUyipal i~ea., we ~re o~end "the descendants of 'that .pen;;on. But
told" 'is too prerve'Ut atte;rp.pts .at squarm.g the case is weH knDwnto those whO' take
juri.,e~. W. e. shO'uI,d have ISOIlU~ evidence an. ·inte~est in the judicial proceedings of
plage:d befO're' uls O'f thE( ~tt~pts,bDth thIS country : It, :was a remarkable cir'EucQessf:ul an;d unsQc~~£1,i~, th,at· have cumstance,·that the son of the foreman Df
'been lpa~et t.c? squa.re juii~~' ilil this ~- the' jury, who re,po.rteld this' man to th~
!Judge ;.fQr . attempting' to. embrace him,
munity.
' .
¥r:·~AwsDN.-~4e hO'nqr;able, membe,~ i~ ·a.·~lrvant pf tlii.~ :S:DU,se to~da:y, and wa,s'.
will r~aliz.e'tha.t .you ca,.n 'l~ave the strO'ng- an DId school-f~llow of mine. I therefore
-est possible suspici.ons .in regard 'to certain know the facts. The Crown Law authori·cases. Circumstancres arise wh~ch lead one ties .dO' .not. S6em ·to think that SDrt . of
irresistibly to draw 'Certain inferences. thing is gDing ,on in conne.xion·with civil
'B~t, :if 'you are ·puttOtJl~ 'strict :legal cases, Why, if we desire that a man who
has' been -committed by a low-er 'Court
proof.. 'you cannDt ~D"it.
.
. iMr,. W-i\.~RiQ;E.-.JRut why l).ot pr~1l,.nt shO'uld be given a fair .trial , .shDuld we
differ~nt PO'sitiDn
'R'ome .facts ~. Su,p'POsing, 'fo,r ·instance. tp~t plaae ,the .Cro~n in
the !Cr;own :\L~ ;J!)~partment ;tDdk a >nllm- -fro:m that 'in ,which we 'pl,acethe accused?
ber.of.peniods.Qf
ten ,years, show~d It ~ust be recdllected that in the ~es of
what·.aommittal,s for .trial th~re .had been the.1aw every ·man .is 'im;l.Ocent until a CDnfrQlm the ;v;ariDus :CQ~IltS of· Be.tty 'Sessions vicnion ~has been recorded· against him.
to .th,e (Oriminal.or jG~neral Sessions, ,and i{jJ'ntil a :cDnvictionhas 'beenob~aine:d, the
then gave a cQIDparifion .of the .c~>nviations Cl:c:c~se~ ~S~RU;ld' b~ ·lr.ea:~~~d
'.t~e saJlle
i'S ibetween ,Dne ,neriod ,'and ,anuther. Jif;we
~;~y .as ,l,f JJ.;e w~re- lUriopent .of the
~ound ,that there, ,wer'e amazing discre- o·fience.
It is ,prop~d ,that .the
I>Emcies .bet.w.oon .the lnurribe.r ,of :prisnuers. J?'1plel sh~n :be dra.'Yll .without ~Iit'l;ter
sent &.Q:1:. trial ,and the :conyictions,it Df
the
parties
being
represented.
~ight be rJ1,p.sponllJi!I~ Ito fassu;me, if, .the !conB:,~ .is a ·:qai.r ·p~~~tiop. ,Neither side
yi~tiQns 1J,re cQnside:r:a.h1:y Ifew.~' ·:no.w· that his .~n ad,vanta,ge' ove~..the 'D~h:~.
But
there :iJ) a ~iuistelr ;fO·r~e ;·a:.t ·:work. !I -belie.v.e. \Vile!} th~1 p:;t,ne1. is .draw.J;l., the .accused ·is
tha.t ·tth~ {acts J;aJU a&king tinr have meen to have'
knowledge ~f th,e. p~e1. .u.l1til
c~pl~. .As ~a mattei', Qf, ,tact, :I read; t~&n~y-.fQPr .hnurs pr-6VlOUS .to', hIS being
p,il ;a.Jt11iQJe in Que :O'f·,our d.ail,y newspape.J:s plac~d in the do(}k to' 8!njllwer -the accusa-0\1: .t1~ .surp.j~t. '.['be w,dter s-bQlwed ,thait
t~9.li .~~i~~.~ !Pm." ~t .tl~e s~:tne tim'e t4~
Qf. ttl\e ~&es :s~t r£.Q~ t.riaJ ·frotn Courts ,oi.· Government say the Crown Pros~utQr
P:~ttiV ;s.~~j~ ,~poJlt QRe~tJti;nd \we(lle nev.er. sqall kno~, and if (I.~ do~bt arises dep·r~e~,~..wjtl1" b~uli~. ,th~ O:norw,n W:r:ote~~iv,es .are·~<?l b~ sept r:ou,nd to' in~iview
'~lltQr, was Qf. 'th~ ,qpi n iQl1 ·tha.t ·iihew.jt?~)t~:rDrs, .~d r~pO'~t as tq .wh~th~ ~ny
~f:~ ,di~· not ;w.a,.n~f.lInt a... .G,Pnxi.cti.on, .and . part'l(:ular 'Juryuuan IS a SUItaBle person
was ,ay~1t&e :t.q P\lttil1g)~he.,-eo,'}.ll.try t,0' .need- to' be, en~aged in t~i~g th~ case:. 'Why
less exp~~~e: 'Y~er.~ ,~ 4.<?1l bt!~l c~~~ gQ.~ should. not .the sohcItor for the accused
'k?t?!.6 a ,IN!..Y., tqe J:U.r.y, IS ..qwte n.ght );nj have ~pneoisely .the came faoilities a:t 1his
'g);\)?!!IS :the. f1.C~.U~1 the .l?e»~fit ~f ,t.h~, o:i~pQSa;}. as the other side 1 Hoe sholilH
'equal
dO'ubt. What with the cases that .aI:e be' a18Ie to meet the .accusation
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ter~s in the Court.
It appears to me
that because the Government suspect
something, the'y want to cut away from
tibe accused.pe,rson, those rights which the
:British la.w has given to him 'for centuriee. 'Those who make the accusation
should not ha;ve a superior status in
the Court when ·thetrialcomes on,
totha,t of counsel for the acoused.
All I can say is that I do not .agree with
that proposal. T doubt whether the first
portion of 1ilie Hill ·is '.Justified at all. If
it were not that the Bin cQontains a second
portion proposing to right a wrong which
we 'have brought before this House times
out of number for many years past, I
would be prepared to vote against the
secOond reading. I do hOope .tha,t the honOorab 1e gentleman will recognise the injustice
that will be done to. the aocused in refusing him the 'right to see the jury .list in
time to inform his mind as .to the particu'lrur :prejudiees and oapacity of SOome of
~he (gentlemen whOo would be 0I.l1 the panel
m ;thesameway as the law .allows the
CroW'll to do. 'We assmne that the Crown
wi~l not use its opportunity to do any~
tili:m~ .except for a proper purp068, and
nha.:t it is aotuated by the hig-hest motives
and ·intentiOons. I have, heard .it laia
down by more than 'one .'T-l l dge-by. -Sir
·w'llliam S~ we1l ,ana by the 'late 'Mr.
Jfus1)loo Higin1both~m-that the .prisoner
is ~eonsiderd an innocent mam when on his
'ttiial. I want ,to know why these people
shoulld 'be prejudiced when coming into
Court. We will assum-e ,that the investigation 'by -the :Crown i£ ·made 'by }awye-rs
m- 'by dfficers, as distinct from police
officer6. W'Bat do It}hooe lawyers or -officers
know abcrnlt, \t:he 'Pa'ne;~ un1ess -they 'are in-formed{ Itha.t the-ITe al'e on the-panel certain pelople 'w ho. someb~ay thiriiks will
not ~ive a' !fair triatl1 'Butwhere is ·the
beginlling <0:£ the ~cess;ity forr their' havi:r;>.g
-ems ~n·formatii0fl prior to tthe 't'ris0'Iler haV:7
ing ,it q The inif.ormation they -would hav.e
would be me-re1y so~e suspicion f.urnUfued
to them. b<ysomeOIle, a'Dd I cannot, :in
the ,ordma'ry .course, o(i}nclurle ·that '£h:is
i~ltforma.tio.n . WQuld ;be '81Upplied 'by any,-body :'blllt ,tlJa,e . pIDJ.ice j . allci it is to the remembered ·t'hatt the pdlioe are out to COIE.vict 1/1o.e man ,mhOi is 'on hi£ trial. It has
been 'admitted Un' tJhe C(j)'urts, :and I thiuJ:k
..fudges hav€ ~se<!l tine ·recmark,th~tt,.he
~liee '!Very freqrue:nt~w put aside all .evidence tendingt(l) throw. a;fa~(j)tfa..:bI1,e dUght
OIl '-the aCCf1ll£sd, :amdGmly '}Dtr.ese..nt .ewdlenee
that is l1keJly· 1£.0 :1eiidl· to a .eovaw1cbiQlll, iu
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order ·tQl justify the arrest they 'have
made. That is the position of the accused
in the Oourts .of this country to-day. It
is now proposed tOi make it still harder
for the man who is accused to a ppeacr in
~ favorable light 'before t:he jury.
Remember this, that except in very rare
cases-and I think in none under the
criniinallaw-the accused man has not to
prove his innocence j the Cr.Q1wn has to
prove up to the hilt that he is guilty. If
they fail to prove his guilt up to the hilt,
then the jury wQluld be false to their vows
if they did not give the accused the benefit of the doubt, and acquit him. In the
main, juries are true to' their V()WS, and
will not convict a, .man unless .the evid'ence
is clear and unmistakable, and I am with
them in that. I beheve that the principles .of British justice are ,on a firm
foundation. It is better that ninety-nine
guilty men should escape rather than that
one innocent man should be sent to gaol.
Those are the principles upon w.hich our
justice ought
be administered, and it
is 'oocause it is administered in that direction probably that the police authorities
haye fo.und ,fault with our jury system,
and 'have made the recommendations
whiph have caused the Crown Law authorities "to pull the w'ires," and get the
G9'vernment to Dl"OpOSe this amendment
of the jury system.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-T,he honorable member would have made a great criminal
barrister.
Mr. WARDE.-I 'have listened to
barristers often eno,ugh, and have obtained in that way valuable. in£O'l'Ill:ation
which is of some little use in a discussion
0 £ this 'kind .. ' It is 'beoaufle these are th~
principles upon which our criminal law
is founded, .and 'because ·otf tihe difficulty
Off .convictrillg 'whro-e :t'he'l'·e, is a relasonable
doubt, that ;the :Wlh01le .o.f t:his trouble
comes :Un. I say tthat the .accl.1sedshould
have w.h8.lte~er rights he is -entitled to
I!I.ndler our system .of jus.tioe, no 4lllor-e. and
Dei) less, if you aTe gori'l!l:~ :to' have, a fair
triaiI. Anter all,' the 'ClFiminail C0urb
are 'P,r0ha.b-~o/ the fOUNdation Q·n wihich our
liiberties 'rure bll1ilt. I ifee'l that with()IUt
sufficOOJ:lt .ev~dence ·oif 'a'bUEles washould
l'Y~ ha-;ve thalt structUJr.e tam rered with
and in:ter.fel'ed -with; and tf,ClTthat Feason I
am taking a stand -to-day, a¢ai:nst these
p-r0'P'Osals .0[ the GQlV&rnment. Tlbe jury
6y-s<tem 1is'the beSt sy-ste.m we can have ,O'f.
trying ;r.ue!n :who' a·re accused of offences.'
Off ,.coiQl'Se, the hcm0Tabi1e ,gentlem·an does
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not propose tOI interfere with that system,
beca use he, knows as well as I dO' that
there is nO' other system V'( hwh he could
put in its place that would satisfy the
public mind to the same extent. I have
no hesitation in saying that I weuld
sooner trust twelve O'rdinary jurymen to'
give a correct verdict 'in a criminal case
than I would trust a bedy of twelve
Judges to try an accused pe,rsO'n. The
men whO' compO'se the· jury are. get together indiscriminately from all sectiens
Df the community, and they meet tegether then for the' first tim,e. They have
net been trained and reared in an a tmesphere ef cunning and of putting up C&-::e3.
Their minds are pure, less warped, and le'Ss
biased, and they 'are less likely to look upon
every man who has a policeman's hand
Dn his shO'ulder as alreadv a cO'nvicted
criminal That is the, view I take in connexion with these cg.ses. I hQlld that the
Government has not produced sufficient
evidence to' warrant us in making this alteration in the law. Many proposals have
been made· for overcoming- the difficulties
which the hen era ble gentleman has endeavO'ured to combat. Some peeple have
propO'sed, that a three-fourths verdict
should stand. Some havP,J preposed havin!;
juries of fifteen, and taking the verdict of
twelve. Under the present system, ef
course, if O'ne man is not satisfied that the
prisoner is guilty, then, of cO'urse, the
whele trial is abertive·.
.
Mr. TeuTcHER.-If O'ne juryman is
sq uared the opiniens ef the ethers go fOT
nothing.
Mr. WARDE.-There is nO' evidence
that such a thing is dene.
An HONORABLE ME.MBER.-Doing it
is said to' be a professien.
Mr. W ARDE.-Parliament sheuld net
be asked to legislate en rumO'ur. The
time of Parliament should be devoted to
dealing with actualities. and attempts
should not be made to' pass legislation to'
cure an ~vil until the evil has' been
proved. Rave facts been submitted to
this Chamber showing that the evil that is
alleged really exists ~ I ask any ene in
the Heuse whether the Premier has tDday produced evidence that it does exist.
He made a statement, but he gave us no
evidence, and did not tell us where he
gets his authority fer that statement. I
should assume that the illustrious legal
firm O'f Lawsen and Company has never
itself been guilty ef finding money to'
square a jury in erder to aid clients who
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may be on trial. The henorable gentleman, therefere, ceuld nO't he speaking
from practical experience. When Judges
have shuddered in the Ceurt at the very
thought of the foundation ef justice being
interfered wit.h, I have eften wondered
whethe'l' at any time, in their legal
career they were: connected with a
case in which, meney has been spent
toO prO'cure certain kinds of evidence.
I do net know that any of them haveever been cennected with a case of that
kind. I have never·known them, in their
official capacity, say they 'ever had evidence breught to' their office that this sort
of thing was going on. If evidence is.
available, sure,ly there Oought to be astuteness enough in the detective force in this;
cou,ntry to place some of these arch-conspirators upon their trial, at any rate. I
think that you, Mr. Speaker, whO' pes..;.
sibly have a greater knowledge than I
have, will admit. that over a long peried
of years very few cases have been presented in the Courts. I admit that it is'
a most difficult matter to cenvict a person
upon such a charge, but, still, I can only
rememher two or three cases that have
been brought befOore the Ceurts ef this
State. If it is as general as the Premier
wO'uld have us believe, and an Act of
Parliament is re1quired' to remedy the
matter, then the present state ef affairs
is a reflectien upon the police and the
detective ferces, whO' are supposed to
keep the community in order and arrest
persO'ns guilty Oof this offence. I am not
geing to deny that there are such cases.
All I say is, I do nob knew of them, and
the instances mentioned are few and far
between. It may be that the law officers
of the Crewn feel that they should have
the right to inspect the Jury, panel so
that they may inquire intO' the character
of the jury. This means tliat if a report
adverse tOo the jurer is received by the
Crown Law autherities the man will be
challenged as soen as his name is drawn
from the box by the associate.
The
Crown dees net give any reasens for its
.challenging, but it is easy to imagine that
the Crewn Prosecutor has sufficient evidence to warrant him in believing that
the jurors he challenges wDuld nDt be impartial in the particular case befere the
Court. If that is a preper previsiDn to
give to the Crown, surely the accused
persen should have the same eppertunity
of inquiring into the characters Df the
persDns who are to sit in judgment upell
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.him. SOo far as I can, I intend tOo make
the rule apply equally tOo bOoth parties.
I feel inclined to vote .against all the
·clauses Df the Bill except that relating to
the jurors' fees. I dD nOot think the Premier has had very much to dD with the
·criminal side Oof the law, but if he had a
wider knOowledge than he has he WOould
knOow that it is exceedingly difficult,
apart altogether from the question of
jury-squaring, tOo get juries tOo convict unless the case is very clear. I dOo not find
any fault with that. If I were sitting Oon
a jury tOo-mOorrOow, dealing with one of my
fellOow-citizens, the Crown Prosecutor
wOould have to convince me beyond all
reasonable doubt befOore I would be willing to bring in a verdict which might
send a pOossibly innOocent man to gaol. If
1 did deal with an innocent man in that
way I would knOow, just as every other
man with a well-regulated mind wOould
knOow, that I could never undo the wrong
to the individual nor· to the g€neratiOons
who sucoeeded him. It might be a simple
matter -for la.wyers and Judges and
habitues of' the criminal Courts tOo see a
man going dOown the stone steps with a
sentence o.f three or four years' imprisonment, but the man who is not so accustomed to our criminal Courts would
take an entirely different view of the circumstances. I want tOi remind the honorable gentleman that sotIDe years ago there
was a civil case in which a newspaper and
a public servant occupying a prominent
position were the parties. A particular
friend of mine was included in the panel
from which the jury was to be selected.
I was in the Court precincts before the
panel was sworn, and when my friend
entered the Court I went out into the
right-of-way. A little wrule afterwards
he joined me, and I asked him how he
got on. He said, "You would be surprised at the number of touts knocking
about in there." I asked him what he
meant- by "tOouts." He said, "FellOows
who are at work asking if you are on the
. jury in this case. If yOoU are, they get
into convell'satiOon with you and try to
find out which way your sympathies lie. H
He tOo]d me that he did not" tumble" tOo
what was being done, and he made a remark he would not have made if he had
realized the position. When he was called
he was challenged by the coun::;el for the
party that employed these touts.
Mr. T'ouTcHER.-Did nOot your friend
give a verdict before the case was tried ~
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Mr. WARDE.-NOot necessarily .so .
He simply made a remark which led this
astute man to draw a. conclusion as to
the ?hanne.l along which his mind was
runDIng.
Mr. TouTcHER.-His mind was prejudiced.
Mr. WARDE.-Suppose it was so,
what would have been the positiOon if my
friend had expressed an opinion fa vora ble
to the party fOor whom the tout was acting ~
WOould he have been challenged
then ~ The honorable member does nOot
answer that question, and that shows that
he knOows what it would be. That leads
me to this query: Who found the money
fOir the touts in that case ~
Did it
drop, like manna, from Heaven, as the
IHaelites received it, or did It come from
the parties interested in this important
law suit ~
Did it come from the bewigged gentlemal\. thrOough the solicitor's
office to the guttersnipe sOolicitor who deals
with that class of business ~ If it. is good
for the accuser to see the panel, it is
equally good, in common justice, for the
accused alsOi tOi see it. I hope the Premier
will see that justice is dOone and that the
Crown shall have nOi advantage over the
'nan whOi i..; ac·:m"ed· If he. does not dOo
that I am prepared tOi vote against the
second reading Oof the Bill.
nIr. EGGLESTON.-There has heen a
great deal of eloquence on this subject
that I have enjoyed, but it hardly meets
tlH~ case, "tecause there is nD a.ttack by
the Government on the jury system.
There is in the profession a feeling' Oof
doubt towards the jury system, but a
feeling th-lt I do not share. That professional attitude should be guarded
against in any attempt made to amend
the Act. I should like, just as the last
. spe.aker, to have some evidence of the fact
that there ig a widespread system of jury
squaring going on. There is a good deal
of looseness amongst people connected
with litigation in the matter of dealing
with jurymen.
I have myself heard
people say, when they saw the jury panel,
" I will see tha.t man." That' has taken
p]a.ce, and that is very wrong. I think
the first part Q1f the Bill is directed to
making such a thing as that impo'3sible, in
so far as it provides that the jury list
shall be handed out Q1nly one day before
the trial takes place j that is perfe.ctly
correct. It will prevent that whispering
to jurymen that exists. The last speaker
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set forth what he considered was the oh- are appa.rently special reasons, v.ery ex.jEwt of the' amendments of section 55. I traordinary methods are resorted, to. I
feel very much opposed· to the idea that do not believe that the Premier or any
t,he law officers sliould' have the right to of those a5sociated with him have any
have an a·ccess to the jury tliat tlie pri- unfair motiv£s behind'tlieir action in CODsoner has not. I do not share' in the nexion with this Bill. but I belie¥e' that
prejudice' of' t.He profession against the someoody soomewhere is imbued by parjury system, I hav'e had only one crimi~ ticula.r moti¥es in connexion with this
nal oase, and. I f.elt that the prisoner measure. In connexi'on witn. tJ.iis Bill tlie
was a pe'I:£ectly. innocent man. In oer- publicity campaign that has Deen carried
baini cases- there is- at danger of the con- on is equal to anything. I n:ave seen in
;:iotion of, innocent peoRle. The object the way of stunts by Mr. W:, M. B:ugties.
01 section 55, is to(}· R'ive each; party. the All the newspapers for montlis past have
r.ight of effectiNe chanenge; and; the· at- contained certain items of information
t.itmde of, the laiW is· that in reg~;rd to concerning the jury system, and they all
t.he challenge tlie prisoner should have lead in the one dir,ection, I do not bethe ma'ior right as· comR'aroed withl the lieve that they were prompted. by the
Crown. He should have as effective a Government, but r believe that they, were
right to, challenge as the 0row.n. If the prompted from somewhere. "fliere is a
Crown has· the~ right to· instruct its: de- desire Dn the part of people whose' busiteGtiv.es to m'ake inq,.uiries: conce1'ning the ness it is to do. a cert'ain. thing. to make
Jury panel, that will have the effect of tHe best of it. It has been said tliat the
giving the ~rowJ)· a'much greater right Bill is no attempt to interfere with the
to challeng.e' than th:e prisoner. 1 do not jury system, Dut I challenge tliat stateRe£ how I~ can support that.
The sheriff ment: r believe tliat ev.ery. effort made
to gIVe ad vantage to' some people over
is to be r.aIiedl upon, and. if woe prohibit
him. from giving information'to both par- others is 111 the way' of interference. We
tieS that will be' oorrect.
i' do not know have. to r,ealize that the crown operates
\\'.hethe,r the evidence as to the' sq~aring a vast machine in, C'onnex,ion with the
The .Crown lias a great maof juries is well founded). out I doubt it. la'."_
There is the tendency on· the part of de- :~llle comI;>oTIsed of v,ery many secThe honorable mem1:ier for
tectiv,es, whO' hav.e a, cer.tain amount of lJ~Qlns.
professional enthusiaffiIl,. to say. that the St, Kilda says that the pe'ople who
Jury must have be·en squared if the pro- are associat'ed with him have certain
Sometimes Judges have promptings that make them prone to go
secution fails.
made that remark. Wliere a Judge has in a' certam direction, and I agree with
formed a strong oopinion about the case, . that. In cOllnexioll witli the adininistrahe may ma.ke a remark of that kind that bon of the law a whole hDst of people are
may not be justified, Because there is concenled. The policeman is really the
an allegatiDn of jury squaring I do not law officer. He would bet in' close touch
w,i.th the. case, and who will deny that in
th~nk we' are justified in making this
alteration in the jury system.
A full nme,ty-mne cases out of roo policemen are
and exhaustive inquiry should be made interested' in securing· a, conviction, and
by the Crown to ascertain if jury squar- are not always too much concerned as to
ing is carried on, and anyone thought· the methods adopted: to achieve that end.
to be guilty of' such an offence should be That is due to the noliceman's daily Ii£'3
prosecuted; That is the way to deal with and environment. It is all that he thinks
tHe matter, and not by any partial of j he Lpns in 'the one groover' and,. naturexercise of the jury system. The, provi- ally, that is the tendency he. has,. no
matter hOiW fine a fello,w he may' be in
1:;'011 that the list should not be handed
'Dhe Premier. made a
Dut until twenty-four hours befDr.e the other respects.
panel is returnable is correct. I' think statement with reference to the. Crown
there should be no oopportunity for the prose1outors.
Certainly' the position. that
Cro\'vn to gAt informatiDn any SODner be outlined is the position as it should
than the prisoner,
De, but it is not the position that obtliin~
Mr. WALLACE.-This is a most im- in. every-day' life.. It is, all. very well to
portant· measure, and s'hoould noot be al- say that a Crown prosecutor' is only inlowed too pass without very. serious chal- terested in bringing forward. the facts 00'£
l~nge. It seems to me that, when it is a case.
If he were not seeking any
desiraBle to do. something for which there higher re'p'utation, ,1 woula agree with the
I
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Premier's view. But the fact is that the
Crown prO'secutO'r, like the Premier himself, has t<O' make a reputatiO'n, and in
ninety-nine cases out of 100 he does .the
things that will enhance his reputat.ion,
that will make his position more secure,
a.nd that. will make his capacity talked
about.
As an iust.ance O'f this, I may
mentiO'n the BIO'ck 14 rO'bbery at Port Adelaide sO'me yea,rs agO'. An escaped criminal from Vi.ctDria named Sparks was arrested in connexion with that case and
cGnvicted.
Another man named Myles
Flynn was alsO' cDnvicted. Hel was belie,ved by nearly everybody to be absolutely innocent.
He and Sparks were
supPO'sed to' have ridden a goO'd many
miles a,t full gallDp O'n hO'rseback. Flynn
got twenty years in gaol.
Some time
afterwards the case was revived because
sO' many peGple believed in his innocence,
but the fO'rms of the law would not allow
a. cDmplete investigatiGn Df the -case which
WO'uld have proved his innocence,. Something which was withheld by the Crown
Prosecutor would have prevented him
frO'm being landed in gaol, but, because.
those whO' we,re on the side O'f thel prosecution were interested in geUing a convicrtion, Flynn was cO'nvicted and got
twenty years in gaGl. It was knO'wn by
all that he had na.t been on a horsel's back
for many years, and that there was not
a niark Gn Ilis legs to' show tha't he had
been riding. Aocording to' the evidence
given by the prosecutiGn as to the ride
which the guilty men had had, it was
absolutely impossible for Flynn to have
been Dne of them. I mentiO'n that case
as an illustration Gf what can be done by
people whO' are interested in getting a
conviC'tio~l.
I believe that in the main
thel spirit that actuates the prO'secution is
to get a conviction. In the case I have
mentiGned a man was sentenced to' twenty
years' imprisonment, although it was
known to. the prosecution that he was innocent, and he end~d his days in a lunatic
asylum as a result of what had been done
to' him by the Crown. I would dO' everythin~ I could to prevent innGcent men
suffering. . It is pref.erable that guilty
persons s1~·a.uld escape rather than that
innocent pea.ple should suffer.
The
object of .the Bill is simply to make
it more easy to' convict those who
ha ve the . hand Gf the la w placed
Qn them.
The pGwelT tOI dO' ill deeds
makes ill deeds done, and I believe. that
the ill deeds that are done at the present
Second Session 1920.-[21]
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time are ample to' sa.tisfy the most exacting in tha,t direction. I dO' nOt wish to
allO'w any greater scope for the doing" of
ill deeds. I believe nothing mDre CDrru pt
takes place anywhere than oocurs in connexion with ithe administratiGn of the law.
Many cases have cO'me before the public
of Victoria in which men whO' 'are interested in the administratiDn of the law
have done things which. are against the
interests of the peGple. They have dO'ne
things really vile in their character) because olf the' power placed in their. hands
to dO' them. But, because we ha,ve knO'wn
of police .officers whO' have been guilty of
accepting bribes for the purpose of allowing the law to' be brDken, nO' Qne will say.
that the Police Force, as a fGrce, shQuld
be abolished. The claim has been made
by honO'rable members on this (the Opposi tiol1 ) side of the House tha t the
people of VictGria have nO't been getting
a fair deal in connexiQn with many things.
We have complained that some peO'ple
with the pa.wer to exploit the public ;have
availed themselves Qf that power to' the
fullest extent, and' when we have endeavDured to get an alteration in this
state Gf affairs the Premier has said. "It
is all very well to' say there is profiteering,
but yQU cannot prove it," and he lets
things gO' on. When it is a matter in
which some one is particularly interested,
such as the process of the law, tha,t easy
way of throwing a question off does not
seeOL to be satisfactory to the Premier.
He seems to be desirous o.f doing all that
he can to' prevent t;h.ings being done that
some other peo-ple think ought nDt to' be
done.
Those peop1el say thalt certain
things are done, but they never bring
forward any proof of their statement.
The Bill makes a distinctiGn beltween the
tim<: fer which the jury panel shall be
a vail able for inspection in criminal cases
and the' time fer which it· shall be
available for inspection in civil cases.
I
believe that th'ere have been more public
CDmment, and mere allegatiens ef "jury
squaring," in connexion with civil cases
than in connexion with criminal cwes.
It mus~ not .be. forgotten when giving this
power III cnIDmal cases that thos'Eli' cases
are very elastic. It is possible, in OLany
circuIDstanoes, that a mere elxpressiDn O'f
opinion, such as I have given here to-day,
would bring a man within the law, sO' far
as criminal cases are concerned. If those
in authority hold a certain Dpinion, and
believel that it is essential that that
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o,pinion shall be accepted and shall not
be challenged, then the Crown can immediately declare that it is criminal to
express an opinion to' the contrary. If
I express opinions which are against those
express,ed by the Crown I am liable too
be hauled befO'r:e thel Irr..achinery of the
Crown, ,and I have: placed in the hands
O'f the l Cro,wn the powelY to Jtake it a certainty that I shall be convicted. This is
no mere matter of suppositiO'n. During
the war such things did happen. Being
one of those whose OJpinions were opposed
too the opinions of the Crown, as represented here in Australia, at the time, I
fO'und that I would be com.mitting a
criminal act if I exprOO6ed my opinions.
With the law as it stands many of those
charged with offences that really cO'me
within the purview o.f the crilIliinal law
fOlUnd it moot difficult to get anything like
a fair and square deal. Yet at that time
there was a, possibility O'f finding out if
persons particularly biased in favour of
the Crown had been summoned. as jurors,
so that there wa,s ap. opportunity of challenging them. Under this Bill there will
not bel the same powell' too challenge jurors.
With thel !present state o.f the world things
aTe happening, and the fea,r of those in
authority is that things may goo still further. It is possible that a man who expresses himself freely may find himself
up against the law, and be classed as a
criminal, with but a small chance of
getting a fair trial if the pro.visiO'ns of
this measure belcome law. A recent case
-not in the courts, but outside themgives an idea o.f what is likely too happen.
I believe that o.ne O'f the main reasons why
so many o.f O'ur laws are being tightened
up is the fear of the possibilities which the'
future has in stOll'el. Tnat is the reason
why, although the War PrecautiO'ns Act
has been re'pealed, something mOTe drastic
and mo·re lasting has been IPut in its p1ace.
It is the reaso.n why people behind the
provisions of this Bill desire tha,t it should
be placed on thel statute-book. As the
mO'nths go by I believe, we will have' more
and Irr..O're of this sO'rt of thing, be,cause
the purpose o.f the Cro,wn is to protect
itself, and to make it hardly possible fO'r
anyone to get a fair hearing when his
opinions comel into conflict with those O'f
the Crown. TherelfO're', I believe that we
should not allow this measure to pass.
I dO' not belie,ve that the Bill is in the
best interests o.f ,the peOjple, or in the best
lnte,rests O'f justice. Mo-reover, I believe
Mr. Wallace.

Bill.

it is <;>ue of thos.e things whic~ will help
~o brIng what IS called justIce further
mto cO'ntempt, and God only knO'ws it is
held in oont·empt now, belcause of the
biased action of the officers who so often
administer it. That is the re,asO'n why
the people have less respect fO'r the law
than they shO'uld have'. In order to obtain respect for tlie law let us make it
a fre'e and fair thing. Let us see that
~ve-ry one will ge,t justice, and not what
IS called law. Those who beEeve in the
peaceable settlement, 'Of an the little
cro.sses of o.ur so.cial life desire tha,t the,
law shall not be brought intO' cO'ntempt.
"\Vhe-rever there is a, possibility O'r a tendency to. make ,people think, O'wing to' the
llie,thods adopted, that theTe is lack of
justice we should endeavour too do away
with what gives rise too that feeling. I
a ppelal to. the Premier not to be guided
by some people whO' desire tliis thing to be
done. Let him be guided, nO't by what
the machine dictates, but by the dictates
of conscience. Let the aim be, to' mete
out justice, so that it will be almost an
impossibility to convict an innO'cent man.
Even if more of thosel whO' are really
crilffiinals were allowed to escape I would
still be prepared to make the law and the
pr?ces~ of justi~e mo're elastic, if by so
domg It would gIve the innocent a greate'r
chance of being able to' proclaim the,ir inl1ocence. Looking at the law as a layman, and realizing ho.w so many of my
class view the law, I believe that the ,processes of the law are such tha,t many
peO'ple have almost nO' hope o.f escaping,
~nless therel is absolutel proof of their
m~ocenoe.
There are a few cases in my
mmd now, cases abo.ut which I have
thought a good deal.
Circumstantial
evidence has . been sufficient to convict
innocent men, and subject them to lanD'
teTIDS of imprisonment.
Such a,ccused
persons mayor may not have exercised
their powe'r to' challenge juro,rs as it
exists at the present time. But
would
no,t take that pO'wer from them. As far
as jury squaring is concerned, I would
say that a jUTJfffian whO' knows he has
been selected to serve is just as likely
to l~ok r?und to se~ if he. can find anyone
to gIVe hIm sO'met1ung to Influence his verdict as some one else is likely to' seek him.
This proposed alteration of the law would
no·t get Olver that position, which I believe is the most dangerous of the whole lot.
It would still leave a man who was
called for the jury the' opportunity to
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seek Qiut the defendant Oil' SQme Qne on. his
behalf. He could make a certain proposItion, Qir leave the way 0ilen for a proposi.
tion to be made. The accused is tQi be deprived Qf the chance o,f finding out the
characteristics of individuals summoned
to serve on the jury. But there is the
possibility of the person whol is called to
the jury going and volunt-€ering to' take
up a certain line in any case. There are
cases where it is desirable that the counsel
for an accused person should know
whe,ther men who have, been empannelled
hold strong views O'n certain questiQins
that are in O'Pposition to views known to
be held by the <;Lccused. vVe are taking
away a right from the accused persQin
tha t is to be retained by officers of the
law. The police are tOI have the right of
finding out all that it is possible to find
Q1ut, and they will knQlw exactly what
jurymen to challenge. Probably they will
.challengle those juro!rs whom they expect
least likely to favour a convictioo. I
am opposed to any process of law which
unduly handicaps an ~.ccused person in
making his defence. Of accused persons
a large proportiDn are quite innocent of
the orffenc·es alleged against them. I hDpe
that the, HO'use will reject the Bill. We
should not be concerned so much with the
mere machinery of the la,w as with justioo.
The innO'cent person WhD is called upon
to undergo· a. term of imprisonment
suffers more agonies of mind than the
guiltv person.
To the guilty person a
term· of imprisonment is something in the
nature of a pena.nce. Guilt in that sense
carries with it some sort of compensatiDn
as far as the gaol life is concerned. The
guilty man can stand more than the innocent man at any time. Every man knows
that the effect upon him, when he is
-called upon to' undergo a penance fQr the
crime he has cO'mmitted, is not nearly so·
great as when he has. to undergo a similar penanee for a. crime that he has in
no wise committed. We should be careful not tOi increase the odds against the
accused. Rather than endanger the innocent, we shO'uld wipe the Bill out altogetlier.
Tpe mOition was agreed to.
The Bill was· then read a second time,
and committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3-(Re-enactment and amendment O'f No. 2674, section 55, as amended
·by NO'. 2777, section 4. Copies Qf panel
to> be made).

1920.]
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Sub-clause

A copy of every panel from which the jury
are to be struck in any criminal inquest shall
be kept by the sheriff for inspe·ction on the
day before the precept is returnable and -after
th.:) said day until the panel ceases to be opera·
tive, and a copy shall be delivered to any person duri~ that period on payment of the sum of
Two shillings; but, save as otherwise expressly
provided in the Juries Acts, the sheriff or his
officers shall not make known the names upon
such panel to any person whomsoever except to
a law officer or a person authorized in that
behalf in writing, either generally or in any
particular case, by fl. law officer.

I move-That all the words after "whomsoever" be
omitted.

I want to place both parties in the same
position, and I assume that this amendment will encompass what I desire.
Mr. LA WSON (Premie,r) .-For the
reasons which.1 indicated on the second
reading of the Bill, the GQlVernment inserted a proviso with the exception that
the Leader of the Opposition now seeks
to delete. I recognise that the House is
against me in regard to the matter, and
I bow to! its decision.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as ame?ded, adopted.
Clausel 4-(lncrelas€l of feles to jurors).
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-1 should like
to kn ow if the Premier will increase the
proposed payment from 12s. a day to 15s.
The bulk or t.hp. wages are now 15s.a
day. I know of the case Oof a man who
is receiving 16s. a day at his trade, and
he had to )pend three days ·on the jury
for 7s. a day. It would be ve·ry much
better to have the rate more in accordance with the ruLng rates of pay which
prevail tOo-da.y . We do not want this
work done cheaply, and a man should not
lose by having to serve on a jury. By
jncre,asing the amOount to' 15s. we would
he likely to have more effective work.
It is not wise to have a man on the jury
who is feeling that he is being badly
treated by the CrQwn, and one of the
most effective ways in getting reasDnable
service from jurymen would be to give
them a reasonable allorwance.
Mr. LA'VSON (Premier) .-1 ask the
honorable member not to press an amendment at this stage. When the draft Bill
was submitted to me I raised the rate
from lOs. to 12s. a day, and I ask honorable memhers to be satisfied with that
increase at this stage. It is ~.ll advance
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Railway Oonst'l'uction Bill.

last, they presented a report recommending that a mile and a half of railway be
construoted from a point on the Herne'S
Oak line about a mile and a half distant
from the junction in the direct:on of the
proposed new power station site.
This
particular mile and a half section will
form a part of the larger deviation,
which will no doubt· be authorized later;
but, owing to the fact tha,t the Electricity
Commissioners are anxious to have the
necessary railway facilities installed to
rnablethem to take the heavy machinery
which will be required in connexion with
the establishment' of the generation
sch6ffie, it is recommended that the mile
B.nd a half of wha,t will ultimately form
part of the larger devi~tion be bullt.
Then, linking up with that is a further
mile and a quarter that will consist principally of sidings, and will, subsequently
be required in oonnexion with. the generation scheme. The whole length is about
JVIORWELL BROWN COAL RAILWAY 2~ or 2~ miles, and it is estimat~d to cost
about £30,000. Apparently, the House is
CONSTRUCTION BILL.
Mr. BARNES (MinisteT of Railways) satisfied that this is a work that should
moved the second reading of this Bin. He be proceeded with.
The motion was agreed to.
said-This is a measure authorizing the
The Bill was read a second time, and
construction by the State of a connecting line of 'railway to the Morwell brown passed through its remaining stages.
coal workings. Honorable members will
ADJOURNMENT.
recollect that last session a reference was
made to the RB.ilways Standing CommitQUESTION OF PRIVILEGE-BALMORAL
tee in connexion with this important
RAIL WAY TIME-TABLE.
matteT. When submitting the question
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I mov&t.r..en, I pointed out there were three
That the House do now adjourn.
(lIt'ernative proposals for 'the Committee
to oonsider. At the present time, as When we met this morning the honormost honorahle members know, there is able mem ber for Bo'roondara raised a
a coockspur line that connects the Mor- question of privilege, and I indicated that
well brown coal open cut with the main I would look into the matter. As honorGIppsland line, junetioning at the point able members are a,ware, there has not
known as Herne's Oak. A proposition been a, full opportunity t,o consider the
was made that, in order to link up the matter yet, and I propos'el to have it
proposed new poswer sta,tion site with further investigated. Mr. Speaker has
the existing line. a. new branch line drawn my attention to an Imperial
should be built from Moe to the proposed Sta,tute known as the Bill of ~ights, and
site of the power station. Another pro- has also brought under my notIce a stateposal was that the Herne's Oak line ment made by the Speaker of the House
should be deviated so as to terminate at of Commons on the 12th June', 1876. I
or near the propos,ed site of the eledric think I ought brie-fly to indicate to, hongenerating works. A third scheme was orable members what that Statute prethe devia,tion of th_e main Gippsland line scribes, and what the ruling was. In the
so as to avoid the climb over the Haunted Bill of Rights it is affirmedHills.
That would have the effect of
That freedom of speech and debates or proplacing the new township on the main ceedings in Parliament ought not to be imline instead of at the terminus of the peached or questioned in any COllrt or place
.
short cockspur line.
The Railways onl; of Parliament.
Standing Committee investigated these That is the affirmation of a very definite
proposals, and, on the 21st September principle that gives protection to honorof 5s. a day, with consequential increases
right through. We ought to recognise
that there is an obligation to perform
ci vic service on members of this comJnrunity, and I think 12s. a day is a reasonable reimbursement.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-A juryman who is
satisfied IS more likely to render good
service to the Crown than one who feels·
he has not been fairly treated.
lVIr. LAWSON.-I admit that 7s. a
day is utterly iJ+adequate, but, seeing
that we have provided for an increase of
5s., that is as much as we should do at
this juncture. 'We may be able to do
more later.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported with an amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. LAWSON (Premier) , the Bill was then read a third
time.
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able members in the publio interest. That
has been re-affirmed in the Mother of Parliaments on many occasions. I wish now
to read from the parliamentary debates
of the House of Commons. Mr. Speaker
saidNo doubt any menace addressed to any member of this House, in such a manner as to interfere with his freedom of action as a member
of this House, is a breach of privilege.

This was a case in connexion with the
Reform Club. They had objected to
something a member of the club had done
in Parliament. Speakin.g on the matter,
Mr. Disraeli sa.idA great indiscretion has, in my opinion, been
committed by the Political Committee of the
Reform Club, and I think this public notice
will prevent its repetition.

I no.tice from the correspondence read by
the honorable member for Boroondara,
that the committee of the club he referred
to. proposed to take certain action to-morrow or on Sa turda y . I hope they will
take notice of what has been said in the
House, and of the matters to which I have
referred. At any rate, I hope they will
suspend action until they have a fuJI opportunity of considering whether or not
they would be guilty of a breach ot the
privileges of the House.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I believe that
we ought to take such action as will pre
vent honorable members from being
coere-ed in the expression of their opinions.
There was one statement made by the
. honorable member for Boroondara that
I take exception to, in which he referred
to· a general chorus of approval. He said
that when he made the statement about
the clubs there was a general chorus of
approval in this House. I am not so sure
about that. I do not want to be represented as having approved of that statement.
l\1r. GREENwooD.-That was not in my
8tatement to-day, but was in a letter that
I read.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That letter
was read to-day, and was applied to honorable members. I object to· that. I did
not join in any chorus of approval.
The le,tter was rera,d here, and it contained
an expression of opinion that should not
have been made about the actions of
mem bel'S of this House.
The words
"there was a ge'neral chorus of approval
when this staterr.ent was made," do not,
of course" appear in ]J ansard.
Second Session 1920.-[22]
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M·r. SLATER.-I wish to take this
opportunity of again directing the attention of the Minister of Railways to the
\o'ery unsatisfactory tj.me-table which his
Department has drawn up in conllexion
with the new Balmoral railway line. The
Minister was present at· .the opening of
the line a fortnight ago, and it was then
brought very prominently under his
notice that the time-table drawn up by
the Department would not meet the requirements or convenience, of the people
who were being served by the line. It
was pointed out that the arrangemenu;
tha:t have been made necessitate people
going from Horsham to Portland, breaking the journey at Balmoral, where there
is very little accommoda.tion, staying
there ovea.' night, and proceeding to
Hamilton next day, getting to Portland
at about 9 o'clock at night. We fe·el that
a good deal of the benefit of the line,
which is one of the most important constructed for a number of years, will be
lost unless the Department spe·edily
realizes that the time-table is not capable
of meeting the requirements, either of the
people living along the line 001' of people
travellillg from the "Vest Wimmera. I feel
that the convenience of the residents of
this part of the State should be taken
into' consideration. alld that the attention
of the Railways Commissioners might be
direct.ed to the necessity for substituting
a better time-table.
I sugge3ted· some
time ago to the Minister that a conference, representative of people living
alQongside the line, trade·rs of Horsham
and Hamilton, a.nd thel Departmellt,
might be convened, which would draw
up a time-table to me,elt the convenience of the whole of the people
served by the line. I take, this opportunity of a.gain submittillg that
sllggestion to the Minister in the hope
that he will convey the subject of my remarks to the Commissiorne,rs, and ask
them to consider the interests of tne
people served by the line.
Mr. BARNES (Minister of R.ailways).
- I t is quite true that my attention was
drawn to this matter when I recently
visited the distrjct in connexion with
t.he olpening of the Hamilton-Horsham
line. On my return I drew the attention of the Railways Commjssioners
to the tjlme·-table and disoussed it
with them.
They pointed out that
it was tentative, and said that they
desired to give it a trial, but they did
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lIlot say that, like the laws of the Medes
and Pm-sians, it was unalterable. They
pointed out that, even if they ran a
through train from Horsham to Hamilton, it could not connect with the trains
,on the main trunk lines a t both ends..
rrhe Commissioners assured me that they
were desirous of meeting the convenience
of the people, but they stated that they
could not alter the running of the trains
on the main line. The line in question is
a connecting line, and the difficulty is to
get the branch line- train from Horsham
to Hamilton to- fit in with the service on
the main line. However, the time-table
is only tentative, and may subsequently
,be modified.
Mr. S'LATER.-Can you promise a re:form for the summer season 1
Mr. BARNES.-The matter is largely
in the nands of those responsible fOor the
running of the trains throughout the
State.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .:-Don't you think
the suggestion for a conference might be
looked into ~
Mr, BARNES.-Yes.
The District
Supe,rjntendent has already made a report, but it is hardly sa,tisfactory from the
stand-point of the people living in the district. I will ke,ep the matter under review, and will see whe,ther the' Department can me,et the requirements of the
residents of the district to a far greater
extent than the present tiJrLe-table allows.
The mOotion was agreed to.
.The House adjourned at twenty-six
mmutes ,past four o'clock, until T'uesday,
December 7.

Employment of Ohildren.

Public Service Bill (the Hon. A.
Robinson) .
Municipalities Celebrations and War
Memorials Bill (the Hon. Frank
Clarke).
Juries Bill (the Hon. A. Robinson).
Morwell Brown Coal Railway Construction Bill (the Hon. A. Robinson).
EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN.
The Hon. J. P. JONES asked the
Attorney-GeneralIf the Government will introduce legIslation
this session with a view to putting a stop to
children of tender years trading in the early
hours of the morning and the late hours of
the evening, when they should be sleeping
comfortably in bed growing into healthy men
and women?

The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorlleyGeneral) .-The Government propose to.'
intrQduce legislation on this subject next
session.
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR'S
SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.

The debate (adjourned from November 30) on the Hon. A. A. Austin's
motion for the adoption of an Addressin-Reply to the Lieutenant-Governor's
Speech was resumed.
The Han. H. F. RICHARDSON.When I moved' the adjournment Qf the
debate last week there was very little
business of impodance before the HO'use,
A number of Bills ha,ve come up to-day,
and I recognise that important work lies
before us. It is, therefore, my intention
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
to be brief. I do not WIsh to take up
the time of the House unduly, as I reT1lesclay, December 7, 1920.
(,Qgn~se that w'e should get to work and
do the business O'f the country. Proba bly I should nQt have got up at all
The PRESIDENT took the chair at had it. not beell fDr the remarks of Mr.
eleven minutes to five o'clock p.:pl., and Jones and other Labour members, when
replying to' the Attorney-General's stateread the prayer.
ment on the trouble at the Iv.1orwell brown
coal mine. TO' my mind the statement
BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
made by the Attorney-General was very
The following Bi:lIs were received from cle-ar, and furnished a just reason for the
the Leg:slative Assembly. and read a first action of the Government.
I suppoct
time:the Govenlment heartily in connexion
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2) with the ,""etion they have taken. If we
are gO'ing to allow the Federal Govern(the Hon. A. Robinson).
Housing and Reclamation Bill (the ment, wnether by Board or Arbitration
Court, to' interfere with such a State inHon. Frank Clarke).

Lieutenant-Governor's Speech: [7 DECEMBER, 1920.]
~trumentality as the l\forwell mine, we
shall soon .find the Federal Government
attempting to interfere with the wages
to be paid to the railway servants and
'Other persons employed by the State.
It is our duty, as members of the State
Parliament, to see that there is no further interference by the Federal authorities in sueh matters. It was thoroughly
understood, when Federation came into
existence, that State employees we,re not
to he interfered' with by the Federal
authorities. It is all moo'lJ.shine for hon(lrable mem bers on the back bench to refer to the insanitary surroundings of the
Morwell coal mine.
Not long ago, in
connexion with the proposal to construct
a railway there, I spent some hours on
the site where the men are now housed,
and I can say that they are no worse off
than thou~ands of men engaged on railwa,y constructo.D work or .in making
rooads. The D;len at Morwell are living
in tents. It was said that there was a
poQiI oJ water near the tents which it
would cost £110 to remove. That was
not a large sum, and one would think
tbat the men could have had' the pool
remov-ed withou~ any difficulty.
We
Bhould support the Government in the'
action they are taking. I do not want
to say anything to interfere with theact,ion now being taken to deal with the
question, but I cannot agree with the
statememt that men working there in an
open JCut Rhould be paid the same wage
as men working on the bla"ck coal fields.
If the wage asked for is granted, an agitation will be started to extend it to men
-employed. on railway .eonstructionand on
road works. If this wage is to be given
to the men at Morwell, it will have a
far-reaching effect. I do not think that
J would now cast a vote in favour of the'
J\10,rwell brown coal scheme, for a strike
might upset the whole of the ind'ustrial
activities of the met~opolitan area. There
is a strike now for a oertain wage, and
there may be a strike later for a still
higher wage. Millions of mOoney are to
be expended at Morwell, and the wholel
~C'heme may be paralyzed.
I am really
doubtful wheth8tT I did the right thing
when I voted for the scheme.
The Hon. 'V. J. BECKETT.-YOU can
move 'an amendment in the Act.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.It has gone, and the Commissi<lll has b£:en
appointed. There is no work going on
at present because of the strike for a
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higher wage. If the men reoecive that
wage, they may strike fo-r a still higher
'vage. The more they get the more they
want.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-That is
human nature.
The Hon. H. F. RlCHARDSON.. It is. These men are unthinking. They
are led by men who do the thinking for
them, and' do it verv badly. We are up
against very serious times. There is not
only the Morwell trouble, but the trouble
inconnexion with the basic wage. If
that wage is introduced it will bring ruin
to Australia. Some people think it just
as well that it should come. If it is to
come, the sooner the better. A.t present
we ,are living in a fool's paradise.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Every
man that objects to the wage is getting
more.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.Tha.t is not so. There are many people,
especially in the mi.ddle class, who are
not receiving anything like that wage.
The Han. Vi!. J. BEcKETT.-Do you
object to the wage of £4 lOs. 9d. ~
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.Yes. If the ba8ic. wage is adopted it will
paralyze the industries of the Commonwealth and turn thousands of men out
into the street. It w]l mean thousands
of unemployed. This wage is supported
by those who are supposed to represent
the working class, but in giving that
.,upport.. they are doing a very foolish
thing.
The Ron. W. J. BECKJ>.:TT.-Were you
here last week when a member of our
party explained what the basic wage is ~
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
do not require amy such explanation. I
know what is' proposed by those who are
supposed to represent tbe labouring
class.
The HOll. W. J. BECI{ETT.-What do
you think of Mr. Piddington's explana.tion 1
'
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-He
has come doW1). If we are to have the
Lasic wage that has been spoken of it will
bring ruin on this State and on all the
ot-hoc States. It will be paid, not only
Lo working men in the large centres, but
throughout the country districts, and
the producing interests will be seriously
affected. I read in one of the newspapers
to-day about a meeting of the Trades
Hall Council and their suggestions in Tegard to industry. They have proposed
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that the employees in the dairying industry should be pa:d a certaIn wage. If
that wage if: paid butter, instead of being 2s 6d., will be 3s. a pound. If the
views of the Trades Hall Council are to
pI'evail, the prices of primary products,
of which the working class so much complain, will be considerably increased.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-There are
10,000 farmers living in Melbourne.
The Hon. H. F. RIcHARDSON.That is explained bv the fact of the purchase of small estates for repatriation.
Th~s demand for increased w~ges is simply
a form of lunacy, and is proposed by
those w.ho are supposed to represent the
war king class.
The Ron. A. A. AusTIN.-The agitator has t<? live, you know.
The Hon. H. F. RICIIARDSON.Unfortunately, he has to' live. It is proposed alsO' to reduce the working heurs,
which means re~~cing the output. Mr.
Buchanan, whO' is a forenlOst builder and
con trador in Syflney, sa~ d. when speakiug in Perth, that a four hours' reductien would mean l,500 fewer houses built
in the year; and, when giving evidence
on the question ef reduced hours, the
superintendent of the Sydney tramway
system said that the cest of the change
would mean £31,000 per annum, and
that that would mean h ·gher fares. If
we are geing to' have reduced hours and
higher wages the cost of living must
be increased.
The working class are
anxious to' have the coslief living reduced, but it will nOot be reduced by such
means. The representatives of the working class tell the- people that, with
higher wages, they will be better off, but;
as a matter ·of fact. the werking man is
not better off DOoW than when he received
much less. It was peinted out to me the
ether day that in ten or fifteen years'
time the cost of building will be increased.
There are nO' young fellews
learn:ng the trade of bricklayers or plaster-ers, because they can get just as good
a wage by doing pick and sh('vel work.
The statement that I have referred to'
was made to me by a leading builder.
The Hon. ·W. J. BEcKETT.-Bricklayers and carpenters receive a minimum ef
20s. a day.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.And the man who humps the bricks gets
17s. Oor 1.8s. a day. We know that men
working at the wheat stacks demand £1
.1. day.
There is nO' encouragement. for
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young fellowt:> to learn the sklled trades.
vVe should amend the law dealing with
apprenticeship.
Employers should be
allowed to' take moore .apprentices.
If
this is not dene it will recoil en the
working class. There is a levelling dO'wn
pree-ess gOl_ng on in connexion with wag-es,
but I cO'ntend that mere should be paid
for brains. Now, I must say a few werds
a bout the Fair Prices Commissien. When
t.he Act under which that bO'dy was
created was before this House, I supported the proposal for the reason that
there was an outcry for it on accO'unt of
prQofiteering. It. was said that there w&e
many prOofiteers in the city, espec~ally in
Flinders-lane.
The accusation was alsO'
applied to woollen manufacturers. It was
sa.id that these people were making huge
fortunes by profiteering. I said that. I
f.elt t.ha,t there was a lot of pelitical
humbug about the cry, but still I supported the proposal. I can say new that
my vQote will be cast aga:nst the reaPPOointment of that Commission. They
are a useless body, an interfering body,
a body that pry intO' people's business,
and have done no. earthly good.
One
thing has been referred to' time after time
;-the cost O'f a tailor-made suit Qof clothes.
It is said that the price is exorbitant. If
the Commission had been an earthly bit
of use, they might have gQone intO' the
matter. They could have shQown the puolie what the manufacturer got fer the
material when he handed it over to! the
waxehouseman, and what the wareheuseman get when he' handed. it Qover to the
tailer. In that way they cOould have shown
the extent O'f the profits. As it is, people
say that they are being robbed. when they
have to' pay fifteen guineas fOlr a suit.
The Commission was brought intO' existence in respense to' a parrot-cry', and the
sooner it dies the better. PeopTe are prevented from spending mOoney in industrial
pursuits because they c:lo not knO'w at present what may be raked Ul) against them.
I re:::egnise tlia t this session is to' be a
short O'ne, but I regret that there are
measure's which the country is looking fOor
which will not be dealt with.
I refer
particularly too the N oxic-us Weeds and
Vermin Destrue tiO'll Bill. Tha t is one of
the measures which should be dealt with
at the earliest possible date. TheTe are
thOousands and thousands of acres of some
of the hest cO'untry in Victoria being
overrUn by noxious weeds.
IJast Friday and Saturday I was in Gippslan<1.·
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There I saw acres and acres which .are
being speiled by blackberry.
The .Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-What
about St. Jehn's wert~
The Hen. H. F. RICHARDSON.-All
over the State there are nOoxious weeds,
and it is absolutely necessary that they
should be dealt with. Otherwise we shall
lese thousands of acres of our valuable
land. I recognise, that there is no hope
ef that Bill coming before Parliament
this sessiOon, and I appeal tOI the Minister
to see that this very Important matt-er is
dealt with at the earliest possible dat-e in
the coming session.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-How are you
going to kill the black berry ~
The Hon. H. F'. RICHARDSON.There was a man in Gippsland mowing
it down, and I was told by another that it
can be kept down by sheep. It is a difficult matter to deal with the blackberry
along the rivers and watercourses. HOowever, there are worse pests than blackberry, and wliatever they are they should
be dealt with. I also hope that an amending Local GO'Vernment Bill will be
brought in early next session. The
muniGipalities have belen asking successive
Gcvernments for a number of amendments fOor a long time past. In fairness
to a large body of men who are givi~g
much time to the public service without
any payment, these questiO'ns should not
be allowed to drift in the w.ay they have
been.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEy.-HO'w leng
have you been appealing for that measure 1
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.Fer a long time. It is really time we
stopped appealing, and teok the bull by
the horns. With regard to' the maintenance of main rO'ads, I hope that the
Government will recognise that there is a
difficulty, and that we are coming against
a dead end. After the large expenditure
which has been well supervised by the
Country l~oads Board, the roads should
not be ano,wed to revert to' their fermer
bad state.
The HOin. J. K. MERRITT.-They are
getting back to that.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.Yes, and something must be done. Vl e
have to' recognise that there are roads
which are absolutely necessary for the
advancement of the State, and they
should be kept in a proper state ef repair.
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The Hon. F. W. BRAWN .-It is mainly
the fault of the municipalities.
The Hen. H. F. RICHARDSON.-No.
The municipalities are keeping their rates
up to the full limit o,f 28. 6d.
The Hon. J. K. MERRIT'l'.-Not in the
cO'untry.
The Hon. H. F. RIC'HARDSON.-In
the shire to which I belong, there is a 2s.
6d. rate.
The Hon. IJ. K. MERRITT.-YO'U are.
not paying for the Geelong-road.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.No; but we are paying for, among others,
the BarwOln Heads-road, which will cost
£20,000. The traffic on that road consists
principally of motor cars. Such r6ads are
being constructed largely for the benefit
of mo,torists who live in the metropolitan
area. lIt is bad policy after constructing
roads that have cost thousands of pounds
to allow them to get in,to disrepair. The
Government have to recognise that certain roads must be nationalized.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-That will
not find thel money.
The 'Hon. III. F. RIOHkRDSON.No; but the motorists should have to find
a little more.' Any way, it is for the Government to see that the roads are pro
perly maintained.
The IHon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Are you a
convert to nationalization ~
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.Sometimes. I wish to refer to' another
matter which will be of interest to' Mr.
Beckett, and that is legislation to deal
with strikes and lock-outs.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKET'l'.-Are you
referring to the lock-out at Morwell ~
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
am referring to strikes in the' first place.
r do not know that there has been a. lockout at Morwell. At any rate, there are
more strikes than lock-outs, and, .anyhow, if the em1ployer is ,to blame there
should be legislation to deal with him in
just the same way as the employee.
There should be legislation to prevent this
brutal way 0'£ dealing with disputes between employers and employees. U.llf(Jl'~
tun ate women and children suffer most
through the lack of prooper legislation on
the matter. 1'l. question was asked by Mr.
Sternberg 'with regard to the issue of return tickets on the railways. On behalf
of country districts, I ask that the oJd
system should be restored. It may mean
a small Joss of revenue, although I do not
see where it comes in. It seems ridiculous
l-
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that people cannot get return tickets
when they want them, and that they are
not .allowed to break the journey. A man
coming from the Mallee to Melbourne
may wish to' stop at Maryborough for the
night, but he is told that he canno't
break the journey there. It is an unreasona ble regulation.
I hope the Government will see that return tickets are reintroduced, and that a passenger may be
allOowed to break his journey if he wishes
to dOl so. I kno'w of t.he case' of a woman
on her way to the city who asked if sho
could stop the night at Ballarat as she.
was nDt wen, but the stationmaster said
tha t she must con tin ue the journey that
night.
This is a burning question
throughDut country districts.
The Hon. W. H. EDQAR.-It penalizes
the cQluntry people.
The HOon. H. F. RICHARDSON.Undoubtedly. I cannot sit down without
referring to the amount of pilfering in
cDnnexion with our railways.
The, Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-We are
going to have a Commission.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
believe that the Chamber of Commerce
has propcsed that there should be a COIDmissio.n to inquire into the pilfering mi
our wharfs.
Plenty of people 'are afraid
to send their parcels by railwaybec'ause
Df the grea~ doubt as to whether they will
ever be delIvered. To my mind, it is the
duty of the Go¥ernment to. see that an
employee who is a thief loses more than
he dooo a,t. the present time. When it is
proved tha,t. an em pI oy,ee is a t~ief, he
sho,uld be kIcked out of the SerVIce. fn
.my opinion, the Appeal Bo'ard is a grea.t
mistake. The employees appeal to that
Board, and the Commissioners have nDt
the PQlwer which they should possess. It
is a crying shame. Of course, I do. not
~ay that they are all dishonest men in the
Service, but there certainly are some dishonest emplDyees, and they should not be
allQlwed to remain in the Department.
Thelre are men in the Service who time
after time, have been convicted of' stealing, and they are still theTe'.
The HOon. T. H. PAYNE.-Give the
Commissioners mOore power to, dismiss
them.
The Hon. H. F'. RICHARDSON.The CDmmissioners should have mOIre
power.
lIt is the ,duty of the 'Government to see that t.he CommissiDners have
all the power that is necessary. I trust
that the Government will recognise the
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wants of country districts. I regard myself as a cOountry representative. I feel
that the produceil"s .are the backbone of
the State, and I appeal to the GOovernment to see that the requests which I
have Iput forward in the interests of those
produoers receive the consideratiQln which
they deserve.
The motiQln for the adoptiQln of the
Address in Reply was agreed to, and It
was ordered that the Address be presented tOo His ExceUency the LieutenantGOovernor by the President, and such
mem bers of the Council as may wish to
accOompany him.
HOUSING AND RECLAMATION
BILL.
The Han. FRANK CLARKE (Minister o,f Public Works) moved the second
reading of this Bill.
He said-This
is a Bill which was passed by another
place at the end of last session .and sent
to this House, I think, on the last night
of the session.
W,e decided that we
could not possibly tackle such a, large
measure .at such an hour, and C/onsequently we did not proceed with' it. It
has sinee been passed again by another
place. I may explain that the Bill is
Larg6!lj the re.su It (Jrr Tlecommelldamons
ma.de bY' the Ho,using CommissiQln., which
presented reports a few years ago. Honorable members who have read thDse rePDrts will see that most Q1f the recommenda,tiotlls are embodied in this Bill. The
pro¥isio'lls are the sam'€! as those contained in the measure pre'sented to us
last session, with three small alterations .
It is p["Qlvided that advances may be
made to' people of small means.
The
definition of such people in the Bill of
last session wa~ people whose annual
income does not exceed £350 per
annum. We have increased that amount
to £400, because it cannot he any
10ng€lI" said that a peirson receiving £400
a year is "Very wealthy. Another slight
altetra tion in the Bill pro'Vides that the
State Savings Bank Commissiooe,rs can
extend to their own employees the benefits which the Bill gives to people of small
means in the gene-ral community. The
thir.d altera.tion gives the Commissioners
pow·er tn arrange an insurance scheme of
their own in connexion with the hDUSes
they build. This is singularly a Bill foo.consideration in Committee. It is ·easy to
sketch the main outlines of the measure
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In a. second-reading speech, but it must
be admitted that the filling out of those
details, which involves the consideration
of eighty-four cla.uses, would occupy a
long time and serve no useful purpose in
a second-reading speech.
CQnsequently,
I dO' not intend to give more than a
general O'U tline Df the purposes Df the Bill.
The State Savings Bank Commissioners
are empowered bv this measure to buy
land and build holUses upon it or to buy
hOluses already ereiCt,ed and hand them
ove[" to people Df small means, that is to
~ay, to those not in receipt of an
Income of more than £400 a year.
The Commissioners need not demand
any deposit upon such purchases from
them, or they may make such charges
as they think fit.
It is left to these
business men whQ run the State Savings
Bank .to say w'hat they think is a safe
margin in dealing with properties whioh:
are under their contrDl. It is alsQ provided
that the Commissioners may increase the
amount which can be advanced under the
Credit Foncier system at present in
force. Under that system the bank can
advance 661 per cent. to any perSDn desiring to build his Dwn hDuse, and under
this Bill they can give 10 per cent. more
to the 'pell'son of small means. To returned sOlldi-elrs they can advance up to
85 per cent. O'f the coot of the prDperty.
The second main principle of the Bill is
the giving of power to municipalities to
carry Qut a building scheme on the same
lines as the Savittgs Bank CO'mm,issioners
can do it. Honorable members may he
aware that we have already an Act by
which municipalities may buy land and
build houses, b"':lt the law gives them
power ~nly to lease those hOlUses. No
municipality has taken advantage of that
Act, and the Housing Commission in its
report stated-and I think rightly-that
the reason was that the mUllicipali6es had
power only to lease; they had nO' PQwer
to sell. The councils of South Melbourne
and Port Melbourne have from time to
time stated to me as wen as to members
of other .Governments their de~ire to take
advantage of this Act, but they could
not do so because of the leasing provision,
which made the scheme financially difficult.
The Hon. J. D. BRovvN.-Would not
selling lead to speculation 1
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-I do
not think it would, as there are a num-
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ber of safeguards in the Act.
At any
rate, the Bill now before us provides
that, in addition to leasing hous,es which
they may build, the municipalities can
sell them upon lOong terms to the occupiers. This provision will allow the mUlllclpalities to take advantage of the opportunities of building houses if they desire
to do so. The third main principle of
the Bill is one which it is extremely difficult to carry o'ut. I may say tha.t the
Parliamentary d:r.aftsmen aud others who
had been interested in the preparation of
this measure have searched the world by
means of books and publications relating
to the su bj-ect to find the best met"hod of
coping with the difficulty. What I am
alluding to is the reclamation of slums
and insanitary areas and the closing of
slum streetg. This Bill gives power to
municipalities tD reclaim land which is in
an insanitary or overcrOowded condition,
and tOo reconstitute slum areas. Generally
speaking, it gives powe,l' to improve the
worst portions of gre,at cities like Melbourne and Geelong. When we get into
Oommittee I shall be ,able to outline to
honorable members if they wish the exact
provisions in the Bill which will enable
municipalities to deal with this particular subject. Shortly put, the provisions
give po-wer to any municipality tOI declflre any particular locality a slum area.
The municipality may then direct an appro:ved valuer to value the land and the
houses within that area. It cau then
proc,eed to carry OIut its reclamation
scheme, pulling down any houses which
are undesirable and prOoviding compensation for their demolition. When the reclamation f:1cheme is completed, valuers are
to declare what benefit has been given to
the area and to propeirty adjacent by
reason of the reconstruction or the area,
and one half of the amount 1ir::' :tppraised
i3 to be paid by thel municipality itself, and the other 'half by the owner.
This improvement is called betterment,
and it is reasonable that the owner of the
land which recerive.s the betterment as a
result of the wOork of reclamation shOould
pay a portion of the- improvement.
The' Hon. G. M. DAvIs.-That is
good in theory.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-I
have been forced to read no fewer than
ten large books by town planners and
enthusiasts of that sort, and far better
brains than mine have relad up the whole
subject, and in .colIahOlration we have
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selected the method adopted in this Bill
as being probably the best in the world.
It follows closely upon the lines 0.£ the
London County Council Act, but it also
embodies a 'feiW Qif the obviously better
ideas contained in some of the laws operating in big American cities.
Honarable
melIllbe,rs can depend upon it tha,t all the
systems in operation in the world ha,ve
been thoroughly examined in order to
find the boot met,hod. I have given honora ble members the general scope of the
Bill, and in this way I have considered
their interests bett,er tha,n if I ran
thra'ugh the measure clause by clause at
t.his sua,ge.
The H.on .. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I
think it may be claimed that the Minister has clearly given the House the principles of this Bill. I do not exactly agree
with him that in Committee we can go
through the cla,uses in the way he has
suggested. I think we shall have to. take
many Oof tliem far .gra,nted. The Minister has given us the principles of the Bill,.
and the clauses Qif the measure prOovide
the machinery to give e,ffect tOo them.
T have no. doubt that, as this is legislatian in a new field, amendments will be
required from time toOt time.
The Bill
creates an important autholfity with
fl~xible powers tOo build houses, and members can derive satisfaction fram the fact
that the responsibility fOor carrying .out
this Bill is being placed in the hands of
such a body as the CommissiOoners of the
State Sa.vings Bank.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-Who have
no experience in building.
The Hon. w.. L. BAILLIEU .-The
hono'rable member can put it that way
if he likes. but they are business men,
and, after all, men who uncie'rstand business will see that they get the right experience tOI guide them in these matters.
Personally . I would just as soon, if not
sooner, trust the Savings Bank Commissioners as any other body of men we
could select far this purpose.
The beginnin,g: and end of this sC!heme will be
realized in the wisdam of the men who
will administer the Act.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-What about
the Cammauwe!alth svstem of a War ServiQe Homes Cammissioner ~
The HQin. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It will
be interesting to see the results of the two
systems. There is this to be said, tha,t
the,re js no institution in Victalfia which
stands in better repute than the State
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I
have no doubt that the same skill will be
exercised bv the Commissioners in the
carrying out of this scheme as they have
shown in their opera,tions hitherto, but
that does nOot necessa,rily mean that the
pressure for housing accommodation will
he relievled... Hornorahle memher's· will
recollect that provision is given to the
CommissiOoners to supply hQiuses without
calling for a deposit from the purchasers.
The Ron. F. W. BRAwN.~Rowcould
we do better than ,dispose of houses withaut asking fOor a deposit ~
The Hon. W.· L. BAILLIEU.-The
Commissioners will 'have to determine that
matter. They have had experience in
the making of 100ans and know the class
(If men who. are most likely to repay them.
It may be safer to make a contract with
Brawn withaut asking fDr a depasit than
to make one with Smith, who WOould give
10 per cent. or 20 per oent. deposit.
I think thel HOousel was quite wise in not
going on with this melasure at the end af
last session. We shall now have mare
time to criticise its provisiOons completely
in all their bearings, but I would advise
thel House to accept the measure.
The iRon. J. J). BROWN.-Do you mean
tOo acce,pt it holus bolus 1
The Han. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Yes,
bearing in mind that the privileges undeT
the Bill will extend to every part of the
Sta'te. I venture to say that the Savings
Bank Comlly.issionelfs will be more anxious
to build houses in the. country than in
the town, as they will feel it safer to do
tha t. I do no't think any part of the
State win be ahle to compla,in that the
privileges conferred by the Bill are not
extended all round.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIs.-There will
be plenty Qif a pplica,tions to the Commissioners.
The Han. W. L. BAILLIEU .-Sufficient houses and acommOodation will not
be provided until the industrial situatian,
not only in our own State, but throughout the world, boecames easier.
The Hon. F. W. BRAWN.-When will
that be~
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.,N either an Act of Parliament nor an
edict by a trade union can provide either
gaods or senices for the cotrrlmunity,
any more than the proclamation of the
basic wagel win nrovide the money tOo pay
the working peolple. Unless nuts are put
into a jar, you cannot take any out. It
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.
is such a parrot-likel repetition to refer to

the fallacies that are so general, that,
personally, I prefer to refrain from doing
so. If I werre speaking outside, perhaps
the average man would say, "It is all
very well for you, because you have
plenty of good things:" Bu.t what .do
they am'Gunt to if the, mdustrIal machIne
stops ~ We only eat three meals a day,
and most of us are putting what we have
into active service. A large section of
the peoplel are declaring that the man who
does that is the ell·emy of the Stat.e. One
set of peo,ple dec1a.re that it is the vile
capitalist system that is breaking everything down, but they do not tell us "hat
they are going to put in its pla~e. What
is the oounter that we are gOIng to use
inste,ad of money ~ I think this has a.
bearing on the Bill.
The PRESIDENT.-The honorable
ruember is straining a point.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I do
not know that I am, because unless people
have mone'Y they cannot buy h~>uses. I
am wondering what system is gOlllg to be
put intO' ope·ration to pay for the houses
under this Bill, unless it is the wretched
capitalist sy~tem.
The Hon. E. L.· KIERNAN.-Are you
assuming that there is any lPO'litical party
that objects to private people building
houses?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Upon
my word, I believe there are people in
the community who would get up and denounce that. It would only be on a'par
with a good deal that takes placel. Under
the Bill the Government are giving
power to a public a.uthority to build
houses. It is the State, afterr all, in the
~ha~e of the Savings Bank C'oIlllJT..issioners,
whIch, under the Bill, is given very
flexible powers to construct houses. I do
feel tha.t I am entitled to strike· a note
of 'warning, and to say that the passing
of the Bin is not going to bring into
be~ng a lo·t of houses.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-Do you think
it is a sound financial proposition 1
The HOll. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I think
it is perfectly safe to say to the Savings
Bank Commissioners that they may build
houses as provided in the measure. and
I think the Bill will give to certain
people, who cannot now get homes, an
opportunity of getting them-that is, as
soon as building operations become fairly
normal.
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The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-This
system has been in operation before.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I rum.
not delcrying the system. I have said
hefore that wherever the State can do
anything for the, benefit of the people
better than it is now being done, the
State should be permitted to dOl it. In
experience, however, it has frequently
been t.he case that where, the State has
interfered theire has not be,en the same
return for labQlur, and things have gone
wrong. Thel theOiry must be right if it
is carried out properly, but the State is
generally looked upon as fair game, and
is frequently looted. I do not think the
Savings Bank CommiSSIoners are going to
00 looted under this scheme. It is a
very sad ·thing that at the present time
we cannot prQlvide homes for people who
want them at a iprioe which thev can
hope to' pay, even 1ll instablients. It is
to bel devoutly hoped that within a reasona.ble time there: will be a coudition of
things under which hQluses may be built
at reasonable prices. That will not be
brought abQlut by any Bill, but only by
an alteration of the spirit Q1f the people.
Like the Minist,er, I dO' not proposel to
give a citation of the: machinery clauses
of the Bill. I think we can very well deal
with them in Committee. The Government
are to be congratulated on having introduced the Bill. It is the least they can
do.. and they are only sen~ible in doing it.
As I said before, the measure provides
safe machinery for building houses
throughout the length and brea·dth of
our ,l-and, and places it in the hands of a
body of men whooe institution has its
ramifications throughout the whole .state.
I have much ple,asure in supporting the
second reading of the measure.
The Hou. J. H. DISNEY.-Although
the Bill was sent to me a week or so ago,
I must confess that I have nOit perused
it very closely. Of course, I give my services in an honorary 'capacity.
I felt
somewhat disappointed at the Minister's
speech, because I felt that the Government had omitted to dOl the main thing
which thely should ha.ve done. That is
to' say, they should, first of all, have released land in certain l1Lunicipalities, so
that the local cQluncils might have some
chanoo of building hQluses. In t.he municipalities of South Melbourne and Port
Melbourne there are, many hundred acres
of land which have been lying idle eve,r
since the world began. Severral deiputations
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waited on the Minister of Public Works,
and asked tha t this land should be
made, available for building purposes.
The honorable, gentleman very kindly inspected the land, and said that he would
use his influence to get some of it rele,ased. That was some years ago, but
none 0.£ the land has been made. available

yet.
The Han. T. H. PAYNE.-Where are
hundreds of acres of land a~,ailable
tn South Melbourne ~
,
The Han. J. H. DISNEY.-I refe(l'red
to South Me1lborurne and Port Melbourne,
hut I venture to say that th&e are 100
acres of vacant land in South Melbourne, be,tween St. Kilda-road and
R,anna-street.
Again, there is a large
area of vacant land near Clarence-street
and the river, and down at FiElhermen's
Bend there are 1,500 acres that could be
rr.l,ade available. I undelrstand that the
War S&VLce Homes Oommissi'pn said
that £6 a foot was too high. a tPrice for
that land, but O'ffered the Government £3
or £4 a foot for it. It is idle to' pass Bills
which provide for the building of houses
if the're is no land available to! build them
on, and .that there is no land available is
the cry everywhere. IThe South Melbourne
IOity IOouncil quite recently made use of
its powers under the Local Government
Act to do away with what it considered a
slum are-a. TheTe were seven or eight
houses in a blind stroot, and honorable
members would be astonished at the,
values the owners put on those houses.
One old gentlelIf.lan valued the house, he
had lived iIi fO'r thirty Oor f_orty years at
£750, 'but the council -considered, and I
did toOo, that a c<;mple of hundred pounds
WOouid be a' good price. Negotiations
went on for ove,r twelve mOonths, and then
the, council and the Oowners came to teTms.
It cost the council £2,000 to' buy the
hOouses in the blind stroot, but the original idea was that the hOouses in the front
street should also be bought, and a street
made through, SOo as tOo do away with the
slum area. We! fOound that the' cost would
bel enOormous. The hOouses we bought have,
been pulled down, ,and it is now proposed
to turn the land into a storeyard for
vehicles. S-ome stonebreaking ma y be
done, there. The store'yard we already
had met all requirements. We have
spent a,bout £3,000 Oor £4,000 withOout
getting a.ny relturn.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-Tha,t does
not look like wise 'rr,anage.ment.
~he
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The Han. J. H. DISNEY.-When w~
started out we. weTe dete'rmined that the
slum ar-ea should be done away with. I
do not know why we we(l'e so keen about
it. There had never been any sickness
therre, bu't we thought that the place was
a blot on the neighbQlUrhood. If we had
been dealing with the matter as private individuals probably we should have done
something diffe,rent, but councillOors are
su bject to so much criticism that they
cannot deal with municipal matters as
they w?uld d.e1al 'Yit~l them. if they were
actmg m. the,Ir prIvate capacity. At the.
present tIme t-enants seem to have no in~rest at all in the properties they live
In. .I~ a ~eilla.nt dOles imJ.?,rovel a property
by gIvmg It· a coat of pamt, or making 'a
ga,rden, the otWner increases his rent. I
know of many cases in which that has occurred. I should like ,it to be made possible for a man who is a, tenant to be able
to buy the house by Dutting down a small
deposit, and then paying to the council
the balance of the purchase mOoney in instalments.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-The Act
provides for that.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I am
pleased to hear that; but the councils
will have' to have, powe'r to obtain houses
at their right valuel. It is a peculiar
thing that an owner puts a very high value
on his house when some Oone wants to buy
it. If inducements we,re gIven tOo working. peo,ple to buy. houses by paying dePOSIts and weekly lDstalments I rum surEli
that they would buy them,' and would
improve the properties, which would be
a~l excellent thing from a health point of
VIew.
The Han. A. A. AusTIN.-Would yOU
make the owner sell, whether he wanted
to or not ~
The H'on. J. H. DISNEY.-I believe
that if a person has a property, and fails
to keep it i~l a proper state of repair, he
should be eIther forced to improve it or
sell out to somebody who 'will. In the
great majority of cases" the owner wonld
be quite willing to sell. I cannot for the
life of me understand why any Government should keep acres and acres of land
lying idle. returning nothing at all. That
is the point I particularly rose to refer
to. It iEl a pity that we cannot levy rates
upon this idle land. If we could do that,
it would soon be turned to use. We have
to face a "dog in the manger" policy.
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'rhere are people who have land that they
cannot use themselves, but that they will
let nobody else use. Only one house has
been built in POTt Melbourne during the
last two or three years. The other night
I stated that there were 500 acres that
could be used for building purpose~. I
have since been looking into the matter,
and I think I am well within the mark
when I say that there are actually 1,500
aores tb;lt could be used.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-That land
will be wanted some day.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-We shall
be in the "happy land" before then, I
think. There is. land in Hanna-street
that ,could be used.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-Twenty
acres of the lagoon were offered to the
Port Melbourne Council for' building purposes, and the council replied that they
would prefer that it should be turned into
a park.
The Hon. J. H. DI-8NEY.-That particular land has been used for cricket and
other ,recreation ·purposes. If it were the
only land available for building, the
council would consider it soon enough.
But within a stone's throw of it there are
acres and acres that could be used.
The Hon. F:RANK CLARKE.-It is
always a case of "let us do something
else" whenever we propose anything.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-There is
the health point of view to be considered,
and it is questionable whether the lagoon
land could be safely used for building
purposes.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-It is quite
safe.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-There is a
l{)t of slush and muck there.
No· heavy
building could be put on the land, as it
would sink.
The PRESIDENiT.-The honorable
member is straying from the Bill.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-Perhaps I
am. However, my point is that whilst
we have a Bill to rprovide homes, land is
not being found for the necessary
buildings.
The Ron. E. L. KIERNAN.-I can
see no objection to the Sill.-Bu.t I ·agree
with what Mr. Baillieu has said: That
the unfortunate thing about it is that the
houses· will be too· expensive for the great
mass of the people.
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The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-The cost of
the house is litmited to £800.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Even so,
the amount is a great deal more than
many people can afford to pay.
If the
cost of building material could be reduced, it would help matters considerably.
I do not think that the Bill gives the
Savings Bank Oommissioners suffi:cient
power as to' the purchase of material. We
have to face Timber Oombines, Nail
Oombines, and Brick Oombines, all of
which tend to make the building of houses
expensive.
The municipalities ought to
adopt the rating on unimproved la~d
values system. Until we can tell people
who are holding land from use for speculative purposes to re,lease their hold on
the land, the powers of the Savings
Bank IOommis.sioners may not be
sufficient to enable them to grapple
with the housing problem effectively.
We gave power to the municipalities to
. rate on unimp,roved values, hut until they
do so we cannot expect a real settlement
of the housing problem. Had there been
a municipal tax on the unimproved value
of land in past years, the housing problem
As
would have been settled long ago.
Mr. Disney has pointed out, if a tenant
improves a property at the present time,
the landlord at once increases his rent.
Generally" I support the Bill.
At the
same time, I am 'afraid that many municipalities will not take advantage of it,
especially those municipalities within
who~e borders the problem is most acute.
In congested areas such as Ool1ingwood
and Fitzroy, there is not sufficient land
available to enable the municipality to
take advantage of the Bill.
Other
municipalities, such as Northcote, are not
concerned with the problem, as they have
no congestion. It is useless to give the
municipalities of Collingwood, Fitzroy,
and Soutlr Melbourne the po:wers conferred under the Bill, when they ~liave not
the land to build upon.
,T,he [Hon. J. K. M'EHRIT,T.-T think
the Government have been wise to consider this matter seriously. The Bill was
recommended by the Housing Oommission.
But there is some doubt in my
mind as to whether it is wise at the
present time to induce people to launch
out on expenditure on houses, or ,anything
eli?e. H'onses are at an abnormal value.
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Our whole economic system ·is topsyturvy. If we get into the. habit of assuming that present values wlll last" we shall
make a very big mistake. We .know t~at
labour is very dear. Labour lS not glVing a fair return for the wages that are
paid. From that cause alone, houses are
costing double, or more than double, what
they used to cost.
Only two or three
years ago a house could be built for half
the llloney that it takes to-day.
Wh~t
will be the position of the man who lS
induced by the opportunities afforded
under this Bill to put up a cottage costing £800, when prices return to a point
nearer the normal, and he finds that the
house is only worth £400 or £500?
The
kind of house that a man can erect for
£800 to-day is not one whit better than he
could have erected for £350 a few years
ago. r do not say that the £ROO house is
likely to be worth only £350 a year or ~wo
hence, but it'is quite likely to depreclate
until it is only worth £400 Or £500.
Four or five years ago we should have regarded the present value set on a small
house as absurd. We have 'already
serious undertakings in this country with
regard to the returned soldiers whom we
have put on the land. Many.of ~hese l:nen
will not be able to carry out theIr oblIgations.
That will be the case for a long
time to come. J do not intend to oppose
the Bill, but I do think that the Savil~gs
Bank Commissioners will have to gIVe
very careful consideration to carrying out
the provisions of it. We want to do all
we possibly can to encourage people to
acquire homes of their own. We wa~t
them to live under as comfortable condIIt is desirable that
tions as possible.
they should get away from the slums in~o
the open country. But we must bear In
mind that economic conditionEl to-day are
quite abnormal.
The rate of livin~ is
ridiculously high. The cost of rna tenals
and of labour is particularly high. The
position is the same whether we invest in
houses or general commodities. I believe
that within two or three years the cost of
living will be considerably lessened.
Many things will be half their pre~ent
prices. It 'will be the same with houses
as with other things.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Y ou say
that the present high cost of living is
largely due to the labourers not doiug a
Hon. J.

Ie Merritt.
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fair day's work. Do you a.nticipate that
the position as regards labour will be different in a few year~?
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I am
hoping that, if we tackle the problem
aright, we shall reduce the cost of living.
The cost of labour and of materials will
then come down.
When that has oome
about, the man who takes advantage of
the Rill and erects a small house for £800
will have to go on paying though the
house may bel worth only £409 or £509.
The Sa vlllgs Bank Oommissioners WIll
have some yery difficult problems to
solve.
Weare entering in to various
undertakings with a light heart-undertakings that a few years ago we should
have hesitated to take up. I hope the
Savings Bank Commissioners will exerci~e
care in seeing that people do not involve
themselves in undertakings they are not
able to carry out.
The Hon. G. M. DA.Vr.s.-I have not
read the Bill carefully, but r heard the
speech of the Minister.
The Bill ap . .
pears on the surface to' provide a go?d
way to assist the poorer classes to obta~n
homes, but it appears to me that the BIll
will entirely alter the policy t~at has
hi therto been So successfully earned out
b.y the Savings Bank Commissioners.
This Bill practically instructs them to
make an advance of 100 per cent. for
land and houses.
At present the Commissioners advance about 50 per cent. on
country lands, and up to 66i per cent.
on house property.
r join with other
honorable members in the desire that
there should be some way that people
with small means or no capital
should be able to get homes.
Up
to the present the Commissioners have
been conservative in the making of
advances.
There has been a tremendous
rise in the value of suburban properties,
and the valuations will be made on certain prices. A house tha t 'will now CMt
£800 could have been erected a few years
a,O'o for little mOre than half that sum.
rOam afraid that in the near future there
will be a considerable reduction in house
and land values owing to the stringency
of the money market.
People will have
to unload.
The Bin is in the right
direction from a humanitarian point of
view but the whole onus is being thrown
on the Savings Bank Oommissioners.
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They may find in the future that the
tenants will not be able to pay the instalments, and it is very hard for the
Governmen t to turn such tenants out. I
think it will be a very risky proposition
on the whole.
I am satisfied that the
country municipalities will not avail
themselves of the provisi.ons of the Bill,
and that is a saving feature. The Commissioners will receive any number of
applications from people of small means,
and the,y will require to, have: a very stiff
lip to refuse any of the applications.
Where it is a matter of 109 per cent. it
means a big responsibility on the Commissioners. The cost of building is altogether too' high, and tue rents of
houses are very high.
I think the price
of land will come down· owing to the
prices of '',1001, wheat, and other thin.,gs,
and it is therefore necessary to be very
careful in connexion with such a measure
as this.
The provisions of the Bill appeal to me from the humanitarian point
of view, but from a busiiless stand-point
I have graye doubts.
Still thi" may be
It is proa step in the right direction.
posed also to reclaim certain areas, and
that is a good thing, but a difficulty will
crop up in regard to the value~.
This is
really a plunge in the dark, but I do not
intend to Oppose the Bill.
If the Commissioners are going to make advances on
present prices they are likely to meet
with disaster.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-I do
not intend to give a silent vote on this
measure.
I was a member of the Royal
Commission on Housing. We spent a
considerable amount of time and energy
in getting information on this subject to
place before 'honorable members.
We
made a special feature of inspecting the
slum areas, and we found that the conditions were extremely discreditable. So
bad were they that we sent a special report to the Government, and the result
was the introduction Oof the Bill last
session.
This Bill is on similar lines to
that one, but there are a few alterations
that the Minister has explained.
We
had sworn testimony of the fact that,
in Some of the suburban areas, as many
as fourteen people lived in a small tenement, and that seven and ei.ght people
were to be found in a four-roomed house
living in unhealthy and undesirable con-
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ditions.
It was found also that a whole
family, males and females, occupied the
same room.
We can quite realize that
the Government feel, from a humanitarian point of view, that these conditions should be reformed.
We found
that many people were willing to pay a
small deposit to get homes erected. This
Bill provides that houses can be built for
poor people even without a deposit. I
am sure that honorable members are
anxious to help these poor people to acquire homes for themselves.
We should
be able to improve the Bill by amendments and make it of such a character
that it will do credit to us.
It is proposed that the Commissioners should
dell with the whole question of housing.
Is it wise to ask them to take this matter
up under existing condl tions?
Would
it not be better to have the measure administered by the Public Works Department, where there is a Minister, a permanent head, and officers who are conversant with the build1ng of houses? If
the Public Works Department is not
suitable, we have the Lands Department.
Surely we do not wish to prevent the
Savings Bank Oommissioners from carrying 011 their work.
The Han. J. P. JONES.-The Bill is
not at all a b8.d measure as a start. Of
course, evervthing depends on administration.
There can be no doubt that,
under this Bin, the authorities will have
a fair amount of scOope. . The housing
problem has occupied the attention of
I
the world for a number of years.
could ha ve wi€hed that Mr. Frank
Clarke, when addressing the Chamber on
t.his question, had given us more of the
benefits of ten big volumes that he has
Rtudied on this subject. Some years ago
I devoted' some attention to the housing
question.
In my enthusiastic youth I
accompanied a photographer in a tout
of the slum. areas of Melbourne.
I
wished to obtain information useful for
propaganda.
My friend, the photographer, and myself visited some of the
WOorst slums in this city, and I can asbure the House that the reception we
met with was not calculated to encourage
eyen an enthusiastic reformer.
We
wished to obtain definite evidence as to
how people in the slum 'areas lived.
These people opposed in eve,ry way they
could our investigations. The photoe-rapher endeavoured to take photographs
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of buJdings in a little street in Carlton.
1'he landlady of one of the houses damped
our ardour with buckets of cold water.
It is·, to' ')ay the least Df it, dampening
to the ardour of an enthusiastic reformer
when he finds that the peDple whom 'he
seeks to. bene,fit by ipro.paganda will no.t
have him at any price. The housing problem is an extremely dJficult Dne. Efforts have be'en made to settle it in
Great Britain. Unfortunate,ly, we have
allowed th9 pro.blem to become acute in
this country, and we are now attempting,
in a very awkward periDd Df economic
stress, to settle it.
"Ve shall, un·cio u btedly , be cons~ dera bI y handicapped
,ewing to the fact that, under O'ur pre.sent capitalistic system, it is necessary
that hDuses shall be erected on a payable
basis.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-We are
v..aiting for the new system.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I am afraid
we shall have to wait a very long time
for that. We shall have to go through
many stages of evO'lution before we reach
the millennium that I hope fO'r and that
I believe will some day arrive. HO'we-ver, there can be no doubt. that" under
the existing capitalistic system, humanity
has a very hard row tOo hoe. I do not
blame the capitalists, nor have I ever
attempted to
blame them, because I
realize that they are as much creatures
of our social order as anybody else. NO'
man should be denounced for taking his
p:trt in the capitalistic world under present conditions·. The capitalist is as rp.uch
a creature of society as the man who carries the hod' Dr the man who mends our
boots. All that we can hope to do is to
do· our bes.t in O'ur day and generation
iu an endeaNour to improve the condi.
tions of humanity. and to leave the world
better than we found it. The value of
stich measures as. the· 0Jlle before 11'8 is
that it ena b1es us to trv new methods of
solving an urgent pr~blem.
When I
first visited Englan~ I was taken over
the east end of London by my friend,
Mr. John Burns, who had then been for
many years a member of the London
(Jountv Council.
He told me of the
'great "trials the council had to face in
rentov~lIg people from the slum areas to
better domiciles.
The council were
r.:nxious to hOllse the peO'ple oetter, and
thev had not reckO'ned with the' human
aspect of the question at all.
They
fClund that the men and women whom
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they welTe trying to benefit were their
greatest opponents.
They erected a.n
e>onormous and handsome building capable
of housing a number of families, in what
had beeu one of the worst of the slum
areas. The people for whom that building had been erected would not have it,
and, eventually, it, was Dccupied by families considerably better off in the social
scale.
The housing problem is a diffi·
cult one to solve. But there is no doubt
that we shO'uld endeavour to solve it. A
. crying need of the times is the housing
of the people at reasonable rentals. At
t.he same time it is necessary that the
houses that are erected' shall return sufficient to pay interest on the capital invested. That is a problem which the
authorities who are given power under
the Bill to co;nstruct houses will have
to face. 1n dealing with slum areas, the
questiO'n of locality is not as important
as many people think it. There are very
many buildings in what we call alum
areas that could be altered in such a way
as to make theih more than merely habitable. 'Ph ere are streets in London tha.t
would be termed slum areas if their mere
appearance was taken ~nt0 consideratiDn.
There is a.n extremely narrow street not
far from i-,he House of Commons, where
the buildings are very DId. But, as a
matter of fact, those buildings are
t.enanted by well-to-do people. The offirial residence O'f the Prime Minister in
Downing-street, LO'ndon, is a tinpot
house if one merely judges from the exterior. It might ev~'11 be regarded as a
slum building. Of course, the interior
of the building presents a very different
picture. There are many buildings in
the so-called slum areas of Melbourne
that could be remodelled and' made very
comfortable for tenants.
It would be'
necessary to cleanse them. provide baths,
laundries, and so on. I hope that honorable members who were members of
the Housing Commission will thrDw some
light on t.c.:s aspect of the question. It
is better to t:emodel houses than to pull
them down. It ma·v be that a house
here and there should be destroyed in
ord-er to· give more breathin~ room to the
people. 'Vhat we want to provide ig a
sufficiency of housing accommodation of
a clean and healthy kind for the' people.
The authority that will be intrusted with
the housmg question has power to remodel houses. By exercising this power
a; good deal of' expense may be saved in
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certain dir-ections. Very much could be
dQne to relieve the position in that
way, and could be done cheaply.
It appears to me that the great fault
about this Bill is that it is proposed to
spread tho power Olver too many autho.rihe!:). The Bill gives power to the Savings
Bank Commissioners in whom I ha Vet very
great faith. I believe that the bank has
~een managed very well indeed, and that
their Loan Department has been a model,
if not of perfection, as near to perfectiDn
I believe that their
as we can expect.
machinery for dealing with loans is a
great impro.v-eil11ent on the o.ld machinery.
I beJieve it would be very much better
if the administration of this measure were,
cO'nfined to the Sa vings Bank COiIllmissionelTIl than to have divided a,uthority
with the Commissionelrs and the municipalities. The only way to. solve the problem .sucoessfnlly is to. give the power to
one authority, such as the Commissioners,
who ha.ve proiVed their capacity for administration in this direction.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-We could
hardly give the reclamation of the slums
to th€illl.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Why not~
They would bel a.ble to deal with the
slums.
The municipalities will not be
able to do. the wo-rk so well as the Sa,vings.
Bank CO'mmission-ers. I am satisfied that
many of the municipalities will not avail
themse,lves of this measure, and I am
sa tisfied that the. success of the Bill in
regalrd to. the building 0.£ ho'llses will .depend ve-ry largelly upon the number of
houses that the authorities are able to
build, and the machinery that will be
introduced for their construction. I am
sure that one authority having to build
from 500 to even 1,000 house,s would sucoeed very much better than e,ight to' ten
municipalities, e,ach one of which would
be doing a little of the work, and elach
one of which would have its own administrative officers, and its arrangements for
securing building materials. That would
lead to. wastel. I know that the mumClpalitie,s, as a whole, ha,ve -performed their
wo,rk very satisfactorily indeed, but the
building 'of houses and the handling of
loans Dn freehold securities has been no
part of their work. I view with a oertain
amount of fe,ar the proposal to. give power
to the municipalities to deal with such a
'questiOOl, when I know that it would be
much bettelI" dealt with by o.ne autho'rity.
It is unfortunate that we ha,ve not some
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unified' system of go.vernment in Melbourne to deal with big problems. We
were hopeful yealrS ago of ha ving a.
greater Me,lbo'llrne scheme, but it has no,t
arrived.
I knolW the Government are
anxious to get this Bill through, and than
. they have many other measures to bring
before us. I do not want to stand in the
way of the passage of this Bill, although
I should like to deal e:xtensively with thi8
question of ho'llsing, which is so vital to
the people. I hope that this att-empb,
humble as it may be', will help to educate
public opinion to the grea.t necessity of
having healthy ho:mes for O'llr people', so
that the children may be brought up in
healthy surroundings, and be able to' feed!
and sloop in fresh air, and under wholesome conditions. I hope the expe'fiment
will be a successful O'ne.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-As
one of the members of the Housing CommissiO'n I fee,l it incumbent 0111 me to. say
a few words. I recognise, as the Ministerstated, that the Bill is based partly on
the recommendations of the HousinlY'
The Health Bill, which
CO'mmission.
was passed last session, dealt with other
recomme.ndations of that Commission. I
feel that this Bill will not get to the root
of the evil. I agre,e with Mr. Jones in
a great deal that he said, but I am not
with him in his suggestio'll that the Savings Bank Commissioners should ha,ve th431
entire control. The recommendation of
the Housing Commission was that a.
special body of experts should be a ppointed to deal with the ho.using problem.
This Bill will not overcome the problell'lJ
of the slum areas. The provision made
for the erection of houses will not olvercome the problem that the Commission
found in the me,tropolitan are,a.
We
found that men working on the wharfs
had to live ne'ar, because they .did not
know when they would be called upon to
work. It is necessary for them to liv€I
close to' their work. In Carlton many of
the hawkers re,side, and they require to
be near the markets.
These are the:
places where we found the slum dwellillCTs
as well as in Richmornd, Port l\1elbourn~.
and Fitzroy..
In Fitzroy we found a
large number of delicellsed hot-els in
~ome of ,xhich half-a-dozen or more
families were residing, sometimes one
iamJy in one rorm, sometime,s one
in two rooms, and sometimes one in
three rooms.
"Ve
fo·und a lflush
disgusting state of a~airs as far as
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the occupants of the buildings were conMr. Jones said that if proper
accommoda tion were provided in the
shape of ba,ths it would be a good thing.
The Commission, found houses, in which.
the baths were filled with vegetables and
other things, and were not used as baths.
Man'y of these people, however good a
house may be, will not keep it clean.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I know
wealthy people who do not use a bath.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.We know that cleanliness is next to godliness, but we did not find cleanline,ss :n
the slum dwellings. From the experience I had, as a member of the Housing
Commission, I can say that the,rel is no
more important matter that we can deal
with than this question.
The Bill will
not meet the case. No working man can
possibly afford to pay the necessary instalments for a building to cost £800 8r
even £400. We went t.o S~dney, where
a great deal has be~n done to meet t~is
trouble. At DaceyvIlle a number of mee
dweJlings have been er·ecte,d, but not for
the working classes, but for the middle
class.
Near the w'harfs we found they
had e'rected two-storied buildings, elach
building to accommodate two families,
one on the grc'Und floor, and one on the
first floor.
That, I think, is one of the
best wa,ys to dela.! with people who are
employed on the wharfs. The buildings
are of brick, substantially constructed,
have baths, wash-houses, and small yards.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The'Y are a
sort of fla,ts.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-Yes. Near by was a kinderga,rten where
the children were attended to by young
women, who gave up thelir time to the
work.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-How is it
financed ~
The Han. H. F. RICHARDSON.The kindergarten is financed by charity,
and the Harbolf Board build the houses.
I should like to see a. model township established, and low tramway fares charged,
so that the working class could live in
healthy surroundings.
Mr. Jones said
that some of the buildings :in the metropolis shQlUld not he pulled down, hut reconstructed. Tha,t would not overcome
the difficulty of the narrow streets, where
the children have to play in the gutter.
The Melbourn.e City Council have pulled
down some of these buildings, and according to thei~ own by-laws buildings
~erned.
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cannot be erected facing narrow streets.
SQlme of thel3e sites are used fQlr factories.
I cannot see, how the evil will be cured
by reconstructing the hOluses in the slum
areas. It is a disgrace to some of the
owners of these properties tha t they
should take the high rents they do fer
such
structures.
We
were
more
than surprised to find that some
well-to-do Feople in the c-ty wer·e
recelvlllg exorbitant rents for these
ramshackle buildings, some of which
were condemned by the City Council.
I should have been- ashamed to receive
the rents from some of these people who
were naying 12s., 15s., or 20s. a week
for slum dwellings. packed in these slum
areas.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Is that
profiteering ~
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
do not know what you would call it, but
I should have been ashamed to be the
owners of some of those properties and to
have received the rent.
After our first
visit, and )vhen evidence had been taken,
a good many of these building~ were condemned by the Melbourne City Council;
but they s'hould have been condemned
years ag'o. I feel that this Bill will not
me,et the difficulty, because if buildings
are, provided undelf it they will not be
for thel slum dwellers.
The' buildings
will be more for middle class people. I
doubt very much whether many municipalities will take advantage of this Bill.
i quite agree with what Mr. Jones said,
as far as that is concerned.
I do not
t'hink it would ~ a good t'hing for municipalities to take this matter in hand at
all. A municipality may spend £50,000
in putting up a number of buildings.
Bad times may com~, and some of the
people in these buildings may be out of
employment, and the,ir rents be in arrears,
and it may be re""resent.ed to the municipalities that _the men are not earning
wages, or that the wife is sick.
What
will the municipality do in those circumstances ~ An allowance will be made for
the rent, and the payment of it may be
extended, and before very long the -municipality will be in a bad way through undertakin!! the erection of these buildings.
I do not think it is a matter that a municipality should undertake at aU. ]\{un;chal councillors would not care very much
about re,fusing requests for the remission
or extension of rent, especially when an
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election was coming along. I feel that
the matter ought to be, as the Housing
Commission recommended, in the hands
of an expert Board. We suggested that
upon the Board there should be an architect, a builder, and other IT_en with expert knowledge in connexion with this
kind O'f undert.aking, and that the project
should be carried out by the Government.
The trouble is that a sarli of disjointed
affair is being put into the hands of the
municipalities to carry out.
The Han. G. M. DAvIs.-The Pill !!ives
power to the municipalities, but the Savine-s Bank has separate power.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-But
. I do not think that this power is going to
be taken advantage of by the municipalities at all. The difficulty in connexion
with the provision in the previous Act
was that, although there was power for
the borrowing of a certain amount of
money, there was only power to let the
houses, and not the power to sell them.
The evidence which: the Housing Commission took from representatives of the
municipalities was that if they had had
nower to sen buildings on time pay~ent
there would have been more chance of the
principle being carried out. As I say,
I cannot see that many of the municipalities will take advantage of the Bill. As
far as the Bill is concerned, I t·hink it
should get a fair run. If it is not entirely a success we can afterwards amend
it, and I believe that it will have to be
amended before many years have passed.
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-I have
gone through the Bill and am satisfied
with it. I consider that if such a measure as this had been. passed eight or ten
years ago it would haye been of very great
service to the community. I feel, however, that the present is an unfortunate
time to introduce such a measure. It
will rather be encouraging the man of
small means to go in for a building proposition which we know a careful man
with cash behind -him will not be inclined
to do. As far as the country councils
are concerned, I am perfectly satisfied
that they will not take advantage of the
Bill under the existing conditions. People in the country are too practical to
venture forth when things are on the top.
At the same time, I am not ~roinQ' to onpose the Bill, b~cause I think that the
day is not far distant wh€lll there win
be opporlunities for taking advantage of
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it to the benefit of people who are not in
a position to build for themselves.
Ip
regard to the slum areas in the city and
suburbs, I do not see that there is much
possibility in this Bill of removing them.
lvIy remedy for the slum areas is to remove the cause, and the cause of the slum
a.reas has been the legislation that has
been enacted for a number of years past,
which has encouraged all the manufacturing industries to come to this one great
centre. If the Goyernment had been more
in earnest with regard to decentralization,
and 'had been more practical with regard
to ~upporting indu8tne~ m the country
centres, the working class would have had·
an _ opportunity of earning a livelihood
under more favorable conditions, from a
health point of view, in the country. That
is where a great number of these manufacturinf! industries ou!!ht to be, instead
of the whole population of the State being
drawn into one ~Teat centre, where so
many people are crowded together in slum
areas.
The remedy, as I say, for the
slum areas is to remove the cause. Encouragement should be given to ·the establishment of industries in the country,
where the conditions in regard, to health
are more congenial than in the city. However, I am not going to oppose the Bill,
because I believe t;hat in the near future,
when conditions become more normal,
there will be splendid opportunities-under
this measure of assisting people of small
means to obtain homes. The Crea.it Foucier scheme has been a very satisfactory
one, exoept in this respect: that it has
been carried out in a very conservative
method in regard to valuations.
Of
course, that is the safety of all things,
and that is why I feel that there is safety
even in this Bill. With the conservative
valuations that are adopted the whole
position will be safeguarded.
I hope
that the day is not far distant when conditions will be such: that the community
will be able to take advantage of the
measure.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
·Olauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3-(Construction of Part).
The Hon. J. H. DI·SNEY.-There is
some information I should like to obtain
from the Minister of Puhlic Works.
Supposing a per~on sees a house he is
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The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.--N o.
de~irous of buying, and the owner is willThe clause was agreed to, a,s were
ing to sell, and the intended purchaser
applies to the municipality, win the clauses 6 to 18.
Clause 19-(Insuranoo of properties
municipality be able to purchase the
house for him on his paying a small under Division 1 of this Part with the
Commissioners or under their approval).
deposit?
The Han. W. J. BECKETT.-Do I
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-He can
apply either to the State Savings Bank understand tha,t the Commissioners will
be their own insurers 1
or to the municipality.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-They can
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-Supposing
he gives £600 for the house, and in a be.
The Hon.W,. J. BE'OKETT.-It is not
couple of years the value goeEl back to
£300 or £400. If he threw up his con- mandatorv 1
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-It might
tract, would he be liable for the amount,
appear to them to be bad business tOo take
and would the municipality be able to LIp a risk, and I would not like to tell
come on him for the balance?
them that. they must do so. I think it
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-Of course, is wise to allow such experts tOo have a
it is an ordinary contract.
free hand.
The Hon. J. H. DI8NEY.-I merely
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Th~y
wished to know whether on a re-sale the should have the power to re-insure:.
person for whom the house was bought
The da,use was agreed to as were
would be liable for the loss?
clauses
20 and 21.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-Yes.
Progress was then repOorted'.
The Hon. A. A.. AUSTIN.-Put it the
other way.
Supposing it goes up III
::\IOR\VELL BROWN COAL
value ~
RAILvVAY CONSTRUCTION BILL.
The Hon. J. H. DI,SNEY.-I do not
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorneythink there will be much danger in that
case. I desired infoOrmation on these two General) moved the second reading of this
or three points, and I thought it better Bill. He said-This little me'asure has
been prepared in accordance with the reto go to the fountain head for it.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-It will not commendation of the Railways Standing
be very easy for one man to get a llluni- Committee in itf. report of the 21st of
S~pteYJ1 bel' last.
It· relates to the concipality to buy him a house.
The HoIt.J. H. DISNEY.-If that is ~trucbOon of a small line of railway from
done it will be a good thing for the the ma:n Gippsland line to the workings
from which it is proposed to excavate
municipalities.
bro·wll coal .:or the power-house scheme
The H'on. FRANK OLARKE.-I would
,,-hieh Parliament has authorized. The
not advise the honorable member to cheer Bill is in -exact accordance with the reon his constituents to do that.
commendations of the Railways Sta.mfng
The clause was agreed to, as· was Committee. and I have no dOoubt that it
clause 4.
will meet with the approval of honorOlause 5-(Power to acquire land).
nble members.
The expenditure is
The lIoOn. H. F. RIOHARDSON.- limited to £30,000, as recommended by
Sub-clause (2) of thjs rlange lEl as the Oommittee. The Bill provides that
follows :..,the principa.l portion of the new line shan
All land so acquired shall be vested in be constructed to form part of a permathe Commissioners for an estate in fee-simple, nent deviation of the main Gippsland
and be freed and discharged from all trusts, railway. on which it is proposed to use
obligations,
estates,
interests,
contracts,
1 in 100 grades, thus avoiding, when the
licences, . charges, and rates.
deviation is completed later on, th-e long
If the land is vested in the Oommis- djmb on 1 in 50 .gTades which
sioners, will it be exempt from municipal has now to be made by all the
rates?
main 1"ne traffic over the lIaunted Hill.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-No, it will It further provides that the balance of
not be.
the line shall be constructed in a temThe Hon. lL F. RIOHARDSON.- porary manne'r pending furthe'r developThis will not affect the municipal rates? ment. In sub-clause (3) of clause 5 it is.
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provided that section 39 of the Railways
Act 1915, under which the- raliway,
when completed, will vest in the RaIlways Commissioners, shall apply only to
the portion of the line which is to be
constructed permanently and incorporated
in the future deviation of the main Lne,
lea ving the temporary portions of the
line in the hands of the Electricity Commissioners.
The Victorian Railways
Capital Account will be charged with the
cost of the portion of the line which is
to' be permanently constructed as part
0.£ the de 'Ii ati on , and the cost of constructing aJ1d mai~ltccining the temporary
~lortion of the line will be charged
against t.ho Elec,tricity Commissioners.
The HOll. E. J. CROOKE.-How long is
t;hat permanent part ~
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-The map
which I have in my ha.nd shows that the
permanent portion will be It miles, and
the temporary connexions I! miles. It
is desired that the work of construction
should be put in hand as qUIckly as
possible. _
The Hon. VV. L. BAILLIEU.-I am
sure that hono.rable members will be glad
to adopt this Bill. In my opinion, the
¥orwell scheme will prove one of the
"best instruments towards decentralization that Parliament has been responsible
for, becau~e power can be transmitted to.
any centre in the most convenient
and economical fashion.
It is difficult to envisage the industrial town
which will arise at Morwell when the
",cherne is completed. It will oo'rtainly
be one of the most active and important
r.entres in our State. I am sure honorable members will support the second
I'eading of the measure.
The motion was agreed to.
-The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed'.
Clauses 1 to 8 were agreed to.
Clause 9-(No purchase money or compensation payable by Board, Commis~dollers, Of Government).
The Hon. T. .BEGGS.-Is this a
customary provision in railway construction Acts of recent years 1
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-Yes.
The Hon. T. BEGGS.-It is quite an
lmfair thing. Although it may be said
t,hat a man whose land is used for railway purposes benefits by the construction
of the line, he does not benefit any more
than a man who lives near the line, and
has to give up nothing. To be just the
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Government ought to pay compensation
for any damage that is done.
The Ron. A. ROBiNSON (AttorneyGeneral) .-1 am instructed that this IS
the usual provision in ij,a,ilway Construct,ion Bills.
The Hon. T. BEGJUS.-This clause
ought to ;be struck out, because it will be
unjust to the small land-owner. Supposing a man has 20 acres of land, and the
railway goes through it, the 'part that is
left to him may not be of very much use,
but he will get no compensation whatever.
Compensation is supposed to be provided
in the increased value of the land' but
his land will not be increased in ~alue,
because 'Of the way it may be cut up,
whereas another man with 20 acres adjoining, but which is not int.erfered with
by the railway, will have the value of
his land improved.
If the value of a
man's land is destroyed, compensation
ought to be paid to him. It is not advisa:ble that the clause should remain because it will ;be taken as a precedent.
When we see something in a clause which
is likely to ca use injustice we should
strike it out.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I do not
know .wha.tanswer the Attorlley-"General
can gIve 111 reply to Mr. Beggs's argument. He seems to suggest that it will
not op~rate, an? if that is so, it ought not
to be m the BIll. The fact that a similar
clause appear.s in the. £ill authorizing the
constructlOnof the hne to Red Hill does
not necessarily make it right for it to
·a ppear in this measure. In the circum~tance~, I am. bound to f'ollow Mr. Beggs
III Yotlllg agaInst the clause.
The H·on. A. ROBINiSON (AttorneyGeneral).-All I can say is that this
clause is included in all similar Acts. 'It
has been deliberate,ly inserted in previous
measures, and I may remind honorable
members that the Commissioners have
acquired nearly all the land in this
locality.
It is conceivable that some
land-owner may submit that his property
has been prejudicially affected, and may
want fancy compensation. It is desirable
to have provision against such claims. It
is rather creditable to the ingenuity of
Mr. Beggs that, after we have passed
fifty Bills 'containing this -clause he
should spring this. contention upon u~. I
ask members to stand by the Bill.
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:The Hon. T. BEi(ij(i\S.-It may be, as
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE ('Ministhe Minister has said, that the land likely t-er of Puhlic Works).-There may be
to ;be affected by this line is already something in the point raised by the honowned by this State; but this clause has orable m€mber, but in the definition
to be read in conjunction with clause 7, 'Clause it is provided that an eligible perwhich says.
son means a person of small means, and
For the purposes of this Act it shall be it seems hardly worth while to make any
lawful for the Board, its successors, deputies, amendment in this clause.
agents, and workmen, and all other persons by
The clause was agr€ed to, as were
it authorized, without making any previous clauses 22 and 23.
payment, or having the previous consent of
the owner or occupier, to enter into and upon
Clause 24-(Power to purchase or take
the land of any person whomsoever, and to lanel).
survey and take levels of the same and to
The Hon. T. H. P AYNE.-This clause
ascertain and ·stake or set out, take possession
of, use, and appropriate such parts thereof as may be rather far-l;eaching. It is prothe Boa,rd deems necessary and proper for the yided that for the purposes of any houslaying out, making, constructing, maintaining, ing scheme a council may purchaS€ or
altering, repairing, and using the said line take compulsorily any la~ld in its muniand all other works, matters, and conveni.
ences connected therewith, and in or upon such Clpal district. It may take only portion
land to exercise all or any of the powers con- of a man's place, such as his garden or
ferred. on the Board by section 46 of the Hail- tennis court, and build a house right up
ways Act 11)15, and in or upon such land or against his, thus spoiling his view.
I
any land within 2 miles of such line to make,
construct, and use any permanent or tempo- think a council should be compelled to
rary road or tramway upon, over, or through take the whole of a man's property if it
the same for the purpose of conveying earth, takes any.
stone, timber, gravel, sand, or any materials
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.---JI think
or things which the Board deems proper or M
P
necessary for laying out, making, constructr. ayn€ has made a very important
ing, maintaining, altering, repairing, and point, and I would urge the Minister to
usbg such r~ilway. In the exercise of the (!o'lJside-r it very carefully before the
powers by thls Act gran~ed, the Board and clause is passed.
~~her persons shall do as lIttle damage as may'
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE (Minis.
tel' of Public Works) .~I see the force of
The cl~u.S€ was agreed to, as were also Mr. Payne's cont€ntion, and, therefore, I
the remammg clauses and the schedule.
ask that the clause be postponed.
The Bill was reported to the House
The clause was postponed.
without amendment, and the l'eport
Clause 25 was verbally amended, and
adopted.
agreed to.
·On the motion of th€ Hon. A. ROBINOlauses 26 to 41 were, agrood to.
SON (Attorney--General), the Bill was
'Olause 42 was postponed.
read a third time.
Clauses 43 to 52 were agreed to.
Clause 53-(Power' to iIl?-pose betterment charge).
HOUSIING ANn REOLAMA,ToION
The Hon. J. ISTERNBERG. - I
BILL.
should like an explanl:\ttion from the MinThe House went into Oommittee for ister as to the mode of procedure to be
the further consideration of this Bill.
adopted in respect of the betterment
Clause 22-(Amendment of No. 2686, charge. It se€ms rather pelculiar.
s€ction 347).
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE (MinisThe Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-This
ter of Public Works).-I cannot assure
clause provides that~
the honorable member that the method
(2) In paragraph (9) of section 347 of the
Local Government Act 1915, for the words proposed is the usual method of proce"workers' dwellings" there shall be substi- dure in Australia, be.cause, so far as I
tuted the words "dwellings for persons of know, this is th€ first time a complete
small means."
betterment scheme has been propounded
The next clause refers to "eligible per- in an Australian Legislature. This betsons." ,We have a definition of the ex- terment scheme was arrived at after a
pression "eligible person," but there is study of all the authoriti€s available. I
no definition of the ~erm "persons of have no expert knowledge. but from my
small means."
reading it appears to me that the scheme
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proposed in the Bill is the most equitable system that obtains under the Local Qovernment Act.
and fair scheme that could be devised.
The Hon. H. F. RLOHARDlSON.-I
The clause was agreed to.
agree
with Mr. Merritt. It seems to me
,Olause 54 (providing, inter alia)unfair that an owne,r should not have the
The council shall within one month after right of appeal.
the service of such notices apply to the MinisThe Hon. FRANK OLARKE.~He has the
ter to appoint, and the Minister shall appoint,
That is provided in
some independent person to make a valuation right of appeal.
of the several lands within the betterment clau.se 57area; and if any such valuer dies or resigns
·The Hon. J. K. ME'RRITT.-I still
or becomes incapable of acting (previous to
completing the valuation) the council shall in think there is no reason for altering the
like manner apply to the :Minister, and the system that obtains under the Local GoMinister shall from time to time appoint an- vernment Act.
A municipal valuer is
other valuer in his stead.
sworn to make proper valuations, and he
The Hon. J. K. ~IERRITT.-An in- knows more about the matter than an
dependent person is to be appointed by outside man could. ·Why should we, in
the Minister to make valuations.
In this measure, alter the conditions which
every municupality there is some person have obtained under the Local Governwho has been in the hahit of making the ment Act, and which have worked .so
valuations, and who knows more about the well ?
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE (lEnisvalue of the land than any outside man
could know. It is customary for muni- ter of Public Works).-Rates are after
'Cipalities to appoint their own v:;tluers all, a comparatively small charg~ upon
every year. A municipal valuer knows the capital value of a property. . Under
every land transact' on that take.s place the clause it is the question of taking the
in the district, and the value of each whole of a man's land and buildings and
part of the district a.lmost to a fraction. he is liable to suffer much more fro~ an
Surely the councils should be trusted to llnjust 'valuation than he would if his
appoint their own valuers. Any aggrieved prope.rty' were valued too high for rating
purposes.
The Minister will probably
persons conld appeal to the Minister.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE (Minis- agree with the honorable member that the
ter of Public Works).-The reason the municipal valuer.s are amongst the best
Minister is deputed to nominate the valuers~ ~nd there j~ n.othing to prevent
valuer is that it is thought that a muni- the lbmster appomtmg a municipal
cipality would be an interested party, valuer.
The Hon. E. L. KIER'NAN.-I think
and its valuer might act against the
owners of the lands and houses concerned. it is very necessary that the provision for
It is thought that it will guarantee fair- the- appointment of independent valuers
ness if an independent valuer, appointed ,should be retained. In my opinion the
by the Minister, acts between the council ?ouncils themselves would prefer th~t an
as the buye.r and the land-owner as the mdependent man should be appointed by
the Minister.
vendor.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-In reply
The clause was agreed to, as were
to what the Minister has stated, I would clauses 55 to 60.
point out that municipal councils are inClau~e 61 was ahreed. to with a verbal
trusted with the power of appointing amendment .
• valuers to value lands for all municipal
Olauses 62 to 68 were agr~d to.
purposes. A munici(pal council appoints
Olause 69a valuer to assess the value of land in
( 1) .T.he be~terment charge and any annual
connexion with rating, and that, of
charge (mcludmg any quarterly payment therecourse, is a very important matter. An of) due in respect of any lands s'hall be payaggrieved person may obtain redress by able to the council on demand, and may be
appeal. Why should a different arrange- collected on behalf of the council by such permen t be provided for in this Bill ~ The son as it appoints for the purpose.
(2) Where any lands in respect of which a
persons appointed by the municipal councharge is payable are occupied
cils are sworn valuers, and notning can betterment
by any person, the council may collect the
be said against their fairness.
There quarterly payments due in respect of the annual
seems to be no reason for altering the charge from such person; but if he is not the
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person for the time being liable to the pay- betterment charge which is due by a landment of the betterment charge, or any part
thereof, he may deduct from any rent payable owner in an area that has been reclaimed
,oy him the annual charge, or any part thereof, is one-half of the added value caused by
payable by any other person, and any person the reclamation. Until he does pay that
receiving such rent (if he is not the person half. he has to pay an annual charge of
liable to pay the betterment charge, or any part . 5 per cent. to the council.. That eannot
thereof) may in like manner deduct from any
It is the
rent payable by Ihim ,the annual charge, or snch exactly be said to be interest.
part thereof, as is payable by any other 'annual charge, which runs on until oneperson, so that the proper deduction may in half of the betterment has been paid.
each case be made from the rent paid to the
The Hon. W. L. B.A.ILLLEu.-Is it a
person or persons by whom the betterment
penal rate?
charge, OJ any part thereof, is payable.
The Hon~ FRANK CLARKE.-No.
(3) In case of default being made in any
payment due to the' council in respect of the It is simply an annual charge by the
betterment charge or the annual charge, the municipality on account of the money
amount thereof may be recovered in any Court they have expended in bettering a man's
of competent jurisdiction, but no interest shall
be payable or recoverable in respect thereof; property. He can get rid of the interest by
and, save as aforesaid; the council shall have paying up the amount dlJr~ to the muniand lllay exercise' such r.emedies for enforcing cipality. The amendments allow him to
the charge on ,the land as are conferred upon pay up in ten annual instalments of 10
councils with respect to the enforcement of per cent. each yeary or to pay cash down,
charges on land under the Local Government
with a 10 per cent. disc-ount. The effect
Acts.
(4') Any owner" lessee, or occupier of any of the amp.ndments :is to give the owner
lands subject to· a betterment charge, or any of the bettered land various methods of
other person interested thereinpaying off his liability. I move(a) may from time to ,time redeem the
That in sub-clause (1) the words "on
same by agreement with the council, demand" be omitted, and the words "after
and any such agreement may provide demand" inserted in lieu thereof.
for the payment of one or more sums
The amendment was agreed to.
or for the payment of an annual
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE (Minamount in addition to the annual
charge; and
ister of Public Works).-I move(b) shall be entitled from time to time to
That at the end of sub-clause (1) the folredeem the betterment charge on
payment to the council of any lowing words be inserted :-" and the betterarrears of the annual charge in re- ment charge may be red~med as provided in
spect
thereof
(without
interest sub-section (4) of this section."
thereon), ,and of a sum equal to
The amendment was agreed to.
eighteen times the amount of the
The Hon. FHANK OLARKE (Minannual charge.
ister of Public Works).:-I move(5) From and after such redemption the
That in sub-,clause (3) the word "thereof"
betterment charge shall be deemed to be satis(line 4) be deleted, and the following words
fied. and shall be no longer payable in respect
of the said lands, and the council Rhall give a inserted :-" of the betterment charge or the
annual charge (as the case may be)."
certi1ficate, under the common seal of the muniThe amendment was agreed to.
cipality, that the said charge is redeemed .and
sati,Stfied, which shall be sufficient evidence
The Hon. FRANK IOLARKE (Minthereof.
ister of Public Works).-I moveo

The Hon. FRANK OLARKE (Ministe.r of Public IWorks).--'i have a number
of amendments to this clause. We wish
to make an alteration as regards the betterment charge. It is thought that the
arrangement as provided in the clause is
too severe, and the, amendments will
make it easier. The amendments open
up some alternatives by which the man
who is due to pay betterment charges
can pay them in instalments or in a lump
sum. He may thus escape liabiliti.es that
might be irksome to him. It is only
fair to explain the exact method by
which the betterment charge is paid. The

That in sub-clause (4) paragraph (b),
be deleted, and the following paragraph inserted in lie'.l thereof:" (b) shall be enti tIed to redeem the oetterment eharge on payment to the'
council of any arrears then due of
the annual charge (if any) in respect thereof without interest thereon; and
(i) of a sum equal to eighteen
times the amount of the
annual charge; or
(ii) of ten quarter ly payments
each equal to one-tenth of
the betterment char.ge without further annual charge."

The amendment was agreed: to.
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I withd'raw the amendThe Hon. FRANK ,OLARKE (Min- amendment.
ment.
ister of Public Works) .~1 moveThe amendment was withdrawn, and
That in sub-clause ( 5 ), after the word
"after/' the words "the completion of" be the clause was agreed to, as were clauses
inserted.
'74 to 81.
The .amendment was agreed to, and the
Olause 82clause, as amended, adopted.
(1) \Vhere any works authorized to be carried out by any municipality under any housClauses 70, 71, and 72 were agreed to.
ing scheme or reclamation scheme may interClause 73( 1) For any of the purposes aforesaid the
council may, by their surveyor, engineer, or
any other officer, agent, or servant, enter a.t
reasonable times in the daytime into any land
within the muniCipal district and make surveys
and take levels without being liable to any
legal proceedings on account of such entry.
(2) Any expenses incurred for the said purposes may be paid out of the municipal fund.

The Hon. H. F. R1CHARDSON.-My
attention has been drawn to the fact that,
whilst survey engineers .may enter any
land within a municipal district aDd
make surveys and take levels, no power
is given for inspe.ction. il moveThat after the word "levels" the words " or
inspect such land" be inserted.

;The ,Hon. FRANK C[LARKE (Minister of Public Works) .-1 think the amendment unnecessary, because, under the
Health Act and under the Local Government Act, any municipal council has
power to send health officers or other
officers to inspect f.or practically any reaThe whole point is that
son on earth.
whereas they can now send inspectors to
inspect for health or other purposes, they
cannot, without this clause, send in a man
to do further things such as surveys.
The Hon. H. F. RlcHARDsoN.-Is there
the same power in the Melbourne. and
• Geelong Oorporations Act?
The Hon. FRANK CLA'RKE.~ I believe so.
The Hon. H. F. RIOH1~RDSON.-A
health officer has drawn my attention to
the fact that under this clause he will not
have power to make an inspection.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I think
the Minister is correct in his statement
that this amendment is unnecessary.
Under the Local Government Act the
Health Officer can enter at any time to
inspect premises, and I know that the
Oity Oouncil's inspectors have this right.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.'fills point was ~aised by Mr. Ryan in
anothe.r place, b'.l:: he d:d not press bis

fere with any land property undertakings or
works vested in or under the management or
control of the Board of Land and Works, the
Vi.ctorian Railways Commissioners, the Sta,te
Rivers and '\7 ater Supply Commission or any
other authority under the Water Act 1915, the
Country Road·s Board, the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works or any ,sewerage
authority under the Sewerage Distriots Act
1915, the Melbourne Harbor Trust Commissioners, the GeeI.ong Harbor Trust Commissioners, the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Board, or the promoters of any
tramway under the Tramways Act 1915, or
any municipality other than the municipality
authorized to carry out the works (hereinafter
in this section included in the term "corporation ") such works shall not be proceeded with
by the first-mentioned municipality unless and
until every such corporation concerned ha~
agreed thereto or a determination has been
made by the Governor in Council as hereinafter provided.

The Hon. FRANK CLARKE (Minister of Public Works).-I moveThat after the words "Water Act 1915'~
there be inserted "the Electricity Commissioners ".

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, IDS were
clauses 83 and 84.
'Postponed clause 24-(Powers to purchase or take land).
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I understand that Mr. Payne
raised a point in connexion with this
clause which relates to the powers of
municipalities to acquire land in their
districts.
Clause 81 of the Bill applies
the provisons of Divisions 1, 2, and 3 of
Part 27 and Part 37 of the Local Government Act to the acquisition of land
and compensation.
By clause 21 this
proposal is to be read as one with tbe
Local Government Act.
Under the
Local Government Act a municipality
can acquire land compulsorily with the
consent of the Governor in Council,
but has to proceed acco:rding to a
~pe?i:fiecl
method.
It has to give
nctJ..ce cfthe land to be taken
and has to prepare specifications and
plans showing the land to be taken, and
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giving the names of the owners. It has
to deposit the list at the ·office of the
council, and advertise in the Government
Gazette that the land is available for inspection.
It must also insert an advertisement in a newspaper circulating in
the district giving notice in regard to the
land and calling on persons affected to
set forth any objections within forty
The council has to give notice to
days.
every owner of the land, and that owner'
has power within forty days after the
If the
notice to state any objections.
council proposes to take the land compulsorily it has to send an order to the
Minister of Public Works with the statement of objections raised by any person.
The Minister has to consider the matter
and decide whether the council should be
allowed to acquire the land compulsorily.
Until the order is published in the Government Gazette the council has not the
power to acquire.
It will therefore be
seen that the Local Government Act provides for a complete scheme for the acquisition of land compulsorily by municipalities and surrounds it with safeguards
that have had the approval of this House
on more than one occasion.
Honorable
members need have no apprehension that
any new provision is incorporated in th~s
Bill in regard to the compulsory acqulsi tion of land.
The Hon. T. H. P AYNE.-I 4ardly
think the Minister's explanation meets
the case that I put forward. If a council wishes to take portion of a man's land
the owner should be able to compel that
council to take the whole of it if he desires. The property may become useless
to the owner if a portion only is taken.
The council may deprive the property of
some feature that makes it of value to
t,be owner. If the owner so requires it
should be made compulsory for the council to take the whole of the land or
none.
The Hon. T. BEGGS.-The AttorneyGeneral has explained what the Local
Government Act provides, but that is for
takinO' land for public purposes such as
roads~ It is not for taking land from one
The Local
person to give to another.
Government Act gives no such power as .
that. Land taken compulsorily should be
taken in the same way as under the
Closer Settlement Act. I recognise that
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one man should not be allowed to stand
in the way ·of the interests of the community, but if you take land from one
man to give to another there should be
certain safeguards..
The safeguard I
should like to see is that' no injustice
should be done to the owner of the land.
The council might take a portion ·of the
land and spoil the value of the property.
There would be some compensation for
severance, but at the same time the property might be spoiled. If the whole of
the land is taken it is a different thing.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I quite
agree with the contention of Mr. Payne
The provision from the Local Govern·
ment Act, as explained by the AttorneyGeneral, deals entirely with the operations of the municipaliti~~ in regard to
land for public purposes, such as for
roads. When it is a matter for the public good a public body should have the
right to come in and take land from
private owners.
Under the Bill we are
dealing with the settlement of eligible
persons in houses in certain places. Mr.
;J ones, for instance, may have a
beautiful place with 2 or 3 acres of
land, and some eligible persons may
wish to erect buildings on it.
They
could take advantage of this clause.
Mr. Jones would not say that that
land was being taken for a public
purpose. The Local Government Act does
not deal with a case of this kind.
The
land is not being taken for a public purpose if it is being taken as sites for
private houses.
A man might have 3
acres of land. One acre of that might be
sufficient for him, but the other 2 acres
might be taken away and a dozen cottages
erected upon it.
The Hon. A.' ROBINSON.-This is a
power given to the municipality.
The Hon. J. K. MBRRITT.-But the
understanding is that such powers are not
to be exercised except for a public purpose, such as the proviElion of a road or
street. The provision in the Local Government Act is framed in that way, so
that a private land-holder should not be
able to withhold the land if it was required for the public good. It is not for
the public good.• but for the good of private people, if one's land is taken to be
used for sites for cottages. .The point i~
that section 24 of the Local Government
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Act refers only to the taking of land in
I'!ases where resumption is necessary for
the public good. That is all that that
provision was framed for.
The HOll. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I am afraid that I must have
expressed myself very indistinctly. The
provision of clause 24 can only be used
by ,a municipality. ,This part is an extension of the powers of the municipality. In
1913, which is not so very long ago,
Parliament passed an Act called the
\Vorkers' Dwellings Act contain~ng this
provision, which is now in the Local
Government Act 1915.
It gave the
very .sam,e power for acquisition as
there is in this Bill, and I think
that all the hono,rable members who
have been speaking voted for it..
'Ve
are now striking that provision out of the
Local Government Act, And putting in
this more comprehem~ive scheme. At present a municipality has power to acquire
part of a. !luan's property fOir a bath or
washhouse, or for a market or weighbridge, or for sanitary purpo~es, and so
(m. A. municipality has power to do that
compulsorily, providing the Minister consents.
The Hon. T. BEGGS.-Those are public
purposes.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-What is
proposed in this Bill is a public purposeto improve the health of the people. II,onorable members passed the provision 1
refer to a few years ago wi th their eyes
open, an.d now, when a similar provision
is submitted, one would think that we
were dynamiting the foundations of the
Constitution. I ask honorable membert! to
be serious on this que~tion, and to recognise that the safeguards in the Act are
sufficient. No Minister in his senseR, and
we have to assume that Ministers have
~enses, and will be in them, would take
part of a man's garden for the purpose
of building cottages. This is a housing
scheme. It is only for th-e purpose of a
housing scheme that the council may take
the land.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-N otwithstanding the statement of the Attorney-Oeneral, I do not know that the two
provisions he refers to are quite analogOUE!.
It has been pointed out b'y }fr.
Payne that the power already given is
for some definite public purpose, and that
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contention has been supported by Mr.
Beggs.
This provision would give the
right to take a portion of land on
which a man has his residence, and
build house.~ upon it. I ao not think
that a municipality would do what
is feared, because it would have to be very
vindictive to adopt such a course. I think,
however, that there is a great distinction
between the powers given under this Bill
and the powers under the Local Government .A. ct, and it is a question whether we
should enlarge the powers ()f a ill nnicipality in order to enable it to take pnrt
d a man's residential property and build
houses upon it.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-I will show
which honorable members voted for thi.s
provlslOn.
The H,on. J. K. MERRITT.-It was for.
a different purpose altogether.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-No
doubt the Attorney-General is now going
to prove that I had charge of the e'lher
measure when it was pas;:;ed.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-The
suggestion has been made that there wo'~ld
be no protection for a man with a very
valuable property. Of course, if a COU11(;il
wanted to take a small portion of a PI'/")perty valued at about £1,000, the OW:IC'r
~:hould then be able to require the couneil to take the lot or t.ake none. The
council in that case would not be at any
d.isadvantage. But when it came to the
case oJ a larger propedy of. 20 or 30
acres, and worth £25,000 or £30,000,
the position would be different.
The Hon. W. L. BAILuETJ.-Snrel'y you
have no right to let a council put a " blot"
on a man's property.
The Hon. E. L. KIERN AN.-The
land might be wanted for a road-way.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-Thev haye
that povver now.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-If a
man had a property worth £50,000 or
'£100,000, and he required the whole of it
to be taken, it might block the council
altogether.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-If a man
has a house and garden" and 1 acre of
his garden is wanted, what is to prevent
a council taking that for the pllrpORC of
erecting cottages there?
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney. General).-I find that every honorable
U
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member opposite spoke ill favour of the
measure in 1913, so that I think it would
be idle to pursue the subject any further,
seeing that in th1s clause we are giving
councils the same power~ as they bave
already.
Under the existing provision
councils only have power to lease; this
gives them the power to sell. The p01ver
as regards the owner of the property is
exactly the same in this Bill ,as in the Act.
The H'On. T. BEGGS.-The AttorneyGeneral has taken great trouble to prove
to us what we all know. We do not deny
one word of what he has said-that we
voted for the provision in the Local Government Act which enables land to be
taken. But I may ·repeat that land can
be taken under that Act for public purposes. What is now proposed is that the
-land may bp taken for private purposes.
It may be taken from one man in order
to settle another man upon it. A man
may have his garden or any portion of
his 'breathing space taken away. If a
council was compelled to t'ake the whole
of the property, the man would be able
to move a way and reside somewhere el~e,
but if only a portion is taken, and he is
only to receive compensation for that, he
will be liable to be assailed in his rights.
Any breathing space about his house
could be taken" away compulsorily. I want
the safeguard that is provided in the
Act which provides for compul~ory purcha~e,. and that is that wheu you say to
a man thl\t you are going to acquire a
portion of his property he can require
that you take the whole of it-l mean
all of his property in that locality. I
think the amend;rr.umt suggested is a necessary and just one.
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The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-It is
the scheme that has to be approved. 1
do not think that I can accept Mr.
Beggs's suggestion that we should allow
any land-holder to say thai the whole of .
the land shall be taken, more especially
if it is fluburban land. because a man
may live on one allotm'ent and have one
or two allotments ,at the side and another
at the back. It would be very difficult
to arrange for the resumption in that
case. IWhat I suggest to meet the objections of Mr. Payne and l\1r. Beggs is that
we insert the words, "with the approval
of the Governor in Oouncil."
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-That has to
be got now.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-The
Attorney-'General states that the words
are now in the existing Act,. but if thi?
Bill is going to be hung up all uight
beca USt those words are not in it, I think
they should be put in expressly. I think
the Governor in Council can be trusted
to see that no man is har.shly put upon.
The HOll. T. BEGGS.-I do not think
WE':: can accept what the Minister of Public
Works suggests.
When the AttorneyGeneral was a. private member every Bill
that carne forward was criticised, and we
made a great many alterations for the
bette! . Now measures are passed" quite
This method allows things to
easily.
slip through about which we a.re sorry
ever afterwards. Look at the Factories
Bill of last year.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-I was ill that
night.
The H'oll. T. BEGGS.-We are not
doing our duty if we allow any man with
a small property or a large property to
The' Hon. BRANK CLARKE (Min- hhve his property destroyed without due
ister of Public Works).--:This Act, of compensation. For the protection of the
course, in the matter of reclamation, individual who puts up a nice place and
supersedes the Melbourne and Geelong ha,s, a nice garden or grounds, and for the
Improvements Act 1916. I :find that in protection of the shopkeeper or rnanufac.:.
the Melbourne and Geelong Improve- lurer also, we want the owner to have
ments Act 1916 it is stated that 'a council' the right to require a. council to take the
may, in accordance with a scheme ap- w hole of thE' prope1rty.
The HOln. J. P. JONES.-I think that
proved by the Governor in Council, "acquire by agreement or compulsorily any the dangelI' has been very la,rgely exagland in any such area or portion or any gerated. I do nOot believe that anything
land adjacent to, although not within, unjust will be done by a,ny authority
work~ng under this measure.
As the
such area or portion."
lVIinister has said. we have to remem1:-er
The Hon. \V. L. BAII~LIEu.-That pro- that municipalities have under the Local
vides for its being' approved by the Government Act very great powers with
Governor in Council.
regar.d to taking possession of land. Tn-ey
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would not attempt to. put such Po.wers into
effect unless they were co.nvinced that it
was necessary to take the land in quesLon
in the interests of the people, and there
was no other area available in the locality
for the purpose. In the next few ye,ars
I do nOit think it is at all likely that any
position would be created in which the
municipalities or the Savings Ba:Q.k CommissioTIe,rs would ha,ve to take portions (Jf
an esta,te OIn which a house was already
erected. At the present time the're is any
.amount o.f spare ground in the meltropoJitan area fOlr this purpose. The position in connexion with closer settlemeut
is entirely different. We know that there
were some ve["y large areas with well
established homesteads, which it was absolutely necessary in the interests of
settlement that there should be power to
r€Sume.
That was knOlwn beforehand,
but I do not think there is any danger
of valuable properties of 300 or 400 fee.t
frontage being resumed in the city, when
municipalities can secure othe,r areas at
che1aper rates. The councils would not
take· land at £7 and £8 a foot, when
t.hey could go to another part of their
municipality a;nd rooume it at £3 a foot.
Under this Bill reasonable compensation
would have to be paid for any land
tak.en.
The municipalities have tremendous powerrs at the present time, and
so have the GOIvernment. It is in the
power of the l\1inistry to order that our
heads be cut off, but theiY do no,t do it..
The power of the Executive of tho State
must always be great, but such poweTs
are never put into ope,ration. The municipalities would no.t exeroise any power
undeT this prorvision in the Bill unless it
wal:! absoluteJy in the interests of the
people. Wheneve,r it is necessary in the
interests of the people to resume land,
then the mu:nioipalities should have the
power to do so.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I dOt
not think tha,t Mr. Jones is as logical as
usual. He said that he did not think
that members need fe,ar that the municipaiities would take such land', but afterwards he stated that they had a perfect
fight to do so.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-If necessary.
The Ron. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Then
the honOirable m-embeil" put both positions
to the Co'!nmittee. I do not think that
either the Attorney-General or the Minister of Public Works quite answered the
point raised by Mr. Payne and Mr.
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Beggs. In the circumstances I suggest
tha t progress should be reported.
The HOin. FRANK CLARKE (Minist-er of Public Works).-I do not like to
run ce,unter to the wish of the unofficial
Leader of the House. A short time ago
I thought of inserting the words " with
the approval ~of the Governor in Council. " I had fo'rgotten the provision contained in clause 72.
Sub-clause (4) of
that clause providesThe Council shall forward such general plans
and description to the Minister with -an application for submission to the Governor in
Council for the approval of the Governor in
Council to the scbeme.

Then in sub-clause (5) it is set

OIUt-

The Council shall, if required by the Minister, furnish details of the works proposed to
be carried out with levels thereof, and details
of all proposed interferences, &c.

Tha t means that if t.he owner of the land
makes representations tOl the Ministe;r
t.hat he is being unfairly dealt with the
Minister may disapprove of the schem€l.
Further, I would direct atielntion to
clause 81, which providesFor the purposes of any housing scheme or
reclamation scheme the provisions of Divisions
1, 2, and 3 of Part 17 and Part 37 of the
Local Government Act 1915 shall extend and
applv.

That mea·ns that the l\1inister of Public
Works will have, as I have been doingduring the last year, to hear appeals
against compulsory taking by counoils.
The Local Government Act provides that
an appeal lies to the Ministe,r, and I had
to hear two OIr three appe1als. When Mr.
Baillieu was Minister of Publio Works
he also had to hea,r a ppeaJs of this
nature. I think the Bill makes it perfectly clear that the Minister can stop
proceedings at a,.ny pOlint he likes, and
tha t the owner o,f the land in question
can ap'peal to him in the matter.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-The point
was that if the property was tOl be destroyed they should take the whole lot.
The Ron. FRA.}HC CL1\'RKE.-'V ell,
I submit that the r.lauses which I have
read out provide an adequate safeguard,
and that the Ministe,r, and the Ca.binet,
and the Governor in Council can hold up
a soheme at any moment if representations are made that an injustice is being
done. I hope that honorable memberrs
will accept wha,t is provided in the measure as sufficient.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-If I
thought that Mr. Clarke wo.uld always
be Minister of Public Works I might
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Department.

adopt a diffeTent attitude. I would point
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways).
out, however, that there might be a -The following is the reply to the hongeneral election in two or three years, Hnd orable member's question:a Labour Governmeut, in whirh l\ir. Jones
The departmental regulations prescribe that
might be Minister of Public Works, certain reductions in the ordinary tariff rates
might be returned to pOlWer. That hon- shall be allowed in respect of the carriage of
ora,bIe membe'r might be very sympa,thetic store sheep sent for fattening or breeding
if some one wished to get hold of some purposes; store cattle and horses forwarded
beautiful site on the top of a hill. The for fatte!ling purposes; dry cows or springers
dai~ying purposes; and stdre sheep and
honorable member's views in this particu .. fill'
cattle, or dry cows or springers forwarded to
la,r ma,tter do not accord with mine. I bona fide store-stock or dairy-stock sales.
consider tha,t t.he objection which has
Such reduced ra;tes are, however, granted
been raised is a sound onel, and I think only in respect of stock carried on the "down"
considera,tion of the clause should be journey, or from one line to another comprisboth" up" and" down" journey; the repostponed in order to enable us to meet ing
striction being imposed in order to prevent
the difficulty.
the lower rates being availed of for the conThe Hon. FRANK CLARKE (Minis- veyance of stock consigned to Melbourne or
ter of Public Works).-We have' been other stations where ordinary stock markets
talking for over an hour, and no sug- are held, or to stati.ons from which the stock
easily be walked to such markets.
gestion for an amendment has belen forth- may
The Commissioners recognise that this rec()llJling. I do not· see any prospect of striction may operate to the disadvantage of
my being able to bring forward an owners who forward their stock for legitimate
amendment to-mOlTTow. I am willing to' fattening purposes on the "up" journey to
PO'stpone further consideration of the places where markets are not held, or to
ma,ttelI" if there is any possibility of more places which are not in the immediate vicinity
of such markets, but the concession has not
light b€ting obtained on it.
been extended because of the difficulties that
Progress was then repolTted.
would be experienced in preventing the misuse
The House adjourned at k1cventeen of the privilege.
minutes p~st ~en o'clock p.m.
They are, however, having ·the whole matter
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TuesdaYJ December 7, ,Z920.
The SPEAKER took the chair at twentytwo minutes to five o'clock p.m.
REPRESENTATION OF UPPER
GOULBURN.
The SPEAKER.-I have to lay on
the table a petition frOom William Hoskin
Whiting against the return of Edward
J o.seph Mackrell as member for the electoral district of Upper Goulburn.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-In accordance with the usual practice, I moveThat the petition be referred to the Committee of Elections and Qualifications.

The motion was agreed to.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
STORE-STOCK RATES-RETURN TICKETS.
Mr. DUNCAN asked the Minister of
RailwaysIf he will make the store-stock rates apply
generally to all railway stations throughout
Victoria Y

reviewed in order to determine whether it will
be practicable to extend the scope of the existing regulations in such a manner as to cover
all bona fide cases of store stock forwarded
for fattening purposes, and at the same time
to safeguard the interests of the Department.

Mr. WEAVER asked the
Railways-

~{:inister

of

1. If he is aware of the intense crowding at
ticket windows at country railway stations in
consequence of the abolition of return ticke~s?
2. If so, will he take the first opportunity of
re-introducing return tickets, and also permit
passengers to break their journeys where they
desire 1
3. If not, will he make better provision for
passengers obtaining their tickets without the
present risk of losing or having their luggage
stolen?

Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways).
-The following are the replies to the
honorable member's questions:1. Apart from one instance of congestion at
Fern Tree Gully on last Show Day, the Department has had no complaint of overcrowding at ticket windows consequent upon the
abolition of return tickets, a,nd in that case
steps have been taken to prevent a recurrence.
In response to the Commissioners' inquiries
the various District Superintendents report
that there has been no overcrowding at the
booking windows at country stations as a result of the abolition of return tickets.

Railway Department.
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2. The aboliti.on of return tickets for country jQurneys was decided uPQn mainly because
.of the extent tQ which fraud and irregularities involving considerable loss of revenue were
practised in connexion therewith, and it may
be stated that all the other Australian States
had discarded the issue .of return tickets prior
to their abQlitiQn in Victoria.
CQncurrently
with the revQcatiQn .of return tickets it was
decided to discontinue the break-.of-journey
privilege fQr the reason that it facilitated certain f.orms .of fraudulent practice which
largely prevailed.
.
}'QllQwing upon the cancellatiQn .of the
break-of-jQurney privilege the mileage scale
was arranged in such a way that as regards
99 per cent . .of the travel, passengers desiring
tQ break their jQurney would nQt be invQlved
in any extra expense in taking .out separate
tickets fQr each particular trip.
The CQmmissiQners feel strQngly that the
existing system, while prQtecting the revenue
and the interests .of the cQmmunity as a whQle,
imposes practically nQ disability .on the public,
and there is, therefQre, nQ intentiQn .of reintroducing return tickets .or reverting tQ the
practice .of permitting passengers tQ break
their jQurneys.
3. Passengers whQ travel frQm MelbQurne,
where the greatest amQunt .of bQQking .occurs,
may .obtain tickets in advance fQr any jQurneys
they prQPQse tQ make, thus .obviating the necessity .of leaving their luggage unattended .on
::;tatiQn platfQrms.
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State until .overseas Q.usiness from all States
is finalized, nQr can the Australian Wheat
Board cQmplete its allocatiQn of sales tQ
seaSQns .or States until all States deliver their
wheat (IQcal and .overseas), and supply the
BQard with the necessary figures.
2. The QnlYPQQl .of which an indication .of
final results can be given is ,the 1915-16
season. rrhis was first set .out in a reply to a
questiQn asked in the HQuse which appears
in Hansa1'd .of 16th March, 1918, pages 876-7,
the apprQximate position remaining abQut th~
same. A statement was also made by the
Prime Minister, and appeared in the press .of
8th March, 1918. The PQsitiQn .of the PQols
.of 1916-17 and 1917-18 is nQt nearly SQ defined.
The audited aCCQunts of the Victorian Wheat
CommissiQn tQ 30th June, 1920, were published
0'1 17th NQvember last.
The aCCQunts were
accQmpanied by a repQrt setting .out the basis
of the accounts, and the factors which are
.operating against the early ascertainment .of
final results. It would nQt be safe, fQr the
reaSQns stated, tQ .offer an QpiniQn as to prQbable final realizations until the accQunts are
in a much further advanced stage.

Mr. OLD
Lands-:-

asked

the

Minister

of

If, in view .of the fact that the settlers in
certain areas have had no returns fQr tW.o
years, he will issue instructiQns to his .officers
that no deductions towards the repayment of
advances be made from the first payment on
this year's wheat.

Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands).-The
following reply has been furnished me:-

There are several matters tQ be considered
befQre the questiQn of any release of the first
advance payable .on this seasQn's wheat is dealt
WINDING UP OF POOLs-REP",YMENT OF
withADVANCES.
(a) The advances made tQ share and
tenant farmers are secured by liens
Mr. DUNSTAN asked the Minister of
.on crQPs, supPQrted in all cases by
Landsthe landlQrd's guarantee, and are
1. When it is intended tQ wind up the
payable .on 1st February, 1921. The
Wheat PQQls fQr the seaSQns 1915-16, 1916-17,
CrQwn SQlicitQr tn,kes the view that
1917-18 ?
·if the DeJ)artment vQluntarily re2. If he can give some idea .of the final
leased any mQney available, it CQuid
• realizatiQns?
nQt reasonably hQld the guarantQr to
any fur.ther liability.
Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands).-I
(b) J n many .other cases, secQnd liens
have been furnished with the following
have been registered by private
reply ,by the Wh€at Board ,:firms, and any amQunto.; released
would be passed over to the lienee
1. NQ definite date can be given fQr the
instead .of the grQwer.
final payment .on the PQQls mentiQned, but the
(e) Advances fQr drQught relief and fal·
adj ustment .of matters affecting settlement is
lQwing (being cQnsidered tempQrary
prQceeding steadilv.
'1'he whQle .of the wheat
measures .only) are secured by lien
(A tlJe· seaSQns na'med must fir~t be delivered,
.on .one crQP .only, and are payable
nQt .only in this State, but in each .of the fQur
on 1st February, 1921.
States interested. The Australian
Wheat
(d) \Vhere large amQunts are payable. it
BQard returns show .one State (SQuth Ausis not. advisable tQ make the whole
tralia) is still hQlding 191.i5-16 wheat; two
sum a charge on the second adStates (VictQria amI RQuth Australia) as still
vance.
holding 1916-17 wheat; two States (South Au~
All amQunts granted (a) tQ share and tenant
tralia and Western Australia) as still holding
1917-18 wheat; and three States still hQlding farmers; (b) for drought relief and fallowing;
1918-19 wheat. Overseas Qutturns, all seaSQns, (c) tQ settlers whQ have given further liens on
are nQt yet .final, SQme being the subject .of their crQPs will be made a charge .on the first
.
action befQre the Law CQurts in Great Britain. advance.
DiversiQns under the Imperial
cQntracts
In .the majQrity .of cases approximately one(1915-16 to 1917-18 seasons) of cargQes to other third of the advance and interest is being colcountries have net been yet fully accounted lected; the balance being a charge on subsefor. Finality cannQt be reached by any .one. quent harvests. Sympathetic considerati.on will
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be given to all request~ for a release of the
first advance, having due regard to the merits
of the case, and arrangements have, in a
number of cases, already been made to give
About £65,000 adeffect to this proposal.
vanced.

SHIPPING WHEAT AT PORTLAND.
. Mr. A.LLISON asked the ].YIinister of
LandsIf he will secure vessels to load whea.t delivered at Portland this season?

Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands).-I
have been furnished with the following
replyThe Australian Wheat Board, which arranges for the chartering of all vessels to carry
wheat, has already been requested to take the
necessary action for securing freight options
fO!' Portland. The Board, to enable it to obtain charters, requires certain guarantees as to
the safety of the port. Steps are being taken
to obtain such guarantee.
The Railway Department has the matter of the necessary provision o-f siding and weighbridge accommodation at the port in hand at the present time.

DEEP LEADS OF VIOTORIA.
Mr. FROST asked the Premier1. If he will take steps for the appointment
of a joint Committee of members of the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council to
inquire into the advisability of opening up one
or more of the deep leads of Victoria, with a
view to stimulating the production of gold?
2 In view of the fact that the Commonwealth Government is vitally interested in gold
production, will he make representations to the
Honorable the Prime Minister with a view of
getting a·ssistance towards opening up the said
lead or leads?

Mr. LA W:SON (Premielr) .-The Government do· not think that any good
purpose would be served by the appointment of such a ·Oommittee, nor are they
prepared t.O' make representatiO'ns to' the
Prime Minister in a ma.t.ter which is entire!y within the functiQons 0'£' the State.
METROPOLITAN GAEl COMPANY
LIMITED.
PENNY-IN-THE-SLOT METERS.
Mr. COTTER asked the Premier1. If he is aware of the dissatisfaction caused
by the installing of a new penny-in-the-slot
machine by the Metropolitan Gas Company?
2. If so, will he have the machine tested by
Government experts!
3. If evidence of fraud is proved, will he
ta.ke steps to prosecute the Metropolitan Gas
Company!

Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I have
made inquiries to enable me to answer
the question, and I have been informed

OO'lnpany Limited.

that nO' pe.nny-jn-the-slot machines of a
new type are being installed.
Mr. C'OTTER.-You have be,en misinformed, SOl it is nQl use asking the other
questions.
Mr. LAWSON.-If the honorable
member knows all abO'ut this matter,
why does he ask me ~ The machines in
use are being replaced by Qothers which
have been withdrawn and re-adjusted in
accordance with the increased price of
gas. Under the Metropolitan Gas Company's Act, section 215, the municil)alit.ies havel PO'W& to' appoint an inspector
or inspectors of mete,rs, and I am advised
that. all mete,rs, befQore being installed in
consumers' premises, are examined by
the offi'cial meter tester so appointed.
Any complaint shQould therefQore be addressed to' the meter tester.
Mr. COTTER.-The honorable gentleman has not made any statement as to'
whether there is any evidence of fraud.
I am prepared to move the adjournment
of the House to get the answer to those
questions.
Mr. LA WSON.-The honorable mem.ber will bf; quite within his rights in
doing that, and I have no desire that he
should be deprived of any of his rights. I
have gone to a gOQod deal of trQouble to
get this infonn.a.tion. .If the're werre any
evidence of fraud, and reasonable ground
fQoraction,the Government would not
hesitate to take the neoossary steps.
Mr. COTIl'ER.-I have asked two questions which the hono~able gentleman has
not answered. I want to' know if 'he will
have these meters tested by experts.
Mr. LA WSON.-The honorable member refers to Gov·ernmen t experts.
There ·are no Government experts, but
there is a meter inspector who :is a municipal officer, and he is the man who
should take this matter up. The Qibligation is on the municipalities.
Mr. COTTER. - There are tQiO' many
sharehQolders of the MetropoHtan Gas
Company represented in this HQouse.
F'AIR PROFITS COMMISSION.
Mr. ROGERS asked the PremierWhat has been the ·cost to the State of the
Fair Profits Commission from its inception to
date?

Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-The cost
0'': t:!-e Ccmmission up to' 30th November
last was £4,569 2s ..8d.
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ELECTRICITY FROM MORWELL.
come within the purview of the House
itself,
and should be dealt with by you, Mr.
Mr. MORLEY.-I should like to ask a
Speaker. From time to time the matter
question without notice.
The SPEAKER.-The honorrable mem- has been the ~ubject of discussion in the
ber must see me befo're he can dO' that. House of CommQlns, particularly on the
Has he mentioned the mat-tell' to the question of protecting Parliament againdt
the privileges that' the Crown possesses.
Minister whom he proposes to question ~
'There
is practically an unwritten law in
Mr. MORLEY.-I have seen the Minconnexion with the preservation of the
ister. The question is as follows:privileges of Parliament, and I appeallo
In an interview with Sir John Monash, ap- you to say that this matter comes within
pearing in the Geelong Times and Geelong Advertiser to-day, the Chairman of the Electricity your purview, and should not be dealt
Commissioners has given the assurance that with :by the Orown Law authorities.
I
the Morwell electric power will be carried to am not now dealing with the merits of
Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo almost as soon the particular case under discussion. As'
as it reaches Melbourne, provided it is made
apparent to the Commissioners that a payable I said on a previous occasiO'n, I believe in
demand for the power exists. Will the Go- protecting the privileges of Parliament
vernment confirm that promise, as the matter against the influence of any outside body,
is one that is agitating the people of the
provincial cities, particularly, as Sir John powerful or 'otherwise, and we should proMonash states in the interview that it will be tect our rights against the criticism of
three years before the Morwell power reaches people outside. But when it comes to the
Melbourne.
question of prote'Cting the ,privileges of
Mr. LA WSON (Premier) .-The Go- merr:nbers, my opinion is that the Crown
vernment has always cherished the hope Law aut.horities sho.uld not be consulted.
that, in connexion with the ,generation I consider that the privileges of Parliaof electricity at Morwell, it will prove a ment are safe in the hands of the Speaker,
valuable decentralizing agency, and the and that he should contrO'l the ma.tter.
view expressed by Sir John Monash in What I have stateq is based on a press
regard to the supply ,of electricity in pro- report as to the intentions of the Previncial centres is one which the Govern- mier. Apart from what I have said, I
ment can indorse.
The Government, am at Qne with the Pr€trr~ier in endeavourhowever, will be largely guided by it-s ing to conserve the privileges of Parliaexpert advisers in regard to what is prac- ment; but I hold that thet privileges of
ticable.
The Go,vernment hopes there Parliament are in the hands of the
will be no delay in making power avail- Speaker and members themselves, and
able fOil' country districts. I hQlpe this must not be allowed to. get into other
week, or early next week, to present a hands, even to. -the extent of advice being
report from the Commissioners with re- sought from the Crown Law authOirities.
gard tOi this scheme which will contain We must protect the rights of members to
a IOit O'f useful information. Two Bills criticise iIr.atters freely, while exercising
will have to be introduced, one providing Dur ,DowerS in the inte'rests of the people.
for further loan authority, and .the other It was the beginning of the end Df King
dealing with the constitution nf t,he Com- Charles when he went to. the Long Parmission. 'I hope, when these, 'Bills are liament and insisted on his right tOi oonAs 'he made his
before the House, to be able to give honor- trol that Parliament.
able members a large amount of technical way frDm Parliament House he was asinformation which will assist the cO'n- sailed from all sides with the ::ry Q1f
" Privilege." It is that nrivilege that I
sideration of those Bills.
want to protect to.-day from encroachme~;t by the Clown or anybody else,.
I
QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.
belIeve that you! Mr. Speaker, are the
Mr.PRENDERGAST.-I desire to call custodian Df the rights and privileges of
yQlur attention, Mr. Speaker, to state- Parliament, and that you alone have the
ments which have appeared in the press power to state the rights we have in these
on the question of privilege raised by the matters, and how we can exercise them.
honorable member for Boroondara laflt
Mr. LAWSON (Preur..ier).-May I just
week. I want to know whether it is per- state for the information o.f honorable
missible to consult the Orown Law autho- mem bel'S wha t the position is as I conrities in dealing with a matter of this sO'rt. celive it ~ On Thursday last the honorThe privileges of members of this House able member fO'r Boroondara raised a
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question Oof privilege arising out of a information. I rathe'r think that it is a
lette,r which he had received frDm the se'c- wise caution not to proceed to a decjsion
retary Q1f the .Commercial TraveHers' without geotting that information which
Club. I said that I would look into the is likely to' guide Qne to' a cO'rrect and
~atter. Subsequently,. on the motion for wise judgment. I should like hoonorab1e
the adjournment of the House, I inti- members to knDw that that is exactly
mated roughly what the law appeared to what has taken nlace and that I have
Early on reoelived a r·e'port frdm the AttO'rneybe in regard to the question.
Friday morning I set out for Warrack- General in regard too the lIY~atter.
The' SPEAKER.-AlthO'ugh as a rule
nabeal, hut Q1n the Thursday night
I had left a request fOol' the Attorney- the Speaker does not answer questions in
General to investigate the law on the the House, in view of the nature o.f the
matter, and to present a. report.
As quest.ion O'n this occasion I shall do SD.
honorable memhers will realize" there is 1 ma,y mention that the function of the
a good de,al Oof comstitutlonal precedent, Sp.eake~, when a question of privilege is
parliamentary practice, and law involved raIsed, IS to state the law Qn the matter
and the: rule as to what constitutes th~
in a question Oof this kind, and it is wise
in tackling such a problem, to know th~ privilege in questiO'n. It is fo.r the House
traditiDn of the story, tOo know the, re,ason to say them whethe'r the case under conwhy privilege has been granted, tOi know sideration falls under th'at rule Oor nDt.
out e,f what legislatIve autlwritv. or fflom The. House has to say whether the priviwhat custom, the, illlllI~unity which mem- lege as sta,ted by me has heen infringed.
bers enjoy has grown, tOi 'knQlw what is The Speaker, Q1f course, has to indicate
its statutory sanction, and SOl Dn. I asked if need be, what powers the House has i~
that such info'rmation shQluld he gathered. the ma tt,e·r. In this partioular case the
Late last night, after the meeting of the ~remier occupies,· of course, a dual posiCabinet-we adjourned at about 11 t·lon. He is a Minister 0.£ the Croown
and he is also the Leader of the House'
0' clock-representative'S of the press interviewed me, and asked me what I had and it usually devolves upon a PrelL.ie.r;
done. with reference to the privi1ege, case. as Leader o,f the House" tOo move a motion
I saId that the, CrQlwn Law authorIties wheln he is. of .Q1pinion that its privileges
were being cQl:1sult.e,d. Those are the have been mfrmged. I can quite underfacts. I take it that while the Speake,r stand ·the Premier se:eking from his coldoes represent honorable memhers on leagues, and especially from the AttorneyGeneral. Whoo holds a position which the
bOith sides, while he stands in a ,peculiar
Premier himself has held-way to repres·ent the Assembly, and while
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The
AttDrneyhe is the guardian, custodian, and protector of its rights and privileges, ye·t the Gene'!'al is in anothe,r House.
The SPEAKER.-I can quite underGovernment and the Leader Qof the House
have, alsO' a peculiar responsihility. We stand the Premier's seeking advice from
have to se'e that those privileges are not ~he'rev-er he coouid get it, as to the pracentrenched upon, and that they are not tICe and procedure. I do not think that
. gradually taken awav by the wa~t of as- in that regard the privileges of the HO'use
ser~ion.of'authority or right. We have to have been infringed.
maIntam the status of ,memhe,rs of Parliament, and maintain, in the public inVIOTORIAN LOAN BILL.
~erest, the privileges which have, in that
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasure'!') ,preIllte,rest, beeln p-iven. What I did was
sented a message from thel LieutenanttOo Dbtain for myself and foor the GD- Governor, reoommendin~ that an approv.ernment, in G'rder. that we might con- priation be made from the· Consolidated
SIder the matter wIth the full infO'rma- Revenue for the purposes of a Bill too
tion before, us, the b€st advice that we authorize, the raising 01 mooney fDr public
could ge~. The responsibility is not on 'works and other purpQses.
anJ; officI3;ls. The. respo.nsibility for any
A resolutiQon in accordance with the reactIOn whwh the Government might su.ggest is on the Government itself but that cDmmendation was passed in Committee,
responsibility must rest, not ~nly upon and adopted by the Ho.use.
On the motion 0.£ Mr. McPHERSON
them, but alsoo upon
honorable members, and I cannot see that I have done (Treasurer), th~ Bill was jnt'roduced, and
anything at all improper in seeking full read a first time.

an

Mr. Lawson.
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SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.

Mr. McPHERSON (Trelasure<r) presented a message from the Lieutenant,Governor, recommending that an appropriation he made from the Con~olidat-ed
Revenue for the purposes of a BIll relating to thel surplus rev en ue of the financial
year ended on the 30th day 'of June, 1920.
A resolution in accordance with the reeommendation was passed in iOommittee,
and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. McPHERSON
(Treasurer), the Bill was introduced, and
read a first tiD;le.

DAYS AND HOURS OF SITTING.
Mr. LA'WSON (Premier).-By leave,
I

iffiOVe-

That the Sessional Order limiting the time
for calling on fresh business be suspended for
the remainder of the session, so as to allow
fresh business to be called on at any time.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-By leave,
I moveThat during the remainde~ of ~he se~s~on
this Hc.use shall meet on FrIdays III addItIOn
to the present days of sitting; that half-past
10 o'clock shall be the hour of meeting on that
day; th~t Government business shall have precedence of all other business; and that fresh
: business may be called on at any hour.

The motion was agreed to.
NECESSARY COMMODITIES
CONTROL BILL.
:Mr. LAWSON (Premier) moved for
leave to introduce a Bill to amend and
'continue the Necessary Commodities Control Act 1919.
The motion was agreed to!.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
The House having resolved itself 'into
Committee of Supply, the debate on the
Budget submitted by Mr. McPherson
(Treasurer) on November 30, was proceeded with.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. -The firElt
thing that strike8 me ill connexioll with
the Budget is that the TreaEturer is out
,in his prognostications. We have had a
similar experience during the last few
,years. The Treasurer does not appear to
.be, desirous of getting even approximately
to the amount coming in from revenue.
Second Session 1920.-[23]
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I have been In Parliament ma~y
years, and it was my e.x:perience In
former times, that if the Treasurer
did not get somewher'e near his estimate he landed ,himself in trouble with
Parliament.
lIe was not supposed to
It, will be'
merely gues~ at the result.
seen from the papers presented to Parliament in cOlluexion with the present
Budget, that the revenue estimate on the
general revenue and expendi ture w'as
£6,343,90-i.
Actually, it came to
£6,925,312.
The Treasurer was only
£582,000 out.
The estimated expenditure was £6,210,268. The amount spent
was £6,381,160.
The Treasurer was
£171,000 out.
C;leal'Iy, he hus b('oll
gue~sing. The appa,l'eut purpose is; that
there shall be an amount of money left
OV0r ill order that the TreaSll1'crmny hfl
able to pose as a wonderful man at his
job at the end of the period to which the
Estimates relat0.
Prognosticat.ions that
haye not been fulfilled have occurred to
a greater extent during the last two or
three years than ever before in the history
of this I-Iouse. I now come to the raiiway revenue.
The es6mated receipts
were £7,136,424, and the actual receipts
,,,-ere £8,081,947, or £945,000 over and
above the estimate.
The estimated expenditure was £7,219,104, and the real
expenditure was £8,422,383. The Treasurer was £1,203,000 above hi" estimate.
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens).-But the
Railways Oommissioners put in these
figures before the Treasurer accep~s them.
Mr.
PRENDERlGA8T. - That js
right; but the Treasurer is supposed to
know something about the railway
finances independently of the Railways
Oommissioners.
Mr. :WIcPHl<JRsoN.-If the honorable
member were Treasurer he would, no
doubt, Bet the Railways Oommissioners
on one side and substitute figures of his
own.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not
know which honorable member the Treasurer means" a,s the honorable member for
Ovens has just interjected. But I must
say that if any honorable member could
not guess more cl08ely to the actual
figuJl'es than the Treasurer doef!, he would
be a very poor guesser. N ow, let us look
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at the figures for the current year. The months, there ought to be £250,000 more
estimated railway revenue is £9,648,000. than the Treasurer estimates.
The increase over estimates the previous
Mr. MCPHERSON.-We shall do very
year was £1,203,279. The Treasurer is well if we live up to the estimate I have
prepa,red to a,dd that surplus en and made, which is £1,670,000 more than last
to add another £200,000 or £300,000 year.
and guess the total as the likely reMr. PRENDERGAST.-W,hen the
sult for this year. These figures are
Treasurer
made his statement the other
brought before the House five months
after the commencement of the year. night, he was aware that there was a crop
For the· first four months of the of 40,000,000 bushels to be moved. Last
year-J uly tal Olctoher inclusive-the year the crop amounted to only
real revenue has been £399,993 more than 16,000,000 bushels. The receipts, ow:ng
to the difference between the two crops,
for the corresponding period of 1918.
wjll amount to a considerable sum.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-It is
Mr. M'OPHERSON.-I prefer to make a
£500,000 more now.
safe estimate.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.--It is more
now. But it means that the railway
revenue will show an improvement unless
it is forced down as the result of the Government policy.
The September and
January returns are bigger than any
previous monthly returns.
Let us see
The
what the revenue is likely to be.
wheat crop this year will amount to
40,000,,000 bushels, as against 16,000,00,0
bushels last year.
The probability is
that, as a result of extra freight, the railways
revenue
will
go
to
over
£10,000,000. If, as is proposed, 10 or
12i per cent. is put on to the freight
rharges, it will mean an increase in the
railway revenue for the balance of the
year of at least £500,000, and ,vill bring
the revenue estimated for the railways up
to £10,,500,000. The Railway,s Commissioners have stated that thev win not be
able to use the amount of rolling-stock required for the cartage of wood from
country districts, as they will be under
the necessity of using the rolling-stock for
the carriage of the 40,000,000-bushel crop.
The estimated reve.uue of £9,648,000 is
buil t upon the ordinary basis. Add the
increase coming from the 4'0,000,000bushel crop, and we ought to have a reyenue in the Railway Department this
financial yea-r of about £10,500,000.
Wherever the question of an increase of
wages crops up" we are told tha t we are
overrunning the constable.
Mr. MCPHEHSON.-I put
more than last year.

011

£1,500,000

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If the revenue keeps up to that of the last four

1\1:1'. PRENDERGA_ST.-The Treasurer is not ~o much concerned abou t
making a safe estimate as about looking
like a financial genius at the end of the
~nancial year.
He wants it to appear
that he can say "Open sesam'e!" and
open the entrance to money not expected
previously.
Mr. McPHERSoN.-That is better than
beilig a " Jubilee plunger."
-

,Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is like a
man going on to a race-course not knowing
one horse from another, and backing
every horse in the race. Such a man does
that from want of knowledge.
lV11'. MOPHERSolV.-The difference is
that I have not been a loser.
lVIr. PRENDERGAST.-The Treasurer does not know how to deal with the
finances of the State. Previous Treasurers have known something about their
Estimates, hut he appears to only guess.

:Mr. McPUERSON.-It will be all right
you are Treasurer.

wh~n

Mr. PRENDERGAST.---It scem~ to
me that the Treasurer decides what
figures he shall submit by t()ssing ap a
coin. He throws up a shilling, and says
"If heads" it shall be £500,000; if tails,
£1,000,000."
Anybody could guess as
closely what the actual revenue and expenditure 'will be. I challenged the Treasurer last year, when the returns were
He
considerably above his estimates.
knows very well that t.he returns this year
are likely to be above hiEl estimates, and
he made a statement calculated to mis-
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lead' the House on the question of expenditure.
The people are told,. " We
shall have only a certain amount of income next year, and therefore money
asked for State schools and other things
cannot be provided as the income will not
stand it."
The Treasurer knows very
well that he has deliberately guessed at a
revenue below that which will be actually
forthcoming.
The effect is to prevent
people in country diBtricts from getting
as much spent on their schools as they
would get if it were known that there
would be a vastly increased income. The
Treasurer referred the other night to
intended to do in connexion with
what
expenditure on State schools. The Treasurer has a great deal ~f power. Every
other Minister has to submit statements
of expenditure required in hif:J Department to him, and he goes through the
items with his blue pencil striking out
this and that. The Treasurer IS laughing, but it is no laughing matter.
.Mr. MCPHERsoN.-One would think
that you had been looking in at my
window watching me score out different
items with a blue pencil.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-A lot of work
that required to be done has not been
done" and this is manifestly owing to the
Treasurer's methods. In 1913-14 the expenditure! Oon school buildings. was
£198,000 j in 1914-15 it was £315,000;
in 1915-16 it was £2!20,000, and in 191617 £116,000.
Then we come too the
period of the present Treasurer.
In
1917 -18 it fell to £62,000 j in 1918-19
the amount was £87,000, and in 1919-20
£136,000.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-Getting better.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes.
We
might expe'ct this kind of thing from a
man who wo,uld weigh out the bread to
his servants in the kitchen. The amount
of £136,000 that I have just mentioned
is not mentioned by the Statist, but is
given in the speech of the Treasurer.
In another part of his speech he said-

he

On State school buildings we expenaed
£18,000. In addition, £60,000 was spent from
votes, and £58,000 from surplus revenue,
making a total expenditure of £136,000, of
which £85,000 was spent on country and
£51,000 on suburban schools.

Then further he saidAt the present time the Public Works Department has authority to carry out works involving an estimated expenditure of £120,000.
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The whole country is crying out fox better
school accommodatiOon.
Mr. MCPJIERSON.-You have not given
the whole of my statement.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Well, this is
the res,t oof itIn addition, the Education Department holds
requisitions awaiting approval amounting to
approximately £200,000.

SO'me Oof therse requisitions, I will be,t
3d., have been in the hand~ of the
Public Works Department for twenty
years.
The Treasurer has evidently
added them up. He stated in his speech
tha.t the,re were somel schools where there
was mOore than sufficient accommodation
for the children. I should like to know
where such schooJs are.
They are not
to be found in the metropolis no'r anywhere ne,ar it.
In the metropolis the
majority of the schoQols are from 20 to
30 per cent. below the requireme~ts.
There has been an increase of populatIOn
in some parts of the metropolis. I do
not believe there is one such school even
twenty 001' thirty miles frO'm Melbourne .
There may be a, falling .off .O'f popula:tion
in some of the coountry dIstrICts, espeCIally
where mining was carried O'n.
It may
be that in E,aglehawk, BendigQl, and Ballarat the PQlPula,tiorn is stationary, b~t
the,re are no houses vacant, and there IS
a continual demand fOil' new horUses. In
a few instances the,re has been a decrease
of population" but, taking the parliamentary roll, there has been an increase from.
823,000 to about 870,000. 1s there any
tru th in the sta temen t that there are
schoools in excess of the popUlation 1 That
statement is not founded on fact, and,
although it may not be desc:ibed as an
untruth, it is a misrepresentatlO!n. When
the school teachers from the' country were
. down here in connexion with the Publio
Service Bill they tOold me that in many
cases the schools were in such a cO'ndition
that they were unhealthy for the teachers.
They must also be unhealthy fOor the children. The want of ventilatiO'n and the
want of room brin~ about sickness.
When there is an epidemic these causes
make it spread.
Does nOot the Treasurer
think that it is wise to spend money to
improve the schoo,l accommoda tiQon 1
Mr. McPHERsoN.-Of course I do.·
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In 1914, 1915,
and 1916~ £734,000 was spent on school
buildings, but in 1918, 1919, and 1920
the amount spe;nt was only £300,000: 01"
a bou t £400,000 less.
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MJr. MCPHEIRSON. - T.he honorable
member knows very well what difficulty
the Departments have had in g:etting
work done. It has been almost Impossible to' let contracts. Some of the works
have been adve,rtised and re-advertised
three Dr four times.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-That difficulty did exist. The Department should
have dOine the work itself.
Mr. MCPHERSoN.-What difference
would there be when bricklayers and carpenters co,uld nOit be obtained ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-They were
ava.ilable by the hundred. Tenders for
these wQlrks were received from builders,
but they were found to' be something like
50 per cent. above the department'al estimate.' . The Government would not let
the work, and they would not do it themselves. It was something like the excuse
they made in connexion with the silos.
The departmental officers reported that
the work oQluld be done much cheaper
than the tender prices, but the Government, instead of doing the work in that
way, abandOOled it altO'gether.
Mr. MCPHERSON. - And the whole
farming community ha,ve applauded the
Government for not having cO'nstructed
the silos. They passed a resolution to
that effect at their last gathering.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Government could have dO'ne the same in con·
nexion with the silos as was done in Western Australia, but they declined to' carry
out the work.
The honorable member
fo,r Rodney and othe'r membe,rs of his
party condemned the GOlVernment for not
having cOinst.ructed the silos. Still the
Government shelter themselves behind
the statement that the farmers dO' not
want them. The representatives of the
farmers in this HDuse say that they do
want them.
The Government must recognise that. they are face to' face with
payments that will no longer brook delay.
They must be prepared tOi meet increases
in accordance. with the times.
Great
'Britain has' had the name of being ol11e
.of the worst wage paying countries, but
has suddenly changed its attitude, and now
pays high wages and a.llows the men
shorter hDurs. A report in the Labou1'
Gazette, which .is not an organ of the
,Labour 'party but of the 'British Board
of Trade, states thalt the building trades
'almost over the whole of Great Britain
have a forty-four hours' week. The bulk
of the men' have been working for forty-
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four hours during the last six months.
Do the GOIVe,rnment intend to sit silently
by in connexion with the basic wage ~
DOl the Government think the people are·
going to await their pleasure in the matter ~ Thel ipeople are gOlmg to' insist on reasonable remuner.ation and on reasonable
hQlurs fOir the working men. This subject
must be considered from the workers'
point of view as well as from the employers' pO'int of view. During the recent gene'ral election members of the Government told the electors that prices in
Queensland were very high, or at any
rate that they were higher than in Victoria. We found quite a diffe,rent COiffiplexion put on the matter when the report of the Commission appomted to deal.
with the basic wage question was published.
That CommissiO'n brought in a
basic wage in accolrdance with the, cost of'
living in tih'e different States.
They
analyzed the cost of living in €lVery
IState, ,and they fixed £5 1&. 6d.
as the basic wage fDr Victoria, whilst
they fixed £5 6s. as the basic wage
for Queensland. That is the answer to
the slander made by the Government.
It is said that the countrv cannot afford to
pay the wage recommended by the Commission. The s,ame thing was said when
wages were half what are asked for today. IThat W3JS the cry of the Tory party
then. Look at the attitude of the Gove,rnment in connelxion with the constructi,on works on the River Murray. The
Governments of New South Wales and
South Australia, were paying men 14s. 3d.
a day on theci.r works. Our Gove,rnment
were paying 12s. a day for the same work
on almost the same, spot The lI:hen went
on strike, and the Goverrnment have kept
them unem,plo'Yed eve,r since. New South
"Vales and South Australia have boon
making progress with their oonstruction
worr ks, but the work 011 this side of the
river ceased because ,the Government
wished to pay a lower wage. Our Go.;.
vernment deliberately have held ·back .the
Murray scheme. Yet they tell the mem'bers of the Farmerrs' p,arty that they
helped to get thak scheme adopted. As
a matter of fact, they are responsible for
the scheme being retarded.
Mr. SOLLY.-And they' wanted to put
the blame on the Labour party.
lVIr. PRENDERGAST. - Yes, they
wish to blame the workers. The Government are also UfD against anothelr proposition in conne,xion with our brown coal
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mine, where the men cannot obtain a
reasona.ble rate of wage. When the m,atter was dealt with by an independent trIbunal the Government said that as the
matte; affected the State it would have to
go to the highest Oourts in the land. fo; ,a
decil:lion. The Government are nulhfymg
the award of that tribunal because they
will not make themselves amenable to the
law. They claim that tohe men working
at the brown coal mine insist on being
paid the rates obtained by coal miners
in New South Wales. We ha.ve proved
that that is not so. They only want the
rate which is paid in New Soiuth Wales
for off-hand work-16s. 6d. As a matter
of fact the coal he,wers in New South
Wale~ ~eceive froo.: 19s. to 26s. a day.
I do not want to ~ay tha.t aI?-Y thr~ats are
being advanced ~ connexlon WIth the
matter· but I feel satisfied myself that
unless ;ome satisfactory oonclusion i~ soon
arrived at not an ounce of coal wIll be
bro~ght to this State from any' ot~er
part of Australia, a.nd o.ur VICtonan
mines will cease workmg, SImply because
the Government here have not adopted a
re.asonable attitude. and agreed to pay
the men the rate which wa,s conceded by
the Commonwealth tribunal, and is
in operation in New ,South Wales.
I find that there is to he a fresh
sitting of the Board in ;N ew South
Wales because of legal difficulties which
have been put up.,
Why should such
difficulties be allowed to supervene ~ Why
do not the Government pay the prescribed rates for the men at MorweU ~
Do the Goverrurr. .ent mean to say that
their attitude has been conducive to easy
and friendly feeling ~ The other day the
Government were convicted in the House
of sending up old syphilitic property to
Morwell for the, miners to live in. Houses
which had been used at Langwarrin for
syphilitic cases were utilized. It was
stated that they had been disinfected
with a few coats of creosote. Would a
membe,r of the Government have one of
those buildings in his own back yard ~
They should have been set fire to after
t'he creosote had been nut on them. The
Government odo not know whether the
ge'rms of the disease would not survive
afte·r the houses had be·en dismantled and
re-erected. I saw thel conditions obtaining at the Morwell mine, and I saw
that it was a place where no man would
wish to reside if he could earn a living
elsewhere under any other oonditions of
labour.
The Goyc~rnment acknowledged
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that syphilitic houses ha,d bee~ sent along
for re-erection there. That is about the
meanest thing I ha va heard of in this
community. The Government ought to
be ashamed of themselves, and if we had
a true press which dealt with matters
irrespective of party consideration, the
Government would be :£lageUated in such
a. wa;y that they would have to retire
fram IPublio life. Take, also, the position
of the Government in connexion with the
allowanoe for boarded-oout children. They
exoused themselves by saying that the
number of boarded-out children is growing, and have suggested a Commission of
Inquiry. We know all the facts, and
there IS no need for the appointment of
a .commission.
Each case has to go
before the Court, and afterwards comes
under the notice of the Premier or the
Treasurer. It has too b~ inquired into by
deparbn:ental officers j in fact, it is inquired into so many times that no trouble
takes place, and no more children are
placed in the hands of the State than it
is necessary for the State to look after.
Why should the allowance in respect tOo
our boarded-out children trouble a
country like this ~ It is our solemn obligation to se6J 'that all those children are
brought up under the healthiest possible
conditions, that they are given good
schooling, as well as proper food and
suitable clothes. 'Vhateve,r that costs
should bel made a first charge on our revenue.
The Government say they cannot afford to increase the allowance by
mOor·a than Is. because every increase of
Is. represents £30,000. It seiems a. sinful thing fO(f the Government to adOtP·t
suchan attitude and to make such a
paltry excuse to the House. Now, I wish
to say a few words in regard to railway
freights and fares. The anomalous position occupied by some members ·of the
Government IS remarkable.
It was
lTl
connexion
with
the
increased
freights and fares that the Peacock
Government went out of office.
The
Lawson party, which occupied the Treasury bench afterwards, were not going
to increase freights .and fares.
They
said that they would :eduoe the freights
and fares, but accordmg to the returns
which. appeared in the report of the Railway Department the!l"e was a large sum of
that money which stuck to the fingers of
some one, and was held back in the Treasury. Then they put on a 10 per cent.
. increase, and afterwards the men who
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were fired out because they did not believe
in. a 10 1)er cent. increase joined them for

the purpose of imposing an increa~e of 20
per cent. They did not want to mcrease
the charge,s at all, yet they agreed'
afterwards tOI double the ruffiount.
As far as the present Government are
concerned, they have the satisfaction of
knowing that they are in office.
They
have put up freights and fares,. and the
crowd who did not want any mcreases
have ioined with those who did.
The
hou()rable member for Allandale must be
The honorverv satisfied with himself.
abl~ member for Gunbower was one of
those who violently protested against any
increase wha·tever. . Let me quote from
a report of the Railways Standing Committee in June, 1919The Hon. W. A. Wllitt, when asking the
Legislative Assembly to agree to th~ tax on
the unimproved value of land, promIsed that
the Government would set aside and earmark
for the reduction of railway freights and for
railway construction in country districts a
sum of £50,000 per annum.-(Hansard). This
explicit and definite promise has not been
given effect to.

The land tax was proposed in order to reduce freights and fares to the farmers.
They got the land tax, but they di d not
get reduced freights and fares.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-This Government
did not make that promise.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is hard to
say exactly what this Government is. It
undoubtedly includes men who were in the
Ministry which did.
The' Government
are certainly up against ~his propos~tion.
The land tax is in operation, but raIlway
freights and fares have been increased.
Some of the representatives of the farmers-I am not referring to members of
the union-who supported the land tax because they thought that some of the p.roceeds would be devoted to the reductIon
of freights and fares are now ignoring
the position as though the country had
its eves closed.
I am afraid that the
country really has its eyes c~osed when
it allows men to enter public hfe and deliberately break their words in that w~y.
AJthough there is going to be a further Increase in freightfl and fares" it is alleged
that there is to be no new taxation. The
Government do not regard what is fastened
on the shoulders of the farmers in that
way as taxa:tion. I t reminds me of the
gibe, the half-covered gibe, which was
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given in the House the other night.
It
was stated that Victoria could look after
itself very well, and that there was no
necessity for increased taxation here such
as was proposed in another State. That
gibe had relation to the position of
Queensland.
N ow Queensland has pr,oposed no llew taxation.
It has not increased freights and fares this year. As
far as I can see, Queensland stands in a
better position than any other State in
the Commonwealth.
That can be seen
by the cost of living, and the rates of
wages as disclosed in the reports of the
Basic Wage Commission.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-In Queensland a
man with £400 per annum pays £9 2s. 6d ..
in income tax.
In Victoria he pays £3
2s. 6d.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In Queensland the income tax is being used to-day
for the purpose of Icorrecting the importunate tendencies of wealth.
Here the
imposition is placed on the farmers~
shoulders and it would be much better t()
place it ~n those who have wealth.
In
Queensland they do not tax the farmers,
but they do put taxation on the men with
large incomes.
Here the Government
do not put it on the men with large incomes, but they make the users of the
railways pay to a great extent.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-Your statement was
that the Queensland Government had not
increased taxation.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is my
statement.
That taxation has been in
operation for a considerable period.
Mr. Mc'PHERsoN.-It is not borne out
by facts.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The figures.
prove it. The Treasurer's suggestion is
that taxation has been recently increased.
That is not the case. No increase in taxation has been proposed this session in
Queensland, and the Government recently went to the country on the taxation
which was then in fOl"ce.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-They have got to
the limit there.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I will tell yO!l
some thin~3 they have not gone to the limit
on, because the p,eo,ple the honorable membell' is associate,d with would not let them.
Mr. JVlcPHERsoN.-They are driving
people away from Queensland.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There has
been a larger increase in population in
0;
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than in Victoria in comparison with the population. The honorable
gentleman. does not impose increased taxation on the community at large, but he
does upon the users of the railways. He
does not tax the wealthy people .in the
community, and that is who we want to
tax. We do not want to impofle additional burdens upon the users of the railways, who, in the main, are the poorest
class in the community. There is ono
thing that can be said with regard to
Queensland, and that is that they were deprived of the r,ight of getting loan money
in Great Br.i:tain to carryon as they have
been in the past. This deprivation resuIted from the insistence of the GovernHlent in taxing the wealth of the community.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-They broke coni!'acts.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What does
the breaking of a contract mean? The
people who represented Queensland in
Parliament thirty or forty 'yoars ago
provided a monopoly of valuable land
for their own class.
The resul twas
that people who wanted to get land
were deprived of the opportunity.
The Government claimed the right to
deal with these areas, and to make them
available to those who wanted to go on
the land.
Re'presentatives of the class
which originally granted these concessions appealed to the financiers in London to refuse loans to enable the Labour
Ministry to carryon the goverrnment of the
country. The d€legation said they did not
go for that set purpose, but the effect of
their. representations was obvious. I
should like to point out to the Treasurer
that, according to his own statement, this
Rtate will be called upon to pay £600,000
n year more for loan money than we have
]n the past in consequence of the increased
Tate of interest which is being demanded.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-We could not have
Jeveloped this State if it had not been for
English capitalists in the first instance.
Mr. PHENDERGAST.-The :EngEsh capitalists did not lend their money
for the development of this State for the
love of the honorable gentleman or myself. They advanced the money for what
they could get out of it, and the rate of
interest is going to be increased from the
3-} per cont. 01' 4: per cent., which was
. ~harged seven or eight years ago, to at
kast 8 per cent.
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Mr. l\{cPHERsoN.-They are perfectly
willing for us to go elsewhere if we can
get the money cheaper.
Mr. PRENDERG.t'\.ST.-They have
made a lot of profit out of their advances.
Look at the respectable firm of Coates and
Oompany.
They made £10,000,000 in
profits in one year out of cotton, and il
is that class of profiteer which will noi
lerld us money except at an effective rata
of interest of at least 8 per cent. The3
hnye stolen this wealth from the pockets
of the people by overcharging for their
goods. It is all very well for the honorable gentleman to tell me that they say
we can go somewhere else for our money,
but if I had my way I would tell them to
go somewhere else for their markets. I
would set up a State manufactory, so that
people like Coates would nofbe able to get
a footing here. I should like to quote to
the Committee a report of proceedings
before the High Court, which shows what
it has done for Queensland. The case I
refer to was one in which McArthur and
Company, of Sydney, wanted to restrain the Queensland Government from
preventing them selling their goods in
Queensland at an extortionate price.
Mr. MCPHERsoN.-Am I to blame for
that?
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable gentleman's class is. His own firnl
makes tons of money.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-lVly firm has had a
good llame for sixty years.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-And it has
been making dashed good profits-mo.re
than it ought to have.
In the report
the case it is said that(['he judgment means that the plaintiff company has succeeded in establishing that it is
at liberty to trade wit.h Queensland without
being subject to the State Profiteering Preven·
fion Act in cases where the contract to sell
goods to persons resident in Queensland is made
under the condition that the goods are to be
supplied out of stocks held by the company in
New South Wales.

This means that they can send goods from
New South Wales and will not be subject to the operation of the law in Queens~and aimed at the prevention of profiteering. That is the interpretation of the law
by the Federal Oourt.
I am not
fi~lding fault with the interpretation, but
with the law itself. The land laws which
the Queensland Government attacked provjded for land being obtained at about
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ls. an acre, with re-appraisements at
intervals.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-Mr. Theodore and
Mr. Ryan were in Parliament, and never
protested against that law being passed.
l\f.r. PRENDERGAST.-The law was
passed many years before they entered
'p arliamen t.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-I can show you reports in I-lansard which prove that they
were there.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-They were
Hot in Parliament until many years after
the law was passed; but they tried to
alter it. Would the honorable member
blame me for the existence of an A.ct of
Parliament if it were passed against the
wishes of a minority of which I happened
tOo be Dne 1 That wDuld he Dnlyequivalent
to what he is doing in regard to :M:r.
Theodore and Mr. Ryan. Does the honorable member mean to suggest that the
law to which I have referred was not in
the :first instance passed in the interests
Df the big land-owners ~' FOorty years
ago a great cry '/Vas raised in this Sta te
to unl,ock thp, land, and the arguments
be~_.ilg used oy the Treasurer's class in
Queens1und were the argumentf! used
against the men who at that period were
~rying to unlock the lalld.
,When Sir
Graham, then Mr., Berry brought forward his proposals, he and the
Age, which snpportrd him" were hounded
down by maJ1Y people.
The Age
could not get advertisC'ments from
the mer-can tile section of the community, and Mr. Berry had to go to
a Democratic electorate to secure a seat.
The class which opposed the unlocking of
the lands in Victoria is the class which
never has consideration for the right'S of
all the people in the community.
It
looks only after the interest.s of a class.
Twenty years ago we were told that we
could not with safety :fix the hours of
working or the rates of wages to be paid
in industries. The class which opposed
those reforms is the one which objected
to women's suffrage. It is the same class
which is prepared to .allow unfortunate
children to starve because it will not
grant more than £30,000 a year extra to
properly maintain children who are wards
of the State. It is the same class which
imposes exorbitant freights.
Why does
not the Treasurer take action to reduce
the freights which prevail to-day
A
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cablegram from LondOon appearing
A.ge Df the, 4th inst. says-

III

the

'A' :i:neeting of provision importers to-da~r
resolved that the increased frieghts demanded
for cheese from New Zealand of Hd. per lb.,
plus 10 per cent" were exorbitant and unwarranted.. It was decided to wait as a deputation on the Australasian Refrigerated Tonnage Committee to protest, and ask for a reduction.

What did that mean tOo the cheesemakers
of this State ~ It meant that the shipping companies charged £15 8f!. per tOil
to take the cheese away from this State,
while the othe,r day they were talking
of the freight being £7 a ton for Drdinary goods. Before the war Mr. McKay
gave evidence before a Federal Commission respecting the freight for harvesters
and oth8lI' machinery, and he said that
it was nO' uncommon thing for the freight
from America to' Australia to' be lOs.
per ton. A charge of £2 or £3 per ton
was the ordinary charge, and for that
small amount the shipping companies
would take the goods fr·om America tOo
England ·and bring them Dut here. In
the case I have mentioned, a combination of shippers demanded for the carriage Oof food that was to' go to feed
people chela ply in othe,r parts of the world
freight at the rate of £15 8s. per ton.
That was the charge from New Zealand
to Great Britain, which means that there
would he the same charge to carry cheese
from here to Great Britain.
Mr. ALLAN,-What are the Commonwealth steame,rs charging ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not
know, except that they are charging
something less.
As Mr. Hug-hes has
pointed Dut, the shippers of Great
Britain have a ring fOol' the purpose of
pr8IVenting the Commonwealth line geting e'oods, with the result that the Commonwea.lth ships are tra,velling half
empty. No matter what they charge,
they cannot get frelig-ht, because the
other people control the situation by
threatening that people who do not ship
to Australia through them will not be
allDwed to' ship on anv of their steamers
in anv part of the world. Why dOles not
the Treasure·r do something with his
friends o.verseas who are overcharging in
cOllllexion with freight?
Mr. lVlcPHERsoN.-I cannOot summon
a man in England.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The hDnorable gentleman has bent his knell') to the
financiers m LondOon, and he' was
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blaming- the Queensland Government the
other day because it had not done so, and
because it could not squeeze money out of
the profiteers, who unduly put up the
rate of interest.
Mr. ;MCPHERSON.-I did not blame the
Queensl;1nd Gov·e;rnment. They can con-duct their finances as they like.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In two or
thrat> parts ·of his speech the honorable
gentleman obviously sneered at other
States because they could not get
money when he could.
A n urn ber
of merchants were asked by the Fair
Profits Commission on what basis
they proposed to sell their goods. Two
very large importing firms in particular
said that the replacement theory was
the theory on which they conducted
their business.
That is to say, they
would charge for the .stock in hand wha.tever it would cost to replace it. There
has been a fall in the price of goods in
every part of the world except Australia,
and the merchants here, who believed in
the replaoement theory when the goods
were going up in price, do not believe in
it now t~at the goods are coming down
il' price.
If thev had an article that
cost 1s., but which it would cost 1s. 6d.
to replace, they soJd the article at Is. 6d.
But when it is a case of it costing 9d. to
replace an artide that cost Is., they no
longer believe in the replacement theory.Mr. MCPHERSON.-They will be forced
to .seJlat 9d. if replacement is only going
to cost 9d.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If combination can nrevent it, that will not talw
place. Mr. MCPHERSON.~Competition will do
it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Is -there competition in the honorable gentleman's
business ~
Mr. MCPHERSON.-Yes.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is a remarkable thing that the· prices of twenty
articles are the same in every shop carrying on the honorable gentleman's busi-
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little while ago. I pointed out that in
Japan the silk merchants had all been
made insolvent.
Buyerrs from Europe
went in and fixed a buying price, and
after tbey had bought all they wanted,
pri.ces fell another 15 per oent. or 20 per
cent.
'Ve got no material advantage
from that reduction. A shilling a yard
may have been taken off the price of silk,
and silk shirts a,t 52s.. may have been
marked down to 42s. The merchants advocated the replacement theory when it
suited them, and I should like to know
Why they are not made to operate it now
t.hat it would work against them. They
were in 'favour of it, acccrding to the
evidence they gavel to the Fair Profits
Commission shortly a,fter the Commission
was createid. I do not blame the Fair
Profits Commission so much as a· number
of people do for the position that exists.
It is the creature of its environment and
t.he Act of Parliament by which it is
I;{overned. It is bound by that Act. It
'has never been given power that would
enable it to fix prices legitimately, nor has
it been given power that would enable
it to successfully pI."osecute people in the
Courts. The Commission has applied for
that power, and has not been given it.
Months a.gu the Commission asked that
the Act should be amended so as to give
it the power to deal with services, but
that was not ,d:one. All that the Commission can do is to give publicity to certain things that are done, the idea being
that it is I;ossible to shame some of the
people who have made their money by
profiteering. It is impossible to shame
them. An Act of Parliament with a
policeman behind it is required to compel them to de'al reasonably with the
other peopl~ in the community. I am
:;atisfied that if an inquiry were held into
the operations of the income tax it would
be found that there is underpayment to
the extent of at least 25 per cent. I
base that estimate on statements that I
have seen times out of number in the daily
press. In certain cases the law has been
negH.
operated, and' people have been sumMr CAIN.-The;re, is an "honorahle moned. Representatives of Flinders-la.ne
understanding. ' ,
',"arehouses stated openly that they were
Mr. PRENDERGAfST.-It is re- not paying income tax on a certain promarkable what second sight the shop- portion of the monev us·ed in their busiThey seem to. know. what nesses. The Commiss:oner said that inkeepers have.
prices other shops are ~harglllg WIthout come tax ought to be paid on that· money.
l\Ir. Ar.LAN.-How many people are
ever seeing them. Of oourse, they may
get letters telling them what to charge. there who do not send in income tax reThe bottom fell out of the silk market a t,urns at all ~
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
member knows as well as I do that a
great many people who ought to furnish
income tax returns do not do so. It will
be impossible to force a great many of
the people I ha,ve in mind to be honest
unless there is an examination into the~r
businesses. Select one business in Flinderslane, send an anny of officers there, take
an account of the present stock and of
the stock of the previous year, examine the
books, including the books nOot produced
for publio purposes, and you will find the
true position. A great number Oof people
seem to he underpaying in connexion
with the lUcome tax. The men who get
tho most business in connexion with preparing income tax returns are those who
know the most trick~, and who can use
those tricks for the Durposes of enabling
their clients to eva-d'e the payment of income tax. There shOould be a Commission
of Inquiry, which should have the same
powers as a Supreme COourt Judge or a
High' Court J udfje for the purpose 'Of
examining the whOole of th:e details of
businesses. The Fair Profits Comm:ssion
ca.nnot make an inquiry in connexion
with the price of pigs. All that it can
deal with is the finished product, and
the man who profiteers in live pigs
escapes. The price Oof pigs has gone up
two or threefold, but the Act prevents
an inquiry in that connexiOon. The Commiss:on can only deal with, the price of
the finished product, although it is in
the price of pigs that the big increase has
taken place. Farmers with prOoperties
valued frOom about £5,000 to £9,000 or
£10,000 do not have to pay land tax if
they pay income tax. Are those peOople
the pOoOor farmers of the State 1 I ask
the honorable member for Gippsland East
how many small farmers in his part of
the country are worth £4,000, including land and everything else.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Te.nant farmers are
not allowed that privilege.
l\ir. PRENDERGAST.-NOo.
We on
this (the Oppos~tion) side of the House
asked tha t the land tax exem ptiOon
t-hould be £500, but the most we co·]ld
get was an exemption 0.£ £250.
The
men whO' get the large exemption I have
mentioned' are exempt from any inqujry
a!=t to 'W hether they are profiteering or
not. They do not come under the N ecessary Commodities Control Act. As I have
said, the Commission cannot deal with
t.he price of pigs; it can only deal with
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the price of the meat, and it is acknowledged tha,t at that point the profits are
small. I wish now tOo call attention to
the loss sustained by the railways
through the ext-ension of the tramway
system in the suburbs. This is a. very
serious matter.
For the last two years,
the railway reports have not been giving
the' figures of the estimated loss from this
cause, but, as far as I can soo, the loss
at present to the railways thrQugh the
competition of the tramways cannot be
less than £110,000 a year.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Is it a.
diminution of profit, or an actual loss ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is the estimated loss sustained by the railways
through the extension of the tramways
along~ide the railway lines, or parallel
to them,
this
oausing a
diminution of what the railways expected
would have been their passenger business if no tramways had been running adjacent to the railways.
It is
an estimated loss of revenue, but the
estimate is based upon a very solid foundatiQn. F'ive or six ye'ars ago the railways estimated this loss in successiv~
years at £50,000, £60,000, and £80,000,
while the last return gave the amount as
£90,000. It is two years since the last
return was produced, and the loss now
must be well over £ 100,000. This competition by the tramways with the railways exists throughout a large area of
the suburbs, but probably it is most felt
in the eastern and southern suburbs and
in some Oof the north-e'astern parts. We
agreed to the tramway system in this
metropolis turning Olver a portion of the
profits to the municipalities, and it
seems to me that . the tramways ought
never tOo have boon cQnducted wholly
apart from the management of the Railway Department.
If the Railway Department had been given control of the
tramways the profits from the tramways
could have been devoted towar.ds paying
for our railways.
The House m,ade a
great mistake in that matter.
The rail-·
way revenue should have benefited from
the profits On the trams.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-There would not
have been any profits then.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I would not
be 'so sure about that.
Whatever occurs
in the direction of increasing freights
and fares there is no doubt that the matter might have been considered years ago,
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because we have been running our railways at lower rates than has been the
case in the ·other States.
Let me point
out the position as regards trains and
trams in the metropolis.
We have a
railway running from Prince's-bridge to
Caulfield. On each side of that line is a
Tapping the railway at diftramway.
ferent points are foul' electric tramways
running to St. Kilda-road and Brightonroad.
All those tramways are taking
That
away revenue from the railway.
is the caSe wherever the electric trams are
operating. It all ha~ to be paid for by the
country districts. If the tramways were
under the control of the Hailway Department there would have been no necessity to increase freights and fares to half
the extent proposed.
The profits from
the metropolitan tramways should have
gone to help the railways in the country.
However, the tramway pl'ofits have been
bestowed on the metropolitan municipalities. There is no doubt that a great deal
of the profits on the trams has been COlltributed by visitors from the country.
However, the whole position was argued
when the Bill was before the House.
Honorable members on this (the Opposition) sj de wanted to bring the metropolitan tramway ~ystem under the contiol of
the Hailway Department instead of allowing the municipalities of Melbourne
to benefit by the profits and reduce the
rates on property-owners.
Those who
wanted the tramways placed in the hands
of the Railway Department were representatives of metropolitan constituencies.
On the other hand, country .members
voted in favour of metropolitan interests.
This question will have to be considered
eventually. Look at the position we are
in in connexion with our suburban railways. The traffic on those lines will pay
as long as there is more traffic than can
be ·comfortably accommodated on the
trams, and as long as there are people
living near stations who will use the railway for a journey l)f a mile or so. The
moment you extend the tram system and
commence to tap districts 10 or 20 miles
out you will immediately reduce the railway revenue.
Look at the position in
connexion with the railway to Box Hill.
The tramway to Mont Albert is to be
continued to Box Hill, and unless the
population increases there the traffic
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whieh that tramway will take will be at
the expense of the railway, which will becGme, perhaps, not unprofitable, but certainly less productive than it has been.
There are about fifteen stations on the
Box Hill railway, but the electric tram
will be much more convenient for the
people because it will stop at every street.
N ow we have the Ooburg railway being
electrified, but I would point out that the
tramway to Brunswick and Ooburg is
One of the most convenient in the metropolis, and cheap fares are charged in
order to enable it to compete with the
railway.
If you travel before 9 o'clock
iu the morning you can get a return fare
In such circumstances those
for 3d.
who patronize the railway will be those
who live near the station.
Oonsideration will have to be given to the question
of abolishing the railways which are run
in the interests of street traffic, which can
bE' much more conveniently dealt with
by the trams.
The municipalities will
go on tapping that source of revenue, becauSe the tramways provide an easier
We have railform of street service.
ways running on stilts and through huge
cuttings to places with very little population.
Mr. MORLEy.-What do you suggest?
Mr.PRENnERGAST.-I
would
close up the North Oarlton railway as it
is to-day, and turn it into a tramway.
:M:r. MORLEY.-The railway to Ooburg
has a twenty-two minutes' service.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - And my
opinion is that it is being run at 'a dead
loss.
As the honorable member for
Brunswick knows, there should be tramways to tap the suburbs which are
rapidly increasing out that way, and
which at present are provided with
neither rail nor tram facilities. Years
ago men were settled at North Brunswick under what is known as a village settlement scheme.
T.hose people
were promised that a railway should be
That has not been
constructed there.
done. I trust that the Tr.amway Board
will therefore see that they are provided
with travelling facilities to and from the
city.
What is the' use of a twenty
minutes' train service on the Ooburg
railway when the trams can be run every
As I say, the
three ,or four minutes?
only people who will regularly patronize
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the trains will be those who lived 'alongside the stations. The suburban railways
cannot be expected to compete with the
tramcars which 'can set passengers down
or take them on at every street. That
railway to Coburg has been electrified.
It would have been better to spend the
money in electrifying other lines, and
provid.e all the tramway facilities that
are required. Now, I wish to ask the
Treasurer .about some of the Icrooks
among the con tract·ors.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I am not well up
in crooks.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-A lot of the
honorable gentleman's associates do
things -that are not particularly ,pleasing
in the community. Did he read about
the shipbuilding in Sydney, where they
were driving in false bolts?
Mr. W ARDE.-The foreman committed
suicide.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-He did not
know anything about it. Not ,only did
the contractors do it, but they afterwards
tried to justify it. I want to give a
Ii ttle testimonial as to some of the men
who belong to the honorable gentleman's
party. They seem to have done tlhis
thing for the sheer love of swindling. One
man said in evidence befor;e the Federal
Public Works CommitteeHe did not know why the firm had resorted
to such methods, as they would not effect m~ch
saving.

They actually did it f.or the love of the
game. These are the contractors the Government have been waiting for in connexion with the school buildings.
I
want to know why something has not
been done inconnexion with the valuable
report which the Royal Oommission presen ted last year in regard to .the fishing
industry. To-day, fish is 25 per 'cent.
dearer than it was six IDO'Ilths ago. Fish,
cooked pielces, which were soM at four or
five for Is. are now three for Is. Are the
Gove,rnment going to, ta,ke any steps to
p'rote,et thel public against the F'ish Ring ~
We made a valuable report, and we were
unanimous in our decisions.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-We constituted a
Fair Profits Commission.. and anyone
with a grievance ha·s a right to go there.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-But the Governm~nt will not give that Oommis~ion
the pfH,'n'!f it wants.
The Commission
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made a reeornmendation with regard to
the price of woollen goods. The Government sent the report back to be reconsidered, and told the Commission that
the adoption of the recommendation
would prevent industries being established. The Commission intimated that
they were not 'prepared to alter their report, and declared their recommendation
would not affect the establiflhment of
industries, because they had fixed certain
rates so as not to interfere with inThat was five or six months
dustry.
ago, and still the Government have taken
no action. The Commission wants an
amendment of the law to give them power
to deal with services, but the Government
have taken no notice of their reque~t.
The Commission also pointed out that the
law did not allow them to deal with profiteers, but still the Government refused
t'o take the necessary action. men the
Commission was established it was evidently intended that it would not be
effective.
Mr. W.ARDE.-The Government were
successful there, at any rate.
Mr. PRENDERG.A!ST.-,That is ~O.
The Ar'g'us, in dealing with the fishing
industry in New South Wales, saidSt.ate trawling in New South Wales has been
an inglorious failure. The admission has been
made by Ministe.!s whose policy is the expan·
sic'll of State industries.

The fact of the matter is that the New
South Wales Government did not lose
money jn trawling; but, whatever may
have been the result of the operations,. so
far as .the Government was concerned,
fish ",as 50 per cent. cheaper in New
South ,"Vales than it was here when those
operations were being carried on. If we
appointed a Commission to regulate the
price of fish a.nd establish trawling here,
we could make a success of it in this
State. According to the evidence placed
before the Oommission, huge fortune~
have been made out of this industry, even
by people who started with a limited
amount of capital. Notwithstanding the
value of the recommendations made by
that Commission, absolutely nothing has
been done by the Government to :provide
Nothing is being done to
cheap fish.
secure more effective means of transport.
I have been told that trawling is a failure
in Queensland.
The reason for that i~
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tha,t . the .supplies are comparatively
limited along the Queensland coast.
On
the New South Wales coast there are 4,uge
quantities of fish, and a remarkable statement has heen made in regard to the fishing grounds near Botal).Y.
It has been
said that a greater quantity of fish waFt
secured on .subsequent visits of the trawler
than on the first occasion.
If we had
been able to obtain 1arge quantit~es of fish
when meat "vas from ls. to ls. 10d. per
lb., it would have affected the cost of
living very materially" and fishermen
would have been able to make better
When we
wages than they were doing.
were at .Mildura, we had abundant evidence of the complete lack of facilities for
the transport of fish. The Government
ought to provide cool stores at celltres
where fish are caught, and proper trucks
should be provided for t~e transport of
fish to market. Under the present
arrangements, large quantities of fish
a.rrive at the markets in a condition unfit
for human consumption.
With proper
facilities for transport this large destruction of fish would not take place, and fish
could be sold at half of what it brings
nOw. The Age recently stated that the
New South Wales Government had
tackled the question ofa fish supply with
a fair amount of success, and it asked if
the Victorian Government could not do
at least as much. The Victorian Governmen t never do anything which will be to
the advantage of the people. In regard
to the ~upply of fish, the Government
allow the waste to go on an the time.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-That is one thing in
regard to which I can agree with you.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I hope the
Treasurer will take notice of that remark
by one of his OWll party, who gives undivided allegiance to the Government.
Mr; BEARDl\fORE.-Sometimes.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am not
quite sure what is the position of the Governmen t with regard to the public hospitals. However, I will not offer any
criticism on this matter until I see their
proposals. The Bill introduced by the
Treasurer received its quietus from his
own friends.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-It will make its reappearance.
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Mr. PRENDERlGAST.-It will have
to be entirely remodelled. So far as I
am aware, the proposals were condemned,
lock, stock, and barrel. Now, I want to
say something about State industries. I
notice that Mr. Broome, the manager of
the W onthaggi Ooal Mine, says that the
results for 19,19-20 show that "the State
mine is a payable commercial enterprise,
and that the State possesses a valuable
asset in it." A good deal is made about
the small sum which has been lost in connexion with that mine. As a matter of
A huge sinking
fact, there is no loss.
fund is being built up. If we compan~
the sinking funds of commercial enterpl·ises in this city, we will see that the
State is handicapping its operations in
connexion with the State Coal Mine by
the huge sinking fund it is creating. The
result of this accumulation is to add to
the price of coal, because it means a
diminution of output. In connexioll
with these State enterprises" the losseg
which were made at the commencement
are being set off against the profits in subsequent years, and while that is only
right, the fact ought to be taken llotice
of. The Victorian Cool Stores showed a
profit of £49,591 last year; the Maffra
Sugar Beet Works a p~ofit of £16,749,
and the Newport Seasonmg Works £700.
Even the wire netting operations showed
a profit last year.
With regard to the
VVonthaggi Coal :Mine, there ought to be
a greater demand for ,coal from there. We
ought to reduce as far as we possibly can
the use of New .south Wales coal. So
far as II can see, the losses on certain
State industries last year were £19 249
while the profits on others total £74:877:
This meant a total gain of £55,,626. Certain educational institutions are included
in these St'ate enterprises, but they ought
not to be. .Wihy should the State farms
at vVyuna, Rutherglen and Bamawm be
included amongst these State enterprises ~
Mr. MoPHERsoN.~They are not included that way in the official papers.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.~But they are
The farms attached to
in the press.
High Schools are for the use of the
scholars, and cannot be regarded as State
enterprises. Experiments are continually
being made on these places" and that
makes them more co'stly; hut these places
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should be charged agaillst the educational
institutions of the State.
The ,charge
m connexion with the high school farms,
it seems to me, should be debited entirely
to the Education De'paJ'tment. Deducting the amounts that should be rightly
charged to the Education Department,
there was a profit of no less than
£64,420 on State industries last year.
We have a State Accident Insurance
office. From a purely business point of
view:. does not the Treasurer agree that
the best thing the State could do would
be to m.ake that o,ffice as profitable as
possible 1 Instelad of doing that, the Government limit the business of the office,
so that business will be driven into the
hands of private institutions. The profit
of the State office last year was £6,000.
On the working of the Que'ensland State
Insurance office there has belen in the
last four yeaTS a surplus of £241,000,
while rese,rves ha,ve been made to the ext.ent olf £242,000. In other words, nearly
half-a-million pounds have gone into the
coffeTS of the State through the operations of the Queensland State Insurance
office. Here the profit was, as I ha,ve
said, £6,000, while reselrves amount t.o
a.bout £37,000. In four 0(1" five years
our profits have only been £33,000 or
£34,000, while Queensland had had a pro:fit of half-a-million pounds.
In COllnexioo. with all othe,r forms of insurance
except life insurance the figures for 1918,
which are the last figures available, are
typical of the figures fo'r about twentyseven aT twenty-e[ght years past.
In
1918 the premiums paid amount,ad to
£1,800,000, while £428,000 melt all the
losses. There was an amorunt of nearly
£1,400,000 over after the losses had been
met,
of which,
roughly speaking.
£'700,000 was paid in dividends, and
£700,000 we11t towa,rds the cost of conducting the business. In othe,r words, 1)f
every £18 paid in premiums for insurance othelr than life insuraillce only £4
is, required to! mee,t the losses, the! companies getting a present of the oth& £14.
If the State Labour party had a business
and made that prOifit out of it, the Treasurer wQluld rightly say tha,t we were rQlbbing the coruntry, but as it is his friends
who are making that profit, he says, " Go.
on and prosper; we ,will not inte:rfere with
YQlu."
Mr. MCPHERSON.-You said just nQlw
that the Queoo.sla,nd GOIvelrnment had
made a profit of half-a-million pounds in
a. few years. Tha,t is profite€(l"ing.
Mr. Prendergast.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is not profiteering when a, private company makes
a profit of £1,400,000 out of premiums
amounting to' £1,800,000, according to.
the Treasurer, but it is profitee.ring when
a Government makes a profit.
I ha.ve
already to1d thel honorable gentleman that
the Queensland Insurance! Office has a reserve fund of £242,000, while the res,e.rve fund of Q1ur office is only £37,000.
In 1907 or 1908 I was a member of the
Municipal Association. A census was taken,
and it was asce-rtained tha,t in ten years
the .municipal councils had paid nearly
£11,000 in fidetlity insurance, and had
only drawn out £1,800. In fire insurance
premiums in the same period they had
paid in premiums £12,000, and had only
drawn out £2,000. That was fine hot
business fOir the " fa,t man."
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-MOIre people will
start in thel insurance business.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The municipal councils did establish a fidelity insurance fund, but probably owing to the
influences that were operating they did
not elstablish a fire insurance fund. As
a, relsul t of their having established a
fidelity insura,n<:e fund, they do not at
,the pres,ent time ha,ve t.Q1 make any contributions in that l~e,gpect, and will not have
to dOl SOl foc man.y years, because the interest on the money in the fund will
ena ble them to meet all the demands
made on it.
Membe,rs Q1f the FarmeTs
Union party will see what profits MellbouTine makes out of the fanne,rs. The
insurance profits are made by COillinsstreet farmers.
'
Mr. OLD.-YOU he,lp them.
Mr. BAILEY.-HOIw does the Leader of
the Opposition help them 1
Mr. OLD.-He helped them very materially last week by vOiting against the
no-confidenc(', motiO'n.
He could have
had State insurance.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - We anI v
asked the members of the F'armers Union
party whether thely would agree to reasonable propositions.
The honorable
member did, ·but the majo~ity of hi::;
party sat on one side until t'he last minute,
and then got scared and went Olver to the
other side. In.' tWQl 0(1" three divisions the:'i
voted for the GQlve,rnment that they
wanted to put out.
Mr. ALLAN ,-You did the same thin!!.
SOl yom arel as bad as we are.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We were nOit
prepared to be bought at the price you
wanted to' buy us at. I shall nOlW allude
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to anothea:- matter .
The~e is a fund
known as the Developmental Railways
Account, particulars of whioh are given
in the Auditor-General's report. It is
stated that the amount transferred to
revenue, in accordance with Acts
2537 and No. 2878, was £129,000. Interest on securities amounted to £3,600,
and there is the item "to balance,.
£115,881. " That represents the amount
the farmers a.nd those who want developmental railways have been balanced for.
The Developmental Railway.s Account was
established. for the purpose of enabling
railways to be constructed in cou.ntry districts where they would not pay. The
account was to be used in connexion with
the cost of running and the payment of
interest. The Government have not constructed one mile of developmental railway since the Act was passed.
Some
years ago a developmental railway
was projected in the Port Fairy district, but though the honorable member for Port F'airy has been very.
persistent in regard to the matter, he
cannot get the line constructed.
Another developmental railway was proj ected in the Oi ppsland 'Lakes district,
but that line has not been constructed.
Money has boon t.ransferred from the
Developmental Railwa.ys Account for
other purposes.
A little over £10,000
was transferred for the purpose of making developmental roads, and there could
not be mnch objection to that, but very
"little of the total was used for developmental road construction. The grea,t bulk
of the money was used fa'!' purposes other
than developmental railways or developmental roads. In spite of this, I suppose
the Farmers Union party will continue
to assist the Government to take money
from the Developmental Railways Account for purposes other than developmental railways.
The members of that
party went into caucus with the members
a f the Government party, in a room in
this 'building, and on coming out tried
to throw the members of the Government out of their billets. I came across
some remarkable information relating to
the Railway Department in the Auditol'·
General's re'port. Broadly speaking, the
A uditor-General says that money is
allowed to be freely diverted out of.
loan funds and revenue funds to other
purposes, and that items are ·taken promiscuously and renamed or misnamed.
An illustration is given in connexion

No.
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with the purchase of motor ca·rs.
states : -
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He

During the year I reported to the Treasurer
tha.t the Railway Department has purchased
four motor cars and charged the cost to loan
funds.
Two cars, which cost £745, were
charged up to the item "Additions and improvements at existing stations, &c."

Again, he stated:Two cars, which cost £680, were charged up
to the item " Towards the electrification of the
Melbourne-Suburban lines."

Further on he states:
I consider, if the policy is to be adopted of
purchasing motor cars out of loans to facilitate
the travelling of officers engaged in supervising
expenditure, that a specific appropriation of
loan moneys should be submitted for the approval of Parliament. I do not consider such
expenditure should be charged to loan.

In reference to the new railways refreshment-room policy,which is bringing in a
large revenue, the Auditor-General
says:During the year the Department took over
the management of the refreshment-rooms at
several stations. Loan moneys have been applied to the purchase of the fittings, the glassware, crockery, and kitchen utensils, as well
ad to improving the rooms. I notified the Treasurer of my objections to the expenditure, for
which, in my opinion, Parliament had made no
appropriation out of loan.
The provision for "Additions and improvements on existing stations . . . . &c.,"
to which the expenditure had been charged,
was not, in my opinion, Tntended to cover expenditure on what is practically a new undertaking. The expenditure has been ch~rged
to Treasurer's Advance, pending provision on
LII current Loan Application Act.

The amount made by thel State from running the refreshment l'10QlffiS is set down
as £20,000 profit, and it would have been
much more but for the charge made by
the Rail wa ys Commissioners in respect of
rent of rooms taken over. Has the Treasurer anything to sa.y about this matter ~
Mr. MCPHERSON .-1 think it was good
business.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-So do 1. The
Government should adopt more of it. I
have referred to the trouble that will
occur in cOlnne,xion with the removal of the
n6IW crop of wheat owing to the rolling.
stock being below normal. The rolling·
stock should he gre'a.tly incre'ased. An
inventory was taken in June, 1913, and
t.he deficiency on the rolling-stock then
amounted t()l £134,000. That does not
allow for the, heavy increase of traffio that
will take place in handling a new crDlp.
Living will become de'a.roer in the metropolis, and will be cheap in the country,
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hecause of the l'ackorf sufficient tran:::port not keeping to our .arrangement. The
fO'r goods. The nroduce,rs wIll not be able Auditor-General saysto transport, their gO'ods properly because
The loan liability incurred for the constructhe rolling:.stock has fallen belO'w normal. tion of works and for making advances to
There ought toO he an abundance of roll- Trusts and other bodies for irrigation and
water supply purposes was increa~ed during the
ing-stock 'for the removal of our whe,at- year by £547,686. The liability on the 30th
to' wherever ,it, is required. If we w~nt June, 1920, was £9,896,803. The net· increase
to get a fair price for our, produce, actIve in the last five years amounted to £1,694~124.
steps will have 10 be' taken, not tOI 1000k I will conclude with a referenoe to the
for a mark~t in anO'ther ,part of the world _ forty-four-hour working week. We a~e
three mO'nths after the, market has disap- up against that. The Government WIll
peared, but to gO' for the market at the -have to acknowledge it. A Judge of the
greate,st possible, speled, and we cannot do Supreme CO'urt has declared that bushthat without· the requisite anIiount of ron- worke'rs shall get i,t. He. has partly declared that forty-eight hO'urs can no
ing-stock.
_
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Whom 100nger bel held a, reasonable week's wO'rk-.
The shO'rtening O'f hours has happened
do you blame Y
Mr. ,PRENDERGAST.-I blame the not only in Australia but in Great Britain. The bulk O'f the building trades
Government~
in Great Britain are, now wO'rking fortyMr:. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Are not
the Commissioners re'sl)onsible fO'r the four hours per week. Tha·t has been, the
case for a considerable pe'riod.
The Gosho,rtage of trucks 1
ver1lJIIient are f.a.ced with a prqpositiO'n
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - They
are t,O meet the expenditure O'n the railways.
bO'und hv what the Ministry dO'es. The, _But I say, and say deliberately, that
Ministry~ can control the Railways Com- the,re is gO'ing to he a very large increase
missiO'ners. Make no mistakel abO'ut that. of railway revenue. The increase will be
The Cabinet does cO'ntrO'I them O'ccasion- much more than that estimated by the
ally. The COlrrJIlISsIO'ners are appoorrnted Treasurer. The,re is going to be a corunder the Railways Act, but they are re- respO'nding increlase of re,,:enue O'Ut~ide t~e
spO'nsible to thel Ministry. The Minister railways revenue. The mcre-ase In raIlof Railways can touch them up whenever ways revenue will bring the a~ount to
he likes. Has the honorable member for well ()ve~ £10,500,000, instead
of
Ovens ever known an offi-cial whO' could the £9,648,000 allowed by the Treahold his positiO'n if he did something that surer.
I hope tha t the
Farmers
the Ministry did not want him to' do ~
UniO'n party will be alive to their jnMr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Then te,rests. - I holpe t,hat they will insisb
the Commissione,rs are not fit fO'r their upon the constructiO'n O'f silos fO'r the
position~.
pres'erva.tion of the farmers' wheat. We
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I think that t;hall then be given a chance of avo~ding
what occurs is this: - The Commissione,rs such losses as we have sustained in the
put uIP a p'o.}icy involving an expenditure past.
of hundreds Df thousands Df pounds. It
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I degoes before the Cabine,t. The Cabinet sire to make a few observatiO'ns on the
will not find the mO'ney. The blue ,pencil Budget statement. I shall dO' so in nO'
is put thrDugh it. Is it reasDnable to' carping spirit. I do nDt wish to be hypersuppO'se that the' Railways COIIIimissiO'ners critical.
I have always regarded the
would willingly allow their rolling-stock financial statem~nt presented' to' this
to fall below the legitimate amount ~ House as t,he most important matter that
What would they have to gain hy that ~
comes before the representatives O'f t.he
, Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-It dO'es people. I have always felt that it is the
_not appear reasO'nable. But should nDt chief duty that devolves upon a reprewe, as representa,tive'3 O'f the people, knO'w sentative of the people that he should
when such demands are ma,de by the Rail- endeavour to familiarize himself with the
ways Commissioners ~
contents of the Budget statement. and to
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Auditor- ende,avour to understand the financial
General shows in his re,port that there has pos~tiO'n. J do not intend to say anybeen a falling-off in the roning-stock by thing that will reflect upon my friend, the
£134,476. It is the same; in oOlllnexion Treasurer. 'The personal relations existing
with cDuntry water supply. There we are between us are of a pleasant character. I
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feel that it is incumbent upon me, as one
of the representatives Df the people, to
express my view upDn a few matters in
connexion with th~s Budget statement. I
would say right at the opening that the
Budget statement, as presented to the
House this year, accords with the spirit
of expenditure which has been permeating the people of this State, and, I might
say, of Australia generally. ,I was reminded, when going through the Budget
statement, of SOome remarks that I made
when I first came into ParLament. I
then referred to a speech' delivered by
Mr. Gladstone when presenting a financial statement to the House of Commons.
Mr. Gladstone, referring to the spirit of
expenditure which had gone on, and' to
which he desired to draw attention,
sa:dI mean, si~', that, together with the calledfor increased expenditure, there grows up what
may be termed a spirit of expenditure-a deI:lire, a tendency prevailing in the country which
insensibly and unconsciously, perhaps, but
really' affects the spirit of the people-the
spirit cf Parliament, the spirit of the public
Departments, and perhaps the spirit of those
whose' dutv it is to submit the Estimates to
Parliament', and who are most specially and
directly responsible for the disbursement of
it.
When the spirit of expenditure' is in
action we must expect to find a. relaxation of
the principle of prudence that rules fc'r thrift,
which directs and requires that whatever service is to be performed for the public should
bE; executed in the most efficient manner, but,
likewise, at the lowest practical cost.

The Leader Oof the 0pPOositiOon referred to
the shortage of railway rolling-stock, and
It occurred to' me that if the Railwa,ys
Commissioners have at any time presented
:l, report to the Cabinet asking that certa~n expenditure should be incurred for
the purpose O'f bringing the rolling-stock
up to a proper state of effiCIency, and' the
Government have refused their request,
then the Government would not live an
hour if that l'efusal were generally known.
The responsibility 'devolves nO't only on
the Government, but on the Railways
Comm~ssioners, to supply the rolling-stock
required to carryon the railways in a profitable manner.
lYIr. MCPIIERSON.-As far as I· know,
the Railways Commissioners have had all
the money they wanted.
1\lr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-That
serves to ~how that' the Railways Com~
missioners have been lax in the performance of their duty. I know from practwal know1edge that the practice is for
their' superintendenb3 to make inquiries
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in; their respective districts regarding the
probable harvest.
They rece~ve absolutely the first information, and they
ought to he ablf) to gauge what the haryest will be. They should know, better
than anybodv else, whether there is a sufficiency of locomotives, traction powe,r,
and trucks to move the crop. If they
have not done tha.t, then I repeat, with
all the emphasis that I can command,
t.hat the Railways Commissioners have
been lack~ng in their duty.
lYIr. MCPHERSoN.-The honorable member will realize that since the war great
difficulty has been experienced in getting
the raw material l'equired in 'connexion
with the building of the locomotives and
trucks.
:Mr. A, A. BILLgON (Ovens).-While
I am quite prepared to' admit that, we
Lave to realize that it is necessary to
harvest our crops at a certain period of
t,he year. The crop has to be removed.
Notwithstanding what the cost of building trucks and locomotives may be, it is
essential in the interests of the prod'ucers
and of the whole State that there should
be a sufficiency of locomotives and trucks.
vV' e have to accept the assurance of the
Treasurer that no demand has been made
on the Treasury, 'as far as he knows, for
money that has boon refused. If we did
linow' that the Commissioners had made
a demand which was refused, in an important matter of this kind', it would reflect seriously on the Government. I am
pleased to know that the Government
have not refused any such demand, but
that does not satisfy me that the management of the railways IS in the efficient
hands I would like to see it. The Treasurer himself realizes that the position
confrontIng the Government and confronting this country is of a serious character
and in his Budget statement he draws at~
t,e~ tion to the matter in these wordsAustralia cannot expect to escape the influences that have affected other countries and
compelled contraction in expenditure. Hence,
although through war expenditure and other
circumstances our revenue has greatly expanded, ample evidence is available in warehouse and in shop, in bank and in office that
the spaciofs p~riod is being rapidly ~nded.
Imports WIll dIrectly become less not that
that is an evil, but the decline in 'trade must
affect public finance at every turn. So the
deduction is irres~stible that, with e'nterprise
affected by the adverse financial situation
with mining decadent, without any heavy in~
flow of ~resh. popUlation to Australia, with
oft-recurrmg Industrial trouble, a.nd with
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commodities at sucb a. level, the limit of the
~~:~~~~~ capacity of the country has been

£10,9518,000,
and
the
expenditure
£1.0,944,000.
The taxation rose to £1 4s.
These are words of serious import and per head.,
Tn 19,19-20 the revenue was
will have to be respected by every' man £15,433,000,
and
the
expenditure
The taxation was £1 18s.
who represents the people. We must be £15,229,000.
prepar~d to realize that the Treasurer 4d. per head. The estimated revenue for
and the Government are confronted with the current financial year is £17 445 000
a very serious position. ;Those who are and the expendtiture £17,405,000. 'Th~
prepared to place the national interests point I want to direct attention to is that
before selfish interests must recognise we have be~n indulging, to a large exthat a cautious ,policy is necessary for the tent, in the expenditure of loan money.
future. In order that we may be able to In 1901-2 to 1907-8 the average eXlpendigrasp the financial position we should ture per year from loans was £685,690,
read. side by side with th: figures l'e- and from 1908-9 to 1912~13 it was
spectmg the State those respecting the £1,924,625. From ,1913-14 to 1919-20 the
Commonwealth.
Unless we do that we ave.rage was £3,051,143. ,I propose to
The show that if -the expenditure of loan
cannot o.btain a proper grasp.
people who pay the taxation to the iState money is in excess of the ability of the
also .pay the taxation to the Oommon- State to abs'orb, it is bound to lead evenwealth. The responsibility of the debt in- tually to the imposition Df taxation and
curred by Victoria lies on the people who more particularly if the moneybor;owed
have to bear their share of the Common- is not .spent on reproductive works. I
Therefore to understand thi~k the Labour party have a plank in
wealth debt.
the po,sition ,properly, w~ must examine theIr platform to the effect that loan
the figures of State and Oommonwealth money should be expended only on reprDside by side.
I shall run over them ductive works.
rapidly to illustrate my remarks. Look,Mr. MCPHERSON.-Do your figure~ ining bac~ to the first complete year after elude soldier settlement ~
FederatlOn, ,I find that the CommonMr. it. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I preIn sume they do. 'I am going to refer to a
wealth revenue was £11,29,6,000.
1913-14 the revenue was £21740000 an proposal of the Treasurer which I intend
.
' , ,
mcrease of £10,444,000. [n 1919-20 the to oppose at every point, and that is a
revenue was £52,782,000, or an increase proposal to borrow £2,50,000, to ibe exof £31,04'2,000.
From direct taxation pended on schools. I do not regard that
the amount was £20270 000 and from as 'a legitimate proposition.
'Mr.
,W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).~That
indirect taxation £1(),772,000. Most of
the increase was caused by the war, be- plank In. our platform regarding loans
cause the Government had to pay large does not Include loans of re-flotation. We
sums of money from revenue and from want to get a sinking fund tD liquidate
loans. 'In 1901-2 there was no national these loans.
debt, but in 1919-20 there was a debt of
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-Yes.
£381,000,000, to which they added To-day, as oeitizens Df Australia and of
£25,000,000 by the last loan, making a this IState of Victoria we have to bear
total ,of £~O?,OOO,OOO, less certai,n repay- taxation of a;bout £10 or £11 a head.
ments, gIVIng the net amount of Therefore, when the figures are given with
£365,000,000. The taxatio1.l per head· for respect to the ;~ta'te only, when the Treathe Commonwealth in 19114..,15 was £4 surer ,says, WIth a certain me.asure of
lOs. 9d., and in 19,19-20 was £7 19s. 6d. pride, that the debt is only £57 'per head
The new taxation is 13s. per head. There- and while ,that is true in regard to th~
fore we find that the taxation of the Oom- State, it does not convey accurately to the
monwealth is between £8 and £9 a head people what the re·al deht it. We have to
and with the Sta,te taxation it. is brought carry the national debt of the Commonup to 0:rer £10. Taking a retrospective wealth as well.
glance, III .1901-2, the first complete year. Mr. MoPHERsoN.~That is quite right,
of FederatIOn, t,he revenue of the State ?ut [ was dealing only with State finance
was £6,997,792, and the expenditure was III the IBudget.
£7,:3,9,8,832.
IThe taxation per head was ' Mr. A: A. BILlJ80N (Ovens):-I am
13s. 6d. In 1913-14 the revenue was not sayIng anything derogatory to the
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Treasurer, but in order to let the average
man, the man in the back blocks, know
the nature of the burden to be carried, the
two sets of figures must be referred to.
Mr. McDoNALD.-"The men in the back
blocks very often know more than you
give them credit for.
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-I hope
the honorable member is not thin-skinned.
I know something about the people in the
back blocks, and I have a great deal of
:.ympathy with them. My remark was
made wjth no intention of reflecting on
them. When we come .to deal with the
question of loans, the Treasurer points
outComparing the figures for the same periods
as the public debt, we paid in interest on our
loans for the financial year1909-10
1914·15

1919·20

..

£l,964,06~

2;439,180

3,243,837

I think that for this year the increase on
that payment will be 0ver £500,000. The
interest bill this year will be £3,700,000.
In three years' time it will be increased
by another £600,000, so that then the interest bill will be £4,249,000, equal to
Honorable
about £2 16s. 7d. Iper head.
members can realize that a position such
as that should make us pause and .seriIt is because I realize
ously consider.
that· it is so that I say that the Government should be extremely cautious, and
should not borrow the £250,000 I have referred to, but should restrict their borrowings to works that are purely repro;r pointed out before in· this
ductive.
House that in 1911, when Mr. Watt was
Treasurer, he was able to say that the
interest bill that year was £2,500,000,
aud that we had received the whole
of the interest on the borrowed
money, and £47,000 to the good.
Last year I asked the 'Treasurer why he
did not .show in his Budget statement the
amount that we were short in our earnings on loans. J estimated the amount
to be £427,000, and I learn from the rl!port of the Auditor-,General that the
The 'Treasurer
amount was £482,000.
agreed that it was correct. What is the
shortage this year? II presume it is more.
With the increased payment to be made
in three years' time, the shortage in interest will be nearly £1,000,000.
Mr. McPHERsoN.~t does not follow,
for although money is costing more in all
our transactions, weare getting more
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inte.rest. Wlhere the meat companies and
the cool stores used to pay 4~ per cent.
for advances, they are now paying probably 5~ per cent.
Mr. A. A. CBILDSON (Ovens).-The
revenue for the Railway Department is
short this year by £400,000. Assuming
that the money paid all the working expenses, there is a shortage of -over £400,000
in interest.
1\1(1'. MoPHERsoN.-The railways should
pay their way.
1\1(1'. A. A. BILDSON (Ovens).- I want
to impress on honorable members that the
growing interest bill is one ,of the serious
things that confront Ub. We must be
extremely careful in our expenditure in
order to see that the deficiency between
the amount received ·as interest and the
amount we have to pay is as small as possible. We want to get back to the position
of the year 1911, when we were receiving
the whole of the interest on the loans. I
do not think'it wise to borrow the £250,000
I have referred to, and ,I wish to lay some'
figures before honorable members to show
my justification. For the fifteen years
prior to 1909 the average expenditure on
schools was £25,958. For five years during that Iperiod the average expenditure
was £5,913. In one year it was only
£2,838. For the five year,s, from 1909 to
1913, when I had the honour of being a
J\i(inister, the expenditure was £664,,523,
all fromreve.nue. The average for the
·five years was £132,904, and in the following five year.s the expenditure was
£533,052 from loan money.
Mr. ,MoPHERsoN.---.:That was a loan
that Mr. W·att floated in 1912, I think.
Mr. A. A. BIIlLIJSON (Ovens).-Mr.
Watt said ,himself that he was very
strongly opposed to it, but it was done
under exceptional circumstances. I am
a~v~l'e that. the Treasurer is making proV1SlOn on the E.stimates for certain expenditure, but even after all that has been
said in l'egal'd to the condition of the
schools I do not think it is necessary. I
think it will be unsound and unwise to
launch out and make any borrowings for
that purpose. if there were no other
evidence as to the unwisdom of undue
borrowing, we have only to turn to the
State which was referred to by the Leader
of the Opposition-the State of Queensland-and also the State of New ISouth
Wales. In Queensland they have added
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£25,000,000 to their ·debt in ten years, an be obtained for the .position. If the
increase of 57! Iper cent. Since 1915-16 Treasurer or ,the Government, or any
t.he amount exacted by income tax in succeeding 'Treasurer, should be in a posiQueensland has grown from £765,500 to tion of difficulty, there will be the respon£2,033,00.0, or nearly threefold.
The sibility on the Government of dete,rminland tax, which in 1915-16 was £247,000, ing whether the management of the railhad grown in 1919-20 to £459,000, or an ways is efficient.
We have heard the
increase of 85 .per cent. The stamp duties sta temen t made time and again that the
had grown during the same period from Victorian railways are the best-managed
£320,00.0 to £698,000.
Tn the Auditor- railways in the world. Is the Treasurer
General's report it is pointed out that prepared to say that?
Are honorable
while the railway receipts showed 'an in- members in any part of ,the House 'precrease of £964,000, of which fares and pared to say that?
Is the m3:n in the
freights raised on 1st J a.nuary equalled street prepared to say that? I think that
£837,000, yet in consequence of the swollen very few people would be prepared to
~xpenditure and the increased interest, make that statement. We require to have
that increase had been absorbed, and the most efficient management for our
£1,2129,000 more, ,and that in the five years railways, and without the best and most
there had been defici ts amoun ting to efficient management of the Victorian
£4,924,547. New.South Wales is nearly railways the results will be disastrous to
as bad.
They have an interest bill of the State. . We have. an example in
£7,100,000, and to-day they are engaged Queensland, where, I am informed, there
in floating two more loans.
I want to will be a very large deficit. I' do not
submit that, as the Treasul'er is a pro- know, of course, and probably the Trea. minent member of the Economy .party, surer doels not know, whether the Chairand as he claims that this is an Economy man of the Rail ways Commissioners does
Government, the economy should begin possess the necessary qualifications, as
by stopping or restricting the borrowings, there hrus not yet been time for this to be
whatever they may be, to what we can be ascertained. Ido not know yet whethet.
absolutelyas.sured will be reproductive, the necessary arrangements have been
interest-earning works. 'That is the. point made for the removal of the harvest, 'but
I want to m·ake to-night. The Leader of it will be our duty, as responsible 'people,
the Opposition dealt at some length with to make ourselves absolutely certain' wherespect to the railways. The figures in ther there has 'been anything lacking in
connexion with the Victorian railways are the ,performance of the duties of the Compresented to Parliament in a very clear missioners in this respect, and whether
style. 'They show the causes of the great they have been neglectful in seeing that
increase in the receipts and expenditure. there is a ,sufficient amount 'Of tractive
I am aware, of course, that a large power and trucks for the use of the rail~
amount of the expenditure, as well as a ways for this purpose.
An 'HONORABLE MEMBER.-The Minislarge amount of the receipts, is outside
ter of Railways does not know.
the control of the Treasurer.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-'-The
Mr. McPHERsoN.-That is quite right.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-The Minister of RailwaytS is not responsible,
responsibility in that matter devolves and I do not blame him, but I ,am told
upon the Railways Commissioner.s, but tha t this year the deficit in connexion
there is a responsibil1ity also on the Go- with the railways is likely to be
vernment. The responsibility upon the £1,200,000. That is the statement which
Government is to see that :the three men has been made by the Chairman of the
who are placed in power as Commis- Railways Commissioners.
Mr. MOPHERsoN.-We expect that the
sionersare men of the highest degree of
efficiency.
I do not want to hurt any extra expense incurred by the Railway
man's feelings, but I do not think that Reclassification Board will add about anthe three Commissioners who have been other one million pounds sterling.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I
appoin ted are men possesSJing the necessary qualifications.
I say that without think we are entitled to ask for details in
fear 'Of contradiction. I do not think that connexion with that. We find from the
they are the most highly qualified men to Hailway.s Commissioners' report that. the
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increase in the railway revenue in 1918-19
was £1,810,987. This year, when we are
told that we are to have a deficit of about
£1,200,000, it appears that there will be
the same increase in revenue as before.
I am inclined to ,agree with what the
Leader of the Opposition said in regard
to that. He stated that we are likely to
have the same amount of increase in the
railw:ay revenue as we had last year, and
that would mean an increase of about
£1,500,000 or £1,600,000. We are also
told with a certain amount of authority,
and'I believe that the information is reliable, that we are going to have a wheat
harvest Qf about 40,000,000 bushels, as
against 12,000,000 or 14,000,000 bushels
for last year. We know that a 12-} per
cent. increase in fares and freights was
imposed on 17th May of this year, a~d
we know that these have yielded an Increase of £995,000, Oor nearly £1,000,000.
N ow we are told in some quarters that
an increase ill freights and fares, equal
to about 20 per cent., is necessary in
order to enahle the :CommissiOoners to
balance their accounts at the end of the
year. That strikes me as a. most remarkable position, when we have increased receipts totalling- £3,600,000 in two years.
We are justified in asking whether there
is any larO'e portion of our goods traffic
that is non-payable.
I should like to
know whether the Railways Commissioners are satisfied that they are carrying the
agricultural produce of the State at rates
that are p,rofitable or at rates that are
unprofitable. I 'have seen it stated in
~ome journals that this traffic is being
carried at rates that are not profitable.
It seems strange that immediately we are
going to have an increased wheat harvest
we are to be faced with a much larger
deficit. It appears that the larger the
ap'ricultural returns the higher the railway deficit. That seems a remarkable result. It leads one tOo ask which class of
nroduce is being carried at rates that do
not pay.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-I have not seen any
reliable statement to that effect.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-We
can only be guided by what we see in
the press. and when we see statements to
this effect it is our duty to make inquiries.
I am not making any rash
statement, or levelling any accusatio~ at
the Minister's door, but we are entItled
to get lig'ht on this matter. We are en-
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titled to ask, as the Leader of the Opposition asked in connexion with the ,trucks,
whether the trucks are being used to their
fullest capacity.
\Ve kno'w that in 1911
the apex was reached in this matter, the
amount carried then being 400 tons per
truck. From 1911 the quantity carried
per truck has gone down year by year
until a couple of years ago it dropped to
30{) tons per truck.
I should like' to
know what the prese,nt position is in that
respect.
Mr. BARNEs.-The quantity per truck
was slightly over 400 tons last year.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-The
amount, then, has made a sudden jump;
but it is delightful to' know that the
amount carried per truck has got back to
the fiO'ure of 1911, which was then regarded as the a pex.
~her~ is anot~er
matter I wish to deal WIth III conneXlOll
with the railway system.
There is a
general compla{nt that popUlation is
drifting from all parts of the State, even
from agricultural areas, to Melbourne,
and we are compelled to ask ourselves
vlhether the railways are being ~an~ged
and governed in such a way as is lIkely to
lead to decentralization or whether they
are being run in such: a way as tOo lead to
centralization. When we look at what has
been achieved in this State, as well as in
other States we find extraordinary results. We find that at Albany, for instance the tonnage has fallen from
858,000 tons in 1907 to 370,000 tOIlS in
1917.
.
Mr. HANNAH.-You know the reason.
Trade has gone to Fremantle.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-That,
no doubt, is largely the cause why Albany
remains a little town of 3,000 people
while Perth has a population of 133,000.
The railways have been run in such a way
that they have built up the big centres
and the ~mall centres have been sacrificed.
Take Twofold Bay, in New South Wales.
The tonnage there has fallen from
147,000 to 21,000. Then take the position of Port'land. We see there ,extraordinary results, only a small number of shi~ calling, and
but a
lirruited quantity of produce being sent
away.
With regard toO the railway
finances, it was at one time generally
believed that when we had an average
crop of wheat we should have a surplus,
and that when the crop was below the
averag-e we s'hould have a deficit in our
railway accounts.
When, however, we
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look at the figures we find that from
1900-01 to 1904-5 the average wheat production was 16,432,357 bushels, while the
deficit during those years amounted to
£1,154,007. In 1905-6 and 1906-7 the
average wheat yield was 23,017,000
bushels, and we had an average surplus
of £267,580.
In 1907-8, which was a
drought year, we had a yield of
12,000,000 bushels, and a deficit d
£50,383.
From 1908-9 to 1911-12 we
had an average wheat yield of 26,950,000
bushels, and' during that period we
amassed surpluses amounting to £938,906,
or a little short of £1,000,000.
In
1912-13 and 1913-14, with an average,
yield of 29,500,000 bushels, when the
wheat yield went up down went the surplus to £39,987.
In 1914-15, another
drought year, the yield was 3,940,000
bushels, and the deficit was £842,436.
In 1915-16 we had a yield of 58,520,000
bushels, but we had a deficit of £337,952.
The next year, with a yield of 51,162,438
bushels, we had a deficit {)f £337,767. In
the following year, 1917-18, we had a
\-ield of 37,737,552 bushels, and a deficit
~f £136,938. In 1~n8-19 we had a yield
of 25,239,000 bushels, and a deficit of
£77,346.
In 1919-20, when we had a
yield of only 12,000,000 bushels, the deficit was £415,914.
During those six
years the total deficit was £2,148,353.
Those figures should certainly give us
pause and make us ask what the management is doing.
The management does
not appear to me. to have belen of the
very highest order.
This is a matter
which should have the very serious consideration of the Government, as the railways exercise such an important influence
on· the finances of the State. The Government may _ex~rcise the greatest care
and caution in connexion with the State
finances, but it depends wholly on the
mana.gement of the railways whether the
Treasurer will be able tal bring {Jut satis~
factory results in the finances of this
State. I -sympathize with the Treasurer,
and recognise the difficulty of the position
he occupies, because at present the Railway Department returns more than onehaif of the revenue of the State. It is
time the Government considered whether
they could not devise some means whereby
they would be able to insure better results than we are getting at the present
time. I did not want to make reference
to more than one or two items, and I
picked out the ooa or two that I thought
Mr. A. A. Billson.
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deserved considera,tion.
I have endeavoured to impress the Treasurer and
those -honorable members who have been
good enough to listen to me as to the importanc~ of these questions. One of the
matters I desired to ref.er to is this: I
find that the estimated revenue of this
year is £17,537,000. I am r~ther astonished and very much disappointed to
find that all that can be provided
out of the £17,500,000 towards the
development of one of the finest assets of
the State, and an asset that is valued' in
every country but this~l mean our magnificent scenery-is ouly £3,000. That is
all that the Government are providing to
develop the tour~st traffic. Then, again,
I see that the paltry sum of £500 is provided fo,r the eradication of the greatest
menace t.hat confrQlIlts the producers of
this State-St. J othn's wort. When I
find such paltry sums provided for those
purposes out of such ,a revenue I feel very
greatly disappointed. It is all very well
for the Treasurer to say that We have to
adopt a, Spartan attitude-. Let the honorable gentleman think of the settlers
mena:ced by that approaching army which
travels by night as well as by day.
It
is all very well to ask them to manifest a
Spartan attitude when they are menaced
in that way, and when they know that the
Government is taking no steps faT their
protection. It must also be remembered
that the Treasurer is asking them to adopt
that attitude when they are confronted
with ta.xation, Commonwealth and Etate,
amounting to £10 per head, and when
further increase~ in freights on their
goods is contemplated, which will help
to make the cost of living very much
higher. I am also disappointed to find that
the increased revenue from the Forests
Department is to be exacted from the
poorest class of the community. Larger
royalties are being taken from the poor
men who live in the bush. To complete
it all we have evidence of the fact that
the population of the State is continually
on the drift to the city, which is growing while the country districts are decreasing. These are the "points which I
desire to bring under the Treasurer's
notice. I do hope that the Go;vernment
will begin to realize .that they are matters
e,f mOire than passing importanoe, and
should receive earnest consideration, so
that relief may be provided as soon as
possible. I do not feel it necessary to
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deal with many minor details.
I feel
that, as pointed Qut by the Leader Oof the
Opposition, it is of little value tQ dOl so
nQw. Here we have the Budget before
us in December when half the financial
year is gOone, and there is little possibility
of checking the expenditure, even if we
desired to dOl so. If the Treasurer still
occupies the. same position when he returns rejuvenated afte,r his splendid trip,
I trust that he will be prepared to bring
dQwn the Budget in the month Qf August,
when I hQpe tQ be here in full vigour myself to deal with it. I feel that the matters to which I have· particularly referred
tOo-night are very impOortant, and affect
the welfare Qf the State, and I bring them
forward in fulfilment of the Qbligations
which I undertook when my cOonstituents
returned me to represent them.
Mr. HANN AH.-It is no,t my intention to take up very much time this evening, particularly after the long speech of
the Leader of the Opposition, who travelled over most of the questions at issue.
In bygone days Treasurers usually tried to
deliver a measure O'f aspiration, Oof hope.
and of cheer to the country. Nowadays
we find that a Budget emanates not 'SQ
much from the brain Oof the Treasurer
himself, but from thO'se who prepare the
matter for the different Departments. I
did hope that the present Budget would
have given the people of this State some
hope Qf the adoptiOon O'f a bold and progressive policy during the c;oming year. I
fail tQ see anything in it, however, that
is likely to give, the necessary impetus.
Mr. McPHERsoN.--.-.:That was all set out
in the policy speech.
Mr. HANN AH.-There is SOl much in
the policy speech that is mere windowdre3sing, and those who. have had experience know that it is merely piffle. If the
Tr·easurer had only learned by heart his
printed peroration, and delive'red it in his
best style, I could understand the influence it would have Oon the country
through the pre~s. In the circumstances,
hQwever, it was lost for want of the necessary driving force. There were two or
three statements in the speech which
might be regarded as more pessjmistic
than optimiEltic.
Personally, I never
like to descend into the valleys.
I
always like to' keep to' the uplands. Still,
I recognise, I am so['ry to say, that there
will be a reaction tOlWards depression unless steps are taken to' pre!vent it. As the
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afterma th of the' war there ~re thQusan:ds
Oof the men who were profitably engaged
in the boot industry in my electorate now
working Q1n part time, Q1r practically without employment. If that sort Qf thing
sets in generally, a condition of funk may
l'pread. It is necessary then to stop the
rot as soon as it starts. In that regard
I did nO't get any comfort or cheer from
the Treasurer's Budget. It may bring a
message· of hepe to the men who have been
producing whe,at, and who are tQ rece,ive
98. a bushel for it. In fa~t, owing to the
fall in freight they may really get lIs. a
bushel. The position of the workers,
some of whom have been living on the
fringe of starvation, is diffe.rent.
Men
whose stomachs are well filled can afford
to smile, and those whose pocke,ts are well
lined can treat these things with indifference" but no Government can afford to
treat with indifference the position that is
befQre this country. As sure as the sun
rises to:-mO'rrow, unless the GQvernment
encourages extra production and the development of neglected industries, the
future Treasurer Oof this State will have a
very hard time.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It will be the same
Treasureil".
Mr. HANNAH.-But he is gQing
abroad, and we do not kn<YW what his trip
may result in. I wish to ascertain what
i'l to be the policy O'f the Government with
regard to the development of our neglected industries.
Mr. MCPHERSoN.-That has all been
stated in the policy speech.
Mr. HANNAH.-It was in the policy
speech, and the policy speech before that,
and it will probably be in the next policy
speech; but I wish tOI see something dOone.
It. is districts like Geelong which give me
hoope in the matter. I wish we had several Geelongs in this country. There is
Qne passage in the Treasurer's speech to
which I should like to refer.
In that
passage he refers to the adverse financial
situation, and speaks of the decadence of
th81 mining industry. Now what do the
Government propose too take the place of
mining ~ In 1912 I went to' SQme trouble
here to point out how quickly mining
,vas going down, and emphasized the
need of develooping other industries
to take its place.
What is the
use' of the honorable member for
Ovens talking about decentralization ~
He repea.ts statements like a cockatoQ, but
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he does nothing in the way cf submitting
a constructive policy. I admit that he
had a Committee appointed to inquire
into the drift of pcpulation, but he was
told when it was appoant.ed that it wculd
be wasted effort, because we all knew
why population was drifting from the
country. We knew it wou'd continue to
drift unless, as I pointed out in 1912, we
could secure a Government which would
do something. Honorable members know
we. have already lost two representatives
in the Federal Parliament" and from the
latest statistics I have been able to see
we are in danger of losing another at the
next Federal electicn. That is a most regrettable position to be in. It is not
very creditable to the present or. the
Liberal Governments which have preeeded it.
In the speech which I delivered in 1912 I pcinted out that if we
wanted to retain our population in the
country it would be necessary to do two
or three big things, but eight years have
elapsed. and nO' attempt has been made
to carry out anyone of them. In f.orestry
alone, we could develop important industries, but notwithstanding the speeches
which have been delivered on this question, they all seem to ha,ve fallen upcn
deaf ears.
Mr. BEARDl\WRE.-Stony ground.
Mr. HANNAH.-I should like the
ltonotable member who has interjected to
say what he is doing to wake up this Government.
.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-He has tried like you
have.
Mr. HANNAH.-The hcnorable member for Brighton will have to develop a
punch that will cause the Government
. he has been suppcrting for years to do
something.
Mr. SNowBALL.-I have punched till
I am sick and tired.
M.r. HANNAH.-The Treasure,r IS
soon going abrcad, and I understand
that he will endeavour to induce some of
those people who are tired of living in
the Old Country, under the disabilities
with which they are surrounded, to come
to. Victorria, where they will be able to
live under better conditions.
It will
be no use" however, going in for mere
window dressing, and not doing anything to develop this country.
It is
quite useless for members to be returned
to this House and find that veal' in and
year out no progress i!:.l being made. I
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hold in my hand a piece of material
manufactured from the bark of the
mountain ash, and it ought to be
interestmg to the members of the
Farmers Union, of whom I see only two
in the chamber. There is a good deal
of mountain ash in the Evelyn electorate,
and what is now merely waste can be
turned to' a very useful purpose. As I
have said on previous occasions, we have
in our forests enough material, if properly used, to payoff our national debt
in twenty-five or thirty years. When a
proposal is submitted to use these forests
to the best advantag6 it is referred to the
Railways Standing Committee, which is
a most conservative body. I regret that
no members of that CO'mmittee are at
present in the chamber.
The hono.rable
member for Evelyn, who is interested in
forests, knows that during t.he last three
or four years the Government have
shifted the responsibility of domg something to the shoulders of that Committee.
. That Committee, however, is not a progressive body. I was at Powelltown on
Sunday with the Premier of South Australia, and we saw there flome of the
finest timbers to be found anywhere in
the world. At one time the wood was
regarded as useless, but it is now fetching top prices in the market amongst
loca.l timbers. I want the Treasurer to
submit this question O'f making bags from
the bark of mountain ash to a, practical
test. There ~re men who ha'Ve proved
that suitable bags can be made ~t a cost
of from 7d. to 8d. each. I Hhould like
to knovv if he is prepared to act in this
matter. I have given a good deal of
consideration to many of the waste products in this State, and I am satisfied
that they can be profitably used in quite
a numoor of ways.
Mr. ANGUs.-Have 'any bags been
made frcm this material 1
Mr. HANNAH.-I believe machinery
can be secured that will turn out suitable bags.
Mr. ANGus.-It would be a good thing
to' get sample bags.
Mr. HANNAH.-That is what I want
to do. Although I do not represent a
constituency that is directly interested
in wheat production, I recognise the
value of doing something which will
obviate the sending of immense sums of
money out of this country for things
which we can produce ourselves. Not so
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long ago a machine was invented in connexion with weaving, which was said at
first tQl be practically useless, but it has
proved to be capable Qf dQing all that
was claimed for it, and a number Qf
mallufacturers are at. present installing
it in their factories. The establishment
of new industries should be welcomed by
the 'l'reasurer and by the Government.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-YoU will get any
rea::lonable assistance we can give you.
Mr. HANNAH.-That is all I am
asking for, and I can assure the honorable gentleman that 110 time will be lost
in making representations to him on this
matter. I can assure the Treasurer that
his Government will nQt remain lQng in
office if they do not go in for SQme Q1f
these big enterprises. I will support them
so long as they are doing something, but
if t~ey show nQl capacity or desire t~ advance this State my party will be
selidly against the GQvernment.
There
are only two or thre1e matte~s thaAt I .wish
to deal with, and I shall dOl so brlefiy,
because I recognise that we have important work to get on with in this shoTt
session. I hold with the hQnQrable member who has just resumed his seat that
the policy of the Government, as disclosed by the Budget, is of very great importance tOi honQrable members, and
ought to cause them to ask themselves
whether that policy 'will send the state
ahead or drive' it back. SO' far as railway construction and big undertakings
that; will eventually mean the advancement of the country are concelrned, I may
say that I aliI. : in favour of any ~o~nd
developmental scheme. In my opm1 0n,
we have beem taking altoget1?-er too small
a view of some of the hig things that are
necessary in order to enable Victoria to
keep pace with some of the other States.
I wish to again impress upon the Treasurer that there is only one path that he
can tread with safety. He shQuld gO' in
for many of the railway extensions that
have been ,promised in the back country,
including thel relIrLote part of eastern
Gi ppsland. The honorable gentleman is
going abroad shQrtly, and I should like
to know whether, while on the other
side, he will be prepared to shQlw that,
in eastern Gippsland we can settle
hundreds of thousands Qf men ~ We have
in that par't of the St.ate very rich country that rem.ains unde'Veloped. If only
the ca.pital had been made availabl.e,
probably we should by now have a rail-
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way stretching from Orbost, Dr thereabouts, to' Eden in New South Wales.
Instead of the people in that part of the
country being cQIllcerned about the
Prince's Highway, they would probably
be interested in the railway which would
have hegun to' Qpen up an immense area.
In that part of Qur State there are an
kinds Df minerals and timbers, and there
is also very rich land, though nQt to' the
same exteut as in some Qther parts of the
State. De-posits Qf the best marble that
is obtainable in the world to-day are
there lying idle.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-Vve, have not got a
market for it.
Mr. HANNAH.-The Americans will
take shi,p-Ioads of our marble at a good
price. The Treasure,r while abroad will
have an opportunity of seeing our marbles
at Australia HOluse. I am. oleased to
say that I was able, off mv own bat, nQt
only to get our woods displayed there, hut
also Qur marble-s, and, as the honorable
melffiber Dor St. Kilda must know, in
t.he opinion Qf American visitors, including architects, those marbles are the finest
in the world. The Railways Standing
Committee have been inquiring into the
question of the construction of a railway
line through to Omeo, which will eventually go further on.
In t.hat district
there is the finest marble to be found in
the werld. There is no marble, with the
exception of the white: marble that was
found in Italy, that can excel the marble
of Victoria. As I have said, there is an
-uffimense marke,t for our marble in
America, and there is even a market for
it here. I should like the Treasurer to
make available a sum Qf money to be
devoted towards the initiation ,of a developmental scheme in the part of the
State I have been referring to. I am
not advocating the develolpment of that
portion of the State to the detriment of
other portions. I hold that if we were
to develO'P all the waste lands O'f thi~
State we would add to our population
and the wealth of thel country, and that
there would then be no need for the pessilIIi.istic note that was struck by the Treasurer in his Budge't speech. I am trying
to give the honorable gentleman a tonic
to-night.
These matters nannDt be
brought be,fore the notice of the Go'Vernme-nt toO' often, because they are apt to
fQrget them when motions of want-ofconfidence engage the1ir attent~on. Probablv the Government are safe in office for
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another year, and I should like to' know
what their policv is with rega.rd to the
development of Gip,psland and other portions of this IState?
Mr. MORLEY.-It all depends on the
salary.
Mr. HANNAH.-NO't necessarily.
I
believe there are capable men prepared
to work for the good of their country, irrespective of salary. I have been he,re
long enough to know that there a,re mear.:be'rs sufficiently broad mInded to forget
even party at times, and I believe that
the time is coming in this State when
we shall absolutely throw to the winds
much of the party system which has kept
us from developing our country. I will
1.Promise to get for the Treasure,r a small
exhibit to take .to Australia House that
will surprise him. It will shQIW the value
of about five of the tllm.bers to he obtained
in eastern Gippsland.
At present the
<:ountry is undeveloped. There will be a
big demand for building materials on the
other side of the world. For one thing,
a good portion of France has to be rebuilt, and there is a demand sett,ing in
from America for our fancy timbers. Only
a_ fortnight ago I received a communication from an architects' association in this
oity to the effect that American archi~cts and builders had heard of the !lLagnIfioont fancy timbers that Victoria posses'SleSi. I m,ay tell new memb&s that
not only did Victoria hold its own against
any portion of Australia in this regard,
but held it's own against the WO'rld, because she was able to win the gold medal
for timber and workmanship at the
Panama Exhibition in 1915.
If the
matter of development were taken in hand
properly, we could have a new Ministera Minister for Industry, who should be
a live lIlian. I hope ~ha~ during his trip
to the Old World the Treasurer will iJe
a,ble t.o show that there is a, place called
Viotoria. which 1)ossesses g:r:.eat natural resources that will eventually be of great
utility to the Stat.e. While 011 our trip
in conne'xion with the Great f)ooan-road
last Friday, we were afforded the opportunity of seeing a potential tourist resort wh~iC!h has r'8[):n.ained U11<ieveLoped.
Thel hOinmable member w:qo last spOike
and othe.r honorable members have relpeatedly brought undeI' the nOitice of the
Government the neoessity of developing
OIur tourist resorts. It is a disgrace to
us that during the, last twenty-five years
lit.tle Tasmania has run away from this
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State in that respect. Tasmania, is attracting tourists, not only from. the maii:lland of the Ooonmonwe1alth, but frOlILl
ot,her parts of the world. New Zealand
has a large numbe;r ·orf visitors every year,
everyone of whom is regarded as being
worth at. least £6'0 to the Dominion. If OUr
tourist resorts were properl y developed,
they would bel a sO'urce of re'Venue to the
Gove1rnment. New Soruth Wales, Queensland. and Tasmania spend money to develotP' thelir. beauty s'J)ots, but our beauty
spots remaIn undeveloped. It makes us
feel tha.t we· need Iffien like the honorable
member fo·r Barwon and the honorable
member for Evelyn to urge these matters
upon the Government. Some members
whOi are elected to this Rouse sit dumb
while the GoverIlJllient do nothing to develop our tourist resorts. The Treasurer
can never' have visited the bea.uty
spots in the district represented by
the honorable member for Evelyn.
We have an opportunity to develop our
tourist resorts, and herein lies a source
of revenue to the State. I have heard
it repeatedly stated by tourists that whilst
they can put in a fortnight or so sightseeing in Sydney, they have not the same
avenues of enjoyment open to them in
Melbourne.
Tha t is a reflection upon
our State which we could" and therefore
. should, remedy.
There is magnificent
scenery on the other side of the Black's
Spur. I hope that the Government ,\yjJJ
in future not be niggardly in the development of our tourist resorts.
Mr. McLAOHLAN.-In vie1v of what
has been said by myself respectillg the
ownership of the trams, I cannot view
with favour the prospect of an increase
of railway freight., and fares. I have
always said that if Victoria did not purchase the tramwa,Ys, the' main burden
of the maintenance of the State railways
would fall upon the country people. J
think that statement is being borre ,Jut
by facts. We have recently'-ha'd an increase of freights and fares, and thn1'8 is
a prospect of a further increase. Should
that increase ,be proposed, I shall fecI
it my duty to oppose it. The question is,
Oan Victoria stand two railway systerns?
She cannot.
That fact must
have been patent to honorable members,
but a majority-largely country member/;,
men who must be aware of the nOlldevelopment of the country, comparati vely
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speaking-supported the metropolitan new road that the hOllorable member for
people in their desire that the tramway:.::: Geelong has been bringing under the
should he owned hy a metropolitan an- notice of members of this House, and he
thority.
Of course, the metropolitan said," The problem of attracting tourists
pres·s wrote stronglJ in favour of the would. have to he considered by the Stu to
ownership of the tramways by the metro- Government." The Age newspaper, in its
politan people. However, it is 110 use issue of Monday la~t" saidtalking about it now. It is done. The
The Victorian Government should realize
next best thing for the State to do is to the importance of attracting tourists. '111e mutrun tramways itself. It is very clear" tel' has been neglected far too long already.
owin.!!' to the powers that the Tram\v::t.v~ Bv keeping the outside public in touch with
~
.J
her various water resorts and mountain
Board possess, that they intend. to extend beauties, New South Wales has profited fmtheir tramways into the country. As that mensely. When this Ocean-road is completed
is done, the profits from the State rail- it will attract a large number of tourists.
ways will grow less. The Railway's Com- I believe that that will be so. There is
missioners have been asked to make the "money in our tourist resorts if the policy
railways pay. They are expected to ~llO'w of the Government is to open them up.
a profit. They cannot do that and pay I would say to the Treasurer that the
decent wages to the employees and at the finances might be considerably improved
same time charge the people in the e')UTl- in that direction. If we devoted more
try reasonable freights and fares. It i~ attention to our holiday resorts scores of
an impossibility.
It wasabslUl'd to thousands of pounds might be added tn
divide the railway services of this State the revenue of the State. An officer of
amongst two parties-city and country. the Department of Agriculture visited the
But that i~ what has been done, an(1 the IT nited States of America a few Veal'S
country will have to pay for the mist.flkl? ago for the purpose of reporting on ;cienOtherwise, the railway deficit will be ~'al'- tific agriculture in that country. On his
ticularly large.. I can see no way out of return he told me that if t.he American
the. difficulty except to .do what the mC1;l'O- • people had lakes such as we have in
pohtan people are domg, and construct. GippRbnd, they would advertise them
tramways ourselves.
In that w'ay \ve not merely in the American press, but
could endeavour to keep our end up, and throuO'hout the world. In the course of
to lighten t~e burden which will fal~ on my election -campaign I said that I
the .people In the country.
It mIght thought the Government of this country
poss~bly lead to m?re development from might be induced to grant a subsidy
a raIlway stand-pomt. The Budget and towards the 'advertisillo· of those lakes,
Estimates will be under discussion for the spreading broadcast of literature on
probably two or three ~veek~., I do no! the subject, and the taking of films. T
want to enter upon a dlscu~slOn later on am quite certain that the Lakes are COl11upon this subject. But I would say that paratiyely lmknowll. Were they widely
it is about time the Government did Known n~any thousands of peop'le would
something with the Gippsland railway line 'Ti::,:it them every year, and our country
connecting the important districts of 1ines would benefit from the stand-point
Sale and Yarram.
Gippsland needs of revenue. Thp,re is money to be made by
more railways and roads.
The State, the Treasurer in th8 openil1g np of our
from 'a dairying stand-point, needs to in- mountain and seaside holiday resorts.
troduce the herd-test svstem.
More The tourist traffic is a valuable asset TO
people must be settled on the ~and. After any country, and Victoria is specially
the soldiers and our own ci,rilians have fortunate in her mountain and 'lake
been satisfied it will be neoessary to bring scenery. Up to the present time, beyond
people from abroad.
Another point r developillg the caves we have at Buchan,
wish to refer to is the necessitv of the ,\ve have done little in the direction of
Government using Its influence with the building up a tourist traffic. I know
Federal authority for the purpose of what has been done in connexion with
having more telephoneB established in one resort at Seaspray.
I referred. to
Victoria. On Friday la·st the Minister that the other night.
I shall not
of Lands paid a visit of inspection to the dwell upon the matter at this late hour
u
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of the night. Seaspray was an ob- taken UP by intending householders. The
l':cure and isolated' spot on the shores State has a duty to perform in providil1g
of the Ninety-Mile Beach.
It was recreation grounds for the people.
He~aid that it was impossible to open creation grounds are a feature of Amerithat place up to the public, but it has been can cities and towns.. The officer of tJle
opened up to the wnole Gippsland people. Department of Agriculture who visited
That has been achieved through the mak- the United States of America informed
ing of a road. In the making of the me that remarkable sums were spent in
road the municipalities gave but little making the recreation grounds attractiv~.
assistance. The Government" after pres- He said he had travelled through the bu~h
sure, gave some rassistance.
The road in a railway train for mile~J not knowing
has resulted in drawing attention to a what he was to see at the end of the
IT pon arrival at his destinaresort that formerly was un~;:nown, 01" journey.
was confined to a few people who lived in tion he was confronted with one of these
tents. Efforts were made by the cam- up-to-date recreation grounds. An uppaigners for years to attract ~ people, but. to-date recreation ground is generally a
withoutaVlail. Success was achieved in feature of any town-planning scheme noWthe end by the making of the road. The adays. We do 'Say that it is necessary
people of Geelong, Warrnambool, and in opening up any resort that we should
Lorne recognise the value of a scenic have a recreation ground. The Treasurer
road, and they are pushing that project is a careful and cautious Minister. No
for all they are worth. Good luck to fault can be found wit.h him except that
them! They will ,get support from the he may be
a
little· tight occaGovernment. We pushed our road in sionally with the purse, and that the
Gippsland, but we are not getting that Government is not progressive enough.
rewa-rd from the Government we are The French people l€ut money to the Gerentitled to receive.
Possibly we have mans and to the United States, but it did
1101, t.he strength behind us.
But when not follQlw thllt the countrie3 to which the
the history of this particular locality i~ • money was l~t were nOit more progre:::sive.
remembered, and when it is borne in mind The fact was that the people who borthat no other place in this State can show . rowed the money were t'he more progresa parallel to what was done, we have sive, and so, if we: want to make headway
~omething to be proud of. For fourteen we have tD mQlve forward, even if we get
or fifteen years men were prep!lred to a little behind financially. Instead of inntilize their holidays in the ,york of creasing the freights and fares on the railopening up that holiday resort, and ,such ways, the GQlvernm€nt sh~·uld make more
work is entitled to (:onsideration. I say railways, so tha.t by openmg up more of .
that with all seriousness. For fifteen or our country the money will be return~ in
increased production. I hope that a lIttle
twenty years before we hegan that work mOTe consideration will be extended to us
I was engaged from time to time in try- in connexion with the subjects I have reing to popularize the place, but VllthOllt ferred to.
success.
The only way of opening np
Mr. PARKER.-I have refrained from·
Victoria is to develop it by mean~ of addressing the House up to· the present.
roads and railways. When we are trying T dOl not approve of what I may term the
to further popularize the particular 1'60- antiquated and obsolete idea ()If the AdSOort I have been referrjng to by perma.- dress-in-Reply, th€ debater on which,
nently reserving a recreation ground, the ~n my opinion, 'has been a waste of
project was opposed.
The opposition time.
"Ve have be,en here fOT more
came from the very people who should than three wele-ks, and have· made
have supported it, people who were pre- v€ry little progress.
I want to de·al
pared, 'because they sa,w a local advan- \with the question of State GDvernors. It
tage from a financial stand-point, to i~ time that Australia had fewer GDdispose by sale of a piece Q1f ground' v-P,rnors. While' I was at Home I had an
in a central position. It was thought opportunity Q1f speaking with many of the
the land would bring in a fair ~um of ,great statesmen in the House of Commoney. There i~ not a recreation ground mons and also with the, Prime Minister.
in the rState favorably situated but if it He k~e~ well wh~t the Australian Constiwere thrown open' to-morrow it would be tuticH1 was, and I explained minutely to
Mr. McTJQchlall.
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him the system under which we are living. He agreed with. me that it was an
absurdity that Australia should have so
many imported Governors. It is not a
questiDn of disloyalty. When Federation
was being advocated, the people were led to
believe 'by the late Mr. Alfred Deakin and
others that we were going to have Dne GovernDr only-thel GDvernor-General. The
presen t Treasurer, when he visited London was, I understood, making arrangements to dOl away with State Governors.
r hDpe on his next visit he will see if he
cannot infDrm the Colonial Office that
there is no longer any need to appoint a
State GDvernDr. I do no,t claim to be a
business man; but I nDtice a statement in
one of the newspapers to the eff·ect that
the Government propose to· give £25,000
for a residence for the State GovernDr.
They have clim bed down owing to the
feeling ·of. the House. I believe it would
he better to purchase the propeTty than
to pay a rent of £2,000 a year fDr it. In
five years the rent will have amDunted to
£ 10,000, which will be a scandalous waste
of money. I rememhe,r when Sir Alexander Peacock was Premier, and I was a
candidate for Parliament in 1914, that
he promised that if returned to power he
would place a measure Dn the' statute-book
for the aholition of State GDvernors.
This questiDn should be looked into. We
. have 660 members of Parliament and
seven Parliaments. It is time we did
away with the u'nnecesasry expenditure of
£25,000. That would enable the Treasurer to give an increased allowance for
the neglected children. Thel office Df the
Agent-General needs re-organizing, for at
present it is too much of a social affair.
It is about time that the Gove,rnment sent
Home some competent Australian business men who understand the conditions
of Australia, instead of having Englishmen ·in the Agent-General's office. They
dOl not understand the conditions under
which Australian people live. I think, in
fact, 'that we cDuld abolish the AgentGeneral. There are seven Agents-General,
with offices all over London. It wDuld be
better if we had our office in Australia
House. I do not think it is necessary for
this State to have such a representation.
Every time a loan has to be floated some
member of the Government has to go
Home to deal with it. I hope also to see
the Legislative Council abolished. I see
on the Estjmates a large e,xpenditure for
that House. It is absurd to have two
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HDuses of Parliament in this State. I
am opposed to State Parliaments altogethe,r; hut in the meantime I am asking
for the abolition of the LegIslative Council. We -have in this House sixty-five men
elected by the people, and surely they are
able to deal with all the questions affecting the peolple, and to pass legislation
without having to have it reviewed by
thirty-four members in another place. I
ho,pe the F'annel'S party will join with
our party in this matter, and that the
Government will agre,e to the abolition of
tha t House. In the twen beth century
it is scandalous to think that a body of
men elected by the people have to have
their legislation questioned and reviewed.
The House Df Lords used to have the
power of veto, but Mr. Asquith had the
Parliament Act passed depriving them
of that poweT.
If a Bill is sent
from the House of COInJIIions to the
House of Lords, and is rejected
three times it afterwards becomes law.
The Legislative Council of this country
is not elected by the people, and if
proposed
legislation
advantages ,the
working classes too much it can reject it. It is quit.e unnecessary, and
it is time it was abolished. The war
has imposed many obligations on this
Sta.te, and it is necessary for us to eoonomize as much as possible.. We could
elconomize by abolishing the Legisla,ti va
Council. Its abolitiDn is a plank in the
platform of the Labour party, and we
intend to stick at it until we carry thi':l
relform into effect. I watnt to emphasize
the necessity of providing public conveniences in Fawkner Park. There are between thirty and forty cricket pitche,s in
that park, and Olll Saturday afternoons
between 3,000 and 4,000 people congregate there. Mr. MackinnDn made a numbe,r 0'£ promises with regard to this. park,
but they have not been fulfilled. It is ascandal that there is such a popular place
of resort withO'ut any public conveniences.
I want to direct thel attention O'f the lYlinister of Railways to the fact that PrahraD
is the third largest city in Australia, and
the railway station is a disgrace. It is
little more than a tin shed, a,nd it is quite
time it was replaced with a, building snita,blel to' the size 0'£ the city. The people
of Prahl'an are very much against the
pre3ent accommodation, and it is quit~
time that improvements werel made. With
regard to' the redistribution of seats,
Liberal Governments for years past have
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promised. to introduce the neoossary legislation.
The Labour party is not going
to sit quiet and anow this matter to be
postponed indennite,ly. We see the hDnorahle member fDr Allandale representing
abOlut 4,000 electors, while I represent
23,000. I am nOit in quite such a bad
position as the honorable membe'r for
BDroondar-a, but thel electors of Prahran
have sent me hexe tOi protest against the
cOintinuance Q1f this inequalit3'. I intend
to' press for a redistributiOin Q1f seats so
that justice may be done to' the electors
of this St.ate, and the principle of one
VOite one value secured. I should alsOi like
tOi see the COimmonwe!aIth and Sta,te rOills
made uniform.
The South Australian
Government has entered into an agreement with the COimmonwealth authorities
tOi use the Federal rOills fOir Sta.te purposes,
and I dOl not see why Victoria shDuld nDt
dOl the same thing. Such an arrangement
would mean the sa,ving of a, considerable
amOlunt of money. I alsOi want to say a
no-licence" camfew wDrds about the
paign. The questiOin OIf the continuance
of the liquor trade or prohibition should
not be refened t.0I the people. This is a
questicm affecting the liberty of the
people, and I do nOit see why the electors
should fight this questiQln, especially 011
election da,y. It OIve,rshadorws all political
questions, and intrOiduces an element of
bittexness which is regrettable. I hope
we' will have nOi mo:re polls under the
lOical option olauses Df the Licensing Act,
because it is nDt an equitable way of
de1aling with the question. If we are to
have a poH a,t an it should be a, State-wide
vote. It is absurd to have Dne side of a
st.reet ,in Prahran going "dry" and another one remaining" wet." I do not propose tOi keep the House any longer. I do
not believe in speaking exce,pt on questions
of great importance. We ha.ve already
wasted toOl much OIf the time of this session. Speed1es have been made repeating
aveif' and ovetr again what has he,en said
before, and it is quite time we got down
tOi business. I dOllOit knQlw if all membeil's
agree with me in regard to the Addressin-Reply, but I regard it as an antiqua,ted
procedure, and it ought to be abOilished.
As soon as the Governor's Speech has been
delivered the Government should place
their Bills befOire membe,rs, and we would
then be able to' say on the·se Bills what ]s
now being said on the Address-in-Reply,
and repeated subsequently. I ha,ve re,feued tOi a number Q1f t~ings which I hope
(C
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\till be placed on the sta,tute-book. SOlllle
of them have boon promised by Liberal
Administrations for a long time. I hope
the Government will redeem sOJ;Ile of these
promises, but if they 'dOl not we shall have
to take steps to replace theiID..
Progress. was reporrted.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY LOAN
BILL.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) prese.nted a message frOim the LieutenantGovernor, recommending that an :;tppropriation be made frolm the ConsolIdated
Reve,nue for the purposes of a Bill to
authorize the raising of money for the
purposes of works and undertakings of the
Electricity Commissioners ,and to sanction
the issue and a ppIica,tLon of such money
for the said pUI\poses.
,
A resolutiO'n in accordanoo with the
recommencia,tion was agreed to in Committee, and adO'pted by the House.
On the motion Q1f Mr. LAWSON (Premier) , thel Bill was introduced, and read
a first time.
The House adjO'urned at twenty-two
minutes tOi eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
vVednesday, December 8, 1920.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at ten
minutes to five o'r.lock p.m., and read the
prayer.

WI-IEf'\.T POdL.
OFFERS

IN

LONDON~PUBLICATION

OF

INFORMATION.

The Ron. W. KENDELIJ asked the
Attorney-:General1. Is it true that good offers for new
season's wheat have been refused on acco,!nt
of not having been made through sellIng
agents in London?
2. What commission do the said agents l'eceive for acting as such?

. The H·on. A. ROBINSON ( ...L\..ttorneyGeneral).-The answers supplied by the
Department of Agriculture are as follows:1. Certain inquiries have been made from
the Australian Wheat Board, to which replies
have been given that European business mu.st
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or 6s. per bushel, on the average. PerBonally, I do not entertain that view at
all; but if the authorities who are handling our wheat know hettel'" then we
should be told definitely' where we are. I
know that even the bankers of Australia
are in some doubt, and have a vague feeling as to what the result will be. In
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I desire many quarters debate has taken place
to move the adjournment of the House to as to whether the price of 9s. per
draw the attention of the Government t.o bushel for wheat for local consumption,
the lack of definite information that is fixed as the equivalent of world's parity,
is just. I have no authority to speak for
given in connexion with the Wheat Pool.
Six honorable membeI'lS having risen in the farming community, but we know
their places (as required by the standing enough of the farmers to be able to declare that at all times they have only
order) to support 'he motion,
asked
for the world's parity, and no sane
The H'on. W. L. BAILLIEU said-In
taking this action, I do not wish to lay ,a man would deny their right to it under
In stress of war, if
charge against the Government.
The normal conditions.
Government may be bound entirely by the the worl~'s parity meant an exorbitant
rules and decisions of the Wheat Board. price, it might be declared that it would
The Minister of Agriculture, who is ont' not be fair to thi8 community to pay it;
of the members of the Board, would,of but it is now two years since the war
course.• conform to all its decision~, but 1 ended, and he would be a very bold man
think it a very wrong state of affairs that who would dedare that our producers are
this big interest, so vital to the £arming not entitled to the world's parity to-day.
community, and so important to the COIn- But what troubles me is that if the
munity as a whole, should be veiled ill arbitrary price of 9s. a bushel. which we
any mystery.
The A ge of :.M:onday last have fixed is above the world's parity,
contained the following telegram from its then we have adopted a vicious principle.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-That was
correspondent at Oanberra:done bv thp. Premiers of all the States.
As was indicated in the Age a few days
The "Hon. W. L. Bl~ILLIEU.-lt was
ago, some very big deals in wheat have been
effected by the Australian Wheat Board. Al- done chiefly by Labour Governments, bethough the actual details are being kept secret cau~e they had committed themselves to
by the au:thorit~es, it was al'l.cp.rtained on guarantees in their States.
Sa.turday, however, from an authoritative
The Hon: W .•T. BEcJ{El'l'.-Give thE'
source, that forward sales .have already been
made in respect of about half the antici- ('i rcumstances.
pated exportable surplus of the coming
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I do not
season's crop at a price tJlat has averaged
want to withhold any of the cirCllmover 9s. a. bushel f.o.b.
stances, and if I IDs.kp. ·a statement not
As i~ the case with many other statements
that are appearing concerning our in accordance with fact, I want to be put
•
wheat, we do not know to what extent right.
The Hon. D. IJ. l\{cNAl\fARA.-ThrrC'
this statement is true. I think the timC'
has arrived when the Goyernment must, are only two Labour Governments in Au~
if the State representative on the Wheat tralia.
Board is bound b.y the Board's decisions,
The Hon. 'V. L. BAILLIEU.-Thcy
assert itself and see to what extent £U1'- "vere the two that had given g'uarantee~,
therand more reliable information can be and wantecl a big price fixed, so that their
given. There is nothing more important States 'would not be 8addled with a llV
to Australia at the present time than to liability. I am satisfied that the growe~s
have information as to what is g'oing to of wheat do not want to be parties to any
h~ppen with respect to our exportable vicious principle. You ne\'er know w}1('I'(,
wheat. I do not want to strike any note the boomerang is going to land. EYC'l'V
of pessimism or to be an alarmist, but we sensible man knows that we cannot subdo hear statements to the effect that the sidize any industry on an uneconoml~
wheat we export will bring only 4s., 5s., basis.
I had hoped that the ,vorId's
be transacted through the Board's selling
agency in Londou. The Board does not publish details of its inquiries and negotiations.
'fhe responsible wheat-growers' representatives on the Board tl.re aware of the nature of
the Board's business.
2. As has already been announced in the
press, the commission payable to the Londou
selling agency is 13-32 per cent. of the f.o.b.
value of shipment.
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parity would be taken for three months,
or some other period, and that the price
of wheat for local conElumption would be
IH,owever, the
determined accordingly.
price of wheat for local consumption has
been fixed at 9s. pel' bushel, and if, as we
are told, the exportable 'wheat is yielding
over 9s. per bushel, nO harm will be done.
Still, the method adopted was not a sound
.one, in my opinion. I would draw the
attention of 1.1inisters to the fact that we
only get such scrappy information as I
llave referred to in regard to the exportable wheat. I do not want any information that would fetter negotiations. That
would be the last thing I would tl51k for.
Still, I believe it is possible to furnish
more .definite information as to the conduct of the Wheat Pool, and it is purely
for that reason that I have moved the
adjournment of the House. The question
of the price of the wheat merely aris~s
out of that. I declare that when you fix
a price that is not" 01' may not, he in ,accOl'dance with the world's parity, you
adopt a vicious principle, and set a precedent that will allow all sections of the
community to come to the Government in
times of stress for concessions and help
that the Government cannot give.
The
very people that are benefiting now may
ultimately be hit by it. I am sure that
our farmers are too well informed not to
be ·able to think intelligently on a matter
of ,this kind. I hope that the Leader of
the :House will confer with the representative of the State on the Wheat
Board, and see whether it is not p.ossibl~
to .publish, from time to time, information which the farming community ill
entitled to, and which would also be of
great advantage to the State as ;:! whl)le.
The Ron. W. KENDELL.-In supporting the remarks of the unofficial
Leader of the I(ouse, I should like to call
attention to the anSiver which "vas given
to' my first question to-day. The reply
waR-

Certain inquiries ha,ve been made from the
Australian Wheat Board, to which replies
have been given that Euro.pean business must
he transacted through the Board's Selling
Agency in London. The Board does not publish details of its inquiries and negoti ations.
The responsible wheat·growers' representatives
on the Board are aware of the nature of the
Board's business.

"VeIl they may be j but it seems to me
that they are bound to secrecy. In the in-
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terests of the growers themselves I quite
agree with the unofficial Leader that there
is too much secrecy a;bout it. Occasionally, about once a month I suppose, statements concerning the wheat on hand, the
wheat sold,and the wheat in the shipper's
hands, lare published in the papers, but no
ind.ication is given as to the amount of
money received for the wheat already
sold, or as to .the price which has been
realized. We know that four OIr five
years ago the, Board sanctioned dealing
in scrip. If a grower can get ·absolutely
no information with regard to the financial position of the Board, and as to the
price and quantity ·oj. wheat sold, he is
not in a position to say what his scrip is
worth. There is not the slightest' doubt
that scrip representing hundreds of
thousands of bus-hels has been sold at below its real market value, Isimply because
the growers have had· no information
whatever to guide them a~ to what the
scrip was worth.
Personally, I do not
think for a moment that the Board's
dealings are going to be prejudiced or
affected in any way if they give a little
more straightforward. information. There
should not be any need for all this
secrecy in the matter. I t was stated in
the press that an offer for quite a large
quantity of wheat had been made from
Italy.
After reading the reports ·as to
the markets and yields of the world, my
own impression is that we should sell to
anybody who makes an offer with the
cash behind it, regardless of whether it
eomes through the London agents. That
is why I asked the question, but the re- .
ply makes the position, as the man said,
The time has
about as clear as mud.
come when we must insist on more info!mation.
Possibly some people possess
the information. In one case I am satisfied that information leaked out which
0nabled speculators to secure scrip considel'lably below its value.
The lion. E. L. KIERNAN,-You have
not been able to get any information from
the Government.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-The GoverI1luent are in very much the Isame position as ourselves. I do not blame the
Government. The Wheat Board consist~
of a Minister from each' of the wheatgrowing States, as well as a repres8J;ltative
of the growers in each of those States,
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with a member of the Federal Government
as Chairman. I do not know that the Government are much wiser as to its doings
than the members of this House; but we
will soon be going into recess, and it
seems to me the only way to get informa·
tion is by bringing the matter up in the
House. That is the reason why I asked
the questions. TheTe' is another ma:tter
touched on by the unofficIal Leader with
regard to the fixing of the price for home
consumption. He, at any rate, did not
approve of fixing the prwe if jt proved
to be above the export parity. Speaking
some time ago, I think I said that the
conditions ,when the price was fixed w,ere
not nearly so favorable for a high price
as twelve months previously, when it was
fixed at 7,s. Sd. a bushel. I believe I
made that 'statement on th~ floor of the
House, and I am prepared to make it
again to-:day.
In extenuation of ,any
higher price we may get, we know perfectly well that we could, apparently,
have obtained for the whole of our exportable wheat this year considerably
above 78. Sd. Therefore, if we get Il
little the better of it during the coming
year the consumers have had decidedly
the better of it during the present year.
The question of the uperations of the
Board being injured by making too much
information available may, perha,ps, crop
up. They may possibly know reaJsons
why they should not m'ake the information available, but it does seem to me that
the growers arc justified in asking for
sufficient information to enable them to
put a reasonable value on their scrip, so
that they shall not be absolutely at the
mercy of some person who can get inside
information, or who can be on hand when
information is leaking out.
In my
opinion, the time has arrived when we
should know it little more about the working of the Wheat Pool, because they have
not even squared up for the 1915-16
wheat yet-that was the first ,season's
whea t.
One would think tha t they
wanted the' Pool, like' Tennyson',s brook,
to go on for ever. The chances are that
it would suit some people if it did. At
the same time, without saying one word
against the Pool and its operations, I
recognise that its establishment was the
only thing possible. in the circumstances.
Still, I contep.d that once in five years, or
even less, the Board should be able to give
Second Session 1920.-[24]
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us a clean-up.
There is just another
matter on which we should have a little
inore information. I noticed the other
mOining in the papers that there are some
1S,000 or 20,000 tons of flour in the hands
of the Pool. The millers appeaJed to the
Wheat Board to allow them wheat at
cheaper than 14s. or 16s. a ,bushel for
gristing for export to the East and South·
Africa. The Board declined to sell at la
cheaper rate, because they said that they
could get that price for ,the wheat. Then
the millers applied for permission to
grind the 'wheat on the Board's behalf,
with the result that they have 1S,000 or
20,000 tons of flour for which they will
never obtain anything within cooee of
14s. or 16s. a bushel. There is also the
question of the balance of this and last
year's wheat on hand.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Ilow
about making some cheaper ,bread out of
that wheat?
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-The bread
bill is not the worst which we have to pay.
In future ,ve must get a little more information about these items. ,We know
very well that for some time they could
have got a very good price for the balance
of this last season's wheat by export. We
do not know how much they,have on hand
which they failed to export. Again, we
particularly want to know how the prices
have been running. We want to get some
idea of what the average will be. Surely
to goodness it is not go,ing to embarrass
the Board if they say, " As far as we can
see, the, 1915-16 wheat, when cleaned up
will rf>snlt in S'0 much." They can surely
give us an approximate idea for each
season. That would place the grower in
a position to put a value on his scrip.
I in tended myself to speak about this
matter, because the reply which I got to
my questions. certainly does not make us
much wiser.
I suppose the Government considered it a difficult thing to reply to. :However, they did not 'anticipate
the very £orcible remarks which have
been ma'de and a mo,tion for the adjournment of the House on the question, otherwise they would have been a Ii ttle more
explicit.
The Hon FRANK CLARKE (lEnistel' of Public Works).-The statement by
the Unofficial Leader of the House can
be divided into two-the first, that there
is unwise secrecy about the doings of the
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Wheat Pool, and the second, that Victorian Ministers should see that that unwise secrecy is not persisted in in future.
With regard to the second part, Mr.
Kendell has practically explained the position, because he has pointed out that the
Wheat Pool consists of a Minister from
each wheat-growing State, a .representative eleded by the growers in each wheatgrowing State, and a Commonwealth Minister as Chairman. As a general pr<?,position, I would put it that if any secrecy
is necessary, the growers of wheat ought
to' feel reasonable confidence in their
elected representatives, and also in Ministers, and they ought to trust them
wherelVer secrecy is dlesirable. I should
like to add that it is not possible for
the Minister representing Victoria, or
the representatives of the growers in this
State, to divulge 'any information if a
majority of the members of the Wheat
Board decide that it is not wise to do so.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I fully
recognise that.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-So,
however keenly the Test of the Oabinet
pressed Mr. Oman to divulge matters, and
however keenly ]\11'1'. Oman might desire
to divulge them-The Hon. W. J.J. BAILLIEU.-I .aid not
put it that way.
The ,Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-He
would, in loyalty to the decision of the
majority of the Board, have to hold his
tongue.
Tha t, I think, removes any
stigma against the Victorian representatives 'Of retaining any information.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I was
careful not to cast 'any.
T,he Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-I
understood the honorable member to say
that MiniRters should protest.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I said that
I hoped they would see if it were possible.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-Well,
on the major point as to unwise ,secrecy
prevailing about the selling price obtained
for a portion of our crop, the answer of
the Wheat Board is-and they decided on
such a policy by a unanimous vote-that
they cannot afford to give their trade
rivals in ,the United States of America
and other places this information, because it would enable those trade rivals to
secure conditions which they cannot obtain
so long as they are in ignorance of what
we are doing out here. N ow that is a
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perfectly simple answer, and I do not
propose to elaborate it by argument. I
think €Ivery business man will realizel that
there a,re m~ny cases where, if you give
info(["mation to your trade rivals about
your business, you are likely tOi suffer a
disadvantage. That is t.he· answer from
the Wheat Board, and that is the unanimous decision of the Whea,t Board. I
regre,t that onel of the newspapers published the informatioll which Mr. Baillieu has quoted. I will nOit say whether
that .infOirmation is accurate O'r inaccurate. If it was accura.te, then it is
giving our trade rivals the information
which the Wheat Board thought it wise
to withhold from them. I now wish to
deal with the point raised by Mr. Kendell in connexion with the London reselling agents. Thelre again, I think it
a fair proposition that" if you are go~ng
to appoint an agent in the wO'rld's oentra
toendeiavorur to sell your wheat. t.o European countries, it is betteT. to give that
agent a fre'e hand, allO'wing him tOi make
contracts for YOlU, and consulting you befOore he actually signs up those contracts.
We had an example a little time ago in
Australia t.ha t .furnishes an analogy. We
saw an age,nt of the CommO'nwealth endea,vouring to negotiate on va,rious points
wjth the Imperial Government, whilst at
the same timel negotiations were, being
cOonducted direc.tly frorm. Australia.
.
The HOin. W. J. BECKETT.-Dol you
reflect <Yn the Prime l\1inister 7
The Han. FRANK CLARKE.-I am
merely pointing out that here we have
an example of how unbusinesslike it is
to send Home an agent, Oil' to employ an
agent on the othe,r side tal conduct business for you, ,and then to OIVerride the
agent by conducting your own negotiations
from Australia. I think it obvious, if
you ha,ve an agent tOi sen in Europe, that
wisdom dict,ates yoru should leave negotiations in his hands. Supposing a possible buye,r goes tOi the London agent and
sa,ys, "At what. will you quote Australian whea,t 1" and at, the same time cables
out herel, "At what w.ill you ,quotel YOlur
Australian wheat 7" and hel gets two contradictory answe,rs. What position woulll
he be in? The gravamen of the charge is
that there is unnecessary secrecy ~
I
think the farmelrs (j.f this country orught
tOi trust the,ir BO'ard not tOI withhO'ld any
information from them, unless by nOt
doing eo they ar,e going to militate
against the sale of thel farmers' wheat.
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After all, the re,al intelrest the Wheat
Board has is to. act as agent, for the
farmers, and to sell the farmers' wheat to
the best advantage.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-It was
not my intentiorn tOl participa,te in the
debate 0111 the wheat question. There are
no wheat-growers in my prOlvince. There
are, horwe,ver, many consumelfS of the
product~ of wheat, and I may therefore
claim a general inte,rest in the wheat.
question. I rose m€>rely to reply tOl a
statement made by Mr. Baillieu in introducing the subject. He seemed to desire
to pla,ce the responsibility fO'r the present.
price of whe,at on tbe Labour Premiers
of Australia..
I intelrjected that the,re
ma,y be special circumstanoes, and I
understood that some mention oJ them
would be made in reply. However, that
has nOlt beeu done, and I think it my
duty to. place the facts befo~e the Houoo.
Tbe Commonwe,altb is comprised of six
States,' in oll1ly two o,f which are the.rb
Labour Governments. TOI say that those'
two States could override the othelr four
is ridioulo/us in the extreme.
The Hon. vV. KEr\DELL.-Only four of
the States participate in the Whe,at Pool.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Reference was made to Queensland. I dOl not
know just holW Queensland is inte:rested
in the question.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-The Queensland Governm,ent promised 8s. per bushel
io the wheat-growers.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Th{\
Attorney-General says-and says rightly
-that 8s. per bu'shel was proxnised
to the wheat-growers by the Queenslund Government.
But why?
The
Stutes of Queensland and New South
WaJes are in a different position altogether from that of the ,other wheat-growing States of the COIll1monwe,alth. In the
year 1918-19 the Que,ensland wheat harvest amounted to only 104,509 bushels,
nOlt a twentieth part, I should sa,y, of the
wheat requirements of· that State.
In
the year 1916-17 Que.ensland produced
2,463,000 bushels of wheat.
It was,
t.herefore, necessary in. the interests of
good Government that the whe'at-grawe.rs
in Queensland should he encouraged to
plaoe a. greater acreage under wheat. A
guarantee had to' be given to the wheatgrowers. Let us now look at the position
in New South Wales. "Ve kno·w that in
one particular year the wheat production
in that State reached the enormous total
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of 66,726,459 bushels.
That was, of
course, a record fOT that State. In the
year 1918-19 the production fell to
18,324,640 bushels, or just about sufficient for the food re:quirements O'f the,
State. But it was not sufficient to ,provide
Both
seed for the coining harvest.
, New South Wales and Queensland were
heavily affected by drought conditions.
We can readily uuderstand how essential
it was to encourage the growers of 'wheat
in those States.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-That each
State shall fix the price of its own wheat
is a sane policy, I thmk.
The Horn. W. J. BECKETT.-I
understand that the guarante,e given by
the New South Wales Government to
whoot-growe,rs was 7s. 6d. per bushel.
In Queensland the guaran.tee was fixed at
8s. per bushel.
In ea.ch instan~e the
Go.velfnment adopted a statesmanlike attitude. The acre'age placed under wheat
was increased conside'rably, and thel additional wealth produced in those States
will insure the GOlvernments from any
loss arising through. their guarante'es.
Victoria and Sout.h Australia have the
promise oJ an abundant harvel:lt, but
they willingly fell in with the proposal
to make the price of whe'at as high as
possible, SOl that they would receive a
re,ward from the statesmanlike actiorn oJ
the Gove·rnments of Q~eensland and New
South Wales. Without a knowledge of
these facts honorable ,members might
come to a wrong conclusion.
On the
facts I have put beforel the Chamher,
Que.ellsland and New South Wales were
amply justified, and would be justified
again, under similar circumstances, in
guaranteeing a certain price tOl their
w hea t- growers.
The Horn. R. F'. RICHARDSON.-I
am surprised that 1\1:r. Beckett should
ba,ve sat down without informing the
House of the fact tha,t the Labour
Pr.emier of New South Wales moved the
motiO'll that the price tOl he paid for
wheat in Australia for local consumption
should be 98. per bushel, and that the
Labour representative o·f Queensland
seconded that motion, which was -carried.
It is useless to! teU us that the New
South Wales Government fixed 7s. 6d.
per bushel for wheat and the Que,ensland
Government 85. per bushel. Wha,t wewa.nt to get at is the sta,tement made on
the public platform that the consumelt';l
o/f Australia are being .compeHed to! pay
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more than a fair price for their bread.
We cannot blame the farmers for fixing
the price. TlJ.at was done by Labour
Premielfs.
The Hou. W. J. BEcKETT.-Suppo!Tted
by the Premiers of four other States.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.There .are two Labour GCl'Vernments in
powef'--one in N e·w SOIuth vVales and one
in Queensland.
The action that they
took was calculated to pande·r to the
Farmers party and catch vOites. Meanwhile the consume·r has to pay a, higher
pric·e for bread than members of the
Labour party con~ider he should pay. It
cannot be made too public that it was
through the action of Mr. Storey, the
Premier of New South Wales, and of a
Labour representative from Queensland,
that the price of wheat was fixed at 9s.
per bushel.
The Han. J. P. JONES.-I cannOit
claim to be much O'f a wheat-grower. I
take a run through my little wheat belt
ill Richmond occasionally to see how the
wheat is browning up. Anyhow, I think
it is a pity that we should g·et away from
the facts, and attempt to discuss a
question of this nature on party
line·s. Mr. Richardson t.eUs us that the.
Labour party Q1f Australia is directly,
and I suppose indirectly, and wholly responsible fQlr the farmers of Australia
geUing a big price fOor the,ir wheat. If
that IS so, no doubt the farmers will
learn to a p'precia te the La,bOour party in
due: course. That wO'uld appear tOi be
the natural result. Ho,weiVe.r, I am in~
clined tOi think that 1\1:r. Richardson has
drawn an incorrect deduction from the
facts.
TIre Hon. H. F. RICHARDSoN.-There
is no denying the fact tha,t it was Mr.
StOirey ,.homoiVed thel motiOin.
The HOin. J. P. JONES.-We will assume that. We will assume, alsOl, that
a Labour representative. from Queensland
seconded the motion. They probably had
e.xooedingly good e1videncel to gO' upon,
and we(["e suppoTted by sound logic. It
must have been SOl, since they were able
to induce all the OIther representatives
sitting al'oulld the table at the Premiers'
Conference to agree to their motion.
I su popcse Mr. Richardson will not attempt tOi ten us that there were only twQo
persons-Mr. Stor,ey and the Queensland
man.
The, Hon. H. F. RlcHARDsoN.-They
took the lead in the matter.
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The Hon. J. P. JONES.-We have
been repeatedly told that the other representatives are the most capahle .administrators that Australia possesses-that
they have a very hig percentage of the
commercial knowledge necessary.
We
were told that there weTe nQo other men
ill Australia whOo were capable Oof administering a big business of this sQort. We
have been told hy various men from public platforms that that particular party
contained the most capable men 'tQo deal
with the de3tiny of ·the country, and that
the country would gOo too ruin if it were
plaoed in the hands Q1f the othel' men.
We . have heard that from the men who
fo:rm the majority of the Board. They
represent inter-eets in Australia, that are
not lahour inierestl::l.
They represent
what -is known as the anti-labour interests.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-The prQoducers' interests.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I 6u:Rpose
so..
• The' HOon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It was
the Premiers, and not the Wheat Board,
who. fixed the price'. .
.
The HQon. J. P. JONES.-It is all the
same-they are the same politically.
How many Premiers sat there 1
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-There were
four States and the Commonwealth repre~
sented.
The Hon. J. P. JONEB.-That would
maIm five, and th:ree would be a quorum.
As there were only tWOo L.a bour Premiers
there would be a majQority against them
if what they moved was nOit in thel right
direction. I take it that these men would
do whatever they thQought wQould prove
beneficial to the whole of Australia.
There is no minoTity report, and the
Labour Premiers were in the minority at
that COillf-erence,.
Whatever was moved
must have been moved with the' approval
of the others Premiers present. It may
be that the LabOour Premiers were an easygoing sort of chaps, and tha.t the oth&
fellows were V£/fy glad, and told the
Labour Premiers to move the mQotion and
they would suppQort them. On the other
hand, the Labour Premiers might have
said that they were in the minOority, and
ha ve asked the Qother Premiers tOo move
it. Out Qof the gOOodness of their hearts
they took the thing intQo their hands and
moved. the mOitiam. One moved it and
the other seconded it, and Mr. Richard-
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BDn has- endeavoured to make capital out
of it.
The HOon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I am
Dnly telling the truth.
The Ron. J. P. JONEe.-Ralf the
truth.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON .-The
whole truth.
The Hon. J. P. ,JONES.-The hDnDrable member wants to make out that
Labour was respDnsible'.
The Ron. J. K. MERRITT.-I do nDt
think you have, cleared them.
The Ron. J. P. JONES.-I do not
think there is any clearing to be done. I
do not know whether this decisiOon is going
to be fDr the benefit Df Australia or not.
The farmers will say that whatever was
done at the Conference was done properly and well.
The HOon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I was
thinking Df the CDnsumers.
The Ron. J. P. JONES.-There are
more consumers in my constituen{!y than
in half-a-doz.en provinces like that of the
hOonDrable member.
It is not right tOo
attempt to· belittle, the LabDur adminiitratoTS because Df the price that has been
fixed. Whatever the CDnference agreed
uPOon the, whole Conference must take the
full respDnsibilty for.
If the Liberal
Premiers thDught that what, the Labour
Premiers moved was not in the interests
of the country, it was their duty to
have refused to. carry it, and to
have submitted sDmething 'that they
tho.ught was m the- lnteref10ts of the
~ountry.
I do no.t claim tOo have
muoh knowledge about whea,t-groW'ing,
but I claim tOo have SDme knowledge cf
the economic cDnditions of the world.
When R msia comes into the market with
her cheap wheat, as she will befDre
lDng-The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-A little
way o,ff yet.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I dOo not
know. When that happens it will no.t
bflo SOo rDsy for our wheat.
The Han. W. KENDELL.-Do you think
that the Bolsheviks will make the people
wDrk in the fields for lOow wages ~
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I 'cDuld
not answer that question. They have
not tD.ld me.. Russia is a vast country,
and wIth theIr popUlation of 120,000,000,
when the Russians get busy we shall
have a very serious competitor in wheat
production.
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The HOon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I was
tDld that twenty years ago.
The HOon. J. P. JONES.-Did they
never do. anything ~
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-l know
that wheat produdion has gone Dn here
ever since.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I hope the
honorable gentleman is right fDr the sake
o.f Australia, but we should not forget
tbe changed economic {!Dnditions that
exist throughout the world. The world
is contrading, and what is affectin cr one
part Df it will also affect Australia. MThat
was nDt 60 a few years ago. We must
think in that way. When we know that
the action of the directo,rs of the Ro'ckfeller Trust will affect ~n In the backblocks of Australia in the matter of oil,
we must realize that the economic conditions of the world are, going to operate
tremendously with us in the niatter of
nation-building. I rDse tQ try too put the
Labour Premiers in the positon they
ought to be in, and to show that it is
not right to blame them in this matter.
I am sure t.hat the other Premiers would
not attempt to disavow their responsi ..
bility for what was dOone.
The Han. G. L. GOUDIE.-It wDuld
be very unfOortunate in a discussion of
this kind, when we find that the wheatgroi\vers have SOo many "friends" and
admirers, if the representatives Df the
growers remained silent. We have had
one party accusing the, Oother of not having acted in the interests of the prO'ciucers. I· wis'h tOo say a few words in regard too the fixation Df the price of wheat
at 9s. a bushel. One fact has, prDbably,
been overlooked by many hOonDrable members. Last, year we find that the wheatgr?wer asked the aut.horities to place the
pnce of wheat for home cOonsumption on
the parity of what could be goot for the
exportable surplus, and the authOorities
refused. They fixed the price at about
5s. 6d. There, was a gnod deal Oof dissatisfaction expressed, and the' autho.rities
revised their actiDn, and fixed the price
at 7s. 6d., when South Africa was offering 8s. 6d. foor all the wheat that could
be delivered.
Shortly afterwards the
price went up to 12s. I did not notice
much out-cry on the part of the' farmers'
friends" for a rise in the price for
home cOonsumption.
\Vhen fixing the
price for home consumption . this y'ea~
the outlOook for the overseas markets was
l
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very bright indeed. The general impressiDn was that we wDuld get from 126. to
13s. f.o.b. When they came to' consider
this question, instead of saying, "We
will give the, whea,t-produceiI" whatever
money we get fDr the ~heat," .they laid
that 13s. was an exorbItant prIce to ask
the loc'al consumer to pay. I am cQlnvinced that those gentlemen whO' fixed
the price thought they were giving the
consumer a good time at the expense of
the prO'duoer. That is my impressiO'n,
and I do not think I am very far from
the truth. As soon as it is seen that the
market is a.pparently going against the
producer, there is an immediate outcry
against the action of those whO' fixed the
price of wheat for home consumption at
9s. per bushel.
The Han. E. L. KIERNAN.-They
blame the Labour party for it.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-I do not
say the Labour partv is to' blame for it.
When the price was fixed at 9s. it was
thought to' be a fair rate, but since then,
on the assumption that there has heen
a fall in the marke'ts of the world,
there has been an outory against this
rate. If this matter is lDoked at calmly
and dispassionately it will be admitted
that if the consumer has to pay a little
more for his loaf he is only assisting the
fcHmer who has gone through a very
severe time. We have just passed through
O1Je of the worst droughts m the history
Df Australia.
I can assure honO'rable
members that farmers to-day are not in
a position to give away anything mOle.
They are re,ally up against it so far as
finances are concerned.
It is a godsend to the farming oommunity, and,
jnde'ed, to' the whole of the Commonwealth, that, the price of wheat is what
it is to-day. The present rate will enable the farmers to recover a little, and
it is not going to press very heavily on
tho consumer. A rate of 9s. a bushel
at the presfmt time is not a very high
price, and it is not going to make the
price of the loaf prohibitive.
A lot
of the cross· talk that is going on in connexion with this matte'r is rather illadvised. I want to say a few words with
regard to the s'ecrecy which was referred
to by the Unofficial Leader of the Ho~se.
I think, with Mr. Kendell and :Mr.
Baillieu, that the men whO' are vitally affected by the operations of the Wheat
Board should get some first-hand in-
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formation III rp.ga~d to what is be~ng
done. If a man IS a. shareholder in a
company he is informed from time to
time the pOSItion the company is in, and
its prospects. Those whO' have wheat m
the Poola-re kept in ignorance of what
is being done, and, so far as I can see,
there is not much chance of an alteration taking place. I know that the representative!:! of
the growers Dn the
\Vheat Bnard are bound to' secrecy. [t
may be that this is in the interests of
the growers.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-That is the
sale reason, of course.
The Hon. ,V. L. BAILLIEu.-That is
the belief.
Th~ Han. W. KENDELL.-That is not
t.he effect of the secrecy.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-That is
so. Still I think that in some way we
should be kept in touch with the operations of the Board. A lot of rumours
are in ~ciTdulation that a considerablA
quantity of wheat has been sold at lOs. 6d.
a bushe1 t.n.b. One statement is that
about 25,000,000 bushels have been so
disposed of, and another is that the quantity is 30,000,000 bushels. I do not know
If either of these rumours is true, but
the man who is most vitally concerned
gets nO' offioial information whatever. I
know that certain individuals who are
interested in transactions in scrip seem
to get inside information that the growers do not get, with the result that the
latter lose a good deal of money.
I
!'lhould like to see some scheme devised
by which, from ?ime to tim'e, the grcv.'en- could' get a,uthentic information aR to
what the wheaL was realizing. Surely
that would not, be giving away secrets'
to our competitors. If that were done,
Hnd some statement. as to the prospects
were given to the growers, it would make
I·bem more satisfied. and I do not se·e
how any harm could be done. I .am
pleased that the Unofficial Leader of the
House is taking so much interest in the
matter. I suppose he is a farmer like
t,h€' rest of us.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I am prohably interested in mOire wheat than l!lOst
o,f the members of this House.
The Han. E. L. KIERNAN.-I think
Mr. Baillieu could be nominated for
membership of the ]'armers Union.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-We would"
be pleased to have a man of his standmg in the Union. I do not think any
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barm will come of the discussion we have
The Hon. W.' H. EDGAR.--It is a
had to-day.
point in regard to which there should
The motion for tlie adjournment of be investigation.
the House was put. and negatived.
The Han. W. J. BECKETT.-YOU voted
The PREeIDENT.-When I saw that against an incr-ease a little while ago.
it waR proposed to move the adjournThe Hon. VV'. H. EDGAR.-I do not
ment of the House I should have asked know that I -did. I did not think the
for the purpose of the motion to be put proposed incr-ease sufficient.
in writing. Not having done so, it was
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-That js a
utterly impossible for me to attempt to poor excuse. Half a loaf iR hp.t.ter than
keep members strictly to the point. In \no bread.
t.he future the purpose .of such motioll
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-I am not
must be set out in writing.
offering it as an excuse at all. If I had
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I am "oted for the proposal it would have ref10rry that J broke the rul~, and did not sulted in ~haos. \Ve do not want this
give to you, M.r. Pre~id~nt, the pu:po~ matter dealt with -on a 8ide issue. Dr.
for which I was submIttmg the motlOn.
B arri::;, who is an expert in connexion
with child Lfe, has said it is hardly posNEGLECTED CHILDREN.
:;ibJe to keep a child on lOs. a week.
The Han. J. P. JONES.-YOU did not
PROPOSED ROYAL COMMISSION.
vote with Dr. Harris the other night.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-I moveThe Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-I win if
That, in "the opinion of this House, a he moves that it be lOs. a w-eek.
Royal Commission shoulci be a.ppointed. t? in·
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-We shall
quire into and report upon the admInIstration ()f the Neglected Children and Re- have a Hupply Bill shortly, and we will
formatory Schools Department, particularly as try you on that measure.
to the procedure followed in committing
:The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-We must
neglected children to the care of the De:
partment and in enforcing payment of money try to get a solution of this difficult probordered to be paid by parents or guardians lem in the interests of all concerned.
"ho are able £0 pay for the maintenance of I understand about 7s. a week is necestheir children.
sary for food for a child, and that leaves
I do not intend to take up the time of very little out of the present allowance
llonora ble members in dealing at length for clothing and other things. The Oomwith this important question, because it misRion should consist of moen and women
has been before the House and the com· who are capable of dealing with child
munity for a considerable time. It is life. If we do not put men and women
one of vital importance, and I am sure of that sort on the CommIssion it will
t,h(· motion will commend itself to the not commend itself to the confidenc-e of
interest and sympathy of every member the community. \Ve want a Commission
present, because it means ~he we~l-beil\.g that will be able to go intelligently into
and the betterment of chIldren In thIS the whole question, ~nd present a report
r.ommunity who are committed to the on which Parliament can act without decare of the State or to that of f03ter Jay. Another point which will require
parents. It is a matter for serious c?n- l11vestigation is the amount of arrears
sideration, because we are spendmg that are now owing. I understand t~e
£225,000 a year in the maintenance of total is £80,000. Two systems are ln
these children, who number 12,000. Ac- ,florce in IregaJrld t:OI Iclo.ntril?u~ons by
cording to figures suppLed recently, fathers. I understand that m one case
t.here was an increase in the period from orders are made by a Court, and in the
.J anuary to August this year of no fewer oth-er there is a voluntary agreement
than 500 children given to the care of with the Department. The arrears have
the St.ate. That fact is in itself suffi- been accumulating for a considerable
cient to demand attention and immediate period. It may be possible to recover
[..C'tion being taken. A question of con- some of the money, but there is no doubt
Riderable importance in connexion with a good deal of it is not recoverable. It
this matter is the rate which is necessary is importanL that some steps should be
to properly maintain a child.
taken to collect the arrears and to pr·eThe Han. 'V . •T. BRCKETT.-That is vent the amount accumulating in future.
\-\lhat YOll w.ant the CommIssion for ~
I have no oomplaint to make about the
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a.dministration of the Department. I belIeve Mr. lVIoUoy and his officers try to
do their duty. The Department, however, seems to be at a dead end like some
others in this State. It is no.t under the
direct co.ntrol o.f a Minister. The secretary can get in touch with the Minister only thro.ugh another official. The
Department wants to be brought more
up to date, and I believe if the Commission I suggest were apPOointed it'
\vo.uld be able to make recomm,end'ations
\vhiqh would put it 'On a isa~isfactoiry
footing. Vve do no.t want children half
starved for want of sufficient means, and,
at the same time we want to' see that
~he State is no.t imposed upOon.
It is
Important that the difficulties surro.unding this que~tioll sho.uld be remo.ved, and
that the chIldren who are bro.ught into
the wo.rld in this State rece:ve due consideration frOom the Government and the
co.mmunity generally.
The
Hon.
J.
STERNBERG.-l
second the motion. For many years past
th~r~ has been a strong consensus of
Op1llIOn that the unfortunate children
who are, bo.arded out have no.t received
the consideratio.n that they sho.uld have
received as wards of the State. In many
instances, their foster-mothers have not
DU account ?f the p~l.try allDwance paid
t~em, been III a pOSItIon to supply them
WIth the n€,cessary foo.d. Time has ro.lled
along, and commodities-foodstuffs in
pa~ticular-have increased mat~riany in
pnce. I am not finding fault with the
pres,ent Government mo.re than I am with
Governments that have preceded it but
in my opinion, there has been a rn'arked
neglect o.f duty in this resped. I say
this advised~y., because Oof my knowledge
Oof the co.ndItIo.n o.f bo.arded-o.ut children
in Bendigo., Ballarat., and other centres,
where, one has an opportunity of sooing
how they are eared for.
The children
who are growing up, and who will be the
n1(m and women. o.f this State, should
have that care and attentio.n given them
to whic'h, I strongly contend, they are
justly entitled. I have had many oppOortuniti€s o.f visiting these unfortunate
children in their homes, and o.n more
than O'ne o.ccasio.n I have feIt that a
little pecuniary help from me would not
be o.ut of place. Unde'r the circumst.ances, when one's heart feels fo.r those
who. are not able to 'help themselves,
one embraces the opportunity of a&king
the GOVfl.rIlmellt to appojnt a Commission
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with a view tOo bringinK about the reforms which are so necessary.
I hope
that the Go.vernment will no.t hesitate to
appnint a Royal Commissio.n, and will
give it such po.wers as will enable it to
make recommendations of a, nature that
wjll be in the te~dency of placing the
children in a much better position.
Eomething could be do.ne, and do.ne
promptly, to help the children, so that
. they may grow up to be good men and
wOomen, and a credit to the country.
The Ho,n. A. ROBINSON (Atto'rneyGeneral).-I would ask Mr. Edgar and
:Mr. Sternberg to agree to the adjDurn,ment of the debate. . As they are
a ware, a proposal o.n these lines is under
consideration by the Government, and I
hope to be ablel to make a statement on
the subject before t'he House rises.
I
mo,v&-That the debate be now adjourned.

The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Mr.
Edgar's mo.tion dOoes no.t co.ver what he
and Mr. Sternberg desire to o.btain, and
I desire to move an amendment tOl it.
I dOl not know whether the AttorneyGene,ral's mo.tion fo.r the adjournment of
the debate will prevent me movmg my
amendment.
Possibly the AttOorneyGeneral will see his way clear to' withdrawing his mo.tion so that he may soo
what my amendment is.
The Hon. A. RDBINSoN.-The matter
will cO'me 011 next vVednesday.
The Ho.n. \V. J. BECKETT.-We,
shan then be within measurable distance
of the close of the session, and, as the
honorable gentleman well knows, it will
not be r>ossible to do anything then. I
am satisfied that the views expressed by
the mo.ver and the, seconder of the motion
are not embodied in the motion itself.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I should
be prepared to support Mr. Edgar's
motion if it pro.vid,ed for increasing the
allo.wance made in resr>ect to boarded-o.ut
children. As the motio.n does not r>rovide for that, I am not in favour of it.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-YOU would
be in favDur of the motion with my
amendment?
The Ho.n. E. L. KIERNAN.-Yes.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-I sho.uld
like to know whether the AttorneyGeneral said that he would make a statemen t later this day?
.
The Ho.n. A. ROBINSDN.--No. I said
that. I hoped to make a statement later
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this sessiQn. The Government have a
proposal befQre another place Qn this
subject, and I hope to make an annQuncement to the House this day week.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.- I am
opposed tQ the debatel being adjourned.
It is rumoured that the Government
propoee to apPQint a Select Committee to
deal with the questiQn, and, as honorable
members are aware, Select Committees
die at the end Qf the session. "Ve want
a body appointed that will have an opportunity, during the recess, of going
minutely into the cases that have been
so graphically portrayed tQ-night.
I
think it would be advisable to carry Mr.
Edgar's motiQn, and the Government
could then take the necessary actiQn tQ
apPQint a Royal CQmmission. HQnorable
members might VQte against the adjQurnment with a view of hearing Mr.
Beckett's amendment, and then they
would be in a positiQn to decide whether
Qr nQt tht'l mQtion. should be carried.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.-It was my
intention tQ say a few wQrds on the main
questiQn: but I cannot dOl RO now. When
this matter comes forward next week, I
shaH give Mimsters SQme infQrmation
which should be of very great value to
them.
The motiQn for the adjQurnment Qf
the de/bate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until Wednesday, December 15.
GENERAL EL,ECTION AND LOCAL
OPTION POLL.
DETAILS QF VQTING.

The Han. W. J. BECKETT movedThat there be laid before this House a return showing(a) The votes cast in the different constituencies at the recent election for
members of the Legislative Assembly, and the various stages of
the counting of the votes from the
primary to the final.
(b) Similar particulars in reference to
the local option poll.

The Hon. A.. ROBINSON.-I will accept
the motion.
The HQn. W. J. BECKETT.-Everv
hono1rable member will recognise the
necessity of having official records kept
in this building in cQnnexiQn with the
elections for this and another Ohamber to
show how the votes were cast. Up to the
present, such a record has nQt been kep~..
We have a SOl-called record here, but In
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one case it is 4,000 votes out. The Qfficial documents are not kept here, and
the result is that honorable membe,rs are
sometimes placed in a quandary because
they cannot obtain the official figures. I
am pleased that the Attorney-General
has accepted the motion, and I trust that.
the figures asked fQr will he supplied before the session closes. They are in the
pOl.c;sessiQn of the Ele1ctoral Department,
and it will Qnly btl! necessary for a clerk
tOo copy them out.
The HOon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I
secQnd the mOotion.
The Government
might do as the Commonwealth GQvernment do,es-that is, supply printed official
re,turns rellating t()l the e,lections.
At
the present time, people can Qnly get the
information from the newspapers, and
the information given there is not accurate. I trust that, in future, the Electoral Department win be instructed tQ
prepare returns relating tQ the voting,
which will be printed and made available in the form of booklets.
-The motion was agreed to.
HOUSING AND REOLAM.L'\TION
BILL.

The Hou~e went into Oommittee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Postponed clause 24( 1 ) For the purposes of any housing scheme
the council may purchase or take compulsorily any land in the municipal district.
(2) For the purpMes of housing schemes
thc council may, with the approval of the
Governor ~n C( nncil, borrow any sum or sums
(not exceeding in a11 £100,000) over and above
the amount which it is authorized to borrow
under this or any other Act.

The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-Oonsideration of this dause was adjourned in order
to afford an opportunity of drafting an
aTIJolldment to meet the position which I
put to the Oommittee yesterday.
I
move-That the following proviso be added to subclause (1) :."Provided that( a) if any land proposed to be taken
compulsorily as aforesaid comprises
portion only of land forming one
contiguous area, the owner therf'oi
shall have the right to require that
the whole of the area shall be
taken; and"

The Hon. W. L. Bl~ILLIEU.~Honor
able members will remember that this
question was well discussed last night.
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The Ron. W. J. BECKETT.-Perhaps
the Minister will accept the amendment.

The. Hon. W. L. RAILLIEU.-That

would save a lot of trouble.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-I cannot
do so.
.
The Han. VV. L. BAILLIEU.-In my
opllllOn, i,he amendment which
Payne bus moved is a reasonable one.
It. is in cQinformity with the present law
in . regard tQi the rights of the Crown
for the resumption of land. I think I
am right in saying that the amendment
will only empower the authorities to take
land in the same way as it can be taken
for closer settlement; that is tQi say, that
they ·cannot come along and take a portion of an estate, but they must take the
whole if the owner SOl desires.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I do not
think that the Oloo8er ,Settlement Act says
that.
The Ron. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I am
not positive about it. Under the Closer
Settlement Act, the owner has the right
to retain the homestead.
That is the
converse of what is here proposed. The
Crown, however, must take the lot, unless
the owner wishes to reserve the homestead
area. Under this amendment, an owner
can say to the authorities, "If you want
any of my property, you must take it all,
unless, of course, we can come to an agreement concerning the part you want."
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Even if
they only want a quarter.
The Ron. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Would
the honorable member feel that he was
being justly treated if some one came
along and took a fourth of his property,
and thereby spoilt the rest ~ The bulk of
the people recognise the right of the State
to resume property for public purposes.
It has taken a long time to bring the
people to that point, but we have not yet
reached the position when the State may
take property and not treat the owner
proper ly in regard to the same.
This
clause will give the authorities the right
to do that. I do not believe that the
Government wish that provision to prevail, nor do I think that my friends on
the back bench desire it. It is a violation of what we fought for-the right of
t.he Crown to take property for public
purposes Oill paying for it.
T·he Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-It has been
a very hard fight.

Mr.
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The Ron. W. L. BAILLIEU.-That is
so; and many men outside the honorable
member's party fought fOir it, myself

among the number; but it will be ,a sorry
day if the State claims the right to take
property without compensation.
That
would strike a blow at the foundations of
socie,ty from. which no State would recover. If it is not right that it should
be done, it is wrong to give an opportunity
of doing it. I think I am discussing this
matter from an angle with which Mr.
J ones must agree, notwithstanding his
advanced views.
The State claims the
right, which is generally conceded, to take
any property for the public good, but it
a.lso recognises the obligation to compensate those whose property is resumed,
and it creates a proper tribunal to decide
what the value is. Under this clause, a
council could come along and take onefourth of a man's property, and then do
something that would render the threefourths left of little value to him. We contend that if the authority wants the property, it must take the whole of it, or
come to a fair arrangement with regard
tp' the part it wants. If it applied far
one-fourth, and camel tOI an a,rrangement
that was satisfactory to the owner,
there would be· no necessity fair taking
the lo,t.
When, however, a satisfactory arrangement could nDt· be
arrived at the authority must take
the whoJe. If a council desired portion
of a property, and gave the owner
an undertaking that it would so use the
land as not to militate against his occupancy of the rest, there would be no need
for it to take the lot; but in the absence of
such an arrangement the owner should be
in a position to as~ that the whole area
should be resumed. In my opinion, th~
equities of the case are all with the
amendment.
The Hoil. FRANK CLARKE (Minister of Public Works).-Mr. Baillieu gave
as an analogy the power givE!'n to indi'."iduals whose property was being taken
cmnpulsorily to insist on the whole of it
being resumed. That is true of the Oloser
Settlement Act, which deals with large
estates of country lapd. It is not true
of the only Acts which we have dealing
with town lands. It is not true of the
I.ocal Government Act, which admittedly
refers only to land for public purposes,
and, therefore, may not be regarded as
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bt.rictly analogous. It is not true, also, of
the Melbourne and Geelong Improvements
Act of 1916, which is the direct fath€'r
of this measure. In that Act the House
agreed to a provis.ion worded exactly in
the same way as this cIa use, and no 0 bjection was taken to it at that time. That
. .~ct was to empower the oities of Melbourne and Geelong to reclaim and improve insanitary low-lying and overcrowded areas.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-That is not
quite analogous.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-I am
Il.early sure that it gives. the power to buy
land for hou,!?ing purposes. However, i
do not know that we should depend too
much on analogy.
.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-If the prinei pIe is wrong, an analogy is no good.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-That
is so. I now wish to point out that land
in suburban areas is totally different
from country land, and that suoh an
amendment as is now before the House
may enable a big housing scheme to be
entirely blocked.
The authority may
want to take up a certain area for the
purpose, and perhaps require 100 feet of
a particular property in order to round off
the scheme, but under the amendment the
owner could say, " No, you cannot have
it unless you take the mansion and the
rest of the area." There are members of
this HOlI"se who own areas of several acres.
The whole object of the amendment is to
secure fair play for the owner.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-That is all
J: am asking.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-Under
the 'Bill, an owner can have two ,appeals
to the Minister.
It is the dutv of the
Governor in Council to see that ~o unfair
proposition is carried out.
The Hon. W. J.J. BAILLIEu.-If a portIOn of a man's property is taken, h~ can
only get the value of that portion, irrespective of what damage may be done to
the balance.
.
The Ron. FRANK O£ARKE.-I
think the honorable member lS wrong.
The owner can claim compensation for
damage. I think it is quite obvious tha.t
if a man's property is damaged through ,a
portion of it being cut off, he can obtain
compensation for the damap:e thus done.
For instance, if a man's shop frontage
were cut off, it would be quite clear i.hat
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he had sustained damage, ,and under the
Bill he would be entitled to claim compensation.
A council has to submit to
the Minister a complete plan for his approval. At that juncture an owner can
step in and say, "This would treat me
most unfairly. My property would be cut
in half, and I protest against it."
The
Minister could then refer t'he matter back
to the council. Later on, any owner of
property could come along and. protest
about the price offered, or the damage
done.
The Hon. W. L. BAII.. LIEu.--That pro~
test would only refer to the price' offered
for the particular piece of land that was
going to be taken.
.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-The
owner could protest as to the damages
If there was a great deal of argualso.
ment and protest" and the Minister had a
doubt on the subject, the simplest and
• most husiness-like thing for the municipal
council to do would be to say, "We will
take the whole of the laud and re-sell the
part we don't want."
The Hon. W. L. BAILUEU.-W e will
.
make that secure by the amendment.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-The
precautions provided now are sufficient to
secure anv man in any reasonable
demand. v
The Hon. W. L. BAILUEU.- Why
object to making the position quite sure?
11he Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-Because it might ac't most unfairly.
The lIon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-N ot if
your argument is sound.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-1.t pigheaded man might object to parting with
his land.
The Hon. W. L. BAILuEu.-He could
not refuse to let the council have it, and
he could only get it~ value.
The Hon. FRANK OLA..RKE.-There
is the possibility that a council, in order
to obtain 100 feet of land, might have to
buy 5 or 6 acres. I know of one case in
a Melbourne suburb where,'if a council
wanted 100 feet, and had to take the
whole of' the property, they would have
to spend the whole of the £100,000 they
are permitted to borrow on the property
alone.
I have no further argument to
put forward. I h.ave put my case before
the Committee, and I must leave it to
honorable members to decide what they
are going to do.
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The . lIon. E. L. KIERN'AN.-The
proposed amendment will afford no protection to the vast majority of people who
own land. Under it, if a council wishes
to take portion of a property, t4e landowner can say, " If you are going to take
that portion" you must take the lot." No
protection is afforded to a man who owns
a small area, or an area of small value,
because the council would immediately
say, " We shall be glad to take the lot."
The amendment will be a protection to a
wealthy man who ·bas a big mansion on
his prope,rty. If a council wanted to
take even a few feet off one corner to
round 'the street, the owner could say,
\. You must not take that unless you pay
my price; and if you are not willing to
pay my price, you just take the whole of
the pro·perty."
The IlOll. W. L BAILLIEU.-It would
not be at his price.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-The
01Vne1' could say, " You can pay my price,
or else you will have to buy my £10,000
mansion, as well ~s the pieee of. land that
you want."
The Hon. W. L. BAILuEu.-The price
would be fixed by the valuer.
The lion. FRANK OLARKE.-Mr. Kiernan is pointing out that the owner could
make a council pay through the nose for
the bit of land it wanted, or else compel
it to take the whole of the property.
The Ron. E. L. KIERN.AN.-Yes.
In the case of a property of small value.•
the ,owner would have nO protection, because a council would say, " We shall be
glad to take the whole of the land."
Another point to be remembered is that
we have already passed a clause repealing
Part 26 of the Local Government ..Act,
which deals with workerFl' dwellings.
That part of the Local Government .Act
gives the councils power to resume land.
Clause 22 of the Bill repeals Part 26 of
the Local Government Act.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-We will
put that back again if necessary.
The Hon. T. BEGGs.-The compulsory
provisions are re-inserted in this Bill.
The Hon. E. L KIERNAN.-Wt~ have
passed a clause to repeal Part 26 of the
Local Government Act, ·and it is now suggested that we might re-insert it with
certain modifications.
The Oouncil is
asked to take a retrograde step. There is
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no reason why it should reverse the decision that it came to in 1914.
The Hon. T. BEGGS.-Mr. Kiernan
stated that a small portion of a rich
man's property might 'be taken for road
purposes.
We are not dealing with the
part of the Bill that applies to roads.
That matter is dealt with in clause 42,
which gives councils power to compulsorily resume land for. roads, ,drains, or
any reclamation purpose.
If a council
required ·a small portion of a rich man's
property for a road, or a drain, or for any
reclamation purpose, it could take· it
under clause 42.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It
might be all very well to ta1k on the
street corner about the law for the rich
and t.he law for the poor; but this House
enly wants to do justice, and it is as
much our duty to do justice tOo a man who
has a house worth £10,000 as to a·man
whose house is worth only £1,000.
.The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I wiFlh
to make a personal 'explanation.
I
pointed out what the effect of the amendment would be.
I said that while it
would protect the rich man, it would be
no protection at all to the poor man.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-That
would be a very good " gag" to use outside, but it will not go down here. The
honorable member Rtated that a council
could not take a rich man's house, because
the owner would put hi8 own price on it.
That is a fallacy to start with, because
the Bill provides the method in which the
value shall be assessed.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I did not
say that.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Then I
am deaf. If any independent critic looks
up the Act of 1916, he will find that it
deals only with low-lying localities that
municipalities have the right to reclaim.
We are dealing now with the right of
municipal councils to step into residential
areas, to take from an owner a. portion ef his land, and to! do as they please
Under the amendment, the
with it.
owner can say, "If you want a portion of
my property" you must take the ,vh01e of
it." If that is not a fair thing, I dp. not
know what is. Directly you make an. attempt to do what is unfair with respect
to property, you are cutting at the roots
of society. Long before any members of
the Labour party were in this I-Iouse, I
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fought for the right of the State to take
propElrty as it might require it for the
public need, and I will continue in that
attitude.
.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-Is not a
housing scheme a public need ~
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Undoubtedly. But you have no right to take
a portion of a man's property to his
detriment.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-I thought
you were agreeing that under the Local
Government Act it was reasonable to take
portion of a property.
.
The lIon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It is
reasonable to take it, provided you are
not going to prejudice the remainder. If
YDU prejudice it, YDU should b~ required to'
make the damage good. If there is no
damage done, you have nothing to pay.
The Minister said that he was quite satisfied that under the safeguards provided
by the Bill, such as the provision that
these matters have to' gO' before the Minister, no injustice would be done.
Why
not make the position secure against injustice? Why should we take any chance
iTl these matters? I hope the Committee
will not pass the clause without the
amendment.
The Hon. T. BEGGS.-I wish to explain that, as far as clause 42 is concerned, I propose to leave it intact.
It
provides that a council may in accordance with a reclamation schemePurchase 01' take compulsorily any land in
any area -aforesaid included in any scheme, or
any land adjacent to, although not witl1in,
such area.

. The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.-I
intend to support the amendment, which
I think is a fair one.
The fact that
similar provisions to clause 24 are to be
found in Acts of Parliament has nothing
to do with the matter, because we have
continually to deal with amending Bills.
It seems a most unfair thing to give
these authorities power to take a portion
of a man's property and depreciate the
value of the rest.
No doubt with the
pr.e,sen t Ministry in power, we should
have nothing to fear, but we do not know
who may be in office in the future.
A
council might come along and propose to
take the front Df a property in order
to build a row of houseB.
Personally I
Eke to .see mansions about the place.
Large sums of money are spent in their
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upkeep.
It is better that money should
be spent ill erecting mansions, thus providing employment, than that it should
be hoarded up in a miserly way.
If a
council took the frontage of such a property the mansion erected on it might
face the back yards of the small houses
erected there.
I am surprised tha t the
Minister does not accept this reasonable'
amendment.
The Hon. E. J. OROOKE.-I .think
that rather too much stress has been laid
on the lik,elihood of la.rge house prop.erties being affected by the Bill. To. my
mind, the areas that will be affected are
those lying further out.
The people in
occupation of such areas in the 'outer
suburbs consist Q.f small dairy farmers
and market gardeners. FOor some time past
these men have been gradually driven
further back by the advance of settlement.
Their old places have .been cut
up and become residential quarters. The
Melbourne milk supply comes largely
from those outer suburban areas, also the
T,o my
supplies of veg?~ables and fruit.
mInd, the posItJ.on those men are in is
precisely the same as that of land-owners
in connexion with closer settlement.
I
do not see why any distinction should be
drawn ,between them and the larger land-.
owners a little further out.
When a
portion of an area is taken they should
have the option of asking that the lot
should be resumed.
The Minister has
laid considerable stress on the fact that
there is an appeal to the Minister.
I
have been interested in one or two cases
in which appeals have been made to the
Minister from the actions of his officers.
It is perfectly natural that he should sustain whatever. conclusion they have come
to.
OtherWIse it would practically
amount to want of confidence in them.
1 remember a caSe in which I appealed
to the present Minister of Public Works.
We were kept outside the door while the
officers acquainted him with all the bearings of the case.
When we were admitted we found that he had been filled
up by the officers from their point of
VIew, and needless to .say the decision did
not come our w~y.. Consequently I am
not very enthUSIastIC about the effectiveness of that safeguard.
It seems to me
that this matter has been looked at as if
it concerned the owners of brick houses in
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the neighbourhood of Melbourne.
I do
not think the councils will buy land for
workmen's homes in Hawthorn, Toorak,
or St. Kilda.
My opinion is that they

will go further out.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE (Minister of Public Works).-Mr. Beggs has
stated that he is not going to challenge
clause 42, ,but the same question is involved.
Mr. Beggs regards reclamation
work as different from a housing scheme.
Mr. Baillieu, by implication, says that a
housing scheme is not a public purpose as
contemplated in the Local Government
Act.
I .cannot see why a big housing
scheme is less a public purpose tha.n the
reclamation of a slum or an insanitary
area.
Oan those honorable members
argue that a housing scheme is a private
purpose and a reclamation scheme a pu blie purpose?
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I canno't see the force of the Minister's argument at all.
If land is required for a
pu blic purpose, such as a road or a drain,
we all concede that the necessary land
can be rE;sumed.
A housing scheme is
different, however. I cannot understand
why the Minister does not see the difThere is plenty of land availference.
able round Melbourne if you go beyond
A poor man, howthe inner suburbs.
ever, may go along to' some Labour
Oouncil and say, "I don't see why I
should have to go on to new land further
out when there is a man here with 4
I want a quarter of an acre of
acres.
his property." , Surely that could not be
regarded as a public purpose. That man
has a chance of going out on to the new
areas, and if he likes to settle there and
wait he will be in the ,same position as
the holder of the 4 acres is now.
If
the M,inister had a residence in the
metropolitan area he would not like an
£800 cottage built on his property, right
before his front doOor. It is nOot a fair
thing) ,and I think the amendment aff,o~ds
the only reasonable prOote'ction.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-I moveThat the ,following paragraph be inserted
after paragraph (a):(b) it shall not be lawful for the council
to .take compulsorily ,as aforesaid
any land owned or occupied by or
held in trust for any club or association or body of persons (whether
incorporated or not) and used by
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.the members of such club association or body for any purpose of
sport or recreation.

The Hon. FRANK OLARKE (Minister of Public Works).-I asked Mr.
Payne to move his amendment in two
parts, and he kindly agreed to do so.
I
recognised' tha,t while members might
want to adopt !paragraph (a) they
might not necessarily want paragraph
(b) inserted.
The latter states that
there shall be no compulsory taking
of any land used for spOort.
~a.nd
can be acquired oompulsorily from a
church or a public han, but a sports
ground is not to be touched.
I do not
see that that is altogether logical.
A
part of a bowling green or a corner of a
football ground where the spectators
gather might be needed.
At any rate,
I do not think we would ,be justified in
treating a sports ground differently from
the land attached to a church or a public
hall.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-If this
amendment were made, any two persons
might call themselves a club, and that
wonld prevent a property being taken.
':;\. man and his wife and family could call
themselves a tennis club, or form themselves into a club for the collection of
wild-flowers, or something like that, and
it would then be impossible t9 resume the
land at all.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-It
seems to me that what is wanted in this
provision is reasonable control of a munir.ipality in regard to taking over any portion of club land. The Minister spoke
about football club land. Suppose somebody said that he would like his cottage
t~, be placed on the football ground. Apparently, the football club would have
no protection.
'The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-The
clause we have carried would prevent
that.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-There is
something to be said in favour of it,
though perhaps not a great deal.
The Hon. E. J. OROOKE.-The ·object of inserting this amendment is to
cover the class of land that is held for the
purpose of sport or recreation. Take the
case of a proprietary race-course or a
proprietary sports ground. The land is
generally held by people in the form of
a company. That is done for the purpose
of' acq1!.iring a title, and the land is leased
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to the club for the sake of convenience.
If land were so leased, it would D'ot be
.
protected under this measure.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Would not
this amendment protect a lease ~
The Hon. E. J. OROOKE.-If only a
club is mentioned in the amendment, a
council could go behind the club that
leased the land from a company, and the
land could be resumed. Take the lawn
tennis ground wl;tich has been formed at
Gardiner, I think. rrhat is held in the
wav I describe. A company is formed,
and, for the convenience of the whole
concern, the land is leased, nominally, to
the lawn tennis club. It is a syndicate,
practically, that run it. It is difficult
to get up a club in some cases, because the
members do not want to take the responsibility of the financial part. Personally,
I think the more areas we can get reserved
for sport the better. . There is n? . dou~t
that Australia occupIes the pOSItIOn It
does in the world to a very large extent
1e(~ause of the facilities that are presented
for sports. In the older countries you
will find that within a certain radius there
are practically no means of ~etting a piece
of ground whatever on wh10h to follow
sports, whether football, cricket, or an~
thing else. All that the people can do IS
to look -on and howl, which does not
develop their muscles or the~r brains ..
Unfortunately, here in AustralIa we are
rather approaching the same position, because the land is gradually being built
on, and the facilities for sports are becoming less and less. In the new suburbs that are being created the councils
are not taking the trouble to reserve areas
which may be used for the purposes of
sport and I think that this is very detrinient~l to the physique and welfare of our
people. I desire that we should provide
here a means for retaining ~hat we have
in this respect. I hope that the amendment will be passed.
The Hon. W. L. BAILI.JIEU.-I recognise the force of what :Mr. Orooke has
said in regard to the desirability of maintaining all the areas we can for sports
purposes, but I think that the fact that it
is so desirable to do so means that in
most cases where areas are now reserved
the public will never allow them to be
tnken. I think that is their protectionthat they are being used at present for
sport. This amendment is quite a different proposition from the one we have

just dealt with. I do not see how this
House can give a preference to the clubs
named in this clause, when the right
exists against the others.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-There is not
that right for house building.'
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I do not
think that any municipal authority would
take an area from any sports ground.
The Hon. E. J. ORooKE.-They could
take the }Ioonee Valley ground to:-morrow,
or that of any golf links.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I think
that if it were decided that the golf links
had to go, or that pony race-courses had
to go, people who spend their time in
playing golf or attending pony courses
,vould have to go further out. I think
we should hold a very unenviable position
if we allowed land that was absolutely
necessary for the body politic to remain
as a golf gro1.md or as a race-course in
perpetuity.
I think we can depend on
the good sense of the community. I cannot see any analogy between this amendment and the other, or I would support it,
because I agree as to the desirability of
kecping the land for sports purposes.
Where it is desirable that land should be
used for these purposes, I think it will
remain as it is at present.
l'he Oommittee divided on the amendment--

Ayes
Noes
Majority

5
15
against
..

the

amendme~t

10

AYES,

Dr. Harris
Mr. Payne
" Stern berg.

I

Tellet·s:
Mr. Beggs
" Crooke.

NOES.

Mr. Baillieu
" Beckett
Clarke, F. G.
," Crockett
" Disney
" Goudie
" Hicks
" ·Jones

Kende 11
Kiernan
McNamara
McWhae
Robinson.
Tellers:
Mr. Merritt
,~ Richardson ..

Mr.
"
"
"
"

The clause, as amended, was agreed to,
as was postponed clause 42.
The. Bill was reported tOI the House
with amendments, and the amendments
we-re adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. FRANK
CLARKE (Ministe1r of Pu blic W Q-l'ks) ,
the Bin was' then read a third time.
l
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W ar Memorials Bill. '

PUBLIC SERVICE BILL.
in the establishment of a war memorial
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Abt,orney- a!t Wangaratta. Incidentally, that is :t,
General) moved the second rea.ding of thIs course othe,r oouncils mig'ht very wel]
Bill. He said-This is a little measure adopt. It was found that the shire had
which is designed to repeal section 13 of no legal authority to devote money to the
the Public Service Act 1920. Honorable erection of a war memorial in the
members will reco1J.ect that in the last' borough. This Bill empowera municipal
session of ,the last P'arlialll:..ent an Act was councils to devote money to war m€!ffiorial
p'assed making certain advances in sala- purposes outsioo their own limits.
ties to public servants. That Act was of
The, Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I am
.a, temporary character inasmuch as secsure this House, is toO' wen bal.anced to
tion 13 providea that the advances should take exception to oonfirming the action
'Only continue in effect until 31st Decem- of the Ministry in regar:d to moneys albeil" this year. This gave the electors an ready spent on the occasion of the Royal
0PIPortunity of indorsing the actiO'n O'f visit. The second power proposed-that
the Gove'rnment. The verdict of the el€IC- of permitting munic~palitie,s to spend
tors on aU sides was in favour of an in- mone,y on war memorials-is all right as
dorsement of the increases to' the public long as they dO' nO't run away with the bit
servants under the Act, and it is now in their teelth. PerSOonally, I aim nOot keen
nelcessary to repeal section 13.
on glorifying war to. the elxtent of buildThe Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I dOling up big war memorials. I am of
not know whether the Minister was quite opinion, however, that the mun~ipal
oorrect in stating that the electors had councils will not want to do that. We
indorsed the Government's proposal, be- should enable, thellll to comply with t,he
cause I have heard it said that the Go- sentiments.of their people. For that
ve,rnment we,re defeated at the election.
re,ason I support the second re~ing of
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-They were the Bill.
very nearly defeated the other day.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I am
The Bill was then read a second time,
sure it is a good Government, and does and afterwards passed through its rethe right thing. I have, much pleasure; maining stages.
in asking llT~embers to get behind the
Leader of the House, and accept this Bill.
CON~OLIDATED REVENUE BILL
The motion was agre,ed to.
,
(No.2).
The Bill was then read a second time,
The
Ron.
A.
ROBINSON
(Attorneyand aftelrWards passed through its reGeneral)
moved
the
second
reading
of
maining stages.
this Bill. He said-Honorable members
MUNICIPALITIES' CELEBRATIONB are aware that we passed a Supply Bill
that carried us up to the end of last
AND WAR MEMORIALS BILL.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE (Minis- month. This Bill is to meet the services
ter of Puhlic Works) moved the secOond of the present month, and members will
relading of this Bill. Hel said-This is a soon have the Appropriation Bill before
small measure O'f three clauses of a non- them, which will cover the services of
contentious character.
It empowers the whole year. This measure contains
municipal cOouncils to ~pend money in two llot~.ing except the, usual mOonthly prodirectiOons in which they have not power pO'rtIon O'f the amounts required fOol' the
to spend money at present.' The first is services O'f the country.
in connexion wi.'th the welcome to' the
The Hon. W. L.. BAILLIEU.-I think
Prince of Wales.
Various ,ffiunicipal honorable members may restrain themcouncils through whose, districts the. selves until next week, when we can have
Prince passed e.xpenaed money in hring- a free-and-easy on the Appropriation
ing in school children and in other ways.
It has since belen discovered that they Bill. The Attorney-General has told us
had no lega,l authority to spend municipal tha t this measure contains only the usual
funds on such a purpose. The second ob- monthly amounts. I support the second
ject of tille Bill is to allow two or mOTe reading.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I support
municipalities to club together for the
pur,pose O'f erecting war memorials. Two the Bill. It has occurred to me that freauthorities very sensibly agreed to unite quentiy honorable' Imembers are in doubt
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as to what the annual expenditure is in
connexion with the various items, and
much time is taken up in asking the
Minister questions concerning this matter.
I would suggest that there should b~ 'another column in the statement of Items
giving the approximate annu.al expe~di
ture in each case. That InformatIOn
would be considerably appreciated, and
would help to lessen the discussion that
we usually have. These Bills are really
more or less matters of form, but if my
suggestion were adopted, time would be
saved, and honorable members would have
information that is valuable.
The motion was agreed to.
.
Thel Bill was then re-ad a second time,
and committed.
Clause l-(Issue and Application of
£941,362).
'
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I want
to draw the attention of the Government
to a particular case of hardship in the
Public Library. It is a case of an officer
who is the supervisor, and who passed the
clerical examination some years ago. He
was appointed to another position carrying a very fair increase of salary. The
trustees of the Library asked the Government not to transfer him to another Department because his services were so
valuable, and they asked that his salary
should be increased in proportion. The
Government decid-ed not to transfer him,
but did not give him any increase of
salary. Many of the young fellows who
were under· him and passed the clerical
examination have been transferred to
positions carrying from £100 to £150 more
than he receives. The trustees of the
Jjbrary have repeatedly asked that he
should be classined in accordance with his
ability.
This man is sufferi~g. great
hardship, and I would ask the MIlllster to
take a note of the case.
The Ron. A. ROBINSON.-I shall see
the Ohief Secretary about it.
The Ron. R. E. RIOHARDSON.-:My
attention has been drawn to the fact that
the Oommittee of the School of Domestic
Economy have asked. that t~e building
should be put in proper repaIr, and that
proper accommodation should be pro-'
vided for the staff and the students. The
request has' been mad'e by deputations
several times, but nothing has been done.
I should like the Attorney-General to
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bring the matter before the :Minis~er.
This school is doing valuable work, whlCh
is supervised by ladies who give their time
free. It is a matter of great importance
that our girls should be taught domestic
economy. Many of the scholars from the
High Schools go to this school to be
taught cooking and other branches of
domestic economy.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-I shall mention the matter to the Minister of Public
Instruction.
The Hon. E. J. OROOKE.-I should
like to know why the Ministry have
chosen the present time for are-valuation
under the Land Tax Act. Notices have
been issued, and the farmers are to have
only one month to provide the information.
This is the busiest time of
the year with the farmers. It is ni.ne,
veal'S since the last returns were sent lD,
~nd since then a great many sales have
taken place, so that many farmers have no
records to work upon.
They have to
make up the value of the whole of the
improvements. They are told that the
value they put on improvements must ~ot
exceed the cost. A great many propertIes
have changed hands~ and the purchaser
naturally pays the market value of the
improvements. Accordi~g to the ~e
partment, they are to gIve the capItal
'Talue at the present day, but are not to
charge more than what the improvemen.ts
cost. Improvements made nve OJ: SIX
years ago would have cost .only one-h~lf
of their present value. For lDstance, WIre
netting nOw costs practically three times
as much as it cost nve years ago. ,Ii.
large number of men in my district have
seen me regarding this matter. I do not
understand why there should be any rush
in this matter. The official notices of the
Department make out that it is unavoidable, but I cannot see why the notices
should be rushed out suddenly, and why
the information should be required in one
month. I understand that the Treasurer
has extended the time to the end of the
year. There is another objection, and
that is that the value of land is now on
the peak of a boom, and that the retu~ns
made now, if they are to last for nIne
years, will mean taxation on false val,?es,
or by the time they get the valuatIOns
out, they will have to go over the whole
,thing again in one or two years. I am
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afraid that the valuations of to-day will
be of no use for the future. I can see
no reason for rushing this matter. The
authorities might as well have asked for
the information twelve months ago, when
the country was suffering from a drought.
The value then vi 0uld have been as
correct as it is to-day. The Government
regard the increase in the number of
members of the Farmers Union with
great hostility, but I can see nO better
means of bringing about a further increase in the membership of that union
t.han the action of the Government in
regard to the demand for these land tax
returns. The preparation of these returns
will cause a lot of inconvenience, and I
am quite .sure the people will take the
earliest opportunity of seeing that such
a thing will not occur again, and I will
be with them.
1
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as it was in 1910?
Surely that is a
ridiculous contention.
The time for
sending in returns has been extended for
a month, so that there is at least ten
weeks in which to prepare the information which is desired.
I might also remind him that a return for Federal land
taxation has recently had to ,be prepared,
so that it will not be a very difficult matter to fill in the State Teturn from that
which was required for Federal purposes.
Wi th regard to the definition of the
value of improvements the wording of
the Act is quite clear.
It is 'provided
in the interpretation section that"Value of improvements" means the sum
by which the improvements upon the land are
estimated to increase its value . . . provided .that the value of the improvements
shall in no case be deemed to be more
than the cost of such improvements estimated
at the time of valuation or assessment.

The Hon. A. ROBIN·SON (Attorney- Surely that knocks out the argument of
General).-The Land Tax Act was Mr. Crooke.
passed by the 'Parliament of which Mr.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE. - You are
Crooke was a member, and I was not. evading the point.
It provided for a tax at the trifling rate
The ,Hon. A. ROBINSON.-The
of ld. in the £1 of the unimproved value
section clearly says that the value of the
of the land.
It was the intention of
the Department at that time to ask for improvements is to be estimated at the
time of making the return.
a return every five years.
At the end
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-What about
of the first period of five years we -were
The
ill the middle of the war, and large num- the man who is buying land now?
bers of landholders were at the Front. price paid for the improvements may not
The Government of the day, of which I be what .they cost.
was not a member, acted wisely, in my
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-That has
opinion, in deciding not to ask for a re- nothing to do with the' matter.
If a
turn in 1915.
They waited until prac- .\Tendor likes to say that he is selling the
tically every landholder was back, and house for £60, and the land for £50,000,
the Peace Treaty was in actual operation. that does not make any differencl;l whatThe Department was then entitled to ever in the real valuation.
It is the
say that the returns
should
be
cost of the improvements estimated at
presented.
The honorable
member
the time of making the valuation which
seems to think tha t this particular
has
to be put in the return.
There can
moment has boon seized for some evil
be only one interpretation upon the
purpose, but he ought to recognise that meanin.g of those words.
What the Dethe matter was held in abeyance until
partment pays attention to is the value
practically the whole population was in
of the improvements, and it is declared
the State again.
The honorable mem- that it shall in no case be deemed to be
ber is a land-owne,r; and so am I, in a
more than the cost -of such improvements
tin-pot kind of fashion.
We all know
estimated at the time of making the
that the land tax is paid on the unim- valuation.
The" time of making the
plooved value of the land.
Surely the
valuation" is the date of making the TeGovernment are entitled to say that there
turn.
shall be a reasonable valuation of the
The Hon. E. J. CRooKE.-The honorTake land in Collins-street or
land.
Bourke-street. Does he mean to say that able gentleman is incapable of explaining
it should be valued now at the same rate my objection, or he will not.
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The Hon. A. ROBINSON. - T.he
honorable member cannot show me any
other meaning of the words of the section than I have given to them. The in.structions of the Department have been
printed in all the metropolitan papers,
and in the leading country papers.
The
honorable member is quite as capable of
construing these simple words as I am.
The H·on. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I did
not propose to speak on this matter, but
an issue has been raised by Mr. Crooke,
and the Attorney..:General has given quite
another explanation.
I only rise to say
that the matter is quite clear to me. It
is not a good thing that on an important
question like this there should be two
such diametrically opposite views.
Mr.
Crooke, as a land-owner, has been called
upon to do something which the Minister
has read from the Act. What he has to
do is quite obvious.
It is as plain as
noonday that the valuation of these improvements is to be taken as the value
when the return is made to th~ Department.
The fact that the Department
has sent out a notice in the terms suggested by Mr. Crooke does not make that
notice legal.
The Hon. A. ROBINSoN.-When I sent

in my own return I put in to-day's value
of the improvements, and the amount was
more than stated in the last return.

The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-The
Attorney-General has told us that the returns should have been sent in four years
ago.
I should like to know if it is intended to make it retrospective to that
date. Nine years ago, when we were
called upon to send in returns, we had a
meeting in Mildura, and arrived at what
we considered was the fair unimproved
Three years
value of the land there.
after the returns were sent in. the Government had independent valuations
made, and in cases where the values were
greater than those made by the taxpayers
the extra tax for the ;previous three years
was demanded. I hope that it is not intended to act on the same principle ·on
this occasion.
It is rather disconcerting to be called upon to pay arrears of
taxation in that way.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-I quite agree
with the honorable memrpr.
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The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-If we had
only one Taxation Department it would
be very much better for the community,
and· we would not have had the arguments we have had to-night.
I should
like the Minister to say when these Taxation Departments are going to ,be amalgamated?
The CHAIRMAN. - That point is
not discussable just nOw.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I was
leading up to this point: The Minister
has told us that a ·valuation was to be
taken every five years. The sooner that
provision of the la w is repealed the
better.
It must be remembered that
when a sale takes place the vendor and
the purchaser have to send in a sworn
declaration as to the value of the land
t'hey have been dealing with, and the Department could easily take advantage of
this valuation for the' land adjoining the
property' which was sold.
The Minister
will admit that it is exceedingly difficult
at the present time to have to fill in so
many different forms in connexion with
taxation.
The cost of collecting all
these taxes will Soon be so great that the
amount received will scarcely cover expenses.
The Government ought to
seriously consider the advisability of
9,malgamating these Departments.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON. - We have
70,000 taxpayers in regard to land, and
the Commonwealth has about 5,000 in
Victoria.
The Ron. J. H. DISNEY.-I· understand the Minister is looking into the
matter.
The Hon. H. F. RICH'ARDSON.-I
join with the honorable member in urging; the Government to amalgamate these
offices.
The CHAIRMAN.-The
member cannot discuss that.

honorable

The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.Well, I will debate the question as to whether this is a proper time to send in the
returns.
It seems to me the Taxation
D~partment is taking advantage of boom
prIces.
As we are not' taxed on the improved value of the land it does not matter whether the cost of improvements has
gone up Or not.
I do not think there
ha!> been so much increase in t.he
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unimproved value of land except, perhaps,
in the Ma1lee. Vvould it not be better to
\vait ullcl see if it is not possible to amalgamate the State and :Federal Departments and have a uniform valuation ~ It
is a ridiculous state Of affairs to have the
Federal authorities basing their valuation
Oll one system and the State on another.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-I am glad
to ha,ve drawn the statement from the
Attorney-General that he has made, because it is' in direct contradictioll
to the practices of the Department.
In fact, it is stated on the schedule8
tha t arc issued that the value placed
on the improvements must not exceed
the cost thereof.
The practice of
the Department and its valuers ha€!
always been to get at what the origi11301 cost was.
I hope the honorable
gentleman will see that instructions are
issued to the effect that the Act has to
be ad'ministered on the lines he has
stated.
The Han. A. ROBINSON.-Your defence is in the Act. It says you should
put the present-day value on improvements.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-It would
ce.rtainly be better if the present-day
value of improvements were taken, because the·re is no difficulty in estimating
tl;at value. but it is practically impossible for a man who has bought a
farm to estimate what the improvements cost.
In most cases the cost
of clearing hilly country in Gippsland
greatly exceeded the present value of the
land. The old saying was that after
t}Jree or four men had been ruined on a
holding a man could maKe a living on
it.,. Many of the people there were in
favour of taxation of unimproved lbnd
\'alues, because they thought the cost of
Improvements would be deducted; t.ut
what is now done is to value the visible
Improvements, and to base the tax on
the difference between that value and the
total valu() of the land. I think the
Attorney-General has made a mistake"
unintentionally, in regard to a certain
Rmount of the information he has given
to-night.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-In my
speech on the Add'ress-in-Reply I referred to a. complaint by the members or
the Health Commission to the effect that
they were not supplied by the Govern-
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ment with proper facilities for carrying
out the Act. In reply 'to a question I
asked ,a f.ew weeks ago, the Minister
stated that the Government were not to
be blamed in any way. I should like to
1,now what the position now is in regard
to the Health Oommission. One of the
members of the Commission stated to me
that the Public Service Commissioner
had not given them the inspectors or the
officers necessary to enable them to carry
out the work committed to their care,
and that that was one of the reasons why
they could not do their work. We know
quite well, from reports in the public
press, that members of the CommIssion
have complained about this. They say
that they cannot do their work because
t~e Government have not supplied them
WIth the means. The Commission i8 a
very important body, and its work
should be done well.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE (Minist.er of PubEc 'Works).-I understand
t~at t?e H~alth Commission is no·w gethng Into Its stride.
I am not ac ..
quainted with all the details, but I believe
that to be the fact.
The chuse was aO'reed to as was
0 '
clause 2.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and' the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. FRANK
CLA~KE (Minister «:f Public Works)
the BIll was read a thIrd time.
ADJOURNMENT.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMEN'T BILL.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE (Minister of Public Works).-I move-That the House do now adjourn.

I should like to inform honorable members that, probably on Thursday next
week, the Constitution Act Amendment
Bill, which deals with the salaries of
members of another place, will be sent
up to this House. It is necessary that
an amendment of the Constitution should
be passed hy an absolute majority of the
IIouse, and, therefore, I hope honorable
members will make, it convenient to be
In their places on Thursday next week.
It is highly probable that we shan have
to ask the House to sit on Friday also.
The motion was agreed to.
.The House ~.d'journed at twenty-five
mmutes past Ulne o'clock nntil Tuesday
December 14.
'

Elections and
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday) December 8) 1920.

The SPEAKER took the chair at twentyfive minutes to four o'clock p.m.
ELECTIONS AND
QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE.
BENDIGO \VEST ELECTION.
Mr. ENOWBALL (Chairman) presented a report from the Committee of
Elections and Qualifications upon the application of Thomas Michael Jude for a
recount of the votes at the elect.ion for
the Bendigo West Province.
The report, which was as follows, was
ordered to lie on the table, and be
printed :~
The Committee of Elections and Qualifications have the honour to report to your honorable House as follows:1. That the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly laid before your Committee an applicati-on from Thomas Michael Jude, which was
lodged with the Returning Officer for the Electoral District of Bendigo West, asking for a
recount of the votes at the election for the
said district, held on the 21st October, 1920.
2. Your Committee have the honour to further report-..
(1) That the whole of the votes recorded
have heen recounted by your Committee.
(2) That the informal votes have been
checked.
(3) That the result of the recount is as
follows : David :Smith ..
3,173
Thomas Michael Jude
3,058
Majority for David Smith ...
115
3. Your Committee directs the attention of
your honorable House to the uncertainty
under the Act and authorities as to the
method of legalizing ballot-papers to be used
at elections, and recommends that the Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
be
amended so as to make it clear that the signature or initials of the Returning Officer, or
his substitute or deputy, be on the face of
the ballot-paper, and not on the back thereof.
4. Your Committee further recommends
that, in view of the different conception of
the duties of Returning Officers, steps be
taken by the Chief Secretary's Department
to fully and concisely instruct such officials
upon their duties, and that special effort be
made by the n~partment to see that effect
be given to the instructions so issued.
J..egislative Assembly,
Committee Room,
8th December, 1920.
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TRANSFERS OF' GRAZING
AREAS.
Mr. McLACHLAN asked the Minister
of Lands-If, in view of the <:ongestion of hus'ness at
the Office of Titles and the Lands Department, and of the delay in obtaining consents
to transfers of grazillg areas, and in registering such transfers when the consents are
obtailled, he will consider the advisability of
either(a) permitting those transferees who have
obtained consents to transfers of
grazing areas, and ~ho have lodged
such transfers at the OfIice of Titles,
to lodge their applications to select
such land prior to 29th December,
1920, even though the titles duly
registered in their names shall not
have issued from the Office of Titles
by that date; or
(b) permitting applications to select grazing areas to be lodged after 29th
December, 1920, provided transfers
of such grazing areas, with consent
of the Board -of Land and Works
attached, have been lodged at the
Office of Titles prior to such date?

He said-In order to make my question
more clear, I may state that I have received the following information from a
person who is more directly concerned in
the. matter. He saysIn regard to the questions to be asked the
Minister for Lands, I have two applications
for consent to transfer grazing areas in mind,
one lodged -on 3rd August, 1920, and the other
on 18th August, 1920, neither of which consents I have yet obtained. Before the congestion arose, a consent could be obtained in a
month's time; and a transfer in about three
weeks' time. )iT ow, a consent may not be obtained in three months; and a ti-ansfer takes
fully six weeks. In view of such congestion,
through no fault of transferees, it would be·
harsh on those desiring to select land if,
after doing all they can to select, i.e., by
lodgin,g transfers at the Office of Titles, they
were informed £hat all the expense they had
been put to was useless.

:Mr. O)IAN CM:inister of JJands).-I
ask the honorable member to repeat the
question on Tuesday.

MAFFRA BEET SUGAR FAOTORY.
Mr. EVERARD (in the absence of
Mr. FAR'l'HING) asked the Minister of
Agriculture1. What quantity of sugar is kept in stock
at the beet sugar factory at Maffra?
2. Why Maffra sugar is not allowed to be
supplied to consumers between Warragul and
Melbourne?
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Mr. ANGUS (Honprary Minister).The answers are as fOillows:1. Stock varies from month to month according as stocks are depleted to supply Government institutions and customers.
2. The quantity of sugar manufactured at
Maffra is not sufficient to supply more than
Government institutions and trade requirements in Eastern Gippsland. If sugar were
supplied to retailers between Warragul and
Melbourne, the supply would only be sufficient
to meet requirements for a p.Qrtion of the
year.

BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills, which were
brought in by Ministers, were read a
first time:North Carlton Lands Bill
(Mr.
Oman).
TragOlwel Land Bill (Mr. Angus).
LAND TAX BILL.
The HO.'lse having resolved itself into
Committee of 'Ways and Means.
Mr. :McPHER·SON (Treasurer) moved---;
That subject to the Land 'Tax Acts there shall
in the ('ase of each owner of land be charged
levied collected and paid for the use of His
Majesty in aid 'Of the Consolidated Revenue
for the year ending on the thirty-first day of
December, One thousand nine hundred and
twenty-one, a duty .of land tax upon land for
every pound sterling of the unimproved value
thereof at such rate as is hereinafter set
forth (that is to say) : Where the unimproved value or total unimproved value 'Of all land or lands of any
owner exceeds Two hundred and fifty pounds
t'he rate of tax payable thereon for the saId year
shall be: On every pound sterling of its unimproved value, One half-penny.
Provided that the minimum amount of land
tax payable in the said year by any taxpayer assessed shall be Two shillings and
, sixpence.

He said-This is purely a formal motIon to enable me to introduce the Land
Tax Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I want to understand
whet.her, if this motion is
!Jassed, I :-.hall be prevented from moving an amendment in regard to t.he exemption.
The CHAIRMAN.-This will not prevent the honorable member.
The motion was agreed to, and' the
Ie~olution was reported to the House,
and adopted.
Authorit.y having been gi\7en to Mr.
MoPherson and Mr. Lawson to introduce
a Bill to carry out the resolution,
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) brought
up a Bill "to declare the rate of land

Income Tax Bill.

tax for the year ending 31st December,
1921," al1d moved that it be read a first
time.
The mot.ion ,was ag.reed to, and the
Bill was read a first time.
INCOME TAX BILL.
The House having resolved itself into
Committee of Ways and Means,
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) moved---i
That the rates of the duties of income tax
which shall pursuant to the Income Tax Acts
be charge~ levied collected and paid for the
use of HIS Majesty in aid of the Consolida,te~ Revenue for the. year ending on the
thIrtIeth day of June One thousand nine
hundred and twenty-one are hereby declared
to be as follows (that is to say) : (a) On all incom~ derived by any person (not bemg a company) from
personal exertion( i ) where such income does not
ex.ceed Five hundred poundsfor every pound sterling
of the taxabl~ amouRt
thereof,
T'hreepence;
and
(ii) where such income exceeds
Five hundred poundsfor every pound sterling
of the taxable amount
. thereof up to Five hundred
pounds,
Fourpence;
for every Q.ound sterling
of the taxable amount
thereof over Five hundred.
pounds and up to One
thousand pounds, Fivepence;
for every pound sterling
of the taxable amount
thereof over One thousand pounds and, up to
One thousand five hundred pounds, Sixpence;
and
for every pound sterling
of the taxable amount
thereof over One thous'lnd five hundred pounds,
Seven pence;
(b) On all income derived by any persor_
(not being a company) from the
produce of property(i) where such income does not
exceed
Five
hundred
poundsfor every pound sterling
of the t'l.xable amount
thereof, Sixpence; and
(ii) where such income exceeds
~ve hundred pounds-for every p'ound sterling'
of the taxable amount
thereof up to Five hundred
pounds,
Eightpence;
for every pound sterling
of the taxable amount
thereof over Five hun-
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dred pounds and up to
One thousand pounds,
Tenpence;
for every pound sterling
of the taxable amount
thereof over One thousand pounds and up to
One thousand five hundred
pounds, Twelvepence; and
for every p-ound sterling
of the taxable amount
thereof over One thousand five hundred pounds,
Fourteenpence;
(c) On the income of a company (including a life alsurance company) for
every pound sterling of the taxable
amount thereof, Twelvepellce:
Provided that a person {not being a company) whose income from personal exertion
and the produce of property during the year
immediately preceding the year of assessment
did not exceed Two hundred pounds shall not
unless otherwise provided in the Income Tax.
Acts be liable to tax j
iProvided further that where any person (not
being a company) derives income both from
personal exertion and from the produce of pr-operty and the total income so derived exceeds
Five hundred pounds; then for the purposes
of this resolution the rate for every pound
sterling of the taxable amount of income derived from each source shall be the same as
if .the income from each such source exceeded
Five hundred pounds.

The motion was agreed to, and the resolution was reported to the House, and
adopted.
A uthority having been given to 1\1r.
McPherson and Mr. Lawson to introduoe
a Bill to carry out the resolut:on,
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) brought
up a Bill" to declare the rates of income
tax for the year ending the 30th June,
1921, and to amend and continue the
Income Tax Act", and moved that it be
I'ead a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a first time.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
The House having resolved itself into
Committee of Supply, the debate on the
Budget, submitted by Mr., McPherson
(Treasure'f) on Noveml::er 30, was resumed.
Mr. GREEN\VOOD.-There are one
or two matters that I desire to place before honorable lllem bers that I regard of
some impo-rtance, The first is the question of the Federal Convention. It was
considered at the inception of Federat.1On that the States had ce-rtain protective institutions, but these have since
completely broken down. It was asked
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by the Federal people that a convention
should be beld in order to glve the Federal Parliament further powers, especially
in connexion with industrial matters. In
the interests of the State we should seek
to have that convention called together
as soon as possible. It was thought that
the Senate would be a means Oof protection for the States. but it has been
found to bo nothing more nor less than
a repetition of the House of RepresentatIves-a party machine, and one that
["ives no protection to the States. Then
t.he Inter-State Commission was supposed
to afford protection to State rights but
that also has completely broken down.
A recent award of the High Court has
left the position so involved that, from
a ~tate point of view, we can feel anythmg but . satisfi,ed.
Our industrial
powers have reached the vanishing point.
I f they were clearly defined, and the
whole position could be handled adequately, thf} trouble might not bel so
severe as it is to-day. Confusion is worse
cO'llfollnded, and we are to-day facing
many industrial upheavals and troubles
which would not have occurred had the
powers of the Arbitration Courts and
the \\7 ages Beards been clearly defined,
~o
that either the States or the
Co:rnmon wea.lth
should
ha va
beon
able to handle the position properly.
The failure in the past has been considered to bel the limited powe,r of the
ConUlLonwe'alth. I am beginning to feel,
h,o'We,ver, that the whole industrial positIOn would have been better handled had
the powers not gone from thel State. At
all events, t,he position has been weakened
and tl~e result is far worse than it ought
to. be, because of the powers whioh have
been gradually filched frorrn the Statel and
conferred upon the Commonwealth. After
the Arbitration Court was appointed it
beoame necessary for industrial disputes to
extend beyond the, borders of one, State
before that Court could act, and the consequence has been the, fostering of industria'~ ulpheavals in adjoining States simply
to force the matter before that Court.
La~er, we .trie~ the tribunal system,
whIch, I thmk, IS unconstitut,ional. Its
awards cannot .headministered properly,
and they certaInly cannot be enforced.
If the continuance of this system does not
ur..ake the positioo more involved i,t will
mean complications in such a way'that no
possible satisfacti0l1 can come from the
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Arbitra,tion CDurt as at present cDnstituted. Wei had taken up the positiDn that
arbitration was the only way to adequately
delal with thel industrial pr~hlem. If we
carelessly allow the prelsent position to develotp, and arbitratiDn to' hecome incDnclusive, the inevitable re'sult will be
strikes and industrial upheavals which
penalize an classes. The capitalists will
suffer, and worse than the capitalists the
industrialists will suffer, and. what is worse
than e,it-her, thel general public. The only
way to' relieve the present positiO'n will be
the early meeting Df the prO'posed Federal
CO'nventiO'n, with pO'wers that shDuld be
clearly de,fined. The< danger in regard tOo
this ConventiDn is that the representatiDn
may be unsatisfactO'ry, and, cDnsequently,
the results will he equally unsatisfactDry.
Mr. SDLLY.-The Federal ConventiDn
will not alter the' CDnstitution O'f either
the States Dr the CommDnwealth.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-If ellectiDn tOo
this ConventiDn is to be by vote Df the
electDrs, as has been strDngly urged in
certain quarters, it se'ems tOo Iffie that there
will be a danger that a vO'te will be recDrded in pro,test against hoth the Federal
and State Legislatures. In the main, the
generral puhlic feel that both the Federal
and the State· Parliaments are tOo be
blamed fDr the present cDmplicated pDsitiDn, and the result of the electiDn might
e,asily be thel selleotiDn of representatives
WhD may be brainy e'nough, hut WhD will
be ine'xperienced in legislative matters,
and out of that inexpe,rience the,re; may
cOlllle results which will nDt be in the interests of elither Australia Dr of any of the
States. It seems tOo lIIie that we should
have as a safeguard in the' membership of
the Convention men experienced in bOoth
Federal and State affairs. There shDuld
be a sufficient number Df parliamentarians
tOo guide thel CO'nvention, soo that the re·suIts will he satisfactDry tOo all concerned.
Membecr:s of both the Federal and State
Legisla;tures shDuld be members O'f that
CDnvention, and aprpointed Dn the nominatiDn Df the Parliaments cDncerned, and
the,re should also be a sectiDn noruina ted
by the peopIe. I urge upDn the GDvernment the imporrtance of taking this matter into cDnsideratiDn at any early date.
We are approaching an unfortunate complicated pDsitiDn financially, and se,riDus
industrial prDblems will then arise. The
SDoner we get in a position to deal with
those prDblerrs, the be,tter it will be
for all con<:erned. One of the matters
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which this ConventiDn will have to deal
with is the overlapping Df Federal and
8tate Departments, and the waste of
mOoney that goes on to'-day.
Mr. IHANNAH.---N ot only overlapping,
but excessive Federal expenditure.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-That is SD. I do
nDt want to' labOour this questiDn, but I
want tOo urge upDn the GDv&nment to give
a lead in this matter. The States require
prDtection. Australia is so big a country
chat it is not pDssible fDr it to be satisfactorily cDntrolled by a central Governrr~eillt.· It dDes nDt mattecr:" in what part·icular form we have State institutions,
they must exist, and State rights
Dught to bel very seriolUsly cDnsidered in
the interest nDt Dnly <;>f the peDple Df the
State" but of Austra.lIa as a whole. I
want fDr a moment Dr two tOo deal with
t·he question of finance. I am not going
into the matter in detail, but I want tOo
refer to what .seems to me to be unauthorized e,xpenditure, which is increasing
eve,ry year, and in which, it seems to me,
there is conside'rable danger. If we look
at the estimates of revenue and expenditure for last year we find that it was anticipated the revenue would au::uount tOo
£13,904,000. The actual revenue was
£15,432,000.
The estimated expenditure was £13,853,000, and the actual expenditure, £15,220,000. It will be seen
frDm these figures that in bOoth respoots
the actual results were ahout £1,500,000
more than the estimates. Speaking on
bI'load lines, it seelllls tOo me th3it the· excess of expenditure overr the estimates is
large'ly unauthDrized expenditure, and
the time is ,coming for rus tOo recognise
this fact.
The Treasurer, in his
Budget speech, emphasized the necessity for limiting expenditure as much
as ,Possible, and for it to be closely reviewed by this House. I dD not know
what is the position of the Public Accounts Oommittee in regard to the excess expenditure, nDr what is the position
Df the AuditDr-General. The AuditDrGeneral must be somewhat wDrried at
times as to whethe,r he has pDwer to pass
SDme of the expenditure that has been incurred. I should like to' enter a protest
against the eXDenditure so greatlv exceedinO' the estimate. If we take the
railway expenditure for the year 1917-18,
we find it amDunted to about £6,000,000.
It is now abDut £9,500,00D. If We go Dn
in this way, withDut the expenditure
being subjected tOo the closest pDssible
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Slltpe,rVISlOll, it, is hard to say where we
will ultimately get toO. I do not know
what is the value of the certificate of the
Auditor-Geneifal to-day, but it. is essential for this House to exercise the closest
suptrvision on the expenditure of this
State.
Mr. WARDE.-The items of expenditure
do not come undeif his observation until
the money has been spent.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-That is as far as
what I call the unauthorized expenditure
is oo'llcerned.
Mr MCPHERSON .-The Auditor-General h~s no control o~er the e!xpernditure.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-At all events,
he has power to call a~tentio~ to any e~
penditure above what IS consIdered a faIr
latitude for the· Gove1rnment.
Mr. MCPHERSON .-All the AuditorGenera,l is concerned with is whether we
are spending the money according to law.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-WhetheT we are
spending it in t}1e way authorized by the
House.
Mr. WARDE.:.......The money which is
spent. beyond what is ,provided for in the
Estimates is authorized b"'r the Supplementary Estimates before the details
come under his observation.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-Al1 the e!Xpenditure
submitted to the Audi·tor-General has
been agreed to by this House.
M·l'. GREENWOO[l).-I cannot understand how the excess expenditure above
the Estimates has been approved by the
House. I still consider it unauthorized
expenditure. It is absolutely neicessary
that we should take no part in any financial crisis in the State or the CO[)Jllllonwealth. There neve·r was a time. when
the Governlrr~ell't should be moOre prepared to embark upon a strong developmental scheme than when there is a general set-back in the finances of the State.
We are approaching that time now. We
of,ten hear the cry, "Produce, produce,
and still produce." This cry has gone
out in this State until the workers are
beginning to wondeT what is the matteT.
They are beginning tOt see. in it a rod for
their own hacks. The note that ought
to be struck is not that of production, but
of supporting industries which will beneficially affect all sections of the community, and bring about e·quitable
conditions.
If
we
do
that,
we:
will
be able to' deal with the.
problerr~s
before 11S, and face the
future with some possibility of success.
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The time has now come for a cry to be
put up in the interests of all parties that
the present split between the sections of
the cDmmunity should be lessened. If
we are going to face our financial Dbligations, we have to' strike tl:at note.
I
have before me a table shOWIng the financial obligations of' the Commonwealth.
This is the· position: Between the years
1921 and 1927 loans will have to be renewed, Dr there will have to be fresh
loans, to the extent of £500,000,000.
It will be essential to come 'before
t.he Ipeople of this country for amounts
of £111,000,000 and £112,000,000 in
a
.single year.
Unless
we
face
the position as a united people, th~re
is no possibility at an of our gettmg
through OUr financial obligations.
I
read with deep interest that part of the
Treasurer's speech which is headed,
" Th.e Future." In that part he poinu,
out that the time of big income has
stopped and that we shall undDubtedly
have tO"face a very serious difficulty . . On
tDP of that, we 'have a record Sta~e. expenditure of over £17,000,000, and It IS a
Question whether the estimates of exp~n
diture will not be exceeded in the commg
year. It is quite undoubted that Prov~
dence has been wonderfully !Iood to thIS
State. So far as our surpluses are concerned, Providence has to' be thanked
mDre than any other agency. The expenditure could undoubtedly have b<>en
curtailed had it not been for the fact
that with added. revenue extra expenditure is neC€ssary.
But apart from
that \ve have a serioThs growing expenditure.
If the,re is a financial !'etback, brought abDut by any. mea~s, w~e
ther it i& unwise purchasmg III hIgh
markets, Dr whether through rural productiO'n being cut down by adverse
seasons, w·e shall unquestionably have to
face a very heavy deficit.
Mr. MORLEY. - 'Vhy dO' members all
ask for increased expenditure~. Some bf
them want money spent on schools.
Mr.
MCPHERSoN.-The
honorable
member for Boroondara wants £100;000
spent on schoo'ls in his own district.
:Mr. GREENWOOD.-To attempt to
smooth aW3:Y criticism by a retort Df that
nature is only begging the question. At
my first election, I. stood absolutely for
economy. I joined the Economy party,
which has since gone no one knows where.
Before my electors, I made an exception
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of the question of education as being one The question is whether those statement~
that should be placed entirely by itself, are right or wrong. If honorable membecause the State has taken to itself the bers analyze the Budget figures they will
responsibility of giving to the children bo forced to the conclusion that if there
education.
If we do not provide the was a set-back in any way the Treasrhools for the children to go to, we are surer's estimate would be destroyed, and
simply 'breaking faith with the people we a serious position would have to be faced.
are sent here to represent.
In facing I wish now to .deal with the financial
expenditure on education, we are doing position as we are facing it to-day in Mel-.
nothing but carrying out an obligation of bourne. Already, as the Treasurer has
the ·State.
intimated, the time of easy m.oney is
Mr. WARDE.-Every member has some past, and with that will come, I think,
particular jaunt for his own constituency.
a set-back so far as the revenue of the
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Every honorState
is concerned, unless we are to have
able member is responsible far his own
. the unprecedented good seasons continued,
position,
Mr.
C'LOUGH.-What
expenditure Even then, in certain respects, the revewould you cut down?
You would not nue must fall off. The total imports of
cut down the expenditure on schools, but merchandise to Australia for the three
would you cut down the expenditure on months ended 30th September, 1919,
land settlement, wat.er supply, or mining, amounted to £19,390,000. For the sam~
or something that affects some other period this year the amount was
£41,806,000, an increase of £22,,416,000.
IPember's constituency ~
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I said a few Last year our exports of merchandise for
moments a,go that a. time when we are the same perio.d amounted: to £33,438,000,
approachin,g a financial crisis was no time and this year for the same period to
for the State to stop its developmental' £27,318,000, a decrease of £6,120,,000.
work.
This means that we shall receive
Mr. lYlcPHERsoN.-You cannot develop £6,000,000 less by ?ur exports, and shall
without money.
have to pay out ~2,000,000 more.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Let me finish Owing to this, and owing to the necessity
my remark. The time when develop- for calling in certain moneys in London
mental wo["k has to be done, more than to faceFederalobligat-ions, the position
any ot1?-·er t.ime, is when we are approach- has come about that Australia is not able
ing a financial depression. But it is no to face its debts commercially in Enguse our determining, as a House, to do land, and the banks &re not able to find
this, and shutting our eyes to the 'posi- the money there for the goods to be paid
tion we are walking into. Whatever we for under contract by the Australian
do, we oug'ht to do with a full knowledge merchants.
of the facts. We must recognise that at
Mr. W ARDE.~The scheme bv which
any time we may have t()l face a deficit,
and should determine that every penny York-street an.d Flinders-lane w~re going
.of expenditure shall, as far as po~ssible, to get £30,000,000 in profits is not going
They are goin.g to be "in
be SOl reproductive that it will not hurt to come off.
the State's financial
position,
but the soup."
strengthen it,
TOI come tOi another
Mr. GREEN'VOOD.-Theyare. cermatter-tainly going to be " in the soup," and the
,Mr. HOGAN.-Economy is off.
honorable member is not sorry.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I have said all
Mr. W ARDE.-I am not.
It is about
I want to say about that subject. The
They were putposition is undoub~dly as I have stated time they were hit.
-that at any time we shall have to face ting up .a nice little profiteering stunt to
get £30,000,000 out of the public.
a deficit in this State.
Mr. WARDE.-Will you tell us how we
Mr. GREEN·WOOD.-The sooner honcan do more developmental work, and orable members realize that interests of
spend lees mOiney 7
all sections are involved when the m"}Ir. GREENWOOD.-I have not come terests of one section break down, the
prepared to make a, speech for two or three better it will :be in the interests of the
h011rs, but to make certain statements. State.
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Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1·oy).-Hear,
hear! If the profiteer cannot profit, \ve
shall starve.
Mr. GREENIWlOOD.-If you are going to have the destruction of those who
employ, you are going to pass on the
burden to the employee.
Mr. WEBBER.-That fallacy was exploded years ago.
•
Mr. GRE'E.NWOOD.-The position is
that the banks have not been ,able to find
the money in Lond<?n, and the goods are
lying there.
Tha t may be of some interest" because if you do not .get your
goods you are going to pay more for them.
Mr. HOGAN.-We have to pay for them
whether we get them or not!
Mr. GREENWOOD.-If there is a
quantity of goods here, there is competition in selling.
Mr. HOGAN.-There is no competition
amongst you people, and there has not
been for years.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-There is every
kind of ~ompetition. There is no such·
thing as a combination pr an arrangement
of prices in Flinders-lane, or in any retail draper's establishment from one end
of Australia to the other.
Mr. HOGAN.--IOan't you stop him, Mr.
Chairman~
The OHAIR~{AN .-Order !

Mr. OLOUGH.-Is the honorable member for Boroondara in order in making
that statement ~
The OH'AIRMAN.-I a~k honorable
members to pay attention to my request
to keep order.
.
:Mr. GREEN'WOOD.-At the present
time, in Victoria, there is a general calling-up in connexion with overdr·afts and
trading concerns. There is a serious restriction of trade being brought about at
the present moment, and, in addition,
there is the closing of nUUlerous factorieR,
which will very greatly increase in tIw
coming year unles~ something can be done
to stabilize matters.
The posi60n must
be faced by both 'Commonwealth and
State Governments.
Mr. HOGAN.-Are those factories being
closed in order to keep up prices ~
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Factories are
being closed because there is no work for
them to do.
Mr. HOGAN.-Because people will not
pay the profiteering prices the trader~
are demanding.
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Mr. GREENWOOD.-You will find
that all over the State goods are being
sold at cost price and under cost.
Mr. HOGAN.-Last week suits were
being sold at Buckley's at 23 guineas.
Mr. GREEN\VOOD.-That Ilr.ay be
possible, but what I say is an absolute
faot. Honorable members on the Opposition side of the, House will probably not
accept any statement OIf mine that would
be adverse tOi the position which they ha·ve
taken in ,the past; but if they want evidence, and win come alOong, we will give
them aU they require. The pOosition I
want to present is this: On the Qne side
you are ge,tting tied dQwn to such an extent that unemplo~ment will be increased
terrifically, and on the Oothell' side increased demands are: being ,made, by the
workers themselves which will bring
about absolute chaoa. and every sect.ion
of thecomIDunity will have tOo pay for it.
~Tel have had a Commis~ion here inquiring into profits _; but. what good has it
done ~ N 01 good, at all.
~fr. ,HANNAH.~SO Isay all -of us; yet it
is proposed tOi continue the faroe.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The position is
that the prices Oof commodities a.re coming
down rarpidly. ,\Vhat the House ought to
relCognise is that the beginning of the end
of high price3 has come,. Look at the
priC'e of cotte'll. Four months ago it was
30d. a lb., and t,o-day it is 10·~d. There
is a universal depression of values.
Mr. HOGAN .-F'or raw JIiaterial.
Mr. GREENWOOD. - For stockE:.
Honorable members on the Opposition
side will not look the positiOon squarely in
the face'. Because the statement comeEl
from Flinders-lane, or any othe,r commercial centre, they are anxious to disbelieve it.
1\11'. HOGAN.-We see the prices of raw
material comin~ down while t.he charges
for the, completed cmnrlliodities are staying up.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The prices for
completed commodities a·re not staying uiP.
Take wool. H,onOorable members know
the position with regard t.Qo the' finer wools.
As for the' poore,r-quality wools, they are
not being sold. That is the' position. I
do not say that it is right or wrong. At
first I felt inclined, fro!lll a commercial
point of view, tOo welcome, the, continuance of the' Fair Profits CoarLlllission for
the simple re'a80n that, wl(,h a rapidly depreciating market, anyt.hing that fixes a
price is going to help to establish it.
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When there is a rapidly d€lpreciating
market, prices, if left alone, will come
down accordingly, but any fixing of prices.
by a Commission will help to stabiliw the
position.
After all, the interests of
the community as a whoJe are great.er
than the interests of any section. If you
are going tOo continue, the Fair PrOofits
Comuli.ission, you are going tOo stabilize
prioes rathe'r than reduoe them in the
coming twelve months. Because I believe
that tOo be, the position, I am entirely opp:osed to the continuation Oof the CommisSIon.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-It is significant
that the peDple WhD are trying tOo close
down the OommissiOon are' those whOo have
been prDfiting by high ,prices.
Mr. GREEN'VOOD.-Then it must be
mellLbers Df the Opposition whOo are doing
such things, because those members are
all opposed to·it. The, L·eader of the OppositiDn knDWS what the Commission has
done in the last i.welve months, and he
will cre,dit the ccmme,rcial world with
sufficient inteUigence to appreciatel its ine.ffectiveness, To-day I say that if you
allDw the Commission ,to continue' you
will stabilize prices rather than bring
about the reductioll tha,t would result
from the, broken 'lliarke,t. There are' oertain commodities which I hav'e purchased
to-day at undN' the prices fixed by that
COommission. That, has been due tOo the
market conditions, the law of supply and
demand, thel enforcement of sales, and
lhe necessity for getting Drders tOo keep
the workshops going. IWhat is the use of
continuing a Oommission tOo fix prices on
a depredating market 1
Mr. WALLAcE,-The CO:r:h'IDissiOon only
fix€8 the max:imum price.
.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I know that.
In my Dpinion, we, will be ill-advised tOo
cDntinue the CommIssion. It will mean
useless expenditure, and it cannot do the
work which it is asked to' do. Twelve
months agD I stated my opinion with regard to it in the IHouse. :Then, with what
seemed to be a rising markeJt:" there was
a \possibility of it doing SO/llie effective
wDrk in keeping prices down .• For that
reason I felt, althDugh it was against my
own judgment, that if the IOommission
could be of any use at all it ought to have
('ontrol, :and II v·oted for it. 'To-day I say
t.hat on a depreciating market the Commission will do more damage than good
as regards keeping dDwn prices. That
position should be recDgnised. As we
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face the future in t~is state, imports
from abroad are stoppIng because Df the
action which the banks were' c0lIT4pelled to
take. At Ipresent we have reached such
a stage th.at any holder of gtocks is ke'enly
anxious to S€ll. That, !Surely, must be selfevident. Cotton goods have been depreciating weekly fO'r the last four months.
That being so, do honorable members
think for a minute that merchants are not
anxious to sell befO're bed-rock prices are
reached ~
Mr. HOGAN.-To sell at high prices.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Atany price.
Do honorable members realize the value
Df stock held against a depreciating cotton marke,t ~ The m·elfchants cannot buy
across seas, present stocks will be depl€lted, and factories must clQlse, sOl that
out of the cOlliplicated position there will
be a set-back in the demand for labour.
Against that there is the augmented cost
of production in Australia. In the State
coal mine, fO'r instance', the cost Df ooal
production in 1910-11 was 7s. 3d. a tDn,
'and in 1912-13 it was 7s. Id. In 1919-20,
howeverr, it had risen to 16s. lld. The
coal which could formerly be ,produced at
from 8s. to 9s. a ton to-day costs 18s. 9d.
That is, acoording to the figures given in
the Budge,t. The community has tOo face
that. Added cost is given tOo everything
by the alte,ratiO'll of the industrial posi·tion as well as from other causes which
arel not disputed. At this ve,ry moment
we have a FedeTal Tribunal dDing its
work. Worse than that, we have the repO'rt of thel Basic Wage COlTIlffiissiiOn.
Now, that never was a Basic vVage Commission. It has been misnamed, and
there is a serious possibility of most of the
people of Victoria entirely ~isinterpret
ing the value and purpose Df that report.
I have relad the r€lport verry closely indeed.. It seems to' me, that it took its
name-the Basic Wage Commissionunder a misunderstanding.
The authority given to the Commission was
neither to fix nor to recomrII4€nd a basic
wage. The Commiss,ion was asked tOo inquire into and report upon the following
matters : The actual cost of living at the present time
according to reasonable .standards of comfort,
including all matters comprised in the ordinary
expenditure of a household for a man with a
wife and three .children under fourteen years of
age, and the several items and amounts which
make up that cost.

Mr. HOGAN.-That is the ba.."ic wage:.
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Mr. GREENWOOD.-The CCIILmis- at a particular time. N ow what do we
sion was given the specific duty to relPort find?
Even while the Iso-called Basic
as to the cost of living at that. moment Wage Oommission was sitting, the eost of
for a man, his wife, and thre,e children. living changed. Whereas originally the
The Commission has reported that it costs Commission had been considering a much
£5 16s. for a man, with a wife and three higher ·allowance for clothing, they had
children, to live under decent conditions. to reduce the amount by 10 or 15 per cent.
That was at thel identical moment the re- as a result of the change in the cost of
port. was hrought in. Now we find that living within four months.
FTom the
it has be-en understood generally throughdate of the presentation of the Commisout the community that the Federal Government is in hOonour bound to put that sion's report up to the present time, there
repOort into execution. .Representations has 'been a further change in the cost of
It is necessary, in. applying a
are being made to the State Gorvern- living.
ment that they should adOopt the basic wage, to ascertain the purchasing
That purchasstandard that is set out. The' workers pOWel' of the sovereign.
generally are asking that the standard ing .power vaTies from time to time, and
should be adopted.
But what is the the basic wage must change with .it.
standard? Does the COommunity under- What I desire to do at this ·stage is to
stand it?
The position is this: In- urge honorable members to recognise that
stead of every adult worker througbout this is not a bu'sic wage award. It has
Australia having three children, just no value until you interpret it, and you
about a half of the workers are unmar- -nave to interpret it according to the conried. Of the balance, the married por- ditions the State finds itself in. We have
tion, the aVCl'age family consists of 1.8 to consider the number of children of it
children.
What is the value .of this married worker, the purchasing power of
award when all is said and done ~ The the sovereign, and other matters.
only value can be in the application of it.
Mr. HANNAH.-A wage of £5 16s. per
It was never intended to fix a basic wage week is only equal to-day to a wage of
as ·such. .Of the married workers, those £2 88. under pre-war conditions.
who have three or more children are, in
lvIr.
GREENWOOD. That
is
all probability, ·already in receipt of that
basic wage. They have had something to granted. The report shows that in 1914
work for. They have, probably, thrown the basic wage for a married man with
the best of themselves into their work, three children was £3 17s. 9d., based on
and have received increased salaries as the cost of living. At the time the report
the result of their diligence. It might be was drawn up tbe basic wage was £5 16s.
that if the basic wage were restricted to If the cost of living goes back to the 1914
married men with wives and families of standard, the basic wage would return to
not less than three, it could be paid to- £3 17s. 9el. Therefore, there must he a
morrow. Mr. Piddington himself, in ,a complete change in the basic wage as the
subsequent repO'rt, ianswering questions purchasing power of the sovereign
asked by the Prime Minister, gives his in- changes. That is a point that ought to
terpretation 9f the decision.
In effect, be made clear, because -already a demand
he says, "This must not be taken as a exists for the recognition of the basic
basic wage award." He then recommends wage award. Unfortunately, there is an
that £4 per week should be paid to the idea amongst the workers generally, that
unmarried worker as the ·basic wage. He £5 16s. is the· minimum wage to be paid
also rocommends that contributions be to an adult worker. 1f that ilP-pression
paid into ,a fund tat the rate of lOs. 9d. becomes general, and a definite attempt is
per week, from which the married m~de to gain it, ·and financial problems
worker may draw the additional money come upon us through depreciating marnecessary for the sustenance of what kets .on the other sicle of the world, there
children he may have. Tlfat should de- must he a clash of forces that will be
stroy the value of the award as a basic disastrous to the whole State. I do not
wage ·award. It has its reference value, want to labour the question further, but
but it is not a rerommendation. It is I do urge, with regard to the industrial
purely a statement ot the cost of living powers, that something must .be done at
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oncc. We have to face a number of complicatiollR. This v,ery report of the Basic
Wage Oommission is going to do untold
damage throughout Australia. Unquestionably, it is going to drive 'apart sections of the ,community that, in the commOn interests, .ought toO come together. I
ask 1:he RoOuse to recogni'se that we have a
solemn responsibility to discharge. We
must be liftf'd above sections. We mnst
stand for the interests oOf the State as a
whole. Through the whole State we must
serve the interests ,of the sections.
Mr. BAILEY.--My remarks will he
an example ,of brevity. Some time ago
there was a discussion in the House on
wha~ was known as the Trawalla. Estate
and 'soldier ,settlement in connexion with
the compulsory acquisition of that estate.
The Government, :accoOrding to my interpretatioOn of the Act, .overrode the Discha'rged Soldiers' SettJ.ement Act. Under
that Act P.arliament provided that, on
the compu1sory resumption of 'an estate,
a certain area of land should be retained
by the owner. That was clearly defined
in paragraph (b) of sub-section (3) of
section 23 'Of the Discharged Soldiers'
Settlement Act, which l'eads-
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the Act the 'area retained should not exceed £10,000 in value. Similar things
have been done in other parts of the State.
One of the best examples of the curse of
land ,aggregat~on that has ever come
under my notice occurred in the northern
portion of the electorate of Hampden,
which is represented in thi,s House by the
Minister of Lands.
There is a ,small
township called Wickliffe that was
created 'many yeRrs ,ago by men who took
up land in that pa'rt <jf the State. Eventually the owner of the N anapumalap
Estate, nelar Wickliffe, aggrega,ted his
estate to such :an extent that it encircled
the township. The result is th.at 'Oue can
neither enter noOr leave the township of
\Vickliffe hy any. public road without
having to travel 5 miles throogh
this
squatter's
run.
This
estate
amounts to 35,000 acres. This waB:
brought nnder the notice of the
Cloo~ Settlement Board.
The owner
is a bachelor. and the estate could, with
advantage to the soldi€,rs, have been
com:pulso,rily acquired.
The Government took the necessary steps, and the
owner w,as hostile to compuls.ory resumption. After the Government had reached
(b) as if instead of th.e right therein mena certain ,stage, a com promise was
tioned to select and retain for the purposes of effected, as the result of which the Goresidence or business land of the unimproved
\Talue specified therein, or determined as there- vernment took over 18,000 'acres, leaving
Having
in ,provided, there were substituted the right to the owner 17,000 acres.
to select and reta in for those ;purposes land taken the preliminary steps to compul(comprising the homestead) t"!le unimproved sorily resume the estate for 'soldier settlevrulue of which does not exceed Six thousand
pounds, or (if so determined thereunder by the ment, the Government Is'hould have gone
Judge) exceeds Six thousand pounds but docs on. The owner could have retained the
not exceed Ten thousand pounds.
area fixed in the A,ct. There was no need
The Act clearly provides that on the to leave him 17,000 ,acres of land. P.assestate .of a large land-owner being com- ing from that estate, I wish to give an
pulsorllyresumed, the owner shall have extraordinary example of how land isacthe right to retain an area of the unim- quired by the Government. In this case,
proved value of £6,000, including the also, the estate in question is in tlh:e
It is called the
homestead. It also ,provides that if the Hampden electorate.
owner were dissatisfied with that area, he OhoOcloyn E'state, which is situated 2 miles
could apply to the Oourt, which would be to the n.orth of Oamperdown, and comempowered to extend the area that could prises 2,549 'acres.
This estate was·
he retained to 'an amount not exceeding offered to the Government for doser ,set£10,000 unimproved value. That section tlement pu-rposes at £32 'an acre. Some
of the Act was -overridden by the Oloser of the land in that district is very valuSettlement Board in ,connexion with the able, and has been sold for ,potato and
Trawalla Esta.t,e, the ,00wner being allowed onion-growing ,purposes 'at prices up to
to retain 8,000 acres, worth, probably, £72 an acre. After the GevernmBnt had
from £48,000 to £50,000.
It is ,sheep taken the preliminary steps, and inspeccountry, 'and assuming 'that it was worth tions and valuations had been made, they
£5 an acre, then the area ,allowed to be decided to inform the owner of the
retained is worth £40,000, whereas under decision ,arrived at. T,he following is a
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renovations a sum of about £300 on the
£1 for £1 basis. That is to ,say, if the
committee of the institution jfound £300
The follow,ing resolution was adopted:Purchase 1,632 acres at £31 5s. Board not the Government would find· £30Q. The
prepared to purchase 916 acres.
Chief Secretary made that o.ffer because
The owner refused to accep,t the offer, the cDmmittee had been able to put up
and the Goyemment took no further steps a very good case. Years ago, when the
to acquire that estate.
Shortly after- committee were compelled to. erect au
wards a gentleman named Loch, who be- infectiDus diseases ward, inste,ad of aplongs to the Western District, came along proaching'the GO'vernment and asking for
and purchased the whole of the 2,549 financial ass~stance they defrayed the
acres at £26 an acre.
This man sold whole Df the e.:~penditure themselves.
362 acres at £92 an acre. Haying done The Government sent an architect from
that, and thereby picked the eyes out of the Public Works Department to the institution, and he inspected it and made
the property, he 'negotiated with the Goa, report as tOi the renovations required.
vernment for the purchase of the reSubsequently, the committee, accommainder of the estate, inyluding the 916
panied by myself, approached the Minisaeres that had preyiously been turned
ter of Public Works, and asked him to'
down,
and
the
Goyernment
then allDw the work to. be supervised by tne
purchased from him at £25 an acre. Department. The Department's a.rchiThe result ,Wlas that the man who ca:me tect had inspected the building, and
in and bought 'after the Closer Settlement there was an inspectDr O'f the Department
Board had turned the original proposi- living at Warrna.mbool.
As it was a
tion dO'wn netted nOi less a pro.fit than public institution we thDught it was only
£16,000 on the transaction. I desire to reasonable that the, Gove,rnment should
place this matter befO'r,e honorable mem- supervise the wO'rk. If the Department
bers in order to ascertain if this is the refused to supervise it the expense would
practice in connexion with the purchase have to be borne by the hospital. The
OIf estates. It shows that some one must Minister of Public Works immediately
have made a blunder. Had the Govern- consented, and, subsequently, in an inment negotiated, and succeeded in having terview with the Tre.asurer, I, in a mothe price cut down, and had they sold ment when, probably, I was not as cauthe 362 acres, as this man did, it would tious as I should have been, mentioned
have re<ciuc'ed the cost of the land to the the fact that the Public Works Departsoldier to
from
£25 to £18 an ment was going to supervise the wock.
acre. It is a rather disastrous deal for The Treasurer at Dnce' put his foot down,
the soldier. If this land was unsuitable and said that the Department was not to
for closer settlement when first offered, supervise the work. I want to find out
it was unfit for soldier settlement when who "runs the show." Is the Treasurer
the Government bought it, and particu- l\1inister ()If Public Works as well as
la:rly SOl when the "eyes" had' been 'l'reasur,er, and is he in the habit of OIverpicked out of the estate, As the rich riding that Minister ~ I 1m ow that the
agricultural land that was SOlId for £92! Treasurer is very keen on saving mO'ney,
an aore had been picked out of the estate, but this is a public and charitable inthe remainder was less ~uitable, for soldier stitution, and the Government are findsettlement than if some OIf the rich land ing pound fOT pound in connexion with
had been reta,ined and given to. the sol- the renovations.
diers. This is a matter that the GovernMr. MCPHERSON.-If the Government
ment should explain tOi the House. It allowed the inspectors to inspect the work
is the talk of the district, and yo.u hear of O1ne hospital, they would have to allow
it discussed in the trains. The man who them to inspect work for all hos,pitals.
got the land makes nOi secret of the fact
Mr. BAILEY.-And it would not be
that he made a prO'fit. Now I want to
say a few words to' the Treasurer. Some a bad thing t01 do. This is a public intime agOi I approached the Chief Secre- stitution subsidized by the Government.
tary, and asked for aSElistance in the reno- The action of the Treasurer is a terrible
vation of the Port Fairy Hospital and reflection on the Minister of Public
Benevolent Asylum, and he graciously Works, who surely has sufficient brains
consented to advance fDr very necessary tOI deal with such a matter.
minute of a Board meeting held on 10th
April, 1919:-

<
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1\1r. 1\1cPHERsoN.-The charitable institutions are n0't under his contr0'l, and
he dOles n0't know as much about the
matter as my Department does.
Mr. BAILEY.-I asked for insp~tion
of the work !by the officers of the Minister of Public Works, and no,t by officers
0'f the Treasurer.
The Public Works
officers are under the Minister of that.
Department, and I think that it was an
extraO!rdina~ry thing f0'r t,he Treasu;rer
to override the decision of his colleague.
If I were that l\1inister I would not take
the matter ." sitting down" like tha·t.
I would assert my position, anj find out
where my functions started and ended.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-You would be quite
justified.
Mr. H.A!]DEY.-I ,hope the Min~ster of
Public 'Works will give me some satisfactory explanation why the work is not to
be carried out by his officers.. I am going
to try to have it carried out. I know
that the :Treasurer has the ·control of the
purse, and that he will,prohably requi,re a
certificate from Some competent man that
the work itas been carried out properly.
He can, of course, refuse to pay the
money. It is a gross reflection on one of
. his colleagues to say that when he consents to a certain thing it is not to be
done.
Mr. WEBBER.-Is the work going on?
Mr. BAILEY.-It has not yet been
started, and, proha.bly, a clerk of worb
will :have t0' be employed to do the
supervision.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-!f we undertoo,k to'
do such wOlk fcr the hospitals we sh0'uld
require a staff of about 100 architects.
Mr. BAILEY.-The Government propose or suggest that it will be impe,rative
ill the future to increase raihvav freights.
We have decat-ed that question 'time ~fter
time in the H0'use. I remember on one
occasion that I quoted a spee,eh made by
the Treasurer, in which he stated that jf
ho had his way he would give a free hand
to the Railways Commissioners to make
the railways pay. I have pointed out bef.ore that our railways were no,t built to
be run solely on commercial lines, but
that they were built to open up and develop the country, .sO as to enable the producer on the land to get his produce .to
the markets. It would be futile for men
to go 'on the land otherwise. Either roads
or railways must be ·constructed, .and we
know thatt'o cart certain Icommodi ties
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over long tracts of road is unprofitable.
Railways are imperative in certain localities.
We know that the losses on the
non-paying lines amounted to a considerable sum last year and the previous ye.ar.
If all goes well, and we are 'blessed with
good seasons, these railways will in time
become payable.
They are developing
and opening up the land. Therefore, I
think it would be a disastrous thing for
the State if any Government said to the
Oommissioners, " The railways are
showing a loss.
We want you to run
them so as to make them pay." If that
direction were given to the Commissioners, one of the first things they would
do would be to .stop the running of trains
on the unpayable lines. They would'
do something inimical to country
settlement. There are other interests
that have been benefited by the
construction of railways. The great
city of Melbourne has, to a certain
extent, been built up by the construction
of railways, and land values have been
created in that way. ,We have an octopus
system, who,se tentacles reach out from
the city in all directions to the country,
drawing
everything
to
Melbourne .
These interests .should bear their share
of the just burden. It is not that the
users of the railways are not being 3!sked
to pay sufficient. It is the interest on
the capital expenditure that is responsible for the deficits. The other interests
that have been benefited should bear their
just proportion of the interest on the
capital cost. When the proposal for in-'
creasing the freights and fares is brought
up, I hope we shall be able to show that
such a proposal will do great wrong, as it
will pile up the burden on the people in
the country. When the last increase in
freights was made, the farmers were
exempted, because they were produceriS,
and I approved of that. Men who rpay
land tax .should not be burdened by high
railway freights. The Government ,imposed a great hardship on the fishermen
because increased freights means taxation
on them. I .pointed out that the Governmen t were placing a great burden on the
fishermen. Other producers can pass on
the increased freights, but it is utterly
impossible for the fishermen to do so. All
their catches of fish from river, ocean,
and lake are ~ent to the city and sold by
pub1ic competition. The highest bidder
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gets the fish, fer it must be remembered
that they are a perishable article.
The
fisherman cannet P3.JSS en the increase,
and he is penalized by the increased
freights. It must be remembered that
his eccupAtien is strenuens and dangereus. I hepe, when the prepesal is
breught dewn, the Gevernment will not
further penalize the fishermen. If they
de not exempt the fishermen, I shall pretest, and I hepe )the l:lOnora'ble member fer Barwen, the henerable member
fer Pertland,
and
other,s will do
their paTt in pretesting agains.t it.
There is another matter that I wish
tOo refer tOo, and that is the railway constructien pelicy ef the State.
As I reminded the Treasurer when I
was speaking Qin the Address-in-Reply,
the Go,vernment have done nothing in
constructing
de.velopmental
railways.
SOome years ago we passed a Bill providing for the cre'a.tion Oof a fund to meet,
the losses which might accrue in giving
railway facilities to those portions of the
State whose progress w~ retarded fOol"
want of such cOommunication. The fund
amounted t.0I £200,000, but the GoveTnment filched ceortain sums at different
tin:es; and at present the amount tQi the
credit of the fund is £125,000. From
this sum, howeveT, sufficient could be
'obtained to pay fOol' the losses in CQinstructing developmental railways, and
the Government ought really to take
some steps, so that the fund might be
used fOol' the purpose foil' which it was
created. Not so leng age, on the Ooccasion
of a visjt by the Premieor and l'I1r. IVla.ckinnon tOo my district. a deputatiOon Oof
farmeof:1 urged the constructiO'11, by means
of this fund, of a railway which had be€n
recommended by the Railways Standing
COommittee. The Premier and his co,lleague were very much impres~ed by tho
case put up by the deputatiOon, but although four Oil' five mOonths have elapsed
since the interview took place, the Premier
has not been courteous enough tQ intima,te what are the intentiorns Oof the
GOoVe,rnmEmt in regard to the construction
Oof t'h:e particular railway they advocated. Time a.fter time, motions are
brought be,fOore this HOouse fOol' the purpose of re,feTring the CQnstruction Oof proPOosed lines to the Railways Standing
COommittee. As a result of these references
dozens Oof lines must have been in vestigated by the Committee, and it WOould. be
interesting tQ know how many have been
Second Session 1920.-[25]
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recommend·ed fOol' construction but in regard tQ which nothing has yet been doone.
I know of only one 001' two nQlw in course
of construction, and many years mu:;t
elapse befOlI'e those which have been favOorably reported Oill are built. What is
the use Oof sending new proposals to this
Committee when the lines which have
alrela.dy been recommended are nOot likely
tOo he constructed for years ~ If an inteTVal of eight 001' ten ye'ars occurs between the date of the recommendation
and the starting of a new agitation for
the construction of a particular line, the
point is always raised that there has been
an increase in the cost of mate~ial, and
the matter has again t.Q be referred to
the Committee fOil' relpoTt. It would be
a far saner poEcy tOI go on with the construction of lines alrea.-dy recommended,
and when all of them ha~e been built, to
ha,ve othe,rs report,ed upoon. There is
ancrther matter in coonne'xioon with railwa.y~ I want to bring under notioe. We
are nOow approaching the summer sea~3Qin,
and a. large number of people. from t~e
inland parts of the State find It to theilr
advanta.ge to have a holida,y at the seaside. A number want to go to POll't
Fairy Oil' Portland or Wa'rrnambool,
which are ideal holiday resorts in the
summer season.
People in the Mallee
and W immera" howe:ver, are under a
great handicap, because prQlper railway
facilities are not prQlVided.
Take the
case of a family residing at Horsham, fOor
instanoe. They haNe to go first of all to
Arara t, then' change trains tOo get to·
Hamilton. At HamiltOon they have to
change again to get to KOIl'Ooit, and from
there another change is necessary to get
to Port Fairy. Just fancy. the positicm
00£ a woman with he'r children starting
out from HOnlham fOT POort Fairy on a.
hOlt summer's day!
Her husband may
see -her on the train at Horsham, but
then she has to look aft-e'r her Oown luggage and yOoung children at the va.nOous
changing statiens, an9. on arrival at her
<1l'stination she is so fatig;ued that several
clays elapse befOlI'e she begins to ge't any
advantage from her heliday.
Mr. MORLEY.-How would you alte'L
it 1
Mr.
BAILEY.-By
providing
a.
through train once a fortnight, if not
once a week. It is quite a commOlIl thing
to have through trains tQ Queensclifl\
and why should there not be similar
facilities with regard to seaside resorts
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I have mentioned on the Western Coast ~
SOIIlletimes a train runs right, through
from Mellbourne tOi Port Fairy, but I dOl
not know what is the position in regard
to Portland in that particular instance.
A little while agO' reference was made to
the disadvantageous position of the State
in regard to the delvelopment of its
na,tural tourist resods along the SouthWestern coast, a.nd it is about time somebody got a move on, so that these plac€>8
may - be made mOlre acoessiblel than they
are at present. Something should also
be dome to speed up the trains in the
Western District. I am satisfied that if
an €lXpelriment were made in running €a(.
cursion trains to' thooe plaoes it would
be such a success that the Department
would continue them in future years. 1
shO'uld like to mentiDn at this stage
the difference in the freights from
country centres to MelbDurne cDmpared
with those from Dne country centre
tD another.
In yesterday's issue of
the Age there is a report of a
meeting, which was held at BaJlarat,
and Mr. Pringle-whD, I believe, is thel
Chief Engine3r for the Ballarat Electric
Supply Company-stated that a rate of
.66d. per mile was charged for sending
coal from Lal Lal to Melbourne, whe'reas
the charge for sendine' it tD Ballarat,
which is only a fourth of the distance,
was ltd. per mile. That is an anomaly
which is an illustration of a number of
railway charges. The Government would
do well to appoint a special Board to
thoroughly investigate all the freight
charges.
Mr. WARDE.-W €I have' a, Board, a.nd
we recently appointed a Chairman at
£5,000 a year.
Mr. BAILEY.-I knorw tha.t is the
case, and it is to be hDped that the new
Chairman will remedy matters.
When
the last revision of freights was announced anomalies involving different
charges 0f frolm 15 tD 45 per cent. were
disclOsed. The Govelrnment should impress upon the Commissioners the necessity of so adjusting the freights that
thell'e will be nD loophole for criticism,
so far as anomalies are concerned. When
the next revision of freights is announced
I intend, with otheT members, tD have a.
field day in discussing them, so that we'
will ha,ve a more equit.able distribution
of charges than is the case at present.
Mr. ALLAN.-I suppose the House
will be adjourning shortly, and members
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ma.y not ha.ve another opportunity this
session of refe~Ting to rna,twa tha.t aTe
vital to their constituents.
Mr. WARDE.-Is thoce anything vital
in tha,t paper you hold in your hand 1
Mr. ALLAN.-I could pass it Olver to
the honora,ble member, _and I am satisfied he would be nO' wiser than he is
now a,fter he had read what is Dn it.
Honorable members may knorw that the
area under fruit in the 'northern districts
of this State has increased velry cOillsiderably during the last two or three years.
I maintain that the GOovernment have not
dQlIle sufficient ill t.he wa.y of providing
markets for our fruit. I am going to
quote some figures tOo shorw the i~crease
in area, and the value of the frUIt crop
during the last few years to demonstrate
how important this industry is, not only
tOo the northern districts, but to the people
of Australia.
Mr. HOGAN.-We want to establish a
State produce agency, and SOl dOl you, apparently.
Mr. ALLAN.-I have nOot come tOo
tha,t yet. In 1915, 74,302 acres were
uuder fruit in VictOll'ia.. In 1919 the
a,rea was 85,130 acres. I know frOom my
own knorwledge that it was almost impossible during the last three years, and
particularly in the last two years, to get
any stock frOom the nurseries. I presume
these nurseries were producing as much
'3tock a~ they cOould, and tha,t fact indicates that- a great-er area was being
planted than there ever has been in the
histOory of this Statel. The value of the
fruit ~industry is set down in the Yea;rBook-and I suppose it is pretty a·ccurate
-at approximately £1,150,000. ~ al~~
notice that there has been a reductIOn li.l
the export of fruit from this State in
the year 1918-19 cO'mpared with the year
1915-16. That leads me to the cQlIlsidera.tion of the question: What is being done .
to find markets fO'r our fruit in othel'
parts of the world ~ Recently, I had a
conversation with two gentlemen whO' had
been on a visit tOo SingapolJ."e and Ceylon,
and other places in that part of the world.
They told me tha,t t.he two countries
which were most in disfavour. in thoso
parts were Japan and Australia.
I
naturally asked the reagon, and they
said that Japan was in the habit of sending goods which were not up to the
sample. With regard to Australia the
practice, apparently, was to' send only
articles of second-class. I suppose butter
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would naturally get there in a thin ~t~tel,
and would not be in a first-class condItIon.
With regard to the fruit the quality was
either second-class, or it was not put up
properly.
I believe that our greatest
·blunder 'h'as been caused through our
not having realized what tinned fruits
should look like when they are placed on
It appears that American
the market.
firms, when they export. fruit .to tropical
countries, not only put It up In stronger
tins than we do, but have the brands
placed legibly on the ti~s. .!fe make u~e
of paper wrappers, whlCh come off In
those hot, ~teamy countries. I am told
that our tinned fruits look anything but
attractive on the shelves of the shops in
Ceylon. I do not know that the fruit is
at all bad when the tins are opened. The
gentlemen to whom I have referred did
not say that that was so, although,
as far as I could gather from them,
our fruits were not equal to the
American tinned fruits.
What I
have stated shows very plainly the
necessity of ,educating the people who
are exporting fruit from Victoria in regard to the way it shollld be put up in
order to stand the climates of the countries to which it is sent. If we are going
to supply people abroad with any commodity,. we must give them not what we
want to sell exactly, but what they want
to buy.
Mr. CArN.-That is not keen 'business.
Sell them what they do not want to buy.
Mr. ALLAN.-That is what we have
been doing. We should give them what
they want to buy. If we do not do so, it
is a dead certa.inty that America or s0I?-e
other country will, and our products WIll
get shut out altogether.
Mr. ~ioRLEY.-Tropical ~ountries do
not take much of our fruit. In Oeylon
they use their own tropical fruit.
Mr. ALLAN.-It appears that they
take a fail' amount of fruit and butter
from Victoria, and I am informed that
our exports could be doubled, provided
we gave, them what tl1ey required.
Mr. EGGLESTON.--,Why don't the exporters give them what they require?
Why should the .Government be asked to
do it ~
l\fr. ALLAN.-I did not a~k that the
Government should do it. I sav that
ther~ should be some regulatio~ that
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would not permit unscrupulous tradesmen to send to other colln tries things that
are not wanted in those countries. Parliament has to regulate the trade. The
fruit areas in the northern district have
been rapidly advancing. That is due, of
course to irrigation. Every Government
has advised people to go into the irrigation. areas to grow fruit or lucer~e, or to
0-0 in for intense culture so as to lllcrease
the p~oduction of the State. That is, of
course, a verJ sound policy; but it must
be remembered that the people who go on
the land in irrigation areas have not m.uch
money behind them.
I ~o not behe~e
there is any part of Austraha-I doubt If
there is any part of the world-that can
grow better fruit than the Murray Valley.
I say candidly that I believe that the
Mur~ay Valley will be, not only the most
populoUEl,. hut proba.bly the most attractive part of Australia in the very near
future, if we develo.p it properly.
The
people who ,grow fruit ,on ~he s,~all ar~as
cannot possibly market th81r frUIt outSIde
Australia, and they have. no power to'
regula te the market, even 10 Melbourne.
An ~HONQR.ABLE lVIEMBER.-The Mildura people have done it.
Mr. ALLAN.-The Mildura people
have taken pretty good -care of themselves. 'They have practically a combine
up there.
Mr. OLD.-N o. They are silIlply organizing.
Mr. MQRLEy.-They have paid for
their organizing.
Mr. ALLAN.-They may have paid
for it, but they make the public pay a
pretty big price for dried fruits.
We
have asked people to go on to the small
areas, and . they a.re growing splendid
fruit. I believe it is our duty.. as a Parliament to say to those people who have
carried 'out .a11 the conditions imposed on
thp-m. " Now that you have grown the
fruit, we will find. a mark?t [or it.". At
all events, the frUIt area IS Increaslng so
rapidly in the north that if the Government, or the :flouse, will not find a mark~t for the fruit, there iEl going to be a
very hig slump in the value of fruit la1l;ds.
:Mauy of the people up there .grow nothIng
but fruit. ,If thejr fruit is a failure, they
have nothing to live on. A slump wonld
put back irrigation settlement for. many
years, and 'probably it would be drfficult
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So far as I can gather,
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the production of fruit, but to take steps

there i& a. good chance of selling all the

to find an outlet for it.

fruit that we can produce in Victoria in
other parts of the world, provided that
we can sell it at a reasonable price. I do
not know that we could have competed
against the world before the war; but
wages and conditions have altered in other
countries, and I see no reason now why
we cannot compete with A.meriea, the
south of Europe, and other parts of the
world. We can grow the fruit, and the
only question is whether we ean grow it
as cheaply and put it on the market as
cheaply as other countries can. It would
seem that it is now possible for us to do
80.
I inquired recently what the freight
on fruit wa~ to London, and I was told
that it was 8s. 9id. per bushel case. I
admit that t'h'at is a tremendously
If a grower haJ) to
high freight.
pay freight a,mounting to nearly 9s.
per case, he has to get a very
high price ill London for his fruit in
order to show a profit. I know that the
tendency is for freights to come down,
and according to the re,ports in thi~ morning'.s new.spapers it would appear that
there will be a considerable fall in the
near future. I realize tha t we are under
a very great handicap in having to ship
everything such a long distance when
freights are so high.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-The fruit would
have to' be carried in insulated space.
Mr. ALL ...ili.-Yes.
I presume that
that would be so. It has been snggef'ted,
and I believe the suggestion is a good one,
that there should be some official head of
the fruit industry. We have a Department of Agriculture, it is true; but there
does not appear to he any officer to whom
fruit-growers can go, and whom they c~n
regard as the director of the fruit industry. I believe· that we shall 'have to
appoint a Director of Horticulture.
Mr. OMAN.-We have promised definitely to appoint a Superintendent of
That is to avo~d duplicaHorticulture.
tion in the Department.
Mr. ALLAN.-I have no doubt that
that would meet the case. It is immaterial to me what title is given to the
occupant of the position" so long as he is
a man to whom the growers call go and
who "Till look for markets abroad.' It
should be hi~ duty not only to attend to

1\1r. EGGLESTON.-Why don't the fruitgrowen organize co-operative companies,
as the butter people did?
Mr. ALL·AN.-The butter industry was
on a somewhat different plane from the
fruit industry. Many of the people interested in the butter industry were in
fairly good Ipositions; whereas the majority of the fruit-growers are very poor
people.
The fruit~rovvers are going in
for co-operation jlllst So far as they can.
The Shepparton works, which are very
large ,ind€ed, have been lfinanc-ed to a very
great extent by the Government, but the
growers have put up a fair amount of
money. A drying plant is beillg started
at Tongala now. It will be opened this
season.
In that case, the growers are
finding a good deal ,of the money. I am
quite willing to admit that the Government have been liberal in helping the cooperative fruit companies; but judging
by the amount of money that has been returned by the 'cool store~ to the east. of
this city-I believe that the same results will be experienced in the northern
district-I do not consider that there is
much danger that the whole of the money
advanced will not be returned to the State
in a comparatively short time.
The
fruit-gro""'ers are quite alive to their own
interests. They have an association, and
they are forming co-operative companies
just as quickly ,a~ they can find money to
finance them. I do not think I need say
much about the sug'ar question, be:cause it
seems as though we were nearly to the end
of that particularly troublesome difficulty.
I am desirous th.at the housewives on the
northenl plains should be in a position to
use a.s much fruit as possible for making
jams and preserves, and thev will of
They
course want a suppiy of sllga·~.
have not been able to get it so fnr.
We
cannot compliment the Oommonwealtk
Government very much upon the arrangements they have made for ob~aining sugar
However,' judging
outside Australia.
fr~m reports I have seen, it appears that
we are Ilear th') end of that difficulty. I
now wish to say ,a word or two about the
railways. When we adjourned last year,
we heard rumours of a rise in freights
and fares. We are in exactly the same
It is rumoured. that
position to-day.
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freights and fares will be increased, and
the danger is that they will be increased
when the House is in recess, and when
members will have no voice in saying
what the increase should be and when it
should come in. Personally, I do not sec
much necessity for an increase. Looking
at the Budget a few minutes ago, I found
that increased freights and fares from
May 17 to June 30, a comparatively
short
time,
yielded
a pproxima tely
£115,000. N ow, that is a very large
amount, and as we have to carry one of
the largest wheat crops which we have
grown over our railways during the next
three months, the revenue should at all
events be very buoyant. If it be nece .3sary to increase freights and fares-I du
not think it should be-then I want to
have some say in it, and I would like the
House to have some say in it.
,Mr. OMAN.-That is, if provision is
made to do more than make the railways
a paying concern.
Mr. OLD.-If you penalize the country
and let the city off, there will be a row.
Mr. OMAN.-The reverse was the case
last time.
Mr. ALLAN.-There is one thing certain, fares cannot be increased on many
suburban lines, and they were not increased on those lines on the last occasion. The Commissioners said that they
could not put up the fares OIl: some suburban lines because the traffic would be
diverted to the trams.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The tramway authorities are going to ,raise their
fares.
Mr. ALLAN.-It may be possible then
to put up the fares on thos.e suburban
railways, but it i.s not possIble tn-day.
It shows that if fares are put up in the
near future the whole of the weight will
come on the conn try districts. Then the
country pays the whole of the freights.
Consequently, whatever increase is made
in freights and fares now will be borne
solely by country people.
.
Mr. OMAN.-In fares each section paid
its fair share of the increase.
Mr. ALLAN.-Instances have been
quoted, and they ,can be quoted again, of
fares. in the country being increased by
25 per cent. That can be proved.
Mr. CAIN.-I can show you a place
within 10 miles of the city where they
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were increased by from 35 per cent. to 40
per cent.
11:r. ALLAN.-Judging by the number
of interjections, anyone would imagine
that a no-confidence motion was coming.
.I can assure honorable members that I
never rose to ~eak in a more peaceable
mood in all my life. My statement that
in some instances country fares have been
increased by 25 per cent. is unfortunatel.y
true.
Mr. HANNAH.-So they have been in
the city, but we do not squeal.
Mr. ALLAN.-On some city lines they
were scarcely increased at all.
Mr. HOGAN.-The fare from Balaclava
to Flinders-street was actually reduced
from 3Qd. to 3d.
Mr. ALLAN.-I have already pointed
out that the increase in freights would
be borne by the country people. I wonder
who pays freight here to the city. I do
not know anyone who sends produce to
the city who does not pay the freight
on it, and I do not know any oue who
gets goods back from the city who does
not pay the freight. Consequently countrl
people pay the freight both ways, and
seeing that they do so, they have to bear
the whole of the increase if freights aro
raised. That is the reason I desire that
the House should have a voice in saying
whether our railway freights and fares
should be increased at any time. I do
not know whether the little Bill of which
the Minister gave notice the other day
for the purpose of making permanent
about 900 casual hands has anything to
do with the matter.
Mr. WEAvER.-Eight thousand.
Mr'. ALLAN.-There are 8,000 casuals,
but I do not know whether it is proposed
to make them all permanent. The on1y
thing that surprises me is that the Government have been in office for about
three years, and these casual hands were
there all the time, so it does seem a
little strange that the Government should
bring in a Bill of that kind during this
very short session.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-Two thousand of them are returned soldiers.
Mr. Al.LAN.--'When you start to
wonder on one point, you naturally look
round to see if there are any others.
No others have come up, but still it is
possible that there may he some new·
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revelations in some other ways of spending money. It may be so; I do not know.
Last week we were told that there was
a danger of an unholy alliance. I was
wondering whether there was any unholy
alliance in connexion with this.
Mr. LEMMON.-You are on very thin
Ice now.
Mr. ALLAN.-Well, I only wish to say
tha t as far as my party is concerned,
there is no holy or unholy alliance with
any other party in the :House.
In connexion with the railways there is a
matter which is very unsatisfactory to
people in sparsely-populated country districts. It appears that a regulation has
been brought in quite recently to charge
storage on goods left a,t a railway statiDn
more than a given number of hours. I
believe that the limit is about three days,
but it may be less on some kinds of
goods. Just recently there ,came under
my notice the case of a farmer who had
bought in the city several bales Dr bags,
which were delivered at a railway station
where there was an abundance of platform room. All the same, he had to
pay storage, although the agent had paid
the freight. It is not possible for a landholder who lives perhaps 10 miles from
a railway station to know just when
goods are coming in. It seems to me
that if the f;reight has been paid and
there is plenty of room on the platform,
it would be reasonable to say to the landholder, " Well, we will not charge you
storage on your goods." I am willing to
admit that at some of the more congested stations it is reasonable that a
charge should be made on goods lying on
the platforms, but in sparsely-populated
districts, where people have to travel a
long way to get the goods, the stationmaster should have the power to discri'minate in some way. In the case I
have referred to, I told the station·
master that I thought the charge was un·
reasonable, and he said, "Well, according
to the regulations, if I do not charge the
~wner Df the bags for stDrage I shall have
to pay it myself."
Therefore it must
be a very rigorous regulation. On that
particular platform you ,could have stored
100 bales of bags, and there would still
have been plenty of room for everything
else. At busy times of the year it may
not be possible to store things at many
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country stations for any length of time,
but where there is abundance of room on
the platform the stationmaster should be
able to exercise discrimination. I have
no doubt that a way can be found out
of the difficulty. If the authorities really
wish to find. a way out, then relief can
undoubtedly be given. I do not say that
I have shown the right way out myself,
but certainly a way out could be found.
The only other matter I shall mention
is that ·of channel construction in some
of the irrigation .districts up north. That
work has been held up for about two years
on account of the difficulty, first of all,
in getting inoney, and secondly in obtaining men and teams to carry it out.
Last year the Chairman Df the State.
River~' and Water Supply Commission
and the engineer of that body visited a
number of the nDrthern districts, and inspected areas in Rodney, Shepparton~
Deakin, and even areas a little further
westward, WIth the object .of giving a
water supply to some of the dry areas.
We knDw that the capacity of Waranga
Basin has been increased by about
200,000 acre-feet, and that the Sugarloaf
storage will hOold something like 300,000
acre-feet at the end of this year. Feed
was never mO(l'e plentiful in these districts. Wages are as high as ever they
were, hut they may not come down.
Altogether, I believe that this is a particularly Dpportune time to extend the
channels, w here necessary, in those districts, and, perhaps, to. enlarge them, in
order to furnish a better supply of water
where there is necessity fDr it. At all
events, if the people have to. pay the interest on the construction o.f those 'works
-and they have to-then the water
must be made use Df. We cannot afford
to' have 400,000 or 500,000 acre-feet of
water in storages on the Goulburn, with
land-owners waiting for it, and paying
interest on it, without makin~ use Df it.
I want to see the water made use of.
The peDple were never more anxio.us
than they are to.-day to irrigate their
holdings. It has been said many times
that the land-holders are not willing to.
cut up their blocks. I am quite willing
to. a.dmit that irrigation practised on
large hDldings is not a success. But the
land-ho.lders to.-day are prepared to cut
up their blocks, and I do not know any
land-holder who has gone into the Valley
who could not get a block of irrigable
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land. Last month three estates in my
electorate were offered by public auction
on especially good terms.
They have
been bought, perhaps, by a syndicate,
and I do not say that the syndicate do
not desire to get a little profit.
But
they do nDt desire very much profit.
However, the fact remains that there is
to-day plenty of irrigable land available
for anyone who likes to buy it. I
noticed in the financial statement a fair
amount of money allotted to irrigatiDn
districts, but the statement does not
show what the money is to be used for.
To the Ministry and to the State Rivers
and Water Supply Department, I say
that no time could be more opportune
than the present for an extension of our
~hannel system.
We have the water,
and we have to use the water. They
desire to get it. Feed is plentiful, and,
eonsequently, the channel construction
will be just as cheap to-day as it will be,
perhaps, for many' years.
I hope the
Ministry will look into that aspect of
the question, because I desire to see the
northern districts dev~loped. I always
have desired that, and I feel that the
way to develop them is to provide a good
water supply. There is only one other
matter to which I wish to refer.
Recently, there was an outbreak of pleura
in my electorate. Unfortunately, only
two years ago there was a similar out·
break. The outbreak of pleura happened
in a district that produces per acre nearly
as much butter fat as the Colac district.
It is thickl y sett·led with bllockhDlders
having about 60 acres each. They are
growing lucerne and other fodder under
intense culture. It can readily be understood what a calamity it is for an outbreak of pleura to occur in a. thickly
settled district like that. I do not know
hDw many cows have been destroyed, but
I do not think it would be an exaggeration to say twenty.
However, the
greatest difficulty is that the inspector
comes along, and puts the different blocks
in quarantine. The blockholders cannot
sell any stock, and they cannot sell butter
fat. They cannot sell anything off their
premises. I believe the day is arriving
when the settlers may have to pay into
a fund. Possibly the Government might
assist the fund in some way. At all
events, the object would be to give to
anyone who suffers a loss through an
outbreak of pleura or other disease
among his stock compensation for the
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animals that are destroyed. Only a very
sma.ll tax would be needed on the milking cows in our State.
But it would
mean tha.t losses through any diseases
specified in the Act would be paid for.
Mr. MURPHY.-Could nQit the same result be achieved by a system of insura.noe ~
lVir. ALLAN.-I doubt if any insurance cQimpany would take it up.
We
ha ve to-day a charge placed on cows of
6d. per head tD prDvide payment for
dairy inspectors. The A.ct under which
that has been done is a splendid measure.
The dairy inspectors come round, and
if they are always as considerate as in
my district, it would be impossible, I
think, fDr any dissatisfaction to arise.
If there are cattle that show signs of
disease, the inspector allows the blockhDlder to fatten them, and turn them
out.
Then they are killed under the
supervision of the inspector.
In nine
cases out of ten, the inspector passes them
and the holder gets the value of his
stock. If the dairymen cDuld pay into a
fund, say, 6d. per head on their cowsit might even be less-there would be t\n
amount sufficient to pay compensation for
all the stock dying as the result of disease.
The amount to be paid would be a very
small drain on eaCh dairyman. I hope the
Ministry will look into that matter, apd
will consider whether it is possible in any
way to create a fund so that those blockholders who have outbreaks of pleura and
other diseases among their cattle may
receive compensation for such of their
stock as die.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-It has been
stated on several occasions that a sum of
£150,000 to £200,000 is to be spent on
new school buildings. In this connexion
I want to' bring before the notice of the
Ministry the need that exists in GeelDng
West, which is a big industrial centre)
for a High SchODl. At present, the children from that centre, who are gDing ;n
fDr higher education, have to travel to
SDuth Geelong for sloyd instruction at
the High School. Geelong is regarded all
Dver Victoria as the home of schDlastic
institutions.
We have the Geelong
Grammar School, which is situated- a
little outside Geelong. Then we have
the Geelong College, the Ladies' Grammar Schoo-I, the Presbyterian Ladies'
College, the Gordon Technical College, and a High SchQol in the eastern
portion of Geelong. There a~ over
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10,000 inhabitants at Geelong West.
ChildTen from that centre who attend the
sloyd classes have to go to the Temperance
Hall, at South Ge,ellong. Girls attend~ng
the cooking class have ~o gOI to the .~)gh
school, on the eastern portion of the town.
We hope that the Education Department
will do this act of justice to the important industrial centre at Geelong West.
That district is making rapid strides.
The ~tate Sa vings Bank Commissioners
are se,riously considering the question of
the erection of a new bank in Geelong
West. We think the time is ripe for the
Education Department to come to OIur
rescue.
We have heard a lot in connexion with the running of the railways.
In Bendigo and in Ballarat, as in Melbourne, the suburban fares extend to a
radius of 20 miles. That is not the case
in Geelong.
Suburban fares in Mel.
bourne extend as far as Werribe~. We
think it a fair and reasonable request
that suburban fares should operate
within a radius of 20 miles of Geelong.
I hope that the Minister of Railways
will consider this matter when freights
and fares again come under -review. I
now wish to refer to the need for uniform
electoral rolls. It was stated in to-day's
ne,wspapel' that' an arrangement had been
arrived at whereby one electoral roll
w,auld be used in South Australia for
State and Federal election purposes.
This will mean a considerable saving to
that State and the Federal Government.
An important factor is that citizens are
compelled by the Commonwealth Act to
enroll. I think that the Victorian Government will realize the importance, before
anothelr giene~'al election comes on, of
adopting the same uniform electoral
system. If we had one electoral roll for
the Commonwealth and the State, we
should not have people complaining that
they had boon left off the 'roll; that their
names
appeared
on
the
Federal
roll, but not on the State roll.
These are little matters that I hope the
Oovernment will give attention to. I
aga:in urge that the education authorities
will look to the interest of the industrial
(lentrp, of Geelong West, and establish a
high ,school there, so that the children
will not have to travel such a long distance as at present to attend a high
school and the cookery and sloyd classes.
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to offer criticism; but I indorse the remarks made by the honorable member
for Prahran last night. There has been
too much time wa,sted here. Honorable
members should strive
put their views
in a more concentrated form.
All we
want is the pith and the kernel.
We
certainly ,should not have verbiage.
I
may give an instance. I was at a Hospital Sunday gathering last Sunday, and,
in response to a request, I delivered an
address. I traced the history of the hospital movement from pre..,Ohristian days
down to the present time, and I did it
all in ha:lf-an-hour. I think some honorable membel'Js would have taken two
hour.s at least.
The audience showed
their appreciation by a record collection.
Last year the collection amounted to £8,
which was then the record; ,but on this
occasion it amounted to £16 odd.
No
doubt the people came prepared to stay
f.or an hour or an hour and a half, but
I let them off with an address of half-anhour's duration. So much ,by way of
prelude. Now I must be careful not "to
lay myself open to the charge that I have
made against others. In regard to the
State !Schools, I think the Treasurer said
that, in many cases, work had been delayed 'because the Department was not
able to get contractors to do it. ,I think
it is a mistake to call for tenders, and I
prefer that t~e work shall be done, by
day labour. Every little town has competent tradesmen.
'In Maryborough,
where we are progressing, we got to work
three years ,ago, and built a ,butter factory. In the first place, we called for
tender:s, but the prices were far above our
estimate. We did not cry over it. I
think there was a combination amongst
the builders. I knew a good, competent
man, and I asked him to ,superintend the
work at £1 a day. He was engaged as
the working foreman. me bought the
.plans, and he carried out the wor~ at a
saving of nearly £1,000.
Repalrs to
State schools all over the State have been
authorized by the Minister, and I hope
that tenders will be called for' thelse repairs or better still, that the work will
be let to 'the local tradesmen to be carried
out while the children are ,in recess. I
hope these works will be let before the
holidays arrive. I have here a copy of
Mr. FROST.--Tt may be thought im- the Hand-book of Public Examinations,
pertinent for the newly-elected members which was printed for the University of
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Mel bourne. I think the arrangements that the F.orests Department can overmade for public examinations show a pre- ride the Lands Department in any case
ference to certain Ischools. It ,is stated of this kind.
It does not matter
whether the land is in a forest reserve
in the book that,Schools which, after inspection, have had or
not.
If the Fo-rests Departtheir courses approved by the Schools Board, ment thinks that there is valuable
are empowered to present candidates in class
timber on the land, it is not to be
A, in which head-masters' certificates are ap.~
cepted as exempting from certain portions of alienated. You might take a microscope
the Intermediate Examination; and in the and look fOir trees without finding them.
case of schools which have so presented can- The Forests Commission have morel forest
did~tte~ fo1' two consecutive years, the Board
land now than they can look after, and
may grant their candidates complete exempSOIDe
of the forests want trimming up.
tion from the Intermediate Examination, so
that the Intermediate Certificate may be They are! acting like the dog in t,hemanissued on the production of a suitable Head- ger. They cannot look after what they
maste1"s Certificate.
have, and yet the'Y are grasping for more.
This applies to approved schools :only. r asked t.he Premier a question the other
\Ve have thirty high schools in the State, ~ay with the object of encouraging Iffiinand the eight approved schools are at mg, and I was surprised at the indifferBendigo, Ballarat, Castlemaine; Ooburg,. ence he showed. He answered the quesEssendon, Melbourne, Mildura, and the tion in such a way as to indIcate that he
University. Why this preference to the~e was jealous of Sta,te rights. H·e said it
eight schools?
The hand-book further was a Ht,a,te matter. I am sorry that he
is going to allow State jealousy toO interstatesIn the case of the following schools, the pass- fell'e with the developm~nt of the couning of any subjects at the Intermediate Ex- try. If he had done' what my questions
amination has been dispensed with on the part suggested, he might have got £50,000
of candidates producing a satisfactory Head- from the Fede'r.al Government to open up
master's Certificate.
our deep leads. The Mines Department
On the surface, it appea~s that these has drills, and if sorme of them were sent
head-masters are the judges of their own up to Maryborough they might be, the
work. It may not be so, but that is how means of encouragin~ private enterprise.·
it appeam to me, and to many people in We have sevell'al leads, and by boring we
the country districts. I know of two or could find out exa.ctly the amount of the
three cases in my district where this has deposits. 'Ve have the Working Miners
appealed in this way to certa,in people. at Homebush, and Madame Hopkins at
They have ,sent their children to "ap- Bung Bong, and also a oontinuation of
proved schools," instead of to the local the Duke and Main Leads Consols. The're
schools, ,because they thought the children is anothell' phase of mining that should be
would have a better chance of paJssing the touched on, and that, is the matter of
examination.
This is a matter that cyaniding. At present the cyaniding inshould receive consideration. The Oloser dustry is almost dead, owing to the exSettlement Board is looking out for land cessive cost of cyanide. the cost per ton
for soldier settlement.
There is any is Is. 7d. for the cyanide alone, 3d. for
amount of Crown land that could be lime, 3d. for zinc shavings, 2d. for
settled with advantage if the Board went oils for power and lubrication" 2s. for
the right way to work. The great stumb- labour, and miscellaneous 3d., making in
ling block is without doubt the Forests all 48. 6d. a ton. In Maryborough we
have 500,000 tons awaiting tre,atment.
Department. I have a concrete instance
It has been assayed as having a value of
of this. At Lamplough, a returned sol- 5s. 6d. a ton, but it does not Jl·ay to treat
dier applied for 340 acres of Crown land it at present. If we could get cyanide
that was not in a forest reserve. The at a reasonable cost-the pre-war cost
application was made eighteen months was 10d.-these tailings could be treated.
ago, and last June the Lands Department It is estimated that the stuff contains
granted the land. The soldier heard no- 25,000 ozs. of gold, which at the present
thing a:bout it for C3ix months. On in- price of gold would be worth £150,000.
quiry, I found that the Forests Depart- The cyanide is i.rr~pol'ted from Glasgow,
ment had placed' an embargo on 160 and Noyes Brothers are the local agents.
acres of the land on the ground that it It is practically a monopoly. I do not see
had tim bel' on it. That simply means why it could not be manufactured locally.
l
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It is a question that should bel relferred
to Ithe experts of the Mines Department;.
I spoke of the Maryborough district alone,
but there are vast hea,ps of tailings a'll
Ruther gl en , Bendigo, Ballarat, and other
places which cannot be worked owing to
the high price of cyanide. It is high time
that the Minister of Public Health took
into con~ider:ration the question of the
nationalization of meldicine. Many people
delay to send for a ~e.dical man to attend
to the,ir children because they cannot
afford to pay the fees. As a rule, medic~l
men respond when called upon, but It
would he bettell" if they were paid by the
State. Prevention is better than cure,
and I see that they are making a move
'in this direction in the Old Country. In
the, Age of Saturday, 27th Novelrr.l'ber,
the,re was an article which stated that
the,y were about to establish a chair of industrial medicine at St. Mary's Hospital, Paddington. The object is to send
doctors out amongst the industrial classes.
Theil'e are dise'ases peculiar to ceIl"tain
occu,pations, ,and it would be the duty of
these' medical men to gOI to the factories,
and endeavour to find the: cause of the dis'tl'ases. If they could find the cause it
would be a sten in the right direction.
.1 hope some of the suggestions I have
made will be considered, espeCially one
in rega~d to cyanide.
Mr. THOMAS.-I do not propose to
detain the Oommittee at any great length,
but there are three matters to which I
feel in honour bound to call attention.
I do no,t propose, to discuss the railway
administration, hecause I would be simply
going over ground that has been already
covered. I want, however, to refer to
the compulsory over-night stopping of
passengers travelling by the new line to
Balmoral, which was opened a few weeks
ago by the Minister of Railways. This
line is in the electorate of the honorable
member fOT Dundas, but he is unavoidably absent tD-day, and it is with his
full knQiwledge that I mention this matter. It has been pointed out to me that
~, man living in Hamilton wanting tOo -do
husinsss at Horsham has to, break his
journey at Balmoral. He has to' spe.nd
the night there, and cannot get to Horsham till the following- day. He has to
do the same thing on his return journey,
SOl that four days are occupied in doing
business which involves a journev of
90 miles.
I dOl not ·want tD dilate
upon that matter. It is a text on 1Vhjch
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I cDuld preach a very fine sermDn, moreespecially when it is considered in relatiDn to! what are alleged to be the best
managed railways in the wOlrld. I dO'
not propose, however, to avail myself of
the opportunity.
Facts are stubborn
things, and I hope the facts I have mentioned will speak feT themselves. On the
lal3t. occasion when I visited my hOlme at
Heywood, I met two persons, whO' told
me that they had sent conSIgnments of
sheep to Horsham, expecting that they
would be taken right through.
This
would OIbviate shunting and de,lay, but.
they fOlund tha,t the sheep were subject
to delay and travelled via Ararat.
I
sbould like to knDw the reasO'n fDr that.
If this scrt of thing is made a pra.ctice of ~
this line will be included presently
amongst those which are non-paying~
w herelas the contrary would be the fact.
A sum of £50 or more would have been
credited to the line in those two consignments, but now this sum will be credited
to the older line. That is not a fair arrangement.

Mr. J. W.
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(Fitzroy).-They

pay freight for the nearest route, and the
freight will be credited to the new line
whether the sheep travel on it or not .
Mr. THOl\1AS.-I hope the hcnorable
member is right. I am not here to adversely
criticise the Government, because I realize
the present financial stringency and tll1~
positiOln we are likely to be in beforre very
long. There is nOl doubt that the traffic
ought to' gOl to its destination by the
shortest rOlute. I jOoin with other honorable members in asking for the restora,tion of the return-ticket system on country lines.
I dOo not understand what
benefit the Department receives by the
abO'lition of this system. Return tickets
are still issued in the metropOllitan are,a,'
and why should thQlse whO! live in the
country districts be limited tOl buying
a ~illgle ticket? They are like the man
"\vho dies and goes to Heaven, or the other
place~there is nO' return ticket.
I
dcl. not understand the reason for thi8
change, except that it enables the Department tOI extort a little' mo:r:e money
from country residents. I also want more
consideration given to the caTrying of
fish' tOo the markets in the State.
The
last time I was in Portland fishermen
requested me to urge the supply of
louvred trucks for the carriage of their
goods. At the present time the facilitioo
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for the transport of fish are wholly inadequate. I _was informed by the sec~e
tary of the POortland F'ishermen's AssoCIation t,hat baskets of crayfish which would
bring from £2 to £2 5s. each if the fish
were delivered alive yielded only 5s. or
68. a basket because they were dead.
Their death was brought about by
exposure and delay.
The honor~ble
member for Collingwo'od the other nIght
indicated that the services of a number
of men had boon dispensed with at the
Newport workshops. I do not know If
his statement is correct, but if there are
not sufficient CQOol trucks to carry this
kind of freight, these men might well be
engaged in constructing them fOir the
benefit of the men who go down tOI the
sea in ships. These men are producers
almost a,s much as those who get their
prod uce from the land, and I hope their
claims will receive the consideration they.
deserve. The honorable member for Rodney referred to the work which is being
done by dairy inspectors. In my electorate there a,re two estimable men who
have to travel about the country in the
execution of their duty, which they do
faithfully and well.
The Government
allow them the magnificent sum of lOs.
a weck to maintain their horses and
vehicles! That is
a scandalous rate.
No, man can keep a horse these times on
lOs. a week.
Rabbit inspeCtors are
allowed 30s. a week" and I do not understand the differentiation between these
two classes of inspectors.
If 30s. is
necessary for Qne class it is equally ne,ces·
sary fOir the other. The only other point
I wish to ref.er to is in regard to the
Factories and Shops Act. Last week-end
I visited Casterton, and I saw a newsagent selling papers from a bOox on the
footpath in front of hi~ shop. I inquired
why he did not sell them from inside the
premises, and he said he was prevented
from dOling so by section 96 of the Factories and Shops Act. He sold cigarettes
amongst other things, and had to close
his shop at a certain hQur because of that.
This may seem a small matter to honQrable members, but the ability to purchase
cigarettes is a great convenience to a
young man after a hard day's work, and
in places of that sort these restricl.ions
might well be removed.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I hesitated a
good d'eal before deciding to take any
part in the discussion on the Budget,
because I thought, as a new member,
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that I should probably not be able to
contrihute anything very useful to the
disclL'3sion. At the same time, honorable
members will all realize how very difficult it is for a new memher to understand fully the Budget in all its issues.
However, at the risk of wearying honor'able members, and at the risk of being
thought to educate myself at their exrense, I haye decided to say a few things
about the Budget in the hope of acquiring
further information. I have listened with
very great interest to the debate which
haE taken place upon the motion before
thn House, and I am able to understand
th€\ position soonewhat better by knowing
that, in a. discussion on the Budget, it
is not necessary to refer to it particularly. Indeed, a great many of the
speeches which have been made ha ve
dealt really with subjects only indirectly
connected with the matters mentioned
in the Budget.
A good deal of
this piece-meal criticism, I suggest,
would be of very little use in deciding many of the financial problems
hefore us to-day. I should like to point
out also that, by not dealing with the
financial position as a whole as it is disclosed in tho Budget, a good deal of inconsistent criticism creeps in.
In the
first place, by dealing with piece-meal
matters, honora,ble memhers .are frequently to be found ad'vocating increased
exuenditure in connexiQn WIth particular
suhjects, and, at the same time, absolutely declining to spend a penny more
than the F.stimate provides for. If the
whole of the matters mentioned hy critics of the Ministry in the speeches on
these subjects were added tQgether, I
think that the amount of the Budget expenditure would be very largely increased.
Mr. MCPHERsoN.~We could not find
enough money for them.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - Another inconsistency, to my mind, in very many of
the criticisms of the Budget, is the fact
that, although honorable members on
the other (the Opposition) side of the
H Oouse are convinced advocates for the
~xtension ,of State activity. even so far
as the nationalization of the means
of productiQn, distribution, and eXChange
is concerned, yet they are the nercest
r.ritics of State activity as it is manifested in Victoria to-day.
Apparently,
they hope, by some means, to effect a
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change wh~n the application of this principle is extended.
Although they decla,re State activity is inefficient at present when it is applied in certain limited
areas, yet they believe tllat it will be
absolutely efficient when this form of control is applied over the whole economic
field. I think that criticism of the Budget
to be useful should be constructive.
It
should take the financial problem as a
whole, and deal with it as a whole. It
should deal with the financial responsibilities of the State, with t'he potentialitie's of State activities, and also
with the means available, and sum
u'p the whole question.
Then it
must concern itself with the position
in which the State stands at the
present moment.
I do not want to
enlarge on the somewhat peSSImistic surmises which have been made by some
honorable members who have been speaking on these matters. There is no doubt
very great truth in the suggestion that
_ we are in for a difficult time, if not for
a time of depress:on. The whole world
has spent very much more than it has
produced during the last four or five
years, and it would be ridiculous to believe that we shall not now be compelled
to. pay up.
Wh~n talking- of constructive criticism, I should like to. refer
partiCUlarly to the remarks of several
honora ble mem bers .
We ha ve had
a speech with criticism of a constructive character from the honorable member for Collingwood, but the remarkable
thing about his speech was the reliance
he had on the State to achieve everything
that is to be done in the way of economic activity. He is not alone in that respect, because member after member has
suggested that the only way to get our
eC'onom:c activities increased' in the commnnity is by resoTting to State encouragement. The honorable member for
"Port Melbourne suggested that State
control would secure a big future for the
t.obacco industry. The honorable member for Collingwood referred to our deposits of fine marble, and suggested that
a profitable industry could be established
by means of State encouragement,
while the 'honorable member for Rodne~ suggested that the only way in
whICh tOI secure any eoctension of our
economic activity or any gre-at productivity by the community was by the
extension of State activity in ,connexion
Mr. Eggleston.
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with our markets.
The whole blame fo!'
the retarded progress which is said to be
characteristic of Victoria in comparison
with other parts of the world was attribulied to the State powers not having
been sufficiently used.
I have always
been an advocate of the use of the State
power to achieve certaIn definite objectives, but .. I do not believe that
the State should cover the whole
economic field. In certain circumstances
it should occupy strategic points in that
field to prevent vested rights or predatory interests from preying on the community; but where the State is regarded
as a fairy godmother, and where all activity is to be dependent for its encouragement and extension on the State,
then 1 think you are asking the State
to do more than it is able to do. I think
we should be preventing the State
being developed in the proper way
by putting on its shoulders more than it
is able to bear at the present moment.
Of course, the State can only make use
of the materials which exist. Take the
complaint about the tobacco industry.
This ind ustrv has been encouraged by
the Sta,te for the last twenty-five years.
It. ~s quite obvious that the reason why
this industry does not pay in Australia
is that there is not sufficient population.
Mr. HANNAH.-It does pay.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-The growth of
lJopulation would solve nearly all these
problems in regard to which we now
place our reliance on State activity.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).- With
regard to the tobacco industry, stat:stic~ show that we are now grrowing 2,000
or 3,000 acres of tobacco. where, a few
years ago, we only grew about 25 acres.
l\lr. EGGLESTON.-Some temporary'
0ircumstances might have made the tobacco ind ustry pay, as was the case in
9ueensland with cotton-growing, an industry which for a time paid in that
et.ate.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It wants to
be properly protected.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I suggest that
the solution of the great,er numbe'r of
these problems will be found in our hav~ng a larger population.
The d'ifficulty
111 all our economic activities at present
is that our local markets are so small
that they are too much influenced by
tempora.ry waves of depression or excit~
ment, and are too uncertain to warrant
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Ana larger expenditure of capital.
other ca use of our lack of progress in
Victoria is the drift of populatIon to
the towns.
This appears to me to
reBult largely from the high price of
agricultural land, and also from the
higher wages paid in the to,wn, and the
natural desire of the country pe·ople for
. town life. It is not a question of their
doing better in the town than in the
country.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-They are the
retired farmers.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I know that in
many cases a man sells out his land at
about double what he gave for it, or
treble or quadruple wha,t the State was
paid for it, and h_e leaves t'he country to
live in the town. It is said that this is
because of the' inefficiency of State action.
Lastly, we seem to rely exclusively on
the State for the encouragement and deH"opment of econom~c activity.
The
whole community relies on the State doing things~ and because' the State control of economio activities is not efficient
the economic development of the count.ry
is impeded.
The fact is that, in the
whole field of economic activity, the State
has reached the position where it trle3
to bite off mOore than it can chew. There:
effort, and the
is dissipation of
waste of a good deal of, money. As I
have said, J am not an advocate of
laissez faire.
In a young developing
country, the State must take a larger
activity than is required in older countries. I certa1nly agree with the honorable member for Collingwood that Ollr
wLole outlook exhibits a lack of enterprise as compared with what has been
done in other States and countries. It
seems .to me that a curious change came
over the psychology of Victoria following upon the bitter experiences of the
land boom. We have never recovered our
l'es11iency, and it is time we did. We
should look for bigger things, not through
the State, but generally. We should have
a wider outlook.
Weare an undercapitalized and an underpopulated community. If our population we:r:e increased
to any considerable extent, nearly all the
problems agitating the House at the present moment would be solved. Of course,
we must rely on the State in very many
respects. But the State's efiort,S- should
be co-ordinated. We should do the fundamental things, and, for the rest, leave
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the field open to the play of individual
enterprise. The State should avoid big
administrative schemes, and should enThe fundacourage decentralization.
mental things that I have in my mind are
railways, roads, and economic development, and that not so much by undertaking the administration itself as by giving
bonuses.
I have mentioned this point,
although it may be thought that I am
p::ysel£ trespassing away from the Budget. because I think it underlies 90, per
cent. of the utterances made in this
House. It may be thought that I have
elltered an academic field, but I make no
apology for that, although some gentlemen
seem to think that the word" academic"
is a term of abuse. I suppose we may
take the Budget as a crystallization of the
:Ministerial policy. Therefore, the whole
:Ministerial P9licy for the year should be
judged from the Budget. If we adopt
this attitude towards the Budget, I think
w(' shall see that it is a stu temen t of the .
stahl.'; quo, and does not involve any new
departure from the condition of things
tha t has existed up to the present time.
That is to say, there is a mere balancing
of the ledger. No definite or far-reaching
change in the system is suggested. If we
criticise the Budget from this point of
view, we shall, I think, find that it is in
itself a very sound document. A good
deal of criticism outside the House is
directed to the purpose of showing that
there have been great extravagances. This
is done by merely using the round figures
that ap-pear at the conclusion of the Budget. It is pointed out that there is
an increase in expenditure of nearly
£2,250,000. But we have to realize that
oJ the increased expenditure £1,615,000
has been incurred in connexion with the
Railway Department.
That expenditure
is balance~ by the increased productivity
of the raIlways.
That expenditure increase is due largely tc? an Act which was
passed by the House for the reclassification of the railway servants. Therefore,
the Ministry cannot be blamed for that
increase of expenditure. The Educ'ation
Department accounted for an expenditure
increase of £318,00'0, and, as every liQnorable member of th'e House has flagellated the Ministry fQr not spending more
on that Department, honorable members
cannot !:>lame.the Cabinet. Another great
expendIture mcrease--the next greatest--
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was In works and buildings. We have
there an item of £80,000, and the same
()riticism applies. Other increases of expenditure, not included under those three
headings, amount only to £213,683, so
that little criticism can be applied to the
Budget on the ground of the extrava,gance of the Government.
Mr. HOGAN.-There may have been extravagance in previous years.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I shall come to
-that later. Analyzing the increases of expenditure, we find that increases to salaries exceeding £250 account for £455,000
of the total. At least a quarter of the
t.otal increase is due to increases of
salaries which, I understand, are the
result of an Act pas~ed last .session. The
remainder of the increa.ses· would be
.largely due to the additional wages paid
to railway workers. Further analyzing
the figures given in the Budget, we find
t'hat the total number of persons affected
by increases of salaries and wages is
0,712.
The number of employees over
and above the number for the previous
yoar is only forty-one as regards the
rublic Service.
Mr. MCPHERSON .~And that IS due
practically to soldier settlement.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I think honorable members will agree that, -having regard to the expansion of population and
the expansion of expenditure, the increase
in the number of State servants is very
small indeed. In one respect, at any rate
--and here I refer to the police forcewe are understaffed.
We need more
police.
In my OpInIOn, we should
adopt a ra_tio whereby the number
of police would be adapted to the population of particular districts.
With
an increase of population there would
then be a definite allotment of extra constables. I think I have made it clear
that the Ministry cannot be accusea of
e.'~travagance, either in the matter of increasing salaries-for that was the work
of the House as a whole-or in regard to
increasing our establishment.
In fact,
if the r.ommunity were properly served,
f'~peci ally as regards the police force, we
should have to increase our establishment. In so far, therefore, as it
~hows
how the ledger has been
balan000., the Budget is a ,document
with which little fault can be forund.
Anv criticism, to be useful, should be
directed to 'ascertaining whether there are
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opportunities tha,t have not been availed
of by the Government o.f internal economies in connexion with the State Departments, and as to whether opportunities for ent<erprise and development have
been neglected.
There is a certain
amount of basis for criticism of the Government on both grounds. The Budget
is a. crystallization of the present order.
The Ministry has taken no dra~tic steps
either in the way of encouraging internal
economy where the Departments are concerned, or taking any enterprising step
to'wards the formation of a new policy.
The Government is apparently satisfied
that the State is doing all that it legitimately can to meet the problems with
which the community is faced.
Those
problems are likely to be very serious.
It is very probable that, owing to a
change in the economic conditions which
will be brought about by a fall in prices,
the manufacturing industries will be
!:leriously affected" and la great deal of unemployment will result.
That is a
thjng the State cannot look upon with indifference; and, as in previous days, there
will have to be a State activity for the
purpose of finding employment or land for
the unemployed.
Mr. HOGAN.-Ho'W can yO'u reconcile
that st.atement with thel need for greate;r
popUlation ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-More population
will bring capital here. The immigrants
themselves will demand labour, and assist
in the e,Sltablishment O'f homes. It has
always happened that a, peTiO'd of immigration is a peil'iod. of high wages and
econO'mic a.ctivity. I WIll return to the
internal eoonomy of the State D€tpartments. I dO' not suggest for a moment
that the public servants arel not doing all
they can, or that their salaries are higher
than t.hey ought to be,. In fad, we all
know that the salary paid to the averag~
public se,rvant is somewha.t below the
rate ruling for similar w()lrk done outside
the Statel Service'. We know, however,
that in many cases the worker, whether
he be ,a, salaried. worke,r or a, wage wOil'ker,
i~ often blame,d for a lack of prod.uction
that is due to the want of a proper system
of organization. Criticism O'f that charact€lI' would a ppl y to our own Departments.
In tILy opinion, the ability and energy of
the Public Service is impeded by an im,perfect systlem of organization. Thrut is
an inst~noe where a good deal of internal
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economy oould be effected. I dOl not suggest that an Dutside CommissiDn should
be appointed to inquire into the Public
Servioe. That, in my opinion, is an imp10per way of dealing with the problem.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-·We have
had one already.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I did not know
that there had been an ·outside Comn:r..issiDn. The matter should be made one Df
Ministerial responsibility. The Cabinet
should place on each Minister the responsibility of insuring that the organization Df
his Department is effective. If necessary,
a sub-CDmmittee Df the Cabinet might be
agpointed, and if it failed, and if the
C'abinet f.ailed, to introduce a better system of olrganization in the Service, I think
the II.QIUse should judge it. I shDuld like
to' me:ltiDn one or two things that appeal
to me in conneocion with the organization of the Puhlic Service. "F'or instance,
the arrangement Df Ithe public: Dffices is
verry delfective. The DepartnLents grCYUped
together in Spring-street are very like
rabbit warrens. There seems to be no
system. The De'Partrments should be
linked up in such a way as to
ena ble the Dfficers to wDrk under
the best conditions.
The Depa.rtmental
buildings are practically a, series of
dug-outs.
The modern business finn.
encourages the grDuping of workers in
large rooms. It has been found useful to
have all the Dfficers working together.
They see e'ach other work, and the practical e,ffect of that is t,o abolish loafing.
If the offices in the Treasury Gardens
were convertt'ed intO' a series of large departmental rooms, we should, I think,
have better results. Why should not the
whole of the officers in a Department,
or a ~ection Df a Department, occupy
one room ~ The boss of the Department could have his desk in the same
room l or he could be given an office in the
Toom scree·ned off hy glass. If this were
dDne, we should have a more effective 0'Yganization. '
Mr. HOGAN .-CDuld you nDt dO' more
wDrk if you had a room to yours-eU than
if you shared a room with ot.hers ~
. Mr. EGGLESTON.-I dO' not think I
could. All American business organizations have adoprt.ed the sysbem of having
the employees together in onel room when
at work. Then I think there is a need
foOr a better filing system than the existing one. It otft.eu happens in a Public
Delpartm:.ent that one has to wait half-an-;
l
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hour before a file can bel produced. There.
shDuld be.a better system, also, of dealing:
with correspondence. Nothing more irritating can be conceived whe'll you have.
writ,teu to a Department than to be kept
waiting a week, only to receive at the
end Df it a post-card stating that the Department will deal with the matter in
which you are interested in due course.
That system involves a waste of time and
money. In any properly organized Depart.Inent the correspondenc1e cDuld be
delalt with wrthout foss of timel. There'
are nr..ore difficult questio~s of internal
organiza,tiDn. There is the distribution~
of individual reBjponsibility. I rememberreading the history Df the early stages of
the Closer Settlement Board. A Royal
Commission was appointed to inquire into
tha' Board, and it was shown that the
offioers who created. the Board and organized it bad Ci.bsolute'ly no cDnception
of the' principlel of responsibility or the
principles of d8lDartmelJ1tal. organization.
The Board was or·eated, but it was given
no 'Staff, nOl home, no melans of dealing
with its own correspondence. Another
very important matter is the adoption Df a statistical method in the
Departments. There should be a methDd
of ascertaining exactly what wo·rk is
done. The work should be measuroo,
and tests should be applied to it.
I had a slight experience of organization
in the Army. The, Army organization
has been cavilled a.t, but it is superior to'
any. civic organizatiDn we have in Austr.aha to·-day. When we started the'
statistical method of measuring the work,
we occupied about forty days in dealin~
with a man undergoing a court martial.
AfJt-eT about six mouths' experience we
were, able to curtail the time to thirteen
days. The measurement of work i8 a
direct incentive to efficiency.
Mr. HOGAN .-SolJlietimes it takes longer
to' measure it than to do it.
.
:Mr. EGGLESTON .-The honorable
member is mistaken. A saving is invariably effected. A test should be applied
to all State activities. A balance-sheet
should he prepared in counexion with
all State industries.
Of course, we
have. ba.lance-sheets showing the position of very many of Dur industrie'3 but
one important on~'--the railways~dooo
not ShDW a balance-sheet to' the extenlt we
should like. That is one of the enO'Ymous
weaknes~es of our systeaIi. I suggest, for
the purpose of relieving the anxieties of
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members of the Country par:ty, that there
shOould he se,parate balance-sheets fOor the
urban railways and the cOountry traffic.
Leaving the negative side of this criticism,
let me take the positive side, and ask
whether the Ministry, in suhmitting .the
Budget, has undertaken a policy of enterprise that will meet the problems of the
future.
When the State undertakes a
policy it should not be spread over t:he
whole field. The State should concentrate
it.self, and should not unUeL 'uake a gTeat
administrative burden. I suggest that in
the first place the State should aim at the
encouragement of development. It should
confine its concentrated attention to-the
major means, of development-railways,
roads, the conservation of wate'r and the
organiza.tion of the power resources of the
Sta,te. The Sta,t,e, should allow the rest
of the economic de1velopment to follow in
its ·na tural course.
Mr. HOGAN .-Do you approve of the
State going into insurance and banking ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That does' not
cOime within a, policy of development. It
is a C'orner of the.economic field.
Mr. CAIN.-Do you not think that
banking and insurance are the hub of the
commercial wo(['ld ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-No.
I think
theTa is a case fOT State insurano8J of
a oortain kind. A case might be made
out for universal compulsory lnsurance.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-This State Stepped
into the most unprofitable part of insurance, -and left the most profitable to the
companies. \
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I have not gone
into tha.t, and it has nothing to do with
the subject I am dealing with.
This
question is an aCCe6sory to the fundamental things in connexion with the
economic a,ctivity ~f the State.
Mr. WEBBER.-The most important
th.ing is finance.
Mr. ·EGGLESTON.-That is so. If
the State steps into the insurance and
'banking field first it may dOl mo["e harm
than gOiod. I wish to delal'with the problem of decentralization, but I do not intend to oover the wholle Q1f it. A great
deal can be done by the scientific adjustment of railway charges.
In America
they ha,ve a mathematical science of railway ra,ting, and it is used to encourage,
the development of local centres. A
system with one big centre, but without
ot.h.er centres along :the routes. would
prove wasteful. If·they can establish im-
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portant sub-centres where industries ca.n
be developed, and where a. big to-and-fro
traffic can be developed, t.he railway system is ve1ry much improved.
The railway companies have, by the,
adjustment of railway rates, deliberately encourag-ed the development of subcentres. I sugg€lst tha,t we should do
likelwise.
Instead of having tapering
rates we should have rates to encourage
the development of particular centres.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-The
tap-elring rates have led to centralization.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I agre.e with that
entirely.
The danger of State-owned
railwa,ys is that these matters are influenoed by politics. We should not OIverlOiok the expe,rience gained in Arne-rica by
railwa~ magnates assisted by mathe,matical scie,ntists. Another matter that
the State should concentrate on is educat~on. I do not want to labour the questIon of primary education, about which
members are enthusiastic, but I must
put in a plea fOT secondary and University education. It is wrong to say that
the University s.}lould be neglected until
the primary system is perfected. A perfect University is absolutely essential
to a perfect primary system. The· University is a school to which the teachers
can go to renew their knOlWledge of
various sub.iects, 'and it is the life-blood
of the whole educational system.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It crootes a
privileged class.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It dOles not do
that. It has been starved in such a way
tha,t it cannot teach the subjects in which
the wo(['kers are interested. Thm-e was
nQl_ Chair of Economics until recently,
and there is no Chair of Sociolpgy. If
the University were able to teach subjelCts in which the workers are interested
it would have made a much wider appeal. It has not had sufficient money to
do SQ!. There is no reason why it should
not teach politics. Why should it be
sterilized in the way it is, and why
should its professors he prevented from
taking part in politics 1 The["e is a suspicion on the part of tlh'e workers tnat is
not justified.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-They prevented
one speakeT fram. lecturing, beca use he
was a labour man.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I did not agree
with that exclusion, but they did not exclude him belcause he was a' labour man
but .because of certain unpatriotic state~
ments. Lastly, I come to land settle-
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ment, which is the key of the situation,
and the me!a.ns by which we can get a
greater populatien. The difficulties here
are immense, and they rest mainly on. the
e,xOOGsively high price ef agricultural
land. Laud here is capitalized to a
much higher extent that it is in Canada.
The price of land is very high here, and
it. is capitalized to such a point that Oonly
the e'xpert se,ttler can succeed. You cannot e1xpect the ignorant man to succeed
en the land.
Mr. LIVINGSToN.-They do.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Wheneverthereis
a slump in the price of agricultural produce, land settlement, while the present
prices of land prevail, will be in danger
of entire failure.
Every man who has
,studied the question ·must recognise that
the ignorant man cannot succeed on the
land ,at the present pricEl.
.
Mr. BAILEy.-It is .a poor look-out for
the soldiers.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-And it is a very
disturbing thing that there is a very large
proportion of arrears in connexion with
soldier settlement. I think this problem
of land settlement should be developed.
Mr. TouTcHER.-:-How can you reduce
the price of land when the price of produce is high?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It was 'pointed
out by Mr. Christopher Turner that the
inadequacy is in the present system of individual settlement.
That gentfeman
has noticed that men ignorant of :£arming are on the land, and he .says that at
the present .price of land they cannot succeed. The problem is the settlement 'on
the land of men who a:re not farmers.
We ,have been turning out expert farmers,
and putting inexpert farmers in their
places when the land is at such ta, price
that the ignor,ant man cannot succeed.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Theoretically that
is so, but ignorant men have succeeded~
Mr. EGGLESTON. - That is by
natural aptitude for farming. Land at
Ouyen was sold by the Government about
ten years ago at 5s. or lOs. an acre, and
is now bringing £7. That shows what a
problem the question of land vfalues is. I
happened to get into touch at the Front
with a gentleman in the Anny who spent
his leave after the armistice in fstudying
land settlement in California. He iWent
on. to a settlement. called Alascadero,
where a capitalist had bought 47,000
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acres at about £10 an acre. He spent ·a
very large sum in the first place on surveys. He found out the potentialities of
the land for water conservation, for
minerals, for agriculture, fO'r residence,
and for industry. He tested the soil for
various purposes, and then laid out the
land in ,blocks in accordance with the soil
indications. 'He ,also laid out a residential block, for the land is midway
between San FranciscO! and Los Angeles, and had a block set out fOor industrialpurposes. He planted some of
the land with fruit trees, and built houses
on the f.arms. The fruit trees were in for
two years, and the land was highly improved before anyone was asked to purchase. Then he had a big' land sale, to
which the people froOmall the States were
invited. Only half or one-thi~d of the
estate was sold, and to each purchaser he
gave H share in the joint undertaking, a
share in the land unsold, ,in the industrial undertakings, and in the co-operative undertakings for handling the crops.
These. pure-hasers got ,a sha:re in the unearned increment on the land. That is
the way to settle a large number of people
on the land.
My inf.ormant, who has
come hack to .Austr.alia, has told me that
the ·affair is an absolute ,success. It is a
very ,much improved Mildur'a scheme.
In that case the difficulty of land values
and othe'r difficulties as well are avoided.
When the land is highly improved the
settler is saved a great deal of responsibility in regard to how the land should
be used. That is indicated by experts,
and he follows their expert knowledge in
the ·development of his block. The question of land v'alues does not come in,and
the financial problem is very much less
than it wou1d be if he had the responsibility of developing the land himself.
The difficulty in settling inexperienced
men is also avoided, because the whole
thing is treated as a ,co-operative organization, and there is a body of experts
trained to advise the various settlers in
the best way of dealing with their particular job. The labour question is also
solved, because the settlers work on each
ather's blocks and get high wages. My
informant told me that an agricultural
labourer gets eight and a half dollars a
day, and the efficiency is such that the cost
of handling is only one-third of what it is
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at Shepparton because of the effective
organization. This gentleman wrote me
about six months ago, asking me to find
out whether the Government of Victoria
or of any other State was prepared to
give them a froo hand. I put the matter
before the Assistant Minister of Lands,
but I have not received. any answer. I
understand, however, that no favorab1e
response has come from any part of Australia. The people in question were prepared to spend a million or two in this
State in the event of their being allowed
to work without any interference in their
scheme. They were quite willing to
supply the fullest details, but they were
to have the fullest liberty in the spending
of their money. It is in the carrying
out of big things like this that we will
make the State prosperous. It is possible we shall have a number of unemployed here, and I understand that English ex-service men are ready to come to
this State.
Mr. CArN.-Are you in favour of bringing them here when we have a lot of
unemployed?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It will solve the
unemployed problem.
Mr. CLOUGH.--Why does it not solve it
in England?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is anot.her
story altogether.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is an economic
puzzle.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If I had another
hour or two I could explain it quite
easily. The people in England are living
on the margin between the cost of raw
materials brought from abroad and what
is received for the manufactured products sent abroad, and there is no margin.
Mr. OArN.-The Prime Minister said
there is none here, and you agree with
him?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I very rarely
do agree with the Prime Minister.
Mr. W ARDE.-Why could not this
scheme be used to solve the unemployed
problem in England?
Mr. EGGLES'TON.-It could be introduced there, but it is difficult to get hold
of bIg esta tes. This scheme 1. have referred to avoids the difficulty in regard
to land values. The men are put on
highly improved land in the most efficient
and economic way.
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Mr. TouTcHER.-The land would have
to be pretty rich and cost a lot.
Mr. EOGLESTON.-They have to
pay about" £30 or £40 an acre for it, but
they can do that, because they get a return almost immediately.
The Ocean
Road, which the honora.hle member for
Barwon is interested in, could be dealt
with by the application of the same
principle. That is to say, the land along
the road should be made to pay for the
road. This land, used as seaside homes,
should return enough money to pay for
the road, which runs through magnificent
scenery quite equal to the Riviera and
the coastline of Italy. It will be a tourist
resort of the highest value. I offer these
suggestions about land settlement because
tht; subject is most important, and the
whole of one session of. Parliament could
be concentrated' on this problem with
greater prospects of ,success than on dissi pating our time on detail ma tters
brought before this· House. ,
Mr. HOGAN.-In dealing with the
Budget most members are somewhat concerned about economy, but there is not
so much concern on this question as there
was a few years ago. I trust the Treasurer will be able to see that there is a
wide field for the exercise of economy in
avoiding the duplication of Federal anci
State Departments. Various members
have referred to the cost of preparing the
Commonwealth and the State rolls. If
the Government were in earnest about
economy they would see that they coule!
give effect to their ideals in this respect
immediately.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I had the Government Printer in my office talking about
this subject last Monday.
Mr. HOGAN.-The question is whether
the Government are going to remedy this
evil. The Government Printer has not
to provide the remedy. He merely prints
both the Federal and State rolls.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I wanted t~ see if
the matter could be arranged and I think
it can without much trouble:
Mr.
HOG.AN.-This
will
mean
economy, not only in the printing of the
rolls, but we would need only one Department. When a State election is being held
we ~ave what may 00 called a nondescrIpt team of returning officers. The
election is carried on in a more or less
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haphazard way, and yet the permanent
and trained officers of the Commonwealth
are sitting idly in their offices. Those
officers could well be used to conduct the
S tate election.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-We could not do anything until the electoral boundaries are
altered.
Mr. HOGAN.--!There. is nothing to
prevent the Victorian Government from
working in agreement with the Commonwealth and having one roll for the Federal and State electorates, as well as utilizing the Commonwealth officials for the
State elections. That would not only
mean economy, but efficiency in the condud of the State elections.
Mr. W.A.RDE.-----Did not experts recommend this to be done?
Mr. HOGAN.-It is being done in
Tasmania. In South Australia it is only
proposed to adopt the Federal roll, but
no doubt that scheme will be carried out.
~Ir. McPHERsoN.-They signed an
agreemen t last week.
~rr. HOGAN.- ·-r It Tasmau];! it is an
accomplished fact.
Mr. A.. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Are
there not on the Commonwealth rolls the
names of persons not permitted to be on
State rolls?
Mr. HOGAN.-The Commonwealth
permits inmates of charitable institutions
to be enrolled, and the State provides for
a property as well as a residential qu.alification. These are the only two pomts
in which there is any difference in the
qualification for enrolment, and the! could
easily be adjusted. It has been saId t~at
this arrangement would mean a savIng
of only £2,500 a year. That is a pretty
loose kind of statement, because there
would be a saving, not only in printing,
but in the emplo~ment of electoral
We would have only one
officers.
set of officials for both Federal and
State purpose,s.
Those who believe,
not only in economy, but in a common-sense way of doing business,
should have no hesitation in approving
of this r~form. We have also duplicate
Departments in connexion. wi th th~ lan.d
and income taxes. There IS waste In thIS
direction which should not be tolerated.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-A Commission of
Federal and State officers is inquiring
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into the amalgamation of land and income tax offices.
Mr. HOGAN.-I know that, and I
also know that a Commission inquired
into the duplication of the Electoral Departments several years ago.. What I
want the Government to do IS to cease
having these inquiries and do something.
If the Government do not take some
action ~n this direction, it will be necessary for members to make a determined
effort to prevent this wasteful expenditure. [now want to speak about what
amounts to a boycott of the Commonwealth Bank by the State Governmen~.
This bank belongs to the people of the
State just as much as to the people of
the Commonwealth, and it has a wonderful record. Instead of the State Government recognising that the people ~ho own
this bank are identical, they refraIn from
doing any business with it. I have taken
some returns from a summary of private
banks which is issued in pursuance of
Part 1. of the Banks and Currency Act
1915. This shows the liabilities and
assets of the various banks on the 30th
.June, 1920. The State of Victoria had
an account with the Bank of Australasia and the return shows that the deposits not bearing interest amounted to
£49 337 while those bearing interest
tot~lled' £470,895. The deposits in the
ITnion Bank of Australia not bearing
interest totalled £31,157, and those bearj ng intel'est £702,578.
In the Bank of
New South Wales the deposits not bearing interest were nil, an~ those b~ari~g
interest £847,730; the Bank of VIctorIa
not bearing interest £84,647, and bearing
iaterest £959,056; the London Bank of
Australia not bearing interest £49,016,
and bearing interest £1,009,000; the
Engl1ish, Scottish, and Australian Bank
JAd., not bearing interest, £55:396, bearing interest, £669,026; the N atlOnal Bank
of Australasia Ltd., not bearing interest,
£214,856, bearing interest; £1,312,009;
the Oommercial Bank of Australia Ltd.,
not bearing interest, £~5,o.62, bearing interest, £7'53,881; the Royal Bank of Australia Ltd., not bearing interest, £98,975,
bearing interest. £861.972. In those nine
banks. on the 30th June last, the State
had depo,sited £608;450 on current account, which amount was not bearing interest, and £7,5!86,71,2 on fixed deposit,
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which amount was bearing interest, while
the State's deposits with the Oommonwealth Bank-the people's bank-were
nothing. I complain about the action of
the Government in this respect. If the
Oommonwealth Bank had the use of that
£608,450 on current account, for which
no interest is being received, it would be'
a splendid thing for the bank, the people
.of Australia, and the people of Victoria;
and if the Oommonwealth Bank had that
£7,586,712 on fi'{ed deposit, which is bearing interest, it would be a ,splendid thing
for it, for the people of Australia, and
the people of Victoria.
Mr. SNowBALL.--iThe private banks
have been a splendid stand-by in times
of need.
1MI'. iHOGAN.-So has the Oommonwealth Bank.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-W e get loans from the
private banks.
,Mr. HOGAN.-The iState could get
loans through the Oommonwealth Bank
on much better conditions.
The Commonwealth Bank is able to do the work
better and cheaper than any private bank.
It has done certain business for the Oommonwealth Government in connexion
with loans, and did it far better than any
pr,ivate institution was able to do it. A.t
any rate, the people of Australia-the
electors and the taxpayers-own the
C0mmonwealth ,Bank. 'They do not own
the private banks. The Treasurer gets
his revenue from the taXipayers,. and he
should bank that revenue with the taxpayers' bank, instead of depositing it
with private institutions.
:Mr. McPHERsoN.-We bank with the
people who we think can do our business
best.
Mr. HOGAN.-I contend that the
honorable gentleman is treating the taxpayers u:o.fairly; in fact, contemptuously.
He collects the taxes from the people,
and when he requires a bank to :place the
revenue in, he should not boycott the taxpayers' bank.'
Mr. MCtPHERsoN.-We are .simply continuing to do business with people who
have treated us so well for so many years
past.
Mr. HOGAN.-I know that is the Government's argument. Before the ,Commonwealth Bank was established every
one ha,d to do business with the private
banks; but when the Commonwaglth
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Bank was established, many of the taxpayers found that it was a'ble to do their
business better than the private banks,
and transferred their accounts to it, with
the result that it is not only the first bank
in Australia, but head and shoulders
It is only nine
above all competitors.
years of age-quite a baby, as far as
years are concerned, but in stature and
progress it far excels all competitors, and
has dwarfed them into insignificance.
1MI'. SNowBALL.-It would be a very
unsatisfactory thing if we had only one
banking institution in Australia.
Mr. HOGAN.-If it was owned by all
the peo,ple, there would be nothing unsatisfactory about it at all.
~.1r. SNOWBALL.-We would be entirely
at the mercy of the Federal Gove.rnment
with 'regard to loans required for the
State.
Mr. HOGAN.-N othing of the kind.
To put on record how well the Oommonwealth Bank has got along, and how
foolish it is of the Victorian Government
to pe,rsist in boycotting it, I shall read
an extract from the B'allarat Echo.
Mr. MC'PHERsoN.~We did not need
the Oommonwealth Bank, and we are not
boycotting it.
Mr. IHOGAN.-I submit that the. honorable gentleman collects his revenue
from the pe,ople of Victoria, and that it
is his duty to bank their money in their
bank.
Mr. MoPHERsoN.-All the private
banks belong to the people, too.
'Mr. HOGAN.-No. 'They belong to
shareholders, and sometimes the shareholders may be Ministers. I am not saying that that is so.
I do not want to
make that assertion at this stage;' but if
there were a Min~ster who had charge of
the public funds, and who, instead of
banking them in the people's bank,
banked them in some bank in which he
was a shareholder or a director, I would
consider it very serious. The following is
the newspwper article to which I have referred :The annual report of the Auditor-IGeneral,
tabled in the· House of Representatives last
evening, shows that during the half-year ended
30th June the Commonwealth Bank made a
net profit of £833,134.

Mr. McPHERsoN.-You would Eay that
a private institution which made that
profit was profiteering.
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Mr. 'HOGAN.-Yes.
But the IOommonwealth Bank ~s not charging any
higher interest than any private bank.
Mr. SNowBALL.-If there were no private banks it might charge twice as much.
Mr. HOGAN.-It would not.
:M:r. SNOWBALL.-Your statement does
not carry any weight.
Mr. H,OGAN.-It carries all the weight
in the world. The Oommonwealth Bank
is owned by the people of Australia. As
I have said, it made a profit last year of
£833,134.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-Robbery!
1MI'. ,H.oGAN.-No.
Nobody gets
away with that money. It goes into the
pockets of no private individual. It does
not go to pay fat dividends to fat shareholders. It is all the Iproperty of the
people. 'The article continues'l'he iotal net profit earned by this bank
started without capital in 1911, is £2756 104:
This profit is divided into equal part's. 'OnE:'
goes to the reserve fund to strengthen the bank,
and the other goes into a redemption fund to
redeem the public debt of Australia.
Just
now we want to draw attention to the fact that
half of the Oommonwealth Bank's profits is set
aside for the purpose of lifting Australia's
burden of debt, and that emphasizes what magnificent service could be rendered to the community if this bank of the people received the
support to which it is entitled. It is boycotted
by the majority of the State Governments.
For instance, the Victorian Government, which,
roughly speaking, puts eight million pounds
through the banks every year, gives llot one
penny of business to the people's bank. All
its business is done with nine private banks,
four of which have their head offices in London, and all of which earn profits for a few
shareholders, and not for the whole people, as
does the Commonwealth Bank.
In addition,
public bodies, largely subsidized by the Goverllment, and handling public moneys, such as
municipalities, harbor trusts, water commissions, boards of work, &c., do their business
with the private banks. Probably the public
money paid into the private banks by these
ruHic bodies in Victoria alone amounts to
another eight millions every year.
It is impOHsible to get the figures, but we have no
douht that we are well within the mark wh.'m
we say that every year State Governments and
Sltate public bodies throughout Australia Day
into private banks £,50,000,000 of puhlic
Every penny of this vast sum is
moneys.
raised by taxation,
IWhy should the mont>y
tht> people have to pay in rates and taxes he
uSNI to earn dividends for shareholderc; in
f'lrivate banks?
The Commonwealth Bank
~howi-1 what mi,..ht be done. and what shonld
be done. Tf, boycotted as it is in the interest'l
of private banks by some State Governments
and most public hodies of Australia, it can
devote £1,378,052 to a sinking fund to payoff
Australia's public debt, what could it do if it
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received the support to which it is entitled?
This is a big question, but it is a question
about which the people are ,strangely apathetic.
The inter(ost on public debts requires the ra ising of a very cOJl'3iderable amount of taxation,
HUel ObvlOusly, therefore, if the public debt of
Australia is reduced, taxation is reduced automatica.lly. To illustrate this it is only necessary to point out that the interest on our war
ilJ~U1S Dlllounts to nearly sixteen million pounds
yearly, anri that is nearly half the Commonwealth's annual expenditure from revenue.
That stupendous burden must be borne eterually ull1e::'8 the debt is wiped out or greatly
reduced.
Only one institution, the Commonwealth Hank, is making a serious systematic
dfort to wipe it out. Yet the people who are
so derply interested allow the bank to be boycatted!
They allow the money that is taken
from them in taxes to be used in earning dividends for private shareholders instead of going
into a sinking fund to reduce and ultimately
wipe out the public debt. The representatives
of the l't'ople in 'Parliament and on public
bodies use the people's money to make profits
for themselves. That is a statement that cannot be challenged.
If it is, we can give the
names of public men who have the disposal of
public moneYl:! who are directors and shar~
holders of private banks, and who do the pubhc
bl1sint>~s through those banks in order to ~arn
dividends for themselves.

We get to this position. If anybody intrusted with the collection of taxes from
the people, boycotts the Commonwealth
Bank, and deposits the revenue with a
private bank, of which he is a shareholder
or a director, he leaves himself open to a
very serious chal'ge. We know how widespread the ramifications of the private
banks are, and no doubt inquiry would
elicit that there are many men who have
the handling of money raised by taxation
who, instead of paying that money into
the Commonwealth Hank, pay it into
banks of which they are, rperhaps, shareholders and directors, thereby earning
profit for themselyes. This is a very
serious phase of this question, and I hope
the Treasurer recognises the gravity of
it. I say that when any public man,
either in a Government or a municipal
council, or on any board, takes a hand in
taxing the people, and in collecting money
from them, and boycotts their bank, and
places their money in a private 'bank, so
that it will earn pro,fits f.or himself, he is
placing himself in a position in which
he is subject to v'ery serious criticism.
In fact, I think it would be almost an
offence. I know that there' are thousands
of shareholders and many directors in
these private banks, and if any of those
people in public positions are using their
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influence to have that money placed in
the banks of which they are owners, it
is a serious position indeed. I have no
doubt that if the matter were tested, it
would be decided that they had forfeited
their right to responsible positions in
public bodies. As far as Parliament is
concerned, they would not be entitled to
sit as members, ,because they would be in
the position of obtaining profits in the
discharge of their public duties. I assure the T'r'easurer that this has become
a very grave question.
The Commonwealth Bank has got beyond the stage
when it can be criticised. Nine years
ago, when it was started, the wiseacres
and magnates of the financial world said,
" What! start a bank without any capital ~
How can it succeed~"
It was
started without capital, and last half-year
it made a profit of £833,000, while during
nine years of its existence its prOlfits
made a total of £2,756,000, all of which
remains the property of the people of
Australia.
Mr. SNowBALL.-The Federal Government had unlimited borrowing powe,r.
There is nothing: strange in the whole
thing.
Mr. nOGAN.-There is. Some of the
private banks must have been used by the
Government for fifty or sixty years. The
Commonwealth Bank started with no
capital, and although it has been in existence sucl]._a short time, when compared
with: the private institutions, it is as a
Triton among the minnows. No one can
say that the Commonwealth Bank is
ephemeral; and, as a representative of
the taxpayers, I claim that it is not fair
that the Govelrnment should collect
money in taxation and boycott the
people's bank, when they require an institution tOl' put it in. The Treasurer
is prejudiced in favOlur of the private
banks. He alsQi appears to be prejudiced
against the Commonwealth Bank.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-I dOl not say one
word against the CommOlnwealth Bank.
Mr. HOGAN.-But the honorable
gentleman is not helping it.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-YOU are just showing
that it does not need his help.
Mr. HOGAN.-I am dOling something
more than that. I am showing tha.t the
people who pay· taxation to the 'Government dOl not want that money to be used
to enable private shareholders to make
a profit. They want the money tlO be
deposited in their own bank so that the
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profit will be retained by the Commonwealth for the use of the people of Australia.
The honorable member for
Brighton views the matter from the point
Qif view of the private banks. I view it
from the people's point of view. I am
not interested, except on behalf of all
the people. The honorable member fO"l:'
Brighton seems to be interested on behalf of a few people.
Mr. SNowBALL.-I represent a larger
majority of the people than the honorable member, and I hope the day will not
come when our priva.te banks will be
closed.
Mr. HOGAN.-Does the honorable
member think that the private banks are
dependent on this money being deposited
t?ere by the Government ~ Anyhow,
they are nOit entitled to the use of
money raised by taxation. Presently, I
trust this will become a very vital issue
here and, in season and out of season, I
will press it until this public money is de- '
posited in our public bank.
Not only
should that be done in the public interest, but it is improper for any shareholder or director in a. private bank to
advocate in this Parliament that the taxpayers' money should he paid into any
institution from which he may make a
profit. I merely wish tOl let those concerned know that their position is insecure and wrong. Speaking on behalf
of the taxpayers, I object and protest
against it. Without making any individual comment, I say that it :is
w~l1 known t;hat ;theriel aiTe men entrusted with the handling of public
money, collected by taxation, who are
putting it into private ·banks and making
There is something
a profit out of it.
more in it than the Treasurer was concerned abOlut at an early stage of my
remarks. I hope that in the near future
he will give the question serious consideration.
Mr. MCPHERSON .-So long' as I am
here I will not alter mv present practice.
Mr. HOGAN.-The present Tre'asurer
is not concerned in the way I have suggested, but if the succeeding Treasurer
were a director in a private bank, what
would be his position ~
Mr. MCPHERSON.-You could deal with
him then.
.
Mr. HOGAN.-T know that the present Treasurer is not in that position.
I am not making any indictment against
him. I know that this is a big question
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Yet the Government said
which will agitate the public mind until 21! per cent.
it is remedied. Perhaps the Treasurer is tha t there was to be an a,verage increase
prejudiced against the: Commonwe~lth 0'£ 12~ per cent. The fare from Dunnstown to Ballarat was. raised 50 per cent.,
Ba.nk.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-Not at all.
The and I succeeded in getting that reduced
other people have done all our business to 14 per cent., but the increase imposed
and done it well, so why should we frOOD BalIan to Melbourne. still stands.
Side by side with that is the fact that in
change 7
Mr. HOGAN.-But the Commonwealth many places in :M:elbourne there haye
Bank is the people.'s J>ank, and can do been no increased fares at all. There is
this business more cheaply than any of one paragraph in this report worth readthe private banks can, while all the profit ing in connexion with this phase of the
which the Commonwealth Bank makes matter, in which the railway people adwill remain the property of the public. mit that they cannot increase the fares
Th~ used to' be the, same prejudice in Melbourne.
This is the document
against the State Savings Bank.
sen t to me by Mr. T. Lynch, the Secretary
Mr. McPHERsoN.-The last loan I had .to the Minister, in answer to some
to deal with, which waR for about cl'iticism I made about this matter in
£3,000,000, the private banks provided Parliament a little while ago.
It is
at 5! per cent.
The Commonwealth statedhad to pay 61 pelr cent.
In addition, it is an established principle on
Mr. HOGAN.-Did the honorable railway systems generally to charge a rate
gentleman rest the Commonwealth Bank below the ordinary schedule wherever tram
to see what they would lend the money competition exists, in order to retain a fair
share of the traffic, and this applies particuat1
larly in the case of the fares between MelMr. McPHERsoN.-1 have told you bourne and Coburg. Tram competition is
what the Commonwealth had to pay for very keen on this line, and when an attempt
. their money. I assume that they would was made some years ago to increase the fares
the traffic declined to such an extent that the
go to their own bank.
was forced to restore the former
Mr. BAILEY.-Did you approach the Department
rates in order to protect its interests.
Commonwealth Bank ~
I have stated in the House that the fares
Mr. MCPHERSON .-N 0, I did not.
Mr. HOGAN.-1 think the Treasurer from BalIan to Melbourne have increased
could certainly have got better results by from 25 per cent. to 27 per cent., while
the fares from Ooburg to Spencer-street;
from the Commonwealth Bank.
The
Mr. MCPIIERSON.-1 am giving you haye not been increased at all.
t,he facts. Why did the Commonwealth fares from Balaclava to Flinders-street
have been actually reduced. That is theirGovernment have to pay 61 per cent. ~
Mr. HOGAN. - The Commonwealth reply.
They admit that they have inis not able to borrow as well as the State, creased the fares by from 25 per cent. to
, because it has a great debt and no assets. 27 per cent. from BalIan to Melbourne,
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Do you suggest that while the fares from Ooburg to Spencerthe Commonwealth Bank might have lent street have not been ii:tcreased at all.
m~ money more cheaply than it would N ow we are faced with the threat that
lend the Commonwealth ~
the railway fares and freights are going
Mr. HOGAN .-1 do not know, I am to be still further increa'8ed, and, I supmerely trying to induce the Treasurer td pose, with the same effect.
They will
use the taxpayers' money for the purpose be) increased in the country, w'here there
of earning profits for the taxpayers, and is no tram competition, and they will not
not for earning profits for ,private share- be increased in the metropolis where tram
holders.
I hope that some time before competition is experienced.
I cease to be a member of this House
ltfr. W ARDE.-The tram fares are going
that will be an accQlmplished fact.
Now
to be put up, too.
1 would like to say just a word about
Mr. HOGAN.-I see that. While my
increa~ed
fares in country districts.
According to a statement from the Min- people have to pay an increase of up to
ister of Railways in connexion with the, 27 per cent. on the railways, I find, by
increases last May, the first class fare examining the records, that the fare from
from BalIan to Melbourne was raised Balaclava to Flinders-street has actually
From the records I see
27! per cent., and the second class f.are been reduced.
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that the fare was 3id. from Balaclava to
Flinders-street, and that it is now 3d.
These anomalies are agitating the minds
of the' representatives of the country
districts, who :find that their const.jtuellts
nr(.! being hampered by the continued increases in fares. When it is stated that
there is going to be a still further increase, I ,protest against that kind . of
thing being carried out which wa.s can·jed
Cl t last year. If the railways are owned
by all tha people of Victoria, as they a~'e,
then I submit that all the people of VICtoria should get equal treatment. There
is no equal treatment if there is an increase in s()lIlle cases O'f from 20 to 50 per
cent., while in other cases there is no in-.
crease at all. That is all I desire to say
a~ this stage.
Mr. OAMERON.-I do not intend to
traverse the ground that has already been
gulle over by ",ther honorable members
in re'gard to' mining, education, and railways, except that, with regard to railways, there seems to be a g~neI'al opinion
expressed that we must In~'rease fares
and freights, and that the raIlways must
be. made to pay their way.
I hope that
that will not be carried too far. I hope
that the Government or the Oommissioners will bear in mind that at least
£100.000 a y,ear is being los.t, I understand, in competition with the trams, or
at any rate: that the tramway system
causes the railways to lose about £100,000.
I hope that that fact will be b?rne in
mind when these matters are bemg adjusted, and that the Government will not
impose upon the country a burden that
the country people c.annot bear. I was
very much interested m the remarks made
bv the honorable- member f.or St. Kilda,
",,:ho has travelled over the world.
He
has been thrO'ugh America., and has
cO'me back with some very strong and
advanced ideas in regard to land settlement. Any discussion 'that can . t~ke
place in this House with a view to gIVIng
proper encouragement in regard to land
settiement must meet with the approval
of honorable members. A few years ago
we all felt that the prices that we were
obtaining then for produce would be sure
to continue for four or five years at least.
N-ow we are being confronted with the
fart that prices are' slumping, and laI?d
value~, of course, come down to a certaln
extent in ratio to the fall in the price of
produce.
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:Mr. VVAlmE.-There has not been a
slump yet in land.
1\1:1'. CAl\1:ERON.-There is not quite
the demand for land which existed some
months ago. That may be on account
of the banks being more difficult in regard to lending money.
I think
that the one thing we should aim
at js the establishment of dairy
farms throughout the country, on suita.hJe land, especially within reasonable
distance of the metropolis.
We know
that in the Western District-the honorable member for Port Fairy can bear me
out iu this-those on small holdings engaged in dairying are doing well, and are
likely to continue to do well as long as
they have the Nestle's factory and big
industries like that taking their milk
supply.
This wonderful metropobs is
growing daily, and it will require a very
large increase in its milk supply. That,
to my.rp.ind, is one of the safest industries
that can be carried on in connexion with
laud settlement.
Mr. WARDE.-As far as the products of
land are concerned, I do not know that
r.nybody who is buying retail can get
them any cheaper.
1\1:1'. O~t\.MERON.-Has not the honorable member heard that chaff has gone
down considerably in the market?
Mr. HOGAN.-The things that have
gone down in price are those which the
honorable member would not eat--su~h
as chaff, oats, wool, and hides.
Mr. OAMERON.-This land settlement question, nO' doubt, is one which will
occupy the a,ttention of the House for
many years to come, and I am not going
to claim that I can solve the problem
straiglitway.
.
Mr. W ARDE.-I am afraid that the
ordinary housewife has not seen any fall
in the price of products from the land.
o Mr. SNOWBALL.-There has been no fall
in the price of those products.
Mr. CAMERON.-I might point O'ut
one paTticular product which 'has gone
down considerably,. namely, PQtatoes.
Hay and O'ats have also gone down. I
will deal now with a question that is regarded by some parties in Parliament as
a dangerous one, and as Qne which shO'uld
not be mentioned if Parliament is near a
dissolution, and that is the licensing question. I have been a little disconcerted at
the silence of the Government upon this
important matter.
Some time ago we
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were led to understand that a local option
poll could not take place within eighteen
months of a. previous local option poll.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The Act so provides.
Mr. CAMERON.-Eut when a dissolution seemed to be looming in the ·near
future recently, we were told that a local
option poll would have to take place again
if an election came off in a month ,or so.
There seems to be no definite opinion
upon this matter. Is it another instance
of the law being" a hass " ~
Mr. WARDE.-The law distinctly provides that there s'hall not be another
local op.tion poll within eighteen months
of a previous 'Oille.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-Eighteen
months must elapse.
Mr. CAMERON .-Some legal authorities say that a local optIon poll would
have to take place if an election was held
within the next few months, or at any
time. In view of the fact that many good
sound politicians upon nearly every other
question seem to have come to grief over
this question,ollle wonders whether it
would not be a very good thing on the
part of the Government to have local
option abolished.
Mr. WARDE.-Some politicians commit
suicide.
Mr. CAMERON.-No doubt my honorable frie~d, who enjoys a walk over at
every electIon, is not concerned in matters of this kind. I know that the honorable member for Flemington travelled
through the country considerably a few
years ago" and I believe that if there is
one thin,!; he likes better than another it
is good hotel accommodation. I am sure
he must know that the want of security
of tenure to-day gives no inducement to
property owners to !enovate, enlarge, or
1m prove hotel premISes so as to provide
~he acco~~moda~ion that a rapidly increasmg pubhc reqUIres. I am anxious that the
Governm~nt shoul~ indicate that early
~ex t sesSIon they wIll be prepared to bring
In new licensing legislation, so that these
people may know exactly where they
stand. They are askine- to-day whether
it is safe for them to spend a' few hundred. pounds in the improve:r:p.ent or extel,lsion of their property. Is it a fair
thmg to keep them in a state of unoer~aintv ~hen th~y are desirous of jmprovmg theIr pre,rrnses, and there,by catering
for the reqUIrements of the public ~ If
the Government will end that sort of uncert.ainty it will go a long way towards
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satisfying me that the Government are
prepared to do what the country desires.
Mr. CAIN.-Last session we passed a
Public Service Bill, and we were led to
believe that by means of that measure
everything woruld be· made right as far as
the public servants were concerned. I wish
to bring under the notice of the House
and of the Treasurer one ,or two anomalies
which exist under that Act, and which, I
hop~, will be removed.
They are in conneXIon with the section of the Public
Sery-ice at present employed by the Country Roads Board. These officers are Government servants, as they are the direct
employees of the Board, which is a Government institution.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-They do not come
under the Public Service Act.
Mr. CAIN .-That is the point I was
coming to. They are not under the Public Service Commissioner, and .h,ence they
have bee~ treated in a very shabby manner in comparison with the way in which
the employees in the various Departments
under the control of the Public Service
The'
Commissioner have been treated.
accounts clerks received £228 before the
passage of the Public Service A.ct of last
session, and £22 bonus, making a total
of £250. That was their total income
last year. Their total income this year
is £252, so that their net increase in the
actual money they have received is only
£2 a year. That seems to be distinctly
. unfair.
The average man occupying a
similar p03ition in any other Department
would have received a net increase of £62.
I oannnt understand why there should be
this differential treatment. I have heard
since that the Country Roads Board are
reconsidering, tQl some extent, the.ir previous decisions in regard to' the' remuneration of these officers.
Sir ALixANDER PEACOcK.-Tlhe promise was that these officers should be
similarly treated.
Mr. CAIN .-That promise was given,
but the,y have not been similarly treated.
I am satisfied that the treatment meted
out to' officers in this particular branch
of the Public Service is not in conformity
with that meted out by the Public Service
Commissioner in every other branch of
the Department. Consequently, I enter
my protest. I think the pay should be
made retrospective as from the time the
measure became operative. I hope that
the Minister of Public Instruction·, who
is at the table, 'will give this matter
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his consideration.
Opposition members
pointed out at the time that the proper
way of dealing with the pu hlic servants
is through a tribunal to which every section would have access. We have clear
evidence that what we stated. at that time
would happen has happened.
'Hel'e we
have a section of forty O'r fifty men and
women who received different treatment
to' that experienced by other sections of
the Public Service, and .they have nO' opportunity of submitting their grievance
to a proper tribunal. Just as was the.case
with the railway servants, Parliament
is not a proper tribunal to deal with industrial troubles, or t'he demand for an
increase of wages in the Public: Service.
Parliam,ent in . its wisdom decided to establish a Board for the railway men.
That has worked well. Members of this
House were incapable, owing to their lack
of knOtwledge of the technicalities surrounding the industry, of dealing with
problems arising in the railway service.
Seeing that we have once more an
anomaly in respect of one section of our
Public Service, we should reopen the
question of ielStahlishing a tribunal to
which the mOIst lowly as well as the most
exalted of our public servants might go
with a, certainty of getting a fair hearing. I ask the MinIster to' take a note
of the matter.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-The matter
has been brought under my nctice, and I
will see that consideration is given to it.
Mr. CAIN.-That is satisfactory.
Thea:e are one or two other matters I wish
to touch upon. First, there- is the question of the railway freights and fares. I
eannot understand why honorable members should apprQoach this matter with a
bias for the town as against the country
or for the country as against the town.
Why shOtuld the cry, "Town versus
oountry" be raised a,t all in a matter of
this kind. ~ The honorable member for St.
Kilda urged that f'eparate ltocounts
sho-uld be kept by the Railway Department for the, purpose O'f ascertaining' the
financial position of the metropolitan
railways as against tEe country lines.
I am not going tOo discuss the practicability or impracticability of that suggestion. I have, here a co'py of the Government Gazette, dated 2,3rd ISeptember, 1915,
and a later issue dated 26th February,
1920,' in which the freights and fares on
our Victorian railways are set OIUt in de-
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tail. I want to show what the exact position is. It is useless to deal in generalities, to say there has heen a rise of 50
per oent. here, 20 per cent. there, and
15 per cent. somewhere else. Let us look
at what has happened in connexion with
the me,trOopolitan fares. I will pick out a
railway station in my own district, that
of F'airfield, which is situated 5 miles
from Melbourne,. In 1915 the fares
wer&-first class 3!d., second single 2!d j
first ret.urn 5d., second return 4d. At the
present time the fares are-first single
4~d., second single 3!d j first return 7d.,
second return 6d.The net increase in
the second-class return fare to Fairfield
is, therefm:e, 50 per cent. The increase
in the first class fare does not quite work
out at 50 per cent.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Even with the increase the fare is oheap enough.
Mr. CAIN.-It may not be excessive j
but this is what has happened. The late
Sir Thomas Bent, in his wisdOom, decided
to offer special inducements to people to
leave the metrOopolitan area and get int,o
the outer suburbs, where they would have
an impi'oved economic QoutloOok fOol' their
families. He gave free railway passes La
people building homes in the outer suburbs. These passes were to operate OlVer a
certain pe,riod aCiCOording tOo the value of
the hOouse. At that time m,etrOopolitan
fares were very reasonable. Since then
there has been an increase of 50 per cent.
The honorable member for Boroondara
has predicted a financial panic. He
ought tOo know. He is a representative
of Flinders-lane and a business man. He
is in touch with the hub of industry in
this State. The big increases in :suburban
fares will probably have the effect of driving the ,people who were induced to build
homes in the outer suburbs back into the
c!ongested met.ropolitan artelas. Let us
now glance, at country fares. I will take
fares within a radius of 20 miles from
Melbourne. In 1915 oue could travel 21
miles from Melbourne at the follOowing
rates :-First-class single, 3s. 4d. j secondclass single, 2s. 4d. First-class return,
5s. 6d. j second-class return, 3s. 10d.
From the. Government Gazett,e, dated
26th Febi'uary, 1920, I find that the fares
now are--F'i rst-class single, 3s. 6d. ;
second.class single, 2s. 6d. First-class return, 5s. 10d. j second class return, 4s. 2d.
These increases are very small; but the
figures cannot be disputed. I will take
another example, this time a distance of
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121 miles from Melbourne. In 1915 the
fares were-First-class single. 19s. 2d.;
second-class single, 12s. 10d. In 1920 the
first-class single fare was increased to
£1 Os. 2d., and the second-class single t,o
'13s. 6d. The first-class return fare ill
1915 was 31s. 10d., and in 1920, prior to
the abolition of return tickets, it w~
33s. 6d.
Of £900,000 collected by the
railways from increases. in the last four
01' five years, £500,000 came from the
city. It must be recollected, too" in connexion with freights that there was no
increase in resped of agricultural products coming from the CGuntry. or from
raw material for shipment abroad, or
manures. I want to say to those honorable members who compla.in about increased freight8 and fares, that we have
The previous
a country Government.
Government was a country one. We had
the spectacle last session of supporters
of the Government joining the F'armers
Union. They realized that the then
cocrning election would be a conflict between two sections representing country
interests, one trying to outdo the
other.
The :Minister of Pu blic Instruction knows that.
The country
people get a very reason a ble deal. If
the railway freights and fares are to be'
raised the country ;producers should not
receive special consideration.
They
should not ,be given concessions in connexion with railway rates and the income
If I were a Mildura settler or a
tax.
prod.ucer of wheat in the Mallee, and I
earned £1,000 a year, and I owned land
the unimproved value of which did not
exceed £5,000, I would have to pay a
certain amount of land tax, but I would
not be called upon to .pay State income
tax. If I work in the city and earn £204
a year, I must pay income tax.
The
price of primary products is very high.
Clothing has not fallen because of the
fall in the price of wool. The producers
of this country have had a wonderfully good time, and they have received
privileges from the Government in connexian with income tax and railway
freights. I contend that the people who
are settled on the land ar;e for the most
part the best able to pay, and should
not be exempt from income tax, nor
from increases in railway rates.
I
realize that the railway rates have to be
raised.
There should be no exemption
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for men livin.g in certain parts of the
State as against those living in other
parts.
It is class legislation, and the
honorable member for St. Rilda spoke
against class legislation.
That is the
kind of legislation that picks out certain
sections of the community for special
privileges. The producers and the woolgrowers have boen picked out for special
consideration during the last three years
to my knowledge. . They are better able
Mr.
to pay than any other class.
Roberts, the secretary 'Of the Farmers
Union who has been trying to establish
a· won~en's section of the union, has told
US that there are in the metropolitan area
10,000 ex-farmers.
Mr. RYAN.-I think he is right.
}fr. CAIN.---'So do I.
How is it
that 10,000 of them can afford to retire
and settle down in the city ~
Mr. TOUTCHER. - They believe in decen tr aliza tion.
Mr. OAIN.-Yes, but for the other
fellow.
They have made a success' on
the land.
How can an honest Government representing the people pick out for
special consideration in ,~onnexion wit~
the income tax and the raIlway rates, thls
class, of whom 10,000 have retired and
live in the metropolitan area ~ At the
right timE:, I intend to have a good deal
more to say about this matter. I intend
to 'Point ou~ more fully ,what the records
display to any 'one who will look them up
for the last five years. N ow I come to
the last question I wish to deal with. The
honorable member for St. Rilda raised
a question that has been raised before
in this 'House, and that is the question of
immigration. We have .been told by men
who should know that we are on the verge
of industrial trouble. Everyone knows
to-day that hundreds of bootmakers. are
unemployed or working on short tIme.
There are hundred.s ·of people unemployed
in the sewing trade, and the tailoring
trade was never quieter.
)\{any other
trades are in. a similar position. The
honorable member for St. Rilda, and the
honorable member foil'" Boroondara. think
that we are ,O'oing to have an unemployed
army. We are told that t~e prices of
our primary products are gomg to come
down as the result of certain happenings
throughout the world. If so, our land
0
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settlement is going to be a partial failure.
The Government has spent millions of
money in buying land, and has had to
write off thousands and thousands of
pounds. H undroos of purchases of land
have had to be written down. We have
2,000 soldiers yet to be settled on, the land,
and yet it is proposed by ,this Government,
and by the Federal Government, to bring
an army of men from :abroad. The Old
Country is in much the same position as
this country.
Unemployed there are
seizing the public halls and marching in
thousands to apply for adverti~ed jobs.
I saw by the cables that a man who advertised a job had to put out placards to
intimate to thousands of applicants that
the job had ,been filled.
We are told
that industry is going to close down, and
that there ~ust be something to stop the
ever-increasing demands of the working
people. They must prevent the workers
from getting increased wages and reduced
hours. Then, in the circumstances, this
Government says, "Go abroad and bring
out· a few thousand more. Make the unemployed army bigger." It asks for men
to settle on the land, and yet there are
2,000 that it cannot settle. Until this
country is able ,to settle its own men on
the land, it should not invite people from
other countries to come here. When it
has settled its own men on tl:e land it must
be prepared to employ its own people.
Of all the great problems of our social
system, unemployment is the greatest.
No country .has·been able to avoid it, but
we who have re~ponsibilities and obligations should not make the position more
difficult for those out of work here,
whether they are ex-service men or men
from the ordinary industrial ranks, by
spending thousands of pounds iu obtaining immigrants.
I refuse to support a
policy of immigration unless this country
oan provide work for it~ workless, and
land for its landless.
Honorable members know that that time has not yet
arrived. The unemployed man has generallv more chance in the countrv which
he knows. If he has to tightel{ up his
belt, he prefers to do it in his own land,
rather than be unemployed elsewhere.
London, in his work called The T'ramp,
showed how men travel about in the
United States of America doing one job
to-day, and another to-morrow.
He
Mr. Cain.

the Budget.

pointed out that in America it would be
impossible to carryon certain ~ndu8tries
if it were not for the man known as the
tramp.
If society cannot so arrange'
matters as to do without an army of men
tramping from one end of the country to
the other cutting sugar-cane per ha ps in
Queensland, and afterwards gathering
grapes in Mildura, well, society should see
that those men receive reasonable remuneration for the services which thev render
to the community.
Financia.l authorities, men supposed to be the best judges
of what will happen in society, men who
hold shares in the Broken Hill or Mount
1\1:organ mines, or in the big insurance
companies, say that we are face to face
with difficulties here; and I, for one" am
not going to bring about keener competition, as far as work is concerned, by importing an army of men from abruad
when neither land nor employment can
be found fOl' those we already have here.
~Ir. Toul1cHER.-Would you put a further check on the birth-rate?
1\11'. OAIN.-The honorable member
and I have enough to do in looking after
the living without worrying about the unborn. We were told that thi~ world was
to be ,a paradise for the workman when
the war was over. N ow we are informed
that we are faced with economic tragedy.
The people are told to " produce" and to
"work." The Prime Minister is always
saying that.
Well, look at the bootmakers.
They have ·made many thousands of boots, and to-day the storehouses
and the retail shops are full, but the bootmaker himself walks about .jobless.
I
point that out to those who say that production is the solution of the problem.
I·et them regard also the position in con:
llexion with wheat. With the assistance
of bountiful rains, we have now a harvest
as good as ever we had. But is wheat
cheap ? No. In spite of the magnificent
crop, wheat is dear.
U

Mr. TouTcHER.-Does· not more production bring more money into the
country?
Mr. CAIN.-That is all right; but
does the honorable member think that the
people generally will get it? . Perhaps
more money will come into the country,
but it will go into the pockets of a few.
That may be better than no one having
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it, but still it is of very little good to the elections, yet nothing has been done so
fellow who ha-s not got it. While it may far as I am aware.
solve the .problem for the few, it does not
Major BAIRD.-It is not six weeks
solve it for the many. Students of since you brought the matter under my
economy who have come into this House notice.
fresh from the electors, with all their new
Mr. CLOUGH.-Complaints were made
philosophy, are confronted with a big
in the ·press, and were in the Ohief Secproblem.
It is a problem which no one
retary',s office before polling day.
country has succeeded in solving, but it
MajoT BAIRD.-I called for a report
is up to us to attempt to solve it to our
own. satisfaction, for the benefit of the the day after you m8!de your ,speech.
people of this country, and I maintain
Mr. OLOUGH.-The honorable gentlethat we will not solve it by introducing at man may keep on calling for reports
this juncture immigrants from abroad to until the next election, but I want to
compete with the workless people already know before thi,s session .closes who are
here.
the .persons responsible for the state of
The debate on the Budget then termi- those rolls. I have delivered to the hon. or able gentleman's office ·a list of the
nated.
n·ames of persons who were omitt·ed from
the roll, ,but that is not my business. I
SUPPLY.
also indicated to the Minister a number
The Estimates of Expenditure of the of names which weTe on the supplemen\ear 1920-21 were taken into considera- tary list which had no Tight to be there.
tion.
T,hey should have been on the main roll.
They would not ·have been on the suppleCHIEF SECRETARY'S DEPARTMENT.
mentary roll if some persons had not inChief Secretary, £1,395,440.
terested themselves in the matter.
The
Mr. W ALLAOE.-I want to refer to Electoral Inspector {or my district has
the position of office-cleaners. This mat- been living in Melbourne for six years.
ter has been brought up on .a number of I do not know if the Ohief Secretary or
occasions, but nothing is done to relieve his officers were aware of that fact.
the position of the lowest paid section of
Major BAIRD.-It has only just been
the Public Service.
brought under my notice.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Would it
Mr. OLOUGH.-Whose business is it
not be 'better to discuss that matter on to know ·tha t an electoral officer has been
the Public Works estimates? It does not living for SIX years away from the discome in properly here.
tric1j he is supposed to look after ~
:Major BAIRD.-SO long as the officer
lh. WALLACE.-All right.
does his work that is all we worry about.
Mr. CLOUGH.-I would not have made
}:[r. CLOUGH.-But he did not ,do his
any remarks whatever in discussing the
Budget had any effort been made by the work. How could he do it when he wa'S
Chief Secretary to Teply to criticisms living 100 miles ,away from his work ~
made during the deba1te on the Address- This is a very serious matter, particuin-neply. It has become notorious that larly to members who may 'be working on
when meIllbers are airing grievances there a narrow margin. It may be that some
are very few members sitting on the Min- who are missing. from this House to-day
isterial ·side of the House, and it some- are absent on account of the inefficient
times happens that even the Minister EIActoral Act or the working .of the Dewhose DepaTtment is under criticism is partment. Somebody is responsible for
not in his place to iheaT what members the present state ·of affairs. If it is the
have to say. During the debate on the -result of an inefficient Act it is the busiAddress-in-Reply I drew the Chief Sec- ness ·0'£ the Government to see that it is
retary's attention to the state of the roUs brought up to date. I have ,heard it said
for the last election, and particul,arly that there are more names on the State
those for ,a certain portion of my elec- roUs than on the Federal rolls. That is
torate. Six weeks have passed since the not tru~ in the district I am familiar
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with. If it is true in regard to :any dis·
trict, it is because there is no effective
machinery to strjke off the names of
people who have sh:i!fted from one part of
the State to another. People who move
probably get ,enrolled in the division in
which they r'esi,de, but their names are
left on 1he roll in the division in
which they formerly lived. It may be
that one .person's name is on two or three
rolls for that reason. There ·are people
in my district who have been living in
the same house for twenty years but
whose names do not appear on the roll,
and I know of .a dozen houses not one
of the occupants of which was enroUed.
I t is three weeks since I brought the
matter under the no'tice of the Minister,
but .he has not given me any explanation.
Major BAIRD.-The report has not
come to me. .As soon as I get it I will
let the honorable member know.
Mr. CLOUGH.-How long is it going
to take the Department to get the report ~
Major BAIRD.-Inquiries have to be
made in your electorate, 'and we do not
want ,any more mistakes.
M'r.
OLOUGH.-The Government
directed the police to m,ake .a canvass for
the enrolment of electors. How many
weeks is it going to take the Department
to :find ·out if the ,police completed the
canvass satisfactorily ~ Is the Minister
interesting himself in the matter 'at alH
Parliament will probably go into recess
in a week'·s time, ,and the reports will
not 'be here. Electors are entitled to know
who is responsi,ble for the scandal which
has taken place. I do not know why
such ·a scandal ,should not be immediately
investigated.
The comp1aints I have
made about my constituency have also
been made ·by other members ·about theirs.
1 read reports showing that other mem·
bel'S were making bitter complaints. It
is a public scandal when large numbers of
people go to the polling booths on polling
day and :find that they are disfranchised.
The facts were known to the Minister be·
fore polling day, and at this hour he is
not in a position to inform the House who
was responsible for the condition of
affairs, or how it occurred. It is up to
the honorable gentleman to shake him·
self and his Department up, and to tell
us what he proposes to do. This State has

one of the most obsolete electoral systems
in Australia, and it is more obsolete than
many of the electoral systems in force in
other countries. We have demanded re·
peatedly that some effort be made to coordinate the State and Federal systems.
The Federal Government has one of the
most effective systems of enrolling electors
that it is possible to conceive, and, as a
consequence, has a nearly perfect roll.
The State, for some reason or another,
refuses to try to co-ordinate its work
with that of the Federal authority. The
Federal Government do not act in the
same haphazard way as the State Government in cannexion with the appointment of electoral officers.
The
State Government is satisfied with
any sort of officer, and it does
not care whether he is likely to do
the work effectively.
The Federal Government appoint men experienced in the
work, and make them permanent. The
Stat.e Government pays an electoral inspector £36 a year, with some allowance
for names that he places upon the
roll. Only a m'an who has a considerable
amount of leisure time can do t1he work
effectively; but many electoral inspectors
go ,off to work 'at 8 o'·clock in the morning,
knock off at about 5 o'clock in the afternoon, have their dinner at about 6 o'clock,
and then are supposed to attend to the
Sr.ate rolls and see that all electors are
enrolled. That sort of thing must lead
to a considerable amount of disfranchisement of electors, because the inspectors
h~tve not the time to trace electors to :find
out whether they have left the ·district, or
to find out whether there are new-comers
or persons who have come of age and
ought to ·be enrolled. I want to know
from the Chief Secretary, before the session closes, what acti'on his Department is
taking. I understand from him that it
is making inquiries; but how much longer
will those inquiries take? I should like
to know, as soon as it is convenient to his
Department, who is responsible for the
disfranchisement of the electors to whom
I have referred.
Major BAIRD (Chief Sec>retary).-I
regret very much that I am unable to tell
tbe honorable member for Bendigo East
to-night who is responsible for the mistake that was made in his electorate. I
regret, just as much as he does, that there
should have been the defects he has re-
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ferred. to in the rolls for his constituency.
As soon as he informed the Chief Electoral Officer about the matter, that officer
discussed it with me, but we did not move
Ulltil the honorable member, from his
place in the House, specially requested us
to do so. That was two or three weeks
ago.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-Why
did you wait for that?
Major BAIRD.-We were acting in a
different way; but when the ho·norable
member made his request in the House, I
at once called for a report. I cannot tonight say who is to blame, because I have
not yet ,received the report, and T am sure
that the honorable member does not want
me to blame somebody on insufficient
evidence.
lIr. CLOUGH.-I want you to hurry up
the report.
Major BAIRD.---.I will do that.
I
shall get the report aos early as I can,
acquaint the honorable member with its
contents, and tell him what action we propose to take.
Mr. PRENDERG.A.8T.-Do you think the
report will arrive before the House goes
into recess?
Major BAIRD.-I have every hope
tha tit will.
Mr. J. W. BIIJLSON (Fitzroy).-In my
district peorle who had lived in the same
house for thirty years were left off the
roll.
Major BAIHI>.-That kind of thing
would OCf.'Ul' with the best system you
could have. I do not say that what
occurred in Bendigo East would happen
with the best system, but men will make
mistakes.
Mr. J. W. BILl,SON CFitzroy).-Why
were the names of people in my electorate taken off the roll?
Major BAIRD.-They were not can\Tassed.
Mr. CLOUGH.-Who is responsible for
that?
ltfajor BAlRD.-A polipeman may go
to a home, and there may be no body
the1,'e.
He may go a second and a third
time, and there n;J.ay be nobody there.
Mr. CLOUGH.-Is that a reason for disfranchising the people?
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Major BAIRD.-No. But what can
a policeman do if he calls at a house
time after time and there is nobody
there?
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Electoral inspectors are supposed to examine the rolls.
The electoral inspector for Bendigo
East was 100 miles away from his district.
.
Mr. CLOUGH.-In one stroot in Bendigo East there are three families oocupying adjoining pTemises. They ha,ve
occupied them for over twenty years.
There is not one member of the families
on the roll. One place is a business IPlace,
which is open all day.
Major BAIRD .-A policeman may
cease work after taking the names at one
house, and the next morning, instead of
starting at the next house, he Iffiay make
the mis.take of starting two 'or three
houses further along. Policemen are no
more infallible than we are.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The electoral inspectors should COorrect that.
MajOor BAIRD.-Yes. I venture to
say that the majority Oof the rolls we["e
not in a bad condition. The roll for my
oonstituency was not, and I had as keen
a fight as any honorable member.
:Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Pitzroy).-How
do you account for your roU be1ing in good
order ,and mine bemg in bad order ~
MajOor BAIRD.-Therre were people in
my constituency' whose names were left
off the roll.
Mr. MORLEY.-Take this case. There
are eight mffiY~he["s of a family residing on
a farm, and the names of six of them
were left off the roll.
Major BAIRD.-I 'had a similar case.
A husband was enrolled ,and his wife was
not.
Mr. MORLEY.-How do you account for
tha,t ~
Major BAIRl.J.-lil thrut case the card
had been sent in with two names on it,
and it was somewhere between that and
the printing of the roll that the mistake
happened.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Do you
mean to say that if thIngs are rOotten all
round we' need not grum ble ~
Major BAIRD.-They are nart rort:.ten
aU round. The rOoll in the honorable
merrLber's district may be, but I venture
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to say tha·t the rO'lls in the majo:rity ot McMahon family, of McCrae-street;
cases are not. The roll in my district Malone, . of Holt-street; Mar§hall, of
was not rottern. TheTa were some mis- Bridge-street; the M()rgan family, of
takes and slips, and they will occur under Bridge~street; O'Brien, of Nolan-street;
the best system that can be invented. if O'Donohue, of Hargrea.ves-·street; Rougit is carried out by men, and I dOl not han, of Bridge-street; and the Watson
knoiW whO' else you can get itO' carry it family, of Bridge-stroot. These were all
out. I consider that the officers of the put on to the supplementary roll by a
Department have done the work as well young man of the name of Watson, so I
as any other body of men could do it.·
am informed by the Electoral Registrar.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The .person em- This was done after the police had failed
ployed to make a canvass has the roll in to canvass these places. On the top of
front o.f hilrr~' showing the names of resi- this there is a huge list of persons w'hose
dents. Why a.re those names struck off names never got on to' the roll at all. In
other portions of my electorate the police
when the residents ha.ve not moved ~
MajO'r HAIRD.-The police take t.o did their duty perfectly. But in this one
every house a schedule, which has too be centre, the radius of which is such that
filled in by the' householde.r and returned one could traverse it in fifteen minutes, a
to the police.
huge number of people were missed in the
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU deprived men canvass. It is no use offetring the excuse
of It.heir votes.
that the be·st of us can make mistakes.
Majo:r HAIRD.-It is a very serious Somebody failed to do his duty, and I
thing, and we, will not allow it t.O' be done want to know who that person was, and
if it is possIble, to pre'Vent it.
what the Chief Secretary proposes to do
Mr. RYAN .-Are you going to have a with him.
uniform State and Federal roll ~
Mr. RYAN.-It has become a matter
Major HAIRD.-We shall probably of public interest, and is a matter of exhave a Redistribution of Seats Bill in this treme importance to the people concerned,
Parliament, and that will be the proper that the 'Government should announce its
time to discuss any pro.posed alteration of decision-if it ha.s arrived at a decisionthe roll. This House could not be asked ill connexion with the affair at the Pentto deal with a question like that in a ridge GaoL Some eight or nine months
piecemeal fashion. Howetver, the Govern- ago there was an alleged uprising at that
ment have not decided on adopting the institution.
As a result of that, some
principle of the uniform roll yet.
o41cers werp. suspended, one was disMr. CLOUGH.-I am rather surprised missed, some were threatened with disat the attemp'ted apology of the C1lief missal. one was reduced in rank, and
Secretary for the complamt that I have others were fined. The Chief Secretary
tried to ventilate. He said that there promised a.t the time the first Board of
is nobody perfect, and that it is quite Inquiry was appointed that punishment
possible to make mistakes. I admit it. would 'not be meted out pending the reLet me say that throughout a vast area ceipt of a final report. Surely it is a proof the Bendigo East electorate the elec- per thing to expect that n~ punishment
toral rolls were in a perfect state. But I would be inflicted prior to the completion
am dealing with one particular portion of the inquiries.
The Government apof that constituency, and I want to know pointed a second B6·ard of Inquiry, whose
who was responsible for it. I will read re.port was received some two or three
from the supplementary roll the names months ago. Since then the newspapers
of a number of electors in that particular have constantly indicated that a great
locality who were missed. They are- change is to be made. A day or two ago
Archibald and Elizabeth A ppo, both of we read t'hat Colonel Freeman, whO' had
119 Bridge-street; Bryenton, junior, of been previously a governor, or' some reMcCrae-street;
Carter,
Pailes-street; sponsible officer at the gaol, was to be reBenbeigh, McIvor-street; the Dingfelde·r appointed at an increased sa!~ry and with
family, of Bridge-stree.t; the Griffin greater e,xecutive powers. We have had
family, of Bridge-street; Hoy, of Bar- a bio~raphy printed in full of the !:illPnard-street; Johnston, of Barney and posed new governor-general of the gaol.
Ryan streets; J ardan, of Harney-street; Another report has appeared within the
the Junck family, of Bridge-street; the last few -hours to the effect that certain
McConnell family, O'f Bridge-street; the men are to be dismissed for breaches of
l
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discipline.
Interested pe-rsons at Pentridge and at Coburg, and, I take it, the
people of the State generally, are anxious
to know what the Government policy is.
Surely in making an appointm~mt of importance in that institution men inside
and outside the Service should .be given
an opportunity of applying for the position.
lv.I:ajor BAIRD.-That was done.
Mr. RYAN.-Then· I take it that no
appointment has been made ~
Majer BAIRD.-No appomtmenthas
been made yet.
Mr. RYAN.-'Vill the House have an
eppoL tunity this ses;:.ion of discllssing the
recemmendation ~ We ,have not seeil the
recommendation.
We have had three
digests, all differing on material points,
chiefly on the question of the allocation
of blame. The Age l'epo.rt was different
from the re,port appearing in O'the,r newspapers in this State. The Sydney Daily
TelefJraph seemed to suggest that the Government have been able to allocate the
blame in respect to the means ef communication and the secreted articles that
were found in coal trucks.
Owing to
the various rumours and suspicions the
officers in the institution are unnerved.
They are asking every day what is to
be done, and when will it be done. I
have been unable to get from the Government· any further statement than t'h'at
they are ~till considering the question.
During the past eight menths there have
been three inquiries, 'and I now ask, Will
me~bers of this House have an opportunIty to read the reports ef those inquiries in full ~ We should know whether there has been a serious departure
from duty. There was the onus of suspicion on every man in the gael. It is
not teo much to. ask that honorable members should be enabled to see the report.
Surely we have as much right to' see the
report as a section of the' press have.
!his seeJ?s to bel my last chance to get
lllfof1ITiahon.
The Chief Secretary has
indicated that no a.ppointment has been
made.
Majo'r.B.uRD.-You wanted to knew if
everyone would get an opportunity to'
apply.
.Mr. RYAN.-The qh~ef Secretary
saI~ that everyone, is elIgIble for applicatIOn.
Major BAIRD.-Applica,tions win be
called for. That is t.he duty of the Public Service Commissioner.
Second Session 1920.-[26]
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Mr. RYAN.-No applicatiQons have
been called for, and we can take it that
no B.tppointmeillt has boon made 1
Major BAIRD.-Yes.
Mr. RYAN.-\Ve can take it ,that
Colonel Freeman, whom I do not know
and ha ve never seen, has not been reappointed, as stated.
l\![ajnr BAIRD.-He has not been appointed.
Mr. RYAN.-And every member of
the Service, will have an 0pp0\rtunity of
applying for the posiltion 1
.
Major BAIRD.-I£ there is any change
made.
Mr. RYAN.-The,re IITiUst be, because
two Qofficers have resigned. In the case
of one of the gQlve,rnors the appoci.ntment
has e,x,pired, and I suppose applicatIons
will be called to fill the vacancy-~
Major BAIRD.-Yes.
.
Mr. RYAN.-Will the House have an
opportunity of reading the relport ~
}\![.ajor BAIRD.-I can promise that the
honorable member will be, ahle to see the
report hefore the House, rises.
Mr. RYAN.-And the Housel will be
able to consider it 1
MajoT BATRD.-I shall make the report
availahle before, the HQouse rises.
Mr. RYAN.-'Vill it be on thel table
for every honorahle member to see 1
Major BAIRD.-Yes.
Mr. HANNAH.-I notice that there
is in the Estimates a gratuity tOo J. D.
l\1erson, Secretary to the Public Se,rvice
Commissioner. The amount set down is
£122 6s., tOi be paid on retirement from
the Public SeTvice, and it is described
as the difference between his salary and
his Ipension from the 18th November,
1919, tO'the 17th May, 1920. I want to
know somet'hing about this. He was in
the Public Service for a number of years.
Is he to receive this amount helcau se· he
retired be,fore the statutory age ~
Major BAIRD.-He has reached the
statutory age.
Mr. HANNAH.-I should like, a fllll
e.xplanatiQon.
Major BAIRD (Chief Secretary).-Mr.
Merson, when he reached the age of sixtyfive, retired, and we granted him six
months' leavei. That meant that he was
to have six Imonths' lelave on full pay.
. Mr. J. W. BILLSO~ (Pitz1'oy).-vVithout work ~
l\fajor BAIRD.-Yes, without work. It
was found that we had to' extend his
time fo'r six months to allow him to draw
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the full salary. The amounrt set dDwn £300 be distributed in equal amounts
is the difference between his pension and among the art galleries mentioned ~
what his salary would have been. This
Maj or BAIRD (Ohief. Secretary).is the way the Auditor-General insists
In the ,past, Geelong has had rather a
that this shO'uld be done. If Mr. Merson
had not been Dver sixty-five wei could . big pull on this v,ote, which, I underhave givern him six months' leave on full stand, has been distributed according to
the revenue of the ,art galleries.
pay.
Yr. BROWNBII~L.- Y ou do not know
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Is it
nO't usual to' give the le'ave priO'r to' the the exact amO'unts this year.
retiring age ~
M,ajor BAIRD.--.:.The division will be
Major BAIRD.-Yes, that should have made after this vote is passed.
"been done, and then this would not have
Progress wa's then reported.
been necessary.
Mr. HANNA H.-The e,xplanation is
HOUSING AND RECLAMATION
nDt satisfactory to' me. These things have
BILL.
a habit O'f creeping intO' the Estimates,
This Bill was returned from the Legisalthough we ha va been pll'icxmised that
they will not recur. No none knows the' latIve Council with ,a message intimatIng that they had agreed to the same
busine'8s betie'r than Mr. Merson.
Major BAIRD.-Dr. O'Brien wa.s in the w~th amendments.
name positiDn.
The amendments were ordered to be
Mr. HANNAH.-Mr. J. D. Merson taken into consideration the following
was in thel office of the Public Service day.
C01Lmissioner, who has to do everythin a
pertaining to the men l.n the SeTvice~
ADJOURNMENT.
We are told by the Chief Secretary that
there has been an ove,rsight and that ORDER OF BUSINESS - QUESTIO'N OF
some one has blundered..
PRIVILEGE-KIEWA
HYDRO- ELECTRIC
SCHEME.
.
Majoa:- BAIRD.-It was not an oversight. H,e did not apply for leave until
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I movehe was over sixty-five.
Mr. HANNAH.-No one' knew better
than he. I must protest that a man who
is in a good position should be better
treaJi:,ed tha.n lO'wly-paid men. I stand
for justice' for the whole Service. How
can the Government justify their attitude
in giving privileges to' some that are denied to' ()It.hers ~ We find that Parliaments come and gO', but, like the brook,
these things go au for ever. We ought
to have absolute justice done to' the
poorer section of the State Service, who
have donel just as much in their way as
the Mersons or any other persons. The
F,armers party, wjth its thirteen members, is now a force in this HOll"e, and
I ·hope that it will make its influence
felt in the interests of the down-trodden
and pppreissed, and that it will not be
content to swallow all that the Government places before them.

rl'hat the House do now adjourn.

I should like. to take the opPo.rtunity of in£orm~ng honorable members as to. the bnsiness with which the GO'vernment will ask
them to deal to-morrow. It will be necessary for us to pass a number of Bills in
order to provide business for another
place. W epropose to ask the House to
deal with the following measures :-Surplus Re\renue Bill, Victorian Loan Bill,
the Council's amendments in the Housing and Reclamation Bill, Income Tax
Bill, Land Tax Bill, Pharmaceutic,al
Chemists Bill, 'and the Great .Ocean-road
Bill. That will leave several measures
of suhstance to be dealt with next week.
Mr. LEMMoN.-How about the Factories and Shops Bill ~
Mr. LAW.sON.-That may, perhaps,
be brought on this week ..
Mr. HANNAH.--What day will be set
Mr. BROWNBILL.-I would like to
call attention to the vote for the Art Gal- aside for private members' business ~
1\1r. LA WSON.-We shaH be able to
leries of Bendigo, Ballarat, Castlemaine)
Geelong, and Warrnambool. Will that decide that later, perhaps about Tuesday
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next. I sh ')uld' like the House to also dispose of the Estimates this week. There are
two very important Bills which have to
be considered--'the Electricity Supply
Loan Bill and a Bill to vary the constitution of the Electricity Oommission and
deal with the question of power. As
soon as the House meets on Tuesday next,
it is proposed to proceed with the secondreading speeches on those measures.,
Then I am going to ask members of
both Houses to meet in the Committee
room at 7 o'clock that night, and to invite Sir J ohn ~Iona'9h to confer with
them in regard to the scheme, advising
them just what has been done-the progress that has been made, the schemes
which are in contemplation, and full
technical information respecting them.
Mr. HANNAII.-Twelve months -ago we
had 'all that.
Mr. LAWSON.-I think it is right
that honorable members should know
what 'has been done since.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Is it true that the
Kiewa scheme has been knocked on the
head?
Mr. LAW,SON.-I do not know.
Mr. PRENDERGA.sT.-The press has published ,something to th.at effect.
_ Mr. LAWSON.-We do not always
believe all we read in the press.
This will give honorable members all
opportunity of getting full technical information and data in regard to that matter. On Tuesday next, I propose to submit the Oonstitution Act Amendment Bill,
and I should like honorable members to
put it through that day. Then there is
the River Murray Waters Bill, which
must be passed, and the Necessary Commodities -Control Bill will be submitted
early next week, together with the Railways Bill and the Land Bill.
Mr. HANN AH.-What about the Flood
after that?
Mr. LAWSON.-There will be no
flood, but there will be a Ohristmas recess.
I want honerable members to be prepared
to sit late if necessary to-morrow night,
and also to sit on Friday. If they do
that we can break the back -of the work
that is immBdiately befoft;li us. We scalI
then have a clear fun fOf the measures I
have indicated next week. I know hon-
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orable members will help the Government
in this matter. I thank them for the
progress which has been made, and I may
say that we greatly appreciate the help
which has been given to the Government.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - I should
like to ask the Premier, and you, Mr.
Speaker, whether anything has been done
in connexion with the question -of privilege raised by the honorable member for
Boroondara? I may say that further reflection confirms me in my opinion that
the question is one for you, Mr. Speaker,
to deal with.
The SPEAKER.-So far as I am concerned, I have 110 power to act unless
a motion is submitted to the House. The
honorable member for Boroondara and
others have spoken in connexjon with this
subject ; but no motion has been moved,
and I am powerless in the matter.
Mr. HANNAH.-I should like to ask
the Premier if we are to have a report
in connexion with the Kiewa scheme this
week. Last week the Premier informed
us 'that the report was in the hands of the
Government Printer, and would be circulated this week. It is now Wednesday and we have not yet received it.
Be:f~re we reach the Estima'tes dealing
wjth this matter, I should' like to have
the opportunity of reading what I ?elieve
will be a very valuable report wIth regard to the utilization of our streams. If
the Government can facilitate the distribution of that report, it will save time
when we reach the Esti:tnates.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-By leave,
I may say that I have not done anything
further in regard to the question of privilege, but I will make a statement as
early as possible to honorable mem?ers.
With regard to the report on the KIewa
scheme, I am not quite certain if the
printing has been completed. Thel:e are
a lot of maps and diagrams to be prInted,
and it is exceedingly difficult work. There
will be no loss of time in making the re~
port available to honorable members. It
will be put in their hands as early as poss:ble,. and I hope it will be distributed
thi.s week.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at seventeen
minutes to eleven o'clock p.m.
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The SPEAKER took the chair at eight
minutes pabt eleven o'clock.
IMPORTED GOODS FOR STATE
DEPARTMENT.
Mr. LA WeON (Premier), pursuant to
an Order o-f the HO'use (dated October
17) 1905), presented a return showing
the machinery) goo-ds, and ma teTial
manufactured O'r produc,ed outside the
Commonwealth and purchased for the
State Rivers and Wate'r Supply CommisSIon during 1919-20.
TRAGOWEL LAND BILL.
Mr. LA \VSON (Premier) presented a
message from the Lieutenant-Governor
recommending that appropriatio-n be
made from the Conso:ida,ted Revenue fO'r
the purposes of a Bill relating to the sale
of certain land in the parish of TragO'wel.
A resO'lution in acco-rdance with the
reco-mmendation was passed in Committee,and adopted by the Ho-use,.
STATE ELECTRIOITY COMMISSION
BILL.
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways)
presented a message from the LieutenantGovernor recommending that an appropriation be made fro-m the Conso-lidated
Revenue for the purposes o-f a Bill to.
amend the law relating to Electricity
Commissioners and to e:ectric light and
powor, and for other purposes.
A r·esolution in accordance with the recommendation was passed in CQommittee,
and adopted by the House.
J\l{r. Bl1RNE S (Minister of Rai 1ways) .
---1 moveTha.t the Bill be read a first time.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What IS the
meaning of this Bill ~
Mr. LAWSON (Pre,mier).-In the
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech a promise
was made that a Bill would be brought
down to reconstitute the Electricity- Commission, and this is the ,pre.Jiminary resolution which enables the Bill tOo be introduced. That is all.
Mr. PRENDERGAS'l'.-It embraces salaries; hence the message.

Commis,;irm Bill.

Mr. LAWSON.-That is so.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What is proposed
to be done in connexion with the salaries
of the Commissioners 1
Mr. LA·WSON.-There is no change in
salaries, but the Commission is to be reconstituted, and the intention is, when
authority is obtained from Parlia~ent,
to appoint Sir JQohn Monash as Chairman
of the Commission.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.
. STATE SAVINGS BANK BILL.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) presented a message from the LieutenantGovernor recommending that an appropriation be made from the Consolidated
Revenue for the purposes of a Bill tOo pro.vide for advances by the Commissioners ..
Qof the State Savings Bank Oof Vict~ria to
companies for the purpose of certaIn undertakings in connexion with industries
in country districts and to amend the
Savings Bank Acts.
.
A resolution in accordance WIth the recommendat.ion was passed in Committee,
and adopted by the HO'use.
On the motion of Mr. McPHERSON
(Treasurer), the Bill was introduced and
read a first time.
SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) moved
the second reading of this Bill. He said
-When delivering the Budget I intimated to honorable members that I would
submit a Bill dealing with the s~rplus
revenue of £203,000 odd.
Under this
Bill authority is sQought to. allocate last
year's surplus revenue of £203,716 9s. to
the purposes set forth in the schedule to
the Act. Taking these item by item, we
have..-For Redemption Treasury Deficit
Bonds, £100,000. It will be remembered
that Treasury bonds to the amount of
£1,428,285 were issued to meet the deficits which occurred in the drought year
1914-15, and the, year immediately following, 1915-16.
We have already redeemed bonds in 1917-18 to the amount
of £25,000, in 1918-19 to £50.000, in
1919-20 to. £100,000-total, £175,000leavinO' a balance of £1,253,285 tOo be redeemed; and, as already stated, the
amount provided for redemption of the
bonds under this Bill is £100,000, thus
leaving £1,153,285 yet to be met on account of deficit bonds. Towards payment
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due by the Government to friendly societies for soldiers' re-insurance scheme,
£22,500. In April, 1915, a deputation
from the friendly societies waited on the
Chief Secretary and asked that a scheme
should be instituted enabling them to reinsure with the Government their liabilities-both sickness and mortality-in respect of members on active service, and
providing for a subsidy to the societies.
A scheme was instituted by Act No. 2602,
passed on 6th Septembe,r, 1915. It was
arranged that, in consideration of a
society paying a premium of a specified
amount in respect of each member on
active service, the Government would reinsure the society's liabilIty to such member.
The ben~fits usually payable by
societies are-20s. per week during the
first twenty-six weeks' sickness, lOs. per
week during the succeedin~ twenty-six
weeks, and 5s. per week thereafter so long
as a sickness continues: also, £20 on the
death of a member, and £10 on the death
of the wife -of a member during his 11fetime. The n urn ber of societies which took
advantage of the scheme was twelve, and
the number or members of these societies
who enlisted was about 15,000. The annual premium for the re-Insurance was
originally fixed at £6 per member-:-£4
for the sickness, and £2 for the mortality
benefit. About the .beginning of 1917, at
the request of the societies, it was reduced to £4 lOs. per membe,r-£3 sickness, and £1 lOs. mortality-as from the
initiation of the scheme. These premiums
refer to the usual benefits.
Where the
benefits were in excess of the ordinary
ones a larger premium was payable.
About January, 1919, a further request
for reduction of premium was received
from the societies. and it was decided to
redu.ce it to £3 per member per annum
as from 1st January, 1919-£2 lOs. for
sickne~s. and lOs. mortality. It is now
proposed to pay a sum of £22,500 in part
settlement of the liability of the Government to the societies. The full amount
of the liability cannot be stated until
after the datl~ of termination o£ the
scheme has been fixed. The date of termination call be fixed either by agreement with the societies or by Act. It
is my intention to call representatives
of the societ~es together in order
that we may jointly agree to a date.
To defray the co.st of special pumping at
Torrumbarry head works during the· 1920
season a sum of £4,368 9s. 11d. is pro ..
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vided. In the early part of this year the
important district of Kerang suffered one
of the driest periods yet experienced. 'In
order to supplement the supply from Kow
Swamp, temporary pumps were placed at
the Torrumbarry headworks.
These
pum.ps practically saved the situation, [\)s
farmers obtained a sufficient supply to
keep their fodder stocks goillg. The cost
of the installation aud running of the
pumps will be recouped by the landowners ill instalment payments spread
over four years. Tho need for any special pumping will disappear as soon as
the TOl'l'ulllbarry Woil' is completed.
For Victoria's proportion of the cost of
relief ·of distres!s caused by the late seamen's strike, £14,750 8s. is appropriated.
A.ll relief of distre:is consequent on the
seamen's strike was, in the fir!st instance,
rendered through the Ladies Benevolent
Societies and other organizations. When
unemployment ,assumed large dimensions,
however, it was arranged that the Oommonwealth and the State Governments
should bear equally the co,st of such relief. ,Oommittees \yere appointed in each
of 'the large centres, representing the
Commonwealth ,and 'Stato Governments,
l1lunici'pal councils, and local benevolpnt
societies.
These cOlllmittees distributed
the relief. The amoullt proyided in the
f.;chedule is this Statc'!3 share of the cost.
To assist in the construction of road
works, bridges, &c., '\ve propose to allocate
£5,000.
Mr. EVERARD.-That is a ridiculous
amount to provide for roads and bridges.
Mr. MaP,HERSON.-vVe also provide
a further sum on the Public Works E~ti
mates. If ,I made the amount £50,000
instead of .£5,000 the honora'ble member
would still regard it as ridiculous.
Mr. EVERARD.-I will bt' after you for
more than £5,000.
Mr. McPHEThSON.-It is a bit diffi('ult to satisfy the honorable member.
Mr. EVEUAIW.-I am easily satisfied,
but not when I am being put off day after
day, and my constituents are under groat
djffi(~ulties in consequence of damaged
loads :and brid~es.
Mr. McPHERSON.-This amount of
£5,000 is for di~tribution hy the
Public Works Department amongst
J'l1unicipalities which have applied for
Government assistance towards road
and bridge works.
Grants will be
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made towards works approved by
the Department, and the money will be
spent principally upon the repair and
maintenance of roads, the construction
and maintenance of bridges, and the replacement an4 repair of roads and bridges
damaged by floods. 'Towards the erection
of nurses' home and laundry extension at
Mont Park we provide £20,000.
This
money will be allocated to the following
services :-( a) Erecting home for sixtyfour nurses, together with quarters for the
chief nurse; and (b), the extension of the
laundry building, and the 'provision of
additional machinery and· equipment.
This will provide laundry accommodation
sufficient to wash for an institution containing 2,000 or more patients, with their
attendant staff. 'I explained a few days
ago that, after visiting Mont Park, I ,saw
the necessity of doing .something with it,
as it was practically unused. The building cost the Oommonwealth £100,000 in
the first instance, and the State will have
to reimburse the ,Oommonwealth to that
extent. ,When this expenditure of £20,000
is completed we will tr,ansfer the pat~ents
from Yarra Bend to :h10nt Park. Arrangements have already been completed
for that ,purpose. ·To the Rolling-stock
Replacement Fund, £37,097 Ils. Id. is
In addition to this provision
added.
there is a vote On the current year's Estimates of £150,000, so that the total.amount
which will !be made available to replacement during the present year will be
£187,097 l1,s. Id.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clauses 1 to 3 were ,agreed to.
Schedule.
Mr. J. ·W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
should like to direct the a tten tion of the
Treasurer to the fact that Parliament has
already passed an Act dealing with surplus revenue.
By Act No. 1531 it is
clearly !set out that ,surplus revenue is to
be .placed at the disposal of trustees, and
how they shall apportion the money is
determined by section 9, which we are
now practically repealing for the purposes
of this measure.
All surplus revenue
should be used to payoff our indebtedness.
I do not want honorable members to think
that I 'object t'o any of the votes mentioned in the schedule, but I object to the
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way we are dealing with the surplus re~~ny surplus which the Governvenue.
ment may have, like any surplus in the
trading accounts of a firm or a company,
should be used in paying off liabilities.
So far a!S the IState is concerned, it should
not ~e subject to apportionment by Parliament. It is easy to see tha~ a Government may use the surplus revenue to
placate honorable members through their
.constituencies. Works in various constituencies may be necessary, but they should
not 'be paid for out of surplus revenue.
Another reason II have for objecting to
this method is that it enables the 'Treasurer by underestimating his revenue to
gull Parliament, and it gives him the
opportunity of raising sufficient taxation
to play with variouscons.tituencies.
Mr. EVERARD.-You would not accuse
the present ,Treasurer of gulling Parli~
men t, would you?
Mr. J. ·W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
have no desire to accuse anyone of doing
anything wr,ong. II am only trying to
Without
prevent wrong being done.
wishing to say anything harsh about the
Treasurer, I may .point out that if we
look at his Estimates last year, and compare them with the amount actually
realized, we may come to the conclusion
tha t he was a very bad judge. The Treasurer is 'playing with this surplus, and is
making ,an apportionment that mayor
may not be wise. ,Whatever we lllay need
for the works and services of the State
should ibe raised in the ordinary way.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-This is the method
we have adopted for lllany years.
Mr.J. W. ;BLLL,sON (Fitzroy).---'It is
a wrong method, and one which should
not be followed any longer. I ,am. surprised at the present 'Treasurer, above all
men, not seizing this surplus to payoff
some of the liabilities of the State. The
honorable member for Evelyn knows that
various works are required in his district.
I kno\v that various works are required
in my district, and so I could go on ·all
round the Chamber.
The Government
have the power, by means of a Bill of this
sort, to determine which member it is desirable they should keep most sweet with.
The amount available is not sufficient to
satisfy all of us, and the <Government are
able· to placate those they think there is
most to fear from. That is not a position which the Government should place
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themselves in. We should determine once
and for all that whatever ,surplus there is
should be utilized to payoff our debts,
and whatever works are necessary .should
be paid for in the ordinary way, either
on the Estimates or the ,Supplementary
Estimates.
Mr. EVERARD.-I take no exception
to the allocation of £100,000 for the redemption of Treasury-bond~ or the
£22,000 to be paid to friendly societies;
but the amount of £5,000 for constructing
roads and bridges and repairing damages
caused by fl.oods is altogether inadequate.
Mr. Mc'DoNALD.-Another sum is provided.
Mr. EVERARD.-I am talking about
this particular schedule. !The honorable
member for Fitzroy has talked about
,placating certain honorable member.s. I
should like to remind him that disastrous
floods have been €...'{perienced in my district, particularly in the Eltham Shire,
Nearly £3,000 worth of damage has been
done, and until repaifJs are effected production is going to be interfered with.
If the Treasurer had taken at least
£10,000 off the amount provided for redemption of Treasury 90nds and added it
to the sum for roads and bridges he would
have done better. Surely the honorable
member for Fitzroy would not begrudge
the, spending of a little more money for
these purposes in any country district,
whether it is mine or some other honorable member's?
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-r" did
not object to money being spent in the
country at all. I objected to the way of
doing it.
Mr. EVERARD. - The honorable
member said that the money might be
used to placate the members for certain
districts. SOl long as the Treasurer placates the unfortunate settlers who are
labouring under disadvantages, I will not
mind.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-You
would not care how the money was obtained, so long as it was spent?
Mr. EVERARD.-I would care, but
we have the, money. There is a surplus.
I do not think there is a bett·er Treasurer in Australia than we have. In my
opinion, he is a really gOiod man. The
only thing I take e·xception to is that
sufficient money has not been allocated
to make good damages caused by flood.
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If I had been able to get the ear of

the Treasurer earlier, I might have been .
able to get £10,000 more provided for
that purpose. The amoul;lt prO'vided by
the Bill is paltry. If it were £25,000
there would be something in it.
With
the exception of the item of £4,000 for
works at Torrumbarry, this amount of
£5,000 is all that the country is to get
out of a surplus of £203,716. I would not
care whether the Treasurer spent the
money in the Port Fairy district, the
Evelyn district, or the Mornington
district. I.am not speaking frO'm a
selfish stand-point. In my constituency
settlers have been flooded out, and the
shire is impoverished, because the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of W O'rlis
have a big area there on which they
dO' not pay any rates, and the Forests
Commission will not contribute any of
the revenue that is derived from timber
towards the maintenance of the roads.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (J?itz1·oy).-The
conditions under which they hold the
land should be revised.
Mr. EVERARD.-They should be reo
vised. I maintain that a vote of £5,000
to make good the damages done by
floods throughout Victoria is ridiculous.
The damage done in the Evelyn district
alone would amount to that. If the
Treasurer had reduced the amount f.or
the Tooemption of Treasury bonds to
£80,000, and made the amount in respect to fl.ood damages £25,000, he
would have done some little good,
not only to my district, but to other
districts.
I do not want t,o delay
t·he passage of the Bill. I would not have
risen, but for the remarks of the honorable member for Fitzroy. If he knew
the Treasure'r as well as I do, hel would
know that the hO'norable gentleman will
not placate anybody. You cannot get a
shilling out of him. He has advanced
a certain amount for cool stores in mv
district, but he knows that e,ve,ry shilling
is well invested, and is as sure of getting
a return as is the three-balls man. Th-a
only thing I take exception to' in the
Bill is that the amount provided in
respect of flood damages is toOl small.
The Treasurer might just as well have
left the thing alO'ne as provided such a
paltry amount. The shire in m'Y constituency, to which I have refe'rre'd, has
been very badly treated. I am sure that
if the Minister of Public Works had only
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told the Treasurer of the bad condition
of that shire, he would at least have
recognised that it required a sufficient
amount of money to repair flood damages.
We have put !:!oldier settlelrs out in that
part of the country and they expect at
least to be able to get their produce to
market. I have to see the Treasurer tomorrow about this matter, and I hope
then to be able to convince him of the
nece,ssity of doing something further in
this connexion.
Mr. HANNAH.-I cannot throw a
bouquet to the Treasurer, as the last
speaker has done. I have not had the
same experience as the honorable member
aq to obtaining large sums of money for
the purposes of which he spoke.
Mr. MORLEY.-Have you had any
floods in your district ~
Mr. HANNAH.-Yes, There was a
bad flood in the Riley-stroot drain. A
number of the people in my constituency
suffered very severe loss through the damage done by flood waters from highe'r up.
The question raised by the honorable
member for Fitzroy is one of great importance to the country. I have never
agreed that wpen the Treasurer has a
surplus of £200,000, £300,000, or
£500,000, he should devote portion of it
to paying off the State's indebtedness. If
we are going to attempt to payoff a portion of the national debt, we should have
a definite scheme fO'r doing it, and not act
in the haphazard manner in which the
Treasurer has acted on this occasion. I
believe that it would be far bett-er if the
\vhole of the amount that it is proposed to
use to redeem Treasury bonds were earmarked fQr a specific purpQse such as that
mentioned by the honorable member for
Evelyn. A decrease of £100,000 in our
national debt does not amount to verv
much, but if the mQney were spent to
make good damage done by floods, and to
enable our Crown lands to be utilized in
hE-tween five and ten years we should h~ve
a, good return.
To my mind, that is the
essence of high finance. I was surprised
when I took up the Bill, and found the
manner in which ~t is proposed to distribute the ,surplus. Durin~ my first sesflion in Parliament, the late Sir Thomas
Bent brought down a Bill providing for
the distribution of a. very large surplus,
and there was a great scramble for the
money. It was weeks before the Bill was
final1y passed, and the then member for
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Walhalla, the late Mr. Albert Harris~
was trembling for days because he was
afraid that the Walhalla line, fnr which
the Bill made some provision, ·would never
be constructed.
The,re was log-rolling,
and certain 'things :Were done that were
unconstitutional. That was stated at the
time by members sitting in the Opposition corner, one of whom was the present
~Iinister of Lands.
The Bill was held up
.111 another place, and for the first time
in the history of the State, the Premier
had to. go to that House to explain a Bill
to it.
Mr. EVERARD.-The Minister of Lands
was in Opposition then.
Mr. HANNAH.-Yes. He was then
sitting cheek by jowl with the Labour
party. I believe that at the close of the
present financial year there will be anoth~r surplus, and I trust that whoever may be Treasurer will have
a bold and C'omprehensive policy regarding it.
The present Treasurer,
like most Scotchmen, is very canny
when administering the affairs of the
State. I believe that if the sum of
£] 00,000, which is to be used fo.r the redem ption of Treasury bonds, were applied
fO'r the purpose 0'£ making roads as fe,eders
to railways, we should get- a threefold
return.
I know perfectly well it is no
use attempting now to alter the allncation
of this money. 1 agree with the principle
enunciated by the honorable member f0'r
Fitzroy. When money is allocated in
this way, it may enable a Treasurer to
placate certain members. I dOl not say
there is a semblanoe of that 0'n this occal:\lon.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-The honorablemember for Fitzroy differs with you in respect
to what should be done with the whO'le of
the money.
Mr. HANNAH.-That is another matter.
I\lr. EVERARD.-We are an differing.
Mr. HANNAH.-What did we come
here for but to differ ~
There is not
enough differing whep. important matters
are put before the House. When the
Government are sure of the numbers,
they throw propositions on the table and
do not explain them. We ought to diITer
more than we do regarding questions
that have an important. bearing on the
development of the country.
If the
Treasure,r is going to have another sur-
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plus the moneiY could be beltter spent in
Mr. LEMMON.-This is certainly a
the directions which I have indicated. measure of iJlliportance, belcause it makes
The schedule was agreed to.
a· distinct departure in connexiDn with
The Bill was reported without amend- the raising of money for our education
ment, and thel report was adopted.
system. If it is right to raise l.oan mDney
On the motion of Mr. McPHERSON fDr this purpose, why should not l?,a~
(Treasurer), the Bill was read a third money be used fOir secondary telchnlcal
time.
and university education 1
The Treasurer must know that this is· establishing
VICTORIAN LOAN BILL.
Mr. McPHERSON (Tre·asurer) lIL.oved a new principle in connexiou with educath~ second reading of this Bill.
He said. tion finance.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-It was adopted by
-During the· discussion OlD. the' Budget
the question of providing educational this Rouse in 1912.
Mr. LEMMON.-I believe a SiP·ecial
facilities for our children came up, and I
told honorable membe·rs that in addition sum was raised for the purposethell1.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-Under a gimilar
to the· amounts that were set aside on
the Estimates the Gove,rnment intended to measure lVlr. Watt borrowed £500,000.
provide £250,000 for the express purpOise
Mr. LEMMON.-I think the honorof ereIcting new schools for primary in- able! member for Ovens stated that hel instruction. This is a Bill which provides tended. to, take strong exoeptio'll to this
for the raising of that amount. Ther·e Bill. Ceiftainly the amount which the
was a' good deal of discussion a.bout the 'Treasurer prDposes to ra.ise for the purrna tte'r, aIid I stated that the Minister pose is very flU bstantial. 1 think it i!?
of Public Instruction would submit to the largest sum which it has ever heen
the Housel a full report as to the inten- proposed to spend Dut of loan money on
tions of the GOoveruULent in regard to this particular purpose. No doubt it is
education generally. As the Minister v.ery easy to use loan money in this way.
has gone to a good deal of trouble in pre- It remove'S from the Tre·asurer the obliparing that statement, I do no·t intend to gation to bring forward proposals to tax
make a long spe.ech about this Bill.
I the pe·ople for the purpose.
Thel Gounderstand that he has prepared a map, vernment propose to pass the burden on
and he will demonstrate tOo honorable tD posterity. It is doubtful whether we
membert's elxactly what has been dOone and 3.re doing Justice to posterity by u~ing
what the Go'Vernmeut intend to do. The loan mone,y to provide school accorrnmodaobje·ct of this Bin is tor raise the amount tion for our children.
What right have
I have stated and authorize its applica- we to expelct posterity to pay for the
tion for primary school works and school accorrr.modation of the present genebuildings Oother than maintenance.
As ration. Surely it is as much our duty t(\
far as the maintenance of primary school pay for the education of our children as
buildings is concerned, £30,000 has been fOol' the:r food.
prOovided in the votes fOor the Public
Mr. MCPHERSON. - The buildings
Works Department. The usual provisions Grected at the present time will be used
are made fOol' the issue of securities in by children thirty or forty years hence.
the form of stOock and debentures. The
Mr. LEMMON .-These buildings will
rate of inte'rest is to be fixed by the have no· longer life than those which we're
GovernOor in Council. 'Ve will borrOow erected in the past. As prervious generathis money fron: time to time, and suit tions have paid for the buildings which
ourselves accordlllg to the lIT~arket.
If we have to-daYl surely it is only right
the market recedes and thel interest is a that we should do the same for future
little lower, then we will probably secure generations. The GDvernment are simply
a larger amount. We do not go into the passing thel burden on to peoplel yet unmarket and borrow the whole £250,000 born. I say that it is not just and enuit'Straightaway, but we· get the money as able finance.
These charges should be
we need it, probahly £50,000 at a time. met by the present people of this State.
Therefore, the rate of interest is left for The Ministry are able to walk the easy
the Governor in Council to fix. Provi- path hecause the peqple are not looking ..
sion is made for a contribution of ~ per When it ·is suggested that they should
cent ..per annum on the amount borrowed raise by legitimate taxation the amount
to be set apart for redemption. "Briefly, required for all forms of education, the
Government say, "NQ, we wish to be
those are the objects of the Bill.
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a ble to say to the country that we have Wales. If this system of finance is to be
a surplus and there is tOo 00 no taxation." continued-if what should be paid for
I am sorry I was not here when the Bill Oout Oof revenue is to be paid fOor out Oof
dealing with the surplus was under dis- loan mooney- I do not know where it will
cussion.
end.
lVir. McPHERsoN.-You would not have
Mr. P.RENDERGAST.-The Governobjected :to that little itellL.
, ment ,a,re adopting a principle that apMr. LEMMON.-I woold ha,ve asked. pears to relate to repairs; as well as everythe honorable gentleman to make a pub- thing else.
lie st.atement as to when the Government
Mr. MCPHERSON .-N o.
intend to declare the end of the war~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Works and
Howerve,r, I will consult hitIll' privately buildings are spoken of, and u~der
about thel matter. Let me refeT to the "works" almoet anything can be dOone
position in connexion with our water in connelxion with schOools.
supply. We have the Yan Ye'an system,
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I inform~d the
which was built many years ago, and House that £35,000 has been provided
which will be as good fifteen or twenty for maintenance and repairs.
years hencel as it was in the beginning.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We have a
It is ,a, fair thing- that loan money should surplus of £203,000, and the legitimate
be devote,d to such a system.
When, work in connexion with the schools should
however, you come to a pU:n1tP'ing station
the position is different, because the ex- be paid for out of that surplus instead
of out Oof borro,wed mOoney.,
By this
Perts' point out that the, engines have means
the GOovernment are able to add
only a limited life, a.fteT which thely have
to be thrOown on the SC!rap-heap. If it is to their credit ha.lance.
They pay fOor
right fOor the present generation to pay worrks out of lOoan mOoney that should be
for a pumping sta,tion and not to pass paid for out of revenue. Of course, this
the chargel on to ,posterity, surely the Gorvernment did not introduce that syssaillie thing applies in connexion with our tem, for it has been in existence fOor a
schOool accommodation. I regret that the long time.
AccOording to the AuditQorGove,rnment have not decided that money General's report, there is a general tenrequired fOor schOool buildings should be dency tOlWards this kind of finance. The
prQovided, if nelcessary, by taxa.tion. The same thing has been dOone in the
people have the right too pay for such Railway Department, and in that case
be,nefits bestowed by Parliament on the an. expression has been used' that
cOommunity. The GQov,ernment should have is
deceptive.· The
AuditOor-General
seen the wisdom Qof making prooper pro- found that they
were not doing
visiQon for our primary, secondary, techni- things in the right way, and pOointed out
cal, and university education. ThOousands that SOome woorks that had been charged to
and thousands Qof yQoung fellOows are not loan shQould have been cha,rged to
able to' get into the secondary and the revenue. The Government, by borrrowing
technical &chools. Their years are pass- money tOI carry out works that should be
ing away, never to return'; and they will paid fOor out Q1f revenue, ha,ve largesse to
be less efficient as producers simply be- hand out. The GQovernment prQlPo-;:e to
cause the-GOovernment has not made pro- borrow £250,000 for school buildings.
per prOovision for the erection Oof secondary They will probably have, tOo pay 6~ per
and technical schoOols to meet the require- cent. for it.
ments:.
The system of finance followed
Mr. McPHERsoN.-About 6 pe'r cent.
by the GOlVernment is likely tOo bring
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-At 6! per
about disaster in the very near futur·e. cent. the annual interest on that sum
The GOovernment can show a surplus and will be £16,250. That interrest will he
can say that they ha,ve not increased charged tal the Education Department,
taxation, alsQo that they have provided and the vote, which is already large, will
school accommodation that some one else be made larger.
SOo badly are schQoOol
is gQoing- to pay for.
buildings wanted ,that I would sooner
Mr. MCPHERSoN.-F'or its popula,tion, pass the Bill than delay for one moment
no country is doing more fOor educat.iQon.
the ereoction of buildings required
Mr. LEMMON .-That is a different throughout the country as well as in the
thing from doin.g what it ought to do, city.
These buildings ade .absOolutely
and what is being done in New South necessary if we are to carry out properly
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our free, secular, and compulsory system
of educatioll. It must be maintained at
a proper standard, ~o tha.t .it. shall not be
injured by destructIve CrItIcIsm.
The ill'oltion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time" and
passed through its remaining stages.
INCOME TAX BILL.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) moved
th€ second reading of this Bill. H€ saidThis is a Bill that is introduced every
year. It provides for the rate of income
tax to be charged.. Thel Bill simply reenacts for the coming financial year the
rates of income tax that ha,ve been
charged since 1916. There is only 0I1:'e
new provision in the Bill, and that IS
cla use 3, which exempts war pensions
from income tax. It is retrospective in
ehara-cter in order to validate assessments
that were made in anticipation of legislaThe Government decided some
tion.
time ago that war pensions should be
free from income tax, and took it upon
themselves to allow this remission to the
soldiers in anticipation of parliamentary
sanction, which we are now asking for.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-How much is exempt~

I

Mr. McPHERSON.-N 0 tax has been
charged on any O'f the soldie-rs' pensions.
It may interec;t. honorable members to
knO'w that in 1916, when the incO'me tax
rates were the same as they are now, we
had 4~, 000 taxpayers, whose payments
amounted to' £702,000.
Last financial
vear there were 65,000 taxpayers, and
the amount of the tax was £915,000.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-1 desire to
ha,ve thel Bill amended, in accordance with
the platform of the Labour party, in such
a way that incOimes under £400 will be
exempt from taxation.
Owing to the
gre'at changes brought about in economics,
an income of £400 to-day is of about
the same value as an income of £200 was
when t'he Income Tax Act was first
passed. Formerly we tried. to make the
exemption £200. Now 'V!e are endeavo,!:ing to make the exemptIon £400-an Income that is of no more practical value
than the old income of £200. In other
words, we want to exempt small ear]J.ings.
We should not tax the living capital of
the community. I have no objection to
the Treasurer imposing taxes on higher
incomes in such a way as to bring in the
full amount of money desired. We should
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reduce the tax o'n incomes of £400 and
under and increase the tax on larger incomes. There is a principle lllvolved. It
would really make no difference to the
Treasurer. We could derive our income
tax' revenue from those people whose income exceeds their living necessities. We
want to exempt those persons whose income only meets their living _necessities.
I shall move an amendment in that direction .
Mr. McDONALD-Is it the. intention
of the Treasurer in connexion with the
exemptions to allow a deduction for
children under the age of fifteen ~ When
I raised this question last session on a
similar Bill, the Treasurer stated that he
could not then fall in with my suggestion
as -it would upset the whole of his Estimates for the year, those Estimates being
based on existing law.
A promise of an
amending Income Tax Bill was given.
11r. McPHERSON (Treasurer).-The
honorable member for Polwarth is quite
. right.
I stated last s€Ssion that it
was the intention of the Go,vel."nment
to submit fOlr thel consideofatiolfl of
membe,rs a comprehensive Income Tax
Bill, thel idea being tOI bring it
into line with thel Commonwealth income tax, sO' that taxpayers would have
only one schedule to fill i.n. As a matter
of fact, that measure was down om. the
notice-paper last session. At the present
time there are two income tax offices in
each State---Commonw~alth and State.
The people very rightlv demand economy ;
in that direction.
The comprehenSive
measure to which I have referred did provide for wiping out a number of small
differences. For instance, the allowances
for children were provided for. Before
the Commonwealth Treasurer (Mr. Watt)
went Home, he and I worked together
with the object of bringing about one
schedule, and we are proceeding- on those
lines.
At the present time there is a
Commission, appointed by the CO'mmonwealth GO'vernment, of which the Commonwealth Income Tax Commissioner
and the State Income Tax Commissioner
are members. They are trying to draw
up plans whereby we can have O'ne
sched ule, and, if possible, one staff to do
the whole of the _work. I want to say,
quite frankly, that the State will properly
protect its interests, no matter what body
may be set up. We certainly cO'uld not
undertake to turn over an important tax.ing machine to the CommOifiwealth. We
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must see that our rights are preserved.

The Leader of the Opposition wIll r~adill
understand that I could not enter tam hIS
suggestion to extend the minimum from
£200 to £400 at this time.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Pitzroy).-Could
you not raise the minimum at all 1
Mr. McPHERSON .-1 have presented
my Estimates, and I have based my financial calculations on the income tax as we
had it last year. Before I could possibly
consent to any alteration, I should have,
to go' through the tables in orde,r to ascertain exactly what it would mean. \Vhatever was remitted in one way would have
to be put on in another way. '
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Have
you considered the suggestion of the
farmers that the position of the farmer ill
drought years should be taken into consideration when dealing with his income ~
Mr.
McPHERSON.-The farmers'
representatives haye not made that sug'gestion to me, and I do not know that it
i:.; kind of the honorable member for Fitzroy to remind them of the matter. However, I could not alter this Bill at the
present time in the way suggested. It is
more liberal than the Fede,ral Income Tax
Act, he'cause the Federal minimum is
£150, whereas olUr lowest taxable income
is £201.
Mr. WALLACE'.-If a man earns £201,
he has to pay income tax on all over
£156.
Mr. McPHERSON.-That is so. But.
if he gets an income af £199, that income
is not taxable. However, I could not
accept the amendment, because all my
calculations are based on the assumption
that we shall work on the present basis.
Mr .•J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).~I am
particularly anxious that honorable members should know exactly how the Bill
affects wage-earners. We have a mInImum taxable income of £201, as the
Treasurer has stated. A large number
of wage-earners in our factories have an
income a little' in e,xcess of £200. The,y
are' e'arning just sufficient, in years when
emplo'yme,nt is continuous, to make it
incumbent upon them to pay income
tax. Three months ago work beg-an to
slacken, and two months ago a large number of the operatives were put off. An
employee thrown out of employment is in
the same position as a farmer who strikes
a drought year. In quite a number of
trades the men who have been put off will
probably not be re-enga,ged until the end
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of February. In that case, neither this
year nor next year will they have to pay
income tax. But if in the following year
they are employed right through, they
will have to pay, because their earnings
for the ye'ar will exceed £200.
But
they will be heavily in debt when
they start to work again.
It is just
the same as with the farme,r after.
a drought. The're is a 10it of leeway
to make up. The sman wage-earner has
to pay income tax on his good year 1s
e,arnings. In the ne,xt year his exchequer
may be depleted. He may be heavily in
debt. And so you are taking from the
workers who are on the bread and butter
line the surplus which enables them to
carryon when OIut of employment. My
own opinion is that we should have a re- .
adjustment of taxation. Taxation should
be based on one of two things-either the
ability of the pe,rson to carry the tax, or
the services rendered to that individual
by the State.
He should pay in one
direction or the other. But we are taxing the man with a large family who is
earning just over £200 a. year.
That
man has a difficulty in paying his way in
times like the present unde'r any circumstances. How he manages to exist, to
pay a high rent, and meet the tremendous cost of living to-day, whilst keeping
his family in decency, is a marvel to me.
There is a terrace of houses in my electorate where the rent of e,ach house, since I
huye been a member of this House waR
only lOs. 6d. per week. To-day the rent
is 35s. a week for e,ach house. That, in
itself, is a heavy financial burden for the
tenant whose, income is £200 a year to
hear. It might be said, "'Well,if the man
cannot pay that rent, why does he not
leave and get a cheaper house~" The
answer is a simple one. The man cannot
get a cheaper house. One of the tenants
in that terrace left a couple of we,eks ago,
and he advertised the key. He sold the
key for a consid,erable sum of money.
The purchaser of the key went to take
possession of the house, and the, agent told
him that he had already sold the key to
somebody else. In such a cas-e', possibly 1
the t.enant who sold the' key could be sued
for the amount that he received.
The possession of the key does not mean
the custody of the house. I only mention this to show how impossible it is
for a man to leave one house in order to
get a cheaper one.
He cannot get a
cheaper house, and t.he result is that the
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£200 minimum is not quite a fair amount.
If I remember right, the Labour par:liy
tried to have the· amount fixed at £250,
but we did not succeed.
When the
amount was fixed at £200 it was thQlught
.that that would be sufficient t.o Ipre,vent
a man "being deprived Qf things which
were necessary fO'r his comfort and CQnvenience.
If we 'v~re right in fixing
that sum, then it is quite obvious it is
not an apprQpriate sum at the present
time.
Noone knows that better than
the Tre:tsure'r, and whatever alteratiQns
may be made he knQlws that some change
is ne,ce.oSsary.
He, points out that the,
COlllimonwealth have a lowe,r minimum. I
think the amount is £150, but that does
n,ot make it righ.t for us to fix £200.
Notwithstanding that the' Commonwealth
impose.d an income tax, we are still keeping Oour minimulu', at £200. The GO'vernment would be' wise' if they cQnsidered this
matte'r from the ,poin~ Qf vie,w of equity
and justice ra.the·r than from its political
aspect. \Vhen Parliament agreed to £200
it was thought that that would le'3.ve an
amQunt sufficient to enable' the taxpayer
to' pay his way at that tilITie. If we' were'
right then, we' are certainly not right
nQW in leaving it at £200. because, as I
have said, £200 means an insufficient
amount for ,the, taxpayer t.o, have what is
necessary. An income t.ax shou' d he
borne by those best able tOi pay it, and
who will not be deprived of the decellcieos
of lif.e in paying it. \Ve ~hould exempt
as far as possible those whom we know
the payment w]l prevent having something- which they have the right to enjoy ..
Mr. DO\VNWAHD.-I realize that at
this stage we could not very well red.uce
the income tax withOout seriously interfering with the finanoo." of the Sta,te.
The Treasurer has based his EstillIjates
upon the present cQndItions. The hardRhips referred to by the honorable member fOor Fitzroy are additional arguments
in favour Q1f taking care that we dO' not
go too low in fixing the income tax. At
the prese'nt time peonle have to urepare
two schedules. That is quite unnecessary.
Many people are unable to pre,pare' them,
and they have tOo pay lOs. 6d. or £1 Is.
to get them made up. and then they find
that the tax amQlunts to 2s. 6d. or 5R.
It is a great wrong that the people shOould
have tOo put up with two IncQlIT.e Tax Departments. Mr. Holman, the ex-PremiEr
of Nelw South \Vales, pointed out on one
occasion that while 150 officer" were
l;eluired to deal with t.he Statei:lCome
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tax in his Sta,te, 300 o,ffioers were ne'ce!"sary to co,l1ect the Federal tax. There is
a du,plication Qf expenditurel which Oought
to be avoided as e,arly as possible. It is
right that we shQluld prote·Sot against duplication of this sort .
Mr. HANNAH.-\Ve have be,en prote::;ting against it for years.
Mr. DO'VNWARD.-We are now at
the end of the session, and the Estimates
hav-e be,en based upOon the existing rate~.
If we made the minimum £400 we would
ce,rtainly embarrass the Tre1asurer. Early
next year we ought tOo be, able to take
this matter in hand, and deal with it. effectively.
.1\1.1'. J. W. BILLSQN (Fitzro,l/).-A
minimum of £150 in Oone case and £200
in another should not make, it necessary
to have two schedules.
Mr. DOWN'VARD:--That is a fact.
It is quite, time that one schedule. was regarded as sufficient f,or bOoth Federal and
State purposes. At the present time the
illcidellce of the tax is different, but suitable, arrangements could be made without
materially affecting the rece,ipts by either
the State' or the C'otl11monwealt,h Government. If we had one incQme tax schedule
and one set, of officers, CQnsiderable savings
CQuld "be effe:::ted. One of the difficultie~
in increasing the' e,xemptiQn is that it
would add tOo the number of peqple who
are not able, tOo prepare their schedules,
and have to pay fOil' getting them attended to. The same criticism mav be
lev-elled against the land tax, but the difficultieoS the're are nOot quite sO' vexat.ious,
because the same numbe'l' of people, are
not affected. I hope the Treasurer will
bear in tmind that the people, e'xpect us to
protest against this duplication, and at
the samel time they expect the Government to make, some alteration.
, ~\1r. WEBBER.-The re,ason given by
. the Treasurer for not accepting the 'proPQsal of the Leader Qf the Opposition is
that it will upset his calculations.
:Mr. MCPHERSON .-The, Leader o.f the
Opposition has he,ern trying to' upset my
calculations all the, time I have been here.
·Mr. 'VEBBEH.-Apparently it is hard
for him to succeed; but it seems that Parliam:"ent must be subservie,nt to the calculations of the, Treasurer, which must nQt
be upset in any circumstances. The hon·
orable ~emhe'r fOor l\1Q1rningtQn protestf
against the present arrangements, and hf
is sony we callnc.t mak.e any alteratiQll
now. becau~e the Tre,asurer has based
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bis Estimates upon a certain expected in.come. The s.ame thing can be said next
'year and the year after.
.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-We could deal wIth
this maMer early next year.
Mr. \VEBBER.--:-The Tre'asurer usually
framJ.e8 his Estimates before he introduces
the Income Tax Bill, and at the end of
next ye1ar we shall be in e1xaotly the same,
pooition as we, are now.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I intimated that
early next year I was going to introduce
a new Income Tax Bill to make our taxation more .on the lines of the Commonwealth. The honorable member apparently was not present..
Mr. 'VEBBER.-I calffie in ju~t after
the honorable gentleman had finished his
speech. Will that Bill be brought in before' the Estimates are framed ~
Mr. MCPHERSON.-Yes.
Mr. WARDE.-It is usual for people
to make promises just before the beginning of :the new year.
Mr. WEBBER.-The Treasurer is getting in a little bit earlier than other~.. I
agree with the Leader of the OnDtOSItlOn
that the ,present minimum is too low.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-It is £156 in the
Common weal th.
Mr. WEBBER.-The Treasur.er refers to the fact. that the Commonwealth
jncome tax minimum is £156, but he
must remember that the Commonwealth
It
is very liberal in otl~_er directions.
allows deductions that the State does not
:tHow. A ,deduction of £26 is allowed for
every child, and there are other deductions allowed which I cannot bring to
mind at this moment. When comparing
the State and Commonwealth schedules I
have noticed that the Commonwealth
-provisions :n regard to deductio~s. are
mOore liber.al than the State pr<;>vIslOns.
I de,sire to indorse what has been stated,
Iby the honorable member for MOl'nington.
The Treasurer has indicated that he intends to bring in a Bill next year p:oviding that there shall be one authorIty
to collect income tax, and that only one
!Schedule will have to be fille~ in for bOoth
Commonwealth and State taxes. Would
it no,t be possible to simplify the schedule ~
A t the present time, it is too complicat~d
for the average man in t.he street to fill
jn, and he has to go to a solicitor or an
accountant to' get it done. He has to pay
a fee of half-a-guinea or a guinea to get
l1is schedule made a at. SOometimes he has
-to pay mOore for that work than his tax
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amounts to.
Different sections of the
l'ched ule have to' be filled in by people
getting incOomes from different sources,
but I should like one simple schedule to
be provided for the great body of people
whose income is earned by personal exertiOon. That WOould include the big body'
o,f workers who. will have tOo pay income
tax under the £200 minimum, because
there are very few outside workers who
are nO'w getting less than £4 a week. A
larg~ number of State servants get less
than £4 a week, but they a rei generally
paid less than the man outside. I should
like the minimum to be increased. I do
Hot think it would upset the Treasurer's
calculations to any great extent.
The
Bill could be postponed until next week,
and between nOw and then the Treasurer
could go into the matter. I think that if
the honorable gentleman were to take the
feeling of the House, he would find that
though the majority of honorable members may not be in favour of increasing
the minimnm to £400, as propose-d' by
the Leader of the' Opposi tion, they are in
favour O'f making it £250 or £300. The
whip has· been held over honorable members, because the Treasurer has said, "I
have rna,de my calculatio.ns, and my
estimates, and you can make no alteration, even if you desire to do so." The
Treasurer should not take up that stand.
He should let honorable members express
their feeling uninfluenced by any threats.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-I did not make any
threats.
Mr. WEBBER.-Not perhaps directly,
'but that is the inference to be drawn
from the honorable gentleman's remarks.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-I was only pointing
out the facts.
Mr. WEBBER.-If the House expressed the opinion that the minimum
should be increased to, say, £250, would
the Treasurer be prepared to' accept that
opinion, and bring dOown a fresh proposal
r,ext week 1
Mr. MCPHERSON .-For the reason I
ha ve explained I could not do so.
I
could nOot recast my estimates.
Mr.WEBBER.-Would that entail a
very great amount of work ~
Mr. McPHERsoN.-The matter would
need a good deal of IOOoking into.
.
Mr. WEBBER.-The Treasurer has
promised tOo introduce a Bill next year.
Of course, ma.ny promises have been made
in the past which have not be,en fulfilled.
but if that Bill is introduced, what will
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it contain ~ Does the Treasurer intend to
alter the l)rincipal Act ~
Mr.
M.CPHERSDN .-Last
year,
I
brought in a comprehensive income tax
measure recasting the whole thing. A
similar Bin will be introduced next year,
and when it comes before' the House any
of these matters can be adjusted.
Mr. WEBBER.-That will be a mea·
sure to take the place of the 1914 Act,
and the OonsDlidated Act?
Mr. MCPHERsDN.-Yes.
Mr. WEBBER.-Will it also include
taxation prDvisions?
Mr. lVlcPHERSDN .-The Bill will leave
it Dpen to the House to' dO' precisely what
it. likes.
l\fr. WEBBER.-If the Treasurer
cannot agree to increase the minimum.
will he agree to make provision similar
to the Commonwealth provision for deductions in the case of children ~
1\1r. HDGAN.-The Treasurer gave us a
promise to' that effect last year.
Mr. WEBBER.-I ha.ve no recollection
of that promise, but if it was made, it
should be carried out. At a later stage,
if no one ehe does so, I shall be prepared tOI move an amendment provid ing
that there ~han be a deduction in respect
of every child of a taxpayer.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I was
pleased t.al hear that the Treasul"e'r propose'S tOI int,roduce a comprehensive Income
Tax Bill next year, and tOo bring Qiur law
in line with the CommQlnwealth law. At
the present time the Com mOon wealth deals
much mor'e fairly with people whQl hold
Crown allotments on which substantial
improvements have been effected than
does the State. The State Commissioner
says that he has nQl authority under the
Act to make any allowance tOo any Crown
tenant who~e land and improvements revert
absolut.elv tOo the Crown at the termination of the lease. The Federal authorities recognise that the Crown tenant is
entitled to a deduction annually for depreciation. Tho State authorities will
not allow Q1ne pennv tQi be deducted in
that conne,xion. I think it will appeal tOo
the Treasurer, as a commercial man. that
that is manifestly unfair.
The tenant
has to hand over to the Crown im pro,vementH amounting to some thousands of
lJoundq in value. The persons in occupation having made those imnrovements
~hould. during the currencv of the lease.
be ·en.t,itled to' .ron!':ideratjon in the form of
an allowan'~e fOol' depreciation.
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Mr. J. W. BILLSDN (Ji'itzro:lJ).-Does
not the tenant get paid for the improvements 1
Mr. A. A. BILLSON.-No; they go
right Dver to' the CrDwn.
Mr. J. W. BILLSDN (li'itz1·oy).-The incoming tenant pays for the improvements.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON.-The tenant has
a. prior right of occupation Q1n reappri1isement. The conditions I have. mentioned
apply tOo tenants of Crown lands at South
Melbourne. I would ask the Treasurer
to place U3 in the same position in this
respect as the Federal authorities have
done.
l\![r. WARDE.-Are not the improvements really part of the rent for the
lease 1
lv.[r. A. A. BILLSON.-There is no
stipulation as to the value of the improvements that shall be made, but when improvements are made, the Treasurer hasthe right to send some Q1ne round occasionally to inspect them, and to make a
suggestion as to the insurance that should:
be effected on them.
:Dfr. McPHERSON (Treasul'er).-Hy
leave, I desire to say that I will undertake to lDOk into the matter mentioned by
the honDrable member for Ovens befor(}
the Bill which is to' be introduced next
session is framed. I could not entertain
the suggestion of the honorable membel"
for Abbotsford with respect to allowing
deductions in regard to' thel children of
taxpayers, because I am informed by the
Commissioner that it woura mean a loss
of revenue to the State Q1f about £40,000.
1\11'. \VARDE.-If my mem\')ry serves
me aright, when this matter was brought
before' the House last year, the Treasurer
made the same explanation which he has
made to-day. He said that there was an
amending Bill on the stocks which would
make provision for certain alterations.
I pointed out at the' time that that was
merely a promise which rmght not be carried out. It has not been earned. out.
::\[1'. :McPJIERRo~.-The Bill was pre~ented to the House.
Mr. ,V ARD E .- I t has never been
pa~sed by the House, and now the' promise is made again. As I have said on
numerous occasions, it is one thing for a
Minister to make promises in order to get
a Bill through, but it is another thing to
get those promises carried out. The Government are, charged with the responqibili ty Df conducting the finances Df tne
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country, and I :find no fault with that; sequence of the increase in wages, which
hut I do find fault with the Treasurer, as have had to' be raised in order to' meet the
a sop to get a me'asure through, promising increase in prices. Men receiving £40()
members that he will do certain things and undelr are no better off now than
when he has made the same promise pre- when thely Were earning £200 and unde.r.
The amount was raised. in the Labour
viously, and has not carried it out.
Mr. M,cPHERsoN .-1 sublly. itted the Iparty's pla,tform, not fDr thel purpose of
increasing the number not liable to' the
Bill tOi the House last session.
Mr WARDE.-The, Government are tax, but to continue recognitiO'n of the
in control of the House, and if they fact that men are entitled to sufficient on
want to put through an amending Bill which to live without be.ing taxed on it.
the matter rests with them. It is no The fact that the adoption of the amendexcuse to say now that it did not reach meut might upset the calculations of the
the 5tatute,-book. These proposals come Tre,asurer should not affect :the position.
forwarda.fter thel Budget has bee·n de- The TTeasurer can prO'vide' other means
livered, and probably ne'xt session we will of getting revenue. He will have a surbe in the same position, and the Govern- plus this year. I am not prepared to say
ment will say, "Wei have framed our what the. surplus will rurr..Qunt to', and it
estimates of expenditure f.o·r the year on is not the question under consideration.
certain proposals, and if we dOl not get My contention is that men in the lower
those proposals through, the Govern- stretches as far as inoome' is CQncerned
me,nt's whole scheme Q1f finance will be should not be liable to this tax.
The
ulpse,t. " Why cQluld not the Government amendment will meau that, in addition
bring in such a Bill at the beginning of to wage-eanle'Ts, numbelfs of farmers with
the, session, and then they would know small incomes will be included, and it
where they are in framing thelir estimates seems to me that they are fairly entitled
of eixpenditurel, instead of raising excuseS to exemption.
such as they have made in conne'xion with
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer).-I
this Bill. The Gove'rnment can do wha,t
they like with a majority in the House must ask hQnorable membe'rs to D!Ppose
to support them, and the,re is no excuse the amendment for the reason which I
for making a, promise at the table in orde'r have alre1ady indicated. The Estiffiates
to get a Bill through, and failing to fulfil havel been framed on the assumption tha,t,
the House, WQuld pass thjs Bill in the
it at an early date.
form
in which it has been submitted.
The motion was agreed to.
When I say, that we have as many as
The Bill was the'll read a second time, 65,000 taxpaye.rs, honorable memhers can
and committed.
see that I would have tOi take, into serious
Clause 1 was agreed to.
consideration the effect of such a proposal
Clause 2-(Decla.r:ation of rates of on the, re,venue,. The Leader of the Opduties of income tax fO'r the year ending position has pointed out that I anticipate
a surplus on this year's transactions.
30th June, 1921).
,
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In accordance That is quite right. The amount I men-' .
with the notificatiou which I made in the tioned is about £166,000, but on a reHousel, I wjsh to make an amendment in venuel of £17,000,000 that is only 1 JJef
this clause. In the proviso to sub-clause cent., and, I have no Irr..a,rgin. to work on.
I ask honorable members to reject the
(1) it is statedamendment because it is tOlD serious an
Provided that a person (not being a com· alte1ration for the Government to contemp Illy) whose income from personal exertion
and the produce of property during the year plate at this stage.
immediately preceding the year of assessment
did not exceed £200 shall not, ·unless otherwise provided in the Income. Tax Acts, be
Hable to tax.

I

mOV8!-

Thnt £200 be omitted with a view of insert·

ing £400.

This is no new thing. The principle i3
included in the platform of the Labour
party, and the amount was rais,ed in COl1-

. The Commit,tee divided O'n the questIon that £200 proposed to' he omitted
stand part of the clause (Mr. McGregor
in the chair)Ayes
Noes
Majority against
alIliendment

31
19
the
12
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Mr. Allan
" Al1iwn
" Angus
" Argyle
Major Baird
Mr. Barnes
" Beardmore
" A. A. Billson
Lieut.-Col. Hourchier
Mr. Bowser
" Cameron
Downward
" Dunstan
Gibson
Gordon
Lawson

lVIr. Lind
Livingston
" Mackey
McDonald
McLeod
McPherson
" Morley
Old
., Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
lVIr. Smith
" Toutcher
" Weaver.
Tellers:
I

Mr. Everard
"
Pennington.

NOES.

Mr. Bailey
" J. W. Billson
Brownbill
., Cain
" Clough
Frost
" Hannah
Hogan
.Jewell
" lVIurphy

:\1r.
"
"
"
"

Parker
Prendergast
Rogers
Solly
Thorn is
Wallace
Warde.

Telle1'S:
1\11'. Lemmon
! " 'Webber.
I

PAIRS.

'1\11'. Deany
" Groves

Mr. Slater
Cotter.

I"

Mr. HOGAN.-I trust that the Trea'surer will allow the amendment providing
for au exempt.ion for children to be inserted in the Bill. The provision in the
Commonwealth Income Tax Act is that
£26 is allowed for all children under the
age of sixteen. The reason why that was
adopted by the Commonwealth Income
Tax DepartlITient is manifest. It is a very
just and wise provision. This Parliament
·also ought to agree to it, and I hope honorable members will view it favQlrably.
I understood that the Govm. nmeut were
going tQl adopt it. I have looked up' the
·statement that the Treasurer made when
he introduced the Income Tax Bill on
the 18th December of last year. When
moving the second reading of the Bill he
sta.tedThe State at present makes no allowance for
children. We propose to allow £26 for each
child under sixteen years of age. That is the
'same as the Commonwealth deduction.

All that requires to be dooe is for the
·Gove·rruITient and the Treasurer to carry
out theQr proposal. The,re' wa~ a debate
about this last year. There have be,en
debates about it in this House on many
occasions. We submitted reasons and
arguments to the Government for the
'adoption of this e1xemption, and in that
'way making the State income tax pro'vision the same as that of the F'ederal
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income tax in respect to the e,x€lITiption
for children. When we got so far last
year that ;the' Treasurer stated in the
House that he p'rOjpoRed to anow this exemption, I thought that the' thing was an
accomplished fact.
Mr. WARDE.-Surely the honorable
member kno·ws that. mallY promises are
made tha.t do not become accal1'i plished
facts.
Mr. HOGAN.-It is so hard to get a
promise in a matter like, this.
Mr. WARDE.-There is a difference between a promise and an accom plished
fact.
Mr. HOGAN.-Not with the Tre,asurer. I am one of the fe'W members
who give the Treasurer prais·e. My expe.rianoe has been tha.t he does what he
prOimises.
Mr. WARDE.-The honorable member
has just quoted something to show that
a promise has not been carried out, and
he still has faith.
.
Mr. HOGAN.-I express the opinion.
that whatever the Treasure,r promises he
fulfils. I think it is very reasonable that
the Treu;surer ,should adopt this proposal,
and with the view of insuring that it
shall be done I wish to move an amendment in the following proviso of
clause 2Provided that a person (not being a company) whose income from personal exertion
~nd th.e produce .of property during the year
ImmedIately preceding the year of assessment
did not exceed £200 shall not unless otherwise
provided in the Income Tax Acts be liable
to tax:

I move that the following words be
added:Provided, further, that from a person's income there shall be deducted the sum of £26
in respect of each child who is under the age
o~ sixteen years at the beginning of the finanCial year in which the income was received
wholly maintained oy any taxpayer who is
not an absentee.

If this amendment is inserted it will have
the effect of placing our income tax on
all-fours with the Oommonwealth tax as
far as children are concerned. It is llot
at all just that married people maintaining families should be compelled to' pay
thel same income tax as those who ha.ve
no dependants. There can be no defence
for it, and I am sure that the Treasurer
can advance 110 argument in justification
of any refusal to allow this exemption.
All the arguments are in favour of it.
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Mr. BOWsEn..-Has the Treasurer said
what the effect will be?
Mr. HOGAN.-He said that we would
lose a considerable amount of revenue. I
think he said it would amount to £40,000
a year, but there must be some mistake.
Even if it does amount to that sum, that
does not destroy the justice of .my proposal. If the Treasurer cannot afford tQ
lose that sum, he should take steps to get
it from some other source.
¥r. JEWELL.-I hope the Treasurer
will accept the amendment, as it is only
fair.
Many men who receive a little
more than £200 a year have large families. If this proposal will interfere with
the revenue, the Treasurer should so
arrange matters that those who have no
families will make up the difference. I
believe that the present system has a
detrimental effect on the increase of population.
:M.r. HOGAN.--I would not have dared
to go that far.
Mr. JEWELL.-It is only fair to make
this concession, as it is done by the Commonwealth. I know very well that many
people cannot afford to pay the tax. It
costs from 12s. to 15s. a week to keep a
child, and that in itself is a heavy tax on
men with families.
Mr. MoPHERSON (Treasurer).-I
must ask the honorahle member for Warrenheip not to press his amendment.
I
sympathize with the views he put forward. He rightly pointed out that when
the last Income Tax Bill was presented to
the Rouse" it made provision for it.
I
could say that I could have got the
equivalent revenue from some other
provision of that Bill.
The revenue
we are collecting now is for the
year ending on the 30th June, 1921,
and it is based on the income received during the year ended the 30th
June, 1920. The schedules had to be in
by August. A great Iflany of the. assessments are made.
What position would
the taxation officers be in if this
They
amendment were agreed to ~
would have to communicate with every
taxpayer, and ask for the necessary
information, which could not be got
in by the end of the financial year. I
am told that it would upset the whole of
the machinery of the Taxation Officp,. Jf
this Government is in office, this Bill. will
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be one of the first introduced next session, and it will contain .the provi8ion

desired.
.Mr. HOGAN.-Do you definitely undertake to introduce the Bill next session ~
Mr. MoPHERSON.-Yes.
Mr. Fn.OST.-And it will take effect for
next y~ar~

Mr. McPHERSON.-Yes.

Mr. HOGAN.-I reali~e that if I press
I
the amendment it will be defeated.
accept the Treasurer's statement, and I
withdraw the amendment in view of the
promise he has given for next year.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. W ARDE.-I am not sure, when
the Bill was before the -House previously,
whether the Treasurer proposed that
there was to be an alteration. It was with
the object of taking into consideration the
fact that a man who receives £201 per
annum clear is taxed back to £156. The
£1 he earns over the minimum carries
him back to £156, and he would be taxed
On £45. I understand that the Treasurer
did propose to deal with that.
Mr. MOPRERSON.-No.
Mr. W ARDE.-There is some reason
in the Treasurer's statement in reference
to the finances of this year, for he has
already taken existing conditions as the
basis of his estimate of revenue and
expenditure. I certainly think that when
the Bill he has now definitely promised is introduced, this phase of
the matter should be looked into. It
seems absurd that a man whose income is £201 should have to pay
income tax on all over £156. In such
a case, had the man earned £1, or even
lOs., in the ye,ar less, he would be exempt.
Threepence on a £1 on the difference between £156 and £201 amounts to a tidy
sum for a small wage-earner to pay.
I
do not think we have had an amendment
of the Income Tax Act since 1912, and
then only for t~e purpose of increasing
the rates of payment. There has been no
thorough overhauling of the Act since it
was passed by Sir George Turner, some
twenty-five or twenty-six years ago. The
whole economic position has been changed
since that time. The purchasing power
of the sovereign is very different. Whflt
was a fair income at that time is only a
very small one to-day.
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Mr. MCPHERSON.-I promise to give
t.he two points raised by the honora ble
member for Flemington consideration.
Mr. iW1ARDE.-l hope it will be a
favorable consideration.
The clause. was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
T he Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and the report Woas
adopted.
On the motion of Mr. Mc,PHERSON
(Treasurer) , the Bill was then read a
third time.
LAND TAX BILL.
Mr.
McPHERSON
(Treasurer)
moved the second reading of this Bill.
He said-This is a~other machinery Bill
subIlJ.'itted to the !House annually, and declares the rates of land tax payable on
Land Tax A~sessments for the calendar
year 1921. Owners holding lands, the
total unimproved value of which is below
£250, are exempt from tax, and the minimum amount of tax payable by ,any taxpayer is 2s. 6d. The schedule to the Bill
sets out the rate of tax payable, which is
a flat rate of id. for every £1 of unimproved value.
This rate has been the
same since the inception of the Land Tax
Act in December, 1910. For the information of honorable members, I might
add that last year there were 92,000 taxpayers" and the revenue derived from the
land tax amounted to £314,000.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Olause l-(Title).
Mr. GA.IN.-I think the Treasurer
should give the Oommittee some information with regard to the amending Land
Tax Act of 1915. The producers on the
land were picked out for special treatment in regard to income tax. I think it
distinctly unfair that a man in receipt of
the small income from personal exertion
of £201 should be called upon to pay income tax, whilst it is possible for a man
deriving an income of £1,000 a year from
th(' land, and paying the land tax, to
avoid paying income tax. I regard this
as das~ legislation, and I disapprove of
it whole-heartedly. There should be no
privileged class at a time when the Treasurer is complaining about the necessity
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for tightening things up. ,The Treasurer
refuses to pay lOs. a week ill respect of
boarded-out children, because he say~ the
D.nanDeS of the State will not permit it.
Yet we give occupiers of land this great
privilege'. The WO(fst fe,ature of this class
legislation is that it only protects the
man who is working his 0!Vll land. The
tenant gets no special consideration.
I
hope the Treasurer will make a fltaterrient
of the position and show what amount of
money was lost to the Dep,artment through
the amendment of the Land Tax Act.
The OHAIRMAN.-I would point out
to the honorable member that this is a
Land Tax Bill.
His statement should
have been made when the Income Tax
Bill was under consideration.
Mr. OAIN.-I am asking the Treasurer whether it is not a f.act that special
provision was made in the Land Tax
Act of 1915 to exempt certain people
from income tax.
Mr. McPHERSON (,Treasurer) .-As
I understand the position, it works out
in this way: Where the unimpr.oved value
of land does not exceed £5;000, the owner
is not called upon to pay income tax.
When I was at 'Mildura recently I had
evidence that this freedom is quite unfair. 'There are men at Mildura the unimproved value of whose land might be
£500 or £1,000, or perhaps more. They
are deriving a large income from their
holding.s, but they pay no income tax;
and I asked myself the question why these
men should not pay income tax just the
same rus others whose income is above the
mlmmum. A few minutes ago, when I
was replying to the honorable member
for Warrenheip, I told him the Treasury
could not afford to lose £40,000 in one
direction without making it up in another.
The Bill I brought before the House last
session did away with this anomaly, and
I quite agree with the honorable member
that these men should not be exempt from
the payment of income tax.
Mr. J. W. BILI,RoN (Fitzroy).-Why
did you dron the Bill?
Mr. MoPHERSON.-I do not know
that I dropped it. but there were so many
other pressing subjects that there was not
time to put it through.
Mr. J. W.BIJ~LSON (Fitzroy).-We
may take it for granted that when you
have a majority what you do not get yo'u
do not want.
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Mr. MoPlHERSON. - That -is not
The honorable member knows
right.
there is a good deal of legislation which
it is desirable to pass, but there is not
time. If the Governinent asked honorable
members to sit months after Christma~
they would object.
Mr. CAIN.-Do you intend to re-introduce that Bill?
Mr. McPHERSON. - I have already
given a promise that I will· re-introduce
the Hi)l early next session. It will contain a provision to meet the objection
raised by .the honorable member. I think
it is a perfectly valid objection.
Mr. WARDE.---,There are cases of men
with land, the unimproved value of which
is £900 or £1,000, making £1,500 or
£2,000 a year, and paying no State income tax.
Mr. MC'BHERSON.-There are men
making £2,000 a year and not paying us
ld. in income tax.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 2·~(Rate of land tax for 1921).
Mr. MAcOKEY.--'I should like to draw
the attention of the Treasurer .to a serious
anomaly in the method of assessing the
unimprov€d value of land for taxation
purposes. Under the prillci pal Act we
are suppo:sed to ·tax the unimproved value
of land, but .that is not the practice. We
are told that the value of improvements
is not to exceed their cost. Let me take
a simple case in the city. Say there are
two buildingf' 011 adjoining land, each proPH'ty being worth £800.
One building
was erected in 1914, before there was any
increase in the cost of building material.
The other was er·ected this year.
Suppose "h~ cost of building in 1914
was £400, and the (:ost of the
building erected this yeaT was £600,
Gwing to the advance =n prices. If
we deduct the cost of the. building which
was erected this year from the value of
the property, that would leave .the unimproved value at £200. If, on the other
hand, we deduct the cost of the building
erected in 1914, the unimproved val~e of
the land would be £400. In this way it
will be seen there is a difference in the
taxable value, although the unimproved
value of the land is practically the same
in e,ach case, namely, £200.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-If both
were vacant blocks, the unimproved value
would be the same.
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Mr. MA10KEY.-Yes. Suppose both
blocks were swept Iby fire, the unimproved
value of each would be £200, yet, although
the buildings are identically the same, one
owner 'has to pay a tax on £200, and the
other on £400. The method adopted by
the Department is certainly not the right
one to arrive at th.e unimproved value.
This anomaly is exceedingly vexatious,
particularly in country districts. Take
the case of a man who for the last two
or three years has been clearing his land
at heavy cost, especially if he has had to
employ labour. lIe has erected outbuildings and fences and carried out other improvements. .He is properly allowed to
deduct the whole cost of the improvements. N ow let us take the case of a
man who commenced to clear his land
twenty years ago. The cost to him was
probably l€.ss than half of what it has
been to the man who has started within
the last three or four years. If the first
man wer·e selling his property to-day,
his return would probably .be three times
that of the man who commenced work recently. The Department will not allow
an owner to deduct more than ·the actual
cost of the improvements made in 1900.
In "iew of the fact that valua'tions are
being made now, this imposes a great injustice.
Mr. WARDE.-J)oes not the Department
make the valuations as if there were no
improvements on the land?
1\11'. MACKEY.-It is stated that the
Improvements must not be valued at more
than they <:ost.
Mr. W ARDE.-But the tax is fixed on
the nnimproved value of the land. Improvements have nothing to do with it.
Mr. MAOKEY.-The tax is not merely
on the unimproved value of the land, but
it should be. I Isuggest that the Treasurer
should look into this matter, because at
the present time great hardship is being
inflicted upon certain people.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Particularly
on the new ,settler.
Mr. MAOKEY.-It does not matter
who he iA. Two wealthy men should be
taxed on the same basis, and ISO shou1d
two working men and two farmers. There
is no such anomaly in the Federal Act,
nor in ·any of the Acts {)f the other State
Parliaments. If the Treasurer will look
into this matter, I am satisfied he will
see that the complaint is justified.
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Mr. MoPiH·EIRSON (Treasurer).-The Land 'Tax Act of 1915 declares that
the" value of improvements" means the
eum by which the improveme.nt~ U:p<>l1
land are estimated to increase Its v~lu~;
but the value of the improvements IS III
no {laSe to be deemed to be more than th~
cost of !such improvements, estimated at
the time of valuation or assessment. The
value of ·the improvements is not limited
to the actual cost.
The value is that
which can be properly put upon
them .at the time the valuation is
made.
The Land Tax Commissioner
has pointed out to me t-hat in
cases menthe two
hypothetical
tioned by the Speaker, the ow~er.s
would be taxed -on the same basISthat is assuming that the values of the
properties were about the same.
IMr. ICr_OUGH.-On the land tax schedule
is not the owner asked to state the market
value of improvements?
Mr. MoP,HEIRSON.-I think the cost
is asked for, so that the Commissioner
can fOTm an idea of whether the owner's
statement is correct. For instance, say
improvements cost £1,000, and a dishonest
man put down the eost as £300, there
would be no mean.s of showing tha this
statement was not correct, whereas if he
had to put down the cost, and it was
£1 000 he could not alsb put down £300
as' bei:lg the value. I will undertake to
bring the remarks of the honorable .membel' for Gippsland West under notIce of
the Commissioner.
Mr. WEAVER.-The majority of the
land-owners who have sent in returns up
to the present have put down the original
cost of the improvements, but, according
to the statement of the Treasurer, that is
not correct. They should have put down
the present value of the improvements.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-That is what the
Ia w ,provides.
Mr. WEA VER.-People who have
furnished returns should be given an opportunity of amending them.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-Under the Act they
are entitled to put down the present-day
va.Jllation.
Mr. lifACKEY.-I would draw the attention of the Treasurer to the jnstnlction on the land tax form issued for this
vear. ,It is stated-
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So far that is ,correctthe cost must not be exceeded.

Only one meaning can be attached to
that.
M:r. McPHERsoN.-That means the
present-day co!st.
M:r. ~IAJCKE'Y.-It does not say so;
and farmers are reading it in the way
stated by the honorable member for
Korong-the common-sense way.
If
., the cost must not be exceeded," and a
house cost £400, the owner cannot put
down as its value £500, though he should
be entitled to do so if that is its presentday value.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-If the improvements cost £500, they would not increase
in value
Mr. }f.1\!CKEY.-Any working man
who has a house will tell you that in the
last four or five years it is not merely the
land that has increased in value, but the
building also.
Everybody knows that,
and the o\vner should he allowed to deduct the full value of the building, irrespective of the cost.
}Il'. McPHERSON.-,I do not think that
is a fair arrangement.
Mr. ROGERS.-I think the whole
trouble is that land-owners aTe askrd to
do something at thjs ,period that they have
. lIOt done for the last ten years.
,They
now have to furnish a return which is
very different fr,om the usual annual return. ,In nearly every Ipart of the conntry member,s of the organization to which
the honorable member for Korong belongs
have had meetings, and have decided to
do certain things, which, in my opinion,
are illegal. For instance, they have decided that fencing which was put up
thirty or forty years ago shall 1;>e valued
at £80 per niile. That was declded at a
conference.
~lr. WEAVER.-YOU cannot now put it
up for that.
. .
Mr. ROGERS.-In the great ma]orIt,V
of cases the fencing only cost £30 or £40
a mile.
It has also b€€n decided that
land-owners in a certain area -shall value
their land at £7 per acre.
111'. WARDE.-Probably they would not
take £12 an acre for it.
Mr. ROGERlS.~The Treasurer has to
watch the position very closely. What I
. "Value of improvements" means the sum have stated has been decided upon by difby which the improvements increase the value ferent associations, and individuals are
of the landbeing guided by meetings that have been
l•
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held in every part of Victoria. The actual cost of the improvements !should be
If a man bought a house for
stated.
£400, why should he be entitled, because
he himself is living in it, to .put down
£600 as the value of the im·provements ~
He will be fairly treated if he is allowed
to deduct the entire cost of the house
from the total value of the .property.
Mr. BAILEy.-;Supposing a man paid
£600 fora house, and it only cost £400
to build?
Mr. ROGE.RS.-The present owner
would be allowed to deduct £600; but it
would be unjust to allow a man living in
his own house to set down the value of
the improvements at 30 percent. or 40
,per cent. more than he had paid. I think
the 'Treasurer rshould be very careful in
this matter. If he is not, a very large
amount of money will be lost to ,the State.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House,
without amendment, and the report was
adopted.
On the motion of Mr. MoPHCE}RSON
(Treasurer), the 'Bill was read a third
time.
GREAT OOEAN RlOAD (LANDS
SALE) BILL.
Mr. OMAN (JYIiriister of Lands)
moved the second' reading of this Bill.
He ~aid-This measure makes provision
for the sale of 1,180 acreS of land
by the Orown to the Great Ocean Road
rrrust. Last Frid,ay a number of members representing all parties in this House
made an inspection of the land. I twas
n'ot a pleasure jaunt by any means, but a
very solid day's work, and I think t~at
those members who took that opportunIty
of a~certaining on the spot what is sought
by the Trust have rendered a service to
the St'ate as well as to the Trust. They
have gained first-hand knowledge of what
the Trust is trying to carry into effect.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Pitzroy).-It is
said that if you follow the track you will
see champagne bottles and chicken bones.
Mr. OMAN.-There were neither. We
'had a solid day's work and all returned to
town tired.
The members of the party
appreciated the value of the work whi.ch
i::; being done by the Trust. We ascertained that if this Ifmd can be made available on the 'basis proposed when Mr. Mac-
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kinnon brought in the Bill last September, the Trust will be in a position to dispose of it in allotments to those desiring
to erect seaside residences. I am fully
convinced that allotments will not only be
acquired by those wishing t.o establish
seaside homes, but from what I have seen
of those controlling the movement that
many of them will find themselves in
possession of blocks for which the Trust
will get the cash. I t is proposed to spend
the proceeds from the sale of the land in
improving this highway along the waterfront; ,and it is expected that in a few
months it will be possible for people to
motor from Geelong to Lorne. 'The Trust
seeks ,authority to acquire that area of
1,180 acres at the present price, 15s. an
acre., a value which I think those who
made the journey will say is hardly in the
land to-day. If the land does increa~e in
value at some future date, it win be because of the energy 'an.d enterprise of the
Trust, which has already spent a large
amount on the work of constructing the
road. Every member of the party who
made the inspection was impressed wi th
the national service which the Trust is
rendering.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (F'itzroy).-1What
cam:ed that impression ~
Mr. OMAN.--....;We were impressed
when we got on to the part of the road
that has been constructed, after traveUing
over the unmade portion.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-You
were not depressed.
Mr. OJYIAN.-Speaking for mY1)eli, I
was more than depressed, I was alarmed
at times for my own personal safety. .We
were told by a lady that she had travelled
from a cortain spot where we lunched to
school at Lorne.
I do not think thrre
were many memberEl of the party who
would care to w.alk from that spot to State
Parliament House if State Parliam81lt
House were at Lorne, even if their salar,V
were doubled. The proposition embodied
in this measure is a reasonable one. The
Trust will pay to the Governm8....Tlt the full
value of the land. Then the Trust hopes
to dispose of the land at somethinQ,' more
than its present value, Elpending the pro~peds in the construction of the road.
That road will result in a 'great development of tourist traffic. because there is
fine scenery there.
Two years ago it
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might have been said th~t t~is p~oj~ct was
.in the clouds.
Now It IS wlthin the
realms of posBibility, and within three or
four months people should be able. to
motor right on to Lorne along a faIrly
good track.
Mr. LEl\f:M:oN.-Is it true that if the
Trust were not in existence, a private individual could select that land?
lVIr. OMAN.-Yes. The only thing is
that the selector would have to comply
with the residence conditions. The Trust
does not propose to enforce such conditions.
1'1. plan of the proposed subdivision must be approved by the
Board {)f Land and Works before the
Trust can sell the land; and it is
provided in the Bill that the fru;tds
obtained from the sales are to be applied
towards the construction of the road by
discharged soldiers. It is expected that
when the road iR formed the Trust will
have a ready sale for seaside allotments.
It is very evident that there will then be
a demand for seaside allotments which
does not exist to-day. On a former occasion, the House he~itated., I think, about
the Bill because honorable members were
not in possession of the whole of the facts.
They certainly did not have the nrsthand knowledge which they possess to-day.
In the circumstances, I contend that this
is a sound proposition, and will resl.llt in
pront to the State.
Mr. BR.oWNBILL.-A.s the representative of' Geelong" whence this road
will run to Warrnambool, I desire to support the Bill. I am convinced that when
this hjghway is completed it will be one
of the best tracks in the whole of the
Western District. Last session the Bill
was passed by this House, but. was held
up in the other Chamber. We are told
that it was helel up there because members did not possess sufficient information
in ~onnexion 1\<1th the proposal.
Last
Fr.iday about thirty members inspected
what has been done, and had explained to them what is prqposed.
We journeyed from the belg-inning
of the road as far as we could get
to the Big Hill.
As the l{inister has
t·old us, the Trust dO' not want the Govermnent to hand over this land for
not.hing. They are quite prepared to pay
the. 15s. an acre that the Government are
asking for it. Personally, I think that
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the Government Qlught to hand this land
over to the Trust, beea use the Trust are
doing a national work. All the members
of the Trust have been prepared to put
their hands into their pockets and use
their own money to build this Government road. We know that the Mayor of
Geelong has put £1,000 into the proposition, and he has no land abutting on it,
except that he has his s~mmer residence
at Barwon Heads. The road will not be
of benefit to' him, except the benefit that
he will derive in common' with others from
its opening up a new route to the Western·
District. It will provide a means of communication for settlers in that district,
who at present are without a road. .As
the· Minister has told the House, the children of people living there have to travel
several miles to school every day. Whatever TOlad is there now is im passa ble, even
at the present time.
The first stage of
this road will give access as far as Lorne,
and afterwards it will be cont,inued to
Wa.rrnambool, and right round to Porl
Fairy. As I stated before, the whole of
the money that will be derived from the
sale of the land will go into the road.
Another important fact in connexio·n
with the road is that the whole of the
work is being done by our returned soldiers. even from the surveying stage.
N at one penny js being spent on anybody
else but our returned soldiers. If the
Trust have to pay 15s. an acre for the
land, I think it would be up to the Government, after the work is carried out,
to grant the money back to the Trust to
expend on the road, and make ~t beUer.
I suppose the' State must charge the Trust
for the land, otherwise· 1 should be quite
willing that the Government should give
them the land. At any rate, if the Trnst
do pay 15s ..an acre for the land, the
Government sho.uld afterwards refund
the .money to the Trust to help them in
making' this a good substantial 'foad. The
road will be a natio.nal work. and I trust
that this measure wil pass as soon as possible.
J\1r. PRENDERGAST.-When the Bill
was before the House previously, I opposed it, as I wanted further infa:rmation.
Under the conditions that exist to-day,
in view of the jnformation which has ooen
given by the Minister. and from the manner in which the members fo.r the· district.
the honorable member for Geelong and
the honorable member for Barwon, have
pushed on with this work, I withdraw my
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opposition. I think that a great high- the road doing in regard to the coal deway is likely to be constructed without posits ~
very much expense to the Stat-e.
Mr. MORLEy.-That is for the GovernMr. MORLEY.-I should just like to ment to take up.
say that to-day I had a letter from South
Mr. HANNAH.--:-Are the members for
Australia asking that the Great Ocean the district doing anything towards the
Road film should he sent to that State. development of that c0'al delposit, which is
This shows that this great highway is get- valuable? I have here a sample of our
ting known outside of Victoria. I thank brown coal and a sample of coal
t.he leader of the Opposition for the sup- secured on our visit to the Ocean-road.
port he now gives the Bill.
One spec~rr~e'll is black, and the other
Mr. J. W. BILL80N (Fitzroy).-I brown, and the we1ight is decidedly in
was not at the picnic that was conducted favour of the black cOial. The ne1ld helS
by the honorable member for Geelong and never been properly tested, but that neglithe honorable member for Barwon the gence is only in keleping with HLP. negliother day, but if there is any intention on gence diElplayed ip. regard to many other
the part of those gentlemen to continue things in this country. Are the: (Tr,-\"ernthe road to South Australia, and they me1ut going to do a.nything toO facilitate
invite members tOo view the route, I the opening up of this field 1
should make a special point of being preMr. MORLEY.-There is oil there, too.
sent.
Mr. HANNAH.-This sample is a
The motion was agreed to.
shale that resembles the shale from which
The Bill was then read a second time, oil is produced. The Government do not
seem to, know the resources of our counand committed.
try. The Minister of Lands was Dn the
. Clause l-(Short title)
Mr. HANN AH.-This road-way will, trip, and I should like to' know what he
of course, be beneficial to a certain sec- is going to do, to deve1lop this Sfplendid
tion of the community, but there are field. I have known for years that there
other matters that should be considered is coal along that belt of country, a good
bv the Government in connexion with the deal of which re1sembles the Bulli Pass.
country through which the road passes. The Minist€f of La,nds should have the
What do the Government propose to do attentiDn Df thel Mines Department drawn
in regard to the deposits of coal that are to the fact that there are possibilities in
to be found there ~ While thel honorable this field, whate;ve,r may be the extent of
member for Barwon and his constituents the. deposit.
Mr. ROGERs.-Is not that a good arguhave been pushing on with the road, they
seem to have be-an neglecting some of ment for the non-alienation of the land.~
lVlr. HANNAH.-That land has nO'
those inte,rests that, if oeve1loped, will
connexion with the coal deposit, which is
practically help to build the road.
on ,the shore, near the water's edge.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-This is the first
Mr. OMAN.-This Bill will be the
stage.
means Df giving an opportunity to men
Mr. HANNAH.-What has the honor- of IIr.eans to see this field.
able member done to bring under the
Mr. HANNAH.-If we are to' wait
notice of the Mines Department the valu- until men of means develop this State,
able deposits of coal that are to he found we shall have to wait a long time.
there ~ When one can pick up coal on Some of them have collared all the good
the foreshore, it is clear that our re- land. Much of the land that could be desources there should receive attention.
veloped will not be developed by men Df
Mr. SOLLY.-That coal came from a means. I rose to draw the attention of
the Minister to the fact tha,t there are
shipwreck ..
Mr. HANNAH.-No; it was not coal possibilities in this district apart altofroon a shipwreck. It was from a deposit gether from the road.
Mr. OMAN.-I shall make a suggestion
tha.t was put there many millions of years
before ther'e were any ships. While the to the Minister of Mines for an inspechonorable member for Carlton and his tion of the field.
Mr. HANNAH.-We should certainly
constituents were shivering with the cold
last winter, we had' these deposits of coal know the possibilities of it. The fact that
there undeveloped. What are the honor- I knew there was ooal in this locality inable members who are pushing on with duced lIIie to take the 'trip. I should like
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to' know from the member fOor the district whether the Mine'S Department has
ma-del any test oJ this particular coal.
The clause was agreed ,to.
Clause 2-(Power to' sen certain Crewn
lands to company).
Mr. McDONALD.-The Mines Department has not been neglectful O'f the
resource,s of the Otway Forest. The little
outcrop that the honorrable member fO'r
Collingwood saw does not indicate that
there is any gre'at seam::.. of coal theTe.
The people, in the vicinity do, not su,ppose
that theQ'e is a large deposit, of coal that
is worthy of an investigation; but not far
from that spot, at Dean's Marsh, and
other parts Df the fOiI"est the're are outcrops of ooal that have been de,veloped
to a certain extent. Thel want of facilities to' ge,t the coal to markelt, has been
the drawba,ck. I do no:t; think the honorahle member ~dr COolfingwood is opposed bo the sale of this land, for if it is
sold it will be IPossible' to' accoonplish a
very good work. The road will be built
as far as Lorne at least, but I do not
know what steps will he taken to carry
it on to Apollo Bay. The hOonora,bIe member for Collingwood .need have no fear
that by disposing- c,f this land the Gorvernmelflt will be giving away wealth in the
shape ef minerals, for thel lIT~inerals are
not disposed of with the 1and.
Mr. BAlLEY.-When this Bin was
belfore us .on a prervious occasion I was
ene who criticised it because I was not
sufficiently conversant with the proposition. I felt from the way the matter
was placed before us that it was a proposal that would Iprobably give some undue, advantage to a se'ction of the people.
I thought that the object was to get an
ide·al position on the coast for a holiday
resort, and that the land would be disposed of in such a, way that other people
would be unaware of it. When the invita,tion camel frOlITi' the Ocean Road
Trust to' honorable members to' inspeot
the locality, I decided to' take a"dvantage
of it to insped, the country. I set out
to' se'ek inforrmation, and to make myself
conversant with the position and the
quality of the land and with the surroundings. I went there, and inspected
the land. I walked a distanoe estima"ted
by the honorable membe'r fer Barwon as
one m::..ile and a half, but which I think
was more, like 6 er 7 miles. We tr~ped
over the hill for several hours on a hot
day, and we inspected aU the surround-
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ings. We took into consider.ation the proposition put hefore us by the chairman of
the Trust, and I now, as one who previously opposed the Bill, am ,prepared to
support it. I think that the Trust, in
undertaking ,the oO!llstructien of this road,
is doing a work that probably would not
be carried .out by the Gevernment for
at least fifty years, if at all. It will
mean the expendi ture of a considerable
sum ef money. Had the Trust not been
originated and pushed on with vigour,
there would have been no means of access
to this particular land for at least fifty
years, in my opinion. The land is of
such an inferior quality that no one
would dream of taking up a selection 011
it.
It would mean a lifetime's tnflk to
produce anything worth speaking about
en a living area there. When visiting
the locality. I camel across a cottage
Olll
a small holding which has been
occupied by two generations. Had the
same energy that has been put intO'
that l'election by the' present resident
and his father before him been put into
a similar holding in another p,art of tho
State, where there is reasonable access to
railwaYfl and roads, the present occupant
would have been able to retire by now
with sufficient money to keep him for the>
rest of his life. vVhat we have to do is
to assure ourselves that the interests of
the community arc safeguarded; that we
are not parting with any of the State's
assets; that the Ocean Road Trust is nor
gettinO" some advantage from the State
that it ought not to get. Now, considering that through the construction of the
road, access' 'will be given to prospective
selectors from G-eelong to Warrnambool,
and eventually to Port Fairy" there is
every reason to believe that what money
is being spent will be spent in the interests of the 'State. A part of the State
is being opened up that the G-ovcrJlmcltt
\vould not be likely to throw open. I am
satisfied that by agreeing to the paflsage
of this Bill ,ve shall be doing nothing
against the interests of the State. Aftt'r
all, the money to be del'ived from the sale
of the land by the Trust is to be expended
on the construction of the road. No onc
wiU get any individual adv,antagc fro!ll
it. The road is being constructed solely
in the interests of the whole of the community.
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Mr. CLOUGH.-Where is the increa~ed
value of the land to come from ~
Mr. BAILEY.-The honorable member for Bendigo East is adopting the
same cautious, sceptical attitude that I
took up previously. I have since had an
opportunity of looking into the matter
myself, and I am satisfied that we are
safeguarding the interests of the State,
and that no asset is being filched from
the people.
Mr. CLOUGH~-I am not quite clear
on that point. Paragraph (c) of clause 2
sets out that the Government is going to
sell the land to the Trust for 15s. an acre.
'rhe Trust will then sell to somebody
else, and from the increase~ price
obtained, the money for the constnlCtion
of the road is to come.
Mr. MORLEY.-The road is costing
£7,000, of which the Trust has already
lWie want £5,000 to
expended £2,000.
r.omplete the road. 1,Ve are getting 1,000
acres of land., but only 140 acre~ are of
use to us.
Mr. CLOUGH.-I cannot understand
,,,here the increased value of the land is
coming from.
Mr. MORLEY.-,-It will come from making the road.
Mr. OLOUGH.-Is it expected that the
halance of the £7,000 will be derived
from the sale of the land?
Mr. MORLEY.-The land will become
,'ulua ble because of the ro,ad.
·We can
sell individually or by auction. Already,
people are prepared to buy, because they
know that .the money will go towards the
construction of the road.
Mr. OLOUGH.-As a result of the
passing of this Bill, we shall add substantially to the value of the land.
Mr. :MORLEY.-We could have selected
the land and put people on it.
Mr. OLOUGH.-At any rate, it seems
that immediately the land is acquired by
the Ocean Road Trust, it will have an
added value. I have no doubt that it
will bring a considerable amount of revenue to the Ocean Road Trust. If the
land is going to have such a value tomorrow, it should have it to-day, ·and it
ought to be as easy for the Government
to get the added value as for the Ocean
Road Trust to get it. I have an idea that
when this ~cheme is cleared up, it will be
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found, as in other schemes, that we ha ve
parted with an asset. It probably will
be a most magnificen t asset to the people
of Geelong, possibly to the business people
of that city, as there will be a lot of
motoring tourists.
These tourists will
motor from the city of Melbourne to
Lorne, in order to see the ,beauty spots that
are to be opened u palong the ro.ad.
1
understand that Geelong people are
clamouring for this road.
Mr. MORLEY.-It is not the Geelong
people only.
Settlers along the road
have provided £1,000.
Mr. OLOUGH.-The honorable member for Port Fairy said we could nart; get
settlers to take up this land. According
to the honorable member for Barwon,
there are settlers to whom this road will
be useful, and in that event it will '00 an
adv,antage; but I have not heard that
argument before in this debate. I t has
alway!s been spoken of as a great tourists'
road, and as Geelong will be a,t the beginning of it, the people there, like those
in other .centres where the ,Oountry Roads
Board has done work, will be considerable
gainers. ,I want, however, to get away
from the sentimental -or philanthropic
a!tti tude which has been .suggested by
some honorable member.s. I do not doubt
that when this road ~s completed, we will
find that prominent residents -of Geelong,
and ,perhaps some -of those in Melbourne,
will have secured some of the finest blocks
of land which will be made available
under this Bill. That SOIjt of rthing has
happened in connexion with similar
schemes which have been put into operation. I am not sure ,that Parliament is
wise in parting with the heritage of the
people. It may be that there are unto::J.d
deposits of wealth in this land, and. they
would be a valuable asset to people who
have the right to selection.
Mr. J ..W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-We do
not sell mineral rights.
Mr. OLOUGH.-That is so; but ,there
may be coal deposits on the land. I do
not know if there is any coal on the land
or not. N·obody will know what is there
f[-owever, this is
till it is opened up.
one of those measures which creep
through in the dying hours of ,the session,
and it is po.ssible that some time later we
will be in a position to say that if we had
only known more about the facts, we
would not htUve passed it. I hope that
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the splendid things which have been prophesied aboTht this Ocean-road will be
If they are, Parliament will
realized.
not have done anything which it will
have reason to regret.
:The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lauds), the ,Bill was read a third
time.
Mr. B'ROWNBILL.-I desire to thank
honorable members for allowing this Bill
to go .through so rapidly to-day.
I am
sure that the citizens ·of Geelong, and
those represented by the honorable member for Barwon, will appreciate the passage of this measure. If all .the members
of ,this House had been included in the
party which inspected the road las·t week,
I am sure they would fbe sat~sfied that a
most important work is being carried out.
I hope the measure will receive equally
favorable treatment when it comes before
the Legislative Oouncil.
ANGLO~PBRSTAN

OIL COM·PANY'.s
HILL.
The debate (adjourned from December 2) on the motion of Mr. ,Oman (Ministerof Lands) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. P.RENDERG.AtST.-It is quite
clear that not !sufficient thought was given
to the Bill presented to the -House a few
months ag·). It seems that, after the
matter 'has been further considered by
the Railways Commissioners, it is discovered that an important part is required for railway purpo~ses. This Bill
has now to be introduced for the purpose
of amending a measure passed only a
few months ago. It is now proposed to
exchange one piece of land for another,
which is required by the Railway Department. 'We have allowed a piece of
ground to get into the possession of this
company, and now we want to get it back
from them. Th~s piece of ground had no
business to be taken ·away from the Crown
in the first instance.
].{r. Ol\IAN.-The facts show that you
were quite right in asking for more information. There was a record that the
. land was wanted, but it was overlooked.
Mr. PREN,DERGA8T.-It shows that
the honorable gentleman does not know
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what ~s going on in ,connexion with this
matter.
Mr. OMAN.-We have had :a ,pretty
close investigation now.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The company
has now the whip hand of the Crown, and
we have to go to them and ask for the
return of a piece of land which we parted
with to them a few months ago.
It js
necessary to take away one strip from
the company and give them another.
Mr. OJl.fAN.-The piece of land running along the railway line is absolutely
blocked. There is an 8-ft. 6-in. embankment.
}.{r. PRENDERGAST.,-All we have
to go upon as to the possible requirements
of the Department in connexion with this
land is the sta temen t of the Minister,
which is ,precisely the same as he made
\yhen introducing the previous Bill.
\Ve were told when the previous Bill was
brought before the House that the position was perfectly safe·, as the land would
not be wanted by the Governm~mt. Now,
within a few months, the Government
want to alter the Act in order to get back
some land which they previously said was
of no use to them. I believe that the
Act will be improved by the passage of
this Bill, but some one must be responsible for the blunder that occurred, and
now we have to go cap in hand to the
company to get back a piece of land that
we sold to them. I feel that the Bill improiVBS ma.tt~rs to the extent that it forces
away from the company a piece of the
land that the company took from us. According to the Minister's statement, a
document, showing that the Railway Department wanted land, was overlooked.
Mr. OMAN.-It was in the possession or
the ]\![elbourne Harbor Trust.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-A plan has
been furnished by the Department, but
the measurements are not stated on it.
That is a remarkable thing. It appears
tha.t the company is going to be' given
very nearly as much land as is going to
he taken from it.
Mr. OM:AN.-No. The area is the same
in both cases.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I think the
consideration of the measure f>hould be
postponed so that' proper particulars as to
the measurements may be supplied.
I
obj-ect to a plan being furnished that has
not the measurements stated on it.
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Mr. O.\lAN.-The measurements are in
the schedule to the Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I have not
time to read the schedule now. I have
repeatedly complained that sufficient infonnation is not given to the House in
connexion with Bills that are brought forward. I have not seen the land in questIOn, b~t I understand that, in spite of
the RaIlway De,partment having placed
an embargo on it, the land was handed
over to the company. Now we find that
it is absolutely necessary that the Railway Department should get the land back
again. As I have said, the measurements of th.e different areas are not stated
on the. plan, and, for that reason, I
moveThat the dehate be no,," adjourned.
~r. J. Vol. B.lLLSON (Pitz7oy).-The
motIon for the adjournment of the debate
precludes me from doing what I would
v~ry much like to do. When the original
BIll. was before the House, I was very
anxIOUS that a Committee of Inquiry
should go into the matter. It would not
take v?ry long for the Railways Standing
~ommIttee, or some other Committee, to
mspect the land, and ascertain the true
pos~tion. I have not suggested that the
RaIlways Standing Committee should
make an inquiry simply because I happen
to bf'J a member of that Committee. On
the 21st September last, the Leader of
the Opposition stated, in answer to Mr.
M.ackinnon, who introduced the original
BI~l, t~at a Committee ought to be appomtea by the House to go into the matter. I think the Government will be
wisel if they ask a Committee to investiga~e t?is proposition before they agam
brmg It before the House. An adjournment of the debate will be of nOI us'e unless an investigation takes place. I shall
oppose the Bill unless the proposition is
to be investigated by some independent
Committee, because I believe the Railway
Department and the Government will
eventually need the land. We were
!':olemnly assured by the Government last
session that the land that has been parted
v.'ith would not be required.
The same
Government now stated that a portion of
it is required, which shows that originally
their RtatementR were not. correct, and
that. thel! misled the House. I do not
think tbe House should permit them to
furthe,r misle'ad it. and I hold that an
investigation should take plac.e before the
B:ll is passed.
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Mr. OMAN.-I have no doubt the Min-

ister was advised by his responsible advisers.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON.-It was his
duty, after the statement of the Leader
o! the Opposition, to have an investigabon made. If that had been done this
Bill would nOit now be necessary.
'
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until later in the day, leave
being given to' Mr. Prendergast to continue his speech on the resumption of the
debate.
TRAGOWEL LAND BILL.
Mr. ANGUS (Honorary Minister)
moved the second reading of this Bill.
He said-This is a very small Bill tut
it is of considerable' importance t~ the
townspeople of Macorna.
Many years
ago the only available land for a recreaLon re,serve was situated some 3 miles
out of Macorna. That land was temporarily reserved for the purpose.
The
t,ownship has grown, but it is found that
iihe reserve is too far away for the people
to go to for their football and' cricket
matches and other sports, and it is inconve,niently situated in regard to the
railway. The townspeople, therefore, dec;~ded to purchase for the purpose an
a.rea of 25 acres alongside the railway
Rtation. The land was in a trust estate,
[I,nd the trustees of the reserve had to
give a personal guarantee in connexion
with it. The land will be used in lieu
of the are'a of 124 acres telffipoTarily rese,rved, which thel Government propose to
sen, and which, in its pre,sent sta,te, would
be worth approximately £450. The people
are desirolls of beautifying the to,wnship,
and the land near the station is ,nell
suited for park as well ,as recreation purposes.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What is the addibonal payment 1
Mr. ANG UE .-They have purchased
25 acres at £10 an acre. so, that when
the other land is disposed of, there
:;:bould be a profit to the State on the
tra,nsa.ction of about £200. The old reserve may l'ealiz€ a little more or a little
less than the amount estimated, but
there will be no loss to the De1partment
in connexion with it. Honorable members on all s~des of the House recognise
how desirable it is that, in places like
Macorna, there should be recreation re-
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serves whe:oe the young peDple can have
t.heir sports, and, wbere plantatiDns can
be made for the beautification of the
t,ownship.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I wish to
thoroughly understand this proposit~on.
I believe that the 124 acre'S tOo be sold
arf' worth £3 lOs. an acre, and the 25
acros being acquired £10 an acre. That
will. leave a big surplus.
1\1r. ANGus.-\Vhich will go to the
::State.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Will the 124
acre:; l.~e used for settlement purposes?
Mr. ANGus.-I do not think that the
area is big enough fDr sDldier settlement,
but, with adjoining lands; it would be
valuable for that purpose.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Is there anybcdy waiting to buy up the land when it
is su bmitt3d fDr sale ~
Mr. ANGUS.-ND. It will revert to'
the Crown, and will be used to the best
advantage for settlement purpDses.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In the circ']mstances I dD nDt desire tOo Dppose the

Bill.
The mDtion was agreed to.
The B]l was then read a. second time
an~ .afterwards passed through its re~
mammg stages.
MILDURA IRRIGATION TRUST
BILL.
lVIr. BARNES (Minister of Railways)
moved the second reading Df this Bill. He
said-This is a Bill tOo amend the Mildura
lrrigat;on Trusts Acts. The·re are quite
a number of Acts, datinO' back to the
ea:ly days Df the irrigati~ settlement at
MIld~lra, frem the first ChaHey cDncession
re,la,tlllg to' that -,district. What is known
as the first Mildura Irrigation Trust was
cDnstitute.d by Act Df Parliament in
1895. That Trust superseded what was
knDwn as the old Mildura, Irrigation
Company-the cOlffipany with which the
Chaffey Brothers were closely associated.
The first. Mildura Trust, that is the body
that succeeded the old irrigation company, consisted of six Commissioners who
were elected by the ratepaye,rs, and had
conferred upDn them the pDwer to levy
rates fOol' diverting and distributing water
thrDughout the se,ttlement, also for constructlllg an~ keeping the ohannels in
prDpe'r repaIr, fDr paying int~rest on
loans, and for other purposes.
In the
early days apparently there was Dnly one
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system of distributing the water-Dne
hasis of payment. The general rate was
lilIIiited tOo £1 an acre, but was subsequently raised by spe.cial Act to £1 lOs.
'fhis system Oof distrIbution was an right
until ,the new borough Oof Mildura
sprang intD existence. The 3.tpplication of
this system of charging for the water,
~hile it is perfectly applicabl{'o tOo irrigatIOn blDcks, is hardly applicable to business blocks and tOo blocks upon which
houses ,are built within the urban sectiDn.
Owing tOo the growth of pDpula.tion within
t~e tOown9h~p, it be'came neoessary to proVIde a water supply to meet. the special
needs and requirements Oof thel urban sectiDn of the,
irrigatiOon
settlement.
Accordingly, ,an Act was passed in 1909
under which a portion Df the district of
the first Mildura Irriga,tion Trust, tha,t
is, the township portiOon, was proclaimed
an urban section. The Act prOovided that
three addi tiOonal Commissioners should be
elected by the ra,tepayers within the urban
se'ctiDll, and that the Trust OOlffimissioners
should a.ppoint three o,f their number to
act with the othel!" Commissione,rs in respect tOo all matteTs reolating to the water
supply of the urban sectIon. At the
urgent request of the first Mildura Irrigation Trust this Bill has beem prepared
to create a distinct and. separa,te CDmmission tOo deal with the, sale and the' distribution of water o,ve,r tlle borDugh of
J\1ildura as apart from the irrigation
settlement. It is purely a machinery Bill
tOo rectify anomalies in the existing Acts.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-vVhat are the
anctmalies 1
Mr. BARNES.-They have the system of ra,ting tDwnship blocks on the acreage basis instead of by mete,r measurement. The Bill is subscribed tOo by the
whole of the residents of Mildura WhD
desire tOo have a more equitable ;ystem
of rating applied tOo the urban section.
Mr. FROST.-FOour. houses built on an
acre block would each pay 7s. 6d. a year.
Mr. BARNES.-It COomes tOo something
like, th~t.. The'y wan.t to ge,t away from
the eXIstIng Acts, and to constitute for
this urban section an Drdinary water
commission, such as we have in many
other plaoes throughout the State.
The
Bill alsOo prolvideSi for the nlcOr·e e,ffective
wDrking of the· Mildura Trust itself
Mr. ALLAN.-It ig apart frOl11 the State
Rivers and 'V.ater Supply Commission 1
Mr. BARNES.-Yeos. The main feature Oof the Bill is the se,verance of the
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urban sect,ion from the rural section. The
Bill also provides to give the, Trust power
to increase the rates. At preRent they
are restricted to the amounts I have mentioned. It also gives the Rural Trust
iPowe,r tOo rate additional lands to be supplied, a.nd provide'S for supervision on the
part of the Water COIDImission. Honorable members will notice that by clause 2
power is given to' the Governor in Council
to sever the urban section of the first
Mildura irrigation district from that district, and to constitute it an Urban Water
Trust district. As to' clauses 2, 3, and
4, I may point out that at the time the
town was made an urban section oertain
lands of the rural section could only be
watered through the urban mains, and
to protect the interests of these lands, and
give the urban section a fair start, three
rural Commissioners were appointed to
act with the three urban Commissioners.
The Trust having now made provision fOor
wate,ring these lands, and the urban section having been wen established, the object of the3e clauses is, all parties having
agreed, to' entirely sever that section from
the parent Trust and constitute it an
Urban 'Water Trust.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That will he two
Trusts.
Mr. BARNES.-Yes.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Ho,w many of the
clauses apply to tha,t 1
Mr. BARNES.-The first four clauses.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Is the constitution
the same from an elective PQlint of view 1
Mr. BARNES.--:-It i~ similar. By
clause 5 the Trust. is adVIsed tha.t under
the existing definition of rateable land
it has no power to ~ate cQlll ege lands, and
can Dnly supply water under a yearly
agreement. It is desired to' make college
lands rateable when oocupied, as with
oltlher lands, under the safeguards inserted in this clause. too protect the Ministe1r of Public Instruction. Ce'rtain lands
were vested in the Minister of Pu blic
Instruction. At 'Present there is no ,pOWer
to rate these, lands.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-When they get
away from the purposes of the Oollege
Trust, they become rateable. Is that so?
:M:r. BARNE8.-Yes; and the clause
contains a provision to Flafeguard the
~finister of Public Instruction.
Olause
6 has been inserted by thp. State Rivers
and Water Supply Oommission. It provides tba t works costing £500 or more
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shall be carried out only with the approval of the Oommission, and that
Orown lands shall not be en tered upon
except with the approv,al of the Governor
in Oouncil. Olause 7 if: merely a verbal
alteration to make the date of the election
of chairman fit in with the altered date
of the aunual election of Commissioners
on the last W'ednesday in June.
In
clause 8 it is proposed to repeal in section
78 of the principal Act the words" with
such consent as af9resaid" (where first
occurring). The reason for thif: is that,
to obtain the consent of the Governor in
Oouncil would cause too much delay, and
has never been acted on.
The Trust
must be in a position to lease land on
application.
Oertain words occurring
in su b-section (1) of section 86 of the
principal Act are, by clause 9, repealed
on the ground' of redundancy. Olause 10
deals with the time for payment of ratef:.
The most suitable way for the urban district to strike its rate is " payable yearly."
These words are therefore added, as the
urban section desires power to strike
rates in one lnstalmfmt if they so wish.
It is therefore proposed that for the
words "payable in equal half-yearly or
quarterly instalments," which ,Q1ccur in
sub-section (1) of Rection 101 of the principal Act, there shall be substituted the
words "payable yearly or in equal h:11£yearly or quarterly instalments."
Thi~
permi ts of 'a wider scope. The effect of
clause 11 is to repeal portion of the section which is redundant. Olause 12 has
been inserted by the State Rivers and
Watm' Supply Oommission. It provides
that before borrowing money the Trust
shall make estimates available for the inspection of :r.atepa:vers.
Olause 13 provides for the repeal of section 118 of the
principal Act. That section giving- the
Trust 'power to overdraw at the bank is
replaced by section 28 of the Act of 1903.
Olause 14 provides for the repeal of SACtion 149 of the principal Act. As the
accounts of the Trust are annually
audited by the 'audit officers, the local
audit is of little or no value, and an unnecessary expense. and the effect of the
alteration is to terminate it.
!£r. PRENDERGAsT.-Is it the same with
all the other Water Trusts ~
Mr. BARNES:-I understand so.
Olause 15 refers to ratepayers' meetings,
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in such register and in assessment book.
It has been pointed out to me that the
owners of unsold lands (or lands not sold
by Chafiey Brothers Limited be,fore they
beCaillie bankrupt, and now known as the
debenture-holders' lands) within the
Trust district, although they have a right
under the indenture to take water from
the Murray, cannot, under the definition
of rateable land, section 3 of Act No. 1409,
demand a 'supply from the works of the
first lY.[ildura Irrigation Trust. Paragraph
(a) of the sub-clause will enable, the Trust
to enter into a,grelements with resident
owue,rs of these, buds (purchased from .the
debenture-holde,rs) to give such lands
which can be watered at a reasonable cost
from eadsting channe,ls the right to a
At any meeting of ratepayers no poll shall supply from the Trust under the uniform
be taken unless demanded in writing by at
least six ratepayers personally present who rate. As in clause 18 (b), the Trust at
are entitled to vote.
present rates all lands not on the Register
The effect is to increase the number from of Uniform Rate 1903 a.t higher amounts
six to eleven.
Clauses 16 and 17 have according to the cost of supply. The Trust
been inserted by the State Rivers and being desirous of doing away with this
WIater Supply Oommission.
Olause 16 differential rating, a sore point with llYiany
provides that the Trust shall submit ratepayers, now proposes to ente'r into
agreements with the, owne'rs of such lands
annual estimates to the Oommission for whereby they may be placed on the unirecord; and clause 17 provides that plans, form rate reC1ister referred to. Clause
specifications, and tenders for works must 21 was inserted at the instance of the
be approved by the Commission. Clause Audit Commissioners, and pro'Vides that
18 provides for the repeal of all the the Trust shall pay for the audit of acpresent limits to the rating powers of the counts. Clause 22 provides ,that depreTrust, and leaves it in a position to strike ciation accounts shall no!t be operated.
any rate required in accordance with the ll,pon e'xcept with the' consent of the ]\Ifinestimates for the year. It also provides iste,r. 'fhe schedule consists of varIOUS
for the re-enactment of power to rate amendments, repeals, and re-enactment~
lands not on the Register of Dniform of sections of differen.t Acts which, in the
Rate Lands 1903 at the cost of supply. opinion of those concerned, are, necessary
Clause 19 deals with Trust~ not liable in for the working of the present Act.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Is it proposed to
respect of the constrnction of dividing
have one audit in place of two. I underfences. As against arrears of rates, the stand that the Commissioners are to be
Trust holds certain non-revenue-produc- charged with an audit directed to be held
ing lands for sale as it is able to water by the Governor in Council.
them, and does not consider that it should
Mr. BARNES.-The audit by the,
be held liable for half the cost should an COIn'imjss!oners, I take it, is chargeable
adjoining owner wish to fence his pro- to the funds of the Trust.
perty. I now come to clause 20 (Register
Mr. PRENDERGAST.--Just a little while
of Uniform Rate. Lands).
Section 6 of ago you referred to' two powers of auditthe Act of 1903, which limits the meter ing, Oine, of which would be a local audit.
rate jn the case of lands under cultivation
Mr. BARNES.-Clause 21 gives the
in 1902:, is considered vague, and sub- Governor in Council power to' fix the rate
clause (1) of this clause. vindicates the of payment to be made each year by the
Register of Uniform Rate Lands 1903 Trust to the Treasurer for auditing the
which has been in existence since the pass- accounts. That auditing is to be done
ing of that Act. Sub-clause (2) of clause at t.he instance of the Governor in Coun20 deals with power to Trusts to enter cil. As I pointed out, this is very
into certain agreements with the owners largely a machine,ry Bill. It is intended
and occupiers of certain lands as to entry to get rid of ce'rtain difficulties which
at which at present no quorum is necessary. These meetings are called for the
purpose of discussing balance-sheets, new
legislation, or when it is necessary to seek
authority to strike a higher rate. This
new clause makes 'an attendance of not
less than twenty compu!E1ory. Sub-clause
(2) of clause 15 provides for a substitution of the words "at least six ratepayers" in sub-section (3) of section 11 of
the Act of 1903, the words cc a majority
of the ratepayers."
Mr. WARDE.-How does that affect the
quorum?
Mr. BARNE8.-Sub-section (3) of
flection 11 of the principal Act reads-
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have arisen Oowing. to a number of Acts
qperating over t.he same area. T~le previsiens have belen thoroughly dIscussed
by the Commissioners connected with the
Mildura Trust, and the Bill is rei ally an
embodiment of the decisions arrived at bj
them.

Mr. ALLAN.-The Bill does not say
hDW many Commissioners may be appOointed.
'
Mr. BARNES.-No alteration is proposed in the existing number ef Commissionell's, As no pro'Visio'll is made in
this Bill for the appOointment Oof Commissioners, the prDvisiOons in the principal
Act will govern the number.
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-SOo far as I
can see, this is a machinery Bill, the object of which is tOo dividel one Trust into
two, but to' carryon the rela.tionshi,P between them. The prOovisIOns which deal
with the supply of water seellr.. tOo be Dn
business lines. It is apparently proposed
tOo do. away with the local audit, becaus8
the one tOo be Drdered by the GOovernor in
Council will be sufIicient. I have no objediDn to the Bill if it is tOo carTY out
what the :Minister has said. I hope we
shall nDt find that there has bee'll anyt.hing hidden in the' clauses.
Ml' BARNEs.-Ther{>. is nOlt, to my
kJ1()wledQ'e.
Mr, PRENDERGAST.-The honDrable gentleoman 0ught tOo know, because
he' drafted the, 'Bi:l.
Mr. BARNES.-I believe the Oommissioners hrgely drafted the Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-At any rate,
there is a responsibility on thel Department. and as we cannot.- reach the Dffioers,
we 111us~, ,put that responsibility on the
Minister. If there is anything in the
Bill which is not in accord with the speedl
made by the Minister, the,n he will not
be keeping faith with the' House. I hope
that in regard toO this measure we shall not
have to' dOl what we did a little while ago
in connexiOon with the Anglo-Persian Oil
Company's Bill. Although we passed that
Bill nnly laf1t session, it has been necessary to brinO' in anothe,r me'asure tOo alter
the terur.s otagre>ement with the company.
1fr. BARNEs.-l understand that the
peop~e who are interested are, unanimous
in their desire to have this Bill passed.
lVir. PRENDERGAST.-SQI long as it
will not unduly benefit the land-owners,
it is all right. Those are, the peolple who
are very successful in looking after their
own inte,rests.
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Mr. ALLAN .-As a representative of
a country district, I fe'el tha,t I can approve ef this Bill. It has evidently been
intrO'duced with the ohject of dividing the
township of Mildura from the irrigation
settlement area,. It is really to' fOorm an
urban Trust tOo look after the water supply
of Mildura. I notice that there' are
se,veral clauses dealing with the voters'
rDll, and I understa.nd from them that the
Commissioners will be eleded on thel same
basis as thDse of other urban Trusts in
this State. I alsQl nOitice that if it is intended tOo bo'rrOow money, the COlffimissiDnelrs of thel Trust have to. submit estimates t,c> the State Rive,rs and Wa:ter
Supply Commission. That is a duty
which is imposed upon other urban
Trusts, and the prOovisiOon seems to have
worked sa.tisfactorily, not only from the
point Df vie'w of thDse livin!! in t.he, town,
but also frolffi that 'of the, State RIvers and
Wate'r Supply Commission, which ha~ the
oversight Df these urban Trus.ts. I do not
see any objection to the BIll so far as
this House is concerned, and I am satisfied it will be in the interests Df the people
of Mi~dura.
The motion was a.greed to.
The Bill was then read. a second time,
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Olause 2-(Power of Governor in Oouncil to se,ver the urban sectiDn of the First
M]dura Irrigation District from t.hat
dIstrict and constitute the same an urban w~ter trust district).
lVIr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1'oy).-It
is provided tha,t " the said urban section
shaH cease to exist." Wha,t are the liabiliLes of th,.tt sect,iDn and how will tLey
b<.» taken (wer and ' discharged ~ I wish
to know whetther the interests of the
FArsons concerned will 'be cOonserved when
the proposed change takes place.
Mr. BARNES (l\1inister of Railways).
-At the present time the total borrowings are as follows: -Rural trust,
£92,269; urban section, £16,321.
To
redemption funds the rural trust ~as
paid £3,363, and the urban sectIon
£1,471, makng a total Df £4,834 against
the total horrowing of £108,000. The
JDan liability of the rural trust and the
urban section is £103,756. On the 22nd
N Dvember last the interest outstanding
nmounted' in the case of the rural trust,
to £9,071, the whole of' which represented arr~rs of ;interest. The total
arrears Df interest, which were £14,286 in
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1912, have boon reduced to £9,071. There
are nOI arrears in the case of the urban'
sectiO'n.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-I
should like to know h.O'W the present position CQmpares with the PQsitiQn at the
time when the last recQnstructiQn QCcurred.
. Mr. BARNES.-SQ far as I knQw,
there has been no reconstruction. The
urban sectiQn has gQne Qn Its O'wn to a.
certain extent, and has incurred certain
financial obligations which will be taken
over by the newly cO'nstituted body.
Mr. J. \¥'. BILLSQN (Fitz1·oy).-There
are nO' arrears of interest in the case of
t.he urban sectiQn ~
:lVIr. BARNES.-NQ.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to' 9.
Clause lOIn sub-section (1) of section one hundred
&nd one of the principal Act for the words
"payable in equal half-yearlY or quarterly inatalments" there shall be substituted the
words "paya.ble yearly or in equal halfyearly or quarterly instalments."

1\11'. PRENDERGAST.-At the pretime payments may be required to'
be made half-yearly Qr quarterly. Under
the clause it may be made mandatory fO'r
t,hem to 00 paid yearly.
Tha,t might
~ave SQme trO'uble, but it would nQt be
to the D.dvantage of the struggling
settler, whO' WQuld prefer to make his
payments quarterly. If a person applies
t{) be allowed to' make quarterly payments, why shQuld he not be pennitted
to do so 1 If payments have to be made
in one sum yearly it may be a hardship
on struggling people.
.
1\1r. BARNES.-At present the authQrities can require payment to be made
quarterly 0'1' half-yearly. We are extfnding their O'ptiQn.
J\ir. PRENDERGAST.-It may be
the desire Qf seven-eighths of the settlers
to' make their payments yea.rly, but it
might suit the Qther eighth hetter to
make them quarterly.
Mr. BARNEs.--The Trust would take
the circumstances into consideration. It
will be elected by the peQple.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I know that,
but only a. very small minority of the
~lildura people WO'uld be incapahle of
making their paynients yearly. The successful man may impQse conditions detrimental to the unsuccessful man.
~ent
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Mr. BARNE'S (Minister of Railways).
- I am informed that the practice now ~s
to rate quarterly and half-yearly; but this
clause will give the PQwer to' rate annu':
ally in regard to the urban section.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.~Will the CommissiQn of its own volition be able to fix
yearly payments ~
Mr. BARNES.-Yes.
Mr. HANLN AlH.-I do not think that
the Minister has made the position in
connexion with this measure quite clear.
This is a Bill to amend the Mildura Irrigation Trusts Acts, and it is necessary to
look up those Acts to understand what is
proposed. The Minister should be very
clear ,and explicit when :stating the exact
effect of the proPQsed amendments. There
are ·Qne or two provisions on which I do
not think we have sufficient information.
We should not rush legislation thrQugh
without knowing exactly where we are' in
the matter.
Mr. ,BARNEs.-This does not affect the
State in any way. It merely affects the
irrigationists and residents of Mild1l1'a.
Mr. 'HANNArH.---.We have been told
these fairy tales so often that we naturally become suspiciQUS when Bills are
being rushed through at the fag-end of
the session. I wish to know whether it
is really necessary that the Bill should
be put through this 'session.
:M:r. BARNEs.---lThey have been asking
for it for nearly three years.
Mr. HANNtAH.-And I have been
asking for a railway statiQn at Clifton
Hill for years, and the GQvernment are
still considering it. There is a number
Qf .points in this measure which, in my
opinion, require the most careful attention, 'and Qn which I think we should have
a clear explanation from the IMinister~
It is because I am anxiQus to help the
district of Mildura that I desire to see
the righ t thing dQne. As the Minister of
Public InstructiQn knQws, extraordinary
things have been done in ,the past in
connexion with irrigatiQn.
We do 110t
want to' repeat the blunders perpetrated
in times gone by. Is the Minister satisfied that the measure will have the effect
which he anticipa·tes ~
Perhaps, on a
la,te,r clause, I shall bave a hetter OJPportunity of demonstrating the importance
of the Bill. In the meantime, ~f the honorable member fQr the district is satisfied
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with this clause, I will allow i,t to go
through without further comment.
The clause was agreed to, a~s were
~lauses 11 to 14.
Clause 15-(Meeting of ratepayers).
Mr. J. W. BTLLSON (Fitzroy) .-1
would ask the Minister to look at this
telause, which does not commend itself to
me-that is, if it means what I think it
does. Sub-clause (2) statesIn sub-section (3) of the said section, for the
words "at least six ratepayers" there shall
:be substituted the words "a majority of the
:ra tepayers."

Under the Act twenty ratepayers may
iPetition the 'OommislsLoners ,to convene
a meeting of Ta,tepayers. At that meeting ,six ratepayers may demand a poll.
It is now rpr,oposed that" a majority of
the ratepayers" may demand a poll. It
is a big jump to say that a request for a
poll must be signed by a majority of ,the
ratepayers, when the existing law says
that it may be done by half-a-dozen.
It might be dangerous ,and vexatious to
allow a poll to be taken on the demand
()f six ra,tepayer's, but to require that the
demand should be made by a majority of
the ratepayers would really prevent a
poll being taken.
'Sir ALEXAN,DER PEACOOK (Minister ·of Public Jnstruction) "-1Sub-section
(3) of section 11 of the original Act provides thatAt any meeting of ra.tepayers no poll shall
be taken unless demanded in writing by at
least six ratepayers personally present who
:are entitled to vote.

The words ",six ratepayers" are' being
()mi t too. , and the words "a majority of
the rat~payers" are being inserted. 'The
w.ords· " personally ,present" are retained.
It is a majority of those present at the
meeting that can demand a poll, not a
majority of all the ratepayers.
The clause was 'agreed to, as were
clauses 16 and 17.
Olause 18 (General rating power of the
First'Mildura 'Irrigation Trust).
Mr. OW.-I should like to know
whether this clause in regard to rating
applies to the urban or the rural section;
and 'also whether the urban section is to
be rated on the unimproved value of the
holdings, ,or the improved value.
Mr. BARNEIS (Minister ·of Railways).
-:F'rom the secretary to the Trust, who is
present, I have ascertained that the whole

Trust Bill.

of this provision applies only to the rural
. section, and has no applic.ation at all to
the urban section.
. The clause was agreed to, ,as were
clauses 19 to 22.
ISchedule.
Mr. LHANNAR.-Is the 'Trust g:oing
to use, a:s far as ,possible, machinery made
in Australia? IWe pass legislation tha-t
Australian machinery is to 'be used
wherever possible, but not very much
respect is paid to the directioris of Parliament in this matter. I have observed
two cases of this kind recently. Some of
the best equipment of this class can be
supplied in Australia, IB-nd we should not
allow any great expenditure on imported
machines and goods.
Mr. BARNEs.-Wecannot bind the
peo.ple of Mildura.
Mr. HANN AH.---'We .can do anything
in this Rouse. Under this Bill we are
giving them power and authority in certain directions, and we could insert a
provision requiring that local material
should be purchased wherever possible.
\Vhen the late Mr. Beazley was in the
House a direction was given on this question. Mr. Watt then sat in the corner.
,Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-With regard .to this Trust, in the early stages
some of the machinery was imported, but
for many years none but machinery of
Australian manufacture has been utilized
by the Trust.
Mr. HANNAH.-Within the last few
weeks I have seen certain ma.chinery and
work that was being done, and I know
that it is possible for the will of Parliament to be overlooked by the big spending
Departments. The Minister of Railways
was keen on the subject of having
machinery and goods of local production
used wherever possible in conne-xion with
all our Departments. We came to the
conclusion that Australian manufa.ctures
should have a decid'ed preference. It is
a matter of administration. It is more
a.nd more necessary to have the will of
Parliament in this matter fully respected.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcoCK.-I am just
as strong on that point as the honorable
member.
Mr. B:AN"NAH.-I believe the honorable gentleman is. We should do all we
can to establish local industries, especially with the object of increasing the
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population to fill Up our waste spaces.
I am surprised at the statement of the
Minister of Railways.
lVIr. BARNEs.-These people are spendlllg their own ~oney, and not Government money. I agree with the honora ble member's contention, but does he
wan t to put a cIa use in this Bill in rebard to the expenditure of the money t
Mr. HANNAH.-I want to get an
assurance from the Minister that this
Department-Mr. BARNES.-This is not under any
Department.
lVIr. HANN AH.-The Water Supply
Departm,ent has sent its officer here.
Mr. BARNES.-No; the officer is the
flecreta,rv of the Trust.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The secretary of the Trust says that the desire of
the Trust is to get local goods wherever
possible.
'
1\1r. HA.NNAII.-What applies to the
Railways Commissioners appEes to those
bodies who have certain powers.
Mr. BARNEs.-These bodies are not
underr the Water Commission.
Mr. HANNAH.-I know; but they are
given power to do certain thing's. I dOl
not say that they are not willing and
anxious to do what is right. If Mildura
is going to become the place that I think
it will become, it must help to encourage
t.he establiHhment of industries throughout the State. I am not reflecting on
the Trust, but I have been informed
that the wnj, of Parliament is frequently
disregarded in this respect.
The schedule was agreed to.
The Bill was reported' without amendment, and the report was adopted.
, On the motion of Mr. BARNES (1Iinister of Railways), the Bill was read a
third time.
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We want to
protection of aborigines.
know what economies the Government
have effected at Lake Tyers.
A good
deal of expenditure has been incurred7
and in some respects it requires overlooking.
I believe that the Ohief Secretary
sits On the Board of Aborigines, ,and he
therefore knows what has been done. We
should certainlv be told what the home~
that have bee:i;, erected at Lake Tyers
have ,cost, and also what has been the cost
of the supplies to the aborigines there..
How many bl,acks are there at Lake
Tyers ? We had a long discussion on this
matter last year, and the Oommittee are
entitled to know what the exact position
IS.

Major BAIRD (Chief Secretary).There was a considerable discussion on
the aborigines last year. It will be recollected that one of my predecessors in.
office, the honorable member for Daylcsford, laid down the policy of the concentration of blacks on the Lake Tyers
station. The blacks were withdrawn from
other stations, and houses were built for
them at Lake Tyers.
Mr. CLO'C'GH.~How many ,are there at
Lake Tyers now!
Major BAIRD.-One hundred and
forty.
Mr. CLOUGH.-And how many elsewhere?
Major BAIRD.-There are 240 in all.
There are some drawbacks at Lake Tyers~
one being that we have not a good water
supply.
Several bores have been put.
down, but they have been a failure.
Mr. CLOUGH.-What is the idea in COllcentrating blacks at a place where there
is no water?
Major ,BAIRD.-There is -sufficient
water for the blacks who are concentrated
SUPPLY.
at Lake Tyers at the pre~ent time. When
The House went into Committee of we get a better water supply, we can add
The present supply i~
Supply fOlr the further cons'ideration of to the number.
the Estimates of expenditure for the derived from tanks and wells.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-Not
financial year 1920-21.
from the lake?
CHIEF SECRETARyJS DEPARTMENT.
Major BAIRJD.-It is a salt-water
The vote f.or the Chief Secretary's lake.
Thirteen new houses were ,conDepartment, £1,395,440, was further con- tracted for and built, and very good houses
sidered.
they are for the purpose. The new townMr. HANNAH.-When we adjourned ship is l)eing- laid out on a model "plan.
last evening,; it was understood that the and is beautifully Elituated.
-There are
Chief Secretary would furnish the Oom- 4,000 acres there which, when improved7
mittee with information regarding the will make the place self-supporting.
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Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-vVhell
'will the 4,000 acres be improved?
Major BAIRD.-The land will not be
completely improved for a long time.
Orchards are being planted, ,and citrus
fruits thrive splendidly.
,Mr. CAMERON.-:-Do they grow hops?
Major BAIRD.-I have not seen any.
The Board of Aborigines a'Ppointed a
works manager to try to get more work
from the blacks. The trouble is that th~
blacks will not work except under proper
~u pervision.
I should like to see' the
blacks go out in gangs in charge of white
men oapable of handling them.
Mr. RYAN.-Are the blacks paid
wages?
Major HAIRD.-They are paid a small
amount for the work that they do, and,
when not under strict supervision, they
spend their money in "two-up" and
gambling.
Mr. ,WEBBER.-If you put whites in
charge, would not they play "two-up,"
too?
Major BAIRD.-I do not think so. I
have suggested what I think the proper
way of controlling the station.
Mr. MURPHY.-And do you intend to
move in tb a t direction?
Major BAIRD.-I hope the Board will
move in that direction. Anyway, I think
it a very good system to supervise the
black~ and induce them to work.
Mr. CA1\IERON. - Notwithstanding
the advanced times in which we live, it
is not at oJ[ out of plaoo t.o have a disoussion regarding the remnants of the
raoe that formerly occupied this country,
more part:cularly if anything that is said
would he of henefit. to them.
When
members know that there are only
&-eventy-three pure blacks in Victoria they
win see how rapidly they are disappearing from 1his State, Anything that can
be done by the Gove,rnment to make: the
lives of this remnant hette,r than they
ha ve been in the past should meat the
a.pproval of honorable members. I should
like to. know if they have been consulted
in rega.rd t·o their r'emoval to the q uagmires of Gippsland' or to whatever other
place has heen selected.
MAJOR HAIRD.-They are all quite
~atisfied when they get the,re.
Mr. CA1\iERON.-I understand. that
!lome of them have protested strongly
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against being taken away from the Upper
"Y arTa where their ancestors re.sided.
Mr. BAJRD.--The Aborigin~s Boara.

deals sympathetically with them.
Mr. OAMERON.-I am not criticising
the conduct of the BoaTd, which, I suppose, has to oarry out the policy dicta~ed
by the Government. Instead of trymg
to force these men to carry 'On an occupation for which t}ey are not fitted by
nature it would be ve,ry much better to
ke,ep them where their' forefathers reside,d, and where they could make
boomerangs and battleaxes, and enjoy
themse,lves mue!!. better than they are
likely to do if an attempt is put forth to
make them a.grIculturists. If there is
anything t.hat would make these people
rea.lize that they <U'e not being forgotten
it would he the esta,blishment 'Of a memorial t9 their race. In a district that I know,
one can see signs of the,ir ope,rations where
they lived for many hundr,eds, perhaps
thousands, of yea,rs. Professor Bladowski,
a great tra,veUer who visited Australia.
early in the forties, re'ad a paper befDre the Geographical Society of London,
and created a good deal of interest in the
statement that the blackfellows' quarry
to which I have referred on previous
occasions ~s the most historical landmark
inA ustralia.
.Nothing , however, has
been done bv either the Government or
such bodies as the Historical Society or
the Geographical Society, or the Field
NaturaI:sts, which a,re supposed to be
composed of men who take an interest
in this kind of thing, to have this particular piece of ground permanently reserved. The land could easily be ob·
tained at a cost of a few hundred pounds,
and it should be reserved as a memorial
to the aborigines or as the site of
the one gre'at historic landma,rk of Austr,alia.
Mr. HANNAR.-What about the Chief
Secretary taking us there to have a look
at it ~
1\fr. CA1\1ERON.-If there is aollY
sentiment about honora,ble members, I
~hould' certainly approve of t11at course;
b~t, in this materialistic age, when members are probably thinking mo'st about a,
matter whi.r.h is to come on next Tuesday, it is not likelv we will give much
attention tc the or:ginaI inha,bitants of
this country who gave up their land to
our forefathers without much bloodshed.
This matter should be taken up by the
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State Government, and even the Federal
GoverI),ment might consider the reserva.tion of this particular ground for the
benefit of succeedine- generations. From
these quarry holes stone was obtained for
t,ha manufacture, of axes which were distributed aU over Australia in the years
gone by. Unless something is done soon
the associations of these quarries will pass
orut of memory like other historical landmarks in this country have darne. Before
it is too late an effort should be made to
acquire about 25 acres of ground, and
ha ve it handed down as a memorial of
the race which we have supplanted. Such
action would make the survivotrs feel that
they have not been forgotten.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Where lS
this land ~
:Mr. CAMERON.-It is within
50
miles of Melbourne, at a place called Mt.
William, near Lanoefield.
]ylr. WEBBER.-On previous occasions memhers of this House have ra:sed
the question as to what is going to be
clone with the view of extending the
powers of the State Accident Insurance
Office. Members of the Government are
Ivell aware of the fact that last session
the Public Accounts Committee reco:m.rilended that the operations of this
office should be extended to enable it to
deal with other matters besides accident
insurance.
I think the average profits
made by the office are about £6,000 per
annum.
Mr. CLOuGH.-What is the premium
income ~
Mr. WEBBER.-I could not say, but
it is not -Ijhe object of the offi.·ce to make
a big profit~ and the practice has been
to either reduce premiums or to give a
bonus to those who deal with it. This
practice absorbs at least half of the profits in each year. The desire of the office
is only to make sufficient profits to en·
able it to pay its way and to keep a little
in reserve. There is ample scope to extend the operations of the office so as to
include fire insurance, fidelity guarantee,
and other forms of insurance. . There
would be nothing experimental in doing
tha,t. Somo years ago a State office was
established in New Zeala.nd, and it has
proved a signal success. In Queensland,
also the State activities in this direction
have been satis~~J;ory. In both places
the establishment of the State office has
resulted in t,he reduction of premiums by
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at least 50 per cent. This fact alone will
give an indicat.ion of the profits that have
been made by private companies. Under
the present system there is considerable
overlapping in the management expenses,
which, I suppo1'eJ a,re at leaRt two-thirds
more than they need be if the whole of
the busine3s were managed by one office.
l\1oney is being wasted at the present
time just in the same way as we waste
iL :n the distribution of bread and milk.
The extension of the powers of the State
office would not only benefit the people of
this State, but it would give an economical Treasurer an opportunity of getting
more money into the Treasury.
The
honorable gentleman must know that
members on both side,s of the House have
made suggestions for extending the scope
of the State Accident Insurance Office.
The usual cry in opposition to any
reform is that it will cost the Government more money, and that the country cannot find that money; but in this
ca~e there is no need for any additional
expenditure on I1;he .part of the Government.
Mr. FRosT.-The machinery is all
ready.
Mr. WEBBER.-Yes, the machinery
is there. We have in the present Commissioner ,one of the best men we could
find to do the work. N·ot -only does he
administer .the Department in a businesslike way, but he a0ts !on sympathetic
lines. I am sure that he would make
just as 'big a success of the life and fire
insurance part ,of the busines·s, if it were
given to him to do, as he has of the accident insurance part of the business in the
past. We do not want to have to bring
this matter up every session, but we ,shall
be compelled to bring it forward until
such time as the Government does something. The Government claims to be a
" do-something" Government; let it show
that it is c8Jpable of launching out in a
new venture, so far as this State is concerned, by extending the functions and
p.owers of the State Accident Insurance
Office. ·The Government should put into
effect the recommendations of the Public
A.ccounts iQommittee. I should like to
know from the 'Chief Secretary what the
Government ,propose to do with regard to
this matter.
Maj.or BAIRiD (Chief Secretary) .---'1·
regret th':I"t it is impossible fo'r the
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Government to bring in a Bill.dealing with
this matter this session; but, as the honorable ,member for Abbotsford knows, we
have promised to increase the amount of
compel1sation under the Workers Oompensation Act, which will involve an
amendment of :that Act.
IWilen the
amending measure is brought forward,
the Government will have a ,chance of declaring its policy.
As it is impossible
for us to do anything in the matter this
session I think .the honorable member
might be c,ontenlt to wait until the amending Bill is introduced.
The honorable
member has ,stated that the' Public Accounts Oommittee recommended that the
functions of our insurance ·office should
be extended, so ,that it would be able to
accept certain insurance business in connexion with municipalities, and also so
t.hat it would bea.bl.e to undertake much
of ,our own insurance business, .paTticularly in regard to ,soldier settlement. ,The
Government has already shown this session that it is in sympathy with what the
honorable member for Abbotsford ·proposes, because in the ·Housing and Redamation Bill it gave the State Savmgs
Bank Oommissioners ,power to insure in
their own institution the hOluses that
they are .g·oing to build. Tha t, at least,
is an indication that we are in -sympathy
with what the honorable member propo.ses. 'The introduction of the amending Workers Oompensaiion Bill nex,t session will glVe the Ministry a chance of
declaring its policy.
Mr. JEIW1ELL.~......;The widow of a man
who died a little while ago went to the
insurance company in which he was in-sured to dr.aw the money that was due
to her. ,she was informed that, under
some Ac.t of Parliament, she need not
be paid the mooney until three months had
expired.
That seems to be an absurd
condi tion.
When a woman lores her
bread-winner she may he poverty-stricken,
and yet she may have to wait three
months io get the insurance money that
she is entitle-d to.
Mr. EGGLESTON.----Did she take out probate? It seems to be -a case of the company paying the next of kin without her
taking -out .probaie, and probably ,they
waited three months to s-ee -if any -one
else had taken out probate.
Mr. JE-WE;LL.~Would it be necessary
for a widow to take out 'probate?
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·Mr. EGGLESTON.-N o. But somebody
else might take out probate for a will
O'f which she knew nothing.

Mr. JE.WEi1'L.-N otwithstanding that
the widow Iproduced the will, the company would not ;pay her the money. In
such a ca.se a wido,w should not have to
wait three months ,to get the mouey that
she is entitled to.
I think the matter
should be looked into by the Government.
Major BAIRD.-If you give me the particulars I will look into ,the ma,tter.
M-r .. ROGE.RS.~I should like to ~ay.
a word or two with regard to the Fisheri~s
and Game Department. At present the
Ohief Inspector of Fisheries and Game
is on leave, and nO money is 'provided on
the Estimates for that -position. tAre we
to understan'd that the Government do
not propose to put anybody in the place
of the ,Ohief Inspecto.r? Though the' Department is a very impor,tant one, there
are only nine persions employed in it,
and the Government apparently do not
propose to replace the ,Ohief Inspector.
It ,wems as if, -bef,ore long, the Government will do away with this importan,t
Department. There are only three inspectors employed. I want to know from
the Chief Secretary whether the Government intend ,to :fill the position of Ohief
Inspector of Fisheries and Game.
On
two or three occasions previously I have
drawn the attention of the -H;ouse to the
question of the restocking .of our streams,
which isa very impOl,tant one. In my
opinion, the sy:siem adopted by ,the Department is wrong. From the hatcheries
they are :filling the -streams in different
parts of Victoria with absolutely the
wO.rslt species 'Of :fish that could be -put in
those streams. Not only tShould the Government see that the trout streams are
restocked, but they should also see that
proper provision is made in respec.t to
the black:fish, a Ispecies which is :gradually
becomillg extinct. I understand that the
black:fish is one of the best :fishes there
jE;.
Trout are placed in streams in
whi.ch there are thousands of logs, that
make ilt impossible to .catch ,them, and
the trout eat all the blackfish. In the
Gellibrand River, where, at one time,
there were plenty of black:fish, it is imp'Ossible to get -one now, and the black:fish in the Tarwin River, the Latrobe
River, and nearly every stream in Gippsland, have been eaten out by the trout
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put in the streams by the Fisheries and
Game Department.
I .can understand
trout being put into the stream at Marysville, whe,re they will thrive, and, where
it is possible: for a. man to have a successful day or two at that class of fishing.
In my O'pinion, howelV&, it was an unwise step to put trout into the Gellibrand,
the Ca,rlisl€l, a,np. other small streams
which are full orf logs, and which are
noted for blackfish. A few years agO'
farmers in the back-blocks could send their
boys down to' the stre'aIDs, and get a
suppJy of hlackfish, but ta,-day they cannot catch any, awing to the action of the
Department in placing trout in thase
streams.
A number of people whO' go
fishing have complained to' me abDut the
matte.r, and I trust the l\1iniswr will cO'nsidelJ."' the establishment of a %pal'ate
hatchery for blackfish. The honDrable
member fa(l" Gippsland South established
a. ha,tchery facr.- trout at the top end of the
Morwell, and it was no doubt a great success. I would point out thwt the expenditure for Fisheries and Game for the
whO'le year is only £4,460. Of that
amount £700 go,es. in travelling expenses,
and only £800 to the Illiaintenance of
hatcheries. Hundreds of people in thel
back-blocks, who are not able to get meat
more than once a week, used to catch
blackfish in neighbouring creeks, but
owing to the action o,f the' Government
. they have he,en deprived of that class of
faod. Therefare, I hope that a hatchery
for blackfish will bel established in some
part of Victoria, perhaps in the district
of the hona,rable membe.r for Gippsland
South, where for a. number of years the
streams were looked upon as providing
the finest blackfish outside the Gellibrand
and the Carlisle. I believe a separate
hatchery far blackfish would be a, sucCess.
Mr. CAMERON.-I was very Imuch
interested in :the rema,rks of the honorable member for MellbOourne, whO' is knDwn
to .take a great interest in fish and
angling. He has pointed out that the
streams in Gippsland are not c;;uitable for
trout because, there are tQlO' many loogs in
them, and the trout destray the natural
fish, the blackfish. As there is some talk
of a hatchecr.-y fOor trDu t, I would ask the
Minister tOo consider the advisability of
establishing it at the hea·d-waters af the
Deep Cre'ek.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-There are
lots of De-ew Creeks.
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Mr. CAMERON.-I am referring to
the stream atherwise knawn as the Maribyrnong River. It is a streaUli' which
DOouald 1\1:cDonald and other aU,thOorities
cansider one of the best trout streams in
Victoria.
The. Deep Creek and its'
tributaries) the Manument Creek and
the Garden Hut Cre1ek, are suitable
"far trout, sal I think tha,t the
Ministe'l" will agree that an inquiry
should be made as to! whether the
prOopelf place f ail" a hatche'l"Y is not
the,re. The hO'norable member fOor Melbourne has shown the absurdity of driving DUt the natural fish fram the streams
O'f Gippsland, and putting in fish which
are foreign to' the place, and which are
doci.ng much daur.agel • Anothe'r matter to'
which I WO'uld like to refer is the es,tablishment ,of sanctuaries for game. Such
a sanctuary is Ooften praclaimed in an unfortunate l place. F'ar instance, the Coliban Reservoir has been prod aimed a
&anciuary fDr wild duck. The Ipeople
there laugh at the authorities doing such
an absurd thing. It means that the CDrmoran ts are encouraged to go there because the people are not allowed to ShoDt
them. I hope, the Minister will have that
proclamation lifted as e'arly as possible.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-I was also very
much inte,rested in the remarks O'f ,the
honora.ble melrLber for Melbourne abDut
hatche,ries in the country districts. I took
a good deal of interest in the establishment of hatcheries. The original system
was very costly in €IVery res,pect. Fish
were hatched at the Royal Park and at
private hatcheries at Ballarat and Geelong. Eventually it was deicided to' grant
a cel~tain amount fo.r the establishment
of lacal hatcheries. One was estab~ished
at the 1\iorwell River. It has been stated
that trDut and perch kill the blackfish.
That has not belen proved conclusively.
In some instances blackfish have been destroyed by trout and perch, hut I will
mention a very st~ange thing which there
is nOi accounting for as far as I knDw.
The Franklin and tue Agnes , which are
paralle,l stre,ams, arel only 5 miles apart.
They have their souroos in the same range
of hills.
In the Franklin River you
could .get any amount of blacknsh until it
was polluted by the mines, but in the
Agnes River there is not a blackfish to be
found. In the Tarwin there is a plentiful supply of it.
Mr. ROGERS.-Not now.
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Mr. LIVINGSTON.-I know there
was. I wish to impress On honorable
members that they should a8sist the Government in the establishment of local
hatcheries. From the Morwell hatchery
that cost only £15'0, they turned out last
year not less than 30,000 yearling trout.
Mr. ROGERs.-If you put out another
50,000, you will not have a blackfish left.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-The rivers that
these trout were PJlt in contain no blackfish. We have some fish societies and
anglers' societies, ·and the Government
assist them with donations of £50 or £60.
It does not cost much to establish a
hatchery. In fact, the cost and the maintenance are next to nothing. You can
get a ~aretaker during the s.pawning
f:eason.
I would impress on the Chief
Secretary the desirability of having a
hatchery for blackfish. The cost is practically nothing compared with the immense benefit that would follow. If any
honorable member visits any of the
hatcheries, he will SOon find out how little
they cost, and the tremendous good they
do.
A certain amount of money should
be set aside to establi8h them.
In this
way, pleasure resorts would spring up. I
do not pretend to be an expert in this
matter, but I know that the fish that are
being turned out are very useful to the
people. Whether these fish are eradicating the blackfish is a moot question. A
hatchery can be establi8hed in a country
district for about £100" and the up-keep
would not be more than £30 ,a year. The
more streams we can ge,t stooked with
blackfish and other fish the better it will
be. This will have a tendency to prevent
our people from .going to other countries
for this sport. Probably some honorable
members have visited the hatcheries in
Tasmania. They !ire well advert18ed. I
went from Launceston to have a look at
one, and I found that it was not to be
compared with the hatcheries we have
here. If we took more interest in this
matter, we would attract tourists from
other places, instead of having our own
people going to other countries.
Mr. OAMERoN.-Such a thing would
ndd to the attractiveness of the Ocean
Road.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-It might have
the effect of causing other roads to be
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made. If our stream~ were properlJ
stocked with fish, new resorts would be
established, and they would have the
effect of advertising our country.
Mr. MURPRY.-It is pleasant to hear
an ex-Minister propounding these theories
for the Ohief Secretary. The fishing industry of this country is one that greatly
needs to be fostered. Its condition is a
disgrace to the Governments who have
ruled over this country for the last
quarter of a century. Absolutely nothing
has been done. Three years ago the Government thought that something should
be done, and they appointed a Royal
Oommission to go into the question. That
Commission brought up a report that was
considered important, .and the honorable
member for Wangaratta, who was then
Ohief'secretary, said he would try to give
effect to some of the recommendatitms.
The only thing that has been done is that
£200 has been spent in shooting corllloroants. In no part of Australia is the
We
fishing industry 'so disorganized.
find that the fishermen are robbed when
they send their fish to t be metropoli tan
market. Men who fish in the Murray receive 2d. or 3d. a lb. for Murray cod,
which is retailed in Melbourne at Is. 6d.
a lb. Former Governments have tried to
do something for the industry. We had a
trawler that was under the charge of the
late Mr. Dannevig, and there is no doubt
that that trawler, lir. Dannevig, and
those associated with him did a tremendous amount of good work. The records
of their work are well worth reading.
Since the unfortunate death of Mr.
Dannevig, nothing has been done by the
Fisheries Department. Stagnation is the
. only .word that can be applied to it. The
putting of a few trout or mackerel in a
river is a very poor way of fostering the
industry. When you see the quantity of
fish imported here from America and
Oanada,' you 'begin to wonder why it is
that the public men of thi8 State in charg-e
of the helm have done absolutely nothing
to counteract these imports by fostering
our own fishing industry.
All aronnd
the Australian coasts some of the finest
fish are to b~ had. It has been proved
by the trawlers. It has been proved by
the trawlers near Sydney that an abundance of fish i~ available. We have done
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ah:;olute,ly nothing to develop the fisher~es
of our country. The fishermen are. dISheartened because, they cannot obtaIn a
proper price for 'the fish they send to
Melbourne. It has bee'll shown that
fisherulien baNe sent supplies from the
upper parts of Victoria to this city, and,
after paying freightag'e and a.thecr: expenses, have boon actually out of pocket.
It sometimes happens that when fishermen could obtain fish in very large quantitie.~ they re,frain from doing so, as they
would get no adequate reward for their
t,rDuble. Thel Government should provide
cool stores, so that when a glut Q1f fish
occurs the SurI.P1US remaining after the
usual quant.ity has been sold cDuld be
sto'red. But the Go,vernment have dO'lle nDthing to help the fishermen. We have nOi
cool stores. The Queensland Government
are far ahead of any other State Government in this respect. F'Dr SOOIie t:ime they
have bought the fishermen's catches a,t
so much a lb.-I think, 5d.
There was
no restriction ·of the amount sent in.
The Queensland Government paid for the
fish immediateJy, and SOlId to the people
through their own shops. In that way
they added to the fishe,rmen's earnings
by 33 per cent., and a,t the same time gave
the public cheaper fish than. they ever
had befoce. We could do a great deal in
the way of tinning fish. We have pilchards that cDuld be canned in the S8l1lie
way as sardines. They are equally good
for the ~urpose. We import enormous
quantities of tinned salmDn and lobster
from Canada.. Why sl10uld we not can
our own fish that is suitable for canning 1
It is of great importance that we should
improve Dur fish stlpply. At the present
time the public has to pay eXDrbitant
prioos for fish. There are very few families
that would not like fish at least once a
week. If it were a, general custom to ea,t
fish only Qince a week, the meat market
WQiuld be relieiVed to the extent Qif 20 per
cent. There is no healthier food than
fish. The amount-£4,600-allocated fDr
the Fisheries Department is a~together
inadequate.
The fishing industry Df
Canada yields enormous .profits. The
New South Wales GDvernment have endea voured to popularize ;the use of fish
as an article Qif every-day food. That
Government have been handicapped by
reaSQin of the fact that during the war
the Federal GQivernment took 'Over three
or four 'Of their trawlers. Those tra,wlers
sho'uld have been making a profit all the
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year round, but were aotually trawling
for fiveOIl' six m'Onths Qonly. They have six
or seven trawlers in that State. In Victoria we have had only onel trawler. But
the late Mr. Dannevig's report shows that
we have an abundance of good fish in Qiur
wa,ters. Wha.t a farce it was tOo appoint
a Royal COlITlIIdssion tQi inquire intQo the
whole question Qof our fisheries unless the
GDvernment inte'nded tOo do something.
The honorable member fQor Wangaratta,
when Chief Secre,tary, said that something should be done. But we are in exactly the same position as before. The
report of the Royal. Commission Qin
Fisheries has been nullified, as no action
has been taken, and the ,people who
WQiuld have derived great benefits had the
ComtlLission's recommendations beleill given
effect tD are still without a proper fish
supply. I nDte that £200 is tQi be spent
in the yea,r for shoo.ting cormorants, and
that appears to be an the Government are
cDncerned with.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-All the complaints made tOo-day about the scarcity 'Of
fish and the method of treating fish can b",
substantiated by the report Df the Roy.al
CommissiQin on Fisheries. The hDnorable
ffiember for Dalhousie referred to cormQirants. The Commission. on Fisheries
brought in most drastic recommendations
for ,dealing with these birds. I was a member of that Commission, and I may say tha,t
we heard all sides Df the qu~tion. We
heard the scientific gentlemen, who spoke
in favour of COIUr.orants beoause they
thought they served some useful purpose
in :the ooonDmy of na,ture. Our inquiries
had the effect Qof proving that cQirmo:rants
a.:re absQilutely destructive of fish life.
The statement has been brought forward
that thrDugh the conservation of ducks in
one district cormorants are allowed to
escape there.
We knoiW what havoo
cormQirants we're, !reaponsibe for among
fish life in the ponds of our own gardens.
OUT ponds were depleted of gold-fish.
Those fish we,re consumed by cormorants.
Borne people denied that that was the
case, but the fact, was deIlionstrated.
OQormorants were shot, and their bodies
opened for our inspectiQin. We found
them absolutely gOTged with gold-fish
from Qiur ponds. The Commission visited
all parts Qif Ithe country, ~nd fish&'..men
everywhere gave testimony tD the rapacity
Df these birds. It was clearly shown tha,t
the cormo'rants destroyed an :imro.ense
quantity of fish in t,he salt water arolmd
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our coast as well as in the fresh waters
They should nOlt;. be ,protected.
The Commission, in its recommendations,
inland.

said thatThe cormorant appears to be of no. valu.e
from the point of view of utility. It IS eVIdent that it does a considerable amount of ·injury to the industry, and steps should be taken
to protect the coast audinland fisheries from
its depredations.
The food of cormorants and any other creatures reputed to be fish destroyers should be
the subject of systematic investigation by the
officials of the proposed Marine Biological
Laboratory. Failing that, the inquiry should
be undertaken by the es:isting Fisheries Department.'
.

W€ suggested that a laboratory 'Should be
established to inquire. into these matter-so
We found it very .difficult to get. reliable
information 'about fish life, and the desire
w~s that a laboratory should be established principally at the expense of the
Federal Government, though the State
should b@l called upon .to bear a por,tion
of the expense. I t is necessary ,to have
reliable inf.ormation in regard to the conditions under which fish live at the, pr,es(:ut time.
Meanwhile a bonus of at least threepence per
head should be offered for cormorants; their·
rookeries and nesting place.s should be found,.
and their eggs and young destroyed.
The
distribution of free cartridges, recently carried out by the Fisheries Department, cannot
be regard-ed as a satisfactory means of achieving the desire~ .end.

.We found that the cartridges which were
issued :by .the J).epartment were not always
used for shooting cormorants. The birds
were just as plentiful in the districts in
which cartridges were issued as they were
in: places where they were not. 'The fact
was the ,cartridges were being used for
shooting ducks, and ,possibly other .game,
which h~d an edible value. W. e know
that these' birds have disappeared from
the city in consequence of the efforts
which were :n;:tade to destroy them. 'The
evidence which w~s taken by the Oom..
mission 1.,s av·ailable to honorable mem..
bers, and they will get ~ lot of in£,ormation if they take the trouble to read it.
I see ,occ~ionally notifications in the Government Gazette in regard to- rush, whJ~ch
d((). :not seem. to have the slightest effect,
so far· as fish life is ,concerned. T ,cannot
u1).denstand ,why this report has been so·
neglected. I have very little hesitation
in ,saying that a very small ·expendi ture
<>u the .part .of the StSite W.ould bring d'(i}wn
Mr. Prendergast.
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the price of :fish t~ about ,one-£ourth of
what it is at the .present time, and those
who fish in b.oth fresh and salt water
would be 'able to make inore money than
they are doing nOw.
When the hon.orable member for Wangaratta was
Premier he promised to give consideration to the recommendations of this
Oommission; but still nothing has been
done.
Noone in authority seems to
want. to improve the conditions surrounding the fishing industry. IT-he evidence
before the Oommission showed that the
retail ·business in fish' is largely in the
hands ,of £oreigners, and that some .of
them have made huge fortunes w~th a
very small capital. H.onorable members
pl'ohably may not koo'W ,that the .oyster
beds are fast ·disap,pea£riug. Operati.ons
Oll these beds could ,be ·surrounded by
regulatioIbS which would greatly improve
their 'condi ti.on. The :Commissi.on suggested ,that certain ·steps sh.ould be taken,.
because it realized that _ oysters are a
valuruble f.orm of fOlOd. The oyster beds
at Westernport want cleaning up and resetting under improved .conditions.This
would involve the expenditure of some
money, but it would pll'event ·them being
completely de6troyed. . :What is the good
of appointing a Commis·sion to inquire
into any ,particular subjee-t unless legislation is in tmduced on the recommendations which are made?
Altogether the
Oommilssion made about fo.rty ,recommendations, and they have an been entirelyignored.
Major BAIRD.-;Wie only want a Bill in
connexion with the marketing ,of fish.
Mr. ,PIThENDERJG.AJ8T. --- The Sill
should deal with more than the marketing. If this industry were carried ,out
under .proper conditions, fish .could be sold
at about 4d. a lb. ml, the. average, according to .the evidence which we received.
A. Borurd should ,be appointed fOT the purpose of fixing the price. of :fish~ and it
should guarantee to take .the whole of the
supply which is available. If this- were
done, fishermen would get more than they
are receiving tQ-day., There is any
amount of barrac.oota available.
It is
not ·a high-cJass fish, but I am satisfied
that 99- pep c0nt. of the fried fish which
is sold is bal"racouta. Unfortunately it
is ,subj,ectto a Gi.isea se., and i£ the la:bora~
tory, the establishment of which was re~·
commended, were in existence, the nature
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of this disease :could be investigated. At
the present time there ,seems to be some
restriction on the number of scoops of
barracouta sent to market. 'That is done
with the idea {)f keeping up the price. I
am satisfied, if this fish could be placed
upon the Im'arket under proper conditions, the price would not be more than
6d. or 9d. each. Great shoals of barracouta are to be found {)1l the coast from
QueensclifI to Warrnambool and if all
of those which could be caught were delivered ill suitable markets, .they could
be sold as low as ld. each. The people
wanted fish all the time the price of
meat was appreciating, but they could
not get it. New members, particularly,
should read the report of the Fish Commission, where they will find recommendatjons as to what should be done for the
purpose of supplying fish' to consumers.
I have not ha,c1 experience as a fisherman for some yea,rs, but my experience
was tha,t where there are Murra.y cod,
perch, or even carp, in the freshwater streams, the blackfi~h disappear.
What the honorable member for Melbourne said about the streams of
Gippsland is quite correct. In streams
that have been little visited blackfish
are plentiful; as soo'n as trout are pttt in
them the 'blackfish disappear. We asked
in our report that steps should be taken
to prevent tort-oises destroying Murray cod
spawn. The Murray cod seems to be a fish
particularly suited to the waters of this
State. It is very hardy; it grows quickly,
and there is an immense quantity of
spawn. I am confident tha,t the number of
Murray cod could be increased very greatly
.above what it ~_ to~da1 by destroying
some of the things inimical to fish life
al~ng th~ nver b.a.nks. I have spoken on
thIS subject untIl I am tired of doing
so. I was told the other day by an honorable member of this House that I
ought to pull my speech down from the
shelf and dust it; but it is the Government that wants dusting. Because the
fish ~upply was~anty the Government
appolllted a Royal Commission to make
a~ i~quiry. For days and days the CommISSIOn was at work drafting its report
after having taken evidence for months
and after a fairly large sum of money:
probably running into £1,000, had
been expended in connexion with its
investigations.
WE' furnished our ~'e-
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,port, bu.t we might just as well ha'tTo
thrown III a bit of clean paper. Not
~he sl.ighte~t at.tent~on has been paid to
It. The fame thing occurred with the
Fruit Commission's report. That CommISSIOn, of which I was a member repor~ed tha~' starlings. were destr~ying
frUIt. Com_ng down m the train from
beyo~ld l?andenong to the, city in the
evemng In summer, one se'es innumerable flocks of starlings.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
SOLL~).-We are dealing now with the
questIOn of fish.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The division
before the Ohair deals with more than
fish. I am ref.erring to the destruction
of t~ose things that are inimical to life.
C~mlllg along fr.on:- Dandenong for 20
rrules one sees nulbons of starlings. We
ask~ that they should be destroyed, but
nothmg was done. The Fish Commis!'IioIi asked' that. steps should be taken to
destroy corrrlO'rants. '
:~ajor BAIRD.-Mr. Lewis is taking
actIOIi.
'
~Ir. ~RENDERti-AST.~What we are
askmg IS that. the Government shall
br:ing forward propositions in this House
,vIth regard to the matter. 1 ask the
Minister t? do something ~<? destroy cormor~nts,. mstead of promIsmg that Mr.
LeWIS will do something. The Governm~nt should take st~ps to regulate the
pnce of fish so that It may be purchased
che~ply. The CommIssion brought under
notIce the filthy conditions in the fish
market of the city of Melbourne.
:N'othing ha" been done to clean up that
n;tarket. It is in exactly the same condit~on as when we reported. The CommisSIon took the evidence of dealers and
found that the only protection the flshern;en ha~ was through their own co-'operatlve SOCIety. All I ask i,s that the Government shall take some notice of the expensive :eport that was presented, and
tak~ actIon for the purpose of making
avaIlable a cheaper and better supply of
nsh.
Progress was then reported.
NORTH CARLTON LANDS BILL.
Mr. OMAN (~inister or Lands) moved
the second re:adlllg of this Bill.
He
said-This Bill is designec:I .to meet a very
urgent need by the pr()VISIOn of an area
for State school purposes in a thickly

North Carlton
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populated portiDn of North Carlton. The
difIicul ty has been to provide an area
large enough for the purpose.

In the

year 1889, four areas Qif 1 acre each were
granted to the Melbourne City Council
for market and other municipal purpose&.
These 4 acres are divided by W:ilson.
street and the rights.of-way.
An arrangement was entered into by the council
to give up two of the areas lying east of
\Vilsou-street, which, by the closing of a
Fortion of another street and a right-ofway, would provide a consDlidated area of
about 3~ acres for State schoDl purposes.
In lieu of the portion surrendered by the
council, an area of CrOown land lying to
lhe north, and a portion of Holton-street,
were to be added to' the 2: acres previously
The council will
held by the council.
thus become owne,rs of about 4~ acres.
An unus,ed portion of Holton-street is
closed by the Bill, and a street is pro'1ided along the railway line adjacent to
the North Carlton railway statiOon, thus
Froviding effective connexion between the
existing metalled roadways. This scheme
of exchange will pr.ove highly advant..ageolls to the Education Department,
::md will also be of advantage tQi the ]'1:e1bourne City Council. The school ground
at. N Oorth Carlton is urgently required, as
the ne,a,rest school, the Oone at Princes
Hill, is Dver-crOowded, and there is no
available land fOor extension.
The children jn excess of the school building accommodation are provided for by renting
a church building in the vicinity.
As
soon as the Education Department gets
po~session of this area, it is prOoposed to
erect an infant school thereon. The proposed site wDuld suit the Education Deparbrent, and suit the Railways Commissioners. If the school were adjacent to
the railway station entrance, it would be
unsatisfactory to the Railways Commissioners, and the noise of passing trains
",,-ould be detrimental to best results from
the teachers' work. The placing of the
market site near the railway statioln would
meet the requirements of all concerned.
It is a measure which has been required
for some considerable time. It is hoped
to co.nsolidate an area of land by
exchanges after the passin!!' of the BilL
and thus provide in one block a school·
site of 3~ acres. It iEl a measure which I
feel confident will mep,t with the approval
of the House.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. Oman.

Lands BiZl.

The Bill was then read a second time,
and afterwards passed through it~ remaining stages.

F .A!OTORIES AN]) SHOPS BILL
(No.2).
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Minister of Labour) moved the second reading of this Bill.· tHe said-This short
measure has been introduced in accordance with a promise made by the Premier
in the House last session, and repeated at
Oastlemaine, in· response torepresentations by honorable members, particularly
members on the Opposition. side of the
House; and especially by the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition. When I had
the honour of introducing the original
measure for the appointment of W·ages
BoardEl, it was provided that Boards
should be created in four of the most
sweated trades. Those Boards were appointed under the Act itself. After the
experiment had been tried ·for some time,
and public Dpinion had been educated,
Parliament passed a measure under
which Wages Boards could be created on
the adoption of resolutions in both HOllses
of Parliament. That procedure has ··been
in operation for map.y years, and there
has been no case in which, after information had been supplied in both Ohambers,
a refusal has taken place.
To-day we
find ourselves still further advanced" for
theW,ages Board sy~tem has become
familiar to the people, not only of this
State, but of other parts of the OoInm.onwealth, and the Empire generally. The
principle is now firmly established, and
thoroughly understood by the people.
One defect ~f the present .procedure has
been that Wages Boards could only be
created while' Parliament was in session.
Thi~ Bill has been introduced to empower
the Governor in Council, on the recommendationof the Minister of Labour, to
appoint Wages Boards by executive act,
the Government, of course, taking full
responsibility after making inquiries.
That will necessarily apply in the case of
tr,ades which are not now under W.ages
Boards.
To-day there are 161 Wages
Boards in operation. Particularly during the recent period of industrial unrest
cases have occurred where it might have
been desirable to create Wages Boards.
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Troubles have suddenly 'arisen, but there
was no' power for the Government to appoint Boards while Parliament was not
sitting, and other measures have had to
be taken, in the State as well as the FedeI"aI arena, without legi~Iative sanction.
This Bill will enable the Governor iu
Council to appoint Wages Boards in all
cases where the Ministry are satisfied
that they should be created. That is the
It is entirely reprinciple of the Bill.
stricted to that question.
Representations have been made from those interested in f,actorie~ legislation, both employers and employees, for the amendLast
ment of the A.ct in this direction.
week I told a deputation that a general
amendment of the Factories and Shops
Act is long overdue.
As l\iillister of
Labour, I have already received some
suggestions, and I hope to receive' more,
with the view of making the Act work
more smoothly, and of cnring- some of the
defects which we have found in it~ general
operation. rrhat ,viII be a matter \vhi('~
will be considered in recess. and it ,yill
come before Parliament when WE' m8(~t
again. As I have stated, 161 Wa~es
Boards have already been ('rented b.v
rC3solution of both Houses of Parliament.
Whenever it has been found neCE'SSflrv to
extend or otherwise amend the pOWP1·q of
a Board, or to amalgamate existing
Boards, an amending resolution had to
• be ad?pted by both Houses in the same
w,ay as the original resolutioll. In 'that
respect, clause 3 provides that the Governor in Council shall have power to do
what it is necessary to do by resolution in
Parliament now. I commend the measure
to honorable members. I am pleased, as
Minister of Labonr, to bring in a proIt is one which I
posal of this kind.
have always advocated, but public opinion
was not ripe for its adoption. The experience which we have had, particularly
in recent years" warrants Parliament
passing this legislation, because anything
Wf' can do to perfect Our Wages Board
system is in the best interests of capital
and labour.
Mr. PRE,NDERGAST.-I should like
to know, Mr. Speaker, whether it would
be possible to make in this measure other
important, amendments in our f.actories
legislation. I ~ee that the Bill gives
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"power to the Governor in Council to
appoint Wages Boards without resolutions
of both Houses of Parliament," as well
as "power to revoke, alter, or vary an
Order in Coruncil or resolution for the appointment of a Wages Board." I should
like to know whether our party will be
debarred from moving amendments.
The IBPEAKER.-The Ohairman of
Committees has Ito rule in this matter:
but if the honorable member moved any
amendment in the House I should hav€
to tell him that it would have to be
strictly relevant to .the Bill. He could
not submit an amendment containing absolutely new matter.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - There ar€
amendments that are very badly needed.
The Minister has pr,omised an amendmen t that has been promised three time~
already.
Sir ALE~ANDER PEACOCK.-I will carry
it out.
Mr. PREN'DE'RGAlST. - There ha~
been a great lleed for this amendment.
The power of appointing Wages Board~
at 'presen.t exists only when Parliament
is sitting; but this Bill will enable the
Governor in Oouncil to appoint a Board
at any time, and therefore I strongly
sup,port it.
Mr. LEMMON.-I 11s:tened with a
good deal of interest to the Minister when
he referrea. to the promise maa e by thE
Government in connexion with factorieE
legislation, and I was very much sur~
prised to hear him say tha,t it was the'
promise made by the Premier in his
policy speech.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-About thiEr
Bill.
Mr. LEMMON. - The promise that
should. have been made was that there
would be a general amendment of the
law. In ,the session !be.fore last, when all
arrangements were made by the Lahour
party in connexion with this matter, and
the Government found that they wanted
all the time for other measures, they gave
us an undertaking that they would introduce a general amendment of the law.
~I\t that time they were dealing with r.
few machinery clauses,.
That genera]
amendment of the la'w ,was due last session, but it did not arrive. The Gove.rnment are still in the posi,tion that they
have not honoured their promise. J udgingby the way the Minister has deal~,
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with this Bill, he is aware .that many
are necessa:ry. It is impossible for our party to do anything but
.a.cce.pt this particular ,proposition; and I
regret very much that the ·Government
have failed to introduce a more comprehensive measure containing amendments
that would have been unanimously accepted. We know the position due to
the decision of the High Oourt, and it is
nard to say what industrial powers the
Feder,al authorities. do not possess. The
trade unions will naturally go to the
authori,ty that is mlost likely to give them
justice in the matter of w,ages condi ti.ons.
The unions have cried out in vain to get
amendme1).ts, and so has the Ohamber of
Manufactures on some issues. I regret
the inaction ,of the Government, beeause
I believe that our Wages Board system
has many ,advantages over an Arbitration Oourt. ,If we eould get the conditions that are required, our factories
legisla.tion would be more attractive to
employees. and employer,s.
Unfortunately, it cannot be done at the present
time. . The Government must take the
responsibility for their fMlure to bring
forward the necessary legislation.
The
particularpropo.sal before us has a long
history. At one time this House had the
power to create Wages ,Boards. Another
place, in a fit of magnanimity, desired to
have the same· rights, and it was granted.
They did not exercise it for many years.
To-day the Wages Hoard system is practically accepted by all sections of the
T hope the Minister will
community.
give early consideration to ,the appointment of a Board for .the employees of the
Metropolitan Board of W,orks.
'They
urged the appointment of a Board by a
resolution of both Houses; but if this
Bill is passed the Board can he ,created
by Executive action.
Mr. RYAN.-I am glad that this Bill
has been intToduced, and by the honorD.ble memfber £'01' Allandale, who is the
father of our Wages Board system. I
regret, however, that the amendment is
not ·sufficiently wide to allow of a l'eview
.of our factories law. Last session, at 3
or 4 o'clock in the morning, we had an
amending measure before us. ,That Act,
whilst it has given immeasurable relief,
has created a tremendous amount ,of injustice. I did not know at the ti;n!3 that
it went ISO far as to naTrOW the hVlllg of
~mendments
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almost every small business place in the
suburbs. In my own constituency there
is a great amount of unrest. They claim
that the Act will be so. stringently interpreted that .it will be questionable whether ice cream and cakes can be .sold in
the same shop. Under that measure a
number .of small hairdressers h.ad to leave
their premises ,or spend money in aIteTing them.
.
The SPEAKER.-I am afraid that
the honorable member is going outside
the limits of the Bill.
Mr. RY~.--"":The existence of that
Act makes ~t more necessary that there
should be an immediate review of the
factories law. I hope the Min1ster will
cast his thoughts towaTds the question of
the hour,s of Isho.ps, and see whether the
not~ce in Ithe Government Gazette is not
exceeding anything that honorable mem·hers anticipated when they passed that
Act. I realize, with regret, tha,t it is
not p03sibl4'» to further amend the Act
at the present stage than in the way
proposed under this Bill. There are one
Gr two amendments that could be made
,.vithout brmging ~he entire ambit Qf industrial legislation l'W-d'er review. HGwever, the Bill will make for the
smoother ,,\orking of the ..Act, and I am
satisfied that if there is any member of
any Parliament in Australia who can be
trusted to do everything in h:s power
to insure the smooth working of the
whole Wage~ BGard system it is Sir Alex- .
al1der PeStcock.
.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a secQond time,
a.nd committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2-(Power of Governor in
Council to appoint Wages Boards without resolutions of Houses ·Qof Parliament).
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
alw congratulate the Government on
bringing this Bill in. I. ha V€l Gften complained that the F'actories Act is like
the Game Act in this. respect: that
we have a season fo'!" prohibition. It
often happens, when disputes take place,
that the Government have to wait six
mQonths befor,e they can do what the employers and employees are urging them
to do. There are some desirable amendments that we cannot effect through this
Bill. FGr illstan~e. we should give the
Wages Boards the power to say what
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hours ~mployee51 in ,certain trades. shall
work. Employers and e:roploye~s m the
carrying trade agreed' upon certa~n hours,
a.nd wanted the Government to gIve them
permission to work those hours, and the
Government had not the power to do
that. If, under the Factories and Shops
Act, Wage.."l Boards were given t~ese
powers, we should ha.:ve th~ most ~~clent
machinery for the preventIOn of dIsputes
we could desire. But, 1n the present
restricted form of the Act, many of. our
people prefer to go before the Arbltration Court, and naturally so .. We could
effoot an alteration, I beheve, under
t.his Bill, the effect of whioh would be to
make the machinery run more smoothly.
We have a restriction that Is positively
injurious to. the efficiency of the Wages
Boards. At one time an employer was
unfortunate enough to fail. He was a
very fine cha.p, but; his business went to
the doO's.
Afterwards he was
/:)
,engaged
. . as
secretary of an employers assoCIatIon.
He was a very smart fellow, and would
have been an acquisition to a 'Wages
Board. But he was prohihited from sit~
ting on a Wages Board because he was
nob an employer. We have many men
in our own ttades who have been m~·
bers of Wages Boards, but have afterwards been appointed as p~rma.ne)?t
union secretaries. When a unIOn IS In
a ~mall way, it pays one of its own men
a few shill in O'S a week to act as secretary.
But when the union grows, it becomes
nec~sary to have a whole-time secretary,
and, 8.S a rule the :tnostoapable man
oht~inable is ~leeted for the position.
If a union does not choose the bes~ man
possible it is foolish. We made ,a law
~,hat prevented the most efficient men on
both the 'employers and the employees'
sides from sitting on Wages Boards.
The'fle is no reason why the men who
understand the conditions best should be
prevented from adjudicating. It is not
done in other lines. You would not ta,ke
the least efficient lawyer and make a
Judge of hIlll. Sub-section (2) of section
136 of the principal Act saysThe representatives of the employers shall
be bona fide and actual employers in the ·tra~e
concerned, or shall have heen ~o f<;>r. SIK
months during the three years ImmedIately
preceding their appointment. and the, rep~e
sentativesof the eiilployees sHall be actual ~nd
bona fide employees in Ruch .tv.ade or shall
have been 80 for six montbs durmg the th.ree
years immediately p'receding 'their appomtment.
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Shall I be in .order in moving that that.
Rub-section be repealed ~
It has been:
laid down ir.! thf' House that we cannot.
make any amendment of the Act unless
it is relevant. What is relevant 1 We
are dealing with Wages Boards a.nd
their appointments. I. s~ould say trat.
the method of appomtmg a Wages
Board and a definition of who shall
compo~e the Wages Board are decidedly
relevant.
The CHAIRMAN .--'-:'We are dealing
~ ith the appointment ·of W ages Boards~
and not their powers.
'
Mr. J. \V. BILLSOR (Fitzroy).-I
am not referring to their powers. If I
were dealing with their powers my
amendment, wo,uld not be relevant. All
I am doing is to suggest that a restrichOll on the constitution of the Wages
Boards should be removed.
I do not
wish to add anything. Probably my
amendment would come in better at the.
end of clause 3.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (]\iiirIster of Labour) .-1 quite understand'
the point raised by the honO'I'ablemem-bel' for Fii-,zroy. It is that the embargO'
~~ljth regar::l to' representation on a W.ages;
Board, bot'l1 as it a.ffect.s employers and'
Only
employees, should be removed.
Lhose engaged in a trade Oil' who have:
been reoently o€'rngaged in a trade 8.r&
eligible t.o sit. I have always been opposed to that provision. It was inserted:
'by another ,place. I have. alwa.ys f.elt
that, in order to get the most effectIve
'Vages Board,we should have the largest
area of selection. But I would point out
to' the honoTable member fo:r Fitzroy
that the C'bject' of the pres-ent mea!"ure
is ollly to deal with Wages Boards that
will be created by Executive Act. If we
bring in other ma,tter, there is just 'a
danger, seeing that the Bill will be oonsidered by another place at the tail e.nd
of 'the session, that the meas.ure may be
delayed. Re, does not want to delay the
pa-ssage of the Bill, nor do other honorable members, nor do I.
I can:
give a promise to this House, as I
have already to a, deputation which.
waited upon me, that in ·the, amending
Bill, which he says is long oV£lll'due, tireprinciple he desires :to afIinn will be intro6l:uced ,as a:p.plica hIe, :not only to tlu~
Boards to 100 'Cl'Qa ted uncle!!." the measuI'&
We al"e now considering, but to the l6ft
already,in existence. ,J ,urge the honora:ble
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member fDr FitzrDY nDt to' press his
wlliendment at this stage. . If he dO'es, it

Bill (No.2).

consequently t.he amendment
order.

IS

out of

will be applicable only to' the Boards

The Bill was reported' without amend-

ereated under this Bill, whereas I want it
made to' apply to ,thO'se already in existencel.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I dO'
nO't think the latter part O'f the honorable,
gentleman's statement is st,rictly a,ccurate,
although I do not for a, moment suggest
chat he i~ willingly stating wha,t is not
correct. TwO' powe,rs a,re being taken in
lihis Bill. The, first prO'vides a new
method of constituting Boards, and the
second gives the Gove,rnO'r in CO'uncil
power to alter e,xisting BO'ards within the
law. If we alter the law the GO'vernor in
Council will exercise the, law so far as
lihe existing Boards are concerned just the
same as in regard to' the new Boards:
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-N ot quite
as fully.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz'l·oy).-If
lihe alte,ration is made in the Bill the
Governor in Coruncil will be able to act
if he is disposed to' do so.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-Only in regard to' filling vacancie~.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I am
not asking fO'r n:..ore.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-'-I ask the
honorahle member not to ,press ther amendment foOr the reasons I have mentioned.
I am quite in sympathy with his prO'posals.
The clause w.as agreed to, as was also
. clause 3.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Pitz1'oy).-I am
as reluctant as any honorable mean'ber
could ,be to' jeopardize the adoption of· a
reform which I have been asking for ever
since I ha.ve been in the House. I feel
impelled, however, to try to get .the embargo tOI which I have referred removed,
because it prevents the most efficient men
from sitting on the Boa.rds, whose decisions are of extreme importance, not
only to the trade ooncerned, but tOi the
people of this State, who are gorverned,
perhaps in a restricted way, by the detenminations of Wages Boards.
I
move-

ffient" and the report was adopted.
On the motion of Sir ALEXANDER
PEACOCK (lVliniste-r of Labour), the Bill
was read a third time.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Minister of Lahour) .-1 should like to thank
honorablel membe,rs fo[' the speedy passage
of this Bill. I am satisfied, from my
long experiencel in administering the Factories and Shops Act, that this measure,
shO'rt as it is, will ber of great value in
the a,ppointlL.€Illt of Wages Boards, and
will be the means of saving a good deal
of trouble when there is industrial unrest.

HOUSING AND REOLAMATION
BILL.
The ame'll.dments made by .the Legislative ODuncil in this Bill were taken into
consideration.
Mr. LAvVSON (Premier).-It will
assist hDnDrable members if I explain
the scO'pe and purpO'rt Df the alterations which have been made by
another place. The allliendment of subst,anoo is that dela1ing with the betterment
charge. It will be remembered that the
honorable member fOor AbbotsfO'rd, in
dealing with this particular principle of
the Bill, raised the question whether the
oapital of the betterment charge, if I may
so de'scribe it, could be demanded in cash .
I prDmised the hDnora:ble member I
would have the point thorroughly investigated to see if it were possible {O[' a council to act arbitrarily or unreasonably in
demanding the immediate payment of a;
sum which might be consjderable in some
case,s, and, if SOl, I undertoO'k tD see that
provision was made for payrffi:ent by in-'
stalments. Amendments numbers 4 to 7
are designed tOI compass tharo end. These
amendments provide alternative methods
for the payment of the berttenmoot charge.
(1) If ·a perElon wishes to' payoff the
betterment charge in a lump sum, he
may dO' sO', and get a 10 per cent. discO'unt, escaping any annual charge;
That the following new clause be inserted : - (2) he can pay it withDut rebate" and
"Sub-section (2) of section 136 of the princi- also withDut an annual charge, in ten
pal Act is hereby repealed."
equal quarterly payments; (3) he can
The CHAIRMAN .-1 cannot accept CDme to' an agreement with the councii
the honorable member's amendment. We for any cO'nvenient rate of payment (for
are dealing with the appointment of example, building society or Oredit FonBoards, but not with their constitution, cier terms may be arranged), and (4)
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he can pay theanllual charge, which
is at the low rate of 5 per cent.,
until he is in a position to redeem part
of the pnncipal sum, and then exercise
his optiorn for any of the other forms of
payment. Clause 69 provided that on
demand the bette-rment charge became a
dehL due, and it was possible that a
council might have had the- right to sue
for the immediate recovm-y oif the amount.
The amendment of another place, whieh
was brought in a,t the instance of the
Government, provides that the person
a£fected" (b) shall be entitled to redeem the betterment charge on ,payment to the council IOf any
arrears then due
the annual charge (if
any) in respect thereof without interest thereon" and
(i) of a sum equal to eighteen times the
amount of the annual charge; or
(ii) of ten quarterly payments each egual
to one-tenth of the betterment charge 'without
further annual charge."

of

I think honorable members will see that
that meets entirely the objection of the
honorable member for Abbotsford. It is
a decided improvement, .and I am going
to recommend hono~ahle members to accept it. The first amendment made by
a nother place was inse'rted against the
wish of the GO'vernment. Sub-clause (1)
of clause 24 provi~edFor ,the purposes of any housing scheme the
council may purchase or take compulsorily
any land in the municipal district.

Another pla,oo has added to tha.t subclause the words.
Provided that if any land proposed to be
taken compulsorily as aforesaid comprises
portion only of land forming one contiguous
area the owner thereof shall have the right
to require that the whole of the area shall be
taken.

I think another place has been unduly
alarmed, and has made provision for
those exceptional cases which a·re not
likely to occur. A council in its dealings
with property owners will be guided bv
a spirit of equity. If a council takes
land compulsorily it will do so in the
publio in.terest, and will not act in a.
reckless way that would damage the interest of an owner., A council would not
take portion 'of an owner's land in such
~ way as to largely derprecia,te the value
of the remaind~ without the payment of
adequate compensation. It is conceivable
that there might be cases, however, in
which it would be very unjust to take
only a portion of a property-for instance, the frontage, leaving the rest.
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In such a. case no monetary compensation
would be adequate from the olWner's point
of view. The place might be entirely
spoilt. Wha,f, is provided in the amood·
men t of another place is that if a council
takes portion of an. o.wner's property, he
may compe,l it to take it all. While I
ha,ve had S()(l11El1 doubt about recommending the House to acoept that, after having given the matter further considera,tion I have decided toOl ask honocable
members to agree. to the amendment,
partly fOT the reasons I ha,ve stated, and
partly because ano.the.r place is very insistent upon it, and the other prQlVisions
of the Bill are so. advarn,tagoous that I do
not desire at this late stage of the session
to jeopardize the passage of the measure.
In the great majority of cases the prin.
ciple set out in the prolViso of another
place is a sound one'. If property is to.
be taken compulsorily from an owner
who is unwilling to sell, he should ha,ve
the right to 'say, "If you want half of
this place, you must take it all." If the
land is well bought, the cOlUllcil will hav~
an asset which it ca.n. eithe~ use in the
promotion of the housing scheme, or resell without loss. The oommunity has al·
ways recognised that where the power of
compulso'ry resumption is eocercised the
own-e,r should be treated equita,bly.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-Do you know of dcase where only portion of any land has
been taken compulsorily 1
Mr. LAW'SON.-No; except where
the land has been required for railway
construction.
.
·Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is a,nother
matter.
Mr . LAWSON .-In connexion with
railway construction just so. much land'
is taken as is required for the purpose,
and the owner is compensated for sever·
..nee as well as for the land that is takern.
Mr. PREimERGAsT.-On account O'f one
case that occurred in connexion with the
Railway Department I would vote for
this amendment.
Mr. LAWSON.-If honorable memhers are agreed: in regard to the amendment, I need, not attempt to argue the
matter further. The remaining amendments of anoth~ place are amendments
in farm rather than: in substance. I propose to ask the House to agree to the
second amendment of another place with
a consequential amendment in clause 24.
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The cDnseque.ntial amendment will provide-Clause 24, sub-clause (1), line 26, at the
end of the sub-clause insert "or may use or
dispose of any lands vested in the municipality
not being lands used as pleasure grounds,
public schools, libraries, museums, gymnasiums, gardens, or places of public resort
or recreation, or f.or any public purpose
(whether of a like kind to the foregoing or
not) or lands granted to ,the municipality by
the Crown."
A municipality may ha,ve acquired a,

Reclamation Bill.

dispose· of a,ny lands vested in the municipality not being lands used as. pleasure
grounds, public schools, libraries, museums,
gymna!!iums, gardens, or places of public 1"esort or recreation, or for any public purpo~e
(whether of a like kind to the foregoing or
not) or lands granted to the municipality by
the Crown."

Mr. PRENDERGAST.~The honora'ble
gentleman says that a council can dispose
of land purchased or taken. It is proposed to make certain omissions. Wha,t
ot,her land 'Would they want outside the
vested right or a title to. certain ()mi8~i()ns proposed to be made ~
lands through non-payment of rates,
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-Take Fitzeither by a, Eeriod Df thirty years'
roy,
for example. The council have, in
PDes€!ssion or possibly un<l.er the Municipal Rates Recovery Act, or it may connexion with certain propositions,
have purchased land out Df the muni- bought certain land. It is land that they
cipal funds for the' purpose Df erect- have acquired out of t.he municipal fund.
ing a town hall, or for SO!D1e other public It has becoome vested in the council. It
purpose, for which the land is no lDnger has not been given for a. 'specific purpose,
required. If the land is suitable to be and is nOit applicable as a public park,
used in connexion with a housing or pleasure ground, oor for any public use
sch€!D1e, the amendment I ha,ve indicated of that kind. It may be an allotment
would enable tha,t use to be made of it. that the council had acquired through
The amendment will no,t allow publil) possession, or through the non-payment of
parks 0[" pleasure grQlunds, or lands that rates, Dr under the Municipal Rates Rehave boon the subject oof a Croown grant c()~ery Act. That land could be used in
to a municipality to be used in that way. connexion with a general housing soheme.
The motion was agreed to'.
Mr. RYAN.-WQluld land that had been
Mr.
LAWSON (Premier) .-The next
presented to· a. municipality by residents
amendment in clauses 61 is the omission
be exempted ~
Mr. LAWSON.-That depends upon of the word 'I Dr," and the insertioon of
the trust upon which the municipality " and." It is m€ll"ely a drafting amendhad been given the land. If in the con- ment.
The amendment was agrood with.
veyance 0[" transf.er, vesting the land in
the municipality, a trust had been deMr. LA \VSON. (Premie:t).-I think it
clared, or even if a trust had been made would be cDnvenient to take the next· fonr
though it did not appear in the mstru- amendments tOigethe.r. . They are in.
m€lnt of coonveyance, the municipality clauses 69, and are as follows:would be bound to hoold the land in acSub-clause (1), line 28, omit" on demand"
cordance with that trust.
But if the and insert "after demand."
Sub-clause (1), at the end of the sub-clause
land had just been given for general purposes the oouncil could use it foor the pur- add " ; and the betterment cha.rge may be redeemed as provided in sub-section (4) of this
pose of a hQlUsing scheme. I morve.section. "
Tha.t amendment Number 1 be a.greed with.

The amendment was agreed with.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-Clause 25
provided-The council' may in accordance with any
housing scheme(a) demolish, repair, or reconstruct any
buildings OJ: erections on any rand so purchased or taken.

Another place has omit.ted the word~
"land' so purchased 0[' taken," and' inserted. the wOlrds " such land." I move-That the amendment bE} agreed. with with
the follbwingr consequential amendment :-Clause 24;suo-olause (n, line 26, at the
end of the sub-clause insert; " or' m~ use or

Sub-clause (3), line 6, omit "thereof" and
insert "of the betterment charge or the annual charge (as the case may be)."
Sub-clause (4), paragraph (b), omit this.
paragraph, and insert the following paragraph
in lieu thElreof:" (b) sha;!l He entitled to redeElih the
betterment char$e on paymefit to the
council of any arrears then due of
the annual charge (if arty) in respect
therMf without fnterest thereon;
and
(i) of a sum equal to eighteen times tHe'
amOllnt- of. the. annl1al charge; or
(ii) of ten· q.uarterly payments' each equa'!
to one-tEll1th of tHe' betterment
charge
without
furiher
annuat
charge."
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These are the amendments which deal
with the betterment, and the enforooment
of the betterment charge.. I have already
fully explained them. They are to meet.
the views expressed by the honorable
member for Abbotsford during the consideration of the Bill in this House.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I would ask the
Premier whether it is wise tD make the
first amendment substituting the words
,. after demand" for the' words "on
demand." Clause 69 readsThe betterment charge and any annual
charge (including any guarterly payment
thereof) due in respect of any lands shall be
payable to the councIl on demand.

It the words "after demand" are substituted, the clause will not define the
period after demand when the charge becomes due.' With the amendment, it.
seems tQl be somewhat doubtful if the
CDuncil could sue. The charge b~omes
tlue some time aJter demand, but the time
when it is due is not defined. In that
case, I do nOot know when the right of
actiDn would accrue.
Mr.
LAWSON
(Premier).-That
amendment has been made by the drafts111an more to satisfy hDnorable members
that the cDuncil cDuld not make the demand, and then immediately proceed to
enforcement. The right of action accrues
when default is made. Sub-clause (3) of
clause 69 provides that, I I in case of default being made in any payment due to
the council in respect of the betterment
charge. or the anual charge, the amount
thereof may be recovered in any Court Df
competent jurisdiction, but no interest
shall be payable Dr recorverable in respect
thereof. " We will read into that clause,
a& an amendment, after ' I thereof," the
wDrds "of the betterment charge Dr the
annual charge (as the case may be)." It
is thought by the Crown Law officers that
the wDrds "after demand" amply protect the council, but will prevent the
council cDming dQlwn immediate,ly on demand on. the Dwner, and suing him for
this mDney. The owner is entitled to exerCj88 any of the Dptions I have mentioned.
He may pay in the various ways provided
in the amendments, which were mDved in
another place by the Minister of Public
WDrks, who was in charge of the Bill.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If the payments
are only due" after demand," when dOl
they become due 7
Mr. LAwsoN.-" On demand" is the
usual way of expressing it, but I hope
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that the honorable membeif's fears are
nDt well fDunded. This has been done by
the draftsman, and I think it is all right.
Mr. WEBBER.-I wish to call attention to the amendment in sub-clause (4),
paragraph (b). 1 received the amendments, like most honorable members, only
this morning, and I have not had time tQl
go through them carefully. I have given
a casual glance through them, and I
think they meet the objections I raised.
But in regard to the amendment in subclause (4), paragraph (b), I should like to
be sure on this point. The new paragraph (b) which is to take t.he place .of
'paragraph (b) in the ,clause, says that the
owner"(b) shall be entitled to redeem the better·
ment charge on payment to the council of any
arrears then due of the annual charge (if
any) in respect thereof without interest thereon; and
(i) of a sum equal to eighteen times the
'amount of the annual charge; or
(ii) of ten quarterly payments each equal
to one-tenth of the betterment
charge
without
further
annual
charge."

The amount can be paid in ten quarterly ,
paymente. Does that mean that the ten
quarterly payments prDvided for in paragraph (ii) can take the place of the payments provided fDr in paragraph (i) 1

Mr.

LAWSON.-Yes.

Mr. WEBBER.-I notice that paragraph (i) is joined to the first part of
paragraph (b) by the conjunctiDn " and,"
while the last paragraph is joined to
paragraph (i) by the conjunction ," or."
Mr. LA WtSON (Premier) .-These are
alternatives. The owner can pay in cash,
and get 10 per .cent. rebate by paying
eighteen times the amount of the annual
charge.
Mr. WEBBER.-There are only two alternatives.
Mr. LAWSON.-In paragr.aph (i), the
Dwner gets a 10 per oent. rebate.
That.
wipes out the whole of the betterment
charge. The annual charge is 5 per cent.
of the amount of betterment that has tD
be paid. If he pays i,mmediately eighteen
instalments, he is let off 10 ,per cent.
Mr. WEBBER.-But'the,!'e are only two
alternatives, not three.
Mr. LA\VSON.-But the third alternative is that he may make any arrangements he likes with the council. That
prDvision is in the original Bill.
The amendments we,re agreed with.
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Mr. LAWSON. (Premier).-The next
amendment is in sub-clause (5) of clause
69. It is the insertion of the words" the
completion of" after the word "after"
in line 27. This amendment merely
makes clearer the clause as it was sent
from this House.
The amendment was agreed with.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) .-Amendment No.9 merely affords the Electricity
Oommissioners the protection given to
certain other public utilities. I move-

Oil Oompany's Bill.

introduced the Bill Mr. Peverill was not
in town.

Mr. PRENDERGA,ST.-Mr. Peverill
is a very good officer, and I am not blaming him; but I want to know how it is
possible for this kind of thing to happen.
We gave up a piece of land which we now
have to get back. The honorable member
for Fitzroy 'and other members on this
(the Opposition) side spoke about the
dangers of the original measure, and said
that the land in qncEltion would surely be
required.
It was only last Septe~ber
That the amendment be agreed with.
that that measure was passed, and now
The amendment was agreed with .
. A message intimating the decision of the Government have to appeal to the
As prethe House was ordered to be sent to the House to make this change.
sented, the Bill rectifies the blunder to
Legislative Council.
some extent,. but it rectifies it at the exANGLO-PERSIAN OIL COMPANY'S pense of an arfla of land from the State.
Mr. OMAN.--The railway people have
BILL.
The ,debate (adjourned from earlier given their consent to the surrender of
in the day) on the motion of Mr. Oman that piece of vacant land ..
Mr.
PRENDERGAST. - If that
(Minister of Lands) for the second rea,dblunder had not occurred in Sentember
ing of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is shown lal:lt, we would not have had to give that
in a memorandum that years before the piece of land in exchange. It is disqujetAct was passed, the Railway Department ing that such a thing should be possible
gave notice that it required this land. A in connexion with a measure of this kind.
great blunder seems to have bee'n made in When the proposal of the Government
saying that there was no reason why the was challenged on the matter in Septemcompany should not .get the area specified ber, we were assured that the l,and was not
in the original measure.
Hardly has wanted; but the honorable member for
that measure been nlaced on the statute- Fitzroy persisted in his ,attack on the
book when we find that the land is wanted Bill, and nOw the Government have to
by the Department. If the honorable agree with the I:ltatement which he then
made, and to admit that they did not
memb~r for Fitzroy had not opposed the
know
exactly what they were doing. ~'\..ll
agreement, probably the position to-day
would have been worse. N ow we have to the same, this Bill improves the position
undo, to some extent" what we did pre- under the original measure.
'~r. J. rw. BILLSON (Fitzroy).viously. It looks as if the whole thing is
bad.
Still, thjs Bill improves the posi- WIth the Leader of the Opposition, I
agree that this amending Bill must go
tion to a certain degree.
through.
The original measure gave
Mr. LAwsoN.-If this amendment doel:l
not go through, the original measure away our rights completely. If the Act
is allowed to remain jn its present form,
stands.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes, that is and the agreement is consummated it
th.e trouble; and the Railway Department means that land is taken from the RailWIll not be able to get the l,and which it way Department which it needs for its
wants, and of which it should never have immediate Ui"e almost, and that in futui'e
been ,deprived.
I do not wisb to con- ~t will be consider,ably injured by not bedemn anybody about it, but surely a mis- Ing able to work with the facility it
should. Therefore, if we ca.rried out the
take was made. There should be an in- agreement
in its original form it might
quiry as to how these claims were regis- prove very injurious. I am not satisfied
tered. This claim was made in 1914.
with the proposal in its amended fonIll'.
Mr. OMAN.-It is only fair to :Mr. I have boon speaking to one of the MinPeverill to say that when Mr. l\fackinnon isters, and I urged that the original mea-
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sure should be amended so that we could original proposal an agreement to lease
give the Government the option of selling the land inste'ad D,f selling it 1
or leasing the land to the company.
Mr. OMAN.-The Government has given
The land should not be sold because, its assurance that it would introduce this
with the rapid expansion Oof the Rail- Bill to amend the, original ilL.easure. I
way Department, it will be needed promised the other day ,that I would not
in yea.rs to come.
The Government hold the matter up any longe'T. We are
should lease the land to the company, committed. \Ve get in exchange a simithe history of which is very interesting. lar area of land at Fisherrnan's Bend and
Thelre is a fight going o'll between the £10,000 excess value ..
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Pitzroy) .-The
British Government and an American oil
company. The company tried tOo circulffi- Government are getting a, block that is
scribe the operations of .the British GOo- nDt so likely til) be required by the Railve;:rnment in the matter of oil suPtPlies, way Department.
Mr. OMAN.-If this welTe a new prOjpobut the British Government has sent
agents all over t.he world to discovf';r Oor sition I should be, inclined to give very
buy up all the oil possible. This company favorable conside,ration tOo your proposal,
is a development out of that, and the but we are abso'lutely cOilllIllitted.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
Government should dOl everything possible
to help it. \Vhilst we are doing that it Minister says tha.t the Gove'rnment are
will be just as easy tOo make the land bound to redeem their promise, but that
available on lease at a reasonable rent. will not prevent him from giving the
\Ve should not part w~th the land for all Company the option to lease the land.
t~Ille, because it is too near the railway,
Mr. OMAN.-Is it possible to provide
and is in a position orverr which the rail- for an option on an inte'rest basis 1
way will have t·Q1 cross. The land will be
The clause was agreed to, as was also
needed with. the rapid develqpment of clause 2.
the Railway Departmen~. Originally the
Mr. J. 'V. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-BecOompany bought .a. blook of land from a fDre we CDme to the schedule, I want
private owner, but they find that it is tOo mDve fo!.· the insertion of a new clause.
nDt as suitable as the laud in the pos- Section 3 of the Anglo-Persian Oil ComsessiDn of the GDve,rnment. They want pany's Act, passed last session, reads inter
to make an exchange, and they give the aliadifference in the value between the two
Upon the registration of the transfer by or
blooks. The company may find a mOore on behalf of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company
cDnvenient plaoe than they have at pre- Limited to His Majesty of the lands described
sent. They may part with this land, in the Second Schedule to this Act, and the
which may becDme the property of SDme payment to the Treasurer of Victoria by or on
private persons, and if the GOovernment behalf ,of .the said company of the sum of
£10,752 by way of equality, in exchange fOl'
want it they win ha,ve tOo pay an in- the land described in the First Schedule to this
creased price fDr it.' Furthermore, it Actmay be that this company, Dr some other,
I wish to a dd these words "Oor tOo lease
will elrect ve,ry expe'm~ive buildings Dn the
the said land to the said company on CDnsite. We can easily conceive that as the
years roU by it may nDt be a question of ditions to be mutuaUy agreed upon." In
thousands .of pounds, but of a million Dr Drder to ~a feguard the interests of the
two. The extensiDn of the railway will Railway Department, it is, in my opinion,
make it absOolutely necessary fDr the GD- essential that the Gove.rnment should d'o
It
vetrnment to repurchase the land. Our what 1 ask, or somet.hing like it.
should
not
part
with
the
land.
It
may
party cannOot do anything in s,pite of the
GDvernment, but I do appeal to theall' to result in restricting the operations of
lease the land to the company inste'ad of the R.ailway Department. I, therefore,
propose t,he following new clauseselling it. .
3. Section (3) of the principal Act is hereby
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, amended by the insertion after the words
" First Schedule to this Act" of the words" or
and oommit,ted.
to lease the said land to the said company on
Clause l-(Short title, construction, terms and conditions ,to be mutually agreed
upon ".
and citation).
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Will
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I will
the Government agre,e to insert in the briefly put the GDvernment view of the
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proposal of the honorable member. It
is impossible in the circumstances to accept the new clause.
The position is
that the Government entered into an
agre,ement, subject to. r'atification by
Parliament, tor ar.. exchange of certain
lands, and the cale 1),£ certain lands. The
sum of £10,752 had to be paid by way
of equ:llity 111 (J.8:change, and Parliament
l'atJied the agreement that the Government made.
The Government was
anxious to get the Anglo-Persian Oil
Company to start its operations in Victoria. It was considered to be a good
thing and i;\. public benefit, and the Government %id to the company, "We will
take from you freehold land which you
h~ve, and give you some other freehold
land." That land is described in the
schedule· of the principal Act.
It is
found, before the transfers are actually
consummat€d, that a strip o.f the land
may some day be required for railwa.y
purposes. It ie unfortunate that that
waa not noticed at the time the original
Bill was propo~ed. It was overlooked,
and we are endea v'ouring now toO correct
that omiss!cn. T'he Bill is designed to
reserve for railway purposes land which
was included in the sched'ule, a.nd which
it is now thoug1.!t ought not to go to the
Anglo-Persian -Oil Oompany. We are
submitting a Bill with a schedule containing a technical description of the land.
Tha.t is taken out of the original agreement.
This is all the subject of an
agreement. Aftesr the negotiation stage the
GovelTnmernt could have said, "We will
take this land which you have, and which
you do not require, and we will lease you,
on t:erms to be approved by Parliament,
or, In accordance with the powers in the
Land Acts, this other land." But the
Government, rightly or wrongly, did
not say that it entered into an agreement
to lease, and the Anglo ...Persian Oil Oompany's Act ,say,s in paragraph (b) section

3-

The Governor in Council may (notwithstanding anything in any Act), in the name and on
b~alf .of His Majes~y, .grant to the Anglo-PerSIan 011 Company LImIted for an estate in fee
simple the land described in the First Schedule
to this Act, subject to such covenants, conditions, reservaMons, restrictions, andexemptions ( if any) as the Governor in Council
thinks fit.

1\1:r. SOLLY.-Did you enter into that
agreement when Parliament was in recess ~
Mr. Lawson.

Oil Company's Bill.

:Mr. LA W~ON.-No. It was all subject to ratification by Parliament.
Mr. SOLLY.-Why did you not consult
Parliament before you did this sort of
~hing '?

Mr. LA \VSON.-vVe did consult Parliament. The agreement made with the
wmpany was subject to Parliament's
ra.titication. That was the condition. We
said, "We have no legal authority to do
this, but we will recommend Parliament
to do it."
'Jihe Act No. 3075 gives parliamentary sanctio.n to it. The AngloPersian Oil Company ca,n, if they wish,
hold us to that agre'ement. If tliis Bill
does not go through, the original measure
e.tands. We want to make this amendment in the public interests. But now,
If we go to the root of the contract, and
say, "'Ve have taken this freehold from
you in exchange for other lands, but we
only propose to give you a l~asehold, not
a freehold tenure/' you w1l1 create an
uneasy feeling in their mind that we are
not honorill~ the contract. I feel that
the Government can do no other at this
stage than t,C) carry aut the- original agree<ment as amended by this Bill, which
amendment is concurred' in by the AngloPersian Oil Company and by the Railways Oommis3ioners.
The Bill meets
with the Railways Commissiooers' (;fanction and approval, and ha.s been brought
m primarily at their suggestion. To
taise the- question o-{ freehold or lease-hold would go right to the roo,t of the
ma.tter. Therefore, r would ask the honorahlemember fOll' Fitzroy not topersevere with his amendment. I see the point
that he has raised. and it may be tha.t
the Government is blameworthy forr not
having considered the question of leasehold.
1\1r. SOLLY.-The same thing was done
at Bendi.go. A. jam factory was placed
on the SIte wanted by the Railway Department.
Mr. LA WSON.-Was the tenure le.c.t~e
hold or freehold ~
Mr. SOLT...y.-Leasehold.
1\1r. LA WSON.-The land was liot
given there. Assuming the facts to be
correct, there was evidently some error
of judgment. However, I dOl feel, in rega,rd to the matter under discussion, that
Parliament ratified what w.as done, and
the contract is therefore complete.
l\fr. PRENDERGAST. - vVe. ratified it
under a misapprehension. We were misled as to the facts.
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Mr. SOLI,Y.-It shows very clearly tha.t
you did not look into the matter properly.

Mr. LAWSON.-When we do, the
honorable member seems to :find fault. I
hope honorable members will appre?ia!e
the position that the Government

IS In
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Oonsideration was resumed of the vote
of £1,:395,440 for the Chief Secretary's
Department.
Mr. HANNAH.-I wish to! say a.
word

or

two

with

refe'renoo to

the

little. return

fc;n~

honour bound to adhere to this agreement, Agent·-General's Officel. DOl the Gorvernand cannot ,at this stage accept a proposal ment wish this department of the State's
to suggest to the company the leasing of activities, which is conducted in Austhe land.
traii a Ho,use, in London, tOi be a live
The Committee divided on the pro- department, or dOl they wish to eQnposed new cla use (Mr. McGregor in tin.ue in the old way of spending mOiney
the chair)-

and

Ayes
Noes

14
28

:Majority against the new
clause

14

AYES.
~Ir .

J. W. Billson
Brownbill
Clough
Frost
Hannah
,,. Jewell
,,. Prendergast
" Rogers

:Mr.
"
"
"

"
"

.solly
Wa.llace
Warde
Webber
~elleTs

:

l\1r. Bailey
" Lemmon.
NOES.

Mr. Allison
,,. Angus
" Argyle
Major Baird
1\1P. Barnes
" Beardmore
Lieut.-Col. Bourchier
Mr. Ca.lll~ron
..

Carlisle

"
"

Dunsta.n
Eggleston
Farthing
Gordon
Lawson
Lind

"
"

:Mr. Livingston
,,.

lVJiackey
McDonald

McLeod
McPherson
"

Morley
Oma.n

Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Ryan
" Toutcher
". vVeaver.
Tellers:

Mr. Everard
" Pennington.
PAIRS.

Mr. Cain
" Cotter
" Murphy

I

Mr. Greenwood
" Gro'~es
,.>,
Deany.

The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was .adopted.
On the motion of Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands), the Bill was read a third
time.
Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands).-I
desire to express my 8atisfaction at the·
manner in which this measure has been
dealt with.

getting

very

it? Australia HOllse has cost Austraha
a lot of money, and the Agent-Oeneral's
Office has .c'Ost the State ,a good deal of
money. If the Government want to take
adv,antage of the post-war conditions,
they .s.hould take steps to make the AgentGeneral's .office a live institution. I have
had letters from people in London who
have gone into ,this matter, and I have a
oouple -of them with me 'now ~ but, as they
are of a private nature, I do not want to
lay them upon the table. If I were to
read them, they would tID' ow a flood of
light upon the way in which the AgentGeneral's Office is conducted. Australia
House is ·on a very fine site, and the Victorian Government, being on the ground
floor could make excellent use ·of it for
adve~tising purposes; but the trouble is
that nothing is put in the shop window.
Mr. MOULEY.-The windows are furni'shed with Australian products.
Mr. ;H,ANINAH.~It is a long time
since the honOirable membe'r was the!l'6.
Mr. 1\loULEY.-It is ·only a couple of
years.
Mr. HANNIAlH ..-'A lot of water has
gone under the bridge since then.
We
ought to have proper di£1plays of what
we canproduc~ in Victoria. If the Com-'
monwealth Oovernment are not prepared
to give the High Commissioner the means
of making a decent' display of Australian •
produ.cts,our Government should: take'
steps in the matter.
Mr. MORLEY.-What do you suggestan exhibition of woods?
Mr. HANNAH.-I do not want to be
tempted to' speak ,on th3Jt subject now, because I intend to, do· so wh€n we are d€-aliug w.ith the estim.ates for the Forests
Department.. I have neceived a; lette1r

SUPPLY.
The House went into. Committee of
Su.ppry- £01' the further consider,a.tion of just recently sta.ting that now, for' the
the Estimates of Expenditu.rG for' tile first. time; some' of our' ti:rrubers and OUT'
finanaial yea·r. 1920..21.
eucalyptllB oils. ha"\Ie been placed On view
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in the Agen t-;General' s Office. . F.rom all
the information I have been able to
gather, neither the Agent-Oeneral nor
the High Commissioner is taking adv,antage of the 'present position as are the
representatives of other countries.
One
correspondent informs me that if we
could only see what Oanada does in order
to attract people from the Mother Country i,t would :sur.prise us. Js it not possiblel tOi infuse life into the AgentGeneral'ls Office?
Mr. OARLISLE.-J)O you want immigrants?
Mr. HANIN·.AJH.-I was not speaking
OIf immigration j hut if we dOl nOit receive a
proportion of the people who acre going to
mig~ate fr·om Great BriJ;ain, we shall
lose an oppo'rtunity that we ought to
take. Many of those .people are desirous
of carving OIut homes in Australia. MOIre
energy .ought 110 Ibe displayed in London
in advertJising the resources of our State.
We .ought to 'have at the Agent-General'tS
Office exhibits to shaw the poten.tialities
of VictOoria.
Mr. FRosT.-English peo.ple go to
Oanada because they can get there in :five
days.
Mr. HANNAH.-People who go to
Canada are frozen in fOol' fOour or five
months every ye'ar, and, consequently,
Canada does not offe,r the same a,ttractiOOls
as sunny Australia.. I want the Government
to get a lffi'Ove Qn. I think we are
generally of one opinion in this HQuse
tha.t the Government will ha.ve tOi get a
move on. There are fQrces here that are
desirous of assell'ting themselves.
Mr. WEAvER.-The hOOlorahle member
did not give us his assistance.
Mr. HANNAH.-I was ready to suppart the hOOlo["ahle member, but he ran
away, and I was nQt going to follow
when he did tha.t. The GOIVernment have
an¢.hetr lease Qf life. If they want to
• make gOiod they must take notice OIf what
is said by hemorable memb&s. It is no
good our repeating these things time after
time unless soone attention is paid to
them.
The GQvernment shOluld endeavour to advertise abroad the fact tha,t we
have great resources here. If oJ apan 011'
Germany had this country they would dO'
something with it. We are doing practically nothing with OIUr resources. Have
We not had illustra.tion a.fter illustratiO'n
OIf the many things in this CO'untry that
are awaiting devellopment 1 B)lt the
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necessary impetus to' get develOlpment
~eems to he wanting.
The Federal Government, I am told, has brought a good.
de,al O'f odium upon the present High
o(lIlIllissionelr . I and others have had
letters oomplaining that full advantage is
nQlt taken of our opportunities. The:respective Sta.tes should make Austral.ia.
House a living institution. We are responsible fO'r our share in dOling this, as
far as Australia is concerned. We have
in A ustra.Iia Hocuse a splendid place in
which to' adv€'rtise what wei can do.
:Mr. MORLEY.-The,y do advertise there.
They often have Qiur hon~ in the windows.
Mr. HANNAH.-They occasionally
ha.ve 'QUI' produce of that kind, but not
much of it. We prO'duce wheat and wool
abundantly, but there are a, number of
othe·r products which shO'uld be displayed
ahroad. I hQipe that an O'pportunity will
be given tOi the Agent-General next year
OIf doing som.ething. I believe he will be
glad to dO' it, and I am nQt saying anything against the present occupant O'f that
office. I do say, hOlWever, that it will be>
an absO'lute waste of money if we dOl not .
keep the Agent-General's Offioe fully alive
as tOi what is being done helre, and if we
dO' not also show the·re many Qf Qur
secondary products as well as QUI' pr.im.ary
products.
.
Mr. BEARDMO'RE.-Samples of every eme
Qf our prod uets are to be seem there. ,
M.r. HANNAH.-In Australia HQuse
we ha.ve a monument. to thel possibilities
of our timbers, and alsOi of our marble.
I wa,s spe·aking the othe~ night to sOlIlle
Americans, who recOignised that our
marble was some of the best in the world.
We could there prQvide fQr our goods an
advertisement equal to that which Ca.nada
obtains in LondQn fO'r' its products, and
we OIught to do it. I hope that the Gove,rnment will not act in a niggardly and
lackadaisical way in utilizing the possibilities we have in cQnnexiem with the
Agent-General's Office.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I hesitate to take
up a.n.y of the time O'f the Committee, but
I haNe some pe~sonal knOlWledge Qif the
question which has been raised by the
honorable member for Collingwood, and I
think I should not be doing my duty j.f
I did not bring certain matters before the
HQuse. I certainly know that there iR
rQom fOir a good deal Qf criticism in rega.rd to' the relatiOOls which exist between
the Governmen.ts of Australia. and their
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representatiem in London, but I hardly
think there is ground for the captious
criticism in detail against the Australian l'1epr·esootatJiv.es which. has been
indulged in.
What has been suggested did not obtain when I was
in London. I think tnat the display
in the Victorian section was equal tOi
that in any other house, and was quite
equal to that of Canada. MOire impQirtant
things, I think, were at fault. I think
that the representation of Australia in
LoudQin is rathelr a la ug hing stock, and
this is ma,inly due tQi the lack of cOt-ordiD.Lttion bet,~een the Commonwealth and thCl
States and their London rerpresentation.
I was working in Australia House for s·
mOlllth, and I think that thel best criticism
that was passed on it was by a messenge~'
girl, who was sitting just outside my Qifficel.
On OIn€ occasion, when my door was
Qipened, I heard a discussion between
va.riQius messe,ngers of the house as t.o
their superio,rs. This girl said, "EverybQidy knows there is nOt control of Australia 'ouse," and that.is true. There is
no contrOiI in the Commoillwealth sectioa
o,f it, and no proper co-ordination between
Australia and the London representation ..
I could tell of things tha.t take place between the Commonwealth and Australia,
House; and the difficulty of obtaining
anything from the Intelligence Department in the London office is absolute,ly
staggering.
Mr. HANNAH.-The honorable member
i., verifying what I said.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-There are one ')l
two things going on in London at the
present time by which the reputation of
Australia is being affected. One is in connexiQin with olUr expo·rt of canned fruit
an,j. jams. During last selason a very large
amQiunt of Australian canned fruit was
eXPQirted to' London, and it gave great
dissa,tisfactiQin to the perSQins who bought
it. Many people had bought canned fruit
in Australia Qin letters of credit, and when.
they gOlt the fruit they alleged that it
was inferior. There may have belen some
defects in the canning through inability
to get proper tin pla,tes, but the real cause
of the inferiority 0.£ the fruit when delivered was defects in the carriage of the
fruit to England, which was the responsibility of the buyers, and the congestion
at the docks in London. I understand
that the fruit, after being taken out olf
the boats, was left at the docks for weeks
exposed to the hot sun and the rain, and
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the result was that l.ahels were washed
off the tins, and the fruit suffered very
gre1at depredation. In many cases rust
appeared, and when YOlu get rust the contents Qif the tins are doomed. I do not
think that these facts ha,ve been pOlin ted
Qiut to the peQiple in England oor to the
people. in Australia by any responsible
authQir:lty in LondOln. But I understand
that t.he main defects in the fruit wert"
caused em the passage to Londoon, and nQit
in LO'ndon. The result is tha,t the market
for our canned fruit in LondOln has de'·
predat-ed very much indeed. I think that
what should have taken piace was a strict
investigation of the ma·tter by our re.presentation in Loudou. If it was not the
fault of the people in Australia, that fact
should have bEen published in England.
If the State unde·rtakes the examinatiOin Qif the fruit, it shQiuld go
a step furthe[' and see tha,t, when
the fruit arrives at the place to
which it is consigned, the interests of
the Australian producers are prootected.
There' is anothe,r thing in London whieb
is a,ffec:ting Australia's credit very much,
and that is wha.t is known as the stringency Qif the money market as far as exIports to Australia are' concerned. At the
present tilruel it is difficult foor Australian
merchants to financel their purchases in
London, and it is going fc~th in Lond,on
that we are not paying our way because
we cannot pay fOil' the exports which the
EngEsh manufacturers wish to send to
us. Thel real circumstance in regard to'
that is that during the time manufacturing industries were very prosperous in
England they were aocepting Qirders frO'lll
all over the world-f.ar more orders than
thelV could possibly fill. Me'rchants in
Australia were tQild that they could not
get any large ,proportion of the orders
that they gave, and that their orders
CQiuld not be, filled fQir many months.
Australian me'rchants accordingly ordered
ahe'ad, thinking that the~ would get a
lY,onthly supply of goods, and that they
would not overstock themselves. What
happened was that the demand from the
Continent a.nd other parts of the world
for those goods manufactured in England
fell off very rapidly.
The result was
tha,t the manufacturers in England
were not able to place aU the gO'ods
which they manufactured.
They then
dumped the gco.ds on to A ustralia.
They filled the Australian orders
very rapidly, much more rapidly, in
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fact, than the Australian merchants wO'rk is most important. From time to
were told that they would. The result time it has belen added to considerably,
was a sud-den stringency in London, but no recQgnitiDn has been made of that
which has affected Australian credit, and fact SOl far as their allowance is conUliany buyers of goods in Australia. are cerned. On accQunt of.the iJm.portance of
being asked to ,pay in Qne mQnth fQr their work tOl hi9 office, Mr. Laughton
goods which they expected would be de- has recO'mmended that certain registrars
livered Olver five or six months. The diffi- should be classified as 4th Class Qfficers.
culty was occasioned by the change in
Major BAIRD.-Paid as 4th Class
the market. As far as I can see, there clerks ~
has been no explanation in the British
l\1:r. WALLACE.-I presume SOl.
I
press of ,those circumstances. If we have do not knO'w the exact nature of the
.an efficient representatiQn in England, it clas~!ificatiQn.
should take up such questiQns, and see
Major BAIRD .-1 think they asked
that the credit Qf Australia is not injured tha,t thelir fees should be increased.
in this way. I bring these matters unde'r
Mr. WALLACE.-I am concerned
the notice of those Ministers whQ have nQt SOl much about the exact method O'f
the responsibility of watching our repre- dOling it as abO'ut the necessity for giving
sentation in England, in the hope that them a remuneration commensurate with
they will be attended to.
the work which they are asked tD ,perM.ajor BAIRD (Chief Secretary).- fonm. They ha,ve had many additiO'nal
With regard to the interesting speeches duties placed Qn them, and if the work
which we have just hear-d, I will hring were done in the Statist's Office it would
the matters referred to under thel notice mean a very considerable increase in the
Qf the Preililier, and ask him tQ see whe- staff. Particularly In industrial centres
the work can be mOire efficiently done by
ther he cannot ha,ve them attended to.
Mr. EVERARD.-Next year the Trea- the registrars. The indexing O'f the
surer is making a trifp ,to England, and c;:J.rds is oue thing that has been recently
the people in thel district of Evelyn are added to their duties. It is an important
looking forward tQ his ,doing great things. thing, as far as the Statist's Offioo is cO'nWhen he is there he }ll.ay help tD remodel cerned, ye,t the registrars get nothing for
our representatiQnthere. The honorable doing it. For about eighteen or twenty
membe'r for St. Kilda, in his fine speech, yea.rs there has been nQ improvement in
In addition, the cost
has put the matter very clearly. To my their PO'sitiQn.
of
everything
in
connexion with their
mind, he has nDoved conclusively that
inc1udiIl,,g
rent,
has
gO'ne
what we want is a general agent instead offices,
up
greatly
during
that
t:irrue.
Is
the
Qf an Agent-General. We require a
tQ make
general agent, a plain, business man, to eh ief Secreta;ry ,prepared
reorganize, the whole thing. The Trela- them reasonable payment for the duties
surer has made a promise tQ the fruit- which they have to perform.?
MajO'r BAIRD .(Chief Secretary) .-1
groiwe1rs that he will look into llItatters
cQnnected with our canned fruits. If we think this matter W.as before the House
have a bad name for Dur canned fruits last session when the Leader of the OpPQwhen there, is r-eally no justificati-on for sition, and other members, spoke on it,
it, surely ~t is time that somel Qne went A deputation waited on me, and asked me
there, and Iproved to the consumers there to increase the allDwance for the registrars
We
and elsewhere, that we can send as high of births, deaths, and marriages .
class goods from Austr'l.1ia as any other decided nOlt to do it. In big centres,
part Qf the world. I must say that I am where there are a great many registraple1ased tQ know tha:t the Treasurer is tions, the registrars dO' fairly well.
Mr. WALLAcE.-They dOl not.
They
going Home, and will pay particular attention to the canned fruit industry. have to dOl a great deal for nothing.
While he is there he may be a blei to reMajor HAIRD.-The leader of the
O'rganize Qur Agent-Gene,ral's office, and deputatiQn did not complain about his
makel it a general agent's office.
Qwn position. Some of the registrars are
Mr. WALLACE.-In connerxion with poor WDmen who have to' he in attendance
the VQte fOIT the Government Sta,tist, I pre,tty often. There are not sufficient
The
wish to' refer again to the aUowancewhich registrations tQ make it payable.
is paid tu registrars of births, deaths, and Leader of the Opposition suggested last
marriages. It is well known tha,t their sessi<;m that we should pay them all at.
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least a cedain amount, whet,her'they have
sufficient regist'ations to make it up or
not. I have not been able to get a
Ca binet decision on that. There are some
widows who, do, this work in connexion
with some other business.
Mr. ,\\TALLACE.-There are sOome
things that require further consideration,
and there is some work that the registrars,
do that they should be paid for. ,It is
not fair to ask them to do this work
without compensation. Is the Chief S'ecretary prepared to grant some compensation fOor the increased work, especially in
view of the fact that the registrars have
to provide things that cost more, while
they receive no more from the Government ~ In connexion with births and
deaths they receive 2s. 6d., but for
marriages they gelt nothing. For vaccinations they get Is. If a perr-son dies and
!las money ill the Savings Bank, or if his
life is insured, the Goveniment gets 5s.
for the certificate, but the registrar gets
nothing. For extracts of births the Government r,eceives 5s. in each case, and
the registrar gets nothing, although he
has to keep up all the records and do
the requisite work.
Major BAIRD.-I think the registra,r
doee it only for a certain time. For three
months they have to be kept in the local
office, and then' they are sent tOi Melbourne.
Mr. WALLACE.-They are in some of
the metropolitan offices for a much longer
time than that. The Government reoe:ives
the payment, and the registrars have to
supply all the information for nothing.
That does not appear to be fair. 1" have
mentioned the index cards for registrations, for which the registrar gets not.hing. A considerable number of man:iages
take place in the suburbs, and quite' a
number of people, to' save expense, and
not because they have any conscientious
objection to marriage by a clergyman, go
to a registrar and get the marriage performed for nothing. I have had cases
brought under my notice in which people
have gonel withouJ, any w~tnesses, and the
registrar has even supplied the witnesses
and paid them 2s. or 2s. 6d. each. They
ought tOi get something for their s~rvices
in these cases. This is a State function,
and OIne that is positively necessary.
Therefore, the registrar should be paid
some fee for the work. In connexion with
factories legislation, a large number of
birth ceortificates are r:equired. In one
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industrial suburb the number amounts to
at least 150 a year, fOor eaoh of which the
Government receives 2s. 6d., while the
man who has to supply the certificates
gets nothing at all. Surely we dOl not
want to see these people sweated like that.
When they do work of importance they
should be paid for it. For the 'certificates
of death supplied to the friendly
societies, of which there is a very large
number, Is. each is paid, and again the
registrar gets nothing. I find that there
are nOi amounts fixed in the Act for the
registrars, and that the 'fees can be
altered at any time. There is, however,
a ve,ry heavy pena,lty prolVided. for if the
registrars make mistakes.
This is an
evidence that the Government consider it
necessary to have exact information. The
heavy penalty that is imposed is a
recognition of the importance of the work
performed, and the regiRtrars ~hould be
paid for it accordingly.
Obviously, a
fee that was sat,isfactory eighteen or
twenty years ,agO' cannot be SO' now.
Conditions have altered greatly. I realize
that the pay of 'honorable membell"s is not
worth as much as it was when ()ri~inally
fixed. Whateve[" may ha,ve been the case
at one time, it is not satisfactory now.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-It will be next week.
Mr. WALLACE.-I hope so.
It is
the same with all classes right throughout the State.
In fact, it applies all
ove,r the world. The purchasing power
of money has decreased tOI such an extent
that it is necessary to spend double the
amount to get anything like an equivalent of what could be got a year or two
ago.
It applies to registrars just the
same .as to everybody else. I think the
Chief Secretary should realize the need
of improving the position of these men.
Major BAIRD.-I will undertake to resubmit the matter in the light of the
statement made by the honorable member.
Mr. W ALLACE.-I am sorry .the Treasurer i~ not present. On the last occasion
that the Department fOil" Neglected Children was under consideration he seemed
rather inclined to give way to the representations of honoll"able memberr-s. He
commenced a statement ra,ther auspiciously, but unfortunately the Premier
prevented him going on.
I think the
Chief Secretary maybe a hIe tOi do something towards spurring the Tre'asurer on
to a realization of the necessity for
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increasing the allowance made in respect
of boarded-out children.
Majo'l" BAIRD.-The Treasurer is going
t? submit the matter to a Roy.al CommisSIOn.
Mr. WALLACE.-But it may not be
a satisfactory one.
In the meantime
something -ought to be done. We do nOit
require a Royal Commission to tell us
that a boarded-out child cannot be maintained on 8s. ,a,. week. An enorm,OtiS number of children have been returned to the
Department owing to the smallness of the
amount made' for their maintenance. We
know, also, that many foster-parents are
keeping the children with them for sentimental reasons. It is a, pity that children
sbOlUld be sent to large State establishments. It gives the youngsters a terribly
bad start off in life.
Major BAIRD.---There are not many
healthy children in the State institution.
There are a number of unhealthy children
t.here. Noone will take unhealthy children, and'ihey have to be kept in an in~titution provided by the State. Wlhen I
was last there, there were only four or
five healthy children, and they were all
membe,rs of one family. It is difficult
to ~et a foster-parent to take a family.
Mr. WALLACE.-It is stated, under
the heading" M,aintenance ,of Children,"
that th.e ra,tie for children in private refOirmatory schoOils shall not exceed lOs.
per week for each child.
Major BAIRD.-That refers to children
whOi have been up to some mischief.
Mr. W ALLACE.-Anyway the amount'
is not sufficient.
MaJolI" BAIRD.-The amount is low;
there is no doubt a,bQlut that.
Mr. WALLACE.-I hope the amount
will be increased. I want neglected children to. be given some sort of a chance
ill life.
The amQlunt paid is SOl small
that the children do not have much of a
chance.
Ma}olI" BAIRDo-They are under ins,pection. The inspector sees that they are
well olothed and well fed.
Mr. W ALLACE.-Tha.t may be the
case theor,etically, but I have seen something of the actual working OIf the system, and it is no.t as satisfactory as a,ppera.rs on the surface. Ho.wever, tl~at is
not the :point I was making just no.w. I
was ref,erring, by way of comparison, to
the ordinary position of children in the
homes of people who do not get much in
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the way of wages, and whose position
is practically on the bo~er line. But
even .c'hildren in the homes of their own
parents do oot get the chance they ought
to have, and we IShould realize how much
worse it must be where the relationship
is not so dose, and where, generally speaking, the feeling cannot be the ,same as
that of pwr'ents for their own offspring.
The payment of the paltry dole which is
made at the present time does not make a
material improvement. Anything that can
he done to improve ,their position will add
a little happiness to their present life, and
give them a better chance later to become
citizens worthy of the name. IThese children ought to be given eve,ry opPOortunity
o.f becoming g,ood citizens, and the State
ought not tOo conside,r the payment of a
few thousands of pounds, or even hundreds 'Of thousands, when 'On the other
side of the scale is the welfare and happiness of the me~ and women of the
future.
The spending of a few extra
shillings for each child ought not to prevent Us from realizing the enormous advantage that ,such expenditure will be, not
only to th~ IState, 'but .to the happiness
and comf.ortof ,those who, unfortunately,
cannot have much in their present
circumstances.
Mr. CLouGH.-Move th,at the item be
reduced.
rMr. W ALLAJOE.-I feel more inclined
to ask that something may be done be~
yond the appointment of a Commission.
I would rather see .some improvement
made, ho,wever Islight it may ibe, in the
hope that better conditions will subsequently be secured. rWe want an improvement to be made immediately, and not
left ,to some future period.
Maj.or BAI:RD (lOhief Secretary).-I
ask the honorahle member to be 'satisfied
with what the 'Treasurer has already promised.
Mr. W ALLACE.-That is no good at all.
Maj.or BA!I:RD.~If hard cases are
brought under the notice of the Department we have power to grant an allowance above .the minimum of 8s. As a
matter of fwct there are a number receiving more than that at the' present time'.
We can pay up to 12,s. ,If an honorable
member brings any particularly hard case
under the notice of Mr. MoUoy, he has
power to recommend ,the payment of an
add.itional sum -to avoid distress. An in-
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q uiry is to take place in the course of the
next few months, and members ought to
be satisfied with that. I have been Chief
Secretary f.or ,only a few months, and two
increaseS! have been made in my :time.
We would have to go back for a long
tim(; before we find the record of .an increase from 5s. to 6i.
Mr. ROGERS.-I have an idea you are
" stone-walling" these Estimates.
Major BALRD.-I hope th~ honorable
member will 'be satisfied with the .promise
which has been .given.
Mr. OLOUGH.-The Chief ·Secreta·ry,
as well as ·other honorable member,s, ought
to appreciate the ,fa,ct that great demands
are being made upon them by members of
the Public ,Service for the appointment of
Wages Boards to regulate their rates of
pay and conditi'Ons of work. I should
like to know if the !Government have
given any consideration ,to this ma,tter. I
do not know if we will have to go through
the same £3.'roo as we went t~rougth in connexion with the Rail.w.ay lDepartment, ,and
urge upon the Government for ten or
twelve years the necessi ty of ,creating such
Boards before we eventually succeed in
obtaining them. 'There is considerable
dissatisfaotion in the De.partments at the
present time because there is no independent ,authority to rectify' anom:alies
and fix the w,ages and ,conditions of work.
What ,is! there against the Government
making ti statement that they will next
session Ibring in a measure to remedy the
conditions under which ,public serv,ants
are working at the present time. ~Iem
bers of Parliament get no satisfaction
from the c.ontinual receipt of resolutions
of meetings of different sections of the
Service urging this reform.
. Major. BAIRD.-The Premier nromised
the honorable member for Williamstown
the 'other day that he would look into this
matter before next session.·
Mr. OLOUGIH.~onorable members
are continually being ,asked, not only by
way of resolution from public meetings,
but by public servants individually, to
urge the Government to make a definite
promise to them. They are not all .satisfied with the prospoot of having to wait a
long time bef.ore they attain what they
desire.
M,ajor BAIRD.-They were pretty gene1'I0usly treated a few weeks ago.
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Mr. OLOUGH.-Still they are not
satisfied. 'They ihave not been as generously,treated as many !persons in private
employ. It ,is well known to honora'ble
member.s that there are a vast number of
people in 'priv.ate employ who get much
better pay f.or a similar class .of work
than those in :the !ServLce. It is not my
desi.re to hold up the Estimates for any
length of time, but I have one or two
grievances in regard to other Departments 11 want ,to ventilate.
If the Government are wise in their day and gener,ation they will before next session make
up their minds to grant Wages Boards to
public servants.
,The vote was, agreed to.
Major BAIRD (Ohief Secretary).-I
desire to ,thank the Committee for the
speedy 'pa'ssage of my Estimates this year.
My experience last year was very different.
LABOUR DEPARTMENT.
Minister of Labour, £34,127.
Mr. CLOUGH.-The sum of £10,992
is provided for the Immigration and
Labour Bureau. It is highly probable
that during the next twelve months, or
even before next session, this Bureau may
be considerably active in comparison with
what it has been during the last couple
of years.
Mr. WARDE.-Is .it not a fact that
there are 600 or 700 immigrants on their
way out here now 1
Mr. CLOUGH.-I do not know whether the Federal Gove,rnment is responsible for bringing those unfortunates to
this country, or whether the State Govenment intends to launch out on a
general immigration policy.
I should
like the Minister in charge of this Department to let Parliament know, if he can,
exactly what is in the mind of the Government in connexion with this matter.
yv e have heard from all quarters that
there is a time of great industrial depre~sion . approaching in the Commonwealth, and yesterday the honorable member for Boroondara seemed to argue that
an influx of immigrants into this country
would remove that industrial depression
when it comes. That was an extra'ordinary contention. If you go to a country
like England or America, where the population is larger than the population of
Australia, you are told· that industrial depression has come along, and unemployment is operating, because there are
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too many people in tlhe country. in Australia we are told that it is because we
'have not got sufficient people here that
we suffer somewhat from industrial depressions. Of course, one statement contradicts the other. We, know, as a matter of fact, that increase of population or
scarcity of population does not affect the
question one way or the other. Still, I
can quite conceive that if this State and
the other States of Australia are going in
for a general immigration policy in the
near future, we are likely to have a considerable: amount of poverty in Australia. It is true that already immigrants
are arriving in the States of Australia
and no employment can be found for
them.
There aret immigrants 'lcoming
here, either on their own responsibility'
or at the behest of the' Federal Government, for whom the State Governments
are taking no responsibility. Certainly,
the Government of New South: Wales is
not inclined to take a very considerable
responsibility in connexion with some of
the immigrants arriving there. F'ive or
six years ago we were told by men who
were advocating the Imperial attitude
that the world would never go back to
what it had. been previous to the war, and
the old conditions would never again
operate. A lot of .us did not believe tha.t
at the time, and said so. We said that
the workers would have to fight, that
when the fight was over they would 'have
to pay the debts, and that when it came
to' the point of liquidating those debts
and a. time of stringency came, they would
be the people to suffer, as they have suffered after every war. I believe that t'h'a.t
crop will be harvested in the near future.
We are going to have industrial depression on account of the stringency that
exists in different countries because of
the increased mortgages that money
lenders have on the world's asseta.
All
that any country gains from war is that
it mortgages itself further to the money
lender, and t'he burden has eventually to
be carried by the workers. We look back
to the statements to the eff~ct that there
would be a new world, and that new conditions would operate, as having been nothing but cant and hypocrisy, because
they were in direct contradiction of the
teachings of history as to what had occurred after every war. I am very apprehensive as to what is likely to happen
in this State if we [Set any considerable
Mr. Clough.

Department.

influx of men who 'have been starved out
of ,any country-whether it be England,
America, or Canada-as a result of the
economic harvest that is being reaped as
the aftermath of the war. I should like
to know from the Minister what is in the
mind of the Government with reference
to t'he question of immigration in the near
future.
Mr. BAILEy.-It is a, very important
matter.
Mr. CLOUGH.-There is, perhaps no
question of more importance tOo the industrial classes of this community. I know
very' well that trade unionists generall y
are very apprehensive as to what is going
to occur in this connexion during the next
twelve months.
We know that Parliament is going into recess for about six
months, and during that period we shall
not have the opportunity of discussing
what is done in Parliament or of ventilating the grievances of those who will
suffe~r from an y considerable in.fi ux Oof
POoPulation. It is said by some of the industrial sections O'f the community that
one reason why the financial institutions
are stopping credit is tOo bring about unemployment and a slackness in trade
generally. Whether that be true or not
i do not know; but if it be true, the object must be tOI fOorce down wages by sending two men clamouring for one man's
job. It is within 'the province of the
Minister and the Government to let us
know exactly what they propose to do
during the coming year with regard to
immigration. Whatever is happening
on the other side of the world with regard to unemployment, slackness of
trade, and that Isort of thing, is sure to
be reflected here, 'and if it is reflected
here we shall not have a considerable
amount of rOOm for ,the unemployed of
other countries.
Sir ALEXANnER PEAOOOK (Minister ,of Labour) .-1 am not the head of
the Government, so I cannot _announce
what the policy of the Government is
with regard to the matter to which the
honorable member for Bendigo East :has
referred.
All I am responsible for, as
Minister of Labour, is the amount of
£5,000 provided on these Estimates for
",assisting immigration chiefly by nominated passages." That expenditure is in
accordance with an agreement that was
made some time ago to assist relatives of
immigrants to come out here.
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M.r. WARDE.-Do you know anything necessary in keeping the school clean. A
about the report in to-day's newspaper broom is nef-ded not only by the caretaker,
to the effect that 670 immigrants are Qn but by his wife as well. An ordinary small
broom, which is' comparatively cheap, is
their way out to Australia ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No. not big enough for the work. They have to
I have not heard .anything about that buy brooms which cost from £2 to £2 5s.
each. In addition, they have to supply
since I joined the Government. I think the stove polish, the linoleum polish, and
this continent is capable of absorbing a all the other requisites. I drew attenvery great number of people. I can pro- tion to the matter before, but I could not
mise the honorable member for Bendigo get any satisfaction, although I realize
East that the Premier will make a reply that the present Minister of Public Into his natural inquiry before the House struction wa~ not in charge then. I am
rises.
led to believe that in some cases the school
Mr. W ALLACE.-I think it would be committees buy all requisites. If there
better that this matter should be dealt is no ohligation on the committees to
with now.
do so, I ask that the Education DepartSir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-The matter ment should see that the things are supwill come up again at the report stage, plied. There are many other schools in
and I can promise the honorable member which the circumstances are as- bad as
that the Premier will make a statement.
in the caSe which I have mentioned. I
Mr. W ARDE.-There will be plenty of want to know if there is. a poss~bility of
opportunities. The Appropriation Bill an improvement. I ask that the size of
the school Rhould be taken into consid'erahas to he read three times.
tion, that :1. fair living wage should be
The vote was agreed to.
given where extra assistance is reqUlred
in the cleaning and maintenance of the
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
building, and that requis:tes are supMinister
of
Public
Instruction, plied, either by the Department itself or
£1,706,554.
by the ·school committee-at any rate, that
Mr. WALLACE.-I wish to draw at- the caretaker should not be compelled to
tention to the following item:do so.
Sir .ALEXANDER PEACOCK (MjuisMaintenance Expenses of Schools-Including
allowances to teachers for travelling between t,er of Public Instruction) .-The hOl1O'rpart-time schools, £60,000.
able member for Albert Park has said
. I do not know whether this item covers very truly that I ha.ve not been sufficiently long in the Department to dive
caretakers 'of schools.
into all these different items. The ho.11Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It does.
orable member for Maryborough both
11r. WALLACE.-If so, it seems to wrote and flpoke to me about this matter
me that some increase ,ghould be pro- ill. connexion with schools in his district.
vided for them.
So far as the big This vote of £60,000 is for maintenance
schools, at any rate, are concerned, expenses of schools, including allowthe labour necessary is not paid for ance3 to teachers for travelling bein a reasonable way. Take one school tween part-time schools. I was going
in the metropolitan area.
It contains through the Estimates with the accounthirty-six rooms beside passages, stair- t.ant yesterday, and I found that the
ways, and things of that kind, and a.mount provided for maintenance exrequires the attention of not only the man penses is £2,995 more than last year. .1
who js caretaker. but h:8 wife.
The can promlR3 the honorable member for
amount which is paid for the work Albert Park, as I promised the honorable
is £3 5s. a week. Both of them work in memhc,r for 11aryborough, that I will go
the mornin6 from 4 0' dock to 9 o'clock, into the matter during the recess. I
and in the evening from 4 o'clock until recognise that it is not a que.stion of the
9, 10, and 11 o'clock. £3 5s. is sup- number of children attending a school,
posed to be the man's salary, but it is but of the spaoe which has to be covered'
really the salary .of the man and his in the building.
I will See how far I
wife as wel1. It also has to cover the east can go to meet. the position, bec~use I
of brooms and all the other utensils am in sympathy with the desire to see
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that these people are paid a fair remuneration for the work which they -do.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST.;-For a, long tjme
past I have felt that it is highly improper
to make caretakers, or even head teachers,
meet a partion of the expense in carrying
Car~takers have to find
on schoQlls.
brooms and other things which they should
LDok at the
not be expected to. find.
Rchoal committees.
They also. have to.
meet certain expenses in cannexion w~th
schDols which they should not have to.
In far-aut country schaols, where there
are no committees, you will find ·that the
teachers, women mostly, ha,ve to. wo-rk Dutside schaol haurs trying to. scrape to.gether
the money necessa.ry for the management
af the schoal. Provisian sho.uld be mad'e
to. caver the whole expense af braams
and other requisites. If the Department
undertO-Dk to supply thase things it wo-uld
prDbably get them at about half the cast.
1'he camplaint seems to. be a leg~timate
one. The Minister at the table has been
in charge of the Education Department
before, and we expect from him samething mare than a pramise to lo-o-k into
the matter.
Mr. FROST.-I wish to. bring under the
notice af t.he M:nister an anomaly in conneE:io-n with high schools, which I referred
to last nig-ht.
We have thirty high
Rcllods jl'~ the State, eight Df which are
a~Frove-i ~chools.
The children are appro\"t~J \V:JlOut undergo~ng any examin;"tioa.
r know several cases in the
c0~-,.try wh-ere children have been sent to.
aTlr'roved schools, because there is an idea
I ),.,t, the I have an easier chance Df getting
The headmaster judges his
through.
OWll work.
With his certificate the
students go through without any further
examination. Most of these schools are in
fhe vel'y large centres 'Df population. I
hold that all shDuld be put on the same
footing. This system has a tendency to
centralization, because the peDple will go
to. the big centres to get a fair deal for
their children.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I shall dis·
'cnss the matter with the Director of EduCll tion and Mr. Hansen.
Mr. McLAOHLAN.-I do not want
tv complain about the Education Department, for, generally speaking, it does its
wDrk pretty well.
There are exceptions
iII my own electorate, and complaints
are made to me from time to. time.

Department.

There is one particular case standing out
that the present Minister has not been
associated with, but which came under
the notice of two of his predecessors. Mr.
Hutchinson approved of 17he proposal, and
50 did the Director. I refer to. a vacant
piece of land adjDining the Maffra SChDD1.
lilaffra has made considerable progress
in recent years, and the school is not big
enDugh for; present requirements.
All
the land about the school is' built upon
except this vacant piece of land. -The pro·posal to purchase it was approved by the
Director of Education on his visit there
two or three years ago, and was also approved by Mr. Hutchinson when he wa'S
!1:inister of Public Instruction.
There
was some difference of opinion as far as
the Treasurer is cDncerned regarding the
,amount to be paid for the land. Some
of the local people have secured the land
in the hope that the Department will
That is an evidence Df
purchase it.
their' bona fides in the matter. I shDuld
like the Minister to inquire into it. The
land shDuld be purchased for recreation
purposes alone. The time is coming when
a portion of each SChDDI day will have
to be given up .to recreation. There is
another matter in regard to a schoDI in
the Valencia Oreek district.
Sir .A.LEXANDER PEACOcK.-Oome and
see me.
Mr. McLAOHLAN.-It is the practice of the Department to. provide houses.
for the teachers.
The inspectors are
teachers,. and I should like to see provision made for houses for them. There
are instances in my electorate where the
i]~spectors are unable to secure houses.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
should like to know if any provisiDn has
been made on the Estimates for an extensiDn, as promised, of the OollingwoDd
Technic::tl School.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I cannot
say definitely; but ample provision is
made for the technical schools generally.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
ex-Minister of Public Instruction promised several times that £10,000 wDuld
be set apart to. complete the building, and
this was approved by the Department.
Plan'S and specificatiDns were prepared,
and we were promised that the work
wDuld be carried out.
It was said that
the money would be placed on the Estimates for that purpose.
This technical
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school is not for Collingwood alone, but
for the surrounding district, including
Fitzroy.
There is neither accommodation nor sufficient equipment to teach the
iicholars the subjects they wish to learn.
1 should like to know if provision is
made in the Estimates for this work.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PE11.COCK
(Minister of Pu blic Instruction) . -The
sum of £10,000 is provided for the equipment of technical schools, and £20,000 is
provided for technical school buildings.
I have not gone throngh the list of promises. The Government are strongly in
favour of developing the technical schools
in existence before erecting new buildings.
A conference between the Director ,of
Education and some of the employers is
considering the matter of making arrangements for apprentices to be released so
that they may attend the schools in the
daytime. I shall go through the list;
but, so far, no particular case has been
brought under my notice.
Ml.. j. W. BILI,SON (Fitz'f'oy).--In
this connexion, the honorable member for
Collingwood and I saw the J\Iinister on
two or three occasions. We also saw him
in conjunction with the other members
of the council of the Collingwood Technical ,school.
I c'Quld wish that that.
school had 'some other name, inasmuch .as
it gives it a loral significance, and
children ·and pa'rents, and some teachers,
have the idea that it is a purely Oollingwood school, and that therefore they are
not eligible. I wish also to refer to the
condition of the Fitzroy primary school.
Oertain alterations are really urgent.
The Minister visi,ted the school with me,
and promised to put a sum on the Estimates to effect alterations. I think that
recommendations which he sent 'in were
forwarded by the Education Department
to the Public Works Department for
them to get out the necessary plans and
specifirations. I should like to know
whether the money has been made available.
'
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK (MinlRter of Public Instruction).-There is
£30,000 for primary schools on the Public Wo'rks Department's Estimates, and
this Rouse, this afternoon, passed t~e
Bill ena'bling the borrowing of £250,000
for primary school purposes entirely. I
have H list here from the Public W,orks
Se~~'1

I
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showing the position of the
different works. Warks are advertised
at present tOo the value of £5,614. The
value of wOorks ready tOt be advertised is
£96,443. We ar,e only waiting for the
necessary a.uthority to gOo through w ~ th
the works.
Mr. CLOUGII.~Has the Public W>orks
Department any guarantee that it will
get the money from the Treasurer ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.Yes. The Premier has already made an
announcement in .connexion with that
matter. I promise honorable members
that, whilst I a·m Minister of Public I nstruction, the ,primary schools shall receive the earliest ronsideration.
Mr. OLOUGII.-There is ,a decent-sized
job at Bendigo 'ready to be advertised.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.Primary schools, whether in country or
town, will have suitable consideration.
Mr. W ARDE.-What is the ,position
with respect to the appointment of
medical officers for school children ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-We
are providing for five medlical offirers and
two dental officers. Only two medical
offi'cers are employed at present.
The vote was agreed to.
ATTORNEy-GENERAL)s DEPARTMENT.
Attorney-General, £110,149.
Mr. BAILEY.~I want ,to draw the
attention
of
the
Attorney-General,
through the Premier, to a case that came
befoTe the Oriminal Oourt on the 7th of
this month, and to the extraordinary attitude rudopted by the Defence Department on that occasion. There is a campat Broadmeadows. Young men who fail
to do the necessary training under the
Defence Act are put into ithatcamp, and
compulsor,Y training i's imposed upon
them. This military camp question is a
most important one to the people, particularly as unde!' the new Defence Act
the boys will, in the future, ,be :compelled
to go through ten weeks' continuous
trainilllg. The people prubably have not
awakened to the fact that these boys will
be dragged away from their homes and
employment for a period of .seventy days.
In t}le Oriminal Ooul't,on the 7th of this
mOll th, two young men from the Brondmeadows Oamp were brought before :Mr.
Justice Schutt on charges of indecency.
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The Crown Prosecutor, addressing His
Honour, 'Said he had been requested by
the State Commandant to have the cases
tried in camera. In order to put the
matter clearly and distinctly before the
Committee, I will read reports from the
.Age and Argus newspapers. The Age
statesCASE HEARD IN CAMERA.
After a jury had been impannelled in the
Criminal Court yesterday to 'hear a case in
which two young men ;were charged with in,decent offences, Mr. Macindoe, the Crown Pro-secutor, addressing His Honour, Mr. Justice
'Schutt, said he had been' asked by the State
Commandant to make an application that the
case should be heard in camera. Mr. Macindoe
added that His Honour had power under the
Supreme Court Act, on grounds of the protection of public -decency and morality, to order
all persons out of Court.
His Honour replied that he knew what Mr.
:.\<Iacindoe referred to, and the application
'Would be granted. He would make an order
.on the grounds of public decency that the case
-should be heard in camera. Members of the
public would be excluded; and, further than
t?~t, he would make an order prohibiting publICIty of any report of the proceedings.
The public and press then left the Court.

The Argus report is as follows:'Vhen charges arising out of occurrences at.
BroaJdmeadows were called on at the Criminal
<:'ourt yesterday, the Crown Prosecutor (1'1'1'.
:Macindoe) said that he had been requested by
the State Commandant to ask that the case
be taken in camera. The Court had power
'under the Supreme Court Act to order all per~ons out of Court "in tlie interests of public
decency and morality."
Mr. Justice Schutt
made the order, and forbade the pUblication of
. any reports of the proceedings.

That application was made by the Or.own
Prosecutor, according to his own statement, at the request O'f the State Oommandant, on the grounds of public
..decency and morality. What I want to
know, first of all, is whether militarism
is to be allowed to interfere in our Civil
and Criminal Courts? Why was it neces~ary for the State Oommandant to re~uest that this caee ibe heard in camera?
The Or,own Prosecutor has gone through
the depositions. The case will come out
before the Judge, and the Judge could
direct, if the evidence were indecent, that
no publication should be given to it.
Everybody knows that no ,decent paper in
this community would publish indecent
evidence given in a Court in such a case
:us this. The inference to be drawn is,
that the military people were most
Jfr. Bailey.
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anxious that details of what occurred at
the camp should not go out to the public.
It is a matter of very great importance
to the mothers and fathers of the young
men of this country that they should
know what does go on at these camps.
Their boys are to be placed in the camps
for ten continuous weeks. If the military
authorities have not the proper controlling influence ov.er a small camp such a's
that being held at the present time, where
only defaulters-young men who have
not complied with their ordinary training-are kept, what will they do with a
big camp with ,thousands {)f boys in it, and
to be held Over a period of ten weeks ~
There is another thing that strikes me .
as peculiar in regard to this case. When
the a pplication was mad·e by Mr.
Macindoe, the Judge intim.ated that he
knew what the Crown Prosecutor was
alluding to.
Mr. J. W. Bn,LsoN (Fitzroy).-Does
not the Judge's remark mean that he
knew of the section in the Act to which
the Crown Prosecutor referred ~
Mr. BAILEY.-That, may be the eocplanation.
Mr. WALLACE.-There have been cases
in which it has bE}6n proved that certain
. things were: arranged.
Mr. BAILEY.-The question I want
to ask is, What right have the military
authO'rities to make the request they did 1
Suppose an official from the Railway Department mao·e a similar request, I think
the JudO'e would tell hillli. to mind his
own business, and that he was in the
best position to decide whether, in the
event of evidence of indecency, the Court
should b€1 cleared and the publication of
evidence sl\ppressed. I have every confidence in the press o,f this State" and I
do not think that they would publish evidence of an indecent na,ture. It is evident tha,t the military authorities wanted
to 'cover up w ha t takes place in these
camps. It will be a great menace tOo this
community if the military authorities
cannot. elxe'r.cise proper control over them.
The Ballarat Echo, dealing with this ma.tter, says:l

If what happens in military camps is to
be shrouded in secrecy, there is a black outlook for the boys whom militarism is about
to tear from their homes for seventy days at
a time. No doubt the majority of the officers
who will have charge of them are good, clean
living men, but that docs not imply t?at they
are qualified to have charge of growmg boys
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for such a period.
On the other hand, some
of the officers are no more fitted to have charge
of boys than a wolf is fitted to have charge
of sheep.
This Broadmeadows scandal that
militarism has smothered up gives a dreadful
hiht of what may happen. With a military
censorship in active operation, a~d with t~e
substitute for the "Val' PrecautIOns Act 1Il
force enabling Mr. Hughes to gaol or deport
t.hose who protest on the ground that they are
seditious or disloyal, the community will be
powerless. Or, rather, it will be powerless in
the near future if it does not at once make
such a protest that even Mr. Hughes cannot
ignore it.
It will be idle to rely on the
Courts, for, after what happened yesterday, we
can only conclude that militarism is over and
above our Courts. It will be idle to rely on
the Government. When the Bendigo Methodist
Synod made its dignified and convincing protest against the new defence proposals did not
the Minister for Defence (Senator Pearce)
content himself with the arrogant comment
that "It's all rubbish." It is idle looking to
the Federal Parliament,l because Mr. Hughes
has closed up the Parliament for some months.
Besides, Parliament, is controlled by the
Nationalists, who vote as he directs, and not
as the public welfare demands. Fortunately,
this matter comes within the purview of the
State Parliament, since it was a State Court
that so meekly did as Federal militarism
wanted.
The State Government should be
asked if it approves of what Mr. Justice
Schutt did.
In the meantime, eVE'ry father
and mother, every religious denomination,
every public body concerned with the welfare
of the young, should join in protest against
what is taking place, and what is contem·
plated.
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facts. I am not prepared to accept a
statEl'IIient appe,aring in a newspaper, hoWever great the standing of that paper may
be, without knowing exactly what the
facts are from the Orown law point of
view. I will undertake to obtain a report
from the Orown Prosecutot in regard to.
this matter and advise the honorable member as to what actually took place.
Mr. WALLACE.-What we have t()
consider is the effect of ,this particular
order on the administration of justice~
Does the Premier thmk. it is right for
Courts to be cle.ared ~
Does he think
that system of dispensing justice, o·r what.
sOtlIietimes passe'S for justice" is a good

one!

Mr. LAwsoN.-I think it is a wise pTOvision that Courts may be cleared at
times. There are certain prurient-minded
people in the, coo:nmunity who are on the
look out for things of that kind. It is
well, in the public interest, that the details of such cases should not be published, and that those who attend the
Courts when cases of that kind are being
heard should not have the·ir tprurient de-sires satisfied.
Mr. WARDE.-Why make an exception
in this particular case 1
Mr. LAwsoN.-The Judge acted in the
discretion of a powell' conferred upon him
by the law. I do not know the circumstances under which the request was made,
If the facts are· as stated, it seems that but, as I have said, I will get a report
the military are exercising a censorship on the matter.
over the events that take place in the
Mr. WALLACE.-That does not seem
call1ip, and do not want facts about cases to cover the position. The representaof this kind to be made ,Public. Noone tives of the press should certainly be alwants indecent details to be made public, lowed to he.ar these cases. If there is
but some of the facts could have been re- anything of an obscene nature in the eviported without objectionable' features. If dence the Judge can easily order the supthe military :tuthorit.ies cannot properly pression of the details.
It is entirely
oontrol a small camp like :that of Broad- against the interests of the public for
meadows, what will be the position when Court cases to bel smothered up. A sugt.hey have: a camp in which there will be gestion was made in regard to the cause
'thousands of boys lasting seventy days ~ of the remark made by the Judge, and
This sort of thing will cause a, widespread
there is every reason to believe that there
outcry against boys going into camp for
ma y have been something behind that resuch a long time.
Mr. LA'VSON (Preu:r..ie;r).-I do not mark, apart from what appears on the
pro,pose to' go into the question of com- surface. It is a well-known fact that
pulsory military training. That is with- when the hand of militarism gets control
in the purvielw of another Parliament. '.'cry peculiar things are done. It is not
The administration of justioo, howe.ve·r, a very great time since Mr. Justice Rigdoes come within the. eontrol of the Crown gi llS exposed the methods of Mr. Hughes
Law authorities. I am unable to expreS!;l in attempting to dictate to the Judge
any qpinion with regard to the case the what should be done in certain cases. The
honorable member for Port Fairy has re- ~ople of Australia are up aga,inst a
ferred to, because I flO not knowth€l position now that requires that these
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things should be closely watched right
fr'om the start. The! efforts that are being
made to make control by militarism more
complete are such that we have to watch
carefully· the very first attempts in conllexion with any hush-up policy. The
case that has. been ,mentioned will possibly have very grave consequences in the
future. An attempt is to be made to
eoerce the parents of Australia to allow
the,ir boys tOi go into camps, and it has
been found right at the start that, 110 matter what may ·happen in those camps,
there a,rel certain prooosse's by which
justice may be defeated. All sorts of
things may go on, and there may be no
possibility of their being found out. The
uase in question shows clearly what may
happen in the future. If people know
right from the ,start that a certain class
of cases may not see the light of day, it
will only make them the more suspicious
of what will follow. For my own part,
I welcome such things as this occurring so
early. They shOlw thel foolishness of 011'ganizations that think they can coerce
everybody to their way of thinking, or
to do as they wish. Oases of this kind
will make it harder for the military
machine to get the control that it undoubt{'dly desires. While it may be an
udvantagc that the people should know
what they may expect in the future if
they allow themselves to' be coerced, that
does not alter the fact that it is the duty
of the Government to see that the Law
Oourts are not used to 'subvert the ends
of justice. I hope that the ~ttention that
has been drawn to this case will result in
good, and that when parents realize that
the truth may be withheld from them the
result will be to prevent thousands of
boys going into camp for seventy days
C!olltinuously. I .trust that something
m<1Y be done to try to stop that militarism that has grown more t'ampant,
and has shown that it i.s going to have
,l~reater control over the world in the near
future than ever it had in the past, in
,rrite of the fact that the war which was
to end war for all time is over. All these
things that draw attention to the hypocrisy and brutality of militarism, and
that show that the . civil processes of the
law may be overcome by the weight of
the military machine tend to do good.
Though the war' that was to end War
Mr. H'r:!!(!('('.
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only meant the building up of a bigger
machine than ever before, it is quite possible that the people themselves may now
do something more effective than the war
was capable ,of doing. '
.
Mr. McLAOHLAN. - There is a
growing opinion that, not only should
cases of incest and assaults on females
be heard in camera, but that they should
come before three Judges instead of
juries. That is an opinion that is pretty.
freely expressed, and I merely voice it
here, because it is the duty of representatives of the people to interpret these
opinions in Parliament.
The vote was agreed to.
SOLICITOR-GENERAL'S

DEPARTMENT.

Solicitor-General, £72,092.
l1:r. FARTHING.-<I notice that the
salary fOT the corO'11er f()ll' the· oentral
bailiwick i~ £750. I wish to draw the attention of the Solicitor..a-eneral to .the
fact that there is a deputy coroner in the
central bailiwick whose positioll is, I
understand, an honorary one. I am alhIding to Mr. Phillips, one of my constituents, who, I believe, was appointed
by the SoJicitoT-GeneTal, and who has
to carry out some most important
duties in this city. Very often the work
of the coroner is so great that the deputv
coroner has a great deal of work thrust
upon him, and no allowance of any kind
is made .to 'him. The deputy coroner is
a tradesman who has to depend for his
1ivelihood on his trade.
Mr. WARDE.-Is he a shopkeeper?
Mr. F ARTHING.-He is not only a
shopkeeper but 'an optician.
Mr. ROGERs.-He does not do as much
work as the C()II'oner, O'r anything like it.
Mr. F ARTHING.-I do' not say th!lt
he does as much wO'l'k as the coroner, but
he does a gre.q.t deal -of work; and it is
frequently work of a disagreeable nature.
For days a t a time he is often
taken away from his own busines:!
in order to attend· to the work of
the coroner, when the coroner perhaps is absent, or when he is too busy
to attend to' the whole of his work, and
the deputy-coroner receives no allowance
of any kind fQr this service. I feel that
the position is not quite fair. The State
should nO't expect anv O'fficial t.o do important work of this kind in au entirely
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hon ora r)T ca.pacity. If he were an independent man, doing this work purely as
a hobbv, it would be quite a different
matter,W but from a high sense of public
duty he is doing important work, and I
think that at least his out-of-pocket expenses ought to be paid.
Mr. ROGERs.-He can resign if he
wants to.
Mr. FARTHING.-He could resign
quite easily, but should we get another
man to dOl this impOirtant work as deputy.~OI'oner, and do it as well as he is doing
it 1 The Solicitor-General, in his wisdom,
has appointed Mr. Phillips to this position.
Mr. ROGERs.-He may be getting
what he is worth.
Mr. FARTHING.-That interjection IS
quite unfair. This man is doing most
impOortant work, and very often work of
a most disagreea ble character, and no
member of this House should cast a reflection upon him by saying that he is
T,aid ·enough fo:r what he is doing. I am
only asking now that the attention of the
Solicitor-General s!hould be drawn to this
position, and I would ask him to consjder
the question o·f giving him some remuneration, or making SOome allQlwance to
meet out-of-pocket expenses.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-There are a
lot of others in the same position.
Mr. F'ARTHING.-There is no man
acting in the Central Bailiwick doing the
important work that this man is doing.
T am not urging this case because Mr.
. l>hillips happens to be a constituent of
mine. As a matter ·of fact, right up to
the pres·ent time. he has been a politica.l
oppo~nent, but I recognise that he is doing
good work.
Mr. ROGERs.-He has always voted for
cur candidate-[ don't think.
Mr. FARTHING.-I do nct kf'oW
whether he has or not, but I know that
he has not worked a great dea.l for me.
Mr'. WARDE.-You will have him an
right after to-night.
1\,fr. FARTHING.-Tet llR nut these
small things on one side. Sur~ly we are
big enough to recognise a rr.'an's· services,
whether he works for Dne candidate Dr
for another.
:r"h. J. ,\V. RILU;ON (Fitzro~/).-'1i[hy
Hot leave politicR out, whether he if' an
opponent of yours Dr not.
Mr. F'ARTHING.-I did no.t introduce
politics.
It was thrown at me by an
interjection. If the Premier will assure

•
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me that the. Solicitor-General will take
the matter into consideration, and see
wllether something cannot be done to insure that remuneration of some kind will
be given, or even if a promise is made
that consideration will be given to this
)natter, I shall be satisfied.
Mr. LA \VSON (Premier).-The honorable memte.r for East Melbo.urne raises a
question of payment to a deputy-coroner,
who is doing a large amount of work in
the city, but he must s-oo, as other honclrable members have interjected, that if
we admit this principle we should not
know where it would end.
Many men
are acting regularly as chairmen of the
various benche~.l and doing all this work
in an honorary capacity. If we say that
f or this particular kind of magiste,rial
work payment is to be made, we shall be
,met immediately with claims for pay~
- ment in other directions. There are men
i~ the community who are prepared to
do t.his work in all honorary capacity, in
the desire to discharge some public duty.
1 know that it is not the most agreeable
kind of work, but I see' a difficulty in
admitting the principle' of payment for
,,:ork of this kind. There is, I understand, no power in 1ihe law to make- the
r ayment.. I have investigated the matter
on se,veral occasions, and have been unable to. comply with the request.
Mr. F AHTHING.-Surely the Premier
recognises that in Melbourne the deputy
core-ner has to do much mor·e .important
wcrk than deputy coroners in other parts
of the State .
1\1r. LA vVSON .-The ,lepnty 00roner
in the metropoHtan area has more work
to do in that capacity than any other
coroner, except the police llU1.giRtrate set
aside for that particular duty, but in a
le~ser degree the same work is performed
by oth-ers. There are magistrates who
rreside regularly in the courts, and g-ive
their time for that purpose, and they
w(luld' be equally entitled to payment if
'';"P admitted the principle ill this case.
That is a difficulty. It is not a want of
;1..ppreciation of the wo.rk dOllE', or of the
abilitv with which it is done. While I
a'u gl:.tit~ willing to submit the :matter to
the Solicitor-G~neral, I cannot hold out
any hope that the rule which has reen
P''ltablished will be broken.
The Law
Department has said, and has said adyisedly, that where a lIlUlI i·s willing to
do the wc-rk in all honorary caraclty
I.Jayment wm not he given. If men find
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the task too big a tax on them, there is
no compulsion on them to do it.
MI. MOR.LE~.-When the coroner goes
away on hOoliday, and the deputy coroner
does his work, is it not right. that the
deputy coroner should receive sO'me remuneration r~
Mr. LA WSON.-The corone,r gets his
pay, and is entitled to annual leave.
However, I will get the Solicitor-General
to go through the papers again ,. and re",iew the position.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I know a
number of men who are acting as deputy
coroners, and alsO' taking their position on
the bench two O'r three times a week.
If payment is extended to one, it must
be extended to all. If these gentlemen
do not like to do the work in an honorary
capacity, they need not do it. I have
held, in connexion with the work of the
coroners, that there should be another
coroner appointed in the city. There is
too much coroner's work to be done, and
some of it has to go into the hands of
amateurs. I know of one case where a
woman died in childbirth at one of the
institutiOons, and a justice of the peaoe
did the cOoroner's work. He complained
that the work should not have been put
on him, but that a, prOofessional man
should have done it. I prefer that this
class of work should not be put on a
justice of the peace. SO!llle justices of the
peace in Melbourne. are working men.
When they leave their wo~k they have to
forgo their wages, and their case should
be oonsiderred before that of the deputy
coroner.
Mr. WARDE.-I understood that
many justices of the peace WOould be only
too pJeased to act as deputy corroner. I
dO' not think that there has been any difficulty in getting men for these positions .
On the contrary, I believe that influence
has been used to get certain persons a ppointed. What the hOr11orable Jllember for
North Melbourne said is perfectly 'correcto I know a justice of the peace in
my own district. who sat all day twO' or
three days in sucoess1on, dealing with important cases in which a committal for
trial would probably take place.
Mr. MORLEy.-I did it myself for three
years.
Mr. WARDE.-These people raise no
objection tOo giving a portion of their time
to the duties.
Mr. MORLEy.-A coroner is different
frOom a just:ce of the peace.
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Mr. WARDE.-It is always a justice
of the peace who is appointed to act as
deputy ooroner. If he we,re not a justice
of the peace he would not be appointed
t~ the position. I have nO' hesitation in
saying that we would probably be better
off if honorary justices were aholished, and
stipendiary magistrates had to adjudicate.
That question has been ra.ised beforel;
but. on account of the expense the change
has not bee~ made, although most people
will admit that it is a better system of
dispensing justice. In some of the other
States there is a stipendiary magistrate
sitting in every Court of Petty Sessions.
Howeve,r, we do not find any difficulty in
carrying on the Courts here with hO'norary
magistrates, whol are quite prepared to
give up their time. In the past we devoted hours to discussing the fact that we
could not get peOople appointed as justices.
During the last two o'r three years the Government ha_ve appointed justioes to meet
the requirements of the' variO'us localities,
and have met the position much better
than their pred,ecessors did. I know that
in myorwn district, and I suppose it is
the same with eve'ry other houorable member, applications are oontinually being
made for the appO'intment O'f more magistrates, and nominations are generally.
made fO'r the pos~tiOon.
The honOorahle
member for Barwon will not be here very
long before he has the names of several
persOr11s sent to him to recommend to the
Sohcitor-Geneiral for appointment. There
is that difficulty now; but if you suggest
paying these men for. the work which they
do, Qur difficulty will be tremendously increased heca use most of our constituents
will be prepared to offer their services as
long as they receive payment for them.
If the work of the corouer is too great,
. some re-arrangement of the duties of the
police, magistrates who are oflicia ting in
the suburbs should -ove,rcome the difficulty. The duties of the overworked Mr.
Phillips could be undertaken by stipendiary magistrates during the time that
the coroner happened to be taking a
In the :first place,
well-earned holiday.
I feel certain that this man sought
the position, and probably put in a bit
of time hunting up sufficient influence to
get himself appointed, and when he is appointed. without any. one' else having a
chance for the position, the suggestion is
made that he should be paId for it. I
do not believe that the CO~oner should be
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overworked, and if there is too much
work, the duties of the magistrates in the
suburban Courts could be so adjusted as
to' enable them to put in a couple of hours
each at an inquest, and bring in a verdict
of " found drowned," because that is the
class 0.£ car=e which is usually tried by the
deputy coroner.
Honorable members
talk about economy, hut they are always
behind anyone who wants payment.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not see why
it is necelssary to ha,ve another deputy
corone'I', because only very recently Dr.
Cole, the coroner, was presiding at police
Courts in the suburbs.
1\:1:r. lVIORLEY.-As I was not in the
chamber when the matter was first mentioned by the honorable member for East
Mel,bourne, I should like to say that I am
very much interested in it, because for
ye,ars I was a lo'cal justice of the peace,
and I sat far three years off and on as a
magistrate at the City Caurt. During the
last twelve, months the coroneT has been
so busy that the deputy coroner has been
acting often three times a week. I know
he has sametimes been at the morgue
from 9 o'clock in the morning until 4 and
5 O"clack in the afterno.on. I say that we
shsuld pay him fOol' the> wark which he hag
to dO'. In my opinion, two coroners were
required to' perform the work during the
last twelve mO'nths.
If any hO'norable
mem bell' takes the trO'uble to asce,rtain the
number of cases attended to during thelast twelve mooths he will find tha,t there
is sufficient work fOT two coroners. The
Government should appoint and pay a deputy coroner. The position should not be
an hDno'rary one.
The vote was agreed to.
TREASURER'S DEPARTMENT.
Treasurer-£4 71,052.
Mr. WALLACE.-I should like to
have some information about the amount
set down as an allowance to acting receivers and collectors of imposts. Quite
a. number 'of items in the Estimates are
grouped together, and there is nothing to
indicate what is meant by them.
Mr.
McPHERSON
(Treasurer). _
There are collectors and rccei v€rs of
revenue who sometimes have to go out
O'f their way to d,o certain things for the
State, and fo.r e,xtra, wo['k allowances are
made. All the claims are scrutinized by
tl13 Treasury.
This item has been on
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the :Estimates for many years. The sum
involved is O'nly £250, and that covers the
whole State.
Mr. WALLACE.-There is the matte,r
of the office cleaners. This is a question
I have spoken abaut before.
These
cleaners are nO't receiving as much as the.y
should, and the Treasure.r's Department
seems to be a. fitting one on which tOo raise
the question. The am aunt paid to them
is rather extravagant according to some
people, but I hO'ld the reverse view. They
receive 27s. 6d. a we,ek for go~ng to the
offices in the morning and again in the
evening, and this is work done for the
Government. At one time they reoeived
25s., and it was increased to 27s. 6d. For
fe,ar that they might fancy that they
we~e 0iIl the high road to fo.rtune, the, concession,S tha,t they previously enjoyed
were taken a way frO'm them. As a sort
of break o.n the exuberance o.f their
spirits when they- heard that they were
to get a, rise of 2s. 6d. a, week, concessions that they had on the tramw,ays were
taken away fro.m them.
The danger
of "swelled head " and visions of fOll'tune
m.ust have le,ft them in the melantime" and
there is no.t much danger nQlw of their
breaking out into rash action; and perha,ps it would be well tOo try the experriment of giving them about lOs. a we,ek
extra. The amount might be made 37s.
6d. a week, and the cancessians in tho
shape of tram fares might he resto,red to
them. The am aunt they receive is too
small. These women ha va to gO' to the
offices early in the morning, and the,y hav-e
to leave when the work of the day begins.
Thev go to' the offices again in the evening,
and late at night they cease work. Ma,ny
o:{ them are widows with young famili~
to care fDr. Same of them have to' make
arra.ngements to have their children. looked
after whilst they are doing the office, wark.
Some of them. may happe'n to get som'8thing frOom the State fOol' the care of their
children, and they have to do' their best
to bring them up for the life· tl.ey
will have to live in the future.
If
the,V happen. to be getting 6s. or 7 b. a
week for each of their children, it does
not amount to much. Their pay forr '.{ee-ping the GOovernment olffices clean if only
27s. 6d. a week. I think the full a /louut
they can gelt from bo.th sources i S o.n ly
abOout 35s. It is not fair that they shol1ld
have to suffer such hardship'S. Th~y Oouqht
tOo be given an ppportunity of earning
somewhat nearer a reasonable wage. Most
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of these women are widows who have been
left with families of young children to
rear. Their lot is a· hard one, and they
should not be paid such a very small sum
as 27s. 6d. a weelk for the work that they
do. We had something to say on the
need for an increased allowance to
boarded-out children 'when the vote fOir
the Neglected Children's Department was
put. The matter I am now referring to
is of hardly less importance. The total
earnings of the woman office-cleaner, if
she does receive an allowance in respect
of her children, cannot be said to be
sufficient tOi maintain her and family in
anything like comfort.
It frequently
happens that she has to pay soone Q1ne to
tak~ cha,rge of her children whilst she is
employed a.t the public offices. I brought
up this matter shorrtly after I entered the
nCtUS~ as a member.
I think it is about
time the Treasurer gave us .a definite assurance that the condition of these women
w:ll be bettered. The Tre,asurer seems to be
disinclined to make any statement on the
mattel. I want him tOi' realize that these
people are being harshly and unfairly
dealt with. These women have to suffer
because the Government will not treat
them fairly.
Will the Treasurer say
straight out that 2781. 6d. a week is not
snfficient pay for an office cleaner ~ The
Treasur,er is silent. He will not answe,r
that question. Does he, then, believe
that it iE> sufficient ~ I want these women
to bE} paid higher wages and to receive
the full amount from the Neglected
Children's Department fo,r their boardedou t children.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-The matter could
be brought up on the Public Works Department's Estimates.
Mr. V{ ALLACE.-I prefer to bring
the ma.tter up whilst the Treasurer is at
the table. However, for the present I
will let it go at that.. If the questions I
have asked are not answered, I shall have
more to say on thel subjeoet a little later on.
Mr. ROGERS.-I notice that there has
heen an increase of £20,000 in losses on
non-paying railway lines during the
l"st twelve, months.
I want to give
:l1l the credit I
possihly can to
t~10 TreasureiI'.
I do not, want to
l',~ 1ike mem hers on the other (the.
::'I Iinisteorial) side of, tlie House, al,'-ays complaining about the Treasurer. I
want to give him all the consideration I
thin~c he is entitled to.
But I do say
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that this item, which is increasing year
after year, ought. to be looked into by him.
The losses on the non-paying lines,
a.ccording to this year's figures, total
£93,000, compared with £73,000 last
year.
I should like some information
how it is that the losses have increased
so much.
It is said by cOountry members that there is a good deal of loss on
the suburban railways. I do not think
the Treasurer would ta,gr.ee with that.
There is some justification in certain instances for constructing lines that are not
likely to pay for a few years, but it is
the Treasurer's duty to soo that the losses
do not increase from year to year.
Mr. WARDE.-SO long as we keep
building fresh lines there are bound to
be losses.
Mr. HANNAH.-You want to ask the
Railways Standing Committee about that.
Mr. ROGERS.-Notwithstandin~ what
the Railways Standing Committee may be
responsible Ifor in .reoommending these
lines, I think the Treasurer has sufficient
ability tOo cope with: the position.
Mr. HANNAH.-I do not think he 'has.
Mr. ROGERS.-I have never hesitated
to express my confidence in the ability of
the Treasurer. I, hope he will look into
this matter. He ought not to 'allow himt:elf to' be coerced by any member, no matter in what part of the House he may: sit.
The railways ought to be made to pay
their way, no matter whether they are
run in the metrOopolitan area .or in the
country.
I have been told that these
losse~ hav~ been broug-ht about because
we have had no one with a sufficient sense
of responsibility too see t'hat a reasonable
and payable charge is made for the trans'Port of goods on our lines.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-You would not advocate a company taking them over,
would you ~
Mr. ROGERS.-I certainly will not advocate 50,000,000 bus'hels of wheat being
conveyed over our railways next year at
the rate charged last year. The existing
rate means that every bushel of wheat
carried on the railways is transported at
a loss. That is a serious statement to
make.
Mr. OLD.-It would be if it were true.
Mr. ROGERS.-If this matter were
properly looked into I believe it would
be found that a good deal of the loss is occasioned by carrying produce at less than
a payable rate.
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Mr. OLD.-The best paying lines we
have are the wheat carrying lines in the
Mallee.
Mr. ROGERS.-I am not sure that is
correct, and it will take more than a
IT ember of the Farmers Union to con-_
VInce me.
Mr. OLD.-If you do not want to be
convinced you are beyond hope.
Mr. ROGERS.-I am not convinced
of the truth of the honorable member's
statement. I want to impress upon the
Treasurer t'he importance of thoroughly
investigating this matter. The loos on
nOll-paying lines has been increased during the ye'ar by £20,000, and it is about
time steps were taken to prevent the
amount being further increased. I am
satisfied that if t.lle Treasurer will look
into this question he will do what he can
to pre\'ent the present state of affairs continuing, even if it Illleans a big increase in
t ares and freights.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer).-Last
year I took exception to the accounts rendered by the Railways Commissioners in
cunnexion with non-paying lines. Honorable members can understand that this
loss h~s to be made by the Treasury,
ani that d02s not put my Department in
a good light. I found it impossible to
check the figures , and I told the Commissioners that I was disturbed by the statell~ents of the honorable member for Fitzroy, who. ha~ proved that some of the lines
supposed to be non-paying were really
paying, and vice ve?·sa. I found that all I
could do was to see that the AuditorGeneral certified to the correctness of the
accOounts. I had no other check in the
rna tter . Before we adjourned for supper
I may have appeared a little discourteous
to the honorable member for Albert Park.
I certainly had no desire to do. so. When
the -honorable member was speaking about
the wages paid to office cleaners to-day I
heard thb Minister of Public Instruction
say that the Public "Vorks Department
controlled those cleaners, and it was on
the estimates of that Department that
this matter should properly be discussed.
Mr. CLOUGH.-But you have to :find the
TI'oney.
Mr. MoPHERSON.-Yes, but I cannot explain. all the items. Eaoh: Minister
'has to' do that in connexion with his own
Estimates.
The honorable member for
Albert Park can take my assurance that
this matter will be dealt with at the
proper time.
\Vhen the question was
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brought up last year, I was asked to pay
these women the" rate they received from
the Commonwealth, and I agreed to do
that. These women work fOol' about an
hom' iII. the mOrll111g and for about an
hour and a half in the afternoon. In the
interval they have opportunities of adding to their income, so that, all things
being taken into consideration, 27s. 6d.
a week is not such bad pay. Still, the
Government do not want to sweat anybody. The honorable member referred to
a woman with three or four children.
Her case may be a hard Qne, but all the
cleaners are not in that position.
One
of them appealed to a friend of mine to
know how she could invest her money in
war bonds. She was able to invest £200.
It is necessary in considering this matter
to take a broad view of the position. I
feel that, having agreed tOo the request
made to me last ye'ar to pay these women
the same rate that the Commonwealth
paid its office-cleaners, I have done a fair
thing.
Mr. WALLAcE.-l have mentioned
the case of a woman whO' was getting
27s. 6d. as an Ooffiee-cleaner and whQ had
children boarded out to her, but she was
not allowed tQ receive more than 35s. a
week. She told me she did not want her
case mentioned, because she was afraid
she might lose her position; but the
amount she receives is not at all sufficient,
and that is o.n!3 .of the reasons why I
asked that the rate should be increased.
Mr. ROGERs.-The average wo-rking
hours are five, not two.
lVlr. EVERARD.~I was ,pleoased to
hear the honorable member for Melbourne
speaking so highly of the Treasurer.
I
should like to point. out that the losses
are nClt. all on country lines. There, is a
loss on the Deepdene' line, and there is
suppose.d to be a loss on the Hurstbridge
line. I am not qUIte satisfied that the·re
is a loss on the latte.r line, and I think,
if the matter we're gone into closely, it
WQuld be fQund that the· line has nQt
been credited with the money it has
earned. I was very pleased to hear the
honor:able· meliliber for Fitzroy speak very
sb:-ongly on this matter some time ago.
I trust that the Tre,asurer will :take a
keen interest in the quest.ion O'f these nonpaying .li;nes .and ascedai~ -exactly what
the posltIQn IS. I now WIsh to refer to
another matter. During the last dav or
two it has come unde,r my nartie-e that a
great many w.ounded soldiers have been
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very badly tre'ated by :the Railway Department and the' Treasury. Two bOYl:l
who had boo'll very severely wounded
were brought before the Prahran Cpurt
and fined £1 each for travelling on the
railways withGut ticke:ts. It is lIF' to. us
to. give the bGYs who went to. fight for us
In anOother case a
a little latitude:.
young relturned soldier caune dOown from
Yarra Glen tOo MelbOourne. He went to
see Mr. Meek at the Tre'asury Department, and Mr. lVleek tOold him that he
cOould not give him a, railway ticket to
Mansfie,ld, whe,re his parents reside. This
yDung man was in a, terrible condition of
helalth.
Mr. BROoWNBILL.-Was he in unifOorm 1
Mr. EVERARD.-No'. But the two
boys whO' were fined at the Prahran Court
were in uniform. This young man cOould
nOot get any satisfaction frGm Mr. Meek.
I am glad to. say that the Minister Df
Railways, uuder wh06e notice the case
was brought, supplied the, boy with a
ticket.
Sarr.le cOonsideration should be
given tOo the boys WhOo fGught foor us
and' came back wOounded.
A bDy WhD
has been badly wounded and WhD wishes
tOo visit his rel~tive6 in a distant part Df
the country should be provided with a
pass. It. makes my blOood bOoil tOo think
that a lad almost in a, helpless cOonditiDn
had tOo beg for a pass. I appeal to the
Tre,asure,r to show considera tiOon in cases
Oof this kind. The bct that twOo boys in
uniform were brought before a COourt and
fin~ £1 each foT' traveUing Oon the railways without ticke,ts is a shame and a disgracel tOo us. vVhile I am in this House
as a representative of a lOoyal district I
shall raisel my voice in prOotest against
such a, thing.
Mr. 'VARDE.-I think the Treasurer
shOould have given us some info:mr.l.atiOon
as tOo the lines on which there have been
lOo~es. As morel railways are made the
lOosses will increase, because I am firmly 0'£
the Oopinion t.hat any lines tha,t ma ...T be
cOonstructed for developmental purposes,
with the exce'Ption probably of a, few
miles of railway that may be oonstructed
in the l\i{allee, will not COIL€' within cOO-oo
of heing payable propositions, except
for the land-OownetI's along therir route.
Parliament construct.; lines without consulting t,he Commissionerrs any more than
toO O"eJt their evidence as tOo whether they
cOon~ider tha,t the lines should be huilt,
and then hands them ·orver tOo the COommis3io~~'rs, who' are told to make a pfiop'03it
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tion pay that no lIlian could make pay
for fifteen or twenty years.
So.as to
protect the Commissioners against losses
on polit,ically constructed lines or other
lines, it was determined that after any
lines we're handed over too the Commissioners any losses would have to be, m.ade
good by the Treasury. In Oother words,
Parliament and the country must take
the respOonsibility of forcing railways on
to the C'omJIliissioners that will not pay
for many ye,ars. Political influence was
sufficient tOo whittle away any p["otection
there was, and GOovernments have been
weak enough, because pressure threatened
to throw them off the Treasury bench, to
authctI'ize the construction of lines that
would not pay. The Act makes it obligatOory' for the Treasurer tOo make up the
losses on nOon-paying lines. He mav dispute the account furnished him: by saying
the["e has not been a, loss, but once that
is settled, the Treasury is Tightly liable
for l06soo on railways forced Oon the COIILmissioners. It is not a bit of use criticising
the CommissiOone,rs when Parliament, as a
ma.tter of pOol icy has decided upon the
construction of lines which fOil' years to
come will not pay anyone except the
land-owne,rs; who have: got increased
prices for their land and have gone to
other Sta,tes, after swearing before the
Railways Standing Committee that they
would cultivate the land if a railway were
constructed.
Mr. MORJ~EY.-:POo you say the, faflffiers
ar€, to blame ~
Mr. 'VARDE.-In many instances the
men w.ho sWOore that they woOuld cultivate
their land did not do so. They SGld out
at double the value of their land and
bought big properties in the other States.
Mr. OLD.-If they sold out SoOme one
else must be carrying on and supplyinp
prOoduce for the railways to. carry.
:Mr. \VARDE.-The land is not being
cultivateC!., so there is no. fr·eight.
Mr. OLD.-If a man bought property
at twice its original value', he would
have to cultivate tOo make it pay.
Mr. 'VARDE.-He makes it pay by
running sheep and lambs, and that dOoes
not provide freight for the! railways. If
lands wit.hin 10 miles of railways were
cultivated to, the extent of 30 per cent. o,f
their capacity, there wQtuld be nQt loss on
The only cure for it is
the railways.
taxation of a heavy ki.nd upon the owners
of land tha,t is within eight or ten miles of
a railway who do not cultivate their pro-
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perties, but leave the real ,cultivator.s of
the land to pay the high freights while
they pocket their profits from using their
land for carrying sheep and lambs. The
small farmer is the real cultivator, and if
there was more cultivation there would
be more freight for iilie railways, and the
deficiency ,that exists would be abolished.
Before Sir Thomas Tait had been in this
country six months he pointed .out that
it was' ridiculous to construct railway
lines in all portions of the country that
would never pay while the land adjacent
to the lines was ,simply devoted to the
grazing of sheep.
In my opinion, 1he
T.reasurer should certainly have given us
a list of those lines.
Mr. MCPHERSON. - I might have
brought that along.
Mr. BARNEs.-Those particulars appear in every annual report.
Mr. W ARDE.-They are important,
and the Treasurer might quote them lat'er
on. There is another point I want to
make. According 10 thissta temen t, we
paid for returned soldiers of the Australian and Imperial Forces in 1919-20 a
sum of £93,000. This year the estimate
is only £7,000. If justice was done, the
State Treasurer of Victoria sh.ould not be
responsible for one penny of that money.
:11r. MCPHERSON.-Quite right.
Mr. W ARDE.-That is a Oommonwealth liwbility, and ought to be met by
the Oommonwealth.
I should say that,
even at £93,000, the Oommissioners carrip,d those people at reducc:d fares.
)1r. :NfCPIIERSON.-At excursion rates,
I think.
}Ir. WARDE.----If ,the Railways Oommissioners ,are expected to carryon the
railways in anything like a business manner, and they are ordered to do that work,
they should be paid for it. You cannot
issue free passes indiscriminately, and not
call on some one to pay.
'Mr. EVERARD.-N.o one wants them to
do it indiscriminately.
}Ir. WARDE.-The honorable member brmlght up to-night cases of two
soldiers mho were fined £1 each for travelling on the railways without a ticket. He
complains that that was an inhum,an,
brutal thing.
Mr. EVERARD.-Under the circumstances.
Mr. WlARDE.-I asked him, by interjection, whom' he blamed for that posi-
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tion, but he went ahead like a torrent let
loose. He 'would not answer.
nfr. EVERARD.-The honorable member
likes to thr.ow his interjections about.
11:r.. W ARDE.-I w,anted information.
1\11'. EVERARD.-I told the bare facts of
the case.
Mr. W ARDE.---JThe honorable member went 'On to <condemn all and sundry,
but never singled out anyb.ody.
Mr. EVERARD.-J was singling out the
Treasurer.
Mr. W ARDE.-If the honorable member did, I do not think he was right in
singling out the Treasurer.
LOoes the
honorable member lay down this policythat returned soldiers are to be ,at. liberty
to go on railway trains and travel withou t tickets?
Mr. EVERARD.-Not all.
Mr. ,WARDE ..-Any ·of them?
Mr. EVERARD.-In cases where these
boys are badly wounded, I say they should
.
not !be neglected.
Mr. MdPHERsoN.-These two did not
go to the Treasury before they went .on
that train.
Mr. W ARDE.-Am I to understand
that returned soldiers, in the opinion of
the honorable mem·ber for Evelyn, are t.o
have th~ right to go on Tailway train.s
a~d travel without tickets, and not ('xpect to be prosecuted, or have anything
done to them?
Mr. EVERARD.-Is that your premise?
Keep .on, you are doing very well.
'Mr. W ARDE.-I can make nothing
else out of what the honorable member
said. I hold that a soldier who comes
back to this country, and is discharged
from his military service, must conform
to the civil laws of this country as much
as any other man.
He should not be
privileged to ride free on the railways
any m.ore than I or any other man in this
community.
Mr. EVERARD.-YOU do ride free.
Mr. W ARDE.-I have it by law.
Mr. EVERARD.-Yes, by law, but this
unfortunate soldier could not get a
ticket.
M,r. W ARDE.-Then he complains
about ,being fined £1.
!1r. EVERARD.-Those are the first two.
Mr. ,WARDE.-The soldier has no
right. to travel on the l~ailways without a
ticket, and the officials of the railways
who were responsible for -bringing that
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bC£ole tho Oourt \'lore only doing
their duty in the interests of the ~om
munity. If the honorable member thmks
that when these m'en were brought before
the 100urt the magistrate did wrong in
fining them £1, I could understand his
finding fault with the magistrate, but
there wlas no responsibility I()n the Railways ICominissioners, as these men did not
go to the Treasurer or the Minister to
ask for free passes before they entered
the train. The responsibility, therefore,
is thetr own [or whatever penalty they
irlcurred.
Mr. EVERARD.-The honDrable member
is doing very well.
Mr. W ARDE.-There is too much
cant and humbug about this returned
soldier business. The Ibest 'friend ,of the
soldier himself would not uphold that
sort of thing for one moment. If the
honDrable member sent that case before
the returned soldiers to-morrow, I ,am
snre that .they w~ould no~ uphold the man
who acted in this way. They would say
that, if a soldier in distress requires treatment, there are institutions which will
relieve him.
Mr. !1:oRLEy.-Quite right.
Mr. W ARDE.-And the returned
soldier in distress must exhaust the Telief
t.hat can be obtained from these institutions befDre he becomes an anarrhist in
this community.
Mr. EVERARD.~What about the other
ra,se?
Mr. WARDE.-I know nothing about
the ot.her case. But the honorable member thought that, 'by rushing ahead like
a torrent, he would make an appeal that
on the facts was not warranted. I believe that if these men had gone to the
Tight ,authorities, if they had gone to the
Treasury, they wou1d have got as:ststance.
Mr. EVERARD.-They would not give
it.
Mr. MCPHERSON.--I heard nothing
about it.
!1:r. EVERARD.-They were turned
down by ~t[r. Meek. They were told they
w'ould have to get some other evidence.
Mr. W ARDE.-If Mr. Meek did that,
he did very wrong, but I have always
found Mr. :Meek very fair, and very far
from ,being a hard-hearted man. His
qualities are all the opposite.
mUll
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lvIr. EVERARD.-If you saw the men,
you, would not be talking a:s you are
doing.
M.r. WARDE.-I am talking of the
uciti,ons of men who went on a railway
train and wanted to be carried for nothing, and who, when they were caught
breaking the law, made ,an ad misericordiam appeal, although there are institutions that would readily reEevB> any
cases of distress. The responsibility of
looking after these soldiers is Teally a
Commonwealth propositiDn, and without
the least doubt the Commonwealth ought
to shoulder its ,responsibility.
Mr. MORLEY.-Hecould have gone to
the Repatriation Department.
lh. WARDE.-There are many placeg
where he would -have been readily attended to. I find fault with anyone who
will stand up and trot out these cases as
cases of injured innocence when what
has happened ha's occurred through their
own neglect, while there are institutions
for their relief in existence. lit is unfair
to :reflect on the Treasurer and Parliament for something that is already provided for-because these cases are provided for, and it was only from their
want of knowledge, or for some other 'reaSOIl, that they did not go toibe place
where they could be attended to. The
Oommonwealth authorities have the
largest revenue availa'ble in this country.
They have the right 'Of tax3Jtion over
everything that the States can tax, in addit.ion to the Oustoms, which is 'a large
,item, and they are better able to shoulder
the responsibility of looking after the returned 'soldieI's than the individual States
are, because their resources are greater.
They have not done it. What they have
sU'creeded in doing is in transferring
nearly the whole of their liabilities improperly to the States. Oe~tainly they
have borrowed money and lent it to the
States for the repatriation of the soldiers.
Mr. SNowBALL.-The same people have
iJ) pay it 'after all.
Mr. \VARDE.-Tha,t does not matter,
thel responsibility is on this Parliament.
As, in addJtion to our system of raising
levenne, the Commonwealth Government
Itave t,he C~1stoms they are in a better
position to Shol1lder the responsibility
in::J,n the Stat~s are. The Commonwealth
Government have lent to the States, in-
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eluding Vldor~aJ a certain sum of money
for repatriating the soldiers. I will undertake to say that if the Commonwealth
Government. tell the truth, they know as
well as we do that before these schemes
301'<:: completed some millions of pounds
will be lost, and it is not the Oommonwealth which will lose, but the States.
'They know that ~n the end the States
will have to pay for whatever failures take
place in repatriat.ion. They have cleverly
unloaded their responsibility on to the
States, wbch will eventually have to bear
the loss, because t'he States will have to repay everj" penny len t them by the Oommonwealth. If failure comes along to
numbers of these people, and there i::; a
fall in the high prices which they paid
for the land, it will be the Hodney water
proposition. over again.
Some millions
of pounds will be written off and the
St.ate will be the leser. I would not have
spoken on this question ha.d it not been
for the honorable member for Evelyn. As
far as I c~n s·ee no wrong has been inflicted ·on the men he referred to. The
honorable member did not make out a
case of any hardship. What he did show
was that probably, through ignorance,
they failed to go to the proper institution to get relief, and ,because of that
we have this sympathetic appeal made
to the House.
I do not think it was
gronnded on fair facts. If ever there :s
a case in which unjust and' unfair treatment is mete:l out to any of thes·e men
I will be just as great n ~~hampiol1 of the
real dinknm soldier 3S anYone ill this
House.
"
l\1r. HANNAH.-In connexi()n with
the payments to the Railway Department,
I have someth:ng to say concerning the
vote of £93,000 for loss on non-paving
lineR. It. i~ not the Treasurer who can
remedy' this, for he is only a fly' on the
wheel, sa to speak. During the last fourteen or fifteen years the Railways Standing Committee has been inqUIring into the
.wisdom of bu]ding certain railways.
After go,jng fully into the evidence concerning a line they come down with a
report that it will show a certain profit.
Whenever the construction of such lines
has been submitted I have questioned the
wisdom or const.ructing them, and on 'One
or two occasions I have stood a.lone. Can
honorable members expect this thing to
g-o on year after year ~ On several occasions I have asked members of the Rail01
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way~ Standing Committee if they could
Justll:y sCome of the:r recommelldations~
Take the case of the line from N eerim
South to Tooronga River. '\Then tlw Committee presented their report they showed
tJl<l.t it was specifically a timl:er line.
They stated that, if eOllstruC'tecl, it would
bring in :1 certain revelll;e. 1 f,omted
out at the time, as a referenc3 to 1/ (/Iw{1'd
~vill provo, that it would be years betore. that l111e would br_ng l.0 any revenue,
because there was no connectincy link with
the forest. Just imagine, a sho~t line like
that shoNs a loss of £5,12'Z. Yet the
Committee estimated that it would show
a profit. Call honorab1e members value
the recommendations o-f the Committee
\,.rho(';l1 that sort of thing occurs ~
111'. S~owBALL.-The Ra1ways Standin~ Committee justifies itself in recyard to
all these non-paying lines.
"
Mr. HANNAH.-Of course, when it
has to defend itself.
.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I would rely more 011
the report of the Committee than en that
which Y01.1 j;ave in your hands.
lVIr. HANNAH.-This is the report of
the Railway Department, and I think the
attitude of the honorable member is rather
unfair. Non-paying lines are handed over
to the Department. and then the Com.
missioners are blamed because they do not
show a profit. The time has come whon
we must not blame the Commissioners
for the·se lin es.
:Mr. SNowBALL.-They should be asked
to make them pay. They approved of
their construction.
~lr.· HANN AIL-They dId not approve of the construction of some of
them. Oan honorable members under
any stretch of imagination place any reliance upon what the farmers have 'been
saying to the ·effect that these lincs will
bring ill a certain revenue when coustructed?
~Ir. ~1:oRLEY.-I heard you telling the
House that railways and roads should be
made to open up the country.
~1:r. HANNAH.-I am not opposed to
the construction of developmental railways, but I want to see the principle laid
down that lines are not to be hal1d~.d
ove:!.' to the Oommissioners that we know
will not nay. The late honorablc member for Albert Park, Mr. ElIilslie, who waH
Leader of the Opposition at the time,
repeat·edly called attention to the fact
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that, in order to make' these lines profitable, there should be more cultivation
along them. The question of the nonpaying lines is a serious one. The hon(Hable member for M,elbourne appealed to
the Treasurer to make an alteration, but
that would be a Herculean task for him.
We have a loss of £93,000, and it is dis,creditable to the Government, and to
honorable members to allow it to go on.
'The line from Ne~erim South t()l Toorongo Rivt'r should not have been con·structed until a determination had been
,arrived at as to how the timber would be
brought to the line, and 'before it was
constructed I asked the Minister of Railways whether he would take steps to open,
'up the forest. Imagine any business :firm
puttiQg in a saw-milling plant in that
forest when it is not in any way connected
with the railway. I could take the honor:able member for Benambra to half-a-dozen
non-paying lines adjacent to forests that
:are ,capable of making the lines pay.
'There is a market for the ,timber, but the
!Government will not connect the forests
wi th lines that have cost thousands of
-pounds. T cannot see how anyone can
justify such an attitude. The Railways
'Standing Oommittee tells honorable mem'bers certain things.
They gape, and
swallow, and then wonder why the lines
·do not pay. The line from Bairnsdale to
'Orbost is a national one, but the route
:goes through a lot of poor country. 1
.can mention four lines that are unprofitable, but are adjacent to forest lands that
.are not connected up with the lines. The
loss on the Cavendish-Toolondo lines is
£5,000, and it was constructed in 1914.
There is a loss also on the Ohillingollah
,to Manangatang line.
Mr. OLD.-With a normal wheat crop
'last year there would not have been any
]oss on it.
Mr. HANNAH.-I agree with ,the
'honorable member. I do not refer to that
~Iine so much as to some of the others.
. .A.s the honorable ~ember for Flemington
~a~d. the witnesses who ~o before the
~Railways Standing Committee give evi,dence upon whic'h the Committee bases
'jts recommendations. Parliament authorizes the construction of the lines and
,then up goes the cost of the land.
in goes the surplus, Oor the une,arned in.(.~rement, to their pOockets, and these loya.l
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farmers are to' be found drawing sums
frOom the Treasury, and gOoing Ooff to the
ot.her States. ThlS is becommg a serious
m'enace to the country. A condition of
things is being brQlught about that the
'Treasurer cannot alter by waving a wand.
It is not a case fo,r magic. It can only be
altered by the exe.rcise of common sense,
with the power of the law behind it. We
must soo that the lands through which
the railway lines pass are compulsorily
cultivated up to' a given point, anyhOow.
It. is necessary tOo continually urge: that
thIS shall be: done. Whilst it is not done
the Government are nOot doing their duty.
Mr. SNo\vBALL.~That is very solemn.
Mr. HANNAH.-I dOl net care how
sDlemn it is. I ~m just as much interested in the gOiod gQlvernment Q1f this
country as is the cheerful member. I ask
tha t these lines shall be made profitab1e.
If they arel not made prOifitable it is time
to cry a halt. We shQluld alter our policy
in rega,rd to them.
The Treasurer has
given the Committee no single word of
explanatiOon. I did expect that either the
Trea.surer 0Ir the Minister Q1f Railways
would give us a statesmanlike statement
of the positiOon. I want to refer tOi a few
orthel:ri nlOn-p,aying lines. We ha,ve had
mention Q1f the line from Eltham to.
Hurstbridge, on which there was a loss of
£2,995. Then we have the Ferntree,
Gully tOi Gembrook line, with a loss of
£8,478; Hamilton to Cavendish, £1,933;
Heywood to! Mumbannar, £5,488; the
Lorquon to Yanac line, £2,079; and the
1\10e tOi Walhalla line, with a less of
~,6,398.
Almost my first essay in this
HOIuse was an OIbjection that I raised to
the MDe to Walhalla line. The Opposition made the Government of the day
jump. The GOovernment had not too
~Teat a ~ajority in those, days. They did
nOit find It sO' easy to· get a Bill through
when the late Sir Thomas Bent was in
charge as the p~es,ent Government dOles.
vVhy 7 Because honorable members were
prepared to sit up all night at any period
Oof the session rather than let things be
dOone that they did not believe in. Today all that is necessary is tOi get a report
from the Railways Standing Committee.
There is the Rushworth to, Stanhope
North line, on which there is a loss of
£1)800. That is my native place. I had
a word to say on that line and the local
residents did not like it,' though they
were my fellow-townsmen. That line went
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through magnifioent land, much 00£ which
still remains uncultivated. The fO'rmer
honO'rable member for Eaglehawk furnished figures showing that one man alone
owned £100,000 wor'iih af the land
through which that line passed. Further
down the list I come acrass the Tallangatta to Oudgewa line-11r. BEARDMORE.-That. is nat dealt
with yet.
Mr. HANNAH.-Nat dealt with yet!
At any rate, we are lasing nearly £10,000
a year on it. If we can dO' that before
the line is built, what will be the lass after
it is constructed ~ It appears that the
greater the prosperity with regard to' a
railway, the greater are the losses. Honorable members are evidently not studying the railway reparts. If they did study
thein, they would cry a halt to some of
this expenditure. W·e have a de,ficiency
of £100,000 on non-paying lines to' face,
and the Treasurer has na·t said one word
as to' how it is to be met next year. The
country pays up,_ and the thing is all
right. What is the policy of the Minister
of Railways ~ How does he prapose to
alter this canditi~n of things ~ The time
has come when we shOould not permit thi::;
sort of thing to' go on. If we dO' so, we
are re·crean t tOo our trust. VV'e are nOot
doing our duty as l'epresentatives of the
peaple. Personally, I shall take, every
opportunity of drawing the attention of
the House to this matter until we have
the Government policy properly defined.
Some three years agO' the present Premier
delivered' a pO'licy speech at Castlemaine.
He said, "I have remitted to the Railways Standing Cammittee the carrying
out af our pO'licy in connexion with the
construction of the lines." Three years ago
he remitted the question of the construction of a line to the Railways Standing
Committee, and a very cons·ervative report
upon it was presented to' the Rouse.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-The .Age is better
than this.
lVrr. HANNAII.-The honorable member can read the .A lle if he likes or gO' to
be,d. I am bIking about important matters, and I am going tOI force them on the
attention O'f the Committee. Unless I get
the infa!rmatioo I desire I will talk on
eve,rv single item. It is necessary that w(:
should have a stat-ement of the -policy of
the Government in regard to' these· matters.
I want to know if the Commissioners have a palicy and brains enarug!l
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to put iii into operatiO'll. I have a righ~
to get this information, and the. count.rv
is demanding it. I am nQit responsible
for this repQlrt. I have anly to analyze
it and use my judgment. with regard tal it.
I am satisfied that every statement I have
made in regard to the present position IS
carrect. I have referred tOI the conservative repo·rt made by the Railwa.ys Standing Oammittee with regard to the extcllsion of the railway line from Healesvillo
to N arbethoog. The Cammittee toak a
long time to prepare a repa['t on this matter' and now it has belen referre,d to' It
agaiu. I do nat know what time will be
taken for the presenta.tion of the second
report, but we must havel a policy with
regard to these DQln-paying lines. If we
cannO't get a gleam Q1f light. from the Treasurer it will be necess.ary to' l,oak to the·
Minister of Railways, whO' must accept
some relspollsibility in connexion with therepQlI't O'f the CO!Il1IIlissianers. In additim:::
to the necessity for having a policy in regard to nan-paying lines, we also want~
~;ome change in the carrying out of the
electrification of the suburban lines. 1.
entirelly agree with the honQlrable member
fO'r Flemington, and I hape we will haw"j·
same policy put fQlI'ward with regard to'
these matte1rs, because, to' my mind, theposition is selrious.
l\fr. SNOvVBAL.L.-I want to say;.
few wO'rds on the tre:atment olf incapacitrtted returned soldiers. I understand the
GQlvernment have! made up their mind to
grant travelling facilities on the railways
to men who arel attending the hospital~J
and who have been incapacitated as a result of the war. vVith regard to the cases
mentioned by the honorable member for
Evelyn, there is no doubt the so-ldiers wcn~
guilty O'f a breach of the by-laws in travelling without tickets. There is, however.
a unanimous opinion in this 1I ouse anrI
elsewhere that free travelling facilitie
should be granted to' these men. Evel'~'
State in the Commonwealth has be (l 1':
granting such facilities for the -pam;
twelve month~. 1 cannO't look in the fae(~
of a returned soldie1r who has been crippled
fO'r life, or who is being wheeled about iF
an invalid chair, and see him stapped a·!~
a railway barrier with a demand for t.
ticket. i dOl nOit know any member wk,.
would justify such a demand.
At tn~
same time, we cannot say that all returnetl
soldiers should be allowed free· travelling
facilities on our ra.i1ways. N Qi such claitrA.
will be made on their behaH. I undcl"-
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:stand tha.t the GoveifI1,ment are going to

these two, and they- will dOl for me.

.act gen€trbrusly towards incapacitated mell.

can go through as many as he likes, and
it is just as well for the Committee to

A claim has been made that the Federal

He

Government orught to provide fa,r these know the facts in connexion with them.
.lllen. Probably, in themy, the obligation The two lines I have mentioned illustrate
Joe:; rest a'll the Fe-de(l'al Government, but the difficultiels ·of the Ra.ilways Standin~
Committe,e. I spoke on this question ill
we must recognise that the money comes
out of the pockelts of the same people, and 1916, and I asked that the Committee
it is a beggarly position foc Victoria to should be given greater autha1rity in relltand alane and relfuse these facilities. gard to non-paying lines. The Committee
PrOibably the honorable ~ember for was given authority to deal with the
li:velyn was not aware that the Govern- Beech Forest line, the Tocumwal line,
ment was gQling to dOl the' right thing by and one or ,tw·o ·others. I asked that,
"thel3e men. He was right in referring to 'where the Railways S.tanding Committee
t.he cases which were before the I>rahrall had re'commended a line, anticipatCourt to-clay, but I am' satisfied that the ing tha t that line woruld pay when
Minister of Railways will see that no it had gained ~ certain quantity of
punishment is infiict.ed 011 the two m~n traffic and a· oedain revenue, in the
referred to'.
event af its nOit paying, the Com'fhb CHAIRMAN put the question for mittee shauld have the powelr itself,
t~le grantiilg of the vote under discuswithout appealing to uhi,s H'ouse, to go
SIon .
and .look at that line for its own infor.Mr. HANNAH.-Are we nart going to. mation, :find out why the line did not pay,
ha,va a, sta,temen t from the Minister 7
and what mistake the Committee had
Mr. SNowBALL.-Oh, we have refrained made, it" it had made 'a mistake.' I think
frOim discussing these matte'rs.
that isa power that should be given the
Mr. HANNAH.-I do; nOit care, what
Committee. We do not want to look at
t1w honorable member has done.
this question with a vie!w of getting the
Mr. McPHERSON (Trelasurer).-I do better ()If one another. If mistakes have
not want to be discarurtearus to the honorbeen made, we want to :find out where
able member, but what can I say to him?
He ha,s a statement showing the lines Q1n they have been made, with a view of
which losses arel made. We have done all ayoiding them in th~ future. The Walwe can as a Gove(l'nment tOi try and put halla line was 'recommended by the Railthese railways in such a pa,c:ition that they ways Standing Oommittee. The Long
will pay. We have secured the best man.- Tunnel Mine was then in full working
age:r we could get in the warld, and we order, and thousands of miners were then
are putting the railway::, in his charge. working in the district. Eleven years
His attention has bee'll dra,wn to these after, when all thel mines were closed and
nOon-paying lines, and hel will be asked to the miners had left, the Government
make them pay ~s far as possible. If brought in the old recommendation of the
there is any further information the hon- Railways Standing Oommittee, instead of
orable member desires, I shall be pleased asking the Oommi ttee to make another
to get it for him.
.
inquiry, and 'on the -strength of an elevenMr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz7"oy).-The year-old recommendation, built t.hat line.
hCYIlorable member for Collingwood has reSir ALEXANDEH PEAcocK.-That is
ferred to a numher af non-paying lines, qui te correct.
and has attacked the Railways Standing
Mr. HANNAH.-The mine was still
COimmittee. I have nOi desire to attempt open when the Bent Government recomto defend that Committee, but I would mended the line, and it was not cIo·sed
.ha ve been pleased if he had gone mOire until -three years afterwa'rds.
into detail. He has mentioned two lines
Mr .•J. W. BILLSON (FitzroyL-The
particularly, one a,t Walhalla, a·nd the
Long Tunnel Mine was still working;
other from Eltham to H urstbridge.
Mr. HANNAH.-I did not particularly but, as the :l\{inister of Railways knows,
montion them.
The honorable member better than ,any m'an in this House, it
was not in the House, and could not have was 'about the 'only mine that was working in the district, and there were very
heard me .
. Mr. ,T. W. BII~LSON (Fitzroy) .-1 few men employed on it. The whole disheard the honorable member mention trict had started to go down. The con-
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ditions ha,d completely changed. I say was estimated as follows :-Fl'uit, 1,000 tons;
agricultural produce, 400 tons; firewood, 3,600
to honorable members that they ought not tons; making a total of 5,000 tons. The outto take notice of an old recommendation wards goods traffic for 1915-16 was 8,273 tons.
of the Rail ways Standing Oommittee for 'rhe inwards goods traffic was estimated at 611
The inwards goods traffic in 11.)15-16
two reasons. If you ·are dealing with a -:"ons.
was 8,313 tons. Here we have this anomaly:
matter in regard to which the Railway::; that, while the passenger traffic and the goods
Standing Committee made a recommen- traffic have more than doubled the estimated
dation a number of years ago, you should traffic, the figures issued by the Railways Coma,sk the COIDm'ittee to visit the district to missioners not onlv show that the Hurst's
Bridge line is still on the non-paying list, but
see whart ,changes have taken place. The that the actual loss has largely exceeded the
district may have gone back. If the Com- estimated loss. The estimated annual charges~
mitte'€! has rejected a line, and afterwards working expenses, and interest for this line
it is desired to build that line, the, Com- totalled £2,941. Yet the loss in 1913 was.
mittee should be asked to inquire again, £2,452;
because ronditions may have changed What do honorable members think of
completely. Big estates may have been thad We estimated, on the figures of
cut up, and large settlement may have the Railways Oommissionel's, that if we
taken place. What was not justified in got 17 ,000 bookings the line would almost
one year might be well justified a year pay, yet we got over 40,000 hookings, and
01' two afterwards.
In speaking on the instead 0 f the loss ·being £400 it was
Budgot, .in 1916, I gave a list of the non- £2,452paying lines, the revenue, including the
in 1914, £2,193; and the following year, foJ'
not' revenue from traffic brought from some unaccountable reason, the loss reached
othor lines, the working expenses, the in- the large sum of £7,121. 'What was the rl'ason
for this? I want honorable members to be
terest charges, the losses, and the total perfectly
clear in the matter. The line was
losses for five years. I also gave the re- recommended.. on an estimated loss of £421 pl'r
commendations of the Oommittee, the all- annum. The estimated traffic has been more
ticipated working expenses, and the anti- than doubled. The passenger traffic, estimated
10,000, has gone up to 40,000, and the outcipated revenue. I shall now quote from at
wards goods traffic, which was estimated at
my speech with regard to the Eltham and 5,000 tons, has gtme up to 8,.000 tons. The
Hurst's Bridge line, because it is typical inwards traffic, which was estimated at 611
tons, has gone up for the year 1915-16 to
of the other cases.
.
Mr. HANNAlr.-It will not do as an 8,313 tons. The higher the receipts go the
greater is the increase in the expenditure.
example 'Of the three lines on whirh there The capital, to a large extent, must remain
are big losses.
there, the cars are there, the rails are
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).- there, the construction charges are there~
yet the working expenses have continued to
What line would the honorable member and
go up, and up, and up, until they have made
like me to 'take? It does not matter to what should have been a splendid asset to this
me. The figures I quoted were official State an awful abyss for the sinking of public
money.
figures. I saidTake another case of non-paying railways, That is the histo·ry of the. Hurst's Bridge
that from Eltham to Hurst's Bridge.
The lin.e.
Refe'renoe was also made to the
estimates submitted to the Committee by the Tocumwal and Ghe'ringhap lines. I quesRailways Commissioners in 1908 showed that tioned, faT reasons which I gave to the'
a line costing £51,270 would result in an
estimated loss of £752 in the first year of House, the accuracy of the Railway Deoperation. The Committee. however, recom- partment's figures. Of cour~e, I am not
mended that the cost of the line should not in the Departn:uent, and I cannot get un
'('xceed £43,000. This reduction in capital re- here and give, the exact figures, but I
duced the estimated loss to £421. According take a lot of interest in the mattell', and
to the last report of the Railways Commissioners (1915-16) the line to Hurst's Bridge on my knowledge of the traffic and the
('ost £43,856. The es~imated revenue of the working e,xpenses, I declared that those,
line was £2,519,. of which £1,413, or nearly two lines should be paying, and I doubted
three-fifths, was to be obtained from passenger ~e accuracy of the Railways Oommistraffic. This passenger traffic was based on an Sloners report.
vVhat was the, resulU
('stimate of 10,000 passengers. . As most of We investigated those two lines and the
these passengers would purchase return tickets,
the estimated outwards bookings were 17,000. Railways Commissione,rs unde,r examinaThe number of outwards bookings for 1915-16 tion, had to admit that inst.ead of their
,.came to 40,147. The outwards goods traffic being on the non-paying list they h3ld a
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handsome balance froll.li them. I think missioners. At some other time I may
the,re was about £40,000 worth of goods return to the subject. In the meatime,
traffic carried ove,r the Gheringhap line I ask the Government, in their. own inwhich they had credited to another line. terests, to' give the: COln::mittee power to
When that money was adjusted wei found investigate these non-paying lines. Let
that the Gheringhap line was paying well. them themselves learn why these lines
Wit.h the Tocumwal line the same thing do not pay. Perhaps I may be pe'rmitted
happened. It would well repay honor- to give, another illustration. We recomable members to read the two reports. mended a line' and it was built. It was
So I venture to say we, could demonstrate carrying a tremendous trafficr--three times
to the House that every one .of the re- as much as we anticipated. Then the
commendations of the Committee has been Department took up the 60-lb. rails in
justified on the evidence which we ob- orde,r to substitute heavier ones, with a
tained at the time. There is another view to putting on heavier engines SO
matte:r which I would like to mention. that bigger Itrain loads ,could be carI have always been under the impre3- ried. When, ho,wever, they got the, heasion that when witnesses tender evidence viell' ~a.ilB down they discovered that the
they should give some guarante'e to the bridges and culverts would not carry the
Oommitteel and to the House that the heavielr engines, and thev lost £7",000 on
"
statetlIients which they make will he borne the transaction.
out. Le!t me, give one caSe, the best I
Mr. EVERARD.-Is that the Hurst's
knQIW of, to show why that should bEl Bridge line ~
done. As I did not happen to be a, memMr. J. W. BILLSON.-Yes. Instead
ber of the Committee at the time, well, of it having t.o bear thel intelrest on that
I am quite free from any blame; but I a.rr...ount the burden should be carried bv
would exone'rate the COIDllIi.ittee for its the Department, whose fault it was. It
recommendation, in view of the evidence is not the fault of the people O'f the disgiven them. There is a very fertile valley trict that thel interest on that £7,000
called Bass Valley.
The people there has t.o be' borne every year and the Railwanted a railway. They got one on the ways Standing Committee ha,ve been
evidence, but I will guarantee that for blamed because it is a non-Ipaying line.
Mr. HANNAH.-In bringing forcibly
the first ten years not !t. train lO'ad of
agricultural produce came orut of Bas:; unde,r the attention of the House the fact
Valley. That line would have been one that £93,000 has tOI be paid to the
of the wo,rst paying lines in the State but Railway Department for non-paying lines,
. for the fact that a miracle happened. I did not consider it within my province
The Powle,tt coal-field was discovered. In to go into details.
:Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1"oy).-It
the hurry that railway was continued to
thel coal-field and the, coal has hidden up should never be passed until the Committhe hideous mistake made in constructing tele have ascedained if the lines are nonthel line. If the coal had been in evi- paying to that exteut.
Mr. HANNAH.-If the honorable
dence at the time that line would not
have been constructed at all. The coal- metrrlber had been here at the time, he
fielld W10uld have, been connecibed with would have heard mel say alm,ost eocactly
Loch, because tha;t is a bett-er route alto- wha t he himself said with regard to the
gether. Still the coal saved the position. evidE'ollce on which the Committee based
That is a case in which the Statel built their recommendatious, and which wa.~
a. line to satisfy the farmers on their not worth anything. The' honorable memevidence. The famr~ers guaranieed that ber for Fitzrov has drawn attention to
I wish to tell
if the line well'e built they would put their the J?:urst's Bridge line.
land under cultivation and feed the rail· honorable members that, on the recomway. They have neve'r cultivated any- mendation of the Railways Standing Oomthing and they have ne,ver fed the rail- mittee, of which he is a member, there
way, and if it had not been for the W€ll'e built three lines which show al 1018s of
coal the line would have been a ghastly £30,354.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-He said sufficient to
failure. Go through any of the reports
and I think it will be found that they are show how unreliable, thO'se sta,tements are.
justified on the evidence given, and, more
Mr. HANNAH.-That is what I am
than that, I think we have a serious com- driving at. I want to know why these
plaint to lodge against the Railways Com- non-paying lines have been constructed,
Mr. J. W. Billson.
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and if the Government have a policy for
checking this sort of thing. I have repeatedly tP0inted out that the estimates
in connexion with the lines are unreliable.
The three railways to which I have alluded have just been constructed, indeed,
one of them is not quite finished. The
honorable malli.ber for Fitzroy says that
upon the evidence given by witnesses the
Committee were JU5t.ified in recommending lines. That is the point which I have
been trving to force home. Are we to
have liD:es constructed on such evidence ~
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).There is ·)'n item in the Estimates providing for payment to the Railways Commissioners for the loss on non-paying
lines. The fund from which the money
is paid was for developmental purposes,
but instead ·of being used in that way it
is used to recoup the Railway Department for losses on non-paying lines. I
object to this payment primarily becau3e
I do not know that the Commissioners
have lost the money on these lines.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-Y ou know w ha t the
Act provides for. The Treasurer is compelled to pay the money on the certificate
furnished by the Auditor-General.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
do not care what happens in that connexion. There is not the slightest doubt
that the Railway Department is continuously over-capitalizing the lines by the
building of railway stations and other improve~ents of a. non-paying character. I
30m a.fraid that, in some instances, the lines
are not managed with economy. I raised
objections to these payments on a previous
occasion. 1\1:y contention has always been
that before we consent to the payment of
the money we should first of all ascertain
whether it has been lost on the lines, and
whether they are really non-paying. On
a previol1s occasion I quoted details from
reports that are' extremely interesting. I
asked that an investigation should be held
by the Railways Standing Committee to
ascertain whether these lines were nonpaying, and Mr. Wynne, who was then
Minister of Railways, promised to grant
my request, but instead of doing that he
gave us tW() or three of the lines to in~'estigate. N ow I shall read from the report of the Railways Standing Committee
the following : In a statement recently forwarded by direction of the Railways Commissioners to the
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Committee, it is shown that the Tocumwal
extension was made to appear, through the
omission of the credit for the carriage of its
traffic over old lines, to have incurred the following losses:1913-14.
1914-15.
1915-16.
£1,493

..

£2,.436

£1,203

But had. the line been so credited it would
have shown the following profits:1913-14.
1914-15.
1915-16.
£10,340
£8,509
£7,513

I want the Treasurer to get a grip of this.
1£ the Government had made in 1913-14
provision Eimilar to the provision in
these· Estimates they would have paid
£1,493 as loss on the line when there was
an actual profit of £10,340.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-You were not in the
House when .this. point was discussed. I
informed honorable members that your
remarks made me question the Commissioners. If the Auditor-General passes
their accounts as correct I have to pay
the money.
Mr. .J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).They claim money which their public reports show that they have not lost.
Mr. 1\1:CPHERSON.-If the AuditorGeneral certifies that the accounts are
correct I have no option but to pay.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).Surely the Government have not to pay
to the Commissioners when they say they
have lost £1,493, but, as a matter of fact,
they have made a profit of £10,340.
Mr. MCPHERSON.-I have no means of
proving it.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
asked that the Railways Standino- Committee shQuld be permitted to inv~stigate
this matter, and the Railways Commissioners had to suhmit this statement.
The Minister of Railways knows it as well
as I do. 1 am, questioning whether It is
an actual deficit.
Mr. BARNEs.-We lost £212,000 last
year, and the Commissioners say that
£93,000 of that 'sum was lost on these
lines. It had to be paid out of the Consolidated R-evenue.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
Minister knows, as well as I do, that
there was no loss made on lines on which
the Commissioners reported a loss had
been m'ade.
Mr. BARNEs.-It does not matter. It
is absolutely correct that the railways lost
£212,000 last year, and the Commissioners say that £93,000 of that was lost
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on these lines. It does not matter whether
they are correct in saying so, but the
money was lost.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
position is a very serious one. The Oommissioners publish their report containing a list of non-paying lines. Their
books show that they have lost money on
these lines. It is demonstrated that they
made a profit on them. After they have
adlnitted that they have made a profit
where they :said they made a loss, they
still claim this money from the Government. They do not know where they
made the loss.
Mr. BARNES.-It does not matter
where they lost it, the .Government hale
to pay the money.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1·oy).-The
Government have to pay for ,everything.
I Ihave never been able to Idriscover how
they can lose money on some of the lines.
But you have this position: that .where a
new line is recommended and the Hailway Department afterwards publish the
stntement thrut that line is losing money,
the Railways Standing Committee have a
certain amount of odium to face in this
I{.ousc. They have recommended 'a line
that does not pay. When a line does pay,
what -position are the Commissioners in?
The Beech Forest line was disgracefully
co~duc;ted prior to the visit of the Railways Standing Committee. It was not
carry ing anything like a paying load. I
do not know whether, at present rates,
any narrow-gauge r,ailway could possibly
carry a paying load. The loads were increased after our visit. The Minister of
Railways knows that as ,Yell a's I do.
The report 'of the Railways Standing
Oommittee on the financial results of the
Beec'h Forest to Cro\vcs railway, printed
in 1917, 'states thatEffective alterations were also made on sections of the line by increasing both the number of vehicles and tonnage constituting a
train-load. The maximum number of vehicles
that could be attached to a locomotive running
from Colac to Gellibrand was fourteen, with So
load limit of 80 tons.
It is now sixteen
\'ehicles, with a limit of 85 tons. Between
Gellibrand and Beech Forest the numher of
vehicles was formerly limited to tWl'lve on
the" down" journey, with a restriction of 60
tons. The number of vehicles is now thirteen,
with a load of 70 tons. On the" up" journey
between Beech Forest and Gellibrand tlw
vehi.cles were limited to ten, with a tonnage not
exceeding 120 tons.
It is now fourteen

Department.

vehicles, but the tonnage limitation remains
the same. On the section from Gellibrand to
Colac the number of vehicles was formerly
fourteen.
It has recently been raised to

sixteen, though the tonnage load was not
added to.

r will now refer to the .pile traffi.c; one
of the most .disgraceful things I know.
Piles were 'being turned out at less than
co'st. The report statesTwo piles were placed on each set of three
trucks, the narrowness of the trucks and tho
sharp curves of the line preventing more being
loaded abreast, so that the revenue-earning
load of this special train consisted of six piles
onlr In other words, the working expenses,
whICh averaged about 4s. (ld. per train mile
from 1913 to 1915, totalled 9s. for the" down"
empty trip and the "up" loaded journey,
wlulst the income obtained from the carriage of
the. six piles forming the load of the special
tram was but 3s. per train mile.
Consequently" the more piles carried the greater the
loss. It waS admitted by Mr. Norman that
the pile traffic on this narrow-gauge line had
been unpayahle.
It is a!'ltonishing that such
an unprofitable traffic should have been allowed
to continue so long without any steps being
t.aken to lessen the loss. Not only that, but
i.n March, 1914--during the cUlTe;"cy of this
traffic-;there was a general revision of" railway
mtes, find the classification of piles was
altered. This resulted in the rate for the conveyance of piles over the railways being recluced by 25 per cent. for distances of about
100 miles, and 38 per cent. for 220 miles, the
distance from Beech Forest pile siding t.o
Portland, and led to a further loss from- thi:;
traffic.

They were losing money. They had t'o
do something, so they reduced the carria1ge and lost more money. The report
r.onti1l11esThe latter reduction was equal to a gift to
the contractor of close on 20s. per pile for
sl'Yeral hundred piles used in the enlargement
of Portland pier, the Public Works Depart.ment not benefiting by the reduction in tho
railway rate.
Where the initial mistake occurred was when the Department was asked to
provide special sideless narrow-gauge trucks
to carry the piles some officer did not figure
out whether such traffic ,would pay the Department, in view of the limitation in the
number of vehicles- constituting a train over
the section of the line between Beech Forest
and Gellibrand and the small number of piles
that could be carried by each train.

Here we have a caSe where the pile is
being 'carried at muc;h 1ess than it cost to
the Department. -- They make ·an ,alteration, ·and reduce the cost in carrying it.
It increases their liabilities. The only
benefit to anyone was to the contractor.
I t was like making him a present of
£l,OOO-the difference at what they were
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carrying at and the reduced freight.
Under these circUlllstances, what can be
expeded! Again, I say, this money ought
not to be sanctiolled by the Government
until such time as the Railways Standing C0l11111ittee have had an opportunity
of visiting these lines and finding out
what alterations have taken place. It is
the duty of the Oommittee to find o~t
what is eating the resources of the RaIlway Department. I do not mean that
they should go on a fishing inquiry.
They
should inquire only into those lines they
have rec{)mmended. Surely the Government will tell us what they.are going to
do? We ,cannot continue to pass items of
this 'sort without giving the Railways
Standing Committee power to investigate
the po'sition. The Treasurer ought not
to leave ;the Railways Standing Oommittee under ,a cloud. The Committee
asked that it 'should be given power to
make inquiries to ascertain where mistakes hwd occurred, and the report of the
Tocumwal line is ,a sufficient justification
for the granting of this power.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer).-I
will bring the Temarks of the honorable
member under the notice of my colleagues. I should like to point out that;
so far fl:S I am concerned, I am com.pelled to accept the certificate of the
Auditor-General that losses have been
made ,On :these lines. After all, there is
not so very much in the matter, because
if there is a deficit of £400,000 or
£500,000 on the railways, the Treasury
has to make it good.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I have
not dealt with this matter in vague generalities, and still I cannot get any satisfaction.
Mr. OLOUGIL-I want to bring
under the notice of the Treasurer a
matter that concerns a considerab~e number of men who have been obtaining relief
from the Miners Association in Bendigo,
which has, until quite recently,' been subsidized 'by the Treasury. This subsidy,
however, has now been discontinued. The
Treasurer will remember that last year
a complaint wa'S made that certain grants
whi0h were instituted when Mr. Watt
wa.g 'Premier were being withheld by him.
It had been the practice to subsidize what
is known as the Watson Sustentation
Fund, but assistance was also given to the
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Bendigo :!\Iiners Accident Relief Fund to
the extent of· over £1,200 a year, which
w a,~ naid in quarterly instalments. Ou t
lIf this fund, together wit~ other moneys,
men suffering from ph:thisis were given
lOs. a week. I undeI'lstand that the Treasurer has stopped thi,s subsidy, and has
d.irected that the relief which these men
have been receiving will, in future, be
paid through the Police Department.
The eft'ect of this new arrangement will
be q:hat the men will receive only 4s. 9d.
a week. Ido not know why the TreaSlll'er seems to take what appears to ·be a
keen tdelig.ht in haras'sing men who are
lll, .perhaps, the most distressful position
m the .community. I will have a few
wurds to say later about another aspert
of this matter, but in the meantime I
shall 'be g1ad if the Treasurer will explain why he has altered the arrangements which have been in force for a
number of years.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer).Thl~ position in regard to this matter is
this: III yarious parts of the State, including Ballarat, Ararat, and Stawell,
there, are n urn bel'S of men suffering from
mine!.s' ph~hi'sis.
In all these places,
and in some instances in Bendigo, the
relief has been granted through the
Police Department. That practice was
instituted long before I became Treasurer, ,and it has been continued during
my occupancy of the office. It is 'true
that a grant. was sent to some organization in Bendigo, and relief given to the
men belonging to that organization.
I
have given instructions that the method
which has been in force in the places I
haye mentioned shall, apply throughout
thE: \\~hole State. All the relief is to be
granted through the poli.ce. If the association in Bendigo is prepared ,to grant
fc:lief to these men beyond what the Government give, they can do sO', but SOl far
[IS the Government are concerned, we are
going to treat them with equal justice and
equity.
}ir. LEM~ION.-I desire to say a few
word.s in connexion wi,th the payment of
pe1]SlOns and gratuities.
A discu·ssion
t00k place on this matter on the 11th
Augnst, when the policy initiated by: the
present Treasurer was respectfully hut
forcibly, criticised by honorable ~em
bel'S. The two outstanding points were
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the right of. railway servants to claim
compensation in licu of pensions, a practice which had been adopted for many
years but was. discontinued by the Treasurer, and the other the right of the
widow whose husband had died shortly
after he had gone on ,the pension list to
claim the difference between what he had
drawn and the nine-months' pay, on
which the pension had been based. This
practice has been adopted consistently
from 1911 until the present Treasurer
took office. Members on hoth sides of the
House took part in the discu8sion, which
was initiated by the Leader of the Opposition, and the critic~sm was such that
t.he Treasurer saidI want to carry out the Acts as Parliament
has passed them, and that is all I feel called
upon to do. Still, I do not want to disregard
the wishes of the House. Honorable members
have expressed themselves pretty freely.
Mr. MENzIEs.-And they have not been
hostile.
Mr. McPHERSON.-They he;,re not been
hostile. I will undertake to do what I have
not done up to the present time. I will take
these matters to Cabinet, and see what Cabinet
has to say about them. My advice to Cabinet
will be that this matter ought to be settled
once and for all, so that whoever occupies the
.office of Treasurer of the day will not be placed
in the same awkward position that I have
been placed in for some time past. More than
that I do not feel called upon to say.

The honorable gentleman's reply was regarded generally as very satisfactory. He
certainly indicated to the House that he
would allow Cabinet to determine the
policy that it would take up in connexion
with this issue. Since then we have heard
nothing from the honorable gentleman
on thel subject. Whether or not he has
taken it to Cabinet, and Cabinet has determined the matter, I do not know; but
I sincerely hope that the hona.rable gentleman will folla.w up the remarks that he
made a.n that occasion. A very kindly
feeling existed in the Rous,e after those
remarks were made, and it was generally
felt· that things were right; but since then
we have not heard anything about the
matter. If the honorable gentleman cannot tell us to-night that he has taken the
matter to Cabinet, and that Cahinet has
arrived at a certain decision, I respectfully ask that he will take it to Cabinet,
and that befOire the Appropriation Bill is
passed he will make a. statement as to
what Cabinet intends to do,. I sincerely
trust that the humane dispositions of the
Mr. Leml1U)n.
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honorable gentleman and his ca.lleagues
will lead them to revert tOo the practice
that was in operation in the Railway Department fa.r many years.
Mr.
McPHERSON (Treasurer).-I
made my promise to the House in all good
faith; but an opportunity has not presented itself for me to place this matter
fairly and pro1Jerly before Cabinet. We
have just gone through an election, and
priOir to that there were many matters
that had to be discussed at every Oabinet meeting, so that this matter could not
be discussed. Since the election I have
been busy with the Budget, but the
papers will be placed befO're· Cabinet, and
Cabinet will arrive, at a decision. I have
Dot forgotten my promise by any means;
but. there have been other matters to deal
with. We were in Cabinet O'n Mondav
from 3 o'clock in the afternoon until Ii
01' dock at night.
I did not promise C.Q
place the matter before Cahinet at any
particular time, but I will do so at the
earliest opportunity, and get its decision.
Mr. W ALLACE.-In cOinnexion with
the vote fa.r the Government Printing
Office, I nO'te that the item for " Paper
and material, bookhinders' supplies,
&c.," is £24,800 this year, whereas it was
£33,330 last year. I should like to know
why there is this differenoe ~
Mr. McPHERSON (Tr,easurer).-Ha.norable members will recollect that some
time ago the Government Printer was
sent abroad to purchase paper, and he
bought a quantity of it. The item
is smaller this year because of the fact
that we have in stock at the present time
qui te a lot of that paper. I shall now
make a statement which I have undertaken to make to. the Housel. When I decided, on the representations made to me
by the Govern'nent Printing Office, to
send the Government Printer abroad, exception was taken by sorne .of the, people
dealing in paper and making paper. A
controversy started, and I said that it
seemed to me that a manufacturing firm
and an importing firm had put thelir heads
together, and, as a result, were getting
more from the Government Printing Office
than they were entitled to. The firms in
questia.n took very strong lexceptio-n to
that statement. A few months ago the representative OIf one of those firms was in
Adelaide at the Convention of the Chamber of Manufacturers. Some statement."
which were made in regard to Qur Print-
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ing Office were put in the newspaper in
a way that did nOot reflect any credit on
that office. The gentleman I have referred
to was manly enough to come along and
see me, and to sta,te that it had not been
meant to convey the impression that the
report would ordinal~ily convey to a
reader.
I appreciated that. In the
meantime I had made inquiries as to
whether the firms in question had, as I
stated in the first place, put their heads
together abOout the prices Oof paper. They
had gone to a good deal of trou hIe to shoW'
that they had not done soo. When this
gentleman told me in my officle that there
had been no intention .of conveying to the
public that there was anything wrong
with the Government Printmg Office, 1
appreciated his action a goord deal, and
said, "Now you have done this, I will
undertake to inform the House that I
have inquired into the allegation about
your having put your heads together, and
that a Commission, set up by the Commonwealth GoveTIlment, found that there
was no cOollusion between you." I make
that statement to the Committee in justice to the two firms concerned.
The vote was agreed to.
LANDS

DEPARTMENT.

Commissioner of Crown Lands and
Survey, £5,788.
l\1,T. McLACHLAN.-The Minister,
from his experience as a private member,
knows that when anything occurs in a
member's constituency which is dealt with
by any Oof the Departments of the State
and may, without proper infOormation be
dealt with in a way that is inimical to
local interests, the proper place for that
honorable member tor ventilate the matter,
o!' to endeavour to convey correct information to the :Minister, is Parliament.
I recognise that ... t this time of the morning it is a bit late, to refer tOo this matter, but I am cOlffipelled to do it.
I
want the Minister to: ge,t that local knowledge which is t€ssential in connexion
with departmental matters, and in the
absence of which many mistakes are made.
I want him tOo get that local knowledge
before he comes to any determination in
the matte,r. In respect tv the recreation
ground at Seaspray, I want him to find out
the whole hist,ory of Seaspray, formerly
known as Prospect. It is a, v,ery interesting history, if he will look into it. That
place has risen from an obscure and isOolated sport. on the South Pacific Ocean in
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a w.ay that is without parallel in AustralIa. vVorking men, in the Plain, were
th.e, men who brought the place int.o promInence,. Poor people cann{)t travel as
th~ ;rich ar~ able to do. This place was
ongmally mtended as a sanatorium or
health resert; and as it was a long dist~nce . from thel local centres of populatwn It was necessary to carve a way to
el!-able poor people to get to it with little
dIfficulty.
That is one of the reasons
P!obably, that induced working men t~
gIve. up a portion of their hOlidays to
deanng a road,. which t~ey did foOr a. distance of 13 m~les. TIns work occupied
ele~en con~ecutlVe years. That is a lllJ.atenal portIOn of the, history of this place.
And, remember, that was not done withou.t difficulty. The wOTk itself was difficult ,; and if twenty-five men went out
on th? road to work ... sometimes travelling
24 mIles,. and soonetlmes working late in
the evemng, so late twO' or three times
that .they weT~ working by the light Qof
bU!ILmg logs m ordeT that they might
fimsh what they were doing, it rrr..eant
that P!Qobably 125 men had to be soon.
As th~s place progressed from year to
ye'ar, It became more difficult to.· get the
men. Mr. Re~ed, w~Qo was Secretary of
Lands at the tlIDe tlllS :was going on, and
other officers, could gIve evidence, with
regar.d to that.
The WOTk that these
worlnng men did built u,P' this place.
The day. came when the road was cleared
for. a dlstance of 13 miles. In the' int~ll'lm people began to coor~el to this seaSIde res~'rt. As they came to it, houses
w~r~ bUIlt on ground there without perm~sslOn fr~m. the Lands Department, but
WItI: pe'rmisSlon frem the reserve committee, and some of the owners of these
heuses charged rent, in serrr..e cases iltegally. As they built their house's' and
wanted sport, they were driven from the
?ld ground to the present ground. That
IS hew they came to be driven th ere.
T
want the J\finister to' ascertain this: Did
th? Secretary for Lands alter the towllshIp, beundary line, at our instigation in
order to le·ave room fer that sports
ground ~ I say that he did. I was present whem he gave instructions that it
wa~ to ~e done.
I also say that one
resIde~t m the township made a declaratIon before a justice of the' peace that
a. member of the staff of surveyors tO'ld
hIm that they had to' alter the line in
?onsequence of the sports ground. That
IS, N?,. 2. I want the Minister to ascertaJ.n whether that js a fact. I think
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he will find that it IS. To support it
further, 1 would refe,r the Mlllister to
the surveyors' note-s, which are of importance in connexion with the laying out
of a ,township. I wa., not aware that the
surveYDrs' notes were, kept, but I fou;nd
theIr. . in the Melhourne office. The Mllliste·r win find written across those notes,
"High, fiat. lana" -nO't sUItable for
building !'oit-es, but-" sui,table for recreation purposes."
Those nO'tes show
the attitude 0'1' the action O'f the
Lands Department· in regard to setting
aSIde
~hat
piece
of
land
f·or recreation nurposes. Then, tOo further strengthe·n the positiDn, I wDuld
point out that, in addi:t.ion tOo that, tbe
8ecretary Oof Lands, as I said in the HO'use
the othe·r night, requested me tOo remo:re
a little house I had on that ground III
ordelr that I might get a, block in the
tOownship in consequence of services rendered. I explained why I cO'uld not do
that. Here is the pDin:/:'.. If it had been
intended to build Dn that present sports
grDund, it was an ahsurd request tOo make.
It was clear ;that it was no·t the intention
of the Secretary {)of Lauds that that
grcmnd should be utilized for building
,purposes.
As a matter of fact, the surveyor told me that when he was finished
he intended to take his survey line on the
other side of the causeway. It is
for the Minister to ascertain whether
those are the facts. But the most
important fact is this: In July
of last ye'ar, when a requelst was made to
cut this land up for building purposes,
a relply ca,llie, frO'm the Department to
the ~Iffe:ct t.hat they could nO't do it-·that
the land had bee'll reserved for recreation purpose~. Be,fore cOoming to any determinatiOon, the Ministe,r should get the
histDry of the way in which the place was
built "and knowledge of the local facts.
If the Minister dDes, then I am sure he
·will not yield tOo thosel peCl]ple who, not
only ~n that community, but in everv co~
munity in the State ",he're an O'pportull1t.y
pre,gents itseU, endeavour tOo get. for
building purposes land that is rightly
held for relcreatiO'n purposes.
If 'the
Minister does not yield. the·n ·he will be
doing an injustice to the people,.
He
will be setting little valuel Dn :the wOork
which these ,people have done. I dO' not
know hO'W the Minister regards my position, in view of the, statements I have
made in this H·ouse, and the position I
ha,ve held as Oorganizer and worker in
these things. HOow shall I COllie out if
Mr. McI,achlan.
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the decision bel given in au adverse way 7
The Ooffer of a piece of land elsew he,re is
of no va,lue tOo us. It is only an aci.mission on the part of the Lands DepartlUent tha.t we are entitled to our ground.
We have this in a central position, it is
true, but it is useless unless it is in a
central position. The spor:ts ground has
been there fDr some years, and no attempt
to a.cquire it was made by anyone until
relcently.
The honorable gentleman is
the final aJ.'biter in cDnnexiDn with this
matter, and we want from him a. fair
de'al as a Ministe'r of this State.
The
fact that I have endeav O'u red from
tiu:ue to tim€! to get this ground permanently reserved, making my claims
to Mr. Hutchinson when he was Minister Oof Lands, as well as tOo Mr.
Reed, the Secretary of Lands, has proved
that the land was, at any rate, temporarily reserved fO'r recreation purposes.
My object in getting it permanently reserved is that, in the event of any trouble
arising in the future, a Bill would have
to go through Parliament before it could
be disposed of. I .think it is a mistake to
have any of these places temporarily 'reserved, because the Department might
yield to influences that are strong, and
iufluences that are against the people, with
the result that the people's rights might
be parted with. Remember that this road
was originally built to serve the poor
people. To-day the rich in the main
have taken possession of it. Most of the
work was done by the 'Poor people, and it
was eff.ective, so effective that a township
was built, an estate adjoining the township wa's acquired, and the Roads Board
took over the road. When you sum up all
that has been clone, and the outcome of the
work accomplished by those people without fee or reward, I claim that it is without parallel in the history 'of thi.s State.
r ask the Minister to give consideration to
jts history in particular, as well as to the
attitude taken by the Secretary for Lands,
flnd to remember that whatever improvements have been effected there have been
pffected by us.' A prominent lands officer
said to me, " The attitude taken up by the
authorities in this matter passes my comprehension. Wben. I know that ,the improvements effected there have been made
by you, and that they are now attemptingto take them away from you, I think it
savours of cruelty."
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Mr. LEMMON.-Certain.ly the honorahle membeir for Gippsland North is very
earnest about this question. I have heard
other members who have been in the district talk of the work which the honorable
member for Gippsland North, with other
workers, did in building up that road. It
does seem an outrage if these people who
mapped out an ideal little suburb by the
seaside, building up a township and
bringing about settlement and prosperity
in the district, are to be pushed off by
others who did not give a tap towards
constructing the road. We have had experience recently in settling a local difficulty of this kind. We know that in the
beginning strong exception was taken to
the Great Ocean-road Trust Bill. When the
measure was originally brought forward
I thought it was not a proposal that
should be tolerated. Af.ter going there
and seeing and hearing the facts I was
sa tisfied that it would be a wise thing in
the public interests that the Trust should
get the land. Oould not the Minister
arrange to take a few members from both
sides of the House to inspect this land
at Seaspray, and see whether it is a fair
proposition that it should be cut up for
residential sites? That would be only
doing justice to the members 'of the Progress Society. If there are any people to
be encouraged in country districts it i.s
those who are willing to take off their
coats and work in the way those men
have done. It would be only fair to those
who have performed that magnificent
work, and it would encourage' others to
do likewise, if the Minister could see his
way to larrange for a small committee of
members from 'both :sides of the House to
go down one day and inspect the place
so that we could ,become acquainted with
the merits of the case, and arrive at a
proper determination on the matter.
Mr. HANNAH.-On two occasions I
have heard the honorable member for
Gippsland North put before the House a
very strong case in connexion with thi.s
matter. When men have voluntarily
laboured in order to transform the wilds
some miles from an old-established town
like Sale, should they, after years of toil,
be deprived of the results of their efforts?
,To a large extent the work was done in
the interests of the residents, but it js also
in the interests of the community. T
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strongly support the claim of the honorable member for Gippsland North, as well
as the suggestion of the honorable member for Williamstown. If we call SP-C
and judge for ourselves we will be able
to arrive at an equitable decision. I say,
quite frankly, that I would not support
the hOllorable member if I thought it
would interfere with the rights of the
people, as far as their heritage is concerned. The honorable member himself
has given his time and labour to something which is, of benefit to the whole
community, and it is intolerable that
others who have done nothing should
come along and reap the reward of that
labour. Itrust the Minister will see that
justice is done.
~fr. ~iORLEY.-For the last two
years I have been interested in a matter
which' was in a similar position, but <success seems to have attended my efforts at
last. I think we should assist the honorable member for Gippsland North, and
probe to the bottom the question whirh
he ,has brought up, so as to see if the co~
cession which he desires is justified. [
believe it must be, or he would not persevere in the same way 'as I did. I hope
that the Minister will give the matter ,due
consideration, and at any time I will be
willing to make one of a party to visit the
locality.
Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands).In regard to this matter I have no interest, to serve beyond the public interest..
This particular reserve is in the district
of the honorable member for Gippsland
South. Representations have been made
for and against its reservation. One sectionof the people want the land t.o be
ID!1de available f{)r the huildinp' of s~a
side residences. I shall give oonRiderat.iol1.
to the suggestiolll madel by the hOllorable
member far Williamstown. I know that
the h()lJ'wra.ble member fOil' Gippsland
N orih is inte1rested, because the peop10
there own the homes, where they spend a
portiolll Q1f the summer. Before I came
to a dercison Q1n the matter I shall take an
opportunity of seeing for myself the conditions operating there. It is not very easy
to get there. The Geelong peQlple provided 118 with an array of cars a,t their
own expense, and it was inexpensive for
the Government; but I do not know whether I could expect the Sale peQlple to
provide a. fleet of cars to run us down to
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member for Gippsland North feels keenly

on the matter. It is a heritage handed
down to me by my prede'cessQlr, and I cannOlt de,te,rmine the matter without seeing
the land.
Mr. McLACHLAN .-St. John's wort
.is menacing a good portiOln of Gippsland,
as well as the Bright district. I think
the GOIV6rnment shQluld take steps tOI keep
it down.
Mr. HANNAH.-I thought the Minister
was go,ing to draft a Bill fOir the purpose.
Mr. OMAN (l\iinister of Lands).-I
have a Bill, which has been circulated, together with an explanatory paper, but we
cannot hope to pass it this session. It
will be administerred by the Lands Department, and, as I am ¥inister,. I shall
take an opportunity of mtroduCIng tl;te
Bill early next session. I am strongly In
faY-our of it and I am seized with the
im portance o~f protecting the fedile lands
of the State. I recognise the danger to
th('l fedile lauds in Gippsland, particularly along the I'ivers.
The vote was agreed to.
PUBLIC W ORKS DEPARTMENT.
liinister of Public Works, £418,219.
Mr. WALLACE.-On the, Treasure,r's
Estimates, I brought up the matter of
the payment made to the office-cleaners,
but the' Treasurer' did not say what he
intended to do. All hel said was that he
t~ought he had done very well, because
he had ma,de the payment the same ,as
that given by the Federal Go.ve,rnment
some time last year. Tha t dOles not meet
the difficulty.
I, am anxious that the
oHice-cleaners should be paid a more reason a hIe wage than they are paid now.
Then some of these women have young
children, and the amount they are allowed
to earn and the amount they are allorwed
to reoe,iv€l for the rearing of the children-Major BAIRD.-Let me know the facts
and I will look into it.
Mr. W ALLACE.-The Chief 8ecretary
has stated that in cases whe,re the amount
is limited by the fact tha,t the wome,n get
a paltry wage he will consider them. J
still think that the wage is much too low.
It is only 2s. 6d. a, week mOore than it
was some' years ago, and everyone realizes
that the struggle norw is much harder. I
hope the Minister who represents the Ministe'r of Public Worrks in this House will
do something in this diredion.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Minister of Public Instruction).-I can pro'-
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mise the honorable member that I shall
see the Minist.er of Public Works. I have
inquired from the Acting Secre,tary O'f the
Department, and I find that the officecle,ane,rs are now paid 30s. a week for
twenty hours' wo,rk, and that they get a,
fortnight's le'ave on pay as well as special
conside'ra,tion in case of sickness.
The
Chief Secre,tary has promised that the
cases mentioned by the hOlnorable member
will be given conside·ration. I shall be
glad to co-opera,te with the Chie.f Seere"
tary and the Minister 0.£ Public W orrks ill
the matter.
Mr. HANNAH.-Some few days ago I
brought underr the notice orf the Tre'asure'r
and the Minister of Public Instruction the
fact that there was ne'ed far a change in
the Public Wo'rks Department, particularly in regard to the building of our
schools.
Sir .A.LEXANDER PEACOCK.-I have had
a conversation this -evening with Mr.
Clowser and he teUs me tha,t the matte,r
has be~n under notice, and that Mr.
Brittingham, the Ohief Architect, is preparing a report for the Minister of
Public Works with part.icular reference
tf) the northern part of the district. He
tells me that Mr. Brittingham hopes to
have tle report in next week.
Mr. B:ANNAH.-I am glad to hear
that.
We have quite an array of inspectol's, architects, draughtsmen, senior
arohitects) and SOl on, and the,re is need
for reform. I hope, seeing that the
matter is in hand, that we shall obtain
some more definite information before the
close of the session.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I shall be
very pleased to show the rep?rt to the
honorable member as soon as It comes to
hand.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Under the heading "Ports and Harbors-Works, &c."
I notice the following· itemDredging operations, snagging, and other
harbor and river improvements in the State
outside .the jurisdiction of the Melbourne and
Geelong Harbor Trusts, including pay and
allowance for rations for temporary employees,
repairs to and stores for dredges and other
plant, the landing and spreading of silt, also surveys and 15orings, &c., erection of and repairs to'
various slipways and shed for storage of
timber, and towards clearing the River Murray,
£27,000.

In connexion with this I should like to
mention a matter that I brought under
the notice of the House a day or two ago.
I refer to the condition of the Barwon
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River. The Barwon River is under the
jurisdiction of the Melbourne Harbor
Trust, because they take from the Banvon
Bridge right down to the Barwon Heads.
The part of the river that requires attention is certainly under the jurisdiction
of that body. I made a strong appeal in
the House for something to be done. 1
hope that the Minister of P~blic ~nstru~
tion who is at the table, WIll brmg thIS
matter under the notice of the Minister
of Public Works. We have had reports
on 11he work required on the Barwon, and
the first report stated that an expenditure
of £1,000 would be involved. The estimate was somewhat increased in a later
report. If the work CQ.n be done as far
as Geelong it would be of great benefit to
our people.
It would have the eft:ect .of
making Geelong a healthy place to !lve w.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK
(Minister of Public Instruction).-I will
br;ng this matter under the notice of my
colleague, the Minister of Public Works,
who has a seat in another place. If it
is inconvenient to him to inspect the proposed works on the Barwon, I will undertD.ke to go down myself. I have ah:.eady
promised the honorable member for
Geclong that I will visit his city during
the recess in connexion with school
matters, and I will take the opportunity,
if I find that my colleague cannot do so,
of going into the whole question raised
by the honorable member with regard to
the River Barwon.
Mr. HANNAH.-Division No. 70,
which relates to tl;e Electricity Oommissioners, seems to require some expla~a
tion. Does the estima.te for 1920-21 lUclude provision for the salary to he paid
to Sir John Monash ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-N o.
Mr. RANN AH.-It seemR somewhat
remarkable that that has not been done.
Sir John Monash was appointed to the
Oommission some time ago. Salary provision of £1,500 ·is, I see, made fOor the
Ohief Engineer, Assistant Engineer, and
Assistant Mechanical Engineer (part of
salar,Y, balance charged to Loan Act).
ShOould no,t the salaries of the Electricity
Commissioners be set out ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The Loan
Act provides for a certa.in proportion
being payable. We have an Electricity
CommiFlsioners Bill coming on on Tuesday.
Mr. HANNAH.-I was thinking more
particularly of Mr. Harper.
He has
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been on the Commission for a considerable
time. The provision made for the three
officers I have mentioned is £1,500. In
1919-20 the amount was £2,620, and I
think that a little more information
should have· been given with regard to
this new Department. We should know
where we are going. We have a total of
£28,332 provided for, which is independent ·)f provision made under the
lioan Act.
I think the provision for
11r. Harper should haye been set down
i':'1 thesr Estimates, because he has been
engaged for more than twelve months.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The explanation with regard to certain of the
officers employed wholly or partly in connexion wit.h the Morwell scheme, is that
the charge is against loan provision. It
will probably be found, in respect of the
matters mentioned by the honorable mem:hpr, that t..!le r harge is against the Loan,
Account.
)£1'. BROWNBILL.-A sum of £2,000
is pr,ovided for the erection of Oourt
honses, repairs, and additions. I should
. like to know if any part of this sum is to
be used in connexion with the re-building
of the Supreme and Police Courts at Geelong. Some time lago a promise was
giyen that a report would he ,obtained in
connexion with this matter, and also with
regard to the barracks in M-cKillop-street,
with a view to having all these buildings
brought under one roof.. I should like to
know if any report has yet been received,
and what steps are be'ing taken in regard
to it.
·Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK (Minister of Public Instruction).-The matter
the honorable member refers to will not
he associated with that item. A report
has been received in regard to this proposal, and it has been sent on to the Law
Departmenlt to deal with the question of
the transfer of the land. An estimate of
the cost ,of the new building is being prepared, and a valuation i.s also being made
of the old buildings in the event of it
being thought necessary to sell them. The
whole matter will he considered by the
Department of Public Works inconjunction with the Law De'partment. I can
undertake that my colleague '"\vill deal
,yith the matter as 'early as possible.
)Ir. lll\"NNAH.-Asum of £385 is included in the Estimatos for tbe purchase
of a motor car. I approve of this
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pun;hase, because we lack the facilities
IJl'ovided in this way in other States. On
u~easions large sums of money are spent
i 11 the hiring of motor ,cars. This is an
ago in which all our Departments s~lOuld
h~l up to date, and I am prepared to support any expenditure that is likely to
, __ <\ e that result.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK (Mini.'"ltel'
of Public Instruction).-A new
motor car has been purchased £01' the use
of the Department. T-he one we had had
been running for a considera'blo time, and
it \vas sold for £140. A new Ford car
ha:, been purchased, because we find that
ill the inspection of buildings in rthe
Itll'tropolitan a:rea a ,considerable saving
of time is effected by having rapid means
d locomotion.
Mr. B'ROWNBILL.-Why a Ford car?
. Sir ALEXANnER PE.A!OOOK.-Bel'unse we have found jt to he the most
t>!i'p.ctiv€ and the cheapest in the long run.
The vote was agreed 'to.
MINES DEPARTMENT.

Minister of Mines, £154,347.
Mr. {JLOUGH.~80me time last year
I moved the adj·ournmentof the House to
discuss the question ,of 'providing a scheme
for gr,anting relief to men suffering from
miners' ,phthisis.
In 'March, 1919, the
:Minister of Mines convened a conference,
at the request of the Miners Association
and the mine-owners, to :consider this question, which has been under discussion for
a number of years. The conference was
adjourned, with the understanding ,that it
was to be called together ag,ain as early
as ,possible after certain daJta had been
collected.
Wlhen I ,brought the matter
up in the 'H1ouse, the Minister explained
that, in consequence of the influenza epidemic, it was imposslilble to get Ithe medical
officer to make the 'investigation which
was rC'quired. IDr. !Robertson has, since
that epidemic passed away, made ,certain
investigations in Bendigo. I do not know
if the Minister has received a report fl,om
him or not, but, at any rate, I have not
800n ,one.' II, however, read the r8lport of
n long ·address delivered by Dr. RabertRon jn the Bendigo Town Hall, and of all
the harrowing tales that I ever read I
think the one given by the do,ctor was the
most distressing. Not only had he la story
to tell of the piti£ul conditions (jf the
miners who are suffering from this com-
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plaint, but he said that through the inabililty lof these men to 'provide their families wi.th sufficient clothing and food,
members of the families became victims of
this disease .thr,ough lack of nutrition. I
do not want to make any extended remarks ·on this question, but :I should like
to know whether the -time is .approac.hing
when the Minister is likely to produce a
matured scheme. Have the Government
any serious 'intention of trying to deal
with this problem, and give _effective reOn ,two ,oc.casions the Treasurer
lief?
has cut off Ithe only ,practical relief the
Government were giving to these unfortunate sufferers. It would seem almost
impossible f'or ,anyone Wlho knows anything a/bout .the po,s~tion, or who has read
the speech 'Of iDr. Robertson, to take up
the attitude towards these Ipeople that the
present T,rea,surer does. -He seems to be
anxious to reduce these men still further.
If I do not ~et a definite statement from
the Minis,ter"'it will mean that I will have
to 'move the adjournment of the House on
Tuesd,ay, so as to have a full discussion
with .regard to it. I do not want, in the
dying hours of Ithe session, to take up time
in that way, but it will be necessary to
do so unless T get a satisfaCitory
reply.
The Minister promised to
convene a second meeting of the
conference, but he has not done so.
They are anxious to evohre some scheme
to give relief to those people. Everybody seems anxious to do it but the
Government. I should like the Minister
to make some statement to the effect that
be is going to try and reach finali~y with
regard to t.his very vexed quesliIon, so
that the men may obtain the relief they
deserve.
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Mines).-I
ha.ve listened to the statement of the honorable member as to the history in connexion with the appeal made to the Department to do somethin!! to alleviate the
distress of the unfortunate miners who
are suffering from: pht'hisis. At the conference to which the honorable member
re.ferred, it was unanimously decided' t.hat
a medical investigation should be CODducted at Bendigo of persons suffering
from phthisis and tuberculosis. It was
not merelv a case of thos·e who had
contracted phthisis as a result of working
in mines, but also of those who were suffering from consumption.
oJ
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Mr. CLOuGH.--Dr. Robertson does not
seem to be able to indicate where one

bagins and the other ends.
Mr. BARNES.-That ig largely a
medical question.
It would be difficult for a layman to setde. There was
an arrangement entered into between the
Cummonwea.lth and the 'State Governments to carry out this investigation at
their joint expense. I understand that a
clinic was established and that it has been
at work almost continuously for a considerable period, but up, to the present 1
have not received any report. I have
not even seen the newsna per report of
the address to which the honorable member alluded. It seems to me that it would
be difficult to distinguish between persons
who were suffering from miners' phthisis
and those who had contracted analogous
diseases in other industries. W-hatever is
done for one section should, I think, also
he done for the other.
Mr. CLOUGH.-Do you propose to call
the conferenc~ together again ~
Mr. BARNES.-My promise was that
as soon as I was presented with a report
as a, result of the medical investigation
that was to be carried out at Bendigo, I
would ask Mr. Dyason, Mr. Jude-Mr. CLOUGH.-Have you made any
effcj.rt to get that report ~
Mr. BARNES.-I have requested Mr.
Merrin to keep me posted with any reports that Dr. Robertson or his assis'tants
may furnish.
Mr. CLOUGH.-Was Dr. Robertson conducting the investigation at Bendigo on
behaH of the State or Federal Government, or both t
Mr. BARNES.-I think Dr. Cumpston, of the Quarantine Department, and
Dr. Robertson were, co-operating.
The
Commonwealth bore half the expense and
the State the other -half. Practically, it
has been a Commonwealth investigation.
I understand that the Commonwealth
member for the disttict interested himself
in it.
1Y-i..r. CLOUGFl.- -Have V0U fulfilled your
promise, seein.g that you have not" called
the conference together ~
Mr. BARNES.-I presumed that those
in charge of the matter would present a
rep ott to me.
Mr. CLOUGR.-If they are not acting
for you they will not . . . 'resent a report to
you.
Mr. BARNES.-They have not reported to anyone, SO far as I am aware.
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However, I will endeavour to get a report. Then the whole question resolves
The
itself into a question of finance.
'honorable member knows intO' what a
~ondition the mining- industry has got,
and it becomes a question whether it is
worth 'while maintaining an industry that
is killing men and that now asks for the
establishment of a national" fund which
would, of course, necessitate the expenditure of a considerable sum of money. Not
a week passes without my being appealed
to to provide money to keep mines going.
Some companies have overstepped the
mark, and have kept men working too
long, and now, on top of the appeal for
grants, there is an anneal to the Government to pay back wages.
1\1r. CLouGH.-That is another question.
Mr. BARNES.-Ye;;. But one cannot
help asking oneself whether such an industry as this is worth saving. However,
that does not get over t'he fact that there
·<"1re many men in Bendigo and other mining places suffering from miners' phthisis.
:Mr. \V ARDE.-They are in every district of Victoria. 'Vh" should one district be singled out for special treatment ~
lYlr. CLOUGH.-Weare not singling out
anyone district. We are asking fDr a
general scheme.
.
lv.lr. BARNES.-The point is t'hat the
llledical officers were not confining their
illvestigations at Beudigo to miners.
The;re are cases of miners' phthisis in my
Own electorate, at W ood]s Point and
Gaffney's Creek, and years ago we were
Hever without a case at Walhalla. Nothing
has given me greater paiu than to see
miners cut off in the midst of their manhood by this disease.
IVlr. WARDE.-There are other industries that conduce to consumption, and
you must deal with the lot.
l\fr. BARNES.-\Ve shall have to deal
with thf' lot.
A very compre'hensive
scheme will be necessary'. If we were to
deal with tuberculosis 1 do not see how
we could logically refralll from dealing
with other industrial diseases.
I may
inform the honorable member for Bendigo East that I will get all the data immediately with which Dr. RoLertson can
supply me, and will again-it will not be
the first time-bring the matter before
Cabinet to see whether my colleagues feel
that they an~ justified in formulatin,g a
scheme and finding the necessary money to
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maintain the unfortunate men who are
suffering from tu herculosis.
Mr. CLOUGH.-Have you any objection
to calling the conference together again ~
Mr. BARNES.-I will meet them
whenever they like to come to me.
Mr. CLOUGH.-It is not a question of
You undertook to
you meeting them.
call t'he conference together under certain
circumstances. I take it that the conference met at the instig'ation of the mine
owners and the miners to evolve some contributory scheme in conjunction with the
Government.
Mr. BARNES.-Mr. Dyason, in private conversation with me, suggested it.
The use of the word "conference" by
the honorable member might convey an
erroneous idea, because there were only
four of us, and we sat round a table and
had a chat. We have met scores of times
since, and I have not been questioned by
Mr. Jude on the matter on the last three
or four occasions on which we have met.
Re has not pressed for the conference to
be convened, neither has Mr. Dyason.
We want the co-operation of the mine
owners. Mr. Dyason came to me. No
doubt he got a considerable amount of
kudos from his employees, but he practically handed the whole thing over to me
and said, in effect, "Get yQlur Government to formulate a scheme." But the
. mine owners have not m~de one siI!-gle
propositI as to how we should formulate
the scheme.
Mr. CLOuGH.-What is the use of your
trying' to Lrush t.he conference aside 1 I
have here a record of a "Conference re
Miners' Phthisis." It e-ives the list of the
persons present and the minutes are set
out. You r:dicule the idea of my referring
to it as a conference, although the minutes
cf your own Department refer toO it as
such.
Mr. BARNES.-The honorable member
can usel the word "confeTence" as often
as he pleases, but. I say that it conveys
an altogether wrong idea. We had a
semi-privat.e conversation. No representatives of the press were present. If I
had known that I was going to be landed
in so much criticism, and that there would
be a lack of any offers of ass,istance from
the mine-owners, I can ten you there
would' have been nothing in the shape of
a conferen~e so far as I was concerned.
Mr. CLOUGH.-I am rather surprised
at the attitude adopted by the Ministe.r.
The honorable gentleman made a long
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statement in reply to my remarks when
I moved the adjournment of the House
la~t Septemher.
He then took up an attitude quit-e different from tha.t which
he has adopted this morning. He then
stated that the reason why the conference
was not called together-he re,ferred to ~t
as a conference, and admitted its importance at the time-was that he had
not belen able to' secure the data which he
bad promised, because the medical officers
were not available, on account of the influenza epidemjc, but as soon as that
00idemic wa~ over the data would be col!~cted, and at. the earliest opportunity he
would haVf~ the conference convened to
t.ry to wDrk out some scheme in connexion
"', i th the problem.
Mr. BARNEs.-That opportunity has nDt
<,ome.
Mr. C'LOUGH.-When will it coone 1
Mr. BARNES.-I do not know ..
Mr. CLO UGH.-I do not think the
honorable gentleman does. Every other
Stat-e in the Commonwealth, as well as
every country ·outside where mining is
carried on, has provided some scheme,
more Dr les::; effective, to deal with the
victims of this dise,ase.
Nearly all the
schemes are on a contributory basis. To
the credit of lVlr. Dyason, who is practicall y at the head 0'£ the mining world
in VictDria, I can say that he is not trying to shoulder this responsibility on to
the Government. I am one of those who
do not believe that men should ha,ve to
contribute to their own maintenance when
they are thrown on the jndm:t.rial scrap
heap. I contend that an industry shollld
'maintain its men as it does its machinery.
Whether t.hose men are' in health or in
siokness the industry should maintain
them.
However, in the other States
~chemes are in operation under which
the men, the owners, and _the Government contribute. In this State we ha.ve
dDne nothing. The little assistance which
these unfortunate men hav.€; received, as
an act of charity, from the Treasurer has
gradually heen whittled away and' their
case becomes more tragio as time goes 001D..
Each Government in turn has promiged
to do something in connexion with the
matter. When I asked, in September, 1919,
about the re-assembling of the conference,
the Minister said that after certain things
had eventuated it would be called together
at an early date. Mr. Jude, the secretary
of the Australian branch of the Amalgawated Mining Employees Association, has
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mentioned Lhe matter to me. He is wondering when the Minister is going to
call the conference together.
Boiled
down, it all seems to be the result of a
couple of political stunts of the Prime
Minister. Three years ago he made it a
burning question, and we heard no more
about it until the next elections when it
became a. burning questIun aga~n. Certainly, the matter is sufficiently tragic for
those people who are suffering fro!lll the
disease. (n the Bendigo 'fown Hall. Dr.
Robertson referred ,to the ravages of the
disease in the families of the victims.
First of all the men contract miners'
phthisis, which develolps into tubercular
complaints, and through want of proper
nutrition members of the~r families are
contracting those diseases.
Mr. BARNEs.-The company for which
those men have been working have now a
reserve fund, mad'e tip of their profitd of
over £100,000. 'What do they propose to
do~

Mr. CLOUGH.-It appears to me that
it is a very convenient time to talk to the
company about it. No doubt, the Be,ndigo
Amalgamated Company is the largest
company there, but it IS not the only
one. It must also be remembered that,
there are men in other centres suffering
from the complaint. The Bendigo Amalgamated Company has given the miners
in Bendigo 250,000 shares in the company, and the m'en benefit to that extent.
In other ways they have been subsidizing
the relief fund which the Government has
cut off. The company can give relief to
the men working for it, but it cannot do
so for all the worn-out miners in Victoria,
or even all those in the Bendigo field. It is
only quibbling to discuss what that company is doing. The only party that oan
do anything is the Government.
They
alone can organize a scheme to deal effectively with the matter, as the GO'vernments of the other States have done.
1\1r. BARNEs.-The gentleman who is so
enthusiastic is the Chainnan of the Company, Mr. Dyason, who introduced the'
depntation to me. He has this substantial reserve fund, but he has not come
t.o me about it since.
Mr. CLOUGH.-The Minister suggested in the minutes of the Conference
t.hat he was going to call it together when
the Gove,rnment, obtained certain data.
He does not know where the data are.
Mr. BARNEs.-I went t0' a tremendDus
amount of trouble to get the Health De-
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partment to move. As Minister of Mines,
I have no medical staff.
?tir. CLOUGH.-That is true.
The
Minister has only come to' that point
now. There was nothing sai9. about this
at the last discussion. \Vhy does not the
,Minister geL the data and call the conferenc-e together again ~
1\1r. BARNES.~I have not the data.
Mr. WARDE.-Are not these people entitled to' the invalid pension 'I
Mr. CLOUGH.-They are, if the doct{)rs will say that they are permanently
unfit.ted tor work.
The vote was agreed to.
OTHER DEPARTMENTS.
The votes for the Department of the
Minister of Forests, £68,099; the Minister of Water Supply, £160,000; the Minister of Agriculture, £236,629; the Minister
of Health, £83,162; and the lVIip.ister of
Railways, £7,409,876, ·were also agreed to.
RESOLUTIONS FROM COMMITTEE
OF SUPPLY.
The resolutions arrived at in OOlllmittee 0'f Supply with regard to' the Departments of the Chief Secretary, the
Mini:;ter of Labour, the Minister of Public
Instruction, the Attorney-General, the
SDlicitor-General, the' Treasurer, the
Minister of Lands, the, Minister of Public 'Works, the Minister of 1\1ines, the
Minister of Water Supply, the Minister
of Agriculture" the Minister of Health
and the Minister of Railways were repO'rted t0' the House and ado>pted.
The resolution arrived at in Oommittee of Supply with regard to the
Department O'f the Minister of Forests
was reported.
M:r. HANN1~H.-I take it that when
the Appropriation Bill is brought on,
honorable members will be given an
opportunity of speaking 0'n this Department. I have refrained from dO'ing so
O'n the present O'ccasion, because of the
lateness Df the hour. HonDrable members
are tired and it would be a waste Df
time.
There are o>ne Dr two matters in
connexion with the Forests Department
upon which I wish to' speak, and I am
h0'peful that some definite infDrmatiDn
win be given. The F'orests Commission
appears to' be run without any regard for
anybody outside it. It would be as well
f0'r the, new Minister of Forests to' look
into this matter. On~ cannot get a reply
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Adjournment.

to correspondence, unless it pleases the tOi dOl so, will meet me at the steps leading
Commission, nor does the Chairman of to the Governor's Office.
that body seem to have much regard for
ADJOURNMENT.
honorable mem bers of this House. I
mention this because the new Minister ORDER OF BUSINESS-BuTCHERING TRADE
of Forests has a high regard for the
EMPLOYEES.
position and privileges of members. It
Mr. L,AW'SON (Premie,r) .~I move-Eeems to me that one gentleman who has
That the House, at its risin:s, adjourn unti1
come from abroad, and who has no know- Tuesday next, at 2.30 p.m.
ledge of th.e conditions in Australia, regards membe,rs as interfering with the That means, of course, that the House
working of the Commission. I hope tihat will meet at three o'clock. In moving
when the Appropriation Bill is under dis- this mOitiOln, I wa.nt to acknO'wledge on
cussion, the Minister will be able to indi- behalf O'f the Gover'nment the helpful
cO-Olperation of honorable members in
cate the trend of the Commission.
The resolution with regard to the getting the Estimates through. I think
we have, almost established a record, in
Forests lJ.e1partment was adopted.
having disposed of the Estimates practically. at one si,tting, and the Go\V A YS AND MEANS'.
The Housel having resolved itself into vernment very much appreciates the
of
honorable
members.
It
help
Committee of Ways and lYleans-·
certainly
improves
the
prospect
of
Mr. ~A WSON (Premier) movedWhile I
That towards making good the Supply closing the session next week.
granted to His :Majesty for the services of the am on my feet I may as well indicate the
year ending 30th June, 1921, the SHm of business we propose to take next Tuesday.
£6,018,478 be granted out of the Consolidated I will move the second reading of the
Hcvenue of Victoria.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill and the
The motion was agreed to·.
ElelCtricity Commissioners Bill.
The
Gorv·e['nment
have'
invited
the
Ele,cAPPROPRIATION BILL.
tl'jcity Oonunissioners to attend in the
The resolution arrived at in Committee big Committee room at 7 p.m., so that
of Ways and Means was reported to the the subject-matter of these two Bills may
House and adopted.
be informally discussed with honorable
Authority having been given to Mr.
members. Then I propose to go on with
l\:IcPherson (Treasure1r) and Mr. Lawson
(Pre'nier) to. bring in a Bill to carry out the Constitution Act Amendment Bill, the
Land Bill, the N'ccessary Commodities
tb:.:. resoln tion,
Mr. McPHERrsON (Treasurer) brought Control Bill, and the State Savings Bank
up a Bill "to apply a sum out of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
Consolidated Revenue to the service of the
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I moveyear ending on 30th June, 1921, and to
That the House do now adjourn.
appropriate the supplies granted in this
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I should like
f'essioTl of Parliament, and move that it
to ask the :M:inister of. Labour if he intends
bo read a first time.
The mOition was agreed to, and the Bill to do anything in connexion with the proposition for incretasing the wag~, and pro\\ia::; read .1, first time.
viding for shOirter hours fOil' those engaged
PRESENTATION OF ADDRESSin the butchelring trade that I brought
IN-REPLY.
before him.
TLp SPEAKER.-I have to Hnnonnr-e.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK
that the Addre,ss-in-Reply to' the Speech of . (Minister of Labour).-I have a full
His ExcellcllCY the Lieutenant-Governor memorandum on the subject for presentaat the openin'g 'O'f Parliament, ado.pted tion to the Cabinet on Monday, and I
by this HOlUse, on 25th N olVem bel' , will hope to be able to induce my colleagues
be presented to Hif1 Excellencv at t.he to come to a decision in regard to the
Governor's Office, Old Trr.as111',Y Building'S. matter.
Spring-street., on TU€lSday next, at 2.15
']'1 Le moti on was agreed to.
p.'ffi'. I will be pleased if as many honorable
The House adjourned at twenty-eight
members as can possibly do so will accom- minutes to five o'clOCk a.m., until Tuespany me from this House, or, if unable day, December 14.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
T'ltesday, December

1~,

1920.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at eleven
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
PRESENTATION OF ADDRESS-INREPLY.
The PRESIDENT.-I have to report
that, accompanied by honorable members,
I this day waited upon His Excellency
the Lieutenant-Governor a~d ,presented to
him the Address of the Legislative Council
adopted on Tuesday, December 7, in reply
to His Excellency's Speech, and that His
ExoeUency was pleased to make, the fol.
lowing reply: MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE
THE LEGISLATIVE COUNOIL-

MEMBERS

OF

In the name and on behalf of His Majesty
the King I thank you for your expressions of
loyalty to our Most Gracious Sovereign contained in the Address which you have just presented to me.
I fully .rely on your wisdom in deliberating
upon the important measures to be brought
under. your consideration, and I earnestly hope
that the results of your labours will be conducive to the .advancement and prosperity of
this State.
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Mildura Irrigation Trusts Bill (the
Hon. Frank Clarke).
North Carlton Lands Bill (the Hon.
]~rank Olarke).
Factories and Shops Bill (No.2)
(the Hon. A. Robinson).
Anglo-Persian Oil Company's Bill (the
Ron. Frank Clarke).

RAIIL'V"A. Y DEPARTMEN'T.
EXTRA OOST OF ISSUING SINGLE TICKETS
-OONCESSIONS TO INCAPACITATED AND
ORIPPLED .sor.DIERs.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG' asked the
Attorney -General·'Vhat wa.s the co,st for additional assistance
in connexion w.ith the sale of single railway
tick~ts in Victoria, such as extra clerks, ticket
checkers, and conductors, and other expenses
connected therewith for the month of November, 1920?

The HOll. it. ROBINSON (AttorlleyGeneral).-The answ-er is £67.
The Hon. J. STE,RNBE.RJG asked the
A.ttorney-:GeneralIf it is a fact that the Railway Department
insists upon our incapacitated and crippled
sold.iers paying their railway fares when travelling on our railways; if so, will the Minister
of Railways ascertain what is being done in
other Stat.es with regard to free raHway travelling for soldiers situated as these men are,
w.ith a view of granting this concession?

'The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-IThe following ·answer has
ASSENT TO BILLS REPORTED.
been supplied to me:Morwell Brown Coal Railway Construc. The question of the granting of railway contion Bill.
cessions to blinded and crippled soldiers has
PubliC} Service Bill.
been under oonsideration for some time, and
Municipalities Oelebrations and War has formed the subject of considerable corre-'
spondence with t'he Federal authorities.
On
Memorials Bill.
the 19th January last the Commonwealth GoOonsolidated Revenue Bill (No.2).
vernment intimated ,i,ts willingness to bear
BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills were received from
the Legislative Assembly ~nd read a first
time:Surp1us Revenue Bill (the Hon. A.
Robineon).
Victorian Loan ·Bill (the Hon. A.
Robinwn) .
Income Tax Bill (the Hon. A. Robinson).
Land Tax Bill (the Hon. A. Robinson).
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill
(the Hon. Frank Clarke).
Tragowel Land Bill (the Hon. A.
. Hicks).
Second Session 1920.-[29]

half the cost of the prov.ision of free second
class railway travelling to blind soldiers, the
State to bear the other half. In regard to
crippled soldiers, the State offered to issue
passes on the same terms as those agreed to
in the case of blind soldiers; but the Commonwealth Government haa not yet concurred m
this proposal. The matter was discussed at
the Premiers' Conference held in May last,
when the following resolution was adopted:That this Conference is of opinion that
free railway travelling facilities should .be
extended to blinded and totally incapacitated sold·iers on condition that the Commonwealth Government bear half the cost.
This resolution was submitted to the Commonwealth Government, which has not yet
communicated any reply to the States. Pen:ding a settlement of the question of contribution by the Co·mmonwealth, it has now b€'en
decided byt'his Government to grant to blinded
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and crippled soldiers free. sub"';1r:ban !ailw~y
travelling (to include a gUIde, If reqUIred, In
the case of a blind soldier) between place of
residence and Melbourne or place of business.
Applications for o~her journeys .wil~ be dealt
With on their ments. All rupphcatIons must
be supported by a certificate fr.om the Repatria.tion ~epart~~nt . . Steps wIll. be .taken
to brmg th.IS deClSIOn mto operatIOn Immediately.

Thel Ron. W. J. BEcKETT.-Did I
undell"stand the honorahle gentleman to
sa y second class tickets are to be issued to
the-se men 1
The Ron. A. ROBINSON.-That class
was mentioned by the Commonwealth
Government.
The Ron. W. J. BEcKETT.-Then the
re,sponsihility is on the Commonwealth
Government for :providing second class
ticke-ts.
ROUSING AND RECLAMATION
BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legisla-tive Ass€llllbly with a message intimating that they- had agreed to some of the
amendments made by t.he Legislative
Council, and had agteed. to one with a
consequential amendment, with which
they desired the concurrence .of the Assembly.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE (Minister -of Puhlic Works) . -When the Bill
was -o(figinally before this Housel, clause
25 provided thatThe council may, in accordan,ce with any
housing scheme(a) demoTish, repair, or reconstruct any
build'ings or erections on any land
so purchased or taken.

We omitted the words "land so Ipurchased
or taken," and inserted the words "such
land." The Assembly has agreed to thu;
amendment, but has mad-e the following
consequential amendment in sub-clause (1)
of clause 24:After the words "Municipal District" insert "or may use or dispose of any ~ands
vested in the municipality not being lands
used as pleasure grounds, public schools,
libraries, museums, gymnasiums, gardens, or
places of public resort or recreation, or for
any public purpose (whether of a like kind
to' the foregoing or not) or lands granted
to the municipality by the Crown."

I may eXJplain that this amendment was
upon the sheet containing amendments
that I proposed to move; but by some
mishap 1 started with the second lot of
the amendments, and did not get back
to this nne. The omission to make this

Reclamation Bill.

amendment in this House was an oversight, and, in the circumstances, I think
we can accept it. I moveThat the amendment be agreed with.

The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I ask
the House to agree to what the Minister
has proposed. He was good enough to
hring the matter under my notice before
I entered the ch'amber, and he has told
us that he intended to submit this amendment when the. Bill was previously ,before
us.
I am sure, in the circumstances,
mem:bers will agree to it now.
Irfhe Hon. A. BELL.-The amendment
now before us seems to give the Government power to resume land which has
been granted to a municipality for the
pUIipose of Ipleasure ,grounds, gymnasiums, and recreation purposes.
The Hon. FRANK' OLARKE.-N o. The
municipalities, in developing a scheme
under this Bill, may use all lands except
those enumerated in the amendment made
in another place.
The Hon. A. BELL.-This is just the
thin end of the wedge.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-The honorable member is -putting it in a wrong
way. Councils may use any lands except
those referred to.
The Hon. A. BELL.-We frequently
have instances -of land being granted for
public pur,poses, and then being resumed.
This H-ouse ought to be very ca,reful before it agrees to any ,pro;posa~ allowing
land which has been set apart for public
purposes -being resumed.
When Mr.
Adamson was Minister of Pu1llic Works
he refused to accede to a proposal in connexion with a reserve at Ballarat; but I
notice that a few weeks later he granted
a similar request made in connexion with
land in Melbourne. .r do not want to
take Thp th~ time of the House at any
length, but an important .principle is inv-olved in this matter, and we ought .to be
very careful before we allow land which
has been granted to a municipality for
public ,pur,poses to ·be resumed.
Tlhe Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I am
afraid Mr. Bell has misinterpreted the
intention of this amendment. Speaking
as a municipal representative, I think
this .amendment will add to the usefulness
of the Bill. In my own municipality we
have several small blocks of ground which
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we ,purchased, and we demolished the
rookeries whic'h existed on them.
In
any scheme which may be brought forward under this Bill, we shall have power
to use those allotments, and in ·this way
the alteration now proposed will be an
advantage.
The amendment was agreed wit·h.
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that such interference does take place is
so strong as to amount to an absolute
moral certainty.
Those of us who are
connected with the administration of the
law know that there is a great deal of
" whispering" and illicit practice.
The
~act th.at the jury panel is available for
mspectwn for three days of course makes
it very easy for those who have an interest
in defeating the, ends of justice to' canvass
amongst their friends, and to put tne
llames of the panel before those with
whom the administration of justice is a,
very light matter, and to ask those persons to make suggefltions to men who may
be p-laced u po,n the jury. Under this
Bill, the panel will only be available for
inspection the day before the jury is impanelled., and that will be some check, at
any rate, upon the practices that now
exist. It is proposed tol practically revert to t.he position that obtained prior to
the passing of the amending Juries Act
No. 2777, with the exception that the
copy of the panel in criminal cases will
only be available one day before the precept is returnable, instead of three days,
as at present. In ·civil ·cases, the panel
will be open for inspection three days before the return day, and during the days
the panel is in operation. Olause 4 increases the remuneration paid to jurors.
For a considerable time past, strong criticism by jurors has been directed to tlle
insufficiency of remuneration allowed to
them.
On several occasions they have
mentioned the matter to the J ude:e in
Court.
The proposal is to increase the
daily rate in civil and criminal matt~~rs
from 7s. per day to 12s. a day for the first
three da.ys, from lOs. to 15s. for the n('xt
three days on the same case" 'and thereafter £1 a day as at present. Honorable
members will, I think, regard this a5 a
substantial improvement on the present
payments l and the· incre·ases will relieve
jurymen from some of the loss, at any
rate, which many of them: suffel!". With
reg·ard to the mattpl' of improper use being made of the jury panel, I wish to
strongly impress upon honorable members
the necessity for some revision of the
nature now proposed. From statements
made by Jurymen, and from other in-

JURIES BILL.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) moved the second reading of
this Bill.
He said-One part of this
measure increases the fees payable to
jurors,and the other part relates to the
keeping and inspection of the jury panel
in criminal cases. It is thought that 'an
amendment of the law in both these respects may have the effect of lessening
the practice of " whispering" to jurymen.
~he Bill amends the princi pal Act by
directing the Sheriff tOo draw the jury
panel at the time and place appointed by
the Sheriff, and in the presence of one or
more of his senior officers, if they are
available.
Under the present Act, any
member of the public who wishes to. attend may do so; but under the Bill tbat
privilege, if it can be so called, is abolished. The Sheriff at Melbourne, and the
deputy sheriffs at the larger centres, will
now draw the jury panel in the presence
of one or more senior officers, but in the
smaller ·country districts a senior offi~er
will not in many cases be avaihble, the
Olerk of Courts being the only officer.
Under dause 3 the, Sheriff is given power
to make a sufficient number of copies of
every panel, and it is provided that in
criminal cases the panel may be inspected
on the day befol!"e the precept is returnable, 'and after that day until the panel
ceases to be operative. That is to say,.
if a jury were summoned for to-mqrrow,
the panel would be available for inspection to-day and as long as it was in force.
Under the present Act, a copy or the
panel maybe obtained by any person
three days before the precept is returnable.
It is known-in fact, a case in
connexion with the matter came before a
Court only the other day-that that
power has been used for most improper
purpos.es. It is, as honorable membe,rs
know, almost impossible to sheet home by fo·rmation we have re{!le1.veci, we kilow
actual legal proof a charge of interference tha.t juries have heen tampered with,
with a jury, but the evidence showing and the practioe of "whispe.ring" is
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detrimental to the pure administration of
justice.
On the motion of the Hon. W. J.
BECKETT, the debate was adjourned
until the following -day.

UN AUT,HORIZED DOCUMENTS
BILL.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) moved the second reading of
this Bill. He said-Honorable members
may recollect that ~ome years ago an Act
was passed relating to unauthorized
documents.
Honorable me:m'bers were
shown documents that were sent out purporting to be documents issued in Oourt,
which frightened people of a timid and
unsuspecting nature, -and led them to believe that they w.ere the subject of legal
process, whereas the documentfl were
merely a debt -collector's dodge.
It has
been found that there is a Haw in the Act
which it is necessary to remedy.
In a
certain section the words "prints, publishes or sells or offers or exhibitEi for
sale" and the words" printed, published
or sold, or offered or exhibited for sale
or " a Plpear, and the efiec,t of thelir being
in their present position has a nullifying
effect. It is propofled to repeal those
words arid to put them jn another place"
whieh will have the effect of giving to the
Act the scope which Parliament fully intended it should have.
I may say that
proceedings were going to be taken
against the printer and publisher· of an
objectionable document, but the opinion
of counsel was taken, an.d he advised that
the language of the sub-section under
which the prosecution would be taken was
unfortunate, and that he did not thi.nk
the printer, publisher, 0'1' seller could be
convicted of an offence.
He suggested
that representations be made with a view
to having the sub-section amended so as
to give effect to the obvious desire of Parliament. The House has twice, previously
agreed to the principle involved, and I
feel confident that on this occ-asion there
will be no oppoflition to a measure which
is obviously designed to prevent innocent
people being alarmed by what may be
termed colourable imitations of lelgal processes. In a number of cases these documents have had a very terrifying -effect
on people-women especially.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I accept unreservedly the statements made by
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the Attorney-General in regard to thiEl
Bill. I am quite sure that the measure
makes for clearness, and that the ,House
will be prepared to pass it.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-As the
Bill appears to be for the purpose of COllserving the rights of the legal profession,
no doubt it will be carried almoflt unanimously. I 'am a great supporter of trade
unionism, and I recognise that the legal
profession must be protected against outsiders" and that whatever documents are
sent out must come from lawyers' offices.
Of courfle, the usual fee will be paid for
them. There is, se,emingly, nO' objection
to the frightening of women and children
by means of documents that come from
lawyers' offices, because lawyers are privileged to frighten people in that way. Of
course', if such documents come frO'm outside sources, and only the cost of printing has to be paid for them, it Is
most deplorahle, and amounts too poaching O'n the special pre,rogativ:es of the legal
profession. t presume tl1at the Bill will
have a speedy passage, and that the legal
prO'fession will be pleased at having its
special privileges preserved.
The Hon. H. F. HIOI-IARDSON.-I
should likel to join with the last speaker.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-I withdraw
what I have said.
The lIon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.-I
quite realize the force of what the honorable member has ·stated. I suppose hundreds of thousands of debts are collected
by means of documentEl such as this Bill
would prohibit. I do not know that these
documents have done any harm, but they
have saved business people large sums of
money. I understand that in America a
system of using certain documents for
collect.ing debts i~ in force; and a business
man in Geelong told me yesterday that on
more than one occasion debts that he had
considered to be hopelessly bad had been
collected by means of such documents. I
dO' not knO'w why thell'e should be the restriction proposed. Printed forms of t~e
kind referred to are so,ld by firms In
l\l[elbourne, and are largely used throughout the country districts. It is proposed
tha t too su b-sectiO'n (1) of section 3 01 the
principal Act there shall be added the
words"And every person who prints publishes or
sells or offers or exhibits for sale or cause!
to be printed published or sold or offered or
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exhibited for sale any paper or writing which
is no~ an original or a copy of a document
published or issued as aforesaid but which in
the opinion of the Court in which or the
Judge be(ore whom any proceedings under
this section are brought is likely or intended
to convey the impression that s'uch paper or
writing is such an original or copy shall be
guilty of an offence."

That w.ill bring a number of documents
that have· proved effective into disuse.
Many persons regard the printed demand
for the ,payment of a debt as a summons.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I suppose it
purports to be a summons.
The Hon. H. F. RJjOHARDSON.-It
threatens the issue of a summons. We
should be careful not to Ido an injury to
business people, mho already have enough
difficulties to encounter in the way of
collecting debts from dishonest persons.
Why should a busines.s man be compelled
to go to a !Solicitor and ask that a summons be issued when bya simple process
he can collect his debts?, Only yesterday
aftenlOon I was informed of a case where
a man sent out one of the printed forms
that have 'been referred to, and was thereby able to ,collect a debt which he thad
practically written off.
The H,on. 'G. M. DAVIS.-I have a
certain ,amount of sympathy with the two
previous .speakers. The effect of sending
out a 'prmted form has been salutory in
connexion with the collection of Idebts.
It has been a saving of expense to business people. As Mr. Richardson has explained, people who do not understand
the law too well are apt to be influenced
by these notices demanding payment. I
cannot 'see why the law should not remain
as at present. What harm is being done?
N cedless expense is avoided as the costs
of a solicitor are saved. M;. Beckett has
pointe.d out that the proposed alteration
IS deSIgned to safeguard the interests of
thc legal profession.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I think
there is more in the Bill than appear.s
on the s~rf ace. I have hRid a great deal
of experIence and trouble in collecting
debts, and I feel somewhat alarmed at the
proposal to do away with the method that
bas "?een [-airly successful in the past.
~P tIll qUlte recently, the f.ee of a soliCl~or lor writing a letter in connexion
WIth the l'ccovery of a debt wa'S reasonable, but during the last twelve months
solicitors' fee.s have increased enormC9usly.
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What cost £1 1s. formerly noW costs
£4 4s. or £5 5s. Several solicitors have
had to "toe the carpet" because they
have not charged their clients as much as
the pr,ofes.si~n generally ,considers they
should be charged. I understand that the
legal profession is " putting the a'cid " on
lawyers who dOl not charge the fun rates
deci,ded upon. In many cases a debt of
only 5s. or 7·s. 6d. has to be recovered by
process ·of law, and the debtor has to 'pay
the costs Df the action. I think it very
wrong for the legal profession to try to
step in and penalize the shopkeeper who
has debts to ,collect. There are many collectors. who do their work very well, and
they are paid by results. It may be said
that they use a bit of bluff but that is
better than building up a bill of costs.
Quite recently, a firm was fined for using
a blue 'paper bearing an inscription that
should not have appeared thereon.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Instead of
the King's Arms being inseribed the picture of a· crocodile should be pri~ted.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-A scull
and crossbones might be better still.
However, I think the measure should be
allowed to stand over. The law should
protect the ipeople, not drive them into
solicitors' offices.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I take a different view ,of the matter to that taken
by my colleagues. There is always a
clean way of doing a thing. I have read
paragraph (b) of sub-clause (2), which
IS the crux of the measure, and it appears
to me that all that is aimed at is to prevent persons from using papers which
purport to be summonses.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Tha t is so.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-The man
who uses an imitation summons is reallv
doing the country out of a fee.
v
The, Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-He, is
doing a la\vyer out of a fee.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.- T am not
concerned a.bout the laywer. Thousr ~ds
of doculilents of the kind referred to
are issued. They are really imitat 'on
sU~I?-0nses. Anyh?w, there are very f,)w
solICltors who .go m for debt {'ollecting.
The bulk of them do not bother with debtcollecting cases. Where a man does do
that class of business, he employs a collector, who is au fait with the Oourt and
summons proceedings, and who takes
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such steps as are necessary to enforce the
payment of debts.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Is he tJhe
one who bluffs ~
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-That is altogether apart from the question whether
we should pa'ss this Bill or not. Let us
deal with it on its merits. The Bill appeaI'ls to me to have been designed to
protect the revenue of this country.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-It protects
the revenue of solicitors.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Surely our
first consideration is the revenue of the
country ~ If, incidentally, the Bill assists
solicitors, good luck to them. At any
rate, we must protect the revenue. If a
man sends out an ·official looking document with the Gbject of making a debtor
be,liev(;lo that thel document has been issued
by a Oourt, 'and it has not 'been issued by
a Court, and has not the requisite stamp
on it, a wr·oug its done the ;community.
W.~ should prevent that" wrong from
bemg·done. I am not ooncerned whether
the solicitO'r ge,ts the cases or not, but I
~m conoerned about the revenue of the
country. Our orbjed should be to protect the rev,en ue of the State in every
way we can. There are too many leaks
alr~ady, and we .ought to try to fill them
up.
The HotTI. J. H. DISNEy.-Is jt not
far better to send a letter direct than to'
employ a solicitor to do it ~
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Certainly
it is. This Bill will not prevent any Dne
from dOoing that. Y 0fU can send as many
letters as you like, and you can print
them in red, blue, pink, or yellOow. You
can say anything you like in the lette,r
so long as it is not defamatory. If you
send a statement to t.he dehtOor that purports to' be a summons, and that the
country provides should have a stamp Dn
it, then you do wrong. The Bill is designed to. prevent that, and I see nothing
wrong in it.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-I support
the Bill. In any case a, debt colledor
charges 20 per oent. commission". I have
had debts collected at that rate, and I
ha v·e not been able to' collect them
from the collector. I would rather have
them collected by a r,eputable solicitor
than by a debt collector. I see nothing
objectionable in the Bill. The sGlicitor
spends several years in qualifying for his
profession, and should be entitled to' re-
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oeive any amount of wOork the coonmunity
can give him. Auctioneers and agents
like to get their commissi{)lll, and I see
no re'ason why the sOolicitOor should not receive what he is entitled to.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-Unless a
creditor sends out some document that
woruld frighten peO'ple into paying mO[l'e
than they ought to pay, I cannOot see
that anything seriously wrOong is done.
If you can collect the mOoney without
putting the debtors to additional expense, it is to their advantage. I dO' not
say that t.he Bill is in the interests of
the la.wyers, but it looks to me as if it is
a· pieoe of unnecessary legislation.
I
agree to a large· extent with the remarks
made by Mr. Disney. Many Gf the debts
are for small amounts, and the dehtor
O'n tha.t account allows them tOI remain
unpaid fOor a long time, unless he can be
brought to the scratch by some cheap
means. It dGes not seem to be wrong to
adopt this system. As far as I can understand, the Bill will not pre1vent a man
from conco·cting a document and sending
it Dut.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-The princi pal Act\. does that. This measure is to
prevent a man from selling these documents to collectors.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-It cannot
dOl much mOire ha,rm than is done by the
legal profe,ssion. There are people whO'
will not pay unless they are frightened
intOi doing sO'. The object of Mr. Disney
and some other honorable members whO'
spoke against the Bill is to frighten the
debtors in the cheapest possible manner.
It reminds me OIf the lawyer who was O'ut
in his carriage for a drive, and when the
horses bDlted, t.old the driver tOi run intO'
something ehe,ap.
The mOotion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clausel l-(Short title, construction, and
citatiDn) .
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I quite
agree with what Mr. Jones has said. I·
had in view the OIbject of lightening our
proceedings a little. I am satisfied tha,t
what Dr. Harris has stated is cprrect-that if business firms plaoed the cOillecting of their debts in the hands of reputable solicitors, instead of employing
rooks as debt coUe.ctors, it would be very
much better.
The clause was agreed tOi.
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any solicitors who WOluld be bothered witn.
this work.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-I said there
'were very few.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-At a eert[~in Court, not a hundred miles away
from here, there are runners employed lO
interview people whO', have small case;:;
co:ming .on in the interests of certain solidtors, who want to be engaged fOir thf30
defenoe. The lawyers who used to be
satisfied with £1 Is. now want £5 5s.
Tha.t is the worst form O'f profiteering.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-I am glad
you have given me that information. I
shall have to make adjustments accorningly.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-Each man
sbould be allowed to do his business i.}
his own way. There are many peopla
who do not want tal go to the Courts;
They take means to avoid solicitors. It
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney- iB better to get a bill from a collecto'.!:
than from- 'a solicitor, who will charge
GeneraJ).-I mOve-for every le,tter written.
That after the word " convey" in paragraph
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-This will not
(b) there be inserted the words "to any perprevent you writing a letter.
.
son whomsoever."
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-The only
I take this opportunity of removing a
false impression which I am afraid is due thing I am objecting to is the additional
to my negligenoe. Mr. Davis, Mr. Dis- cost.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
ney, and one O'r two other honorable
mem bers seem·ed to think that there was clause, as amended, was adopted.
some siniste-r purpose in the Bill. I enThe Bill was reported to the House
deavoured to' make it clear that any busi- with an amendment, and the amendment
ness man who uses one of these docu- was adopted.
ments is guilty of an offence'. The:re are
On the motion of the HOin. A. ROBINone or two firms who, although they SON (AttaTney-General), the Bill was
knaw that these documents cannO't be read a third time.
issued, still print them. They know that
it is illegal to issue them, but they do
POISONS BILL.
issue them in the hope that the infringe·
ment of the law win not be discovered.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Atto.rneyThis Bill is to' make it clear that they General) moved the second reading of
cannot print and seH these dO'cuments. this Bill. He said-This is, I am fain to
Surely that is not unreasonable.
admit, a Bill of considerably more imThe Han. G. M. DA VIS.-If you can portance than that with which we have
cO'llect your mO'ney without running the just dealt.
The principal object of the
debtor into a. great deal of expense you measure is to give effect to the ~lJ1ti
must be dO'ing him a good turn. It is all narcotic provisions of the Versailles
right to engage. a sO'licitor when the Peace Treaty, wher.eby all the countries
amounts involved are 'large j but for sig.Ding the Treaty undertook on behalf
small amounts the practice is to engage of their respective Governments to pass
a d.ebt collector.
Sometimes the cost of legislation as early as possible bringing
collecting is mall'e than the debt. It Wl't8 into force certain agreements ~mbadied
jn that respect that I spoke.
Of COUIS9· in the Treaty. Honorable membe:rs will
I ·do' not want to se·e any harm done to therefore see that it is a matter of imthe revelnue nor to the individuaL
portance, and we .should pass it if posThe Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-Mr. Jone.; sible without delay, because it arises
said he did not believe that there wet:"e directly out of the Peace Treaty.
In
Sub-section (I) of section 3 of the principal
Act as amended bv section 2 of the Unauthorized Documents Act 1916 is hereby amended
as follows:(a) the words "prints, publishes, or sells,
or offeL's, or exhibits for sale, or"
and the words "printed, published,
or sold, or offered, or exhibited for
sale, or" are hereby repealed;
(b) at the end of the said sub-section (1)
there shall be inserted the words
"and every person who prints, publishes.. or sens, or offers, or exhibits
for sale, or cause~ to be printed,
published, or sold, or offered, or exhibited for sale any paper or writing
which is not an original or a. copy
of a document published or issued
a.s aforesaid, but which, in the
opinion of the Court in which or
the Judge before whom any proceedings under this section are brought
is likely or intended to convey the
impression that such paper or writing is such an original or copy shall
be guilty of an offence."
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pursuance of a provision in the Treaty,
an .A.ct entitled the D3.lngerous Drugs Act
1920 has been passed in England, and it
is upon the tPrinciples eo:nbodied in that
measure that the present Bill is based.
The British Act, in addition to imposing
certain restrictions upon the inland sale
of morphia 3Jnd cocaine, also deals with
the importation
of narcotic drugs.
In Australia the Commonwealth Government deals
already with
th~
importation of opium and
similar
drugs unde,r the Opium Smoking proThe various State Governclamation.
ments are being asked to give effect to the
provisions of the Treaty so far as the internal sale of the drugs referred to is conoe,rned. With regard to the first portion
of the Bill, thel main requirement is
that opium, cocaine, morphine, &0., must
not be su ppJied except on a doctoT" s
written orde,r. Notwithstanding the gibes
at professional men, I am sure that all
honorable members who reflect will agree
that these dangerous drugs should not be
dealt with ex'cept under the written order
of a medically trained man.
The
second reason for the Bill is to insure
greater control over the sale of certain
poisonous .substances which may be sold
by any persons under the principal Act.
A list of those substances appears in the
first schedule to the Bill. To explain
this part of the Bill more fully it is
necessary to point out that under the
principal Act doctors and chemists are
permi tted to sell poisons by virtue of their
statutory qualifications.
Then, in addition, there 'is the provision allow'~ng
country storekeepers ilD towns where
. there is no chemist to obtain certificates
These conditions
as dealers in poisons.
are not ciisturbed by the amending legislation.
What is now proposed is that
these poisonous substances, which at present can be sold by any ignora,nt or irresponsible person, shall also De sold under
licence, with this difference, namely, that
a licence will be issued to any trader who
is of good character irrespective of the
fact that there is a chemist in business in
his immediate vicinity. By extending the
licensing system in this way the sale of
all poisons will be placed :on a uniform
system. Greater control will be exercised,
and the public will benefit thereby without in any way being inconvenienced.
The principle embodied in this part of
the Bill has been approved by the VicH on. A. Ro binson.
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. tori an Storekeepers Association.
It
might also be mentioned that the British
Poisons Act of 1908 instituted la system
of licensing for the sale of this class of
poisonous substances. In Part III. of
the Bill some new legislation is protPosed,
the gene1ral purport of which is to
bring the principal Act more into
line with present day requireo:nents.
The Bill, as a. whole, imposes further
restrictions upOn pharmaceutical chemists.
It enables licensee.'3 to sell certain
poisonous substances and preparations to
be issued, and it renders the manufacturer of a poisonous preparation subject
to certain obligations from which at
present he escapes.
Victori3JD. legislation on this subject has always been well
in advance of the other States. I do not
propose tOt deal with aU the clauses of
the Bill, but I will explain some of its·
provisions.
Olause 5 deals with the
method of issuing licences, and clause 6
gives the Governor in Oouncil power to
r~voke licences. In Part II. of the Bill,
clause 9 defines opium amd raw opium.
The definitions are taken from the British
Dangerous Drugs Act.
As far .as possible we have followed the British Act.
Olause 10 lays down the requirements
which must be complied with when opium,
cocaine, and other narcotic drugs included in the second schedule are manufactured or sold.
These clauses follow
in the main similar provisions in the
British D3Jngerous Drugs Act 1920, which
was framed to comply with the terms of
the Versailles Peace Treaty.
As f.ar as
possible it is desirable that these provisions should be uniform throughout the
Empire. Power is given to exempt certain substances, such as external ointments, which by their nature cannot be
used in evasion of this part of the Act, and
the Governor in Oouncil is given power
to add any 'new chemical or drug to the
schedule.
In Part III. clause 14 introThere are some
duces a new principle.
drugs which can hardly be included in
the poisons schedule, yet they are exAt pr.etremely potent and dangerous.
sent these are not subject to any restrictions. It might be desirable to
regulate the sale of some drug of this
nature.
The clause provides that when
the Oommission of Public Health is of
opinion that any particular drug comes
under this category, the Governor in
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Oo'uncil may proclaim it to be a potent
drug, and may thereupon make regulations regarding its sale. It was thought
desirable to place the power of recommendation in respect to drugs brought
under the provisions of this clause in the
hands of the Health Oommission, so as to
avoid any question of bias which possibly
might arise if the Pharmacy Board were
given the powers instead.
I must, however, say, in fairness to the Board, that
it has always exercised its functions Impartially and with discretion. Clause 15
is designed to put a check on bogus prescriptions. Several cases have come under
the notice of the Pharmacy Board. in
which drug addicts have presented forged
prescriptions to a chemist for supplies of
morphia and cocaine.
In other cases
false representations have been made.
These are serious offences, and if allowed
to continue would break down the 'whole
object of the Bill.
Clause 16 has been
introduced at the express desire of several
police magistrates who from time to time
called attention to the defect in the principal Act which prevents the Board from
taking action against the manufacturers
of any poisons included in the fourth
~chedule of the principal Act. The reta.il
seller sometimes receives stocks of goods
snch as phenyle, cloudy ammonia, &c.,
Oll the verbal assurance of some traveller
that the goods supplied comply with the
Act. The Grocers Association and the
Storekeepers Association have asked that
the obligation should be placed on the
manufacturers to properly label those
.articles. This is a reasonable provision,
and in the interests of fairness to all concerned it should be included in the new
measure. Clauses 22 and 23 are amendments of section 32 of the principal Act.
Since this Act was passed, certain medicinal preparations, such as laudanum,
have been brought within the scope of the
opium smoking provisions of the Act.
This has made section 32 exceedingly irksome.
It is considered that the proVISIons of these clauses will make the
Act easier to administer and ,at the same
time provide all the sa.feguards neoossary. Pharmaceutical c'hemists desire to
carry out the provisions of the opium pa~·t
of the Act and the Pharmacy Board IS
anxious to'see that they do so. Section
32 in its present form is too dI"astic, and
,operates harshly upon sick persons. In
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the amendments proposed the same effect
is obtained, but in a different way, and
it is hoped that the House will concur in
the reasonable suggestions contained in'
these two clauses.
The first schedule
contains the list of poisonous substances
that can be sold by any person who is
licensed, irrespective of whether a chemist
is in business in the vicinity. I do not
desire to go through the other clauses of
the measure. In common with other parts
of the Empire, this State has its duty to
perform so far as the anti-narcotic sections -of the Bill are ·concerned. The remailnder of the Bill is non-controversial.
What is recommended is in the interests
of the community generally. The Bill has
the full approval of the Pharmacy Board
and the Grocers Association, as well as
the Victorian Storekeepers Association.
The secretary of the Grocers Association
wrote to me to-day stating that a large
number of small retailers had been
heavily fined for selling goods bought in
sealed containers .from manufacturers on
the definite understanding that the contents complied with the requirements of
the Poisons Act. These goods were purchased from the manufacturers, and the
retailers sold the goods as they received
them.
The retailers were fined because
an analysis showed that the goods did not
comply with the Poisons j~ct. The Bill,
therefore, provides that ma:l1ufacturers
and wholesale merchants 'will have to take
the responsibility for the goods which
they sell. Under the Health Act the responsibility for the sale of foodstuffs is
placed on the manufacturer. With drugs
it is surely just as necessary to protect the
consum'e:fS and thelretaileTs. This projected
legislation is approrved by the Pharmacy
Board, rerpresenting the, pharmaceutical
chemists; approved by the health authorities, representing what may be called
medical opinion; and approved by the
retailers who are not pharmaceutical
. chemists.
I think I may fairly ask
honorable members to agree to the second
reading of the measure now, although if
they desire an adjournment of the dehate
for a, fe·w hours I should bel only too
willing to grant it in connexion with this
and other measures. We are anxious to
get the Bill on the statute-book before the
end of the session, because it means that
the State will have then carried out its
part in connexion with the Peace Treaty.
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The H'on. W. L. BAILLIEU.-There
is, I think, a saying to this effect--tuat a.
man whO' is his Q1wn lawyer has a fool fOoI'l

a lawye:r. The same thing, I believe,
applies with regard to pharmacy.
The
m3Jn who wants to be his own pharmaceutioal chemist is going to make a big
Undoubtedly, this Bill makes
mistake.
for a uniform basis on which all poisons
will be sold. On the face of the measure
there is nothing to indicate its special significance.
It has been introduced in
compliance with certain obligations under
the Peace Treaty. . We have the Attorney~General's statement as to that, and
the House wan~ nothing more.
:My
summary of the Bill is shorter than that
from which the honorra,ble gentleman ha:.;
been giving information to the House.
I feel thrut it is entirely a technical measure, and, personally, as an independen t
member of the House, I have no
objection to. accepting it in globo. Part I
makes it illegal to sell certain poisonous
substances and proprietary preparations
unless the seller is a pharmaceutical
chemist or a person holding a certificate
as a dealer in poisons. The House can
well agree that that is a wise provision.
The licence will cost lOs. per annum.
The poisons that come under the operation of this Bill are those used for the
purposes of photography, fly poison
papers, poisons for the destruction of
rats and mice, and material used for the
destruction of birds or ani.mals under
the Vermin Destruction Act, she1ep dips,
At present
and things of that sort.
these poisons can be sold by any oue
wjtbout any record Q1r safeguard. Under
the Bill nO alteration in the present practice will be made, except that any seller
of these poisons must be licensed. Part
II. deals with narcotic and other substances and drugs, such as eocaine, morphine, medicinal opium, ergot, &c. It is
provided that no chemist shall sell any
of these drugs without a doctor's writ- .
ten order. Five or six years ago the
Pharmacy Board passed a regulation to
this effect, and the chemists have observed it, but it is desirable to give the
regulation the force of statute law. I
do not think we can make any complaint
with the chemists in that desire.
As
sta ted by Dr. Harris, these men have to
go through a course of training, and
they are entitled to their legitimate busi-
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ness. This part is based upon the provisions of the Peace Treaty, the signatories to which have bound themselves to
put such provisions on their statutebook, and it is wise for us to do so.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-What
about the labour conditions referred to
in that Treaty ~ Nothing has been done
in regard to them.
The Ron. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Because something is not done in regard to
one subject, that is no reason why we
should not do something in regard to
another.
The Ron. W. J. BEcKETT.-It is ridiculous to refer to the Peace Treaty in
such a matter as this.
The Ron. W. L. BAILLIEU.~It is
not ridiculous, and I think the honorable member would be inclined to withdraw that interj'ection on mature consideration. We cannot handle, in this
House, all the matters referred to in the
Peace Treaty. If we could, there is no
dou bt we would settle them. Part II. of
this Bill is almost a copy of the Impel'iall~ct with the Oustoms clause omitted.
Part III. deals with potent drugs, such as
yaccines and serums, which are set out
in the third sched ule. These drugs,
though not poisons, are very potent, and
should not be in the hands of unqualified
persons. The intention is that they
should be in the hands only of doctors
and chemists. As the Attorney-General
has pointed out, the Health Oommission,
to avoid any suspicion of interest or undue influence, is the authority to declare
any new preparation to be potent drugs.
Honorable members cannot take any ex:'
ception to that. Two other important
provisions are mentioned. One relates :'0
proceedings against manufacturers. At
the present time, when an offence is committed against a law governing the sale
of PQlisons, there js nOi power to proceed
against the manufacturer, but only
against the retailer. Under the law in
Queensland the manufacturer must indicate on the bottle or packet the percentage of poison, if any, contained in thp.
preparation, and the provision is found
to. work very well in that State. The
BIll now before us provides for the same
protection to the people of Victoria.
The Pharmaceutical Society of Victoria
cordially approves of this Bill, so I am
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ad vised, and the secretary of that society
states that the Grocers Association and
the Storekeepers Association have also
approved of the measure. Honorable
members have no doubt received the
.same intimation about those two bodies
that I have. I think we can adopt this
Bill, and if there is anything we can do
in Committee to strengthen the measure
along its main lines we can do what is
necessary. I have pleasure in supporting
the motion for the second reading.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-I have gone
through this Bill, and, with one exception, I think we can agree to all its provisions. Olause 14 gives a great deal of
power to certain individuals.
Subclause (1) of clause 14 provides thatIn addition to th'e substances included
in the third schedule to this Act, the Governor in Council may from time to time by
proclamation declare any substance which is
not included in the second or fourth schedule
to tJle principal Act or the first or second
schedule to this Act, and which in the opinion
of the Commission of Public Health should
be subj ect to regulations imposing special restrictions under this part with respect to the
sale thereof to be a "potent drug" for the
purposes of this Act.

There are a large number of potent druga
in the Phwrm.aco17reia, and I can understand a prejudiced Board including alcohol amongst the number. The recent
campaign in connexion with the liqu0r
trade showed that there is-' a large
number of prohibitionists in this community, and it might be possible to have
a majority of members of the Health
Commission who would carry their prejudices as prohibitionists to such an extent that they would include alcohol a3
a potent drug. The power provided in
the clause I have quoted is rather wide.
The Health Oommission has power to
regula te the. strength of alcoholic beverages, and iI, is inquiring into this matt8r at the present time. It does not understand that portion of its business, and
I deprecate giving it powers which may
be wrongly used. I think there could
b~ included in this clause potent drugs
which the community would be very
much against being dealt with in that
way. I ask the Minister to consider
whether the provisions of this clause are
not a litHe too wide. Beyond this particular matter I can agree that £he Bill will
be a useful measure, but I oertainly think
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that we should not allow to be included
amongst potent drugs those things which
really are not very injurious to the community.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-There
is one thing thai will strike every
honorable member, and that is that very
few of us understand what this Bill really
means.
I think it is our duty to
thoroughly understand the measure and
every clause of it before it i.s placed on
the statute-,book. It is oftf3n complained
that Parliament passes legislation which,
immediately after it ibecomes law, requires amendment.
We have hwd instances of this hasty legislation in previous ses.sions. This remark, of course,
The
does not apply to the present Bill.
Minister has stated that he is an.."'{ious to
have this measure 'passed this ses.sion.
We are ~thin three days of the end of
the, session. The second reading of this
Bill was carried on the 11 th November.
Since that time we have had ample opportunity ,to dicuss the Bill on its merits,
and to examine it ,critically to satisfy ourselves whether it is proper legislation to
pass. It is true that amendments of our
laws are required in connexion with the
matters with which the Bill deals. The
number of deaths cau.sedby the use of
poisons, accidental or otherwise, .shows the
necessity .of this legislation. During the
six ye!ars from 1913 to 1918 the,re was a
total of 896 Jives lost from this cause,
according to Mr. Knibb:s's statistics. 'That
is 149 per annum. But the :point whieh .
occurred to me, and which gives me .a certain amount of ,concern, is the ,position in
which friendly societies will stand in relation to an Act of this description. It
is possible that the Minister in charge of
the Bill will be able to give full particulars in regard to that in Committee. We
find that the permits neces.sary to dispense narcotics are unde,r the control of
the Pharmacy Board. The pharmaceutical ·('<hemists appear to be exempt. I
Do the
presume that is all right.
friendly societies' dispensaries come under
that pr()IVision, because we should hesitate in ,passing any measure which will
put friendly societies, more particularly
in reg!lrd to their dispensaries, in a different position fr.om wha,t they occupy today 1 Early in the day some mention
was made of leogisla,tion that was
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proposed that would affect the friendly:
societies in that direction, and I stated
that as far as I knew no Bill had been
brought forward or ,circulated in this
House to that effect. I forgot at the time
·this Poisons Bill, which has Ibeen circulated for some time.
'The Hon. A. BELL.-The Ichemists in
friendly societies' dispensaries are all
qualified.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I am
not quite sure, ;and ~t is our duty to know
exactly in what position they stand.
Possibly this Bill is required, and requi,red urgently, but it must be admitted
that the Bill should Ibe thoroughly
analyzed with reg.ard to certain contentious provisioILS. A number of other Bil.ls
have yet to ·come before this H·ouse, and
it may be argued tha t this me a.sure
should stand over for more mature consideration. This is a measure of twentyfive clauses, and it s.tands to reason, that
we Uire not going to give it the consideration it deserves.
The one point iliat I
have raised in ·('onnexion with it may be
answered, and the explanation may possibly remove one objection. There may,
however, .be other objections. The point
may still ,be raised that the measure is
being placed on the statute-:book hurriedly, whereas there are Dither measures
that could be dealt with and passed immediately. I do not know whether there
is a ,probability of this Bill going before
the other Ohamber at all during the present session. When we are in Committee
()n 11he Bill, it will be the -duty of the
Minister to eXlplain every clause
thoroughly to honorable members, so that
when the Bill is :passed the Rouse may
be fully 'satisfied, that the measure i's
right and proper legislation, and that'
every provision in it is ,absolutely necessary.
The mo,tion was a-greed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Olause 1 was agreed to.
Olause 2-(Interpretation).
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-The
matter mentioned by Dr. Harris in connexion wi,th clause 14 arises on this
~lause, which 'contains the interpretation
of the iterm "potent drug.' I ask that
this clause be ,postponed.
The clause was postponed.
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Clause 3 was agreed to.
Olause 4No person other than a pharmaceutical
chemist or a person holding a certificate as a
dealer in poisons under ,the provisions of Divis'ion 1 of Part 1. of the principal Act shall sell
or offer or expose for sale the poisonous substances Or preparations ~pecified in the First
Schedule to this Act unless he holds a licence
from the Board entitling him to sell such
poisonous substances or preparations.

The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I think
the Minister should give us :some ex-planation 'of this dause.
The ,clause, apparently, contains the exemptions proposed in the Bill.
"No person other
than a pharmaceutical chemist or a pe.rson holding a certificate as a dealer In
poisons," and so on, is to sell the poisonous substances or preparations specified
in the first schedule unless he holds a
Does that inlicence from the Board.
clude friendly societies' dispensaries?
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-They get
all the privileges of pharmaceutical
chemists.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Is there
any proposal in the Bill iby which the
quantity of any article supplied to a particular party may ibe lamited? Is there
any limitation in regard to chemists or
friendly societies' dispensaries?
The
latter deal with a large number of persons, and the limitations would be inconvenient.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) . -Dispensary chemists are in
exactly the same position as ,other
chemists.
They 'are under the same di~
abilities, and they have the same priyIleges.. Division 2, Part II., of the prmcipal Act contains the provisions in regard to the ·sale of poisonous substances
and prepa'rations, ,and so forth.
The
friendly societies are not discriminated
against in any shape or form.
The HOon. W. J. BEdKETT.-Then we
can thoroughly understand that pharmaceutical chemists employed in a friendly
societies' dispensary do not come under
this Bill.
The HOon. A. ROBINSON.-Yes;
they do come· under it. They cannot get
privileges outside of this Bill. They are
in the same position as any other
,chemists.
The HOon. W. J. BECKETT.-Do I
understand that this Bill only seeks to
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license other persons, apart from pharmaceutical chemists ~
The Hon. 11.. ROBINSON. - It provides for the licensing of other persons,
but it imposes the same restrictio?-s o.n
chemists also.
Whether a chemIst IS
carrying on in Lygon-street or Bourkestreet, or in a friendly societies' dispensary, he will ,be subject to this Bill.
It
is just as vital to protect t.he me;nbers
of friendly societies from bemg pOIsoned
as it is to protect members of more expensive institutions.
The 'Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-The
Minister hardly explains the point.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-The honorable member wants me to. say that this i'S
legislation against friendly societies.
I
say it is not.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-The
ordinary pharmaceutical chemist is under
the control of the Pharmacy Board, and
is part and parcel of that.
The pharmaceutical chemist employed by a dispensary is not.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-The pharmaceutical chemist employed by a dispensary is not allowed under this Bill to sell
more poison to an individual than any
other chemist.
He is not allowed to do
so now.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-At the
present time there is a sort of antagonism
between the ordinary retail chemist and
the dispensaries, and it is v.ery possible
that the Pharmacy Board is against the
dispensaries.
The complaint has often
been made by retail chemists that the
friendly societies, through the dispensaries, supply articles that they should
not supply. It is stated in this Bill that
the pharmaceutical chemist, before he can
dispense these drugs, must receive a permit from a body which possibly does not
.feel well disposed towards him.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Not necessarily.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-I do
l10t say necessarily, hut there is a. certain amount of antagonism between the
pharmaceutical chemists and the dispenThe retail chemists complain,
saries.
and rightly so sometimes, that the business that should go to them goes to the
dispensaries, and that the dispensaries
are supplying members of friendly societies with proprietary medicines which
they should not sell.
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The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.---.:..At a cheaper
rate.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-Yes, at
a cheaper rate~
The Ron. A. ROBINSON.-Do you mean
to say that the Pharmacy Board would
take advantage of this Bill to prevent
friendly societies' dispensaries from selling medicines ~
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-This
Bill gives the Board a .weapon to hold
They can say,
over the dispensaries.
" We will not license you under the Poisons Act unless you refrain from competing with our members in the retail trade."
It is quite reasona;ble ,to assume that that
. may be so, and I do not want to give the
Pharmacy Board any more power over
the dispensaries than it has at the present
time.
The Ron. J. STERNBERG.-I take
it tha t ·persons engaged in friendly
societies' dispensaries wouLd have to be
licensed, the same a's any other chemists ~
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Yes, under
the Bill.
The Hon. 3". STERNBERG.-Under
the circumstances, no restriction is placed
on the friendly societies. If I thought
there was, I would support an alteration
of t1he Bill. .
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-But they
will have to get a 'permit from the Pharmacy Board.
The Hon. J. STERNBERlG.-Other
chemists will have to obtain the same
permi t. The Pharmacy Board will give
every registered ·chemist the necessary
authority to deal with tJhese particular
articles. The friendly societies should
not, nor do they, ask f.or any consideration in connexion with their dispensaries
which is not extended to ordinary
chemists .
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-But they
do not desire to have any ·contr-ol Over
them which at present does not exist.
Tthe H·on. J. STERNBERG.-I am
·credi,bly informed that it will not exist
under this Bill.
I understand that
under the measure no distinction will be
drawn ibetween friendly societies' dispensaries ;and ordinary chemists. If -iha t is
so, I am 'Prepared to support the Bill.
As honorable members know, I am associatetd with friendly ,societies, one of
which is the largest friendly society m
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Victoria, and if I had the slightest idea registered chemist no storekeeper will be
that the friendly societies' dispensaries a'ble to receive a licence to sell poisonous
would be prejudiced in :any way by the flypa,pers or .sheep dip.
Bill. I would certainly ask the AttorneyThe Hon. ii. HOBINsoN.-That is not
so.
General to make an amendment.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyThe Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-TJJ:at is
General).----Clause 4 :proviJdes that no the Iplain meaning of the clause. It will
person, other than a ,pharmaceutical prevent 'storekeepers selling poisonous
chemist or a pelison holding ,a ,certificate preparations used in photography. In a
as a dealer in ,poisons, ,shall sell the number ·of places 'storekeepers supply
poisonous substances classified in the first such preparrutions. They also supply
schedule ,to t1he Bill. It is Iprovided in ,poisonous fiypa'pers and poisonous presection 16 of the principal Actparations used for the destruction of rats,
(xi) (a) Notwithstanding anything in any niice, and ,o,ther animals proclaimed to be
Act, a registered society or branch hav,ing for, y,ermin, ,and so on.
or including in, its objects the dis,pensing of
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-YoU are atmedicines to members, their Ihusbands, wives,
widows, children, or kindred may employ a' tacking 'something that is not In the
registered pharmaceutical chemist to supply clause.
medicines or medical and surgical appliances
The Hon. W. J. BEICKETT.-I am
(whether in consideration of contributions by
such members to such society or branch, or to taking the ,common-sense interpretation
some other registered society or ibranch, or by of the clause. Possibly the legal mind
sale of medicines or medical and surgical 3ip- of the Attorney-General oan read somepliances) .
thing in it that I ,cannot see at the preA frienldly society 'can employ a regis- sent time.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorneytered pharmaceutical chemist, ,and a registered pharmaceutical ,chemist is the Genera.}) .-Under the principal Act, cerperson referred to in the fiI~St ,part of tain 'person s are licensed to :sell commOthe clause. He does not want the licence dities which ,contain poison, and the
referred to in !the clause.
clause provides that where persons hold
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Is there certificates as dealers in poisons under
any limit to the quantity of poisonous the principal Act they are not to take out
material which a registered pharma- licences or renew licences under this part
ceutical ,('/hernist may supply? Is it re- of the Bill. That is to say, the licence
a man ,has got under the prinripal Act
gulated by the Bill?
will be sufficient.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-No.
'The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I do
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETIT.-I can
quite see the force of the Attorney-Gene- not suppose any honorable member will
ral's statement. I .am n.ot opposing the attach the same meaning to the clause as
Bill, but I want some light thrown on it. the Attorney-General, because it is disThe Hon. A. BELL.-I should like to tinctly stated that, where a perSOll is enknow what ,provision will he made for titled under Division 1 of Part 1. of the
persons other than 'Chemists :to sell Act to receive a certificate as a dealer in
poisons, no other licence shall be granted.
poisonous (preparations?
T'he Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-They will be The marginal note ·of the ,clause is,
able to get licences to sU'Pplysheep dips "Licence not granted in certain places."
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-Any person
and other poisonous preparations set out
can i!8t his licence nnder the principal
in the first schedule.
The clause was agreed to, as were Act if he has got the ,qualification required by that l.\cct.
clauses 5 and 6.
The Ron. W. J. BECKETT.-Yes.
Clause 7But where any person is entitled under
In places where any person is entit1ed under
Division 1 of Part I. of the principal Act to the princi.pal Act to receive a certificate,
iJ'eceive a certificate as a dea1er ,in poj'sons no licence under this part of the Bill will
generally, no licence under this Part shall be
be grant.ed or renewed. In other words,
granted or renewed.
in a place where there is at present a
The Hon. W. J. BECKEiTT.-Under certificate under the ;principal Act, no
this clause, in :a district where there is a other licence can be granted.
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Tibe Hon. A. ROBINSON .---:That is not
so. A person takes out a licence as a
dealer' under the principal Act, and, having done that, he will not have to take
ou t a licence under this Bill.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-The passing of this Bill will alter the present
position. At the ,present time, an ordinar,Y storekeeper ,sells a good many of
the 'preparations mentioned in the first
schedule -to the Bill. Under the Bill he
will. not be able to deal in those things
unless he has a permit or a licence. How
will ,clause 7 affect a man who hU's beeu
selling ,poisonous flypapers and poisoned
wheat?
Tbe Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I mUSL
admit that I did not quite follow the Attorney~General in his ex'planation.
1
should take the clause to mean that where
any -person has a certificate under the
principal Act, no one in that par.ticular
place or district shall be granted a licence
or certificate under this Bill.
The Ron. A. ROBINSON.-YOU are a:;~
suming that there may be only one certifica'te in a place. There may be half-a-dozen..
The Ron. W. L. BAILLIEU.--I read
the clause in the same way as Mr.
Beckett.
The Ron. A. BELL.-I think the Attorney-General has given the correct ex'"
planation of the dause. Under ,clause 4,
a man who is not a pharmaceutical
chemist may receive a ,certificate entitling
him to deal in the special poisonous .preparations mentioned in the first schedule
to the Hill, but he does not receive a certificate to deal in -all the pOLsonous drugs
that may be sold. Am I correct in making that statement?
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-Yes.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-I think
I am beginning to grasp the meaning of
the clause, but not on account of the explanation given by the Attorney-General.
The principal Act provides that, where
there is no chemist wi,thin 4 miles of a
particular ,place, a storekeeper can obtain
a certifica t(' to !sell poisonouspreparations; but the clause will apply in the
metropolitan area, or 111 provincial
centres, where there are registered
chemists, and no licences will be granted
in those areas to other people. And
rightly so, too.
Take Fitzroy, where a
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large number of qualified people have a
monopoly of dealing in these particular
drugs and poisons. They are educated
men, capable of handling and di-spensing.
If the clause is to prevent the Board from
granting permits in a district like that
fOil' the sale of poisQlns, it is understandable. 111 that light there can be no objection to it.
The Ron. W. KENDELL.-Storekeepers sell comparatively harmless things
like fly-pap;ers and phosphorized wheat.
The eft-act Q1f the clause wQluld be tOI stOoP
the sale at stores of such articles because
there is a chemist within 4 miles.
The Ron. W. 1. BAILLIEU.-Under
clause 5 it would be necessary that the
Board should be &atisfied that the trader
was a fit and proper person: to be allowed
to sell the poisonous substances and preparations specified in the first schedule.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 8 and 9.
Olause 10-(,Oontrol of manufacture
and sale of certain drugs).
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-Subclause (l) provides, inter alia-'
For the purpose of preventing the improper
use of the substances and preparations included in or added to the second schedule to
this Act the Governor in Council on the recommendation of the Board may make regulations for or with respect to controlling the
manufacture, sale, possession, and distribution
of those substances and preparations.

Should the word "possession" be included?
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) .---':The substances alLd preparations in question have to be under proper
eovers.
The clause was agreed to.
Olause 11-(Licences and authorities).
The Ron. ,V-. J. BEOKETT.-This is
the kernel 0'£ the Bill SOl far as it relates
to friendly societies land their dispensaries.
Sub-clause (1) says thatLicences or authorities for the purposes of
this Part may be issued or granted by the
Chief Secretary on the r~commendation of the
Board_
.

Is there any need for thi~ provision? We
may be up against a position similar to
that of the strike between the British
Medica) Association and the friendly
societies.
Suppose a similar position
arose in connexion with pharmaceutical
chemists.
The Board might refuse to
gr,ant licences to the dispensers. Is there
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any a:ppeal from the Board? In the
Dental and similar Acts provision is
made for an appeal to the Governor in
Oouncil, and the Board c~n be compelled
to show cause.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-The provisions relating to
persons entitled to registr~tion are proclaimed in the M€dical Act 1915, Part
III. A man who has ,complied with the
conditions there set out is entitled to get
a certificate, and the Board has to give it
to him.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-As far
as I know, dispensers are not represented
on the Pharmacy Board art all.
The Hon. ,Dr. HARRIS.-A registered
chemist under the Pharmacy Board is
allowed to dispense medicines. A medieal
man is also a chemist, and is aUowed to
dispense medicines.
You cannot take
that authority away. No Board can deprive a qualified man of his certificate
except for intoxication or incompeten'cy.
There is nothing in the provision milita t.ing against the dispenser.
The clause was agreed to.
,Olause 12-(Offences).
,
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-The
maximum pena;lty under this clause is
"not mOTe than £100 or imprisonment
for a term of not more than six months,'"
Is there any reason why the maximum
penalty should be so high?
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-The penalty covers the improper sale of such drugs as opium and
cocaine.
rrhe penalties in the Federal
Act relating to im porta tion of these substances are quite as severe. The use of
these substances may not merely affect
the health of the individual, but his
moral system also.
The maximum
penalty should be"a fairly substantial one.
n is not too muoh to say that a person's
moral fibre may be entirely sapped by the
use of narcotic and other dangerous subThe penalty is not an excessive
stances.
one where the offence is serious.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 13.
Oluuse 14 was postponed.
Clause 15 was 'agr~ed to.
Olause 16-( F'orging prescri ptionsobtaining prescriptions by false representation).
'The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-This
is it clause that calls for explanation from
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It seems, on the
the Attorney-General.
surface, to disclose a most remarkable
offence, or presumed offence.
It deals
with "every person who knowingly by
any false representation
obta.ins
from Uioy medical practitioner any prescription," &c. What is behind the mind
of the framers of the Bill in inserting this
clause?
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) .-The clause is designed to put
a check on bogus prescriptions. Several
cases have come under the notice of the
Pharmacy Board 'where prescriptions
have been forged by persons desirous of
possessing themselves of cocaine or
morphia.
In other cases false representations have been made. These are'
serious offences, and, if allowed to continue, they will break down the whole
object O'f the Act.
The forging of a
prescription may have as serious an effect
on health, life, or character as the forgery
of a cheque.
The lIon. Dr. IIARRIS.-The drug
fiend will do anything to get possession of
the drug he wants. He will easily forge
a doctor's prescription. I think the clause
a proper one.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Subclause (2) O'f this clause states thatEvery person who knowingly by any false
representation, whether verbal or in writing
or by conduct, obtains from any medical practitioner any prescription including any of the
said substances or preparations or causes or
induces any pharmaceutical chemist to dispense any forged or fraudulently altered prescription or any prescription obtained in con- .
travention of this sub-section shall be liable
to imprisonment for a term of not more than
twelve months.

I think this requires more explanation
than the matter that we 'have been discussing. If a pe,rson gO'es tOI a medical
ma.n, tells him something, and O'btains a
prescription; he renders himself liable to.
imprisOIl1ment for tWeJlve months.
It
looks as if we were trying to create artificial offences. We want to' make a felon
of a pe,rson who by his conduct or verbally obtains a prescription that he is not
entitled to obtain from a medical man.
This is a Draconian met.hod of dealing
with the matter.
The Hon. A. ROBINE'ON (AttorneyGeuera.l).-In dealing with drug maniacs
the clause prO'vides tha,t "evelry person
who knowingly by any false representation" obtains a prescription.
Mr.
Belckett says that we are creating an
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offence. Thi~ man deliberately lies and
deceIves, and the honorable member
thinks he ~hould not be punished. This
lr..an lies and deceives for the purpose of
securing dangerous drugs.
The Ron W. J. BECKETT .-I do not
feel disposed to allow t.his clause to go
through, as it is a dangerous infringelllent of the liberty of the subject.
The. Han. A. ROBINSON .-TO' lie and
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tion, but, unfortunately, we come down
to those members of the profession, very
few, I am glad to say, who are prepared'
to give this type of prescription.
The Han. A. ROBINsoN.-There are
two offences in this clause. TheTe is the
offence in regard to the chemist as well as
the other.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I am satisfied' as 'far as the chemist is concerned,
deoeive~
but the medical practitioner, as a
The HO'n. W. J. BECKETT.-There rule, has the complete .confidence of
is no use in being hypocritical.
Should the community.
I would have no
such pe1rsons be liable to twelve months' diffidence in placing the patient in
imprisonment ~ We have been told by the hands of a medical practitioner,
Dr. Harris that these people are unfortu- but I .should not' allow a chemist
nate~ whQ have an intense craving for
to deal with the matter. I dOl not know
certain drugs. They are not -criminals, why we should not protect an unfortunate
but people tQ be pitied. They gQ to a individual as against a certain class of
doctor, and by some means get prescrip- medical men who may not be recognised
tiO'ns from him that, possibly, he did not by the gentlemen of the profess~on.
intend to give them. That is to be folThe Han, \V. L. BAILLIEU.-I
lowed by a twelve months' imprisonment. think Mr. Beckett has drawn attention
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Not mO're tQi weakness in the clause. The punishthan twelve months' imprisonment.
ment is imprisonment only. I think there
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT .-At pre- shOluld be the option of a fine.
sent this is not a punishable offence. If
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorneythe Attorney-General can satisfy honor- General).-I move-able members that this offence is rife, it is
That the words "to a penalty of not more
our duty to put a stOlP to it. Even one th.an £] 00 or" he inserted hrfore the words
hour's imprisonment is too much for a- 'c to imprisonment" in sub-clause (2).
man whQ is not a criminal. These people
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I am
will be taken before the magistrates, who utterly opposed to any fine in these cases.
sometimes have nQi sympathy with such If a man is wealthy enough he can conpeople, whQi should be in a hospital rather tra vene the Act as long as he pays the
than in a gaQil. If the offence were pun- fine. It is making a distinctiO'n between
ishable by a fine of £10 or three months' the poor man and the wealthy ma.n.
imprisonment it. would be mOire reasonThe Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-And you
would put the poor man into prison.
able .
The HQn. E. L. KIERNAN.-Yes,
. The Hon. A. ROBINSoN.-Some of these
people would gladly pay the fine tQ get and the wealthy man, too. It is not compulsory on the Bench to imprison for the
these drugs.
offence.
T'he lIon. W. J. BEOKETT.-It is not
The Hon. A. ROBINSON .-1 thought I
a crime against the community, but one
that effects the individual only. I hope was meet.ing the views of YOIur parfy.
'fhe Hon. E. L. KIERNAN".-l do
the Minister will reduce the penalty.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I have been not, think that is the view of our party.
wondering how it would be possible to I want the wea.lthy and the poor to be
secure a convictiOin under the sub-clause. treated alike. You make a criminal of
1 think it WO'uld be extremely difficult. tho noor man because he cannot pay the
A man goes to' a ~edical practitioner and fine.
says that he is suffering frQm some irreThe Ron. J. STERNBERG.-Mr.
gtilarity for which some narcOitic is neoes- J ones contends that a convictiQin win not
R~n·.
IT ow is it nossi-ble to get a con- lie under this clause. If that is so it
victiQn ~ The medical practitiO'ner should should be remodelled. ,I think a fine of
not have given the prescription unless he £20 and imprisonment not exceeding six
was satisfied that the man was in need months would meet the case.
of it. I do not think that a reputable
The Hon. 'W. J. BECKETT.-The sugmedirul man would give such a prescrip- gestiOlJl made by Mr. Baillieu will meet

a
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my ohjection.
I do not agree with
the argument submitted by Mr. Kiernan.
. If his view were to be taken, all petty
offences would be punished by imprisonment without the option of a. fine.
With a maximum fine, the Bench would
be able to make the punishment fit the
crime.
The Hon. J. P. JON,ES.-I was speaking not so much about the question of"imprisonrnent as about the position of the
medical practitioner. I contend that if a
medical practitioner gives such a prescription to a man or worman, then t~e
medical praditiolller should be held In
some, way respolllsible.
The amendment wa1:l agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was ado.pted, as were
clauses 17 to 20.
'Olause 21-(Amendment of No. 2707,
Part 111., as to legal ,proceedings, &c.).
The Hon. W. J. BBOKETT.-I presume these amendments are merely to
bring the Bill into conformity with the
principal Act?
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Yes.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 22-(Offences no,t other)Vise
provid'ed for).
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-What
other offences does the Minister presume
will be committed under this measure?
The -clause makes the meshes so small that
an offender, no matter how mild the misdemeanour, will be caught in the net.
The Hon. A. ROBINSoN.-The penalty
is only £10.
rrhe clause wa1:l agreed to.
Olause 23-(Madifications of No. 2707,
section 32, with respect to records of preparations containing opium in certain
cases).
The H,on. W. J. BEOKETT.-Will
the honorable gentleman say what is the
effect of this clause?
The Hon. A" ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-The chemists desire to carry
out the provisions of the opium part of
the Act, but the pre1:lent legislation is a
shade too drastic, and it does operate
harshly in the case of sick persons. This
clause, which modifies section 32, wlll
provide the necess-ary safeguards, but it
will not operate in such a har~h and
drastic way.
The clause was agreed to, as was .clause
24.
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OlaUSe 25- (Regula tions ) .
The Hon. iL ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I wish to meet the position
raised by Dr. Harrison clause 14, which
provides that the Governor in 'Oouncil
may, on the recommendation of the
Board, proclaim ,some other sub~tance to.
be a potent drug subject to' regulations
imposing certain restrictions on its sale,.
The hOlllorable member pointe~ Q1ut that
an innocent glass of beer might be made
a potent drug b~ some fanatic. I move-That the following words be added at the
end of the clause :-" Every such regulation
shall be of full force and effect unless disallowed by either House of Parliament."

While a substance might still 'be classed
as a potent drug, that would not have any
effect if the regulation relating to it1:l sale
were disallowed by either House.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Postponed claus-es 2 and 14 were agreed
to.
First Schedule.
The Hon. G. 1\1. DAVIS.-A number
of dangerous poisons are included in this
schedule. ISm'all storekeepers in country
towns have these poisons for sale. Before an ordinary person could sell them,
he would have to get a certificate. Oould
the AttorneY..JGeneral say what the qualifica tions would be?
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-The honorable member will
see that set out in clause 5.
The schedule was 'agreed to, as was the
second schedule.
The Bill was reported with amend··
ments, and the amendments were aa'opted.
On the motion of the Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney-General), the Bill was
read a third time.
SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) moved the second reading of
He said-This measure has
this Bill.
reference to the allocation of the surplus
for the last financial' year, which was
£203,716 98. It is proposed to set aside
£100,000 of that sum to the redemption of
Treasurv deficit bonds. Honorable members will remember that Treasury bonde:;
to the amount of £1,428,285 were issued
to met the deficits during 1914-15 'and
1915-16. We have already redeemed
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bonds to the extent of £175,000, and as
£100,000 is being provided for undor this
Bill, honorable members will see that we
are making progress towards the extinction of that item. I dO' not think any
honorable member will cavil at the utilization of a portion of the surplus for that
purpose. Towards the payment due by
the Government to friendly societies for
soldiers' re-insuranoe scheme, a sum of
£22,500 is voted. In April, 1915, a deiputation from the friendly societies
waited on t.he Chief Secretary, and asked
that a scheme should be instituted enabling them to re-insure with the Government their liabilities-both sickness and
mortality-in respect ,of mem·ber.s on active service, and providing for a subsidy
to the societies. A scheme was instituted
by Act No. 26012, passed on the 6th September, 1915. It was arranged that, in
consideration of a society paying a premium of a .specifi'8d amount in respect of
('ach member on active service, the Government would re-insure the society's
liability to such member. T'he number
of members of these societies who enlisted
was about 15,000.
It is now proposed
to pay a sum of £22,500 in part .settlement of the liability of the Government
to the societies.
The full amount of
the liability cannot be stated until after
the date of termination of the scheme
The date of terminahas been fixed.
tion can be fixed either by agreement
'with the societies or by Act. To defray
the cost of special pumping at Torrumbarry headworks during the 1920 season
a sum of £4,368 9s. Ild. is ,provided. In
the early part of this year the important
district of Kerang suffered one of the
driest periods yet experienced. In order
to supplement the supply from Kow
Swamp, temporary pumps were placed at
the Torrumbarry headworks.
These
pumps practically saved the situation, as
farmers obtained a sufficient supply to
keep their fodder stocks going. The cost
of the installation and running of the
pumps will be recouped by the landowners in instalment payments spread
over four years. The need for any special
pum,ping will disappear as soon as the
Torrumbarry Weir is completed.
For
Victoria's proportion of the cost of relief of distr,ess caused by the late seamen's strike, £14,750 8s. is appropriated.
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lill relief of distress consequent on the
seamen's strike was, in the first instance,
rendered through the Ladies' Benevolent
Societies and other organizations. When
unemployment
assumed large dimensions ,
.
,h o\"ever, It was arranged that the COll1monwealt).I and the State Governm'ents
should bear equally the cost of such relief. ICommittees were a,ppointed in each
of the lar,gecentres, representing the
Commonwealth and State Governments,
municipal councils, and local benevolent
societies.
These committees distri'buted
the relief. T1he amount ,provided in the
schedule is this IState's share of the cost.
To assist in the construction of road
works, bridges, &c., we propose to allocate £5,000. This amount is for distribution by the Public Works Department
amongst municipalities which have applied for Government assistance towards
Toad and bridge works. Grants will be
made towards works approved by the Department.
Towards the erection ,of
nurses' home and laundry extension at
Mont Park we ,provide £20,000.
This.
money will be allocated to the following
services :-( a) Erecting home for sixtyfour nurses, together ,with quarters for
the chief nurse; and (b) the extension
of the laundry building, and the provision
of additional machinery and equi,t)men t.
This will provide laundry accommodation
sufficient to wash for an institution containing 2,000 or more patients, with their
attendant staff. For some time the building at Mont Park was used by the Commonwealth Government to accol1ll1lodate
soldiers suffering from mental trou'bles
arising out of the war. N ow that the
occupants have been taken away, an opportunity presents itself to remove the
mental cases from Yarra Bend. When
the accommodation I have referred to is
provided, the system of treating mental
,cases will be more up to date, and in
every way calculated to relieve the strain
on patients. The last item is a .sum of
£37,097 Ils. leI., to be added to. the Rolling-stock Replacement Fund. In addition to this provision, there is a vote on
the current year's Estimates of £150,000,
BO that. the total amount which will be
made av.ailable to replacement during the
present year will be £187,097 Ils., Honorable member.s know that the Rollingstock Replaceme,nt Fund is a kind of
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cieprecia.tion account, and we can have the
satisfaction of knowing that this is the
largest sum yet applied for this particular purpose. I am sure that tho.se who
believe in sound finance will not object
to this vote.
.The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I am
satisfied that there is no memoor who believes in sound finance more than the
honora'ble gentleman.
I do not know
that I can take any exception to the items
in the schedule.
They must be dealt
with in some way by the Government.
The only ql;lestion is whether we are dealing with them in the most frank manner
-whether we are not deceiving ourselves
to some extent. During the years 1914,
1915, and 1916 Treasury-bonds to the
amount of £1,428,000 were issued to meet
deficits. ,It was pretty plain to those in
office that we were going to have a good
time £.or f.our or five years. While the
war was raging every nation in the world
was extending its credit to the full to
carryon the war, and it was obvious that
money would be plentiful and trade would
be buoyant. That was the time when an
effort should have been made to extinguish this lia:bility. Honorable members
may recollect that early in the war the
Government .of the day tried to take a
step 1;'t)wards that end, and lost the number of its mess.
In the me~ntime, we
have only decreased that deficit by a
paltry £17·5,000.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-What has
been the increase in· departmental expenditure ~
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-That
is a bit of delusion. It is true that the
expenditure has gone up by £6,000,000,
but we know tJhat a considerable portion
of that amount is involved in meeting the
claims of employees in the Railway Department and public servants generally.
We cannot shut our eyes to that fact.
Those members of the community who
did not realize what expenditure in connexion with the war meant were blind to
. the facts because it suited them to be. It
]s not nice to assume the role of a pessimist but tJhe apex has now been reached,
and' we have to foot the !bill. We must
remember that .credits were established
at this end for our principal !products, but
they have now ·ceased. This ,position obtains right throughout Australia.
The
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present position was pointed out dearly
to the people, 'but they would not heed
the warning which was given. We know
that for some years the efforts of the
nations of the world were devoted towards winning the war, so as to he .ruble
t\) dictate the terms of peace. We have
this satisfaction, that we are not the party
to wh.om tJhe terms were dictated. I Iconfess I do not like this form of finance. I
·would have preferred a courageous Government to have found the money for the
sums in the .schedule in a more straightforward manner. ,However, we have no
power to make any suggestions, but I
think it is just as well to take notice of
the Ipointers that are now making themselves so clear. We have no right to be
despondent in any way, because no country can emerge from the effects of the
waif b~tter than our own. That may not
be saymg a good deal, 'but still it is somethin~. I ~av~ no great pleasure in supportIng thIS ,HIll, ,but we have to take it as
.it is.
The IHon. W. J. BECKETT.-I think
the majority of honorable members will
cordially .agree with· the .sentiments which
have Ibeen expressed by Mr. B'aillieu.
Possibly I am not alone in the view that
without ·reflecting too much Oll the present
Government, the financial position of this
State would be better than it is if Mr.
Baillieu had been associated with the
Government in recent years. We might
then have followed in the footsteps of
New Zealand, where the Government insiste,~ on the setting aside each year of a
c~rtaln sum to meet the increased·expendlture caused by the war. During a
period of five years the Government of
the Dominion set aside, out of revenue by
meallS of special taxation, no less than
£3,000;000, so that at the end of the war
they had £15,000,000 towards the expense~ which had been incurred.
We
went to the other extreme in this State.
We did not even pay our way. It is proposed to appropriate £100,000 towards the
redemption of Treasury bonds. Wihen
the Bill is in Committee I should like to.
be told ,who are the holders of those bonds.
Are they held by the State Savings Bank
or by private 'persons ~ I ,should also like
to know how and when these bonds are to
be redeemed. It is right and proper that
we should pay our debts, but we are now
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dealing with a sur,plus of over £200,000',
and, without trespassing on the Standing
Orders, I think I can mention that we
will shortly have before us a £ill to authorize the borrowing 'Of £250,000. So that
while we ,propose, on the one hand, to reduce our inde'btedness by £200,000, we
immediately proceed to get further into
debt. ,It is a pity we cannot devise some
financial scheme to meet our indebtedness
in years ,of Iplenty. I suppose these debentures bear interest at the rate of 3!
per cent., and they are quoted to-!day at
about £70.
We are repudiating wbout
30 per cent.
With regard to the
£20,000 :proposed to be spent at Mont
Park, I do not think the Attorney. General is quite correct in the statement he made .about the building.
If my memory serves me aright, the building was practically completed prior to the
war, and was not erected for the purpose for which it was used during the war.
It was part of our insane institutions, and
was handed over, and rightly so, for a
particular purpose during the war ,period.
N ow it has been handed ba,ck to us. J: do
not know what proportion, if any, of the
necessary repairs and alterations is being
paid by the Federal Government, who
have had the use of the building, I believe, during the whole period of the war.
Possibly this matter ,could be explained
in Committee, but I think it is reprehensible to dispose ·of the sur,plus funds in
this manner, and borrow a further sum o£
money, and so add to the indebtedness of
the community.
The Hon. A. BELL.-I am not going
to take time in reiterating the points
which have been urged by Mr. Baillieu
and Mr. Beckett. What we are suffering
from is the lack of men with the courage
to act upon their own judgment. It
is now a matter of expediency with the'
Government over ·and over again. So the
ball goes rolling on, and these amounts
go on increasing. In contrast with the
amount of £20,000 for Mont Park, I may
point out the different treatment given to
the Ballarat Asylum. ISome months ago
we had the Treasurer at Ballarat, and we
put before him the ,position of the Ballarat Asylum, which serves the country
ri.ght up to the Murray. It gives assistance to aged and worn-out miners, who,
in their days, helped to make the country
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what it is. 'The institution was built on
the old English plan, and the accommod~l.tion is a disgrace. The nurses and the
wardsmen occupy rooms that are really
not suitable for the purpose. A deputation was introduced to the Treasurer, ·and
it was stated t.hat about £5,000 was required to alter the nurses' quarters. The
Government sent an officer up to report,
and he stated that £2,700 would do what
was necessary. We then waited on the
Treasurer, and he said, "You have a reserve; you must USe that first." The
Treasurer is often commented upon as
being a Scotsman, but his action in connexion with that reserve is quite the opposite to my preconceived ideas of what he
IHere I find that
would have done.
£20,000 is being provided for nurses'
homes and extensions at Mont Park, while
nothing is provided for the Ballarat institution. This is not a singular instance
of exceptional treatment. The whole
matter is in the hands of the country
members. IIf they ,chose to combine they
could alter this in one act, but they will
not do it.
'The .Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-Ballarat
would then get its due.
The IHon. A. BE'LL.-Every ,part of
Victoria would then get its due.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Mont Park
is in the country ..
The IHon. A. [J3ELL.-I know all about
that.
Whatever money is wanted can
be got for institutions in Melbourne.
Only last year we passed a large ·amount
for the Benevolent Asylum in the metropolis to payoff a debt., and we gave a
liberal amount the previous session, yet
we cannot get a shilling to improve the
quarters at the Ballarat institution. I
want to enter my protest against the continued disabilities placed on the country
districts as compared with the metropolis.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause. 2-(Application of surplus for
1919-20).
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-It is on
this clause that we can discuss the schedule. Possibly the Attorney-General can
now give some inf.ormation as to who will
participate in the £100,000 which this
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Bill provides for the redemption of Treasury bonds. :How is it proposed to discriminate between the various holders of
these bonds? Is this the portion of the
bonds that the Savings Bank holds?
The lIon. A. ROBINsoN.-I think it is
the portion ·held by the Savings Bank.
The IHon ..W. J. BEIOKETT.-I suggest that the honorable gentleman should
make a more definite .statement than that.
Oan we take it that this £100,000 i.s Iportion of the ISavings Bank Oommissioners'
funds?
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Yes.
The Hon. W. J. BEIOKET.T.-There is
an interesting item here-" For Victoria'.s proportion of the cost of relief of
distress caused by the late seamen's
strike, £14,7,50 8s."Will the AttorneyGeneral give some explanation ·of that
item? It may furnish food for reflection
or debate.
'The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).----I hope it will be food for 1'eflection, not for debate, although there
may be a lot of debate on the item. The
honorable member will recollect that for
a ,certain reason the seamen went out on
strike, and, of course, that had the effect
-between these seamen's ,strikes and the
strikes at Newcastle-of paralyzing t.he
industries of Melbourne and inflicting
the .greatest suffering and misery On those
with whom the seamen and others, are
supposed to 'be particularly allied. There
was a tremendous amount ·of distress and
unemployment. The Commonwealth and
the 'State Governments agreed to relieve
the suffering of the wives and ohildren
1:vho, through no fault of their own, were
brought to the very verge of starvation.
Committees were appointed in the differrent centres, relpresenting the CommO'nwealth and the State Government, 'as
well as the local councils and the local
societies, and these committees distributed
relief, of which our share was this
£14,750. We have paid the money away,
and are seeking to debit it to this particular fund.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Will the
honorable gentleman read out the details
showing how this money was disbursed?
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-It was
disbursed through t'he committees to the
wives and families of thousands of workmen.
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The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-I am always suspicious of the actions of this and
previous Governments in times of stress.
The Hon. A. ROIHNSON.-It is a
pity you came and asked for the money.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-I did not.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Y·our
party asked for the money.
The lIon. W. J. BEOKETT.-It is a
warm night, but I trust that the honorable gentleman will keep cool. I only
want details, .and I desire to 'assist the
honorable gentleman in getting his Bill
through. We must, however, know what
we are voting on. I presume that the
honorable gentleman has the list of the
items.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-The list of
the workmen's wives and children 1
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-No.
We understand that the Richmond Oouncil and the, Porl M-elbourne Council
had a. certain amount.
It would be
sa6sfactory to honorable members if they
had 'Some further information.
If the
honorable gentleman will furnish the information later it will satisfy our minds.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-If we pass
this item of £14,750, will it not be a precedent for future actions of a similar
kind?
The Hon. A. ROBINSoN.-Icannot answer a question like that.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-When a
Bill comes before us containing a clause
to which we object, it is frequently
pointed out to us that there is a similar
provision m an existing Act, and that is
supposed to be a conclusive argument in
support of the clause. Here was a strike
practically against the whole country.
The Government encouraged the strike
by supporting those who were on strike.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Those who
'were Ruffering.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-Supporting those who were suffering from the
strike. Those whO' were suffe1ring ma,s
have been the wives and children of other
strikers. This will encourage strikes in
the future.
The Hon. J. P. JONEoS.-I rise to a
point of order. My object is to help the
Government. My point is .that the subject M'r. Austin is speaking on is not
contained in the Bill.
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The CRAIRMAN.-I understand that
Mr. Austin is asking how this money was
spent.
The Ron. J. P. JONES.-I would
suggest that, while he c~ul~ deal 'Yith
the question of distress, It IS not r~ght
for the honorable member to go Into
ot.her matters.
The Ron. A. A. AUSTIN.-In my
opinion, this money was giv~n to th~ dependants of men w~o were e~ther s~l'lkers
in the past or WIll be strIkers In the
future.
The OR AIRMAN. - The honorable
member cannQit gQi into that.
The HQin. A. A. AUSTIN .-1 want to
prevent the Government wasting money
in a similar manner in the future. I
should like to, ve,tQi this amount, if T
thQiught it would dOl any gOQid. I want
the, GQivernment tQi see that an amount
like this is not tQi be passed without any
comment.
The Ron. A. E. OHANDLER.-You
would not let the children die?
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-The
Trades Hall is at the back of every strike
that takes place.
Why cannot they, as
a whole, support the strikers instead of
going to the Government for that purpose?
It is similar to the ;position when
the unemployed go to the Government.
The Government artificially raise wages,
and that causes unemployment.
Then
the unemployed go t.o, the Government
asking the Government to find work for
them
at
full
wages.
The
Government are so frightened of losing
votes that they give what is asked.
That has been going on fOor a great number OIf years. I protest very strongly
aO'ainst the action of the Government,
a~d I trust tha,t they will not take similar action in the future.
The Ho'll. E. L. KIERNAN.-I think
Mr. Austin is something like the wolf
in the fable whQi met the lamb at a
stream, and said it had muddied the
wa,ter in the pr,evious year. When t~e
lamb said that it was not born then, t1ie
wolf replied, "Then it was YOour father
or yQiur grandfa the,r," and killed the
lamb. I may inform Mr. Austin that
the Government stipulated that the men
who were O'll strike should not· receive
assistance.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-But the
Trades Hall causes strikes all round.
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The HQin. E. L. KIERNAN.-In
these cases relief is given to a great extent to protect the interests Qif the class
to' which the honorable member belQings,
'because if it were nQit, given the same
thing would happen here as has happened in Italy, where the peasants took
possession of estates.
The OHAIRMAN.-The hooorable
member is getting away from the' question.
The HQin. E. L. KIERNAN.-The
committees that were appOointed to give
relief carried out the stipulation of the
GOiVernment that relief should not be'
granted to the men on strike ofr their
families. The workers were not prope,rly
re'presented on those committees, and I
objer,ted to that at the time.
The clau~e was agreed tQi, as we,re the
remaining- clauses.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the HOin. A.
ROBINSON (Attorney-General), the
Bill was read a third time.
INCOME TAX BILL.
The Hon. ,A. ROBINSON (At~orney
Gene,ral) moved the second readmg of
this Bill. He said-The measure reenacts foll' the purposes of the current
financial year the income tax which has
been in force fQor sormel years.
It also
makes provisiQon fo[" t,he ex'ermption of
wa,r pensions from taxation, and exemptions of such pensions as have bee~ made
in anticipatiQin of the Bill are val~.dated.
I dOl nO't think there is any neoessity for'
me to make any furthe,r remarks. I a~
quite sure every honorable memhe~ WIll
feel it a pleasurel t'OI vQote for the, BIll.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I do
not know about its being a pleasure, but
it is our duty to. vote for the Bill. We
cannot get away frO'm the fact that if we
are tOI pay o'ur debts we must have the
income tax. As the Atto,rne'Y-General
has stated, the Bill contains a provision under which war pensions are
exempt, and that provision is retrospective SOl as to' validate the exemptions
that have been made in anticipation of
the passing of the measure. We have
had the war, and now we have to pay the
piper. I think we have had lighter taxatiol1l in the past than we shO'uld have
had.
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The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.W"hile I re,cognise that under the Constitution this House has no power to amend
the Bill, I think it is right to take advantage of this opp'ortumty to draw attention to the positIon that exists in connexion with eocemptions. I have, no ohjection to the, provisIon in the' Bill which
exempts soldiers' pensions from taxation;
but in the principal Act there is a section which exempts practically the whole
of the pastoral and ,agricultural community from taxation. I refer to section
18, which readsNotwithstanding anything to the contrary in
this Act, all income from live stock, wool, meat,
milk, dairy produce, fruit, grain, fodder, and
other crops arising or accruing from any rand
to the owner (defined in the Land Tax A.ct
1915) of such land, shall fo·r each and every
year for which land tax is assessed, charged,
and payable under the said Act, be exempt
from income tax if such land is of an unimproved value not exceeding £5,000, and the
maximum amount of income tax payable in respect of income arising or accruing as aforesaid to any such owper shall(a) if the unimproved value of such land
exceeds £5,000, but does not exceed
£6,000, be £5;
(b) if the unimproved value o~ such land
exceeds £6,000, but does not exceed
£7,000, be £7 lOs.;
(c) if the unimproved value of such land
exceeds £7,000, but does not exceed
£8,000, be £10;
(d) if the unimproved value of such land
exceeds £8,000, but does not exceed
£9,000, be £12 lOs.

The PRESIDENT.-How does the
honorable member connect that with this
Bill~

The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-The
Bill provide,s for certain exemptions. and
. it re-enacts the exem'Ptions which are in
the principal Act. No section of the
community should be specially exempt~d
from any form of taxation because Its
earnings come from a certain source.
The revenue received from the unimproved land values tax of -~d. in the £1,
with the low exemption of £250 unimproved value, is only £350,000. I ventnre
to say that the State loses between
£400,000 and £500,000 per annum because of the section which I have read.
Why should any section of the commu-·
nity be privileged ~ I am gla~ to know
that the people on the land durIng recent
years have earned large incomes j but
they should not be exempted from the
payment of income tax to a. greater extent than any other sectiO'n of the people.
The present law creates glaring anom-

Bill.

alies. Twol farmers, both cultivating the
same class O'f land, are placed in different positions. One, because he is the,
o,wner of the land, is exempt from income tax, and the other, he.::ause he is a
tenant or a share fa.rmer, has to pay
income tax on the full proceeds, less the
ex'emptions that are allowed to all other
persons in the community. Men on small
properties in the Mildura district, who
only pay a few shillings in land tax,
make incomes of between £500 and £1,000
a year.
The Han. A. ROBmsoN.-Mildura
peO'ple dO' nQlt pay any income tax.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-But
every fruit-grower in Mildura has a
motor car. The fruit-grower on the lowest level at Mildura, whO' makes £1,000.
a year from his land, is exempt from income tax, but a man working for him, if
he is fortunate enough to receive £4 a
week, has to pay income tax.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-He does not
pay it, because you cannot trace him.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-He
does pay it. When a Bill of this kind is
brought before the House the GQlvernment should enlighten us as to' what they
propose to dO' in cQlnnexion with the ohnoxious sedion of the Act which I have
quoted. That section exempts practically the whole of the owners of rural
land from the payment of income tax.
I" there any reason why they should be
so exempted ~
vVhy should they not
stand fQlur square with all thel other
members O'f the community ~ I will repeat this question again in Committee,
so that the Attorney-General will have
an opportunity of making a declaratiO'n
as to the intention of the Government.
The H,on. W. J. BEOKETT.-Oertainly if it is the' public policy that
agriculture should be exempt from income
tax no discrimination should be made
between the owner and the tenant
farmer.
The tenant farmer has to pay
a heavy rent, and the burden of taxation
should be lighter upOn him than upon the
owner. Another point, and ,one that has
frequently been stressed in this Ohamber, is the necessity of having uniform
income tax schedules. We should try to
bring our Income Tax Act into un ifOlTIllity with the Fede,ral Income Tax Act.
The chief point of! difference is the
method of assessing the value of pro-
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perty. There is a difference in the incidence. Another question is that of an
exemption for each child.
That is a
point that has been stressed over and
over again. A start must be made in
the direction of securing uniformity some
It is :five years now since the
time.
officers of the Taxation Departments commenced holding conferences with a view
to bringing about uniform schedules in
connexion with both income tax and land
tax.
The Government have here an
opportunity of making economies. Owing
to the differences in the schedules, many
small business men ·overstate their incomes because they do not quite understand the forms.
The PRESIDENT.-The honorable
member will have an opportunity later
this session of going into matters of that
kind. We are at present dealing with a
particular Bill.
.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-Oannot
I make a suggestion that the Bill be
altered 7
The PRE-SIDENT.-The honorable
member is quite out of order. He cannot make any suggestion that would have
the effect of increasing a burden on a
large section of the p~ople.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.---,Should
I be in order in moving an amendment,
the effect of which would be to reduce the
burden om. the people 7
The PRESI'DENT.-It would probably be useless j but the honorable member would be in order, if he ,could carry
his suggestion in this House, to ask the
other House to reduce a burden on the
whole of the people.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-I would
suggest to the Attorney-General that,
when the Bill is in Oommittee, he should
move in the direction of bringing about
If the
uniform income tax schedules.
Federal and State income tax schedules
were made uniform, the expenditure of
the people would be considerably reduced,
both in time and money.
The PRESIDENT.-The honorable
member must know that what he is suggesting the Minister -should do is an
utter impossibility. It could not be done
under this Bill. If, as he states, officers
of the Income Tax De.partments have met
in conference on several occasions without arri~ing at a definite result, we can-
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not expect the l\1:inister tOo draw up at
the table suggestions that would be of
value.
The Hon. 'W. J. BEOKETT.-I think
we are all agreed that it is too much to
expect the Government to bring in a Bill
providing for uniform schedules-Federal
and State. I therefore content myself
with again voicing my protest at ~h~
failure of the Government to provlcde
for uniform schedules.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Olause 1 was agreed to.
Olause 2-(Title).
The Hon. D. L., MeN A}IARA.-Will
. the Attorney-General say whether the Government propose to do anything in connexion with the suggestion that section 18
of the principal ltct should be deleted ~
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I am in entire agreement with
the purport of the honorable member's
speech on the second reading.
Last
session the GOove,rnment introduced a
Bill with the object of bringing the
State law into line with the Federal
law, and also· for repealing the
section which is obnoxious to him and
to others. That Bill is being revised in
the light of other amendments, and it will
be brought before Parliament next session. It will be a Bill to amend the income tax assessment, and the particular
section referred to will be dealt with in
that Bill.
We wish to maroe the
schedules practically the same. We cannot get absolute uniformity in connexion
with the assessment of property, because
the Federal authority will not adopt the
principle Oof taxation at the- source. The
Commonwealth charges the profits frorm
companies to the individual, while the
State charges the company in one sum.
The Commonwealth adhe-re to an ohsoleter system. That was the only point
of any significance that !the Oonference
could not agree upon. The Oommonwealth
would nOot forgo the right to tax the
individual shareholder.
However, we
can get a: schedule which will he practically uniform. I shall inf.orm the Treasurer of the honorable member's attitude,
and I am certain it will cheer him on his
way across the seas to know that he has a
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strong supporter for the Bill that he intends to bring forward.
Th~ .clause was agreed to, as were the
remalll'lng clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment; and the report was
adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney.-General), the Bill was
then read a third time.

Ll\'ND TAX BILL.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyG~nera.l) moved the second reading of
thIs BIll. He said-This is the usual
a.nnual Bill ,that we get ahout Christmas
tIme. It declares the rates of land tax
payable on land tax assessment for the
Owners holding
calendar year 1921.
lands, the total unimproved value of
which is below £250, are exempt from
tax, and the minimum amount of tax
payable by any taxpayer is 2s. 6d. The
schedule to the Bill sets out the rate of
tax payable, which is a :flat rate ,of -ld.
for every £1 unimproved value.
This
rate has been the same since the inception
of the Laud Tax Act in December, 1910.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I thi'llk
hono'rable members will realize that we
havel to accept, the. tax. It is the same
as has been endured since 1910, and it is
paid on any unUrnpraved value above
£2501.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committeed.
'
Clause l-(Short title, commencement
construction, and citation).
'
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGene['al).-Mr. Crookel has put certain
q,uestions on the noti'ce-paper, and he deSlre~ that progress should be reported
untIl they are answered. I have no
objection to that course.
Progress was reported.
VIOTORI1~N

LOAN BILL.
rrhe Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyG~neral) mo,ved the second reading of this
BIll. He saId-The object of this Bill is
to authorize the raising of £250,000 in the
first F~ace, and i~ t~e second place to
au.thonze the 3;pphcatlOn of the money so
ral~ed. to prImary school works and
bUl~dl,ngs.
The money is not for the
mamtenance of ~he schools, but for the
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construction of schools.

The sum of

£30,000 has been provided in the votes

for. the Public Works Department for
mamtenance purposes. The demand for
schools is growing more and more as the
country dey~lops, and it is necessary to
make provIsIOn for them. Following a
prece~ent set some years ago, we propose
to raltl3e a loan of £250,000 for this purpose.
I am sure every honorable member will approve of the Biil.
The, Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-No
doubt honorable members will be in full
sympathy with the policy of building
sch?ols wherever ~hey are necessary. The
pohcy of borrowmg money for this purpose does not appeal to me. I can quite
understand the anxiety of the Government
to meet the demand foOl' schools. I should
li.ke to see m~re. than -! 'per cent. proVIded for the sllllkIng fund. This loan is
not to be expended on reproductive works
and, therefore, the sinking fund provisio~
should ?e larger thani per cent.
I
should lIke to see it made 5 per cent.
The motiQ.ll was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time
and committed.
'
Clause l-(Short title).
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I do
not know whether' I can do so, but I
should like to move an amendment to
increase the sinking fund to 2 per cent.
The CHAIRMAN.-The effect o.f the
honOorable member's proposal would be to
increase the burden on the people, and,
therefore, jt cannot be moved.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-My
great desire, for the reasons I have given,
is to have, the loan redeemed faster than is
It would disproposed in the Bill.
tribute the burden a little more. I do
not like loan money to be expended on
schools.
I must bow, however, to the
ruling of the Chairman.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 2-(Power to raise money fOor
the purposes of this Act).
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I should
like to know hOow this money is to be got.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-It is in
the hands of the Treasurer, and will be
raised in sums of £50,000 a's required.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-Is it
proposed to :float a loan in the ordi1nary
way, or to borrow the mOoney from the
Savings Bank Commissioners?
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The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I could not say at all. That
,vould all depend on what was the best
way to raise the money. We cannot force
the Savings Bank Oommissioners to take
up a loan. Every loan with them is 'a
matter of pure business. It may be that
they are willing, on account of their deposits increasing, to take up this stock.
If they are, I have no doubt the Tre-a.surer will be glad to do business with
them if he can do it as cheaply with
them as with any one else. If they are
not willing to take up the stock, we shall
have to go outside.
The R'on. W. J. BEOKETT.-I
should like to know what rate of interest
is to be paid on the loan.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-The state
of the market when the money is borrowed will determine that.
The Hon. W. J. BEtOKETT.-We
have £100,000 in hand which we have
borrowed at 3 per cent. or 3i per cent.
It is proposed to repay that money, and
to borrow £250,000 at 6! per cent. That
is a good business transaction!
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-No sane
Treasurer will do that.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-But
the Government are doing that. At the
present juncture the money market is'
in a very peculiar position. When Government bonds are giving a return of
7.8 per cent. in the open ma-rket it is
a disastrous state of affairs. From a
business point of view it seems to me to
be a most deplorable proposal to payoff
a loan on which the interest is 31 per
cent.; and to borrow money at 6! per
cent.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-In 1915-16
the Oommonwealth was paying 4! per
cent. and 5 per cent. How could the
State get money at 3! per cent.?
The Ron. W. J. BECKETT .-Is it
not a fact that the bonds in question are
bearing interest at the rate of only 3!
per cent. ~
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-I should say
it is very unlikely.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-Therc
must be a record of the transaction. .All
these things seem to he shrouded in
mystery when they come before this
House. Weare given no information.
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This is not a House of reVIew, but a
rubber stamp.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-The honorable member will find the information
in Hansard at the time the deficit Bill
was put through.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-If my
recollection is correct, the interest on the
loan was 3! per cent. That rate of interest was mentioned in another place,
and no contradiction was given. If honorable members are content to follow
their usual custom and put their ru bber stamp on this Bill without ·any knowledge' of what they are doing, I cannot
prevent it, but we have a responsibility
placed on us.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I am
not prepared to take the responsibility
of acquiescing in a transaction such as
has been indicttted by Mr. Beckett. I
know that that transaction is not going
to take place, but if we do not get the
facts it may appear that we are parties
to a transaction under which the State
is going to take off the hands of private
persons bonds now bearing 3! per cent.
interest.
The H'on. W. J. BEoRETT.-No. The
Savings Bank Oommissioners.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU-If the
Savings Bank Oommissioners have our
bonds bearing 3i per cent interest, and
are not entitled to have them redeemed,
I do not think any Treasurer would
dare to pay them off, and raise money at
the present market price. The veriest
child in figures would think of that. I
am sure the Leader of the House will
give us the facts relating to this transaction before the session closes. He
cannot be expected to have the figures at
the table, but I am sure that he will
agree with Mr. Beckett and myself that
no Treasurer would gratuitously payoff
3i per cent. money and borrow money
at the present market rate. I am quite
sure the Treasurer would not be a party
to that.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-The rate
of interest on the bonds may be 4} per
cent. If so, it will mean a loss to the
State of about 2} per cent.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-The Treasurer should not payoff any money below the market rate unless he was bound
to do so.
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The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-We are
perfectly satisfied that the interest the
present bonds are bearing does not approach the interest we shall have to pay.
It is stated that the Treasurer is going
to payoff £100,000, bea:ving interest ftt
the rate of 4' per cent. or ·4~ per cent.,
and that he is going to borrow £250,000,
for which he will probably have to pay
7 per cent. I think we are entitled to
further information before we pass the
Bill.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG...:..-.I Indorse Mr. Baillieu's suggestion that the
passing of the Bill be deferred until the
Leader of the House is in a position .;1)
supply us with the facts. If the facts
are as has been alleged, which I ventu·re
to think is not the case, this is about the
worst financing I have heard of. ..
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I wilL get the informa11ion
honorable members want, and supply it
on the Appropriation Bill. Honorable
membe,rs will realize tha.t it would be impossible for any Minister, even if he had
a phenomenal memory, to keep all information in his mind. If honorabfe members would mention matters to me beforehand, there would be no difficulty in my
getting information for them.
Progress was then reported.
OONSTITUTION AOT
AMENDMENT BILL.
Tthis Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly.
T'he Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney<!.eneral).-I moveThat the Bill be read a first time. ,

Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT.-Bills !have been
discussed elsewhere on the first reading,
with a view of ·blocking them altogether.
Notices have ,been sent ,out that the second
reading of this measure will be ,taken on
Thursday, and it would ,certainly be a
very unusual ·proceeding to discuss i,t on
the first 'reading. I dare say it has been
done, according to the practice of the
House of Commons.
The Han. J. H. DISNEY.-I think it
would be a wise! thing to allow it, ooca use
on the first reading we could elicit information which we would be able to consideQ"
at later stages.
,The \ PRESIDENT.r-Our Standing
Orders do not m·ake any provision for the
discussion of a Bill on the first reading.
In fact, they.go still furt7her, and provide
"that thel questions 'That this Bill be
now rea.d a, first time' and ' Tha,t the Bill
be printed' shall be, decided without
amendment or debate."
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.
GENERAL ELECTION AND LOCAL
OPTION.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral), in compliance with an order of
the House (dated Deoember 8), presented a, return giving details of voting
at the General Election and on Local
Option.
STATE SAVINGS BANK BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the Hon. FRANK ,OLARKE (Minister
of Pu blic Works), was read a first. ,time.
T'he House adjourned at five minutes
to eleven o'clock.

The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I do
not know whether I am in order in discussing the Bill at this stage.
The PRESIDENT.-I do not think it
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
is competent to discuss the whole Bill at
this stage. It can be rejected, but it is
Tuesday, December 14, 1920.
not usual to discuss it.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Do you
rule that it is not competent to discuss
it?
The SPEAKER took the chair at fourThe PRESIDENT.-There are cases teen minutes past three o'clock p.m.
jn which, I believe, it has been done in
PRESENTATION OF
the House of Lords, but I ,ao not know
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
of any case out here.
The Han. W. J. BECKETT.-It is just
The SPEAKER.-I have to announce
as well to have a ruling on the point.
that, as directed by this House, I waited
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on His E){cellency the Lieutenant-Governor this day, and presented to him
the Address of the Legislative Assembly,
agreed to on November 25, in reply to
His Excellency's Speech at the opening
of Parliament. His Excellency was
pleased to make the following reply:In the name, and on behalf of His Majesty
the King, I have to thank you for your expression of loyalty to Our Most Graci?us
Sovereign, contained in the Address whIch
you have just presented to me. I fully rely
on your wisdom in deliberating upon the important measures to be brought under your
consideration, and I earnestly hope that the
results of VOUr labours will be conducive
to the advancement and prosperity of this
State.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
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butty-gang workers, whose contracts were
based on a illmlmum wage of less than lIs.
9d. per day, an increase representing the difference between such rates and the minimum
of lIs. 9d. per day to cover the increased cost
of living. Under this decision, the sailmakers
in question were granted an increase of 9d. per
day as from 1st July, 1919, to 7th March,
1920, and the Commissioners cons/ider that the
circumstances do not warrant any further adjustment in respect of the period between
March. and- July last.

ROUSING ACOOM1\fODATION.
TRANSACTIONS IN KEYS O;F VACANT

HousEs.
Mr. 'V-EBBER asked the PremierIf it is the intention of the Government to
introduce legislation this session with a view
of making the practice of selling the keys of
houses illegal?

TENT AND SAILM:AKERS' WAGES.

Mr. LAWSON (Pr-emier) .-Since the
Mr. LEMMON asked the Minister of ' honorable member listed this question, he
Railwayswill doubtless have observed that provision
is made in the Bill to amend and
1. If it is a fact that the llllinimum wage
that the Tent and Saihuakers "7ages Board to continue the Necessary Commodities
determined was 12s. 6d. per day as from 8th Control Act for dealing with tlhis pracMarch, 1920, and that the rates of payment tice.
for butty·gang workers were not increased
until July, 1920?
2. If so, will he take the necessary steps so
that the butty-gang workers will receive the
increase upon the work done between 1\farch
and July, 1920?

Mr. BARNES (Minister O'f Railways).-The answeris as follows:The rate fixE)d by the Tentmakers Board as
from 8th. March, 1920, for adult· males engaged in hand repairing tarpaulins is 12s. 6d.
per day, and the schedule of prices governing
]Jayment for the work performed ,by the
butty-gang contract sailmakers in the Department was adjusted to conform to the increased
Wages Board rate as from 1st .July, 1920.
FolloWting on the practice which was adopted
in other si'milar cases, however, the sail makers
concerned were granted a flat increase, at the
rate of gel. per day, from 8th March, 1920,
up till the date on which the revised schedule
became efl'ective, viz., 1st July, 1920, represC'nting the difference between the rate on
which they had been paid and the minimum
fixed by the amended determination. Prior
to the amended schedules being brought into
operation on the 1st July, 1920, the contract
rates for sailmakers were Ibase~ on the pre\'ious determination of the Tentmakers Board,
which prescribed a rate of lIs. per day for
these men. There was no obligation on the
Department to increase this rate during the
currency of the then existing contract, but when
the Railway Classification Board fixed a basic
wage of lIs. 9el. per day as from 1st July,
1919, the Commissioners voluntarily granted

TRANSFERS OF GRAZING AREAS.
Mr. McLAOHLAN asked the Minister of LandsIf, in v.iew of the congestion of business at
the Office of Titles and the Lands Department,
and of the delay in obtaining consents to
transfers of grazing areas, and in registering such transfers when the consents are obtained, he will consider th.e advisu,bility of
either(a) permitting those transferees who have
obtained consents to transfer of
grazing areas, and who have lodged
such transfers at the Office of ntles,
to lodge their applications to select
such land prior to 29th December,
1020, cven though the titles duly regi'stered in their names shall not
have issued from the Office of Titles
by that date; or
(b) permitting applications to select grazing areas to be lodged after 29th December, 1920, provided transfers of
such grazing areas, with consen.t of
the Board of Land and Works attached, have Ibeen lodged at the Office
of Titles prior to such date?

1\1:1'. OMAN (Minister of Lands).The answers areThere .is no congestion in the Lands Department regarding consents by the Board of
Land and Works to the transfer of grazing
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area leases where no objections to such transfers exist. The Office of Titles regards the
date of lodgment of an appli'Cation to transfer
a grazing area lease as the date of transfer
where .such a,pplication is lodged in proper
form by the 29th December, 1920, and there
is no objection to transfer in that office. The
Lands Department will accept until the date
named all applications to select by the proposed transferees if made at the Lands Department after the date of lodgment of application to transfer at the Office. of Titles,
and on or before the 29th December, 1920
(the date of expiry of the grazing area
leases) .
IN'Ol~P ACIT1~TED

SAILORS AND
SOLDIERS.

FREE PASSES ON RAIL WAYS AND
TRAMWAYS.
Mr. McLEOD (in the absence of Mr.
SNOWBALL) asked the Premier-

Police Force.
PUBLIO SERVIOE.

iOLASSIFICATION

.AND INCREMENTS.

Mr. LEMMON asked the PremierIf he will inform the Housel. W.hat is the reason for the delay in
making known the 'classification of
the Public Service?
2. If the increments of those officers promoted to higher positions will date
f.rom the 1st July, 19201

Mr. ,LAWSON (Premier).1. So many other matters of pressing importance have claimed the attention of Ministers during the present short session of Parliament that j·t has not been possi,ble to finally
decide a number of adjustments rendered necessary hy the Public Service Act. The matter
will,however, receive attention as early as
possible.
2. Yes, if the officer promoted has been performing the duties since 1st July last, or
unless otherwise decided.

If the Government is prepared to provide,
wi·thout delay, free passes on our railways
and .tramways for incapacitated returned
sailors and soldiers, as is done in other States?

IMPORTED GOODS FOR STATE
DEP ARTMENTS.
Mr. MoP HERSON (Treasurer), purMr.
LA:WSON (Premier). - The suant to an Order of the House (dated
October 17, 1905), 'presented ,a return of
answer ~S as follows:machinery, goods, and material manufacThe question of the. granting of railway c~m
cessions to blinded and crippled soldiers has' turedor produced outside the Commonbeen under consideration for some time, and wealth and pur.cha.sed for the use of the
Department (State Coal
has formed the subject of considera.ble corre- 'Treasurer's
spondence with ,the Federal authorities. On Mines) during the year ended 30th June,
the 19th January last, the Commonwealth Go1920.
vernment i·ntimated its willingness to bear
half the cost of the provision of free second
class railwa.y travelling to blind soldjers, the
State to bear the other half. In regarCl to
crippled soldiers, the State offered to ·issue
passes on the same terms as those agreed to
in the case of Mind soldiers, but the Commonwealth Government has not yet concurred in
this proposal. The matter was discussed at
the Premiers' Conference, held in May last,
when the following resolution was adopted:"That this Conference is of opinion that
free railway travelling facilities should be
extended to blinded and totally incapacitated soldiers on condition that the Commonwealth Government ,bear half the cost."
This resolution was submitted to the Commonwealth Government, which has not yet communicated . any reply to ,the States. Pending
a settlement of the question of contribution
by the Commonwealth, it has now been decided by this Government to grant to blinded
and crippled soldiers free suburban railway
travelling (to include a guide, if required, in
the case of a blind soldier) between place of
residence and Melbourne or place of business.
A pplications for other journeys will be dealt
with on their merits. All applications must
be supported by a certificate from the Repatr,iation Department.
Steps will be taken to
bring thJs decision into operation immediately.

~1:r.

TOTALIZATOR BILL.
Hl~NN AH.-By leave, I move-

That ,Mr. Morley be added to the members
a.ppointed to ihring in the Totalizator Bill.

The motion was ·agreed to.
PIOLLOE FORCE.
QUESTION OF PROMOTION.
}Ir. OOTTER.-I desire to move the
adjournment of the House for the ,purpose of discussing a definite matter of
urgent public importance, namely, "the
victimization of a senior-constable of
police at Richmond."
Twelve honorable members ;having
risen in their places (as required by the
standing ordeT) to support the motion,
:Mr. OOTTER sai,d-l feel" a little reluctant at taking up the time of the
Hou.se so late in the session on a motion
of this kind. B.Y the time I have coneluded, however, it will, I think, be found
that I was Quite justified in doing so. I
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the memorandum. I am ,going to charge the
Ohief Oommissioner of Police with bias,
and I shall endeavour to ·prove my case .
This man was in charge of the police at
Richmond on the ·day of ..,the Mahon
meeting. H'e was listening to the speech,
when a woman close by fainted. Then,
with the assistance of two civilians, he
carried the woman out, and, by the time
she had recovered, he went back to the .
meeting. Mr. Mahon had then finished.
his speech. The next day the Chief Commissioner sent a 'detective to the constable's private house to ask him if he
had heard the speech. The ,constable
saiel he had not heard the speech, but
that he had listened to a little of it. He
told him about the incident of the woman
who had fainted. I saw the Chief Commissioner yesterday, and he told me
plainly that this man would not get promotion. If the Commissioner had been
in the job long enough to know the 'abilities of the different men, I would not be
taking up the time of the House with
this motion. Inspecting Superintendent
O'Brien, in July of this year, recommended this senior constable for a second
stripe, and he was just about to get it,
but, because he would not perjure his
soul for the Chief Commissioner and
Mr. Hughes, he received a certain letter
from the Department.
If the charge
made against him of suborning a witness
were such a serious matter, why was he
promoted to the position of senior constable, and recommended in July last
Wiith reference to the promotion of Senior- for promotion to the office of secondConstable Canavan, I am unable to regard him class sergeant ~ I say, and I take the
as fit for promotion to the rank of second class
sergeant. Before ,his promotion can be con- responsibility for it, that if he had persidered, he must merit a better recommenda- jured his soul to suit the Chief Oommis··
tion than that he has been well conducted. sioner and Mr. H·ughes he would be a
This applje~ to all promotions that I recom- sergeant of police to-day.
mend; but, in addition, this senior-constable
Mr. MoGREGOR.-Is that fair ~
must show by his record that he gives ample
Mr. COTTER.-I think it is. I do
reason for disJ'egarding the last entry on his
record.
not know whether the honorable memAn entry made seven years ago! TwO! yeare ber can show me that I am wrong.
la tel' hie waS recommended .by an in- This constable would not perjure his
spector for promotion to the 'rank of soul. The Ohief Commissioner is the
senior-constable. He has held that posi- nominee of Mr. Hughes.
Mr, MORLEy.-Why bring Mr. Hughes
tion five years, and during the last three
years has been 'second in charge at Rich- in?
Mr. COTTER.-Mr. Hughes wanted
mond. In July of this year he was recommended' by Inspecting Superin- to make some use of this man in the
tendent O'Brien for promotion to the House of Representatives.
Mr. LAwsoN.-The present
Chief
positidn of second class sergeant, and all
went well. I wish to show the reason for Commissioner of Police is not the

desire to refer to the case of Senior-Constable Canavan, of Richmond, who has
.been in the Service some twenty-seven
years. He has been stationed at various
times in different parts of Victoria.
Seven or eight years ago, whil.st acting
as a constable in the city of Geelong, he
got into some trouble. He was mixed
up with others in a. disturbance amongst
the ,police. An attempt was made by
squaring witnesses to huslb the thing up.
This sort of thing is done every day.
However, it came to the ears of the
authorities, and this particular const31ble
was fined for suhorning a witness. Two
years later, he was Tecommended for promotion to the rank of senior-constable.
For five years he has been wearing- the
stripe oJ a senior-coI$talble without a'
blemish ,against his0haracter. In July
of vhis year, Inspecting Superintendent
O'Brien recommended him for promotion
to the rank of second class sergeant.
Everything was going along nicely, and
it was his turn to ·be promoted. I shall
read a .memorandum on the subject from
the Ohief Oommissioner of Police. Had
the Chief UommisHioner of Police been
a man like the late Mr. O'Oallaghan, who
grew up in the For·ce, one could understand it. But the Ohief Commissioner in
this case had, metaphorically speaking,
been in the Department about twenty
minutes. I am satisfied that he did not
know this man and was unacquainted
with his record.
The memorandum
states--
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nominee of Mr. Hug4es, but the free
&election of this Government. Mr. Hughes
was never consulted, directly nor indirectly.
Mr. COTTER.-I do not expect to
hear any Cabinet secrets. It is commonly reported outside that the Chief
Commissioner is the nominee of Mr.
·Hughes.
Mr. LAWSDN.-I give that rumour the
lie direct.
Mr. COTTER.-You are pretty slow
in doing it.
Mr. LAwsDN.-I never heard of it before.
Mr. W ALLAOE.-The Chief Commissioner was closely associated with Mr.
Hughes in connexion with the £25,000.
Mr. COTTER.-I will show the connexion between Mr. Hughes and the
Chief Commissioner of Police.
Recently, when the P,:r<ime Minister was
presented with £25,000 in Sydney, the
Chief Commissioner was one of those
on the platform.
Mr. CLDUGH.-Did he go to Sydney
for that express purpose?
Mr. COTTER.-I do not know. If
the Chief Commissioner had the right
to go to Sydney to support the National
party, I claim the same right for a subordina te policeman.
Mr. SNDWBALL.-The Chief Commissioner went there to ·represent the returned soldiers.
Mr. COTTER.-It is remarkable
that they did not get some one else, and
that the Ohief Oomnllis~ioner did not
respond on behalf of the returned soldiers. He was there as a supporter of
Mr. Hughes, who insisted Dn putting a
man out of the House of Representatives, and was prepared to use anything
to hand with that object.
The SPEAKER.-I wish the honorable member would keep to the point as
to whether this senior constable has been
unfairly treated or not.
Mr. OOTTER.-I thought I was doing so. If I cannot enlarge Dn. that
point, I must say that, if this constable
has done anything wrong, why was he.
not charged before a Board? It is the
rule, whenever there is any charge made
against a member of the force, to have
him tried before aBoard. It is seven
yea.rs since this constable had the, last
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black mark put against him, and he has
ne-ver been charged with any other
offence.
Mr. TOUTOHER.-ufas he no right or
appeal?
'
Mr. OOTTER.-No. The Chief Commissioner told me yesterday that he
would not promote this man to the position of second-class s8rgeant. This is
the letter that I referred toWith' reference to the promotion of Senior
Constable Canavan, I am unable to regard
him as fit for promotion to the rank of
second-class sergeant. Before his promotion
can be considered he must merit a better recommendation than that he has been well
conducted.

What does he want? This constable has
. been a senior constable for five years doing impoOrtant duty at Richmond, and
there is nothing against him. He was recommended by Inspecting Superintendent
O'Brien for promotion to' the office of
sooond-class sergeant. As far as I can
see, this constable, has done nothing
whatever to justify the action of the
Ohief Oommissioner. At the Richmond
meeting he did his duty faithfully. He'
was listening to Mr. Mahon's speech, but.,
when the woman fainted, he had to help
toO ,carry her out, and SOl he was prevented
from hearing the whole of Mr. Mahon's
speech. The Chief Commissioner had not
the hrains to send a plain-clothes man to
the meetina' nor a shoTthand writer. He
depended, I suppose, on the repo(ft. of the
Argus. I would not hang a ·cat on such
a report. When the Chief Oommissioner
could not make this man say something
that he could not say without perjuring
his soul a certain memorandum was
issued. I hope the Ohief Secretary wi I]
see that justice is done to this constable.
If he has done anything wrong let him
be charged properly before a Board. If
he has not done anything wrong he is
entitled, to promotion. I do not think
the Premier would oppose that. This
is really a serious matter. It is most
undesirahle that the Chief Commissioner
sh culd be allowed to act in this manner.
I do not want to make any capital out
of it, but I say that this man has been
unjustly treated, and that he has, apparently, no remedy. Last week, or the
week before, the honorable member fDr
BOToondara got uE' in this Hou~e and
dealt with a certain matter whICh he
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conside-red was intended to interfere
with his rights as .a member.
The
Premier said he would see that t,he
honorable member's rights were not assailed. This constable has rights,. and
he is appealing through me to this House
. to see tha t they are conserved to him.
I hope the Premier will also stand up
for this man.
Mr. TOUTCHER.~Did the 00nstable
give any proof that he was 'engaged in
removing the f.ainting woman?
Mr. COTTER.-I do not know, but
I dare say that he can bring such proof.
He could not be expected to say what
Mr. Mahon had said. It would be unfair to expect him to' do sO'. He admitted that he had listened for a while,
that when this lady fainted he had
helped to remove her, and, that, on his
return, the speech was over. I am certain that this is a case of gross injustice. I want the Chief Secretary to see
that this constable gets a fair deal. If
he had sided with the National party he
would to-day be a sergeant. I am quite
sure that the Government were not
aware of these facts. We are told that,
if the public servants want redress, they
should come to Parliament, which is
their Court of appeal. I have now appealed on behalf of this constable, who,
I consider, has been u.:.1justly treated.
According to the statement of the Chief
Oommissioner, the constable might just
as well resign. I shall leave the matter
with the Chief Secretary, in the hope
that he will look into it,and, if he
finds that this constable has done anything wrong} will have him charged before a, Board. A man should not oe put
cut on account of a report in the Arg·lts.
Major BAIRD (Chieof
Secretary).
-.As the honorable member has fairly
stated, I knew nothing about this matter until it was brought under my notice when I came up here to-day for
lunch. I have had very little time to
go into the question since.
Mr. COTTER.-I wrote to the Premier
last night.
Major BAIRD.-The honorable member's letter and the report c~me to' me
at a quarter to' .three this afternoon.
I have not yet had time to go into the
matter. The honora,bIe member pracbcall y charges the Chielf' Commissione.r
Second Session 1920.-[30J
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with having victimized this constable
because of something he did at the Richmond meeting where Mr. Mahon spoke.
I cannot tell the honorable member exactly whether that is so Or not, but I
can tell him that I have discussed that
matter with the Chief Commissioner,
and that, as far as I could gather from
the discussion with him, he had nothing
to say against any policeman because of
what happened at that meeting.
Mr. COTTER.-He would not say so,
of course.
Major BAIRD.-I discussed the matter with the Chief Commissioner, with
a view of getting all the information
I could, and I call as:mre. t,he Ho·use
that, as far as I could gather, h~ did
not do anything against any policeman
For
because of what happened then.
anything neglected o.r not done he
took the full responsibility on himself,
not that I wanted him to do so, or that
I made any accusations in the matter.
Any responsibility that might perhaps
have rested on somebody else he took
himself, and accused no one of a dereliction of duty.
Mr. COTTER.-He did not· penalize
anyone for not doing somethi])g that
he had neglected to do himself.
Maojr BAIRD.-He told me that he
took full r8Elponsibility for anything tliat
happened.
Mr. SOLLY.-What else could he do?
Major BAIRD -No doubt he wat!
quite right in his attitude. In OUr interview l1e safid nothiing against any
member of the force in connexion with
that meeting.
.As for his not vromoting this senior constable, .I can
assure honorable members that he refused to do so on the records at headquarters. Whether the Chief Commissioner was right or wrong, I do not know,
but that is the only reason he had for
refusing this senior constable promotion.
However, I promise the hon01'able memher for Richmond that I will
go into the matter.
Mr. ROGERS.-You seem toO know a
bit about the case.
Major BAIRD.-I only discussed it
with the Chief Commissioner for about
five minutes before I came here. Honorable members would not wish me to
take everything the Chief Oommissioner
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then said for granted. The honorable
member for Richmond was fair in putting the matter to' the, House, and surely
he, will not be unfair to me by expecting me to take everything I was told
for granted. I cannot go through the
records of that man in five minutes or
half . all bOour.
However, I proonise
the honorable member that I will go
through the records with the Chief Commissioner of Police, and I will have a
chat with the honorable member before
anything is done.
Mr.
PRENDERGAST.-The
remarkable thing about the case of this
senior constable is that, although he has
been denied promotion 1l0W because vf
some. offence committed years ago, he
has already been promoted once since
the offence.
Major BAIRD.-The· ma.tter, I am
told, was decided on ,his general record,
and not on one particular thing.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-As I have
said, he received promotion .since that
time, and he seemed to have been told
that he would get promotion on ·this
occasion. But suddenly it was declined.
There seems to be a great deal that is
suspicious about the matter. The honorable member for Abbotsford, in whose
distriot the, constable resides, went 'to
see the Chief Commissioner of Police
about it, and was taking further steps.
If Sir John Gellibrand has allowed what
is alleged to have occurred, he has not
done justice to the force. I am sure
he would not have ·permitted that sort of
thing to have taken place in the Military

Municipalities OelebratiDn~ and War
Memorials Bill.
'Oonsolidated Revenue Bill (No.2).

ELEOTRIOITY SUPPLY LOAN
BILL.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) mDved
the second reading of this Bill. He
said-This Bill provides, firstly, fDr the
raising of £1,430,0000 by thle issue of
either Victorian GOovernment stock or
debentures, and, secondly., for the allocation Df the moneys so raised to the
general services set forth in the schedule
to the Bill. As is nowadays the custDm
in such cases, the interest rate may be
fixed by the GDvernor in Council. As I
explained the Dther day, the Dbject of
that is to enable us to take advantage
of the market. The usual redemptiDn
fund cDntributiDn Df lOs. per cent. on
the moneys raised is also. prDvided. This
is the secDnd instalment of moneys required to. carry out the Morwell scheme
and its attendant works.
The money
which was made available by LDan Act
3029 will be exhausted during the early
part ·of next year.. 'Taking the items as
they appear in the schedule, we have
first-Electrical ,Plant Equipment, &c.,
£900,000. Tenders for the main pDrtiDn of the plant are returnable in February and March next year. These tenders will include the very large units of
electrical plant required fOor the ge1ierating station, the manufacturers 'of whIch
will require progress payments during
the process of manufacture. These prDForces.
gress payments will only begin to he
Mr. ,TouTcHER.-This man may have made towards the end of 1921, but, in
been fitted' for promotion to one post, the meantime, preparation of foundabut not to a higher.
tions, erection Df water stDrages, chanMr. PRENDERGAST.-In the first nelling, &c., and general wDrks will be
place he was promoted to the rank of pushed .on in readiness to receive the
senior constable, a.nd his next step would machinery. The clearing Df the trans\have been to. that Df secDnd-class sergeant. mission line route, as also the erectiDn
As senior constable he would be brought of terminal and sub-stations at the Melinto mDre intimate tDuch with the pub- bDurne end, will be started during the
lic than as a sergeant.
coming year. The ,second item is-MDrThe mDtion for the adjournment Df well Open Out Workings, £125,000.
the House was then put, and negatived. This represents the balance of the
moneys required to fully equip the open
ASSENT TO BILLS REPORTED.
cut wDrkings fDr the production of brown
MDrwell Brown ICoal Railway Oon- coal up to. an output of 3,000 tons a
struction Bill.
day. This o.utput represents the estiPublic Service Bill.
mated initial requirements for power-
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house and public supply. Should anticipations regarding briquetting be reaEzed, however, this out,put will need to
be considerably increased, and a corresponding increase in capital expenditure will be required.
The principal
items included in the amount now asked
for are steam shovels, ropeways, and
conveyors, overburden dumping machinery, and general plant in connexior~
thero·wit-h.
Item No. 3 is-,Provision
of Accommodation for
Employees,
£75,000. The amount asked for is only
a very approximate estimate of the cost
of works that will be necessary up to
31st December, 1921. At this juncture
it is almost inlpossible to forecast
what the cost of the township and
incidental 'works, such as water supply, sewerage, con.struction ,of roads,
streets, &c., will amount to. The present plans, however, are based on an anticipated population of 3,000 individuals, which should provide for township requirements in connexion with the
first stage of the Oommissioners' operations.
The fourth item is-Briquetting
Plant, £250,000. This, also, is an approximation, bVt is founded on the
closest information which the Oommissioners have been able to gather up to
the present, and is based on an output
of some 800 tons per day of briquettea.
It may be well to remind honorable
mell~bers here that the only country in
which practical work of any importance
has been done in regard to briquetting
of brown coal is Germany, and it may
possibly be necossary to import some d
the more special plant required from
that country, at any rate, as a £rst step.
d. vast ailllount of work has been done in
Germany in the exploitation of brown
coal-£elds, and particularly as regards
the briquetting of the raw fuel. In the
Rhineland Valley alone, the productioa
of briquettes at the end of 1919 exceed(:u
~O,OOO tons a day. When you are informed that it takes approximately tw:)
:md a half tons of brown coal to produ . ~e
one ton of briquettes, you will reali7.e
the extent of the Ooperatio'ns on that field.
Should we' be, successful in repeating in
Victoria the mechanical sucoess of the
German plants, it is confidently antici.pated that the need for importing OVCl'Sfa black coal will be largely eliminated.
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This, of course, does not refer to gas\ making, or, in a lesser degree, to coal
for our steam express trains, but should
cove.r all the remainder of the general
industrial fuel requirements of the State.
It is, therefore, hop~d, and with some
con£dence, that the authority of Parliament, as expressed in this Bill to go
ahead with the briquetting industry, will
make a de£nite milestone in our industrial progress. tItem No. 5 is----,Railway
Facilities, £10,000. This is to provide
for payment by the Electricity Oommissioners of their proportion of the cost
of the railway authorized by an Act recently passed by this House. Item No.
6 is~Provision for Offices, £70,000. The
~lectricity Oommissioners have, for some
tIme past, been pressing upon the Government the urgent llecessity of providing them with suitable accommodation
for the staff engaged on the Morwe1l.
scheme and other activities with 'which
t~ey have been intrusted.
The posihon has been very carefully investigated, and all possibilities in regard to rental of existing space in
the city, whether owned by the Government or not, thoroughly exhausted.
These invest.igations have led us to the
conclusion that the most favorable pro-positi.on is to provide the money for the
Oommissioners to erect their own building on land at ,the corner of William
and I.ittle Flinder~ streets, where the
Marine Board has its offices, providing at the same time for ac'rommodation over and above their own
requirements for the housing of some
Goyernment Departments at present occupying rented premises.
The amount
asked for is for the erection and equipment of an eight-story reinfo·rced concrete building, four stories of which will
be immediately occupied by the Oornmissioners, and will be sufficient for their
purposes up to the end of 1922. Thr 1'('maining four stories will be available fOol'
certain other of the Government activities wllich it may be desirable to station
there. I may say that it is the jntention
of the Commissioners to ultimately
occupy six stories of this building, and
that will give the Government two stories
in which they will 'be able to permanently
place several Departments at present acr.ommodated in different buildings in the
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Mr. HANNAH.-YOU may as well put
• the Bill under the table.
Mr. McPHERSON.-That is rather
an uncalled-for interjection before I have
fully explained the scope of the Bill. I
suppose the honorable member for
Collingwood ha's ,some brilliant idea of
his own that he thinks would work better
than this one. I was ~ayill1g that if the
Commissioners are satisfied with that sum
they will advance the balance of £7,000,
but they may require a larger sum to be
!paid up, and the advance by the Bank
would then be so much less.
Clauses
6 and 7 provide for the fullest information being supplied by the company under statutory declarations to
enable the Commissioners to determime
whether the proposals are sound, and to
decide what amount may be safely advanced. The highest amount allowed of
such advance is seven-ninths of the total
cost, but the shareholders uncalled ca pi tal
would then be four-ninths, so that the
ultimate debt· secured upon the property
after collecting all the shareh 01 de!I's' liability would be three-ninths, or olne third
STATE SAVINGS BANK BILL.
of the total outlay upon land, buildings,
Mr. McPHERSON (Tre'asurer) moved and machinery.
By dause 9 the Comthe second reading of this Bill. He said missioners will have a mortgage over all
-This Bill authorizes the Commissioners the propei'ty and uncalled capital in the
of the State Savings Bauk to make ald- uudertaking 1 and if the company does
vances on such terms and conditions as not show a profit, or goes into liquidation,
they think fit to ,companieB for the pur- the uncalled capital may be drawn upon
pose of establishing industries in country to make good any losses. In clauses 10
districts for manufacturing, producing, and 11 provision is made for payment of
preparing, improving, preserving', freez- 5 per cent. per annum into a trust fund
ing, packing, or ,storing any commodities for replacing buildings or machinery or
for sale, except those provided for in the for adding that sum to any sinking fund
Primary Products Advance.s Act 1919 lind payments that the Commissioners may
the l!"'ruit A,ct 1917. ,Clause 4 provides that require for the gradual reduction of the
the business will be administered in the debt.
Provision is made by clause 12
Credit Foncier Department of the Bank, for insurance against loss by fire. The
the funds being provided by debentures company will be required by clause 13 to
and stock guarantee by the Government. supply the Commissioners with full inforClause 6 provides that any company ap- mation from time to time, and the Complying for a loan under this Bin must first missioners will have power to control or
estimate the total cost of the undertaking, prohibit any action or expenditure, and
and the shareholders must take np shares may .order the company to take any action
for a sum equal to two-thirds of the total that they think necessary or desirable.
cnst, and must pay up at least one-third By clauses 13 and 14 the company will
of their liability, or such great,er sum as not be permitted to transfer shares withthe, CommisRioneTs ma.y,require. Thus, if out the Commissioners' consent, nor to
the total cost is to be £9,000, shares must pay dividends whilst any amount due to
he taken up for £6,000" of which £2,000 the bank is unpaid. Clause 15 provides
must be paid rup; and if the Commis- that the liability of the company to the
sioners ,are satisfied with that sum, they bank will h:>: deemed to be a debt tOo His
Majesty in priority to all other persons.
will advance the balance of £7,000.

city.
Wle think it is better to do that
than to continue renting premises.
In
addition to having a number of Departments concentrated in one building, we
will be able to save money by adopting
this course.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I should
like" by leave, without prejudicing my
rights to speak later, to suggest that the
J.Jeader of the Opposition should move
the adjournment of this debafe until later
this day. As I have previously intimated,
it is proposed to have a meeting of members of both 110uses at 7 p.m. in the Legislative Council Committee room, at which
Sir John Monash and other members of
the Electricity Commission will be
present.
1Ionorable members will then
have an opportunity of obtaining a lot of
information which will enable them to
get a hetter grasp of the scheme it is
proposed to carry out at Morwell.
On the motion of :Mr. PRENDERGAST, the debate was adjourned till later
in the sitting.
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I may say that while we will try to make
this a workable measure, we must conserve the interests of the bank.
Mr. HANNAH.-It is the most conservative bank in Australia.
Mr. ;McPHERSON.-It has 'probably
a higher reputation than any other bank
in the Oommonwealth.
Mr. TouTcHER.-It has lots of the
people's savings, too.
Mr. McPHERSON.-That is so. The
Commissioners may make general orders
under section 16 of the State Savings
Bank Act 1915 for carrying this part
into effect. That section provides that
these orders require a :certifica te from the
Attorney-General and must be laid before
Parliament. Olause 17 provides for remuneration to the Commissioners at the
rate of £600 a year for the chairman,
and £500 each fO'r thel other Commissioners, inste'ad of fees payable for attendance at meetings. The payment of
f.ees for attendance at meetings ignores
the fact that the Commissione,rs devote
much time to studying reports and givina consideration to matters of first impo~fance at their homes or offices. Moreover, the growth Qif business in the Credit
Foncier Department has made it necessary for a Commissioner to attend daily
(Saturdays excepted) to facilitate settlement of lo'ans.
Mr. TouTcHER.-The Commissioners
can be engaged in other business.
Mr. McPHERSON.-They are. precluded from acting as Oommissioners if
they are associated with any financial institution that lends money on land.
Mr. TouTcHER.-If ,they are merchants
they can still be Commissioners.
Mr. McPHERSON.-Yes.
The present fees were fixed ten years ago, and
the volume of business has more than
doubled in the last ten years. There is
continued development going on at an
even greater rate, and it is nOow proposed
to add to the work of the bank the administration of the Housing and Reclamation Act, and several other functions.
The principal Act requires the
Commissioners tOI obtain leave of absence
if away from fOour cOonsecutive meetings,
and this prevents any possihility of neglect of duty. The CommissiOoners cOonsider it would be much more reasonabi-eto allot a fixed sum per annum t,o each
Commissioner.
The limitation of {lie
number of mootings to 10-0 per annum-
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equal to about two per we:ek-is inconvenient. It is often necessary tOo mee,t
more frequently but, as I have said, the
time devoted to the business
the hanl{
cannot be measur'ed by the attendance at
meetings.
The existing fee~ are four
and a half guineas per meetIng fOil" the
Chairman, and three ~uineas for each of
the other Commissioners, with a limit cf
100 meetings annually or £472 lOs. for
the Chairman and £315 each fOil' the
othe:rs, if the full number of 100 meetings be attended in the year. Clause 18
provides that the limit of inte,rest payable
tOI depositors in the State eavings Bank,
as pro,vided by serotion 40 of the State
Saving Bank Act 1915, may be exceeded
subject to the consent of the GovernO'r
in Council. There is no intention at present tOo raise: the rate of 4 per cent. now
being paid, but it is considered possible·
that higher rates may be paid by' other
institutions in the near future, and it
rna y be necesssury to pay more than 4
per cent. if interest rates for mOoney
should generally increase.
Clause: 19
amends section 93, sub-section (6) of the
State Savings Bank Act 1915, which
disallows any Credit F'oncier loan to an
officer O'r servant of the bank. This has
been qualified by Act No. 3007, passed
in October, 1919, which allOows a 11 officers
and servants of the bank who are discharged soldiers to Oobtain loans from the
bank on the sp,ecial terms conceded by
that Act. The amendment now proposed
will allow all office,rs and servants of the,
bank whOo are not receiving mOore than
£500 a year to' obtain Credit Fancier
loans. The Commissioners desire to encourage thrift on the part Oof their
officers, and as the' Oredit Foncier terms
cannot be obtained elsewhere, the young
men employed in the bank are not able
to' secure homes so readily as others.
There appears to be no reason why they
should be prevented from doing so. This
will apply especially tOo the 337 officers of
the bank now between the ages -of twenty
and thirty years.
This concession to
officers has been already allowed under
the conditions of the Housing and Reclamation Act. Clause 20 p["ovides for a
Fire Insurance Trust Account allowing
the COommissiGn~,rs to insure -all prOoperties themselves, chargIng premiums which
are to be accumulated in this trust fund.
This provision has already been allO'wed
in the Housing and Reclamation Act,
and will now extend to all properties in

,or
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the Credit Foncier Department and Savings Bank Departm~nt O'f the. Sta~ Sav=
ings Bank.
A lIttle earlIer In my
speech I
ref~,rred
to' a company
having a capItal of £9,000.. Supposing there is a cO'mpany In. ~he
coun try which wants to start a k11: ttI?g
mill, for example. .We say that If ItS.
capital is £9,000, at least .£?,OOO. must
be subscribed by persons hvmg m the
district, and £2,000 out of the. £~,000 must
be paid up. If the Comnll~s:oners are
satisfied with the other condltlOlls, they
can advance the balance of £7,000.
lVlr. BKARDMoRE.-Is there any limit
for the repayment of the loan?
Mr. McPHERSON.-That is entirely
in the discretion of the Commissioners.
Mr. SOLLy.--Why must the £6,000
worth of shares be taken up in the district?
Mr. McPHERSON.-We want to be
sure that the people in the distri~t are
taking an interest in the proposed mdustry. If the people in a district ~re really
in earnest in their desire to bmld up a!l
industry they ought t~ be prepared to
come forward with suffi'Clent money to put
in it. We have adopted this principle
after mature consideration, and we think
it is reasonaible.
Mr. TouTcHER.-At ,Stawell the people
are starting a woollen mill with a capital
of £100,000. The mill is to be put up
at Stawell, and nearly every man who
can afford to take up a share has done so.
Applications have been received also
from Western Australia, Fiji, and ot'her
parts.
WouLd that come under t1'iis
Bill ?
Mr. McPHERSON.-We say that the
share,s must be taken up too the extent of
£G,OOO; but if the people of thhe di~trict
C&11110t provide all the money, t ere IS no
reason why they should not get some of it
from Melbourne, or even from Fiji.
111'. LAWSoN.-The shares have not
nE;cessarily to be taken up by the people
in the district.
Mr. McPHERSON.-Two thousand
pounds must he paid up in the example
I gave.
Mr. HOGERs.-One-third of the local
contributions must be paid.
Mr. lVIoPHERSON.-That is right;
but it need not be the.local contributions.
Whf\t I have stated explains what the
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Bill really means as far as the financial
provisions are concerned.
.
'Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens).-What IS
the form ,of guarantee ~
1\1:1'. McPHERSON. - The Savings
Bank are going to ,take a first mortgage
over the property, and they will have. a
They WIll
claim on the new capital.
have the security of the plant and
machinery. No douht they will engage
experts to see that, for £1,000 that has
been spent, there is £1,000 in value. The
Savings Bank will, as I say~ have the
buildings and plant as secunt.r, and a
first claim on the uncalled capItal. If
the company prospers, it will b.e a~le to
clear off its liability, and then lt WIll b~
at liberty, as it would be in the ,case of
advances obtained from any other bank.
~1:r. A. A. BII~LSON (Ovens).-You
know the circumstances where the Go\"ernment advanced £30,000 to a mine,
and when the property was realized the
return was only £2,000?
Mr. McPHERSON. - We do not
think .that there will be anything like
that in connexion with this proposal. All
the industries set up will be live industries and industries that we want. There
will \e no element of chance.
If the
undertaking does not get on in one district the plant will be of such a natu.re
that it may be removed to. another dIStrict and be used there successfully.
Mr. CAIN.-iA. company such as you
mention will have to be paid up to the
extent 'Of £2,000 at the start?
Mr. MC'PHERSON.-Yes.
Mr. TouTcHER.-If it is a small industry, and only £500 is required, will that
be advanced?
Mr. McPHERSON.-They can come
for a £20,000 proposition ,or a £1,000 proposition.
An HONORABLE MEl\fBER.-A woollen
mill might start with a capital of
£90,000.
Mr. MoPH,ERSON.-That will not
be precluded.
So long as the security
is there the money will be there io help
country industries.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-Can a civilian get
the money?
.
!h. M'ciPHERSON. - It must be a
company.
.
Mr. CAIN.-Is this only for country 111dustries, not metropolitan industries?
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Mr. McPHERSON.-If the honorable
member will look at clause 3 he will see
that the definition of "undertaking" is
as follows:" Undertaking" means any factory workroom ,store or other establishment for the
purpose of manufacturing producing preparing improving preserving freezing packing or
storing any commodities for sale which is
situate outside the metropolis and is not included within the intevpretation of "undertaking" in section 2 of the Primary Products
Advances Act 1919 or of " fruit-works" in section 2 of the Fruit Act 1917; and includes the
land upon which any: works in connexion with
the undertaking are built and all buildings
erections offices conveniences and machinery
in connexion with the undertaking and any extensions of or additions to any such undertaking or machinery.

It is for country industries.
Mr. HANNAH.-It savors of class legislation.
}Ir. McPHERSON.-I do not think
so.
I think that the honorable member
is looking at it with a wrong vision.
That explains the measure.
Mr. PRENDE'RGAiST.---'This is a
class of measure to which we can give,
if not unqualified, at least qualified supIt is to afford opportunities for
port.
starting industries in country districts,
but the principle of lending State money
for that purpose, and allowing the manufacturer to control the industry which is
established with the State money, is one
to which I :cannot give allegiance at all.
If we can' succeed in' establishing these
industries with IState money, the State
ow,nership should be Slljpreme. It is clear
that the company will be able to ,char.ge
what price they like for their commodities, pay what wages they choose to pay,
. and control import and export in their
OWn particular interest, without consulting the interest of the community
which is finding the capital. The system
proposed in the Bill may appear to be
. what is known outside as Socialism, but
it is actually not. Socialism.
It is
merely a bastard form of Socialism by
which the State helps the commercialist
with State money, but has no control
over the industry.
These companies
will not all be co~operative companies,
because the 'State will make advances to
other kinds of companies if a c€rtain amount of capital is found. This
will interfere with the progress of the
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co-operati.ve !principle.
There is no
co-operatIve principle in this measure.
Oommercial men will get the use of ,State
money, and they will control the use and
application of it.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-These companies are
to compete against private enterprise, and
if they cannDt cDmpete in the cDmmercial •
world they are do'Omed before they start.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do nDt see
th3At that is an effective airgum,elllt in
fav'Our of the use 'Of State capital in this
way.
~lv.['r. TOUTCHER.--Suppose artitCles which
one of these companies make aTe sold ill
:Melbourne for £1, should not they get £1
in the country?
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - I am not
speaking against the principle as t'O
whether advances should be given. Does
the Treasurer say tha,t these advanoes
may be given in the metr'OP'Olis ~
Mr. MCPHERSON .-It is outside the
metropoJis.
,
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The me,asure,
then, is to apply t'O some parts of the
State and n'Ot t'O Oothers.
Mr. MCPHERSoN.-The first object of
the Bill is the establishment of country
industries.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Go,vernment are entering into a business 'Of this
kind, yet the Government hardly know
where they stand in regard t'O decentralizati'On.
Apparently, nobody has ,any
de'finite principle of any value on the
question 'Of deoentralizati'On. N'O matter
t'O what country yOoU go y'OU will find centralizatiOon. In every cOountry the,re are
nOi more people in the rural districts than
are required fOor the production of the
articles that are pr'Oduced there.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-Do, you not thillk
that the little enterprise at Clunes shOould
be supported ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-1 have seen
statements in the newspapers abOout an
enterprise being started there, but I have
nDt 'Observed any definite statement. The
first thing that shOould he dOllle in the way
of decentralization is to' show people that
it is more prOofitable to live in the c'Ountry
districts. If it is more profitable fO'r people t'O live there, there will be no need
for the expenditure of State capital in
this way. Pe'Ople do n'Ot come frOom the
c'Ountry to live in the city for the purpose 'Of change only.. They drift here in
consequence of the ec'OnOomic conditions
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under which they exist tQl-day.
The
other day a statement was made in this
House that 11 000 farmers had sOlId out
and had come into the, metropolis tQi live.
Those are the people wh()l preached
decentralizatiQln, yelt, when they had the
opportunity, they lef~ t~e country and
intensified the centralIzatIOn.
Mr. RYAN .-They have earned the right
to have a. rest.
.Mr. PRENDERGAST .-1 dOl nOit deny
anybody that right. But if yQlu establish
any manufactory in :t country district.,
you at onoe lead t()l centralization at that
spot. LOiok at the cQindition of t.hings in
Birmingham, Manchester, and LIverpool,
where large industries have been oentralized. It seems tOI me, in the nature
Ol£. things, that large industries cannot be

su,cc8ssfully established ·at .present in those
rural districts where agriculture Q1nly
would flourish. When yQiU build up a
great oentre anywhere you incre,ase land
values the,re, and the evils of centralization are repeated. Cities grQlw, and land
becomes more valuable. Tha.t is seen at

present at Warrnambool, where Nestle's
factory has been established.

You see

the same result in Ame:rica.
'The Pullman Oar Company preached decentralization 'in the Unit-ed States, but they
established their wOlrks in one part, and
from there they have supplied the whOile
of America, and productiOin in that line
has :become cheaper in consequence. It is
na.tural·fQlr people to live in cOimmunities.
The tendency Q1f people is to aggregatiQln,

not sBg-regation. ,We must not try to force
people out into the cQiuntry. They will
not go there unless they find it more profitable to live in the cQluntry. .If you establish large industries in districts without that being Qif any special advantage
to the State, and so bring about the fQlrmation Q1f large centres, the result is that
you increase the value o.f land in those
localities. I cannot see what the benefit Q1f
that will be from the State PQlint Q1f view.
The very papers that pre·ach decentralization have centralized all their efforts in
t.he city. and their advertisements are fOIl'
the purpose of acquainting the people. aU
over the State with the desires and wants
of people whOi wish to buy o.r sell.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-You are taking a very
metroPOIlitan view.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-1 am not taking a metropolitan vie~ . at all. . I am
ta king the present condItIOn of thmgs.
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Mr. TOUTCHER.-We ought tOi change
it.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
member wants tOi do something theoretical
in order to appeal to people iQ.. the cou~
try fo~ their VQlte,s. I am statmg t~at It
is not possible to! carry Q1ut the theone~ of
a great many people about decentralIzation.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It is nOit the desire of
the honoorable member fQ~ Stawell to
ca,tch votes. It is hIS desirie too stop the
enormOoUs increase, Q1f popUlation in the
city.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - What harm
comes from oentralization 1
Mr. FRosT.-Slums.
Mr. PRENDERGAET.-If. it taKes a
oelrtain number of people to. produce for
the present population, and you send out
twice as many people to prQiduce, you
will prOiduce t.wioe as much as can be
used,
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You will not
pay 9s. per bushel for wheat then.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - We know
wha.t the position is in America, where
there is a vast territory. In Australia
there are millions of acres that could be
uRed for wheat-growing; and .wheat is 9s.
per bushel. The control Qif mdustry today is not centred in the producing ~is
ti'icts. It come8 about by the aggregatIOn
Q1f capital. At the present time the banks
are deliberately causing unemployment,
and they are acting mainly with the desire of crushing the aspiratioons of the
people of this community fOor hetter conditions. They have associated themselves
~ili~eili~w~Poobili~h~~~

formed-the Wheat PQlQlI, the Butter
Pool, and the Wool Pool-and they are
letting those Poo.ls alQ1ne while .they are
attacking every Q1ther form OIf mdm;try.
The credit o.f those Poo.ls is unassailable
in the banks, but every manufacture·r,
and every other emplQlyer of labour, is
being crushed by the banks and by the
positiOin that exists in counexion with the
loan market.
'The COimmonwealth (}overnmeut are already making arrangements for their ne,xt loan, and already wei
have
the
spectacle
of
manufacturers being crushed to a. large
extent for the purpose of ~raggi.ng
money back from manufacturmg llldustries too the banks too enable that money
to be at the heck and call of Mr. Hughes
when he calls for the next Commonwealth
IQlan. In the meantime the three great
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Pools which I have mentioned are being
given all the assistance the banks can give
them. It is not nice to have to admit
it, but the actual fact is, that the prices
of wheat, butter, and wool are be:ng kept
up, while the' prices of all other goods
will be fo·reed down, because the manufacturer.=; cannot get the money to carry
on.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Are not the manufacturers keeping the stock on their shelves
and refusing to sell it because they cannot get high prices ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-A number of
boot manufacturers are also distributers.
In their shops the price of boots is almost
as high as it was two years or eighteen
months ago, wb~n prices were at their
highest.
These people trade upon borrowed capita1. They have to get money
through the banks, and the banks have
called them up into' the " sweating parleur," and demanded that they shall pay
up their overdraft or make other arrangements.
The manufacturers have been
forced to oease manufacturing because
their supplies have been cut off by the
banks.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-They will be forced
to sell at lower prioes.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I can see that
as well as the honorable membe,r can, but
the banks cannot pose as philanthropic
institutions that are looking after the inte-rests of the community.
They have
not acted for the purpose of reducing
prices in order to benefit the workers, but,
CI.-i a result of their action, people are being thrown out of work. In 1893 the
banks stood upon the question of allowing land values to be inflated, and
t.hen called up accounts, with the
result that the bottom fell out of
land values, but. the
peolple who
were most materially affected: were
the workers, who were deprived of ~n
ployment by the action of the banks. The
same thing is happening to-day. There
are men even in this House who have
been called into the "sweating parlours"
of the 1i'anks within the last three weeks,
and, though their monetary position is
sound and they have been trading on
credit capital all the time, they have boon
told that the~ will have to reduce their
overdraft. The only way fo.r them to ao
that is to force their stock into the market at reduced prices, and to cease giving
employment. There are three movements
directed against the present raWS of
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wages which those in the mOVeID.ents style
sta bilizing the financels Qf Australia.
These are--the Commonwealth Government, perhaps more properly called the
Prime lVlinistar, Mr. W. M. Hughesj the
chief direcOOl s of the Associated Banks of
Australasia, which includes New Zealand j
and the wool kings. The three movements unite in an attack upon the city
and urban industries, and aim at a severe
restriction of the credit of all the manufacturing and distributing agencies of the
Commonwealth, which must cause widespread unemployment, and transfer the
balance of financial power from Ruch centres as Flinders-lane to the pastoral districts. Failing to transfelr political power
from the cities to the pastoral districts,
the aim of the combination is to get more
political power by reducing thel work in
the industrial oentres. The result will be
a fall in prices, and'in the cost 0'£ living
so far as there will be a reduction in the
cost of the articles made by se'condary industries. No great fall is expected to
foHow in what are called the primary industries-that is, the food-producing industries. If any reduction comes, it is
expected to be balanced by the' reduction
in the cost of production, otherwise wages.
For instance, there has lately boon a
heavy fall in the price of raw cotton.
There has been no fall in the cost of
br·ead and butter. Boots and shoes are
falling in a greater ratio than the coot of
hides. There is no fall in the price of
meat. Sheepskins and hides are a. by-.
product of the grower of meat arid wool.
He is not concerned in his by-product,
more especially if it he balanced by
unem ployment in the boot trade and a
reduction in wages. A fall in the values
of city and suburban prope.rties is alsol
expected, and a. reduction in rents. The
fall is already seen, but there is no sign of
a reduction in the high price of broad
acres. The financial conspiracy aims at
nolitical pow·er, nO't through J?arliamenf,
but through a cornering of the gold
supply of Australasia, through which the
grip of the money kings upon the country
will be as complete as the Jews had Qn
England in the days of King John. The
gold supply is the key of the situation,
and to control the gold supply of AUEtralia is the part of the Commonwealth Government. Until September the cI~dit
of Flinders-lane ~n London was good.
Merchants bought stocks freely there, and
met thel bills when the goods were landed
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here. In most cases the stocks were sold
while they were on the water.
It was
merely a ma,tter of getting in the current
accounts to moot the payments.
The
banks encouraged this by credits. They
are called, improperly, overdrafts. They
are not overdrafts, but trade credits. Just
belforre September, merchants were en·
couraged to' increase these credits and to
buy heavily in LOondOon. Manufacturers
were encouraged. to extend their factories.
Many O'f them tO'ok advantage of the
offers; then the credits were suddenly
withdra.wn. LO'ndon demanded payment
before shipment, and the banks restricted
the credits here. All F1inders-lane has
been. fighting fOor breath since October,
and factory hands are being reduced,
not because, there, is not trade, but because
there is no mOoney to' trade.
All the
month's collections are stored away by
the banks, and only a trickle goes back
to' trade. . We are facing a starving
Christmas which will flO'od the cDuntry
labOour market with labOourers. The banks
reply that their aggrega.te trade credits
are as.grea,t tOo-day as they were last year,
whicn is true, but the credits have been
torn frOom the cities and transferred to
the whe,at and wool-grOowers. They are
reaching for political pDwer through the
beHies of the CDmmon peDple. As lDng
as the gO'ld is corne,red by the COomm.onwe,alth GDvernment, the London mOoney
market available fOor Australian credit is
controJled by the A ustralianbanks. The
division of the spOoil is, first, the Commonwealth lo:ans are to be me,t by the banks.
Money is being taken frO'm trade to'-day
to moot the new CDmmonwealth lO'an next
March. NO' mDney is to be available for
the States, and with financial control in
the hands Df the CO'mmonwealth the
States m~~.t ,be strangled. This is to happen on the very eve of the Convention.
It is harped that because of that there will
be a bIg transf.er of p()IWers to the Commonwealth. The banks will ge't contrDl
of whelat, wool, and butter! because they
are financing these PO'ols~' ·All the Pools
are steadily coming undelr the cOontrol of
the banks. WhO' make the advances to
the PO'O'ls ~
Nominally the Common.
wealth Government; actually it is don~
by the banks.
SO' we get the reaching
'for power. To. kee,p the gold reserve of
the Commonwe,alth intact the trading
credit of Australia, in London is being
destroyed. The PO'licy is the ole! one of
" Australia a sheep walk," and the city
. Mr. PJ'endergast.
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ind us tries are in. the process of a steady,
ruthless destruction. This is the answer
to the basic wage,. In the very process
. o,~ transfer to which I have referred, tIie
Government are up against it in connexion with soldier settlement.
An
article in the Balla,rat Courier states tha.t
Sir Joseph Cook is repUdiating his obligations to' the Sta,tes in cOonnexion with
£2,000,000. It is stated:Somewhat serious developments have taken
place in connexion with soldier settlement in
Victoria.
Sir Joseph. Cook, the Commonwealth Treasurer, has adopted the :attitude that the States
are not doing cnough; that they are relying
too heavily on the Federal Treasurer. Certain
negotiations between :the State and Federal
Treasurers, involving nearly £2,000,000 sterling, are in abeyance, causing the State Goyernment serious financial embarrassment.

Mr. McPHERsoN.-That is all being adjusted.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It has not
boon adjusted yet.
The article con·
tinue&It is understood that the attitude of Sir
Joseph Cook is, in effect, "I don't pay it!"

Mr. McPHERsoN.-There is nothing of
that sort at all.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The article
goes OliIt is believed that the matter will be settled
amicably, but meantime the holding up by
the Commonwealth of £2,000,000 in connexion
with land transactions to which the Victorian
Government has committed itself is a serious
matter. In the presentc condition of the money
market it is not easy for the Victorian Government to !lay its hand's promptly upon
£2,000,000.

The Government are financially embarrassed.
Mr. MoPHERsoN.--N'othing of t.he
sort.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-A few days
ago, the Treasurer saild the money market
was not available to anybody.
!ir. McPHERsoN.'--I never 'said that
this State is financially embarrassed. I
haye stat.ed quite the opposite to that.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If the 'Treasurer had this infoomat.ion when he stated
that, he was nOlt telling the truth.
Mr. lVlcPHERsoN.-You charge me
with saying that the State is financially
embarrassed-a statement I have not
made.
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111'. PHENDERGAST.-The Treasurer said the money market was not
availahle for anybody. If the State cannot get t'he money it requires, it is finan~ially embarrassed.
~1.1·. l\1.CPHERSON.-Up to the present it
has got all the money it Ihas required,
and hopes to continue to do it.
:Mr. PRENDEHG.&ST.-Probably 7
or S percent. will have to be paid.
'
:M.r. MCPHEH.SON.-'Ve are getting
money as cheaply as any nation in the
world. You want us to get money below
the market i'ate. How would you like
the workman t()be asked to sell his labour
at less than the market rate ~
l\ir. PHENDERGAST.-That is how
the class to which the Treasurer belongs
live. The'y get as much out of the
labourer as they ,possibly can, and pay
him no more than they can help paying.
However, the article continues-
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Federal Treasurer's strictures do not a.pply
alone to Victoria; he considers that the State
Goyernments generally are not doing enough.

I am citing this information to show how
lH'C('Ssary it is to exercise care in relationship to establislhed industries. Th().se industries should be kept going. Under ordinary conditions, the Bill would be a
good ono to introduce. But I have come
to thecollclnsioll that there is a great
clanger ill adopting legislation of this descrjption unless the State .protects itself
by taking the right to run these businesses instead of handing them over to
indiyiduals.
Tho Government have
loaned money in different directions, and
a lot of that money never comes back.
Vi e have seen that in connexion with gold
mining and other industries 'where the
Gorernment have as.sumed a responsihility. If this Bill is passed we shall
have to take 'caro to see that the State
does not 10'so in connexion with tlhe inAssuming that a settlement of the differdustries t,hat hRye been estahlished.
~nces between the Federal and the State TreaMr. RYAN.-No lost soul outside of
surers will be arriv<'<l at, it may be accepted
as a foregone conclusion that future settlement purgatory could have wailed lilore paswill be on a more definitely determinable basis. sionately than the Leader of the Or.posiso far as the Commonw~a1th and State Go- tion has done on this Bill. The only reVl'rnmC'nb'l are eonc2rnecl. ~ir Joseph. Cook
holds the view, it is stated, that the Victorian deeming feature is t.hat we know he will
'Government has, in effect, spent £2,000,000 011 yote for the Bill. He evidently ihad no
behalf of the COllll11onwf\alth that it had no decided intention of criticising the meaauthority to spend. Just how the Federal sure itself. I want to say, quite frankly,
'Treasurer arrives at this conclusion it hi (liffithat I am 'sorry the opening criticism of
~ult to say.
the Bill ·did not emanate from the honlVII'. MCPHl<JRSON.-SiI' Joseph Cook orable member for Fitzroy, who has an
has been very good to the State.
analytical mind. That honorable mem~1r. PRENDERGAST.-He says yon
ber ·can always be trusted to ex'plain the
have spent £2,000,000 more than you purport of a Bill. whether he supports it
had any authority to spend.
or not. The Leader of the Opposition
)fr. MCPHERsoN.-He has not 'said so. has utterly failed to grasp the signiJ\lIr .. PRENDERGAST.-Thr Trea- ficance of the measure. My complaint is
.surer acknowledges that a. sum of not that the Bill has been brought in,
£2,000,000 has to be adjusted, and now but that some slwh measure was not
he denies that it exists. The article con- brought in almost immediately after the
t.inuesarmi'8t~ce. I ,am not sufficiently dear as
Rome time 'ago the Federal Governnlf'nt inti- to the meaning of one clause. I unalermutl'd that it would be responsible up to stood the Treasurer to say that the ad£1,000 per soldier--£G2.) to he advanced to the
vance is from the Government to a comsoldier by way of stock and implements, &c.,
and £375 for laml improYf'll1ents. It was pany.
genel'ally understood at that time that the
Mr. J,.IaPHEll~oX.-A co-operatiye comVictorian Government would shortly be push- pany.
ing allead with its Crown land settlement
policy, and that the £37.j .per soldier would
Mr. RYA.N.-That brings in the r:>mbe used for railway construction, irrigation, . panies Limited Liability Act. The honand other means of land improvenlC'nts in the
l\lallee or elsewhere. ~ince then, however, the orable .gentleman will recognise the questionable nature of the ,asset, because he
Victorian Government has gone on purchasing'
'freehold .estates, and apparently it is in this is advancing against the uncalled-for
.conncxion that .the difficulty has al',iseil. The \ capital of the company. Supposing, for
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the sake of argument, that 1,000 people
apply for a loan from the Government
and 550 of them pay in full for their
shares £100 Oil' £50, as the case may be.
So long as one of the share.s is unredeemed, the entire ·ea.pital of the company may be impounded.
Mr. MCPHERsoN.---.:Take a company
starting with £900. Two-thirds of that
amount-£600-has to be taken up by
the shareholders. A third of the £600£200-has to be fully paid up. The Savings Bank Oommissioners will find £700,
and the shareholders will find the £200 to
which I allude, making £900. The company goes on. 'I'he Savings Bank Commissioners find the balance of the money
-that is, the £700-and they have a lien
over the whole of the maehinery and the
plant.
Mr. RYAN.-No one could object to
the Government, as lender, having the
first call over the unpaid capital. A certain number of individuals are grouped
as a ·company in order to comply with the
Companies Act. You have removed from
them the advantages of limited liability.
Mr. J\{CPHERSoN.~The shareholder is
liable only for the amount of Ihis share.
J\1:r. RYAN.-I-Ie is lia:ble for more,
'because it is ,a Cfrse of a loan from a company to a ·company. The Treasurer, in
reply to one honora-ble member, stated
that a loan ·could not be made to individuals, but could be n{a'dc to a company.
Supposing ten men come to the Treasurer
and say, "We wish to esta'blish a milk
fllctory. Will you lend us .£100 each ~ "
ITe would say, "N·o. Form yourselves
into a compan.Y and the Government will
lend to the company." That is done.
Eight of the ten men 'Pay up the £100
each they ,are liable for. Tlhe other two
do not. 'Then the company is still liable
for the whole amount.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - Tt would be
:;t ljmited liability company.
Mr. RYAN.-No.
Mr. MOPHERSON. - The honorable
member has not got the matter quite
right. The liability would he limited to
£1 a share.
J\{r. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).- The
honorable member for Essendon is wrong
to this extent: the company, when
formed, will mortgage its assets to the
Government, ,and they are only respon-
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81 ble for the balance of their shares. The
Government can take over their undertaking.
That is what was done at
IVLaffra.
Mr. RYAN.-If bhat important aspect
of the matter has been met, we should
have nothing hut IJ?raise for the Bill. Tihe
Bill will give t~lOusands of people a
chance of having industries established
alongside their homes in the country. Instead ,of ibringing people away from the
country, ,as the Leader of the Opposition
3eemcd to think would be the case, it will
have the effect of relieving- the pressure
of :population on the cities. The drift of
population to the cities is as much the reHUlt of the de~ire to ,procure greater social
comforts and educational fa·cili ties as
anything else. The chimes of the General Post Office ring so loudly that they
will drown the ,call to remain in the
country. The slhareholder of the industrial concern to which the Government is
lending money has the knowledge that the
industry will be under Government sup.ervision. If I had my way, I would give
these people free railway passes for their
goods. In New Zealand, the freight for
wood on the railways is the same whether
the distance be 90 miles or 200 miles.
This encourages the extension of industries into the ,country. I welcome the
Bill, because 1 see in it one of the surest
assets we can have in the promo,tion of
decentralization. The Leader of ,the Opposition referred, in a somewhat vague
way, to Victorian ·credit. It is unnecessary for me to endeavour to just.ify Victorian credit. The fact that Victoria is
borro'wing money more c:heapl.Y than any
other country in the wide world to-day is
an answer to the ~eader of the Opposition'sstatement. I am glad that the
Treasurer did jump in and srtop the wild
raid of the honorahle member for North
l\{elbourne.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member must eat speak in that way of any
honorable member.
Mr. RYAN.-I withdraw the remark,
Mr. Speaker. I am glad that the Treasurer took steps to prevent the honorruble
memiber for North Melbourne from making statements reflecting on the credit of
the State. ·We know that the sister States
Ihave been offering very high interest· foQr
money that they have not been able to
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obtain, whilst we have been able to meet
all our needs.
The honorable member
spoke of the manner in which the ,banks
had acted. Ji the banks had not called
a halt in connexion with wild, extravagant expenditure a bolt would have come
out of the blue sky. I agree with the
honorable member for North l1:elbourne
in the statement that it is the weakest
member of the community who feels the
blow most. I see .some indication in this
Bill that an attempt will be made. to
build many Melbournes at pla?es hke
Bendigo Ballarat and Oastlemame.
I
am glad to 'have 'th~ privilege of voting
for it and I complIment the Treasurer
,
d .
for having introduce It.
Mr. J. W. BI!LD80N (Fitzroy).-I
do not wish to oppose this measure, but I
think we should have a look at it to see
what it exactly means.' There are ~ome
things the Government ought to consId~r,
with the object, perhaps, of. decentralIzing. There are other factors also that
should be considered. ·For instance, we
are suffering now, not only ~n ~he metropolis 'but in the country dIstncts, from
the lack of building material to provide
house.s for the people. That is the
In
greatest want in Victoria to-day.
any of the country districts you will fin.d
tllat the house famine is as acute as It
is in the metropolis.
We have all the
necessa"ry timber in Victoria ,practically
as the property of the State. The
money the Government are now making available will provide .;1:.he nec~s
sary maohinery to supply thIS matenal
without the instrumentality of the
middleman.
The Government could,
indeed, supply all the building material
that is required. We know that we
have a Brick Oombine here, ,and that
many of the brick companies have closed
down but continue to draw dividends
from the companies that are still at work.
I do not want to condem'n that principle
just now, as I have done so previously;
but what is there to prevent the Governmr-nt from making bricks available? We
have plenty of cla!, there is plenty ?f
machinery, and bncks are a~ scarce m
the country as in the metropolIs. Let the
Government ·secure mills, and send the
timber down to the metro/polis for the
building of houses. That would heLp to
break up the combine, and would give
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the people timber at a lower price. At
the same time, it would help.decentralization by transfer.ring labour from l1he city
to the country. .on several occasions the
honorable member for Port Fairy has
brought under the notice of the House
the advisability of giving encouragement
in connexion with the manufructure of
cement. The builders cannot get cement,
and yet all over the country we have large
deposits of material that could easily be
.
converted into .cement..
l{.r. SOLLY.-And 1)he Government ca.nnot get cement.
lir. J. W. BILDSON (Fitzroy).--IThe
Government have the money available for
any industry that may be started by a
few people; but why do the Government
not start such industries themselves?
They have no confidence in themselves.
As the honorable member for Carlton interjected, the Government cannot get
.Would
cement for 1jheir own works.
not a wise Government, with the desire of
aiding industry, determine what commodity there was the greatest demand for,
and what was the greatest good they
could do immediately to the people ~ In
some of the large country centres the
Government could establish brickworks,
and they could do the same in 1)he metropolis where there are deposits of clay.
There are eno.rmous deposits of clay at
Lal LaI. Some of the richest clay is to
be found there. Why do not the Government make a start there in the interests
The Government
of decentralization?
are coming to the aid of private enterprise which has failed completely. ,T here
is no' use in railing 3!gainst the Leader of
the Opposition. His statements, as far
as the fwctories are concerned, are absolutely true. I know, from per,sonal knowledge, that one-third of the bootmak.ers
are idle, and that others are workmg
short time. ;We are told that this country lS to be saved by production, and yet
we find that producti<;m has ceased. If
we are to be saved by production, why
do not the Government keep the mills
working at full time?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-It is not a question of
,production, 'but of. ,price.
Mr. J. W. BI'LLSON (Fitzroy).-'The
Leader of the Liberal party has said that
this country is to be saved only by
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production. The honorable member can
discuss that matter with his leader.
Mr. ALLAN.--lHow would you keep
.
them open?
,Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1'oy).-It
could be done in the way that the COUlltry industries are being helped by the
Government.
The Government shou1d
come to their aid. The honorable membor would, no doubt, o.ppose that, becaus.e
his Iprinciples are 'bounded by geographIcal lines. I know that a large number of
ar,tisans in Melbourne 'Were put off at the
end of November, and will not, under any
circumstances, be re-employed until the
end of February.
Mr. ,OAIN.-Because they would not
produce~

l\1:r. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzr·oy).-No;
tbey were willing and anxious to work.
There is a clause in the Bill that honorable members have not directed attention
to.
Clause 17, sub-clause (15), states
thatOut of the moneys of the Commissioners the
Chairman shall be ent'itled to receive remuneration at the rate of Six hundred pounds per
annum, and eaC'h of the other Commissioners
remuneration at the rate of F.ive hundred
pounds per annum.
Does this mean that these amounts are
to be ,paid in addition to the existing fees?
Mr. McPHERsoN.-No.
These take
11he 'place of them.
Mr. J. W. BIL:DSON (Fitzroy).-lit
present the Ohairman receives £300, and
Pflch of the other Oommissioners £250,
made up by fees of two or. three guineas
a sitting.
.
Mr. :NIc'PuERsoN.-The fee is four and
n. half .guineas for the Ohairman, and
three guineas for each of the others. In
that way the Ohairman receives £472 pel'
annum, and each of the others £315. We
prOipose now to give the Ohairman £600,
and each of the other Oommissioners £500
per annum.
,Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).Some of these Commissioners are very
comforta'bly fixed in many ways. T do
not like to give peolple extra work without extra pay.
.
Mr. MaPHERsoN.--IFor. the work they
do, the Commissioners are the lowestpaid men in the State.
Mr. A. A. B1LLSON ( Ovens) .-Is
General McOay one of the Oommissionf\rs~
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Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fi.tZ1'OY).Yes; and he receives £1,.500 as Ohairman
of another Commission.
M.r. McPHERsoN.-I think he receives
£1,000.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-iHe
receives £1,500, and the other Commissjoners receive £1,000 each. This additional .£500 will bring the Ohairman's
income up to £2,000, and other little johs
will give him a decent minimum wage.
The greatest res.pons~bility that any men
can take i.s tlhrown upon the members of
this House and another place.
If we
make blunder::; they aff·ect the whole of
the people. 'That IS not 'so with these
Oommissioners. .r think we have every
reason to be pleased with their work up
to date. T wondered why the Treasurer
had not mentioned these increases.
Mr. ,MO'PHERsoN.-I did mention
them; but you were not in ,the Rouse at
the time.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON' (Fitz1·oy).-I
feel that the Government are going the
wrong way about t'hings in connexion
with this Bill. They are trying to encourage peo,ple to establish in ,the country industries that are' not essentially
country industries. I am a kina.- of centralizer who is a decentralizer. 'l believe
ill centralizing industries in the country.
I mi,ght instance the building of our
trucks for the railways. I would remove
that work from N ew,port and hBve it
done, not in Ballarat, Bendigo, or Geelong, bTht in some far-back place where
there is plenty of land to be obtained for
a few pounds an acre. The whole of the
work would be under one roof. Every
manufacturer knows that centralization
of that kind means that your product will
be cheaper, tha;t the output will be better,
and also that the hours of labour may 'be
shortened and the wage.s increased. Willen
you have a large number of factorieg
doing the same work, none of them is as
well equipped as might ,be the case. They
are competing against one another, and it
may mean low wages. The Government,
illstead of waiting for these .people to
move, would be wise in doing the work
themselves. Why should they not have
their own flour mills in the wheat-growing districts ~ Why should they not be
able to put wheat, bran, and pollard on
the market ~ If that were -done, there
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would be no incentive to adulte~rate cha.ff,
to adulterate Hour, to adulterate pollard
and. ·bran.
Prosecutions for adulteration are not taking place as ,frequently
Often, where the
as they should.
poor animals have to d.epend on the fodder given them by man they are :being
partly poisoned and starved by the ·adulteration which the Government itself
could avoid if it h~d the pluck to do it.
There is profit in these things, and my
own opinion is that the Government
should help the people in the country,
and establish industries themselves, and
give, both to animals and men, the unadulterated food necessary for their sustenance.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-As a country representative, I welcome this Bill. It has
been promised for some time. Although
it has been introduced in the dying hours
of the session, it will be generally welcomed.
Mr. HANNAH.-I.t is not the first impOirtant Bill we have hrud III the dying
hours of the session.
Mr. TOUTOHER.-It is better to
have 11he measure now than have it postponed, especially while there is enthusiasm in the country in connexion
with the matter. The Leader of the Opposition found fault with the Associated
Banks for the ·ron-traction of ·credit. lIere
is a bank whidi is going t.o do the things
which he says ,the other banks have not
It is going to make adbeen doing.
vances for the establishment of manufacturing industries ill the country. The
honorable member for Allandale know.s
the ".r0nderful transformation which has
been brought ahout at Clunes as a result
of the industry establis·hed by Mr. Cuttle
and his partner.
Mr ..HANNAH.-And those associated
with him.
Mr. TOUTOH·BR.-Yes, and those
who practically guaranteed the shares.
By civic p~triotism and co-operative
effort they have succeeded in em,ployillg about 150 local hands. As honorable members have observcd, the
drift to the city is due to the
fact that peopl-e cannot find employment in the country for their children.
In the past the wIlole aim of legislation
has been 10 practically centralize industry in Mclbourne. All railway lines con-
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verge to the capital, and the result is that
nei ther our manufacturing industries ill
the country nor our outer ports have ibeen
developed. I am glad to know ,that there
is a large and growing feeling in the
country for the development of our outer
ports, especially Portland. No doubt the
honorable members representing Port
:B"air'y and Warm.ambool will see tha,t
theiT ports get equal attention.
Portland, however, offers so many facilities
for the exportation of produce that settlers ill the Wimmera and ·a·djacent districts are associating themselves with a
view of giving pra·rtical :aid to the deIn connexi.on
velopment of that .port.
with the remarks of the Leader of the
Opposition about bank,s restrioting their
0redit, I suppose he noted that some time
ago in America there was ,a great fall in
prices. I should like to know who benefit bya fall in prices. If a bank, by
direct or indiJ.'ect methods, can ,sucreed in
bringing down prices, well it is a good
thing for the consumers.
Mr. OAIN.-D.~ you ,think that the
banks have brought down prices ?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-That has been ,the
effect, because there must be 1l'ealization
of manufa·rtured products.
:Mr. HANNAH.-Are you sure about
that?
Mr. TOUTCHER.--We know that the
prices of raw material were much higher
some time ago. 'That was~especially the
case with leather ·and hides. INecessarily
production at that time cost more. It
may be that the manufacturers have an
understanding as to prices, and that'
hands may be put off; :but if we had a
popula,tion suoh. as land many other honot'3Jble members on this side of the H'ouse
look forward to, the :p05ition 'Would be
different.
Mr. HANNAH.-Do not members on
this (the Opposition) side want ·a big
population?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I hope the honorable member does; ;but I heard ·the hon·orable member for Jika Jika say that immigration was a policy 00£ evil, as far as
this country was concerned.
M!. CAIN.-Subject to certain qualinratrons. lido not. believe in bringin~
workers from elsewhere when we have
workless ,and landless people here already.
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Mr. TOUTOHER.~If there were a
lwpulation 'commensurate with the
c?untry and i,ts ,possibilities of ·productIon, you would not find ,boots on the
manufacturers' ,shelves.
'Those boots
~vould be in use by the people.
The
sooner we develop a good immigration
. policy the ·better.
Although the Treasur~r is going to England on private
busmess, I hope that immigration is one
of the matters to which he will give his
attention, because population means not
only the salvation Ibut the proper security
of this country.
The .sPEAKER.-The question of immigration is only remotely connected
A general -reference is
with the Bill.
allowable, but not a discussion on the
merits or demerits of immigration.
Mr. TOUTOHER.-The Leader of
the Opposition also referred to the high
price of lands, and ,said that a policy of
decentraliz.ation would force up the price.
I cannot understand his statement that
decentralization will make 11he price of
lanel higher than it is t.o-day. The price
of land is dependent on the money which
we. get foOl'. our ex:ports. It is the high
pnces reahzed by our exporta'ble produce which hav-e led to the increased
values of land.
If the Iprices of
wheat, meat, aud other primal'y products fell ·to-morrow there would he
a corresponding decrease in the price
of' laud. I have no desire to delay
the passage . of t·he Bill, whLch will
be warmly welcomed by country people,
although it may 'be foundeel on lines that
may be regarded as conservative. Still,
in my opinion., if these ventures are not
based 011 sound foundations it is better
not to have them at all. 1'here. is no institution in ,any .part of the world better
managed than the IState Savings Bank of
Victoria. That is a great tribute to the
Commissioners. Therefore, it behoves us,
l.n legislating, to see that their work is not
easily placed aside by political influence
or dancing to a tune which may be often
called by people who are not going to foot
the bill. In a small way, I am a depositor in the State Savings Bank, but if the
Government were to try to force the institution to do something that was not
founded on sound practical business lines
I would withdraw my money and look for
an investment somewhere else. It is the
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savings of the people which arc ill the
and it should he safeguarded
III the way proposed in the Bill.
]\11'. BAILEY.-For some consjderablp
time past a Bill t{)~ encourage the development of country industries has been req~i1'ed in Yictoria. During the period
of the war It was almost impossible to O'et
t~e nec~ssary c:apital to develop the p~r
tlCula:r mdustnes that are indigenous to
the country.
All the money which the
people. could spare iIi every direction had
to go mto the war loans and it was almost impossible to get ~ufficient capital
to start an industry in the country on a
large spale at all. As a matter of fact.
the Oommonweal th Government iS1'ued ~
proclamation under the War Precautions
Act prohibiting the formation of any company that had not first received the app,roval of the Federal Treasurer.
The
object was to enable the Federal Treasurer to conserve, the money of the
country and see that instead of it
being invested in certain industries,
even if· tho:::e industries were necessary to the development of the country,
a1' much money as possible would be available for war loans. l' had that experience
~ll connexion with the limestone deposits
In my O1vn electorate. A proposal was
made for the development of the inexh~nstible deposits in the Port Fairy dis!nct and manufacturing the limeston(~
mto cement. A company for the pm'uosp.
was in process of formation. The, Federal
Tre~suI'er, .however, had iSi3ued a proclamatIOn under the War Precautions Act
prohibiting (he circulation of a prospectus. ~nyboely who has had anythin.g to
do WIth the formation of companies
l~nows that it is utterly impossible to
form a company 011 ·any extensive scale
unless a prospectus is first issued. As a
matter of fact, the Companie.s Act of Vic~oria .provides that ·a ,prospectus must be
Issued, that the statements made in the
prospectus shall be true., and that the persons who issue the prospectus shall be 1'espoTlsible for the truth of the statements.
At any rate, the Federal Treasurer would
not allo",i the prospectus to be circulated,
and the result was that the movement f0r
the fOirmation of a company fen to tile
ground.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-The E:yil effect of Government interference.
~nstitution,
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:Mr. BAILEY.-It was interference in That is to' say, it would be necessary
that particular instance detrimental not to raisel £33,000. I am not taking
only to that part of the State but to the any exception tOo that e.ither, beThe building trade cause if people go intOo a company they
whole of Victoria.
would not be suffering from a 'Short- know.their liability, and it is only reasonage of cement to-day had it not been able In. a llew undertaking that a fair
for that interference four years ago. proportIOn of the capital. tOo be' subscribed
These cement works would probably ue should be paid in cash, and that the
in full swing, and possibly supplying all shareho~ders should be liable for what-the cement required in Victoria. Coming ever may be called up later to the full
now to the Bill befOore the liouse I must value of the shares. The point I want
say that it, dces not carry out the election to make is that there is nOothing in this
promises of the Government. The people Bill which stipulates the amOount that a
in this State were led tOo believe that the company can borrOow from the CommisGov,ernment intended to' intro,duce a Bill sioners. Suppose we fOormed a company
to' provide fOT' the establishment Oof wi.th a. capital of. £150,.000, and COUlcountry industries.
When I refer to phed wIth clause 6 m payIng up £33,000,
country industries I mean those indus- • we ought to know ~nder this Bill the full
tries which can use the ra,w material to amount w~ are entItled to borrow.
be found in country districts. I dOl nO't
Mr. MC.PHERSoN.-Money can be baorbelieve in carting raw material from the row~d from Olther souroes than the State
country and manu!acturing it in the city, Savmgs Bank.
afterwards re.turnIn·g the manufactured
Mr. BAILEY.-I knOlw that; but the
article to the country. 'Vhat we want to hon~rable, g~ntleman knows t~at it is exdo is to' prO'vide facilities for the manu- ceedID~ly diffic~lt to get capItal to de!ac~ur.e ~f ra,w material in places where velop mterests Jll the c?untry. The h~n
It IS mdIge~Oous. The Government gave orable gentlem.an admIts tha~ otherwI~e
an undertakmg that they would assist in h~ would D;0t mtrOoduce,. a BIll of thIS
the development of country industries on kmd. As .It has been mtroduced we do
the £1 faT £1 basis. This is a Bill it. is not want It to be a mere make-believe.
said, :' ~Oo provide for advances h~ the \Ve want.a measur,e which will carry out
CommISSIOners of the State SavinO's Bank the promISe. made by the GOovernment.
of Victor.ia to. companies for the ,;urpGses If. it were 'prO'Posed tOo form a. company
of certaIn undertakings in connexiOon WIth a capItal of £150,000 Oor £200,000,
with industries in coruntry districts, and it, wOould be necessary tOo gOo tOI a great
to amend the State Savings Bank Acts." deal of trouble and expeuse in the. initial
Clau~e 6 provides thatstag~s alone, and the first thing pr?sA loan under this Part shall not be granted
pe~t~ve shar,ehOolders would ask, after lllto any company unless shareholders or mem- qmrmg as to the prospects of the combers of the company have bona fide taken pany, would be as tOo the amount of
sh~res to an amount of not less than twomOoney which could be obtained from t.be
thIrds of the total amount proposed to be ex- C.
'..
....
pended and have paid in cash at least oneommiSSIOuers under ~llls BIll. The
third of their hability in respect of those amOount ought tOo be easlly ascertainable
s.ha~e~ or such furth~r. proportion cf their a~ an inducement to pea'ple tOo put money
lIabIlIty as .the CommisslOne~s require.
ill the undertaking. If the promoters of
1_ should lIke tOo refer agam ~o the .cement a compa~~ had to tell people that afte,r
w,o::ks prOoposed tOo. be establIshed In P.ort. the reqUISIte number of shares had been
:FaIry. It was estImated that the capItal subscribed fo.r the Government would
reqmred wo-~ld be abo~t £200,00~. Per·· then be apprOoached for asslstance, the
haps ,~hat mIght be a lIttle exceSSIve, and prospects of success would not be nearl
,,:e wIl~ put the amount at £150,000. so' great as if it could be said that th~
1 wOo-thIrds of that total would be Government would .give
a
certain
£100,000, and sh"Mes to that value would ~mount. It shO'uld be definitely stated
ha,ve to be bona fide taken before ad- In th~ Bill that the GOovernment were
vantage could b.e taken of thi~ Bill. going to assist countrv industries on the
~h:m ntt ul takmg ~~y excep~Ion tOo £1 for £1 basis. I -have no desire for
.a
p~r IC ar prOVISIon. It IS pro- any" wild-cat" schemes tOo be introd'uced.
vided . m the cla,~se.. ~ha,t at least We know that any proposal submitted to
one,-third of the· lIabIlItIes in respect the Commissioners would have tOo bear
of these shares must be paid up. the fulle.st investigation, and· in view of
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that fact it is important that the com- sh ould do all we can to prolVide means'
panies or prospective' cOiID,panies should of emplayment fa'r the young people
know e,xaetIy how much they can when they lea;ve school.
expect under this Bill.
Unless tha,t
Mr. HAN~AH.-The,re are thriving inis done this Bill will be largely .a dustries in Ge-elong.
make-believe. I have no personal inMr. BEARDMORE.-I do not regard
terest in the propased cement company Geelong as a ca1untry centre. I had in
at Port Fairy. I have been interested in my mind places mor·e like Clunes, and
its formatiou solely as a member repre- other worked-out. mining centres.
In
senting that particular district, and as many of these places boys O'n leaving
a eiti7Jen of Vieta,ria.. If the company school have a great difficulty in finding
were formed I do not expect to' have any . smployment. A gaad many O'f them heinterest in it, except that of an o['dinary come rabbiters. If we take forty or fifty
shareholder. I have also advocated the boys or girls leaving schO'ol we will find
establishment of the beet-sugar industry that not 3 per cent. of them are able to
in the western part of this State. Other get suitable emplO'yment in the oountry.
honorable members have suggested that
Mr. MORLEY.-The honorable member
sa wmills, and brickworks, and under-. may know the position of the glass bottle
takings of that sort may be established. wO'rks in Geelong. Owing to lack of su pThe Bill, hQlwever, now before us will not port it was not able to carryon.
assist oountry industries in the way I
Mr. BEARDMORE. - That can be
anticipated. The Commissioners may said about many country industries.
I
advance £5 o,r £50,000. I kno'w they ha,ve known in my Qlwn district factory
eannQlt provide an unlimited sum, 00-. after factory declining because of the
ca use they are go.verned by their financial want of support. If we are able, hOlW"
resources. I want something mo.re defi- ever, to get suffioient money to deal with
nite than this Bill provides before' I will raw material in the country, we ought to
be satisfied that the GQlvernment have re- find employment fO'r people in their home
deemed their election pledge. which was districts. Srurely it is advisable that we
to develop ooruntry industries in Victoria should pass a ,Bill that will have the effect
on the £1 fa'r £1 hasis.
of keeping our young people in their own
Mr. BEARDMORE.-I want to con- home land. I take it that no honorable
gratulate the GOIV,ernment on introd.uc- member dares to stand in the way of the
ing this Bill. It is one of the most lIn- principle O'f this measure. Not a memport ant that! has come before Parlia- ber of the Labour party would dare to do
ment since I have taken an inte,rest in so, because if he did he would go down in
politics-I mean from a country stand- the estimation of the workers of the J3oun-·
point. I do nQlt want to spe~k at any try. Some honorable members have regreat length at this stage, because I have
ferred to the Bill as a vote-catching pronot studied the Bill, .and I should like to
position; but if there are any persons at
see it taken intQl Committee, so that we
could then have an opportunity of con- all who are going to m-ake -capital out of
sidering whether it is neoessary tQl make it they are the workers' representatives.
any alte,rations so that it will be as I hope that the Bill will have a speedy
nearly perfect as possible. T.he::e is no passage. When we get the measure into
doubt the country is langUIshmg for Committ.ee, we can mak~ it more perfect.
l\{r. l\1uRPHY.-Would you give thE'
want of industries. This Bill seems to
me to be a worker's Bill. I am not sup- workers in the country the same condiporting- it because it' is gQling to assi~t tions as in the city?
capitalists or land-o.wners; but because It.
Mr. BEARDlvrORE.-~WI(j are out to
will find wark fOil" pe,o'ple living in coun- give the workers a fair deal, and to mal\:('
try dist.ricts, and thus prevent them from our country centres so attractive that the
having to cO'me, to' the m-etropolis. From workers there will not wish toO go away
this stand-point 1_ consider it one O'f the to the city or to the Never-never.
best propoGitions br,ought before ParlialvIr. CAIN.--You have llmt er supported
ment. There is nO' doubt it will have a
the
extension of the present Wages Board
decentralizing infiuenoe. We are always
Fystem
to the country.
a little sCteptical about starting cO'untry
industries, because they have failed so
Mr. BEARDMOR.E.-I have supoften. It is desirable·, however, that we ported the principle of a fair wage for a
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fair day's work" and I have never voted
a,O'ainst vVagcs Boards when they have
b~en brought forward in this House. I
did not oppose the establishment of the
vVages Board for raihvay employees, nor
have I opposed the establishment of other
"rages ,B'oards when I have thought th.em
to be ill the interests of the workmg
people. A.s it is the tail-end of t~e session I trust honorable members Wlll put
the 'measure through without talking all
round it so that we ,can put into operation son~ething that will be in the interests of country industries and of decentralization.
'
Mr. HANN.AH.-The measure before
us is certainly very far-reac!ling in its
effects. It indicates to an extent that the
Government are beginning to see wh~t
some of us saw in 1912. When the EstImates were under consideration in that
year, I delivered a speech showing the
llecef:sity for legislation exactl! on ~hese
lines for the purposes of keepmg mmer::;
in the worn-out mining districts. Owing
to the decline of mining, the miners have
left many districts. It is not so long ago
that one-third of the population of the
OvenB district was either primarily or
secondaTily dependent upon the mining
industry. Owing to the decline of mining
many of those people have drifted to the
city and others have drifted out of the
State. A Drift of Population Committee
was appointed to inquire into the
causes of centralization ; but is it. any
wonder that there has been centralization
when our Governments, years ago, had
not foresight enough to see that such a
measure a~ this was :esselrtial ~
The
statement that the establishment of industries in the country 'will simply illere,ase land values is so much piffle. If
half-a-dozen more knitting mills were
established in Clunes, would the effect be
to increase land values there? If ha1£-adozen big industries were established. at
Seymour, would the effect be to increase
land values there ~ The question of land
values in 'country districts has very little
bearing upon the question with which we
are now dealing. It is a pity that steps
were not taken in mining towns like
Clunes, Creswick, Allandale, and Stawell
to esta'blish industrieB 'before so many of
the people had left those places. Those
people have gone to Western Australia
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and to mining fields in other States; and
what we have lost will be understood
when I remind h.onorable members that
every married man with about five members in his family is worth at least £100
to the community. It is about time that
we woke up; but in spite of the fact t~at
Victoria is declining, it seems to be illlpossible to wake up the Goverllment to
their full responsibility. Let us for a
brief moment take a glance at the ,"vay ill
which Germany ,built up her industries. It was not done by 1ll~allS of the
capital which she herself possessed, nor
was it done as a result of technical educaWhat
tion.
Those things came later.
gave her 'a start was her shre'wdness ill
business. As a result of the Free Trade
policy of Great Brit'ain, she was able to
borrow mOll€'V from the British money
lenders, and with that money she started
industrial concerns" in a small way at
first, but they gradually grew until, industrially, Germ~my was a fo.rmida'blc
rival for any natIon. The foresIght that
the statesmen of Germany possessed is
lacking in our Ministers. :Many articles
were published between the years 1870
and 1875, showing how Germany was
building up her industrial strength. As
far ba.ck 'as 1910 and 1911, Germany was
taking raw materials from Australia, allid
after they had undergone a process of
manufacture, sending them back to us.
Because of a system complete in all its
ramifications, German ,commerce was able
to defy the world. If the measure no,,,
under consideration is wisely administered" we shall be able to make a start at
building up quite half-a-dozen important
towns-towns which to-day are llot looked
upon as being of verj much importance.
Some yeaTS ago, together with :1\1:1'. Mackinnon, I visited Geelong
a member
of a Royal Commission, and it struck
moel forcibly that tGeelong's geographical
situation rendered her specially suitable
for the production of many things. Geelong got a move on" and the city has
gTown to such an extent that on a proper
basis of representation Bhe would be enti tIed to two seats in this IIouse~ I do
not at all agree with the lamentations of
t.he Leader of the Opposition. One. of
the Books of the Bible is called" Lamentations," and I used to 'read it at one
time, but llOW I believe in looking at the
cheerful side of things.

as
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!lIr. LAwsoN.-I should like you to
move the 'adjournment of the debate, so
that the Minister of Mines mav move the
second reading of the State ~Electricity
Oommission Bill.
On the motion of Mr. HANNAH, the
debate was adjourned until later in the
day, and he was given leave to continue
his speech on the resumption of the
debate.

Commission Bill.

England thai the Briti.sh Government appointed se,veral Sele{!t Oommittees to investigate the matter, and to make reCOlllmendations ·as to what steps should be
taken to remedy the troubles.
Mr. LEMMoN.-Mr. Me:rz played a big
part in the appointment of those Select
OonlDli ttees.
Mr. BARNES.-I believe he did.
Among the many recommendations which
the, Select Committee made WeTe : That the distribution of electrical energy

:STATE ELECTRIOITY
should be regarded as no longer a parochial
but national question of urgent importance.
COMMISSION ,BILL.
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Mines) alsoThat a Board should be created without
moved the second reading of this Bill.
delay so as to be in a position to remove exHe said-I am sorry to say ·that I shall isting difficulties, and to be prepared for the
have to claim the indulgence of honorable great expansion of electrical supply which
members, because I am slightly indis- must inevitably take place after the war, and
meet in the best way possible the arrear
posed, and do not feel quite up to the to
now being accumulated in very many direcusual mark. This is a Bill which pro- tions.
vides for ,certain amendments of the The Select Committee estimated that in
ElertJricity Oommis~ioners Act. Honor- ,order to effect a satisfactory unification
able rn8111lbers will recollect that it is of the then existing electrical systems, so
about two years since I introduced in this as to penni,t of interchange .of {'urrent, no
House the princitpal measure. That mea- less a sum than £90,000,000 was involved.
sure provided for the creation of a body It is unnecessary to presen't to members
known as the Electricity Oommissioners. the details of the repoTts to which
It .set out their powers, duties, and func- I have alluded, ,and to which I retions, and also handed over to them the ferred at length in my previous secondadministration of ,the Electric Light and reading address.
Suffice to say, in
Power Act. One of the 'ptrinci.pal objects view of the fact the same difficultie.s
for which the Commissioners were ap- were likely to arise here, the Elecpointed was to 'prevent a state of things tricity Oommissioners were granted cerarising in Victoria in connexion with the tain powers, which are set out in secgeneration and distribution of electrical tions 11 and 12 of the .principal Act. In
energy similar to that which confronted addition to the duties :specified under the
the people .of the Old Oountry. In mov- sertion referred to, the Commissioners
ing the second reading of the fO'1'mer Bill, were directed to' prepare and submit to the
I pointed out that, ,owing to the lack of Minister a scheme for generating elecco-ordination of th'e va'1'ious electrical sys- tricity at Morwell. That is set out in
tems of Great Britain, very serious diffi- section 10, sub-section (1), of the principal
culties had arisen. Through the absence Act, which readsof any centralized control on the part of
The Electricity Commissioners shall, as soon
the Government, serioos divergencies had as practicable, prepare and submit to the Minister a scheme with all necessary plans, specisprung up in regard to current, "di,rect fications,
estimates, and particulars for a coal
and alternating,' in frequenries (that is, mining and electrical ullaertaking to be undertaken
by them in the neighhourhood of
the number of cycles per .second), and in
Morwell, and the distribution of' electricity
voltag-e (electrical 'pressure). tThe dif- therefrom;
and also a report set,ting forth the
ficulties arising from this fact, I pointed results of an inquiry by them into the relative
out "rcre comparable to that resulting practicability of utilizing water power for elec-.
Inter- trical undertakings, with estimates of cost of
from break of railway gauge.
any scheme or schemes suggested, and for that
change of current ;})etween the various purpcse may make. all such surveys, explorasystems could be effected only by the in- tions, and investigations as they think necestterposition of expensive transforming sary or expedient.
and converting machine'1'Y. At that time The Act also rna,de it oblig,atory on the
these difficulties J:tad become so a~ute In Commissioners. to inquire into the prac-
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ticability of utilizing water power foil' the
purpose of generating electricity. In ful.tilment· of the obligations set out in section 10, the Electricity Oommissioners
submitted a ,scheme tv the Minister,
plans, specifications, estimates, &c., .towards the close Oof last yelar. In De:cemher
last a Bill, entitled the Electricity Supply
Loan Bill, was pass~ by Parliament,
authorizing the expenditure of £335,000
on ce'ftain prelimina.ry works, and also to
provide for the cost Oof investigating
hydro-electric 'propos,als.
Having .prepared the plans, specificatiOons, estimates,
&c., of the Morwell heat genera.ting system, and also secured a full report from
Mr. Michell, M.C.E., regarding the
Kiewa hydro-eledric scheme, the COommissioners are nOf\V in a position to estimate the relative merits of these pro:
posals. I may state herel, however, it is
not my intention tOo dis·cuss tIle details
Honorable members
of these tlchemes.
will have an opportunity of listening to
an e,xposi tion of the prOoposals of the
Commissioners, and. alsOo an explanatiOon
of the relative merits of hydrOo and hea.t
systems Oof electrical generatiOon this
evening by General Sir J·ohn Monash,
and will then have full Oopportunity of
questioning him Oonany point on which
they may desire fuller information. The
opinion of tIl e Commissioners, horwelVer,
as set ()tU t in their memorandum to the
Minister, is that the Morwell brown coal
field is the 1ID0re readily accessible, the'
chea per, and the mOire rapidly realizable
EOuroe of e~ectrical supply. Mr. Michell's
report on the Kiewa scheme has been
circulated, and, although I have. not had
time to peruse it thoro.ughly, the conclusions to be drawn frOom the r·eport
amply justifiooPlalrliament :in emte\ring
vigorously upon the work of carrying the
Morwell scheme into' effect. There seems
to be no doubt that hydro-electricgenerating plants will bel quite practicable at
the Sugar-loaf and Rubicon River, and,
if utilized, would ,probably enablel local
needs to be met. For the purpose, howeverr, ;of Ia. ;genera.l ,nation all Source of
cheap electrical energy, the coml,Jarisolls
are all in favnur of Morwell. The CCtmmissioners have, therefore, prepared plans
and s.pecifications for an electrical generating station ltt Morwell 11 a,ying' an insta.l1ed capacity O'f 75,000 kilowatts50,000 being for the purpose O'f regular
supply, while 25,000 will be a stand-by
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to meet emergencIes. Tenders for this
plan t are expected in March next,
and orders will then be p1aced for its
manufacture. Owing to the industrial
conditions preyailing in England at
present, it is not expected that the
plant win reach Victoria until the
end of 1922. Should that be the case
the earlie.st units O'f the generating plant
will bel put intO' operation by the middle
.of. ~923: In the meantime, the Comm~sslQln l11t~ds to gOo on with the preparat.lon nf. a SIte for the generating statio.n
and all I~S accessory works, and with the!
con::.tructIQU of a transmission line from
Morwell to a terminal station within the
metropolitan are,a. They alsOl intend to
em"?ark upon the sunply Oof fuel to' Vic~orlan con~umers. The ma.chinery to. be
mstalled WIll be upon a scale to permit of
a?-. initial. OlU tpu t of 1,000 tons a. day,
nsmg rapIdly to' 2,000 tons should the demand warrant it. The manufacture o.f
briquettes will alsO' be entered upon, and
processes s~ilar tOo those practised in the
Lower Rhmeland, where the Olutput exc~eds Olver 20,000 tons per day, will be
emplo.yed. The initial manufacture, of
briquettes will be on a scale of abnut 250
tons a day; but, if fuel in this form
s~ould bec?me popu~ar, as it undoubtedly
WIll, a rapId expanslnn in its manufacture
will take place. It is confidentlv expected that both in calo.rific value and
'Price 'the briQuetted coal will compare
favorably with the best black coal.
\Vhen we consider t<hat a.t the prese!nt
tl me Lower Rhin eland, \v,hich is only a
small district in Germany, is turning out
no fewer than 20,000 tons of briquettes a
day we can form some ide·a, of the, possible
expansion of briquetting in Victoria.
Mr. OARLlsLE.-Are they paying £7 a
week to the men?
Mr. BARNES.-I dOl nnt kno.w what
the wages are. One important matter
contained in the Bill will provide for the
establishment of a township on the proposed works. I.t is estimated by the Oommissioners that within a period of three
years the number of permanent employees
engaged at Morwell will not be less than
500. H·ousing accommodation will have
to be prowded for 'a large number of
families, the depend'ants of employees, and
also auxiliary helpers, and in an the,re will
probably be not fewe'r than 2',500 persQlns
employed.
The Oommissioners have
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adopted the policy of housing this population with the utmost regard to their
comfort and social welfare, and they
have deoided to embark upon the designing of a garden town to be called YalIourn, a name which, according to Professor Spencer, is a combination of two
native words, meaning "brown" and
" fuel."
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-Ha,ve you christened
it?
Mr. BARNES.-Not yet. I hope, It
I participate ,in ,it, I shall be in a position to stand up to the occasion. It is
hoped that Yallourn, which will be COJlstituted on the main Gippsland line, will
be in every wayan ideal town. I canno t
do better than, quote the words of the
Commissioners, who say, "It will be laid
out on hygienic and ::esthetic principles,
fully assured of a good water supply and
electric light." The conditions, they state,
should be ideal ones for the housing of
the large staff of operators and their kinsfolk, and being situated on a hillside, iu
full view of an amphitheatre of beautiful
hills, residence in Yallourn should he as
near ideal as possible. It should be a yery
Close approach to Paradise, and I am
quite confident tha,t the germ of the strike
will never manifest itself. In fact, no
evil will enter there.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Do you think yon
could have the germ of syphilis removed
from the huts that were taken do"\vll
there?
Mr. BARNEIS. - My [)epartment ha.s
not taken a stick of timber from Langwarrin. The enterprise altogether is of
a most extensive character, and the Oommissioners are quite satisfied that it will
be developed in ,such a manner that from
the financial point of view it will 'be ·absolutely unchallengeable.
The operations, even in the fil'st little bit of cutting, will deal with an area that will
expose something like 8,000,000 tons of
coal, but millions of tons will still be left
for future generations. Long af·ter we are
dead and gone, and our memories have
passed into obliv,ion, they will be working
the coal there, and sending light and
beauty into the city. The Commissioners
emphasize the fact that their operations
are' for the whole Sta,te of Victoria. The
plans they have forecast are all of a
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character that will lend themselves to extension over practically the whole industrial population of the State. No provincial centre will be excluded from the
scheme. They will naturally form part of
the general scheme, provided a sufficient
demand exjsts in anyone or all of these
centres to justify the necessary works and
cost of transmissi<!n. The debate will, of
course, be ad~ourned, and honorable members will have the opportunity of hearing
the general manager, Sir John Monash,
and so they will be able to make speeches
with a degree of enlightenment that
would not otherwise be possible. I shall
not, therefore, go into unnecessary detail in explaining the clauses. The Bill
provides in clause 4 for an amendment of
the name of ·the Department to that ·)f
State Electricity Commission of Victoria,
and amends section 2 of the principal AGt
by inserting the words "open cuts,,'
" quarries," after the word "mines". In
clause 5 provision is made for an alteration of the name from Electricity Commissioners ,to that of State Electricity
.commission of Victoria, and for changing
its constitution by substituting four Commissioners for the present number of
three. Under the original Act, the Commissioners were empowered to appoint :l
general manager, and, in pursuance of the
same, they some time ago appointed
General Sir' John Monash to that position. It is now considered that the duti(~s
and responsibilities of the Oommi·ssi.Jll
are of such a character as to justify the
appointment of a permanent chairman.
At present, as honorable members are
aware, the three Commissioners act in a
part-time capacity, being paid at so much
per sitting. It is, therefore, intended to
appoint Sir John Monash as Chairman
of the Elec'tricity Commission, retaining
the present Oommissioners as his colleagues. He will have to devote the whole
of his time to the work of the Oommission, and will be assisted in an advisory
and executive capacity by the three present ,Commissioners. Section 6 amends
section 5 of the principal Aet by substituting for the words, "is absent without
the consent of ,the Electricity Oommissioners for four consecutive meetings of
the Electricity ,Commissioners,"· the
words, "is absent without the consent of
the Commission from all the ordinary
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meetings of the CommissIOn for a perIod ot
eight weeks." The Commission is at present meeting at least. two days peT week.
As the Act stands, they could be remOlVed from officel if absent for fourteen
days. 'Olause 7 takes the place of section
7 of the principal Act, which relates to
the payment of attendance fees, such as
a.re severally determined by the Governor in Council, and provides for the payment of a fixed rate of r.emuneration to
the 'Oommissioners,' excepting the ·Ohairman, of not more than £500 ,per annum.
On the appointment Oof the Electricity
Commissioners, an Order in Council was
passed authorizing the payment of five
guineas per meeting to each Commissioner 'for ea,ch meeting' a.ttended, the
total fe'es paid to anyone Commissioner
in each year nOot to exceed £500. It is
considered it would be mOore satisfactory
if fees were fixed, as the actual number
of meetings attended during the year
has nQ very definit·e relation to' the work
performed by each individua,l COommissioner. .clause 8 deals with the incapacity of the IOommissioners to hold office on
the ground of interest in any work done
under the authoTity of the Commission.
This clause is inserted in all Acts where
the . persOons administering the Act are
only' employed part time by the Government, or are outside the 'control of the
Public IService ·Oommissioner. Olallse 9
deals with the extension of powers of the
Commission "to open, establish, sThpervi,se,
operate, and maintain open cut wo'rking~
for the production of raw brown coal,
briquetting, and by-product reoovery
works." This clause will fOrnlally autholTize the Commission to Oopen up and
develop the brOown coal resources of the
State, the manufacture of briquettes,
and to recover the by-products 'Of brown
coal. 'Clause 10 validate.s ·all .orders in
Council r:eJating- tOo the acquisition of
lands required for the carrying out of
the scheme, and for other purposes, and
places them in the same category as unalienated lands Oof the Crown. Clause 11
provides fOor the establishment of a township at the works at MOlTwell, and sets
out that as Roan as practicable after the
passin,g of the Act the Commission shall
cause to' be prepared, and submitted to
the MiIiister, a general plan and description Oof the scheme, for the erection and
establishment of the township.
Subclause (3) refer,s to details respecting
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wOl~ks prO'posed to be carried out in COllnexion with levels, as well as interference
with streets, roads, ,bridges, &c. ~Sub-clause
(4) sets out that the scheme after COllsideration by the Minister must receive
the approval of the Governor in Council.
Sub.,clause .(6) excludes the area from the
municipal district, and prOovides that on
the publication Oof an Order in Council
the said area shall cease to. form part of
the municipal district.
,Sub-clause (8)
sets out the pOowers of the Commission
when the scheme is approved of. CIa use
12 imposes Oon the Commission the care
and management Oof all public highways,
streets, roads, bridges, &c., within the
area, and also imposes upon them the
duty o·f :imprQlVing and maintaining the
same. Clause 13 is .fOor the extension of
provisions as to roads, Istreets, water
supply, sewerage, and electric light and
power, and provides for such alterations,
modifications and substitutions of powers
e,xercised by municipal bodies, as are
necessary under the Local Government
Act, Water Act, e-ewerage Districts Act,
and Electrio Light and Power Act, only
with the consent of the Governor in
Council. Clause 14 gives the Com~issiool
power to let any_house or building
eJ.'ooted under t.he scheme. Clause 15 sets
out that a municipality shall nOot be entitled to an order under the Electric Light
and Power ACt, if the CommIssion reC()(lllmends to the Minister that such order
shall nort be granted.
A council
should nOot act, against the advice of an
e·xpert body, such as the Electricity Commission and their staff. Clause 16 gives
power for municipal councils to can on
the IOqmmissi'oners to ,prepare a scheme for
the .sup.ply of electricity in their districts.
This scheme will necessa.rily be complete
with plans and estimates of costs-payment for the same to' be made by the
council. The plan of the Commission is
to establish centres of distribution to be
operated by the councilE~ under the: control of the Commission.
For instance,
the Geelong or Ballarat City Councils
coold approach the Commission with a
view to the extension to their districts
of the ·system of bulk electrieal .supply.
Thereupon the COlllmission would
prepare plans and estimates givinp;
full particulars -of how this ·could
best he done.
.Should it be s·atisfactory to the councils concerned to'
enter into an agreement fOor the carrying
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out of the neoessary worKs, the works
would be entered upon by the Commission.
Alternatively, rseveral councils
may join together and make a joint
request to the Oommission to investiga te the best means 'of slLpplying their
districts with electricity at the cheapest
rates. By having one central station it
would be carried out, and run by the
Electrici ty Commission.
Mr. ALLAN.-Will the ,current be supplied on the basis of the cost of taking it
there?
Mr. B'ARNES.-The Bill, of course,
does not provide that, but the estimates of
cost would be submitted to the council,
and it would be for the council to decide
whether the pro,posal was satisfactory or
not, from every point of view, nnancially
as well as from the electrical engineering
rpoint of view.
An 'HONORABLE MEMBER.-Are the
undertakers co,mpelled to take this cu.rrent, or ,can they go on producing current
and selling it themselves?
Mr. BARNES.-'lhey comel under the
conditions of this Bill.
In clause 16
power is given to the Commission to arrange for the distribution of electrical
energy to municipal councils from a central ge'l1era.ting station. Sub-clause (2)
sets out that the Oommission may make a
statement of the terms and conditions
upon which electricity will be supplied,
and the estimate o.f the, cost of providing
transmission line, and furnish plans and
specifications of the works, machinery,
and appliances necessary .for the distl'ibution of current, :also an estimate of the
cost. Sub-clause (6) provides that the
prices charged by the council will be
under the control of the ,Oommission.
Olause 17 gives the Oommiss,ion power to
acquire undertakings by agreement, and
giv-es them the exclusive right to purchase. Clause 18 provides that the ,con"lent of the Oommission must be obtained'
for the esta'blishment of new works or
8xtensions of works by undertakers.
Clause 19 transfers to the Oommission
certain power,s which are now exercised
by the Victorian Railways Oommissioners
under Act No. 2942, which gives the Railways Commissioners the rpower to supply
electricity in bulk to certain sections of
the m,etropollitan area, with which the
Railways Commissioner:s concur. Under
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,an Act ,passed about two years ago the
Hailways :Commissioners are now supplying certain Jparts of the metropolitan
area with current, such as Footscray.
The Bill gives power to the Electricity
Commissioners to supply electricity in
bulk in sections of the metropolitan area.
The Railways ,Oommissioners have conaidered this 'proposal, and are in complete agreement with the dause.
On the motio,n of Mr. PRENDERGAST, the debate was adjourned until
later in the day.
ELECTIONS AND
QUALIFIo.A.TIONS OOMMITTEE.
UPPER GOULBURN ELECTION.
Mr. SNOWBALL brought up the following report of the Elections and Quali:6cations Committee on the petition of
William Hoskin Wliiting a,gainst the return of Edwin J Q1seph Mackrell for the
electoral district of Upper GoulburnThe Commit~e of Elections and Qualifications have fully considered the petition of William Hoskin Whiting against the return of
Edwin Joseph M'ackrell for the Electoral District of Upper Goulburn referred to tliem by
your Honorable House, and have the honour
to report as follows:1. That Edwin Joseph Mackrell was not
duly nominat.ed as a candidate at
the election fer the Electoral District of Upper Goulburn in that his
nomination paper had not at the
time of signature by the nominators,
nor when presented to the Substitute Returning Officer,_ the name of
any candidate inserted therein.
2. That it is hereby declared that the said
Edwin J o'3eph Mackrell was for the
reasons stated incapable of being,
and was not duly elected for t;he
said ElectQ-ral District.
3. That the said election is wholly void.
4. Your Committee recommend .The Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
be amended so as to make it clear
that candidates' deposits shall in all
cases be in money which is legal
tender.
5. Your Committee again recommend that,
in view of the different conception
ef the duties of Returning Officers,
steps be taken by the Chief Secretary's Department to fully and concisely instruct such officials upon
their duties, and that special effort
be made by the Department to see
that effect be given to the instructions so issued.

The r,eport was ordered to lie on the
tahle.
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REPRESENTATION OF PRA.HRAN.
The SPEAKER.-I have to lay before
the House a petition I have received from
Walter George Minchinton, complaining
of the return of Alexander Frederick
Parker for the electoral district of Prahran.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-The usual
course, on rece,ipt of a petition of this
kind, is for it to be referred to ~he Elections and Qualifications Committee. I do
not propose to submit a motion to that
effect at this stage. It is expected that
Parliament will rise on Friday next, and,
even assuming that the sittings are extended in to next week, time will not be
available for the Committee to deal with
the matter this €lession. r therefore propose to follow a. well-established precedent, and will now read, for the information of honorable members, a speech made
by the late Mr. Murray, who was then
Premier, on the 20th December, 1911,
when Sir Henry Weedon presented a petition in connexion with the East Melbourne e1lection. On that occasion Mr.
Murray saidAs honorable members are aware, the Committee of Elections and Qualifications, like all
the other Committees of the House, is appointed for the session. Weare very near the
end of this session, and it would be useless to
refer thic; petition t.o the Committee of Elections and Qualifications at the present time. I
propose to allow the matter to stand over till
next session. None of these Committees has
any power to sit unless by express authority
of the House when the House is not sitting.
The course I propose was followed on a previous occasion, when petitions were launched
against the return of Mr. Shackell and Mr.
Fincham.
The petition in the first case was
presented by Mr. Webb, and in the second
case by Mr. C. E. Jones. One was lodged on
the 6th March, 1883, and the other on the 3rd
of April. 1883. ~rhe session ended on the 19th
April, 1883, and no action was taken in regard
to the petition until Parliament met in the
following session.
Then the Premier of the
day referred the petition8 to the Committee of
Elections and Qualifications.
I propose to
follow that prece'dent, as the Committee could
not possibly geal with this petition, seeing the
short time that the session is likely to last.

Mr. HANNAH.-Is there any analogy
between the two?
Mr. LAWSON.-The analogy is that
there will not be time to consider the matter. Therefore I do not propose to make
the reference at this stage, for the reasons
set out in the speech I have read. Presumably both parties will be represented
by a parliamentary agent and counsel,
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which means expense, and if the Committee had proceeded to the consideration of
the matter, and were unable to present the
re'l)l()l"b to Parliament, their work would
go for nothing, and the expenditure would
be in vaiu. It IS, therefore, better to dea1
with the matter next sessio.n.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It appears to
me that it would be a good thing if the
law were amended to allow of the immediate hearing of petitions when they are
presented. There are reasons why this
petition should be considered at once, but
I agree with the reasons 'Submitted by the
Premier for th~ postponement now.
CONSTITUTION l\.CT
AMENDMENT BILL.
:Mr. Ll\.WSON (Premier) moved the
second reading of the Bill. lIe said-This
is, as honorable members are aware, a
measure desig.ned to increase the reimbursement, of expenses that is paid to
members of the Legislative Assembly and
the salaries that are ,paid to responsible
:Ministers of the Crown by £150 a year.
I do not know that I need say a great deal
a.bout the Bill. Honorable memberS know
that it has been recognised for some time
that the reimbursement at the rate of
£3()0 a year has been inadequate for the
servi(!e rendered. Some honorable members are considerably out of pocket by
reason of the fact that they represent
ekctoratE:3 in this House and receive only
£300

it '<;·8a1'.

Mr. OAIN.··-Do you intend to make the
increase re.trospectiv€l to' the last Parliament?
Mr. LAWSON.-N 0; but to the day of
the election. A request was made to the
Goyermnent in the last Parliament'that a
Bill should be submitted last session to
increase the emolument of honorable
members. 'rhe Gover.nment declined to
introduce such a Bill, bllt indicated that
it would submit a proposal to, the electors
at, the general elections. In accordance
with that promise, the Go\'crnl1lent askcd
the country for authority to increase the
remUlloration from £300 to £450 a year.
The Bill is a fulfilment to the letter of
the prrnnlse made by the Government on
the hust.ings.
Mr. TouTcHEH.-Did not most honorable members on the Government side of
the IIouse understand that the Govel'nl11·ent would introduc.e a Bin to make: the
altlount £500?
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Mr. BAILEY.-Do yoo think that you
}[)' . .LAWSON.-8ome honorable members went to the country in support of are doing justice to yourself as Premier
in proposing that salary ~
£500 a year.
}fr. SLATER.-And some went higher.
Mr. LA WS'ON.-I should like the honMr. LAWSON.-In one or two isolated orable member to give noti.ce of that
and distinguished instances a higher question. If the Bill is carried the
amount was indicated. It may be of in- Speaker and the Chairman of Committees
terest to honorable members if I give will also partake of the increase.
them some information from a return I
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-At the elechave had prepared setting out the pay- tions I ,supported £500 as the amount
lllent made in other Parliaments.
In which members of this House should rethe Oommonwealth, for both the Senate ceive.· Some members of my party adarid the House of Repr~entatives, the vocated a higher amount-up to £600.
emolument is £1,000, and the. Leader of Oertain members who are sitting behind
the Opposition receives £200 additional. the Government alsOi supported £600 at
III New South Wales, the Legislative the elections. I am very anxious to
Oouncil receives no payment. Before a see how matters develop in connexion with
Bill was passed recently the remuneration this questiOln, 'but I certainly .will not
for the ,other House was £500, but now vote fDr less than £500 as the remunerait is £875. In Victoria ther,e is no pay- tiOln Df members here: Except for a break
ment for the, U ppe,r House, and I of three years I can look back on twentyneed
not
tell honorable members seven years' service in this House, and
what the re,imbursement IS fOor the during the whOlle Q1f that time, with the
Assem bly . ,In Que'ensland there is exception of the last twelve months, I
110, payment fOIl' the Upper H·ouse"
and have received £300 a year. M'ay I be
the payment for the Assembly is £500. permitted to take members of the House,
In South Australia members of both as well as people in the country, into
Houses receive £200. In Western Aus- my confid·ence and say that during the
tralia £400 is paid for 'both Houses, and whole of that period I never had any
ill Tasmania £300 for both Houses. mOIre than I wanted, and I had to live
There is a Bill now ;before the New Zea- sparely fOlr the purpose of carrying on
land Parliament whi'ch provides for the with t,he payment I l'Ieceived. I do noli;
payment of £3·50 to members of the think I have ever been a spendthrift, fOlr
Upper House, and £500 to members of I have never thrown away money. All
the same I have managed with great diffithe Lower HO,use.
culty on the remune,ratiOln I re,ceived: and
Mr. C'LOUGH.-Is that what you pro- now, at the, end of that lDng period, I
poee1
find myself with a small insurance pDlicy
Mr. LA·WSON.-We do not propose to on my life and nothing sa,ved. I have
pay members of the Legislative Council no hesitation in saying that it is a gOlod
under this Bill. That matter was not thing to hav·e men with public spirit to
submitted to the country. The Bill will dOl all the work attached to! such pDsit,iOlns,
operate from the 21st of October-elec- and thOlse who are working as members
tion day.
of Parliament should receive sufficient reMr. BAII,EY.-From 'What !date did the muneration to guarantee that they will
have sOlmething at the,ir call when they
publiC' servants' increases opel'late?
When that time
Mr. LA vVSON.---:The 1st July, the be- cease to be members.
comes, ,a man who was a tr~desman before
ginning of the financial year.
he entered the Legislature no' longer finds
Mr. BAILEY.-Will you propose that ~
himself able to get work at his trade.
Mr. LAWSON.-No. Sub-clause (1) The cOlnditions of the trade to which I
of clause 2 of the' Bill proposes tQl increase belonged are entirely changed. I would
the payment ,of members of this House, not be able to do the wOlrk now; as it is
from £300 to £450, and sub-clause (2) no longer the same as it was twenty-seven
provides for the appropriation for Min- years ago. In connexion with this Bill
isters to be at the rate of £9,600 instead I think that the Premier would have
of £8,400. ,That means that Ministers been wen advised if he had proposed paywould share in the increase which is ment of memibers of another place. It
se1elms to, mc' that the payment of members
given to honorable members.
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of the whQle Parliament should be dealt
with in one measure. I feel that members of the other. HQuse are entitled to.
be paid. Men who. do. such work as they
do. in the interests Qf the country should
receive public payment fQr it. If it is
within my power I intend to move an
amendment with the object of compassing
payment of members of another place.
The SPEAKER.-I have seen the
Lieutenant-GQlVernor's message, and I am
afraid that such an amendment could nQt
be acoepted.
1\ir. PRENDERGAST.-May I indicate w ha,t I propose tOo mOove, and them,
Mr. Speaker, you ,can say definitely whether it can be ,a,ccepted or not. Some of
the members of another place who are
connected with the J.Ja'bour party have
suggested £250 as the payment for members of the Oouncil, although, to my mind,
i t i~ too low.
Mr. LEMMoN.-It is suggested as an allowance.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is all regarded as reimbursement of expenses. If
£250 were decided on, that would mean
£8,500 for payment of members of the
Lelgislative Council. My desire is to move
to insert after £450 in sub-clause (1) of
clause 2 the words, " and for members of
the Legislative Oouncil the sum of £250
each." I want to know whether that is
in order?
The J.Jegislative 'Oouncil of
Victoria is the only elected Upper House
in Australia, as far as I know, to which'
payment of members does not apply. In
Queensland and New South W·ales there
are nominee houses, and nOo reimbursement
i~ provided for.
But provision is made
for payment in all the elected Upper
Houses., including tho.se in South Australia, Western Australia, Tasmania, New
Zealand, South Africa, Oanada, ·and
practically all the States of America
Therewhere second Chambers exist.
fore, payment of members of Upper
Houses is pretty gene,ral; and I ask if I
may move in that direction to test the feeling here. As far as Victoria is concerned, a different set of members is coming into the other place. Members of
the Farmers party know that their representatives in another place may not necessarily. be men of wealth, and some remuneration would be very acceptable to
them. The Labour party has five members in theOouncil, and I am satisfied
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that in the majority of the cases the
money would also be very acceptable.
Independently of their claim. for remuneration for work done for the country, we
have the fact that in other parts of the
world the members of bot.h Houses aTe
paid, and I think the same shouM ,apply
here.
The SPEAKER.-I have before me a
copy of the Lieutenant...Governor's mes!:lag~, on which this Bill has been founded.
It relates to the reimbursement of expenses of members of the Legislative Assembly and tOo the salaries Oof res,ponsible
Any amend}\IIinisters of the Orown.
ment may be made with regard to either
01' both of those two purposes, but no additional purpose can be moved as an
amendment. The answer to the Leader
of the Opposition's question., therefore, is
--NOo; the rumemdmell1t cannot be received.
:Mr. PRENDERGA,ST.-That being
so, I do not know how I can compass what
1 desirt:;. Would the Premier agree to extend the message in order to eover a payment of £250 to each of the members of
the Legislative Council?
Mr. LAwsoN.-No. I could not do that.
~1:r. PRENDERGAS'l'.-I am sorry,
because I think that members of another
place ought to be paid for their services.
However, I have done the best I ·can in
this House to try to compass th~lt payment.
. 11r. EGGLESTON.-I should like to
explain my attitJude on this Bill. During
the elections 1 made certain statemellts to
the. eleCitors as to my position cOoncerning it.
I stated that, although I thought that a
remuneration a good deal higher than the
present allowance was justified in vie\v
of the work which members did, yet I did
not consider that in the present cjrcumstances it was wise to raise salaries, my
idea being that the remedy for the high
cost o.f living was for peCl1ple, to. econOomize
and reduce their consumption. I realize
tha.t the: country has expressed its opinion
on the matter, a.nd I suppose I am a
minority of one ~ SOl, having explained my
position, I will just resume my seat.
1\11'. :MORLEY.-I should also like to
make my position clear. Like the honorable member for St. Kilda, I was elected
as an Independent Nationalist, and from
every platform I told the electors that I
was in favour of increasing the payment
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of members. While the Government was
proposing that the amount should be £450,
I said that if any party should convince
me that £500, or even £600, was a propelr
salary I would vote for it.
The .sPEAKER, having put the question that the Bill be now read a second
time, called UJpon honorable members to
take sides.
All the honorable mem-bers, except one,
arranged themselves on the -side of the
" Ayes."
The ,BPEIAKER.-As there are not
two telleJ:"s fOT the "Noes," I declare that
the "Ayes" have it, and I also declare
that there is an albsolute majority for the
motion as required by the Oonstitution
Act.
The tBill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clause 1 -was agreed to.
Clause 2(1) In sub-sec~ion (1) of section 135 of the
principal Act, for the words' -" Three hundred
pounds" there shall be substituted the words
"Four hundred and :fifty pounds."
(2) In section 17 of the principal Act, for
the words "Eight thousand four hundred
pounds" there shall be substituted the words
"Nine thousand six hundred pounds."

Mr. TOUTCLEIER.-In order to give
the Government an opportunity to consider wh.at is the smallest mininium that
should be paid to honorable members, it
will be necessary to ,strike out certain
words in this clause. I remember 'On a
former occas'ion the trouble that occurred
in creating .a blank. I ihOtpe on this occasion that, if a blank is created, it will not
be followed by a similar disaster, and
that a reasonable amount will be inserted.
J intend to move that the words "Foul'
hundred and fifty pounds" be struck out.
My idea is that the amount should be increased to 110t less than £500.
Mr. OLOUGH.---,Why not £600 ~
Mr. TOUTGRER.-I am like the honorable member for St. Kilda. I gave a
pledge in regard to this matter. In referring during the election campaign
to the proposal of .the Government to
increase the payment of members of
Parliament to £450, I 'heard interjections,
whi,ch were not unfavorably received by
me, that £500 should be paid to honorable members. I told my electors that I
was in favour of £500 at least. I would
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have no objection to the amount being
more than that. I was on safe lines in
adding the words" at le'ast." I am speaking now as one who has had considerable
experience in Parliament, if I may be pardoned for saying so. I have been a member IOf this IRouse for twenty-three years,
and I have had to fight ten elections in
succession. When I was first returned J
l'epresented Ararat, which was a -compact
borough.
After Federation a small portion of that electorate was added to the
one represented by the Minister of Lands,
and the whole ·of the Stawell electorate
was added to that ,of Ararat. Ever since
then I have had to 'becontent with a
salary of £300 as a member of Parliament. M.ay I say that I well represent
that large electorate 1 Lik.e other honorable mem'bers, I had to subscribe to deserving institutions and certain clubs in
Ararat. Those subscriptions were doubled
when Stawell was added to the electorate,
not that they were considered serious attacks upon my Tesources, ,but I felt that
as I had been giving to! the institutions in
Ararat for so many years I had to do the
same thing in regard to Sta well.
Mr. RANNAH.~Why not make those
gifts illegal?
Mr. TOUT'OHER.~Ronorable members know that, apart from public institutions, many ,calls are made upon the
-p.ockets of honorable members. 1t is nonsenSe for any journal in this country to
say that £500 is too much to pay for the
services rendered by a member of Parliament.
Mr. ISLATER.-Jt is only a little while
ago that the Age increased its (price.
Mr. TOUTORER.-The Age has increased its 'Price by a .'half~penny on five
-days a week, and by one penny on Saturday, making the increase for Saturday's
issue 100 per -cent. From last l\1:onday
the price of the Herald has also been increased by a half-penny. This .shows that
in all the ramifieations of life the .cost of
I
articles h.as Iconsiderably increased.
am sure that the people of this country
and honest journals want honorable members to be absolutely free from any taint
of corruption. I do not want to tread on
the corns of any man, but I do not mind
saying that a member of Parliament
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should not ,be dependent upon any testimon~al or gift .from any section of the
people if he wants to preserve his independence. ·We do not want members of
Parliament to h·ave to go cap in hand to
anybody, nor to have to accept a present
while discharging the responsible duties
of a legislator of this country. I say,
after twenty-three years' experience, that
£500 is the absolute minimum upon which
a member of .P.aTliament can live decently and maintain relatives, if he has
b, do so. I am making this plea, not alone
for myself, because, perhaps, fortune has
favoured me a little 'bit more than .some
of my :fellow-mem\bers, who ·are entirely
dependent upon the salary they receive as
a member of Parliament. During the
war I, in common with' many other honorable members, made sacrifices. I gave
up :five weeks of my time touring the
country to get eligible young men to enlist. I visited othm' electorates besides
my own, and I went to only one place outside, of my own electorate where my expenses were paid. After delivering an
address in one plac~, I asked the hotelkeeper for my bill, and I was told ~t had
been already paid. In every other instance I paid my own travelling eXlpenses.
Mr. LEMMoN.-{Why eliminate all the
'words you have .referred to. Suppose we
strike out the word "four" and put in
"five." W ecan subsequently omit the
words " and fifty" if .we want to.
Mr. SNOWBALL (to :M:r. Lemmon).You might not let him omit the words
"and fifty."
Mr. ·TOUTOHEIR.-T want to carry
out my pledge. I admit that the :pledge
I gave included the words" at least," and
while I. think £500 is insuftlcient, I am
prepared to accept it.
~{r. IHANNAH.-My electors ,yere willing to pay £600 ..
Mr. TOUTOH·ER. - The honorable
member is no doubt wOTth £6,000 in his
own estimation-and ,I hope in the estimation of others. We find that the cost
of living has ,considerably increased, and
I put tha.t increase at a low estimate 'at
100 per cent. If when I was first
l'eturned to Parliament I was worth
£300 per annum, and I believe I
was, certainly since the area of my
electorate has been doubled, and the
number of efectors trebled, I ought not to
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be asked to work for the same amount as
1: received then. At that time we did not
even have manhood suffr3Jge, but now we
haye adult suffrage. Electorates have
increased in size and in population, and
that means an increase in work. Honorable members have a good deal to do
with soldier settlement,andas I ,have represented the people in my electorate for
so long, soldiers know Illle much better
than 'Federal members, and come to me
for assistance. I give them that assistance very willingly, 'but honora'ble members will realize it means a great deal
more work.
'This increase of work
naturally takes me from my own business,
which I engage in to supplement my political salary. I believe, if ev.ery honorable
member honestly expresses his opinion,
they will agree with me that £500 is little
enough.
Some honorable members believe it should be more. However, that is
the ,pledge I gave, and I am :going to stick
to it. I do not know if I shall be in order
iu moving that the words" four hundred"
be struck out, leaving the words "and
fifty" to stand.
The OHAIRMAN. - The honorable
member may mOve that the words" four
hundred and fifty " be struck out.
Mr. TOUTOHER.-I move-That "£450" be struck out with a view of
increasing the amount.

I desire ·to get the concurrence of the
Government in this amendment. I think
it is a -reasonable proposal. If I were to
do as was suggested to 'llle iby some honorable members, and merely strike out the
4, leaving the £50 in, with the object of
making the ,amount £550, we might have
the opposition of the Government. The
Government, I believe, is reasonable. It
understanlds the work that honorable
members do, and I think it can estimate
the value of that work.
No public
j.ournal, nor any cons·cientious person in
the community, wouM want 'pub1ic men
to be sweated. At one time one of the
prominent newspapers in this State stood
up against sweating in all its forms. If
we want to keep .public men from the
taint of corruption we n1.ust give them a
decent salary in order that they may be
able to pay their expenses. At the last
election it cost me, my time included,
£150 to w:in that election. Three years
previously it cost me nearly a like sum,
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or, perhaps, £250 on tJhe two occasions.
You have not only to :pay for winning an
election; unfortunately, you have to pay
for losing one. If I had lost my election
I should have lost my £150. .
An HONORABLE lVIEMBER.-..A.. ,candida te ,also has a ohance of losing his depo£it.
Mr. TOUTOHER.-That would be
foolish on the 'part of ,any candidate. I
am moying this amenJdment with the
greate.st of pleasure, and with the fullest
concurrence of the 'people I rep'resent,
who are not swea;ters.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-The honorable member for Stawell has submitted
an amendment to strikeout "£450."
The Government submitted a ,policy to
the electors~the payment of £450. The
Loader of the Opposition suggested £50U.
Uther honorable members suggested various sums. Some have the approval of
their constituents for an amount as high
as £600. Several honoraible members on
the Ministe,rial side of the House have
the ,concurrence of their electors in an
amount up to £500.
In these cir-cumstances, the Government does not propose
to offer any opposition to the amendment
which the honor,able iIl).ember for Stawell
has submitted. IThat is to say, the Government will agree to' the omission of
the £450.
I will then move that the
amount be £500, and I hope that that
amendment will ,be accepted ,by honor31ble members without a division. I think
it maybe claimed that £500 is a reasonThere is
able and f,air remuneration.
not a great diff,erence between t!?:at
amount· and the amount suggested by the
Government.
The Government recognises that the feeling of the House is in
favour of £500, and is willing to give
effect to the feeling of the House and ,to
the verdict of the people in that respect
as -represented by the majority of members in this House. I may add that the
Government will not as.sent to any amount
in excess of £500.
~fr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens).-I sup1}ort the amendment. I am sorry that
the Premier did not see the figures
which I go't out mysell£ fOol' the purpose of
pla'cing ,before my ('onstituents at the last
election, if there had been a rcontest, so
that they would know the position, financially, in regard to the expenses of the
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Parliament of Victoria at the present
I an.1
time, and what it w,as in 1901.
sorry that I have left that return at home,
:because I should have liked to read it out
in detail, more esrpecially for the information ,of new members.
Mr. LAWSoN.-That was when there
\vere ninety-five members.
Mr. 11.. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I do,
not know that, but the figures I refer to
show that there was a lower cost for
every item in connexion with Parliament
except 11ansard printing, and the increaSe in that item is in consequence of
paper rising in cost fr,om £10 to £100
per ton. It would have been illuminating, perhaps, to people outside if they
had known that the cost of Parliament,
including officers, Hansard printing, and
electoral expenses is £24,000 less ,than it
was in 1901.
That would have been an
admirable argument to urge in 'support of the :proposal that is now ,being
made.
I should have liked to be able
to read ()lut the figures in detail;. but,
r~ughly speaking, the difference between
the cost of Parliament now and the cost
in 1901 is about £24,000, the ,cost being
less to that extent now.
Therefore we
cannot be accused of continually increasing the expense of Parliament.
Mr. McLAOH-LAN.-I desire to move
that "£400 " be 'substituted for "£450."
Mr. LEMMON.-We have not got the
blank yet.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. 'LAWSON (,Premier).-I moveThat "£500" be inserted.

I have indicated clearly to honorable
members that £500 is the highest amount
for which the Government feels there is
~That is
the sanction of the people.
what the majority of honorable members
want, and the Gov,ernment is agreeable
to that amount.
I hope there will be
general concurrence in that proposition.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I am in a difficulty in connexion with this matter. At
my election I pledged myself to support
the Government proposal to increase the
amount to £450, and I cannot suppo:rt
the altered 'proposal t'hat is now made.
I am not going to discuss the matter, but
I wanted to make my position clear. I
feel that I cannot follow the Premier in
supporting an incTease beyon{i £450.
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l\ir. McL.A!CHLAN.-Should I be in
order in moving now that we substitute
£400?
The OHAIRMAN.-The honorable
member would not be in o'rder in moving
to substitute wOTds that have already been
struck out.
Mr. McI.. ACHLAN.-When I was before the, electors I pledged myself to
£400.
The amendment to insert £500 was
agreed to.
Mr. LAW,SON (Premier).-I desire
to make a consequential amendment in
sub-clause (2). I moveThat "£9,600" be omitted and "£10,000"
inserted.

The
clause,
The
ments,
Mr.

amendment was 'agreed to, and the
as amended, was adopted.
Bill was reported with a~end
and the amendments were adopted.
LAWSON (Premier).-I move-

That the Bill be now read a third time.

Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
should like to get from the Government
some promise that they will make provision for the payment of the Legislative
Council. I g~ve the Premier particulars
with regard to Acts passed on three different occasions by which the Legislative
Council hwd been paid the same amount
as the Legislative Assembly, namely,
£300 a year.
The time' came, however,
when the Legislative Council consisted
chiefly of squatters and very wealthy
men, and they thought it ,beneath their
dignity to take the money we had proyided for them.
The SPEAKER.-A discussion on
this question On the Bill is not in order.
The honorable member cannot speak on
anything on whjch he c'annot move an
amcndmell t.
'
Mr. J'. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).Will the Premier give this House an opportunity during this session of again
sending up a Bill such as we sent up in
years gone by for the ,payment of t.he
Legislative Oouncil?
The conditions
have completely changed. The personnel
of the Ooullcil has changed, and probably
the members of that Ohamber are poorer
men than in the old days when the
Oouncil was largely comp~sed ,of squatters.
Whether the Government have
committed themselves or not to the prin-
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'"
ciple of payment
of the Legislative Council, this House should be given an opportunity of passing a Bill of that character.
I should like to point out that the Legislative Oouncil is quite helpless in this regard.
It cannot carry an amendment
in this Bill providing that its members
shall be paid.
Under the circumstances
the members of the Legislative Oouncil
are absolutely at the mercy of this OhamWe are at the mercy of the Gobel'.
vernment, and I think it would be wise
of the Government to concede some payment or reimbursement of expenses to
members of the Legislative Council.
I
hope the Government will do that.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I cannot
commit the Government to a recognition
at this stage of the principle mentioned
by the honorable member. The objeetiolls to it are that the matter has not
been before the country, and that no members on this (the Ministerial) side of the
House sug.gested in the programmes which
they submitted to the electors any payment of members of another place. If
this question is to bec()lffie a live issue,
and is to be brought within the sphere of
practical politics, it should be initiated
in another place, and when members of
another place are before their constituencies they should express their views
On the matter.
:Mr. J. W. BILI.,SON (Fitzroy).-But
only half of them go before' their constituencies at a time.
:Mr. SLATER. - There were only five
contests last year.
:Mr. LAWSON. - If memhers of another place were elected unopposed, having announced to the electors that they
fav,oured payment to members of the
Legislative Council of £250 a year, that
mjght be regarded as an indorsement on
the part of the people.
Mr. SLATER.-But only half of them go
to the country.
}fr. LAWSON.-Even so, the election
covers the whole State. The payment of
members of another place was dropped by
its Own deliberate act in 1880.
That is
part of the early political history of VicAt that time there was great
toria.
political excitement.
Another place deliberately said, "We do not want payment."
Reimbursement of expenses was
provided' for from pe'riod to period, and
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ultimately another place dropped pay- posits which should give our State the
ment of its own members o·ut of the Bill opportunity of becoming famous for the
that was sent up to it. That is the story manufacture of earthenware and 'crockery
of the matter. The Government is un- of the better class. Perhaps what I am
able to accept the principle of payment of about to say may be regarded as reflecting
members of another place at this stage on industries in my Own constituency, but
without further consideration and with- ,I would rather see quite a number of
out the indorsement of the people.
manufactories, such as those of Messrs.'
Honorable members having taken ,Foy and Gibson, scattered throughout the
sides, the Speaker declared that the third State than have them located within the
reading of the Bill had been carried by metropolitan 'district.
If three or four
an absolute majority.
large manufactories of that kind were
established in other parts of the State it
STATE SAVINGS BANK BILL.
would be of great benefit.
I believe
The debate (adjourned from earlier in that the Bill will do more to promote dethe day) on the motion of Mr. cen traliza tion than any measure that has
McPherson (Treasurer) for the second been placed upon the statute-book. The
reading of this Bill was resumed.
honorable member for Fitzroy referred to
Mr. HANNAH.-When my remarks the shortage of tim"per for building
The Bill will give an opporwere interrupted by the adjournment of houses.
the debate earlier in the day, I was point- tunity for the extension of saw-mills into
ing out that I thought the Bill would be portions of the best timbered areas in the
I previously refe'l'red to the
a great benefit to the State 'as a whole. State.
I am qui te satisfied that, as a result of way industries have expanded in GerThis was largely the result of
the passing of the measure, hefore long many.
several industries will be brought to light the application of technical knowledge.
in different portions of the State that will The elxtension of indust,ries in country
The Bill districts is a natura.!' corrollary of
be of very great benefit to us.
will enable many different classes of in- a sound technical educational sysI be.lie'Ve the time is nnt
Victoria is tern.
dustries to be est'ablished.
far distant when we shall ha,ve many
particularly suited for the development
centres of industry such as Geelong outThe Morwell
of the woollen industry.
side the metropoli,tan area. Through the
electricity scheme will probably give to decline of our ~ining industry, a number
Victoria an advantage ,such as has not of subsidiary industries ha,vel decayed. A
been given her by any other scheme number of towns tb.at we,rel entire,ly de'for many years past.
In my opinion, pendent on the mining industry have
quite a number of industries will spring practically gone out of existence. Vicup in the Gippsland towns.
That part toria has suffered a great deal in this
of the State is particularly suited, so far wa,y during the last ten or twelve years.
as climatic conditions are concerned, to I hope that this measure will bel weE a,dthe industries I have in my mind, and.a minlsJtered. We have ,a position vflry
supply of cheap power will enable them much akin to the Credit Foncier syste)m.
to be successfully established.
During I held for years that the' Credit Foneier
the last few years we have lost industries system was for the benefit of those holdwhich have gone to New 'South Wales ingbro'ad acr,es, and tha,t it would never
because of the advantages which that fulfil its destiny until it had a wider
State has held out.
Apart from the administration. Since then the system
woollen industry, there are industries has been extended to all parts of the
which could well be established in this State, and we have had an, eocemplificaof what. can be dOone by wise and
State.
I suppose that we have 'as great tion
prudent legisla,tiQn in assisting a man of
a variety of clays, pigmentH, and shales small means. I horpe in the near future
Their develop- to' see the' Credit FOllcier system radicalas any other country.
ment would result in the establishment of ized. Had !this Bill heen introduced
a number of industries which. in their earlier, I should have soug'ht t.o' make
turn, would call other industries into two or three amendments in it. Next
existence.,
There is a belt of country session I hope to' initiate some changes.
fl'om BalIan on to Stawell containing de- It is a pity that there aJ"e SOo few member:;
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in the House. The measure is one O'f
the utmost importance, and should bring
about decided improvements in country
industries Ithroughout the State. As ?ne
whOo has always advocated decentrah7.:ttion in its fullest sense, I welceme the
measure. There are industries that cannot live unless they are es'tablished clese
to a pO\l't.
There ar~ other indus~ries
that can be carried on mland. PrevIded
the Gove,rnment put semel." ginger" in~
the administration ef thIS measure, It
should have the effect of delv eloping the
outer ,portions of Vioterta.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).I have a few werds tOo say on this
measure as one who bal) been engaged
in man~facturing in the country, and
who has alsQl taken an active part in the
forma.tion ()If sman campaniles, with a
view 0'£ carrying on industries in country
towns. As ch.airman Oof the Drift of
POp'ulatiOiIl Committee, I tr;avel1ed all
over the S'tate and took stock of those industries existing in the various important
centres. Like oothers who have sp Ook en , I
regard the Bill as a very important one.
I quite recognise that the Government
are endeavouring tOo give effect in. this
Bill which is more O'r less, a machmery
Bill: to the strong desire whioh exists in
the country for the establishment of indust.ries in country districts. A good deal
Oof the interest has been arooused by the
success Oof a knitting mill which was established at CIunes. In consequence ef
visi,ts p3.id too that mill, and statements
made at varioous con feTences, people a,re
fired with t.he belief tha.t industries of. a
similar character ·can be established in
towns throughout the State, and can
achie,ve t.he same measure of success. Thl3
Sl1ccess of any manufacturin,g industry
depends, if net whoollv. at least very
largely, upen the skilful nature of the
management. It is one thing to ohtain
the necessary capital, to acquire the
requisite building and plant, and so on,
but it is! Quite another thing to a.ohieve
success. There' are many ramificatiOons in
connexj,On with ID.8:!nufacturin:g. Ther·e
is the buving- of raw malterial, the utilizaticn cf it, and the aeneral layout ef the
establishment. All these things have to
be considered .. Calculatiens have to' be
made in coonnexion with the e·v:erhe'ld
char~es.
Therefore.. lean quite unde'rstand the Treasurer's anxietv to properly
safeguard the public: funds it is proposed
to lend tOo various bO'dif'R throughout the
J
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country. It is the duty of Hie Ministry to
se·e that the mQney advanced by way of
IGan to cempanies is fully secured against
loQl3s.
It will be readily cOonceived that
there are many people whO' are quite prepared too take the iniHal s~eps in ~hel formation elf a cempany and m reachmg out
fOor laf!~'e sums of money, who, would
pay little regard tOo the future. \Ve have
to hear in mind, toe, thalt wherever a
manufactery is established, it i.s.geing,tO'
he brought into keen C?mpetI~lQIn w~th
manufa.ctories of a simIlar kmd WIth
large ca.pital behind them and with an
up-to-date organization. Unless the new
companies are abLe to proodueel at the
sam e., or lOlWer prices, they will be "up
against ~t."
A oas'e came under my
notice in which a ,brOoQlm factory was established at Wangaratta.
Millet ia
grown in the King V allev. the Ovens
Valley, and the Buffalo Valley very successfuBy. The hroom factory was established,and the merchants in Wangaratta. will tell you that the same traveller whO' called at Shepparton sold the
hrooms at 30 per cent. higher than
he took from the merchants and ShDPkeepers in Wanga.ratta. That was dOone
for the purpOose of kilJin/? the broom factory; and kill it it did. TOobaccD can be
cultivated successfully. A numher 0'.£ my
constituents. have enjoyed a re,turn of
about £100 an acre from toba·ccOo during
the last few ye'ars. A tohaccO' f.aclory was
established tat Wangaratta, but it came
up against compeJtition and went out of
existenoe. The Drift Oof Population COommittee,' when mOoving abeut the various
townships, made a point Q1f inquiring into
the factories exist.ine-, or that had been
in existence at any time. We disCoove'red
that threughout the whole {)If the State,
goin~ back over a. numbe,r of ye3.rs, there
had been suoh industries as tanneries,
breweries jam facteries, wheelwrie-hts,
boot m~nu'fa.cteries, .tobacco manufactories, engineering works, and even butter factories, that ha.d belen carried on for
a time but had been cOompelled tOo close.
On th~ M urra,y, erven in the midst of red.
gum timber, we had pointed Oout tOo u.S! ~he
remains Df what had been gre1at mIllmg
plants, Oon which sixty Oor mOore handa
had been employed, but that had passed
away.
These industries were brOought
into existence by priva·te entelrprise, but,
through a ooonbina,tion of circUJ:ns~anc~,
fail.ed. We found that those eXlstlllg mdustries which were flourishing were
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controlled hv men whO' had a perfect knowledge of tl;eir business, and whose factories were equipped with up-,tQo-date machinery. Take the tannery a,t Beechworth, which is able to export its pr.od~ce
to England, and which does a flO'Uflshmg
business. Other similar businesses that
were carried on with inefficient machinery, under ,ineffibient manageme~t,
went Ito the wall. These are very Important matte,rs to' be borne in mind by
the Government in making advances.
They must be sa.tisfied thaJt the men who
are ,charged with. ,the responsibilty Df running these industries, are men Df some
ability.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-They must be men
whOI know therir business.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Oven~.)-That
is the whole sum and substance {)f
it. If 'they do not know the,ir business, the,y will meet with failure.
I took an active part in the establishment
of a jam factory at Beechwor~h. I put
money into it and lost everythmg. Those
assDciated with it were only too glad to
be relielved Df thei gua,rantee to the
bank. We started a pottery, and that,
ceased to. exist. At one time there we:re
in the township threel foundries, a, jam
faotory, a boot factory, .and a .pottery,
and they all ceased to eXIst. WI th t~e~e
object lessons before m,e I say that It IS
necessary to be very careful in this matter. We :find that in many districts even
factories 'engaged in dealing with material
,jndigenous to the district have failed. The
Government must see that every side of
the question is conside,red be.fo~e fa.ctories are established_ or before the
money is loaned out f()ll' that purpose.
It is not 'so much ,the question of establishing industries, of obtaining from
£5,000 to £15,000 to provide for buildings
and equipment, as to' bel able to ~arket the
produce at a ra'te that will leave a profit.
No one disagrees wit~ the suggestion ,that
it is a 'most valuable thing for the State
to have successful inland industries. It
is highly desirable to do everything possible to promote ,industries in the inland
towns. I regard this method as one of the
best for preventing the drift of population to Melbourne, and it applies particularly to mining towns in which that industry has decayed. When that industry
dies away there is nothing to keep men
and t&eir families, and they naturally
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drift to Melbourne. I think I mentioned
on the Address-in-Reply that there had
been a great exodus from my district during the last year or two. I think "that I
said that about 1,500 people had left the
district. There were 700 fewer names on
the roll this year than in the yelar
1917.
It wDuld be an exce,llen't
thing to give a stimulus in such
districts to community loyalty. The
people should recognise that the duty devolves on them to do everything they can
to encourage local industries. The great
problem is not ,the establishment of the industries, but their successful maintenance
when they are established. They must
turn out an article equal lin value to thv,t.
turned out in other places, and must be
able to sell iot at the same price or less. I
hope that this measure will meet with
success.
Mr. THOMAS.-,Olause 2 of this B~l1
provides thatThis Act is divided into Parts as follows : Part I.-Advances to companies for the
purposes of certain undertakings in
connexion with industries in country
districts.
Part n.-Miscellaneous.

As a country member I regard it as my
bounden duty to 'Support the Bill. I welcome it as a small measure in the direction I always ind,icated and advoca't.ed
before I saw the inside of these legislative
walls~
I said that every,thing possible
should be done by State assistance to
establish these industries for the benefit
of the State. So long as I occupy a seat
iIi the House I shall always be found doing what I regard as justice to the people
of the country who sent me here, and to
the people ,of the city-rendering to the
city the things that are due to it, and to
the country the things that are due to it.
Unfortunately decentralization has, until
recently, been regarded as something tD
be trotted out at electio.n time:-a.s an
old stalking horse. Nothing of moment
has eventuated up to date. I am not in
the habit of throwing bouquets, but I
must oongratulate the Go.vernment on
the int.roductioo of this me:asure, as
it will give assistance ~Ol ma?1Y mdustries that I ho.pe wIll spnng up
in rural districts to the vast advantage of the whole Sta'te. . I d? not
ta,ke a parish pump Qor pa:rochlal pOInt <?f
view. Any school boy approached o,n thIS
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subject and asked what would be bet,t'~r
than one great city, would say, "Half-adozen." What would London be, without
Liverpool? The time is not far distant
when we shall see real progress made in
the whole of the State to the immeasurable benefit of the whole of the people.
Geologists have told us that at one time
the frigid' zones we're the torrid zone, and
by the concentration of ice in a certain
centre the wo'rld turned over.
They
point to the presence of ,marine life in the
hinterland.
FollOlWing that cOourse of
argument I find that if we are to perpetuate the everlasting drift to the metropolis, if we are to concentrate the whole
of our people in the city where we find
about two-thirds of the whole populatIon,
we shall topple financially, commercially,
and socially as this old planet is aUeged
to have, done many thcmsands Oof years
ago. I welcome the Bill for this reason.
Decentralization we want, and must have.
I believe that this is the first instalment'
of a po'licy that will have immeasurably
gDod results tOo the State. I may mention
one Oor two industries, but I regret that so
few members are present. Even the honOorable member for Collingwood, who is such
a greiat advocate, of industrial expansion,
is absent. I regret that a Bill that means
so much to us in every way is not attracting ,the hearty interest of every honorable
mem ber. Prior to the war, as the Treasurer
and honorahle members know perfectly
wen, tens of thousands of pounds worth
of cement were imported from Germany'
into this country. We know also that it
is almost unprocurable to-day. Building
contractors are finding great difficulti~s in
procuring this essential building commodity. We are asleep on the top of immeasurable wealth in this country.
In
Glenelg, extending from the sea-coast to
Dartmoor on the South Australian border,
there are millions and millions of tons of
the finest limestone, from which the very
best cement could be made. I have been
told that 'by gentlemen who are authorities. We have this vast asset unexplored
and undeveloped. IWlhen we wake up to
the vast potentialities that are cOontained
in .and under the soil we shall never be
left in any stringent financial position.
In the forests we have abundance of
stringybark which, with the aid of
pl'oper machinery and State assistance,
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could 'be manufactured into bagging that
would be of great benefit to wheat-growers
and the growers of other primary products.
At present the ,cost of bags is
148. 9d. a dozen landed on the farm, and
there is ~ possibility of a rise in that high
price. A large number of bags are used
and will be used in the coming' harvest,
and onE!\ is led to wonder that this vast
source of wealth that has been burned up
till now has not been ex,plQlited. I welcome
the Bill as a measure that will assist us
in the country to form small companies.
Printing paper costs at present from £63
to £71 a ton, and yet we have plenty of
material that ,could be used for its manufacture. I look forward to the day when,
with State assistance. we shall not only
se.ttlecur Crown lands' but shall exploit the
vast resources of wealth that are being absolutely neglected to-day, and are wasted
so far as the revenue of the State is concerned. I shall vote for the BilL and r
hope it will 'be an incentive to' manufacture and to the real decentralization of
many people who now overcrowd this va~t,
throbbing oity of Melbourne.
Mr. CA:MERON.-This propOosal appears to have"met with the approval of
I can understand
honorable me;mbers.
members representing country centres
being favorable to the proposal.
When
the Premier delivered his policy speech
at Castlemaine he referred to the proj ect
fOil' the .establishment of an agricultural
bank. This appears tOo be the first instalment of that policy. I have not
heard whether this is all the Government
propose tOo' do in this matter.
I know
that the Savings Bank Commissioners'
have been ,criticised adversely on many occasiong and ,also complimented on the suc-'
cess of the bank. Those who have not gone
minutely into the matter have alwa;ys
spoken of the bank as a splendidly-managed one, and as an institution that takes
the greatest care of tIle savings of thp.
people. The Credit Poncie'f De.partment
has not been administered by the bank in
the same manner as it is administered ill
other countries of the world, and fOT thM
reason I am lOioking fo~ward tOI the intrOoduction of a scheme for an a.gricultural
bank on the lines of the Credit Foncier
system of othe,r countries. We ha,ve' not.
been told whe,ther that is to be done later.
I know that a great deal of the mOoney
that is cOollected by the Sta,te Savings
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bank comes from count,ry centres throughout the State. The deposits held by the
bank amount to over £37,000,000, and I
am sure it will be int-eresting to country
members if they are informed hOlW much
is gathered from country centres. Only
£1,750,000 is lent to the farming community of this State. Yet, I know that
in one little centre of my constituencyI refer to Kyneton-there is £250,000 in
the State Savings Bank. That is a fair
indica.tion that an enormous amount of
money is gathered from country oentres
throughout Victoria. This Bill in itself
is some evidence that 14e cDuntry is going
to get a little of its olWn back. It is confined, I understand, to country industries. Some exception has been taken to
that, but I am pleased that hOonorable
members representing metropoJitan constituencies have not taken any serious objectiOon to the Bill on that account. No
doubt, they recognise that this gre1at
.octopus-the metropolis-has been drawing too lIDuch substanc:e, from t.he country.
This Bill is some i~dlca.tion by thel GOovernl that fact and
ment that they recoanise
0
that where.ver there are any bon6 fide
movements in country centres they are
going to. su,Pport and estab:tish industries.
It has been pointed out tha.t if those industries are established in a. haphazard
way and nDt unde·r prOoper management
they are nDt likely to succeed. The safe~uards in regard to the amOlunt which has
to be put ~ll? and found by the people in
those 100calItIes provide, ample prOiof thC\.t
the scheme will be run .on good and sOound
lines. If these provisions are exercised
in order to establish industries in CDuntry centres the question of land settlement in those parts should be takeu into
consideratiDn as well. If the idea is that
parents who expect to get employment for
their families in useful country industries
such as woollen mills are simply going to
live on in litUe dwelTings in country
towns, that is not what we should aim
at. The Gove.rnment should try, under
some good agricultural bank system, tQi get
hold of whatever fertile land is available,
where the parents wit·h thel small amounts
of neoe6sary capital oould be established
on small dairy Oor other farms. I hope
that the Treasurer will take th-at into consideratiDn, because there is nothing that
will give grea:te[" stability to such industries than to encourage these peOople to
get comfortable homes fOor themselves in
country oentres, and homes which I have
V
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described are much preferable to those on
quarter or half-acre blocks in the tOlwnships. Perhaps the Treasurer has read
articles in the Age in regard to Rochester,
Sheppart,on, and other country to·wns. It
was stated that in the Rochester district
there are a number of homes where men
with limited capital started ten or twelve
years ago on ten and fifteen-acre blocks.
According to ,one article which I read
they are to~da y on a sound footing.
M.r. McPHERsoN.-They are well off.
Mr. CAMERON.-Is that not something to aim at in Oother centres ~ If the
GOovernment are alive to. the fact and are
anxious to do that sOort of thing no one
will be more anxiOous to support them in
it than myself.
Mr. MUR,PHY.-I recognise the importance of the Bill, but r also recognise
that there is a certain amount of danger
attached to it. We find that if two-ninths
of the capital of a cOompany is subscribed
the other seven-ninths can be provided by
the State Savings Bank, although whether
it provides it or nOot is another question.
The seven-ninths will bel money taken
from the workers of this State and it will
be: put into industries in diff·erent parts
of the country. NQw, I should be very glad
to see those industries spring up, because
it is absolutely necessary for the welfare
of the country that we should have more
indust·ries than we have at present. Howevei' , while establishing those industries
we must prOovide that the workers in those
industries must be prQiperly protected.
We must not establish in the oountry industries with cheap labOour which will
compete with those in' the metropolitan
area where the men are working under
Arbitration Court and Wages Board
awards.
Only a few years agQi I
went intQi the woollen mills Qif Castlemaine, where they are making blankets.
On making inquiries, I found that
the wages paid to some, of the empi Ooyees were nOot much mOore, than
half men were rec'eiving in the metropOolitan area, fQr the simple reason
that there were no Wages BOiard determinations to protect them. I hope that
this scheme will prOove a, success, because
w~ find tha.t ill O1lr r;:hops are bein,go sOold
gOiods made in Japan, or goods from
America which have been manufactured
in (lerma.ny. Before t.he war nearly every
article one bought was made in Gerrpanv.
W!e do nDt want that SOort of thing. We
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-can manufacture those articles ourselves,
and we should do SOl. Still, I do not
want to create a position where cheap un.protected labour in the country will enter'
into competition with the protected labour
in the city. We knoW' what human nature
is and that it would mean that country
industries would prospe([' and create un~mployment in the city. That will be the
:result, unless we have a proper safeguard
.attached to this Bill for the protection of
the wo(['kers engaged in country industries. Unaoubtedly, this Bill is in the
proper direction, and well worthy of support, but I would oppose any measure
whioh would not give proteotion to, the
workers in cQuntry districts.
Mr: SLATER.-I join in the general
.approval of this measure, because I feel
that it is a step in the right direction.
It is pleasing to see that many of the CQnservative tendencies of the Stale Savings
Bank are gradually being eliminated, and
that the institution is being made capable
of serving wider interests than it dOles at
the present time. It is alsOi another illustration Qf the failure of private ba.nkin~
inst.itutions to cOIn serve the interests of
the community in a directiQn in which
they might have done .sQ. Members on this
(the-Upposition) side of the HQuse have
'Constantly pointed Qut this fact, and con'stantly proved the indictment which we
have levelled at private banking institutiQns whose virtues are so constantly sung.
by mem be,rs oof the MinisterIal side., but
whose efficacy is being challenged. by mea'sures of this kind. I feel that the honorable member for Port Melbourne struck
a note that is very pertinent in connexion
with the establishment of cQuntry industries. Hie pointed out that proper regard
must be paid tol the inte,rest of those engaged in the v·aTious occupations.
'We
have constantly referred tOI the failure of
the Wages BQard system oof Victoria, be·ca use of the fact that the a wards are
limited in their application to the metrQpolitan area. and fQur large cities in the
'Country. We have rightly contended that
while the Wages Board system gives protection and advantage to worke'rs ~n the
metropolis, as well as in Ballarat, Ben-digOl, Geelong, and W:a.rrnambool, it exeludes those engaged in industries in other
parts of the State, and, therefore, does
the individuals at work the1re a very gre'at.
injustice indeed. While the State recognises the obligations which it QWes in re-
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gard to cQuntry industries it should at
least see that the int.erests of the wage
earners engaged in those industries are
protected by extending the 'Wages Board
a,wards to the country. The protest which
we have made should be listened to by
the Government, and the eeonomical injustice dQne to country workers sho'\lld be
remedied.
They shQuld be put in the
sam.e favorable position. as employees in
the metropoJis' and the four cities which
I ha. ve named. I should alSOI like tQ refer
to the anomalous position as far as some
country industries are concerned.
In
Ho.rsham they are about to embark on a
woollen mill, and they find that they have
to' contend against the unfair conditions
which exist in regard to freight. While
woo.l in its crude state is carried at favorable rates tQ Melbourne and to the seaboard, if it is made up in a country woollen mill and carried in its manufactured
state tOi the city a 'higher price is charged
on the railways.
Mr. MCPHERSoN.-That is a fair proposition, because it is worth about ten
times as much.
Mr. SLATER.-It must oe remembered that a wooUen mill in the country
starts in adverse circumstances compared
with metropolitan mills, because it has
to pay heavy freight rates on the machinocy and ma,terial needed in its construction, in addition to heavy freig'ht
l'ates £or the fuel consumed in the miil
itself. IWhile it undoubtedly goes a long
way towards solving the pr·oblem of centralization, it is penalized 'by the freight
'which is charged on the manufactured
pl'oduct. Yet the ·Trea,surer remarks that
that is fair. The 'Treasurer know.s verv
well that there are anomalies like thes~.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-That is not an
anomaly.
:Mr. SLATER.-The Treasurer knows
"'-('ry well that, under present conditions,
country industries are hampered, and if a
change is not effected, most of them will
be driven to the m,etropolitan area.
I du not see how, in fairness, that position can be maintained. It is certainly
not right that country industries should
have to pay niore in the way of freight
for the transport of the manufactured
article than is charged for the raw material. How can we expect country industries to be satisfactorily carried on under
circumstances like that ~
If honorahle
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members of this House are really in earnest in their desire to see industries main-

tained in the country, they will see th~t
these anomalies are removed. They wIll
also see that the economic conditions are
no 'better in the city than they are in the
country. The wage-earner in the country
!=:hould have the same benefits in regard
~o Wages Boards and the Arbitrati'on
Court as the worker in t~e metropolitan
v.rea.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-I have ,no doubt
that country people will be able
to take advantage of the ,provISIOns
of this Bill, and that is why I
am prepaTed to BU p~ort the mo~ion
for the second Teadmg.
I belIeve
it will be a step in the right direction, so
far as decentralization is concerned. We
have large cement works in Geelong,
which give employment to a numbe:: .of
people. They turn out large quantltles
of cement.
Quite recently important
briekworks have been established, and they
will be able to make large quantities of
bricks available for building and other
purposes. The Geel?ng salt wO'rks are ~he
greatest in AustralIa. Our paper mIlls
hav,e a large yearly output. Donaghy's
rope works give emplO'yment to' a gre1at
number of hands. GeelOlllg is the home of
the textile industry. A few years agO' the
Federal Government established in Geelung one 6f the mOIst up-tO'-date, woollen
milJs in the State. There are four other
w-oollen mills in Geelong, and we~ave, in
the Gordon Technical Oollege, an institution which turns out artisans for all kinds
of trades. It is very satisfactory to know
th~t unen, including re,turned soldiers,
are being taught impO'rtant trades
in this institutiO'n, and that these men
will hel available for employment in
iudustries which may be established in
Geelong.
T~le honora.ble. membe: for
Barwon interJected earber m the Slttmg
that one of the industries in Geelong
could flOt carryon because it was some~vbat short of capital.
That is to be regretted. We will soon have established
in Geelong a woollen mill, the capital for
which is being provided by returned
soldi~~rs, who are putting "in £60,OO~ out
of their gratuity bonds.
They WIll be
able to take adyantage of this Bill,. and
may be able to get £30,000 fO.r the purpose
of this mill. Returned s'oldlers are to be
commended for putting their money into
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an industry of this sert. I am, therefore,
pleased that this Bill has been introduced,
even in this short session. It would have
been better if its sc'ope had been wider,
and the honorable member for Dundas
lleed have no fears of the support he will
get when an opportunity arises to see that
the employees in this industry work ~nder
circumstances as favorable as those III the
metropolitan area.
Mr. McLAOHLAN.-For a long time
country people ·have viewed 'Yith. alarm
the concentration of populatlOn m the
metropolitan area, and not without reas~n.
The Primary Products ~dvances BI~I,
which was passed some tIme ago, satISfied the wanb; of country peO'ple
to some extent.
Such a Bill was
very much needed, and its provisions
are being availed of extensively. After
that Bill becam'e law, it was thought
that its provisions might be extended to
include secondary industries, and the foree
of public opinion, so far as country
people are concerned, h.as been ~em~n
strated by the introductlOn of thIS BIll.
In anticipation of the passage of a mea~ure of this sort, the residents of Sale
have been preparing to establish a woollen
mill, and propose to raise £50,000. That
is the sort of thing which is wanted for
the development of the country, and if it
assists in that way, this Bill will be more
than justified.
The honorable member
for Port Fairy thought that the Bill was
rather i.ndefinite in one or two directions.
Probably the Treasurer .may be able to
clear up these points. The Treasurer is
the only one we can look to for a definite
pronouncement, and it is important that
we should get a "yes" or "no" in regard to some matters. It would be much
more satisfactory if we had definite statements in this way on quite a number of
matters. I welcome this Bill because I
believe it will accomplish a great deal of
good in establishing country industries.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Ola uses 1 to 18 were agreed to.
Olause 19In sub-section (6) of section 93 of the principal Act after the words "or to any officer
or serval~t of the Commissioners or of the
trustees of any savings bank" there shall be
inserted the words "if the salary payable to
such officer or servant exceeds a~ the time of
the advance £500 per annum," and after the
words " or any officer or servant of the Com-
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missioners or of such trustees" there shall be
inserted the words "if the sala,ry payable to
such officer or servant exceeds at the time of
the advance £500 per a.nnum. I t
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attention of the Chief ISecretary, and the
question of introducing legislation will be
considered during the recess.

Mr. CAIN.-This clause gives the
Commissioners power to make advance's
to any officer or servant of th~irs if the
The Ron. lD. L. MoNAMARA asked
salary does not exceed £500 per annum. the Attorney-GeneralI want to omit the words" Five hundred,"
(a) The amount of money deposited .in other
with the view of inserting" Seven hundred banks by ,the ,state Savings .Bank on 30th June,
1920 ?
and fifty." I moveThat £500 be omitted.

The Government might be prepared to
accept my amendment.
Mr. MC;PHERsoN.-We will accept an
amendment making the amount £600.
The amendment omitting" £500" was
agreed to.
Mr. oQAliN.-I moveThat "£600

It

be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to, as' was
a consequen:tial amendment in the last
line of the clause.
The clause, as amended, was adopted,
as was clause 20.
The Bill was reported with amendments, and the amendments were adopted.
On the motion of Mr. McPHE,RSON
(Treasurer), the Bill was read a third
time.
The House adjourned ,at twenty-four
minutes to eleven o'clock.

(b) The amounts deposited .in each bank,
the term for which the several amounts were
depo.sited, and the rate of 'interest received
from each bank on the respective amounts so
deposited?

The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) .---IThe answers are as follows:(a)

£7,672,279 9s. 7d.

(b) (1 ) Australasia

.. £575,000 0 0
Colonial ( National)
493,000 0 0
Commercial
960,124 9 7
English), Scottish, and
Australian
839,155 0 0
London
868,500 0 0
New South Wales
858,500 0 0
National
769,500 0 0
Roval
663,000 0 0
Un~ion
764,000 0 0
Victoria
881,500 0 0

. £7,672,279 !) 7
(2) Ranging .from call to two year~.
(3) Fixed deposits, 4! per cent.; short
notice, .3 per cent.; at .call, 1 per
cent.

LAND TAX.
VALUATION OF IMPROVEMENTS.

LEGISLATIVE

COUNCIL.

lVednesday, December 15, 1920.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at five
minutes to five o'clock" p.m., and read
the prayer.
OBJEOTION.&BLE PIOTURE'
FlILMS.
The Hon. ·H. F. RICHARDSON asked
the Attorney-GeneralIf the Government havs any intention of
bringing ,in logislation ·dur.ing the next session
of Parliament that will prevent the exhibition
of p'icture films that tend to lower the moral
tone of the community, and if his attention
has been drawn to an article lin last Saturday's Age which truthfully ·refers to some of
the "movies" as Mush, Murder, and Melodrama?

The Hon. A. ROBINISON (AttorneyGtl1eral).-The matter is receiving the

'The Hon. E. J. ORJOOKE asked the
AttorneY-lGeneral(a) ,Wlill the State .Commissioner of Taxes
accept the present-day value of improvements?
(b) If so, w.ill public notification of the
same 'be made?
(0) 'Will those who 'have already lodged retUrns prepared ,in accordance with the instructions on the ,schedule-" Value of Improvements-thecost must not be exceed·ed," be permitted to send in an amended return, if necessary?
(d) V,7iill an a.p.pJ.ication for the extension of
time for the same be granted?

'The ,Hon. A. ROHINISON(AttorneyGeneral).-The following are the replies :I (a) The definition of
"value of improvements" in the G:-aond Tax Act 1915 will be
adhered to by the Commissioner of Taxes.
The Act provides that improvements are to be
taken at their present~day value (not necessarily either theiror,iginal or present-day
cost) . Regard must, of course, be had to the
introductory portion of the definition providing that the value of improvements means the
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sum by which the improvements are estimated
to increase the value of a property upon a
bona fide sale.
(b) Yes.
(c) Yes.
(d) No application for extension will be
necessary. Any amended particulars furnished
wibhin a reasonable time will Ibe considered before the assessment is finally dealt with.

NEGLECTED CHILDREN.
PROPOSED ROYAL COMMISSION.
The debate (adjourned from WednesJay, Deceilllber 8) was resumed on ,Mr.
Edgar's motiOonThat, in the opinion of this House, a Royal
Commission should be appointed to inquire
into and report upon the administration of the
Neglected Children and Reformatory Schools
Department, particularly as to the procedure
followed in committing neglected children to
the care of the Department and in enforcing
payment of money ordered to be paid by
parents or guardians who are able to pay for
the maintenance cf their children.

The Horn, A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-It will be recollected that last
Wednesday I asked Mr. Edgar to cOonsent to the adjournment of the debate
so that I might consult my colleagues
with regard to this matter. I am now
a uthorized to inform honOorable members
that it is the intentiOon Oof the GOovernment to appOoint a BOiard of Inquiry tOo
investigate the whole of the matter re'ferred to in the mOotiOon. Questions relating tOo the allowanceS in respect of children and SOl forth will also. be exhaustively investigat-ed by the BOoard.
We
hope to have such an investigatiOon as will
place the matter on a satisfactory basis
in the future.
In the meant-ime the
Treasurer has given instructions tha,t in
cases 0'£ hardship an extra allowance shall
be granted. In the circumstances, I ask
Mr. Edgar not to prOoceed with his
mOotiOon, because I can assure him that
t,he Oobject he has in view will be covered
by the Board of Inquiry which the GoveJrnment intend tOi appoint.
The HOon. W. H. EDGAR.-·The assurance OIf the Attorney-General seems tOo
be perfectly satisfactory. It is evidently
intended by the GOove,rnment that an exhaustive inquiry shall be held.
That is
an Iiliat the HOouse desires, and I cannot
do anything but aocept the AttOorney-General's st,atement, because it appeals to me as cOovering the whOole positiol1.The stat-ement of the AttorneyGetll.era.I that the Treasurer intends tOo

Children.

assist any deserving cases of hjardship
will, I am sure, meet with unanimous
approval.
The Hon. WI. J. BECKETT.-Are nOot
all the cases cases of hardshi p ~
The Hon. W. H. EDGA'R.-If they
are proiVed' tOo be SOl.
The PRESIDENT .-Does the honorable member move the discharge of the
mot,ion ~
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-If that is
necessary, I will do so.
The Ho'll. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-Perhaps it would be better if
I mOoved for the adjournment of the debate fOol' another week. I mOiVe-That the debate be adjourned until Wednesday, December 22.

The Hon.W. J. BECKETT.-As we
surmised would be the case, the matter
we wished to have investigated has been
side-tra,eked. I desire to say a few words
on Mr. Edgar's motion, and to. move an
amendment on it.
The PRESIDENT.-The honorable
member cannot speak on Mr. Edgar's
mOotiOin nOlw. The question is that the
debate be adjOourned.
The Hon. W. J. BE,CKETT.-I am
giving reasons why the debate should not
he adjourned. One o,f the reasons is that
I desire to move an amendment on Mr.
Edgar's mOotiOon. The matter came up in
the usual cOourse of business last Wjedne&day, and the debate was ,adjourned on
the understanding that it would be proceeded with to-day. In fact, we were
told that ample OoppOort.unity would be
given to us to deal with the motiOon, and
I then mentioned that I desired tal move
an amendment. If the cOonsideration ot
the mOotion lis pootponed until a time
when this House will not be sitt.ing, I
shall be unable to m,OiVe my amendment.
The Hon. W. A. ADAMSON. -Move
your amendment now.
The Hon. W. J. BEGKETT.-It
would he ruled out of order, because the
question before the House is the adjournment Oof the debate. This matter arose
Oout Oof a discussion in this Chamber regarding payments made in respect of
boarded-out children, and a vote was
taken", N Ootice was then given of a motion
fOT the a,P'Pointment of a Royal Commission to conside'r the matter. Mr. Edgar's
motion does nOot cOover the ground at all.
The PRESIDENT.-I cannot allow
the honorable member to discuss the
whole question.
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The Han. \V. J. BECKETT.-If the
consid·eration of this matter is deferred
now, relief will not be granted to fostermothers for at least six months, if it is
granted then.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-The Attorney-General said that instructions had
been given that the matter should be
looked into forthwith.
The Hon.. W. J. BECKETT.-If that
statement had been made in another
Chamber, there wOluld have been hilarity
all round the House, because members
there understand what the Lawson Government means by "looking into"
things. I believe that the majority of
the members of this House are of the
opinion that the payment for a boardedout child should be at least lOs. per week.
I want the allowances to be increased
before Christmas.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I think
the statement of the Attorney-General
goes even further than the motion does.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT. - Mr.
Edgar's motion does not go far eno\lgh,
and I want to amend it. r do not anticipate any good coming from an inquiry
by a Royal Commission. Every honorable member is satisfied that the present
allowances are not sufficient. Why ha.ve
an inquiry as to whether las. is a right
and proper sum to he paid to a fostermother for feeding and clothing a child
when goods are their present prices ~ The
motion for the adjournment of the debatel is simply !:ide-tracking the issue.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I hope
the House will not consent to the 34i• journment of the d~ba.t~.
I do not
think the' statement of the AttorneyGeneral is altogether sat,isfactory.
He
has not stated the personnel of the proposed Board of Inquiry. or what the
scope of the inquiry will be. I do not
think any departmental Board 8hould inquire into a matter of this 8ort.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON .-It is not going to he a departmental Board.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-It must
be remembered that the question of the
inadequate payments in respect of
boarded-out children was raised in this
Hous~. and as a means of shelving that
question the appointment of a Royal
Commission was suggested. The Attorney-General now wishes to shelve the
matter further, and proposes that there
·should be a BOiard of Inquiry. He sa.ys
that it will nort be a departmental Board,
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but w,e have no knowledge what form the
inquiry will take. If the motion for t,he
adjournment of the debate is agreed to',
the matter will be shelved for this session, and it is an urgent matter. Fostermothers are not being paid enough. No
inquiry is needed as to the management
of the Neglected Children's Department.
If any Department of the State is well
managed and sympathetically conducted
it is that Department. We want an inquiry as to whether the present rates of
payment are adequate.
The Han. W. J. BECKETT.-·We are
satisfied that they are not.
The HOin. E. L. KIERNAN.--The Government proposes to shelve the question.
We would have preferred the Government to state' plainly that they will
pa yat least lOs. per week per chi1d.
The Basic Wagel Commission .decided
that the proper rC!te for a child was
12s. per week. If the motion for the adjournment of the debate is carried we
shall be absolutely helpless in thi,s matter
until July next.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to', and the debate was
adjourned until vVednesday, DeoEmlbe'r 22.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT
ACT 1915 AM.ENDMENT' BILL.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA moved
the second reading of this Bill. He said
-This is a shOirt measure cOintaining a
provision similar to one which Dperates
in Tasmania, whereby members of the
Sta.te Parliament may contest Federal
elections without, in fact, having to dis~
connect themselves with the State Parliament should they be defeated. Under
the Commonwealth Constitution, a member of a State Parliament who wishes to
contest a Commonwealth seat has to resign his State seat. Under the Bill if
such a member intimates to the President of the Legislative Councilor the
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, as
the case may be, that it lS his intention,
should he be defeated, to again contest
the seat which he has resigned, the President Dr the Speaker will withhO'ld the
issuing OIf the writ to fill the vacancy
until the COimmonwealth election has been
de~rmin~:
That seems to' be a very
faIr prOVISIon. As a matter of fact, in
an amendment of our own OornstitutiOB.
in 1903, we provided for something ~tter
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than that. Section 30 01£ our Constitution Act 1915 provides thatWhen any member of either House of the
Parliament of Victoria is elected a member
of either House of the Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia.
(a) if no petition is lodged agaInst the
return of such member to the Parliament of the Commonwealth of
Australia within the period provided
for lodging such petition, ~hen upon
the expiration o.f such perI.od; or
(b) if such a petition IS lodged withm such
period and is afterwards finally determined in his favour-then upon
final determination,
.
his seat in the Parliament of Victoria I5hall
forthwith become vacant.

That was inserted to provide that
a member of the State Parliament
could contest a seat in the Oommonwealth Parliament, and that only on
his election to that Parliament would
the State seat become vacant. The
Commonwealth PaTliament passed a provision in connexion wit.h their electoral
law to the effect that no member of a
State Parliament should nominate for a
Federal seat unless he resigned the State
seat some seven days before the issue of
the w:rit for the Federal election. I do
not know what actuated the members of
the Commonwealth Parliament in dOling
that but whatever their attitude is it
~hould not concern us. 1'he Oommonwealth electors should have the greatest
possible ,choice of members.
The Commonwealth law places a member who has
had long experience in the State Parliament" and desires to contest a Federal
seat at a disadvantage, and also places
the '~lector~ at a disadvantage. The services of that man might be lost to the
State Parliament. A writ must be
issued fOT the State seat under our present law bef.ore the Federal election is
When we discussed this
determined.
matter. previQiusly the consensus . of
opinion wa~ that there was no great obJ.ection to my proposal. I t was only see.k~ng
to carry out in another ,,:,ay ~he prOVISIOn
that is in our own 'ConstltutIOn, and that
has been silenced by the enactment of the
Federal Parliament.
This question has.
been considered by the other States. At
the Premiers' Conference held on the 21st
May laElt, the fo!lowi~g mot~on was carried without a dIssentIent VOIce :.That the Commonwealth Government be
asked to amend their law so as to make it
possible for any person, whilst remaining a
Hon. D. L. McNamara.

Act 1915 Amendment Bill.

member of the State Parliament, to be a .c~n
did ate for the Federal Parliament, and faIlIng
tha~, that, the States be re~uested to ~mend
their law so as to effect tlllS purpose,. m the
same way as is done under the Tasmaman law.

I do not suppose that the Federal Parliament will make an alteration in the Commonwealth law. They do not want to bring
in competitors for the £1,000 a year.
,\Then the electoral law o.f the Co.mmonwealth was being revised, one' member in
the SenatA and one in the House of R~p.re
sentatives moved to. have the prOVISIOn
known as secticm 70 deleted, but a majority in each House was oppoEled to that.
Most of the members gave as their reason
that the State candidate would be too
great a danger to have in the field. The~'e
is very little likelihood that they wIll.
alter that law.
Should not the electoTs
have the widest possible choice ~ Many
young men of our party recently elected
to the 'Commonwealth Parliament have
~hown marked ability. I believe that in
some cases, apart from our pa~ty, the
electors might be better served If they
had an opportunity of electing some <?f
our State members, because of theIr
greater experience.
The Hon. A. ROBI'NSON (Attorney-General). - I
congratulate Mr.
McN amara on the extremely lucid speech
he has made. ·He made the Bill clear to
honorable members. I presnme, as
leader of the Government in this House"
that I am supposed to give an indication
of our opinjon on thi':l question. What I
say on it should be taken as my own personal view, and not that of my colleagues
in either House.
My opinion is somewhat hostile to the proposal, but at the
same time I do not ask any honorable
member to vote with me. iThe proposal
has the appearance of trying to nlake parliamentary positions a dose preserve,
or something akin to it.
It would
give the parliamentary candidate a privilege that no outside candidate would have.
I do not want to take up an obstructive
attitude to the honorable member's proposal, and I only rOEle to let honorable
members know the feeling I have. I
think it' is .scarcely fitting for us to pass
In the early days the
this measure.
Commonwealth Parliament did not act in
That was
a very dignified manner.
twenty years ago, and we cannot attempt
to apportion the blame. I am oppoEled to
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the Bill, although I realize that there are
some .good arguments in favour of it.
The Hon. W. L. BliILLIEU.-I
thought the object of the measure was to
delay the writ for the State House, so
that if the State member were not returned to the Federal Parliament, he
would have a chance to contest the State
seat. I would be disposed to accept the
Bill on that condition. I agree with the
Attorney-General that if a State member
submits himself for a vacancy in the
Federal Parliament he should not 'be entitled to hold the State st'at, as propos~d
by the Bill.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-That is the
spirit of our Oonstitution.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I canI am only speaking for
not help that.
myself, and am not suggesting a lead to
other members.
The Hon. E. L. KIEHN AN.-The intention of the Oommonwealth Oonstitution was that nO! bar should be placed
against a member of the State Parliament
stepping into the Federal arena" if he
wished to do BO. I take it that municipal
experience is a great advantage for parliamentary representation. If you area
councillor, and wish to contest a seat in
the State Parliament, you are not bound
to resign your seat in the municipality.
If the State Parliament were afraid of
competition on the part of municipal
councillors, and decreed that a councillor
must resign before he contested the parliamentary ·seat, it would not be a good
thing for the State nor for the municiThe same thing applies in the
pality.
Federal spher.e. Wh.y should a man whO'
is in the State ParlIament be deharred
frO'm carrying his experience intO' the
Federal sphere? ,Why should we debar him?
The Federal Constitution
did provide that a member from the State
Parliament could step into the Federal
arena, and that was the ·case for a number
of years. Later, the Oommonwealth Parliament passed a law that debars State
members from competing, and now it is
argued by the Attorney-Gener.al and l\1:r.
Baillieu that we should support the Oommonwealth Parliament.
The Hon. G. M. DAvIs.-Would not
the Oommonwealth law operate if we
passed this :Bill ?
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The Hon. E. L. KIERNiiN.-If we
pass this Bill, it will get over the Commonwealth law. A member of the State
Parliament could contest a seat for the
Federal Parliament.
That Parliament
passed a law requiring the State member
to resign, but we .are not bound by anything done by the Oommonwealth in that
direction.
The Tasmanian Parliament
got round that by saying that the member
complies with the Oommonwealth Constitution by retiring, but that the Speaker
and the President can hold the retirement over until the election takes place.
If a State member is ellelCted to' the Federal Parliament it will follO"w, as a matter of course, that there will be a
vacancy in the State seat. It is much
bette'r fO'r the Commonwe'alth that men
e,xpe1riel11ced in State affairs shO"uld step
intO' the Fede,ral arena than that men
with no such expe,rience should be eJected.
It would alsOi be better fOIl' the cO"mmunity as a whole. This is nO't a party
measure. It does not deprive any outsider ·of the right of getting into this
Parliament. A membelr of this House is
elected fO"r six years, and a. m€mbelr of
the o:the'r place fOil' three ye1ars. When
those periods expire anybody can contest a seat. I ho'pe hQinQirable membe,rs
will take a reasol11ahle vielW O"f the rna tter, and see tha.t the,re can be no, OIbjection to wha,t is prQiPosed from the point
o,f vielw of eithe[" the publio or the CommQinwe,alth Parliament.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.-I propose
to vote against the Bill, and I wish to
give my reaSDns fOil' dOling SOl. Ha.ving
studied the measure, it seems to me that
wha.t is prOlposed is quite impracticable.
It means that electol'S of this House
would be disfranchised for a considerable
They would .be disfranchised for
time.
at least six weeks if a member were
defeated fOil" a Fede'ral seat, and twelve
weeks if he were elected. What is there in
the Bill to prevent l.,alf-a-dozen ·or more
members of the State Parliament standing
for the House of Representatives-I
wO'uld nO't say in the hope O'f getting
£1,000 B: year? Supposing there was a
general election fool' the Federal Parliaent . vVhat is the're t.Q1 prevent five,
SIX, 0[" seven members
OIf t.his
House
standing, Oil' even the 100t Q1f us 1

n:

The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-You think
we might all b~ candida,tes 1
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The Hon. J. D. BROWN .-It is pos-
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Federal electorate refused to elect a

sible.

Sta.te member to the Commonwealth Par-

The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I suggested this provision befo,re £1,000 was
:fixed as the payment for Federal members.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.-Many
members of this House might want to
run in the raoe for the £1,000 stakes.
Tha t worUld mean tha t the provinces
which they represent would be disfranchised foil" the period I have mentioned,
and it might occur at a time of the ye,ar
when important me,asures we;re heling discussed here, and when a statutory majority was required to pass certain Bills.
In my opinion, the Bill would dOl gre,at
injury tOi the people of Victoria, and I
would nDt dOl anything to assist in ca,rrying it.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-The,re is no
doubt in my mind that the Bill is a very
good one. It seems tOI remedy wha,t I
regaxd as a grievous wrOing. When the
Federal Oonvention was sitting, the prevalent idea was that members of ,State
Parliamelnts would he taking all the positiOins in the F'ede~a.l Legislature,. One
view was that the Staue Parliaments
would be depleted of brainy men, and I
am not sure tha,t that has not happened
in some instances. The ·opinion was expressed that persons outside the parliamentary arena of the State should be given
an opportunity of contesting Federal seats.
The,re is no doubt tha,t the prQlvision inI:lerted: in the Commonwealth ConstitutiDn
was brought about by thooe considerations. In the light Q1f Q1ur elxpe~ience I
think we can safely say that the opinions
then expressed were probably wrong. If
they welre right then, they are probably
not right to-da,y, and, therefOll"e, we can
amend our Constitution in order tOi provide tha,t the Commonwealth Parliament
shan nOit be deprived OIf the se'l'vices Q1f
the brainiest men in the State Legislature; that is, if the people wish to send
them into the Federal arena.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-We should
'ge losing their services here if they were
successful.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-They would
be serving the people in a wider sphere.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-If Sir Henry
Weelqon cOIn tested a Federal seat under
existing conditions, and was defeated, we
should lose his services in this Chambe'r, and the Commonwealth Parliament
would not have the advantage of them.
I ihink that is a wrOiIlg ,position. If a

liamen t, he should be allowed to return
here and continue to serve the people.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIs.-Don't you
think he should go before his electors
again ~
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Why should
he1
The Hon. W. A. ADAMSON.-YoU
would not ask that if he were·a man working for you.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I dOl nOlt
think the same argument applies. If a
man is gOling to serve another employer
he is probably going to seH the same class
Oof goods. In the case which we are discussing, men will he serving the same
masters.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-The same
masters dOl nOit ~elect us as eJect Federal
members.
The HOon. J. P. JONES.-Tha,t is ()ur
fault.
We should oedainly alter OIur
Constitution in order to prOlvide t.he same
mast&s. I hope that the House will pass
the Bill.
The Hon. FRANK CLARJ{E (Minister of Publio Works) .-1 am compelled
to VOote fo~ this Bill, because I think that
the logic of the argumelnt fOl~ it. is unassailable. The Federal OonstItutIOn contemplated what is proposed, and later the
State Constitution delib&a,te,ly prQlvided
for it. Indeed, it would have been the
law until this day had nOot the Federal
Parliament ·defeated it by a side wind.
Ever.Y citizen over twenty-one yearn of age
is eligible to stand fOor the Federal PaTliament, and I dOl not see why a man
WhD happens to be a State member should
be the only OiIle who is ruled out.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU .-He is n()t
ruled out.
The HOin. FRANK CLARKE.-WeJ.I,
he has tOi cease tOi he a State member before he can stand. Every Tom, Dick,
and Harry in the stree,t can stand for
the Federal Parliament, but members of
the State Houses are not allOlwed to dOl
SOl j in fact, they are reaUy classed with
people in gaol.
The H()n. W. P. CROCKETT.-I am
going to support this measure because I
think it is 8.1 libeTal one. It is to be
assumed tha,t a member holding a seat in
this House has the confidencel of the electors, and if he endeavours to enter a
wider and more useful sphe.re: of politics
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from his point of view, I do not see horw,
by dDing so, he has forfeited their confidence. In my opinion, there is nO' reason why the country should be put to
the expense of another election when a
member of the State Parliament fails in
his ambition to enter the Fede·ral arena.
The whole thing hinges on whether he
has done anything to fDrfeit the confidence of the people who sent him into
this House. For the life of me I cannot
see why, if an honorable member desires
to' get into a wider sphere of politics, he
should be dOling anything to forfeit the
confidence of his constituents. I am not
cDncerned as to what party a measure of
this kind emanates from. 1 recognise that
tller·e is much that is good in the worst
of political parties, and much that is bad
in the best of them. I am in favour Df
the measure. In. fact, I think we get
more liberal measures from the party to'
which Mr. MeN amara and his colleagues
belong than from. honorable gentlemen on
the other (the Ministerial) side of the
House. There is too much conservatism;
too great a. desire to follow in the old
groove. I am not built that way. I think
this measure will be to the benefit of the
community as a whole, and I support it.
The Han. W. KENDELL.-We have a
IDt ·of work be,fO'I'e us, and there is nO'
occasion to' take up much time on this
Bill. The strongest a~gument against the
measure is that a seat might be vacant for
a considerable time with awkward consequences. I think, however, we could add
a pro1vision to' the e.ffect that nO' resigned
seat shall be vacant beyond, say, eight
weeks, .or some other specified periO'd.
That would get over the difficulty. It
will do no harm to pass the Bill. I do
uot knDw that it will do a great deal of
good. Like Mr. Crockett, I dO' not suspect everyth!ng that comes from the other
side, though I cannot gO' as far as that
honorable member, who stated that we
get mOIre liberal legislation from the
Labour side than from our own side. I
am not aware that we have got any legisla.tian frDm that side.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I congTatulate Mr. l\{cN amara on his able speech
in moving the se1cond Teading Df the Bill.
Weare not asking very much of honorable members. Recentlv a State member
re·signed to contest a Federal seat. ~is
constituents said that he was not domg
that in the interests of the country, but
from a desire to get the higher emolument
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aa a membeT of the Federal House. Because Qlf that he lost many votes. When
he wanted too nominate again for the
Lower House, the eledors said, " We do
not want you; you ran away from us."
Therefore, he lost the seat he had, and
did not gain the se,at he aspired to'. Of
course, there might be a simple way
out of the difficulty. If the Government agreed to the payment of members
of this House, very few of them would be
de~irous of running away.
The Han. G. M. DAVIS.-I dOl not
wish to give a silent vote on the Bill. I
agree with the unofficial Leader that, if
an hQlnorable member resigns in order to'
contest a Federal seat, he should ll-ot be
allowed to come back a.gain excepting
with the approval of his constituents. I
shall vote for the second Teading, and I
intend to. support any amendment moved
along the lines suggested by the unofficial
Leader. There is a feeling that a man
should not be in the position of saying,
" I will keep my snug little corner in one
Parliament whilst I have a go fo·r a bigger
position in another Parliament."
The Hon. F. W. BRAWN.-I am
strongly of opinion that" be,fore any honora ble mem her should aspire to a pDsition
in another HDuse, he should certainly Tesign the position he is holding. Mr. Jones
asked the question, " Why should the Federal Pa.rliament he deprived of the brains
of the Assembly~" It is not deprived of
the brains of the Assembly. But an honora,ble member of the Assembly should
unreservedly re~~ before he contests a
Pederal seat. W.try should we pat~h up
the Constitution by providing for the
holding over Df an election in oTder to see
whether an honorable member who has
resigned to contest a seat fQlr the Federal
Parliament is successful in his .ambition ~
" A bird in the hand is worth two in the
bush," and the honorable member shDuld
remain where he is if he is not prepared
to resign unreservedly.. Mr. Disney has
instanced a case where an hono!l"able member who resig-ned fell fQlul of his electors,
whal Tegarded him as being out toO get
more money. 'Vhen he failed to get into
the Fed·e1ral Parliament, and returned to
his electorate, his old constituents said,
, , You left us, and nQlw you want to oome
back." Have not the cDnstituents a perfect right to' say that in such a case ~
They have the best right to say it.
The Han. E. L. KIERNAN .-The FedeTal Goverm~ent say, " The St3Jte member
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'shall not CGntest a Federal seat unless he
resigns from the State Parliament."
The Hon. F. W. BRAWN.-Why
should he not resign? If he is not
elected to the Federal Parliament he
should re-submit himself to his electors
before he again enters the State House.
The electGrs should be in the position of
saying that they are satisfied with the
actiO'n he toGk, and are prepared to elect
him again.
.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-I support
the second reading Gf the Bill. The arguments urged against it have nGt impressed
me. The questiO'n that is exe,rcising my
mind just now, in view of the mGnetary
attraction that a. Federal seat hOolds Dut,
is the position this House would be in in
the, event of all the members, including
the _President, simultaneously deciding to
CGntest Federal seats. We should have tehave a short recessJ I suppose. HGwever,
speaking se,riO'usly, I cannO't see any reasonable argument against this short measure. It is placing an honorable member
who may wish to' contest a Federal seat in
rather a. peculiar position if you say he
must unreservedly resign his position
either in this HouseOil' the Assembly, as
the case may be. Apparently this matter
was thoroughly thrashed Gut by a previGus
Parliament, whiyh decided that an honGrable member should have the privilege
no.w asked for.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-That was
also done at a Premiers' Co.n£.e·rence.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-That is sOo.'
The Federal Government appear to think
otherwise. They wish to make it impossible for a member of this Parliament to
stand fOT a Federal seat unless he £rst resigns his seat in the State Parliament.
The HOin. VV. A. ADAMSON.-I add
my congratulations to those alr·eady
offered to Mr. McNamara for the ve,ry
concise speech in which he stated his case·.
It was news to me that the prOlhibition he
complained of is part of both the Federal
and State Constitutions. However, if the,
Bill proposed by Mr . McNamara gOies
through, it may mean that almost every
Federal seat will be the subject of an -election. Mr. Crockett says he is prepared to
support measures notwithstanding what
party they emanate from. I am not taking up any party attitude. But I believe
that, if the Bill is carried, every member
}n this House of the party to which Mr.
1..1cNamara belongs will contest a Federal
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seat. When Mr. Jones was speaking, I
could not but think how different the positiQln would be if a. private firm were concerned. Supposing Mr. JOones's manager
came to' him and said, "You are paying
me £500 a. year; I knQlw of anO'theT' jQlb
in Ballarat worth £1,000 a year, which I
have a chance o·f gett.ing. If you will
allow me sufficient tim·e to canvass the, job
I will do. my beet to get it j if I fail I shall
be glad t.o come back to you." Mr. Jones
would very properly say, " You wjll leave
on Saturday night, and I will put somebody else in your place." The position
WQluld be intolerable. There, is another
aspect of the matter. If a member of the
State Parliament stood fOIl" a. Fede,ral cQlnstituency, in ninety-nine cases out of 100
his constituents would desire that, in thel
event of his failing to enter the Federal
arena, he shQluld again contest his old seat
before he re-entered the State House.
Brighton has an e.xcellent member of Parliament. He is a very -hard-working
gentleman, and popular in his constituenoy. But I am quite. sure that if he
want,ed to leavel Brighton, and to try his
fortune in the }"ederal sphere, the people
of that. district wO'uld desire that he
should not re-ente:r the State House without submitting himse.1f to' anothelr election. If a man wants to contest another
job, he should drop the jQlb he is holding.
The Horn. W. J. BEcKETT.-Would you
apply that principle tOi members of the
Legislative Council, who are unpaid ~
The Hon. W. A. ADAMSON.-Yes.
I should be very sorry to see a number of
members of this House go OlUt to' contest
Federal seats for sheer devilment. They
should not go out with the knowledge that
if they do not succeed they can come back
again immediately. As indicated hy the
unofficial Leader, it is a, reasonablel thing
for the electors to hold a whip over the
member.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
want to give a few reasons why I intend
to support the motion for the second
reading of this Bill. I should like to
draw the attention of the House to this
fact: There is one man who would be
a member of this House now if this legislation had been in force.
I refer to
Mr. Rees, who, 'as a member of the
Farmers Union, contested a seat for the
Senate. He had to 'resign his seat in this
House to enable him to do so. If he had
been able to retain his seat Mr. Crockett
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would not be here. I do not see why we
should not get all we can for the State
Parliament. If there is a vacancy in
the Federal Parliament, why should not
State members have an ,opportunity of
being elected to fill it? I would prefer
to see a member of the State P.arliament
elected tOl the Federal Parliament rather
than another man if the state member
would stick up for our rights. I dOl nOlt
understand why there is opposition to a
Bill of this kind. If I were a Federal
member I would oppose it; but, as a. Sta,te
member, I am wi~ling to suppOlrt it.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-This is a
matter which does not concern this House
to any great extent, but complications
migh t arise in another branch of our
Legislature.
Supposing 'a number of
members of the Legislative Assembly who
were supporting the Government decided
to contest Federal seats, and the State
Parliament was in session at the time, the
Government might lose their majority.
Another Government would ·come into
power, and then, in the event. of the State
members being unsuccessful In the Federal arena, they would resume their seats
in the Legislative Assembly and turn out
the Government which had supplanted
the one they supported. That would
make the proceedings almost a burlesque;
but it is quite possible that such a state
of affairs would arise, because a considerable time would elapse between .the
members retiring 'and the seats being
filled again.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Wecould
limi t the time.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-If the
time were limited to only a week, that
would be sufficient to enable a no-confidence motion to be carried. Of course,
a truce might be arranged between t~e
parties; but, from what I know of pohticians, I do not think it likely that a
friendly arrangement like that would be
entered into. I do not intend to support
the motion for the second reading of the
Bill.
Sir HENRY WEEDON.-I intend to
support the motion, in the hope that, when
the Bill is in Oommittee, amendments
will be introduced which will make the
scheme more workable than seems likely
to be the case under the measure now before us. It is not likely tha't I will ever
be a candidate for the Federal P arli a-
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ment. I am quite satisfied at my time
of life to remain a member of thil;.
Chamber. Mr. Crooke seems to be afraid
that important legislation might be int.erfered with owing to the absence of candidates for the £1,000 stakes. I think the
present Government, and, indeed, any
other Government, would be clever enongh
not to bring forward importa1).t legislation while their supporters were contesting Federal seats.
The Hon. G. M. DAvls.-Mr. Crooke
suggested that ,the Government of the
day might be put out of ,office.
Sir HENRY WEEDON.-That might
. not be an unmixed evil. I am not, of
course, alluding to the present Government. I do not think the proposal which
is suggested will have the effect of delaying important legislation for any length.
of time. Not much progress is made
with ,that kind of legislation under present circumstances. Important measures
were promised in the Lieu tenan t-Oovernor's Speech at the ,opening of this
session; but I 'have not seen a1).y of them
yet.
It
invariably
happens
that
these measures come to this House and
have to be dealt with in a rush, 'or at' a
late hour in .the evening, when there is a
dearth of members, and those present are
too tired to deal with them properly.
This is a good measure, and it will give
an opportunity to ambitious members of
Parliament to get a better position than
they have to-day.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-I am
one of those who believe that politicians
should progress step by step, and I intend to support the Bill. Many members of this House, as well as' of the
Legislative Assembly, are also municipal
councillors. In many instances, membership of a municipal council is a steppingstone to the higher .position in Parliament. When we get here" I do not see
wh;y we should be deprived of the opportunity of becoming members of the Federal Parliament.
After all, we would,
in .the Federal Parliament, represent
We may
.practically the same people.
represent exactly the same electors if
we stand for a constituency which ha!
returned us to the State Parliament.
I do not think any harm would be done
t? the Federal Parliament by the electIon of members who belonged to the
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State Parliament. I intend to support As a matter of fact, only one member of
the Bill.
the Parliament in that State has conThe Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-I agree tested a Federal seat, and he did not sucwith the AttorneY..lGeneral; but, apart. ceed. He immediately went back to his
from the views he expressed, I do not previous position in the State Parliament.
think it is a question for us to take into We must not lose sight of the fact that
consideration. This is a matter entirely this matter has been considered by many
for the electors. It is quite possible for Oonferences of 'Premiers. At the Oona man who has been a member of this ference which was held last May, the folCouncil for three ,or four years to become lowing motion, which was moved by Mr.
unpopular, and I think it only right'that J. Mitchell, on behalf of Western' Austhe electors should be given the oppor- tralia, was carried unanimously:tunity of saying if they wish him to conThat the Commonwealth Government be
tinues to represent them in a State Par- aske~ to amend their laws s,o as to I?~ke it
liament. I am going to oppose the Bill. pOSSIble for 'any person, ,WhIlst remammg a
,
~ember of the State Parliament, to be a canThe Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I wIsh. didate for the Federal Parliament, and failing
to support the measure, the motion for tha,t, that the States be request~d t; amend
the second reading of which was so ably theIr law so as to effect this purpose in the
moved by Mr. McN am-ara. The objec- sa~e way alS is done under the Tasmanian
'
. d
t IOns
wh:lCh h ave b een raIse
to'It will not la".
carr,Y any weight with thinking men. It will be seen from this resolution that
The prohibitioli against State members the Premiers deoid,ed that, if the' Federal
contesting a Federal election was imposed Parliament would not remove this disby the Federal electoral laws.
In our .ability, the State Parliaments should take
Own Oonstitution, there 1S no :bann steps to preserve ,the r.ights of the citizens.
upon a 'state member who desires This House will be well advised to aO'ree
to contest a Federal ,seat. We should to the second reading of the Bill.
0
be logical and consistent in dealing
The motion was agreed to.
with a matter of this sort. !HonorThe Hon. J. n. l8lROWN.-The title
able members have said that if any of of this Bill is " A Bill to amend the Conus want to contest a seat in the Federal stitution Act Amendment Act 191'5." I
Parliament we 'must resign the position submit, that the second reading has to
we occupy here. Many members of this be carned by an absolute majority of the
Ohamber are also members of muuicipal House.
('ouncils, I am a member 6f the Fitzroy
The P~EjSID'ENT.-:P'ar1iament mas
municipal council, and can it be argued the right to ·amend the ,Oonstitution Act
that if I want to be elected to this House iI: m~ny respects', and a statutory major should resign my seat on that council? r1ty IS only necessary in the very few
Those honorable membE'rs who object to cases that ar.e set out in the Act.
this Bill must contend that a municipal
T'he ,lIon. J. tD. BROWN.---!I would
councillor should resign his seat before direct y0'ur attention to standing orde'r
he contests a seat in Parliament. Mr. No. 298 which nrovidesBrawn suggested that no man should hold
When~ver any IBill for repealing, altering,
two seats; that he sh0'uld n0't be an unpaid or va~Ylll~ all or any of the pr-ov,i,sions of the
~on~tlltutlOn Act, and for substituting others
member of the Council, and at the same III
h~u th~reof, has passed its second and third
time be able to contest a seat in the readl:ngs m the Council, w,ith the concurrence
Federal Parliament.
Mr. Brawn is a of an absolute majority of the whole number
member of this Council, and he also hoJds of the members of .the iCouncil, t'he Clerk or
a seat ,om two public bodies, for one of other proper officer of the Council shall certify
which he is paid, If he is consistent, he the fact ,on the Bill accordingly.
should ha.ve resigned both 0'f these seats
'The Ho~ FRANK OLARKE (Minisbefo'I'e he st0'od f0'r election t0' this House.. ter o~ IPubhc ,Works).----"I submit that the
Mr, Br0'wn is usually 10'gical, but he fears standIng order read 'by Mr. Brown is
a danger which I do not think will arise. merely a direction that, in Icertain cases
This law has been in f0'roo, in Tasmania f0'r the Olerk shall certify that there has bee~
the last five 0'r six years, and no damage an absolute majority of the House in
has been done to the State Parliament. favour of Bills.
J
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The IPREISIDEN,T.-I ,am of ·opinion
that the ·H·ouse has the right to pass this
Bill on the voices.
The Han. A. ROBINSON" (Attorne~
General).-My view is that this is clearly
not a measure that requires to bel passed
by all absolute majority of the House.
It is provided in section 60 of the Constitution ActThe Legislature of Victoria, as constituted
by this Act, shall have full power and authority from time to time, by any Actor Acts, to
repeal, alter, or vary all or any of the 'provisions of this Act and to substitute others in
lieu thereof. Pr.ovided that it shall not be
lawful to present to the Governor of the said
colony for Her Majesty's assent any Bill by
which an alteration in the constitution of the
said iLegislative Council .or Legislative Assembly or in the said schedule hereunto annexed,
marked rD, may be made unless the second and
third readings of such ,Bill shall have been
passed 'With the ·concurrence of an ·absolute
majority .of the whole number .0.£ the members
of the Legislative .Council and .of the Legislative Assembly res.pectively.
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The iRon. D. L. MoNAMARA. - I
have no objection to adopting Mr.
Bailheu's suggestion, so long as the Government give an assurance that we shall
have an opportunity of considering the
Bin .later this day.
The Hon ..A.. ROBINSON.-Let me bring
on Government business, and I will give
you a chance later on, with the greatest
pleasure. ,
The H·on. J. P. JONES.-Are we to
understand that, if progress is reported,
Government business will be taken, and
that this Bill will be proceeded with later
to-day ~
The IHon. A. ROBINsoN.-Yes. I will
wait to keep a House.
Progress was reported.
]~LEOTRIOITY

SUPPLY LOAN
BI.LL.

'This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
This is ,obviously not a Bill that makes the Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorneyan ,alteration in the constitution of the General), was read a first time.
Legi.slative Assembly or the Legislative
Council.
IThe Bill was then read a second time, DAYS AND HOURS OF MEETING.
an d committed.
The Hon. A. ROBINeON (AttorneyClause l-(Short title" construction, General) .-1 mov&and oitation).
That during the remainder of the session the
The IHon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Many Council shall meet for the despatch of business
on
Fridays, and that 2 o'clock be the hour of
honorable members, including myself,
meeting.
v·oted for the second reading of the Bill
on the understanding that an amendment Honorable members are aware that it is
would be moved providing that a ,State usual to sit on Fridays in the last week of
member who stand's for election 'to the the session. I am hopeful, with the assistCommonwealth Parliament would have ance of honorable members, to be able to
the privilege, if defeated at the lOommon- finish the business next Friday. It would
wealth election, ·of seeking re-election to be very rough on country members if I
asked them to come to the Housel next
the State Parliament for his old seat.
week, probably for one day's sitting. The
The :B'ill provides that in .such a case a adoption of this motion will not only conState member should ,automatically get venience honorable members generally,
his old seat 'back again; but we do not but will be of special convenience to
want that. l[ am not prepared to draft country members. I dOl not think it is
an amendment at this :stage.
neoessary fo:,:": me to say anything more in
'The clause was agreed to.
favour o,f tUlS motion. It is Qne we have
Clause, 2---(Vacancy occurring by reason passed ever since I have been in Parliaof resignation to contest .commonwealth ment at this stage of the session. Honorelection).
able members will, of course, kno.w that.
The Hon. ,W. L. BlAILLIEU.-I would the H"Ouse will not me,et until 2':30
suggest to Mr. McNamara that he .should o'clock.
ask that pl'ogress be reported, and that the
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-Why not
Committee have leave to sit .again later meet to-morrow at 2'.30 o'clock.
in the day. A very imtportant amendThe Hon. A. ROBINSON.-If honorment is necessary, and I am not .prepared able members desire to meet to-morrow at
·2.30 o'tClock I shall be willing to do so.
to draft it at the table.
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Loan Bill.

The Han. J. P. JONES.-I have been in the schedule of the. Bill. This is the
asked by Mr. Beckett, who has been called second Instalment of the money requirea
away to attend a meeting, to submit an to carry out the l\io!fwell scheme. Honamendment to this motion. I therefoo.-e orable melIllbe'rs will r:ecoHect that last year
we passed a Bill authorizing thel raising
move--That the following words be added to the of certain money for this scheme, and the
motion, "and no fresh business be called on amount which is available will be exafter midnight."
hausted early in the coming year. The
I understand that several honorable mem- first item O'f £900,000 is to meet the cost
bers are anxious to have these words added of the electric plant. Tenders for the main
to thel motion.
part of the plant have been invited, and are
The HO(ll. A. ROBINSON (Attorney- receivable in March. Manufacturer'S will
General).-I should like, to appeal to Mr. require progress payments to be made,
J ones not to press the amendment. He and it is expected that sums will have to
kIlOiWS very well that on the last night of
be paid during next year. In the meanthe session we may have to calIon fresh time the Commission will carry out cerbusiness at any hour. I can assure the tain work at Morwell in anticipation Qf
honorable member that I do not submit the arrival of the plant. The next item
this motion with a view of overloading is a sum of £125,000 for the open-cut
ourselv.es with work, but in the interest6 coal .workings.
This represents the
of honorable members generally it will be balance of the money required for the prowise to ,carry it as I have submitted it.
duct.ion of coal. The machine,ry to be inThe amendment was negatived, and stalled will perrmi t a,f an initial OiU tpu t of
the motion agreed to.
1,000 tons a day, rising rapidly to 3,000.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attarney- tons should the demand warrant it. The
General).-In complaince with. the wish third vOite is for £75,000 to accommoda,te
of honorable members, I move-employees at Morwell. This is only an
That the House, at its rising, adjourn until
approximate estimate of the cost of
to-morrow at 2.30 p.m.
works that will be necessary up to
Honorable members will know that that 31st December, 1921. Honoifable memmeans we will mee·t at 3 o'clock p.m.
hel'S will recollect from what Sir ,John
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I sup- Monash said last evening that if everypose hono["able meanbers who do not hal>- thing turns out as we anticipate we shaH
pen to be present wil.l be informed of t~e have tal provid.e largely. increased accomearlier hour of meetmg. Unless that IS modation for employees. HonO'rable memo
done they will oome at the usual hour bers will be in favour of that. It is alsQ
and find that we have been sitting for proposed to spend £250,000 on a briquetsome timel.
ting Iplant. If we can achieve anything
Thel PRES!DENT.-A notice will be like what has been done in Ge,rmany we
put on thel top of ~he notice-papa[" which shall be in a very much better position in
every member reoelves.
regard to our fuel supplies than we have
The motion was agreed to.
been in the past. The manufacture of
briquettes in the lo,wer Rhineland exceeds
BILL READ A FIRST TIME.
20,000 tons a day. If we can get to anyThe follorwing Bill was introduced and thing like that position it will be very
satisfactory for us. The ueixt item is a
read a first time:Commonwealth Powers (Air N aviga- sum .of £10,000 as the cantribution ()If
tion) Bill (The lIon. A. Robin- the Electricity Commissioners to'wardsthe cost of construction of the MorweU
son) .
brown-coal railway. That is a ra.ilway
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY LOAN BILL. the construction of which was authorized
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney- a few nights ago. The last item is a sum
General) moved the second read~ng of t.his of £70,000 as pr9vision for O'ffices. A
Bill. He said-After the most Interes~mg la,rge staff will be required, and offices will
add:r:ess by Sir John Monash last evenmg, be neoe8sary. The Tre'asurer has gone
honoifable members will not care to hear into this matter very fully, and the idea
very much from me i:n regard. to this Bill. is to' erect a big building, four storrie's of
I:' is a measure whICh prOVIdes fO'r the. which will be, occupied by the staff of the
raising of £1,430,000 for purposes set out Commission, and the remaining accommo-
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-dation will be taken up by Departments
now scattered o,ver the city, the accommodation fOor which we now pay a treI;llendous sum in rent. The building will be
erected on land already belOonging to the
Crown. It will be on utilitarian lines,
and will provide the accommodation to
which I have referr,ed.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-The
Minister's Oobservations and what Sir J Oohn
Monash told them last n,ight have given
hOonorable members pretty full informatiOI11 coucerning this measure.
As honorable members realize, we a.re committed
to ,the Morwell scheme, and we may expect from time to time a, Loan Bill in
connexiOon with it. I have previously expre'ssed the opiniOin that this is an enterprise from which the State is gOling tOi
reap a handsome profit. The only pity
is that i't was nOit started when the
cost of establishing it wOluld not have
been SOl gre,at. But no one, could fOorese'e the war or what was going to
happeon as a result Oof the wa,r. The
Minister tells us that, in March next,
important tenders in connexion with
the plant are rece,ivahle. I have no
dOlubt that the CommissiOoners are fully
aware tha.t every month's delay of the
time by which the tenders can be put in
must be in favOour OIf the Go,vernment.
We have had evidence OIf that in conne,xion with many undedakings within
the last few weeks, and I think it will
become e,VeIl mOire evident in the new
year. The Ministe,r referred to the briquettes turned out in pre-war days in the
Rhineland. I saw a good deal 01£ the
plant that was operating there', and of
the briquettes that we're being turned
out. They were used, as we all know,
for locomotive purposes througho,ut Germany. We propose to make 2,000 tons of
briquettes a day, and that will not be
a bad start. Once we get the electrical
scheme in OIperation we shall have something that will be of enormous bene,fit to
the industries OIf this State. Many men,
and particularly COluntry membe'rs, belie,ve that this is a Melbourne scheme.
The HOon. A. BELL.-It is.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It will
be a sorry day for us when we accept a
scheme ()If this kind' that is nOot sOlund.
Can a MorweU coal deposit be found anywhe~e else but at ~1orwell ~
Mo,rwell is
84 miles from Melbourne. It is at the
south of the Sta,te, and nOit at the north,
which I have the hOinour to represent,
l
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but I would not, with the knQIWledge I
have, OIppose it for that reason.
An HONORABLE ME:M:BER.-Sir J o'hn
Monash made it pretty clear that it
would be possible to sell eolectricity at
Bendigo at as lOow a price as a.t Melbourne.
Th.e Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I h01>6o
the supply will flow tOi all centres, but,
if Melbourne is in the rOoad of it, so much
the be,tter fo~ Melbourne'. I think that,
if anything will make for decentralizat,io.n
it is the fact that in the part of
the country where' the schemel will
be carried out, it will bel possible
t,Oi carryon. industries under ve,ry
advantageOlus circumstanc'es.
The electric supply will be availablel, and land
will be obtainable at low rates. Other
schemes can be star~d in OIthe'r parts OIf
the Sta,te, provided it can be shown that
it will be of gre'a,ter advantage to the
peoplel who are going to use the power
to carry out such schemes than for them
t,o geit their power from the main scheme.
The Hon. ·A. BELL.-Mr. Baillieu ha:s
stated that no 011161 was able, tQi foresee
the wa.r. I take eocception to that, because I had fOireseen the war for twenty~ve or thirty years. I was in England
m 191~, and I backed up my opinion by
cancellmg my arrangements to tra,vel
through Europe. I sailed for Australia
from Tilbury Docks on July 31, 1914.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I withdraw my statement.
The Hon. A. BELL.-I heard Sir
John Monash's ~tatement last night, and
I alsOi he'ard hIm spe'ak tOo-day when a.
large and influential deputation from
B.allarat, Bendigo, and Gee'long waited Oill
hun. There is nQi dQiubt in my mind that
th~ ~ove~nment a:nd the Electricity COImmlSS'lone'rs are gomg to penalize countrY
cent.res in cornnexion with the salel of
electric power.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-Country
centres need no't take it if they dOl nOit
like it.
The Hon. A. BELL.-Of cOourse nOot,
?ut Melbourne will ta~e the supply. It
IS stated tha,t new mdustries will be
st·arted in the MorweH district, and that
will mean wiping out industries that have
be,en established in the country.
The
whole country is finding the mOllle,y fOor
this scheme, and a flat ra,te shouid be
charged for the electric pOlwer supply.
. The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-Pla.oes all
over the State would want it.
I
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The HQin. A. BELL.-Why should they
not get it 1
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-The oost
would kill the scheme.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN (tQl Mr. Bell).
-DQin't yoru want the scheme to be on a
business footing ~
The Hon. A. BELL.-Certainly I dOl,
and I want the sa.me rate to apply everywhere. The whole of the country is responsible for finding the money for the
undelrtaking, and why shQiuld not the
whQile olf the country get the benefit Qif
it ~
.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-Why don't
yQiU start a rival scheme at La.! Lal ~
The Hon. A. BELL.-Why dOl not the
Govell"nme!Il t assist us ~ They should lay
down a definite policy as tQi what they
are going to charge for the power supply.
They sholuld charge Bendigo, Ballarat,
Geelong, and every other oentre the same
as Me,lbourne. LInes could be run from
}~eJbourne to other parts of the country
silllUltaneQiusly with the installa"tion of
the lines between Morwell and MelbQiurne. It is only a, question of the
labour. We have the poles, and we
would be a.ble to secure the wire. The
present railway freights are a sufficient
handicap against any industries that are
conducted in the country without any
furyher handicap being imposed. If the
polIcy of the Government is deicentraJization, they have an opportunity now to
show it by declaring that they will supply country centres with eJectrio porwer
a,t the same price as Melbourne. We
have the right to that. We are finding
the money for this scheme.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-Do you experet to get coal in Ballarat at the same
price as Melbourne ~
The Hon. A. BELL.-We have to pa."
freight ou the cQial. If the Government
dOl not announce a definite policy for
giv:ing relief to oountry centres, country
membe'rs will have to form a combination
strong enough to upset the GQivernment
or any other power., The matter is' in
the hands of the representatives of the
people. People who have invested their
mOoney in industries in the country are
not gQiing to sit. down quie,tly while this
sort of thing goes on. If the Commissioners a.re allowed to charge whate,ver
the,y like there will be trouble" and I hQipe
th at trQiuble will be obvia,ted by the Government bring'ing in a. me'asure prQividing that a flat ra,te shall be charged fQir
the po-weiT supplied.
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The Hon. F. W. BRAWN.-I was
sat.isfied. with the explanation given by Sir
J oohn MQinash last night. He made it
quite clear that, where sa1es could be
made in centres outside Melbourne, the
Commissioner's would be only too p[eased
to supply the power. At a deputatiQln
this mOiTning we received an assurance
from the Minister on the same lines, and
that quite satisfied me that the GOovernment and the Commissioners are in earnest Q1n this ma,tter. I am prepared to
acceQt the assurance that, if country
centres can put up a. payable prQipOositiOon
frOom the stand-point of me,eting costs, the
Commis~ioners will bel prepared to supply
them WIth electricity almost at the same
price as that at which it is supplied in
Melhourne.
. The Hon. W. KENDELL.~Last night
SIr J Qihn Monash took up most of the time
available, so that there was very little
time left in which to' questJiou him. We
were informed tha,t we were cOlIIlmitted to
the Morwell scheme, and would ha.ve to
go on with it. Last night I asked Sil"
John Monash whethea.- the Commissioners
had revised their estimates in acco['dance
with variQius industrial demands and the
increases in prices of materials. He assured me that the estimates had been re'vised. Foil" instance, he said that the
estimate of the cost of transporting cOla!
from the open cut tQi the porwer-house
had been raised from 2s. 2d. to' 2s. 6d.
pea.- ton. The report tha,t we had before
us last ye1ar cOonclusively proves that Mr.
Bell has every reason to fear tha.t the
people a,t Ballarat will not get electric
power from this scheme. In that report
the COllllmissione'rs set down £323,000 as·
the cost Qif the transmission line from:
Morwell to Richmond, a. distance of 80·
miles. Does anyone mean to say that
the qOlIIlmissionell's can carry the supply
80 mIles further to Ballarat, and makeit available at the same ,price as in ~{el
bourne ~ Sir John MQinash has said some-·
thing tJIat nO' sensible man can swallow'.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEy.-It will be according to the quantity used.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-The cost
per mile of constructing the transmission
line I presume to he about the same in the
case of a line to Ballarat as it would be in
the case of a line from Morwell to Melbourne.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-They would
not be transmitting the same power, and
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shall find that we are landed in an expe!llditure Df some £6,000,000, and
that, when the scheme is gO'ing
properly, the who1e of our industrial
life will be in Melbourne. I am not saying anything about Ballarat. It is, however, ea'Sy to show a map with a green
stroke going to' Ballarat, and a blue stroke
gDing to' Geelong; but it is easier to put a
blue stroke on a map than to put dO'wn a
cable to carry the power. There is no
getting away from the fact that this is a
centralization scheme. Once this power
is brought to Melbourne, it will be said,
" WeH, if you want to' start an industry,
come to Melbourne and start it."
Sir
John Monash made the statement that
everything was going to be done automatically, by the use of steam shovels and
various other appliances. It was to be a
case of 'Simply saying, "Hey, presto!"
that~
and away she goes. But five minutes afterThe Hon. W. KENDELL.-Kiewa was wards he had to admit that they were
described as a very mountainous country, going to employ 500 hands, and he stated
difficult of access. I want to quote some that they would prefer to get married
figures to show that the estimates have men. If every/thing is going to be autonot been revised in accordance with the matically wor~ed, what will they want
fresh demands which have been made. with 500 hands ~
In the report we had last year, the powerThe Hon. W. A. ADAMSON.-YOU canhouse and plant and the transmission line not move this with one man.
are put down at £1,760,000; the terminal
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-That is
station is put down at £266,000. There what I am coming to. They want 500
was nO provision in that estimate for the hands.
building of a town. In the schedule to'
The Hon. W. A. ADAMSON.-Five milthis Bill we have provision fDr £75,000 lion will be wanted if there is nO machifor building a town. We also have provi- nery.
sion for £70,000 for building offices in
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-They will
Melbourne. That is not included in last want 10,000,000 men if they do not do
year's figures, and yet we find that the more than the hands at Morwell are doing
total amount now is £1,430,000, or practi- to-day. When you have the whole of the
cally less than the amount which was men- industries joined up to this scheme, there
tioned last year. One of the officials in is no assurance that these fellows will not
connexion with the scheme was before the want £10 a day, and then the whole thing
Railways Standing Committee, and, in could be helld U~'. In the case of Kiewa,
answer to some question, he told us, in once the power IS harnessed, it will workregard to' the inward traffic that there without the employment of 500 hands.
wa,s like1ly to' be on the prDposed It will go on like Tennyson's brook. The
railway line, that it was protPosed advantage of the Kiewa scheme is that it
tOo build accommodation for 500 fami- is situated in the northern area.
lies. That meant 500 hDuses. Each
The PRESIDENT.-I would ask the
of these houses is estima ted to cost honorable member to keep closer to the
about £600. In place of £75,000, that Bill. There is nothing about Kiewa in
would require an expenditure of £300,000. the Bill.
H('norable members are getting these little
The: Hon. W. KENDELL.-The interbits of information piecemeal. By-and- ject.ions of honorable members threw me
by the scheme will be very much like the off the track.
scheme for the electrification of the subThe PRESIDENT.-The honorable
urban railways.
Instead of costing member need not take notice of interjec~
£2,000,000 or £3,000,000, as estimated, we tions.

the cable would not cost anything like
that.
The HDn. W. KENDELL.-I am not
prepared to enW\r into dialDgues with hDnorable members on this su bjeot. I know
that the time has gone by when I could
prevent this scheme being carried out. I
want however, to enter my protest
agai~st there being foisted on this country a scheme about which we have not
really definite information.
The Hon. G. M. DAvls.-Can you suggest anything better ~
The Ron. W. KENDELL.-I think I
could suggest a better one; but it is no use
doing 'So. They will not take it on.
The Han. F. W. BRAwN.-Wh&e is it~
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-It is at
Kiewa.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Where is
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The Hon. W. KENDELL.-I do not
know whether you, Mr. President, could
manage to disregard some of ,these silvery
voices, but I cannot. However, I will
try to keep well within the limits of the
Bill. I know it is no use objecting to the
Bill. The scheme has been started, and
we are committed to it. But I want to
show that we are committed to a scheme
that will result in a great deal more expenditure than we bargained for.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-You say that
the figures given last night are not correct?
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-I complain that we were not given the fq.ll
figures. As a matter of fact, the figures
that were given last night would indicate
that, instead of having increased their
estimates in a'ccordance with r1sing costs,
the Commissioners have decreased them.
They anticipate to do things now more
cheaply than they did twelve months ago.
A great num~er of items have not been
'provided for in these Estimates.
Of
course, the Bill is ,only to give authority
for the raising of a portion of the money
that will be needed in connexion with the
scheme; but, a's we have heen in many
other 'cases, we are already committed
to this scheme, although we do not know
yet what the actual result will be. We
have had people up here on several occasions to speak in favour of this scheme,
but who have the speakers· been? They
have taken up all the available time, and
they have been people who are going to
make a very good thing out of it. That
is a position one cannot get away from.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-Who else
could you get?
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-We might
get an independent man who is not committed to the sc.heme.
The Hon. J. P. J ONEs.-The ,same
thing ·eould be said of the people who are
supporting the Kiewa se-heme.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-Possibly
the same thing could be said of them.
The honorable member is dragging in
Kiewa again.
It i,s not my fault. I
would rather not take notice of interjections, but Mr. Jones's persuasive powers
cannot be resisted. I want to enter my
protest against this scheme.
I do not
think that it is going to a)e all that is
expected.
I do not mind saying here
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that another scheme has not had a fair
show.
The Hon. Dr. HARRLS.-I would
suggest the adjournment ,of the debate
until to-morrow.
The Hon. A. ROB1N-80N (AttorneyGeneral) .-1 will agree to the wd.journment until to-morrow. Statements have
been made in anO'ther place chaUenging
some ·of the figures in these estimates,
and the Premier has informed the other
House that this matter would be held
over until to-morrow.
The ·debate was adjourned until the
fonowing day.
LAND TAX BILL.
T.he House went into Oommittee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Consideration was resumed of clause

2Subject to the Land Tax Acts there shall in
the case of each owner of land be charged
levied and collected by the Commissioner and
paid for the use elf His Maj esty in aid of the
consolidated revenue for the year ending on
the thirty-first day of December One thousand nine hundred and twenty-one a duty of
land tax upon land for every pound sterling
of the unimproved value thereof as assessed
under the Land Tax Acts at the rate set forth
in the Schedule to this Act: Provided that
the minimum 8-ll0nnt of tax payable in the
said year by any taxpayer assessed under the
Land Tax Acts shall be Two shillings and
sixpence.

The CHAIRMAN.-I propose to
allow Mr. Crooke a little latitude so
that he may really make a second-reading
speech on this clause. He was not able
to deal with the subject last night owing
to a return not having been furnished.
There is a precedent in this Ohamber
for what I am now allowing. Sir Henry
W rixon was allowed to make a seconclreading speech under similar circumstances. I do this more readily because
I know that Mr. Orooke does not speak
at length, and always speaks to the point.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-The information that was furnished to me to-da.y
by the Attorney-General, in answe~ to
the questions I put, has cl.eared away
many of my objections, and it is
·nnfortunate that the information was
not given at an earlier stage. The
other night I had not a copy of the
s·chedule, and I was not able to refer
defini,tely to what it contained. The real
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cause of the trouble in -connexion with the
schedule ar:uses in regard to only three
lines. The part to which I shall refer is
that relating to the value of improvements. It is stated that " Value of improvements / mealls the sum by which
the impro.vements increase the value
of the land-the cost must not be exceeded."
Any man, on reading that,
could come tOo nD othe·r conclusion
than that the value of the' improvements must not exceed what they
originally cost him.
I pointed Oout the
difficulty due to the fact that land
had ·changed hands, and that the new
proprietors had no idea of the ·original
eost of the improvements. 80me people
came to me for advice, and I told them
to go to the Department and to get. the
original ·cost of the improvements. I interviewed the Commissioner, and he was
inclined to admit that there had been a
conisiderabJe inCirea~e lin values ;in the
city, but ~vas no·t disposed to go so far in
reference to the ·country. I wrote to an
architect to give me an idea of the increase of the values in the metropolis,
and he statesI

Comparison has been made between costs per
square of houses built during 1914 and of
houses of similar type and finish built by same
architects during the latter half of 1920. All
houses are dwelling h.ouses of brick, and are in
suburbs of Melbourne':Increase.
Example 1
Sl per cent.
Example 2
89 per cent.
Example 3
. . 103 per cent.
Example 4
119 per cent.
Example 5
. . 124 per cent.
Average

103 ,per cent.

It will be seen that the increase varies considerably. It appears to be greatest in buildings of better finish.

I also wrote to Messrs. -Briscoe and Company for information ~n regard to wire
netting and other things, and they have
furnished me with the cost in January,
1914, and in December, 1920. For wire
netting, the cost in 1914 was £36 a
mile, and now it is £115. For black wire,
No. 8 gauge, the respective prices are
£7 lOs. and £29 a ton. For galvanized
,vri.re, No. 8 gauge, the respective prices
are £9 and £45 a ton; and for galvanized
iron, 26 gauge, £18 lOs. and £60 lOs.
It is evident from these figures that the
farmer has to bear increases much in the
same proportion as are borne in the
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metropolis. Oonsequently a great increase in the value of improvements must
be allowed. There is a difficulty in regard ,to the depreciation of amprovements.
Of course, fences that are damaged by
fire deteriorate very rapidly, but in ~hese
ma tters every man has to decide on the
merits ·of his own case. The other point
to which I alluded was the time selected
for the valuation, namely, a .boom time.
The Department is not inclined to admit
that there is going to tbe any reduction.
At present, the price of -crossbred wool is
very low. The wool is practically not
worth t·he bale it is in. If that will not
depreciate the value -of 'country land, nothing will. The otlier porint I wished tOo
emphasize was that a particularly awkward time of the year had been chosen
for the valuation. I do not sec why the
infoTInation should not have been asked
for during the winter. .r think it can
be explained -by the fact of the general
election. I notice that the forms were
got ready in September last.
The retUrns were not asked for until the electi{)n was ·over. The Department has assured me that they will give evary
licen-ce to the farmers, but I think most
of them are not aware of this, and they
ha ve been trying to get their returns in
within the time specified. It was to have
been the 30th November, but now it ha::;
been extended to the end of the year, and
the Department will make a further concession to anyone who require.s it.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 2-(Rate of land tax for 1921).
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-A great
many of the returns must have been sent
in already. What means will be taken
to notify these people that they can send
in special returns in regard to the valuation of improvements ~ I suppose that
all those who have sent [n returns have
valued the improvements at the original
. cost. The present cost would be very
much greater, both in the country and in
the city.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-Many of the
improvements are worn out. The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-Improvements in the ·country are kept up pretty
well to the value. With few exceptions, the
buildings and the fences are worth nearly
as much as when they were first ,put up.
The Minister must admit that the present
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actual value is far above the original
cost of the improvements. I was asked
by some persons :about the returns, and
I told them that they had to put down
the actual cost of the improvements.
These people should be notified that that
is not so.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-There was
a general impression that we were going
to have uniformity in Oommonwealth
and State in regard to the income tax
and the land tax. There is a good deal of
irritation existing at the present time
owing to the fact .that the State haos. asked
for a re-appraisement. A similar step
lllay be taken by the Federal authorities
next year. If uniformity were secured
between State and OOIl1!D1onwealth, it
would be a saving to hoth, and would give
less trouble to the taxpayers. It will
mean enormous expense to the Government and the individual to arrnve now at
a fair assessment of the improvements.
It is difficult for the property owner to
arrive at a fair value of improvements.
I cannot understand why this reappraisement should take plaice at this
time.
The llon. G. M. DAVLS.- I consider
that this revaIuation is quite unnecessary. At the time of the last valuation,
owners sent in their valuations, and they
were 'confirmed ,by the Department's
valuations. That led to the basi.s upon
which the unimproved value was ascertained. There 'has been a tremendous
difference during tp.e last few years in
the values of property. It would have
been much easier for the Government tQ
have increased the tax by fd. in the £1
than to have adopted the present method.
That would have meant a 50 per cent.
increase, /but it would have saved all the
tr,ouble that is now Ibeing experienced. It
would have been a much wi.serr and better
plan for the Government and the people.
The unimproved value, after all, is a
matter of guesswork to a very large extent. Land may be worth £15 or £20 an
acre to-day and in twelve months time be
worth only £10· or £15. Then you will
find a difference in the prices realized
for adjoining properties owing to
competition or some other cause.
In my opinion it. is a great pity that the
Government should have asked the community to forward fresh returns at this
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particular juncture, beca use we know
tha t in all directions we are at the apex.
of prices, and that in the future there
will be a. general trend fOir prioea tOi
lower. When the Act came into force
the taxpayers sent in the unimproved
~Tal ues of their land.
All the figures
were available in the office, and the Go\Ternment could have asked the Commissioner to give them the total, and then, if
necessary, the Goverl1Jment could ha,ve incre1ased thel tax by id. in the £ 1. Tha.t
would ha,ve saved nO' end of trou hIe and a
large amount O'f expense.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON .-A Bill for
that purpose would have been thrown
out.
The Hon. G. M.. DAVIS .-It would
have been carried with Gut the slightest
trouble. Farmers are experiencing the
greatest difficulty in making up the returns, which are causing them sleepless
nights. "IIow many ..farmers can tell the
CGst Gf their buildings Gr their fencing 1
I am sure that the bulk 0'£ the men Qn
the land cannot furnish proper returns.
That melans that they have to go to the
expensel Gf getting others to' dOl it forr them.
Even t.hen theJ returns are incoTre'otly
made, because they must be based on the
infoTmation supplied by the farmers. The
prGper thing for the Government. to have
done would have be'en to takel the total
unim,proved, value, and then increase or
lessen the tax as required. I protest
against the people being asked to make
returns now.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-One
is tempted to say a wGrd or twO' after
hearing -the: arguments in support of
thel contention that unimprGved valu~
are about the same or little mOTe
than they werel in 1912.
Accord·
ing to. ,an elStiroate in Gur own Year.
Book the increase in the unimproved
valu~ of land has been £50,000,000,
and that estimate is, rather on the' conservative side. Those figures need some
explaining a,way.
I was able to elicit
Gther information in a return with regard
to fifty estates over £5,000 in val ue,
which were bought for the purposes of
closer settlement. According to the price
,paid by the. GGve'rnment fOT the properties,- and the value Gf the im-provements shown in the return of the Chief
Value'r fGr the Closer Settlement Board,
the unim prQved val ue of thooe estates
was £700,000. Yet for laud tax purpGses
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the value was £405,000. That return public policy.
The land tax officers
proved either that the Government paid could not move until the Government
too much fo[" the land or that it was directed them to make a fresh valuation
ridiculouslly under-valued for land tax and, as a matter of f~ct, are-valuation
purposes. In the municipality of Coburg is long overdue.
the land values which were given by the
The Ron. R. F. RICRARDSON.-Mr.
land tax office, ,and which, presumably, McNamara. stated tha,t the unimproved
have been brought up to date, amount valuation by the city of Coburg is double
to £500,000. Re.eenUy the municipality what it is for land tax purposes. r do
adopted t,he principle of rating on unim- not know whether he means the valuation
proved values. During the last few days by the land-owners or the land-tax
the valuation has been completed and ac- valuers.
cepted by the munic~p'ality, and a rate has
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-By both,
been struck. The unimprQved land valua- as a matter of fact.
tio'll for the municipality of C'ob,urg
The Ron. H. F. RICHARDSON .-In
amDunts to £1,090,599 as ag am st the first place the owne'rs made the valua£500,000 for land tax purposes over the tions. Then the Department-the Gosame area.
vernment is not tD blame in the matter
The RDn G. M. DAVIs.-That is an -appointed certain men to make valua-'
estimate by the valuers.
tiOlIlS .. Subsequetntly, they ch~ked the
The RDn. W. R. EDGAR.-The rate- . valuatIons mad~ fo~ .the office WIth thos~
payers can appeal against the valuatiDns. made by the Ind~vI~u~.
In a goo
many cases the mdivIdual was called
The HQn. D. L. McN AMA~.~Of upon to pay arrea,rs of taxation, which was
course they can.
The valuers In the a most unfair thing. Mr. McNamara sugmunicipality of ~oburg, however, have gests that there must De gross carelessmade the valuatIOns for __ ~ number. Qf ness and incompet'ence on the part of the
years under the old system of ratm~, valuers aPlpointed by the land ta,x
and they have not had any trouble In offices, if there, is this great discrepancy
rega,rd tD appeals. The chances are that between the land tax valuations and the
this is a. ~Qnservativ~ estima.te. ~,ost of valuations made by the municipalities. I
the mUnICIpal valua,tlOns are consIde,rably realize that in a great many districts, ~hat
und~r .the.t:ue alue . If there a.r~ other is a fact.
A number of incompetent
municipahties I?- t.he sa?J-e p.OSItlOll as men were appointed by the land tax
0burg, then .It ]-8 qUIte time ~here office.
Applications were invited for
IS a re-valuatlOn for land tax pur- competent persons tOI make valuations for
poses.
I do not agree with Mr. land tax purposes, but they were expected
Davis that a super-tax should be to dOl it at the lowest possible fee. There
imposed.
The proper way is to bring were instances in which competent
the land tax valuations up to date. valuers sent in their charge far making a
There are SDme lands in this State that valuatiOln, hut some one else offered to
dO' not show the same increase in values do it for half the" cost,_ and the cheaper
as other lands, so if they were all taxed on man's services were accep£ed. I am not
the basis of 1912 it ~Duld be an unfair quite sure if all the valuations have been
position. I dOl not knQw that the agita- made yet. If. t.hey have been cQmpleted
tion which I have created in this Rouse it has only 00en done in recent years.
has nDt been somewhat responsible for Time after time ques,tions have been
exposing the difference between the true asked in this House as to whether the
unimproved values of land in this State valuations we;:r'e finished. I join wit,h othe'r
and the valuations fOT land tax purposes honorable memhers in saying that the
some eight years agD:
In a few days time is inopportune to' compel owners to
figures will prDbably be available in re- make fresh valuations. We are well
gard to Caulfield and other municipali- aware that the Federal Government have
ties, and I venture to say that when the appoint-ed a special Commission, which is
unimproved value is assessed by the muni- taking evidence with regard to taxation
cipal officers, it will be 100 per cent. matters. I should like to know whether
higher than what it is assessed at for land the State Government intend tQ take any
tax purposes. I am satisfied that the notice of the recommendations of that
land tax officers know exactly what the Commission.
Time afte,r time I have
position is, but that it is a question of argued on t~e floor of this House that it
l
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would be very desirable to have had properly appointed valuers. I have contended
that the E'tates throughout the Commonwealth should be divided into reasonably-

sized districts, and com petent val uers
should be permanently appointed to make
valuations fo~ Federal, State, probate,

and

municipal

purposes.

That

is a prO/pe,r and business-like way of
dealing with the taxation. -But that has
not been hrought about. Is it the intention of the iState Government to recognise in any way the proposals that will
be made by the Federal 'Taxation Oommissioner? As president ·of the :Municipal Association, I have ·been asked by the
Commission to give evidence on this matter upon the return of the ,Commission
from ,Sydney. By unanimous resolution
passed two years ago, the munici.pal
delegates expres&ed themselves in favour
of uniformity in the valuations for State,
Federal, and municipal taxation purposes. iThere is a matter to which Mr.
Orockett drew attention the other night.
W1ill the State Land Tax Department
make the new taxation retrospective? If
the new returns give an increase of valuations, will it be made to date ba.ck for
two or three years?
The Hon. A. ROBINSON .-N o.
The -Hon. R. F. ruCHARDSON.That is an assurance I am glad to have.
The Hon. G. L. OOUDIE.-I wish to
enter a protest against the method
adopted by the Department in regard to
the valuations of properties. The onus
i8 made to rest on the land-owner. In
the past our experience has been that
where land-owners have gone to the expense of having their land valued by an
impartial valuer, they got no good results.
The [)epartment Bent their own
valuers, and where their valuations did
not agree wit.h the land-owners' valuations, the land-owners. were hit for the
difference. This has resulted in a lot
of annoyance. I ho:pe that a different
method will 'be adopted in the future.
Mr. ICrooke has elicited from the Minister
the information that the Department intend to gi ve those persons who are
aff·ected a certAin _amount of latitude in
respect of the time allowed for
the preparation of their returns. The
valuation is being made at a very inopportune time for land-owners. - The

Bill.

wheat farmer is in the middle of his harvest.
The Han. OW. L. BAILLIEU.-It would
have been impossible to select a worSe
time.
The IRon. G. L. GOUDIE.-That is
so. I .should like to get an assurance from
the AttorneY-iGeneral that the latitude he
has -promised will cover a period of at
least :six weeks. 'That will give the farmer -an opportunity of getting in ·his harvest before making up his returns.
IThe tHon. A. ROBINSON.-.! think it a
fair thing to -extend the time to the 31st
J.anuary.
The Ron. O. L. OOUDIE.-I am
pleased to get .that answer from the Minister. Mr. ·MeN amara has drawn attention to the fact that in the .past pr·operties
have been very much under-valued.
The H-on. tD. L. McNAMARA.-In some
districts in ;particular.
The lIon. G. L. GOUDIE.-It is hard
to get ~t the Department's definition of
the unimproved value of land. It is difficult to ·find out what the improvements
on ,a .property are worth. A house property might sell at £1,000 to-morrow, at
£1,1200 in a week's time, and it might go
up to £1,.500 shortly afterwards. Only
an eXlpert ·could decide what the real value
of .such ,a property is.
The Hon. W. ,J-. BEOIQ)TT.-I think
honorable members will a.gree that values
have increased ep.ormously during the last
five or six years. Between 1913 and 1917
there WillS a rise in the value ·of landed
properties throughout the .state of at'least
25 per cent. The Government are to be
commended for having new valuation returns compiled. Land that could have been
purchased in 1913 for £4 an acre ·cQuld
not ~e obtained to-day at anything under
.£6 an acre. Tn the metropolis ~property
has doubled, and, in some cases, t'rebled
That
and even quadrupled, in v-alue.
being so, we ·should expect to find that
the Taxation Department has a vastly
increased .revenue. As a m·atter of fl1ct,
t.h~ increase. fO'r the four years I have
named is only ,about £51,000. LIn 1913-14
the amount collected in land tax was
£30&;2412, and in 1917-18 it was £3·53,196.
Since 19,17 values have been steadily rising. I think the State ITreasurer will be
gratified by the result if land-owners, including land-owners who are memiber:s
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of this Ohamber" make an up-to-date statem€nt of their assets. I do not think that
any man in the community objects to
paying his fair share of tax·ation.
Mr.
Goudie very .properly pointed out that
1'118 harvest time is a very awkward time
for the assessment of improvements; and
I was pleased to hear the Attorney. . General say that the primary ,producers would
have till the end of Jlanu'ary to make a
proper assessment in connexion with the
land tax.
The Hon. W. L. R. OLARKE.-Mr.
B€c~ett said that no man would object to
paying his just dues. ~hat is just where
the GOIvernment loses, inasmuch as it
tries, by unfair' methods of taxation, and
at the very height of a boom period, to
collect more in taxation than a fair
amount. The consequence is that people
right throughout the country are antagonistio to the GOovernment and to its
methods. The Department is overreaching itself.
Some of its methods can
scarcely be oalled honest. It gets a little
dishonest money here and there, but, on
the whole, it loses, as people alway.s do
who forget the principle that "Honesty
is the 'best .policy."
The Hon. E. L.KIERNAN.-It would
appear, from the general tenor of the
discussion, that the unimproved land
values taxation is confined, more or less,
to country 'people. As a matter of fact,
this tax·ation bears more heavily on the
.
man in the metropolis.
The Hon. W. L. B'AILLIEU.-You would
have a difficulty in proving that statement.
The Hon. E. L. KIERN AN.-Half
the unimproved land value in Victoria is
in the metro:politan area. People in the
metropolis will have to bear at least half
the taxation.
The clause was agreed tOo, as was the
schedule.
The Bill was reported withOlUt amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the mOotion of the Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney-'General), the Bill was
read a third time;
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDl\IENT
BILL.
The Ron. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) mDved the second reading o,f this
Bill. He said-This is a measure dealing
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with the reimbursement of members of
the Leg~slative Assembly,
It is proposed by clause 2 to inorease the amount
from £300 to £500. Honorable members
are aware that I asked them to be in attendance to-mOorrow to deal with this Bill.
I have been info(['med that there is a
la.rger attendance 'of honOorable member.;
tOo-night than we are likely to have tOomorrQtw, and I have a1so ascertained that
. those who are present are agreeable to
tackling this measure to-night instead of
leaving it over till tOI-IDOorrOIW, I dOl not
pro!pooe to' enter intQt a disqUIsitiOon In regard tOo this Bill. When it was first introduced jn another place, the amount
proposed to he paid was £450, but as the
measure comes to us the ·sum is £500.
There is nQi doubt that a large number of
members of anothe.r place weTe elected Oon
the understanding that they WQiuld support
payment at the rate Oof £500 a, year, and
that particular amount wa's agreed to
almost unanimously in another place·. The
increase in salary is oue which I can
candidly say is fair and prOope,r. HOonOorable members are aware that legislatO'rs
in other Parliaments have increased their
emohlments to a rate oonside,rably in excess Oof the sum proposed in this Bill.
Honorable members will agree that the
right thing was done in submitting this
matter' tOo the electors. The1y will also
agree that £300 a year does not no,w represent in its purchasing powe·r anything
like what it did when it was first provided.
The HQtn. W. L. BAILLIEU.-The
provisions of this Bill are well understood
b)1 every honorable member of this House.
The rna tter has been the subject of a good
deal ·of discussion in Parliament and in
the press. I would have :preferred honorable memiber.s .of another pla·ce to have
:been Isa tisfied with an increase to £450,
which was the sum indicated by the Premier in llis policy s·peech.
I am well
aware of the £a,ct that in the co'urse of
the election campaign many mentioned
the higher 'sum.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-A majority
O'f them.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I am
not aware if that is the, faot; but it is
manifest that the majorit,y of those returned favoured the· increase tQi £500. I
dc' not wish tQi suggest that I think £500
is mOore than hDnorable members should
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receive. We have to recognise that m.embers of Parliament should be paid for their
services, and that £500 is not WOirtb
nearly as much nOlw as when the sum o,f
£300' was originally granted.
Still, we
cannot close our eyes to the fact that ha.rd
times are possibly ahead of us, and that
OIl the highest and lowest in the community there will be a call for economy.
The HOn. J. H. DISNEY.-What about
payment of members of this HOouse ~
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-We
have nOI po'wer to deal with that in this
Bill. In connexion with the payment of
members it is greatly tOI their credit that
l1Q. suspiciOon has ever
been ca~t upon
members of this Parliament so far as I
know. F'rom all that we can hear the
same thing cannot be said in reganL tOo
members -of -other Parliaments. The Attorney~eneral intimated that it had been
intend,ed to deal with this Bill to-morrow.
It is only right tOo say that every honGrable member, with the exception of four,
has acquiesoed in the proposal tOo deal
with it to-night.
No, one is injured,
the,refore, by t.aking this Bill at the: present time. I have pleasure in supporting
the motion for the second reading 1 subject to the remark that I wish the iner~ase
had been that; indicated by the Premier.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-In supporting the motion I do not know wbetheT I
would be in O'rder in r,e,fe!rring tOI another
mat.ter which is in the minds of honorable members
I believe all of us will
agree that this increase is long overdue. I
ag~ee wit.h the remarks that have belen
made by Mr. Baillieu; but at the same
time I think provisiQon shQould .have been
made for the reimbursement of members
of this Ohamber.
The PRESIDENT.-The honorable
member must not go beyond the expre.gSIan of that opinion.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I dOo not
want to transgress against the Standing
Orde,rs; but I presume if I ke'p,t Oon expressing that opinion I should be in
order.
The PRESIDENT.-I am afraid the
honorable member would not, because
there is a standing order against tedious
repetition.
The Hon. J. P. JONES..-The Governmeut could easily have made provision to meet the desires Oof a. numberr of
members of this House. F'rom what I
bave been told, an opportunity will be
r
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seized later to give the House a means
of declaring what its opinion is on the
subject.
The Hon. W. A. ADAME'ON.-I was
afraid that Mr. Jones was going to propose an addendum to this Bill. I am glad
he did not, because, as we know, this is
the bunch of carrots held out befOore hOonarable members qlf another place to carry
through work ·in a few weeks which in
Oordinary circumstances would have taken
six months. I agree with Mr. Baillieu
that it would have been better if the sum
had been fixed at £450. However, it is
all very well to. critiCIse the Go'vernment
for having mQoverli from that position. I
see that one of the Melbourne papers has
done so very severely. At the same time the
Premier is the Leader of the House, which
has a number of parties, and we have to
recognise tp.at compromises have to be
made. Pro'barb[y, in agreeing to this small
increase, the Premier acted wisely. I can
agree with honor8!ble members in the
statement that the Tate is not too high.
I know that the honorable member who
represents the constituency in which I
live does an immense amount of wOTk. not
only in Parliament but privately, for his
constituents, and if all honoTable members work as conscientiOously as he does,
£i500 is a ,cheap :pr·oposition. We can all
agree'that £500 is not worth as much as
£300 was fOour O'r five years ago.
The Han. D. L. McNAMARA.-I also
desire to support this Bill, and, like Mr.
Jones, I regret that, nO' provisiOon has been
made by the Government for an allowance
tOo members 0'£ this Chamber too meet
out-of-pOocket ·expenses. The Government
have the sOole power in this ma,tter, because
withOout a GOovern,orr's message it is impos~ibl.e to bring the question dlrectly before
Parliament in a oonstitutiornal way.
Speaking recently, the Premier gave as
one of the reasons why the Legislative
Oouncil was not included in this Bill-The Han. T. H. PAYNE.-I rise to a
point of order. The Bill certainly does
not deal with the payment of members of
this House.
The PRESIDENT.-Mr. McNamara
i" beginning to be ,out of order; but, so
far, he has not been out of order.
The Ron. D. L. McNAMARA.-The
Premier said that the Government had received no mandate from the country in
connexion with the payment of members
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of this House. In this Bill, t4ere is an
amount to which nO reference was made
in the Premier's policy speech, and which
was never referred to in the election
campaign, so far as I am aware. I refer
to the increase of Ministers' 'salarie.s by
a total of £1,600. Part of that money
will go to Ministers in this House. I
ha.ve here a verbatim report of the Premier's policy speech at Oastlemaine.
Dealing with the reinmbursement of
members, he saidThe cost of living is affecting, not merely
wage-eamers and low-salaried people, but it
is compelling even the legal profession to raise
its charges, and some newspapers their prices
and advertising rates. The' Government have
had to recognise that, in bare j\lstice, members are entitled to .some increase in their reimbursements and salaries. It is therefore inten4ed to introduce a measure for that purpose, increasing the amounts now paid to all
members by £150 a year.

That is the only reference the Premier
made to this question.
No reference
wha tever was made to increasing the
salaries of Ministers. I do not take any
exception to Ministers' salaries being increased. I recognise that it is only a
fair thing that they should be increased;
but the argument that one part of the
Legislature should not be dealt with by
this measure because there was no mandate from the :people in respect to it, applies with equal force to the raising of
the salaries of Ministers boY £1,600. The
Premier would have been as ·much justified in including in the Bill a provision
for the reimbursement of members of the
Council as in including the provision for
raising the salaries of Ministers. I understand that there is a suggestion to
increase the salaries of parliamentary
officials'; but I do 'not know if that applies
to the officials of this House. I understand that the proposal is to increase the
salaries of the Ohairmen of Oommi ttees, and the out-of-pocket expenses
allowed to the members -of the
Railways Standing Oommittee. I. believe that that will be dealt with in
another TIle a sure ; but if the argument is used that members of the
Oouncil should not be dealt with in
the measure now Ibefore us because
there was no mandate from the country,
the sallle argument s'hould apply to
increasing the salaries -of all members
who hold any offices. I am not raising
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that point to show that I d"i.sapprove of
such increases. I think that the salaries
which have been paid to members of the
Legislative Assembly have been altogether
inadequate during the last four or five
years, and that. the salaries which it is
now proposed to pay them should have
been paid them many years ago, if it is
accepted that they should be paid a fair
amount for carrying out their duties.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.-I propose
to vote for the second reading of the Bill.
I think I am justified in assuming that
an overwhelming majority of the electors
of Victoria are of the opinion that members of Parliament should receive an
allowance as reimbursement of expenses.
That principle was adopted fifty years
ago. I think the first Act authorizing
the reimbursement of members of Parliament was passed in 1870; and no one
will dispute the fact that the amount of
£300 a year, which was probably fixed
as a sufficient sum at that time, is now
far from adequate. In 1870, £300 would
purchase as much as £600 will now purchase. Under the Bill, the salaries of
members of another place are to be £500
per annum. I obtained from the Oom-'
monwealth Statistician a statement with
regard to relative values of money in 1870
and now. He .statesThe wholesale numbers ('price-indexes) for
1871 and August, 1920. are, respectively,
1229 and 2692; that is, the price-index in
August, 1920, was 2.19 times that of 1871.
The equivalent of £300 on that bwsis is £657.

I think that the Ministry were quite
justified, although it appears that the
£500 was not named when they were befO're the country, in agreeing to' £500
now as a compromise. I consider that
prices have rea'ched the apex, and there
are strong indications that there will be
a tumble down. But there is no doubt,
in my opinion, that the Government are
quite justified in increasing the payments
of members ,of another place to £500. As
I have said, the yeople of Victoria, by
an overwhelming majority, are in favour
of the principle of members being reimbursed their expenses. I shall have great
pleasure in supporting the Bill.
All the members present having ranged
thems,elves on the side of the" Ayes," the
President declared the second reading of
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back to the State Parliament. I understand that if this -amendment is carried,
sub-clause (2) of this ,clause is to ,be
omitted.
The Hon. W. A. ADAMSON.-Does
this clause mean that a member of the
Legislative As'sem'bly or the Legislative
CONSTITUTION ACT
Council will tender his resignation, and
AMENDMENT ACT 1915
will cease f.rom that moment to be a memAMENDMENT BILL.
,of the Rouse, and that the writ for
ber
The House went into ·Committee f.or the
the election of a new member will be
further consideration of this Bill.
Oonsideration was resumed of clause held back to give him -an opportunity to'
gain the seat he has resigned from ~
It
2does
not
mean
that
the
seat
will
be
kept
(1) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the principal Act contained whenever open for him, but that he may :'become a
any vacancy occurs in the Council or the As- candidate for the seat.
sembly by reason of any member resigning his
The Hon. FRANK ,OLARKE.-That is
seat for the purpose of seeking election for the what will be done if the amendment I
Parliament of the ·Commonwealth of Australia
if such member when tendering his resignation am yet to propose is ,agreed to.
The amendment was agreed to.
notifies in writing to the President or the
Speaker his intention to seek such election and
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE (Minihis intention in the event of his failing to
secure such election to become again a candi- ster of Public W·orks).-The next amenddate for the vacancy aforesaid, then the issue ment is really important. - :r m-ovethe Bill carried by an absolute majority
of the Council.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and afterwards passed through its remaining stages.

of the writ for the election of a member to fill
such vacancy shall be delayed until the result
of such Commonwealth election shall have been
first officially declared by the returning officer.
(2) If t.he member so resigning his seat and
notifying the President or the Speaker as aforesaid(a) fails to secure election for the Parliament of the Commonwealth; and
(b) is nominated as a candidate for the
vacancy occurring through his own
resignation as aforesaid,
the returning officer to whom the writ is
directed shall forthwith without holding a poll
publicly declare him to be duly elected and the
writ shall be so returned notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the principal Act.

That sub-clause (2) be omitted.

During the second-reading debate, several
honorable members expressed themselves
as being generally in favour of the Bill,
but expressed disapproval of the provision
made to enable members automatically to
drop back into their seats without election if they failed to be elected to the
F'ederal Parliament. I myself expressed
that view. I got hold ·of the Parliamentary Draftsman, and we went to work
to see how best we could provide for that
in the Bill, so that a State member could
Iesign and stand fOT a Federal seat, and
then be eligible for the State election.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE (Mini- The Bill, with my amendmen t, would
ster of Public Works).-I have amend- provide that if a State member resigns in
ments to move in this clause. I move- order to stand for a Federal seat, and he
That the words when tendering his resig- notifies the Speaker or the President -of
nation" be omitted.
his course of action and his intentions, the
Speaker or the President will withhold
'The amendment was -agreed. ·to.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE (Mini- the writ ordering ,a new State election
until after the result of the Federal elecster ·of Public W,orks).-I moveThat the following words be inserted in lieu tion is announced~ when the Speaker or
of those struck out: -" tenders his resignation the President will issue the writ for a
within twenty-one days prior to the date of the new State election for that seat, and then,
issue of the writ for the said election, and"
of course, the man defeated at the Federal
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I want election will be eligible to nominate for
to be dear as to what we are doing. We the State electiOlIl, and to: stand for
reported iPI'logre~s in ,orde:r tha't ,an €,lection. The Parliamentary Draftsman
amendment might ,be ,submitted to enable agrees that the amendment omitting suba member of the State Parliament to clause (2) will attain what I have stated.
stand f.or a Federal ,constituency, and to
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I trust
have his place still open for him to come that the amendment proposed by the MinH
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ister of Public W·orks to omit sub-clause
(2) will not be ,carried, because it will
materially alter the purpose of the Bill.
At the Premiers' Conference held recently
in Melbourne, it was decided, without a
di~sentient voice, that, as the Commonwealth Government had failed to
amend their legislation so as to make
a Bill of this ltind unnecessary; the
State Governments, other than Tasmania - where this exact law is
now in operation-would bring before
their several Parliaments Bills to amend
the law on the lines of the Tasmanian
Act. The provisions -of the Tasmanian
Act are incorporated in th1s Bill. The
object of the Bill is to give State members the same privileges as they had under
our own Constitution prior to the Act of
the Federal Parliament pTcventing -State
m-embers from contesting seats in the Commonwealth Parliament. My object was to
-make ,our law ,the same as the law in Tasmania. It might be said that many members of the State Parliament might conA
test seats if this Bill were carried.
similar Act has been in operation for five
or six years in Ta~mania, but it was only
at the last Federal election in that State
that for the first time a member of the
State House became a candidate for a
Federal seat and was not successful in the
contest. Under the provisions of the Act,
he was enabled to return to the State Parliament. That Act provides exactly what
was contemplated by our Constitution in
1903. This ·clause of the Bill is on the
lines of section 30 of the Constitution Act
1915, which provides as f'ollows:---.;
When any member of either House of the
Parliament of Victoria is elected a member of
either House of the Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia(a) if no petition is lodged against the
return of such member to the Par liament of the Commonwealth of Australia within the period provided for
lodging such petition, then upon the
expiration of such period; or
(b) if such a petition is lodged within such
period and is afterwards finally determined in his favour, then upon final
determina.tion,
his seat in the Parliament of Victoria shall
fbrthwith become vacant.

That is a far-reaching provision, and goes
further than my Bill does. I ask honorable members, in an fairness, if in carrying this Bill they will not be doing something that is not 'So broad in its eir·ecns as
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our own Constitution would be were it
not for the Federal embargo.
I hope
·the honorable gentlemap. will not persist
in the amendment, .but that if he does
honorable members will reject it.
The l-1on. H. F. R1CHARDSON.-I
support the honorable member in charge
of the Bill. If the sub-clause is struck
out the Bill will be of very little value.
I have felt all along that it was fair that
members of the State Parlirument should
hav~ the opportunity that is given in
Tasmania of contesting Federal seats
. and, if defeated, of going b3Jck to their
old seats. 'The great argument was that
it would mean the disfranchisement of the
electors of the province if this were allowed, but they would be disfranchised
for a longer time if this altelf'altion WeTa

not made. The Federal election takes
place automatically, and if the State member is defeated he goes back to his State
seat, but in the ·other case the elector'S
would be disfranchised for at least a
month longer. I do not think there is
much in the disfranchisement argument.
We have had members absent from this
House for more than a month owing to
illness or through some urgent bu'Siness.
Not many members will take advantage
of the Bjll if it is passed.
~:he Hon. FRANK CLARKE (Minister of Public Works).-If a Liberal member of the State Parliament were indue-cd
to stand as a Labour member for the
Federal Parliament, or vice versa) do not
honorable members think that his constituents should he given an opportunity
of expressing their ,opinion of his conduct? Should his constituents not have
an opportunity of re-electing or l:'ejectiJ).g
him?
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Is such a
thing' probable?
The Hon. FR~I\NK CLARKE.-It has
Th-e electors ought to
happened before.
have an opportunity of saying whether
they approve of his conduct.
The Hon. W. A. ADAMSON.-At one
. time a member of this House resigned to
contest a seat for the Federal Parliament,
but he was defeated.
lIe went back to
his State constituents, and they rejected
him.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-What was
his name?
The Hon. W. A. ADAMSON.-I think
his name was Smith.
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The RDn. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I dD
not know whether in the case mentioned
by Mr. Adamson the member was defeated for the province. I think if a
membe'r wish€S to st.and for a Federal
seat, and the door is kept open for him in
this House, it is only what should be
done. I have been affected by what Mr.
MeN amara said was in '.our CDnstitutiDn
Act.
It is a very strong argument why
we should adopt this proposal. Then we
also have the fact that at the last Premiers' Conf.e,rence a motion was carried
in favour of this course.
'The R·on. E. L. KIERNAN.-While
we can accept the suggestions made by
Mr. Frank Olarke in regard to sub-clause
(1), it is an entirely different thing to
ask us to reject sub-clause (2).
That
would mean emasculating the Bill. Mr.
Clarke spoke of a Liberal member standing as a Labour man for the Federal
Parliament, or vice versa.
If what the
honorable gentleman said should be done
in that case, should it not also be done in
the case of a member who during his
tenure in the State Parliament changes
his opinions ~
We know that members
change their opinions during their tenure
of office.
If I were tD change my
opinions I should have to go bef.ore my
cDnstituents.
I am sure that honorable
members will agree to retain subclause (2).
The Committee divided on the question
that sub-clause (2), 'prDposed to be
omitted, stand part of the clauseAyes
17
Noes
9
Majority against the
amendment

8

AYES.

Mr. BaiHieu
" Beckett
" Bell
" Chandler
" ,Crockett
" Disney
" Goudie
Dr. Harris
Mr. Hicks

Mr. Kiernan .
" M'cNamara
" Richardson
" Robinson
Sir H. Weedon
Mr. W.hite.
Tellers:
Mr. Jones
" Kendell.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
Sir

Austin
F. G. Clarke
W. L. R. Clarke
Crooke
W. Manifold

Mr. McWhae
" Payne.
Tellers:
Mr. Adamson
" D~vis.

The dause, as amended, was ·agreed to.

Act 1915 Amendment Bill.

The Bill was reported with an amendment, and the amendment was adopted.
On the motion .of the Hon. D. L.
MeNAMARA, the Bill was then read a
third time.
VIOTORIAN LOAN BILL.
The Rouse went intD Committee for
the further ~onsideration of this Bill.
Discussion was {I'esumed on dause 2(Power to raise money for the purposes
0.£ this Act).
The Ron. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-It will be recollected that Mr.
Beckett last night raised a point during
the consideration of this Bill. Reference
was made to the fact that under the Surplus Revenue Bill we were paying off
certain deficit bonds. By the Treasury
Bonds Act of 1914 authority was given to
issue £1,200,000 of Treasury bDnds.
Those bonds were for the purpose
of raising funds to meet the deficit
in 1914-15, expected to accrue owing
to the disastr~)Us drought affecting the
country and the sudden paralysis of trade
on, the outbreak of war. The bonds were
issued at the -current rate of interest, and
i.t was provided that they should be redeemable during a certain period, ending
in 1920. . It was thought that with good
seasons we might discharge the bonds by
tha t time. Provision was made by which
they could be redeemed in certain sums
every year. U ntortunately, it became
necessary in the f.ollnwing season to raise
some more money, and a further £250,000
worth of Treasury ,bonds was issued, and
the period for repayment of any of the
bonds was extended tn 1923. It was provided that a certain amount of those
bnnds should be paid .off every year, but
authority Wias given tn renew bonds
which were not redeemed at current rates
of interest as they fell due. Any bonds
which fall due this year, and which are
not discharged out of the 'Surplus revenue
available, will have tn Ibe renewed at the
current rate of interest... Tn-day, r pre~nme that the ,current Tate of interest for
Vi~.torian Government stock is 5f or 51
per cent. We recent!i.y raised a ,couple of
million pounds fnr this .state at 5! per
cent. When the bond.s were orip:inally
issued, money wa's cheaper, and snme of
it was obtained at 4 per ·cent. As I say,
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when the bonds fall due, and we cannot
discharge them in full, we have to do
what everyone else does, and we renew
them at the current rate of interest.
'Therefore, the idea that seems to be in
some honorable members' minds that we
are using surplus revenue to payoff
money borrowed at 3!per cent., and that
we are going to borrow money at 5i or
6 per cent. for the purpose of this Bill,
is erroneous. They will see that there is
no justification for any such assertion,
and that the transa·ction is completely
sound.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Of
course, the remarks of the AttorneyGeneral show how .preposterous were the
views expressed by some honorable members on this matter. I think the sooner
our frie.nds get those views out of their
heads fhe better. When it is their privilege to control the destinies of the State,
they will find that those things do not
happen, and, moreover, that the heads
of our big Departments are too well
trained, and understand too correctly
theil' business, to allow them to occur.
Of 'course, what does appear quite ·plainly
from the explanation of the Minister is
that the bonds which were .created to
meet the deficits which occurred in
1914-15 and 1915-16 have only been
discharged to
a mlllor extent. It
was arranged
originally
that
the
bulk of the bonds should be 'extinguished by 1920. It was the intention of
the Government of which I was a member to meet those bonds, but the penalty
for trying to do so, and proposing extra
taxation for the purpose, was that we
went out of office. That was the irony of
fate. Sir Alexander Peacock took the view
that it was the duty o,f the State to pa.y
off those bonds, and the super-income. tax
was propooed to that end. I submi t that
it is the duty of the Sta,tel to payoff its
obligations. What was cloo..red up by the
adjournment is the fact tha,t these bonds
a,re not being pa,id off to the advantage
of any holder. The,y are simply yearly
bonds, and, as they are' renewed each
year, they carry thel curren t ra te of
interest.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I presume that honorable membe.rs, after hearing the expre,ssion of opinion of the A tk,rney-General, c()(['roborated by our
financial expert, Mr. BaiUieu, will sa.y
Second Session 1920.-[32J
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that" everything in the garden is lovely."
HonOll'able members on this side of the
House have, received what was possibly a.
justly merited rebuke from Mr .. Baillieu
for our teme'rity in discussing financial
matters. .He seemed to imply that we
did not know the state Q1f affairs.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-If yQlu
did know the state o,f affairs, you should
not have said what you did.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-During
the adjournment I went into this matte'r,
and I find from figur.es quoted by our
Gove-rnment sta,tistician that this loan
was floated to the elxtent of £1,465,300.
Had the Attorne~-GeneTal turned up 'Mr.
Laughton's report last night he would
have been enlightened himself, and he
would have' enlightened the Ho'Usel, and
the.re would have been no need to get a.
financia,l return.
There is a complet.e
statement he(fe of the position.
The
bonds were issued payable at any time between 1920 and 1925, and be'aring 4! per
cent. interest. Tha,t is quite in accordance with the statem.ent made by the Attorney-General. I admit that there was
some confusion of thought as tOI whether
this referred ·to a. question brought up in
anOlther House by the honorable member
for Essendon. In July last the honorable member for Essendon asked this
questionIf it is the intention of the Government to
do anything re the conversion of the 3 per
cent .. bonds due in 1917 T

Those were the bonds I was referring to
last night.. The'se bonds were issued payable in 1917 or any time .thereafter. I
do not know of any othe'r loan tha.t has
been floated under those conditions. We
find, if we turn up page 148 of Mr.
Laughton's stat.istics, that that loan originally was floated at £3,146,000. Appa.re'lltly, under £3,000 has been paid off
that loan. That is the loan I had in my
mind when I said' last night that the
bonds were very low on the market today. As a matter of faot, the bonds were
quo,ted Q1n the ma.rket yeste(fda.y a,t £57
lOs. The value 0'£ these bonds 1S still
depre.ciating.
Only tOl-day the price
quoted was £55. They have depreciated
2! per oornt. since yesterday. If we could
payoff our indebtedness a,t the market
ra,te, we should effect a very considerable
saving, During the debate on a, previorus
Bill, I asked who was re1ce,iving the
£100,000 of the surplus. The AttorneyGeneral told us unmistakably that it was
being paid back to the Savings Bank
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Commissioners as a portion of the indebtedness of the State' to them for bonds
raised by them. He do'es nOot state that
to-day .. But, as a, matte·r of fact, the
position is exactly the same. We are not
cOillJ?El'lled to pay back that portion Olf the
indebtedness, accOording to the Ye01·-Book.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-~CcQirding to
the Act we are. We ha,ve to pay a certain sum every year.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-What
amount is due'
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Roughly,
£250,000.
The Horn. W. J. BECKETT'.-If the
amount due to be paid back is £250,000,
and we pa~ back only £100,000 wha,t do
we do as rega.rds the baJance ~
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-We renew at
the current ra,te Oof inte'rest ~
. The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-What
id the current ra.te of interest 1
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Whatever
you can get t.he money for.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Accordillg to the Atto['ney-General £250,000
feU due this yea.r. We are redeeming
£ 100,000, and he cannot tell us, as a
business man, what inte['e'8t' we shall pay
on the balance"-£150,000. He did. say
it was possible to obtain money at 5~·
per cent. .. He was re.felrring, of course,
to the loan re,cent1y floated by the GOIvernment a.t tha.t ra,te. Tha,t loan carried ne,ither Federal nOll' State income
taJe. It was subscribed, not. by' the public, but by the Savings Bank OOll11nissioners, and, on the market tOl-day,
although it is Oon1y a shod-da.ted loan1923-the prlc'e is £98. If the Attorney-Gen&al had to go on to the ma,rket
to-day he wOlUld ha.ve to borrow at 6! Dr
6~ £er ·cernt., and prOlvide fOlr the payment of Federal and State income tax.'
He is borrowing nolW at 6~ per cent.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-Who says s01
The Horn. W. J. BECKETT.-The Attorney-General said he would borrow at
the current. rate.
The Han. A. ROBINSON.-I said we
could naif; bo-rTolW a,t any other rate. The
honolI.'able membe,r misunderstands the
facts.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT·.-I arn
stating facts that ca.nnot be controverte,d
by the AttOorney-Gene'ra!.
The Han. A. ROBINSON.-It is all
imagination on your part.
The Horn. W. J. BECKETT.-It is
stated in' the YeM-Bool!; that the loan
bears 4~ per cent. interest.
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The Han. A. ROBINSON.-If the current rate of interest WeT€! 4! per oent. at
the time, it wouJd be 4! per cent. If,
when the 100an comes to be renewed, the
current rate of interest is 5 per cent., 5
per cent. will have, to be paid. If the
current rate goes to 6 per cent. the position will be the same.
The HOoD,. W. J. BECKETT.-That
does not bear cut the statement made by
the Attorney .. General the other night
with regard to the repayment of £100,000
to the Savings Bank Commissioners. The
AttO'rney-Gene,ral knows no more about
the financial positiOin than I dOl myself.
A juggling Oof figures is gOoing on all the
time. Only a small percentage of members bother t.heir he'ads about finance at
,all. We a.re led by the nosel, and a.coept
whatever sta,tements are given us by the'
Attorney-General and other Ministers to
suit themselves. I think it wOould be
much better, when a financial statement
is OO,fo(["e the Horuse, that a, thoroughly
candid account of affairs sho'1lld be given.
If we knew exactly where we were, misunde,rstandings would no,t arise.
The Han. W. A. ADAMSON.-Thig
deba,t,e serves to show what a, lot Oof humbug the,re is in political life. It also
serves to show what an amount of luck
there is as' far as those who are' holding
office are conoexned. The present Government may be regarded as a cO'ntinuation 0'£ the BowselI.' GOIvernment. The,~
tc:ok the place of a Government that had
a, revenue of £6,000,000 per annum less
Lhan that Oof the preeent Go've'rnment. It
was said that the Peacock Government
could not pay their way. That Government wanted to raise extra revenue for
the purpose of paying off ,Sta,te liabilities.
The Pe,acock GOIVe,rnme,J1,t put an extra
10 per cent. Oon railway 'fre,ights and
fares. Mr. BOlWser said, (( That· is th~
last iniquity. W €I are not gOoing tal stand
that," and SOl the Peacock GOovernment
had to' be put out. The BOlWser Gove,rnment said, (( We 'will limit olUr expenditure to our income."
The OHAIRMAN.-How -does the
honorable member connect this with the
Bill ?
The Horn. W. A. ADAMSON.-We are
dealing with a financial statement. The
Bo,wser Government said they would take
off the extra 10 pe:r cent. tha,t. had been
put on railway freights and fare!:t, and
that they wOlUld live within their income.
The,y took 5 per cent. off ra.ilway freights
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and fares, but a little later 10 per cent.
was put au, and later still a further 15
per cent.
The CHAIR~LAN. - The honorablet
member is getting away frOom the Bill.
He must confine himself to clause 2,
which is under consideration.
The Hon. W. A. ADAMSON.-What
I intended to say was that, had the G?Vetnl men t that was displaoed by the
Bowser Government remained in office,
they would have paid off these bonds during the last four or five years, and would
have lived within their income. It is
time the pre.sen t Governmen t did tha t.
The sooiller the people realize that we
must live within our income, the be,tter.
Through not paying their way the
Queelllsland Government met with financial disaster. The consetquenoo is that a
man in a good position in tha,t Sta,te
cannot even get the price of a drink from
his neighbour. We shall arrive at the
same position in Victoria if we are not
careful.
The clause was agreed to, a's were the
remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report ado·pted.
On the motion of the Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney-General), the Bill was
read a third time.
FACTORIES AND SHOPS BILL.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) moved the second reading of
this Bill. He' said-This is a measure
relating to the appointment of Wages
Boards as an act -of the Governor in
Oouncil.
The Premier, in his policy
speech, intimated his intention of introduci~g a number of Bills, and one of
them was for the appointment of Wages
Boards by the Governor in Oouncil without having to wait .for a resolution -of both
Hl()uses of Parliament. Experience has
shown that motions. for the a:ppointment
of Wages Boards are usually agreed to
without any debate in 'both H'ouses.
When Parliament is not sitting it is not
competent to appoint Wages Boards to
meet abnormal -conditions. It is essential that the Government of the -day
should have this power in order tq preIIono:rable
vent industrial trouble.
mem:bers may know that a comprehensive
amendment ,of the Factories Act is desired, and it is intended to introduce one
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next session. This Bill, however, simply
provides for securing the object I have
stated. It is not -probable that very
many Boards will be appointed, because
there are 161 now in existence.
It is
necessary that the Government should he
able to act promptly in -certain -cases, and
this meMure will give them that power.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Honorable members know it has been the custom of this House to allow motions for
the appointment of Wages Boards to appear on the notice",paper for a ·certain
number of' days. When the interval has
gone hy, thi.s House has taken no steps to
prevent their passage.
Members will
also recollect t.hat I have expressed the
view that, having a-dopted the principle
of Wages Boards, we cannot very well
withhold them from any trade. In this
way the passage of resolutions through
Parliament is to all in ten ts and purposes
a formal matter. The Government now
ask that the power to appoint Wages
Boal'ds shall be vested in the Government
of the day, and ,that neither H·ouse of
Parliament ,shall have any voice or control as to what new Wages Boar-ds may
be appointed. As we have pretty well
covered all bhe trades, it is not likely that
many new Wages Boards will ,be apThe Attorney~General conpointed.
tended that -something might require to
be done in the way of appointing Wages
Boards when Parliament was not sitting,
and that great public inconvenience and
loss would be occMioned by having to
wait till Parliament met. That position
could have been met by providing that
the Governor in Oouncil ,should have
power to appoint such Boards when Parliament was not sitting, leaving the appointments when Parliament is Sitting to
be dealt with under the existing Jaw. I
am prepared to accept the Bill, -but, on
the -other hand, if there is any strong
feeling in 1JheHouse, we should limit the
operation of this Bill to the time when
Parliament is not in session.
The Hon. H. F. RI,OHARDSON.-I
feel that we ought to stay -our hand bef-ore we agree to this Bill. In future,
Parliament is to have no -say whatever in
the appointment of Wages Boards. This
is one of the sections of the Factories and
Shops Act which ,this House has always
felt it should have some control over.
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We may have a Government in power
that may wish to set up Wages Boards in
country districts to deal with rural employees.
The ·Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Are not
those employees working under an award
now?
The ROIl. H. F. RICHARDSON.Not to the e~tent that some ,people would
like. The ordinary farm labourer is not
working unde.r a vVages Board.
The H·on. W. J. BECKETT.-But he is
under an award of 11he Arbitration Court.
The Ilon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.But not under a Wages Board. We may
have a Government in power which would
wish to interfere with rural employees.
A good many ipeople feel that, if we have
re.stricted production through any cause,
the progress ·of this State will be seriously
hampered. I quite ag.ree with Mr. Baillieu that it is only on special occasions
that the Governor in Council should have
The
power to a ppoin t W.ages Boards.
fact that this I·rouse has never interfered
with the appointment ,of ,such Boards has
nothing to do with the question.
The
time may come when this House might
think it was not desira:ble to appoint a
particular Board, or it mIght wish to
amend a proposal. I am not prepared to
vote for the Bill as it stands:, as I think
Parliament should have some say in a
matter of this sort.
The Hon. E. L. KIERN AN.-I should
like to point out, in answer to Mr.
Richardson, that if the Governor in
Council had ,power to appoint Wages
Hoards only when Parliament was in recess, t.he Government could refrain from
submitting resolutions during the session.
Most of the trades are now covered by
Arbitration Court awards.
I ,d,o not
know if Mr. Richardson prefers' an Arbitration Court award to a Wages Board
determina tion.
.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and c·ommitted.
Clause 1 was ag.reed to.
Clause 2-(Power ·of -Governor in Council to appoint Wages Boards without resolutions of ,both Houses of Parliament).
The Ron. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Personally, I have no objection to this clause.
The re.sponsilbility for the appointment of
such Boards is, to all intents and pur-

Miners' Phthisis.

poses, on the Executive of the day. U nless members are prepared to adopt a
strong littitude on ,this matter, we may, in
my opinion, accept this clause.
The cla use was agreed to, as was
clause 3.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and the report was
adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. A. ROBIN·SON (Attorney-General)" the Bill was
then read a third time.
The House adjourned at :five minutes
past eleven o'clock p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
W!ednesday~

December 15, 1920.

The ,SPEAKER took the ·chair
eighteen minutes to four o'clock p.m.

at

MINERS' PHTHISIS.
M·r. SMITH asked ,the TreasurerIf it is a fact that he has issued instructions
that all payments from the Phthisis Fund to
worn-out miners ,at Bendigo and elsewhere are
to be made through the agency of the police
instead of the committee of the Watson Sustentation Fund; if so, what are the reasons
actuating the change?

Mr. l\icPHERSON (Treasurer).-l
have prepared the following reply to the
honorable member's question:Payments on account of the miners'phthisis
allowance to those who are members of the
Federated Mine Employees' Association at
Bendigo have not been made through the Watson Sustentation Fund, but cheques have been
sent direct to the Secretary of the Federated
Mine Employees' Association, Bendigo. Paymfmts to those who are not mem.bers of an
association, at Bendigo, Ballarat, Castlemaine,
Eaglehawk, and other pI-aces, are made
through the local police; this has been the
el"tablished practice since the date the allowances were first made, about eig.ht years ago.
Members of the Federated Mine Employees'
Association have been paid larger sums, out of
moneys provided by the Government, than are
paid to those sufferers who are not member::!
of the association. As it is manifestly unfair to treat non-union members on a different
basis to union memhers, and for the Rake of
uniformity, I have issued instructions that
all payments are to be made through the
police.

l\iay I be allowed to supplement that by
saying that I have made inquiries from

Marine Board.
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the officers of the Treasury, and
they indicate that the position is
this: There is an employees' association
at Bendigo, and to that associat~on an
amount is sent annually by the Government for the relief of miners' phthisis.
Tha t amount is distributed by the association to the miners. In addition, there
is what is known as the Watson Sustentation Fund, and the arrangement which
the association has with the Gov.ernment
is that the Government have to make up
any deficiency that occurs in that fund.
From what the offi,cers in the Treasury
state, it appears that it has been the practice for miners suffering from phthisis
to get an allowance from the employees'
fund which is supplemented from the Watson Sustentation Fund. As a matter of
fact, they get two allowances, and then
the Government are called upon to m,ake
up the deficiency. Well, I do not think
that is quite right. The ma,tter is being
inquired into now, and later on I will
be able to state what the Government intenlcl to do. In the meantime, 1 have
issued instructions to the police to distribute the relief.
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lfajor BAIRD (Ohief Secretary).The ,answers to the honorable member's
questions are as follows:1. No.
2. Yes; the Commissioner has to certify
that there is no officer fit and available in the
Service before making an appointment from
outside the Service.

Mr. LEMMON.-I think the answer to
the first lJuestion is incorrect.
POLIOE REPORTS.
M:r. OAIN
retary-

asked the

Ohief

Sec-

If he will lay on the table of the Library the
police reports ,in connexion with a meeting
held at Slobom's Shirt Factory, Victoria-street,
Brunswick?

Major BAIRD (Chief iSecretarY).Yes.
Mr. SMIT'H asked the Ohief SecretaryIf he will lay on the table of the Library the
police reports and papers connected with the
case of Police v. Togno'
I

Major BAIRD (Ohief Secretary).Yes.
VENEREAL DI8EASES HOSPITAL.

SEWERAGE AUTHORITIES.
:Mr. CAIN asked the Chief SecretaryIf the Government intend during the present
session to introduce an amendment of the
Health Act with a view of relieving the Mel·
bourne and Metropolitan Board of Works and
other sewerage authorities of their responsibilities under section 44 of such Act?

Major BAIRD (Chief Secretary).The answer is " No."
MARINE BOARD.
ApPOINTMENT OF SENIOR ENGINEER
SURVEYOR.
Mr. LEMMON asked the Ohief Secretary1. If it is a fact that there was an officer
in the State Public Service with the qualifications required to fill the position of senior
-engineer surveyor to the Marine Board as per
the advertisement of October last; if so, wh'y
was not such officer appointed to the position?
2. In connexion with the applications now
being called to fill the vacancy of senior engineer surveyor to the Marine Board, will he
dired that the Public Service be fir:;;t exhausted before an outsider is given the position?

Mr. OAIN
retary-

asked

the

Chief

Sec-

If it is intended to establish a venereal
diseases hospital at Yarra Bend. Fairfield, on
the site now occupied by the Lunacy Department; if so, when Y
M~jor BAIRD (Ohief Secretary).This matter is under consideration. No:
definite decision has yet tbeen arrived at.

PREFERENCE TO RETURNED
SOLDIERS.
Mr. McGREGOR (in the ,aib.sence of
Mr. MORLEY) asked the Premier (for tho
Aottorney-General ) 1. If it has been made a rule by the Crown
Law Department and the Crown Solicitor that
briefs at the disposal of the Crown Solicitor
shall always be given by him to qualified returned soldiers who are barristers in prefer"
ence to barristers who are not returned
soldiers in 'all cases or inquiries where it is U{)t
necessary to employ a senior counselor counsel with very special qualifications; if not,
will he have instructions issued to the Crown
Solicitor that such a course be followed in
future'i'
2. If the Government will issue instructions
that Government Departments and public
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bodies, for whom the Crown Solicitor acts (ineluding the Railways Commissioners), should
in all cases or inquiries endeavour to brief
counsel who are returned soldiers, but
especially in cases or inquiries where the intefl?sts of returned sold-iers are affected, or in
cases or inquiries where a Department or public boJy dealing with the interests of returned
soldiers is concerned?
~. Have the Crown Law Department and the
. Crown Solicitor, or either, a list of barristers
on the roll who are returned soldiers; if not,
will the Attorney-General at once take steps
to have such a list prepared and supplied to
his Department and th.e Crown Solicitor?

Mr.
LAWSON
(Premier). - The
answers to the honorable member's questions are as follows:1. The practice has been established in the
Crown Law Department and Crown Solicitor's
Branch of briefing, in Government cases (including the Railways), returned soldiers who
practise as barristers. and who are deemed
qualified to properly conduct the particular
case, in preference to briefing members of the
profession, though possibly better qualified,
who are neither returned soldiers nor persons
who enlisted but did not leave Australia in
consequence of the armistice, or w,ho tried to
enlist but were rejected. The rule is, however,
not rigidly adhered to when the nature of the
case or matter is regarded as of a kind disclosing special features requiring considerable
legal experience in its proper handling, or of
special qualifications in the gentleman briefed.
2. Yes.
3. Lists of pract-ising barristers on the roll
who are returned soldiers, supplied by the
clerks to the barristers ,practising in Melbourne, are filed in the office. of the Crown
Solicitor.
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the Force is available. The effect of the amendment; 18 to give preference to members who
have gained distinction in the field over persons, who have no connexion with the Force,
in filling an appointment for which there ,is
no competent member eligible or qualified.
This new regulation applies only to promotion
in connexioll with special appointments, and
does not, therefore, deprive members of the
Force of promotion to which they are entitled.

BLAOK ROOK TO BEAUMARIS
ELE,CTRTO STREET RAILWAY
BILL.
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways)
movooThat, in the opinion of this House, it is expedient to construct a 4-ft. 8~-in. gauge electric street railway from Black Rock to Bcaumaris.

He said--This is the formal expediency
motion which precedes the motion for
leave to bring in ·a Bill to authorize the
construction of the work.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BARNES (Minister (Jf Railways)
moved for leave to introduce a Bill to
authorize the construction of an electric
stre~t railway from Black Ro.ck to BeaumarlS.
Mr.
PRENDERGAST.-I
would
point out that, while 'We are ·'talking about
the break-of-g.auge difficulty, two notices
of motion have been placed on the paper
to-day, providing for the construction of
lines on three different gauges-4 ft.
·Mr. TOUTCHER (in t·he absence of 8! in., 5 ft. 3 in., and 2 ft. 6 in.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. F .ARTHING) asked the Chief SecThe Bill was then brought in, and read
retary)a first time.

1. If it is a fact that an Order in Council
has been passed providing that any member
. of the Police Force who has rendered d-istin.guished military services abroad, and is considered by the Chief Commissioner of Police
to possess special qualifications for filling a
vacant position as officer, may, by order of the
M'inister, ,be exempted from examination .and
promoted to such Vflcant position?
2. If so, is it intended that .officers receiving such appointments shall supersede members of the Foree who have gained promotion
step by ste.p, and, having pussed examinations,
have been awaiting due promotion?

Major BAIRD (Chief Secretary).The following are the answers to the honorable member's questions.1. Yes.
The intention is to supplement the operation of paragraphs 178 and 1743 of the Police
Code, which provide for the filling of an appointment for which no competent member of
~.

BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills, introduced by.
Ministers, were read a first time.Metropolitan Gas Oompany's Bill
(Mr. Lawson).
Spotswood Land Bill (Mr. Oman).
The following Bills were received from
the Legislative Oouncil, and read a first
time:Unauthorized Documents Bill (Major
,Baird).
Poisons Bill (Major Baird).
J

ELEOTRICITY SUPPLY LOAN
BILL.
Consider:l.tion (adjourned from the preday) of the motion of Mr.

VIOUS
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McPherson ( Treasurer) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The motion for the second reading was
agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Ola uses 1 to 4 were agreed to.
Olause 5-(Proceeds).
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) .-1
take it that the visit of the Electricity
Oommissioners last night was to £acilitate the passage of this measure and an.other Bill to be brought on.
Mr. MCPHERSoN.-The oibject was to
give honorable members an opportunity
of asking questions or eliciting information.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
"i7.~S very pleased with the information
that was given. But it raised in the
minds .of some honorable members, myself among the number, a question as to
whether. we were getting the utmost possihle out of the scheme as laid down by
the Oommissioners.
I will reserve
£ur11her remarks On this subject until
another Bill comes .on.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
Schedule.
Mr. WEBBER.-The third item in
the schedule states-
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to keop members away from the locality
where the men were residing.
Mr. HANNAH.-We were at liberty to
go anywhere.
Mr. WEBBER.-The leaders of the
party very skilfully manoouvred several
members away from that particular part
of Morwell, and some .of the sanitary conveniences were closed for the day. They
were in such a shocking condition that
the lewders of the party were evidently
ashamed to let members see them. The
water supply was in danger: It seemed
to me that, owing to the impro'per sanitary arrangements, a leakage into the
water supply was imminent.
Unless
radical alterations have been made, the
whole of the workers' buildings should be
pulled down and :the men temporarily a,ccommodated in tents. It would be ten
times healthier to aecommodate -the men
in that way than that they should continue to reside in filthy huts with
earthen floors.
I hope that when the
present Electricity Oommissioners erect
h.ouses they will hear in mind that the
workers are human beings, and not
animals. The old Oommission apparently
regarded them as animals, and provided
for them accordingly.
Mr. RYAN.-Is it intended that employees at Morwell shall :be allowed to
ibuil,d homes for themselves, or are all the
For provision of accommoda.tion for em- buildings to be erected by the Governployees. on the Electricity Commissioners' ment? If a worker desires a permanent
undertaking at Morwell, including purchase of
land, erection of buildings, construction of ha,bitation at Morwell, 'would the Oomroads, streets, water, sewerage, &c., services- mission, under the' present Bill,' have
£75,000.
power to make ,an advan-ce for the purLast session, la Parliamentary visit to pose on sound and safe lines? At LithMor-well was arranged by the Minister gow, in New South W.ales, Moonta, in
.of Railways. Honorahle members could South Australia, and other places, whernot help ;taking notice of the cla.ss of ever men have been able t.osecure homes
houses then inexistence as residences for of their Own the result has ,been eminently
the em'ployees. I should like to know satisfactory. When a man has a home
wha t class of .building the Commissioners .of 'his -own he feels in a very ,different
intend to er!2ct to take the place of the position in 'regard to it t.han if he is
present filthy allJd insanitary huts.
I merely a tenant. It may be that some of
understand ,that there has been a material these cottages will -cost £600 or £700; and,
improvement since the Parliamentary if a man is able to 'Put down £100, or
VISIt.
The sanitary arrangements in even £20 or £30, the Gommissioners
existence at that time were worse than should be in a -position to allow him to
those provided by any army on the move. become the owner by making quarterly
It was a matter of sur,prise tha,t there payments.
was nota seri.ous outbreak of fever.
Mr. HANN AH.-If a man has a freeEven a savage should not be asked to live hold he can get money under the Credit
under such 'conditi.ons. The leaders of Foncier .system from ,the State .savings
the Parliamentary party did their best Bank.
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Mr. RYAN.-If a man has a piece of
land surely it would be a good thing to
give the Commissioners powp,r to advance
him sufficient to erect a home of his own?
Mr. BAILEY.-The Orown has resumed
all the land in the neighbourhood of this
mine.
Mr. RYAN.-I am trying to find out
if it would not be possible to allow the
men to purC'hase their own homes. We
know that the leasehold system has
earned the condemnation of everyone in
the community. Men employed at the
places I have mentioned have shown a
str.ong desire to become OWlJers of their
own homes.
'
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-They wanted to
profiteer.
Mr. RYAN.-Not necessarily. They
wanted to feel that every hour of their
spare time which they spent in improving their own homes would be f.or their
own benefit. In South Australia it was
found that men who were occupying
houses under the lea'sehold 'system wanted
to become owners ,after they had spent
five or ten years as a leaseholder.
Mr. LEl\fl\fON.-Was not the original
bargain one of leasehold, and subsequently the pressure of the lessees was
sufficiently strong to make the politicians
give them a freehold?
Yr. RYAN.-In :the early days of the
Lahour movement they favoured leasehold in their inexperience, but it was
found, after Some years, that the men
would he more satisfied if they had the
freehold of the tdwellings they occupied.
They wanted to feel that if they were out
of work, or ·perhaps ill, the family 'would
still have a roof over their heads. It was
a sound principle to allow these men to
purchase their homes, and the vote in
favour of freehold was almost unanimous.
When I went through New Zealand, 1
was staggered at the number of homes
which were owned by the workers in imp.ortant industtialcentres. S.ome of the
homes were worth as ~uch as £1,400 or
£1,f)OO, and the oe·cupants -haa been able
to purchase them on depositing an eighth
of the actual ·costof the building. There
were ,thousands of homes which had been
secured by the tenant on making a _small
payment and provitding the balance in inN.o matter ,how humble a
stalments.
dwelling may be, the tenant prefers to
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call it his own,and why should not the
Electricity Commissioners carry out a
scheme which has proved so successful
in other parts of Australia? We will be
making a great mistake at the commencement of these great operations if we do
not adopt this system, and I appeal to
the Treasurer to admit the wisdom of
the suggestion I am m.aking to him.
There is not the slightest reason why the
men who will occupy these buildings
should always remain tenants. If thf'·Y
become .owners, they will not be less faithful servants; and, as 'We all desire to sep.
this scheme a Sll'cces's, we should adopt
every system whioh is likely to make that
success more ·certain. We have an admirable Ohairman in Sir John Monash,
and I believe that he will make a succesa
of thjs great undertaking if he is free
from interference on the part of people
who are not in a positi.on to look at both
sildes of the picture. If we make it possible for a mlan, 'after he has occupied a
house for three or five years, to purchase
hig dwelling, we are more likely to have
a contented body .of workers than if we
insist upon them remaining tenants. The
Treasurer .ought to be ·convinced of the
soundness of the syst<¥U from the experience in other parts of ·Australia.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer).The Electricity Oommissioners have discussed this matter at considerable length
with the Government. The Oommissioners desire to build a township at Morwell that will be an object-lesson to the
whole of Australia. In that desire they
have the hearty ,concurrence of the Governmen t. The Commissioners recognise
that the men who will work at this mine
are human beings, like ourselves, and
they want, in building the houses, t,o
provide as many 'conveniences as possible
for the men, so as to create a spirit. of
contentment, which it is hoped will bear
goo~ fruit. The Oommissioners have become aware of what ·has been done in
the' Old Oountry, where model suburbs
have been established, and they believe
that it is just as well to build convenient houses as inconvenient ones. As
t.his is their opinion, it is likely that
they will confer great benefits on the
men who will occupy these dwellings.
I do not think the Commissioners have,.
up to the present, made up their minds
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as to the exact details, or as to whether
the land should be leasehold or freehold;
but, undoubtedly, there i'8 a great deal in
what the honorable member for Essendon
has said. If the men are given the opportuni ty of acquiring their own houses, they
will labour and save with that end in
view. Ultimately the houses would become their own. I think it would be an
excellent thing if the Commissioners
could ,see their way to frame. their ,plan
so that the men would have an opportunity of acquiring the freehold, because
when a man has his own house he has ·a
great asset. The ICommissioners have the
interests of the workmen at heart. They
feel that if the men are given consideration in this and other respects it will
minimize industrial trouble, and I agree
with them. The men working at Morwell will prohably be working under condi tions as good as, if not better than,
those of any coal-miners in Australia,
and we hope to be able to make it our
proud boast that we have in our State a
model mining township, where the men
are thoroughly contented.
Mr. HAN,NAH.-The schedule to the
Bill is, to a large extent, on the lines of
that with which we dealt twelve months
ago.
A good deal of water has .gone
under the bridge .since then, and while I
do not say that the time has been wasted,
there has, I think, been delay that the
Commissioners cannot justify.
During
the recess, members of this .House and
another .place paid a visit to 'Morwell, and
saw exactly what they had seen at the
time when the honorable member for
Mornington was Minister of Mines.
It
seems that this Department, like all other
great LDepartments, moves slowly.
The
Vi.ctorian Oovernment is as ,Conservative
and slow-going a -Government as is to be
found in Australia, but that is not our
fault.
Still, when the opportunity presents itself, it is our duty to stir them up
and to try to put a little life into them.
Three year,s ago, when the Treasurer took
office, I urged upon him the necessity of
getting on with a Ibriquetting plant at
JVIorwell, ISO that we might be in a po:sition to make briquettes even before the
big scheme was gone on with. In connexion with the New Industries Commission, I gave a good deal of time in urging
on the notice of the Government the pos-
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sibilities that Morwell offered; and it was
as a result of the work of thatCommission that the Government at last took
action. The schedule to the Bill provide,S
a sum of money for a briquetting .plant.
More than sixteen or seventeen months
ago I asked a question on this subject.
Sir John Monash, who was then engaged
in demobilization work in England, apranged for some of our young engineers
who were in the Old Country to obtain
for us all the up-to-date information
available in respect to briquetting. J do
not know exactly what position we are in
to-<1ay.. Has any ,progress been made in
connexion with ,briquetting? The country is asking that the Government should
do something practical instead of ·presenting Bills which .give them practically
the same authority as they ,had twelve
months ago. I hoped that, with theap}Jointment of the present Chairman of
Commissioners, greater activity would be
shown than had heen displayed in the
previous thirteen or fourteen months.
For a long time past I have pinned my
faith upon the develo,pment of Morwell,
and honorable members' know that I have
tried my best to infuse the necessary life,
not only into this Government, but into
U nfortuthe ,preceding Government.
nately, the progress that should have been
made has not :been made. I want to say
a word or two with regard to the housing
of the employees at Morwell.
I have
given some little consideration to the matter, and when the parliamentary visit to
Morwell was made, with other honorable
members, I inquired where the men W6re
to be placed. A ·certain ·area in the bush
was pointed out, and we were told that
thc Public Works Department were busy
with the plans. I do not know whether
the plans have been approved yet, but before the schedule goes through we should
have information in that regard. If the
Commissioners have the ,plans, it would
not be a bad thing for the House to have
a look at them bef.ore it rises.
I was
glad to hear the Treasurer say that it is
intended to make Morwell a model township. There are ideal surroundings there.
I could not see the force of the interjection of the honorable member for St.
Kilda in regard to ,profiteering. .It is a
very desira'ble thing that the men should
If a miner is
have their own homes..
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knocked out through an ·accident or
miner's complaint, it is a 'blessing to him
to have ihis own little home, where he can
live for the 'remainder of his days. The
plans inconnexion with the hOThsing proposal ought to be av·ailable ,by now, because a long time has elapsed since w~
were told that the Public Works Department was busy on them. The land at
Morwell will become of considerable
value, as has ·been the case with the land
at W onthaggi. Apart from the provision
of hOThses in the township, why should
not quarter-acre and half-acre allotments
be made available outside the township
for men who wish to Ipur,chase them under
the IOredit Foncier sy.stem? 'Those allotments would be occupied by men who
wished to become ,permanent residents.
There may, of course, be changes in the
occupancy of the hOThses in the township
two or three times in a year. I do not
think there is anything to stop the Treasurer 'putting the suggestion I have made
in to effect.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I do not think there
is. I will bring it under the notice of
the Oommissioners.
Mr. :HANtN.A!H.-'Morwell is adjacent
to some of the finest forests we have. The
finest timber will be available, and it
should be possible to build houses
economically. Some of the men, in their
spare time, would be able to add to their
homes, and thus increase their own comfort and the comfort of their families.
We ought to aim at having the. maximum
of comfort for men who work uuder ,conditions proba'bly not so favorable as those
we work under, and who probably do not
possess so much of this world's goods as
we do.
,
Mr. GIBSON.-The schedule ·provides
a sum of £250,000 for a briquetting plant.
Briquetting is only one of the methods
of using brown coal. The particular
method which I wish to mention is the
combustion of powdered brown coal.
American expert's who are out here tell
us that this is the ,cheapest fuel in the
world, and we have the cheapest fuel in
the world in unlimited quantities. There
is nothing in the schedule to indi,ca te that
experiments will be made in this direction.
,We know that three years will
elapse before cheap electric power will
be available, and in that interval cheap
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fuel will be required. The Government
or the Electricity Oommissioners should
put in plants and demonstrate the value
of .powdered 'brown coal as a cheap fuel.
The electric ,power in the ,provincial
centres is not sufficient at the present time
to carryon the industries. Between now
and 1923 ,something will have to be put
in its place,so that the industries may
carryon. I should like the 'Treasurer to
include in the lS,chedule provision for the
powdering of brown coal, and its utilization in industry.
Present-day 'boilers
can, with very little alteration, consume
powdered brown coal. I trust the Treasurer will see if it is not .possible to convert the brown coal into powder, so that
industries may have the benefit of cheap
fuel in the three years between now and
the time when cheap electric power will

00 avail.able.

Mr. MC1P!HERSON (Treasurer).-In
reply to the last speaker, I ,have to say
that this matter has not been 'Overlooked
by the Comm~ssioners. I had ·an o,pportunity of discussing it with ISir John
Monash ,a few weeks ago, and he ,assured
me that the IOommissioners were getting
into touch with what was going on in the
world in regard to powdered 'brown coal.
He realizes that it has great possibilities,
but he .explained that :powdered brown
coal ·cannot be ,successfully manufactured
at Morwell and transported all over the
State. It is highly dangerous aHer it
has been dried, for it is liable to spontaneous combustion. There is no reason
why, if suitable plants are put in, our
factories should not use pulverized brown
coal.
Mr. ,F.ARTHING.-It contains 60 per
cent. 0'£ moisture.
.
IMr .. MoRHERlSON.-The efficiency of
this 'brown coal more than compensates
for the .water and the drying and preparation of it .. The IOommissionel1s have
the matter well in hand. .r think that
under the first item the money for this
purpose could ,be expended.
Mr. 'rnHOM.AJS.-I desire to place on
record my appreciation of the 'suggestion'
made by the honorable member for
EssenCLan in (regard to the an'atter 'of
making it poss~ble for the wo:rkers
in the' brown. coal area to .provide
themselves with homes by their industry and frugality.
I Ishould be

."-
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wanting in duty to my old colleagues
and comrades, the miners, if I failed in
this regard. J know the mining industry
from the top of the poppet-heads to the
bottom of the mine, and I know what a
struggle I have had to provide myself
with a home. I regard the proposal as
an exceptionally good one, and if any
statement of mine will have influence in.
the direction of providing the miners
with their own home.s, I shall indeed be
pleased. If we want to do away with
industrial unrest, let the workers have
their own homes.

Mr. PRENDERGA.ST.-80me of the
initial steps taken ;by the 'Government in
connexiDn with the !{orwell brDwn coal
scheme do liot redound very much to their
credit. I said last night that certain huts
from Langwarrin had been erected at the
mine, and I find that my statement was
absolutely,correct. The huts were erected
by the Electricity Oommissioners.
The
'Minister of Mines contradicted me last
night. 'The honorable member for Prahran asked the Minister of Mines last week
whether huts had been taken from Langwarrin and allotted to the miners at
Morwell, and the Minister .of Mines, in
re.ply, said that six huts had been
taken to pieces at Langwarrin. and 1'eerected at Morwell. The Minister should
haye been generous enough last night to
say that the Commis.sioners had erected
such huts, instellid of which he contradicted me.
:Mr. HARNES.-I was speaking as the
!1inister of Mines, and I said that my
Department had not erected any such
huts.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I hope no
more of such huts will be erected there.
There may be a .chance ·of infection. from
them, and it is a mean thing to use them,
-even though they have received two doses
of creosote.
Mr. McLAOH'LAN.-There is no
doubt as to the wisdom of providing the
workmen with homes, and.r think we may
pretty well forecast, with something li~e
accuracy, that the development 'of thIS
mine will mean the creation of an immense population in the locality. That
can be said in view of what has happened
ill other countries. The country we were
recently at war with has .something like
forty-seven towns with at least 100,000
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inhabitants each, owing to the development of ,coal and iron, and the establishment ·of industries in proximity. In addition to the provisiDn ·of workmen's homes,
there should be a -recreation ground.
Mr. MdPHERsoN.-That is to be 'Provided.
:The ,schedule was agreed to.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion .of Mr. MoPHERSON
(Treasurer), the Bill was read a third

tim'e.
STATE ELEOTRIOITY
OOMMISSION BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the previous day) on the motion of Mr. Barnes
(Minister of Mines) for the second reading' of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. PRENiDEtRGAST.---;The Bill, in
the main, provjdes for some alteration in
connexion with the Commissioners, and
gives them ,power to carry out certain
projects. The amendments are necessary
for the pur.pose of suprplying electricity
throughout the :State. Last night, when
I listened to ISir John MDnash, I was
struck by the .simple way in which he
placed the matter before us. The main
thing that I am concerned with is that
private enterprise shall not be allowed to
have anything to do with this ISlcheme.
Mr. BAILEY.-That is in connexion
with the :retailing of the electricity.
Mr. P~E'NDERGAS·T. - Yes.
I
understand that there is to 'be no control
exercised .over the retailers, and I object
to that. The benefit that we expect to
'get owing to the fact that t,he electricity
will be supplied to. the terminal stations
at the cost of O.4d. orr O.5d. per unit may
be counteracted by the prioe at which the
retailers will distribute it. It may cost
as much to the consumers as it now costs.
Some !steps will have to be taken to prevent that; but I do not know whether
they ,should be taken in 'connexion with
this Bill. Bef.ore the electricity is ready
for distribution .something should be done.
We should certainly have a condition imposed in connexion with the charges. I
understand that the electricity will be
distributed mainly by the municipalities.
The 'Melbourne Oity Council will cease
There is !Some prDtecmanufacturing.
tion in that way.
There is a private
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company distributing in the south and
the east of the metropolis. We ought to
understand whether some steps will be
taken to regulate the price at which the
electricity will be distributed.
Some
years ago we defined the areas in which
the ,priv,atecompany, the ICity Council, and ;the N,orth Melbourne Tramway
Company were to operate.
There will
have to be some regulation of contracts.
If that company gets a portion of its power
from the Railway Department, and the
Railway Department claims a supply from
our works at Morwell, the cost will he increa,sed. Unless some steps are taken to insure that all these ullderstalkings are served
direct from Morwell, doing away with
private enterprise in the distributio!ll of
electrio pOlWer, our oalculations will be
upset by aIlo.wing private enterprise tOl
charge what it likes faT the current. The
Commissioners are not entitled to become
distributers. In my opinion they should
be,come distributers themselves. Sir J ol1n
Monash said last night that beyond the
distribution of eledricity at the wholesale
rate. they take no heed O'f the price that
may be charged by those whO' receive ourrent from MorweU. This is thel time, fo'r
us toOl provide sa.feguards against these
evils. If profiteering is allowed in oonnexion with the distribution of electric
current, the puhEc will not be benefited
by its cheap production at the Morwell
wOlrks, because those who have the power
of distribut,ion in their hands to-day will
stand on their rights and prevent distribution exce'pt through their channels.
This is a question on which I should like
an explana,tion from the Minister of
Mines. I want to knoiW what will be the
position of the c,9mpany which has a trading right south and east of Melbourne, and
alsOl the company whose jurisdiotion oommences at Box Hill, and which is known,
I think, as the Colonial Gas Company.
'V'hat power will tliese companies have 1
If the Electricity Oommissioners are not
going to sell the current, how will the
public be protected from orvercharges by
the companies o'r even by the Melbourne
City Councilor the Railway Department,
aT btherrs who become sub-distributerrs 1
The Melbourne City Council has ~een
adding' to its plant all the time, and it
must 'be worth a, considerable amount
now. The mOTe the power of that plant
i:'i increased the more the council is likely
to fight for the purpose of compelling dis.
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tribution through it, thus creating profits
for the council, and enabling it to keep
down the rates in the interests of the properly-owners in the area unde'r its oontroL
Some honora hIe members will recollect the
fight which took place between the Melbourne City Council and the Melbourne
Eleotrio Supply Company, and the delimitation which was arrived at. I want
. to know whether the ope,rations of the
Electricity Commissioners are to' be restrioted by the powers which those people
had placed in their hands undel" previous
Acts of Parliament. It is no,t sufficient
to merely prolvide for the production of
electrio current at Morwell, the building
of a township' there, and the absolute oontro,I by the Commissionelfs of all our
brown-coal fields.
Provision should be
made to allow them to distribute e,lectric
ourrent retail. If the power to distribute
it is placed in the hands of a private company which has a complete monopoly as
far as a portion of Melbourne is concerned, it will be destruotive of the best
in terests of the oommunity.
Mr. 8NO"\VBALL.-SO long as they have
some voice in fixing the rates you would
not ohj eot to them selling in bulk ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I think that
private enterprise should be cut out; but,
all the same, we should respect any rights
whioh exist to-day. If Sir John Monash
and t,hose associated with him do not
arrive a,t a preliminary settlement of these
troubles they will have great difficulty in
settling them in 1923. Steps should betaken to insure that in the event of it
being necessary in order to supply cheap
electric powe,r to. consumers in the metropOllis the Electricity Commissioners should
have the power to retail it to any persons
they choose in any part of the city of
Melbourne or Victoria. If afte'r electric
current is transmitted from Morwell to
Melbourne companies are allowed tOI assert
the rights which they have under Acts of
Parliament, the people will be deprived
of the full advantage of the huge expenditure on the, scheme. I have come to
the conclusion that if these difficulties ar&
not dealt with at the outset trouble will
arise afterwards. Look at the position of
the Metro'politan Gas Company. It was
clearly provided in an Act of Parliament
that the Government should have the
right to purchase the whole concern under
ce1rtain oonditions. It is true that tliose
conditions were no,t varied; but themethods adopted by the company in co,n-
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nexion with its profits have been directed
towards keeping the amount required fo["
the purchase of the concern at the very
highest possible limit. Unless I can ~et
the. assurance which I desire in connexlOn
with this Bill I shall oertainly oppose
it. I want a~ assurance that steps will
be taken to protect the publio fro:n private enterprise which may monopolIze the
distribution of powe,r in any part of the
States.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Does not clause 17
provide for that ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not know
whether it does or nnt. The point is. that
it dOles not regulate the price at wlii~h
electricity can be sold. The ~o~panle~
can detrimentally affect the publIc lll~e~est
in the matter. In the ca~e of munIcIpal
councils the difficulty is not as gre~t, ~d
there are a great many enterpnses .l~
country districts in the hand~ of munICIpalities. I want an explanatIon fro~ the
Minister to see how far we can faCIlItate
the passage of this Bill. Th~ a~surance
which I desire is that the pubho shall nOlt
be mulct by the char~es of private, c~m
panies, and that in spa.te of the dehmItation of districts under existing Acts, the
State should be able to step in and distribute the current. Still, I wi'Sh to postulate thi&--that wherever reasonable compenswtion can be claimed by people who
have established rights under the law,
that compensation should be pai~. To
my mind the method of the appollltm~nt
of the Commissioners is not very matenal.
It seems to me that the expenditure in
the direction of salaries will be increased
to a considerable extent, ~a perhaps
more than we should authorize at present;
but that is not a large matter compared
with the protection of tke public interests
in connexion with the distribution and
use of electricity. If any man es~ablishes
his ricrht to be conside'red of grea,t, consequene; in the manag~ment of this un?e 7taking, all I can say IS that, whether It !s
Sir John Monash or anyone else, he WIll
recetivte the grletatest -considerati.on,. If
he proves a. success in dealing with thE'
workmen under him. and satisfactorily
distributing electric current from Morwell, he will receive as great consideratIOn
from myself as could be bestowed on any
one. The success of the scheme will depend largely on the personal efforts of Sir
John Monash. Should he succeed in distributing electric current without helpmg
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to create wealthy interests throughout tl~e
community he will have e'aI?led our gratItude. If the electriCIty generated can be
distributed in proper ciroumstances in
Victoria it is going to, give a. fillip to in·
dustries that cannot be possibly extended
to :industries in any other States of the
Commonwealth. In the aadress which~we
heard last night one thing struok me very
forcibly, and altered my views witli -regard to the Kiewa hydro-electrio scheme.
If the Kiewa scheme costs as much as Slr
John Monash says in comparison with
Morwell, then it i'S unthinkable.
lVIr. BEARDMORE.-The original estimate
was £868,000.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I shall be glad
to' hear the honorable member's views OIl
the matter; but I must say that was the
impression that I received last night in
listening to Sir J oohn Monash. If the cost
of the Kiewa scheme be as large as he
stated, I am not disposed to hamper the
Commissioners by foisting it cn them. I
think that bv his initial e£Iolrts Sir John
Monash has proved himself worthy of confidence with regard to the theory -or the
thing, and he should be given a fair opportunity of carrying the scheme into
effect.
1\fr. BARNES (Minister of Railways).
-By le,ave, I should like to say, in reply to the Leadelr of the Opposition, that
I am quite prepared to' meet him in the
ma.t,ter of giving the: Commission comple~ contrO'l ove,r the ra,tes at which all
undertakings, in additiO'n to municipal
councils, can supply electric current.
Tha,t can be done by adding the words
" or undertake,r " at, the end of clause 6.
:J\IIr. RYAN.-The hono["able member
for Benambra. converted many of us to
the Kiewa. scheme. HOiWeVeLr, a,fOO'I- the
lucid statement made by Sir J oohn Monash
last night, the,re' can, I think, be no
doubt that the Bill is drawn up on right
lines. The amendmelIlt which the Minister of Railways has indicated his willingness to a,ccept will make it possible for
the Electricity Commission to determine
the price of elle'Ctrio porwer whe.relVer distributed. Neither the Tramways Board
nor the Melbourne· Electrio Supply Company, nor any othe,r' body will be able: to
sell electricity either for light or porwe.r
purposes at any other price than that
agreed upon by the Electricity Commissione,rs, confirmed by the Governor in
Council.
I think Sir John Monash
showed us that it would be a great
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mistake to accept the Kiewa scheme in
prefe>ft:moe to the ~1orwell brOiWn coal
scheme.
Mr. SNowBALL.-That was neveT intended.
Mr. RYAN.-I thorught the idea, was
that sufficient power could be geneTated
at K'ie,wa, foor the whole, State.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-My contention was
that both schemes were necessary.
Mr. RYAN.-Anyhow, we knolW that
one scheme is nolW assured, and, judging
by the way the Commission have overcome grea,t difficulties in othelr dire1ctions,
nO'thing but success can follOow. I am
plelased to' be in a, positiOon to vote in
fa,vour Oof the scheme now submitted, and,
when it can be shown that the Oother
scheme can bel. brought into opeil'abion
profitably to the State'. I shall feel justified in Suppoil'ting that. Of course, as
the Leladeil' of the OppositiOon says, it is
very important that we should no,t estabfish one scheme at the eocpensei of the'
Oother.
Mr. MURP.HY.-Any persoon listening
last nighttQi Sir John Monash must have
been struck by the grea,t possibilities before nhis country as a, result of the manufacture and distributiorn of e1lectricity on
a large scale.
What I want to tQiuch
upon more particularly is the e,lect.ricPO'we'r which will be used for the lighting of the metropolitan are,a. I ma,y say
that various metropolitan municipalibies
have already re,alized the impo'rtance of
this mattelr. Within the' past month a
large,ly attended meeting was he,ld a.t the'
municipal rooms. It is cle,ar that the
machinery of the Melbourne, City Council
and the Me,lbourne Electric Supply Company for the gene,ration of electricity will
be scrapped. If they dOl ca.rry on, it will
be only as distributers. As a monopolistic concern the Mellbourne Electric Supp,ly
c.ompany will be masters of the situation
until 1925, wh~n the interoe,sts of the
cQ..mpany can be bought out. The position is similar to that in conneX'io'll with
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Gas
COompany. The municipalities could have
bought out the inte\l'oots of that company
in 1911. A conferenoe OIf the metrO'politan councils was held fOir the purpose of
discussing the wisdom of doing that, and
a definite decision was arrived at O'n the
matter. The intention was to buy the
company out. The powe,rs of the Me,lbOourne and Metropolitan Gas Companv
were set in operation. Members of difC'
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fereut councils got to wOork a,nd eventually, the decision of the' deJeg~tes in
confe.rence was upse,t. It may be that
many membeil's of the councils were in~uenced by the fact that they held shares
In. the gas company.
A similar position
WIll be reached !in 1925. A similar interest will be at stake. The sucC€,ss of
this scheme, from the poin t of view of
the cOlllsumer, will be jeopardized if we
do not make prov,ision for the utilization of the power gen€lI'ated at Morwell
by the various municipal 'councils ind~'Pendeifltly .. 8ir John Monash said, V€lrY
WIsely last mght, tha,t the electric fluid
will, be produced at as cheap a. ra,te as
pOSSIble. He gavel a lucid description of
the means by which he prolposes to do
t,hat. He told us that thel electric fluid
can be manufactured and brought to. Melbourne at something under {ld. a unit.
But the second-hand dealers-the MelbOourne Electric Supply CO'mpany and the
Melbo.urne City Council-will come in.
Thoce is nothing to prevent them from
making a large profit on e,lectricity, which
should go straight to the people'. Two
ye~rs ago a Bill was brought in in conne21ion with the MocrweU scheme. Under
that Bill power was given fOIf supplies
to be made to a part of Pod Me,lbournofll.
The Port Melbourne authority had been
geltting their supply through the Me,lborurne City Council. The Port Melbourne Council distribute to the Port
MeJbourne people, and are able tOo give
power for lighting cheaper than the Melbourne Electric Supply Company can do.
They are alsO' able to' light the whole city
of Port Melbourne fre'e of cost to the
ratepayeirs. If the municipal cOouncils can
get l?O'wer direct froon Morwell, it will be
possible to supply consumers very cheaply
~nde,e~. Wha,t I should say would occur
IS thIS: Powelf-houses will be built all
over the State. Thelre will be distributing agencies. If the Commissioners are
to build the powe,r-houses and to establish the distributing centres, what is to
p:elvent them supplying the electric fluid
dIrect to the hOouseholder instead of selling it tOo the Melbourne Electric Supply
Company or to the Melbourne City Council ~ Unless sO'mething of this 'kind is
dOone, the intentiOons of the GOovern.ment
will be frustrated. The good work done
by Sir JOlhn Monash will be frustrated,
beca use the Commissioners will not be
the distributing agency. Why should
no,t the Goveil"nment be the distributing
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agency 1 Why should they allow the
Melbourne City Councilor the Me,lbaurne
Electric Supply Company to be the distributing agency 1 Public money is be,ing used to de,veJ.op our resources at Morwell, and the public should have the
direct benent. It may be that the various_ councils in the metropolitan area
will not agree to buyout the interests of
the Melbourne City Council and the Melbf.>!urne Electric Supply COIIIlpany. We
know the power of ve,sted interests, and
it is difficult for the councils to arri va
at :;If mutually satisfactory agreement. An
individual municipal council, say that of
South MelbDurne, may say, I I We are
anxious to get electric powe,r direct from
the Electricity Comm:issioners." That
council should be empowered to get it.
It ~hould be mandatory on the Commissione,rs to supply it. It is only by the
. adoption of some such me,ans that we
shall break down that second-hand business' which is a curse to the com~unity.
The middleman is making all commodities
dear at the present time. If electricity
is made de'ar to the people, it win be
t~rough the operation of the middleman.
We can profitably spend millions on this
scheme, and we should be very careful
no~ to a.llow middlemen to rake into their
coffers mQllley which should bello·ng to the
public a,t large. I unhesita.tingly say,
from the experience I have had of municipal 'councils durin~ the past twenty years,
that I ha.ve nD reliance wha,tever on the
uftimate succe,ss o,f any conference that
will be held for the purpose of buying
out the twOl industries I have re,fe'rred to.
. Therefore" I want to impre8s upon the
Government the absolute necessity of giving any municipality that desires to enter
jntD the trade for the benefit of the people
the opportunity of doing so. It is desirable that they should have the power of
securing the benefits which we all think
will accrue to the country as well as to
the metropolitan area by the millions
which [Lre going to be spent at Morwell.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-As
one who has been actively engaged for a
considerable time in endeavouring to
awaken a deeper interest in the development of the potential energy in the
streams of this State, particularly that of
the Kiewa River, I must say that '\"hen I
read the report of the Electricity Commissioners in regnrd to it, I was disappointed and dismayed.
I had formed
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the conclusion that the opllllons expressed by the Commi8sioners ,are entirely
in conflict with all the authorities who
deal with the necessity of developing
latent pDwer in streams; but after listening to the lucid statement given to us by
Sir John Monash last night, I have to
recognise that it would be idle on the part
of a layman to take up an attitude in
opposition to this report.
We must
realize the fact that when we propOi:lC to
enter on the expenditure of money,
whether in small or large amounts, we
,have to see that interest will be returned.
Therefore, whilst I feel a great measure
of disappointment at the unfavorable report in regard to the immedia te development of the Kiewa hydro schemel, I was
somewhat compensated during the evening by Sir John Monash stating, when the
question was put to him" that when once
it could be shown that the full power produced by water supply could be utilized,
then he ii:l for the development of waterpower every time. That was a clear and
definite statement; and it is satisfactory
to know that in the highly-qualified
gentleman whom the -Government have
appointed as Chairman of the Electricity
Commission, we have one who fully
realizes the potential energy in our
streams. I take it from this statement
that at the earliest 'possible opportunity
this gentleman, ai:l Ohairman of an important Board, will see that the great
energy in our streams will not be lost, but
will be utilized as an addition to the
power which it is proposed to develop in
the heat-power scheme at Morwell. Last
year, when dealing with this particular
question, I drew the attention of the Government to reports which had been published by a Committee appointed by the
Imperial 'Parliament to deal with this
matter. I know that up to that time the
Premier was not aware of the nature of
these reports, and I do not think members
The reading of
generally were, either.
these reports impressed me more and
more with the great desirability for h:lYing the streams developed for the purpose
of supplying electric power. It WEIR
pointed out in these reports" from which
I quoted extensively, that this Committee
had made investigations throughout England, Ireland, and Scotland in regard to
all the i:ltreams there, and they were pretty
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clear and decisive in their recommendations, in view of the fact that the great
coal resources of Great Britain were a
It was realized
diminishing quantity.
that it was only a question of timethough it might be a hundred yearswhen these resources would be exhausted.
Ooal is like gold-when once it is dug out
there is an end of it, ~o far as the supply
i'3 concerned.
The Oommittee realized
that it ,~as time to pay more attention to
the developmen t of even the smaller
streams in those countries.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).--They
are getting afraid of the scarcity of coal.
Mr. A. A. BILL:SON (Ovens).-They
know that their resources are being exhausted, and that in time other means will
have to ·be adopted for supplying the
necessary power.
}fr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-They
know another thing, too.
The price of
coal has gone up enormously in England,
and water is just as cheap.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-We
know that England is ·confronted with
great problems" so far as production is
concerned. The British Empire is carrying
an
enormous war
debt
of
£0,000,000,000, and it has to maintain its
production so that it will 'be able to sell
its .goods overseas. Manufacturers must
feel concerned at the possible loss of power
in carrying on their industries. I was
also impre~sed with the great strides that
were being made in Tasmania in connexion with what is known, I think, as
the Lake George scheme. We know that
as the result of the operations in that
State they have been able to attract to
Tasmania large industries which have
been lost to Victoria.
I cannot at the
moment recall all of them, but I know
there is one in connexion with the production of electrolytic zinc.
I know
from my personal knowledge, and I have
no doubt the Minister is also aware of
the fact, that industries which should have
been established in Victoria have gone to
New South W:ales becap,se of supplies of
coal being much mQre readily obtainable
there than here. A striking illustration
of this fact was recently br·ought under
my own notice. It is known that the seamen's strike In~evented the transport of
coal to Victoria. A manufacturer who
had works on the Yarra near my own,_
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pointed out to me that during this strike
his works had been at a stand-still for five
months.
He took the earliest opportunity of transferring the larger portion
of his works to a site near the Broken
Hill Steel '\V' orks at Newcastle, and
eventually he transferred the whole of his
works to that site. Since he effected this
change, he had been able to carryon his
works for twenty-four hours a day. That
is a strikin.g illustration of one of the
disastrous effects that has been produced
in V~ctoria in consequence of the inability
to secure power. r venture to say that
this illustration is only one of many that
could be quoted. In these circumstances,
we must hail with a good deal of satisfaction the action which has been taken to
develop the latent energy which is in
such an abundant quantity in Morwell.
I also want to draw attention to a fact
whieh I think was alluded to bv Sir John
Monash, that in Oanada, wher~ they have
extensive streams, important steps have
been taken to develop the latent power in
them. We have been informed in recent
correspondence that they have stored
They
energy equal to 20,000,000 h.-p.
are developing the power there in a different way to what we do here. I understand that private enterprise is largely
responsible for this development, but in
this State we are carrying it out as a
State enterprise.
The writer of an
article dealing with this matter recently
referred to "the men with great vision"
imagination, enthusiasm, and ernte'rtP'rise,
who had taken the task in hand to harness the power and make it available for
mankind." It is only reasonable to suppose that the position in Oanada would
be the same here, if we only took steps to
harness the streams that we have and develop power from them. In an article
in the Iienlild by Mr. E. R. Peacock,
relfeT'ellle€! is made to the huge sums which
have belen elXpelllded in developing th€lSe
particula.r powers, and the extent to
which they are used. lIe saidCurrent is carried to Mont.real and Quebec,
nearly 200 miles apart, and all places in between. When the present extensions are completed the company will have a total of nearly
650,000 horse-power available. It is no use
producing all this power unless there are customers to buy it, and so they go out and
create new industries, and induce manufacturers to come into the area, promote new
concerns in t,he form of subsidiary companies,
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and resort to any justifiable means to sell their
power.

The Electricity Commissioners referred
to this matter, but they said that untilnew industriefl came into -existence to
utilize the power, there would be no warrant for incurring the expenditure in
establishing the Kiewa hydro scheme. I
am afraid if it is necessary to wait for
the establishment of new industries before a hydro-electric scheme is developed,
we will never see any progress in the
north-easte~n part of this State, with
which I am familiar, because cheap
power will not be available. We are all
agreed th:1t the establishment of new industries is eminently desirable, in the interests of this country; but we must have
cheap power, otherwise cheap industries
cannot live in competition with those
which have ready access to power at cheap
ra tes. The writer goes on to sayA whole host of important industries have
been established, including pulp and paper,
aluminium, carbide, electro-metals, electroproducts, acetic acids, and its derivations from
acetylene gas, electrodes, carborundum, ferroalloys, cotton spinning and others. Power is
sold. at from 13 dollars (£2 12s. 6d.) to 22
dollars (£4 8s.) a horse power. One of these
independent concerns is the
Shawinigan
Foundry Company, of which a former Australian resident, Mr. W. G. Dauncey, is a
partner. He is a metallurgist and interested
in the smelting of ore in electrical furnaces,
and has an experimental plant in working, the
results from which justify his e-nterprise.
The paradoxical thing a.bout water-p~'Yer isthat the more you use the cheaper it becomes.
Providing the ins~allation is on sound lines,
its running cost is a minimum.
There is no
(loal strike or other disturbance to make the
supply of power uncertain or the price vary,
while each unit of added power is put in at
lower cost to a certain point and tends to
reduce the average cost of the whole output.

The question of public or private ownership is always under discussion. I refer
to this, because when the Kiewa hydro
scheme was first mentioned the intention
was that it flhould be carried out -by a
private company. A syndicate has been
formed, and it eventually developed into
a company, which proposed to raise
£1,500,000 for the carrying out of the
scheme. The writer goes on to sayThe question of public or private ownership
of such enterprises is always under discussion. It seems doubtful if public ownership
would ever have developed this natural source
of power to this extent or so rapidly, while
the country is richer for every additional display of energy and enterprise undertaken.
Definite and matured plans are being followed,
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authority is focussed and exercised on some
economic lines, and quick decisions are made.
A departmental man went to the president
of one of these big concerns with a proposal
involving the expenditure of some four million
dollars (£800,000). He had his data and schedules, and came out with his ap,propriation
and approval in less than three minutes.

I do not think the honora-ble -member for
Collingwood could desire anything more
ex.peditious than thatThat could not be done where political influence is operative. Mr. Dauncey is a good
advertisement for Australia, always talking
about his old home. He anticipates returning
there iu the near future.

Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I suppose there is no doubt a'bout the truth of.
those statements?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I do
not know whether they are true or not.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-What
paper are you quoting from?
Comic
Outs?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-No.
From a very valuable paper published in
Melbourne. It is recognised by the Electricity Commissioners, and particularly
by Sir John Monash, that we have in the
.streams of Victoria a great amount of
energy, and it is being wasted. We are
anxious to know when the time will arrive when this great store of energy will
be utilized. No one can tell us that at
the present time. It appears that we
shall have to wait until the Morwell
scheme is fully developed. After the
whole -of the 'power capable of being developed there is absorbed and utilized,
then, I presume, attention will be given
to the. dev.elopment to the store of energy
that hes In our streams. I am anxious
that every part of Victoria, even the ~ost
remote part, and not only the metropolitan area, shall have means of developing industries. Without that, this State
is not going to achieve the measure of
success which, with its tremendous potentialitjes, it should achieve. It is pointed
out also, and I hope the Electricity Oommission will give attention to it, that the
wa tel' sources of energy should be systematically and exhaustively enumerated
and ex~~ined by .a specialist. I hope the
CommIs.slOners WIll feel that, while they
are engaged in the important work of
developing the great scheme at M-orwell
:vhich, there is no disguising the fact,
III

1.9:

the first instance, for the purpose of
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providing 'power for the ,big industries in
the metropolitan area----'because that is
where the Oommissioners will dispose of
the great bulk of the 'power they generate-the responsibility devolves upon
them to have an exhaustive examination
made into all our streams for the purpose
of seeing what energy they can produce.
If we had reliable data, even though we
could not make USe of them at the present
moment, they would be of use later on.
When the Drift of Population Commission, of which I was Ohairman, visited
Orbost, and I saw the magnificent stream
there, I 'began to realize the enormous
.power in that stream, and what energy
{'ould :be developed if the necessary steps
were taken for the purpose of damming
it. Eminent engineers in this State have
pointed out what enormous 'power could
be developed even at the Sugarloaf,
and it is pleasing to know that, ,at the
Rubicon, energy may be developed which
may ,be diverted to the north-east and
give industries which may be e.stablished
there an opportunity of lriving. Oheap
power is the thing which will enable them
to live and make progress. I know that
the Minjster is in perfect sympatihy with
what I am saying. He was associated
with the mining industry for thirty
years, and he knows .that nothing would
tend to keep the mines open more than
cheap power. Many mines have been
compelled to do.se [because of the dearness
of fuel, which they use to run their machinery. Whilst welcoming the fact that
the Government are taking active steps
to have developed the great source of
pow~rat Morwell, so that we shall have
the ,opportunity of preventing, so far as
we possibly can, the transference from
Victoria to New .south Wales or any
obher ,state of those industries which have
provided employment for ou'r 13eople, develo ped our trade, and ena'bled us to be~orn~ ::t prosperous State, 1: do hope that
a.ttention will be given to the other 'stores
of energy to which I have referred. In
conclusion, I desire again to say how
de6ply I was impressed list night by the
most exoollent and lucid statement made
to us by Sir John Monash. I have full
con:6ilence that, with Sir John Monash
in charge of the Electricity Oommis.sion,
the 'best interests of this State will not
be lost sight of.
Mr. A. A. Billson.
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Mr. BEARDMORE.--Icannot say
that I am going to oppose ,the Bill, but
I was a deeply disa-ppointed man after
I had read the repor,t of the Electricity .
Commissioners. It might be reasonably
expected that I would oppose the Bill.
In my electo<rate I was charged with
having allowed M.o['Well to go ahead to
the detriment of Kiewa. Morwell seems
to be the rouged lady who has lured
hono["able members a,way fro<m such a
commonplace propo~itio<n as the Kiewa
hydro-elect,ric scheme, which merely
means using water pOlwer. I feel that I
cannot let the Bill pass withOlut registering my protest against the set-back
to the Kiewa hydro-electric scheme.
Whatever experts may say, I still
have faith in it, because I have studied
the water-power question sinoe I oocame
interested in the Kiewa proposition. I
am no,t an advocate of the Kiewa, scheme
simply because the Kiewa is situated in
my electorate. The source of the Kiewa
is in the Ovens electorate.
Mr. A. A. Brr..LsoN (Ovens).-You
would no<t have it but for the source
being in my district.
.Mr. BEARDMORE.-The hydro-electrIC scheme has tremendOlus possibilities,
an~ we look to it as the power tha,t is
gOIng to save the north-eastern district
from stagnat,ion, and enable it to keep
up its prestige. We have everything
we require there for industry except
cheap power, and because we have nOlt
cheap power things are stagnant. I cannOlt get over the fooling that the very
worst phase has been supplied, and
that the most extreme ,figures have
been furnished, in connexion with
the Kiewa scheme.
It .seems to me
that the figures furnished are not in
accordance with those previously furnj shed by experts.
On the other hand
the most sanguine view has been take~
of the Morwell scheme. I dOl not mean
to infer fOIl' a, moment that the Morwell
scheme is nOlt a grea.t scheme. r visitOO
Morwell and saw a mountain of cOlal
there, and .r be,ueve that that is a great
asset to thIS State, but I do not think
the MOIrwell scheme and the Kiewa
scheme should he set off against each
other.
The Morwell scheme should be
used to supply the city and the districts
between Morwell and the city, and the
Kiewa and other rivers in the north-east
should be harnessed.
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.Mr. MORLEY.-Where are we going to
get the money from ~
Mr. BEARDMORE.-We can, apparently, get money for things less important. It seems to me that the Kiewa
scheme started under an unlucky star.
Right from its inoeption the authorities
seemed to he looking for reasons to condemn it. In the Electricity Coommission
Act, section 10, subsections (1), (2)2(3), and (4), it is laid' down that
the Commissioners shall prepare plans,
~pecifications, estimates and particulars
for a cC'3.1-mining and electrical undertaking at Morwell, also that a repo,rt of inquiries shall be made as
to the relative practica,bility of utilizing water power for electrical undertakings, &c. It is provided that, on receipt
of the report, the Minister shall submit
it to some person possessing recognised
professional qualities and expert knowledge for examination and report. Upon
recei pt of such report the Governor in
Council may do certain things, but a
copy of such flcheme, and of any report
under the section, shall be laid before
bOlth Houses before expenditure is - incurred in connexion with the undertaking. Can it be said t,hat the Government
has kept faith in that respect ~ Nothing
of the kind was done. They ignored that
section of the Act, and started right away
too spend money at Morwell while Kiewa
was left to come along in the rear, and,
if it could, prove its worth later on.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Money had'
been spent at Morwell before the Act
was passed.
Mr. BEARDMORE. - The Morwell
scheme was adopted in defiance of the
section of the Act to which I have referred. Right from the start the Kiewa
scheme has had too few friends, and it
800mS now that because of war conditions
we are to suffer, and the hydrn-electric
scheme is to get a set-back. I am not ~o
sanguine as the honorable member for
Ovens. I feel that unless something is
done, independent of the Government
and the Electricity Commission, the hydro-electric scheme will not be undertaken at Kiewa, but that we shall continue to suffer as we are suffering now,
and that means stagnation. As the honorable member for Ovens has stated, a
company was formed to set the Kiewa
hydro-electric scheme going. They asked
the Government for permission to p.arness
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the rivers, and they pay it, certain amount
per ann urn for a licence to do so. The
Government were prepared to give them
the right to harness the rivers} but would
not go any further. The ve,ry engineer
who has reported to the Electricity Commission on the Kiewa scheme also acted
for this company. In the report he furnished to the compan y he showed that in
the year 1913-14 the Kiewa scheme could
have been started
for less than
£1,000,000. The statement of the Electricity Commission-I cannot say that it
was indorsed by Mr. Michell-is that
it. would cost £4,000,000 to start the
scheme. The company were prepared to
put down £1,000,000, and were ready to
go on with the work. I feel dissatisfied
because, while the abnormal conditions
lllay have doubled or trebled the, cost olf
the necessary machinery and equipment-Mr. GRovEs.-The machinery is unobtainable.
l\ir. BEARDMORE.-Evidently the
Commissioners think it can be obtained,
because they put a. price on it. If machinery cannot be got for the Kiewa scheme,
how is it that machinery can be got for
the Morwell scheme 1
Mr. GRovEs.-It is a different class of
machinery.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-It is not a different olass of machinery. It is the same
class of machinery except fer the turbines.
The Morwell Pl'oposition has
been placed in the very best light,
but no one can convince me that
it will be established for an ex-·
penditure of less than £2,000,000.
It will be duplicated and multiplied just
as the electrification scheme for the railways, which is going to cost about
£7,000,000, instead of £2,500,000. If we
apply the argument to Morwell it means
that the Kiewa schemE' would b~ 'better.
Mr. WARDE.-It would ,cost £8,000,,000.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-Two companies
are prepared to start the Kiewa scheme
to-morrow. Men are not prepared to
spend millions unless they have a pretty
g'oocl reason for it. We, in the N orthEast, .have to look on and see our districts
languishing. There is tremendous power
to be obtained under the Kiewa scheme.
I am sure if honorable members looked
into it they would be convinced. That
river has a. fall of 400 feet in less than
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6 miles. It is a miniature Niagara, and
it is a pity that -such power should go to
waste simply because the machinery is
expensive. If it is hard to procure machinery at present, surely things will be
different in a year or two. By that time
the prices of ma,chinery should be down
to the pl'e-war standard.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-If prices come back
to normal, your scheme cannot compete
with coal-power.
~Ir. BEARDMORE.-One of the ,companies and its experts have said that they
could supply Melbourne with power at
ld. a unit.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-It cannot compete
with coal. That is the experience of the
world.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-Water-power in
other parts of the world is regarded as a
great :boon. It has led to the creation of
industries, and many countries are progressing because of their hydro-electric
schemes. We have passed a measure to
encourage country industries, but those
who do not live on the Morwell line will
be out of the running in that respect.
Mr. MORLEY.-¥ou -can get electricity
from Morwell.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-At a high price.
It would be necessary to run a cable to the
N,orth-East.
Mr. GRovEs.----lSir John Monash said
that it was intended to connect that
scheme up with other schemes.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-He said we
would have to have fuel in the N orthEast. If we had to wait for that, we
might have to wait for a generation.
The only gleam of hope we have is that
the Government will allow a company to
harness the Kiewa, and that they
will 'buy the .surplus power at cost.
We could get a company to harness
If the Government would
the river.
say, "If you can :find ,customers,
we will give you the right," we would be
satisfied; but the Government want to
The whole N orthhave the monopoly.
East is languishing for want of cheap
power, but that 'appears to be nothing to
the Government. If the Government will
promise to buy the surplus power at the
actual cost ·of the Morwell power delivered
in Melbourne, that is all that I want.
Mr. LEMMoN.---...:There was a company
prepared to do the same thing at Altona.
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Mr. BEARDMORE.-The Government are not 'broad-minded enough to see
that this would mean the development ,0£
country ,centres. Even if for argument's
sake, I admit that the Kiewa Bcheme
would cost 100 percent. more, it would
still bee-heap Ipower. It is good business
for the Government to develop the company and create industries that will bring
revenue to the railways. Unless the Government will give me the undertaking I
have asked for, I shall not follow them
one minute longer.
If they turn down
this ~cheme, I shall join any faction, any
number of men" who will try to oust a
Government that will retard the progress
of our country. The Government should
say that they will allow a ,company to
harness the water, and that they will take
the surplus power. In three or five years
we could absorb all the power of the
Kiewa and of some other streams.
Mr. ROGERs.-Then it must be a tinpot ,scheme.
M'r. BEARDMORE. - It would be
30,000 kilowatts for only one stream, and
there are other streams.
Mr. GROVES.-Not in three years' time~
Mr. BEARDMORE.-I mean that
three years after the power is installed
industries will be created and will absorb
I preall the power we can generate.
viously asked the Government to give an
undertaking, and I had an assurance that·
they would do so.
II ansard will show
tha t the Premier ,said he would give that
undertaking. It seems that the Co:m:rrllis.sioners are not going to encourage hydroelectric power until they are convinced
that the Morwell scheme will be a failure.
It will cost a great deal more than .the
estimate.
The Commissioners have not
made allowance for the increaEling industrial troubles-for the 'Strikes that will
happen in spite of all that may be done.
If we had a hydro-electric scheme, we'
know that the rivers would not strike.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-What
is troubling you ~
Mr. BEARDMORE.-A. man cannot
help seeing the finger pointed in the distance. To-day Morwell is closed down,
and if we were depending on it for the
lighting of Melbourne, where would we
be?
Mr. LEM1\fON.-The engineers who will
drive your electric scheme will be trade
unionists.
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Mr. BEARDMORE.-It will require
only a few of them, and I would be prepared to tackle the work myself.
Of
course" we shall have to depend on labour,
but not to the same extent. That, however, is only a side issue. We want the
power in the country to develop country
industries and to prevent the drift of
population to the city. In ,the North-East
we have a splendid country--God's own
countI~y-but for want of power it is
languishing. I only want the Government' to say that they will give us the
right to harness the Kiewa, and will
absorb the surplus power.
Mr. W ARDE.-Whether they have use
for it or not?
Mr. BEARDMORE.-Surely there
would be use for it. A Oanadian farmer
told me that water-power was so cheap
there that the whole place was flourishing. They had harne§sed small streams
here and there, and every little community had the benefit of the power. He
said that all the farmers' machinery, and
even their ploughs, were worked by it.
They have wiped out the horse. There is
some attraction for men to live on a farm
in 'Canada. If hydro-electric power can
be obtained cheaply there, why cannot we
obtain it from '.our rivers? Are they so
different? I hope that before the session
closes we ,shall have an assurance from
the Government that they are going to
give us this encouragement in the N orthEast. I must get that assurance, otherwise I shall be compelled to conclude that
the Government is nO friend, to the country settlers and the country districts. To
grant my request will cost the Government nothing except the absorpti<m of the
surplus current in the big centre of Melbourne.
Mr. StNOWBALL.-I must ,confes.s to
a, whole-hearled sympathy with thel honorable member for Benambra in connexion with his attitude towards the
Kiewa hydro-electric scheme. For many
years I have been associated with those
who are anxious to have an opportunity
of proving the value of this rich asset
which we have in Victoria, and I· have
been in close touch with this and preceding Governments in the desire to get for
those !people the right to use this waterpower for the production of electricity
for industrial purposes right throughout
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that otherwise unprovided-for tract of
Vi~toria.
I went into Mr. Michell's report Yery- carefully indeed, and I was in
clo,se touch with the Wlater Supply Oommissioners in connexion with the scheme.
For ,a long time I followed them in their
wise insistence that sufficient data should
be obtained to make it sure that the
scheme was a practical one, and could
be relied on for producing 30,000 kilow,atts of power. All that was asked by
those men at that time was that a lease
should be granted to them of the aI'ea
required. The Government of the day,
sUlpported by the Water :Supply Commissioners, recommended the gr~n ting of a
lease for Ian extended term sufficient to
I understood
meet their requirements.
that no guarantee was required or asked
for by the promoters of this scheme that
the power which they ,produced shall be
taken by the Government. They knew
that industries throughout that district,
as well ~s in the city, were languishing
for want of ,cheap ,power for industrial
purposes. ,For the life of me, I cannot
under.stand the attitude of the Government from time to time in resisting the
claim which these people-Victorians, all
of them-have made for an o,pportunity
of testing what they believe to be a rich
and useful experiment in the interests of
the industrial life of this 'State. It was
readily agreed that the State should have
t~e Ipower to take ?ver the undertaking
eIther at stated perIOds during the lease
or at ,any time .on a fixed basis of compensation.
Nothing could have been
fairer than the attitude adopted by those
who were alL'{ious to get that lease granted
to them. They said that they did not
want to hold on to a monopoly.
We
know that in little Tasmania hydraulic
power would never have been used for
the production of electricity for industrial purposes if private enterprise had
not taken it up in the initial stages the
Government stepping in afterwards' and
taking control.
Mr. BARNES.-Was not Mr. Michell the
engineer for the Kiewa company?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I cannot understand the position that we are in in connexion with the Kiewa scheme. I am
not reflecting on Mr. Michell, or anybody
e~se. I know tha! he was consulting engmeer foOl' the KIewa syndicate. I had
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the opportunity of reading two or three
reports which he presented to the W l:\,ter
Supply ,commissioners.
Mr. BARNES. - Those reports . were
based on inadequate data.
Mr. ISNOWBALL.---<They were based
on data collected by Mr. Michell him8elf.
At first the ,Water ISu.pply Oommissioners
said that the .data ,on which the initial
reports were based were inadequate, and
that the soundings and gaugings of the
l'iver were not sufficient.
They recommended that further investigations of a
careful character should be made. That
was all done. The Water Supply Oommissioners were asked to test the gaugings
that had been given in Iconnexion with
the syndicate ·and the inf.ormation supplied. 'ThlJ time arrived when the Water
,Supply Oommissioners stated that the data
were reliable, and sufficient to justify the
l'easonable expectation that a certain
kilowatt-power could be relied on from
that .SOUTce, ·and that it could be extended
later on until it was increased two or
threefold.
Mr. BARNES.---<How do you account for
this change on the part of Mr. Michell?
Mr. SNOWLBALL.-That is the mystery, and I say without hesitation that I
feel that the ,policy of the Government
came in at a certain stage to oppose the development of t.his hydraulic power supply,
favouring the utilization of our brown
coal for the 'purpose of obtaining power
for the city. Tam driven to that condusion, and l[ have watched the thing
very ,carefully indeed. I have felt that
'€ngineers and others concerned in an
undertaking of this kind do reflect the
policy of the Government which is 'behind them, and they adopt that po·licy and
'Carry it out. Indeed, it is as easy as falling off a log to do so. tOf Icourse, there
are always reasons for and against any
paTticular scheme which we may be considering.
Mr. BARNES.---<W.ould the company be
prepared, in the face of Mr. Michell's report, to go on with its undertaking?
Mr. SNOWB.A!LL.-The company has
the report of the same engineer strongly
.advocating the adoption and carrying out
of the Kiewa scheme as a good, reliable,
commercial proposition. Relying on that
report, public-spirited men, without ·any
particular desire to make money, still put
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money into it. They saw in their mind's
eye the transformation of the whole territory through whi.ch the .power should be
supplied.
They foresaw the effects 011
agricultu~e.
They saw little country
towns lighted; they ,saw, in fact a transformation brought about throughout the
whole country. In Victoria we are woefully behind in reg.ard to the utilization
of our water-power.
The Institute of
Engineers has .stated that within 50 miles
of Melbourne we have enormous waterpower, which should have been utilized
before this.
Mr. LE:M:MoN.----Only one authority
should have the power. It .should be
controlled by the IState.
Mr. SNOWJ3A>LL.-I believe that. I
am not for one moment advocating the
encouragement of permanent private
ownership of ·a .public utility of this kind.
The promoters of this scheme said, " We
will take it up now, and find £1,500,000."
Mr. LEl\L1VWN.-Why not proceed with
»Iorwell first, and afterwards let the
Sta te go on with the other?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Is it a reasonable
thing, especially in view of railway electrification, that we should put all our
eggs in one basket and make the city
rely solely on the power :P,roduced at
Morwell, when we can go to the Murray
and harness the enormous power that is
running to waste?
.
Mr. WARDE.-Do I understand that
you are supporting the proposal that the
Government should give the right to a
private company to construct its works
and take from them at their production
price, which may be 100 per cent. or 200
per ·celli. more than the Morwell price,
the surplus which they produce?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-What was said
was that the surplus power should be
taken at the Morwell price. I understand that the Kiewa people. are prepared to agree to that. They know the
value of the power which it is proposed
to produce for industrial purposes, and
they know that they can deal with it if
they are allowed. The Melbourne Oity
Oouncil is prepared to take all the power
which they can supply. The Oity Ooun- .
cil is prepared to negotiate with the
Electricity Oommissioners for the supply
of power.. There is an insistent demand
for large slabs of power, which can be
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disposed of without difficulty. The community is languishing for cheap power.
In any lease granted for the purpose I
would insist on the State having the right
to take over the undertaking at any time,
without permitting the possibility of exploitation.
The Electricity Commissioners feel that they have their hands
fairly full with the Morwell scheme, and
they say, "We have an enormous thing
in hand. We believe that it has unlimited possibilities, and we do not wish
to be bothered at present with hydraulic
propositions which can stand ,over for
future consideration." In the interest::!
of the people in that immense tract of
Victoria which cannot be served for many
years from the Morwell supply, why
should an opportunity not be given for
having the Kiewa scheme experimented in
on lines safe to" the State ~
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-The State can take
'it over when it is proved a success.
Mr. SNOWffiALL.-With regard, to
~{orwell, we know that the power is going to be produced by combustion, by the
burning of fuel! yet heaven knows fuel
is sufficiently scarce and expensive in the
city nowadays.
I cannot undeTStand
why we cannot have che,ap fuel for th~
poorer classes of the community. It is
inexplicable to me why our brown coal
resources have not been exploited long
ago fo~ the benefit of the people who want
fuel.
Mr. WARDE.-Do you accept the figures
produced by Mr. Michell in connexion
with the Kiewa scheme ~
Mr.
SNOWB.A!LL. - He
supplied
figures to the Water Supply Commissioners.
Mr. W ARDE.-J)O you accept the latest
figures brought up last night?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-There are figures
for and against.
Mr. WARDE.-Do you accept last
night's figures?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-As to the cost of
the undertaking?
Mr. WARDE.-Yes.
Mr. SNOWBA.LL.-They are on the
estimates. As the honorable member for
Benam bra says, the mcney of these people
is as valuable to them as ours is to us.
As a rule, moneyed men who enter into
ventures of this kind are not fools. They
take every precaution. Before they em-
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bark on such a scheme they get expert
engineering advice. They probably take
It
even more care than the State.
would be a relief to the State if, in addition to the Morwell scheme, private enterprise found £1,000,000 or so for the" devRlopment of the Kiewa scheme.
Of
course, the State would reserve to itself
the right to take the WOrks over. As
lonp: as there are proper safeguards, is
there any reason why private enterprise
should not put its money into such a
scheme?
Mr. BARNEs.-Bring along the company that will spend that amount of
money in face of the Oommissioner's
report.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If this matter were
left to private enterprise, expert engineers
would prepare their own reports.
On
those reports the financiers would find
or refuse to find, the money required:
The Minister of Mines knows that before
the c~pital is found any such scheme is
submItted to a very close examination.
Ho.nora~le members may, in their superlatIve WIsdom, ,see the mistakes and faults
that are likely to happen.
But we are
like babes crying in the wood. The men
who handle big schemes for private entel: prise smile at us.
Let those who
have the capital, and who are prepared
t~ put it into a hJ:dro-electric scheme, be
glven anopportumty to do so. It would
be of great benefit to the Stat.e. We
should not have to part with a drop of
water by allowing the water to be used
for this purpose. The water would pa'ss
through the flumes and would then be
What
available for other purposes.
could be productive of Jess harm than the
ultilizat~on for electric- power of the
waters III OoUr mountain districts 1 The
com~al1Y w?uld be able to supply power
for mdustrIal purposes right from its
he~d-guarters t? the city of Melbourne,
hl'mgmg Dew hfe into every township.
~~. BARNEs.-It sounds an easy propOSitIOn as the honorable memberr puts it.
M~. S~OWB:-t\..~L.-I am merely expressmg my OpInIOn after hstening to
experts.
Mr. B_O\RNEs.-Did you hear Sir John
~Ionash ?
~ir. SNOWBL\"LL.-I heard Sir John
Monash with great pleasure. I have the
most profound respect for that gentleman.
I am proud to say that he is my friend.
l
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At the same time, it is quite possible for
au expert engineer to say, "I am in
~avo~r o~ "the generation of water power
for hghtmg and power purposes in the
city:"
I am not reflecting in any way
on Sir John Monash. He told us last
night there was no reason that he· could
see why a private company should not be
given an opportunity of developing the
water power. Another engineer might
say, " I believe in hydro-electric power."
Mr. BRowNBILL.-Is the honorable
member supporting this Bill?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If the honorable
member is so empty in the head that he
cannot see what I am driving at, I cannot help him.
I feel that we are committing ourselves more and more definitely to . the generation of electric
power fQir all purposes required from
the combustion of our fuel.
Weare
turning down a hydro-electric scheme
although we know that many nations have
developed hydro-electric schemes to the
immense advantage of their cities. Little
Tasmania has been transformed by the
utilization of its hydro-electric power.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-That has not happened yet.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Tasmania has got
far beyond the experimental' stage.
If
the Minister of Mines can 'supply any
tangible reaSOn for the exclusive attitude
he has taken up, I will be silent. I gather
from the attitude of the Electricity Oommissioners that they are' hostile to the
utilization of water power for generating
electricity to meet our city needs. Par!lgraphs have appeared from time to time
in the press indicating their attitude on
the subject.
In N·orway and Sweden,
in Germany and Switzerland, in England
and other nations minute inquiries have
been pushed on for the last ten years, and
data has been collected showing the value
of water power as against power produced
by combustion. I would not discourage
the assistance in every possible form of
Morwell.
At the same time, I plead for
free play to those who are anxious to experiment with hydro-electric power.
I
would let them see what can be done by
the utilization of the Kiewa River and
other centres of nature's power, such as
have been urged 'on the Government for
so long past.
I believe that by resisting
people who are anxious to avail themselves of this opportunity, we are doing
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a harmfl:ll thing to the community. We
ar.e . holdmg back the supplying of electrIClty at the cheapest possible rate. We
know how urgently electrical power is
needed for the development of our industries.
Mr. GIBSON.-This State Electricity
Comm iss i 0>11 Bill gives power to the
Commissioners to carry out certain
works. at Morwell for the supply of cheap
electnc power. But there are throughout
the State of Victoria many other coalfields besides that at Morwell and I think
this Bill.should have empowe~ed the Oommissioners to investig,ate those other fields.
I see nothing in the Bill to authorize them
to carry out a scheme in connexion with
other fields, if suitable.
The :tYIorwell
,scheme, to ·my mind, is a ,city scheme. We
heard Sir J OIhn Monash last night give an
assurance that electric ,p~wer ,could be
conducted from Morwell to ,provincial
centres, and that it could be supplied to
them at a very cheap rate. But to a deputation to him to-day he admitted that
the proje?t of carrying electric power such
a long dIstance as would 'be involved in
carrying it to 1?rovincial centres was, up
to the present tIme, merely in the experimental stage. He stated that in no part
of the ,southern Hemisphere or even in
Euro~e, had electric power b~en conveyed
the dIstance that would be necessary in
0l!r. case., He stated, in reference to prov~d1J;g Ballarat and Bendigo ,and the prov;uClalcentres, that it would not be possIble to supply them with power at the
same rate as it could be supplied in Melbourne. The power is to be laid on to
Melbourne at a cheap rate, and it has not
yet been proved that it is possible to conv~y it any further. It may be proved possIble. su?sequently to carry the power to
provlllClal centres from 70 to 100 miles
beyond Mel~ourne, such as to Ballarat
and to. Bend~go, b~t the uncertainty
on thIS
pomt wIll be
disastrous
to the prospect of many industries
being established in these centres. If
power is coming to Melbourne sooner
than it is supplied to provincial centres
~hat will be merely offering ,a premium t~
mvesto~s to invest their ca'pital in city
enterpl'lses. Investors who have an idea
of investing in the provincial centres are
at present held back from establishing
industries there, because they are not
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satisned that cheap power will be provided for those inland places.
As I
stated, there is no guarantee that the
scheme will be extended to these provincial centres, and this fact will -absolutely
offer a premium to investors to place their
money in metropolitan undert3ikings. It
was stated by Sir John Monash last night
that within two' years after the proposed
plant is installed at Morwell the quantity
of electricity required for use will be
more than that plant can provide. The
result will be that no' sooner will the plant
be put in than we shall have to ,provide
for its duplication. If the project of
taking electricity to such a distance ,as the
provincial centres is still in the experimental stage, why does not ihis Bill provide for ex;ploiting other nelds for electric
power, such as ~al Lal ~ We have there
in the .centre of the country districts a
coal-neld which has been proved by bores
during the last few weeks to contain, as
far as the tests have gone, about
30,000,000 tons of coal. If the pl,ant at
.Morwell will have to be duplicated in two
years after it is installed, why not make
provision in this Bill for the coal-neld at
Lal Lal being exploited ~ The extra plant
could be placed there instead of at Morwe'll, and then it would not be necessary
to carry the electrical energy over such
long distances as will be the case if it is
brought from Morwell.
Sir John
Monash informed us that the leakage over
such a long distance as from Morwell to
Ballarat and Bendigo would be about 15
per cent. That 15 per cent. would be
saved by developing the Lal Lal coal-field,
and using it for the production of electric
power.
The Commi.ssioners should be
given power to develop a scheme in connexion with Lal LaI. It might possibly
~ost a little more to mine the coal there,
but, taking into consideration this le·akage
of 15 percent. in conveying the power
from Morwell, I think the Lal Lal scheme
would compare favorably with the Morwell scheme. I do not want to say anything fl~rther on that point, but I trust
that, in the interest ofdecent'ralization,
the subject will be considered from that
point of view. We know that in many of
these inland towns there are projects at
present for establishing industries, but
these industries ,are not 'being gone on
with failing an ,assurance that the electric
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power is to be taken there. We have no
assurance to that effect. The Morwell
~cheme will provide only for the <lity of
Melbourne, and it will not be extended
bpyond Melbourne for a very long time.
Investors in industries in the country will
have no encouragement to go on with their
projects, and proposed country industries will, therefore, in many cases,
never come to light.
Mr. HANNAH.-Tthere IS no water
scheme there.
Mr. OIBSON.-I am not altogether
interested in water schemes, but water
schemes should be tested. lWith regard to
the Kiewa scheme, it appears to me that
the :same estimate of cost is not now given
by:Sir John Monash as was given by the
engineering ·authorities who advised the
private ,company which was interested in
that scheme. In the report on the Kiewa
scheme, and the comparison of cost of
providing electric power as between Morwell and Kiewa, I notice that consideration is not given to the value of the water
for irrig.ation purposes ,after it has been
used for generating electric -power. The
Use of that water in irrigation would
mean the raising of hundreds of thousands
of pounds' worth of produce per annUlI)..
We know that we are now getting to the
limit of our existing irrigation storages.
We have thousands of acres of land suitable for irrig.ation that are not being used
for that purpose, and we must not waste
our water supplies. Why not use the
''''8ter for the generation of electrrc power,
and then utilize it for the purposes of
irrigation ~ In giving us a report on the
two schemes these facts should have been
balanced as between Morwell and Kiewa.
However, I ,am not standing here for the
Kiewa scheme. There are men from that
district who know its possibilities better
than I do. My view is that everyone of
these schemes should be investigated, so
as to insure that the provincial and country centres may get electric power at as
cheap a rate and ·at the same time as the
metropolitan area.
Mr. CAMERON.-I think every honorable member, nQi matter hQiw wrapped
up he is in the Morwell scheme, must
admit that it will nQit have the same decentralizing effect as a scheme on the
Upper Murra y, such as the Kiewa
scheme, win have. We an recognise that
Melbourne requires electric power at as
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cheap a rate as possible. We cannot C?ndemn the Government fOir endeavQlurlllg
to deve,lop the l\1Q1rwell scheme, j but it is
not to be compared with the Kiewa
Bcheme, so far as decentralization is concerned.
.some yea:rs ago a number of
American investocs who were heTe proposed to' take over the Trawool scheme,
and to ,construct a reservoir, if they were
given the right to operate the scheme.
Surely these experts we,re nQt fools. The
GOIVernment refused to give them the
right they desired.
I suppose it was
against the policy 0'£ the Government to
give such rights to a private company.
That would have been the largest reservoir
in the world, and it could have supplied
all the water necessary fOil' the nQrth, and
generated electricity.
We lost a great
advantage in connexioo, with that. Honorahle membe'rs il"epresenting Gippsland
and, Dther southern parts of the State are
nOot in touch with the great potentiaiities
of the nOorth-east. I have on many occasions listened to the hOonorable, member
fQr Ovens when describing graphically the
possihilities of that district. The honorrable member for Benambra, who is
thorOoughly wrapped up in th~ Kiewa
Bcheme, spoke, very fOorcibly about it today, and criticised the figures of the experts; I am toOl good an Australian nDt
to be prQud of Sir John Monash. I am
<mtisfied that he is going' to establish 3.
great community in the lvicinity Qf MQrwell-a big township and a. happy community. I helielve he will set a good example to the whole of Australia. But it
does no,t foHow that the honoTable member for Benam bra has nOot put up a splendid case for the north-east. He knows
the fertile country that extends to the
upper reaches of the Murray; he knows
the wO'nderful potentialities o,f the Murray
Valley right down -to Swan Hill and the
South Australian bOTder. He knows that
great de:ve,IOopm,entS must take place in
that area within the, next ten Oil' twenty
yea,rs if Australia is to q~ developed as we
ex.pect, and if we are going to attract
immigrants. Most of them
go to the
Upper Murray. I know from personal expeirience something- ahout the wonderful
vpportunities that exist there.
If a
company is prepared to dO' what the Government will not do, why should the Government hamper it 1 In a place over the
Black's Spur, wnere there is milliOons of
pounds' worth of timber gQing to waste,

will
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a company was prepared to CQl~struct .a
railway; but the Government saId that It
was against their policy. They d? not 1;>elieve in giving these rights to pnvate mdividuals; but if the Government are not
prepared to go. into these .schemes they
should allow pnva,te enterprIse to operate
them. I hOlpe honO'rable members will not
lOose sight of the fact that there are g.reat
possibilities in the nOTth-east, esp~Clally
from such a scheme as the Kiewa schem.e.
The motiQn was agreed to.
The Bill was ,then read a second time,
and committed.
CIa usa 1 was agreed to.
Olause 2-(Oommencement).
Mr. BEARDMORE.-I have some COl'respOondence which, I think, it is my. d~ty
tOo re'ad.to' honGrable members. It IS mformation that should be made known to
them at the earliest possible mome'l~.t, for
it throws quite a different compleanon on
the whole affair.
Honorable members
will find that what I have said about
Kiewa is substantiated by an expe,rb. This
letter is fr:om Mr. Michell, who has been
engine'ar in counex.ion with this business.
He handed thi~ letter to the ,company that
he represented on a former occasion, and
the company have handed the. let~r. to
me. I am ouly doing my duty III read~ng
this letter-Mr. LIVINGSTON.-What is the date~
Mr. BEARDMORE.-The 15th instant. It is a le'tter frO'm Mr. Michell in
reference to' the report supplied to us last
nightP. J. HOLDENSON, Esq.,
Chairman,
V.ictorian Hydro-electric Com.pany,
:Melbourne.
Dear Mr. Holdenson,
Referr,ing to your telephone inquiry t~is
morn'ing on the .statement '1?ut befor~ Parl.lament by Sir John .Monash, om con~eXlOn WIth
my report on the KIewa scheme, I WI,sh to make
it clear to you that, as you sUipposed, the table
of costs read by Sir John ,Monash does not
fairly represent the relative positions of the
Kiewa and Morwell schemes.
I understand
that [Sir John Monash ,is making a statement
to the press to-day repudIating re.sponsibit~ty
for the inferences unfavorable to KIewa, WhICh
would naturally be drawn from the table referred to. He tells me that he was careful to
expla..in to members that· the capital costs of
the two schemes were prepared on quite different bases and should not be regarded as
comparable. ' Unfortunately this warning was
not reported by the A.ge reporter.
Apart from Sir John's disclaimer, I woul~
like to make ,it clear to you that the compartson entirely misrepresents, and makes mislead-
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ing use of, the figures of my Kiewa re.port. My
Kiewa scheme is, of course, a continuous-load
scheme (adapted to o.perate at 80 per cent. load
factor), and is cILpable of supplying 270 million
units at Melbourne in a drought year. ThE::
Morwell scheme, for which the costs are given,
is a scheme only adapted to supply at a low
load factor a total :Me1bourne -consumption of
170 million units. To represent, as the table
does, that the Morwell ·scheme might operate at
100 percent. load factor, .is absolutely misleading, and the capital cost would have to bE::
enormously increased to enable it to do 80.
You are also aware that the Morwell costs
were prepared in November, 1919, and that
very considerable ,increases ,in prices of material and labour took :pla.ce before my Kiewa
report was presented in September this year.
l1he iMorwell estimate also ·omits costs of opening the coal-field, costs of branch ra.ilway line,
staff accommodation, &c., while the Kiewa estimates indude all the correSoponding charges.
tIt lis not my pur,pOose to assert that the Kiewa
scheme should be proceeded with by the Government at present in preference to Morwell.
If my opinion were asked, I would say that
neither scheme should be undertaken at present,
as 'immediate .requirements can be more economically met by a power station in Melbourne.
The Government has 'been advised to th'is effect
quite .recently on much better authority than
this.
'Whatever is done at .present, Kiewa must be
considered later for the supply of the constant portion of load, and in this connexion it
will interest you to note that, even with the
very high ,capital costs for which I have had
to allow on Kiewa on the assumption of immediate construction, the tota.l annual costs
(interest and operating charges .included)
would be not more than £336,000 for a supply.
of 272 million units, which work out at 0.296d.
per unit. Thi.s is a lower dlgure than any
other scheme constructed at the present time
can show.
I have thought it only fair to g.ive you these
fact!> in v.iew of the mi!>leading nature of the
statement above referred to, for which you
might naturally hold me responsible, at least
to some extent.
Yours truly,
('Signed)
A. G. MICHELL, M.e.E.

The House has been deliberately misled,
as I said before, althOough I had not seen
the figures of the expert who is adviser
to the COommissioners. If the Government did the right thing they would withdraw this Bill until they get the whole
of the facts and figures. Honorable members have expressed their opinions on misleading facts. I claim, as one who wants
to see the two schemes put on an equal
. footing, that the Government should withdraw the Bill, and let bOoth schemes be
oonsidered on their merits.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) .-1 do
not know what view honorable members
will take now that they have heard the
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lett.er that has just been read, and which,
It is a
I think, is most sensational.
remarkable thing to have a communication like that ·placed before us after the
figures which were submitted last night,
and whirh were accepted by the majority
of members as absolutely verified.
I
must confess, after hearing the letter
read by the honorable member foOl'
Benambra, that I fee'l in a very dubious
positi{m, and I think that the first thing
the Premier should do is to make Ii sta tement in reply.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-The letter
which the honorwble member for
Benambra has read is a ·complete surprise
to the Government. I am sure the honorwble .member will accept my assurance,
and that of the Government, that there
has been no intention whatever of giving
either this House or another place any
mi.gleading information. S.peaking generally, I should say there must be some
serious misunderstanding which has
given rise to the letter. The matter is
highly techni,cal, and we must be guided
by technical advisers and experts, on
whose e~perience and general knowledge
we have to rely in matters of this kind.
I propose in the Qircumstanees to move
that progress be reported, because I think
that the statement whieh has been read
is of sufficient importance to demand a
full and complete answer. I intend to
ascertain exactly what the position ~s and
where the misapprehensiQn has arisen,
and to give honorable members the
fullest information which the Government 'possesses in regard to the matter. I
would point out that the Bill which we
are now considering is merely a mealsure
to constitute the Electricity Commissioners in another way. A·s a matter of
a·etual fact, it does not enter into the relative merits of the Kiewa, the Altona,
or any other scheme.
:Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-It
enters into the comparative merits.
}1r. LAW80N.-The BiH itself would
not affect the question whether Kiewa
or Morwell should be developed. This is
a machinery measure. Earlier in the
sitting we passed a financial B~ll which
gave power to . proceed with certain
matters indicated in the schedule.
I
want to tell the House quite plainly that
I am perfectly satisfied that there is 110
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intention on the part of the Electricity
Oommissioners or of .sir John Monash to
give the House anything but the most
reliable information. As 1 say, there
must be some serious misunderstanding
with regard to the !position, and I will
take immediate steps to obtain the fullest
possitble information and give it to the
House as soon as it has been gathered by
the ~overnment. If I get the information later to-night, I will make it availahle to honorable members, and give them
the .benefit of all the reports and all the
advice which the Government have in regard to the proposi.tions.
Mr. McLEoD.-Will the Premier ho~d
ba{'k the other Bill before sending it to
another place?
Mr. LAWSON.-We will not go on
with the financial Bill in the other .House
until this matter has ,been ,cleared up.
Progress was then reported.
NEOESSARY COMMODITIES'
CONTROL BILL.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) moved the
second rea.ding of this Bill. He 'saidThis is a measure to amend and continue
the Necessary Oommodities Oontrol Act
1919. I do not suppose it is necessary
for me to unduly detain honorable members with an exposition of the measure,
but it might be interesting just to review
the ·circumstances in which the Act was
fir.st introduced into this lIouse, and in
which the Oommitssion was appointed.
Honorable members will remember that
there was a great anti-pr,ofiteering agitation in thi~ State, and that the Federal
Government said that, if the .peo·ple of
Australia gave them the authority to deal
(,ompl'ehensively with the problem, they
would create ·machinery which 'Would
make 'profiteering difficult and effectively
punish the profiteer. In order to obtain
those powers, ·certainconstitutional
amendments were neces.sary.
Those
amendments were duly ,submitted to the
people, but did not obtain the requisite
majority to enable them to become law.
The Government of Victoria then appointed a Commission to investigate
generally the question of high prices. It
was said at that time that the Government was not in earnest in regard to
dealing with thi.s matter, but the reports
which the Government obtained justified
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further legi,sla ti ve action, and a Bill was
submitted to the Victorian Parliament,
and dnly passed, in 1919. Pursuant to
that Act, three Oommissioners were appointed. Major-General Sir James W.
McOay was appointed Chairman. Mr.
Hute.hinson, a trader with a great
amount of experience, and a gentleman
who, in connexion with the Busines.s
B09f,d of the Defence Department, had
done a vast amount of honorary public
serv LCe, was selected. as a man experienced in trade methods. Mr. Oharles
Gray,. who was then Secretary of the
Trades Hall, was appointed as the third
member ·of the Oommission. He WaB
~elected as being one who might be said
to peculiarly represent the consumers.
8ir James McCay was a man of sound
knowledge and ripe judgment, and a
man who had the necessary judicial temperament and faculty to investigate impartially the problems which would come
up for ·consideration. The Commi.ssion
has been working for about twelve
months, and has presented to the Government a variety of reports. It is not
necessary for me, I think, to extensively
review the work which the Commission
has done.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-What
happened to that report with regard to
the woollen mills?
Mr. LAWSON.-The honorable member is as well aware of what happened
and .the reasons f.or it as I am. I have
explained it on several 00casions to honorahle members. There is a report to
which I wish to direct attention-Report
No. 31, Actual Oontrol of .Prices-which
is a review by the Oommission of its
own activities. That was issued on the
10th Septem:ber thi,s year, and it shows
the work that ,the Commission has been
engaged in, and the nature of the recommendations which it has made to the
Government.
The Oommissioners indicate where, as a result of its deliberations, a general reduction has been made
in current prices; where a partial reduction has been made; where temporary
delays in a rise of prices were secured; .
where current prices have been fixed;
where prices asked for have not been
raised to the full extent; where prices
have been raised to a less extent than
. was asked for; and where prices have
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been raised to the full extent. The Commissioners summarize the posi tion in
this way: a general reduction of price
in four cases; a partial reduction in six
cases j a temporary delay in the rise of
prices in seven cases; current prices
fixed in six cases; prices raised to a
less extent than was asked for, seven
cases; and applications granted to increase prices to the full extent, eight
cases. In this connexion, I may say
that the desire of the Government
has been to give to honorable members all possible information in regard
to the reports which the Commission has presented to the Government,
except in one or two cases, where the
reports were of a purely domestic nature.
For instance, one report deals with the
fuel supply at a time when an acute
shortage of· fuel was expected. Practically all the reports except that, and reports in regard to woollens, and furniture,
and softgoods, which have not yet been
considered by the Government, have been
made available.
Mr. BAILEY.-Are th~y not the only reports that protected the people?
Mr. LAWSON.-They are not. The
recommend a tions of the Commission
have been accepted in whole or in part.
On Friday the Government circulated, for
the information of honorable members,
the report of the Inter-State price fixing
authorities, with the recommendations
which they had made. The Government
further submitted the report of the Commission itself recommending amendments of the law-amendments which
would provide for the smoother working
Honorable members
of the machine.
will also have received a review of the
work of the Commission, submitted to me
in the nature of a memorandum, by the
chairman of the Fair Profits Commission.
In that memorandum the chairman deals with the operations of the Act,
the operations of the Commission, pricecontrolling combines, and criticisms of
the Act; and generally shows the motives
that have actuated the Commission in
the recommendations it has made. It
has never been contended that the State
price-fixing· authority could be as efficacious as a Federal price-fixing authority.
We cannot confine trade within the
There is Interborders of Victoria.
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State competition; and if price8 were unduly lowered in the State of Victoria,
manufacturers and traders would send
their goods aCrOSs the border, either to
South Australia or to New South Wales,
where the limitation of prices was not in
operation. I am credibly informed that
that has been done in the matter of
tweeds. When the Government adopted
the recommendation for the limitation of
profits on tweeds, the effect was to make
the material scarce in Victoria, and to
tra.nsfer the trade to other States. As
honorable members know, the law prevents us from stopping this export, ·01'
from controlling the price of Victorian
goods when sold in another State. It has
been said that the Government has been
half-hearted in regard to its acceptance
of the recommendations of the Commission. It is true that we did not, for
definite reasons which I have explained,
think it expedient to adopt the recommenda tions of the Commission in its report On woollens. We took that course
deliberately fQ<r an expressed purpose,
which has been fully discussed and explained.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU did it deliberately against the will of the Commission, after submitting your reasons
to the Commission.
Mr. LAWSON.-We submitted our
reasons to 'honorE\-ble members, and we
take, as we must-we are not afraid to
take-the fullest responsibility for what
we did in that matter.
1\'lr. P'RENDERGAsT.-The· Commission
disagreed with you.
Mr. LAWSON. - Naturally it disagreed when its recommendatiQ<n was
not adopted. - This is the summary of
the action taken· by the Government in
regard to the recommendations of the
Commission: in thirty-five ca~es the Government has taken the action which the
Commission recommended; in sixlteen
cases the GQ<vernment has accepted the
Commission's recommendations, but in
these cases no positive action was required; in two cases the whole of the
action recommended was not taken.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What are those
two cases?
Mr. LAWSON.-I have mentioned
woollens. The other was in respect of
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household fuel and fixing the price of
brown coal.
Mr. .PR.ENDER.GAsT.-That report has
not been circulated.
MI'. LAWSON.-It was a confidential
report to the Government. At the time
an acute shortage of fuel was expected,
and the publication of the report would
not have been in the public interests.
Mr. BAILEY.-Is it the practice of the
Commission to make confidential reports
to the Government?
lVlr. LAWSON .-It wa.s asked to make
that report to. the Government. It was
expected that in Septem berthere would
be a most acute shortage of fuel in
the metropolitau area. The Comm~
sion had been investigating the firewood
question, and we asked the Commissioners whether it could submit any
practical proposal to the Government to
help us to overcome that shortage. It
was not really a question of price-fixing,
Or anything of that kind. It was not
strictly in accordance with the Act. But
as the Oommissioners had ;been investigating the questiOOl, we wanted the benefit
of their advice.
Mr. BAILEY.-It was a question of
supply.
.
Mr. LAWSON .-It was a questio.n o,f
shortage. Forluna.tely, the acute shortage expected did not eventua.te.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The Government
scraped through.
Mr. LA WiSON.-Yes, it was a case
of "scraping throllglh." It will, therefore, be soon that the Government has
given. adequate support to the Commissio,n. Briefly, I would say this: it has
never been contended by the Government
tha.t profiteering and high prices are
synonymous terms. When I introduced
the original Bill, I made it perfectly
clear tha,t the Government. did not regard
profiteering and high prices as synonymous terms. I spoke of the doop-rooted
economic causes which have led to high
prices, such as the inflatio.n of credit, the
absence of shipping-, the dislocation of the
exchanges, the shortage of production,
and SOl on. But I said that when there
was a shortage there was the o.ppo.rtunity
foT' the man who would not trade fairly,
and who. was willing to take undue profits, tOl dOl that at the expense of the
general community, and if there were a
measure of profiteering it· ought t01 00
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controlled, SOl far as it could be con
trolled, by Government interference. It
is well-kn01wn that I dOl nDt regard arti:ficiaJ interft!lrenoel or price-fixing .as a.
panacea fOol' all the evils the State is subJect t01, n01r do I regard price-fixing as a
permanent remedy for high prices. But
the GQovernment did say that in the circumstances then obtaining, in a period of
dislO1cation and of high prices, it was
right that there should be some body that
could impartially investigate this problem and tell the ·community 'What the
position was.
Such a body could recommend, in special c~ses. wha.t prices
were fair and equitable in the circumstances, and could act as a. kind of policeman in the in~erests of the community
tOl prevent those peOople whOt woula prey
upon the community frQom carrying Otut
their operatiOlns.
Mr. BAILEy.-And· has it prevented
t·hem 1
Mr. LAWSON. - The Commission
claims tha.t it has, and, personally, I believe that the CommissiOon has had a
steadying influence. I said tha.t this
remedy would not cure high prices, because the causes of high prices were toD
deep-seated. If you issued a prOclamatiDn which fixed the price of an article
at a figure for which it could not be prDduoed._ or tha,t would not allow of a reasonable profit to the manufacturer or
trader, the effect would 00 to banish that
article from the market. If we fixed the
price of a, commodity f01r which we ha.ve
t·o dep.end on Otther countries lower than
the price tha.t could be obtained for it in
other countries, it would be good-bye to
the importation of that cOommodity. Take
kerosene, fOol' example. Kerosene is a
necessa.ry househDld cDmmodity.
If it
were made unprOtfitable for the trader in
kerosene to send the commodity tOo this
country, he would send it t01 other cOtuntries where he could get his prQofit. He
wOould not send it h~re for philanthrQopic
reasQons.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What was desired
was t01 restrict the pr01fits of those traders
whOl persisted in overcharging.
Mr. LAWSON.-I merely.mentioned
kerosene as a commodity for which we
have to rely Qon importation. I am nQot
dealing with the merits of the price of
kerosene at all. But I say that 'if th.e
Victorian price-fixing authority were to
fix such a price fOol' kerosene that it would
not be as profitable to send it here, it
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would go to other E'tates or countries
where a higher profit was obtainable. It
would merely stop the exportation from
the country of origin to Victoria, and the
community would suffer more than it does
by having to pay the high prioe.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It would stop the
importations from America, but not
from British countries.
Mr. LAWSON.-The general principle
I have endeavoured to enuncia.te still
stands, and is, I think, unassailable.
The matter could, of course, be dealt
with more effectively by a Federal authority. We have only jurisdiction within
the limits of the State of Victoria.
The
Commissioners, in their report, show how
they have dealt with prices. They giv~
instances where they have controlled
prices where the traders asked fDr higher
prices than the CDmmission thought were
faIr and reasonable. The indication is
that had the CommissiDn not been in
exis~ce the high"er prices asked for by
the traders-prices that they contended
w~re fair :and, :reasonable-wOlUld have
been imposed, and the community would
have had to pay them. I do not justify
the permanent continuance of a Commission to deal with price-fixing, but I do
think that, in abnormal circumstances, it
is wise to have this control. It is an
assurance to the community that trading
is fair, and I think we may agree that
the findings of the -Commission go to
show that, ,on the whole, there has
been a very small amount of' profiteering in the State of Vi~toria.
Ther(} has been a great amount of noise
and a great amount of agitation, but
there h!ls been no substance to justify the
wild and whirling ,charges that have been
made against the traders in this commun ity.
Mr. McGREGOR.-Tradel~s have not
heen able to get within 10 per cent. of
the pri'2es fixed by the Commission owing
to ~om peti tion.
Mr. }~AWSON.-The C.ommission fixed
only the maximum price.
There is
nothing to prevent a trader from selling
at less than the rate so fixed. I do not
think it will, be profitable either to myself
or to honorable members to review this
int~restillg subject at length. I have on
several occasions already reviewed the
whole matter exhaustively. When I introduced the Bill last year I instanced
what had been done by the Mother of
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Parliaments, and referred to the efforts
which had been made by leaders of the
Empire in the Imperial Parliament to
justify the introduction of the measure in
th.~ flouse of Commons and in the H'ouse
of Lords.
The Commission has been
most industrious.
I would be failing in
my duty if I did not pay a tribute to the
great ability which has been displayed in
the handling of difficult problems which
it was called upon to attack and solve.
The chairman particularly has not spared
himself in the work in which he has been
engagerl, and he has been ably supported
by the other two members ,of the Commission. Therefore I am suggesting to honorable members that until we return to
normal times there should be a continuThe Government
ance of this control.
indicated its policy in connexion with
this Oommission when appealing to the
electors. It is, ,of ,course, for honorable
members to determine whether this authority is to be continued.
There is no
doubt it has had a steadying influence
on the community, and probably its influence has been more ameliorative in its
deterrent effect than in the actual proclamations which have been issued.
1fr. FARTHING.-Have the Government
made any inquiry during the past year as
to what extent industries have b.een prevented from starting or have been retarded by the operation of the Commission?
Mr. LA'VSON.-The Government was
told that. certain extension~ of woollen
manufacturers had been stopped because
of the fear of the proclamation which the
Commission recommended. That was one
of the influences which operated on the
mind of the Government in refusing to
adopt the recommendations of the Commission in regard to the manufacture of
woollen cloth. I know there has been
irritation, and that it has been said the
Oommission has been a hindrance to the
deyelopment and expansion of industry.
The chairman of the Commission has
dealt with that particular matter in the
memorandum submitted to me in the following terms:A good deal has been said publicly, a good
deal is being said privately, about the hindrance
to development caused by control of prices or'
profits.
The authority to control exists
throughout Australia, except in Tasmania. The
most vigorous attacks on the Act and the Commission have not been on this line,. but by way
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of allegation that the seller has been too ten- wholesaler, or from one retailer to
derly treated. The whole of the reports of the another at an increased price. If a wholeCommission show that it has consistently endeavoured to recognise that development must saler buys at a fixed price, and sells to
be encouraged and reasonable profits allowed another wholesaler, he cannot make a
The one case in which the Government profit out 'Of the transactiDn.
for.
has not adopteu the Commission's recommendaMr. McGREGoR.-Suppose he sells to a
tions, that of the woollen mills, has already
been fully" discussed.
In every instance in retailer?
Mr. LAWSON.-He can sell to the rewhich the reports recommend control, and even
more particularly in regard to commodities tailer at the fixed price, and the retailer
manufactured in Victoria, the Commission has may get a profit by rebate or discount.
given full details and full figures, and claims I promised the House tha t when we were
that it has shown a just regard to the encouragement of industry.
For example, ,the amending the princi pal ~ct I would
report on fertilizers recognises the propriety give the ODmmission power to investigate
of special amortization allowances where new the question of excessive rentals, and that
plant is erected. The times are difficult; many is provided for in this Bill.
I have
necessary commodities are still scarce; without
put
in
a
provision
which
enables
also
control speculation will be rife, and many prices
will be unnecessarily high.
The experience com plain t to be made in regard to the
gained in the administration of the Act shows practice 'Of selling keys and the exactiDn
that it continues to be necessary, for without of a bonus on the entering of a tenancy
that continuance a score of price combines or
associations will have unrestricted play, and or on the rf-'newal o.f one. The Bill deals
scores of necessary commodities may rise un- with other small matters, which I can
necessarily in price.
The Act ought not to more properly explain when we come to
prevent proper increases; it can and ought to the clauses.
prevent improper onee.

Mr. FARTHING.-Do you know if shipments of machinery are being held up in
Great Britain at the present time on account of this Oommission?
)\ifr. LAWSON.-I have been told that
in ,some cases orders f.or new plant have
been count~manded because of the fear
a~ to the effect of the operations of the
Oommission. I t has been argued that the
continuance of this Oommission will prevent a return to normal conditions, and
will continue abnormal conditions.
Mr. B~ILEY.-Are the Government determined to carry this Bill through this
House?
Mr. LAWSON.-The measure'provides
for the continuance of the Commission
for a further period of twelve months. It
corrects certain difficulties which have
been revealed during the past year.
Mr. McGREGoR.-Have you amended
the interpretation of the word "wholesale" so that it will not prevent a wholesaler outside of Melbourne having the
opportunity to re-sell at a profit?
Mr. LAWSON.-I will deal with that
matter when we come to the clause in
Oommittee.
Mr. lfcGREGOR.-YOU ought to deal
with it now, because a great deal depends
upon it.
Mr. LAWSON.-Section 11 of the
principal Act prevents the sale of an
article from 'One wholesaler to another

Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-Have
you .prohibited the saile of keys?
Mr. LA'VSON.-We are· not able'
to legislate directly in that direction,
but the clause will indIrectly pro·hibit the sale of keys. To prohibit
this kind of transaction it would
be necessary to ha,ve a com plicated
and technical Act. The Oommi.ssion will
have power to order a refund in the
event ·of complaints being m3!de about
bonuses .being demanded from incoming
tenants. This fact wiN have a deterrent
effect, and it is confidently expeeted that
it will kill the practice. It is with that
object that the clause has been inserted
in the Bill. The Government ,committed
itself at t.he last elect,ion to the oontinuance -of this Oommission. I have
explained the ·rea'sons why we have introduced the Bill, and I have endeav·oured to explain why this Bill has come
before the HIouse now. I have circulated
for the information of honorable members all the information in the possession of the Government, and I have read
the memorandum whieh the Ohairman
of the Oommission forwaDded to the Go\Ternment,and it has been circulated
among.st honora1ble members. It is for
honorable members to determine whether
they will agree to thi,s Bill, :and the Government recommends them to accept it.
Mr. PRENnERGAST.-In the ordinary course ·of events, the debate on this
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Bill should be a·djourned, but my attitude towards the Commission has, during
the last two or three weeks, undergone
somewhat of a change. I must not altogether blame the Commission if it ha.s
not been ab1e to accomplish what I desire,
because to some extent it has not had the
power to do what is wanted. It is important, therefore, to examine the weaknesses surrounding the Act under which
this Commission ·carries on its operations,
and we 'should see if we ·cannot Temove
those weaknesses in the interests 0.£ those
who, I believe, have the right to have
prires fixed. In its :report, No. 13, the
Commis.sion made a recommendation in
regaTd to the price of woollen cloth. The
Commission reported that afoter the most
complete investig.ation, they were satisfied that the prices which were neing
charged were above what was fair and
legitimate.
They asked the Government to deal immediately with thi's question. They pointed out that the Wool
Pool would soon .be ceasing its operations,
and that would he followed by a great
inflation in prices of woollen cloth. The
Commission set out that they made inquiries into the ,conditions sur~ounding
the t:r.ade.
Then the Government said
tha t they had made certain inquiries, and
had come to the conclusion that if the
rerommendation of the 'Commission were
adopted, it would stop the manufacture
of woollen cloth in Victoria, and it would
also have the effect of causing woollen
goods to be sold at a higher price outside
the' State.
The decision of the High
Oourt in this matter a few weeks ago was
rather interesting, but I am nOW talking
about what occurred five or six months
ago. The Commission intimated, in reply to the ,statement of the Premier, that
it had inquired into the points he raised,
and, presumably, it still adhered to its
reconunenda tions.
I assume that they
'wrote a letter to the Premier, but I have
not seen a copy of it. The 'Government
took no action after t'he Oommission had
intimated that they had fully considered
aU the circumstaures in conneXiion with
the manufacture of this cloth. The honorable gentleman made a statement a:hout
report No. 23. That report referred to
]\{ol'well brown coal, hut .there was no
fixation of prices in connexion with that
report. It has not even been .circulated.
Second
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If it had it might have given us
some informati,on in 'connexion with the
inquiry in regard to the fixing of wages.
It is a remarkable thing that that report
was suppressed just at that particular
period.
What became ·of reports Nos.
37, 48 and 59 ~ Those reports have been
held back also. If I am to judge from
what the Premier has ,said to-night" after
report No. 13 was issued to the publicthat report was not adopted by the GoV€lrnment.--a direotion wa·s given that
every :report must be supervised by the
Government before it was issued to the
public. Altogether, sixty-six reports have
been issued by the Commission, and there
is also a memorandum in connexion with
the working of the Necessary C.ommodities Control Act which I have just received. This is an important document,
and it should have been in, the hands of
honorable member~ two or three days ago.
Mr. LAwsoN.-That memorandum was
issued immediately after it was reooived.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I will not
deny that. The Fair Profits Oommission
is being attacked in regard to certain
princi pIes, some of which I hold to be
solid, in connexion with the administra. tion of the law. I hold that it is a pl'oper
thing that there should be regulation of
the right of pe,rsons tal dOl certain things
when they are dealing with the interests of
other people. I do not believe in restricting
a man's individual rights; but they have
to be carefully de-fined, and, a.fter all,
they a.re v€,ry few.
But it is right
to r€strict the relationship of a mau
to the oommunity if it is to the
benefit of the community.
I hav€
seen things within the last few days
showing that amongst a certain class of
the community" at any rate, there is an
objection to re1ltriction.
We should not
view the question of whether or not the
N'ecessary Commodities Control Act
should remain upon our statute-book
simply from the point of view of gratifying the desires ·of certain people to do
as they choose, but we must consider the
nece1lsity of regulating trade in the interests of the whole community. A circular objecting to the Necessary Commodities Control Act has been issued by
Flinders-lane firms. The names of the
firms are:Beath, Schiess, and Felstead Limited.
Pater,son, Laing, and Bruce Limited.
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Sargood Brothers.
Dodgshun and Sons, Proprietary Limited.
D. and W. Murra-y Limited.
. Robert Reid and Company Limited.
McNaughton, Love, and Company, Pro-

prietary Limited.
Banks, Bell, and Company.

The OommisBion wanted to restrict the
right Qif tradelrs to sell under certain condition£:. It pointed out that it should be
able to fix thl3 profits, not only on particular articles, hut on the amount of capital employed in dealing with those articles. Generally speaking, the man who
turns his capital over several times in the
year is a much bigger benefa-ctor to the
community than the man in the same
class of business who turn£: his capital
over only once in the year. That is all
I admit in that connexion. To-day all we
have is the statement by a number of men
that certain ,things should nOlt be dQine
and the statement of the Fair Profits
Commission that those things should he
done. 'rhe question we have to consider
i~ whether the men we have appointed to
the OOlnmission are men whom we call
trust in connexion with the work they
have to do. Two of the memhers of the
Commission are not very much heard of,
one member appearing to be at the front
of the whole thing. In regard to the
criticism against the 'Commissioners, I
have only to judge whether the members
of the Commission are honest in considering the evidence that ,comes before them
in furnishing their Tepms.
I think
their word should obtain as gre'at credence
as, if not gre1ater credencel than, that of
anyone else" hecause of the fact that they
are the persons whom this Parliament has
appointed to do certain work. Oonsidering the fact that the Commission has
been hampel:red, on the whole it;
has dQine very fair w.o,rk in connexion with the inquiries it has made into
the prices -of commodities. First of all,
certain restrictions are placed on the Com~
mission by the Act.
The Commission
were told to inquire into the price of
bacon, and they fixed Is. lId. per
lb. as thel fair price.
A few we'eks
afte,rwa,rds they inquired again, and
then fixed Is. l1~d. as the, ,price.
They we're then toJd they had fixed the
price toOl high in proportiQin to the cost of
the -raw material, hut the .Qommis8ion had
not the power to control the price of the
raw material-in this instance the pigMr. Prendergast.
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beca use the Governmen t had carefully
limited their power by providing that
they should not 1:>e able to fix the prices of
any raw materials coming from the farms
of this country. How can we blame the
Commission on account of the price it
fixed for hacon? Parliament deliherately
prevented the C.ommission from doing effective work, and now that it cannot do
effective work Parliament should not
blame it, but should extend its powers in
order that it may do it.
The Commission made a report with the object of
limiting the profits of manufacturers of
woollen cloth, but the Ministry would not
adopt the report, and the House does not
seem to be too anxious to have that report adopted. If the Bill now before us
is passed, it will only _place in the hands
of the Oommission half the power the
Commission ~hould have to regulate rents,
and the provisions will be unsuccessful in their application, not necessarily because the Oommission will not
want to do the right thing, hut hecause
it will not have the power to do it.
The
Premier :said that to give the Commission
complete power in this regard a great
number of highly technical clauses would
be necessary.
In effect, he says, " We
cannot include these clauses in thiEl measure. We shall, therefore, give the Oommission half the necessary power, and if
it does not do all the public want it to do,
the public will blame the Commission inIn other
stead of the Government."
States the fines for breaches of legislation
- similar to our Act are much heavier than
for offences against our Act. In other
States penalties of £100, £200, £300, and
£400 are provided.
In Great Britain
during the operation of this legislation an
offender was not only compelled to pay
a fine" but to hand over all the undue
profits he had made. One man who had
sold some hags of potatoes above the le. gitimate price had to pay £5,000, hecau8e
that was the extra profit he was proved
In Great Britain they
.to have taken.
adopted the proper method of inflicting
penalties, and the result was that they had
fewer cases to deal with.
The penalty
under this Bill for disobeying an order of
the Commission in regard to profits is
£50, hut to make the law effectivE,:) it
should he £500. In many cases. milkmen
are fined £5 or £10 for watering milk,
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though they may have been committing
the offence for months and may have made
hundreds of pounds out of it. Only a portion of what they have made is taken from
them and that is an inducement to them
to co'ntinue to water their milk, because
it is profitable.
A baker who isco~
victed I)f selling light-weight bread IS
called upon to pay 6d. or 3d. per ounce,
and after the bread has been weighed it
is handed back to him ,so that he may sell
it again. He is fined for the offen~e
which he commits on one day, though It
is known that he has been committing
that offence for months pa~t, and a proper
examination of his books would prove it.
He continues to commit the offence, and
for a second conviction he may be fined
a little bit more. The representatives of
two or three firms went before the Fair
Profits Commission and said that they
fixed the price of their stock in
accordance with the replacement value.
Some of them ~tate distinctly that they
always based their charges on the replacement value. That is, that whatever
it cost to obtain a new lot of goods was
the price that was charged for those
~oods, and for all the other goods of. a li~e
kind in stock. Supposing an artICle IS
bought at 6d., and after keeping it for a
time the cost of replacing it goe~ up to
1s., the replacement cost, that is,. 1s., is
then charged for the articles left over
from the sale which cost 6d. This was
particularly the case in connexion with
clocks imported from America.
I
have three circulars in which it is
stated that the clocks would have to be
sold for so much. Take the case of the
"Big Ben" clo,cks. The price was put
up to 25s., ·and the instruction on the circular was that the dealer should charge
that price for all other stock of that kind
t.hat he had on hand. He would be required to sell it at the price at which the
new stock was being supplied to him. If
18s. had boon paid for the stock o.n hand,
that had to he sold fo.r 25s., as had to he
done in the case of the new stock. In some
cases clocks had been obtained for 12s. 6d.,
and the company which supplied them required that they should be sold at the repla,cement cost. I ~ent two of the circulars of this company on to the Fair
Profits Commission.
We did not give
the Oommission power to deal with this
class of tranflu'ction.
We did not give
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them power to deal with many classes of
goodE! that came under their notice. Take
the case of bricks. The price of bricks
obtained from the Gamble Brick Proprietary Company Ljmited was £3 per
1,000, while the price of bricks from other
companies :ranged from £2 12s. to £2 18s.
per 1,000, or something like that.
The
Gamble Brick Proprietary oom,p any
Limited" however, as it was proved in
one instance, sold bricks at £5 per 1,000.
The company were brought before the
Oourt, but there did not appear to be
much evidence of a sub~tantial ,character
in regard to overcharging. It was stated
by one of our police magistrates that a
certain amount was charged for the
bricks being supplied in advance of other
orders, and he did not consider that that
was an overcharge. Because of the want
of sufficient authority in the law to deal
with these matters, the -caE!e that was
taken to the Oourt was lOost, and the result
was that instead of preventing overcharging we simply paid the costs for people
to come to the Oourt and prove that they
were right in overcharging. There were
Reports
other cases of the same kind.
No. 37, No. 48, and No. 59 have not yet
There is a. ,celebrated
been pre~ented.
case in connexion with coal. If the coal
is obtained from small traders there can
be a prosecution, but the people who are
behind the traders cannot be prosecuted.
The Fair Profits Commission are made
the laughing stock of the whole community, not because they can not effectively do the work required,. if they had
the .power, but because they have not had
the power, and because there has been no
desire on the part of the Government to ,
give them the power. This Bill does not
give them as much power as it ought to
give them, in view of the demand made
by the members of the iQommis~i?n the~m
selves. We on this (the OppOSItion) SIde
of the House generally support this .class
of legislation.
]\'1r. RYAN.-YOU have been the bitterest opponents of the Oommission ever
since it has been in existen ceo
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The h011orable member should not be quite sure, because he may not be reliable on that
point.
.
Mr. RYAN.-You were deadly opposed
to it from the first.
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part of Australia.
The most effective
Mr. PRENDERGA8T.-I was not.
Mr. RYAN.-YOU ridiculed the appoint- answer to those statements has been .afforded by the report of the Basic Wage
ment of Mr. Gray.
Mr. PRENUERlGAST. -IWhat haB Commission. Tha t Commission fixed ,the
that to do with it ~ I might not like basic wage for Victoria at £5 16s. 6d.,
the honorable member to be a member of while for Queensland the wage recomParliament, but if l;said so it would not mended was £5 6s. Why is that? It is
I stated because the price of necessary commodibe attacking the Parliament.
then what I am stating to-night-that I ties is less. in Queensland than it is in
support this class of legislation, but the Victoria to the extent of about lOs. a
method in which it has been introduced week. The Premier and others' went
must lead to its failure. When I say round the country stating that high prices
that, however, it does not imply that I were ruling in Queensland; but the
am against this class of legislation, but answer to those statements is supplied in
only that I am opposed to the method the Basic Wage Commission's report prethat is adopted in carrying this legisla- sented the other day.
Mr. TouTcHER.-They got the benefit
tion into effect._
Mr. GRE:EJNwooD.-Twelve more months of cheap meat in one direction, and they
are paying for it by a deficit in the
will only give the same result.
finances.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. Another
Mr. PRENDERG.A.ST.-The honortwelve months of ineffective legislation
able
member might state that as the
will, I confess, not be much good. After
reading the sixty-six reports from the readiest reply that ,comes to his mind, but
it is not a statement that can be regarded
Oommisison I. ca nnot come to any other
conclusion than that the Commission have as a serious explanation 'of the position.
Even if it were, would not a man be satisrestricted .prices in a great number of
fied if there was a difference of lOs. a
instances.
week in the cost of living?
Mr. OLOUGH.-Would that have hapMr. TouTcHER.-N ot if he had to pay
pened if there had been no Oommission? £1 afterwards, or lose his employment.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am not
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The people in
talking about what is problematical.
Queensland have not to pay that. They
Mr. TouTcHER.-The honorable mem- have the benefit of the lower cost of livber made Borne comparison between the ing. The same result is apparent' in conlegislation here and in New South Wales. nexion with rent, there being in that State
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The provi- an effective Rent Court. The same result
sjons of this Bill resemble those in the is shown in various directions. ReasonNecessary Oommodities Act in New able speculators who are interested in
South VVY'ales. When the Storey Govern- industries are not affected.
The only
ment came into power there t'hey made speculators who are affected are thos'e
the ~ame complaint as I am now making" who try to make the most they can out of
that the existing legislation was not re- the weakness of the people or by fleecing
gulating prices effectively, and some the people in connexion with the sale
people claimed that the legislation should of some article. What am I to do with a
be put out of existence altogether.
The Bill· like this? The Premier a,cknowledges
Storey Government, however, said that that the rent clauses in this Bill will not
that was not what should be done, their be effective.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I do not.
view being that the legislation should be
amended in a direction which would en:Mr. PRENDERGA..ST.-The honorable better results to be obtained, and able gentleman said that if effective
they brought forward a Bill with that clauses to deal with .the whole of the rent
object. That measure has not yet had position were introduced, it would take up
a proper trial. I would ask honorable practically the whole 'of this Bill, and that
members to notjce what has happened in tha t question could not be dealt with in
Queensland. The" stump" orators who this measure.
Mr. LAwsoN.-The honorable member
spoke in the interest of the Nationalist
party declared that prices in Queensland misunderstood me. I was asked whether
were higher than the prices in any other this Bill prohibited the sale of keys. I
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said it did not, but that it contained a provision which would have the same effect.
If you are going to have a measure to deal
with that trouble, it would require a long,
technical, and complicated ,one. The rent
provisions are different and separate from
the key prmri'Sions.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If the honorable gentleman tells me that ~t would require twenty clauses to deal wIth the matter, and that he can only introduce five
clauses into the Bill, then Parliament is
foolish if it allows the matter to be dealt
with in five clauses. The honorable gentleman now tells me that the measure does
not contain the technical clauses that it
should have in order to deal with the
whole subject, but that an attempt is made
to deal with the matter in a few clauses.
Consider what effect that will ,have on
the Commission. Weare putting on the
Commission the duty of inquiring into a
certain subject in order to carry out what
is required by the public, but the pr'ovision
for this purpose is not 'Sufficient, and the
Commission will really be blocked in
their operations. Then, again, the Government will not give power to the
Commission to control the price of raw
material. They will only give power to
deal with articles that have been produced from the raw material. Take the
price of bacon, for instance. The price
of bacon cannot be affected without going
back to the raw material, and regulating
the' price, of that.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-What is the good? If
the foundation principle is r,otten, is it
not all rotten?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.~My point is
that the profits may Ibe made at the earlier
What is the good of regulating
stage.
the prices at a stage when hardly any
profit is made?
'''"
Mr. TOUTCHER.-What is the good of
th8 :Commission?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Oommission is not 8ffective while the Government and the honorable member's party
do not ,brill,$!' in effective measures in
order to enable the Oommission to regulate prices. The Commission is ineffir.ient because it has not the proper legislation to ,carry out what is desired.
"Mr. GREENWOOD.-It would be necessary to control rural production.
}1:r. PRENDERGAST.-Why ,should
\VA not ,do that?
When control at some
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point would be effective the Commission
a.re not to be allowed to exercise control
at that 'stage, but they are to have control
at another stage where control ('annot be
effectlve. We want legislation to regulate
prices that should be regulated in the interests 'of the community. The Commission, in their reports, give a numbyr of instances where goods are under the control
of Trusts or Combines. They give about
twenty instances of that kind of thing.
Why should not effective .power be given
to the Oommission to d,eal with those matters? Take the caSe of condensed milk.
The fact's in connexion with that were
a t one time notorio1.lJs. ,Condensed milk
made in this State ,could ibe bought
~heaper in New Zealand than it ,eould be
bought in Victoria. At that very time
an application was being made to allow
the makers of the condensed milk to increase their prices here. This is what is
stated in the Oommission's report:PRICE-CONTROLLING COMBINES.
There are in existence combines or understandings controlling pri~es in wh.ole or in
part. The following are those which the Commission has found to exist, and in each case
control of these price controllers now exists.
They are-Condensed milk, bread, bricks, jam,
hardwood, [tour, bran, ,pollard, fresh milk (Melbourne and suburbs), firewood, fertilizers, wire
nails, oatmeal, bacon, hardware, and timber
(retail) .

Evidence was given before the Commission to show that these are price-controlling combines. The ·Oommission has
not had much effect up to the present,
but I am hoping to see the law impr,oved,
and, in the meantime, I shall vote for the
second reading of this Bill.
Mr. ALLAN.-I think it was in 1919
that we passed the Bill with the object
of controHing pricClS, and called it the
Necessary Commodities Control Act. I
am quite willing to admit tha.t there was
some justification fOir the passagel of that
measure during the pe'riod of the wa.r,
because many of the warehouses in the
city were full OIf goods, there was no shipping to bring furthe["' goods, and, consequently, it was only natural to expect
that prices would rise.
Mr. CLouGH.-The war was Olver when
that measure was passe-d.
Mr. ALLAN.-But the effects of the
war were not over. It may have been
neoossary to pass such a measure at that

time, hut I douht whether it has done
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a.ny good. There was a p06Sibility that
it. would dOl some good. N ()IW we are' at
a different time altogether. Commodities
of all kinds are falling in prioe, and we
know that many industries are held back
because they dOl nOit knOlW what will be
the prices o£ the pr()lducts tha.t they manufacture.
Mr.CLouGH.-Did YOIll not approve of
the Gorvernment's a.ction in regula.ting the
price of whea.t 1
Mr. ALLAN.-The GOIvernment never
did so. The price o.f wheat was regulated
by the price it could he sold at in the
markots of the world. There was really
no regulation of price.
Mr. CLouGH.-The GQlvernment have
fixed the price at 98.
Mr. ALLAN.-Th€l Labour Premiers
of New South Wales a,nd Queensland
were the persOOls who fixed thel price at
98. a bushel, because the price had been
fixed in New South Wales at 7s. 6d. to
get the farmers' votes. The honorable
member's own party did that, and they
do not know how to get out OIf it. Last
year or the year before, the Leader 0'£ the
Opposition asked the GOove'rnment why
they did n()lt jump in and buy wheat for
local consumption when the price was 5s.
He did nOit ask the Government this year
why they did nOit buy it at 7s. 8d. a, bushel
when it is worth about 12s. in Q1ther parts
of the' world. It is a very strange thing
that I cannOit speak on this Bill without
being asked questions about wheat. I
have never known any La,bOlur Government nor any Labour members, when produce waa very low, to contend that the
producers should be given something tD
make up the difference.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is not true,.
When the Wheat POOil was first formed
we supported the increased price.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The producers wanted an impDrt duty on wheat.
Mr. ALLAN.-It is nom:ense to tell
wheat-growers that an impOirt duty is Q1f
any use to them when most of their whe:at
is sent to t·he olther side of the world.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-DQI you belie've in an import duty on onions ~
Mr. ALLAN.-I know that the'!"€! were
SO!nH~ geo1tlemen who wanted an import
duty put an oniOins when they were getting about £16 a ton fo[[" them.
Mr. WEBBER.-The Farmers UniOin
asked for an import duty Q1n onions.
Mr. ALLAN.-I do nQt knDw anything
abOlUt it. It must have been a Labour
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union.
The Commission is composed of
three gentlemen tha,t I have nothing
against.
I shall not support the second
read.ing Q1f the Bill.
It may be, as the
Leader of the Oppositi()ID. says, that the
Commissioners have not enQlugh power. I
knQlw tha,t kerosene, petrol, fertilizers,
and other things went up in price, and
that the Commission had no power to keep
the prices down. Why did the price
Oof ke'rosene and pe,troJ. go up ~
FOor the:
simple reason that the impOirte'rs knew
well that a price was going to be fixed
at which they would have to sell. If they
brought £10,000 worth to Australia. and
had tOi sell it fOor £9,000 no GOovernment
would give them the Q1the,r tho,usand. If
you tell a.ri. importer that he cannot sell
beyond a certain price: YDU must also tell
him that if he suffers loos by selling it at
that price you win make up the difference
to him. That is the only way tQ be fair.
I SOOI that thell'e are some c:lauses in the
Eill to deal with hDuse rents. Every Q1ne
knows tha,t rents are high.
There is a
shOirtage of hQluses because building was
suspended during the war. Wages have
risen by 50 per cent., material by 50 pet'
cent., and the interest on money has gone
up to 8 per cent. Those who build houses
tell me that at least 10 per cent. is necessary to make a profit equal to wha.t money
will bring in other channels of investm.ent.
AccOTding tOi the figures of the
Commonwealth Sta.tistician, cotton has
fallen' from 43 cents to 17 cents, and
wool about 40 per cent. There are hundreds of thousands, I might say, of bales
Q1f WOQl in the stores in l\felbourne or on
the farms in the country fOir which no
offer can be obtaine,d. T'hel wOoOIl is absolutely unsaleable, but I do not complain
of that. I am willing to take whatever
the markets of the wQlrld give.' I melrely
mentiOin these facts to show tha.t the price
of products is falling, and that applies to
practically every commodity. I spoke to
a fruit-grOlWer yesterday. He went intO' a
ba,nk in a country district to' get a small
advanoe. Hel had ample security, but the
bank refused the advance. I asked him
why, and he said they tO'ld him they had
no money. If you want to' se'nd a, draft
to' London tQl-mO'rrOW you must go tOi a
bank to find out whether thely will remit.
it. You may ha,ve plenty O'f se'Curity here,
but mOiney has be'come very tight here and
elselWhelre. and we dO' nOit know where we
are. There is very great danger that we
shall be in the most difficult. position we
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have experienced since th€llast land boom.
I dOl not think the geillerality of people believe this, but I believe there is very
great danger ahead, and if I owned a
warehouse in Mellbourne I should be only
toOl pleased if it were very nearly empty.
If they· dOl not lose heavily on goods imported during the last twelve months it
will be a· distinct surprise to me,. Copper
has fallen £24 per ton, spelter £15, and
tin £45. I said that there might ha,ve
be€l1l some justifica.tiOill fDr this measure
when commodities were rising and when
we could not ge1t shipping to bring Dthe,r
products here.
When COimmodities are
falling, why do we want to nx prices ~
Mr. WEBBER.-Do the public get the
benefit of the falling prices ~
Mr. ALLAN.-I do nOit know, but I
knolW that when any a,rticle falls in price
those whOi have it rush to seH it, and it
generally sells at a, lDwer price than it
should.
Mr. WEBBER.-Leatherr has come down
about 20 per cent. and bolOts about 3 perI"

cent.
Mr. ALLAN.-I have heard it said in
the House that a numbe'r of boot ope·ratives were out of work. Hides are as low
to-day as they were prior to the war,
sheepskins are almost unsaleable, and if
bOiolts are at a, high level it is not beca.use
of the price of the raw material. If the
boot manufacturelrs ha,ve their fact.ories
full of boots why dOl they not export ~
They: can get the raw material he,re
cheaper than it can be had elsewhere. I
have no doubt that the explanatiDn is
that other countries are able to sen boots
cheaper than we are.
Mr. WEBBER.-No.
Mr. ALLAN.-Why, then, [re we not
exporting them ~ N 01 Oille seems to be a.bIe
to tell me why they dOl not eiXport. I cannot make the factories wOlrk. I am afraid
tha,t they are nOlt dOling ne·arly as much
as they are in America, otherwise we
would be able to e'xporrt the bDOts that are
sto,red up here.
Mr. IWEBBER. - Individual operatives
here are working at a greater' speed in
the boot factories than ten years ago.
Mr. ALLAN.-I received ,a letter from
a boot operative who went to America
from Sydney. He stated that there they
had to turn ,out nearly double what he
was turning out in Sydney 'bef.ore he left.
Understand, it was piece-work, but if he
did not turn out a given quantity of work
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in a day, he was quietly pushed on one
side. That was ,a letter which came from
a friend of mine.
Mr. :OLOUGH.-You would have to find
out .how much per pair he got.
Mr. ALL.AlN.-If a man does not turn
out a fair amount ,of work in America he
is not kept on at all.
Mr. CLOUGn.~Wages there are higher
than 1.ere.
Mr. ALL~N.-I am not disputing that,
but I say that if they do mOTe work for a
gIven amount of wages, then the goods can
be sold more cheaply. To prove further
t.hat the prices of goods are falling, I not.ice from lVIr. Knibbs's figures that there
has been a recent fall in the index number
from 2,307 to 2,182, showing that the cost
of living must be less than it was quite ,a
short time ago. ,I notice ,that the cost of
the IOommission has been something like
£5,000 so far. That is 3Jpproximate. {
have been unable to find where it has
regulated ,prices for the benefit of Victoria. As far as I can g·a the 1', the only
thing it has done is to stOoP importations
into Victoria. If you stop importations
you might keep prices down for a very
short time but you will ,certainly increase
prices within, perhaps, twelve months.
The very fact that you say to an importer
that ,a price has been fixed is the very
reason why he will not import. Consequently, although you may get slightly
lower prices for a time, eventually they
must get higher. Mention has boon made
here of tweeds. ,Well, it takes about 7 lbs.
of greasy wool to make an ordinary suit,.
and the wool wa;s sold at ,a less ,price than
the fixed price, which was 15d. a lb., because it was ,sold less some charges. We
have not far to go to find why the Government did not -enforce the fixing of
the price of woollen goods. It was due
to the fact that the manufacturers were
able to export ,them to other parts or ",ius:'
tra.lia, and po'ssibly to other parts of the
world. Personally, I should like to see
our woollen goods ex:ported ,all over the
world. We ,have the raw material cheaper
than it can be bought anywhere else in the
world, and I have ,always stood up for
industries for the manufacture of our
raw products into the best 'articles suitable for export. IHonorable members
must see very plainly the reason why that
recommendation was not enforced. If
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they exported the goods to New South
Wales or other parts of Australia, or elsewhere-Mr. TOUTCHER.-Which we know they
did.
Mr. A.JJLAN.-And we do not blame
them for it-well it ,stands to reason there
would be no tweed here, and consequently
we would have to pay ,considerably higher
for it.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Which we did.
Mr. ALLAN.-.Possi'bly we did pay too
much, but the Fair Profits Commission
had no power to reduce the price of tweed.
M'r. ,WEBBER.-They could only make a
recommendation to the Government,
which -refused to take action.
Mr. ALLAN.--100uld you stop a
woollen mill exporting tweed wherever it
likes? I',certainly would say to ,any factory, "'Sell where y'ou ,can ,sell best, in, any
part of the world."
An HONORABLE };IEMBEI~.-" l'...nd let
our ·own 'people go without."
Mr. ALLAN.-There is not much daugel' of ithat when we have millions of bales
of wool here. I think I have made it clear
that the Commission has done no good as
far as fixing ,prices for the benefit of Victoria is concerned. LIn my opinion, the
Oommission has rather increased them.
However, .r would say this, that I .suppose it would be an impossibility to get
three men in Victoria who could judge
the f.air ,price for every article "in every
industry in the 'State. I would point out
that you can do ,as much injury to trade
in a ,short time a'S you could make up in
twelve months. The Oommission was appointed because there was a clamour from
outside to do .something. Those States
that are going in for fixing prices on·a
keene'!' basis than her·e will find that
in the end they will be in a worse position than Victoria.
I have always
stood to the belief that if you give freedom of trade you will eventually get
competition, and you will obtain goods
just as cheaply as they can be imported
or made in other parts of the world.
Mr. EVERARD.-Y ou have always 'been
a Free Trader.
M'r. ALLAN.-I am quite willing to
say that I distinctly do lean towards Free
Trade.
Mr. ,OLOUGH.-IWhat about the ·plank
in your party's platform?
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,Mr. ALLAN.--<Because I lean to ,Free
Trade, that does not say that the whole
party leans to J'ree Trade. What the
majority agrees to, that we ·abide by. I
think ,I have shown very clearly that I
have very little time for this Necessary
Commoditip.s Control Bill. I feel that it
would not be in the best interests of Australia" and tha~ it would bring about,
even a littl..~ more quickly than it might
otherwise come, a difficult financial posihon in Victoria.
Mr. MaGREGOR.-I am somewhat
exercised in mind in rega~d to this Bill.
I stated that I would favour the continuation of the l'...ct for one year, but
the amending Bill is not the Bjll
that I proposed to support, and J
will deal with one particular direction
wherein, I think, it will do incalculable injury to the traders of this State;
in fact, prevent them from trading altogether. On two occasions I have voted
in this House £01' price fixing very much
against my judgment. From our reading of the history of the world we know
that whenever price fixin.g has been
adopted it has meant ruin. At the time
of the Roman Empire, when they fixed
a price for everything a man did, for
everything he ~ore, and for everything
he .ate, the result was that agriculture
died, and the people were found to be living on one another. Owing to the enormolts advance in prices, the ·consequent
high cost of living, and the ·abnormal
times, I have twice been persuaded to
vote for the fixing of prices. In the first
place, I voted for fixing the price of
wheat at 5s. 9d., which prevented the
importer bringing wheat to this State.
Subsequently we raised the price to
6s. 6d., still preventing the importer
bringing wheat here. As a result of our
doing that, we had to pay more for
wheat when we required it-7s. or 8s. a
bushel.
Mr. WEAVER.-IWlhen was that ~
:Mr. MdGREOOR.-About 1914. The
first time II voted for price fixing with a
view of cheapenil1gihat product, to my
sUI'lprise, what I did acted in the opposite
direction. The Leader of the Opposition
referred to the ,price of meat in Queensland, probably as the result of the Pricefixing IOommission there. He wanted to
indicate to this House how much more
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drastic price fixing was in that State than
here. If this :State adopted the practice
of Queensland we could have very much
cheaper meat. If 'the Government were
to ,adopt the plan ,of my ancestors, the
Rob Roy clan, of letting him take who
has the power, and letting him keep who
can, well we might have meat ,at any
In Queensland they ,commanprice.
deered the meat which they ,sold.. They
took it at their own price. There is in
the Bill an amendment of the definition
of "wholesale." The Premier led me to
believe that no wholesaler would be allowed to charge to a retailer a higher
price than the wholesale price. If a m~r
chant in Geelong buys at a wholesalepnce
in Melbourne,he cannot charge a higher
price in Geelong.,
Mr. GREENWOoD.-That is the position.
Mr. McGREGOR.-It is a very wrong
If honorable members knew
position.
what they were ,doing they would pause
before they garve such a power. ~. It is
mandatory on the Oommission to refuse
to allow wholesale tradeI'ls who buy in
Melbourne to sell in Geelong, or Ballarat,
or J\lIary.borough :at a 'higher price than
the wholesale ;pri,re that hws been fixed.
I t will mean the destruction of many
traders.
There are traders in Geelong
who sell groceries. They import part of
their stock, but they also have to buy in
Me1bourne and what they buy in Melbourne at the wholesale price will have ,to
be sold in Geellong at the same price.
Profit is eliminated.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Surely that cannot be
the case.
Mr. McGREGOR. - The wholesale
fruiterer in Ballarat buys citrus fruits

from Mildura and ,banana's from Queensland. If he runs out ,of the fruit he has
imported from Queensland and buys in
:Melbourne, he is up aga,inst the wholesale price which is fixed, and he will not
be allowed to recoup himself for his
trouMe when di,stributing to retailers in
Ballarat. If he runs short of hi,s supplies from Mildura, and has to buy in
Mel'bourne at the wholesale price, he will
not 'be allowed to ,obtain a profit in Ballarlit, because the wholesale price ha.s
been fixed. 'The whole position is a,bsurd.
Sueh a law could not be enforced, because
it wou~ld mean the destruction of trade in
every country centre. While I have com-
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mitted myself to 'supporting the extension
of the Bill for another twelve monthsnot that I believe in it, ,but because of the
peculiar times through which we are passing-I hope that the Government will
look into this matter. I asked a grocery
trader who carried on business in Ballarat. how he was getting on with the
Price Fixing Oommission. He said, "It
does not affect us.
We have never been
able to get within 10 per cent: of the
prices fixed ;by the Commi'ssion." Ballara.t 'has kept the prices down 10 per
cent. below the prices fixed. The effect of
the Oommission is nominal, and its power
to control prices very [imited. It s,hould
certainly not be given the power to kill
trade-to destroy those wholesalers who
carry on ~business outside of Melbourne.
1\1r. BEARDM'ORE.-I oppose the
Bill, which in many ,cases legitimizes unfair profits.
I should be prepared to
trust the Commissioners if I thought the
evidence upon which they ,acted is reliable. I ,have gone carefully through
their reports, and have read the evidence
submitted to them, and I have come to
the conclusion that the evidenee was a'bsolutely exaggerated.
The Oommi,ssion
does not accompEsh what it set out to do.
I propose to gpeak on matters I can claim
to have expert knowledge of.
I have
lived all my hfe on the land, and I am
prepared to Iback my knowledge of stock
against the next man's. I shall limit my
remarks to what I know. .some time ago
the Oommissi,on took evidence with a
view to fixing the price of meat. Salesmen who sold sheep and cattle at N ewmarket were called.
The big butchers
and middlemen, who act rus exporters,
gave evidence. The exporters stated that
they had to pay at Newmarket from 5d.
to 5id. :per ab~ for'mutton. During that
very week some of my own sheep, which
were of A1 quality, were sold at N ewmarket at from 3~d. to 3!d. per lb.
Mr. OLOUGH.-Why did you not give
expert evidence before the Commission?
Mr. BEARDMORE.-No members of
Parliament were called to give evidence.
The price of meat fixed by the Oommission was boased on the evidence that had
been submjtted, and it was altogether to
The
the advantage of the middlemen.
consumer got no advantage at all. When
a Federal authority was sitting, a farmer
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gave evidence that he ·could not rla~se a ing.
The Government should have a
calf on skim :milk unless he was able to number of highly paid inspectors who
ohtain £4 12s. for the -calf when it was fit would have the right to go into any
to wean. Every man experienced in the place of business-I do not care whether
matter knows that that evidence was fal- it is small or large--and inspect the books
lacious. Let me now ('ome down to tin of the manufacturers concerned, so that
tacks.
About. a fortnight ago I in-' this evil can be put a stop to.
The Gof-tructed a man to take to the local mar- vernment should follow the example of
ket the sheep-skins and hides whieh had New Zealand.
been collecting for a month. The hides
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON ( Ovens).-They
brought 400 per cent. less than the 'price fine the people there. One firm was fined
obtainable two months previously.
A £3,000.
h~de fetched 9s.
A full-woolled sheepMr.
BEARDMORE. - If similar
skin, with at least 9 Ib.s. of cr.o·ssbred wool action were taken here it would have a
on it, brought the handsome price of 28. deterrent effect in the charging of rates
1!d., an~ the pelt 1!d. T~e 'Wool on t~e which amount to profiteering. If the
sheep-skIlls would be suffi.~Hmt f~r a p~ur Government are .sincere in wanting to
ofbllankets ~f. the heaVIest weIght. ~t put'a stop to this practice they must apwould Ibe Isu-fiiClent for more. than. a SUIt point an authority, which wil.! see that
of clothes, yet the sheep-iSkIn, WIth the only ll. fair business profit is charged. I
pelt, brought only 2s. 3d.
believe the Fair Profits Commission has
Mr. ROGERS.-No ·sheep-skins are sold absolutely failed, and for that reason I
at 2s. lid. each.
am going to oppose the Bill.
.
Mr, BEARDMORE.-I am stating my
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I have taken a
own experience.
The sheep~skin two strong stand against this Commission,
months ago would have fetched 8s. 9d., both during the election campaign, and
and a fortnight. ago brought 2s lid. The in the speech I made on the Address-inOommission ought to step in and· say, Reply. I do not hold any brief for those
"H'ere is a case where the producer i,s in the community who are making excesI10t getting a fair thing, whilst the con- sive profits, if they are being made. I
sumer :i.s being malde to pay 'through do not believe that the' present economic
the nose.'" N ever in my life-tirne's ex- system is one which is beneficial to the
perience have I received such low prices community as a whole. All I say is that
for raw material-sheep-skins and hides before we .scrap the present system we
-as I did a fortnight ag·o.
Yet never must evolve a better one, and we shall
were the commodities manufactured from have to secure a higher activity of citizenhiidles and sheep""skins so dear.
Boots ship and work from the community as a
have doub'led in 'price.
Olothe.s have whole. From the point of view of the
more than doubled in price. The growers consumer the Fair Profits Commission is
of these commodities are being bled; the a great mistake, especially in the present
consumer is 'receiving no ,benefit. It is condition of affairs where we have falltime we did something and brought into ing prices. The great evil in fixing
operation some ~power with greater autho- prices in an abnormal state of affairs is that it authorizes higher
rilty than the Fair Profits Commission.
Mr. McDoNALD.--Who is receiving ex- prices, and gives some warrant for exacting them from . the community.
It
cessive profits?
Mr. BEARDMORE.-Somebody is re- prevents the forces which tend to lower
ceiving them, and it is the duty of the prices from operating. It stabilizes things
Fair Profits Commission to find out who in conditions which should be dynamic.
it is. If this sort of thing is going on in Profits compensate for the risks which are
the matters with which I am acquainted run, and unless profits can be made those
it is going on in a larger measure in interested in production will not take the
things I do not know anything about. I risk. It follows that the articles wiUnot
am going to oppose this Bill, but still be produced, and higher prices must neces. I think it is the duty of the Government sarily be charged. When there is great
to establish an authority which will stop production that fact tends to lower prices.
this profiteering, because it is profiteer- When prIces come down there is a
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Tetardatioll of production, and the result
is that the prices tend to rise. If we
take things as a whole we shall find that
prices are established b.y ordinary market
forces, and ,generally speaking those
prices are fair.
That is shown by two
striking factors. One is inconnexion
with the co-operative societies which
existed in England for production and
distribut~on.
It has always been
found, in the case of these societies, that
al though they are not organized on a
capitalistic basis they are unable to sell
below the current level, and they never
make ally real difference in the cost of
living. These societies are bound by the
ordinary market conditions, and they
have to comply with the economic forces
which affect prices.
Another most
striking proof is that in this State to-day
the Fair Profits Oommission has been
unable to reduce the cost ,of living to any
a.ppreciable extent.
As I said in my
speech On the Address-in-Reply, and as
the Premier has ,stated, the reports of the
Commission are a certificate ,that there
is no profiteering in this State. In any
country a fairly high range of profit is
necessary to attract ,capital, which is
That is
needed for its development.
shown by the adoption of the protective
system, and a selling country which.is
interested in the price of raw materials
1-; all right when the rates are high, but
when prices have a tendency to fall there
is a good deal of unemployment. Oonsequently the necessity for a high range of
profits must be conceded. I want t,o
refer to the effect of State interference
on economic forces. More or less success followed the controlling of prices
during war time. In England the Government took control of the whole of the
supply and rationed it at a fixed price.
The prices fixed were high, yet it did
prevent a certain amount of speculation
which would have driven prices still
higher.
Mr. SNowBALL.-In many cases the
Government were profiteering.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not think
it was, but if anything of that" sort did
take place the effect was to reduce the"
expenditure on the war.
That method
has not been adopted by the Government
of Victoria, which fixed prices by a judicial inquiry.
Such a method cannot
T
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operate ill the direction of lowering
prices, especially in a falling market.
WOe have to take two things into consideration in connexion with the operation of a court of this kind. In the first
place it hears only one side. It has
never, so far as I know, called a witness to
show that prices were too high.
It has
called persons interested in an industry
to submit their books, and to give their
own interpretation in regard to them.
The eviden"ce" is practically ex parte.
No counsel appears at the inquiry to
cross-examine witnesses or to call eviden?e to show that the ,prices are exceSSIve.
Mr. 'McDoNALD.-What about the mquiry into bricks?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Certain prosecu~ions we:re ordered in regard to some
transactions in brie-ks, and a :firm was
directed to repay the amount of the excess
charge. In the second place a court of
law ,or any court can only deal with the
situation as it exists. It cannot allow
for dynamic factors which are likely to
cha nge the conditions. I t can only take
the average of, say, a period of six months
and fix the price on that average. Until
we eliminate the element of risk this
state of affairs must continue.
This
Commission merely stabilizes the prices
of commodities. A court of this kind
will never make an 'order which will involve loss to the parties which ,come before it, but if the ordinary law is to Opel",He
losses will sometimes take place, and the
merchant will have to put up with them.
At the present time we have a condition
of things-falling prices-which has
supervened on a period of over-buying. In
ordinary circumstances goods would have
to be sold at a loss. Under present condi tions merchants in Victoria who have
over-bought, and a great number of them
have, will be faced with serious losses,
and the only thing the Oommission can
do is to enable them to avoid the losses,
and they do that by keeping up prices.
The :fixation of prices by a Oourt is
Government interference with economic
conditions, and it has always been in
favour of those who have the greatest interest in the commodity. I can recall a
remarkable instance 'of this. I know
that for three ,or four months after the
Armistice was signed not one pound of
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steel or copper was sold in America. The
Trusts

in that

country had

enormous

stocks of these materials, and if the ordinary market considerations had applied
there would have been a great fall in
these articles. It is well known that the
American Government stepped in and
enabled the Trusts to hold these materials
so as to maintain prices for nearly a year.
The same thing happened in England,
but that was done for the purpose of
.reconstructing industry. Great Britain
has always been in favour of Free Trade,
but it actually prohibited the importation
of many commodities in the interests
of those who wished to re-establish their
activities. Then we have the capital
instance' in Victoria, of the price O'f wheat.
It has b~n fixed at very much above
LondQin parity during the war. A false
ide'a Qif Landan parity has be'en current in
the community. Eve~ movement in the
Londan market has been fallawed he·re,
although there was no shipping available
here to enable us to take advantage of
those movements, and in the last instance
we have :fixed the pri,ce at 9s. for a whole
year, although nO one knows what the
London .parity will be.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The LondQin parity
i~ 7s. 6d. nolW.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-As a matter of
fact, the price of whea.t has been fixed a
year ahead. AnOother remarkable instance
occurred abQiu.t last July. The W 0'01 Pool
ceased to exist on the 30th June, and in
July an order was promulga.ted by the
W alaJ Coanmitte'e which sent up the price.
of wool for local consumption by 85 per
cent., and yet a month a.fter that wOoal
was selling On the market below the appraised price. That is a remarkable instance of the action of a Government body
sending a price up. Some of these things
were connived at and assisted by Labour
Governments. The :fixation of the price of
wheat a,t 9s. per bushel was the dire,ct result Oof the guaranwles to' the farmers
given by the Governments of New South
Wales and Queensland of 7s. 6d. and 8s.
a bUshel.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The,y
did nat forcel the Fedelral GO'vernment to
guarantee 9s. pelr bushel.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-The action Oof the
represen ta ti ves of the LahO'ur GOovernments on the Wb,ea,t Committee was the
direct cause of that price being fixed.
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Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1'oy).-Do you
sa.y that thel Commonwealth Government
raised the price Is. 6d. per bushel merely
for the purpose of ,outbidding the others ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-! did not say
tha,t.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (PitzrO'y).-You
said that the prioe of 9s. per bushel was
the direct result of the Labour Governments fixing the, price a,t 7s. 6d. a, bushel,
which means that the National Government went ls. 6d. per bushel higher for
some purpose.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I say that the
e·fiect Oof the ope,rations of the F'air Prices
CatllJ.mission will be to authorize current
prices and not to reduce them. The fixing
of price,s by the Cammission is equivalent
to its setting its stamp on the present conditian of things, and when you can insure
that Oone of thel representatives of the
ather party sitting on the Comm.ission-I
refelT to Mr. Charles Gra,y-Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Of
wha.t party ~
Mr.
EGGLESTON. - The Labour
party.
Mr. SLATER.-He has not submitted a
minority report, yet.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We O'bjected to
him.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-You have the additional certificate given that the prices
charged are approved, nOot only by one
section of the community, but by all secYou give them that additional
tions.
specious authority.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We objected to the
appointment of Mr. Gray, but the Governmen t insisted on a.ppoin ting him.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The present Act
was pass,ed as the result, of the representations of three Commissioners-Sir James
McCay, Colonell Williams, and Dr. Mills.
I would, point out that Dr. Mills, who is
a distinguished econom:ust, and a pupil of
Mr. Sy.dney We:bb, ·a distinguished graduat€! of the London SchoO'I of Economics,
expressly refused to advise the fixation ()If
profits, and I would suggest that his
opinion on this matter was wOorth considerably mOore than the opinion of the
two other Oommissioners. The English
. legislation is praretically a dead: letter,
and has Ilever been successful.
The
rise in prjc~s in 1919-20, which is
referred to by the Fair Profits Commission in its, report, was greater than
in the previous ye'ar. The, CommissiO'n has
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Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Because they want
presented a repOirt on th~ softg-oQds trade
which deserves some cOinSIdera,tIon. It re- two prOlfits.
commends that the maximum amount OIf
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Their f~ct.ories
profit which the softgoods trade should l'~' have to compete with factories that are
ceQve OIn the capital invested in the bUSI- nQt attached tb warehouses. Unless they
ness by the merchants t.hemselves should can make a profit they will not take risks,
be limited tOi 10 per cent.
I understand but will buy from OIther factories. TJ;ris
that, hOlwe,ver often they turn o,ver their
is a most ,curious recommendation, because
goods, they would only get 10 pe~ cent. I contend that under the, Neoossary ComY OIU can get 7 per cent., Dr the equIvale?-t
of 8 per cent., ,by investing your money In modities Oontrol Act there is no ,power
war 10lans, where you take nOi risk, and given to the Oommission to establish a
you get certain concessions in connexiQn rate of profit on capital. All that it can
establish is a rate of profit on sales. If
with income tax.
you establish a rate of profit on capital it
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzro'Y).-NQt OIn will not assist you to fix the profit on any
top of the 8 per cent.
particular line of goods, because the whole
Mr. EGGLESTON.-No; tha't is in- has tOi be a.veraged befOlre you cB.;ll estabcluded in the 8 per cent. If the recommen- lish a fair rate OIf profit on capItal. If
dation -of the Oommission were adopted, you say that a firm which must make a
you could only get 10 per cent. by invest- bigger profit in some lines than others can
ing YOlur money in a highly speculativ~ only get 10 Pel: cent. 011 its 'Yhole capital
business. In normal times yQU can turn for the year, It does n~t grv:e you any
Olver your capital about three to fOlur guide as to 'Yhat is a fall' pnce ~or any
times a year, but if you can OInly get 10 particular hne, and ~. take It that
per cent. on yQur capital for the year.
the Necessary Oommodlties Oontrol Act
you are not like1y to turn it. Olver mOIre
than once. Therefore, the direct result of was brought into effect so as to give
that decisiOin would be tOi increase the the public an Lidea as to ~he prices
But thIS recomprices OIf goods, because the rapid turn- it ouo-ht to pay.
mendation
of
the
Fair
PrOlfits ComOlver of capital is distinctly a me'ans of
mission if carried out, would not enable
cheapening production.
the public to. get suc~ an idea. If:the
Mr. SLATER.-It has not cheapened it idea
o,f allowlllO' a fall' profit on capItal
during the last three years.
to merchants ';ere tOI be carried Gut, it
Mr. EGGLESTON .-As a matter of should be dOlne by means OIf a tax such
fact, during the last few years, as the as the war profits tax, which was a tax
CDmmissiQn's report shows, the stock has on all profits over a certain amQunt. I
been turned Olver only Qne and a-half to think there was very great justificatiOon
twOl and a-half times. That is OIne cause for that tax during the war period, beGf high prices.
cause men were asked to sacrifice their
Mr. TOUTCHER .~Supposing a merchant lives or lay down everything else imporGperated on an Gverdraft, what prQfit tant tOi them, and I think that persons
dealinO" with their capital should have
wOluld he get ~
had a~ equivalent restrictiOon placed on
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The COImmission's them. The OInly practical way to give
ruling is that if merchants get mGney effect to the F'air Profits Commission's reQn an OIverdraft they cannot charge a commenda tion is to establish a tax an
percentage above that, which, of course, income specially applicable tal a. partiWGuld result in tb.eir restricting their cular industry, and I dOl nOot think for
business tOi the use OIf their OIwn capital.
a moment the House would sanction that.
They WOIuld take nOi risks in dealing with
This is nOlt a proposal for fixing prices at
money on overdraft. If they are not to all, but a proposal tal limit profits.
get a remuneration for those risks they
Mr. T'GUTCHER.-DOI yQU think the rewill not borrow. Another thing the Commission has recommended is that nOi profit cOommendations OIf the Commission are
should be granted in respect of manufac- having any effect on employment?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I think the Comtures which are conduc.ted in conuexion
with a warehouse, SOl that nOone OIf the mission has not reduced the high cost of
warehouses will take the risk OIf estab- living; it has not reduced profits; it is
lishing subsidiary manufactOlries.
likely it will stabilize prices at their
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present mark in the condition of a falling
market, and, therefore, I think it shQuld
be disbanded at once.
Mr. ·PRENDERGAST.-How can it keep
up prices 1
...
Mr. EGGLE,STON.-It fltabilizes the
present condition of things. It issues decrees that certain prices are fair. Those
decrees will be quoted by every retailer,
and he will be able to persuade people
to' give those prices by.pointing Qut tha.t
they ha va 'been fixed by the Commission.
when, Qtherwise, those people WQuld tell
him to' keep the gO'ods.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Do you not think
we could fi'{ prices the same as a combine or trust 1
. Mr. EGG~ESTON.-I was just comIng tQ cO'mbmes and trusts. There are
twO' forms Qf cO'mbines. One is the capi~
talistic Qrganization, which monO'PO'lizes
the whQile field. In that case I dOl nO't
think there is any answer to fixing prioos
or controlling pri·ces by a State authority.
I dOl nQt think there is any evidence that
such a. combine exists here. The Comrp,ission has, hQwever, stated that oe·rtain
combines of another character existthat is to say, trading organizations
where there is nQ pooling of machinery:
but merely a "gentlemen's agreement"
arranging the prices in the industry. I
have nO' suggestion as to' hO'W this should
be contrQilled, but I dOl say that a trade
organization which embraces the whole of
a trade is mU,ch more likely to e;et a
favorable award from the Fair Profits
Commission than is a single trader and
therefore. if you have a CO'mmissio~ lik~
the Fair PrQifits CO'mmission tQ deal with
such organizations, you are not likely to
get a beneficial result. I think the action
taken by the late Sir ThQimas Bent, wh'8ID.
he was up against a combine of that sort,
was a very good actiO'n to take.
He
threatened to' open new brick wO'rks, and
I think he did SQ.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-NOI.
He leased the land to another company.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I dOl not know the
detailed hIstory of that matter. In a condition of falling markets these "gentlemen's agreements" are almost certain tQ
be broken down, because that condition
is the result of the pressure of the banks,
by whom overdrafts have boon granted.
"When that pressure comes it applieR unequally to the members of the combine,
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and they must sell their gQods to get
money.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-That
has not been the experience of the brick
combine.
Mr. EGGL.ESTON.-They have not
had a condition of falling prices.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (F'itzroy).-They
have looked after that.
'Mr. EGGLES'TON.-If pressure is
placed on them by those tQi whom they
owe money they must sell.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
brick combine closed the brickworks, restricted the output and raised the price
Qf bricks.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-And t.hey have
an award from the Fair Profits Commission which is highly satisfacto~ t~
them. I think the considerationB that I
have mentioned apply to rents-to
a certain extent, even more so. That is to
say, the a ward of the Commission will
set a stamp of approval on the rents
which it grants; and It can only grant
rents in accordance with current conditions. It it. gives awards higher than
the average landlord would charge, it
will be an inoem.tive to landlords to immediately put up t.heir rents to the Commission's figures. I say that the Commission
cannot dOl any useful work, and I suggest
that the present position is an abnormal
one, in which it shOluld 'be disbanded.
I do not agree with the argument that in
normal conditions the Fair Profits Commission js likely to do good. I think that,
in those conditions, it is more likely to
do harm than good.
Yr. YORLEY.-I desire to call attention to sub-clause (5) of clause 12, where
it is providedThis section shall apply to a house or part
of a house let as a separate dwelling where
either the annual amount of the rent or the
rateable value does not exceed(a) in the metropolis as defined in section
3 of the Melbourne and Metrop'Olitan
Board of Works Act 1915-£105;
(b) elsewhere-£78---.
and every such house or part of a house shall
be deemed to be a dwelling house to which this
section applies.

This provision will be an incentive to a
person to give a lease at a rental of £106
in Melbourne, and of £79 in the country
districts.
In Geelong, a five or sixroomed house cannot be got for les'8 than
35s. a week. It will, therefore, be seen
that this provision win be of no use what-
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ever in bringing down rent below 308. or
£2 a week in places outside Melboun~e.

The position in the oountry is as bad as In
the city. In Geelong it is even worse. I
want ,to draw the attention ,of honorable
members to that matter, so that it can be
considered when the Bill is in Oommittee.
On the motion of Mr. THOMAS, the
debate was adjourned until later in the
day.
MORWELL AND KIEWA
ELECTRICAL SCHEMES.
ApPOINTMENT OF SELECT COMMITTEE.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) .-By leave,
I desire to submit a motion to the House.
The honorable member for Benambra,
during the discussion in Oommittee on the
State Electricity Oommission Bill, read
a letter from Mr. A. G. Michell, which
letter contained certain statements that
are disturbing honorable members. The
Government has briefly considered the
position, and it is of opinion that those
statements can only be adequately met by
the appointment of a. Select Committee
that will immediately investigate them.
I propose to ask the House forthwith to
appoint that Oommittee, and, if the
motion is agreed to, I will ask the members of the Committee if they can arrange
to meet to-morrow morning and proceed
forthwith to the examination of the matters that have been raised, and report later
to-morrow, if possible, the result of their
deliberatjons. The House is entitled .to
get the fullest possible information, and
the Government desires that all informatiQlll which is av.ailahle should be in the
hands of honorable members. I therefore
move-That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon the statements contained in the letter from Mr. A. G. Michell,
read to the House by the honorable member for
Benambra (Mr. Beardmore); such Committee
to conSIst of Mr. Allan. Mr. Clol)~h, Mr. Eggleston, Mr. McLeod, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Smith, and
Mr. Webber, with power to s:t during the sittings of the House, and on days on which the
House does not meet; to send for persons,
papers, and records, and to report the minutes
of evidence from time to time; ·three to be the
quorum.

Mr. TOUTCHER.-None of the members
proposed represent districts interested in
Kim,va.
Mr. LAWSON.-That is so. We want
an impartial investigation from this Committee, and we will obtain that by having
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on it members who are not coneerned in
the Kiewa scheme.
Mr. WEAvER.-We want the Committee
to understand the business.
Mr. LAWSON.-This Oommittee will
understand it. It will have to inform
itself on exQ)lert evidence.
Mr. WEAVER-There will not be time.
Mr. LAWSON.-I think it will haye
time. However, it is for the Oommittee
to say. The Committee will not make a
report to this House on the points that
have been raised unless it is satisfied on
the evidence that it is capable of giving a
report. We have endeavoured to select au
impartial Oommittee, in which the whole
House may have the fullest confid~nce.
It will be observed that no member of the
Governm~mt is on the Oommittee, and
that both sides of the House are repre~
sented. The Oommittee consists of seven
members. I do not know whether any
other fairer course could be suggested
than what is now proposed.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-I am satisfied.
Mr. LAWSON.-Ifthis motion is carried, I would ask the Committee to get to
work as speedily as possible. This may
moon of course, that we may not be ahle
to re~lize our anticipations of completing
the work of the session on Friday next.
I hope that it will not interfere with
those anticipations in that respect; but
the matter must be fully investigated, and
the Oommittee, of course, will have the
responsibility of satisfying itself that it
has sufficient' evidence before it.
I do
not wish to indicate: what the duty ·or the
work of the Oommittee will be, but I
should imagine that the Oommittee will
call Mr. Michell. If the Oommittee can
arrange to meet to-mo~'row at 11. o'clock,
I will endeavour to notdy Mr. MIchell tonigh.t, so that he may be able to attend at
that hour.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-What time will the
House meet~
Mr. LAWSON.-At 11 o'clock tomorrow morning, but th€JI'e is power in
this motion forr the COlIIilllittee to meet
while the House is sitting.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-'I presume the Committee can call whom it pleases ~
Mr. LAWISON.--,If the honorable member so desires, he will have t~e 9Pportunity of being present. I t is for the
Committee to settle its course of business.
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RIVER MURRAY WATERS BILL.
M·r. LAWSON (IPremier) moved the
second reading of this Bill. He saidThis is ,a Bill to ratify an agreement for
the variation of the agreement entered
into between the Prime Minister of the
Oommonwealth and the ·Premiers of the
Sta~es of New (South Wales, Victoria, and
-South Australia, respecting the River
MU1'ray ,and Lake Victo'ria and other
waters, ,and to amend the River Murray
Waters Acts. This agreement has boon
ratified by legislation in the Pa1'liament
of the 'Oommonwealth, the Parliament of
New!South Wales, and the Parliament of
South Australia, and it now remains for
Victoria to complete its share of the bargain. The agreement is the result of the:
Premiers' Conferences, and of subsequent.
negotiations between the water authorities
of the 'respective States ,and the Works
and Railways Department of the Commonwealth. In 191'5 the Oommonwealth
and the .states di New South Wlales,
Victoria, and .south Aus.tralia ratified
an agreement respecting the RiveT Murray. Under that ae-re1ement it was provided, inter alia, that a .storage on tilie
Upper Murray, near Albury, a storage on
the Lower Murrav, at Lake Victoria and
some thirty-five l~cks ·and weirs shol;ld be
The estimated cost of the
constructed.
works was £4,6'63,000, and of this the
Commonwealth was to bear £1,000,000,
and no n;tore, the three States bearing in
equal proportions the balance, estimated
at £1,221,00'0 each. That agreelIllent also
provided that the various works should be
Clarried' out by each ,State. That is, that
works in New ISOU th Wales would be
carried out by that State, works in South
Australia by South Australia, and works
in Victori,a by this State, or where works
are on the boundary of two States by
these (States, either jointly 0'1' severally, as
might be arranged, but in no case was the
Rive~ Murray ,Oommission, which was
constItuted under the agreement ref.erred
to, empowered to either initiate 01' construct works, the function of the Oommission being to supervise and generally see
tha.t the: provisions of the agreement were
given effect to. 'While considerable progress had, up to ten montlls ago, been
made with a number of the works specified in the agreement, thetre has been
since then little progress on the Victorian
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side, owing to an industrial dispute, and
quite recently this dispute also led to the
cessation of operations on a number .of
the wo:rks in ,South Australia. The dispute is, shortly, that :the workmen employed on the works in New ,South W,ales
are being paid a higher rate' of wage than
the rate paid on such works on the Victorian ·side, which· latter is, however, the
rate paid by the IState on all other public
wODks in Victoria. In addition to this,
the concessions gr:anted in Victoria in the
way of a,ccommodation ·and meeting for
the workmen are such that there is little,
if any, difference in a,ctual value in the
wages paid in N ew .~outh Wales and Victoria. Notwithstanding this, the workmen on the Victorian Iside have refused to
resume work, and operations have consequen tly been seriously impeded.
M1'. PRENDERGAsT.-That :should not be
There is a
stated. It is not correct.
difference running up to nearly 2s. If
the honorable .gentleman wants the Bill to
go through, he should leave that out.
Mr. LAWSON.----:I will leave it out.
It really does not affect the position.
One of the clauses in the Bill is an endeavour to obviate this trouble in the
future. I withdraw the statement that
is objected to.
Mr. LEMMoN.-W,ill the three-fourths
majority prevail in regard to the claims
of navigation and irrigation?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) (to Mr.
Lawson).-Does that refer to construc- ,
tlon works only, and not to the allocation
of the water?
Mr. LAW.sON.-I will advise the hon:-;
orable member in Oommittee.
With a
view of endeavouring to prevent such industrial disputes in future, as well as
generally to expedite the carrying out of
the work, it was thought desirable to
clotp.e the River Murray Oommission,
which consists of a 1'e,presentative from
the Oommonwealth and each of the States,
with power.s to initiate and construct the
various works provided in the original
agr:eement. As a result of a number of
Oonferences between the Oommonwealth
and the States intereBted, an amending
agreement has been drawn up, with a
view, generally, of giving effect to the
suggested alteration, and this amended
agreement is submitted under the Bill
n.ow before you.
While the amending
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agreement is primarily to authorize the
River Murray Commission .to initiate and
itself construct the works, there are also
a number of important alterations introduced, which, it is thought, will lead to
a better and ~moother working of the
agreement. So far the relation between
all the parties concerned has been most
harmonious, the only big trouble being
the industrial dispute which has prevented work in V,ictoria, and now in
South Australia, from proceeding. By
clause 6 it is provided that the River 1t1:urray Oommission shall have the powers
of a corporation, and shall thus be empowered to carry out, as far as Victoria is concerned, all works in the
original agl!eement.
The agreement,
which appears as a schedule to the Bill; is
the more important part of the legislation
proposed. It provides that the members
of the Oommission shall be a body corporate and shall be empowered to conEltruct and carry out the works mentioned
in the agreement. Under the old agreement all business other than formal had
to be agreed to by unanimous vote.
Although this has worked fairly well in the
past, it is felt that it may lead to delays,
and consequently a three-fourths majority will be required on any bu~iness
other than formal. and in connexion with
this the appoint~ent of officers by the
River :Murray Oonllllission i~ made other
than formal business, and would require a
three-fourths majority in favour of each
appointment. By having a three-fourths
majority it would, of course, mean that
at least two States must every time be
voting in the same way.
The River
Murray Commission is given control of
officers and servants, provided, however,
that with a view of preventing the duplication of machinery necessary for carrying ·out the agreement the Commission
shall, as far as possible, appoint persons
who are now servants of the various State
contracting Governments, and who are
mainly engaged on the works provided for
in the agreement. The Oommission is
also empowered to arrange with any
State contracting Government for the preparation of designs for works being constructed under the agreement, and,
generally, for the performance of duties
arising out of the agreement. The clause
further provides that New South Wales,
Second Session 1920.-[34.1
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Victoria, and ISouth Australia shall take
steps to have' referred to the Parliament
of the Oommonwealth by the Parliaments
of their respective States the matter of
appointing a special tribunal for the prevention and settlement of indu~trial disputes arising in connexion with the construction of t4e works. By the appointment of this tribunal it i~ believed that a
uniform rate of wage could be arranged
in connexion with all the River Murray
works, and thus minimize the likelihood
of industrial disputes·. With regard to
clause 11, Oon completion Oof the 'wOorks by
the River Murray Commission, provision
ia made for the handing \ over to the
various ,state Governments the workE'
which are within the boundaries of each
State, and where wo~ks are generally used
by two States they shall be handed over
to the States in accordance with
any arrangement which may be mutually
agreed upon.
Clause 14 provides
that in determining the order in point
of time in the construction of the works
provided for in the agreement, the River
Murray ·Commission shall have special
r€garo to such works as will serve the
dual purpose of irrigation and navigation.
The object of this is to 'secure
the early carrying out of storage works,
and such weirs and .locks· as will have a
J3y following this
use for irrigation.
,procedure, irrigation works should have a
marked preference, which is certainly of .
grea t advantage to this State, and 'a condition which was not set out in the old
agreement. By clause 17, a most important altj3r,ation was made in connexion
with the apportionment of the cost of construction of the works. Under the old
agreement the contribution of the Commonwealth was limited to £1,000,000, notwithstanding what the ultimate cost of
the .completed soheme might be. Under
the new arrangement the Commonwealth
Government ,and each of the three contracting Governments pay equal proportions, and it is further provided that if in
anyone year the ·contribution required
from anyone of the contracting !States
exceeds £125,000 the .commonwealth :shall
advance the excess over the £1,25,000 by
way of loan, which each contracting -Government will repay at a date not les8
than ten years from the date of the aa
v·ance. The arrangement whereby the
e
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Commonwealth is now an equal financial
partner with the States is much more
satisfactory -than the previous arrangement, whereby the maximum ·contribution
was limited to ~l,OOO,OOO, and in the same
way the ,arrangement whereby the Oommonwealth will assist the contracting
States by advancing as loans any amount
that may be expended over £125,000 a
year, is one that will simplify the working
of the agreement. The other provisions
of both the Bill ,and the agreement are
mainly of ·a machinery character. which
will tend to a smoother and better working. They are generally on the lines of
the old agreement, introducing no new
features, the main alteration 'being, as
previously stated, the empowering of the
River Murr,ay tOommis·sion to itself carry
out the wo,rks. The ohject is to get expedition and uniformity of control and in the
rates of wages. The desire is to avoid
the dUlplication of staffs and machinery,
and the agreement provides for the use by
the 'Oommission of the existing agencies.
We do not want to set up ·an entirely
separate ,authority, which would be expensive, and woula multiply the staffs of
officers. The agreement provides that the
present officers shall be used.
It also
provides for the additional amount to be
paid by the Oommonwealth, and we believe it will lead to smoother working.
Mr. LEMMoN.-To what extent is the
Commonwealth going to increase the.
£1,000,000 ~

,Mr. ,LAWiSON.-It is going to be on
an equal footing with the States.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Is the BiII substantially the same ·as that passed by the
Oommonwealth ~
Mr. L.A:WSON.-J) is the agreement
that has been signed 'by the representatives of the Commonwealth, ·of New South
Wales, ,South Australia, and Victoria.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Is it the same
measure 'as was passed in 'N ew 80uth
Wales ~
. Mr.LAWSON.-I cannot say t~.at it
IS exactly ~he sam~, but the effect IS the
same. It IS to ratIfy the agreement.
Mr. LEMMON.-I had the pleasure of
being a member of the .Oommission that
inquired into the Murray. Waters Agreement some years ag'o, and I spoke on the
original measure in this House. I regret
very much that at this late hour of the
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session ,an important Bill of this character should be submitted to us. I 'am
going to accept it on the word of the
Premier. We have not had time to examine it and to see how it compares with
the original Act..
There is not the
slightest doubt that if the irrigation rights
have been improved the Bill will be an
advantage to Victoria. The original Act
gave a preferential claim to navigation
over the ,streams and water-courses in
Victoria and New South Wales.
I
strongly condemned that, but I ·am very
glad to hear that an improvement has
been'made. I believe the voice .of Australia is in the direction that irrigation
rigthts should have preferen~e over navigation. When I realized that it was
possible under the original Act to call on
the waters of our conservation scheme to
maintain a certain flow, so that the river
might be available for navig.ation, I regarded it as deplorable, ,and as a menace
to the interests of irrigation in Victoria
and New South Wales. I made a strong
protest at the time.
The original Act
laid down certain definite ·principles that
were confirmed by a 'Oonference of the
Premiers of the States and the Oommonwealth, and at that time the Oommonwealth came to the assistance of the States
with a present of £1,000,000 to settIe the
problem.
. .'
.
.
Mr. ·RYAN.-Is not thIS Blll prImarIly
designed to sanctiQn the repeal of section '
,14 of the original Act ~
Mr. LEMMON.--1I have not had a
,chance of .reading the Bill. I presume
that the statement made by the Premier
is a truthful ,account of what the Bill
contains.
Mr. RyAN.-And you are taking the
view that irrigation should prevail over
navigation.
,Mr. LEMMON.-Yes. The origina!
Act put navigation before irrigation.
Mr. SLATER.-And it caused consternation in the irrigation areas.
·Mr. LEMMON.-And ,some very prominent gentlemen, including .councillor
.o'Donnell, were very ,pronounced in re.
gard to it. He objected to the preference
to navigation over irrigation. When we
realized that they could draw upon our
big Goulburn Weir schemes for the purpose of obtaining a fl·ow to secure a certain
depth in times of scarcity, we also realized
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the gr,ave menace and danger to our irrigation areas. That, however, is past
history.
Mr. ISLATER.-The danger is not removed yet.
Mr. LE'MMON.-N 0, and it is not possible for us to remove it. The Liberal
party. ,are responsible for it. The time
will come when we shall have droughts,
and the water will be all important for
the maintenance of our irrigation areas.
Then we shall look back to the LIberal
party that ,placed the agreement on the
statute-book. The proposal to have a
common tribunal to settle industrial disputes is a step in the right direction. The
other States are gener-ally in advance of
us in industrial matter,s. I believe that
better terms will be obtained, and that
smoother results will follow from having
a common tribunal.
, Mr. OLD.-I should like to say a word
or two about thi~ Bill. which affects not
only the Murray Valley, but the whole of
Australia.
The work is national in
character, and I regret that a measure
was no,t introduced lOong ago to overcome
the existing difficulty. At this late hour
I move-That the debate be now adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until the foUowing day.
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Governor recommending that an appropriation be made from the Consolidated
Revenue for the purposes of a Bill to
amend section 8 of the Railways Standing Committee Act 1915.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee, and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. BARNES
(Minister of Railways), the Bill was
introduced, and read a first time.
.

ADJOURNMENT.
COUNTRY RAILWAY FREIGHTS.

Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I mov~
That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. McLACHLAN.-I do not wish to
into the question -of railway freights at
this hour, but I should like to draw the
attention of the Premier to a letter which
I have received from a ,country manufaeturer, Mr. J ~ck.son, a tanner, of Bairnsdale, who wntes170

I observe in the press that the Railways
Commissioners intend raising country freights
on the railways almost immediately. I presume it is waste of time pointing ou~ the
many disadvantages and handicaps we manufacturers in the country labour under, even at
the present rate of freights compared with city
towns.
.

I do not know what the intentions of the
Government are in this matter, but whatever they may be, I ask them to give consideration to those people who are enRAILWAYS (PAYMENTS) BILL.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer) pre- deavouring to maintain industries in the
sented a message from the "Lieutenant- country.
The motion was agreed to.
Governor recommending that an approThe House adjourned at ten minutes
pria tion be made from the Consolidated
Revenue fOor the purposes of a Bill re- past eleven o'clock.
lating to the payment Oof certain moneys
during the current financial year for the
purposes of the Railways Classification
Board Act] 919, and by reason of the inLEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
creased cost of coal to the rail wa ys.
A resolution in accordance with the
Thursday~ December 16~ 1920.
rerommendation 'Was passed in Oommittee~ and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. McPHERSON
(Treasurer), the Bill was introduced, and
The PRESIDENT took the chair at three
read a first time.
o'clock p.m., and read the prayer.
RAILWAYS STANDING
COMMITTEE BILL.
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways)
presented a message from the ~ieutenant-

GREAT OCEAN ROAD (LANDS
SALE) BILL.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE (Minister of Public Works) moved the second
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reading ·of this Bill.
He said-Hono.rable'members will recollect that this Bill
was before the House at the close of last
s~ssion.
.sun1dry citizens of Geelong
and the Western District have gOlle in torr
the construction of a road round the
western coast of Victoria.
They have
not received any monetary assistance from
the Government, but the Country Roads
Board have assisted by means .of expert
help and advice. N ow they are asking
for permission to purchase an area of
about 1,000 acres of what may be described as waste Crown land. It is a
great rocky hill on the coast, miles from
anywhere.
They ask that this land
shall be sold to them at 15s. per acre
with the idea that it !Lay be cut
up into residential blocks and sold to
citizens of Geelong and the Western
District.
The Bill stipulates that no
block shall be less than 1 acre in extent, and no doubt only the most
favoured blocks could be sold in such
small areas.
The whole of the proceeds
from the sale of the blocks are to go
towards the further construction of the
Gn3·at Ocean Road. That is provided in
the Bill. The land is perfecily useless to
the Crown, an d it would be to some extent
an asset to the State to have the Great
Ocean Road constructed. I think this
is an admirable project, and I commend
it to honorable members as being a very
excellent idea.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I think
most honorable members are familiar
with the object of this Bill. Last session,
when the measure ,vas bef.ore us, I think
the feeling of honorable members was
that it was not right that we should be
('ulled upon to pass it in practically the
last moments of the session.
I have no
(l~,jcction to the proposal that 1,000
r. (:r8.:S of land should be handed over to the
r.~··rust, the proceeds from the sale 'Of which
land must be devoted towards the making
~I the road. I think wo can take it for
granted that the piece of land in question without the road is of no value at
all.
We also know that the Trust that
have undertaken this great project will be
hard put to it to get the road completed.
If ~hey can induce people to give a fair
price for the land when it is cut up, I
am inclined to·say, " Good luck" to them.
It is surprising, after -all, what people
wjll pay for sites such as this land w.ill
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00 cut up into. The large amount they
will pay is indicated by what has taken
place between here and Frankston, ,and
beyond. People seem to be determined
to buy all s·orts of positions, if not
for use, as a hobby.
I do not think
we should be jealous custodians of
the State lands on this occasion,
because it is possible that the 1,000
acres of land which it is proposed
to sell to the Trust may produce quite a
, reasonable sum of money.
The money
will go back into the road. I have much
pleasure in supporting the Bill, and I
think honorable members will see their
way to support it.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-It will
be recollected by honorable members that
I felt it my duty in the closing hours of
last session to block this particular measure. That was not because I and other
honorable members were opposed to ,the
measure, but because we did not consider
it right in the dying hours 'Of the session
to introduce into our statute law a principle that was novel. I refer to the principle of building roads by means 'of land
grants. There seemed to 'be an uneasy
idea amongst honorable members that the
block .of land in question was a valuable
block close to the township of Lorne. We
were told that it would be worth about
£5 or £6 a foot for seaside residences.
The Bill was laid aside. I t has now been
introduced in practically the same form,
but during the interval that has elapsed,
at the invitation of Messrs; Brownbill
and Morley, the representatives of
Geelong and Barwon in another place,
members have paid a visit to the land.
As I have often said, I think it is the
duty of eveI:Y honorable member to make
himself thoroughly acquainted with what
is going on in Vict'Oria, and more particularly with those things that are referred
to in the measures that are brought before us.
I made one of the party that
visi ted the land, and I am quite satisfied
that the Great Ocean RO'ad Trust is perfm'ming a public duty-a .duty that possibly the State itself might reasonably
have been called upon to perform, because nine-tenths of the land served by
the road is Crown land.
But little use
is made of sea..side resorts in this State,
but in New Zealand a different condition .prevails.
There the tourist is
looked upon as a proline source of
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rev:enue, and New Zealand officials have
told me that every tourist. who lands t.here
is worth £50 to the· Dominion.
New
Zealand people look forward to their
annual crop of tourists just as the farmer
here looks forward to his crop of wheat.
We have many beauty spots in Victoria
which are somewhat inaccessible.
If
they were advert.ised and made available
to 'our ovvn people, it would not only
prevent the migration of Victorians to
New Zealand and elsewhere to spend their
holidays, but it might tend to bring people
from other States to Victoria.
The
Minister stated that with'Out the road the
land that is to be sold to the Trust is
practically valueless.
I am told that
the land has been available for selection
for the last forty or fifty years at 3.
similar charge to that proposed in the
Bill.
I would go so far as to support
the measure even if it provided that the
Trust should get the land free-, because I
think that the Trust is performing a public duty in opening up a holiday resort
and providing t.he few settlers in the district with a means of communication
with their market town.
It does seem
ridiculous that there should be settlers in
these way-back districts who have not a
road to take their produce to market..
They have to convey their goods by
sledges and pack-horses. . If the Government do not take up the attitude that
such roads ·should be constructed as
national roads,. every support should be
given to local bodies that are endeavouring to provide a means of communication
for settlers.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I was one
of- the members who very strongly opposed this measure last session. Hince
then, however, at the invitation of
Messrs. Brownbill and Morley, we have
been able to visit the distri.ct in question
to see what the conditions really are.
I
think that a strike must have occurred
when the piece of land with which the
Bill deals was being made, and that the
job was never finished. A more barren
looking place I never saw in my life. I
cannot see how the Government value i.t
at 158. per acre. The Government should
give the land to the Trust for nothing, or
help them to construct the road.
When
the road is constructed the adj acen t land
may become of value.
There are a few
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settlers alol1g the route of the, road who
have been struggling along for years, and
they have made good. We saw one or
two very fine homesteads and places
planted with fruit trees. The settlers
told us that they had to take all their
produce into Lorne on pack-horses. We
met one or two Jonahs who were opposed. to the road being constructed.
I
questioned one of them, and he said that
it was very unfair for the Government to
make this road, because there was already
a direct road to Lorne, and the new
road would depreciate the· v·alue of the
land alongside the old road.
I am yery
pleased that the Goyernment are going
T t.hink
to do something in this matter.
that they should throw Crown lands open
to the public. By the increase in value
the Government will receive a benefit
when the land dealt with in the Bill is
sold:
I think t,hei Trust: are to be
commended, for what the'y are doing. The
Mayor of Geelong, who has done splendid
work, has himself spent £1,000 upon the
road.
is a big-hearted, public-s1>irited
man, and he should be helped in the
grea.t work he has undertaken.
The
work is being done exclusively by returned
sOoldiers, and the Government 'Ought to
heJp them in elvery way they possibly
can. The road will incre·ase the value
of the surrounding !country.
Had I
known as much last session as I do now,
I would nOlt have opposed the Bill. By
holding up the Bill for a oouple of months
or so, we have probably put the Trust to
oonsiderable expense.

IRe

The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-The section of the road between Geelong and
Lome is only part Oof the scheme. Eventually the rOoad will be carried as far a!
Warrllambool. It is as well to keep an
eye ·on the larger proposal. The road
will eventually link up with fertile land,
and settlers will be able to use it for getting their produce to market. I was glad
tOo hear the tribute paid by Mr. Disney to
the courage and liberality of the Mayor
of Goolong. The mayOor is a highly reputable citizen, and he stood up to this
scheme in a way worthy of the emulation
of othoc publio men. The scheme ha.
the support of t·he Country Roads Board,
and I am glad to know that it commended itself to those members 0'£ Parliament who paid a visit of inspection
to it.
Had I been invited, I should
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probably have joined the party. I !UPport the Bill, and it IS gratifying to know
that honorable members generally realize
what a grc1at asset to the State the road

will be.
The He-n. J. P. JONES.-I cannot
resist the opportunity of pointing out to
those sections of the community who desire to achieve something of the same
nature, the successful method adopted in
this case. Last session this Bill was held
up by members who thought that a.
frightful piece of robbery was coontemplated. Eince then members of Parliament hav0 been given a personal view of
the distrid, and they are now conve,rsant
~th t~e ?ircumstanoes. They are placed
In possesslOn of the facts. I would suggest to people in -other parts of the
State where roads are required, that they
should arrange a similar parliamentary
visit. If they gave the members a. right
good time it might help matters.
Mr.
Brownbill, the member for Geelong, induced the Labour members of both Houses
to join the party which inspected the
road.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR. - Mr.
Brownbill wa9 assisted by Mr. Morley
and othen.
The H.on. ·W. C. ANGLISS.-ApJJarently we have an object lesson as to
how to secure quick legislation. I would
sug.gest to the Minister that in future
when he is bringing forward a. simila;
Bill,. he should arrange a picnic on similar hnes. The time of the House might
be saved in that way.
I was not opposed to the Bill when it came before us
previously, and I did :q.ot get an invitation.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then rea.d a second time,
and aftelJ.'wards passed through its :remaining stages.
JURIES BILL.
The debate (adjourned from December
14) -on the motion of the Han. A. Robinson (Attorney-General) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-This is
a somewhat contentious measure to bring
along so late in the session. H-owever,
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as it is before us, we must, of course,
deal with it. I regret that I have not a.
copy before me of the speech delivered
by the Attorney-General in introducing
t.his measure. I must say, however, tha.t
ill my opinion it was one of the weakes-t
speeches he has ever made from the point
of view of answering any arguments that.
may be urged against an important alteration of the law.
We cannot view
without concern any interference- with the
jury system, a system handed down toO
us by our forefathers. It will be recollected that, about twelve months ago,.
a similar measure was introduced in this
Chambex by the Attorney-General. If
my memory serves me aright, he dealt
very forcibly indeed on that occasion with
what he described as the "evil of jurysquaring."
In introducing this Bill,
he adopted a somewhat milder tone. It
is possible that the experience he has
had during the past twelve months caused
him to tOone down his view. Whenever
a charge such as that of "jury;.squaring" is made, it should be supported by
strong evidence.
We should be vfJrj
careful how we interfere in any way with
the liberty of the individual. I have
always held that, as a law-abtding COmmunity, we are not to be excelled, and,
possibly, hardly to be equalled, in any
part of the world. The Attorney-General
omitted to infolJ.'m the Chamber that in
no part of the world where a Juries Act
has been in exi!;ltence, with the single
exception of New South Wales, has there
been any necessity,for making an alteration of the law in the way provided for
by this Bill. The jury system has come
down to us from immemorial times. I
repudiate on behalf of the community
the statement that legislation of this description is required. The Bill itself js
in the nature of a sugar-coated pill. The
sugar-coating is to be found in the latter
portion of the Bill which deals with the
remuneration to be paid to jurymen.
-That is certainly a long overdue reform.
Are we departing from an
important principle for the purpose
of allowing jurors to receive higher
-fees ~
W-ould it not be better to
strike out one of the most obnoxious
clauses, and carry the pad of the Bill
that provides fDr a much needed reform T
If we accept that view, we should vote
for the second reading.
Olause 2 relates to the selection of the jurors to be
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summoned. I t has been the custom here
and elsewhere that everything should be
done in an open way-that the selection
of the panel must be carried out befoTe
any person who desires to be pre.s~nt.
In that way you prevent 'any SUSpICIon
of interference with the Courts of justice. Section 51 of the Act statesUpon receipt of such precept the she~iff
shall, by notice affixed in. his offic.e, appomt
the time and place at whlCh he wlll pro.ceed
to draw the names of persons to be summoned
as jurors, and at the time and place so
named, and in the presence of all- persons
who may choose to attend,
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munity, proper publicity is given to it
by the daily press, but we have leading
articles that practically condemn any
person arrested on suspicion. That, in
the minds of many people who do not
think very deeply, means that the arrested person must be guilty.
Often
enough that causes a prejudice to exist
in the minds of jurymen, and predisposes them to convict on insufficient evidence of the person's guilt. It is more
than twelve months since the AttorneyGeneral introduced a Bill of this description into this (House. He told us that
it was absolutely necessary to pass the
Bill, as it was urgently required. It
was passed by this House, it went to another place, but there there was no urgent necessity to pass it, and it was numbered amongst the "sla ugh tered innocents." What has happened ,since? Have
we had a recurrence of what the Minister describes as " tampering with jurors"?
Has the course ,of justice been interfered
with in any way? If it has been, it is
the duty of the Attorney-General to submit conclusive evidence of it. If there
is any maladministration of justice such
as the Government are complaining
about, they must ha,:e had evidence
placed before them of It. If they have
had it, why is it not submitted to this
Ohamber? If the innuendo is correct, it
is one of the grossest reflections On the
police force. I regret that, during the
past two months, there has been introduced here 'a most undesirable style of
stunt in order to get this Bill passed.
There has been a publicity stunt carried
on by the pre~s. Articles ~ave ~een
written suggestIng that certaIn thIngs
may ha.ve been dOlIle. We read in the
newspapers recently that a man who wap
arrested had a jury list in his possession.
That is not against the law. If it was
against the law, why was he not prosecuted? 'This man was walking along
one of the streets with some of his companions. He made a face at one of the
officers of the Criminal Department, and
that led to his arrest. Then ,it was
found that he had a jury list in his possession. The man was charged with insulting behaviour, but the case was dismissed.

~hall cause something to be dOlle. That
important principle that all persons
who may choose to attend should be
able to do so is struck out by clause 2.
We have no evidence that warrants any
interference with the law in this respect.
The Attorney-General will tell the House
that. very few people attend this function.
It is unusual to have more than two or
three at the drawing of the panel, but
the safeguard exists. that any perso?- .who
so desires has the TIght and the prIVIlege
to see that there is no interference with
the course of justice. It has been stated
that justice is tampered with at its
source and that panels are fixed so
as to' secure a jury that will bring
in a prejudiced verdict. There are two
schools of thought as far as this type of
legislation is concerned, and as far ~s
economic science is concerned. There IS
one school of thought that always presupposes that the individual charged
with an offence must necessarily be
guilty, and that e:rery effort sho~ld be
made to convict hIm. They are In the
same position as a newly-appointed
magistrate that I heard of. A person
was charged with an offence, and was
asked to plead. He pleaded "not guilty,"
and this magistrate turned to his brothe;r
ma.gistrates, and said, "What the deVIl
is he doing here if he is not guilty?"
The more tolerant and the broader school
pre-supposes every m~n to be innocent
until he is found gUIlty. It has been
inferred by innuendo that· there has
heen gross interference with the administration of justice. I admit that that
is so, but not through the jury system.
It is due to condemnation by the press
of accused persons before they are tried.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-Too thin,
If any crime is committed in the com- brother.
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The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-If the
honorable member knew a little of the
methods adopted by the police force he
would agree with me that a Royal Com-

Bill.

the case put on the
of having his view
So it must be with
of justice generally.

list with the o?ject
favorably. ::ece1v.ed.
the admlnlstratlOn
Every man should

mission should inquire into many of the have the right to see the· names of the
things that are done.
The Hon. J. H. DrSNEy.-Have you
ever been on a jury?
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-No;
but I have sat as a magistrate for many
years, and I have had the same kind of
evidence brought before me as we have
before us now. The honorable member
may be disposed to defend the action of
the detectives in connexion with the
Chinese who said he had been robbed of
about £1,500. The detectives applied thB
third degree to him, and, at last, the
Chinese said "If you say I have not
been robbed,' I have not.'" Subsequently
we read in the newspa pel's tha t this
man's little girl was spoken to in one of
the streets, and said that the robbery
had been committed. She said, "God
in heaven knows that father was robbed,
and it is true." Now it turns out that
the man was robbed.
The Hon. J. H.DrsNEY.-What has
this got to do with jury squaring ~
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-A
man was going home one night, and a
lf€volver was presented at him.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What hae
~.his to do with the Bill?
The Hon. W. J. BE-OKETT.-I feel
t1;lat too little concern is paid to the fundamental principle of justice that a man
is innocent until found guilty.
The Hon. W. R. EDGAR.-They get. a
fair trial before a jury.
The Ron. W. J. BEOKETT.-It is
right and proper that a man who is
charged with a serious offenoe :should
know who his judges are to be.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-YOU say
tha t the press deals with the matter.
The Ron. W. J. BECKETT.-The
press often prejudice a case. The accused
man should know who are to be his judges.
We know that lawyers, as a rule, like to
see who is to be theJ udge in civil cases
in which they are interested. They
know that the Judges have particular
interpretations and views, and they try
to have their case tried before the Judge
who leans to their view. A clever barrister or solicitor will endeavour to have

jurors drawn out.
·The IHon. 'W. H. EDGAR.-Is it fair t()
knock the police over like that?
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-.I d(}
not know :what the honorable member is.
J'lefel'ring to. We shall have to consider
the Bill carefully when it is in the Oommittee stage.
The Attorney-Oeneral
stated that, from his experience-I think
those were his words-and from facts that
were in his possession, a B'ill was required
containing clauses such as these. If that
is so, we should .at least be in possession
of the facts, and know what is being done
at the pl'esent time. As a matter of fact,.
one-third of the persons who 'a~e committed for trial at Oourts of Petty Sessions are not b~ought to trial before a
jury at all. .on going through the papers
the ·Orown Prosecutor finds that there is.
no evidence to, warrant a conviction; and,.
although the persons charged ·are committed for trial by a Bench of magistrates, they are not br.ought to justice.
In regard to one ·of the clauses in this·
Bill, I hold that there .should not be the
distinction between ·civil and criminal
cases that is· dra:wn in the Bill. If it is
necessary, in the· interests of justice, that
the panel should be prepared, and that the
list should be available to the public three
days prior to the trial in a civil case, it
is more necessary that it ,should be available in a criminal case. I disagree with
the contention that jury-squaring exists
in this community to any marked extent.
If a return on the matter were sU'bmitted
by the AttorneY-lGeneral showing that in
quite a number of cases an abnorm'al proportion of persons were found not guilty
by the juries, then we should have something to goon. ,We had a return presented to this Rouse at the close of la~t
session in reply to questions 'put by
Mr. Jones. He asked how many persons.
were committed for trial in the State during the IatSt five years. The answer was
3,474. ·He asked how m,any persons were
acquitted 'by the jury. The answer was
9,63. IRe also asked how mnny were found
guilty by the jury. The answer was
2,312. That is to say, of the persons
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who were tried before a jury about 25
per cent. ,or 26 ,per cent. were found not
.guil ty. I think it very pertinent to ascertain whether that is an abnormal .condition ,of affairs; and it should be the
.duty of the Attorney-lGeneral, as Law
Officer of the Crown, to show that it is
.an abnormal condition of affairs. As a
matter of fact, we find that in that respect we have in V~ctoria a better average than they have in England at the
present day. ,I am qu.oting from a work
.entitle~ Outlines of Oriminal Law~ by
Courtney Stanhope Kenny. He states
that in Great Britain two-sixths of those
who go before a jury are tried and found
guilty, and that more than one-sixth
are tried and acquitted.
That shows
that of a .certain number of persons
in the Old Country who are tried beiore a jUl'y more than ,one-third are
acquitted by the juries there; and
yet a slander and libel are placed
upon this commuriity because our juries
are not finding a· bigger proportion
of people who are charged guilty, and it
is said that, in consequence, something
wrong must be .going on. T disagree with
tha't contention, and I resent it on behalf
of Victoria, more especially in view of
the fact that in Gr,eat Britain, the home
of jury law, the juries are finding a
larger percentage of people who are tried
not guilty than is the case in Victoria.
Another phase of the question is this:
If jury-squaring is in existence, the legal
·profession must be in it.
There is no
doubt that, if there is any jury-squaring
done, it must have come to the knowledge
of the attorneys engaged in· the various
cases. I would ask the Attorney-General
or any other lawyer in this House what
has been his experience in this respect.
Has it come to his knowledge that there
is iany jury-squaring?
If he has been
conducting criminal cases, has any suggestion been made to him by the accused
people that the jUl'y might be squared?
Has he known of any efforts being made
to square juries ? We must take it for
granted that the accused person himself
would not have the necessary knowledge
to go about this $ort of thing, but the
legal profession would have.
Wihen
charges are made that juries drawn from
the community are guilty of being
·squared, it is .also ,a charge against the
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Attorney-General's own profession, which
is an honorable OIl€. I agree with the
statement made by ::NIl'. Eggleston, in the
other .chamber, that this crime of jurysquaring does not exist, or, if it does
exist, it exists only to a very minor degree.We know very well that bar-risters
often defend men who are found guilty .
That is their unfortunate experience at
times. The barristers must necessarily
go through the evidence, and they say
that it may be supposed, or that there is
a presupposition, that the accused is not
guilty. I take it that a member of an
honoured profession should not assist a
criminal to ·defeat the e'nds of, justice.
They go through the evidence, and they
conclude from it that the man is not
guilty. They therefore defend him, and
they get ,him off. If Ithere is any crime
against justice, as much of it must lie on
the legal profession as on the juries. I
think that one of the weaknesses of j ustice at the present time is that we have
a body ·of men from the legal profession
who are subsidized and employed by the
law authorities, and rightly so, as Crown
prosecutors. I think that that, however,
to a certain extent, ,does not fit in with an
ideal system of justice. I take it that
every barrister who is employed by the
Crown, whether in a Oourt of ,Petty Sessions or any other Oourt, should be so
constituted in his mind as to be able tv
put both sides of a case before the jury,
But we know that that is not 9'0. That
would be an ideal state of affairs.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.-As a rule, it
is done.
'The Hon. W. J. BEIO:KETT.-A3 a
fact, we kno'w that many Crown prosecu,
tors and others who receive briefs fr011l
the Orown in connexion with ·criminal
cases consider that ,their reputation is at
stake, and they make every point, land
turn ,and twist every statement that is
made by a witness, until in the end an
honest man who desires to tell the truth
may, under the questioning of a clever
lawyer, be so confused that he does not
know what ,statements he himself has
made.
The ideal should be that the
Orown Prosecutor should put 'both sides
of the question. At .present it is necessary, if an innocent m,an is chal'ged, that
he should employ the best legal minci .bel
is able to secur·e, because he knows tna" .
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. the !Cr'Own Prosecutor will put only one
side of the case. to the jury. In these
cases we have on one side an able legal
gentleman who is well qualified' in the
law, criminal and otherwise, using the
whqle 'Of his energies towards placing the
man who is in .the dock in prison, and on
the other side we have a legal man
using all his ,subtleties to defend the accused per;son so as t'O enable him to regain his liberty. iWhen we have this condition ·of things, we must feel how necessaTy it is that the twelve men on the jury
should be above suspicion, not only of
having been squared, but of being sub
ject to any prejudice whatever. As far
as the criminal is concerned, I have no
feeling towards him. Many men escape
to-day who should be convicted; but I
would rather see many guilty men escape
than one innocent man wrongly punished ..
We should have evidence isubmitted to us
before we pass the penal clauses of this
Bill. I think the House will be welladvised to pass the second reading of the
Bill; but in Committee I will endeavour
to have the second clause either eliminated or amended in such a way that,
while not interfering with a criminal
being brought to justice, will yet insure
that every man who is brought before a
jury will have a fair trial.
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certain members 'Of the Criminal Investigation Department should make a
searohing inquiry into these matters. It
was stated to me and to the Crown Law
Department that a certain hotel in the
city was well known to be a place where
men engaged in jury-squaring congregated,and where jury-squaring was arranged. The officers who were told off
to inquire into the matter were put upon
their mettle. It was about six weeks before a report came in, and the report
showed that there was not a tittle of evidence to justify the statements that had
been made. I told the Chief Commissioner of Police that if he could give any
evidence that could be reasonably and
properly submitted to a jury, I would
All the resour·ces of the
consider it.
Criminal Investigation Department and
the Orown Law Department were utilized
in order to ascertain whether there was
jury-squaring or not; and the result of
the inquiry was that it was impossibl~
to submit any case On which to found a
prosecution. There w.as quietness on the
subject for a few years, but recently similar remarks have again been made. During the last year or two newspapers, one
after another, have made statements on
this subject on information given to
them, I suppose, by ·officers of the police,
or ,by private per:sons, who are not the
best judges in these matters. Officers
may have been working up a ,case, and
when it has been put to a jury, the jury
.have not agreed, but that is not proof of
jury-squaring. a3efore a jury is entitled
to convict a man ·of any crime, and deprive him of his liberty, it should be
satisfied beyond any shadow of doubt that
the man is guilty. I have nO ,doubt that
many guilty men are acquitted because
it is not possible to hring to the
minds of twelve men in the jury-box
facts sufficiently strong to justify them
in concluding that the man is guilty.
Before a man can be acquitted twelve
hQlnest men, who ha v:e SWO["Il to decide on
the evidence brought be,fQlre them, would
have to agree to it. It seems the height
of absurdity to' suggest that jury afwr
jury, consisting of picked men, would be
a party to that sort Q1f thing. Bef'Ore a
man could be acquitted it means tliat
twelve, and not one, must be tam.pered
with. As a matter of fact, acquittals are

The ·Hon. J. D. BROWN.-This Bill,
in my judgment, is an important Bin,
and I d.esire to say a few words upon it.
If it is brought in on the assumption that
there is a ,crime known as jury-squaring
prevalent in Victoria, I may say that I
had some years of experience a t the
Crown Law Office, and that it was then
frequently stated, as it is stated now, appaTently, that there were cases of jurysqTharing. 'several officers who were engaged in the administration of the criminal law were of that opinion, and they
desired that some remedial legislation
should ·be brought in. I told them that
before I could consent to ask Parliament
to pass a Bill on the subject I should
have to be satisfied that there were real
grounds for the statements that were put
forward.
ShQlrtly afterwards I had a.
consultation with the then Chief Commissioner of Police, who 'was well aware
of tlle Istatements which had been made to
me by his own officers, and, as ,a result
.•)f our discussion y it was ,directed that not mOra numerous hera than elsewhere
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According to figures .'which I read in an
English publication, I am inclined to think
that the percentage of acquittals is greater
in England than in this State. In my time
the percentage here was about 25 per
oent., and that is, I think, the percentage
norw. Many persons are sent Upi fQlr trial
concerning whom it is impossible to satisfy
tw~lve men that they are guilty. I say,
C:ierIously, that we should hesitate before
we alte,r a system which has been in opera,tion for more than 800 years in England,
w here they have found nQl necessity fQlr
altering it. The law III England is to this
.effect: It is the duty of the sheriff, or other
summoning offioor, to keep in the office of
his under-sheriff or deputy for seven days
at least before the sitting of any Court for
the trial o.f issues, copies of the printed
panel which he has returned to a p;recept
commanding him to summQln jurors for
the trial of such issues, and to pe,rmit the
parties thereto to inspect the same without
fee. Copies may be purchased for Is.
each.
The Imperial Parliament have
found no reason to alter that law, and
~e should be very careful before altering
It here. Surelly, an accused person is entitled tol know for a longer period than
twenty-four hours before his trial the
llames of those whQl are to be his judges.·
Why should he be deprived Q1f the know:ledge Qof the men whOI are to. try him when
he steps into the dock?
The Hon. G. M. DAvIs.-Why should
he know 1
.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.-One olf
them may be his mOTtal enemy.
The Hon. F. W. BRAwN.--':"He has still
tbe right of challenge.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.-But he
would no,t have sufficient time to ascertain who the men were. Some years agO' I
had occasion to find out, the names of the
men who were to sit on a ceiftain special
jury. I may explain to honorable members that every British subject twenty-one
years Qof age who pays a rent of £"2'0 a year
is liable tQl serve as a juryman. To serve
on a special jury, however, he must pay
a rent of £60 a year. N QoW in the case to'
which I ha.ve re.ferred, at least seven men
'were dra,wn fo,r that jury who might be
considered fOIl' business and Q1Uler reasons
to be antagonistic to one of the parties in
the suit.
HQlw would a man know
whether jurors should be challenged unless
he had sufficient time to. make inquiries
concerning them 1 I know one case where
a man who was an intimate friend of the
1
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brO'ther of one of the parties sat on the
jury. The other party was not aware o·f
that. Surely he was nOlt a suitable man
to be on the jury. He should have told
the Judge that, and he would have been
excused from serving. I wish to draw attention to the way in which clause 3 is
framed. It providesA copy.of every panel' from which the jury
are to be struck in any criminal inquest shall
be kept by the sheriff for inspection on the
day before the precept is returnable, and after
the said day until the panel ceases to 1'6
operative.

That g-ives the accused person tried. during
the last day O'f the Criminal Assizes an advantage over those tried on the first day.
The crin:inal sittings generally open on t.he
1st and 15th OIf each month. Very often
they last until the end OIf the month. The
15th may be a Tuesday. Accused persons
tried on tha.t aay would only have the
Monday in which to make inquiries.
Those tried on Wednesday wQould have
two days, those on Thursday three days,
and so on, until those charged on the last
day would have a fO'rtnight in which £0
'make inquiries, and if the accusation is
just that juries are squared, they would
have all that time available foT' the
purpose.
The HQon. W. L. BAILLIEU .-HOIW
WO'uld you remedy that 7
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.-I would
copy the English law or retain 0'111' existing law.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-The last
man would get the advantage just the
same.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.-I know
that. In England a panel can be knolwn
for seven days, and in this State fO'r three
days. Under the Bill there will only be
one day available. If jury-squaring is rife
here, surely it woruld be more so in LQondon with its millions o-f inhabitants. It
would be much easier to. tamper with
juries there because the squarers and
their friends would be lost in that vast
population. Yet nOi alteration in the prese'llt system is proposed in England.
Clause 3 goes O'n to provide that a copy of
the panel may be obtained en payment of
2s. Later on it is provided in the clause
thatA copy of every panel from which the jury
are to be struck in any civil inquest shall be
kept by the sheriff for inspection durmg the
three days before the precept is returnable.
Why, then, not adhere to the three d~ys

fOir juries in criminal cases 1 I sugg !!st
tha t we should not pass the pro.visions of
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this Bill except tIle clause which relates to'
the ,increas.e in jurors' fees. In England
a c\'iminal jury is not paid at all. It is
regarded as a public duty for every citizen
to' se'rve on s~ch a jury. In civil cases,
hO',wever, it is provided -that where two
citizens
get
at
l()lggerheads
they
should nDt be able to' take people
from their O'cc~pations So that they may
serve on .jwries without paying them.
I think they pught to' be paid. We have
had the practice Df paying jurDrs for many
years. I wanted to increase the fe,es when
I was Attorney-General, but I eQuId not
get my colleagues to agree. The proposed
inGrease mee,ts with my approval. I, dO'
uot~tti:p.k jurors should be taken away
from their accupation without being adequately recompensed.
I ask honorable
mewbers, ,ho.wever, to seriously cO'llsider
the position before they decide to. alter the
law in regard to the drawing of the jury
panel. It is an e,;x.traDrdina.ry power to
give to ~public officer even though he
may be a highly-placed one, the right to',
sit ~n his O'wn room and draw a jury .panel
witho~t anyone, 'being present.
I am
sorry that I have taken up so much time,
but I think I am justified in occupying
the attentiDn of hDnDrable members a
~ittle lo.nger while I explain how the jury
panel is made up. Vioto,ria is divided
into a cer:tain n\lmoer of districts, and it
is the ~~ty ()Ifth~ clerk of the' municipal
bodies in these districts to' send to the
clerk o.f petty sessions for his particular
district a list of the ratepayers, showing
their occupatian and the ren,ts they pay.
This list comes be:fore a· cDmpiler, who is
usually a pOilice officer. The campiler is
supposed to know mO'st of the ·people in
his district, and he puts a mark against
the name af the pe'ople who are qualified
to act as jurors. There ~re an enormous
number of peo.ple on the ratepayers' list
who are not SOl qualified. The list made
by the compiler is returne:d ,to the clerk Df
petty sess~O'ns) who, in turn, sends it on
to' the sheriff. If the sheriff is satisfied,
aiteJ:' p}aking clue ~n.quiries, th.at the jurQ,rs
are guali;fi.ed, the nam.es OIf the qualified
perscms are entered in what is called the
jury-book. Numbers are placed alongside
of the names, which are arranged in
alphabet~caJ order on the list, and in due
course these: numbers are drawn frOlJIl a
box, and a, jury panel made up. Under
the present practice the drawing takes
plare in public, and any person who de~
sires tOi do so can attend. As a matt-etl' ()If
Hon.

J. D. Brown.
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fact, very few people take the, tro.uble.
Those who do are, generally persons awaiting tri~l, or samebody representing their
legal adviser. A gODd deal has been said
abaut jury-squaring. I am not sure that
it i~ easy to pack a jury. We must not
assume that every man is a Togue; but
supposing a. person had a. large sum 0:11
money which he oOlUld use for ,that purpose, it might not be a difficult prooess;.
but I do not think any harm can came
from the drawing of the panel being carried out in public. I submit that the complaints about jury-squaring to any e,xtent,
at any rate, are unfounded. :A. good many
persons conclude, .that because an accused
person is nOit fOlund guilty ,same oue has
been squared; but it is not every member
of the bar whO' is qualified to put the facts
before a jury. We ha.d one nDtable example' of a man who was. He did not
pretend to be a lawyer any more than I
dOl, but he was able, to. bring- the facts before the, jury in a. way that few men a1',e.
In the majority Df cases it is .absurd to
suggest that because a man is acquitted
there has been jury-squa.ring. It is better
that a, guilty man shauld be acquitted
than that an innocent man should be
found g.uilty. I dO' not think there is anything in the complaint of jury-squaring,.
and we should hesitate before we· abolish
the present system of drawing the panel
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU .-1 have
a feeling in r:egard to. this measure that
what is proposed to be danel by way of a
mfegl,lard is nQt going to impinge on the
liherty of an accused persan, and, therefore, 'if those who are responsible for the
administratiDn of justice .have' come tOi the
conclusion that this re.form is desirable,
we should give effect to' it.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-But shOluld
we not have evidence of tha.t 1
The Hon. W. L. BAILLlEU.-I do
not think because a systeJJ;l. was in vogue
hund;reds of years ago, Qr even fifty years
ago, that we should adhere to it if we find
it desirable to make a change. As I understand the positiO'll, instead of a panel being drC\.wn as at present thre'e days before
the jurors ar,e, to be called upon to se-rve,
the time is limited to. one day.
The Hon. W ..J. BE.cKETT.-The point
is t·hat at. the pres.ep.t time the paD.€~ must
bo drawn in public, so that there is nO'
suspicion of packing a. jury.
The' Han. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I cannDt conceiv,e' how it could be packed; but
still, I w()luld not object to a provision be..
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have to keep our eyes on our expenditure,
and we must admit that that is desirable.
tention to is this: Even if the panel IS
The motion was agreed to~
drawn only a day before a person comes
The Bill was then read a second time,
to trial he has always the Judge to appeal and ('ommi tted.
to and there can b€ nO! real interference
Clause 1 was agreed to.
in'r€gard to the nature .of the trial the
Clause 2 was postponed.
person is entitled to.
Clause
3The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-What

ing made that the panel should be drawn
in public. The point I want to direct a~

For section 55 of the principal Act as
about the rightoi challenge' 7
by section 4 of the Juries Act 1915
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU .-That amended
(No.2) there shall be substituted the followright is adopted very freely. If the ac- ing section:cused persQn happens to be a young man
"55. (1) F'or the pur,poses of th.e Juries
he may think it desirable to have young Acts the sheriff shall cause to be made a suffimen on the jury. If he is an elderly man cient number of copies of every panel.
(2) A copy pf every panel from Wllich the
he may think it better to have those about
jury are to ,be· struck in any criminal inquest
his own age. But hQW can it be presumed shall
be kept by the sheriff for inspection on
that any of the men are going to be pr~ the day before the precept is returnable, and
judiced against the prisoner ~ Sur€Jy It after the said day until the panel ceases to be
~hould be taken for granted that all the operative, and a copy shall be delivered to any
men on the jury panel are fair-minded person during that period on payment of the
'!um of Two shillings; but, save as otherwise
citizens.
expressly ·provided in the Juries Acts, the
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-That is what sheriff or his officers shall not make known
J assume, and, therefore, I do not think the names upon such panel to any person
there is much in the complaint about jury- whomsoever.
( 3) A copy of every panel from which the
squaring.

jury are to be struck in any civil inquest

The Hon. Vil. L. BAILLIEU.-The shall be kept by the sheriff for inspection durhonorable member may be rigpt; but ing the three days before the :precept is returnthose who are responsible for the adminis- able, and after the said days until the panel
ceases to be operative, and a copy shall be
. tration of justice want to gIve as little rlelivered
to any person during that period on
time as possible in which prospective jury- payment of the sum of Two shillings."
men may be got a.t. I am disposed to
The Ron. W. J. BECKETT.-Alagree with the statement that there is an
exaggeration or misstatement as to the though objection can be taken to this
amount of jury-squaring- that is going Qn. clause, it is not the most important clause
It would be pretty hard, however, to per- from my point of view, because, .after all,
suade ma~y members of the community it only applies .to the first two or three
that there is no jury-squaring a.t all. cases on the list. The law at present
When the Bill is in Committee those who provides that the panel must be availare against the proposals will have an able to the public for three days, but this
opportunity of giving us their views; but measure restricts the time to twenty",four
I am not going to be bound to a system hours. It is .certainly right and proper
merely because it has been in existence for
a certain number of years. My idea is that a person should know more than
that we should agree to the second reading twenty-fonr hours before his ,case comes
of the Bill, and I think that view is on by whom he is going to :be judged, so
shared by those who have adversely criti- that he may have an unprejudiced jury.
cised some of its pTovisiQns. We are all The clause only ap.plies to the first two
agreed that the jury fees should be in- or three cases on the list, because, if the
creased. I do not see why a man should sessions last for :seven or fourteen days,
be drawn away frQm his work and given the panel will be available to the publiC'
the paltry allowance which has been paid aU that time. That ~hows the weakness
to juroTS in the past. The increase of the of the clause. The Attorney-General is
fees is a reform which is long overdue. fighting fror a restriction in respect of

If tho advice ,of myself and a colleague
had been taken years ago the fees would
haye been increased. While I know that
the fees mentioned in the Bill are small
enough, we have come' to a time when we

the first few cases on the list, 'but in C021nexion with the succeeding cases there
will still ,be sufficient time .for the performance of the nefarious deeds of which
the honorable gen tleman has spoken.
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Common sense has not been used in drafting the clause.

The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 4 and 5.
Postponed clause 2In section 51 of the principal Act, for the
words beginning with" shall .by notice affixed"
and ending with "choose to attend" there
shall be substituted the words "at a time and
place appointed by him and in the presence
of one or more of his senior officers if available."

The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I seriously suggest to the Attorney-General
that he should withdraw this clause. It
is a most contentious provision, and, as
I have already remarked, it would impair
the conD. dence which the public have at
present in the fairness of the drawing of
the jury panel. We want the panel to
be ,drawn in the open light of day, so
that there shall be no suspicion of jurypacking in any 'case.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I cannot see my way clear to
withdraw the ,clause. To do so would
render nugatory the following clause. I(
jury-squarers can attend and hear the
names of the panel read out, they can jot
them down on a piece of paper, and what
will be the use of saying that a copy of the
pauel is not to be available for inspection'
until the day before the return of the
precept 1 It has been suggested that the
sheriff and othe'r GOiVern:rr..ent officers may
be guilty 0'£ nefarious practices in connexion with the discharge of their duties,
and I think it is about time such murky
innuendoes and sugges,tions ceased to be
made.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-YOU made
the innuendo against the other side.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-The honorable member said he wanted everything to be -above board. The implication was that, if the sheriff drew the ,panel
in the presence of his senior officers, those
highly 'paid officers, who have the trust
and confidence of the commuuity, would
endeavo11I', for some obscure reason, to
pack it. I am not a speciali.st in making
appeals for votes to the Public Serviee,
but I do object to public servants being
attacked in that way. It i,s a dreadful
thing 10 suggest that these trusted and
responsible officers would be guilty of
anythi::. 7. underhand or improper iIi the
disch~lrge of an important duty.
If I
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agreed to the withdrawal of the clause I
w~uld destroy the Bill.
I would rather
lose the Bill.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-If the
Attorney~General will not accept an
amendment under which the public can
attend and see the panel dra'wn, I shall
vote agaiIliSt the clause. The honorable
gentleman said that certain public -servants would not do anything wrong. We
can agree to that to an extent, but when it
comes to a matter of political offences no
one should place this power entirely in the
hand,s of the law officers or anybody else.
Wha t has been suggested is being done
throughout the world. We might say
that in connexion with criminal cases we
could trust the sheriff and his office.rs, but
we must remember that the War Precautions Act is not wiped out yet. It exists
in almost u.s .bad a form as ever. The
time might come when political offences
might be ,alleged against persons, and I
do not think the Attorney..General is prepared to say that in such .cases the public would be willing to allow the jury
panel to be ·drawn in pri-vate. Oould not
an amendment ,be made. by vyhich some
m~l11hers of the publi,r could attend the
drawing of the jury panel? I think arrangements could be made whereby, while
the panel could be drawn in public, perso,ns would not be able to get the names
of the whole of the persons on the panel.
I think that the public should be allowed
to be present under any circumstances.
I d,o not think my party could agree to
the Government or the Law officer's drawing the panel without the public being
there to see that everything is fair and
above board.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I
should Ibe obliged if the Attorney-General
would tell us exactly how the panel is
d.rawn. I take it from the remarks that
have been made that there would be a
long list of names of the persons who
are to serve as jurors during the whole
of the sessions. Little information of use
would be derived from that by people if
they had no idea as to what particular
set of jurors would be called ,to serve on
a particular day. If my conception of
the position is 'correct, it would be lmpossible for 'a member {)£ the public, present at the drawing of the panel, to receive
as valua'ble information as is contained
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in the copy of the panel that is to be
suppiied "\vithin one day of the beginning
of the sessions. Again, I should like to
know whether, when the names are
drawn, the addresses are also given. If
only the names were given it would_ not
be of much value to anybody to have
them.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) .-Section 48 of the Juries Act
provides tha t The 'proper officer of each Court in every
jury district shall issue a precept ~in the form
of the sixth schedule hereto, or to the same
effect, and shall deliver it to the sheriff ten
days at least before it is returnable.

I t is provided in section 49For the purpose of issuing jury precepts, the
Prothonotary shall be deemed to be the "proper officer" of the ,supreme Court sitting for
criminal trials in Melbourne or in any other
place in Victoria appoInted for the hearing of
criminal trials, and may issue such precepts
accordingly.

Jurors are summoned to ·serve for three
days, and the Prothonotary issues precepts for the 10th of the month, the 13th
of the month, and so on, showing what
jurors are required to attend on those
days. Then it is provided in section 51Upon receipt of such precept, the sheriff
shall, by notice affixed in his office, appoint
the time and place at w.hich he will proceed
to draw the names of persons to be summoned
as jurors, and at the time and place so named,
and in the presence of all ,persons who may
choose to attend, shall cause one of the boxes
marked with the. words "Special Jurors in
Use," or with the words" Common Jurors in
Use" (as the case may be) to be turned for
a convenient time, and shall then draw out of
that box as many parchments as are equal to
the number of jurors intended to be summoned, and as each parchment is drawn refer
to the corresponding number in the jurors'
book, and read aloud the name designated by
such number, and write or cause to be written
the number and name with the addition on a
panel .to be signed by him and sealed with his
seal of office, and shall keep the parchments
so drawn out until after the precept is returnable.

The Hem. W. L. BAILLIEu.-Are both
the full name and the address read out 1
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-No, only
the name and the description, as-John
Brown, plumber.
The Hon. E. L_ KIERNAN.-Would
it not be possible to amend the clause in
such a way as to make it unnecessary for
the sheriff to read out the names and
Numbers could be used for
addresses i
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the purpose.
If that were done, 'there
would be no publicity, and the public
would be satisfied.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I certainly know more about the drawing of a
jury to-day than I did yesterday. I have
never been 'on a jury, and I must confess
I do not know much about it. As I
understand the position, certain honorable
members are of opinion that unlesfl members of the public are present at the
drawing of a jury, they are losing a privilege they have always enjoyed. Personally, I do not entertain any doubt as to
the worthiness of the system as .proposed
under the clause. But if public sentiment is againflt it, I do not know that
we should violate public senti,ment. I do
not see why we could not h'a.ve the draw,
ing done in such a manner that the names
would not be read out at all.
'!heHon. E. L. KrERNAN.-That is my
pOInt.
The H·on. A. ROBINSON.-Nobody ever
goes to the drawing ,of a panel now be-"
cause the people know that they ca~ see
the pa.nel on a ce~ta~n date. The object
of lettIng the publIc In is to enable them
if they ·cannot see the panel, to hear th~
names read out, and write them down
and do what weare trying to prevent. '
The Hon.W. L. BAILLIEU.-If
peop~e are to be admitted when the panel
IS beIng drawn, there is no reason for thi~
cIa use at all.
The Hon. ;W. J_ BEcKETT.-Has the
unofficial leader ever heard the phrase
" packed juries " ~
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I have.
The H·on. W. J. BEcKETT.-Very well.
If. a jury were drawn as proposed under
thIS clause, the suspicion would arise in
the public mind, from time to time that
a jury had been packed. As th~ law
standf: at present, you cannot .pack a jury.
The Hon. W. L_ BAILLIEU.-Under
t~e clause the panel shall be drawn at a
tIme. and place appointed by the sheriff"
an~ In the pre~ence of one or more of his
semor officers, If available.
. T~e Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-In country
dIstrICts the panel may be drawn by a
Olerk of ,Petty Sessions who will be the
depu ty sheriff.
'
The -Hon. A. ROBINSON.-I cannot
guaran~ee the passage of this Bill if the
cIa use IS altered.
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The Ron. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Personally, I do not entertain any doubt with
regard to the .clause as it is, but I am not
prepared to estimate how far it may
violate public sentiment.
The Hon. W. J.BHOKET,T.-I regret
the necessity of again having to speak on
this question. This ·Ohamber i~ called a
House of review, and it has always been
considered that this Ohamber must be
satisfied beyond the shadow of a doubt
that any proposed alteration of the law is
not only desirable, but neces~ary.
We
bow that on many occasions Bills that
have come from another place have been
amended by us in the light of information
placed before lts. Although, as I said befor~, this Bill has a sugar coating, so far
as its recognition of the rights of the
jurors, to receive decent remuneration for'
their ~ervices is concerned" still we should
not allow ourselves to be influenced by
that to the extent of supporting a principle that strikes at the very foundation
·of the liberty of the people. I regret exceedingly that the Bill is not being
treated by the House with the seriousness
it -deserves. If it were a question of the
taxa tion of land, or interference in any
way with property rights, every member
of the House would be alive and alert.
It concerns something more important;
it ~oncer.ns the life and liberty of the individual. It is regrettable ihat we
should have to discuss such a measure in
the closing hours of the session, and that
we should be told that unless we do something our consciences revolt at we shall
losel the bene,fits conferred under anoth&portion of the Bill. I have several
amendments that I am anxious to move.
I have been in consultation with the Parljrumentary Draftsman, and I have received a letter from him stating that the
time iB too short to properly draft &e
amendments.
TheOHI.A!IIRM'AN.-'Do the amendments relate to Clause 2?
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-No.
The 'OHAIRMAN.-Then the honorable member ,cannot discuss them now.
. The Hon. W. J. ·BEOKETT.-If the
House accepts this obnoxious .clanse, I
shall feel it my duty to propose nE'W
!lauses. I know that the Attorney-GeneraI is anxiou~ that jurors shall be paid :fit
and proper. fees.
I again urge him to
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withdraw this clause. 'Ve should be careful not to interfei:'e with any safeguards
of the lives and liberties of the people.
If we pass this clause, the suspicion of
juries being packed may arise later on.
We recogniBe that, as days go by, artificial offences are created.
Words and
actions that were not offensive a few
months, or a few years" ago, are now
punishable by heavy fines or long terms
of imprisonment.
The OHAIRMAN.-The honorable
member must confine his remarks to
clause 2. That clauge provides thatIn section 51 of the principal Act for the
words beginning with "shall by notice
affixed" 'and ending with "choose to attend"
there shall be substituted the words "at a.
time and place appointed by him and in the
presence of one or more of his senior officers
if available."

If the honorable member addresses himself to that .clause, I shall :be pleased to
listen to him, but I cannot permit him to
wander away from it. He may speak in
favour of it or against it.
The 'Hon. W. J. BBO~ETT.-I am in
favour of section 51 of the principal Act
remaininK on the statute-book in its
present form. I am trying to show how
necessary it is that we shall not incur the
risk of suspicions arising in the future
that juries have been packed. We know
that under the War Precaution~ Act
offences were created which strike at the
liberty of the people.
We should have
the safeguard of the jury system.
We
should hesitate before altering the law.
I want to! show how much more necessary it is tOl-day, as we have laws that
create artificial offenoes, to make sure
that our jury system shall not be endangered.
The CHAIRMAN'.-The honorable
member must keep to the clause.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT'.-This is
a proposal to take away the right of the
public to be present to know who their
judges are to be.
I wish to show the
class of offence for which persons may be
tried, and in connexion with which the
jury should be above suspicion. Surely
I can refe'l' tot cases of a semi-political
nature.
The CHAIRMAN.-No.
The Horn. W. J. BECKETT.-Honorable members are asked to vote on a
clause that may affect not only the liberty
but the lives of the people of the com-
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Illunity. It is proposed .to a~olish a sa:fe guard that we now enJOY ill conneXlOn
with the drawing of the panel. Under
the Act, when the sheriff is drawing the
parchments it is open tOI some member of
the public to be there to see that the
sheriff does not select particular names in
a particular interest. If any member of
this House desired to form a company to
trade outside of A ustraJia, and did so
without permission, he would be liable
to a penalty of £500 oa: six months' imprisonment. If any hQnarable member
said anything against the Rouse Qf Lords
he might be punished with three years'
These a:re Ooffence~ that
imprisonment.
would be tried before a Jury. It IS prQ. posed by this Bill to strike away what is
at the foundatiOon of our system of justice. I want the administration of justice to be absolute,ly free frOom suspicion.
I want any accused man to be able to
say that, as far as his knowledge goes,
those men who are to try him are unbiased.
Unless that is so, there is no
protection for the individual. We know
that the accused persOon has the right of
~hallenge, but that does not avail much
if he does not know the particular prejudices of the men who are called. Vile
know what bitter discussiOons occurred
over the conscription. issue. M.any a man
who aq.vQlcatOO. conscriptiOon at the time
believes now that the people did the right
thing in voting' against it.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON .-And
lDlany people are ashamed of the decision.
The HOon. W. J. BECKETT.-Every
-one of our soldiers who fOought for liberty
is proud of it now. They are prOoud that
they w~t to the front as free men. If
a person was charged with a certain
offence under the War PrecautiOons Act,
and a jury was empanelled containing
three Oor fOour men who had a decided
bias in favour of cOonscription, he would
not expect to get justice. If he could
be present when the jury panel was being
drawn he would have soone protect.ion,
and he would be satisfied that he would
get a fair trial. The position I have referred to may arise again, and we may
have charges laid for offences coonmitted
under an Act that creates offences. A
man may be charged with a semi-POolitical
offence. and he should be able to feel
that the jury cannot be pa,cked by the
officers of the Crown.
The AttorneyGeneral is indignant at the suggestion Oof
anything unfair Oon the part of the officers
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of the Crown. We believe t·hat we have
officers who are capable and beyond the
influence 0'£ bribes. j but suspiciOon may
arise in the public mind that something
has been done in the dark.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I do
not think the AttOorney-General is treating honorable members fairly. He might
try to meet the House by incorporating
some safeguard in clause 2. I should
like to see provision made for the sheriff
and two of his superior officers to be present. If such officers are not availa.ble
then the she~iff might draw the panel
himself.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON .-It takes two
to draw it.
The Hon. ~E. L. KIERN~N.-The
sheriff might be the only responsible persOon there. I suggest that the wOords, "if
available," be struck out, and that it be
cumpulsory fOor two of the sheriff's officers
to be present.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-The
position, as honorable members know, is
that under this clause the public will
have no right to be present when the
panel is being drawn.
The sheriff and
Oone or mOore of his officers are to be present, if available. It might be well to
omit the words "if available."
The
s4eriff could arrange for one Oor mOIre of
his seniOor officers to be available-.
I
understand that the public never turn up
when the panel is being drawn, but the
fact that they have the right satisfies
public sentiment. I should like to know
what objection the Attorney-General has
to the omission of the words "if available." I cannot agree with the suggestion of Mr. Kiernan that there should be
at least two superior officers present with
the sheriff. If ~e panel is drawn by the
sheriff and one 'of his senior offioers that
would be a fair substitution for the present system.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) .-The clause says that the panel
should be drawn in the presence of the
sheriff and ,one or more of his senior offiI may state that
cers, if available.
this system which is talked of as an outrage on the Magna Charta has been in
force in New South Wales since before
1896. I have here a memorandum containing answers by the Crown Law Department of New South Wales to questions asked by the Crown Law Department of Victoria in 1896 with :regard to
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criminal juries in the adjoining State.
Here are some of them1. How are the juries chosen to try criminal cases ?---.,By ballot.
2. Who is allowed to be present whilst the
ballot takes place ?-Drawn in the presence of
the Sheriff or the Under-Sheriff.
3. ICan the names of the jurymen selected
to act on a certain panel be made knownif so, to whom ?-No, except by order of a
Judge, which is seldom granted.
4. Can a jury panel be purchased ?-N o.
5. When does the Crown or prisoner know
who are going to act as the jury on' certain
daY's?---Not until the jurors are called in
Court.

Honorable members can see what it all
amounts to--this unparalleled outrage on
liberty, and all that sort of thing which
we have heard at the street corners and
on the Yarra bank for months. Now, I do
not wish to lose this measure, because I
think that jury fees should be increased,
but there is a big chance of it being lost
if any amendment is made. I ask honorable members to take my assurance
that we have on this. subject a mass of
reports. They include reports from the
whole of our Supreme Court Judges and
County Court Judges. ,As they are confidential documents, I cannot make them
available. I can a·ssure honorable members that the information which we have
with· regard to this part of the Bill is
sufficient to make any member with any
pretensions to fair-mindedness accept it
as it stands.
The 'Hon. J. P. JONES.-Personally,
I accept absolutely the Attorney-General's statement that there is sufficient
evidence on the file to 'satisfy honorable
members as to the prevalence of improper practices in connexion· with juries.
I wish to point out, however, that the
jury system has been maintained in its
present condition because it has given to
the public the confidence that a man will
receive a fair trial. I admit that the
jury system has apparently broken down
because jurymen evidently can be
squared; but, in my view, we must adopt
a remedy for that which does not take
away from the system the confidence
which the people have in it. It is possible that we might go on under the system proposed in clause 2 for many years,
and never have an accident. Then there
may come a time when an accident happens. It may be a time when there is
political strife, and men may be tried for
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offences of a semi-political nature. Then
the public may lose confidence in the
method by which .jurors are chosen. By
bringing about that want of confidence
we will be courting trouble in the community. Our laws must be built on the
foundations of justice. As long as that
is so, there will be no room for that awful
anarchy which has developed in other
countries. The reason why anarchy does
not acquire any momentum ,in this community is the knowledge that, under our
laws, every individual has a right to a
fair and honest trial. If we institute
methods which result in doubt being
thrown on that fact, it will not only
do a great injury to indiv,iduals who may.
be brought up for trial, but affect the
foundations of our laws, and shake the
confidence of the community in them.
;The IRion .. 'G. M. DAVIS.--It has not
done so in New South Wales.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-As I have
said, we might go on for years, and no
accident might occur.
The AttorneyGeneral must produce more evidence to
satisfy me- that there is' a necessity for
clause 2. I am with him up to the hilt
in his desire to suppress jury squaring.
I say that in time it will lead to the
abolition of juries if the practice of
squaring cannot be stopped.
The Ron. A. E. CHANDLER.-You admit that juries are squared at times?
The IHon. J. P. JONE.8.-I have
heard that they are squared, and I believe that they are squared. I think it
is palpable to any common-sense man
that there have been cases tried in Melbourne during the last ten years in
which there has been some suborning,
and that somebody has been got at in
order to allow a prisoner to leave the
dock a free man.
The Ron. H. F. RICHARDSoN.-That
is the reason for this Bill.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I know that,
and I am anxious to suppress that sort
of thing myself, but it should be done
by some other methods, because it is un·
desirable to weaken public confidence in
our jury system. So far as the Mel.
bourne district is concerned, there is no·
thing to prevent the clause being drafted
in such a way as to provide absolute
security.
The Hon. A.. ROBINSON.-It does that
now.
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The Hon. J. P. JONES-The only
difficulty is in regard to country districts. Is it not possible to draft the
clause in such a way as to provide for the
presence of a responsible officer of. the
Crown when a jury is being drawn In a
country district"~ In all districts there
are senior police officers. There may be
an inspector or a sub-inspector. W~at
is to prevent the Government makmg
use of the responsible police officer, who
would be probably on the spot or who
could, at any rate, gJt there by a day's
ride ~
The :Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-It is already
objected that the police want convictions,
and do not care how they get them.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I do not
believe that about responsible officers of
the police. I have known a lot of them
for veal's. There may be exceptions here
and" there.
The Hon. G. M. DAVls.-The public
would not be satisfied.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Well, I am
not concerned so much about the methods,
but I do not wish to destroy public con:fidence that a man will be given a fair
trial, and that there will be no jury packing. It is nO uSe wiping out one error
and putting another in its place. I suggest . to the Attorney:-,Gen'eral that he
should allow the measure to stand over
for a time to see whether some mod'lls
vivendi cannot be arranged.
Th8 Han. D. L. MeNAMARA.-The
difficulty is with regard to senior officers
in the country.
Surely the AttorneyGeneral could tell us how often the panels
are drawn there, and what difficulty
there would be in arranging for senior
officers to attend. It is safer to have
two or more people present when the
panel is drawn than to leave it to one.
The Hon. G. M. DAvls.-There must
be two, even if the second is a child from
the street.
The (Hon. D. L. MeNAMARA.-If
some representative of the public is not
present, some other .officers ought to .be
in attendance. They may ca~l a chIld
in off the streets like they do when
drawing a prize in some lottery. The
child is not supposed cto know anything about the mat'ter, but that does
not fit this particular case.
It is
highly desirable that a senior ,officer
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should be present at the drawings of the
panel in the country districts.
I t. is
only on rare occasions that there are tl'lals
I do not
by jury in country centres.
suppose that in places like Ballarat, Bendigo, or Geelong it would be difficult to
get a senior ,officer.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-A seuior
officer will probably be present in those
places.
The Hon. D. L. MeNAMAltA.-But
there is no compulsion under this Bill,
and we want it mandatory that he shall
be.
I cannot see why the l~ttorney
General cannot agree to this proposaL I
am not sure whether the officers in places
like Sale, Hamilton, and Horsham would
be regarded as seniors, but panels are.not
drawn very often in those places, and, in
any case, it would not entail very much
time or expense for a senior officer to go
The
to 'those t0wns for the purpose.
Attorney-General should satisfy the Oommittee why at least two officers should not
be present when panels are drawn.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.--I should
like to emphasize the point referred to by
Mr. Baillieu and Mr. Davis-that the
police inspector or the constable may b~
suspect. It is quite right that the police
~hould not be present when an accused
person has no right to be. The Government ought to be able to send an officer
f!'om :Melbourne if necessary, and they
ought to be willing to do anything which
would allay suspicion and in order to
The
safeguard the interests of justice.
matter of a few shillings .should not be
considered in such circumstances.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I do
not think the words "if available"
should be in this clause. Whatever difficulties may ·arise by striking them out
should be overcome by the Department.
It is not asking too much for the Department to provide for a senior officer
being present when a panel is being
drawn. I would sooner the jurors' fees
remained as they are than do something
which might be regarded as unfair.
I
mov~

That the words "if available" be omitted.

The Hon. A. ROBINSON (.A.ttorney.
General).-I ask honorable members to
vote for the clause as it stands. I know
more about jury-squaring than a good
many honorable IDe:n::lJbers do, and I
appeal to them to accept this provision.
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The Committee divided 011 the question that the words proposed to be
omitted stand part of the clauseAyes
IS
Noes
6
Majority
against
amendment. .

the
12

River Murray Waters Bill.

in the near future will show that safeguards have been eliminated from the Act
that should have remained.

I am satisfied.

that time will prove that, after ali, I was
correct so far as the Juries Act was concerned.
The motion was agreed "to, and the Bill
, was read a third time.

AYES.

Mr. Adamson
" Angliss
Austin
" Bell
I, Brawn
" Chandler
" F. G. Clarke
'" Crockett
"

Davi:6

" .Goudie

, Dr.
Mr.
"
"
.,
"

Harris
Hicks
Kendell
Payne
Hobinsoll
Sternberg.

Tellers:
Mr. Crooke
" Richardson.

BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills were received from
the Legislative Assembly, and,. on the
motion of the 'Hon. FRANK OLARKE
(1VIinister of Public Works), were read a
first time:River Murray Waters Bill.
Land Bill.

NOES.

Mr. Baillieu
"

"
"

Disney

Kiernan
McNamara.

I:Mr. Beckett
Tellers:
"

Jones.

The clause was agreed to.
Preamble.
The lIon. W. J. BECKETT.-I
thought I had given notice of several
amerdments that I intended to move.
'rhe OHAIR1\fA.N.-I 'cannot make
them out.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-You
asked me to hand over the amendments I
desired to make, and I gave you a slip
of paper on which I indicated that I proposed to omit the words "being a" on
line 3, page 285, of Act No. 2777, with a
view of inserting the words" who is a."
A.pparently, you have not looked up the
Act.
In view of the fact that the Bill
has been practically passed, I do not want
to delay it at this stage. I referred a
nuI.nber of amendments to the Parliamentary Draftsman, who pointed out
that it would be also necessary to make a
number of consequential amendments in
the principal Act. I think he is right,
and, therefore, at this stage I will not
proceed with the amendments.
The preamble was agreed to.
The Bill was :reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) moved the third reading of the
Bill.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Possibly, some honorable members think that
I have been "s~one-walling" this 'Bill
without a purpose, but I think that events

RIVER MURRAY WATERS BILL.,
The Hon. FRANK OLARKiE (Minister of Public Works) moved the second
reading of this Bill.
He said-This is
an important LBilI to vary the agreement
in regard to our great national river, the
!{urray, and the works that are in prcgress there.
Honorable members will
recollect that in 1915 the Oommonwealth
and the States of Victoria, New South.
Wales, and S.outh Australia ratified an
agreement in respect of the River Murray.
Under that agreement, it was provided
that a storage on the Upper Murray near
Albury, a storage on the Lower Murray
at Lake Victoria, and some thirty-five
locks and weirs should be constructed.
The estimated cost of construction was
£4,600,000,. of which the Commonwealth
agreed to pay £1,000,000, and the States
were to be the constructing au thori ties.
It has been found in the intervening years
that the fact of the States being the constructing authorities was to a considerable degree hanging up the work of qonstruction. iWhereas it was originally
contemplated, I believe, that the whole
of the controlling of the Murray should
be finished in five years, beyond certain
work at Lake Victoria and at Torrumbarry, very little has been done up to the
present. The Commonwealth urged that
greater expedition should be secured, and
in order to obtain that expedition it suggested that the. River Murray Commission,. which consists of an engineer from
each State plus a Oommonwealth engineer, and which is presided over bv the
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Federal lVlinister for Works, should be
made the constructing authority.instead
of the individual ,states being the constructing authorities within their States.
In order to make the propoflal more
attractive to the States concerned, the
Commonwealth agreed to come in as a
fourth partner on even terms with the
three States. That means that instead of
the Oommonwealth paying the flat
£1,000,000 which they agreed to pay,
by coming in as a fourth partner they
are probably pledging themselves to
an expenditure of something like an
additional £1,000,000.
The scheme
was discussed in all its bearings at
the Premiers' Conference held early this
year, and at the adjourned Premiers'
Conference which was helld la.ter.
It
has been worked out very carefully by the
.Federal and State draftsmen, and by the
l\finisters concerned.
The Oommonwealth Government, the Government of
New South Wales, and the Government
of South Australia have already ratified
the agreement, and it remains for the
State of Victoria to ratify it. I think it
will make the position clearer if I run
through the clauses in the agreement, because, with one small exception, there is
nothing in the Bill itf'elf, which is a
machinery Bill, that requires explallation. First of all, I would draw the attention of honorable members to subclause (4) of clause 6 in the Bill, in which
it is pl'ovidedAll subsisting contracts (if any) entered into
by the ,State Rivers and Water Supply Commission for the purposes of the principal Act
or the principal agreement are hereby assigned to the Commission as so incorporated
as aforesaid.

As I have stated to honorable members,
the River :Murray Oommission becomes
the constructing authority instead of the
State Rivers and Water Supply Oommis~ion, so far as Victoria is concerned.
Paragraph (3) of the agreement providesOn and after the date of ratification of this
agreement, the principal agreement shall be
read and construed as if the amendments made
therein by tbiH agreement were incorporated
therein.

That simply means that this agreement
shall be l'ead in conjunction with the
prior agreement.
Paragraph (4) states
that the River l\{urray Oommiflsion is to
be the constructing authority. Paragraph
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(5) is rather important. At present
a unanimous vote of the Oommission is
required on all business other than formal
business. Under the paragraph a threefourths majority will suffice to carry any
motion. The .provision for a unanimous
agreement wa~ inserted with -the idea of
completely safeguarding the interests of
Victoria.
It was argued, and I think
correctly argued, that if on the Oommission of experts there was a majority of
three to one, at least two of the States
must be voting with the majority, and
that that is sufficient safeguard for the
interests of our State. It is provided in
paragraph (6) th!lt certain 8teps shall be
taken with a view to preventing duplication of the machinery necessary for the
carrying out of the agreement.
The
Oommission is authorized to appoint
officers, but it is required that, as far as
is pra.cticable" those officers shall be in
the service ()If the States. This provision
is defligned to prevent the building up of
a great new Department. Shortly put, it
is provided that the River Murray Oommission 'shalllet out its works to the State
Rivers and Water Supply 'Oommission in
this State, or to the equivalent bodies in
other Sta.tes, wherever that ,can be done.
it is also provided that a contracting
Government shall place at the disposal of
the Oommission the services of officers
when it can conveniently do so. Paragraph
13 of the amended agreement is an important one. It provides for :the appoint
ment of a special tribu.nal to assess wages
. wi thin the area ,of construction.
The
Oommission practically-the Federal Government really-will, within the area of
the River Murray works, prescribe wages.
Honorable .members may l'ecollect tha't,
whereas the men working on the New
South Wales side of the river were paid
14s. 9d. a day, OUr standard rate of wages
for similar ·construction work was lIs. 6d.
The Victorian men objected to the variation of wages, and went on strike.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-The variation is not as great as the figures indicate.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-No;
because we gave our men a number of
concessions.
However, the Victorian
men demanded that they should have the
same wages as the New S'outh Wales men.
As that meant that we should have t<>
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recognise the right of men engaged on
road construction and other work to similar wages, and the ultimate cost to the
State would be £250,000 a year, we could
not agree. The men went on strike, and
Victoria has been held up in respect of
the construction work on the River Murray ever since. I may point out that the
wages of the New South Wales men ~re
based on the distance from Sydney that
the men are employed. As the point on
th6 :Murray where the men were working
is 400 miles distant from that city,
na turally the wages are very high. However, the matter will be settled this way;
a ringed fence will be drawn around the
Murray construction area, and the Federal tribunal will prescribe the wages, no
matter in which of the three States t.he
men happen to be employed.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-It means
that there is only one employing authority
instead of three ~
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-Yes.
Olause 8 of the agreement arranges for
handing over the ,plants of the diiierent
States, that is, of an the present cO'nstructing autho~ities, to the new constructing authority, at a valuatio:n. Clause
9 of the agreement is practically the same
as the old agreement, except that the
River Murra y Commission prelpares designs, estimates, or sites. Clause 10 of the
agreement makes provision for the carrying out of the works by the Oommission.
Clause 11 provides that when the constructing authority has completed any'
one work, it thereupon hands back that
work to the .state, or States, destined to
control and manage it. Honorable members must not forget that the Ri~er Murfay Oommission is a constructing authority alone. It is not proposed to take
out of the hands of the respective States
the future maintenance ana.' mJlnagement
of the various locks and weirs. As each
i~ constructed by /;he constructing authority, it is to be handed back to the State,
or States, who for all time will have the
management of it.
Olause 14 of the
agreement provides that, for the first time,
the Oommission-the constructing authority-shall give preference in order of
construction to such works as will serve
the dual purpose ,of irrigation and navigation. Honorable members will recollect that Our friends in South Australia
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fought very hard for a number of years
to have navigation proclaimed as ·of prior
importance to irrigation. We, in Victoria, very naturally claimed that .irrigation was of more importance than navigation. South Australia has agreed to'
this compromise:28. The Commission shall have full ·power
to determine-(i) the order in point of time of the construction of the works provided for
in this agreement, and in so determining shall have special regard to
such works as will serve the dual
purpose of irrigation and navigation.:

OlausE 15 ·of the agreement is a machinery
clause; and clause 17 is important because, as I outlined in my preliminary remarks, it removes the Oomm·onwealth
limitation of £1,000,000, and makes the
Oommonwealth Government a full partner
in the scheme. Olause 18 of the agreement provides thatIf in anyone year the amount to be provided by each contracting Government exceed.s
the sum of £125,000, the Commonwealth shall
advance to each of the other contracting Governments, by way of loan, the amount which
each contracting Government is required to pay
in excess of that sum.
Any amount so advanced shall bear interest
at the rate current at the date of the advance,
and shall be repayable at a date not less than
ten years from the date of the advance to be
agreed upon.

I had that provision put in because it
would be obv:~usly embarrassing for a
State Treasurer, if he found that, perhaps, £300,000 would be required from
him in one year instead of a ·set sum.
Olause 21 of the agreement is practically
a machinery clause giving effect to previous amendments; and clause 23 empowers the Oommission to sue any State
which does not pay the £125,000 a year.
It is obviously necessary that the money
should be forthcoming. I am sure that
the Bill will mark 'a great advance in the
speed with which the river will be allotted.
Honorable members will agree with me
that there is a great province waiting development on either side of the Murray.
We shall be able to put tens of thousands
of settlers upon the irrigation area. This
is probably ·one of the greatest schemes
Australia can possibly undertake.
I
only want to add this: It has been suggested to me that, now that the River
Murray Oommissio>;! has had its authority
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so much added to, the personnel might be
changed. I t has been suggested tha t
politioians might 00 sent over to take the
place of the expert engineers who have
always served ,on the Oommission.
I
want to ·say 'straight out that Victoria
would regard such an alteration as
nothing short of a disaster to the whole
scheme. It will always set its face resoIu tely against such a proposal. I was
glad to note the other day that in South
Australia the Minister in charge of the
Bill, the Hon. J. Bice, said. . . Commission, consisting of engineers,
and representing the three States of the Commonwealth, with the Minister for Works and
Railways as chairman. There is no intention
to alter the personnel. . . . C~mmission
will consist of same engineers as are now controlling it.

Mr. Gr.oom, Minister of Public Works,
speaking a t the Premiers' Oonference
held at Melbourne in May last, saidI am chairman of the Commission; but I
am not an engineer.
There are three engineers representing the 'States, and one representing the Commonwealth.
They go
through every proposal very carefully, and we
are thoroughly satisfied with the fitness of the
engineers. The States are fully represented,
and the Commonwealth has only one vote in
the deliberations of the Commission. Surely
a body constituted as the Commission is ought
tQ be intrusted with the task of getting surveys and other operations carried out.

Other expressions of opinion have been
given as to the importance of the scheme
being in the hands of expert engineers.
The 'Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Members ·of this Ohamber will, I am sure, welcome this )Bill, unifying, as it will do,
the work to be carried out on the Murray, and the scheme put forward for
conserving the water and locking that
river. It has wen disastrous to Victoria
that the work on the Torrumbarry weir
has been held up so long. P.ossibly this
would have been averted had the one
authority been dealing with the works on
the r,iver. We can well understand that
men working on one side of the :Murray
objected to their comrades on the other
The Vicside receiving higher wages.
torian workers were given allowances for
houses, &c., that the other workers did not
receive. :However, all causes of discontent will disappear under this Bill; and
I feel certain that honorable members
generally will welcome the change. The
Minister of Public Works has put the
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matter quite clearly before the House. It
is a big advantage that the Oommonwealth Government should become a full
partner. Under a previous agreement,
the Oommonwealth was liable only for a
On the other
flat Sum of £1,000,000.
side, we have a stipulation that the
amount against anyone State in anyone
year shall be £125,000. I am wondering
how the ,provision under which each State
will resume control ·of its own portion
will work out when the work is done. It
may be found to be a mistake. Later, we
may come to the conclusion that one
authority should control all the work,
and all that appertains to it. However,
we can allow that matter to take care of
itself. We should be very bold indeed if
we sought to make an amendment to that
end, even if we thought the future might
require it. I think we feel with the Minister that it would be a matter of regret
if other than engineers were appointed,
on the Commission. We can hope with
the Minister that the ·other States will
stand with Victoria in resisting any innovation, such as the appointment of politicians, to the Oomrmission. I am sure that
if a politician or other inexperienced man
were to get on the Oommission in place
of an expert engineer, it would be a great
drawback to the whole of the works that
are in progress.
I have no adverse
comment to make on the Bill.
It is a consO'lidatiDn and a unificatiOlIl. It
ought to make for ec.onomy and expeditiO'n, and that is what we want in all our
public and private undertakings. I have
pleasure in supporting the second reading.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a secOlIld time,
and committed.
CIa use 1 was agreed to'.
Clause 2-(Commencement).
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It has
been pointed out to' me that it is thought
th~ privileges of the House have been invaded in connex.iDn with this measure. I
understand that Dn the last day of the
session M;iniste'l"S are; only tO'Qi anxious
to get the Bills through. The Ministe'r Df
Public Works has all my sympathy in this
case.
The Han. D. L. McNAMARA.-A
large sum of money is to' be expended
under this measure" and it will have the
effect of increasing the valut'I of the land
in the M urra y Basillr
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The Ron. H. F'. RICHARDsoN.-Do yOou
think the land should be taxed 1
The HOll. D. L. McNAMARA.-No.
Anyadditioual value placed Oon the land
should bear a prOopOortion towa.rds the ultimate wiping Qff Qf the debt.
There is
nQ prQvisiQn for that in the scheme, and
I believe the rep["esentatives of Viotoria
objected tD such a, prOovisiOon.
The' clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported withOout amendment., and the repOort was adOopted.
On the motion of the HOon. FRANK
CLARKE (Minister of Public Works),
the Bill was read a third time.

Bank Bill.

an agitation in country to,wns foc years
for the estahlishment Qf industries there.
Various Governments have in the past
sought tOt moot this. demand. FOor instance, we have had the Fruit Act and the
Primary Products Advan<3es Act. This
Bill seeks to assist industries in country
towns by authorizing the Oommissioners of
the State Savings Bank to make advances
on such terms and conditions as they think
fit to companies for the purpose Df estab.
lishing industries in cOountry districts for
manufacturing, producing, preparing,
improving, preserving, freezing, packing, Qor sto.ring any commodities fo.r sale,
except those provided forr in the Primary
Prooucts Advances Aot 1919 and the
ANGLO-PERSIAN OIL COMPANY'S Fruit Act 1917. I can best descrihe the
BILL.
Bill by running briefly thrOough the
Clause 4 plrorvides that the
The Ron. FRANK CLARKE (Minister clauses.
()f Public W OIrks) moved the second read- business will 'be administered in the
ing of this Bill. He said-It will be re- Credit F~oucier Department of the hank,
.collected that we passed a Bill last session the funds being prrovided by. debentures
providing fDr an exchange Oof land by and stock guaranteed by the Government.
which this company, wliich is fOormed Clause 6 provides that any company apjointly with the Federal Government, got plying for a, loan under this Bill must first
an area of 8 acres dolWll. near the new estimate thel tOotal cost Df the undertaking,
pier. Since then it has been found that and the sharehoJders must take up shares
the Railway Department wish to ~ave a fOor a sum equal to two-thirds 0'f the total
high-level crossing over the rmlway. cost, and must pay up at least one-third
of thenr liabilitv, or SUCll greater sum as
That has made it necessary to amend the Oommissioners may require', Thus, if
the agreement. Under this Bill a the tota.! cost is to' be £9,000, shares must
slight portion is cut off one c~rne~ of 00 taken up for £6,000, of which £2,000
the 8 acres, and the company IS gIven must be paid up j and if the Commisanother piece of land in exchange. The sioners are satisfied with that sum, they
'Object is to facilitate the constructiOon Oof a will advance the balance of £7,000.
high-level crossing over the railway. Olauses 6 and 7 provide for the fullest
The Railway Department and the cOom- infOorma,tiDn being supplied hy the company have agreed to the amendment.
pany under s'tatutory declarations to enThe Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I am able the Commisslone;rs tD determine
'Sure honorable members who have heard whether the proposals are sound, and to
the statement of the Minister wjll recog- decide what amount may be safely adnise that the Bill is a reasonable one. It vanced j the highest amount allowed of
is really designed to meet the interests Df such advance is seven-ninths of the total
the Railway Department, and as all the cost, but the shareholders' uncalled capiparties have agreed, I dOl not think hon- tal wOould then be four-ninths, so that the
orable members will object to pass the ultimate debt se'cured upon the prqperty
Bill.
after collecting all the shareholders" liaThe motion was agreed to.
bility wOould be three-ninths, 0'r dne third .
The Bill was read a second time, and of the total outlay upon land, buildings,
passe~ through the remaining stages.
and machinery. By clause 9 the CommissiOoners will have a morrtgage over all
STATE SAVINGS BANK HILL.
the properly and uncalled capital i~ the
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE (Minis- undertaking, and if the company does
ter of Public Works) moved the second not show a prOofit, Oor goes into liquidation,
reading of this Bill. He said-This Bill the uncalled capital may be drawn upon
will hardly be recognised by honorable to: make good any losses. In clauses 10
members from the title. It is really a and 11 provision is made fOT payme~,t of
country industries Bill. There has been 5 per cent. per annum into a trust fund
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for· replacing buildings or machinery or
for adding that sum to any sinking fund
payments that the Commissioners may
require for the gradual reduction of the
debt.
Provision is made by clause 12
for insurance against loss by nre. The
company will be required by clause 13 to
supply the Commissioners with full information from time to time, and the Commissioners will have power to control or
prohibit any action or expenditure, and
may order the company to take any action
that they think necessary or desirable.
Bv clauses 13 and 14 the company will
n~t be permitted to transfer shares without the Commissioners' consent, nor to
pay dividends whilst any amount due to
the bank is unpaid. Clause 15 provides
that the liability of the company ,to t11;e
bank will be deemed to be a debt to HIS
Majesty in pri'ority of all other persons.
The Commissioners may make general
orders, undeT section 16 of the State
Savings Bank Act 1915, for carrying this
part into effect.
The section provides
that these orders require a certificate
from the Attorney-General, and must be
laid before Parliament. Clause 17 pro'vides for remuneration to the Commis.;.
sioners at the rate of £600 a..year for the
chairman, and £500 each for o~her Commissioners, instead of fees payable. Clause
18 providesAt the end of section 40 of the principal
Act there shall be inserted the words "or
such higher rate as may from time to time be
fixed and determined by the Commissioners
with the approval of the 'Governor in Council."

There is no intention at present to raise
the rate, but it may become necessary to
pay more than 4 per cent.
Clause 19
amends section 93 of the principal Act.
It provides power to make advances to
officers in receipt of annual salaries not
exceeding £500. Clause 20 provides for
fire ins'uranoo. The insurance of properties has to be with the Commissioners or
under their approval.
I 'can well conceive that the Bill will have an important
effect on country industri€!S.
It will
allow of industries being started in country centres. I think honorable members
will agree with me that it is wise to put
this matter in charge of the Savings
Bank Commissioners. Political influence
will be eliminated, and industries which
it is proposed to start in th'Ell country will
be judged on their merits.
Sir HENRY WEEDON.-Y 011 are not overloading the Savings Bank Commissioners
with work, are you 1
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The Hon. FRANK CLARKE ..-The
Commissioners were consulted, and they
agreed to do this work.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-The
principle -of the State assisting the primary industries, as foreshadowed in this
Bill, is one that members, I am sure, will
support. At the same t,ime I think the
measure is largely a snare and a delusion.
I do nOit think the industries will have
much chance of what I may call substantial support under this Bill. The promoters of any industry who would compIy
with the terms of the Bill could get
support outside without botherring any
Government.
In ordinary times the
borrower could obtain terms quite as advantageous as those under the Bill.
I
think it is as well to note that, while
the Bill on the face of it is designed to
assist the primary industries, the terms
are not such as to give them much assistanoe-. However, the principle of assisting country industries is laid down in
the measure, and we may hope that it
will become mOl'e elastic as time goes on
and circumstances warrant.
Tlie Bill
does not tak~ the place of the Fruit Act
or the Prirr.ary Products Advances Act.
For the moment I forget whether, in those
measures, the terms were more liberal
than in this Bill. I suppose we have no
right to complain, seeing that the Government are conservative. I can well understand that the Savings Bank Oommissi'oners have no objection to this work
being cast upon them.
The people
are well prepared to 'leave the business with the Oommissioners.
No
doubt they will display the same care
and skill in conne.xion with this work as
t.hev do in connexion with their other
work. The Minister has set 'forth the
principles of the Bill, and the machinery
is what the officers consider necessary to
give effect to the Bill. We shall PTobably
find as time goes on that amendments win
'be necessary in the measure. I have great
pleasure, in supporting it, because it is a
It is inmove in the right direction.
tended to promote industries outside the
large centres of population, and that is a
worthy object.
The motion was agreed to.
The :Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
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Clause 3-(Interpretation).
The Ron. E. L. KIERNA.N.-I do not
.know why the metropolis is not to oome
under this Bill. We' are all in favour of
decentraliza.tion, and we like to see industries established in the country towns; but,
I do not know why the metropolis is excluded. Whv nOot promote any industry
in the metrOopolis or the country, if it is
for the good of the State 1 If the idea is
sound it should not be confined tOI the
count.ry districts.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-City firms
can easily finance themselves.
.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-SoiDl6
trade union without capital might desire
to start a cOl-operative, cOoncern. The measure is a good Oone; but it is drawn on
selfish lines.
The Hon. H. F. RIC'HARDSON.-I
was sOorry t.o hear the remarks 0.£ the last
speaker. On public platfocr:-ms, even in
the metrDpolitan are,a, it has been stated
over and over again that it is a. most regrettable thing that more than half Df the
popUlation of the Sta,te is settled in the
metropolis. I agree with Mr. Bailfieu
that the Bill might have been made a
litt,le mOore liberal. A conference held in
the north-eastern part of the State asked
that the Bill should be made more liberal.
Jf under this measure industries are not
established in the country as we expect,
we ca~ ask f?'r an amending me,asure Dn
mOire lIberal lInes. The. metropolitan area
~as such a handicap over the country that
It does nDt need assistance like this.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-GoolOong
should have assis'tance.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.Geelong is on pretty :well the same basis
as the metrOopolitan are'a. I want to' Be'e
prOogress made in the inland centres, fOor
that will benefit the metropDlis and the
whole of the State.
The HDn. D. L. McNAMARA.-I
think large centres like. Ge.elong and Ballarat might be included. Since mining
has gone down, in many of the country
towns they have lost a good deal 0'£ their
population. I hope that those towns will
gain sDmething under this measure.
I
think it :is a good one, and that with the
adoption of proper safeguards :r:t o
" wild-cat" 00ncerns will grow up.
The Savings Bank Commissioners will
no doubt act with great caution, and
will look into every proposal to see
that it is estabLished on a sound basis.
The Bill will provide employment for
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workers in the country towns where land
is oheap, and many houses have been deserted. This was one 0'£ the great prize
plums offered by the GOovernment at the
last general election, and I think it put
them ahead of their 'farmer friends. The
Government dOl nOot alwavs redeem the
promises they make at election times; but
when they do, as in this case, we should
expreSs our approval.
The Ron. W. J. BECKETT.-This Bill
should commend itse.lf tOI every hOonorahle
member whether he represents a· country
constituency or a metropolitan one. The
Savings Bank COimmissiouer.3 have a large
sum of money on hand, fo,r which, apparently, they have. nOi use,. What better
purpose cDuld it be put to than to advance
the interest of the cOountry ~ I recently
had a tour of the country, and visited
such places as Donald and et. Arnaud,
whi<.;h used to be populous torwns in the
old mining days. As mining has decayed
the hDusing prOiblem does not exist in these
places. I shOould like tOi see established in
these places industries such as the.y ha.ve
at Gee.}ong, Ballarat, and elsewhere. I
think the Commissioners have about
£7,000,000 or £8,000,000 on deposit in
the Dther banks for which they receive
nOit mOire than 4 per cent. Some of it is
not be,aring interest. Instead of being
used tD bolster up the private banks that
mOlney shDuld be invested under this Bill.
The HOin. G. M. DAVIS.-I am glad
that the Government have introduced this
Bill. It will make it pOossible fOor industries to be established in cOountry districts.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 4.
Clause 5~
Subject to this Part a company may apply
to the Commissioners for a loan for(a) constructing works in connexion with
any undertaking;
( b) purchasing and installing machinery
in corinexion with any undertaking;
( c) acquiring by purchase or extending or
adding to any works or machinery
in connexion with any undertaking;
(d) carrying out any' necessary works for
the purposes aforesaid;
( e) purchasing any land required for the
purposes of the undertaking;
(f) paying off any loan incurred in respect of any undertaking for which
an advance has not previously been
granted under this Part; or
(g) all or any of the matters aforesaid.

The IRon. FRANK CLARKE (Minister of Public Works).-Mr. Baillieu let
slip in his speech, or made the statement
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dt'iiberately, that the terms under which
money would be advanced were not very
liberal. I gave an example s'etting forth
what the position would be in the case of
a company proposed to be formed with a
~apital of £9,000.
The shareholders
would have to take up £6,000, but they
need only pay up £2,000 in cash. If the
company has £2,000 in cash the Savings
Bank Oommissioners can advance £7,000
to put alongside that £2,000. Olause 8,
as honorable members will soo, SiOO.tes
further that the Savings Bank Oommissioners may grant a loan to any amount.
They could lend £20;000 for that £2,000,
if they thought fit. There is no question
of the terms being illiberal, because the
Savings Bank Oommissioners will be able
to advance to the extent I state. There is
no doubt that they can iadvance £7,000
against £2,000 paid up.
The Hon. W. A. ADAMSON.-I was
going to allude to this matter when the
Minister rose. I think that Mr. Baillieu
did not look into the provisions of the
Bill as closely as he would have liked to
do. I was going to give an example, but
I took larger figures than those given by
the Minister.. If I understand the Bill
aright, we may assume that a company is
going to start an undertaking that will
cost £60,000. The shareholders have to
take up £40,000 of that, and of thi,-3
£40,000 they need only to pay up £13,000.
The Oommissioners will 'advance the ba lance of the money as between £13,000
and £60,000, taking th,e paid and the unpaid capital as security. I think that
the figures show that the scheme in the
Bill is pretty liberal. The undertaking,
it is evident, would have to be sound.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-.some
honorable members seem to question my
judgment as to whether the terms under
the Bill rare liberal or not. It all depends
upon what view the Savings Bank Oommissioners take with regard to the uncalled capital. I assume that the Oommissioners will want to be assured that
the uncalled capital is tangible. If twothirds of the capital has to be subscribed,
which means a promise to pay, then it
is a pretty conservative position. But I
adhere to my statement, notwithstanding
what the Minister and ,Mr. Adamson ha~e
said. I am not altogether objecting. It
is distinctly ';~plied in the Bill that the
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Oommissioners have to look at the uncalled capital. If a person went to a
bank, or to any lending institution tomorrow, and he offered to subscribe himself two-thirds of what was wanted, with
names of which the lender approved,
that would be regarded as a pretty reasonable proposition. I think that I have
covered this ground as much as most men,
and I repeat that to go to a lending institution and offer to provide two-thirds
of the capital and to- submit names that
it would approve of, would be regarded
as having fairly substantial cover. That
is what the Bill provides for. lam not
going to withdraw the statement I made,
which I think was quite justified.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.This clause does not provide that the
Oommissioners shall find the balance.
The IHon. FRANK OLARKE.-N 0; the
Bill do.es not do that. It states in clause
8 that they may provide any sum they
think fit.
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.This makes provision 'as to the amount
the shareholders have to find. There is
nothing in the clause to show the amount
that the Savings Bank Oommissioners
would advance.
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-No.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.It is left entirely to the Commissioners?
The Hon. FRANK OLARKE.-Yes.
The ;R'on. G. M. DAVIS.-The Bill
provides, in a sense, an instalment of
what is required in the country districts
to assist decentralization. We must, however, always remember that the Savings
Bank Oommissioners have shown great
conservatism, and rightly so, in investing
the savings of the people. We must
realize that this conservatism is very
necessary. The Bill makes provision for
the Savings Bank Oommissioners to. do
certain things. I think that the country
really would have preferred that for the
purpose of decentralization the advances
should be made by the Government direct.
I understand that that has been done in
connexion with various undertakings. I
am satisfied, as pointed out by the unofficial leader, ·that I the Oommissioners
will take every precaution and ,advance
the money only in a very conservative
manner. I believe that those who obtain
the money from the Oommissioners under
the Bill would be able to make almost 'as
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good arrangements in other quarters for
the money they require.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-But the

Savings Bank ,Oommissioners have the
money, and the other banks have not.
The Hon. G. M. DAVLS.-I could, not
recommend under the circumstances that
the terms should be made more liberal.
In my opinion, the terms are conseryative enough. This is an attempt made by
the Government to effect a certain object. At some future time the Bill may
be amended and improved.
'
The clause was. agreed to, as were
clauses 6 to 16.
Clause 17, providing that the Chairman of the Oommissioners should be entitled to receive remuneration at the rate
of £600 per annum, and each of the other
Commissioners at the rate of £500 pel'
annum.
Sir HENRY WEEDON.-Is this remuneration in addition to what the Commissioners are now receiving?
. The ~on.. FRANK CLARKE.-It is only
In SubstItutIOn.. of what they are receiving. We are going to give them an annual amount instead of a fee per sitting.
The clause was agreed to, '3.S were
clauses 18 and 19.
'Clause 20 (providing for the insurance
of properties with the Commissioners or
under their approval.)
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-,sub-clause
(5) .of this clause states thatTh~ Commissioners may insure any bank
premIses and any other real or personal
property held by them by paying' premiums
mto tne Insurance Trust .Account under con·
di.tions similar to those hereinbefore provided
wIth respect to insurance of buildings or other
properties of purchasers or borrowers.

Is it proposed that 'a new department
shall be 'added to the Savings Bank Commissioners' business?
The Ron. FRANK CLARKE.-They have
already an insurance department.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported' without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. FRANK
OLARKE (Minister of Publio Works),
the Bill was read ,a third time.
TRA!GOWEL LAND BILL.
The Hon. A. HlCKS (Honorary Minister) moved the second reading of this
Bill. IHe ,said-This little Bill enables the
Crown to sell an area of 135 acres which
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was temporarily reserrved for recreation purposes, but which has been found
to be quite unsuitable for that purpose.
It is situated about 3 miles from Macorna
township, and the people find it inconvenient to travel such a distance to sports
gatherings. The residents some time ago
purchased foOl' recl'eation purposes an
area of 25 acres in the township and near
the railway station. The ,old reserve is
\ralued at £4 an acre, and it will revert to
the Crown and can be used for settlement
The land purchased by the
purposes.
committee of management consists of 25
acres, and is valued at £10 an acre. The
committee has agreed to the transfer of
this area to the King, and it will be permanently reser'Ved as a site for recreation
and a public park. The balance 'Of the
mon~y, which will amount to £290, approxImately, will €fO to the State. There
is no local objection to the Bill, and the
people in the district are most anxious
that it should be passed.
The' Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I do
not know that honorable members are
going to object to the aI'rangement made
between the people of Tragowel and the
Government for the substitution of one
area for another for the purposes of ,a recreation r<eserVe.
'rhe residents know
t~eir .own requirement.s best. The ,position 1s as stated by the Minister, and,
personally, I see no objection to what the
Bill proposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and afterwards passed through its remaining ~tages.
TRUSTS BILL.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) moved the sec'ond reading of
this Bill. He said-This is a little measure to amend the law relating to banking
accounts of trustees. The chief provision
is contained in clause 3, which is as f01lows:( 1) Where there are two or more trustees
of ~ trust and the trustees by writing under
theIr hands authorize a banker(a) to pay bills of exchange drawn upon
the banking account of the tru~ees
by· the trustee or trustees named in
that behalf in the authority; or
( b) to recognise as a 'valid indorsement
upon any .bill of exchange payable to
,the order of the trustees the indorsement thereon by the trustee or
trustees nameJ in that behalf in the
authority-
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the banker acting in pursuance of such an
.authority shall not be deemed privy to a breach
of trust on the ground only of notice that the
persons giving such authority were trustees,
or that the instrument (if any) by which the
trust was created did not contain any express
power to give such an authority.

In other words, it is intended to provide
that where there are two or more trustees
.they rr..ay direct the bank to honour
cheques or other negotiable instruments
signed by one of the trustees, and the
banker recognising the authority of the
whole of the trustees in that way is not
to be deemed privy to a breach of trust.
The Bill has been most carefully drawn
by the Oommissioner of Ti tIes, one of
the leading authorities on the law of
trusts in Victoria, ,and it has also run the
,gantlet of the whole Department. It is
a measure which I can commen:d too
honorable members as giving to trustees
the facilities which they ought to have.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU .-As the
Attorney-General has given us the assurance that the Oommissioner of Ti tIes
has gone into the matter, and considers
this a necessary Bill, I do not see why
the members of this Ohamber should object to it. As the Minister has said, it
empowers the banking authorities to acrept a single signature instead ,of requiring the signatures of all the trustees. It
must facilitate the work of the trustees,
and I see nO' reason why we should not
authorize that procedure unde[f this meaThe Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-This is
a familiar friend, and I hope that this
time it will reach the statute-book. For
many years the bankers have taken the
risk of what is proposed. This Bill will
merely make legal what has become an
established practice, and I think it is required by the commercial community.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and afterwards passed through its remaining stages.
BLAOK ROOK TO BEAUMARIS
ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY
BILL.
\
This Bill was rooe[ved from the Legislative Assembly, -and, on the motion of
the Hon. A. ROBINSON (.A.ttorneyGeneral), was read a first time.
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COMMONWE-ALT1H POWERS (AIR
NAVIGATION) BILL.
The lIon. A.' ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) moved the second reading of
this Bill. He said-This is a measure
to refer to the Oommonwealth Parliament certain matter relating to aerial
navigation. The Premiers in conference
have -agreed to grant to the Commonwealth such powers as will enab-Ie it
to carry out the obligations of the Commonwealth of Australia under the Peace
Treaty in connexion with aerial navigation. HonoI"able members may recollect
that, at Paris on 13th October, 1919, a
convention took place for the regulation
of aerial navigation. The British Government, as well as the Commonwealth,
was a party to that convention, and it
is necessary to introduce legislation on
this subject. The Oommonwealth is
limi ted in its powers in this respect, because the State has what are called police
powers, a happy kind of phrasing used
in America and in other countries where
there is a Federal Constitution, but which
is hard to define in a legal way. What
it means really is that the State has
power to look after public safety and
morals. For instance, a man might distribute obscene literature from an aeroplane, and the power is reserved to the
State to deal with such an individua1.
The actual phrasing of this measure, .
though a small one, was most difficult.
We had to consider not only the rights
of property-owners in the superincumbent air, but the rights of the States and
the Commonwealth. This Bill has been
drafted after consultation with Professor Harrison Moore, and I think it will
accomplish all that we desire. It will
give the Oommonwealth all the powers
which it is necessary for that ,authority
t? have in connexion with aerial navigatIon, and, at the same time, it will reserve, in the opinion of Professor Moore
and the Parliamentary Draftsman all
those powers which may be called State
powers. I think honorable members may
rest assured that we have in this Bill
guarded the rights of the State, and, ~t
the same time, given to the Commonwealth authority to deal with m'atters
imposed upon them by the Peace Treaty.
I can assure honorable members that the
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file in regard to this matter contains extremely interesting reading.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I think
honorable members may accept the statement of the Attorney-General. There .is
no doubt that this is a most difficult
matter, and has required a great deal .Jf
consideration so as to give the Oommonwealth the powers it wants, and, at the
same time, retain all the powers which
have been reserved to the States. I b
not give any assurance that that has
been done, but, in supporting the motio;}
for the second reading of the Bill, I take
it for granted that those who are responsible for this Bill have given the matter
all the consideration necessary. We ha\'r.
no alternative but to pass the Bill, anJ.
accept the, position that the Commonwealth will carry out what is necessary
for the benerfit of all cQ'noerned without
any friction bet.ween the parties.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I
should like to draw the attention of the
Attorney-General to the question whether
this Bill is not on all fours with one
which we had before this House a few
years ago, in which the point was raised
that an amendment was being made jn
the Constitution, and that it would be
necessary to have an absolute majority of
the members before it could be adopted.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON. (AttorneyGeneral).-I hesitate very much to cri. ticise the decision which was given on
that occasion by a gentleman occupying
a high position, but I thought then, and
still think, that the decision was entirely
erroneous. I may say that my view is
concurred in by Professor Moore and
Mr. Collins, the Parliamentary Dr.aftsman, who is also an authority on constitutional matters. I am glad the honorable
member has raised 'the point, but still I
do not see how this Bill alt-ers the Oona
stitution or relates to those matters mentioned in schedule D. So that there may
be no doubt about the matter, I suggest
that the honorable member should move
the adjournment -of the debate so that I
can m'ake inquiries.
On the motion of the HOll. D. L.
MeN AMARA, the debate was adjourned
until later in the sitting.
The PRESIDENT .-1 may say that
lam entirely with the Attorney-Gelleral. I think we have full power to pas~

(Air Navigation) Bill.

this Bill, and that it will not require a
statutory majority.
Honorable members may know that we have absolute
power to amend the electoral law.
REIMBURSEMENT OF MEMBERS'
EXPENSES.
The Hon. W. KENDELL movedThat, in the opinion of this House, the time
has arrived when the Government should
make the necessary provision for reimbursing
members of the Legislative Council their expenses in relation to their attendance in
Parliament.

He said-I have to thank the Leader of
the 'House for the courtesy he has extended in permitting me to submit this
motion at this hour of the sitting. I
think, however, I have been of service to
him ill inducing good temper in this
House. I must not occupy the time of
the House at any length, because the
Leader has given me only a specified time
in which to have the motion dealt with.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-We can talk
it out.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-The honorable member may be able to do that,
but he will have to make his speech attractive to the House. I know that some
of my friends in this House object to
the principle of reimbursing members of
this Chamber. I believe their objections
arise in some instances, from a misappreh~nsion. I am sat~sfied they .do n~t
object because they WIsh to retam thIS
House as a close borough for wealthy
men. I am satisfied that they do not
object to be associated with poor men
in this Ohamber. The principal objection I have heard raised is that this is
the thin end of the wedge, and that, by
and by, we will want the amount -raised
to such an extent that it would provide
a livelihood for those who wish to become
professional politicians. It must be
. fifteen or sixteen years since a reimbursement far out-of-pocket expenses was made
to members of the Legislative Council in
South Australia. The amount was fixed
at £200, and the cry was raised then
that it was the thin ·end of the wedge,
and would lead to professional politicians
entering that Chamber. I have been
watching that Oouncil for many years,
and the- allowance is the same to-day as
it was when it was first introduced. I
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venture to say that the calibre of the
men in that House is equal to what it
was when the system o.f payment was
first adopted.
Sir Launcelot Stirling
was a member of the Oouncil at the time,
and, shortly after the system was introduced he was appointed president. I
believ~ he has been re-appointed ever
since he first held the office. If the Legislative Oouncil there had become 'a radical
body, it is hardly likely that he would
have been re-'elected term after term. We
often hear it said that this is a conservative Ohamber. We are all Oonservatives,
more or less. I have been since I was
able to save £5, and I would have been
very conservative if anyone wanted to
take that money from me. It is inherent
in every man that he is conservative of
his rights. I do not think that the
members of this House who are objecting
to payment of members, as they term it,
could object for a, moment to a. poor
man who may have a,bility, and may be
willing to give his time and services to
the country in this House, but who cannot afford to be, perhaps, £150 or £200
a year out of pocket in doing it, which
would Ibe an .injustice to his family, being
reimbursed his expenses.
We know
education is a great help to anyone,
whether in this House, on the pu'hlic platform, or anywhere else. Possibly most
of the members of this House had wealthy
parents, who were in a pos~tion to givE'
their sons the best education. That
has been of great a.dvaJltage to their sons.
But the man who has Ibattled with the
world from the lowest rung of the ladder,
and has gained his education by pra,ctical
experience and hard knocks, is .also sometimes considered a valuable. asset in a
House ·of this sort. I do not think any
()f my friends who have threatened to
annihilate my motion would condemn
such a man, nor do I think any of them
would do anything but welcome him and
the services that he could render in this
House. They would be honoured to be associated with him. One great cOlL.plaint
soone honorable memhers make against
the motion is that we ,do not want to
make this ,House so attractive that we
"Shall have here the professional politician
who lives on the game. I agree with that,
a,nd I would oppose anything in the shape
of remuneration that wouM bring that
about; but we know very well that fre-
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quently if you accept a small thing it
will stave off the big end of the wedge.
That was the case in South Australia.
Accept a reasonable proposition in good
grace in the earlier stages 'and you stave
off s<>mething worse. I have seen that in
my forty years' experience of political
life. I remember forty years ago members shuddering at proposals that were
put forward, and opposing them wi'th all
their might, but they had them r,ammed
down ,their throats, and now, looking
back, we regard those things that were
considered so ,big at that time as mere
speck!s in the distance. I think, in all
fairness, that a man who gives his time
in the service of th~ country in this
House should be reimbursed his out-ofpocket expenses. Like myself, he may
not \be much good for anything else.
Through age, ,and possibly through a
little ,avoirdupois, I have certainly ceased
to 'he much good for any other avocation;
but if I am prepared to give my time
and the little ability I have in the service of the State in this House, I do not
think I should have to do an injustice to
my family ibecause of the out-of-pocket
expenses I have to meet in order to be
here. Several new members .from the
country have ,been elected to the House
recently, 'and ,they had an idea at first
that they would ,continue to live in the
country: They soon found that that
would not do, and they had to cOime and
live in the: metropolis.
That entails a
good deal of hardship on those gentlemen.
I do not ,suppose they are millionaires,
and I do not think it is a fai'r thing that
they should have to do that injustice to
their families. Of course, most of us who
come from the land have families worth
ta,lking about. We are not like some of
the wealthy people, who raise only one or
two children, but who are 'wealthy enough
to have twenty. It is 'no hardship to
their f.amilies if, through being members
of this House, they spend money out of
their own pocket. But in the case of a
man like myself, with a family of ten,
every £100 he spends while serving his
constituents means doing an injustice to
his ,family. I ao not think there is any
honorable member who will say it is right
that I should do an injustice to my
family in that way.
Back in the
" eighties" there was payment of
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members of this House. Some m-embers
took the payment, and others did not. For
Bome two or three years, payment -of
members .obtained. The late Sir- Henry
Wrixon, who was President .of this
Chamber a,t a later date, was a. memb€~
of anDther House when payment of members was intrDduced, and he laid it dDwn
as ,a principle that, if it was wrDng toO
pay members .of the Legislative ODuncil,
it was equally wrDng toO pay members .of
the Legislative Assembly. But we are
nDt contending for payment now; we are
only contending foOl' an amount that
wDuld be equal toO .our Dut-Df-pDcket expenses, and we are fa'irly'ecDnomical in
our request. I am sure that if we cDuld
get particulars frDm the hDnDrable members who will oppose the motion, we should
find that the Dut-Df-pocket expenses .of
each .of them are three or ,fDur times the
amount which has been mentioned. It is
mainly in the interests .of hDnDrable members from the country, and others who are
not in the :position to pay a lot of money
out of theIr own pockets, that I have
brDught the mDtion forward. It may be
taken for granted that I am the leading
spirit in this movement. I may say that
several friends approached me and asked
me if II would take charge of the motion.
Of course, it is .one of those things that
one takes on with fear and trem'bling.
Some fifty years ago a swine disease was
prevalent in Germany. It was undetectable. When people killed a ,pig they used
to send a pie~e of it to the parson, and if
he sUl'vtived, it was all right. If he d.ied,
it did not matter much anyhDw. I suppose the same reasoning was actuating the
minel.s .of my friends when they asked me
toO take -charge of the motion.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEy.-Members
are all in favour of the motion.
The Hon. W. KENDELL.-I believe
they are all agreed upon the principle.
The motion does not cDmmit the HDuse
to anything more than the affirmatiDn .of
the principle that the Government should
make some provisiDn 'for the reimbursement of members' expenses. If the Government fail toO make that provision, it
willibe their .own funeral. I do not think
that they 'will fail to do so. I have
heard that they will take up the -stand
tha t this question has not been befDre the
people. PDssibly it has nDt been ,befoOre
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the people, but the 'Government included
in a Bill which we p.assed the other day
S0me items which also had not been befDre the peDple, and I do nDt think that
they ,can cDnsistently object .on ,that
ground - to take action if the motiDn is
carried. I do not really think that they
will refuse to give effect to the motiDn.
The Ron. J. P. JONE8.-Isecond
the motion. I do not propDse to speak
at any length. I believe that the motioll
will receive the .support of a large
majority of honoOrable members, and
therefore it wou1d, -be superfluous for me
to keep the House for any time by discussing it. Nevertheless, I may 'say that
I really believe that members of this
Ohamber -should be reimbursed their expenses; -but I may state candidly that I
hayeCDme to thatco.nclusion with a certain amount .of fear and trembling, 'beca use I am sure that such reimbursement
will have the effect of doing 'something
that I have .often said I do not desire to
have done. That is toO say, it will result
in prDlonging the life of this Chamber.
If honora'ble members follDW the trend
of political events they will see very
clearly that the .payment of members of
this Ohamber would ,be a wDnderful safeguard against those who desire its abDlition. Taking into account human nature,
which i-s still a -fa-ctor to .be reckoned with,
I think that honorable members will
agree 'that 1\1:1'. Kendell's motion will
eventually have the effect I have indicated. However, I do believe that members shDuld be reim:bursed, SD that every
person in the community who has the
qualifi'cation and the desire to contest au
electiDn foOl' this House may do so feeling
that, if he is elected, as a result of hi,s
being a member he will nDt be so much
'Dut of pocket a,s are members to-day.
The Legislative Oouncil, as honorable
members knDw, used to be paid. Act No.
383, providing for payment of members,
was assented toO on the 29th December,
1870. It was re-enacted on 24th December, 1874, and again re-enacted in 1878.
After that, a.s honDrable . members know,
a dispute occurred between the two
Houses, with the result that payment of
members was shelved :by this Ohamber,
and ever -since then members of this
HoOuse have not received any payment.
I believe payment to- be the right thing.
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If honorable members do the work. de- serve for men of one shade of political
manded of them, they ought to be reim- . thought. I think we shall be consulting
bursed .their out-of-pocket expenses. The 'our own dignity and· the welfare of the
amO'unt contemplated in the motiO'n is a State if we reject the motion.
very small one. After an honorable memThe Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-I approach
ber has paid his actual out-of-pocket ex- this motion from much the same standpenses, very little of it would be left over point as Mr. Kendell. I do no·t think the
at the end of the year. I support the mo- remarks of the Attorney-General with retion, though I am satisfied that the re- ferenc·e to' municipal councils altogether
imbursement would have the effect- of apply. A country municipal councillor
strengthening the House. I t would pro- spends One day a month in the interests of
long its life more than anything else is his constituents, and he is reimbursed his
expenses for that particular day out of the
likely to do.
The Hon. A. A. ArsTIN.-I doubt that. shire president's allowance. Mr. Kendell's
The Han. J. P. JONES.-Having motion would have practically the- same
effect. Country members have to, travel
regard to the present trend of poli- very long distances to attend the House.
tical thought, I think it will be ad- They lose a considerable amount of time,
mitted that we cannot hope to' retain this and frequently have to spend the best part
HQiuse as a close preserve for a certain of the week in Melbourne. The call upon
section o-f the community.
their pockets is a heavy one, especially if
The HO'n. A. ROBINSON (Attorney· they havel not much of this world's gO'ods
General).-I dO' nOit intend to detain hon- behind them. I do not look upon the
orable members at any length, because motion as suggesting payment of memthey will realize that I wish tOi get through be,rs. It mere,ly relates to the reimburseevery item of business on the notice-paper. ment of out-of-pocket expenses.. An hon-:
I shall not discuss the motion from the orable member who attends punctiliously
point of view af tactics, nOll' shall I say to the requirements of his province would
anything of the method of introducing it, not have anything left over at the end
or as to the time at which it has been of the year if such an amount as that sugbrought on. I merely want to. make my gested were fixed. I should like to dis-'
own position clear. I dO' not fayour pay- abuse the minds· of those honorable memment of members of the Legislative Coun- bers opposed to the rr~otion of the idea
cil. Some ye'ars ago, when I first stood for that this is the thin end of the wedge for
this Chamber. the chief attraction that it obtaining salaries.
All we ask is that
had for me was that it was not a paid the remuneTation shall be' sufficient to
House. Not that I was in a position of cover the ordinary expenses that honorable
affluence. My income at that time was members, especially country members,
far from great. The attractiO'n to me have to meet when attending this House.
was the opportunity of giving my ser- I take it that the business of this Chamvices to the country without fee or ber is as important as the business of anreward.
It is desirable in the public (jlther place. W €.I have to review all the
interests that there should be in all measures that ar~ passed in another place,
communities positions of public duty and we should not be at the disadvantage
which are not rewarded by pounds, shil- of having to put our hands in our pockets
lings, and pence,. I dOl not think. it de- all the time.
sirable, for example, that municipal counThe Ron. H. F. RICHARDSON .-1 do
cillors should be paid, thQlugh they have not wish to give a silent vote on the meaa stronger claim for payment from the . sure, as I understand the House is to' b6
point of view Q1f Mr. Kendell and the divided. At the same time, I fool in ~
seconder of the motion. I think it desir- somewhat difficult position. When I stood
able that there should be opportunities for the South-Western Province, I stated
for those men whOi are willing to give their on the public platform. that I stood for the
time and ability tOi the service of the com- Legislative Council as then constituted. I
munity without monetary reward. I dO' was asked whether I favoured payment of
not believe that the absence of monetary. members of the Legislative CDuncil, and
reward makes this House OJ; any other I said, " No." My opinion has, to a great
place a close preserve. It has not made e·xtent, been altered. I cannot but realize
our municipal councils a close preserve, that if the oountry distriots are to be renor has it made this House a close pre- . presented by country residents, some
Second Session
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reimbursement of expenses is necessary.
At the present time a large number of
country provinces 'are represented by Melbourne men. The reason for this is that
CQlUlltry residente cannot afford the time
and money that attendance at this House
involves. As far as I am concerned, I
may say that, apart frQlm my losses frOlIll
a business point Q1f view, I am put to' an
expense Qif at least 15s. every day that I
attend this HQiuse.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-That is a
very modest au tla y o.n your part.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
am putting it at the lowest amount. I do
nQlt think that Q1ur electors expect us to
give our time, Q1ur ene·rgy a.D.d ability to
the business of this HQluse entirely at OiUI
own expense. I shall vote for the motion,
reaJizing, as I do, tha,t the matter will
theh be entirely in the hands of the Government. We are nQlt asked to vote any
amount tQl OiUIselves. We are only suggesting too the Government that O'ut-ofpocket expenses shQiuld be paid to hon0rable members.
The Han. W. P. GROOKETT.-I was
nQit personaUy questiQined on this s~bject
by the electo'rs who sent me here.
I
suppo,rt the motioo maInly em the gI40und
tha.t I dO' not wish this HQluse to he a
clos·e preserve for any section of the
community. Until I was elected I bad
nQi idea that the out-of-pocket expensesof an' hOfllQirable meffiber .were so considera ble. I have been turning over in
my mind the question whether I can
afford the indulgence 0'£ a seat in this
House, not that I want any payment for
my sei'Vices, but I dOl feel that I shDuld
be reimbursed myout-Q1f-pocket expenses.
On many occasions I have had too decline
invitations t,o conferences in the country,
or meetings of a party, because of the expense involved. If I were allQlwed reasonable out-Q1f-pocket expenses I co.uld serve
my electors better by getting more into
touch, through travelling, with their requiremonts.
The HoOn. A. E. CHANDLER.-It appears to me that a man to occupy a seat
in this House should be a, wealthy man of
leisure with a hQlbby. If a certain amQlunt
of our expenses are reimbursed, it will be
an inducement to country residents to
enter the list-s as candidates for this
House. Looking around the HQluse, it
appears to me that those ffiembers who
will vo,te aginst the motion are amQlng the
wealthiest men in Melbourne.
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The Hon. W. KENDELL.-Do not anticipate any opposition at all.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-I have
heard honorable 'members say they are
going to' v·o·te against the motion. They
will ask for a division in order that it
shall be placed OIn record how honQlrable
members vote. That is quite right. Every
hQlnOirable member should be prepared to
stand to his colQurs. I beHeve that if a
certain amount {)if the expenses of hornorable members were reimbursed, it wQluld
be a great inducement to a number
of Our country business men.
They
would be prepared to give their time tOo
the services of the cOIuntry if they were
sure of getting a reasonable amo:unt to
cover their expenses. I t is said, and
I think rightly so, that throughout
Australia there is a policy of grab
in vogue in practically all the P arliaments.
The members are trying
to get as much as they possibly
can for themselves. I do not think
the people -of Victoria will describe M,r.
Kendell's motion as grab.
I am not
particular in this matter. I do not live
very far from the city". ,But it is ,different with country members; they are
entitled to more consideration than city
members.
There are ,several members
of this House who have city businesses Oor
are retired wealthy men, who are able to
come here more as a hobby than anything else. I do not say that it is not a
good hobby. Every man .should serve his
cOountry for nothing if he can.
There
are able men in the country districts who
would be willing to serve their country,·
but they are debarred because ·of the expense involved. We have tWOo HonOorary
Ministers in this House, who give a good
deal of their time to their Ministerial
work.. Wi6 passed a Bill last night increasing the salaries of members of another place and providing for extra payment to the Ministers. I think that" extra
money ought to go to the 'Honorary Ministers.
'The Hon. G. M. D~VI:S.-Oll all occasions when addressing my ·constituents
I have .said that I was opposed to payment of members of this House. I think
we should try to maintain the dignity of
this House. It is an honour to represent
your fellow men and women in Parliament to discuss the laws under which
they shall live. I think every member
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of this House appreciates the privilege,
quite irrespective ~f 1?ayment. It w:o~ld
be lowering the dlgnity ·of the posItIOn
we hold if we accepted payment for our
services. I am .sure the people a ppreciate the work more because it is done
in an honorary way. If we introduce
payment ·of members for .this 'Ho~se, it
will mean as Mr. J ones would lIke to
say, a lev~lling-down, and will make it
unnecessary to have a second Chamber.
It is quite right that we should have a
different class of thought in this Ohamber from that of another place, for this
is a House of review. There is no advantage in having two Houses if the same
class of opinion is represented in each.
We must have a different view.,point in
this House, and it is necessary to get both
sides of every question. We have publicspirited men in Victoria ready to accept
honorary positions. I know that the
amount spent by honorable men:bers is
fairly large,and that some whos'e lllcomes
are not large m'ay feel the .position. .
The Hon; E. L. KIERNAN.-You thmk
they should not be here.
,The Hon. G. M. DAV.r.8.-1 do not
think that. I would not attempt to kill
the ambition of any man. Member,s who
were in this House years ago considered
that it would be unwise to have payment
of members and they spoke wisely. If
we look b~ck to the legislation of the past
we 'will find that this House has on many
occasions liberalized measures that were
brought before it, and has on many occa. sions amended Bills so as to make them
of immense benefit to the ·community.
This House has in every case justified
its existence. lam sorry I ·cannot see
my way to support the motion. I think
it is not in the intel'ests of the House
or the public to do so, and I believe, it
would ev,entually mean the abolition of
the Ohamber. It cannot be said that we
Lave a close preserve here, for all classes
of the ,community are repre3ented. It is
quite right that it should be so. By having the two Houses we have different
voices represented.
'The Hon. A. E'. CHANDLER.-And a
different class of Labour men here.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-I hope that
in the best interests of this House the
motion will not be carried.
,The Hon. W. L. BAIDLIEU.-I callnot cast a silent vote on this proposal.
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There is no time to speak 'at length on
it. IThe Leader of the House has very
graciously !given time to deal with the
question at this late hour of the session.
I agree with many of the views expressed
by the last speaker. Like Mr. Richardson, I ·came to this House opposed to the
payment of members, but I recognise, all
the .sam·e, that a vast difference has taken
place in the affairs of this community
during the last twenty years. I do not
feel free to vote for this motion, because
I should be told that I had voted for payment of members. Yet, as the motion is
drawn, I may 'be mighty selfish in voting against it.
'The Hon. J. H. DISNEy.-There is a
difference between payment and an allowance.
The Hon. W. L. BAJLLIEU.-Yes.
Unless I went before my constituents and
claimad the right to v.ote for this allowance, I do not think I could vote for it.
It may be said that I have the honour
to represent a country constituency, and
that I reside in MelbouTne. I have the
privilege of being appealed to just like
other honorable members.
One would
really require twenty or thirty minutes
to cover the ground involved in this question. I have paired with another member, but still I was not prepared to pair
in silence.
ISir HENRY WEEDON.-I do not
care to vote silently on this motion. I
su.ppose I occupy more' honorary positions than any other mem'ber of this
House, and probably few members have
given so much of their trme to such
work. J have also felt, like others, that
we should not have payment of members;
but I have noticed that the .Government
ran away from their promise at the hustings to increase the salary of members in
another place to £450. They were easily
induced to make it £500. I know that
a severe tax is imposed on some country
members. because -of the time involved in
attending to their parliamentary work.
I -do not think it is fair that at the
presen t day they should be penalized because they have the -ambition to sit in the
House. It is a noble ambition. Metropolitan members have a great many
calls made on them simply because they are members of Parliament.
It is considered that member~ who sit
III
this House can well afford to
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give up their. time to the work.
I feel inclined, as I. have already stated,
to give my support to Mr. Ke-ndeJ.l's- motion, for the reason that J think that its,
adoption will not me,a.Il any injury to the
Council, Oor make it any mOore radical
than it is at, present. It has been truly
stated that a large number Oof members
regard it as a. hobby to! belOong to this
ROUB,e, and the,y evidently do great work.
Those honora,ble membe,rs also havel t.he
satisfaction 'of belonging to a Ohamber
tha.t has ,power, and is of high social stand.ing in the world. Even if they can affo,rd
to be membe,rs without payment I dOo nOot
think that they should be required to
pay all the expense they are put to in
connexion with their membership of the
House. The gentlemen whOo have come
into the HOouse during the last year or
two have done equally good work. As
they have stated, the tax upon them is
very severe, and it is dOoubtful whether
they can stand the racket much longer.
FOor the, reasons I have mentioned, I fool
inclined to support Mr. Kendell's rno..
ticrn.
The Hon. W. A. ADAMEON.-I do
not desire to say very much. I intend to
VOote against the mOotion. On severaloccasions in the past I have expressed my
Oopinion on this subject, and I have always stated that I was against the payment of members of this Chamber. I
think the praper time-to have brought forward a proposal of this SOiftJ was before the
last general election. The Premier might
then have put the matte,r tOo the country,
and if the country had given its suppmt
to the proposal the matter would ha.ve
recOomme,nded itself m'ore to me at the
present juncture. Some honorable members have put up a case for the payment
of their personal expenses.
We know
that some honorable membe'rs travel very'
long distances in order to attend the sittings of the HOouse. They have to undergo the discomfort Oof a IOong railway journey. They have to dissociate themselves
fOor the time' being from their dOomestic
connexions, and they have to pay their
n e~pens~s, which, undoubt<edly, at a
hme lIke thIS, cannot possibly amount to
less than £1 or 25s. a day. The argument has boon brought forward t.hat numbers of pe,ople are, detene,d from offering
themselves as members because they will
not receive payment if elected. I do not
think that that argument will hold water
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at aU. There will never be a dearth ()of
people coming £o:r;ward to represent the
peo.ple merely for the honour of. representing .them. This is a House of review.
Although. we have men of different shades
of political opinion, when they come here
they waive their political opinions to
some extent, and cOonsider Oonry the measures they deal with, and we practically
have no partIes at all. It was said at
one time that this was a House of fat
lambs, and I think that at one time there
w.as some justification for the term, which
used to be apphed., I think, by the party
which is represented here' by Mr. Jones
and his colleagues. But we see how things
have altered.
If a Royal Commission
were appointed to ascertain whOo were the
fat Iambs of the Legislative Council, the
five gentlemen who sit Oon the hack bench,
would assuredly he included among the,
number. There is one cOomfort about this
motion. We have the guarantee of Mr.
J ones and his party that if it is carried
it will result in extending the life of this
Chamber.
Those honorable members
ca.me in here to " burgle" the House and
destrOoy it, but the,y have stated, through
their leader,. that if this motion goes
through the Legislative Council win have
th.e- certainty of cOontinuing to live and
prosper. I a.m sorry that I cannot .sup..
port the motion. Those whO' favOour the
proposal were very astute in picking out
the moot POoPular and most genial memhe-r o·f the House to mOove it.
am sure
we all experienced SOome ple1asure in listening tOo the way in which he did it, and I
regr,et exceedingly that the mOotion cannot
have my support.

r
l

The Hon. F. W. BRAWN.-I am going
to vote against this mOotion. I do so because
when I came here I accepted the position
as a position of honour. I foo,l it to be
an honour to fin that position, and I
cannot soo that the payment of members
would in any way add to the stability
Oof this Chambeir. I feel that honOorable
memhers, on obtaining a s,eat in this
Chamher, take the responsibilities and
the OobligatiOons attached to the pOSItion,
and I am rather surpris·ed tOi hear some
honorable members say, afte'r being bere
practically only a, few months, that they
find the expenses attached to the position
rather too heavy for them. I have- contested three elections, and on each occasion, when asked if I was in favOour of
the payment of memhers of the Legisla.-
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tive CQtuncil, I have stated that I was
not. Had I not made that statement I
would still be prepared to' vQtte against
this motion. This is a House of review.
I oolieve that while the membership of
this Chambelr is an hono~ary position
there will be no dearth of candidates. I
fool, indeed, that the probability is that
we shall ha.ve more candidates and better
me:o; coming forward without pay1Ue.ut of
members than with payment.
The Hon. J. D. BRO\VN.-I desire to
address a few remarks to honorable mem~
bers Qtn this subject. I will vote for the
motion because I believe that membe,rs
of this House ought to be remunerated
for the expense they incur in attending.
1 will vote fO'r the motion beoause I am
quite sure that the matter will be suhmitred to the' oountry before the Governanent decide to' take action on the, mQttion.
I am not agreoeable to passing legislation
authorizing the ,payment of eocpenses until
I am satisfied tna.t my electors are quite
wining that. members of the Chamber shQtuld be paid. As was stated
to-night, for a number of years Parliament passed a sum of money to remunerate the members Qtf ,both Houses. Why
. was that payment discontinued in the case
of the Council? It was not done at the
wish of the people of Victoria, but at the
will of a few gentlemen, great laudTholders
(If this State, who were then mem:bers of
the ·Council. There was at that time a
"('l'Y restricted franchise for this House,
Ul1d members when they were elected sat
for te'U ye1ars. The de.velopment a.:nd pro~
gress of this State were l'retarded fur
years by the action of those gentlemen.
The PRESIDENT.-The honorable
membe'r is getting away from the anotion.
The ·Hon. J. D. BROWN.-I do not
wish. to do sO'.
I am giving the
reasons why I vote for this motion,
and if I am to speak on it I wish to
speak my mind. The people of Victoria
have not at any stage objected to members
of the Legislative Council being paid. It
was a section of the members of the
House who brought the payment of .membel'S to an end. Why they did so I do
not know, but I repeat that., in my judg~
ment, those honorable membE'rs retarded
the progress of this oou.utry for ulany
ye~s. We almost had a revolution in
Victoria. before the power of those g~.
tJemen was hroke.n. l do oot WaJlt to soo
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that position arise again. I am going to
take this p~oposal to my ellectors. I believe that the Ministry will adopt some
means of ascertaining the views ,~f the
electors of this House on the question. L
will certainly take an opportunity of
asce,rtaining the views of my own electors,
and I shall bel guided by their decision.
The Hon :FRANK CLARKE (:NEnister of Public "''''orks).-:Ministers find
themselves in a difficulty over this motion.
The Attorney-General made way expressly for Mr. Kendell ,;to bring his
motion on, and Mr. Kendell gave his
word that the debate upon it would not
take more than half~an-hour. Of cours,3,
I must €tXone'rate that honora.ble member
from any blame for the debate having
occupied 'a longer ti~e. I would" however, appeal to honorable members to recollect that we have yet a very heavy programme of ]3ills, a.nd, after an, the business of the country is of equal importance
tOo a proposal Qof this kind. Every honQor.,
able member has made up his mind with
regard to this motion. Every possible
argument has been 1?ut Q:Q. both sides of
thel question, and whIle I oannot ask honor;:\ble members not to speak, I do urge
them in their courtesy to allow the Governmeut tQt get on with _busines.s. Every
member who- spooks provides pabulum for
a reply, and unless hono~able members
refrain from. s.peaking the procedure
might go on for anoth~ hour. I hope
that honorable members will allow a vote
to be taken now.
The Hon . .A.. BELL.-I haye not occupied any time this eyening in speaking
to the matters that haye. been before the
House. I have refrained in order to
allow Government measures to· be dealt·
with, but I intend to speak on this
motion. I may. i:tform honorable members that I am one of the old fighters uf
the Liberal party. I was one of the
oorly supporters of the principle of the
payment of members of Parliament to
reimburse the eXpense they are put to.
We fought for that publicly. When I
contested ali election {or the purpose of
'entering this House I did not do so at
my own wish, but a t the wish of a large
number of representative men in Ballarat.
I was questioned on every subject-from
religion to the totalizator. Fortunately,
or u.nfortunately, I wa's not questioned OIl
the subject of the paymeut of :roembel'!t.
l
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I am in the same category as Mr. Kendell in one respect. I am pleased to
know that hel has ten of a faiIllily, because that is my number. I am sure that
honorable members will do me the justice of recognising that I attend to the
duties in this House well.' I have never
missed a ,sitting of the House except for a
few weeks when I had an accident. I
am supporting the motion because I do
not think that the country expects :any
one to give services to the public ·and be
money out of pocket in doing so.
The Hion. A. A. AUSTIN.-I will only
say a few words on the motion. I cannot
possibly give a silent vote on this occasion, because I have always been opposed
to the payment of members, where
members would 'by any chance put
the money into their own pockets.
The motion is very nicely worded.
It
asks fOor prolVisiOon fOir "reimbursing members Oof thel Legisla,tive COIuncil their expenses." I felel ce·rtain that if £200 were
paid for tha,t purpose almol:3t every member of fuel House would make money.
The HO'n. E. J. CROOKE.-The wisdOim OIf thoS€! wh()l delsire payment of membe,rs in this House was very well shOlwn
in OIbta,ining 1\1r. Kendell to prOlpose it,
belcause that honorable membe,r has such
a pleasant manner that it is velry difficult
tOi disagreel with him.
It seems undoubtedly selfish fOor thosel who can give
their time to se,rving in this Chamhe,r to
say to OIthers not so well off, but just as
willing to serve theiir cOluntry, that the,y
shaH not have an opportunity of doing so
because they cannot afford it.
I would
be quite willing that those whOi oould not
afford it should be paid, but the're, would
undoubtedly be' great difficulty in carrying tha,t OIut. PeifsOlnally. I think that
any man whOi lives in the ~OIuntry and has
to come to town to sit as a member of
this House is in a much wOlrse positiom
than a pom-ell" man whOi relsides in Melbourne. The man who. has his home in
the city can oonduct his business up to
4 Qr 5 01' clock in the aftern.oon and then
put in a, pleasant evening herel. In orde,r
to! spend two OIr thre,e hours in this Chamber a man from the country has to sacrifice two Dr three days.
Consequently,
when he comes he'reJ and spends his time
listening to Mr. Beckett, or somel of our
other friends, he might deserve something
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like £1,000 a ye,ar fOir doing so. i have
been a membe,r of this HOIuse fQr Olver
twenty-seven years, and I have seen grelat
changes in it.
Since Fede,ration I ce'rtainly'think tha.t therel has been conside'I'able de,te'rioration in both State Ho;uses,
becausel owing to the subjects dealt with
there, the stars have gOone to' the Federal
Parliament. I certainly admit that the
attendance and conduct of members here
have been of a, high class, in view of the
subje.cts with which the,y ha.ve to deal. I
do nOlt wish to institute comparisons hetwe,en the present a,nd the past, but the
old Legislative Council was undoubtedly
a gre,at deal toOl conserva,tive. A man had
practically tOi be a millionaire tOi get int.o
the House.
Certain members spent as
much as £10,000 or £12,000 to g·et here.
That is all changed. As at present ronstituted, the House' is drawn from all 3€'CtiOins or{ the community.
If thel people
in the,ir wisdO'm, think tha,t membe,rs.
should be paid, well, the majority must
rule. Durmg my lifel I have be,en connected with tWOl institutions fO'r which
there was nOi payment-municipal gOlvernment and the Legislative Council. I think
both have €IVery reason to bel proud of the
service which thely have reilldeired to the>
country. As to! whether that would be
so ~ith pa,yment of membe,rs, I, personally, have ve.ry gre,at doubt, more, particula.rly . when I sele celJ."tain individuals not
in this Housel, but outside, urging thatj
members here shOluld be paid, although
their object is really tOi destrOlY it. That
makes me pause and consider whether we
would be wise in adOlpting such a course,
and I have come to the conclusion that
it would not.
The Hon. W. C, ANGL,ISS.·-There ~~
a great deal of truth in wha.t l\ir. Kendell
has said.
I can quite, unders.tand that
sOime members cannot affOord the expense!:
which they incur when representing country districts. Still, if we cannot find thirtysix men in Victoria who can give their
time, and afford the expense incurred, to'
serving in this HOIuse it says very littlefor the Statel. When I first stood for
this HOIuse and was que,stioned on the
subject, I said that I was not in favour
of payment of members for the Council.
I am still of that opinion, and I hoM it
because I think that we shaH gelt beUer
representation by having honorary members than paid members. I do not think
that a, payment of £200 is like'ly tOo imprOlve the class OIf men we get here.' I
7
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feel certain that nOi good can come of it.
In the past we have had some very able
men in this HOlUse, and a.t the present
time I am sure that there is nothing to
complain about in regard to those representing the different classes in this Council.
BY. the payment of £200, or any
such amolUnt, the people of the State cannot hope to better the class of members
we have here to-dav. I intend tOi adhere
to my promise to oppose the payment of
membe'rs of the Council.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-When I
was e,led~d I told my constituents that I
was opposed to! payment of membe,rs here,
and I am still oprposed to it. It seems to
me that this House has been well constituted during the last fifty years without payment of memhe,rs. Some o·f those
who have spoken to-night have said that
it has been a close borough. We have
only to look round the House to se,e that
that is not the case. Wha.t has surprised
me moore than anything else has been to
hea,r men who were elected quite lately
saying that they ought to be paid.
When they went before their co,nstituents,
they must have known that there was no
payment for members of this House. If
we now adopt paym·ent of members in
this House we shall be here under false
pretences. We have nOi right to dOl so
before placing t,he matter before our constituents and letting them decide. It is
for OIur cOlnstituents to say whether we
should represent them as paid members
or continue as free members: as at present.
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PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the ·Hon. A. 'HIOES ('Honorary Minister), was read a first time.

LAND BILL.
The Hon. FRANK CLA.RKE (Minister of Public Works) moved the second
reading of this Bill. He .said-This is
a short Bill to amend details of the Land
Act. I do not intend to 'keep honor'able
members a moment longer than is neceS,sary, because there is a reasonable prospect of finishing the session to-night. The
Bill is a portion of a considerably larger
me8Jsure which was introduced, but, owing
to the lateness 'Of the session, everything
of :a controversial nature has been
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-I just wish
to explain my position. I was attracted drop.ped. Honorable members will find
tOl this House on account OIf there beinO' in the clauses small amendments patchno prOlvision fOlr payment.
Ho'Wever~ ing up minor details, with one exception,
ha.ving jOlined a certain part.y, I believe which introduces a new principle into
that the reimbursement of expenses would the Bill, and which I will explain fully
in9.uce mOIre men to come into this House to honorable members. I can cover the
tOl represent that party, and on tha.t ac- ground by asking members to go through
count I shall record my vote in favour of the various ,clauses of the Bill with me.
Clause 3 provides that, whereas the ·ord:the mootion.
nary selector has twenty or forty year~
The PRESIDENT.-I regret extremely in which to 'pay for his land, the soldier
that I have not the right tOl vote 0([1 this settler is allowed twenty-three and forty~
motion. During the last twenty years I
ha.ve always been against pa,yment OIf three years. Honorable members know'
that soldiers have been given a concession
members in this House.
of three years free. Clause 4 contains
The House divided on the motion-the major principle to which I have reAyes
16
fer,red. "Shortly put, this clause emNoes
10
powers the Minister of Lands, through th€.
Closer Settlement Board, to take up cerMajority for the motion
6
tain areas of Orown lands in the Manee
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or in Gippsland and improve them ~o as
t9 render them fit for occupation before
they are allotted.
Honorable members
know that 'at the present time Orown lands
are simply thrown open in their virgin
state. Sub-clau'.3e (4) provides thatThe Closer Settlement Board shall, as soon
as practicable, and whether before or after imy
lands in the area are selected or taken up
cause all roads, bridges, and drains which, in
the opinion of the Minister, are necessary for
the settlement or improvement of such area, to
he constructed on land within such area or
adjacent thereto.

Sub-clause (8) provides that the cost of
the improvements shall be added to the
purchase money of the allotment and be
deemed a special advance to the settler.
l!nder section 86 of the. principall~ct the
lIcensees hold from year to year and in
. and improve. 'There is
most cases reSIde
provi'.3ion for selecting these under an
alienation section if no public objection
exists and the fu:ll improvements have been
effected and the required residence done.
The rent paid under licence is credited as
purchase money. Most of the holders have
fully complied with the conditions and
paid theyurchase money in full. At present a lIcence or lea-se has to be issued
aJ~d several. gazettals and approvals ob~
tamed. ThIS clause provides where full
"com pliance is shown, for the' direct issue
of a Orown grant, saving the applicant's
fees aud time, and saving work in the
Department.
It is also provided that
executors or assignees of a block of land
can get the block transferred in their own
name. They can get a renewal of the
lease, and the clause also remedies 'a
minor defect.
Olause 10 is perhaps
worthy of note, because 'it provides that
the proceeds of the sale of the land are to
be paid into the Oonsolidated Revenue 01'
the Victorian Loan Redemption Fund.
Clause 11 deals with a small matter in
connexion with the South Melbourne markets. Honorable members may recollect
that, some years ago, the Government of
the day purchased land for a market in
South Melbourne.
The market never
materialized, and the land has never been
~anted. for that particular purpose. It
IS prOVIded that any moneys received for
th~ re~1.t of th~ said land shall be apphed In reductIon of the debit against
thb public accounts until such time as
it is sold or the amount is repaid. By
clause 12, l)l'ovision is made for soldiers
Hon. Fl'ank Olarke.

Bill.

to nake up grazing licences for fourteen
instead of the usual seven years.
A stIll further option is given to soldiers
in regard to grazing licences by clause 13.
It is provided that within two years
after the grant of a licence soldiers may
select and purchase an 'allotment out of
the area which is subject to the licence.
~lause 14 repeals section 160 of the prinCIpal Act. Every year a list of all the
Orown tenants in arrears has to be published in the Government Gazette. This
involves an expenq,iture of £200 per'
annum, and no useful purpose is served ..
It is, therefore, proposed to save that sum
by repealing the provision in the principal
Act which directs the publication of these·
names.
Clause 15 makes a provision
that honorab~ members from the Malleehave been asking for for some tilLe.
It is. provided that, -notwithstanding
anythIng in the p1rincipal Act, Mallee
The foUowlands may be reclassified.
ing clause provides that settlers in
the MalIee must construct dams near
water channels. Everybody w:ho has
been through the Wimmera knows t.he
great trouble the Commission is put
to when, after water supply chan ..
nels are cDnstructed, men refuse to
construct da1ns near the channels. The
'clause !Lakes it mandatory Dn a man
who takes up land to provide adequate
water storage.
Clau~e 17 provides for'
the re-valuation of the land at Portland
Heath.
That has often been talked of'
and promised. Olause 18 is a machinerv
clause.
Clause 19 is to remedv a co~
plaint that has frequently be~n made.
There are blocks of land which are being
leased by men who grow a special kind
of gum tree that produces eucalyptus oil,
a.nd they have been threatened with the·
forfeiture of those blocks because they
have not made the necess'ary improvements which the Act stipulates. Olause 19'
sets out that if they cultiv'ate and ,plant
the land to induce the growth of the oilbearing gum, that shall be accounted as'
improvements. Clause 20 is in continuation 'of Act No. 2770, which provided thai;
soldiers on active ~ervice .should be relieved of the :residence provisions of -the
Act. As the war is over that provision
is no longer necessary, but in contemplation of furth~r military or naval service
being required of men, the provision is
now embodied in the general law, and sets
year~
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fcrth that any soldier or Bailor who .goes
away on active service is exempt from the
l'csidence provisions.
Clause 21 is very
much on the same lines. It provides that
instalments of purchase money are not to
accrlte on land during the holder's period
<>f active service. I have covered 'all the
dauses of the Bill. Honorable members
may possibly be disappointed at not ~d
ing provision in the meaSUre for thmgs
that particularly concern their own districts; but it is the Government's intention
to introduce a very much larger measure
next session, when there will be more time
to consider it.
.
The HOn. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I do
not think any honorable members will
take exception to this Bill.
I agree
with the principles involved in it, with
the exception of that contained in one
clause regarding which the Minister may
be able to give a satisfactory explanation
in Committee. I refer to the pto'Vision in
the ·clanse which ptovides that money
derived from the sale of lands may be
paid into the Oonsolidated Revenue. On
the face of it" that is a very vicious principle, and I do not know what the Minister can say in justification of it. _ However, we shall reserve our opinion until we
get into Committee.· I do not take exception to the remainder of the Bill.
It
seems to be a mea!:!ure to provide concessions which are justified to our soldier
settlers and which tightens up machinery
in a w~y that experience has shown to be
necessary. It is interesting to note that
at this late hour it has been found that
by ceasing to publish certain names a
saving of £200 .a year can be effected. I
take it that the publicatiop. of..those na~es
has been going on fr.Mn tlID.6 Immemonal,
and it is an indication to honorable membersthat expenditures can take place in
connexion with the Public Service that
are unnecessary. Only at this particular
moment has it 'been considered necessary
to make this saving. I think that the
power which the ,Bill give!:! the Minister
to improve certain Orown lands before
they .are sold is a ~ery wise one. ~ t ~~s
probably occurred to most men in theu
time that the Orown could very well improve areas before placing settlers on
them. Subject to the remarks I have
roade in regard to clause 10, I have
pleasul'e in supporting the Ein.
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The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.:-I
hail with delight the introduction of this
Bill. From my experience in visiting the
.MalIee district with the Railways Standing Oommittee, I have felt that the Govetnment have been making a great mistake in not doing more to open up the
thousands of acres of splendid mallee
count~y which are suitable for wheatgrowing.
I was pleased to hear the
Minister state that it is the intention
of the Gov:ernmeiIt to introduce a more
comprehensive Bill next session.
I
trust that the Government will recognisetha t there are hundreds of thousands of
arres of land i~ the Mallee waiting to be
opened up 'by railways, roads and water.
We are making a mistake in spending so
much money in p~lr-chasing private land
when we have this vast area of land that
is now practically of no value to the State,
whereas, if railwaY1l were provided and it
were thrown open and settled, it would
bring in a large revenue to the Railways
Department and be a most valuable asset
to' the e·tate. I hope this Bill is a fo~e
runner of the recognition by Parliament
of the principle that that vast area of
Mallee land must be utilized as it should
be utilized.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I am
somewhat disappointed with the clause
dealing with land at South Melbourne.
The South Melbourne Oouncil consider
that the Government have placed too high
a value on the land, both for leasing and
selling purposes. The Minister stated to
R deputation that waited on him that the
land was worth from £18 to £20 a foot.
At that time it had 'been decided that
no house should be erected on a smaller
frontage than 35 feet. The council
since then have ,COme to the decision that
20 feet would be ample for a cott·age;
but, notwithstanding that fact, the land is
much too high in price. The -:-council considers that the Government should reduce
the price and not penalize the people on
account of the mistake which the Govern..
ment made in paying too high a price for
the land when they originally bought it.
The GoV'ernment bought· out leaseholders
and paid them very high prices. Now the
GOlvernment seem tOo be determined to
hang on to the land until they can get the
money back.. They do not seem to realize
that they are I01ling interest on the motley
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they have invested. I think the Government woruldbe wise if they reduced the
price of the land.
In more favoured
parts of South MelbQlUrne the land is not
so high in price. It seems a sin that thousands of acres should be lying idle when
there is such a demand for land in the
locality. In my opinion, land has now
reached its highest value, ,and in the near
future it will probably decrease in price.
The Government should now sell the land
at the best price they can get for
it, because, on account of blocks here
having been soJd, the land can no
longer be used fm: any Government
The market proposition ,has
purposel.
I hope that the GQbeen dropped.
vernment will take some action on
the lines I have indicated.
Depu ta.tions from the South Melbourne Council
have waited on Ministers year after year,
but there has been. no .result from their
repr8sentations.
Each Minister who is
in power in turn receives them very
favorably, and says that something
will be done. If Ministers were dealing
with their own money, they would probably oome to a decision sooner.
The
Government should do as I have suggested, in justice to the ratepayers of
South Melbourne, who have to keep up
the roads, 'and get no return in rates from
the Crown lands. Quite recently we had
to increase our ;rates by 3d. in the £1.
Would any sensible business man let land
lie idle in a place like South Melbourne?
On the motion of the Hon. D. L.
McNAMARA, the debate was adjourned
until later in the da,y.
AM'ENDME'NT.8 OF THE
CONSTITUTION.
BILLS REQUIRING AN ABSOLUTE
MAJORITY.
.

The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-By leave, I wish to make a
Last
statement t-o honorable members.
evening a Bill relating to certain elections, introduoed by Mr. M.cN amara, was
It was unpassed by this House.
doubtedly passed by an absolute majority
of the HO'use, bu.t, tile ,opinion was held
here that it was not a Bill that required to
be certifie.d to' as having been passed by an
absolute majO'rity. There is, however, a
diff'e,rence of .opinion in anO'ther place, the
opinion there being that the Bill is one

the Constitution.

that should have been passed by an absolute majority. It is felt that it would be
most unfair to: Mr. MeN amara if after
having secured an absolute majoTity foor
his measure, that fact could not be certified too, and it is felt that it w~uld put
hoolOrable members in a false· positioon.
The oonly thing that can be done is for Mr.
MeN amara to introduce his Bill again as
the Constitution Act Amendment Act
1915 Amendment Bill (No.2), and
to ask hono["able members too realize
tha:b an absolute majO'rity was given
for it yesterday, and to again constitute an absolute majO'rity foor it. This
also brings under notice the position
wit,h respect too the Commonwealth Powers
(Air Navigation) Bill. To avoid any
differences of opinion or oontention hereafter, after consulting with the Preomier,
I think it would be wise and prudent to
have that Bill also passed by an absolute
majority. I therefO're ask the consideration of honorable members too permit Mr.
MoN amara to get his Bill thrO'ugh the
necessary stages by an absolute lliajoority,
and after that tOI permit n..e too goo ()Ill with
the Air N avigatiDn Bill aria secure an
absolute majOll'ity for it, SOl tha,t it may
be sent down to the Legislative A~sem.bly.
BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills were received from
the Legislative Assembly, 'and read a
first time:Spotswood Land Bill (Hon. A. Rohin,son).
Railways (Payments) Bill (Hon. A.
Robinson).
Railways Standing
(Hon. A'. Hicks).

Committee

Bill

Metropolitan Gas Company's Bill (Ron.
A. Robinson).
CONSTITUTION ACT
AMENDMENT ACT 1915
AMENDMENT BILL (No.2).
This Bill was introoduoed by the HDn.
D. L. McNAMARA, and read a first
time.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA moved
the second reading of the Bill. He said
-As the Attorney-,Gener,al has explained,
we had a majority for this Bill yester-
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day, but thp division was not proceeded
with.
The motion having been put, the
President declared the second reading
carried· by an absolute majority of the
whole number of melLbers of the Council.
The Bill was read a second time, passed
through Committee without amendment,
and read a third time with the concurrence of an absolute m.ajority OIf the
House.
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an honorable member to be good enDugh
to move the adjournment of the debate on
this Bill owing to ,a certain development
in another place. 11. Select Committee
was appointed by the Legislative l1.Ssembly to report upDn certain statements
cDntained in a letter from Mr. A. G.
Michell.. That Committee IT.I.'et" and has
made the following report: .

The Select Committee appointed to inquire
into and report upon the statements contained
in the letter from Mr. A. G. Michell, read
to the House by the honorable member for
COMMONWEALTH POWERS (AIR Benambra (Mr. Beardmore), has the honour
to report to your Honorable House as fol·
NAVIGATION) BILL (No.2).
lows:The statements contained in Mr. Michell's
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney-o
General).-By leave, I wish to refer tD letter are shown in inverted commas, and were
considered by the Committee. seriatim, and the
the point raised by Mr. McNamara re- decisions arrived at are 'as follows:garding this measure, which is to refer
1. "The table of cost read by Sir John
Monash does not fairly represent the relato the Common wealth Parliament certain
tive positions of the Kiewa and Morwell
matters in connexion with air navigation.
schemes."
The honorable member raised the quesIt was admitted by Sir John Monash, in
tion as tD whether this measure required his address to the members of both Houses
an absolute majDrity Df both Houses of last Tuesday evening, that the two schemes
There is a difference lIi were not comparable in every respect, ,but that
Legislature.
opinion on the matter, but it is thought the comparison made fairly represented the
relative value of the two schemes.
desi~able, from the point Df view of safety,
The report and estimates of the Kiewa
that the Bill should receive an absDlute scheme were prepared by Mr. Michell, and is
majo,rity. I will therefore ask honorable the only report available. The Electricity
ffiem bers to pass the second and third Commissioners admit that the figures for that
scheme are correct, and that the Kiewa or
readings by an absolute majority.
some other water scheme must ultimately be
The Bill was read a first time.
linked up with the Morwell scheme, and they
look upon the lattel' scheme as only the first
The HDn. A. ROBINSON (Attorney- portion of the scheme to be completed.
General).-I move2. "I would like to make it clear that
the comparison entirely misrepresents and
That the Bill be read a second time.
makes misleading use of the figures of my
The motion having been put, the
Kiewa report. My Kiewa scheme is, of
course, 'a continuous load scheme (adapted
President declared the second reading
to operate at 80 per ,cent. load factor),
carried by an absolute majority of the
and is capable of supplying 270,000,000
whole number of members of the Council.
units at Melbourne in a drought year.
The Bill was read a second time, passed
The Morwell scheme, for which the costs
are given, is a scheme only adapted to
through Committee without amendment,
supply the low load factor, a total Meland read a third time with the concurbourne consumption of 170,000,000 units."
rence of an absolute majority of the
The Kiewa scheme is certainly designed as a
House .
continuous load scheme to operate at a SOper
cent. load factor, to supply the units specified.
I t would be uneconomical to design the Kiewa
ELECTRIGITY SUPPLY LOAN
scheme for a less .output, but as the demand
BILL.
in Melbourne is much less than that amount,
The debate (adjourned from the pre- there is no warrant for that scheme at previous day) OIn the motiolll of the Hon. A. sent. Mr. Michell admits t~is. On the other
Robinson (Attorney-General) for the hand, it is incorrect to say that the Morwell
scheme is only adapted to suppfy 170,000,000
second reading of this Bill was re- units at a low load factor. The full capacity
sumed.
for which it is designed would give a supply
about 370,000,000 units, and the Electricity
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney- of
Commissioners state that the plant would
General).-By leave, I wish to make a work to that capacity. The .present proposal
statement to hDnorable members. It will is to work it at 42 per' cent. load factor, bebe recollected that last evening I asked cause that is~ what will produce 170,000,000
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if the full capacity were attempted there would
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seen of a confidential. re,Eort to the Hailwa.y
Department by Mr. ::\lerz.
Sir John 1\:[onash explained that such report
was directed to a different phase of the problem, and as Mr. Merz has, in his report of
12th November. I!H9, to the Electricity Commissioners, stated that in his opinion the proposal to generate electric power at 1\:[orwe11
ought certainly to be proceeded with, the Committee is of opinion that Mr. Michell's reference to the confidential report is based on a.
misunderstanding.
Mr. Michell admitted that he was not conversant with the details of the Morwell scheme.

be a danger of a breakdown owing to insufficient stand-by provided. He is ~ po,ver expe~·t
of areat distinction and expenence, and Ius
opil~ion is entitled to weight. Mr. Harper,
however, states that the stand-by is sufficient,
and states there is additional stand-by at NewP()~t, which gives extra secu:ity.
~e Co~
mit tee might have had some dIfficulty III decIding as between two such experts as Mr.
Michell and Mr. Harper, but each of the three
Electricity Commissioners ,pledged his professional reputation that the plant would work
up to an 80 per cent. load factor without increase of capital cost, and the 'Committee finds Committee Hoom,
this to be true.
State Pilrliament House,
3. "You are also aware that the Mor16th December, 1920.
well costs were prepared in November, • That is the report, and I am sorry I have
1919, and that very 'considerable increases
.
f
h
bl
in prices of ntatel'ial and labour took pla?e not print-ed COpIes or onora e mem·before my Kiewa report was presented, III ber.s.
September this year."
The Hon. A. BELL.-Will members be
Your Committee finds that 'the evidence indir
.h . f h
rt ~
cates that there should not be any additional sUPP led WIt C01Jles 0 t at repo . .
The Hon. A. ROHINSON.-Certainly.
cost in view of the falling prices of machinery
and materials; but, assuming that .the cost
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-With reof the Morwell scheme would now be 25 per
cent. more than the 1919 estimate, it would gard to the supply of electricity for this
still leave the cflpital cost of the :;\1'orwe11 ~tate, my own view of the matter, alscheme one and a half million pounds less 'than though I am not an expert, is that ,it
the Kiewa scheme.
would be a. very fine thing to have both
4. "The Morwell estimate also omits schemes-the water scheme and the Morcosts of opening the coal-field, cost of
branch railway line, staff accommodation, well scheme. It seems to me tha,t in con&c., while the Kiewa p.stimates include all nexion with the Kiewa scheme one or two
the corresponding charges."
things have been ovedooked. If we had
The cost of opening the coal-fields is in- headworks and dams constructed at Kiewa.
eluded in the cost of coal. The cost of branch for the production of water power the
railway line and staff accommodation is also
te
Id b
d
ft
.
h d
included in the Mor.well estimate, but the cost wa r wou
e use, a er lt
a
of housing the workers is not included, as the been applied to the generation of elecmen will be charged rent which covers interest tricity, for irrigating' parts 'of the State.
and sinking fund on the c<>st of buildings.
The other matter is (fpOp08 of a. question
5.. , If my opinion were asked I would I asked Sir John Monash the other night.
say that neither scheme should be under- I
.
taken at the present, as immediate require- . t was as to whelther one is justIfied in
ments can be more economically met by a usin.g up, the potential power of the State,
power station in Melbourne. 'rhe Govern- that is the coal power, when we have
ment has been advised to th.is effect quite natural power that can be utilized. By
recently {)n much better authority than this me'ans you could reservel the potential
mine."
.
Your Committee is satiMied that as the mBin power for more useful industrIes in the
Gippsland railway line would have to be dupli- . futurel. Both 'these matters should be
cated to carry the ~raillc necessitated by the considered by the C<?Jllmission and by the
transport to Melbourne of 330,000 tons of Government be'fore they decide on either
brown coal to su.pply a 'power station in Mel- schoeme'. The one is thel way the water
bourne, it would. be more economical to have impounded in the dams could be utilized
the principal power station at Morwell, -with an
auxilinry station at Newport, and recommends for irrrgation after it had been used for
that the lVIorwell "chem.c should be proceeded power purposes.
That would reduce
with im.mediately on the lines proposed by the materially the' cost of thel one scheme as
Electricity Commission, viz.:against the other. If it cost ,a little mOore
.A celltral generating station at Morwell, to use' na.tural,power in the produotion of
an auxiliary station in the metropolis, and e1lectricity, would it not be better to spend
the utilization of water power at a subse- the money in getting the natural power so
quentstage when a fuller supply is required.
..
as to reserve the potential power in coal
AIr. Michell stated the reference to another for other purposes ~ I do not place much
O'pinion y~'as based upon extracw~which :he ha:d confidence in estimates, in view of the
Hon. A. Robinson.
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estima,tes we had in connexion with the
electri:fi.catiO'l1 of the suhurban railways.
I believe it was said in one 'of- our Houses
that the electrification scheme would cost
only £3,000,000. I have been informed
that it has already eost £7 ,000,000, an~
that it is not nearly completed. If estImates are to go astray to that extent
they cannot be taken for much. It seems
to me that the Morwell scheme was first
instituted with the object o~ supplying
:Melbourne with electric power and to
saVe the undertakers in Melbourne from
reconstructing their plants. There is no
doubt in my mind that the scheme when
construct-ed will stay in Melhourne. "That
will operate very badly in regard to centralization in M-elbourne.
'Ve really
want lIllore people in the country, and if
we do not extend these developmental
schemes outside the city we shall increase
the population of the city and furthe-r
deplete the population of the country.
If we could develqp our electricity scheme
something on the plan of the r-ail~ay~,
if we could have a fiat rat-e, and dIstrIhute the current so as to make Melbourne
pay a little towards the development of
electrical pOower in the country, it would
be a step in the direction of decentralization. The-re can be no question that, unless power can be taken out of l\1:elbourne
long before large quantities can be sold
on the basis of a fiat rate', we shall have
all the manufacturing industries close to
Morwell or els81 in the city of :M-elbourne.
The Hon. E. L. KIER~AN.-Do you
think it would be better to have no Morwell -scheme?
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-I am in
favour of the development of anything
for the benefit of the people. There are
abOout 749,000 peo,ple in the metropolis,
and little Imore than 600,000 in the country.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-That is due
to present conditions.
The Hon. Dr. HA.RRIS.-It is due to
the centralizing power of this State. Ea.ch
of our States is centralizing in one capital.
Th-ey are each making one port, and
utilizing practically all the developmental
money in the capital. The country gets a
little BOp occasionally, like tbe Bill passed
to-night to encourage industries in the
country, but the Morwell schemes are fOor
the city. The gentlemen who represent
this State in Parliam.ent and other States
in Parliament 'throughout AustraJia are
not seriously tackling the matter of decen-
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tralization. I think that we should take
up the question of decentralization in
earnest, and do somet-hing with the object
of getting more people in the country.
'Ve need more than .one,great city in Victoria. I think I have stated a few facta
wOorthy of the consideration of honorable
Plembers.
The motion was agr-e-ed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and cOommitted.
Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to.
Clause 5-(CProviding that,the proceeds
of the loan shall be applied to the several
purposes mentioned in the schedule to this
Act).
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.This clause has reference to the schedule
to the Act. I do not like such a large
provision as £70,000 for offices for the
Commission. That seems to be a huge
e...~penditure.
Surely the Commission
could obtain offices at much less cost.
This is one of the usual instances of a
large expenditure in the city of ~rel
bourne. If this £70,000 was distributed
oyer the State it would provide numerous
public works in places where the people
are continually asking for necessary public buildings. In Geelong, for instance,
we have been asking for year.s for a decent court. It would mean only a comparatively small ex.penditure. The plans
of the court-house are, I think, under
consideration.
-This amount should
really not appear in the Bill. The expenditure should be confined to what is
absolutely necessary. Of course, all the
other items are necessary, but I feel that
the House would be doing wrong in agreeing to an expenditure of £70,000 for erecting offices for the Oommissioners.
The Hon. A. ROlB'IN,SON (AttorneyGeneral) .--'The question of office accommodation for the Electricity Commissioners has given us the greatest concern
for some considerable time. Honorable
members are aware that a big staff, such
as the Commissioners will have, will 1'0quire a great deal of floor space. The
Commissioners, wit.h the aid of their own
staff, and the aid of the Government staff,
have been scouring the city for months
past to get ihe necessary office aCCOmmo~
dation. They ,cannot .get the accommodation tha t is required in connexion
with a big undertaking of this kind.
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It. would be necessary to have first
class natural light in the offices.
The rent for such accommodation as
would be required would be fully
£4,000 a year. The honorable member
knows that the 'Treasurer is of a cautious
disposition. He was at first disinclined
to sanction this expenditure. On going
into the matter, however, with the Commissioners as a purely ht~siness propo.sition, he agreed to it, although he was
opposed to it at the first blush. With this
expenditure the Commissioners will be
able to get' sufficient space for their own
requirements, and probably four stories
will be available for other Government
offices that are now scattered about the
city.
lSir IHE(NRY WEEDON.-It is. a
question whether the Electricity Commissioners will be able to bring this building
project to .fruition within two years. Can
they guarantee to get the building erected
within that time? There is at present a
scarcity of materials, and there are the
inevitable strikes in every branch of the
trade. I know of one or two strikes in
connexion with buildings of this magnitude, and a man who tackles ,a building
that is to cost £10,000 has no assurance
as to when the building will be completed.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-The
explanation which the Attorney-General
has given somewhat alters the position
with reference to this expenditure. He
sta tes that the new building will provide
accommodation for some of the other
'State Departments. I would remind honorable members, however, that when the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
W,orks came into existence it did not rush
to erect a building for itself for a ,good
many years.
'The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-Because
they could get what accommodation they
wanted. They ,could not get that in the
city now.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.The Electricity, Commissioners, instead
of building in tlle heart of the city, could
go a little way out, and that would reduce
the expenditure on this item. However,
the explanation that the Minister has
given has m'ade Some difference in the
way in which this item is to be viewed.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining -cIa uses and the schedule.
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The Bill was reported without amendment, E!-nd the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon . .1\.. ROBINSON (Attorney-<General), the Bill was
read a third time.
BILLS RE,AD A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills were received
from the Legislative Assembly, and, on
the motion of the Hon. A. ROBINSON
(Attorney",General), were read a £rst
time:State Electricity Commission Bill.
F'actories and Shops Bill (N 0 '. 3).
RAIL,WAYS (PAYMENTS<) BILL.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) moved the second reading of this
Bill. He said-This is a small mea'sure for'
several purposes. It is to provide for payment of the awards recently made by the
Railways Classi£cation Board, and also
to provide for any payments necessitated
by increase of Wages Board's' determinations, ,and for the payment of such increased eost of coal, used in railway working, as may arise from an increase in
coal miners' wages. With regard to the
Railways Classi£cation Hoard's award, I
may say that it is only within the last
few days that the Government has received the awards on the several points at
issue. As honorable members, no doubt,
well understand, t.he amount required to
meet the increased cost of coal is still very
uncertain. It, of course, is most desirable
that the provision for expenditure of this
nature should appear under Railway votes,
find it is intended, thm'efore, to make pro-.
vision under the Supplementary Estimates for recoup to the special appropriation of the amount charged thereto
under authority of this Bill.
We are
doing what was done in the last Parliament, 'and that is, making a general appropriation to meet these railway claims, as
we cannot See exactly what they are'at the
presen t time.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I support the second reading of this Bill.
I recognise that we have to pay the awards
under the Classsi£cation Board referred
to in this Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and afte,rwards passed through its remaining stages.
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RAILWAYS BILL.
This Bill was received froOm the Legislative Assembly, and, on the, motion of the
Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney-General),
was read a first time.
METROPOLITAN GAS COMPANY'S
BILL~

The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I moveThat all the Standing Orders relating to
private Bills be suspended in relation to this
Bill, and that the Bill be treated as a public
Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) moved the second reading of th~s
Bill. He said-The object of this Bill IS
to empower the Metropolitan Gas Company to raise further share capital .and
what I miay refer to as further debenture capital.
As honorable members are probably aware, the company
has by Act of Parliament porwer to raise
a: snare capital of £1,000,000, and to issue
debentures to an equal amount. The Act
specially proiVides that the debentures
must never exceed the share capital. The
company wants to raise further funds. It
has a very substantial overdraft, and it is
being pressed for new works-that is to .
say, there are over 600 houses which it is
wished to connect with the gas supply,
but the cOODpany has not sufficient funds
for the purpose. In times past the company sold shares at a premium, which was
credited. ill the books to what was called
the "premium capital account." That
premium capital account amounts to
£584,000. Clause 3 of this Bill allows the
company to issue debentures not only to
t·he amount ,00 the share capital, but to
the amount 0'£ the pr:emium capital as
well. We have safeguarded this provision,
so that the sections of the Metropolitan
Gas Company's Act which might allow it
to increase the price of gas cannot take
effect. It is only for the purpose .of issuing debentures that the premium capital
can be taken into account. Clause 3 will
give the company power to issue debentures to the amount of £584,000, and
they .owe about that amount to-day. In
clause 2 we give it, power to raise another £500,000 by share capital, and that
will carry with it the right to issue anothe'r
£500,000 worth of debentures. Those debentures, however, cannOtt be issued until
the shares have been ta~en up. I want
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honora.ble members to clearly p.nderstand
that these particular clauses have been
mos~ carefully scrutinized by the two
members .of the Gas Inquiry Board-Mr.
Hogg and Mr. Pitt-and they are satisfied
that the company's power to increase the
price .of gas or increase its dividends will
not be affected; that is to S'ay, that the Bill
will not confeT any benefit on the company
as regards an increaBei in either the dividend or the price of gas. Clause 4 is a
somewhat technical prorvision repealing
section 65 of the principal Aot, which says
that trustees may invest in debentures of
the Gas Company unless forbidden by their
trust instrument, or unless " some particular IIl.J)de of jnvestroent is thereby prescribed." One of the trustee comp'anies
wished to invest in these debentures, but,
after examining no end of wills,· they
found that they all pTescribed sOlDe particular mode 'of investment, and, therefore,
the company was ·prevented from doing so.
In England trustees can take up debentures in railway:, canal, and many othe,r
companie's. Here they may even invest
in the debentures of the Geelong Harbor
Trust. That being so, surely the debentures 0.£ the Metropolitan G.as Company
would be quite a legitimate investment for'
trustees. I should like to relad to honorable members the programme of works
proposed by the company. It is as follows : 1. New ordinary street mains
(with services)
...
..•
2. Two million per day carbonizing
plant, with auxiliary plant ...
3. Fitzroy new gasholder (£5,000)
4. Two new gasholders
...
5. New supply mains and auxiliary
plant
...
...
...
6. Normal expansion, new mains
and services, per annum
7. Normal expansion over five
years of carbonizing and auxiliary plant
......
8. Stoves, fires, bath-heaters, and
other apparatus now sold on
hire purchase, per annum
(say)
...
...
...
9. New meters per annum (say)

£
15,000
150,000
24,000
150,000
175,000
60,000
600,000

50,000

• 10,000

Honorable Imembers will see that the
carrying out of those works will me,an
the employment of a, large number of
p8lOjple. I believe that representa.tions
have been made to the effect that if the
Bill is not passed it will mean a considerable loss of employment.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I have
never boon able to understand why we
should not give the Metropolitan Gas
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Company p~'wer to. increa~ its capital a~d
debentures in orde'!'" tha.t It may exteilld Its
activities as necessary to tmeet the demands of the public, when by doing so'we
would not in any way prejudice whatever
rights the State has to take over the
business.
The Hon. 'V. J. BECKETT:-If ever we
have a Gove,rnment bold enough to face
the question.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I agree
that it would be be,tte,r. forr a. Gove-rnment
to take it over than to be oO'wardly enough
not to allow the business to pursue its
na"u.ral course of develOjpment. I have
been a member of one O'r two Governments which would not give' the nece·ssary
power to the company to extend its work
to meet the public demands, and I rum
glad that the present Government is doing
it. It is probahly more necessary at this
time than any other. An expenditure of
over £1,00.0,000 will be involved in the
works mentioned by the Attorney-Gene,ral,
and, whether the conceTn is in the hands
of ,the oompan~or the_State, those works
will have to bel carried. out in order to
meet legitimate requirem.elllts. Why Parliament is willing to pass authority for
Government expenditure, and yet not
allow the sa.me tOI be done in the case of
this public utility, I have neve,r been ahle
to understand. I have not a farthing's
inte!I'est in the company.
I have
been
a
member
of
Governlillents
which ha.ve been appealed to by
the company, and I have steered clear
of any intere~t in ihe' enterprise.
Therefore, ·r am gratified that we are at
last g~illlg to cIo the right. thing. I hope
members rlltake the' sam.e view of this
matter that I havej and will give this Bill
a speedy passage..
The motion waS! agreed to.
The BiH lV'aS' then read a. second time,
and committed.
Clause 1 was' agreed to.
01ause 2-(Amendment of No. 586,.
seC!tlon 29, as to increase o-f ·capital) .
The Hon. D. L. McN:AMARA.-This
is s. Brll that we have been threatened
with for. a nl!llmber of years, but perhaps
Dat eocactly- in. the form in which it is
DOW suhmitted· to us.
As I understand
tlr8 pooticn, this Bill will enable the
company to increase its. capital by
.£5QO,OOO
a.nd
its
debentures
by
'£1,000',000.
I am not quite &ure if,
lIntner the princ·ipal Act, any direction is
l

l
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giyen as to the Tate of interest which can
be paid on debentures. I am concerned
about that in this way: The debentures
can be ma.de so attractive that the
payment of dividends on the capital
will make it appear that the business is
not being carried on as successfully as it
really is. By fixing a high rate of interest on the debentures a liability would
be ·created against the business of the company which would make the profits seem
to be less than they really are.
The Ron. A. ROBINsoN.-If a trick of
that kind were practised the Government
of the day would soon deal with the company.
The Ron. D. L. McNAMARA.-We
know it is a common thing with companies and banks.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-I have no
knowledge where anything of that sort
takes place.
.
The Hon. D. L. McNAl\fA.RA.-It is
a common thing for banks and companies
to water their stock.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-The honorable member may call it watering the
capital when a company distributes hitherto undivided profits.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I do
not know exactly what is ·done, but dust
is thrown in the eyes of the public. While
the profits are really equal to 20 per cent.,
they are shown as being only equal to 7
or 8 per cent. If this company is able
to manipulate the rate of interest on debentures in that way it might be claimed
that the husiness is not as 'profitable as
it.ooght to be, and that fact offered as an
excuse for putting up the price of gas.
The Ron. W. L. B.AILLIEu.-I have
never' heard of any such thing as that
being done.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I
want to have an assurance as to whether
there is any a"{ed rate of interest in regard to the issue of debentures.
The Hon. J. MciWHAE.-We asked the
chairman of the ·Metropolitan Gas Oompany Limited about this matter, and he
said the rate would be 8 per cent.
,The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-That
is something definite, at any rate:
The Hon. W. L. ,BAILLIEu.-They
would be glad if· you could show them
where they could get the money at 7 per
cent.
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Tl~e Hon. D. L. McNAM.A..RA.-I suppose, under present circumstances, 8 1?er
cent. is not an unreasonable rate of Interest to pay.
Sir HENRY WEEDON.-You can trust
the company to do the right thing.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I
would not trust anyone in a matter of
this sort. There should be a legal obligation on the company to do the right
t1;ting. I have called attention to this
matter so that if what I suggest does take
place it cannot be said that the pOflsibility
of such a scheme was not pointed out.
TheRon. E. L. KIERN'AN.-We have
been informed by Mr. McWhae that the
Gas Oompany is willing to pay 8 per cent.
on the debenture stock. I should like to
know if the debentures are to be open to
the public, or whether the shareholders
only will be permitted to take them up ~
It must not be forgotten that when the
profits of ~hi~ company go below a certain
rate the price of gas can be automatically
increased.
The Ron. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I have looked at the clause relating to the borrowing powers of the com.. pany, and I find that they have authority
to borrow money from time to time in
such sums as the directors may think fit.
Of course" that is limited by a later section which says that the debenture~ must
not exceed the capital. All the debentures are to rank equally with each other.
Mr. McNamara was probably right in
calling attention to the position. If any
company with a constitution conferred by
Act of Parliament were guilty of the
transactions he suggests, it would soon be
brought to book, and the Government
would be perfectly justified ·in taking away
its franchi~e or otherwise dealing with it
in a ,drastic manner. We oug-ht not to
assume that this company would do what
he suggests. With regard to the profits
of the company, I do not know what they
are likely to be, in view of the demands
being made by the coal miners. As to
the issue of the debentureEl, I understand
that half the shares in this company are
held in small lots by people of moderate
means. It is not likely that these people
will be able to take up very many of the
de'bestures. I am afraid, from the experience I have had, that it may not, b~
an easy matter to raise the money which
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is required. People who have money to
lend are very cute theBe days, and insist
upon the best terms. This company will
have to make the best terms it can, and
there is not the slightest reason to think
that it would resort to the trickery which
has been suggested.
..r'he clause wa~ agreed to" as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was repo(l"ted without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Ron. A.
ROBINSON (Attorney-General), the Bill
was read a third time.
LAND BILL.
The motion of the Ron. Frank Olarke
(Minister of Public Works) for the
second reading of this Bill was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
ST.A:TE' ELECTRIOITY
COMMIISSION BILL.,
The Ron. A. ROBINISON (AttorneyGeneral) moved the second reading of
-this .Bill. He said-This Bill is to amend
the law in regard to the Electricity Oommission. We have ,already passed a measure providing funds for the business of
the Oommissioners, and, this measure
mHkes some alterations in the principal
Act which constituted the Electricity
Commissioners. I t is proposed to call
t,hem the State Electricity Commission,
in the same way as the State Rivers
and W aterSupply Oommission was de~ignated the W ater .~upply Oommission.
As honorable members know, there are at
present three Oommissioners-Professor
Lyle, Mr. Swinburne, and Sir Robert
Gibson.
The Government 'a ppointed
Lieutenant-General Sir John Monash
general manager on the understanding
that the Oommission would be reconstituted, and that he would !be appointed
chairman, and be a whole-time officer in
that eapacity. , The other members of the
Oommission are in the nature of directo,rs. Clause 5 provides that there shall
be four Oommissioners, and that the
ehairman shall ibe Sir John Monash if he
js ,willing to accept the position.
On
being appointed chairman he win cease
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to ;be general manager. The Bill proposes certain al tera tions in the existing
law, which it may he just as well for me
to in;d·icate. One of them relates to the
absence ·of Oommissioners £rom meetings.
The 'Work has enormously increased beyond what was originally ,contemplated,
and the Commissioners have to meet at
least twice a week. In addition, they
have to deal with a great amount of work
at other times than Board meetings. It
is ,proposed that instead Df giving them
fees they shall get the same remuneration, £500, which will be paid in the
same way as an ·ordinary salary. Then
there is a provision which incapacitates a
per·son from holding any office or ,place of
profit ,on the ground of interest· in the
same way ·as member·s of Parliament and
municipal councillors are incapacitated.
Power is given to the IOommission to
operate works for the production of raw
brown ·coal, briquetting works, and byproduct recovery works. Another dause
in the Bill validates 'certain Orders in
Oouncil under which the Oommissioners
have acquired the land necessary to carry
on electrjcal brown coal undertakings in
the Morwell district.
The Oonimissioners are empowered to establish a
township at Morwell for the housing of
the employees, and provide for their convenience ,and comfort. Honorable members who heard the address delivered by
Sir John lVlonash the other night· will be
in accord with the i·dea that the township to be erected there should ,be habitalble in the 'best sense oO'f the word, and we
hope that it will serve as a model for
future townships of an irtdootrial character. The Oommission has power to let
the dwellings that are erected on
the land, 'and every ,other consequential matter relating to the township
is to be in the hands of the Commission
until Parliame~t thinks fit to provide
otherwise. There is an important provision which says that a municipal council is not to :be entitled to an order under
the Electric Light and Power Act in any
case where the Commission recommend
to the Minister that such ·order ishould not
be granted. There ha'Ve been cases in
which ·some ·councils have, on what might
be called advice tainted by .self-interest,
been misled into indulging in schemes
which have meant considerable loss to the
Hon
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ratepayers. There is also a dause giving
power to any ,council to a p.ply to the
. Commission for the transmission -and
supply to the ,council of electricity. The
clause ·contains a provision which will
enable the ,Oommission to place the whole
of its technical knowledge at the disposal
of any particular ,council, and see that
the works that are .constructed are of a
character likely to be 'suitUible to the district, and also fit in with the general
principle of co-ordination in electric supply, which, .after all ·said and done, was
the :basis on which we esta'blished this
legislation.
The Oommission is given
the 'power to acquire undertakings by
agreement with the approval of the Governo~ in Council, and after such inquiries have been made .as the Minister
thinks fit. Honorable members will recollect that in 1918 Ipower was given to
the Railways Commissioners to lSupply
electricity in bulk .to pers.ons in what is
roughly called the Footscray area.
It
was realized that when the Newport station was ·completed, it would be ahead of
the sUlburban railway electrification
scheme, and that there would be a surplus
of .power which, in the interests of the
public, should be .sold so that the revenue
wOllld accrue to the State. An arrangement is being made whieh is most desirable, and ha~ the approval of the Railways Oommissioners, whereby the Electricity Oommissioners will purchase this
power in bulk from the Railway.s Commissioners, and the Electricity Oommissioners will be the suppliers of that power
to the Ipersons in that particular district.
'l'hesupply of electrical energy to eustomer.s is not. a function of the Railways
Oo::nmissioners ,at all, and Parliament
only passed the Act of 1918 as a temporary measure. This Bill vests the ,power
of :supply in the hands of the Electricity
Oommissioners, and they will take the
power in bulk from the Railways CommlSSlOners. That is a provision the common sense of which will commend itself
to honoraTIle members.
The Oommission will have the widest power of regulation in all matters connected with the
scheme. Honorable members know that
the Oommission has the power to establish a BOiard to license wiremen, and on
that BDard it has selected three very
good representatives, one ,of them being
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a representative of the employees, another
,of the employers, with a chairman, who is
.an impartial penson possessing technical
By that means they have
knowledge.
succeeded in that particular branch of
their work in getting harmonious cooper,ation between all ·sections.
After
what has taken place in the last few days
it is 'desirable that this Bill should rbe
passed into law, and that the propo.sed
powers .should be granted to the Electricity ·Oommissioners in the public interest.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Honorable member.s will realize that this measure is complementary to the Bill which
we have already passed. Having passed
the one we must, as a matter of course,
pass this.
The lIon. W. J. BEcKETT.-It mcreases the expense as well.
The Hon. W. L. B.AILLIEU.-I do
not know how the undertaking will beC!arriedout without doing that.
Personally, I accept the programme which is
indicated by the Bill, and the terms and
cOllditions under which it is .proposed to
carry it out. I do not feel competent to
suggest that they can be .altered in any
way. No ,doubt, from year to yea:r, we
shall have amending measures as experieuce suggests l1seful alterations in the
In principle, I
legislative machinery.
agree with the whole of the measure. The
State is to be congratulated on the Commission which will have charge of the
scheme and on securing the services of
the gentleman who win be at the head of
affairs. The four gentlemen named are
well known, and their presence on the
Oommission insures that the most will be
made of this great undertaking. Reference was made by the A. ttorney-G~neral
to the Electricity Oommissioners taking
charge of the supply which goes to Footscray. I take it that that will not mean
that the Footscray IOouncil will be penalized in any way, but that the power will
be ·supplied as cheaply as by the Railways Oommissioners. Like many other
important Bills, this measure comes to us
in the last hours of the session. However, I have" great pleasure in supporting
the second reading.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clauses 1 to 15 were agreed to.
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Clause 16-(Power of Commission to
contract with municipal councils for supply of electricity, &c.).
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-We
know that councils under an A.r.t pas.sed
some years ago have entered into a contract which expires in 1925.
Many
councils are very anxious to undertake
the distribution ·of electric current in
their Own districts. In the province which
I represent, some of the councils will be
very anxious to make arrangements with
the Commissioners.
Probably several
councils, like those of Oollingwood, Richmond' and :Fitzroy will act in combination, and I am glad to see this power
given to the Oommissioners. I know that
it is the intention of the Oollingwood and
Richmond Oouncils, at any rate, to take
advantage of the opportunity if it is given
them.
.
The Han. W. J. BECKETT.-I did
propose to. speak at some length on the
motion for the second reading of this
Bill, but I recognise the futility of
doing so at this early hour 0'£ the morning. This matter has a .good deal 0.£ interest for ther municipalities in the metropolitan area. One of the facto·rs to be
taken into. considera.tion is the alteration
of the present conduits. We have been
told that electricity will be supplied in
bulk to various stations, I presume on the
single phase current.
The Hon. A. ROBINsoN.-On the three
phase current.
The Han. W. J. BECKETT.-Is that
the current supplied by the Melbourne
Ci ty Oouncil?
The Han. A. ROBINSON.-Yes.
The Han. "\V. J. BECKETT.-Then it
is not the same current as that supplied
by t,he Melbourne Electric Supply Company~

The Han. A. ROBINSoN.-That company has the single phase current.
The Ron. W. J. BECKETT.-\Vill
the change affect the present oonduits ~
The Han. A. ROBINsoN.-Yes, one will
have to be substituted fo.r another. The
wires and mains win have to be alteired.
The Han. \V. J. BECKETT.-I
recollect that when this matter was first
brQught before Parliament o.ne of tIle reforms contemplated was the prorvision of
a uniform current throughout the metropolis.
At the present time we have
various phases. The point is particularly
interesting, as it means that the change
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will involve an enormous cost which so far
know has not yet been considered.
The conduits are expensive. The majority
of them are laid underground, but the
M.elbourne Electric Supply Company recently otbtained permission to run t1?-eir
high tEl>llsion power in cahles overhead.
That is a most dangerous practice. The
cable is about three 0'r four feet above
the othe,r wires, and if any accident happened there would be chaos throughout
the whole system. The Melbourne Electric
Supply Company t0'ld the Fitzroy C0'uncil
that 'the Otverhl€ad wireS were- being
erected by the direction of the Electricity
C0'mmissiolJ.lers. I did not believe that
to be t.he fact, and it may be recollected
that I asked oertain questions in this
House in regard t0' the matter. As a result of the repregentations of the 1\1e1bourne Electric Supply Company the
Fitzro~ Council allowed the overhead
wires to be put in Fitzroy-street, which
is only about thirty f.eet wide. In the
eVBnt of a fire or any accident occurring
the cable WOtuid be a source of great
danger. We purpose in the near future
to take over the Melb0'urne Electric E'upply C0'mpany's undertaking in Fitzroy.
• The Order in Council under which that
company works in Fitzroy will expire
in about two years' time, and if we have
in taking OVel" the system to alter the
conduits, it will mean an enormous expense to municipalities. Not only.that,
but it will render the fittings of rrivate
individuals useless. I do not think this
aspect of thel question has be-en properly
considered.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON .-It has been
under very full consideration for some
time past. There are big problems connected with it.
TheRon. W. J. BECKETT.-W:ewant
to know at· the earliest possible moment
what it is propos·ed to dOl in the way of
getting a uniform current. I do not know
if the municipalities will receive any assistance in making the .change which may
be necessary. Pools seem to be popular
nowadCl:Ys, and that would be a· fair way
of doing wha:t is necessary.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-The honorable member has
touched upon an imp0'rtant subject in· an
interesting manner. One of the main reasons f0'r appointing the Electricity Commission was to :::ecure uniformity and CO'ordination of all the electric supply undertakings. It was pointed out in the
a.s 1.
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early stages of the debates on this nlatter
that we .haCL the singlle phase in one.
district, an alternating phase in another,
and a 25-oycle frequency in another
place. This variety of £lYBtems can only
.he com pared to a series -of breaks of gauge
on a railway line. Extracts from reports
of experts in Great Britain which were
laid bef0're honorable members a few
years ago showed . that it was essential
that the system of supply should he coordinated. The matter which the h0'norable member has menti0'ned has not
been lost sight of. I know frorq my own
knowledge that the Electricity 'CommissinneTS regard it as a very important one,
and they have devoted a, tremendous
amount of time to the financial aspect of
the matter. We are fortunate in being
able to benefit hy the mistakes which
have been made in other parts of the
world. It has been estimated that to
bring about uniformity in the electrio
system in Great Britain to provide for an
interchange of current would cost
£90,000,000. It is possihle to change a
25-cycle frequency to a. 50-cycle. With a
25-cycle frequency there would be a
flickering ~n lamps which would make
them objectiona.ble, but that current is
quite sufficient for industrial ~urpnses.
A 25-cycle frequency is regarded as the
standard in England, and it will be the
standard herre. I think fuaJA ,concreteproposals in regard to uniformity and ·coordina tion will be reported on by the
Commissioners at n0' distant date, but
h'onorahl.e ;members :will ~agreel tbat a~
this stage it would be mos~ unwise from a
business point of view for the Commissioners to disclose what is in their minds
in regard to this math~r.
.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I do
not wish to delay the debate, but there
is one point I omitted to mention.
I understand that the franchise of the
Melbourne Electric Supply COilPpany, so
far as municipal districts is concerned,
expires in about twenty months·.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON .-N()i. Twentyf0'ur m0'nths.
The Hon.W. i. BEOKETT.-The
point I want to make is that the conduits
belong to the Electric Supply Company.
We do not want to enter into any agreement which will transfer these conduits
to the councils if they .have su.bsequently
to be changed. It would be better fOor
the councils to go on with a system of
their own, and purchase power in bulk
0
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from. the Commission. If we enter into
a.ny agre€ment with the' Company, we
rna y find ourselves compelled to take over
e. syste:m that would be useless to us.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
rellnaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported without arr..endment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney-General), the ·Bill was
read a third time.
SPOTSWOOD LAND BILL.
The HOll. J. 1\icWHAE (Honorary
Minister) moved the second reading of this
Bill. He said~Some forty-nine years ago
a certain block of land at Spotswood was
reserved for quarry purposes. It lay dormant for forty-nine years, when the
Me>tropolitan Gas Company secured a
promise fo,r a portion of it, amounting to
13 acres 3 roods 14i perches. That promise
has fallen through for certain reasons.
. Another applicant fOir the land, called the
Phosphate Co-operative Company of Australia Limited, has come into the field.
This company is warmly supported by the
farming community. Re'presentatives of
the cOimpany. accompanied by members d
Parliament, waited on the then Assistant
Minister of Lands and reFresented that
, this was the only site on which the company could successfully carryon operations. At the deputation the chairman of
the company stated that it has a nominal
capital of £300,000, of which £130,000 is
being subscribed, and. £2 per share has
been paid up on 30,{)00 shares. He stated
that they intended to. extend their operations. The remarks of the chairman of
the company showed the great necessity
for the Government assisting in finding a
suitable site for the manufacture of fertilizers. It was shown that nOI other site on
Crown lands around Melbourne offered
as great advantages as th~ site refe'rred to in thel Bill. The effect of the
comEany getting the site will be to reduce
the cost of production, which will be to
the 'advantage of farmers. The Bill meets
with the approval of the Railways Commissioners. The prioo to be paid for the
land is to be decided by competent valuers
a.ppointed by the, Minister. The company
must pay a. deposit Df a.t le'sst 15 per cent.
of the purchase money. and the balance
is to be paid in six half-yearly instalments. The ra.te of inter-est is to be 5 per
cent. The land, as I have said, was re-
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served forty-nine years ago and has been
lying idle ever sinc€!. It is time something was done with it. There is a, grea.t
deal of idle land at Spotswood, and to the
west of Melbourne, that should be covered
with factories. This Bill, is a step in the
right dirootion.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I cOluld
not help thinking, when the Ministe~ was
sa ying that the land had been reserved
for forty-nine years., that there will be
one hearty supporter of the proposition to
put the land to use. I re,fer to Mr. Disney.
The HOll. J. H. DISNEY.-It is in my
electorate.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Iam
sure honorable members will be glad to
support the Bill. It prOfVides, as the Minister has told us, for the sale to a. COlope:(ative company, which we know to be
a:ffiliated with thel farming .community OIf
Victoria. of land for the purpose OIf
rr..anufacturing superphosphates, without
which our great wheat belt cannot prosPeI'. Although at the present time the
farming community is perhaps well
catered for in this respect, I think we
may assume that it is intended to' make
still better provision. I have much pleasure' ill supporting the Bill.
The HOll. J. H. DISNEY.-I have not
received any instruction to oppose or suppOlTt_ this Bill, although the land. de,alt
with is in my electorate. I am pleased
that something is be~ng done with this
Cr?wn land, but I rosel particularly to
pomt out that the l\finister mentiOined
that the company was only to' pay 5 per
cent. on the: balal;lce ()If the purchase
money. We understand that the Government arc paying 6-1' or 7 per ccnt.
for money.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It is not
an uncommon thing, when you are selling
land, to' make the ratel of interest attractive.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEy'.-Possiblyitis
not unusual to give a concession in regard
to the rate of interest in order to induce
people tOI buy land; but the price of this
land istOi bel fixed by valuers so why
should this company be offered 'a, conCt*'"sion in the shape o£ having to ,pay only 5
per cent. on the balance of the purchase
money ~ We are told that in the near
futUre money will be worth 10 per cent.,
and at the present t.ime the banks are
charging 7
8 per cent. Why make this
concession to the compa:ny 1
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The Hon. J. MCWHAE.-If the company pay the mOoney within three years
and do. not want any further concession
from the Gove,rnment we shall get off
very cheaply.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-In vi€l\v
of Jhe low rate of interest, the company
may never pay the balance of the money.
The Hon. J. McWHAE.-They would
forfeit 'their deposit.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I am not
going to ra.ise any objection to the Bill.
I am only tOiO pleas'ed that the Govelrnment is going to! dispose of some of these
Crown lands, and I ho'pe that all of them
will he disposed of.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I support the Bill, but I wish to point out that
in this instance bOith the membe1rs of the
Farme'rs Union and the Gove,rnment have
fOTgotten all aboot the virtues of. decentralizatio,n.
This cO-Q1perative company is going to! ca.rry on operations in
the metropolit.an area. The fact tha,t this
Bill has belen introduced shows that, in
som~ cases, it is necessary to centralize industries.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I desire
to support the Bill. Anyone who has any
knowledge of the industry in question
knows that it must be carried on at the
seaboard. The raw material is .brought
overseas, and it would be ridiculous to
truck it up country.
The Hon. E, L. KIERNAN.-Farmers
Union membe,rs told us, in conne,xion
with another Bill, tha,t operations must
be carried on in the country.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I ve,ry
much doubt if the cases are analogou~,
So far as the rate of interest is concerned, I ~hink the Government are right
in dOling all they can to! support this co'opelI'a,tive company. If I we,re seHing land
rriyseJf at a fair price I dOl not suppose I
would ask mOire than 6 per cent. on the
balance Q1f the purchase money. Thel land,
after aU, is being sold to what is a. public
bodv. and the primary producers are getting the full benefit Df the transaction.
The Hon. E. L., GOUDIE.-I have
very much pleasure indeed in supporting
the Bill, and I compliment the Government on having brought the measure forrward. I was very closelly associated with
a deputation that approached the Minister, and I am very pleased to know that
the ve'ry reasonable· a.rguments that we
put forward have induced the Ministry
to bring this matter to a hea.d. One ini-
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portant phase that should not be overlooked is that this proposition will increase the supply of fertilizers for the
country. There has been a shortage, and
this company is going to assist in maintaining a gOiod supply of fe'rtilizers to
mee,t the increasing demand, thrOoughout
the IState. We are, I think, on the eve of
a very large expansion in regard to settlement. ~he Government propose to throw
open a lot more new country, 'and to provide railway;s, and there will be a large
increase in the demand for fertilizers.
This company will assist to keep that supply up. One or two other sites have been
offered to the company, but in this particular industry it is necessary that there
shall be as little handling of the raw product as ,possible before manufacture to
make it payable. IFor that Teason it is
necessary that they should have a site
with a water frontage. That is the reason
\vhy theca-operative company decided to
start their works on the river. ·We are
not asking the Government to assist us in
establishing the industry, but only to provide a piece of land to st'art the manufactory on.
The motion was agreed to.
'The Bill was, then read a second time, .
and afterwards passed through its remaining stages.
LAND BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Hill.
'
Ola,uses 2 to 9 were agreed to.
Olause 10-(Proceed,s of sales by auction of acquired Crown lands to be paid
into .consolidated Revenue or Victorian
Loans Redemption Fund).
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU ..-!Honorable members will recollect that on the
second reading I said that some further
explanation was required with regard to
this clause. The point I was concerned
about was the 'paTticular form of payment
provided for. However, I am satisfied,
after looking into the ,clause, that there
can be no exception to the terms of it.
'The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and the report was
adopted.
.on the motion of the Hon. FRANK
CLARKE (Minister of Public Works),
the Bill was then read a third time.
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MILDURA IRRIGATION TRUSTS
iBILL.
The H'on. FRANK 'CLARKE (Minister of Public IWorks) moved the second
reading of this Bill. 'He said-This is a
small Bill dealing with the Mildura irriga tion settlement. In days g.one by the
townspeople who had small plots wan ted
special ,concessions of water, but .the town
was not very big in those days 'and so a
special ,area ,was proclaimed ~s a town
area., It was not separated from what is
known 'as the IFirs't Mildura Irrigation
Trust. :It being 'a town area,special representation was required., A separate
sub-committee of the Trust was 'so to
spea;k, ,constituted.
Thel·e w:er~ three
townspeople upon it, and three members
of the CFirst 'Irrigation 'Trust. The town
went on growing, and it has now got a
separate wa'ter supply for irrigation purposes. For ,some time it has been pressing to Ibe 'allowed to -form ·an urban Trust
of its own. The town is sufficiently laro-e
to ,constitute an urban IT-rust and the
~irst Mil~ura .Water Trust has' no objection. 'ThlS BIll, ,therefore, separates off
an urban 'area from the First Mildura
Wiater Trust, with the consent of the
T'rust, ,and is .constituted 'an ur'ban area
by 'itself. That is made dear in sub-Clause
(2) ,of clause 2. my clause 5 the Trust is
advised that under the existing definition
of rateable land it has no power to Tate
college lands, and can only supply water
under a y~arly 'agreement. It is ,desired
to make .college lands rateable when occupied, as with other lands, under the safeguard~ i.nserted in t~is ,clause to protect
the MInIster of Pubhc Instruction. Certain lands were vested in the Minister of
Public Instruction. At present there is
no power to rate these lands. Olause 6
has been inserted by the 1St-ate Rivers and
Water Supply Commission. It provides
that works costing £500 or more ,shfall be
carried out only with the approval of the
Commission, and that ICrown lands shall
not be entered upon except with theapproval of the Governor in ·Council.
Clauses 16 'and 17 have been inserted by
th~ ~tate Rivers 'and ;Water fSupply Oomn11SSlon. Oloause 16 provides that the
Trust shall 'su'bmit annual estimates to
the '90mmission -for TecOl'd; and clause 17
provldes that plans, specifications, and
tendeM for works must be 'approved by
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the IOommission. !Clause 18 provides for
the. repeal of .all the present limits to the
rating ~powers of the Trust, and leaves it
~n a ,position to. strike any Tate 'required
In accordance with the estimates for the
year. It also provides for the re-enactment ,of 'power to rate lands not on the
Register ,of Uniform 'Rate Lands 1903 ,at
the cost of supply.
~he Ho? W. L. BAILLIEU.-I agree
entIrely Wlth the scope of the Bill as explained by the ~Minister, and I am quite
satisfied that !honorable members can accept the measure with full confidence. It
is a domestic arrangement between the
parties concerned and the Department,
and, as they have come to a perfect agreement, I see no reason why we should not
accept the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
passed through its remaining stages'.
BLACK ROCK TO BEAUMARIS
, ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY
BILL.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney~neral) moved ~he second reading of this
BIll. . H,e sa.ld-The Parliamentary
Standmg CommIttee on Railways in July,
1919, recommended that the Sandringham to Black Rock electric street railway
be extended as. far as Beaumaris, a length
of about 2! mIles, at an estimated cost of
:£41,138, including £6,500 for new roIlmg-stock, conditionally on the Sandringhc:m ~orollgh Council at its own cost
widenmg .and grading certain streets
al?ng the proposed route, acquiring certaln lands, and doing other works and
also s.ubject to the condition that' constructIOn work on the line should not be
commen~ed u~til ~osts have again become
norma~ III YlCtona.
The Sandringham
~ounClI deslres to have a Construction Act
~n accorda~ce ,with the Railways Standmg Commlttee s recommendation, so that
they may have the necessary legal power
to p~r~hase necessary lands and do other
pre~ImInar;y works, and power to impose
a dlfferentIal rate to raise money to pay
for the purcha~e of land and the cost of
the works. WIthout a Construction Act
they would not .be jus~i:fi.ed in purchasing
the land. I thmk thlS IS. a Bill that the
House may very well pass.
.The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU -1 a ree
WIth the :Minister that the Bill is ,one fhat
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Electric Street Railway Bill.

The public ill terest

the Brighton district, we rarely get what

is safeguarded in every way. The Sandringham Council cannot go on with the

we deserve. The late Sir Thomas Bent
had to take extraordinary steps to get the

work of purchasing the land and doing
()ther things unless this measure is passed.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-This
Bill was introduced by the Government

electric street railway constructed from
St. Kilda to Brighton.
The Jion. W. J. BEcKETT.-And the
Brighton Council would not join in.

in redemption ofa promise made to a
{}eputation.
The Government 'have
honoured the promise, but I think it has
been done in a very empty way indeed.
I have never 'Seen a Bill in this form before. It contains some reII\arkable con-ditions. For instance, here is one-

The Hon. W. 1~. ADAMSON.-No. I
should like to have moved some 'amendments in the Bill if it were not that it
'would be too risky at this late hour of
the session. In my opinion, and in the
opinion of others who know that district
well, there is no doubt that the line will
No contract shall be entered into or ex- pay.
The report of the Commissioners
penditure made for the construction of the stows that the line from Sandringham
line untilto Black Rock has paid handsomely from
(a) financial conditions and prices of
materials again become normal in the inception. In 1907 the net profit on
Victoria, and there is a likelihood it was £1,407, and last year it amounted
of building operations being actively to £1,303.
There is a new provision in
undertaken in the Black Rock-Beau- this Bill in regard to the acquisition of
maris district (the Chief Engineer
It is contained in clause 11, and
for Railway Construction having cer- land.
.tified to that effect).
I think it is a principle that is advocated
If they have to wait until things become by Mr. McNamara. It provides thatIn acquiring the lands required for the purnormal they may have to wait till the
poses of this Act, unless the Council decides by
millennium. It means that it will be many resolution
to the contrary in any particular
years before the line will be constructed. case, ,then in estimating the purchas~ money
I suppose it is impossible to modify these or compensation to be paid te any person for
dauses, but unless they are modified the or in respect of any land purchased or taken
Bill is practically an empty one so far 'as or used in connexion with or likely to be injured in or prejudicially affected by the conthe construction of the line is concerned. struction
of the line, the magistrates, arbiThere is one provision I am pleased to trators,surveyors, valuators, or jury (as the
see in the Bill, and that is paragraph (7) case may be) shall consider(a) any and what enhancement in value
()f clau'Se 8, which provides that no conof any property of such petSon,
tract shall be entered into until the
wherever situated, has been or will
Councilbe directly or indirectly caused;
provides all necessary land at street corners
to allow curves of easy radius on the electric
street railway, and all necessary land for approved site for car shed and for shelter shed.

I remember the experience of the Department in connexion with the line from
Sandringham. For land that was worth
£2 or £3 a foot at the time, £20 a foot
was asked for the purposes of a car-shed.
I should like to see this Bill carried and
the line proceeded with. The conditions
are reasonable under the circumstances.
When the line is constructed it will enhance the Vialue of adjacent land, and
the revenue of the Council will be cont3iderably increased. I trust the Government will see fit to modify the clause in
regard to the financial conditions that I
have referrred to. .
The Hon. W. A. ADAMSON.-Mr.
Beckett has drawn :attention to what is a
great blot on the Bill. Unfortunately, in

(b) whether any or what other immediate

or proximate benefit has been gained
by or will become available to such
person;
(e) the advantages ,vhich might accrue to.
such person by reason of the construction and use of such line; and
( d) any other prospective benefits or advantages probably resulting from the
operation of this Act;
and a deduction shall be made accordingly
from the amount which, but for this provision,
would have been paid or payable as purchase
money or compensation.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill Was then read a second time,
and committed.
Cla.uses I tOI 7 we,re agreed to.
Cla;us& 8--(C01lrlitions requil'ed for contract or expenditure).
Th.e Hon. A. E. CHANDLElt.-This
clause provides that no CO'11tract shaH be
e.ntered into or expenditure made for the
construction of the line until financial con.
I
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ditions and the price of materials again
become normal. Who is to judge as to
when things have become normal ~
The Hon. A. ROBINSON .-The contract
has to be approved by the Treasurer.
That makes the Treasurer the judge.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
. The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Han. A. ROBINSON (Attorney-General), the Bill was
then re,ad a third time.
APPROPRIATION BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
H·on. A. ROBINSON (Attorney-General),
was read a first time.
RAIL Vv A YS BILL.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) moved the second reading of
this Bill. He said-The object of this
short measure is to enable the Railways
Commissioners to app-oint to' the permanent staff certain temporary employees.
eection 2 authorizes the Commissioners,
without having to give the public notice
required under the previous Railwa.y Act,
to appoint to the permanent staff at
any time before 30th June, 1921, and as
from such cia.te as they determine whether
before or after the date of this Aqt, any
returned ~oldier or sailor in the tern.porary employment or the Department,
either before his enlistment or after his
return frolIIl abroad, who is engaged. on
work usuaUy performed by a person in (\
permanent office, provided he is 'competent to fulfil the duties and complies
with requirements as to examinations and
immrance, &0., and fUTllishes elvidenc~
of satisfactorv conduct with the A ustralian Impe~ial Force.
Provision is
already contained in Act 2184 for returned soldier and. sailor appointees
to insure their lives under the regulations and for the Commissioners to
grant an exemption from insuranc:e in
cases where paymen t of 'the premiums
would involve hardship.
Section 3,
Stl b-section
(1) , em powers the Commissioners to appo,int to the permanent staff without having to publicly
invite applications a.nd without probation, but subject to such exa.minations
and r'estrictions as may be prescribed. by
regulation, any temporary employee who
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has been engaged for such a pe.riod or
periods and has been performing his
duties in such a manner as in the opinion
of the Commissioners make his appointment to a permanent office desirable for
the proper conduct of the business of the
Department.. Sub-section (2) provides
that such appointments shall be conditional on the head of the branch certifying that the person conoerned is
thoroughly efficient and recommends him
fbr permanent emploryment. Sub-section
(3) further prescribes that no permanent
appointment shall be made until the person concerned has insured his life under
the regulations in foroo the same as applies to probationers.
Authority is
granted to the Commissioners to waive
the insurance where the payment of
premiums would, in their opinion, involve hardship.
This is a matter of
very great interest to the railway
service. The present position involves
some difficulty to the Department,
owing to the fact that for five years
no permanent appointments were made.
Prior to the outbreak of war 'it was the
practice of the Depa.rtmernt to make additional a,ppointments to the pennanent
staff at fairly regular inte·rvals t()l provide
for filling the na.tural va.cancies due to
retirements, deaths, and the expansion of
business. The Railways Act (section 139)
sets out--" The Board or the Commissioners, whenever it or they require to
employ additional persons in permanent
offices in the railway service, shall, with
the approval of the Minister, give public
notice toO pe'rsons desiring to pre,sent themselves as candidates for examination.'"
When the war broke out, in August, 1914,
however, it was decided to defer making
any further pe,rmanent appointments,
other than those of lads and technica.l experts, partly because the e·ffects of the war
could not be' foreseen, and partly because
the invitation of public applications might
retard recruiting. In additi,on to this, the
Commissioners decided to adhere to the
original policy of deferring rPermanent appointments, other than of boy apprentices
and technical staff for electrification purposes, until after the war, and in order
t()l protect the interests of supernumeraries
and otheT' men on active service, and who
would not have an ·opportnnity of apply-ing if applications were invited in their
ahsence. For the reasons stated, no permaJlent appointments were made during
the years 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918,
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and 1919, other than in the case of boy on the day immediately preceding a
apprentices, lad porters, lad labourers, an~ public holiday, when such shops a~e
junior clerks, and technical e~pert~ aSSOCI- closed for the whole of such 'PublIc holIated with the work of electrificatIOn, &c. days. Instead of "6 o'clock" it should
As a resul't of the policy of deferring pelt"- read "8 o'clock."
It is necessary, I
manent appointments, it has been found understand, that they should keep open.
necessary tOI utilize the serv.ices .of a vetry until 8 o'clock on those days, otherwise
large number of supernumerarIes to en- it would be impossible to get rid of the
able the Oommissioners to meet the re- meat they have in stock.
quirements of the Department. This has
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU .-Acco,rd·
made a ve,ry difficult position in the De- ing to the statements of the Attorneypartment.
On 30th June there were
General, this Bill is the ol!.tcome Olf an
12,580 permanent employees and 12,117 arrangement between the parties cQlnsupernumerary employees, while there are cerned, and will bel in. the interests Olf the
over 18,000 permanent positions which public. We cerlainly are not able to
should only be filled by permanent em- check tha,t statement,,' and I accetpt it, and
ployees. This is a, matter which affects the support, the second reading.
discipline and the proper working of the
The Hon. \V. C. ANGLISS.-I should
railway service, and the Commissioners like to say that this Bill is the result of
recomrr..end that it should be dealt with at the latest agre,ement COlme to between the
once. The Bill has the approval of the employers and the employees of the mela.t
Railways Commissioners, and, in their trade: They are practically unanimous
opinion, it will lead to betteif' service and with regard to it, and I feell certain that
discipline.
the Bill will teind to bring employers and
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-On the employe,es tOigelther. ,I think it provide,s a.
statements made by the Attorney-General, good way of overcomIng some of the dIffi"{ see no reason. why the House should not culties that have been eocpe'rienced up to
agree to pass this Bill. I support the the IPif'esent time, and will probably relstcond reading.
move any dissatisfaction that has existed
1he mortion was agreed to.
with reference to the number of hours
ThE'! Bill was then read a second time, during whioh the shops in this trade have
and afterwards passed through its re- to keep open.
.
mahllng stages.
The HDn. J. P. JONES.-I should just
like to say a word in support. of this meaFACTORIES AND SHOPS BILL
sure for the purpose of drawing attention
(No.3).
to the wonderful prOlgress that h~ been
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney- made during the last few yea:rs III the
Ge'neral) moved the se!cond reading of this trading hours. I often think, when I see
Bill. He said-The object of this little the young men growing up tQl-day, what
Bill is to :fix the hours for the closing of a remarkable change has come over the
shops within the melUrQP'olitan district oommunity, due to the agitation of men
for the sale of uncooked fresh meat. who sooght to' benelfit humanity. In my
From representations made to the Min- early days I was engaged in the meat inister of Labour, it 'appears that an agree- dustry. I was a very hard-worked employee. I may say that I worked at T.
ment was arrived at between the Master K. Bennett's place, which in those
Butchers 'and ,Live Stock Buyers Associa- days was the Dest conducted shop in
tion and the Australian Meat Einployees every way SOl far as lahour was
Union that legislation on these lines concerned.
We had to open the
should be passed.
It was also stated shop at 6 Q1'clock in the mon~.ing,
th at if this legislation were passed serious and work until 6 O"clock at mght.
industrial trouble would be averted, and Those were very shOlrt hours cO'lIl:paroo
that without the Bill there was the pos- with what Olbta'ined in the majorIty of
sibility of industrial disturbance :arising. butchers' shops, which in those days
I want to point Q1ut to honorable members worked from 5 01' clock in the morning
an error in clausel 2 of the Bill. That until 8 o'clock in the evening. On Saturprescribes 'the hours at whioh shaps shall day nights we worked until 10 o'clock,
be dosed on t.he different days during the as compared with 12 o'clock at most of the
week. It is there stated that they may' be shqps. I think it is wise to compare the
kept open until 6 o'clock in the evening hours nDW with what Olbtained then, SOl
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that the wQrkers of Victoria may recQgnise what a tremendQus advancel has been
made. I used to be ·a student, and the
other men told me I was a fQol1 to spend
my evenings reading instead of going out
and having a good time. I was Qne of
those whO' assisted in bringing about bette.r
conditions for the men, who did nQt
bOither, and would nOit work fOT themselves.
The motiOin was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2-(Hours for butchers' shops).
The Hon. A. ROllINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-Sub-cla,use. (2) pi'Qvides-

the Crown land, and in that way a solid
block of 4 aeres will be obtained for the
school. In exchange the Government will
give up part of its Crown lands to the
City Council, and they will be available
for markets or fo·r other municipal purposes. Everyone is in a.greement, and it
is a ve.ry desirable arrangement.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I agree
that it is a most desirable arrangement
which is being consummated by this Bill,
and I have much pleasure in supPQrting
the second reading.
The motion was agreed to.
.
The' Bill was then read a second tune,
and committed.
Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
All such shops shall be closed in every
Clause 4-(Reservation and grants for
weekmarket purposes).
on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and
The Ron. FRANK CLARKE (MinisThursday from the hour of five o'clock
in the evening;
ter of Public Works).-By an oversight
on Friday from the hour of six 0' clock in the land given to the City Council is
the evening;
.
on Saturday from the hour of half-past si~ply de.scribed in the Bill as being land
for market purposes, instead of, as protwelve o'clock in the afternoon;
but may be kept open until six o'clock in the vided in the' original agreement, for marevening 011 the day immediately preceding a ket arid ot.her municipal purposes. I
public holiday when such shops a.ffl closed for move-the whole of such public holiday.
I mQve-That "eight" be substituted for "six" in
line 10.

Th-d amendment was agreed to, and the
clausel, as amended, was adopted.
The Bill was reported with an amendment, and the amendment was ado,pted.
On the motion of the Hon. A. ROBINSON (Attorney-General), the Bin was
read a .third time.
NORTH CARLTON LANDS BILL.
The Hou. FRANK CLARKE (Minister of Public WQlrks) moved the second
relading of this Bill. He said-This measure is designed to meet a very urgent
need by the prQvision of an area. fDr State
schoOil purposes in a thickly-populated
PQrtion of North Carlton. The difficulty
has been to provide an area large eUQlugh
for the purpose. In 1889 four areas of
1 acre elach were granted to the Melbourne
City Council for mark·et and oth~ municipal purposes. Those four acres are
divided bv WilsOlll-street and the rightsof-way. The Government has ,SOffie Crown
land suitable for schO'0I1 purposes adjacent,
and a most-desirable arrangement has been
arrived at whe.reby the City Council will
surrender half their area, which adjoins

That "and for other municipal purposes"
be inserted aft.er " market."

ThB amendment was agreed t-o, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Oonsequential amendments were made
ip. the schedules and preamble, which
were agreed to.
Th.e Bill was repoTted with amerndmBnts,
and the amendments were adopted~
On the motion of the Hon. FRANK
CLARKE (Ministe.r Qf Public Works),
thel Bill w.as read a third time.
RAILWAYS STANDING
,OOl1MITTEE BILL.
The Hon. A. HICKS (Honorary Minister) moved the second reading of this
Bill: IHe said-For many years the
Chairman of the Railways Standing Oommittee has been receiving a fee of
£1 Ils. 6d. per sitting and the other members £1 ls. It is now proposed to increase
these fees by lOs. 6d. in each case.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.--'W~as this matter brought before the electors ~
The Hon. A.HICKS.-I do not think
it has been.
The Hon. D. L. McN AMARA.-This
Bill will be cited as a precedent for something else.
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The Hon. A. ,HlCKS.-The total
amount which. can be paid to the Railways Standing Committee is now fixed at
£1,500, which is an increase of £300 a
year on the sum formerly appropriated.
Every member of this Hou$e knows that
the Railways Standing Committee has
done good work.
It is always a busy.
Committee,. and I think it has been badly
p1Lid in the past. The time ha~ come
when the fees should be increased, and
this Bill will do what is required in that
direction. I am sure it will bring a little
cheer to Mr. RichardSDn and :Mr. Kendell.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-The
Railways Standing Oommittee pe~'forms
good services to the cQIDlmunity, and I
have often wondered how it did so much
for so little pay. I have no objection to
this jncrea~e. :My only :regret is that it
is being made at a time when we are being
faced with financial pressure.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-YOU support
-the Bill in fear and trembling.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-No; my
regret is that we have to make these in~reases just now, but no matter how bad
things are, people who render good service are entitled to be paid. If the time
comes when it is necessary to make reduction~, they will have to be made all
round.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and J?assed through its remaining st~ges.
PHAR}.IIA:OEUTI OAL OHE~fIS T S
BILL.
The Hon. ~I\.; HIOKS (Honorary Minister) moved the second reading of this
Bill .. He said-This is a measure which
we pas8ed last year. It was sent to an()the~' place in the dying hours of the session and laid aside. It has been taken
up again this session. and has been returned to us in almost the same form as
we passed it. There are two small provisions in it which are new.
The first
{)ne is clause 4, which reads as follows:Nothing in this Act shall prevent any bona
fide assistant or apprentice to a pharmaceu·
tical chemist from retailing, compounding, or
dispensing drugs and medicines in the course
()f his employment and under the actual per·
"Sonal supervision of a pha.rmaceutical chemist.

The other new provision is an addition to
-clause 9, and is in the following terms:In the case of a pre8{!ription for a member
()f a. registered friendly society it shall be

Chemists BiU.

sufficient compliance .with the provisions of
this section if the pharmaceutical chemist dispensing such prescription inserts therein his.

initials and the date on which the prescription
wa."; dispensed.
The Pharmacy :Board and. oth~rs who are

interested in this matter aTe anxiou~ that
this Bill should pass this session.
If
there is anything in any of the provisions
which requires explanation, I shall be
pleased to give it when we are in Oommittee.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Honorable members will recollect that last session a fair amount of consideration was
given to this Bill, and, as the Honorary
Minister has told us, the poor little thing
was laid aside in another Chamber.
It
ha~ since been revived and comes back to
us. I belieY8 it is a Bill which is wanted
by the Pharmacy Board and the chemists,
and, in the public interest, this House
should pass it.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-We are
sometimes brought in contact with a numher of the gentlemen who practise the profession of chemists, and I am satisfied
from conversations I haye had with them
that thev will welcome a measure such as
this. We know that for many years
chemists have had branches of their establishments in different suburbs.. and it
has been thought sufficient for all of them
to be under the supervision of one man.
I am satisfied that in everyone of these
shops there should be a fully qualified
man. These are days when it is essential
to have men of skill in dispensing, and I
am satisfied that it is necessary to have
this work carried out under the personal
supervision of qualified men. For these
reasons I give the Bill hearty support. An
objection was raised last year that the
provi~ions of the Bill might interfere unduly with friendly societies dispensaries.
I am pleased to find that the difficulty in
this connexion has been overcome.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.
APPROPRIATION BILL.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral) moved the second reading of
this BilL He said-This is the last Bill
I have received from another place, and
I hope it will be the last tIiat I shall have
the privilege of introducing this session.
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As honorable member8 know, it provides
for the payment of salaries and for other
services during the current year. _ They
are probably quite as familiar with its
eontents as I am:
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-It is
usual, on the Appropriation Bill, to discuss the. various Departments, and I
really think that that should be done on
the second re,ading.
There are various
mattees that I wish to put before the
House briefly, but possibly it will save
time if I deal with them in Comrr..ittee.
I shall, however, expe,et to' be allowed a
certain amount of latitude, so that I may
find the various items to' which my remarks win refel.r, in o;rder that I may not
be ruled out of orde'l' by the Cha,irman.
The motion was agreed to.
Thel Bin was then re'ad a second time,
and committed.
Clause 1-(Application of moneys).
The' Hon. W. J. BECKET'I'.-I think
that in co'l1nexiCYn with the Chief Secret.ary's Department I may make some reference to' the: Melbourne and Metropoli. tan Tramways Boa.rd.
The CHAIRMAN.-That will come,
under the Public Works Department.
The Ron. J. H. DISNEY.-l' think it
would facilitate unatte,rs, Mr. Chairman,
jf you would allo.w Mr. Beckett and oth€T
honorable members to say on this clause
all that they have to say, and be done
with it.
The' CHAIRMAN .-If h.onorable, members are agreeable to that course being
adO'pted, I have no objectio.n.
The Ron. vV'. J. BECKETT.-The
Melbourne and Me,~rOpo.litan Tramways
Board have been indulging in kite-flying
in the public press to seel how the public
would take: an increase of tramway fares.
I want to say he,reo and now that if any
attempt is made by the Board to. increase
fares o.n the cable system there will be
a. howl of indignation throughout our industrial suburbs. I belielve it is nO'w
seriously IP~Oiposed that during the recess
the Board will mO've jn this matter. 'Ve
have to hear in mind that enormous re'venue, is doeriveod by the B()Iard from the
tra.Illways in the innel.r suburbs, and that
tRe pronts of the s~tem are made on the
-cahle tramways. There" is a. prolfrt, of about
£300,000 pe,r annum, and that profit, in·stelad of being devoted to. the industrial
C)uburbs, is heing spent in the other
SUbUl:~B whe~e the1!'e are- eleofiFic syatems;,
and w.here higher fares should be charged.
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If it is proposed bv the Board to increase
the fares jn the industrial suburbs, where
enormous pronts are being made at the
present time, in order to. pay for the bad
work that was done' in conne'xion with the
electric systems in the o.uter suburbs,
there will be, as I have already said, such
a howl of indignation that I do not think
this or any other Government will be able
to stand against it. I just give that wo.rd
of warning so far as the Me,lbourne and
MetrDtpolitan Tramways Board is co'neerned. The industrial suburbs have, put
up with sufficient in connexion with the
robbery of their trams; but if, on the top
of that, they have, to. pay to put the tramways in suburbs such as Kew and Malvern
in a prope'r state, of repair y it win be- thE;'
last straw. I now wish to refer to a mat.
ter in conn ex ion with tbe, Country Roads
Board. Quite recently there has been a
conference, of
me,tro.politan
municipalities to pr0test ag3lillst. the action
of the Country Roads
Board
in
seeking to de,bit them with a !portion
of the cost of making main roads.
This is a new principle" and, to my way of
t.hinking, it is a try-on on the pa.rt of the
Countrv Roads Beard to see how it will
go. I ;lenture to say that if the munici ..
palities interested would carry the mat~
to its conclusio.n, even if an appeal to the
Minister did not succeed, an a,ppeal to the
Law Courts might. An attempt has been
made toO make Melbourne. and the suburban lllunicipalitie9 contribute towards
the c05t of making the Geelong-road. This
demand purpOTts to be in confo.rmity
with section 47 of the Couutry Roads Act.
Tha.t section, among othe·r things, gives
the Board power to. detelimine in the case
of each municipality which is benefited
from permanent wo.~ks and maintenance
the proportion of the total amount expended o.n the p€'rmanent works and maintenance from which it has benefited to
be· allocated to sucl' municwality, havingregard to the benefits it has ohtained
therefrom. That is to' say, if a ro,ad under
the Country Roads Act has be'en constructed through various municipalities,
£he just proporti'Oll of the· cost is to be
allocated to thel various municipalities, I
presume according to the milea.ge. But
thel se<!tion goes further than that. It
provides th.at-·
l

. A municipa.lity may· be benefited' by expenditure on permanent works and maintenance
within the meaning of this seeili(!)n, altJttou~:n

such permanent, works and the main roads
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maintained are not situated within its muni.
cipal district, if substantial traffic to or from
the municipal district of such municipality

passes over-or in the case of new main roads

will, in the opinion of the Board, pass overa main road on which such expenditure has
been made.

That is right. and proper, because we
recognise t.hat there are municipalitie,s
through which a main road may not
go, but from which they benefit, and
they should be .called on to contribute
towards its cost. Under this provision
the Country Roads Board has made a
try-on so far as the metropolis is concerne,d. If the Board is suooessful in this
instance, not. only will it charge, Melbourne and suburbs with a proportion of
the cost of making the road from Melbourne to Geelong, but in the' ne'ar future
Melbourne and suburbs will have to contribute towards e,ve,ry main road, whether
it is the Ballarat-road, the· Bendi~o-road,
or the Oroajingalong-road. That was
never conteunplated when the Act was
passed.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-Why was the
provision inseTted. 1
.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I will
repeat for the bene·fit of the honorable
member t.hat a municipality only contributes towards the cost of a main road to
the extent of the road in its district or
if a certa.in amount of the traffic f~om
the municipality passes along the main
read.
The Hon. G. M. DAvIs.-Certainly.
The Hon. V·l. J. BEOKETT.-A certain amount of G~ppsland. traffi.c, motor
and otherwise" comes along Churchstreet into Fitzroy, and if there is any
subst.antial justice, in the claim of the
Country Roads Board, we should he able
to make the' people Oof Gippsland contribute tOowards our road. We are spending'
now on the He,idelberg-road a sum of
£10,000 in .less than a, quarter ·of a, mile,
and not 10 per cent. of the traffic ooones
into .F'itzroy at all. __ It would bet grossly
unfaIr to ta.x lIeidelberg and Thomastown
for Ol1r po.rtion of the main road which
is going to cost us £10,000, and yet 90
per cent. of t.he traffic on the rOoad is not
Fitzroy traffic at all. Melbourne and
~mburbs are be,ing debited with half the
cost of the G,ee,long-Melbourne-road. Not.
only is the Board- straining the Act, and
going against the intent.io'll of Parliament,
but it is allocating the coot in a grossly
unfair manner. That is, so much of
the cost is allocated to one ,municipality,
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and t,he adjacent municiJ>ality is not called
upon to cont.ribute to the cost at all. Not
1 per cent. of the vehicular traffic along
the Geelong-road can be said to come
from Fitzroy. ·At least hine-tenths of the
ordinary vehicular traffic, apart frOom
motor traffic, along that road comes either
from Williamstown, Footscray, Oor the adjacent municipalities. What right has the
Board to so st.rain an Act of Parlirument
as tOo compel the inner industrial suburbs
to cont.ribute towards the cost of the rOoad 1
We are told that a fair proportion of the
traffic on the Geelong-road is motor traffic,
and that some, of it comes from the metropOolitan municipalities; but the ,point is
altogether overlooked that motoT car
owners, as a class, a.rel now taxed through
the ordina,ry mo,tor tax, and a pretty
heavy one it is, too. The revenue derived
in that way goes directly to the Oountry
Roads Board. If the Country Roads
Board can put up a case ,a·t all, they
should have a test made of the section.
They know that none of the ordinary
horse traffic ·comes through the metropolitan area. Geelongcity, into which
the whole of the traffic goes, has -to pay
£105 ·per annum for thirty-one years,.
whilst Fitzroy, that does not benefit
directly or indirectly, has to pay £43 7s.
11d. per 'annum for thirty-one years. It
is not ,olloly grossly unfair, but it introduC€s a principle into our legislation that
calls fDr something to be done.
I
say that this is only a "tryon" 'by the
Ooun'try Roads Board, and that it will not
be upheld lby our ,Oourts of law. Fitzroy
is only a small industrial .subuTb. The
number of motorcars used there for pleasure 'pur'poses is very sm/all indeed in COlliparison with the number used in other
suburbs. Take Brighton, which has at
least five times the number of pleasure
motorists. Wlhereas FiJtzroy is allocated
£723, Brighton is only down fOT £443,
and Footscray, which is the roadway toGeelong and other centres, is only down
for £634. Brunswick, Oollingwood, and
Fitzroy are asked to contribute to such a
,.::chemeas this. It is straining the law,
and ,is 'Contrary to the expressed determination ,of Parliament. I hope the Min-·
istry will not allow such a scandalous
" tryon" to be perpetrated by any semipublic body such as the Oountry Roads
Board. If the IOountry Roads Board -perseveres in its action in this regard it
will hear from the representatives ,of the
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metropolis in the near future. I now
. come to another matter. I again draw
the attention of the AttDrney...;General to'
the f act that the Railway Department
still refuses to pay its wage-earners when
absent on sick leave. I have 'already emphasized the view that the Railway Department shDuld be a model emplDyer.
Every ·decent employer to-day pays the
wages of an emplDyee away sick.
At
suc~ a time the wage-earner requires
medlcal comforts, IB.nd, if he is a married
man, his wife and 'children have to' be
maintained. There is this anDmalous
position: The salaried staff in the Rail~ay Department are paid when 'absent on
SICk leave.
When misfDrtune CDmes their
way they receive their Drdinary wages.
But the man who is emplDyed Dn day
wDrk has his wages immediately .stDpped
when he is away sick. I mentiDned last
year that a nurrp.berDf employees were
absent from the Department as the result'
Df the influenza epidemic, and that every
one Df them had his pay dDcked.. We
have nDW reached a time Df peace and
gO'Ddwill tDwards all 'men, and surely the
AttDrney-:Gener.al cDuld mak.e strDng 1'epresen~atlOns to' the new ,Ohlef Railways
CommissiDner on this ,subject with a view
to insuring that the wage-~arner when
sick shall receive his ordinary pay and
thereby be enabled to' keep the wDIl from
the dDDr. .1 now CDme to' 'a matter that
CDncerns mDre particularly members Df
our cDuntry districts. I reg-ret that
neither of the members for Mildura is
at present in the Chamber. Under the
heading "SDldier Settlement" an article
appeared in the Ag,e on .the 6th Df this
month. It states that arrangements for
the allO'catiDn of ,about· 250 blDcks at Red
Cliffs and -BirdwDDd ExtensiDn have nDW
beencDm'pletecl 'by the IState Rivers and
Water Supply ODmmissiDn. ThDse whO'
have IDoked over this extension praised
the G~venl1:nent f?r the efforts they have
made m thIS partIcular direction. But a
portion of the estate has been set aside
for.a to~nship, and, aocording to the Age
artIcle, It was announced by the Chairman of the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission (Mr. Cattanach) tha.t-
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,on the most modern lines, and these should be
a. keen demand for the township hlocks, as it
:was undoubted that there would be room for a
,fine town centre. Extended terms of payment
,would be provided for, and there would be no
closer settlement conditions attaching to the
blocks.
There are 'two important points here.
The tDwnship blDcks on the Red Oliffs
Estate are to be put up for competition to'
the highest bidder. Speculators will step
in and buy these blDcks. NO' clDser ,gettlement 'cDnditions will 'be attached to them.
The blocks need not be occupied. This is
detrimental to' the interests of sDldier
settlement 'as far as the resident section is
cDncerned. The important point is that
the blocks will be .put up fO'r sale, and
speculatDrs C'an buy them. IWe have had
ex-perience at Merbein, Mildura, and elsewhere of blDcks being purchased by .speculatDrs, and held fDr the sake Df getting
unearned increment frDm them. If any
profit is to' be made Dut 'Df these tDwnship
~lDCks, the returned sDldiers shDuld have
1t. We have many returned sDldiers whO'
are nDt fit fDr arduDus tDil on the land.
SDme of them were small shDpkeepers
befDre they went to' the. war, and they
shDuld be al~owed to' acqUll'e these blDcks
at a IO'W 'pnce, and to erect small ShDPS
u,Pon them: The effect of the Commisswn's polIcy, as announced by the
Age, will be to allDw wealthy people
to' buy the blDcks. AccDrding to'
a ,newspaper report, one storekeep~r
was makmg £5,000 a year.
This
statement was mad~ w~en the m~n was
prosecuted for s~nd~ng In a false InCDme
.tax return. ThIS IS th~ class Df pers~n
whO' would speculate In' th~ tDwnshiP
!bIDcks.. It shDuld be the DbJect of t~e
~tate Rlvers and Water ,~upply. GDmmlSSI?n to settle that townshIp straIght aw~y
~lth the SaJL.€I type of settlers as prevaIls
(In the settlemen~ area.s gene~ally. We
have had ;~ HDusmg BIll and <CIDser :Set,tlement BIlls, .all Df whic~ prDvided f~r
mD~el tDwnshipS.
But I~ we permIt
,specula:tDrs to buy tDwnship blDcks, we
lare dDlng harm to' the cDmmunity.
I
urge ~he A.tto;ney-General to prevent
,these bJDcks bemg sDld, and to' have the
ItDwn~~IP fDrmed under fit and proper
tCDnditlOns. Every purchaser Df a blDck
In addition to the lands for .soldiers the in .the busiest p~rt Df the ~ownship shDuld
,Water .C.ommission intended selling by public ,be.cDmpelled eIther to' lIve on his preco~pehtlOn !ifty-o~e blocks in the new Red
ClIffs townshIp, whwh was to be established on illlises ?r to establish a business. there.
the railway Une in the centre of the new irri- ;Red ClIff,s should. be made; ,and cDuld be
gation district. The township had been planned made, a secDnd Mlldura.
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The Ron. J. STERNBE'RG.-I wish
to draw attention to the condition of the
roads at I8trathfieldsaye, near Bendigo. A
large quantity of timber is carted into
Bendigo and surrounding districts. The
Forests Oommission draw rOJialties from
this timber. 'The roads are in a frightful
state, and the shire is in, difficulties
through having to keep them in constant
repair. The shire is suffering losses in
connexion ·with the construction of these
roads. If the Forests !Oommissioners are
drawing royalties in connexion with
80,000 acres of forest lands in, that part
of the State, they should certainly keep
the roads in order. Failing that, the Government should come to the l'escue by
placing a substantial Sum for the purpose
On the Estimates.
The ,Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-The
'Crown lands and survey reserves in G-ippsland ,are fast being overrun with noxioua
weeds. The Government have apparently
left over the Noxious Weeds Bill that was
introduced in another place last session.
The :Hon. 1''l.. ROBINsoN.-We are going
on with it.
The Hon. A. E. OHANDLER.Twelve months wust €lapse before that
can be done. There is one particular reserye in my mind's eye that would have
been free from noxious weeds to-day had
a few pounds been spent on it years ago.
An e.."'q)enditure of thousands of pounds
would now be required to free it from
, noxious weeds. I refer to the police paddock at Dandenong. A number of municipalities are being fast overrun with
blackberry, and they canno.t induce t.he
:Government to make money availa:ble for
the extiTpation of thi,s curse. Private
owners living alongside these reserves are
c0IDpelled 'by the shire coun-cils to keep
down noxious weeds.
They are prosecuted if they do not do so, yet reserves
such as -the police padd()ck at Dandenong
are left alone. We have a'sked the J\1inister to inspect this place, but up to the
present we have not been succe.ssful in
inducing him to do so. If he were to
visit the p1ace he would see that my statement is perfectly correct. I hope money
will be made 'available to the municipalities in the near future to rid these reserves
-of the blackberry pest.
The Hon . .J. H. DISINEY.-I :find myself in a very 'awkward position. I am
anxious to get home. I do not think it

IBill.

fair to other honorable members to keep
them here. But it will be recollected that
when a Supply .Hill was before us, the
Minister begged us not to deal with it at
any length. We were told that when the
Appropriation Bill came on we could talk
till the cows came home.
I do not
know what time the cows come home.
The Port Melbourne C()uncil has written
a letter to me in reference to! the vacant
land there. That Council has been to a.
lot of expense in preparing plans. irhe
Jetter statesThe Council of the City of Port Melbourne
request your early and earnest consideration
of that portion of the Harbor Trust's scheme
for Port Improvements which involves the loss
of valuable Crown lands known as Fishermen's
Bend, by the excavation therein of immense
docks.
For this reason, therefore, .it requests that
you, from your place in Parliament, will demand an inquiry into this question, which,
while of very great importance to the State,
is of vital interest to this municipality.
The Crown land in Port Melbourne which
the Government holds for the Harbor Trust's
. scheme extends over some 1,500 acres. Within
2~ miles of the General Post Office, Melbourne,
a;"d having water frontage to about two-thirds
of its perimeter, it is an ideal situation LOran industrial zone and suburb for the metropolis. Certainly a large portion of it would
require to have its surface level raised to allow
of efficient drainage, and material for this 'purpose, which could be distribu~ed over the area
at a low cost, would be available by dredging
from the Bay.
For a generation past the Port Melbourne·
Council has urged every successive Government to make this land available for factories
Jand dwellings. ltsefforts in this direction
ha ve been uniformly unsuccessful.
On one occasion, in 1913, the Government
was induced to subdivide a portion of the land
and advertise it for sale; but the Harbor
Trust intervened and the sale was cancelled,
causing bitter disappointment.
The population of Port Melbourne is penned
up in a 'Very small portion of the municipality
on its eastern side. Congested .as it is, conditions can never be made appreciatively better
while the Goverlllllent favours this conception
by the Harbor Trust, which probably an enlightened generation in the future will refuse
to indorse.
The Council appeals for consideration. Its
citizens require more room, better housing and
scope to extend their activities. It holds the
opinion that unless on investigation Parliament ean approve of the construction of the
proposed dookB on the land immediately north
of the .Hobson's Bay main sewer, this large
area of Crown lands should be made available,
under a comprehensive plan, for the natural
expansion and development of the city.
This .report w.as drawn up in July this

year.
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in having plans drawn of the area of
1,500 acres. They went into the matter
very carefully, ;and they show on the plan
where it is proposed to have a new residential suburb. I wish the AttorneyGeneral would promise to arrange an interview for me wi th the Minister of
Lands.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON.-I can arrange
that £.01' you.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.---IWe are indebted to Mr. Frank Olarke for the very
great interest he has taken in this matter.
I believe if he had remained Minister of
Lands he would have done -something in
the direction required. He visited the
place on several occasions and admitted
what a splendid case we had. During the
last year or two only one house has been
built in Port l\1elbourne. TherE: is no
~oom for expansion.
The Hon. A. BELL.-I think it is not
fair to us to have to deal with this important Bill at this hour. I notice under the
heading of grants that a very large
amount of money is given to the municipalities around Melbourne. I see £500
set down for the St. Kilda Foreshore
Tl~ust.
Why should the Government
give that assistance? Then there is £594
down for Albert Park. If we ask for
assistance for the lake at Ballarat we are
turned down. There is no lake in -Victoria better improved or better kept than
Lake Wendouree, but we get no assistance
from the Government. I horpe the Minister will see that we get a grant next year.
The H:on. E. L. KIERNAN.-I wish
to refer to the matter of the milk supply.
On the first day of the session I gave
notice of a 'Bill to deal with it. I did
not hear anything from the drafitsman
nor froOm the Attorney-General until
about the second of this month, when I
was informed that there was no time to
deal with the measure. It is not fair
that private members should be neglected
in this way. From what I can gather the
milk supply is not likely to be attended
to for at least three summers. I suppose
we shall not meet again until July, and
unless the Government are very active
t.hey will not be ready to deal with this
matter next summer. A commissioner
should be appointed to take control of the
milk supply. Instead of its being left to
the Department of Agriculture, or the
Second Session 1920.-[36]
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Health .Department, a commISSIoner
should be appointed to take -control of th~
whole thing from the source to the conSumer. I have information showing the
effect of the present supply on the young
people. I hope the Government will give
the matter serious attention during t~e
recess.
The Hon. W. J. BEICKETT.-I would
suggest that the Government should save
the expense of printing this bulky measure called the Appropriation Bill. It is
entirely superfluous. All that is necessary is a short Bill with the intimation
that it is the Supply Bill and with the
Government stamp on it.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I understand that there is considerable agitation
going on in connexion with the milk supply. I am told that the Secretary of the
Milk Supply Association and the Chairman of the Willsmere Dairying Oompany
are agitatill'g for the Government to -erect
condenseries in the country. I understand that neither of these bodies has been
a very gr·eat success, and that they want
to come on the Government to have these
condenseries erected in- the country. I
hope the GoOvernment win be on their
guard. One of these companies have
.never delivered milk twice a day. They
are agitating to have it delivered twice
a day, ,and are asking that the
Government should go to the expenseof providing the condenseries.
I should like the Government to look into
this matter very .carefully -before they·
go to expense in helpmg any individual
company. The officials of these companies are taking a very active part in the
agitation for having the milk supply twice
a day. I do not think it will be found,
during a period of twenty years, that milk
lias been delivered by them twice a d~y
in anyone week. I do not desire to say
anything that will injure anybody, but I
should like the Minister to look into this
matter before he gives assistance to any
one in connexion with this twice-a-day
milk supply.
'The clause was agreed to, as were the remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (A-ttorneyGeneral) movedThat the Bill be now read

a thir-d time.
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The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT .-Tt has
been the privilege of honorable members
a t all times to make suggestions 'on money
Bills. A point has just occurred to me.
It is worthy of note that the Goverllment
has apparently taken no notice of an irregular suggestion which was made from
\. caucus of this House, and which was
not submitted to this House, as the Govelrnment has provided the same emolument for the position which was the subject of the recommendation 'as has been
paid in past years.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a third time.
OLOSE OF THE SESSION.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).--By leave._ 1 moveThat the Council, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday, the 11 th January next.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. A. ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral).-I move,

That the House do now adjourn.

In moving the adjournment of the House,
I want to convey to you, Mr. President,
the heartiest good wishes of 'all honorable
members for the coming Ohristmas sea'S'on,
and to express to you our great apprecia,tion of the unfailing courtesy and kindness you have shown to every 'honorable
member. I wish also, on behalf of honorable members generally, to convey to the
new Ohairman of Oommittees, the Hon.
J. Drysdale Brown, our 'appreciation of
the excellent work he has done in the
position of Ohairman. I wish, further, to
take this opportunity of making special
reference to two honorable members of
the House who are very shortly to take a
voyage for the sake of health, 'or pleasure,
or profit-I hope all three. Our friend,
the lIon. J. P. J o~es, is leaving with
his family very soon on a voyage to
Europe, and I think I can say, with no affectation, that he carries the heartiest
good wishes and the best thoug.hts of
every honorable member in this Ohamber. If he were not here I could perhaps
speak more freely than I can in his presence.
We hope tha t the trip will be
enjoyed by him and his family, and that
he wjll come back to us as ·courteous, as
effective, and as excellent a member ,of
this House as he has always been. My
friend, the Hon. W. J. Beckett, is also

the Session.

taking a trip with his family.
To
most persons in my position as Leader of
the Government ,in this Ohamber there
might occur the wish that he would not
come back ,again, but I can assure lhim
that I do not feel that wf!Y at all. He is
a strong critic, but one must admit that
he is a fearless critic. He does not care
what the consequences are; if he thinks
that he ought to take up a certain attitude, he does so, and he commands our
respect. Honorable members often find
themselves in disagreement with him
on many points; but I am sure that
we all hope that he also will have
a good time on his trip., I am sure that
both honorable membeI'lS have the capacity, the observation, and the interest
which will enable them to get a great
deal 'of pleasure out of their voyage. I
only wish that I were taking a trip like
that myself. However, that may come
some day. I do not think we should allow
an opportunity like this to pass without
conveying to those honorable members the
assurance that every honorable member of
this Houses wishes them God-speed on
their journey, a very happy time when
they are away, and a pleasant journey
back to Australia.
The PRESIDENT.-Before I put the
motion, I desire to thank the AttorneyGeneral for the very kind way in which
he spoke of my services as President; but
I want more especially to thank honorable
members for the kindness and consideration they have shown me. It is a
difficult task to fill a position such as
that of President of the Legislative Oouncil, .at first, at all events. One is very
diffident about one's own services, but
I shall be very happy indeed if I
can think that I have managed t,o give
even a moderate amount 'Of sati'Sfaction.
I should ,also mention what lowe to the
officers of this House, who have been of
great assistance on such a number of
occasions when I have had to consult
them; in fact, on some occasi'Ons I
do not know what I should have
done had it not been for their assistance.
Their help has always been given
so cordially and so nicely that they made
one feel that one was almost conferring a
favour in asking them for their advice.
In conclusion, I wish all honorable members a very happy Ohristmas and ? prosperous New Year.
I trust tho t we
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may all meet heTe next session, and that
theI'e will be nOi sickness or lQlSS amongst
us in the meantime.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.-May I exPT€rSS my thanks to the Attorney-General
fOir the kind and complimentary manner
in which he referred ·to me. I will take
this opportunity Q1f very sincerelly thanking the hQlnorable ge.ntleman and the
officers of the House for the great assistance they have been to me in my new
office. It requires somel little time to gelt
into the work, and on some occasions I
have felt that I have not been quite up
to the mark. I hope, however, that hQlnorable membe-rs will continue the indulgence they have so kindly extended to me
since I have been in the position of Chairman' of Committees.
'{'he Hon. J. P. JONES.-I desire to
thank the Attorney-General for the very
kind referen,ce he made to me. It is my
intention, if nO'thing interposes, to make
the trip the honorable gentleman has referred to·. It is some yea.rs since I was in
Euro'P'e, and I am going theI'e for many
reasons, oille of the reasons being my de~ire to find out what the economic conditions are on the other side of the wOTld,
and to obselrve the changes that I understand have taken place in those parts
during the last fivel years.
I will endeavour Q1n that trip, if I am permitted,
to make such observations as I hope will
be of benefit to the country I love very
derarly, and all tha.t I can do will be done
I hope to take
to further A.ustralia.
eyery opportunity of keeping Australia to
the front, as I have done on past occasions, and I trust to' bel ablel to' return
here with some knowledge of the world
mQlvement that may be of benefit to those
In Australia to' whO'm I impart that information. I thank honorable mem.bers
fQr the,ir concurrence in the Atto'rne,yGeneral's remarks. I wish also to take
. this opportunity of conveying to you, Mr.
President, my very sincere wishes for a
pleasant seasO'n, and I trust that you will
be hale and hearty and be sitting in that
chair when we meet again next year;
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I desire
to express to the Attorney-General my
thanks for the very kind references he has
made to me in regard to the trip I propose to make shortly. I can assure him
and every honolfable member that I appreciate the sentiments which he expressed. We, at times, are apt t,o say
some hard things when discussing matters
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in the House, but I am satisfied that between all honorable members there is a
very kindly feeling.
On leaving the
House after the heat of the battle they
leave behind them, so to speak, all the
differences they have had in the
Ohamber.
I think that the highest
am bi tion one can ha va is to S€lcure the
respect of one's fellow men. Although
sometimes we have tOI fight very hard for
the ideals we ha.ve in our heJ8.rts, still,
the fact remains that on many things we,
in this. Ho-q.se, can agree tQl differ. If we
express our opinions honestly and sincerely, we may disagree, yet we all admit
One another's honesty of purpose. It will
bf' my first trip to the Mother Land, and
my family and myself are looking forward
with a great deal of pleasure to the excursion, because I am satisfied that it is only
by travel that a man can educate himself.
I feel ·satisfied that my views will !be
broadened, and that I will ~ome back to
the House possibly seeing things in a different light in many respect,;:; from what
I do now. I trust that when the House
re-assembles we shall all look and feel as
weil as we do to-night.
The motion was agreed to.
The H·ouse adjourned at one minute
past fQlur o'clock a.. m., until Tuesday,
January 11.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, Dece1nber 16, 1920.
The SPEAKER took the chair at twelve
minutes past eleven o'clock a.m.
POLICE FORCE.
ARRESTS AND PROSECUTIONS .

·Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I desire to
ask the Chie,f Secretary a question, without notice, in connexion with a memorandum issued by the Police Department,
which reads as follows:I would be pleased to be informed if any
reason can be as&igned wliy the constables who
I have placed an X in !ront of their names
in the attached return have not effected any
arrest and made applications fo,r summons
against any person found committing offences
in the streets where they have been doing duty
for the month of November.
(Signed) C. J. IvEY, Inspector.
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I should like to know if the Chief Secre-.
tary approves of. this memorandum.
Some years ago similar instructions were
issued, but constables must not be forced
to make arrests in order to get promotion. Honorable members may know of
the late Constable Geelan, who was probably one of the best men who have ever
been on point duty. He was threatened
with removal, and actually suffered in his
position because he would not make
arrests. . He said he did not require
to make arrests, because he could manage
his business in a better way.
It is
obvious that if a constablel se 6S a man
loitering in the street, or even standing
by himself where there is plenty of room
and he does not move on when he is told,
there is an encouragement under this
memorandum for his arrest. This officer
apparently is not satisfied unless men
acting in this way, 'and who may be a
little rebellious against the 'order, are
taken into custody.
Mr. TOl!TCHER.-Did you ever see anything like that when you were in London ~
!1r. PRENDERGAST.-No. I happened to be in London on the occasion of
the funeral of Miss Davidson, who was
killed by one of the King's horses.
Forty-four thousand women marched in
procession through the streets, and there
were huge Icrowds in the thoroughfares
along which the procession passed. The
police managed the crowds without the
If an opening were
slightest trouble.
required a constable would make his way
through the crowd, and people would
follow him. Everything passed off with011t allY trouble:
I must say this for the
late SU' George Steward, that he managed
this kind of thing with a great deal of
consideration for the convenience of the
public. This enthusiasm for arrests, no
matter by whom it is shown, should be
put a stop to suddenly. It is obvious that
prosecutions will be against the public if
the purport of this order is acted upon.
I remember another case in which one of
the reasons against a man receiving promotion was the fact that he had not many
prosecutions in his name.
Regulatio~s
have recently been issued regarding the
'traffic which seem to indicate that some
one is not content merely to regulate the
trp,ffic in the interests of the public. The
effect of the regulations seems to be to
increase .the number of 'prosecutions.
l
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Traffic, however, should be managed for
the convenience of the public, and the
police should be expected to protect the
interests of the public without making
arrests.
:M:ajor BAIRD (Ohief Secretary).This matter has just been brought under
my notice.
I agree with what the
Leader of the Opposition has said, and I
will probe the matter to the bottom, to
ascertain who is responsible for the issue
of the memorandum.
LAND BILL.
Mr. O~fA_l~ (Minister of Lands)
moved the second reading of this Bill.
He said-It was hoped tha.t we should
have been able to pass this measure,
which contains thirty-six clauses, this session, but the time now is so limited that
the Gove'rnment feel it would no,t be
fair to ask honorable members' to consider
all of them at this stage. I shall, therefore, cont~nt myself with dealing with
those provisons whch we deem necessary
to be carried before the sessi'on closes.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Doo·s
that mean that you intend to strike out
the greater number of the clauses?
Mr. OMAN.-There are certain clauses
which there is not time to fully consider,
and they may be laid aside until next
session, but there are other clauses which
it is essential we should pass this session,
particularly clause 4, which provides for
the improvement of Crown lands for
soldier settlement.
~fr. PRENDERGAsT.-Are you cutting
out the clauses .relating to Mildura?
l\Ir. OM. A.N.-Yes; ,\ve propose to
strike out clauses 20 to 28. This measure
provides for the simplification of procedure in taking up ordinary Crown
lands. We have now 45,000 persons purchasing or otherwise holding Crown
lands.
We desire to make provision in .
this melasure to give relief to which we
think t,he~ are entitled to' a certain numbel'. of people.
We have at the present
time about 12,000,000 acres of Crown
lands in this State, chiefly third class
land, but still settlement is proceeding on
The provision for
some parts of it.
alienation in the principal Act has been
f.ou:nd insufficient for present requirements, and we propose to remove those
difficqlties by clauses which I will explain
when we come to deal with them. Clause
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2 makes provision to bring the Game
Act and the Land Act in to ·accord.
Under the Land Act there is an obligation on settlers to destroy kangaroos and
wallabies, but under the Game Act they
al'e prohibited from doing that. At the
.present time we have Crown lands sufficient t.o meet the applications of 75 per
-cout. of the soldiers who want to take up
land.
The Government believe ,that
they call settle a number of soldiers on
,Crown lands with profit to both parties
,by the expenditure of a certain amount of
money in improving the land.
The
Crown lands it is proposed to deal with
.are chiefly ill. the Mallee, in the eastern
part of Gippsland, and in the northeastern part 'of the State.
Sm.all areas
which have been reserved for mining and
timber purposes can be made available for
selection. Railways, roads, water .supply,
.and drainage will be the chief developmental works necessary, but assistance
must also be given to settlers to enable
them to effect substantia} ,permanent improvements on their holdings aftel' selec1;ion. T'he Railway Department will push
.on with the necessary railways, and the
State Riv€~s and Water Supply Commis1'3ion will extend water ohannels, particularly for domestic supply, i~ the Mallee.
The ,Oountry Roads J30ard and the Closffi'
Settlement BQard will see that the required .roads ,are made, and theOlosel'
Settlement 'Board will make adv'ances for
permanent improvements.
The old
method of allowing selectors to take up
land at long distances from railways, and
without proper roads, must be superseded
by moreefiective means of land .settlement, if the settlers are to be attracted
towards the remaining ,Orown lands; and
certain clauS€s of the Bill are drafted for
the express .purpose of improving Cl'own
lands so as to give the settlers a reason.able chance of success. The various subclauses of clause 4 make provision as follows :-(1) Before any aTea of Crown
lands is improved it will be gazetted as a
special area. (2) The Board of Land
and Works ·shall then .subdivide the area
for selection. (3) The 1Iinister will then
oeau-se the roads to be Elurveyed, and plans
to be prepared. (4) 'The Closer Settle,.
ment Board will cause the roads, bridges,
and drains necessary, to be constructed;
Tailways, roads, water supply, and dl'ainage will be provided by the .co-operation
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of the Departments. (5) The municipalities will take ovel' and maintain the roads
and bridges after construction. ( 6) The
Closer Settlement Board will make advances for effecting th~ improvements
prior to the IHases, where necessary. (7)
Where the land is to be allotted to discharged soldiers, the advance.s will be
made from the Discharged Soldiers Settlement Fund; and "\vhere the land is to
be made available for selection by civilians, the ,advances will be made from the
Closer ,Settlement Fund. (8) The 111011('3'
advanced for all improvements, whether
before -or after selection, will be treated
as advances to lessees. (9) The Oloser
Settlement Board shall apportion the
money expended prior to selection, and it
shall form part of the adv-ances to lessees.
(10) Advances shall be for a period of
twenty years. (11) The repayments .shall
be credited to either the Disclharged Soldiers :SettlementFund or the Oloser
Settlement Fund, according to which
fund the money was originally advanced
from. (12) The special advances under
this section, fOT permanent improvements,
may, if the B'oaI'd thinks it is necessary,
be in addition to ordinary advances under
the Disc;harged Soldiers Settlement Act
and the Closer Settlement Act.
The
next four su.b-clauses are ordinary machinel'Y clauses relating to the advances.
Sub-clause (17) ·provides that where
township areas are approved by the
(BoaI'd, the enhanced value is to be
,credited to the fu:ad from which tihe
money expended on the improvements is
taken.
1\£1'. ,:McLACHLAN.-Wlhat proportion of
the lands that you propose throwing open
to soldiers are at present provided with
decent roads?
Mr. OMAN.-A. very SlIlall proportion, if any. If they had been supplied
with road or rail facilities, they would
have been made available. It is because
of the fact that they !have not been provided with such facilities that they are
in the hands of the Ol'own. The present
loading on mallee landis about 3s. 6d.
per acre.
Mr. OLD.-That is for roads and, i.
many cases, for a water supply the
settlers do not get.
Mr. OMAN.-It is .possible that, under
this measure, our expenditure will be very
much greater. For instance, under it we
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could undertake the rOolling down of the
green mallee.
'Tha t would cost 5s.
an ,acre, and if the land had to be cleaned
up ,after burning, it would probably mean
another ls. 6d. per acre. Then there are
dams and roads; and if we had to provide fencing materials and homesteads, it
is quite possible that on a 700-a,cre block
the Crown might have tOo ~pend £700 in
place of the 3s. 6d. per acre, as previously. .
Mr. OLD;-In place of, or in addition
to?
,Mr. OMAN.-It would be in place of
the previous expenditure; but a far
greate,r amount of improrvements would
be prorvided, and the, land would bel put in
a product,ive state, so that a, man could
Oobtain a gOOod crop under favorable cOonditions, and start with a reasonable chance
of success. We would probably have to
advance for improvements 16s. 6d. per
acre more than we have spent. The whole
question turns on the suita'bility of the
lands: It is proposed, before the ,session
closes, to refer c,ertain railway proposals
to the Railways Standing Committee for
investigation. It will be necessary for
the Water rSupply Department to make
provision for supplying these lands with
water. It is proposed to make it compulsory for the settlers to provide dams.
A certain amount ,of relief is to be given.
lVIr. ,PRENDERGAsT.-That is one of the
most drastic provisions, because it entails
a huge expenditure of money on the part
of the settler.
But not necesMr. OMAN.-Yes.
sarily before the channel has rea,ched a
man's property. There is a discretionary
power in the hands .of the Commission.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is provided that
a man shall make provision to store 2,500
cubic yards of water to each 640 acres of
the allotment.
l\~h. OMAN.-:That is admitted by
practical men to be very desirable; but
it is acknOowledged that the provision of
storage might properly be deferred until
the water channels are there to fill the
dams. 'The dams should not be ,provided
ahead of ,actual requirements.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Care must be
taken that no man is burdened by this
provision. It might drive men off the
land.
Mr. OMAN.-The intention of the Department is to administer this provision
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sympathetically. We feel that it is better
to spend ,a proportion of the money we
have available for the :reclamation of
Crown lands if soldier.s can be placed on
them with advantage. I think that if we
.can provide railways, roads, and water,
and make provision for the improvement
Dfthese lands, in normal seasons the
settlers will be able toO make good there
more quickly than they cDuld on the more
dearly-priced lands that have been ,bought
for settlement. At any rate, this is an
honest attempt on the part of the Government to settle a good deal of tb.e
,CrDwn lands which we still have. It will
mean a big expenditure Df public money,
but I think it is warranted in all ,the circumstances, and I believe that it will result in benefit to the State.
Clause 5
deals with mountainous land. I ,am sorry
to say that this is one of the prDvisions
that we shall have to let stand over, because it is fraught with a' good deal of
difficulty, and the Government has 'CO
consider the question of lands in certain
paTts of Gippsland and elsewhere.
I
know the honorable member for Polwarth
is deeply interested in this matter, and if
I could have :seell my way to ,stand' fir.m
fOol' the clause I wDuld have done SD. In
regard to mountainDus areas, J: may inform honorable members that it has been
found that in Beech Forest and Cape
Otway many of the settlers have been
unable to ,comply with the 'conditions and
pay the Government rents. There is a
tendency to goO to the sawmills, or Dbtain
other employment, to obtain the Teady
money foOl' rents and upkeep. This, in
nearly every case, means neglect ,of the
selection, a fresh visitation of the undergrowth, increased ,cost, loss of income, and
often abandonment. To o'bviate this, and
as ,an incentive to bring the block into a
state of productivity and keep it so, it is
proposed to .grant an exemption from rent
for the area under clean grass or cultivated, if more than Dne-tenth is so dealt
with. If four-fifths of it be so improved
and maintained in a satisfactory state foOl'
ten years, then a Grown grant may be Oobtained without further payment on the
area. cleared. I have merely made that
statement because I want honDrable members to know what is in the mind Df the
Government. It is a clear indication that
we want to make these lands productive.
I had an Dpportunity of going over the
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land in Beech Forest with Mr. Mackinnon, and I may state that, with the
exception of certain .portions of Gippsland, ,over which I travelled with the honorable member for Wiangaratta, there is
no part of the State where we might
make such provision as clause 5
would, with greater benefit to the State.
It was hoped to ·provide for a concentration scheme. By this means, settlers,
particularly in the Beech Forest, where
roads are SOl essential, would be enabled
to live under more favora;ble conditions.
Weare not in the position to deal with
Gippsland lands. In order to get this
mea'sure through, it will ibe necessary to
retain ,only the essential provisions. A
number ,of clauses will have to stand over.
Mr.
GRovEs.-Honorable members
want the Bill, as a whole, to go through.
Mr. OMAN.-Some of the clauses are
con ten tious.
Mr. GROVES.-Why not try to get the
whole Bill througn~
Mr. OMAN.-That is a matter for
discussion. In, any case, one of the
earliest meRsures to be brought on next
ses.sion will .be one ,containing the clauses
in this Bill that we do not now go on
with.
Mr. GROVEs.-The Bill should have
been introduced years ago.
Mr. OMAN.-It was introduced bv
Mr. Donald Ma.ckinnon, but failed t~
pass. ,Olause 8 deals with the "Provisionas to the issue of a lease where applicant dies or 'becomes insolvent before
lease executed." There are many cases
w here lessees fail to execute their leases,
fwd if the applicant dies and the lease
i::; not executed, a transfer cannot be
effected at the .office of Titles. This section gives ,power for the executor or administrator, or th,e assignee or trustee in
insolvency, to execute the lease. Some
ea'!:l6S in the Department have been held
up for tbe past three years waiting for
this power. The .game diffi.culty did not
o~cur under the 'previous ,system of
licence and· lease, as the licence then was
registered at the Titles Office, and the
Board of Land and Works dealt with the
transfer. As regards sub-clause (2) the
executor or administrator may ex~rcise
the 'power to select conferred on the
lessee. Sub-clause (3) gives the Masterin-Lunacy power to select in cases of
lunatics or lunatic patients.
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Mr. McL.AcHL.AN.-That is an absolute
necessity.
Mr. OMAN.-Yes. I now 'come to
clause 11. In the principal Act there is
no provision for the extension or renewill
under these ,sectiolliS-110 and 125-to the
executors or administrators ,or Master-inLunacy. It is desirruble that such power
should :be given, as in some cases it means
a loss to the lessee's relatives where the
interest cannot Ibe passed on. Clause 29
is an important one. It deals with" Revaluation of land in Portland Heath
special settlement area." In the special
settlement area known as P.ortland Heath
certain drainage and other improvements
were effected, and the cost was added to
the value of the land. The limitednumber of settlers have held their areas for
several years, but have not been as successful as was anti'cipated. Experimental
plots have been wo.rked by the Department of Agriculture, but from all the reports to hand it is now considered that
some of the blocks are over-valued. There
is no power under the Land Act to reduce
values under the section under which
these blocks are leased without again
making the land available to ,the public.
The proposal is to appoint a Board of
Valuers to reconsider the values of the
twelve blocks held, and, if reduction is
essential, give effect to the recommendatiolli) made. Two other essential clauses
are clauses 35 and 36. During the war,
Act No. 2770 was passed, relieving certain lessees on military service from compliance with the conditions. of their
leases. The .section is to extend the relief given, and allows the Minister in
special circumstances, to relieve le;sees
from residence.
That is an essential
~lause.
A.s regarcl.s clause 36, in framing A{'t No. 2770, relieving certain landholders from compliance with payments
of interest, purchasers .of land by auction
were omitted, and this clause will relieve
them from ,payment of interest while absent on active service. I think the House
will concur in,that. The p.rincipal ohject
of the Bill is to give the Government
power to enter upon a policy of improvement of Orown lands for ,soldier .settlement. We think we can expend money in
that direction with very great :profit. It
means railways and water provision, a.nd,
as ,soon as we are in a position to settle
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this land, rolling down the 'green mallee'
and making the land available in such a
way that it will 'be .productive to the
settler on his. entrance upon it;
Mr; McL.AcHL.AN ...........''Vhat 'will be the
co:st of the Toad or railways ~
l\'lr~ OM:.AN.-It is anticipated that it
will be necessary to construct 117 miles
of railway to open up this. Crown land.
There are three small ·sections and one
longer .section, making, in all, 117 miles.
The policy of the Government where
their own land is suita.ble for settlement
should ,be to spend money on railway construction. Tha t land should be made
available for settlement. It is no use
making the land available for -settlement
unless. we are prepared to give the settler
an opportunity of entering upon it with
SOllle· chance of success.
}.III'.
PRENDERG.AsT.-The
railways
should be ·constructed out of the Developmental Raihvay F1Uld.
lVIr. OMAN.-That is a question for
the House. The object of the Bill is to
:relieye certain difficulties· that have
arisen, and to make provision to do away
with disabilities returned soldiers are
suffering under. If I went on with the
contentious clauses 'referred to by the
Leader of the Opposition, it is. doubtful
whether we shouJd get the Bill -through
this ses~ion. If we get the Bill through
in the form I now propose, I promise
the I-Iouse that a measure to complete
what ,ve desire ,shall be introduced at the
earliest possible moment next session.
Thi.s, is One of the mOIst pressing measures
we have. ,We should: bring our land legislation up to date. We -should ,perfect it
and make it workable, and with that end
in view I shall devote some of my time
during. the· recess to gieving. effect to my
promise.
J\{r. PRENDERG.As-T.-Do you propose to
omi t clause 6?
J\{l'. OMAN.-N 0; clause 6 stands.
J\frl'. PRENDERG.AST.-T want an explanation of that clause.
J\Ir. O:MA.N.-TIle purpose of this
alauoSe is to fill an apparent omission in
the ,principal Act, and it was desirable
that it shouJ,(L, ,be rectified.
Mr. PRENDERG.AsT.~-Does· it alter the
position, of these peo.ple in relationship
to the selection, of auriferous· land ~:'
Mr .. (i)M.AN.~~ will deaL with that
matter in Oommittee. I do not desire to
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" stone-wall" th.e m,easure. I want it to>'
pa.ss and be sent on to anotheT ,place.
Mr. 'GRov,Es.-What ·clauses are to ba~
retained ~
:M:r. OMAJ."V-.-Olauses 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7;.
&" 9, 11, 13) 14, 17, anJdr. 19. Quite a
number of clauses go out on account off
the omission of others~. . We: drop the
Mallee provisions until we come to clause'
29. ,That clause stands, and clauses 31"
34, 35 and 36 also ~tand.
We areapproaching the . end of the session, and:
we can deal only with provisio-ns that ar&
absolutely essential.
I regret that we
cannot deal with the complete measure.
It is better, however, to ,get the essential
provisions than to run the risk of losing
the Bill altogether.
J\Ir. PRENDERGasT.-What is the dir-·
ference between. this Bill and the Bill
that was read the first time on the 27th
July last ~
Mr.. OMAN.-:-The principal alterations are those that
have referred to'
d_ling with the provisions for the improvement of Orown lands. They. are the
essential alterations to enable the Crown
to" expend money in reclaiming Crown
lands-, , and it is- hoped that· railways and.
waterworks will be provided.
·Mr. McLACHL.AN:-Is the Commonwealth ~howing' ,any hesitancy in providing the money 1
Mr. OMAN~-Up to the present theCommonwealth Government have met.:
their obligations. We have had no diffioulty with them, and we do not anticipate
any difficulty. We have received a huge
sum for the development .of soldier- settlement. We have 'always a good deal of
land purchased that is not settled for a~
considerable period~
Mr. PRENDERG.AST.-Have· the Oommonwealth authorities given you noti'cethat they win not meet' their obligations l'
Mr. OMAN.-No; they have now
under consideration the proposal to ad-·
vance us about £300,000.
At the' Premier~' Oonference they held that we were
spending too much on ,privately-owned
land. It is to meet that view and th9
altered conditions of. the money marKet
tha t we ·are going to spend' money on
Crown lands.
Mr. PRENDERG.AST.-:----lHas: any' restriction been placed on the purchase of land
for ·closer settlement.?
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Mr. OMAN.-At present" we have a
'Ilumber, of very big properties that have
been in hand fo1' a conside1'able time, and
the Government 'cannot, in view .of the
stringency of the money market, authorize
The
expenditure On these large areas.
State undertook certain obligations at the
PremierEl' Oonference.
Mr. PRENbERGAST.-YOU. will stop pur<;hasing private land.
Mr. OMAN.---,We are not rushing into
the purchase of private lahds. "Ve have
a large area of land available for settlement. Over 75 per cent. of OUr soldiers
are settled or there is land available for
them. We have had a pretty difficult
problem. We have obtained £10,000,000
for the settlement of soldiers and for advances to them, and that has proved 'a
large undertaking.
I do not know the
financial position of the Oommonwealth,
but up to the present time they have met
all their obligation~ to us. W.e are now
asking them to advance us £300,000 for
immediate use.
Mr. PREND:EiRGAST.-The Bill that
was" introduced in July last differs somewhat from this measure. I approve,
generally speaking, of the provisions noW
before us. I except only the provision relating to the construction of dams. There
may be an unnecessary restriction placed
on the holders of the land. I believe it
would b~ a very wise thing to insist on the
construction of dams. Such. restrictions"
however, should not be imposed as would
have the effect of driving the fir$t selector
off the land. He would be driven off, and
the man who came after him would have
a better ,chance of success. The settlers
should be'impressed with the need for conscr"ring as much of the rainfall as they
can. The project to build dams to be supplied from the channels is wise.
Mr. Ol\fAN.---<Olause 19 saysEvery s~lection purchase lease of any allotment in the Mallee country granted after the
commencement of this Act shall in addition to
any other covenants and conditions contain
a. condition to the effect that the lessee during the first two years of the term of the lease
shall, unless the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission in the case of that lease
certifies in writing that the storage is not
necessary-

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is all
right. The State River~ and Water
Supply Commission is' principally con~erned with making a commercial success
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of the water supply. They may do some
harm to settlement.
They may impose
undue re~trictions 011 settlers, and put
them in a difficult position. I think that
everyone. should pay for what he gets,
but I do. no,t want to. see people driven off
the land by any harsh regulations, even
in connexion with ,'vater supply. I approved of some of the provisions in a previous Bill affecting the }Iallee, but one of
my colleagues told me they were harsh.
The Government have withdrawn these
provisions for the present.
We should
endeavour to mitigate some of the difficulties that have arisen in connexion with
the ~ettlement of soldiers and others. We
have no\v more information in regard to
the Comiiionwealth than was given us by
the Treasurer. It is clear from the statement of the Trensurer and the statement
of the Minister Oof Lands that we have
undert,aken Oobligatioris tOo the extent of
£2,000,000 that the Commonwealth will
not shoulder because, as the Minister
said, the Government are nOot making full
'.
use of our Crown lands.
:NIl'. IOM:AN.-They go further" and 'say
that thete i~ cheaper land in other States.
1fr. PRE~TDERGAST. - Honorable
members should- be in the confidence of
the :Minister in connexion with the ~l1at
tel'. It is apparent that the Government
will have to discontinue the purchase of
private lands.
~Ir. O::\IA:N.-Not necessarily.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Government have discontinued the purchase of
such lands except where they have entered
into obligations.
They are asking the
Commonwealth Government to be generous to them to the extent of £300,000 of
the £2,000,,000, because there are obligations that must be met. That was the
position to which I was alluding when I
referred to the article in the Courier. It
is clear from that article that an impasse
does exist.
The l\{inister'sstatement
does explain the position to some extent.
The honorable p:entleman states that he
is asking for £300,000 tOI meet obligations
which he cannot avoid. I should like to
know the agreement between the States
and the Commonwealth in regard to the
pUl'rhase of land, because it seems as
though Sir Joseph Oook can easily get
out of his obligation~. Either there has
been a misunderstanding or the agreement has been inadequate.
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:Mr. OMAN.-There area number of
owners who are willing to take bonds.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Whenever
we issue those bonds we are destroying
our Icredit. If the State were to exercise the .power which it apparendy possesses, a great many gratuity bonds could
be used .for thepUl~poses of land settlement. It would be ,better for the soldiers
if their :bonds were accepted for Isuch purposes than that they ,should get into the
hands of private individuals who are absolutely unscrupulous. It would pay
people to 'combine for the purpose of
getting hold of the Ibonds under \Such conditions that thesolodiers would receive for
them the best ,possible terms. That would
be better for the so~diers than purchasing
time-payment furniture in order that
they may receive ,cash for the balance of
their bonds.
Mr. ANGus.-Th€l Department will
cash bonds now.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Only to a
certain extent. A soldier has to prove
that he ils indigent and quite unable to
carryon before he can get the cash.
Mr. OMAN.-W econsider that they
are sound security.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If the Commonwealth were to increase the interest
or. the bonds from 5 to 6 ,per cent., the
soldiers would, lose nothing on them, and
it wouB pay a company to take them
over and pay the holders in full. It is a
,"wonder that something of that sort has
not been done by those who profess to be
so much interested in The welfare of our
returned men. I hope the Minister will
giv.e'the soldiers on the land an opportunity;. of using the bonds fOor settlemElut
purposes.
Mr. OMAN.-Weare doing so.
~1r.
PRENDERGAJST. - And the
honorable gentleman should also provide
that they should ;})e able to call into use
the Ibonds of other soldiers.
~{r. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Why
~lot allow the bonds to be used as ol~dinary
debentures?
JVIr. PRENDERGAST.-The Oommonwealth decline to permit that, ,because
really they were only political bonds
which' 'were issued by the Federal Government £01' the purpose of insuring
th-eir return at the elections, and' the
bonds have never been as valuable to the
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soldiers as they should have been. Commercialism boasts ISO much about its desire to help the ,soldiers, but it is not
exercising itself in 'order to benefit them
in connexion with their bonds. If people
were content with 5 per cent. or 6 per
cent. on their money, they Icould insure
to the ,soldiers the full va:lue oOf the bonds.
Wi th regard to' the extension of settlement, we shall now be driven, I hope, into
the terri tory extending from Bairnsdale
right up to Mallacoota. The late Sir
Thomas Bent said that there was an area
of 1,000,000 acres of as good quality land
as one could get availa:ble for settlement
there. r trust, that we will pay attention
to ,settlement in that district. Owing to
its proximity to the coast, water carriage
foOl' the produee is available, and railway facilities can -also be provided by extending the Mallacoota line. I consider
that there are opportunities for settlement there unrivalled in any part of Australia 'except Queensland.
I am astonished that more attention was not paid
to Sir Thomas Bent's statement. Whatever may be ,said against him, he was as
keen a judge 'RS ever looked at a:q. acre of
land in this country. The address which
he delivered at the Melbourne T own Hall
on the possibilities of Gippsland wouiJ.d
furnish honorable members with food for
reflect.ion and thought. He projected a
railway line in the Western District,
which he said would add £5,OQO,000 or
£6,000,000 to the value of the place. He
proposed to resume the land before constructing the ,railway. Under his ,scheme,
men would have been settled successfully
on small areas.
Mr. McDoNALD.-The construction ,of
the line was responsible for the subdivision of many large estates, and' a number
of settlers have been successful on small
holdings.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is quite
true. When it was being agreed to in
the House, Sir Thomas Bent said that
it would cause settlement to take place.
r was referring, however, to the lecture
which Sir Thomas Bent delivered in regard to Gippsland? which would open
honorable m~mbers' eyes as to the possibilities ,of settlement in the area which I
have mentioned.
Mr. McDoNALD.-We have also the
same conditions at Beech Forest.
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J\1r. PRENDERGAST.-It is a pity
to destroy good timber when other lands
are available.
Mr. McDoNALD.-It is, unfortunately,
not there now.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It used to be
n. very va'luable timber area. Yeal'S ago,
when Mr. Johnson was in charge of the
State forest at Oreswick, he said that if
pimLs insignis which was regarded as
one of the poorest kinds of timber then,
although its value is more appreciated
now, were planted on old mining land
worth 6d. and Is. an acre, that land
would be worth, in t.hirty nr forty years,
hundreds of pounds an acre fo'r the timher on it. The Beech Fnrest was destroyed, and nothing was dnne in plantjng timber on the poor mining lands
available. Experience at Creswick and
Macedon shnws that it is a prnfitable thing
to grow timbe'r) although you have to wait
fer returns.
Mr. McDoNALD.-'Vhat is the Forests
Commissinn doing ~
lVIr. PRENDERGAST.-I have not
the remotest i,dea, 'but it will take some
time for the chairman to become acquainted with the conditions surrounding
the growth of timber in our climate. In
the main, I agree with the p.rovisions of
this Bill. I think that the opinion of
the whole House is that we should legislate in the interests of those on the land,
and do our best to remove some of the
difficulties which arise in settlement.
Mr. OLD.-Representing, as I do,
that important section of Orown lands
known as the MaHee, I should like to l'!ay
::t word or two with regard to the Bill.
It is a measure which is somewhat overdue, and I wish to protest emphatically
against the introduction of a Bill of this
kind ISO late in the .session.
I have
already had two experiences of important
Bills being introduced at the tail-end of
the session. Those measures contained
contentiouf: clauses, and wer~ dropped.
Bills are brought down a few days before
the session terminates containing many
desirable and far-reaching alterations in
the existing law, but members have no
time to make themselves acquainted with
their effect.
Having entered that protest, I can say that this Bill in its abbreviated form is one that I can commend
to the House. I am satisfied that with a
J
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couple of amendments it will meet the
requirements of the district I represent,
and the provisions will be a step forward
in the right direction. As the Leader of
the Opposition has pointed ,out, the construction of .railways in Gippsland for
soldier settlement is highly desirable.
Still, if we want expedition in floldier
settlement, there is only one place to get
it promptly and cheaply, and that is in
the Mallee. I do not know what railway
construction will cost in Gippsland" but
I am satisfied that it would be pounds as
compared with shillings for similar work
in the Mallee. It is a wise provision to
extend the railway lines in the Mallee,
which I know flO well. If settlement is
encouraged there, I am satisfied the soldiers will make good. We have, of course,
periods of drought and depression, but,
on the average, the. J\{allee has proved to
be a success, and the portion which has
not yet been settled is likely to prove quite
9.8 successful under ·settlement as that part
which is now in occupation. I win content myself for the present with referring
to the classification of mallee land. I
understand that nnder this Bill the Department has the right to classify land
according to i ts respective value. I
should like to see a scheme laid down
whereby land would be classified in accordance with its distance from a railway
line, as well as on its productivity. My
predecessor, Mr. Stewart" strongly advocated this system, and I should like to see
it embodied in our law. It is desirable
that a person taking up a first~clas~ block
should pay, say, £1 per acre for land
within 3 miles of a railway station.
For a similar block over 3 miles, the
charge should be 16s.; for one more than
6 miles 12s., and so on, the price gradually decreasin.g as the value of the land
undoubtedly decreases the greater the distance it is from a railway station. If
such a system were adopted, I am satisfied, from my practical experience, that it
'would lead to more land at a distance
from a railway station being taken up
than is the case at present., owing to its
comparative cheapness.
It would also
obviate the rUflh for the blocks nearer the
stations. We cannot blame a man trying
to get a block near a railway station at
£1 an acre in preference to one 10 or 12
miles away at the same price, because in
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the latter case the .selector is penalized
for all time in haying to cart his wheat
I
such a distance to a railway station.
commend this zoning system of valuation
to the Minister. If it is adopted we shall
ha\e better and more contented settlers
than we have to-day. I am quite satisfied the Bill will improye the lot of the
pioneers in the :il'Iallee. There is ·another
matter to which I should like to see the
J\iinister give some attention. He knows
tha t the women in the Mallee have rather
a drab existence.
Their houses are a
mile from each other, and when they have
finished their domestic duties there is not
much time for social intereourse. If
their houses were connected by telephone,
the women would be able to ring up their
neighbours and have a little social talk,
and in this way their position would be
much brighter than it is at the present
time.
1\11'. OMAN.-There is much to be said
in favour of the honorable member's suggestion, because, apart from being able to
talk to a neighbour whenever one wanted
to, a good deal' of time would be sa\ed in
trayelling.
I ·am prepared to consider
the matter sympathetically.
lVIr. OLD.-I do not wish to delay the
passage of the measure, but when the Bill
is in Commit.t-ee I intend to submit 'c·wo
amendments which ought to cOlllmend
tlH?msehTes to honora1)le members for
their common sense.
1\1r. McLACHLAN.-I do not intend
to oppose this Bill, because I recognise
that there are certain clauses in it that
Dlust be passed. I am not refe:rring to
the clauses which have reference to the
taking up of ,Crown lands, but to certain
other provisions of which the J\iinister is
wen aware. The provision of Orown
lands for soldier settlement is all very
well if we can :find soldiers in the locality
willing to take them up .. It is well known'
that the ])olicy of this House has always
been local land for local soldiers. If we
think that we are going to get soldiers to
settle in the Mallee or in portions of East
Gippsland when they know they C3:11 get
land -in theh~ own districtEl., we are m.aking a very great mistake.
Ultimately,
these Or01'I'J1 lands will have to be developed, but I think at the present time
we are yielding tQ pressure in a way that
is not altogether warranted.
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Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-IIow
would you deal with soldiers who come
from districts where no land is available,
and not likely to be ~
~£r. lVIcLl\'OHLAN. - Victoria has
56,000,000 acres of ~and, and only
5,000,000 are under cultivation. Wherever a ,person may go in this State, there
i::: land available.
.]\£1'. J. ·W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-It is.
well known that no land is available in.
some disti'icts, and is not likely to be.
How would you deal with soldiers in those
locali ties ~
~{r. ~1:cLACHLAN.-So far as Gippsland is concerned" ample land is available
for all the soldiers that want it.
1\fr. OLD.-Ample land available I
1\ir. J\lcLA:OH~AN.-Itcan be made
available, and, more than that, it should
be.
1\1:1'. Ol\fAN.-It can be made available·
in some ·cases only by buying out one·
settler and 'putting in one or two others.
Mr. lYlcLACHLAN.-That idea has.
long been abandoned..
The Government
recently compulsorily acquired an estate
close to Sale, comprising 7,000 or 8,0001
acres. It was the unanimous opinion of
the people in the locality that this estate
should be acquired, and negotiations for
its purchase proceeded for a considerable
6me. ..A. counter proposal was made to
the Department, and then it was decided
to acquire it compulsorily. It might be
asked why the Government should acquire that land in preference to utilizing
land -in Eastern Gippsland whioh is without a road or railway. The answer, of
course, is that this ,estate is encircled by
roads and l'ailways, and facilities for the
transport of goods are provided. I have
no objection to provision being made for
soldiers acquiring land in the districts in
which they formerly lived, but it is a
policy which should apply all round. The
advantages offered to soldiers to take up
land. which has railway coonmunicatio!ll areso great tha,t it is not strange that the Eoldiers should prefer land where these .conveniences are ,provided" and the provision
of such land is only in keeping with the
promises made to our soldiers. Au~tralia
declared that our soldiers should get the
best when they returned, and of ,course the
best is where there· are railway facilities~
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So far as I can see, the Qovernment propose to depart from the policy of acquiring estates which have been lying comparatively idle fOol' years, and to spend
huge sums of mOlley in trying to induce
soldiers to take up land in out-of-the-way
localities.
That' is not a fair policy to
pursue with respect to the soldiers. Such
. a policy may be all right so far as the
successors of our soldiers are concerned.
We know that the outstanding duty of
this State is to make provision for a
much larger population than we have at
the present time. One of the questions of
the hour will be immigration, and that
will apply throughout the whole of the
OommoInvealth. Victoria will be able to
offer as many opportunities to immigrants
as the other States will be able to do, and
it will probably be a good policy to extend
roads and railways to parts where it is
now proposed to extend them. I would
advise the :Minister to hasten very slowly
ill carrying out this policy, so far as the
sO.ldiers are concerned.
I, at any 'rate,
wIll not make one to turn the soldier
away from his own locality. As long as
~here is suitable land in North Gippsland
for soldier settlement, I shall make every
effort that I possibly can to induce the
G?vernment to acquire that land, and I
WIll voice my complaint in this House if
that policy is 110t carried out.
There
are not now a grea t many soldiers to
settl~, and I th~nk the Goyernment ought
to glye the soldIers land where they want
the land.
I am certain not very many
of them will go into the localities to which
reference has been made.
One honorable member has Teferred to the provision
of telephones in remote parts. I have
for a long time advocated that out~f-the
way loc~liti~s should be given telephone
commUnICatIOn. The :M:inister visited the
Gunyah Hills some two or three years
ag<>, and he saw how the settlers there
live.
There is no medical officer in the
district, and the settlers have to rely on
a bush nurse for medical attention. Some
of the settlers in cases of sickness haye
to make journeys of 8 ~r 9 miles in order
to communicate with the bush nurse. It was
brought hOIL.e to the honorable gent.leman th~t, in localities where peopl~ are
developmg thel country, provision should
be ffiade for telephone communication. I
know that this is a Federal matter but
there is no reaSOn why the State should
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not make some arrangement with the
Oommonwealth GOyerllmellt in this reWe cannot leave out of congard.
sideration the fact that the soldier settler
will wan~ to be in a place where there is
some SOCIety and some life, and where he
can get medical assistance when it is required.
I do not want to delay the
passage of the Bill, but I would advise
the )Iinister to hasten very slowly. There
are some persons who think that the
people should be withdrawn from the
localities in which I have urged that
money should be spent, and that they
should be placed in lower localities. I
do n?t a?ree with that, but I merely
. mentIon It to show what an enormous
I know
cost the State will be put to.
that many p~ople, and a section of the
press, have for years been urging the
settlement of Orown lands.
But so far
as the returned soldiers are concerned.
~ye shoul~ insist upon land being provided
In a man s own locality.
The Oommonwealth c~nnot .get beh~nd that policy. It
may heSItate In handmg oyer the money
to the State, but it must have had a.
fairly go<od guarantee that the State is
tr~ing
to spend money wisely.
I
thlllk the Stat~ Goyernm~nt is disposing
of the money It has avaIlable as wisely
as the Oommonwealth Government if not
more wisely, and that the State ~an be
trusted t.o carry out its land policy
through ItS ,officers, its Ministers and its
Parliament.
I cannot underst~nd why
th.ere .should be any hesitancy or disinclinatIOn on the part of the Oommonwealth GOiVernment to p~rt with as much
money as our Government requires in
order to. place soldiers upon the land.
The contmual cry of the Prime Minister
IS, "Produce," and if VictoTia is to progress, apart fr?m the secondary industries
she may e.stablIsh, she must produce more.
Generally speaking, it cannot be said that
production is on the increase. I want to'
see the lands that are at present devoted
to grazing sheep cultivated and I want to
see the la~ds encircled by 'roads and railways cultivated. I know that if we place
our soldiers on them instead of sending
them to settle in remote parts of the
State the soldiers will be better satisfied
and Victoria will be better served.
. llr. MeDONALD.-I have been look.of this
BIll WIth great interest for some time.
m~ fo~ward to the introduction
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In seconding the Address-in-Reply, I by a, previous Minister of Lands and an
said that I trusted that it would be one Assistant Minister of Lands that a cerof the first measures introduced by the tain measui'e of relief would be afforded
Up to the present time 'they
Government. I regret that the :Minister to them.
I can
has introduced the Bill in: a mutilated have received no relief at all.
The portion ·of the measure that understand the honorable member for
form.
is of most interest to many settlers in my S'wan Hill eommending the Bill to the
district is clause 5. Under that clause House. Nothing is to be deleted from
a certain measure of relief was proposed the' Bill that would affect the honorable
to be given to' those settlers if they cleared member's electorate, but the whole of the
their land for grass and cultivation and clause from which benefit would have
kept it clear. If they complied with those accrued to the 'Settlers in the Beech Forest
conditions, certain payments were to be portion of m.y electorate is to be wiped
remitted. . That is a very small COliCe8- out by a stroke of the pen.
Mr. LIVINGSToN.-Have the selectcrs
sion in comparison with what was proabandoned
their selections?
mised them when Mr. Frank Olarke, as
lVIl'. McDONALD.-No. These areas
:Minister of Lands, visited the district
after the bush fires that occurred about were burned out in the disastrous bush
two years ago .. Mr. Olarke was very fires about two years ago. The settlers
sympathetic with the settlers at the time, were undecided whether they 'vould give
and promised that a Bill would be intro- the thing up after years of hard work,
duced almost immediately to afford relief or whether they would again bear the
to them.
lIe proposed a concentration yoke. The Minister visited the district
scheme, which had for its object the immediately after the fire.
bringing of the settlers together. They
Mr. Ol\fAN.-There was a distinct prowere to leave their scattered holdings and mise that he would make this provision
go into a concentration area near Beech for them.
Forest. One settler, who had improved
]\tIro McDONALD.-There was a d~s
his selection, was induced to do that at tinct pl'omise from the Minister that
a great loss to himself. Up to the pre- relief would be afforded them. They have
sent I do. not beJie,ve he has received Q1ne been holding on for two years without
penny as compensation.
He has made getting relief.
The Bill was introduced
application for compensation, and from towards the end of last session, and the
time to time he has been promised that :Minister who introduced it said it had
something will be done, but up to the pre- been brought in RO that honorable 1l1emsent he has received no compensation. I ber'S could acquaint themselves with its
wish to draw the Minister's attention to contents.
I sent down copies of the Bill
this case, and I trust that he will see to the people in the district, and the hope
that this man receives justice.
Fortu- was held out to them that when the Bill
nately, not many of the settlers took ad- was carried they would obtain the relief
vantage of the schenle·propounded.
I which is provided in clause 5, which clause
say "fortunately," 'on account of the the Minister no·w proposes to! abando·n.
treatment meted out to the man to whom I cannot accept the Bill with that clause
I have referred. He was deceived, and is deleted. We know the deplorable condia most disappointed man. Clause 5, which tion under which the settlers exist in the
is not to be proceeded with, was to pro- Beeoh ForE*!t. ]~{any honorable members
vide that if the, settle'rs cleia.red their land know the state of affairs. Mr. Frank
fOir cultivation Q1r grazing two half-yearly Olarke, when Ministe~ of Lands, the
rents WQluld 00 remitted. When that time Premier, and many honorable members
was up, if the land was, still kept clear, 'went down at once to the Beech Fm'est
the payments would cease, until, even- after the disastrous fires, and saw the
tually, after ten years, the se,ttlers could deplorable state of the country and of the
apply for a Orown grant. Then, if the settlers, for whom, apart from the grantland had been kept clear to the satisfac- ing of a sum of money for immediate
The
tion of the Department, a Orown grant relief, nothing has been done.
was to be issued. I havel belen hOilding that settlers have other grievances. I underinducement Q1ut to settlers in thel Beech stand that a good deal of the land in the
.Fl)rest ever since the promise was made Beech Forest has been loaded, for what
Mr. McDonald.
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I d~d not notice that saving
reasons I do not know.
The land was proved.
all valued at £1 per acre when it was clause at the time.
Of course, I now
made available for selection; now some of realize that such a :promise may mean
it is loaded up to £2 and £3 per acre. anything' or nothing. It is dependent on
The settlers have been making nothing the approval of the Cabinet. However,
off the land owing to the want of r'Oads, the settlers have received no relief either
railways, and other facilities for getting from the Government or the Lands Deproduce to market. As the Leader ·of the partment, in any shape or form. When
Oppoeitlon said some time ago, they have I saw the £ill with the l'elief outlined in
been destroying the timber. Some of clause 5, I advised the settlers to hang
it has been put to commercial use, but a on. I thought the Government were singood deal of it has been destroyed. cere. Though the Bill did not provide
Nothing has been done to assist t];lese all that we had hoped for, it did, at
settlers. The loading has been too much least, promise to give some relief. But
for them.' Time 'after time they have now the Minister proposes to abandon
applied f.or a removal of this loading. No clause 5. !It is all very well for members
One seems to know why the loading was who represent the northern areas to say
put on the land. It was not done because that they commend the Bill to the House,
of the value of the land. The loading was with one 'Or two amendments. They comput on in the time of Sir Thomas Bent, mend the portions of the Bill that suit
Jlnd has remained on ever since. Many their own districts. I am not .prepared
of the settlers desiret to' have it removed. to accept the Bill in its mutilated form.
:Mr. OMAN.---,I shall be glad to confer If I am in order, ,I ,shall, when we are in
with the honorable member on the sub- Committee, move for the retention of
clause 5.
The honorable member for
ject.
1\11'. l\{cDONALD.-A loading was also Swan Hill referred to the need for teleput on in connexion with a .small r.ailway phonic communica tion in the Mallee.
tha t 1vas constructed.' The settlers are He pointed out that settlers reside miles
It is even
still paying the rate, ,and think that it distant from one another.
should be removed. If the Gov,ernment worse in the .otway FOl~est. Settlers in
are sincere in their desire to assist the the for,est are confined to their homes for
settlers :who have pioneered that country, three or four months every year. It takes
and who have spent years of miS€TY there hours to get from Olle holding to another.
nuder the most deplorable conditions, They are cooped. up the whole of the winthey .should take note of these complaints. ter. ,It is necessary that they should get
This is not the first time I have voiced their supplies in in the summer months,
otherwise supplies have to be 'brought in
them.
on sledges. I saw a man with two bags
l\Ir. OMAN.-The honora'ble member's of chaff slung Oll ·each side of his horse,
statement will appear in Hansa1'd and a which he was leading ;through the mud.
~al'(~ful note will be made of it.
In order to obtain this chaff, he had to
)Ir. McDONALD.-<I do not know leave home at an early hour in ,the mornwhether these ,settlers will continue on the ing, and he -did not Teturn until late in
land. .t~ Oommittee' was formed to in- the evening. The chaff was necessary to
quire into the working of the concentra- keep the man's cows alive, and it took
tion scheme that was evolved by the for- him a whole day to get it. If ,any part
mer )Iinister of Lands and his o:ffi:cers at of ,the 'state deserves telephonic commuBeech Forest. A IOommittee of experts nication, it is that portion of myelecto\'isited the place, and took evidence. The rate. Fifteen enterprising settlers who
Oommittee was very conscientious and are placed near Apollo Bay combined
sympathetic with the burnt-out settlers. and installed a telephone service for their
Thev visited every holding in the forest, own use. 'They tell me that the .condiand took evidence. Later, they furnished tions of life have enormously improved
a valuable report, containing excellent 1'e- in consequence. In the evening,s, if one
f'ommendations. I had hoped to see the of them has a new record for his gramo'recommendations tembodied in this Bill. phone, he can give his neighbour miles
The' Minister ,stated that he would do cer- away, the benefit of it. Where ~ettlers
tain things provided the Oabinet ap- are more scattered they cannot combine
J
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for that purpose. If anything is to be
done in the direction ,of extending the
te~ephonic system to coun try districts,
these ,settlers have a very strong claim.
Even in cases of sicknes,s they are unable
to ,communicate quickly with the doctor.
'Anyway, it would take a doctor a whole
day to reach some of them. A case came
undeT my notice in which a woman, who
was in a delicate state of health, had to
lbe conveyed 5 miles on a sledge. She
:Was then placed in a gig and driven over
a Tough road a number of miles to ,a railway station, from which she was conI know
veyed by train to a hospital.
that the prospects are better for the
settlers if the Government will only do
their part in affording relief. JThe Oountry Roads Board-t'hat very useful body
which is doing ,such good work-ha~
money available for roads, and a fair
amount could be spent in that district.
Unfortunately there is trouble with regard to the shortage of labour. Works
of the kind can only be carried out in the
~e! months, and there is a difficulty
In gettmg men to go down there to work.
I B~ppose the demand for labour is great
durIng those months in places more accessible to the city. I ,am hopeful however
that the labour will be found, a~d that, ,a~
the Country Roads Board is taking over
a number of developmental roads condit~ons will before long 'be ,bette;
I
notIce that provision is made in the Bill
for roads and bridges to be made by the
Closer Settlement Board where necessary.
Why should the Oloser Settlement Board
not leave that matter to the Oountry
(Roads Board? If the work is done by
the Oountry Roads Board, it does not
become a charge on the land. Clause 4
statesThe ,C!oser Settlement Board shall, as soon
as pra~tlCable, and whether before or after any
lands m the area. are selected or taken up,
.cause all roads, bndges, and drains which in
the opinion of th~ Minister, are necessary' for
the settlement or Improvement of such area to
be . constructed on land within such area' or
adjacent thereto.

If the work were done by the Country
Roads Board ,as developmental work, the
money would ,be found from the funds it
has at its disposal.
Olause 8 provides
inter alia'
Sub~e~t to this section the cost incurred by
the MInIster and the Closer Settlement Board
under this section shall be charged fo the
Mr. McDonald.
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lessees of all selection purchase allotments or
conditional purcha.se allotments selected or
taken up in such area.

That me,ans that the cost of the construction of l'oads and 'bridges, if done by the
Oloser ,settlement Board, would be made
a cha'rge on the land. I do not think
that right, as all ro~ds and bridges have,
up' to the present tIme, been constructed
by the municipalities through the Oountry !Wads Bo,ard. The ,cost should not
be saddled on to incoming settlers. Roads
b:ridges, ,and drains ghould be provided
~Ither before settlers take up their holdmgs, .or as SOOn aftel' as possible. To
make them 'a charge on the land is not
fair to the settlers. Such wOTks are a
public benefit, ,and the settlers ,should contribute in the ordinaTY way through the
ra t~s. I hope the Minister will see his
way clear to retain clause ,5. In addition
to the area I have m'entioned in the Ot-·
w~y Forest, there are. large areas in
~Ippsl,and. that would 'benefit by the passIng of thIS clause. The Bill was circulated at the end of last session in order
to. en~ble melD:bers to .,become 'acquainted
WIth .It. It was nO.t gIven to us just this
mOor~mg.
The clause I am T.efe:rring to
was In the ,old Bill, and it is proposed now
tOi delete it. I cannot cOonsent tOi that,
and will not su ppOirt the HilI unless that
clause, is retained.
Mr. THOMAS.-As I sincerely desire
that this Bill shall become law this session,
I dOl not propose t,Q1 speak at any great
length. As special mentiOon is made in
clause 29 of an area Oofcountry in my
electorrate-the heath land of POortlandI feel tha,t I am in honour bound tQ say
something with regard tOo it. Ahout the
year 1912, Sir Thomas Bent initiated a
bene,ficent proposal dQlwn there. I am
broad-minded enough tOo recognise that at
tha~ date such projects were largely expenmental. We! had to pay for the experience we have gained. I desire' tOI lay
before honorrable, members what happened.
I inte,rjected when the last speaker was
addressing the House that a mistake had
been made, in charging the cost· of the
roads and bridges to the adjacent land.
I hope forr the' day to dawn when we shall
be hig enough Australians to recognise
that in the reclamation of these supposed
wast-e lands we are doing a wOork of immeasurable benefit to the whOole of the
State-a national work, in fact. I hope
the Government will be guided by the ex-
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perieuce gained in connexion with the
heath lands at Portland. The authorities
provided a main drain and the arterial
.drains leading too it. That was all in order,
and what any sensible man would hav:e
done; hut then they prOiceeded to experiment in a very costly manner with ploughs
.that would not plough, and with tractors
that would not work. Bullocks and' horses
were introduced, and a large sum of
money was expended. That money was
·eventually plac,ed on the shO'ulders of the
settlers whol took up the land. Fifty-four
settlers took up land there, twenty-eight
abandoned the land, and twenty-six still
remain. For years I, as a practical man,
have advocated that the Government
should dO' such work as the construction
of the main drains, and then give the
prospective settler assistance so that he
may himself dOl the experimenting. For
the first 'fe,w years there is nOi return to
the seUler. What becomes of him during
that initial stage ~ I have been through
the mill, and I know that what I say is the
truth. It means that the se,ttler has to'
work three, or four, or more days for some
'(me else to! keep the pot boiling, and Qne
,or two days for himself on his holding . By
that process he does not live long enO'ugh
to enable him to' achieve success, and it
breaks his heart. In my o,wn electorate I
have seen many men go on to the land,
and, metaphorically speaking, thrO'w up
the~r hats,and say, "Hurrah I At last I
am a land-holder!" They struggle for
·six or seven years, and give it up-broken.
men. I congratulate the Minister on the
lucid explanation he gave of the ·Bill. He
said that assistance would be given to' settlers where necessary after selection. I
hope he will alwa,ys keep that in view. It
is futile for the Gove,rnment to undertake
the experimental bUSIness. They should
1et the settler dO' that. The Go,vernment
should put him on the land, ·and say,
." There you are; go ahead."
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is frequently a
mirage.
.
Mr. THOMAS.-It may be.
I have
110t been long enough in the House to distinguish bet~een a mirage and a reality.
We must live and learn. I am broadminded enough to believe tl,tat the Minister was sincere when he said that the
settlers would have assistance after they
had gone into occupation.. I sa.y, without
hesitation, that on small holdings in the
south-western corner of the St·ate you can
settle hundreds o£ men healthily and hap-
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pily under the most ideal conditiOons, but
with assistance. It, is the pot that has to
be kept boiling until the la.nd is made ptoductive:. No mall can go on the land, and
by means of legerdemain convert it into· .
It requires several
a productive area.
years of hard, solid work to bring that
about. I hope that when these men are
settled on the land the Government will
see that they have assistance instead of
being starved off, GS has happened in the
past. As I previously mentioned, I hope
it will be borne in mind that. there are
areas within the sacred boundaries of the
forest lands where many men can be
settled. I hope the Government will take
into consideration the advisability of settling land that is within imaginary State
forests. There are thousands olf acres in
the State forests of my district that
never grew a tree fit for milling, and
never will. I hope this land will be made
available for selectij·n. Let us be bigg.er
Victorians and bigger Australians. Let
us break dO'wn the wild areas, and bring
them into productivity.
We· shO'uld
realize that in so far as we scatter the
people·.over the State, in so far shall we be
regarded by those who come after us as
st.atesmen in deed and not in word only.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a. second time,
and committeti.
Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
CIa use 4 Was amehded b'\T the omission
of the words cc for proclamation."
1\il". PRENDERGAST.-You will ~till prO'claim ~
Mr. Ol\IAN.-Yes.
The clause was ag::"eed to.
Clause 5, providing for the exemption Df
portion of certain half-yearly payments Df
land, if portion of mountainO'us land is
under clean grass or cultivation.
Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands) .-1
move the omission of this clause .
1\ir. LIVINGSTON.-I quite understand the position taken up by the honDrable member for Polwarth. We have very
similar country to which he referred in
South Gippsland. This clause refers only
to Crown lands, and the Bill is really only
a skeleton measure, and, therefore, it
does not express to the full extent the
intention 0'£ the Goyernment with reference to Crown lands or other lands that
might be made Crown lands. There is a
class of land which eventually will have to
be. :rp.ade Cro·wn lands. It .is a pity that
this measure should have been introduced.
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at so' late· a stage of the sessiO'n. I hope
that next sessioll a comprehensive, Land
Bill will be one of the first measures
brought down. I hopei that a, properly. drafted Bill, not a skeleton Bill such as
this, will be introduced next session, and
tha t we shall be able to' pass legislation
which will he some' credit to the House.
This is only patchwork. If the honorable gentleman would hO'ld over the clause
for the present, and embody it in a comprehensive measure, it could Ibe made to
apply, not ,only to the land ment10ned in
this Bill, ,but to Isimilarcountry throughout the State.
Mr. lVIcDONALD.-I dOl nort think this
clause would e!£fect all tha,t is necessary, and I will ask the Minister for
an assurance that a more -comprehensive
provision will be embodied in the Bill
:brought in next session.
Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands).-I
am as keen as the honorable member is to
see provision made in the direction which
he indicated. Even before this Bill was
printed we had to omit many amendments of the law which I should like to
have seen made.
H,owever, early next
year a measure will be introduced containing the provision whi.ch the honorable member for P·olwarth wishes.
The clause was struck out.
Olauses 6 to 9 were agreed to.
Olause 10 was struck out.
Olause 1.1 was agreed to.
Olause 12 was struck out.
Olauses 13 and 14 were agreed to.
Clause 15~(Grazing licences for four~
teen years to discharged soldiers in lieu
of seven years).
Mr. OMAN (Mini.ster of Lands).-I
had intended proposing the omission of
this clause, but on reconsideration I will
let it stand. It 'iyill allow an extension
from seven to fourteen years in the case
of grazing licences held by returned
soldiers. Safeguards are pr.ovided.
The clause was agreed to.
Olause 16 was struck out.
Olauses 11, 18, and 19 were agreed to.
Olauses 20 to 28 were struck out.
(nn use 29 "Tas agreed to.
Clause 30 was struck out.
CIa use 31 was agreed to.
Olauses 32 and 33 were struck out.
Olauses 34, 35, and 36 were agreed to.
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Mr. OLD.-I pl'opose the following
neiW clause, to follow clause 15:-If the Minister, having due regard to future
developments and the preservation of the public interests, appr</ves, any discharged soldier
within the meaning of the Discharged Soldiers
Settlement Act who has been granted a g,razing licence under section 121 of the principal
Act maYJ within two years 'after the grant of
the licence, select a selection purchase allotment within the land which is the subject of
his licence.

Mr. OMAN (Minister ·of Lands).-I
am prepared to accept the new clause. It
would emlJower a ,soldier settler to select
a grazing ~rea if the Minister approyes.
!1r. OLD.---!There are a:bout thirtyfive grazing licences along the ]\1urray
and in the Mallee di'strict·s, while others
are scattered all over Yictoria. Thes.e
are all expiring at the end of this year,
and we anticipate that a considerable
nUluber of soldier settler.s will become the
holders of grazing licences.
I want
them to have the same privilege that we
provided under the oold law of being able
tQl select an allotment on which tOI erect a,
permanent hoome. In my own district
peQlple erect a homestead, build drafting
yards, and mak·e other improovements j but
they only get the title to the improvements. They have nO' guarantee that the
land will be made available fo~ them. I
ha ve been careful too safeguard the interests of the general public in my amendment by providing that the granting oof an
allotn~ent will be subject to the approval
of the Minister. I am quite aware that
if we give unrestricted opportunities to
select land it is quite possible that the
choice may fall upon an area which may
be the site of sQlme future irrigation settlement. If the amendment is agreed to,
lessees will have the right tal select a certain area, of land on which to have a
homestead of their own. There will be no
risk cf the,ir dUlIimying for larger holders
by sub-letting their rights. It will make
for permanent settlement, and may be the
means of providing 100 soldiers with
homes of their own.
The new clause was agreed to.
The first, and second schedules were
struck out.
.
The Bill was reported with amendments,
and the amendments were adopted.
On the motion of Mr. OMAN (Minister
of Lands), the Bill was r'ead a third time.
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Mr. OLD.-I moveThat the following be added to clause 19:"(2) This section shall not apply in t.he
case of any allotment unless and
until the said Commission has made
provision for the conveyance by
channels or otherwise of water to
the boundary of such allotment or
some part thereof ."

I submit tltis amendment because I have
known of cases where channels have not
been surveyed for some years after" the
land has ceen made avaDable for settlement,. In oue case which I have in mind,
a man at Manangatang built a dam with
a capacity of 3,000 cubic yards e,f storage-.
He selected the site of the dam in ac"
-em'dance with the survey for the, channel
which had then been made. Afterwards
the survey was altered, and brought the
channel to the side of a sand hill opposite
to where the tank had been built, so that
all the expenditure was practically lost, I
do not object to compulso['y storage. I
think it will assist the State Rive,rs and
Water Supply Commi~sion, but the clause
as it stands may have a detrimental influence on struggling settlers. Even where
channels are now constructed, a holding
may be 2 miles away, and according to
the practice of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, the last man
at the end of a channel is invariably
penalized because he has to make a mile
of the channeling himseU. That is a most
unfair provision. The amendment I have
submitted will remove this objectionable
feature. and the holder will not be called
upon to provide the storage, until such
time as the CommiSSIon have taken the
channel to the horundary of his allotment.
My amendment is simply a protection to
the struggling settler, and I hope that
the Minister will accept it.
Mr. OMAN.-The amendment makes
the position clearer, and I have no objection to it.
Mr. ALLISON.-I second the amendment. I should like to take this opportunity of stating that I regard the Bill
as being one of the finest measures-The
8PEAKER. - The honorable
member must keep to t4,~ amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
}fr. OMAN (Minister of Lands).-I
desire to thank the House for giving the
measure such gener·ous .support. It will
help us very materially in the a·dministration of the Department.
The Bill was ordered to be transmitted
to the Legisla ti ve :Council.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.
:NIl'. L.f~:WSON (Premier).-By leave,
I should hke to make rt' .statement on the
question of privilege that was raised a
week or two ago ,by the honorable membe'r for Boroondara. The Secretary of
the Oommer.cial Travellers' Olub has sent
me a letter in which he encloses a copy
of a letter, dated 15th December, which
he has sent to the honorable member for
Boroondara. The copy of the letter sent
to the honora·ble member for Boroonclara
readsDear Sir.-By direction of the Committee
of the Commercial Travellers' Club I write
with reference to my letter to you ~lated the
17th S~ptember, H)20. That letter, asking informatIOn as to a statement made by you in
the Legislative Assembly, is, the Committee
are advised, open to the construction that it
appears to contemplate a breach of the privileges o~ Parliament. T.o fail to show respect
to ParlIament, or knowmgly to offend aO'ainst
the privileges of Parliament, was not the intention of the Committee; and, since the date
of my letter, nO action based upon any thin"
said by you in Parliament, or upon your lette~
to me of 18th September, 1920 has been taken
by the Committee. In these ci~cumstances the
Committee desire to withdraw my lette~ of
the 17th.
I am further directed to point out that my
to you, dated the 23rd November, 1920,
was m no way based on anythincr said or done
by you in Parliament.
0
Yours faithfully,

lette~

JAMES

DAVIES,

Secre.tary.

That represents a withdrawal ·of the
letter which might have been deemed to
be a breach of the privileges of this
House. The letter I have read further
indicates that there was no intention to
infringe the priviTeges which honorable
members enjoy. I should be glad if the
honorable member for Boroondara would
aeknowledge the receipt of the letter, because I have merely read a {'opy of it. I
know that the honorable member did not
intend any reflection upon the Oommer~ial Travellers' Olub, or the ,conduct of
that institution. I further understand
that in the speech to which refe.rence ViTas
made he indicated that to honorable
members. .r do not propose, in view of
this withdrawal, to take any further
action in the matter, and I hope that the
honorable member for Bor.oondara will
be satisfied with the position.as it now is.
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I should .be glad if the honorable member would confirm the receipt of the

letter, a copy of

~ hich

I have read.

River M'U'1ray Waters Bill.
RETURNED SOLDIERS.

PAYl\fENTOF BRIEFS AND FEES.

1Ir. MORLEY moved1vIr. GREENWOOD.-The matter of
That there be laid before this House a reprivilege is l,lot 'one for me to deal with. turn for the twelve months ended 30th NovemMerely a formal acceptance of the letter ber last, showing1. The number of briefe and fees paid to
will be sent by me to the Secretary of the'
counsel who are not retulID.ed soldiers~
Commercial Travellers' Association~
on b~half <?f Government Departments,
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There is one
thing I should like to say. We might
condone anything except a breach of the
privileges of Par liamen t, and I feel as
strollp;ly as eyer that the people concerned should be warned that they cannot lightly regard the l)l'ivileges of Parliament. Those privileges are not thfl
privileges of individual members, but the
pri1'ileges of a 'body thate:xJists for the
purpose of formulating the laws of this
Sta te, and free speech in Parliament
must be protected. The letter the Premier has ,read 'does not deny the right
of the Ooinmercial Travellers' Club to
proceed in ,other directions, and when this
House is not sitting they may move in
other directions. I hope the Committee
of the Club will understand that Parliament is still prepared to protect the 10nora;ble member for Boroondata in connexion with his original assertion. That
assertion may; or may not, have ibeen
trur. llis stutrment that the assertion
met ~vith general approyal was an exaO"geration. It did not, so far as I w~s
concerned. .A statement does not get approval unless that approval lis expressed.
I shall stand for the protection of the'
privileges .of Parliament, no matter what
party may ,be concerned in the matter.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-By leave
I wish to say that I quite agree with what
has been stated by the Leader of the Opposition. 'The intimation I have given
will not give any protection or immunity
to !iny 'per,so~ or hody which takes any
actIon Illvolvmga breach ,of the pl'ivileges of this House, either now or later
on.
CONSTITUTION ~CT
AMENDMENT ACT 1915
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Council, and, 011 the motion of Mr.
PRENDERGAST, was read a first time.

p~bl~c bodIes, and the Railways CommISSIoners.
2. The number of briefs and fees paid to
counsel who are returned soldiers.

The motion was agreed to.
RIVER MURRAY WATERS BILL.
. The debate (adjourned frlQllU the pre'VlOUS day) on the motion of Mr. Lawson
(Premier) for the second reading of this
Bin was resumed.
:1\1r. LAWSON (Premier).-The honorable member for Swan Hill secured the
adjoul'nment of the debate; but I should
like, by leave, to make a supplementary
statement to the one I submitted
to honorable members last night. There
may ·be a slight possibility ·of a misunderstanding as to what I said. I have not
had an opportunity of seeing the Hansard
proofs. The honorable member for Fitzroy said the amended agreement merely
related to construction, and I am not quite
sure whether I made it clear to the honorable member at that time that that
does not fully and adequately represent
tp.eposition. I indicate~ that, in the
old agreement, all the States' representatives had to agree to everything except
formal business. In the amended agreement a three-fourths majority only is required. That is to say, two States and
the Commonwealth could decide the matter. 'Vhen I said that, the honorable
member for Fitzroy said, "This merely
relates to construction," and I do not
think I gave him a very definite reply.'
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-It does
merely relate to construction.
Mr. LAW'SON.-The determination of
matters by the thi'ee-fourths majority relates to everything covered, by the
original agreement. It does not merely
rela te to construction.. It would go to
such a question as the determination of
quantities, deliveries of water, and so on.
Therefore, the three-fourths majority
goes right to the root of the agreement.
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]\h'. LE~nIOx.-"G nder the original
Act, the allotment of water had to be
unanimousl v voted.
~Ir. LitWSOK.-For eyerything except
formal business. it meant a unanimous
vote. Now a three-fourths majority is
required.
1'11'. LE~nIOx.-That is a substantial
gain to us.
Mr. LAWSOX.-We hope it lllay be
so. Of course, it cuts both ways.
~Ir. J. W. BILLSOX (Fitzroy).-Would
you explain to the House what alteration
has been made in the allotment of water
for irrigation, as opposed to the provision made for nayigation?
J\Ir. L.AWSON.-Thcre is nO alteration in the allotment of water. That is
a matter for the Commission to determine. Clause 9 of the original agreement saysSubject to this agreement, and any Acts
ratifying the same, the Commission( 1) l\Iay declare from time to time, so far
as may be necessary for giving effect
to this agreement and the said Acts,
the quantities of, and times for, and
'means of verification of all deli"
veries of water provided for in this
agreement;
(2) In declaring the quantities and times
for deliveries of water, shall have regard to the quan ti ties and times
most suitable and cOllvenient for the
purposes of this agreement;
(3) Shall, before the first day of October
in each year, prepare and forward
to each of the contracting Governments a teport as to----
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in this agreement, and in so determining, shall have special regard to
such works as will serve the dual
purpose of irrigation and navigation;
(ii) the rate of progress of works, whether
of construction or maintenance;
(iii) the method and extent of maintenance of works; and
(h') . if necessary, what works shall be regarded as works of construction or'
of maintenance;
and shall have full power to order and direct
such acts and things rus it considers necessary.
for carrying out this agreement."

That reall.y puts irrigation in a better
position than in the original agreement.
:Mr. LEl\Il\ION.-It seems to confirm our
contention that irrigation has a prior
claim oYer navigation..
~Ir. L.A. WSON.-Tlrat is a matter of
0pullon. The Commission will have tho'
right of dE!termining the priority in point
of time of the construction of works, and
in so determining" shall have special regard to such works as will serve the dual
purpose of irrigation and navigation."
It would mean this: Supposing a lock were
being erected. If that lock served both
irrigation 'and navigation it would get
preference oyer a lock constructed merely
for navigation purposes.
~1r. LE::\Il\ION.-Does this amendment
interfere with the minimum depths required in the locks? There were certain
proyisions in the original Act laying it
down that certain minimum devths are
essential and must be maintained.

And then it sets out a number of matters
Mr. LAWSON.-So far as I know, that
upon which the reports, balance-sheet, and
In case any question
so on are to be prepared. I want to make ,is not altered.
it clear that the three-fourths maj'ority should arise as to the constitution of the
does not relate merely to the question of personnel of the Commission. I wilt
the construction of works. It goes right quote a number of statements. Honorto the root of the agreement. Matters able members are aware that the chairwhich the Commission formerly had to man of the Commission is the Minister of
determine by absolute unanimity can now Works and Railways for ,the Commonbe settled bya three-fourths majority. wealth. The States' representatives are'
I said, further, that it meant preferential technical men-engineers employed by the·
treatment with regard to irrigation, and water authorities of the respective States.
the amendment which does that is set out The Hon. J. G. Bice, on 24th November,
on page 10 of the Bill, which I will read speaking in the South Australian Parliato honorable members:ment, saidClause 28 of the principal agreement is
omitted and the following clause inserted in
its stead:"28. The Commission shall have full power
to determiile(i) the order in point of time of the consttuction of the works provided for

. . • . . Commission, consistittg of en. .
gineers, and representing the three States of
the Commonwealth, with Minister for Works
and Railwavs as chairman. There is no intention to alter the pel·8onne~. . . .
Commission "'ill consist of same engineers as are
now controlling it.
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On 25th November, the Hon. G. Ritchie formerly a ·Premier of this State, agreed
made the following s.tatement in the South. with Sir John Downer that. to get over
the trouble which has been facing us ever
Australian Parliament:Under the original agreement, it was pro- since the Federa1 Oonstitution came into
vided that the work should be carried out by existence, priOority should be give.n in
each of the States, with the assistance of a the use of the river to. States requirCommission consisting of engineers representing the Commonwealth and the three States, ing it for navigation purposes, whilst for
with a Federal Minister of Works eMr. irrigation purpose,s each Sta.tel should be
Groom) as chairman. . . . In the agree- allOotted what was considered re,a·sonable..
ment, there is no intention to alter the condi- Any legislation for the Murray is legislations so far as the personnel of the Commis- tion towards the gateway of prosperity.
sion is concerned. It will consist of the same Though hitherto unrecognised, the value
engineers, and Mr. Groom will remain chairof the great River Murray-the Nile
man.
of Australia--i s be'coming more and more
Sp3aking at the Premiers' Conference, appreciated elvery yea-r. For some, time
held at Melbourne, May, 1920, Mr. now the State and Federal Governments
Groom saidhave approached something like unity in
I am chairman of the Commission, but I am the -desire to use the River Murray for
not an engineer. 'There are three engineers
We in
.represent:ng the States, and one representing the advancement of the land.
the Commonwealth. They go through every Victoria are fortunately situated between
proposal very carefully, and we ar~ thoroughly the opposing factions of New South
satisfied "With the fitness of the engineers. The Wales and South Australia. IBy storage
States are fully represented, and the Commonwealth has only one vote in the deliberations and distribution it is estimated that exSurely a body consti- tension of irrigation made practicable
of the Commission.
tuted as the Commission is ought to be in- istrusted with the task of getting surveys and
Acres.
Acres.
other operations carried out.
New South Wales
17,000 to 574,000
I merely indicate that to confirm., as far Victoria
250,000 to 650,000
as the ~Victorian Government are con- South j\.ustralia
20,000 to 215,000
cerned the intention of not altering the
or, in round figures, from 300,000 to
person~el of the Commission. We shall 1,400,000
acres. Quite recently a Ooncontinue to be represented by ·one of. the ference, representative of thel ComWater Commissioners of this State, and monwe,alth and each State directly
I hope that that will prove an adequate inte'rested, agreed
to. expeditel the
protection to the interests of Victoria.
carrying OoUit Oof the River Murray
:Mr. RYAN.-I regret that the Pre- works.
I seel in the River Murray
mier, speaking for the G~vernmen~, has and its utilization the surest guarantaken up an attitude whlCh practIcally tee that the Australian burden of
means the retention of the present Board taxation will be met. Water is wealth.
of Engineers. I am in a Yery awkward- Where irrigation is availed of, there is
position. I was formerly a member of the best example of intense culture.
Parliament in tthe adjo-ining St·ate of "Water is ever the willing servant of
South Australia, and I have always taken man." Time has not reduced its usefnlgreat interest in the River Murray Waters ness. Railways and tramways have not
Agreement.
taken its place. Utilization of our rivers
Mr. LEMl\wN.-When the original Act to the full will lessen the load of debt
was passed, did not South Australia con- and obviate the dread of drought. To
tend that their will should prevail1
quote Sir Edmund Barton-" It is the
Mr. RY AN.-I should be doing my next drought you have to get ready for;
old State an injustice if I did not admit always the next drought."
During the
that that was the case. As a matter of past session many of the men who
fact, up to the present, the will of that had scaled Anzac were settled round
State has prevailed.
The machinery the banks of the Murray.
I have
which brought the River :Murray Waters no doubt thftt in the Parliament ahead.
Agrelement into elxistence, was formulated the gOood work will be extended.
No
by Mr. Price. He represented myoId mention of the value of the River
district. He was able to sway the great Murray is complete without recognisFedexal Convention. Sir George Turner, ing the distinguisned se,rvices Oof 1\11'.
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D. J. Gordon, in causing the people of
Australia to realize its great value.
Tne returns from all branches of irrigated- culture have been particularly
g'ood, so that there is a most gratifying
demand for irrigated holdings in all the
districts under the control of the W'ater
Commission.
vVhere land in the irrigated districts has been purchased
by the State for subdivision under
the Closer Settlement conditions an
extremely large proportion of returned
soldiers ha.ve acquired blocks, and
are showing great .aptitude f.or IrrIgated farming. May they be added to.
The term "reasona ble " came in to the
Australian Oonstitution and has, unfortunately, been r,etained. With the view
of helping Ohaffey Brothers to open up
Mildura and Renmark-The
SPEAKER.-The
honorable
member may make a general reference t·Q·
that matter, but there can be no discussion on it.
~lr. RYAN.-l am coming to the
clause that I think should be amended in
order to provide that the irrigation view
shall predominate. The great conference
on the :Murray question agreed that no
altera tion of any importance would be
possible without the unanimous agreement
o-f the Commission, and that is the law
now. That was put in to safeguard the
yery important principle· for which the
Federal Government made themselves responsible to the extent of £1,000.,000;
South Australia to the extent of
£2,000,000, and Victoria and New So-uth
'Vales about the same. Within the last
few months we have had a new phase' of
this question. It is proposed now to alter
the majority by which an alteration can
be madel in the agreement not only in
regard to matters of departmental administration but in regard to bigger
things. I am conscious that the Premier
of this State, who has been brought l\P
here, would not have agreed to this
change if t.he fears I have are well
founded. If -ever it was necessary to
have a unanimous agreement as to ail alteration of policy in connexion with irrigation, it must be so to-day. New South
'Vales anticipates an extension of her irrigable area, by 547,000 acres; Victoria
has an immediate, need fOil' water to cover
a further 250.,000. acres, Or' a total of
G30,000 acr:es. South Australia has only
20,000 acres. 'Ve know that no change
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can be made in the agreement unless the
decision is unanimous, and so the irrigation States have felt safe. SQlUth Australia always felt that New South Wales
and Victoria would fight for irrigation.
If the Premier, who knows Victoria so
well, is satisfied that there is no danger,
it is not for me to Talse any opposition.
Mr. LEMMON .-If there was any danger
it is passed.
Mr. RYAN.-The danger is now.
lVlr. LEMMoN.-We cannot alter it.
1\1:1'. RYAN.-The Act is entirely in
favour of Victoria and New South Wales.
At present it is impossible to divert an
increased supply of water for navigation
purposes unless it is unanimously agreed
to by the Commission. Under this. Bill,
when Victoria wants water tOI irrigate
630,000 a<mes,amd Ne,w -.South Wales
wants water to irrigate 574,000 aCTes,
they are prepared to take a three-fourths
majority.
1\11'. LEMMoN.-New South Wales, Victoria and the Commonwealth will naturally be disposed towards settlement,
while South Australia's interest is in
the direction of navigation.
Mr. RYAN.-I should take it that the
Conunonwealth, as Sir George Turner
said, will be with the small States.
:NIr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).'Vhen the agreeme,nt was first entered
into .South Australia wanted water for
navigation, but since then she has established many irrigation settlements, and
irrigation will be of more importance to
her than navigation.
.
1\1r. RYAN.-This is the last amendment I should have expected from Victoria..
Mr. LEMMO.N.-It is the last thing tllat
I thought South Australia would have
agreed tOo.
.
Mr. RYAN.-SOouth Australia asked
for it. The fight was between Mr. D.
J. Gordon and Mr. Ritchie, the Ministel'
who signed the agreement. I hope that
whatever is done the best interests of the
irrigation settlements will always he
preserved. The great obiect of Australia
must be to look out for the next drought.
At the time of our last drought one Oof the
settlers said. " All that w.e could dOl was
to send to VictQiI·ia and pay £25 fOol' hay,
and when we .opened it up we found that.
it was more like thatch than anything
else. "
Mr. LAwsoN.-That is a serious reflection on the VictOorian producer. I do not
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think the farmers' Tepr€Sentatives can
stand to that.
Mr. RYAN.-I was glad to learn in a
recent report that there are some 2',800
retUI11ed soldie,rs eithe,r in settlement or
qualifying for settlement, while atiother
1,682 are expected within the next five
year~. If this Bill \\Till give men better
assuranoo against drorught I care not
what happens, and I shall he glad to
SUppOi"t it.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).When we/we,re conside,ring the River Murray Wa,ters Agreement on the first occasion, we, in VictorIa, were extremely
anxious about the irriga,tion settlements.
I thought that was ~he only thing that
need trQlUbl€l us, because the rive,r traffic
was of very small consequence to Victoria.
The same might have been said generally
with regard tOI New South Wales. But
the trouhle was that South Australia. had
very few irrigati()([l se,t.tlemeni:s, and was
not so anxiorus at that time as Victoria
and New South Wales were about £he interests of irrigation, but mainly desired
to have the water that was necessary for
navigatiQlll. Some time later the memb~~s of the Railways Standing Committee
VlsIted the Murray, and we went down to
the E'outh Australian territory. We found
th?I'e that quite a large area of land was
bemg reclaimed for the purpose of irrigation. Since then the South Australian
Government have continued their irrigation pO'licy, and ha ve been opening up
lands hy reclaiming them or hringing
them under irrigatiO'n. To-day I think
that iI"rigation is as important to SDuth
A ustralia. as the river traffic is. In a few
years it will he Df greater importance t()l
that State. Some time ago the,re was a.
jealousy between the irrigation inte,rests
and the
..
. navigation interests ' but now the
IrrIgatIOn interests predO'minate, and are
of the first importance in each of the three
States. I, the,refDre, do. nO't anticipate
any trouhle in connexion with the Murray
Waters CommissiO'n. If it cOomes tOI a
question of maintainine- the river traffic
during a drought, or of ruining all the
irrigatio!l1 se,ttlemeni:s in each of the
States; I know which way the authorities
controlling the rivers will incline. We
discussed this matter as we were going
down the river, and we could see then
that in South Australia the time is fast
approaching when irrigatiOon will he all
impO'rtant there, as it is in each of the
two other States. In each of the three
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Stat·es conoC€rned there is land which may
the purpose of
nngatlOn. In South Australia th&e ate
vast areas oJ lo,"\V"-lyitlg, swampy land that
could be drain~d, and if they were drained
they would require irrigation.. We know
that if peaty, swampy land is drained it
may be,come so dry ih summer as to be
alinoot useless. There is also the danger,
after peaty land is drained, of fire underground burning out the whole of the pe,at,
as has been the experience in cbnnexion
with peaty land in Ireland. We were convinced that the time is approaching when
irrigatiDn will be all-impoQ'tant in South
Australia, and navigation will be oomparatively insignificant. I am pleased
that this Bill has been introduced.
The mo,tion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a se,cO'nd time,
and afterwards passed thrOough its remaining stages.
.
~. itn1?ediately used for

METROPOLITAN GAS COMPANY'S
BILL.
On the Order of the Day for the second
reading O'f this Bill,
The SPEAKER said-In my opinion,
this is a private Bill.
.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) movedThat all private Bill St&nding Orders be dispensed with, in accordance with standing
order No. 13, relating to private Bills, and
that this Bill be treated as a. public Bill.

The motion ''Was agreed to'.
.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) moved the
second reading of the Bill. He said-This
is a short Bill of four clauses to' amend the
. MetrQlPDlitan Gas Company's Act 1878,
with respect to, the cn,pital'and the bDrroWing powers of the company. TheTe has
been from time tOo time a lot of contenticm.
in regard to. the question of the supply
of gas in the metropolitan area, in regard
to. the question of private or municipal
ownership, in regard to the price of gas,
the rate 0'£ dividends, and what is popularly knoiWn as the premium capital of
the company. I hO'pe that none of these
issues will be raised on this Bill. The Bill
is introduced to. meet a publ.ic need, and
to enable this utility to' serve its purpose
in the community. Under the original
Act the company.was authorized to obtain
a, share capital to. the extent of
£1,000,000. Tha,t was in 1818. I have a
map here showing the area that was then
served hy the Metropolitan Gas Company.
A portion of Footscray, Flemington, and
Williamstown is excIude,d as not being
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within the Metropolitan Gas Company's
area.
Mr. CAIN .-A portion of Heidelberg
was alsa e~cluded.
Mr. LAWSON.-Yes. Honorable members can see from this map the comparatively limited area which was then served
by the company. The area coloured pink
on this map was the area which the. company .could supply j but now, owing to' the
extension and development OIf the company, it is supplying the whole of that
area except the portion of Footscray,
Flemington, and Williamstown which is
not within the company's territory. The
present position is that the company has
got to the lirr...it of its' capacity to raise
share capital. The full £1,000,000 authorized has been subscribed. The company
is called upon to fulfil bigger functions
than were contemplated when the original
Act 'Was introduced. It is serving a
much larger area, and it has a. great
many more customers than previously. It
was, of course, natural that there should
be progress and de,velopment all alDng the
line. The company has important work9
ill contemplation.
Incidentally, I may
mention tha,t there are 600 applications
for main extensions and for hDuse CO'llnexions which the COJIj patty is unable to
supply, because it has ,come to the end
of its power to increase the capital of
the company or to borrow by way of deben~u.res .. The c?'~pan:v: had the right, in
addltwn to obtallllllg share capital tD the
amount of £1,000,000, to issue debentures
00 the extent of the share capital, and in
that way get further working capital.
It has come tD the limit of its pOlwers there
also. Its- full issue of debentures has
taken place, and now it is not a~le to
obtain further capit.al in that way.
Mr_ CAIN.-You mean debentures to
th& e.xte-nt of £ 1,000,000, in addition to
the £ 1,000,000 of share capital 1
Mr. LAWSON. - Yes; it has got
£2,000,000. Then there is what is known
as the premium capital. Under the law,
when new shares were issued they were
availa.ble either by auction '011" by tender,
and the com petition foT" the shares was SOl
gr.eat that sOI?e shareholders. paid a premlum t~ obtam the shares. They might
have paId £5, or £10, or SOl much more
tha.n the fa.ce val tie of the shares, and the
total amount. oi mone-y which has 'be&n
ra.:is6d. in this. way is £5-84,210. The- eom.pany says tha.t that rna y he· regarded as
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share capital, and on that question there
.at different times contro,versy
and dIScussIon. It was urged that if that
was treated as share capital the company
might obtain a higher rate of dividend,
because this £584,210 would be taken into
account in paying the dividends Q1f the
company. Recognising that in the public
interest this company mnst be enabled to
carry on its public services, a.nd that this·
public utility must get sufficient funds
to sat.isfy the needs of the cQIDJDlunity in
the supply of gas, we are now authm.'izing
the company to increase its capital. All
the clauses of this EiU have reference,
to that. Clause 2 enables the company to
increase the share capital bv £500,000.
Clause 3 ,enables. it to issue debentures in
respect of the £584,210, which is commDnly called the premium capital. It is
only for the' purpose of issuing debentures
that this exception is made. It will not
alloW' the £584,210 to share in the dividends, or dividends to be paid in respect
of that amount.
Mr.
PRENDERGAST. Would
th&·
£584,210 be included as shares fDr the·
pnrpose of increasing the value of the CDncern when it. is being purchased in order
to become a St.ate instrumentality ~
have~en

Mr. LAWSON.-That is determined oythe terms of the Metropolitan Gas Company's original Act. Section 249 providesIt shall be lawful for any incorporated public body having the right to purchase the
company's undertaking, or for the mayor,
aldermen, councillors, and citizens of the city
of Melbourne, and any other local authority
or authorities of a district or districts lyi:ng
wholly or partially within the limits of this
Act which may be 'villing to. join in the purchase, on giving to the company twelve
months' notice, ill writmg, of tb,e intention so·
to. do at any time after the expiration of five
rears after the- coming into operation of this
Act, to ,purchase all the lands, huildings,
works, mains, pipes, lamps, stock, and other'
property belonging .to the· company,. upon ·paying to the company asnm equal to eighteen
years' purchase of. its annual net Pl'OOts-, es-timated on the aver~ge of the three tIl en next
preceding years, Or upon such other terms- and
conditions as may be mutually agreed upon
between the company a,nd sueh Ioeal authOr"
rities.
The price is definitely fixed by that Act-

or it may ibe val'ied,. acrording to agree-ment between th9' pmre:hasi:m.g: autho.'l'itr.

and the company-upon ihe pe;yment of ...
sum equal to eighteen years" ·purchase of
it& annua1 net prO'nts,. estimated on the
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average of the three preceding years. So
the question of ,share capital does not

come into it.
Mr. OAIN.-Does the Act make it mandatory on the part of the eom'pany to
put the Idebentures up to public auction
or tender?
lfr. L.A!WSON. - The ,shares are
.offered in that way, .but not the debentures. There isa difference between the
two. The debentures are issued to carry
a fixed rate of interest, and the share
capital will carry the rate of dividend
which is made from time to time.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The extra prire
received for the ·shares will add to the
value of the company and increase the
:Cost of purchasing the concern.
:1\'1r. LAWSON.-Any increase of
capital or extension of w.orks will increase the annual profits O'f the company,
and would automatically increase the
price that would have to ~be paid; but
surely that is in a·ccordanre with the
pi'inciples of equity, because, if the assets
are increa·sed in value, then the payment
for the purchase would be increased.
Mr. OAIN.-There would not be increased returns to the debenture-holders,
but only to the shareholders.
Mr.
LAWSON. - The
debentureholders would ge,t thel fixed ratelof interest
agreed upon. They rank as creditors of
the company. They are not ,shareholders
at all. Olause 3 ,carries out what is believed to 'be the intention of the original
Act with reference to the investment of
trust moneys in debentures of the company. I should like to read to honorable
members the following letter, which I
have received from the manager and secretary of thecorr..pany, in regard to the
Bill:Referring to the Bill to be introduced into
the House for the purpose of authorizing the
extension of this company's capital powers and
for other purposes, we now understand that
it is your intention to limit the additional
share capital which may ,be raised under the
new measure to £500,000. This will permit of
an extension of the company's borrowing
powers in the form of debentures by a further
£500,000, making £1,000,000 in all.
In respect to the premium capital now appearing in the capital account of the company
to the 'amount of £584,210, it is understood
that the Government proposes to authorize this
company to borrow on debentures a similar
amount, making a total immediate exterision
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of the company's powers, together with the
£1,000,000 above referred to, of £1,584,210.
Particulars of the financial position of the
company have already been submitted to you,
and we have pointed out that, either upon
bank overdraft 01' in the form of deposits, tbe
company will require an amount of about
£525,000 in order to meet its current indebtedness as at the 31st July, 1921, and this position can, in the event of the Bill being passed,
be dealt with by the issue In the ,interim of
debentures as against the present premium
capital if the money market will permit.
So far 'as future capital expenditure is concerned, the company ought, at the earliest possible moment, to undertake the construction
and erection of two large gasholders, which
the chief engineer of the company estimates
will cost approximately £150,000 in all. In
addition to this, the 'extension of large-sized
messenger mains to supplement the supplies
in the northern and southern suburbs are also
needed, which mains, t?gether with the necessary pumping and distributing plant, will, it
is expected, cost £120,000. These mains are
quite apart from the ordinary street main extensions, which are urgently l:equireu to meet
current requirements of prospective consumers,
to whom the company has for some time been
unable to grant a supply.
Expenditure on additional manufacturing
plant will, of course, depend upon the rate of
expansion in consumers' demands; but, adopting for the moment the percentage increase
with which the company was faced during the
period prior to recent industrial disturbances,
it will be necessary to provide new retort
houses, 'purifying, and other alLxiliary plant
during the next four or five years, at a cost
of approximately £800,000. Part of this is
immediately required, and will be proceeded
with forthwith if funds are made available.
It is unnecessary to emphasize the enormous
increase in the cost of materials required for
the installation of the ,plant, as well as the
largely enhanced rates for labour, during the
last few years.
It will be obvious, I think, from the foregoing that the proposed provision of the
amount which the Government now has the
intention of making available for carrying on
the operations of this company will only dispose of the company's present obligations and
meet requirements for a comparatively short
period from date.
I may .say that, in submitting these figures,
we have entirely ignored any expenditure on
the construction of works on a new site.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It strikes me that
there should be a ,schedule showing the
works to be carried out.
Mr. LAWSON.-I do not know why
the Leader of the Opposition .should want
a schedule. In New South Wales, an
Act has r06cently been pa'ssed allowing the
'Company to raise " such additional
capital as may be necessary ,by the creation and issue ·of ordinary shares or stock,
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or preference shares or stQiCk, or wholly
or partially by one or more of those
modes respertively." An amendment of
the South Australian Act has also been
made, and it .provides that "a special
general meeting of the com.pany, to 1)e
called for that purpose, shall 'be at liberty
to increase the present capital of the company from time to time to such a sum
as may be deemed expedient, and surh
increased or additional capital shall be
considered as part of the capital of the
company, and shall ,be divided into equal
shares of such an amount and shall be
n pportioned and disposed of in .such manner as may be determined at surh special
general meeting as aforesaid, and the
dauses andproyisions of the said deed
of settlement, so far as applicable, shall
be mutatis mutandis applied to the Floaicl
increased or additional capital."
Mr. OArN.-Evidently they have a
better opinion of the gas companies theN
than we have here.
1\11'. LAW80N.-That has been do~~
in New South Wales and ISouth Australia. All these ibig enterprises are finding that the funds which would tio the
job in pre-war times are not sufficient
now that there is a great increase in the
cost ·of building and of material and
labour. We have to frankly recognise
that situation.
~{r. PRENDERGAST.-SO far as Ive are
concerned on this (the Opposition) side,
We \yill frankly recognise it, so long as
there is no possibility ')f {lonstruing this
measure in such a way as to improve the
position in regard to the price at which
the concern may be eventually purchased.
~1r. LAWSON.-There is no ulterior
design in this measure. The Government
closely investigated the qproposition submitted by the directors of t·he company
to !Oahinet. We looked into the matter
fully. We realized that a general amendment of the law ·could not be introduced,
because it would raise so many difficult
and controversial matters that it would
be impossi1ble for Parliament to compass
in the short time remaining this session.
But this matter ~s urgent. In the public
interests, the work of the company must
proceed. Extension ,of mains must go on,
and money is required for that purpose.
The company has said frankly what its
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indebtedness will be on the 31st July,
and it wants to issue debentures, and, if
it {'an get shares taken up, to issue shares
also, for the purpose of getting the
capital necessary to enable it va carry out
these urgent works. In explanation of
clause 4, I may say that it omits certain words from section 65 of The Metropolitan Gas Oompany',s Act 1878, which
enables executors, administrators, and
trustees to invest trust moneys in debentures of the company unless they are forbidden to do so by the trust instrument,
or unless some particular mode of investment is prescribed by the trust instrument. The effect of the omission of the
words will ,be to enable trustees, &c., to
invest in the ,company debeI!t~ll'es although some particular mode of investment is prescribed in the trust instrument. But it will not authorize such investment if it is forbidden by the instrument. Section 8 of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works Act 1893
had a similar provision to section 65 of
the Gas Company's Act of 1878, but was
subsequently altered. The corresponding
section 194 of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act 1915 makes
the same provision with respect to investments by trustees, &c., in debentures
issued by the Board as section 65 of the
1878 Act (with the omission of the words
specified in clause 4 (1)) will provide
with respect to such (investments in debentures of the ·company. This clause
also provides, in sub-section (2), that for
any purposes of the Trusts Act 1915 debentures issued by the company shall be
deemed to be included in the debentures
mentioned in section 5 of that Act
as debentures in which a trustee, unless expressly 'forbidden by the trust instrument (if any) may invest any trust
funds in his hands. Section 5 of the
Trusts Act 1915 includes among trust investments municipal debentures, MeIbour'ne and Geelong Harbor Trust deb enhues, State Savings Bank de:bentures,
&c., Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works and Geelong Waterwotks and
Sewerage Trust debentures, war loan
debentures, &c. Section 5 of the Trusts
A{'t 1915, and subsequent sections, also
make provision as to the purchase of such
securitie~ at a premium, as to retaining
them until redemption, as to disposing of
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them at less than <their redeemable v-alue,
,and other IDa tters. W B think that this
amendlllBnt may be safely made, and it
will really effectuate the purpose of the
original Act in making it possible for
trustees to take up these debentures. I
hope that honoraJble members oppositE'
will aceept my assurance in regard to the
purpoBeand intention of the Bill. It i~
not designed to give any peculiar advantages to the company as such. It io3
designed to enable the company to' continue' its ope-rations 'and supply i·he
g-as which this metropolitan area re.quires.
It does not improve its position in any way 'so far as dividends or
the price of gas is oollf.'erned. There£ore~
I shall he very pleased. if honorable m-embers would help the Government to pass
this urgent measure. If We do not pass
the Bill, it will mean a denial of thi.s very
necessary commGdity to number..s of
'People in the metropolitan area, and it
will retard the ext-enslon of works whjeh
are urgent~y ,required, and th-e ,prov'isioTj
()f which will mean increased employment, so that it will be in the interests
()f industrialists as well as the consuming
puiblic.
Mr. W ALLACE.-I have found it
practicaJiy impossvble to arriv-e at au
understanding of what is tmderlying thjs
Bill.
So far as ,the purposel fo.r
which this money is required, o.nly
a
sup&rficial
sta.t'ement has
heeJ1
made The o..riginal capital that was
authorized does not aptPear to have
been used in the way that was intended,
and as the result of the method,s that
were adopted to' increase the vruues and
to add every other thing to make this company perfectly safe, it is pr.actically impos~ible for any gro.up of municipalities
or the GGvernment to ,acquire the business
of the company. I do not feel inclined
tG s.upport the granting of any increased
-capItal that would be, or could be, used
on the same line..s. The l'esult would be
to still further strengthen the position of
the company.
l•

Mr. LAwsoN.-If the company in<creasee its as@ets, surely you ought to be
willing to pay .mOlle for them.
Mr. W ALLAOE.-1Will the Premier
guarantee that the whole of the new
~apital it is proposed "to -al1ow the com-
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pany .to raise will be lls-ed for the purpose of producing revenue and increasing
the value -of the assets of the company?
Mr. LAwsoN.-If the honorable mem..
bel' will allow me, I may point out that
this is the kind of work that is proposed
to be carried outNew ordinary street mains (with
services) (~ay)
, £15,000
Two million pejl: day carbonizing
150,O(}o
pJant with auxiliary plant ...
24;000
Fitzroy new gas-holder {£50,000)
Two new gas-holders .,.
f50,000
~ew supply mains and auxiliary
175,000
plant
~ ormal expansion new mains and
60,000
services per annum ...
X ormal expansion· over 5 years
\'
of caroonizill;g and auxiliary
600,000
plant
Stoves, fires, bath-heaters, and
other apparatus now sold on
hire-purchase, per .aunum (sa.y)
150,000
New meters, per annum (say)
10,000
£1,234,000

lilr. PRENDERGAsT.-What i@ the mean ..
ing of the ~p:ressio.n "new mete'l"s" ~
"Till that mean something to be don~
twenty years heuoo1
Mr. LAwsoN.-The p:z:oposal is to spend
£10,000 in the purchase of new meters.
Presumably, they will be purchased as
required.
Mr. WALLAJOE.-There is nothing
about .that in the Bill.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I am trying to giv.e informatioo. to' the hOD-o'l"able member:, :who
has asked for what purpose the company
.requires tbis adcliti<>nal capital.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT..-Those items should
be in the schedule.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I could not put such
items in the. schedule. I indicated that
this ,capital was required for extending
the plant and making improvements" and
the details given show in what way it is
proposed to ~pend this money. These are
the projects which are in contemplation
by the directors" and for wnich tbis capital will be required. ,The money will not
all be required at once.
I t probably
could not be obtained at once, because the
c<?~y must find a suitable time to
1a\tn13k its debenture scheme ana provide
for the issue of new shares. It will do
this when -the market is favorable, and
get the money it requires for the~e purposes. The ,company wiTI not want to get
the money before it can use it proii'tably.
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:Mr. PREN"DERGAsT.-Will it be possible
for this money to be used except for the
purposes set out in that list ~
Mr. LAwsoN.-What other purpose
would the company want the money for?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am not sure. I
am not inclined to trust this company,
which looks: after dividends and share1101dersand takes no thought of the public
interest.
Mr. LAWSoN.-The dividends are governed by the Act.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-They are governed
by the Act, but the interpretation of the
Act by the company is different from what
I put upon it.
Mr . LAWSON.-These are difficult and
contentious matters, which I want to leave
over until next session.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-In the meantime,
you want to .get this Bin passed.
Mr. ,W,ALLAOE.-I can :realize that it
'Would be a glt eat ,benefit io grant this
compB:ny ihe extracapital if ·the money
were tobelegitimatebr used, but I am not
prepared to ~upport ,something which can
be illegitimately used. If there are'sufficient guarantees 'that the money will be
expended on the works stated by the Premier, I am prepared ioagree to the
passage of this Bill.
I object to
give .this power to -the M-atropolitan
Gas Company unless it isabsolute1y
bound hand and foot.
I dOl not
believe that this c:olllJ)any, as '.a company" has any more compunction about
breaking the laws of the land than the
Standard
,Oompany. This company
has proved Itself, ,so far as my knowledge
goes, a mo~t ·capable follower of the'
Statntdard °t lIth OOAmPt an£y.p l~t doets not,
h
mayf
bma
'fertwha' e c 0 f ar lamen
eli
e
. t , 1 . ~r.e IS ~ m:~ns'~ ev~ ng rrh 0 t
1 s provls~ons
0
e a ;ran age 0
a
(}ompany, It would not £3.11 to adopt them.
This Bill does not bind the company in
any way. It' gives the company a.n ab.solu~ly free hand so .far aa the . . rincipal
,.Act is concerned.
Mr. LAWsoN.~Oan -the honorable membel' suggest any reasonable ground for his
,suspicions?
If the ,company does not
want to spend this money in providing
:additional machinery to enable it to extend its operations, for what pUl'po~e
would it want it?
Mr. W ALLAOE.-It was shown at the
inquiry into the operations of the Gas
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Oompany that it had interpreted the Act,
tlO far as the debentures are concerned, in
a way that means enormous profit to it.
There are three headings under which
these debentures can be classed, ana the
company has adopted the: one most
favorable to them" with the result that
shares which were wO'rth £5 in 1911 would
ha~e to be paid for at the rate of £12 4s.
10d. if the municipalities, or any other
body, desired to acquire the undertaking.
I 'want to provide that no fresh capital
which the company can raise is used in
the same way. We certainly should not
allow the company to be able to obtain a
pl'ofit of £7 4s. lId. on £5 shares.
The
principal Act evidently give~ the ,company power to treat it~ debentures in this
way, at least, it has been able to interpret the law so that it can do SOl; and I
want the issue of any additional capital
to be absolutely safeguarded in this respect. I should like io see it provided
that the company sliall be obliged to spend
this money according to tbe list which the
Premier has Tead.
I do not want this
money neces:sarily spent within the next
year or two, but aU of it should be expended within a l'easonaole time, and in
such a way as to make it impossible for
£12 4s. lOd. to be asked for a £5 share.
Mr. LAWSON.-Is the honorable membel' afl'aid of inclreasing the price in ihe
event of municipal ownel'ship being determined upon?
1\1:r. iWALL..lOE.-Yes.
Mr. LAwBox.-According to the Act,
the pill'chase of the undertaking of -the
company is on the basis of the annual
profits.
'There is a Government audit,
., I au(l'It. an d th e au elit,ors
an d a mUlllClpa
have to vouch for the 'expenditure of the
capital account.

111'. IW.A.LLACE.-But this company
has been able to evade its responsibjlities.
There is no :doubtabollt that.
If the
Government are not prepared to do anything to prevent the company acting as it
has done in the past, I am against any
fresh capital being authorized. The Gas
Company wonld not accept my word for
anything unleEs I wa~ absolutely bound
down in writing, and I am not prepared
to accept its word. This coonpa.ny has the
impudence, with all its 'past J.·ecord, to ask
for a considerable increase in capital on
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the strength of a little private information that it proposes to expend it in a.
certain way. I am anxious that every
opportunity should be given to this company to extend its operations, and provide additional employment, but I am not
prepared to pay too big a price for that.
If we could get the~e advantages at a
reasonable price, I would be prepared to
grant them. The reasonable price would
be an absolute declaration that the money
it is sought to raise will be spent in the
direction the Premier has indicated.
I do not know if I understand the matter
correctly, but I believe that one of the
reasons why the company requires this
increa.~e in capital is. that the gas strike
landed them into difficulties because they
were' not able to carry on operations i;l
the usual way. If that is so, and it is
pretty clear that it must be so, I, for my
. part, will not help out ofa difficulty a
company that has done its utmost to
crush the workers, without getting guarantees from it. The company went into the
strike with its eyes open. The strike co.:;t
the company a lot of money, and novV'
the company asks the public to pay for its
losses; not only that, but to give it more
power than it had previously.
I have
discussed the matter with some of tho'8e
concerned, and I have come to the conclusion that, much as I should like to give
opportunities for e,xtending employment
and increasing production, and all the
rest of it, I cannot support the Bill until
the guarantees that have been asked for
are given.
If provision in that respect
cannot be made in the schedule to this
Bill, it will be neoessary to amend the
original Act in some way. That should
be done before we give our sanction to the
proposed increase in the share capital of
the company.
Mr. CAIN.-I do not intend to say
very much about this question at this
stage, because I feel that we are not
seised of the scope of the operations
which this amendment of the principal
Act is intended to cover. The statement
of the Premier has not convinced me
that it is desirable to pass the measure.
No layman could be expected, after
having had the Bill for only two or three
hours, to fully understand its provisions.
Without having the opinion
of some one with a good knowledge of
accountancy, I would not be in a position
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to know wha t the measure really means.
The Premier has spoken about the premium capital. He has pointed out that
certain shares are put upon the m'arket
and sold by auction or by public tender.
Say the original price of those shares
was £5, I understand that if they bring
£7 or £8, the surplus money goes into the
hands of the company, and the company
wants to claim cre·dit fOIT that as originar
capital.
1\1:r. LAwsoN.-It all belongs to the
shareholders, and is all part of the capital
of the company.
Mr. OAIN.-A man may feel that he
is justified, because of the dividends that
are being paid by the company, in buying
shares at more than their .original value.
The additional value goes to the company, and the company, I understand,
wants to be able to credit it as original
capital.
1\1r. LAwsoN.-The company is authorized to issue debentures to the extent of
the capital, and it wants that ffioney to
be counted as capital.
:Mr. CAIN.-The .original amount of
ca.pi tal was £ 1,000) 000, and the excess
amount which has been received for shares
is £500,000 or £600,000.
It wants to
be able to issue debentures to the extent
of the additional amount it has received. We are not in a position at this
stage to say whether that is advisable or
not, and I think the Premier, under the
circumstanees, should be prepared to
allow the debate to be adjourned until
we have" had an opportunity of looking
into the Bill. If, as he has pointed out,
. it. is found to be a bona fide attempt on
the part of the Government to assist the
Metropolitan Gas Company to go on with
a proposition which will be beneficial, not
only to those who consume gas, but to the
workers, by keeping in employment molt
who might otherwise be put out .of employment, I think the House will give
the measure very favorable consideration.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I have no d8'8ire to
keep back any information the House
may want.
Mr. HANNAH.-Is it not a fact that the
company is now discharging men?
Mr. I~AwSON.-I do not know.
Mr. HANNAH.-I understand that at
!he present time the company is dischargmg men.
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Mr. LAWSON.-I am sure that if that
is being done, it . is not being done
willingly, and if the company can get the
further mOoney it wants, there will probably be no necessity for it.
Mr. CAIN.-I am not inferring for
one moment that the Premier has attempted to keep back information.
Mr. lolAWSON .-Supposing we take the
second reading of the measure now, and
then postpone it until after the dinner
hour.
Mr. CAIN.-I think we should be in a
better position to inform our.selves as
to what the position really is if the debate were adjourned until to-morrow. I
think the Premier will see the reasonableness of that request.
We shall then
know a good deal more about the proposal, and if it is as the honorable gentleman claims, we will be prepared to support it.
}.IIr. PRENDERGAST.-The Bill now
under consideration does not, on the face
bf it, seem to amount to very much, but
we are dealing with a company which,
according to the report ·of the Gas
Inquiry Board of 1912, elxercises all the
ingenuity it can possibly bring to bear
for the purpose of preserving and increasing its rights against any public rights.
The report ,of that Board makes me
doubtful as to how the company will
exercise the power it is proposed to give
it. I know how the company has tried
to vary the meaning of the purchase sectiOon Oof the Act, section 249, and I may
say that the evil that was complained of
in that connexicm. in 1912 still exists. The
Premier has stated that the cOompany
wants to do certain work. We want to
know exactly what work is going to be
done and when the company is going to
do it. Everything is beautifully indefinite a.t the present time. The Premier
stated that the company wished to pay
some lia,bility that had been contracted
fOour Oil' :five years ago, and to: obtain
other mOoney which, sO' ·far as we knOow,
may not be spent during the next twenty
years. Under the principal Act we were
given the, right to purchase the undertakings of the company after a certain
period, which has now passed. The Act
laid down the method by which the
amount of compensation to be paid should
be arrived at, and the company inter. preted the Act in such a way as would
increase that amount of money beyond
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what would be a fair thing. Excessive
demands were made by the company, and
the law was in such a condition that we
found that we might be involved in
greater payments than we thought would
be necessary, having regard to what the
Act, on the face of it, seemed to provide
for.
We do not mind agreeing to any
legitimate proposal that may be made on
behalf of the company, but we do not
want to increase the amount that may
have tOo be paid tOi purchase the undertaking through any operatiDn in connexion
with money that may be borrowed under
tbis Bill.
We want to facilitate the
.work ,of the company as far as we can,
but we want to know exactly what we are
doing. Mr. Hotchin, cOlIDsel representing
the public, in his address to the Gas
Inquiry Board of 1912, saidTurning now from the violations of the Act
to the construction of the purchase clause in
section 249, it would seem that the year of
notice was intended to be one of the three
years in the calculation; for it is at the point
of purchase that the then preceding years
come to be regarded. It is remarka.ble that
the company repudiates this view. That repudiation suggests the notion of the Greeks
bearing gifts. Net profits mean net profits
according to the scheme of accounts laid down,
i.e., without regard to depreciation. From
that sum, interest should be deducted, because
there are no profits till provision has been
made for the interest on the borrowed capital
used for working the concern.
Then the purchasers take all the assets, including the funds
of all kinde, and the company pays the debenture-holders, for the assets including those
purchased with the loan money have earned
the profits on the basis of which the purchase
tis made. The .purchaser of a home does not
inquire about encumbrances till he investiO'ates
the title. He agrees to pay for the property
,irrespective of mortgages, and he protects himself ?y seeing that the purchase money is used
to dIscharge the mortgage. The 'Privy Council, in the Perth Gas Gompany',s case, held this
doctrine applicable to a purchase under an Act
similar in this respect.

These va'I'ia tions in conditions, admitted
to be imposed by the company, justify
us in holding up the Bill until we have a
full knowledge of what is intended by it.
We S'hould soo what the a,ctual intentions
We should know
of the ,company are.
how far the company is going to act in
connexion with the purchase section. According to the Premier's statement, the
company has wanted money for five years.
The Premier said this ils ·because of the
increased CO'Slt of wages and everything
else. That !ncrease has been going on for
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a ,c'Ol1S1derable. period. It comes. to, the
House at the last moment of the sesaifrn
with this Bill; but when it wanted to put
up the pl!ice of gas to the COns.U1111el!S, it
found .am: ea.sy interpreta.tion. of the- law;
50 much so" that some of its actions had to
be considered by a special inquiry D£ this
House. :W1hat I ask is that certain questions shall be answered before this measure is allowed to pass. It slLould only
go on to the statute..book after' the fullest
inquiry has bee.n made by this House. I
am pmepared to admit that if the company wants money it should get it under
reasonable conditions.
But I want to
know how far we shall be affected in connexion with our purchase righ.ts. Persons competent to discuss the matter
should bring a repoTt before the House.
L.ast night, during ther debate, on the
Stat'Ell Electricity Commission Bill, a
question was raised with regard to
a statement made by Sir J,ohu Monash.
The Premie,r immediately adjourned
the debate in order to enable the
matter to be investigated. I have shown
that the gas company tried, on a. previous
occasion, to impose certain conditions
which did not appear to be in the law,
and which, if they were in the law, would
lead to immense litigation on the subject
to ascertain the proper interpretation.
~rr. LAWSoN.-Does it not resolve itself
into a question of inter,pretation ~ Assuming -the municipaliti-es wanted to purchase, then if there were arguments in
regard to the interpretation' of the particular section, and :what is involved in
it" surely that is a matter the Court w(!mld
:h:a.ve to decixile. Haw does this Bill affect
tha t particmlar issue~'
Mr.. PRENDERGAiST.:--Tt affects it
to this extent-that if this Bin paS£fes, it
will, in my opinion, increase the amount
of money that will have to be paid as
purchase money to this company.
·The
people may want to take the Iconcern over
under the ..&ct that has been passed. The
company does not care a s-nap of its
finge1!s about, the public interests. It is
conce:rmed only ,with the interest of its
shareholders. I admit ,that it is like most
other e&mpanies in. that res-peet. However, r have been sent into this· House
~') prQtect the public interests- against·
these- cam.panies;and I intend to do go.
r may som.etimes make· aecus'utions that
are not fully bome out by
, subsequent
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examina tion,. but ilia t I believe to be accurate at the time I make them. A ,certain amount of money has to be. paid foo
gas. : The ~Q!IIl1pany .should llo,t 'be 'able to
declare dividends- above a fued amount.
The company has u.sed its ,power in its
own interests as against :my public right
that might ha.ve 3iCcu.mulated. The Boardsuggested that the. following amended prQlvision should be. passed-'
( 1) It s-hal'l be lawful for any local authority or authorities of a municLpal district or
districts lying wholly or partially within the'
limits defined by section 3 of the principal A.ct
to purchase the company's. undertaking,. rights"
powers, and pr,ivileges, and all the assets a3
hered'llafter defined', on giving to the company
six months' notice,. in writing, of the intention
to do so.
(:2 ) (a) The amount of the purchase money
and the terms and conditions of the purchase
shall Ibe such as may be agreed upon between
the company and the local author.ity or authorities.
(b) In the event of the company ancl thelocal authority or author,iti.es not agreeing as
aforesaid within three months after the service
of .such notice, the amount of the purchasemoney and the· terms a,nd conditions of the
purchase shall be determined by the' arbitra-·
tion of a single arbitrator to he agreed on. by
both parties, and in the event of the parties
not concurr,ing in the appointment of an arbitrator within one month 'nfte:r: the expiration
of the said period of three months, by the
arbitration of a single arbitrator mho shall
be a;ppointed by the IGovernor in Council.
(3) (a) SUbject to the provisions, of the
part of the Act, the company shall sell and thelocal authority or authorities slian purchase
the undertaking, rights, powers, and privil~, aml a.ll tJ!l..e' ~ Qf the compa.ny, . ..mt.ich:
assets shall include all lands.,. building.s, works,.
pli.nt, ma.ins,. lamps,_ stock, securities, cash in'
hand or in the bank, de:bts· owing" to tile como.
p8:-1f! amI a:H· otlter property w:hatEfOe'VeT" be1ongi1lg tOt the <l9mpMlY; lIS· art· 3) dat& :fiXed by
the award of the asrbitl'a:tor..
(b) On the' aomple-tion of the said. pUl!chruse'
the purcha.sen shall take ov.er' all the lia.hiJ.i.t.i2s
of the co~any as at the date fixed by the'
award~ which liabilities shU include. aIr sums
owing to' secm-ed or TIIl'S'eeured' creditors- of tne'
e&mpa:ny;,. lmt s'ball ROt imlmie' t:r.e. ghQre' C8rpital liability of the (lolllPazry.
Dues- the Bin conf.orm' 00 tha·t?~
( 4) The amount (!If the purchase money shall
not 'be greater than the' tiotrel amount of the'
fo-Thtwing sums:.(a.,)

h

(b)

the .sUDL by whieh the'value' of the said
assets, ~ee:dH the' a.mo\lll.t. of the !:Rid
liabilitie&,
a sum. equa.l to a. dLvidend of 10 per
,centum pen a-llnum on the paid-up
capital of the company for the three
years next ~cediITg the date- of the
noti.e'l' OO! i:mt!ntimi. ta pllI"chase;,
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(0) the

sums set aside within the said
three years to the Reserve Fund
under section 133 of the principal
Act, and to the Special Pur.poses
Fund and the Reserve Fund under
the provisions of this Act.
(5) The undertaking and all the rights,
powers, and privileges of the company and all
its assets at; aforesaid shall be transferred to
and vest in the purehaser as from a date not
beinO' later than one month from the date of
the ~ward to Ibe fixed by the arbitrator in the
award.
(6) The purchaser shall within six months
of the date of the a.ward pay to the company
the amount of purchase money determined by
the award, together with interest' at the rate
of 5 per centum per annum on the unpa.id
balance of the purchase money.

The report is signed by Thomas Hogg
( chairman), J. A. Arthur, and J. A.
Norris. The findings of the Board are interesting. The report states,We find thatThe Metropolitan Gas Company has in
the years 1887, 1889, 1908, 1909, 1910, and
19q, set aside out of profits and carried
to the Reserve Fund amounts in excess of
the limit of 3 per centum on the combined
'amount of the paid-up' capital of the COllipany and of the principal sums secured
upon the undertaking and revenues of the
company for the time being; but such
amounts in exce.ss did not a.ffect the price
of gas as determined by the sliding scale
(section 134).
The company has not at any time permitted its Reserve Funds to exceed a sum
equal to one-eighth of such combined
amount.
The practice of the company in transferring prorfits from the Xet Revenue Account
to accounts to meet contingent liabilities,
s11ch as ';Vorks IReconstruction Account, resulted in the true net profits of the company not being disclosed to possible purchasers.
The company may not set aside out of
profits sums in lieu of depreciation, or for
any other purpose (except for depreciation
of works on leasehold land.s), in excess of
the limits imposed by section 133.
The Act permits undivided profits to any
amount t.o be carried forward from year
to yeJlr.
Ten per cent. per annum is a reasonahle
rate of dividend in view of tIle price of
the shares.
Thc maximum price (7 s. per 1,000 cubic
feet) regulating the payment of dividend
,is ex,cessive.
The company's intenpretation of the sliding scale section (.section 134) of its Act
is correct.
The sliding scale section of the Act enables the company to pay dividends which
are unreasonable in view of the selling
price of .gas.
The present Juice chnrged by the· company for lighting and heating is' unreasonruble.
Secot/(l Session 1920.-[37]
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We recommend thatAction be taken to restrain the company
from transferring profits in any year to
reserves in excess of the sum permitted by.
section 133 of its Act.
Section 133 be repealed, and new sections
be substituted as suggested.
Tlhe standard rate of dividend be 10 per
cent.
The Act be amended to provide as follows:For every decrease of Id. per 1,000
cubic feet below the standard price
the .company may increase its rate
of dividend by i per cent. per annum,
and for every increase of Id. ;per
1,000 cubic feet the company J!!hall
reduce its rate of dividend by ! per
cent. Iper annum.
,Section 249 of the Metropol.itan GaB
Company's Act be repealed and a section
be enacted providing for tIle acquisition
of the undertaking by the municipalities
upon giving six months' notice to the company of their intpntion to purchase, and
the price be fixed by mutual agreement or
by arbitration.
.
The standard price of gas be 48. ;per
1,000 cubic feet.
T,he standard price be subject to periodical revision.
The :Metropolitan Gas ,Company's underta.!5~ng be acquired by the municipalities.
All private companies .supplying gas in
the metropolitan area be subject to regulation by a Gasworks ·Clauses Act on the
lines approved by the Board of Trade in
the Model Gas Bill (1910).
The Metropolitan Oas Company be permitted to reduce the Hluminating power
of gas from 15 .to 14 candle-power, provided that an appropriate reduction in the
prescribed price of gas is made.

In view of the reports and findings of this
and of subsequent Boards, and bearing
in mind debates and suggested amendments on at least two previous occasions,
I claim that the company deserves no consideration unless it travels with an open
book On this question, and shows .that it
j~ prepared to limit itself to the powers
suggested, or the powers existing, and to
arcept the proper interpretation of them,
and not its own biased interpretation.
The report also sta tes(2) The propriety of alter.ing the provisions
of the Metropolitan IGasCompany"s Act 1878,
which regulate the dividends payable to the
company's shareholders.
When the Bill for the amalgamation of the
three compani,es was under considera.tion by
the Select Committee, the promoters of the Bill
and the municipalities were not in agreement
on important points. These differenoes mainly
concerned the price of gas, the rate of div,idend, and the purchase clause. The promoters
ih their Bill fixed 12t· per cenlt. as a maximum
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dividend and 7s. 6d. per 1,000 cubic feet as
the maximum price of gas; the municipalities
were unanimous .in advocating 10 per cent. a,s
a maximum dividend with a maximum price
of 6s. 6d. per 1,000 cubic feet of gas. The evidence of the promoters' witnesses before that
Committee indicated 10 per cent. as a fair
and reasoD'ruble dividend.
A sliding scale for divi:dends based upon
the price charged for gas was adopted by Parliament on the recommendation of the Committee.
Ten per CE'nt. was fixed as the standard dividend on a maximum ,price of 7,s. 6d. per 1,000
cubic feet for the first five years and 7 s. as
the maximum price after the expiration of
that period, with an increase of 5s. of dividend
for each reduction of Hd. per 1,000 cubic feet
in the price of gas. The views of the 'promoters'
witnesses expressed to the Select Committee
were that the rate of dividend was to increase
5s. per ·annum for every decrease of lid. in the
price of gas, but the company has acted on
an interpretation of section 134, which permits it to declare an increase of 5s. per half
year or lOs. per annum for every Hd. decrease.
Had the section been drafted in accordance
with the evidence of the promoters' witnesses,
it would have meant a reduction of £212,834
in the dividends actually paid by the company
during the years 1881-1892. The company's
interpretation enables it to pay a dividend of
19·! per cent. on a selling price of 5s. per 1,000
cubic feet, and a dividend of 2H per cent. on
a selling price of 4s. 7d.
The promoters'
evidence also showed that the maximum price
of gas was fixed in relation' to the then cost of
manufacture (less residuals), distribution, and
management; viz.-5s. 2d. per 1,000 cubic feet.
The corresponding cost in 19II was 2s. 6~d.

The company was doing all right, but
'whenever there was the slightest increase
in the price of cOial it was not slow in increasing the price of gas. I shall read
from the report to show the amount distributed in dividends by the company.
'Ve compel our Coal Mine to pay
money to reserve funds for renewals and
depreciation purposes. We have taken the
TUoney out of the price of the coal to recoup the State for loss and to provide
future capitalIn the first year of its existence (1878) the
company declared a dividend of 8 per cent.
Thi:s was equiv.a,lent to 101- per cent. on the
capital of the companies prior to amalgamation, which on the formation of the company
was watered to the extent of £140,000. The
amount distributed in divideIlds in that year .
was an increase of 50 per cent. over the
average of the dividend disbursement of the
three companie~ for the three years prior to
th~ amalgamatIon.
The average dividends
paId by each of the three companies 'durinO'
this perio~ were-City of Melbourne, 5i pe~
cent.; Collmgwood and Fitzroy, IIi per cent.;
So~th. Melbourne, 3i per cent. The 8 per cent.
paId m the first year after amalframation
Mr. Prendergad.
e ,
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calculated on the basis of the capital of the
merged companies, represented dividends as
follows :-~To the shareholders of the City of
Melbourne Company, 10 percent.; of the Collingwood and Fitzroy Company, 14 per cent.;
and of the South Melbourne Company, 8 per
cent. The dividend was 9 per cent. in 1879,
which increased to 15 per cent. in 1885 and
to 16 per cent. in 1886' and 1887,. increasing to
lSi pel' cent. in 1889. Twenty-one and a half
per cent was paid in 1890, and 21-1 per cent.
in 1891, when £166,157 was disbursed in dividends_
In 1892 the dividend was
per
cent.., in 1894 10 per cent., and in 1895 9 per
cent. During the next five years only 8 per
cent. was paid, and in the following four years
9 per cent.
From 1905 to 19II the rate of
dividend has been 10 per cent.
The balancesheet for the half-year ending June, 1912,
shows that provision has been made for .dividend at the rate of II per cent. On the present
share capital a dividend of 10 per cent. involves a payment of £85,721, and II per cent.
£94,293.

In

I have quoted these extracts to show
honorable members what we have to deal
wi tho If this company comes here to get
benefits for itself, we should not hesitate
to express our views on the way it has
treated the public.
The Bill comes before us one day before the day fixed for
the closing of the session. It is an attempt to get the Bill -through without
sufficient consideration.
Mr. LAWSON.-It is only fair to the
company that I should say that the directors saw me on the 18th November and
asked for the Bill. I asked them to ·submit a statement in writing in support of
their request.
I had it fully investigated, and we have not been able to get
the Bill introduced earlier. It is not the
fault of the company that the Bill has
been in trod uced so late.
Mr. GArN.-You have not been slow.
Mr. LAWSON.-I did not say that we
had; but this is the day before the end
of the session, and it is late.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I absolve the
company for having introduced the Bill
'at the last minute; but still the date
on which the directors asked for the Bill
was late.
This Bill should havB been
introduced shortly after the House met.
In view of what we know of the manner
in which the company treats the public,
I want to be assured in connexion with
certain points.
I want to see that the
company shall not increase its capital beyond the amount actually subscribed, and
I want to know if it is taking money
out of the reserve for the purpose of
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doing this work.
I want to see that
it will not take aotion that will enal:'-le
it to largely increase the price of gas.
The stock of gas companies does not stand
They are
as high as it did previously.
not now as much in public favour as they
were. We know that electricity can be
easily adapted f.or household purposes,
and that must interfere with gas companies in the future.
Mr. McDoNALD.-And· their dividends
will not be so large.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-They will be
large, because they have a monopoly.
There are thirteen or fifteen electricity
undertakings in the State, and a number
of them would have no hesitation in
working hand in hand with the gas companies to keep up the price to the consumer. We have the Williamstown Gas
Oompany, the Oolonial Gas Oompany,
the Brighton Gas Oompany, and the Metropolitan Gas Oompany. They all come
together to conserve their rights against
They have no hesitation in
the public.
coming together when they consider it
necess'ary to promote their interests.
Mr. MeDoNAr~D.-Don't you think it
would be well to continue the Fair Profits
Oommission ?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Government will not allow the Metropolitan Gas
Oompany to be dealt with by that Oommission. We have had three special inquiries into the company's aff·airs. It is
my desire to promote every undertaking
that will give employment. I have no
guar.antee that the pas~age of this Bill
will mean more employment. We ·do not
know what money is to be spent. If the
company produces a schedule of works
to be oarried out within the next few
months, a great deal of my objection
will be done away with. The honorable
member for Jika Jika asked for an adjournment. If there is an adjournment
now, there will be no time for inquiry.
Mr. MeDON ALD.-It would mean the
shelving of the Bill.
~fr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes; but can
we be held responsible for that? We have
-only two days left to deal with the Bill,
which was only circulated this morning.
:Mr. LAWsoN.-Oan we pass the second
reading now, and in the meantime I shall
try to see what inform'ation I can supply.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am prepared to 'accept the Premier's word as
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to what things are required. If the honorable gentleman positively gives his
word to the House, that will do me. It
could be regarded as binding his party.
Mr. OAIN.-Do you think that' the
Premier would give his word for the Gas,
Oompany?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not
know. We' are not directing our oppositionagainst the men who are acting as
directors of the company, but against
the principle which is generally adopted
by commercialism. We never begin to
realize the true position of affairs until
we see extraordinary decisions given in
our Oourts of law. While members may
consider that words in an Act can only
bear one interpretation, we find that the
Oourt places another construction on
them. I ask the Premier not to allow
interpretations by the co:rnpany or by the
Oourts to interfere with the interests of
the public.
Mr. McDoNALD.-YOU don't assume
that he can control the Oourts?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No; but I
assume that Parliament can. Parliament is the embodiment of the power of
the community, ·and when we seek to
amend an Act ot control ·a Judge we are
not guilty of despotism here, hut we are
simply carrying out the functions imposed
upon us by the Constitution of this count.ry. That was the point in my mind in
connexiorn with the question of privilege
which was recently raised. If we use
our power in a tyrannous way we
shall probably be subject to the same
fate that befell Oharles, and the Long
Parliament. The public interests must
bo protected. Almost every year since
1912 we have been promised in the
opening speech an amendment of the
Metropolitan Gas Oompany's Act. An
amending Bill has not been brought in.
We have been defied in the matter. When
the Government come along and beg
that a measure like this should be passed
in order that the company should have
money to spend on necessary works, I
say Y.es, but I am chary about granting
it any further power, and I am only
going to give it such power under an
~t\..ct of Parliament as I believe in.
I
have a right to ask that the word of the
Premier shall be given to me in connexion with certain propositions under
this measure. If it is, then I will have
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very little to say, and the m.easure can
become law. The honorable· gentleman's
own statement with regard to the money
which the· COID'p,any desires, to, raise is
that it win. Gover some expenditure that
took place.· four or five years ago. In
addition tm that, it is to cover expenditure ib the futurE:. We have the Premier"s word. for everything except in COllnexion with the immediate expenditure.
Can too honorable- gentleman say hOlw
much is to 'be spent in. the next SL"C
months? If the money is wanted for expenditure next year ox the year. after it
is.- not an urgent matter, nor is it important. in regard to the· expenditure of
the past, because they. have means for
dealing with that. I do wish to. know
what are the facts behind this Bill. How
does the company stand in relation to its
share~ capital, and what will 'be the position of the community in regard to the
purchase of the undertaking? It has
certain rights, and those rights must not
be· ,abrogated. We see so many remarkable e,xamples of what, can be done, unde!r
an Act of Parliament that we begin to
dount whether the words· mean exactly
what they say. In connexion with the
tramways, the Act provided' that the
ordinary hours of work ~ould be fortyeight hours a week, and that the men
should not work more than sixty hours.
The company so interpreted that provjsion that the great bulk of men on the job
worked sixty hours.
'
Mr. McDoNALD.~Was there an ,allowance for overtime?
Mr. PRENDERGAS-T.~N 0; they did
not get a penny for overtime. While the
great bulk of them were working sixty
hours a week there were at least 10 per
,cent. employed by the company who were
not able to .get £1 'a week. So much for
private enterprise. Whatever the Metropolitan Gas Oompany has done for its
,employees it has been forced ,to do as the
·result of trade unionism.
I recollect
,that, following 1893, when the ·company's
works were closed up, they. employed
nothing but non-union labour. for a long
Ttime.
They defied the trade unions.
They would not permit their employees
to be in the unions. To-day unionism is
IStrollg enough to snap its fingers at them.
lAs a matter of fact, I admire trade
unionism for the generous way it has
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dealt with the company, considering. the
in. which the c.omp,any has
treated it: in th0- 'PMlt. I. mov~

IUJa.tlJ(il:l'

That the debate be now adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
aajourned until later iu the day,. Mr.
Prendergast tOI have lea,v€l to continue
his speech on the resumption of the debate.
RAILW A Y.8 BILL.
Mr. BA. RNES (Minister of Railways)
moved the second reading of this Bill.
He said-This is a Bill to empower the
Railways Oommissioners to make provision for the appointment of certain
persons temporarily employed in the railway service to permanent offices therein.
Prior to the outbreak of the war it was
the practice of the Railway Department
to make regular additions to its permanent staff. That was to provide for, the
filling of natural vacancies due to retirements ,and deaths, ·and the general extension. of business. When the war broke
out in 1914 it wa,s decided to defer the
making. of any further appointments to
the permanent. staff other than ,those of
apprentices and technical experts. Tho
Oommissioners adhered, to that policy. in
order to protect t4e interests of' supernumeraries and other men on -active service who would not have had an opportunity for applying if public applications
were called in the usual way under the
Railways Act. For that reason, no appointments have been made since 1914.
The position has now been' Teached that
it has become imperative that certain permanent positions. in the Service should
be filled.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-On the recom-,
mendation of the Railways Commissioners?
Mr. BARNE8.-Yes.
Mr. W AlwE.-Or ,on the recommendations of the heads of the different
branches?
Mr. BARNES.-The Railways Oommissioners recommend that these apOn, 30th
pointments should be made.
June last there were 10,240 supernumeraries in the Service, exclusive of
.females, juniors and lads. There are
about 18,000 permanen't positiOills in the
Railway Service' and about 112:,580 perrr.anent officers. I wOlUld no,t vouch for
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'the exact propo,rtion, hut, generally spe:l.kMr. BARNER-I do not think so. I
ing, that is the position.
There are know that middle aged temporal'Y emaltogether about 24,600 emplayees in the .ployees have been appointed to perm1anent
Se~ioo.
~
positions.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON ( Ovens) .---<How
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-I
mnny supernumeraries is it proposed to think the honorable gentleman will find
.appoint to .permanent positions?
there is an age limit.
Mr. BA.RNEIS. - The Oommissioners
Mr. BARNEIS.-The Oommissioners,
have not yet fixed any definite number, for the reasons mentioned in clause 2, do
but this Bill gives them power ~o trans- not want to have ·their rights or powers
fer supernumeraries to the permanent restricted, and therefore "ve have included
staff up to the 31st December, .next year. clause 3, which provides thatMr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I sup(1) Notwithstanding anytbing in the Railpose some of the temporary employees ways Acts the Board or the ,Commissioners (at
have had much longer service than .others. any time before the 31st day of December,
1921), without giving the public notice reMr. BARNES.~That is so. In the quired' by section 139 of the principal Ad, may,
Act which we passed. in 1915 W.e pro- without probation, but subject to such extected the rights of soldiers, and gave aminations and restrictions as are prescribed
by regulations under the Railways Acts, apthem preference. ,Olause 2 bas an im- point
to a permanent office in the railway serportant bearing in this connexion.
It vice any person who is in the temporary em-reads as follows:ployment of the Board or the Commissioners at
Notwibhstand,ing anything in the Railways
Acts the Board or the Commissioners (at any
time before the thirty-nrs-t day of December,
One thousand nine hundred and twenty-one),
without giving the ,public notice referred to
in section 3 of the Railways Act 1915 (No.
'21), may, as on and after such 'date (whether
before or after the commencement of this Act)
as is determined by the Board or the Commis-sioners, appoint any person to whose 'appointment to the Railway Service the said section
.2 applies(a) who was either before his enlistment
or after his return to Victoria and
was or' lis immediately before the
date determined by the Board or the
,Commissioners as aforesaid in the
tempora.ry employment of the Boa.rd
or the Comnnssioner,s; and .
(b) who was or is engaged in doing work
usually performed by a person in a
permanent office in tbe Ra,ilway Service-to any permanent office in the Railway Service
if (save as otherwise provided in this section)
h~ complies with the provisions of sub-section
(2) of the said section 3 and is competent to
fulfil the duties of such office.

the commencement of this Act, and has been
eng~ed doing such work, and for such period
or 'periods, and bas been performing his duties
in such a manner as, in the opinion of the
Board or tlle Commissioners, make his 'appointment to a permanent office desirable for the
proper conduct of the business of the Railway
Department.

These clauses are made pretty wide, so as
to permit of the exercise of !discreti9nary
power on the part of the Commissioners,
while still recognising t~e fundamental
principle of the Act Which we passed in
1915, giving preference to returned
soldiers.
Mr. SNO\~BALL- There is no stipulation in regard to the number of years 'a
man has ,been a tempora'l'y employee.
Mr. BARNE'S.--1We have put in no
restriction in that way . We .do not say
in this Bill, as we did in a previous one,
that any supernumeraries of five years'
standing ,could be appointed.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).- Do you
That secures to returned men all theiT . think that aJte:ration is desirable?
rights.
Mr. BARNES.--ilf we do not make it
Mr. A. A.. IB'ILLSON (Ovens) .-'That is
we
may exdude a good many returned
their preference rights.
.
Mr. BARNES.--1Yes, but there are men. ,We considered it would not be wise
certain positions in the .service which re-· to ha.ve such a provision in this Bill.
Mr. A. A. ~ILLSON (Oven,s).~How
quire special experience, and for this
reason the Commissioners desiTe to h'ave many retU'l'l1.ed men are likely to be
power in appointing permanent officers a£fecte'd?
to select men who are not returned
Mr. BkRNES.-I do not know, but
-soldiers.
there are about 3,61.4 returned nilen in the
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Is service. J presume 'between 6,000 ana
there any age limit in making a tem- 7,000 permanent position.s have to be
porary officer a permanent employee?
:filled.
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Mr. 'sNowBALL.-All supernumeraries
will 'have an opportunity of being made
permanent employees?
Mr. BARNES.-Yes, ·but merely sufficient to justify the Tequirements of the
service. There must be a certain num·ber
of .supernumeraries who cannot be given
permanent employment.
Some of the
supernumeraries have had many years'
service, and are qualified for permanent
employment.
Mr. J ..W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I do
not intend to oppose this Bill. On the
contrary, I wish to indorse the principle
of making many of the supernumeraries
permanent employees. There are a number of reliable men, independently of returned soldiers, who have been working
for the lDepartment for many years, .and
are called temporary permanent men. I
think they do their work pretty well,and
they have most of the advantages of the
perm·anent men, but their tenure of .office
is not secure. When we passed a ,Bill a
little while ,ago we made it possible for all
those who had been in the Department
continuously for five years to get on the
permanent staff. There were a number
of men who had a few weeks,or perhaps
a fe",: months, less :service to their credit
at that time,but that is a considerable
time ago. Still I do not think we should
close the door to t:Q..ose men. I agree that
preference should :be given to returned
soldiers, but while we are opening the
door for these men we .are ,closing it to a
large number who have been ,in the employ of the lDepartment for many years.
I do not think that is quite fair. I am
quite in favour of giving returned soldiers
p~eference; but the ,door should be open
WIde enough to allow supernumeraries to
become permanent hands, irrespective .of
their age. By that T mean the men who
missed their chance when we passed
the last Bill.
The Minister' has
informed us that therel is no age
limit.
I should not like to say
definite1ly that theTe is, hut I fancy
that is ,a fact, and it is quite possible that
those who were not eligible for appointment under the Act I have referred to
'because they were 'a week or a month
short of the five years' servi.ce, may now
be ineligible [because they have got beyond the limit which I think is imposed.
We should be careful that we do nothing
unfair to these men.
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Mr. BARNEs.-I should like to draw the
honorable member's attention to the words
in .clause 3, which give the Oommissioners
power to appoint an offieer to a permanent office if it is desi~able for the proper
conduct of the business of the Depart,.
ment.
M'r. .J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).That is all right, but it does not say that
the men il refer to will be eligible for .such
appointment. It may 'be that they areineligible .because they have been tempor,ary employees too long. Men wh()
have been in the employ of the Department for eight or nine Ye'ars, and have
carried out their duties well, should beretained, and transferred to the permanent ranks. I ,do not wish to block the
passage of the Bill, but I hope the Minister will give the House an assurance that
tho.se men who just missed appointment by
a brief 'period will not suffer in 'any way~
Take! the platela,ye:rs, permanent-waymen,_ and other employe,es.
Many of
them just missed being made perman~nt on account of not having been
Power
engaged quite, long enough.
should be given. to aPlPoint them perrmanen tl y .
Mr. '8NowBALL.-Even though they are
over age?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).They were not over age when they made
their previous application. The Act provided for a period of five years, and they
had worked a shorter time. I know of
one" now over age, who had worked for
four years and eight months at that time.
Re ha.:: been employed ever since.
He
should not be debarred from being made
Seeing that he is in fact
permanent.
permanent, it might be thought t1lat it
makes no difference to him to be classea
as temporary, but it does. For instance,
a permanent-temporary man may work
under a ganger with less experience and
less skill. A gan~er must be a permanent
man, but he may have to rely on the temporary man under him. A more skilful
man who is temporary would apply for.
the position, but he knows that he is not
eligible. Apart from that, there areother positions in the Department that
can only .be filled by permanent men. NO'
matter how skilful a temporary man may'
be, he cannot occupy (me of those posi-·
tions. I know of a man in the country
who applied fOT a position tha.t was
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vacant in town. He was informed that
only a permanent man could be appointed.
There was nothing wrong with him so
far as skill was concerned, but he was
applying for a po~ition that could only
be filled by a permanent man. I think
the regulation in that respect should be
looked into by the Minister and that that
embargo should be removed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-So far as I
can see, clause 2 applies to employees who
are eligible for appointment under a previous Act, and clause 3 provides that any
person who is in the temporary service of
the Board or the .commissioners at. the
commencemen t of this measure shall be
entitled to appointment. If I read that
aright it would include all those persons
the honorable member for Fitzroy referred to.
Mr. BARNEs.-Yes.
Mr. J. WV. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Don't
you see that unless the age limit is removed they will not be included in the
word~ " any person " ~
Mr. PRE·NDERGAST.-The clause
applies to all persons employed in the
Railway Department. It does not say
anything about an age limit.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-There
is a regulation that the head of a .branch
has to comply with. Under that regulation he cannot recommend certain men
for appointment, and without his recommendation no appointment can be made.
Mr. PRENnERGAST.-If that position develops in the future I shall be with
the honorable member in endeavouring to
have it corrected. The men and the Commissioners have agreed upon this provigion, and I accept the reading of the Minister.
Mr. WEAVER.-I am rather alarmed
at this Bill. While I do not object to
the soldiers coming in as permanent men,
I certainly do object to an army, of
what magnitude we do not know, being
brought in.
• MI'. BARNES.-No one is being brought
In.
Mr. WEAVER. -- You are putting
these temporary men on the permanent
staff.
Sir ALEXANDER PEA!COcK.-Some of
them have been there for seven and ten
years.
Mr. WEAVER.-But if on account of
':financial difficulties or a drought. we want
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to reduce the number of employees, we
shall b~ pl'adtically compelled to keep
these men on.
Mr. BARNEs.-There are between 5,000
and 6,000 temporary employees who will
not be made permanent.
'M·r. WEAYER.-I understand that
about 1.,600 returned I'oldiers are to be
appointed permanently.
Mr. BARNEs.-There will be 6,000 01'
7,000 permanent positions to be filled.
Mr. vVEAVER.-Will that meet the
case' if a drought occurs and vou do not
need the same number of men ~ I am
rathe[' alarmed at the position.
These
men are going to be given free passes
and paid for a fortnight's holiday eve·ry
year. It is a very good thing if we can
affo'rd it, but I am not sure if we can face
aU these things with prices coming down.
Mr.
ARDE.-The price of your wheat
is not coming down. You are guaranteed
98. a bushel for wheat worth 5s.
Mr. WEAVER.-I am afraid that the
increase of freights and fares is going to
be seriously affected by the inclusion of
these extra men. Judging from newspaper repOorts and from what we have
heard elsewh&e, there is every possibility
of an increase of anything frOom 15 per
cent. to 20 per cent. in freights.
Mr. LEMMON .-Temporary men get
passes as well as permanei-lt men.
Mr. WEAVER.-I shOould like to
know from the Minister whether the
increase in freights and fares is to
be distributed equitably over the whole
State, or whether this great metropolis is
goin.g to have the preference it has always
had before.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The,re
is a section in the Railways Act which permits the Gormmissione,rs to dispense with
any empJoyee, perma.nent Oor temporary,
if the,re is nOi work fOil' him to' dOl.
:Mr. WEAVER.-I do not want to see
any wholesale dismissals, Iparticularly if
the men are required. If there is plenty
of work fOol' them, and plenty of money tOo
pay them, it is all right; but if we get
short of mOoney, and cannOot put thesel men
Ooff, we shall be in an awkward position.
Mr. HANNAH.-Some time agOo at New·
pOlrt, the Commissioners put off men whom.
they wanted, and whom they want badly
nO'w.
Mr. WEAVER.-I do nOot think they
would put off men whom they wanted. A
little la.ter on there may be a .e-reat ·m;:J.nv
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men in their employment wham they.
would like to pu t off, and they
will not have the op,portunity of
doing . so.
I am prepared to stand
any mcrease, in freights and fares
that is justified. It is stated in some of
the country newspapers that the increase
may be as high as 20 peT oent. I would
direct attention to the fact that the award
of t.he Railways Classifioation Board is
practically for two ye,ars, because it is
retrospective fOT one year. DOl the Government intend by the increased frelight.s
and fares to pay for that retrospective incre'ase, as well as fOlr.the increase in the
present year'i
Mr. BARNES.-I cannot discuss that
questiOlIl nOlw.
Mr. WEAVER.-~rhel trouble is that
we cannot get any information. We know
that this increase in wages is heing paid,
and we do not say whether it is right or
wrong. We say it is thel decision of the
Classificatioll Board, and that we are
going t<o abide hy that dercision; but are
thel Government raising freights and fares
to such an extent in one year as to pay
the, wagels increase's for tWOl years 7 If they
are doing that, it is most unfair. The
retrosJJective payment of increased wages
should be spread over a ten'll of years,
and shOluld not he made up in oue year.
~he: Treasurer, in his Budget statement,
mdlCated that he expects a surplus OIf
about £100,000. If the Government are
goring to collect £300,000 0'1' £400,000
more than t.hey want this year, I cannOlt
see the justice of raising freights and
fares to the extent that has been indicated. There is every possibility of the
increase being 15 peT cent. I heard it
rumoured yesterday that we wOIuld, perhaps, bel alarmed if we knew thel extent
the Oommissioners want to gOi to in' this
regard. It is a, very serious position that
the G'ove,rnment are going to r.aise freights
and fares against the 'country ,people.
They are the people who will have to pa;y
the hulk of the increase. When there is
no wheat to carryon the railways we shall
be in thel mud. We are not in the mud
at present, but these are times of high
prices. The Treasurer's Budget statement indicated that thelfe would be a
shortage of £1,000,000 in the railway revenue. It appears that the Goverrument
are going tOl make up that £1,000,000
~his year, although par~ of the money is
11l resped of retros,pect1ve p~yments.
I
strongly object to the,ir taking up that

attitude.
The retrosneciive payments
should be spre,ad orver a term of years, or
should he made !rOod out of some fund.
Mr. DEANY.-That has nothing to dowi th this Bill.
Mr. WEA VER.-It has everything todo with it. W €I are dealing with a proposal that will increase the cost OIf conducting the Railway Department. The~
Government are not justified in making
the retrospective payments to the railway
elIll,p]oyees good out of .one year's revenue.
Sir A.LEXANDER· ,PEACOCK. - Where'
would you take the money from 7
Mr. WEAVER.-They could take th&
money out o.f some o.f the funds that they·
have availahle. Our experience in the
past has shOlwn ,that there, will be no
chance, of reducing fre,jghts when once
they are put up. I am astonished at
country members in the Ministry acquiescing in this kind of thing.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You support~d the Railway Classification Board.
l\fr. WEAVER. - Yes, because I
thought i,t was a fa,ir thing, and I would
do the same thing again .. I want to see
fair play, but it is now proposed to incre,ase the permanent staff, and there maybe a tinle when we Imay be ve,ry glad to·
reduce the ,permanent staff. We, do not.
want wholesale, dismissals.
lVIr. PRENDERGAST.-This Bill makesmen permanent who would be in the service fo.r the rest of their lives.
Mr. WEA VER. -- Thel Go.vernment
should be fair to the oountry peOlple as
well as to the railway employees. People
are employed in the country who are not
permanent, and 40 nOlt get the free passes
and other pe,rquisites tha.t even temporary
railway employees get. I a:m not speaking against railway emplOlyees. They a.r.e
good feUOIws, and th:ere are a lot of them
in my district; but it is not fair to give
them privileges that .other people do not
get. If the Government want tor make
them permanent, let them make all of us
permanent. Our !position is fiot very
permanent. I do not see why we should
favour this class of the community more
than miners or any OIther dass.· As a.
country member, I tell the Government
that I disapprove of .a very high increase
in freights and fares to meet an expenditure that is not an annual one. I trust
that that will be taken into considea:-ation
when the schedule of incre·aged freights
and fares is being framed.
The Commissioners ask for a.u increase in freights
l
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and fares. I wish to express my disapproval of making more men permanent
at the present juncture.
Mr. HANNAH.-I would not have
risen but for the speech just made by
the honorable member for Korong, who is
a representative 'of a supposedly progresss~ve party.
Mr. WEAVER.-I represent those who
wa.nt to pay their way.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is not a fair
representation of other people in the community. Are the people in your party
the only people who want to pay their
way 1
Mr. KANNAH.-I thought the honorable member for .Korong would be a
H permanent,"
but if he makes many
speeches of this kind he will certainly be
a " casual," as far as this House is conrerned. The honorable member is now
(,}n the Railways Standing Committee,
and he ought to have special knowledge
of this subject.
Mr. WARDE.-Give him time; he has
not been on that Oommittee long.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-Had it not
boon for the war this Bill would have
been passed years ago.
Mr. HANNAH.-I was about to say
that.
Married men employed on the
railways helped to carry the burden Qf
this country years ago, on a wage of 6s.
()r 65. 6d. per day. When I first entered
this House I represented in a special way
the railway employees, and one of the first
motions tha.t I .ga.ve notice of had as its
object the raising of the wage for married
railway men to 7s. per day. There are
men employed on ."tbe railways who have
been Qn the casual list for twenty years.
Are we going to refuse them bare justice
because the Farmers U niorn party object
to an increase of freights and fares 1
That has northing to do with the matter,
and it does not represent the Qpinion of
the country. Country people have said
many times that this act OIf justioe should
be rendered to that large sootion of the
Railwav Service. The honorable member for Korong has objected strongly to
the introduotion of a Bill that may let
in through the back door men who-are
casuals to the permanent list. We shall
never have .a contented Service SOl long as
men are employed year after year as
casuals. These men should not be made
to suffer permanent disabilities.
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Mr. WEAVER.-Did you vO'te to saV9
the Government because you knew this
measure was cO'ming along 1
Mr. HANN AH.-I vote to keep a Government in office when I believe that
that is the right thing to' dO'. The honorable member fO'r Korong had a burning
desire to get on the Treasury bench, and
he nearly got there. It was a close thing.
His party cc missed the bus," probably,
through want O'f knowledge.
Mr. WEAvER.-We should have given
you a fair deal all round had we taken
office.
Mr. HANNAH.-I doubt it. Eave us
from such conservatism and retrogression
as we shO'uld get from a party whose
representative enunciates such principles
as we have been listening to. Victoria
would be brought into a chaotic -condition.
A party made up of such men would put
back the clock of progress still furthe.r.
God knows, the present ,occupants of the
Treasury bench are Tory enough. They
move too slowly altogether.
However,
the object of the present measure is to do
bare justice tOi a section of State employees, 50 per cent. of whom are returned soldiers. I do not want to waste
time on the Bill. I wO'uld not have it
hung up for even ten minutes.
Mr. WEAvER.-Why nO't ~nake all
casuals permanents 1
Mr. HANNAH.-I doubt if I could
get sufficient membe,rs to vote tvith me if
it were to make the honO'rable member
for Korong pe,rmanent. When I voted
to keep the present Ministry in O'ffice, I
had nOi thought~ in my mind 0'f the railway employees. But I have tried, ever
since I have h~ in th"is House, to give
a fair deal to all the employees in the
Public Service. I am adopting a similar
c,ourse 0'n thiJ:! occasion, and I shall fight,
if needs be, for justice to the casual hands
in the Railway Service-men who have
been waiting toOl long already for this
Bill.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I notlood the protest by the honorable member for CoHingwood againRt the suggestion that the fact
that the rpresent Bill was coming along influenced him in voting to keep the .present
Government in office. I do not know what
was in the mind of the honorrable member tOi utter such a protest. There is no
doubt that men who have been employed.
temporarily a sufficiently 100ng time are
entitled to ·becO'me permanent employOO2.
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At the same t·ime, I do not like the form
of the Bill. In every other measure
giving power to make men perma~ent
who a~~ temporarily employed, a specmed
period of service has been stated. Th~ t
appears tOi be the prope[' CQurse. It IS
not a, mattEn' to le'a,ve to the he,ad of any
Department to determine.
Mr. ANGus.-The Bill relates to returned soldiers.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I resent the returned soJdier being dragged in to bolster
up an objectionable prooedure. Proper
provision co~ld b~ made fDr the. returned
soldier. He IS entItled to concessIons. He
could be exempted. The,re is n?' reas.on
why we should depart from a WIse prlllciple merely because SQme returned
soldiers are in the mind of the House.
Let them be conceded exemptions frOom
the rule. The House will recollect that
when we were dealing with the PUbl.ic
Service Bill, we made, perm~nent .~r~aln
men in the General and Clencal DIVISIOns
whQ had been in the Public Service fDr
periOods amounting tal five years. Here
we are going to make permanent an unknown number Oof men in the Servioo,
some 0'£ whOom may have been employed
only a month. Men.of the most ca~ual
nature as regards emplOlyment are .gDmg,
possibly, to be made permanent In ~e
fiance Oof a principle this House has Insisted Oon in the past. Why should the;e
be any distinction as between the Railway Department and Dthe: Derartments 1
I am as much interested In railway men
as any honorable member, but I dOl not
likel the form of this Bill. We are departing from a princip~e we hav~ alw~ys
hitherto insisted upon In connexIOn wl~h
our Public Service. I hDpe the Government will consider the wisdom of i~cor
porating in the Bill a prOo~ision for s~me
limitation as to the perIOod of serVIce.
There is nothing unreasonable or unfair
in that. It dOles no harm to any man to say
tha,t the same principle as tOi the period
of servioe shall be observed in cOinnexiOon
with temporary hands in the Railway
Depa,rtment as in any other Department.
,Ve had some men in the General DIvision
of the Public Service whOi had been emplOoyed temporarily for five years, and by
the amended Act YJ'e made them permanenb. The same thing is done in epnllexion .with the Professional and the
Clerical Divisons. Why should we say
that the Railways Commissioners, which
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means the heads of the Department,
should have power to make. permane~t
an unlimited number of men III .the raIlway service? I would not trust the hea~
of any Department ,to adminis~r t~IS
power. It is not given in conneXIon WIth
any of our public Departments. ~ hope
that the linlltation put in the PublIc Service Act will be put in this Bill. I want
to s'ee the ,Bill 'passed, because it is called
for, but I shall not support it unless it
oontains the limitatiOon that I have referred to. I am not asking for anything
unfair.
We have public se.rvants of
various .occupations, and we. insist th~t
they shall have been at least five· years In
the se.rvioo as temporary men before they
can be made permanent employees. Railway men have to,ld us' that. one of. t~e
troubles in the Department IS that It IS
largely ove.rstaffed. There are many men in
. that Department rendering splendid service but there is a feeling abroad, and it
is c~nfirmed by offioo,rs in the Department that in some of its branches the
Deparlment is overstaffed. Under this
Bill the Commissioners may make any
number of men permanent. The Mini.ster said that this would leave a. margm
of 6,000 men in te.mporary employment.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Some States have
no temporary employees.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-We, do not know
the number of permanent employees in
the Department.
Mr. WARDE.-The Commissioners' re'turns show the, n urn ber .
Mr . .9NOWBALL.-The next return
may differ materially from the last. The
new Chairman of Commissioners may
find that he can reduce the number of employees. "\Ve are going to burden hi~
with a, number of men who have been III
the service for a very short time. There
. is great dange.r wrapped up in this Bill.
The Minister cannot justify himself in
asking us to omit from the Bill a safeguard in the shape of a limitatiou of the
number of temporary employees.
Mr. BARNEs.-What dOl you sugge,st ~
, Mr. .8NOWBALL.-I would adopt
five years, the same as we ha.ve in the
Pu blic Se.rvice Act.
Mr. BARNEs.-That would shut out
everv returned soldier.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I would except
them.
Mr. THOl\1AS.-As a oountry member, I want to object tOi the conclusion
that might be formed from the statement
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the hon<..rable member for Brighton
tlhat the Railway Department is o,verstaffed. I do nOit know whether that is
the case in the city, but I can certainly
say that it is not in the country. I regard
the Bill as overdue. ' It is time that the
alleged casual employees had some se-eurity Q1f tenure. At Heywood, at the
junction. Q1f the MOIUnt Gambier railway
with that of HamiltQln, there are two
porters and a stationmaster doing all the
work. At Cblldah I noticed when I left
to cOime down to the city on the
last occasiOin that there was a strange
gentleman occupying the position of
:stationmaster.
I asked where the permanent stationmaster was, and I was
informed that he was absent on sick
leave, as he had strained his back loading
bales. of' WOQll. 'The days of slavery are
passed in this country, and these men
'should have proper assistance. One man
~hould not be ·called upon tOi do two
men's work. Only last week I had to
draw the attention of the Minister of
Railways to the fact that on the line
frolm Branxholme tOi Casterton there is
.one man who has to handle the 'parcels
and the cream cans. I was billed tOi speak
-at Casterton at 8 o'clock one night a.
week ago. and did not arrive until
'9 .. 30. Heaven ()iIlly knows when we would
have arrived had not a commercial
~entl,eman and myself got out of the
train and assisted the guard to handle
the cream cans and the parcels. I have
asked the Minister to, provide assistance
for this man, and I hope the request will
be granted.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I oongratulat-e
the Minister and the Government on the
introduction of this Bill. It will do justice, thQlUgh somewhat tardily. I agree
with the honorable member for Glenelg
in regard to the allegation that the Railway Department is overstaffed. rhose of
us who represent country districts' can
contradict that statement. If the statement of the honorable mem beT for
Brighton applies to his electorate, then
it is unique. If the contention of the
honorable member for Brighton that only
those who have been five years, in the
service should be made permanent is
gjven effect to, the Commissioners will be
hampered in promoting any brilliant
young man in the servioe who mav nQlt
'have been in it for that period. There
might be a brilliant young man with a
'service of only three years.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-He can come in by
examination in the ordinary way. ;
Mr. LEMMON.-No; the applIcants
must be apprentices.
Mr. TOUTOHER.-I know railway
emplQlyees in Ararat who have been six
or seven years in the service. They were
too old to go to the front, but they have
been waiting for an opportunity to be
placed on the same basis as permanent
men.
The temporary men are doing
exactly the same work as the permanent
men. W 61 have not gOit tOo look a,t this as
a political matter. It is an act of absolute
justice. If yOlU want tot get the best service from the men you must give them e~
couragement. Once a temporary man u
made permanent the gate of opportunity
is opened to him, and he may rise to the
highest position in the Service. It would
be a pity t.o adopt some time limitation
such as the honorable .member for
Brighton suggests.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - I suppo'rt the
Bill very beartily, 'because I think that
the making of temporary additions to the
staff is a very vicious practice. There is
an inclination to attach men temporarily
to a staff when the permanent establishment would not be enlarged. I should
like to 'bring under the notice of the
House the injustice which is being done
to so-called temporary hands.
I have
had hrought under my attention the case
of a man named Dawson, who was in
the, Construction Branch for twentyeight years. He contracted pneumonia,
and was lying ill in a hut for five days
until he was nearly dead. Then he was
sent home, where h~ eventually died. If
he had 'been a permanent hand there
would have been provision for compensation, hut because he was only on the
temporary staff the widow has no rights
at all. In such circumstances, the close
point ·should not ,be taken that the man
was only a temporary hand, and I hope
that there will be some recognition of the
position of the widow.
The motion was agroodto.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2-(Provision for appointment
of certain perseus under No. '2814, section 3, to vermanent officers).
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways).
- I now propose that progress should be
l
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TepDrted.
We have CDme to. the CDnclusiDn that the Bill cDntains certain
features whic.h make it advisable that a
Governor's message should he brought
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acquire the necessary land, and also regrade some 'Df the streets. The Bill is
introduced because it is cDnsidered desir-able and important that the council
dDWh.
ehpuld CDmmenCe Dperations withDut any
further delay. I under.stand that settlePrDgress was then repDrted.
ment is increasing, and unless the work is
BLACK ROCK TO BEA UMARIS done now it will Ibe extremely difficult t<)
do. it at a later date. The CDst of conELECTRIC STREET RAILWA.Y
structing the ·street railway itself now
BILL.
Mr. BA.RNES (Minister of Railways) wDuld exceed the limit of the expenditure
mDyed the secDnd reading of this Bill. recommended Iby the Railway.s ,Standing
Further settlement, it is
He said-The cDnstructiDn of an electric CDmmittee.
street railway frDm Black RDck to Beau-. said, is likely to develDp alDng the route,
so. the cDuncil is very anxious to have the·
maris was •.!'eportecL Dn Iby the Railways
legal
power and necessary m.achinery t()
Standing Committee on 20th December
pur,ch.ase land, as well as to. impDse adiflast year. The ·Oommittee made the fDIferential rate in order to. l'aise mDney for
lDwing recDmmendations:the purchase 'Df the land and the cost of
That the construction of the tramway be
not entered upon till financial conditions and the work. It is obvious that without a
prices of materials again become normal in CDnstructiDn Act it wDuld be impossible·
this State, and there is a. likelihood of build- fDr the cDuncil to carry Dut thDse -cDndiing operations being actively undertaken in tions. The Bill is a rather lengthy one?
the Black Rock-Beaumaris district.
Before the construction of the electric Itreet but it cDntains clauses which are generally
railway is entered upon the local municipal incDrporated in Railway Construction
council is to provide the new street between Acts. I will briefly run thrDugh some of
George-street and 'Reserve-road for the tramOlause 3 gives pDwer ro.
way route and also the extension westward of the clauses.
Martin-street leading into Holding-street; is ma'ke .an electric ..street railway, and deto cause all streets along which the t,ramway fines the two terminal ,pDints. Clause 4
is to run to be at least 66 feet in width; is to
straighten the alignment of Ebden-avenue and cDntains the usual limit on deviation
to widen Powell-street to bring it in alignment which is placed in Railway Oonstruction
with Fourth-street, so as to avoid reverse Bills. Clause 5 limits the expenditure t()·
curves being necessary in these streets; and
is to grade all streets along or over which the the amDunt recDmmended Iby .the Rail-'
Standing Committee, namely,
tramway wj..ll pass down to 1 in 22, and pro- IW~S
vide culverts for drainage; and in addition is £41,138, including £6,500 for rolling
to provide all necessary land at corners to stock.
Cla.use 7 is purely a ma.chinery
allow curves of easy radius for working.
Tt gives the council pDwer t()
In order to permit the council to fulfil these clause.
conditions before the land is built on or ~ired wDrkmen to.. enter upDn any land
fenced in and becom~s expensive to acquire, m order. to do. thmgs necessary for the
it is suggested that the Bill a.uthorizing the Co.nstructIOn .of the line. By clause 8 it
construction of this tramway extension, sublect to the conditions stated, be passed as soon i~ pr?,vided that no. expend'it\lre on the'
as possible, so that the council may have justi- hne IS to. be authorized until the finanfication for w~dening the streets and forming cial prDvisiDns accord with the recommenthem to meet tbe tramway requirements.
da:tiDns of the Railways Standing Com.
The Bill has been drafted in accDrdance mIttee.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Then why do you
with the recommendatiDns Df the Rail.
ways Standing Committee, and is nDt want to pass the Bill tD-day ~
Mr. BARNES.-To enable the cDuncil
br'ought fDrwa.rd fDr the purpose Df enabling the line to. be immediately constructed, to. purchase land to' widen streets. There
because the Committee stated that its are several streets which are only about
constructiDn ,shDuld nDt be begun until 50 foot in width, and the Railways Standing CDmmittee has recommended that
prices had IbecDme normal, and the Sandtram lines shDuld nDt be allDwed in any
ringham CDuncil, I understand, readily street less than a chain in· width. Thereaequiesce in that. They a.re very anxi- fo.re, it becomes necessary for the eDuncil
ous to. .have the neoessary pDwer to. widen to have plOwer to acquire land frDm
the streets, a~d car.ry Dut ·certain Dther private owners.
il'ecommendation.s made by the Railways
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Is it· to. be a
Standing CDn'lmittee.
They want' to dDU ble line ~
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Mr. BARNES.-No; it will be a, single
line with loops. Clauses 9 and 10 apply
the ordinary provisions of the Lands
Compensation Act 1915. The compensation to be paid is not to exceed the va.lue
of the land on the day of the commencement of the present session of Parliament. By clause 11 it is provided that
in assessing compensation for land acquired for the line aecruing advantages
are to be estimated and deducted. Clause
12 V€sts in theoouncil the rights. powers
and privileges of the Crown with respect
to the acquisition of land -or the payment of compensation. The council ha.q
to accept lia,bility for its actions.' Clause
13 is one which appears in all Railway
Construction Acts, and the same thing
may be said with regard to' clauses 14 and
15. Clause 16 sets out that the gauge
of the line is to be 4 ft. 8% in. That is
necessary, as this line is a continuation of
that running from Sandringham to Black
Rock.
Apparently, this is the gauge
which will be adopted for all metropolitan
tramways.
Clause 17 gives the usu~l
power to close streets during the construc'tiou of the line. That clause is ,in all
Bills of a simila·r' character, and so is
clause 18. All the succeeding clauses to 26
are purely machinery. Olause 27 provides
that as sOlon as practicable after the passing 0'£ the Act the Chi€,f Engineer 'fOir
Railway C'onstruction shall certify to the
constructing authority what land is n€JC€ssary for the construction ,of the line,. and
his eertificate is to be accompanied by
such maps, plans, and sections as appear
necessary.
Clause 28 directs the constructing authority to forward copies of
the ce'rtificate and maps prepared by the
Chief Engineer fOir Railway Construction
to the council, which shall then proceed
to acquire the necessary land for the line.
Clause 29 sets out the powers a.nd duties
conferred 0-1' imposeCl on the council for
the purpose of this Act. Power is, given
by clause 30 to the ,council to borrow
money, and to make a levy or to obtain
by way ,of overdraft sufficient money for
the purpose of ,carrying out the work.
Sub-clause (2) provides that the council
mav levy a, street railway rate, to be
called the Black Rock to Beaumaris Street
Railway Rate. It is provided in sub-clause
(3) that the rate shall vary according to
the benefits appearing to a.cCTUe to the
lands in the district by the construction
of the line, and ·the rate is to be such as
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will bring in sufficient money to- meet
the whole of the expeuditure. It is desirable to avoid having to strike a second
rate.
Sub-clause (4) directs ,that the
money received from the street railway
.rate is to be ,used only fo'r the purpose
of liquidating the expenditure incurred
under this Act" and the sucoeeding subclause provides tha,t if the rate is more
than sufficient to recoup the council, any
surplus may by resolution ,of the council
be carried to the account of the
municipal fund.
The remaining subclauses relate to the procedure in
making the levy.
By sub-clause (7)
the council, before making the levy,
has to have prepared plans and descriptions of all lands likely to be materially
enhanced in value by thel construction.
and operatio'll of the line. These plans
are to set forth the names of the owners
or reputed owners, and the council is ,to
give notice by advertisement in a. newspaper circ:ulating in the district that the
plans are available for inspection. It is
open to any person interested within 'a
month to object to his property being in··
-cluded in the street railway rate district.
When the time has -elapsed for the hearing 0'£ objections an announcement as to
the boundaries ,of the street railway rate
is to be published in the Gove1:nment
Gazette and some newspaper circulating
in the. district. The railway rate shall '
be a differential rate at per 'lineal foot
frontage of the land to any street or road
levied in respect of all the land shown in
the ,street railway district plan, and the
rate per lineal foot shall vary according
to the benefits accruing to such lands
from the construction and operation of
such line. The cOIUllcil is to appoint a
competent offi(;C!'.r under sub-clause (12)
to estimate the total -amount of money required to construct the tramway, and. by
sub-clause (13) it is provided that in
order to determine the street raIlway rate
in the case of land, the total amOl~nt of
m~>Dey estimated shall be equitably distrlbutedover the total lineal feet o~
frontage of the ratea.ble lands in such away that the ,amount apportioned to eacll
lineal foot shall vary' ac'cording to the
benefits resulting from the line. As]
have said, this Bill is largely a machinery.
measure, and it is. not necessary fo.r me
to go furthe'r into details.
"

Mr. PRENDERGABT.---.2This is it
Bill, not for the construction of th~
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trrumway itseH, because it is definitely
provided that no work shall be und€Ttaken
until certain ,conditions arise, but for the
purchase of land along the route of the
tramway.
I do not object to that, because, if the ,council acquire now the land
which is necessary, they will be able to
purchase it at a much lower rate than they
will some year.s hence. That is entirely
a business proposition, and one which
should be adopted in regard to other
propositiOons O'f a. similar nature.
By
buying the land nO'w the council will be
able to get it for 300 or 400 per cent. less
than would be the case in the course of a
few years. I notice that the gauge of the
tramway is to be 4 ft. 8! in. We certainly
approved of that gauge in the construction of the Sandringham ,to Black Rock
tramway, although I strongly obje.cted to
it. It is not wis:e to have departed from
the 5 ft. 3 in. gauge. It is important
to bear in mind the question of uniformity
of gauge, and to remember that a suggestion had been made in regard to meeting
the difficulty in the different gauges
which exist in Australia without much
expenditure. The line to Sandringham
goes nowhere else, and it would have been
very much better to have continued it
than to have built tram-lines on a smaller
.gauge. However, that does not make any
difference to this BiB, which, as I understand, is introduced at tnis stage largely
for the purpose of enabling the oouncil to
purchase the land which is required.
Mr. BAILEY.-This is a Bill ct to
authorize the cQnstruction by the State
of an electric street railway from Black
Rook to Beaumaris," 'and clause 5 sets
out that the expenditure for the construction of the line i.s not to exceed £41,138,
jncluding £6,500 for rolling stock. In
Bpite of that, we have an assurance from
the Minister th-at the construction of the
line is not intended.
Mr. BARNEs.-Clause 8 provides that
the work of construction is not to' be entered upon until certain conditions arise.
Mr. BAILEY.-AutboTity will be
given by Parliament for' the construction
Oof the line, and yet there is a clause
which directs that no contracts shall be
'ente'red intO' or expenditure incurred for
the construction of .the line until-
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actively 'undertaken in the Black Rock-Beau·
mauris district.

Mr. EGGLESToN.-Is there a. definition

of the word "normal" ~

Mr. BAILEY.-That is the point I
was coming to. The Minist€,r said the
main object was to' enable the necessary
land to be acquired now.
Mr. ,VARDE.-Why should it be necessary to have an Act to do that? The
council can purchase land.
, Mr. BAILEY.-A oouncil has power
under the Local Government Act to acquire land for the purpose of widening
streets.
Mr. 'EGGLESTON.-Not fOor the purposes
mentioned in this Bill.
Mr. BAILEY.-The Minister has said
it is necessary to have this Bill to acquire land for the t.ramway. Some one
has suggested that the object is to enable
the council to acqu~re land, but that
makes no difference to my argument.
What I want to know is why a Bill is
not being l:-rought dQwn for the specific
purpose of aoquiring land and leaving out
the clauses relating to the construction
of the tramway.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-Why make two bite~
ofa cherry ~
Mr. BAILEY.-I do not want it to be
left to the Governme;nt O'r to any one person to decide when conditions are' normal.
This House should decide when this railwa y is to' be constructed. Howe.ver, I did
not rise fQr the purpose of dealing with
the construction olf the Black Rock to
Bea.umaris line, but to speak aborut another railway. This is the only opportunity I have had in the House O'f putting
the position with regard to that line
plainly b€,fore the Premier. The honorable gentleman will remember that some
five OT six months ago, on the occasion of
a Chamber O'f Agriculture convention Itt
Port Fairy, a, large and representative
gathering Qf farme'rs from t.hel district
waited uPO'n him and potinted out that
their district had beelll languishing 0111 account of the want of railway fa.cilities.
Thery were men whO! were only producing
from the land to! a limited extent because
it was impossible for them to' put their
l~nd to the best use Qwing to the lack of
railway facilities. I need not go thrOough
t.he whOole of the representations made by
Fi'uancial conditions and prices of materials the deputation tOI the Premier at the
again become normal in Victoria, and there is time. because the~ must be quite fresh in
a li~elihood of building operations being the hQlIloTa,ble gentleman's memory.
l
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was a good deputa·

Mr. BAILEY.-It was, and it made
out a. good case]. which, I am sure, impressed the honoorable gentleman and Mr.
Ma,ckinnQln, who acoompanied him. The
deputa,tion wanted the Premier to see
that the recommendation of the Railways
~tanding Committee was put into operatIOn. When the present ~1iniste'r of Railways was Chairman of the Committee it
went through the district on two occasi~ns,
an.d rec()[ll1llended that a developmental
raJlw~y ~houl~ be const.ructed to link up
the dIstnct WIth the eansting railwa,y system.
Tha,t recommendation was made
n.early six months agO', and although ParlIament passed a Developmental Railwa;ys 4ct and established 'a Developmental
RaJlways AccolUllt, with the ob~eot of
having districts that wen~ languishing fQ(r
want of railway facilities se~ed by railways, noot one develoopmental railway has
yet been constructed in this State. From
time to time sums ha,ve been filched from
the Developmental Railways Acoount by
the Tre,asurer O'f the day. At QIlle time
there was £225,000 in the account, and.
now about £125,000 is standing to its
credit, but the Gorvern.ment has never
co,nstru~ted a de,ve,lopmental railway. The
deputatIoo urged on the Premier the
necessity of linking up the districts with
the existing system. Thel Premier promised the deputation tha,t the matter
woould receive the consideration of Cabinet and that within a rel3.sonahle time he
would give a reply too their request. I
understand that the line in the district I
. ha,ve refe,rred to was the first line recomm?TIded by the Railways St2lnding CommIttee under the Dervelapmental Railways
Act. Is it a fair and reasonable thing
that the men who went back into that
country many years ago, and have undergone. the hardship~ tha.t Moe necessarily
entaIled through the,ir not being able to
get their produce to market should have
to{) continue too suffer those h~rdships while
we are' focussing Q1ur attention on the metropolitan tramway system ~ I know that,
as the po'pulation in the ontell" areas of
t~e metropolis increases, opportunities
wlll have to be given to the people to' get
backwards a~d forwards to the city. I
am not agamst that.; but whilst these
things are pushed forward the claims of
people in the country must rooeive conside,ratiOln, and I once more a.ppeal to the
Premier to give a reply to the requeet of
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the deputation that interviewed him.
They ha,ve waited five Oil' six moonths, and
they want an answer to the,ir request. I
hope the Premier will now make a statement in reply to their representations. I
~ope that .he will say that early next sessIOn. he wIll ~ring fOlrward the necessa,ry
motlOn declanng that it is eocpedient to
construct .the railway. It would be QIllly
a short. lme of about 32 miles, and it
would ~ve ~ large extent of country. ~
';t'he r.a.m!all. In that coruntry is reliable,
the dIstnct 1S never subject to droought,
and the l~nd is splendid fO'r production.
The PremIer saw a sample of some produce grown there. There are already a
large number of peoplel in the district,
and the construction of the line wO'uld result in the settlel.Illen,t of a great many
mOire. I hQlpe the Premier will give a
favora,ble reply to the :request of the deputation.
Mr. EVERARD.-I did not intend to'
speak on this measure,. but the remarks of
the honorable member for Port Fairy re'mind me that I have a wOlrd to say about
a matter tha.t has been referI'm to the
Railways Standing CoiIJ.llllittee.
.
The SPEAKER.-I am a,fraid I was
overlooking the remaJ:"ks of the honorable
merr.ber fOIl" Poort F'airy.
Mr. EVERARD.-I have no objection
to the passing of this Bill. I think it i.
a very necessary measure to pass, and 1
ha,ve t.o commend the Railways Standing
~ommlttee for the good wQlrk it has done
m recommending the construction of thi~
and other lines.
I should like to s·ee
~omet~ing. about. the N arbethoong railwa.y
In thls BIll, but the~e is not a word in
the measure about it. I do not blame
the Railways Standing Committee so
much as I dOl the F'oll"ests Commission.
Soone ~o(llths ago the Railways Standing
C?mmittee asked the Commission to furnIsh a report in regard to the matter and
that report has not yet been furnished. I
protest. a~ainst the delay of the Forests
OommlssIOn. The report in question ~s
urgent~y needed by the Railways Standing
Oom;nllttee. The N arbethong railway is
not Inc~uded in this. Bill, simply beoause
the Ra'llways StandIng Oommittee could
~ot reco~en~ it 'owing to their not havmg re?eI:ved a report from the Forests
OommIssIon. I trust that the Minister
of Forests will give the Oommission a rap
over the knuckles on account of their
d~lay.
I know that the Forests Commie.
SlOn have been up to N arbethong, but I
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do not know why they have not furnish~d
their repo·rt.

I have :rr.uch

ple~sure III

.supporting the Bill. The Narbethong
line is badly needed, and I trust that
during the recess the Premier will visit
that part of the~ country.
:M:r. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
do not want to de1ay the passage of the
Bill at all. I can easily understand that
the local council would not enter into the
''Obligations which the ~ailways Standing
Committee wished to place upon them unless they were quite sure t.hat the line
would eventually be constructed, and they
wan t (jj Bill of this character passed as a
guarantee to them that the line will be
constructed. We insisted that the road
should be made wider, and that certain
streets should be regraded. We believed
tha t if those things were done it would
be a pl'ofita bIe thing to construct a line
when prices became normal. The particular complaint I have to~ m'ake is with
respect to dause 8, which providesNo contract shall be entered into or expenditure made for the construction of th-e line
until(a) financial conditions and prices of ~a
terials again become normal in VICtoria and there is a likelihood of
building operations being actively
undertaken in the Black Rock-Beaumaris distiJ.ict.

Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-In
one clause it is provided that the engineer is to give a certificate that certain
alterations have been made. It appears
to me that' the Commissioners, or 180me
one in authority, should have to certify
that conditions are normal before the GoYernment is permitted to go on with the
construction of the line.
Mr. BARNEs.-Oonditions 'w'Ould be
normal if the work could be done for
£41,000.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
think the constructing authority should
have to certify that prices are normal
before the line is constructed. There are
subterfuges by which railways may be
built. For instance, one line was built
for less than £2,000 a mile, 'and the fact
was advertised all over Australia. Afterwards the line had to be strengthened, the
number of sleepers, the weight of the
rails, and the ballast had to be increased,
with the result that in the end the line
cost more than if it had been constructed
in the normal way.
A Government
might say that they were going to construct a cheap line, and leave 'Out many
things that they knew would afterwards
have to be provided. I want an amendment made to provide that the Ohief Engineer shall certify that prices are normal
before the line is constructed. I quite
agree that the Bill is absolutely essential
to the local authorities, because the value
of the land now is very sm'all compared
with what it will be in another twenty
years, or even less, if the settlement in
the district continues at anything like the
rate at which it has been going on for the
last few years. I t.hink it would be wise
for us to pass the Bill. At the same time,
I should like to see the safeguards I have
indicated in it.
Mr.. THOMAS.-Because of the presence ·of clauses 8 and 5 in this Bill I
have no· particular exception to take to
the- measure ,itself. Clause 8 reads as follows:-

Once we pass this Bill, the Government
will have power to construct the line. I
could mention one 'Or two lines that have
been constructed under extraordinary circumstances. The ~righton electric tramway was built by the Government of the
day by means of a subterfuge. .Another
line was built eleven years ,aften a recommendation from· the Railways Standing
CoDm:J.Jittee had been presented to this
House. and conditions had altogether.
(lhamg~d by the time the line was built.
This Government have given a certain
promise, which may be kept by them;
but tlie promise of this Government will
not necessarily bind a future Government,
which may be very anxious to construct
No contract shall be entered into or expendithe line, and may do it under' the 'autho- ture made for the· construction of the line
until.
'rily- of this Bill. The Bill does not pro(a) financial conditions and prices of mavide who is to determine when prices are
terials again become normal in Vicnormal.
toria and there is a likelihood of
building operations being actively
Mr. BARNEs.-That is conditioned· by
undertaken. in the Black Rock-Beauclause 5.
We would say prices were
maris district.
normal when· the line could be constructed Then, covering that, as what may be reafor £41,000.
sonably assumed to. be. a guide of what is
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to be regarded by the constituted authorities as normal conditions, clause 5 reads
'
as follows:-
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to Qbtain the land on which eventually
this line will be constructed, are doing
the right and proper thing. But in reThe expenditure for the construction of the spect to other railways it would be wise
line shall not exceed £41,138, including to sit dQwn and consider what material
£13,500 for rolling-stock.
benefit the railways will bring to the
That seems to make it perfectly clear. To people, and I ,submit that it would be a
my mind, the Government aro acting in very goodpropo~itiori to argue along the
a perfectly cautious, legitimate, and line of bringing the greatest good to the
statesman-like way in acquiring this land greatest number Qf people, directly or innow for the purpose of building the rail- directly, by the extension of the railway
way at some prospective date, because we system. I understand that in the district
have it laid down in the last clause I to be served by this railway the people
read that the further expenditure will not have access to modernized modes of
be entered upon until the whole of the travelling within a radius of something
werk may be completed at the figure men- like 3~· miles, and the traffic in this distioned. It is a very wise proposal to pur- trict would be largely passenger traffic.
chase the land and make preparation at I would place in juxt.a,pQsition to that, by
an early date, and there is no better way of illustratiQn, such lines as that to
time than now to do these things, with a which the honorable member for PQrt
view to the time arriving when the price Fairy lalluded to-day. I mean the railQf land will automatically rise with the way frQm Port Fairy to McArthur. I
increase of population and of industriel:;. have said that in Qne 'c,ase the people are
I might cite a case which has already hap- already within 3i miles of modernized
pened at Portland in the electorate I re- p:lOdes of travelling. In the other case
present. Quite recently this Government we may say that the people are about
has given some recognition, long overdue" 25 miles from a modernized mode of conand, I may say, long delayed, to the port veying their products to market. I think
Qf Portland. It is now proposed, I be- it is a wise thing to consider which line
lieve-and I give the Government credit will do the g.reatest good to the greatest
for the interest they have taken in this number of people. I cannot be regarded
matter-to load SOme wheat at Portland. as speaking from ,a parish-pump point of
That having become known to the mer- view, because the line would not be in my
chant fQlk in the community, inquiries electora teo It is a pity that the honorhave already been made for suitable sites ruble member for p.ort Fairy cannot
adjacent to the port. I have within my organize a motor party and take honor'personal knowledge a ,case in point able members' there, as was done in the
which illustrates what I desire to empha- case of the Great Ocean road. If he did
size to-night. A gentleman there had a so, I feel sure that the long desired railproperty adjacent to the North Portland way to McArthur would ,be consummated.
l'ailway statiQn for which he was pre- There are quite a number of earnest and
pared to take £1,100. A certain firm, energetic settlers who are making goo'd
the nanle of which I will not mention there Jlven under the present conditions.
here-but the case is quite authentic- We have to visualize the time when finanmade inquiries in Portland of this gentle- cial stringency will be removed, and when
man as to what he was prepared to take prosperity will covel' this State as a
for this land. :The firm, of course" was mantle from end to end.
H,onorable
getting in early, seeing 'that we were members may .smile; but they will have
going to do some trade there. Instead to realize that that wealth must be obQf 'being prepared to take £1,100, the tained from the ,development Qf our
Qwner of this land profiteered tOo the natural resources in the land. Although
extent that, when he ~aw the definite a country member, I am not here to
chance of a sale, he w'anted at Qnce £2,000 preach the ,country as against the metrofor the land. Business up to' date, ·so I polis. I will render to both what is their
am informed, has not been dOone. There- due. It must be realized, however that
'
fQre, I think that the Government" in tak- 1'f weare to turn the financial -corner
ing this precaution of getting in early and have success in the not very distant
I
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future, it is essential to construct these
leng overdue lines .which a-re needed to
ena,ble the people to cultivate the land
more intensively. The land is not put
to its best use when it is simply under the
hoofs of cattle and other things that can
be walked to market. By the judicious
construction of rail ways and other
methods, we must encourage the intensive culture -of God's heritage, the soil
itself. I will place no opposition in the
way of this Bill. Let honorable members
give to the metropolis what is due to it;
but, having done that, I should say that
they should hsten to the call from the
people I have just referred to. The residents in the dist'l'ict of McArthur, and
the ,country generally, would Ibe benefited
by the consummation of their long <lelayed ideal, the construction of that railway.
The motion was -agreed to.
The Bill was then read -a second time,
and -committed.
Olauses 1 to 7 were agreed to.
Olause 8-(Conditions requii'ed for
contracts or expenditure).
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-On
the :second reading I asked if the Minister
of Raihvays would insert anamell'dment
with a view to making the Ohief Engineer for Railway Oonstruction the authority with regard to normal conditions.
This clause provides:No contract shall be entered into or expenditure made for the construction of the line
until(a) financial conditions and prices of materials again become normal in Victoria and there is a likelihood of
building operations being actively
undertaken in the Black Rock-Beaumaris district.

I moveThat "the Chief Engineer for Railway Construction, having certified to that effect." be
inserted after "district."

As drafted, the clause leaves it without
any definite authority to certify when we
again -arrive at normal conditions. I do
not wish to accuse ·the Ministry of the
day of anything wrong.
I ,believe that
th~ Government are anxious to do the
right thing; in fact, they are doing the
right thing in ,bringing in this Bill and
giving the local people an opportunity to
secure land !befo:re .i.!ts enhanced value
makes it imp06si~le, owin,g to financial
conditions, to dOl so. In the past, how-
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ever, Ministries have passed measures
through this House without that consideration which they should have had.
On occasions they have not acted with
justice either to the H-ollse or to the
country_ In order that lines should not
have to go ·be£ore the Railways Standing
Oommittee, they have -been partially
built at a cost of under £20,000, :and later
on another measure has been brought in
for their completion 'at a eost also under
that amount. That was a trick. That sort
of thing has occurred. I want to avoid
'the possibility of its recurring. I wish
the duty to ,be placed on 'some responsjble
officer to -certify when normal conditions
are -reached. The constructing eJ;lgineer
provides the estimate, and constructs the
work, and he should 'be the authoTity to
say when the conditions which are now
embodied in the Bill for the safety of the
financi'al interests of this rproject shall be
reached. I hope that the Government
will agree to the amendment.
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways).
- I do not think there is ·any serious objection to the incorporation of the words.
It seems to me, however, that it is imposing a rather serious duty, shall I say,
on theOhief Engineer fOir Railway Construction to declare when we have
reached normal conditions.
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens).- Who is
to say so if he does not ~
Mr. BARNE8.-The Government of
the day must take the responsibility. I
would point out that we have a clause
limiting the expenditure to a definite
amount. I -should say that when the constructing authority -certifies that the line
can be :built within the ,amount stated in
clause 5, that in itself would be tantamount to saying that we have reached
normal times.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-With
that I entirely agree. But you will not
insert the words to insure it. You leave
it open to! the Government to go on with
the work wit,hout that.
Mr. BARNES.-You have to consider
the possibility of ,a gentleman occupying
the position of Chief Engineer for Railway .Construction who may take extraordinary views. If he refused to certify
that we had reached noranal times it
might lead to quite an academic discussion as to prices.
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Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-Not 'at
all. He buys the goods.
Mr. BARNE8.-If he refuses to certify he binds the Government, the Parliamen t, and 'every one else.
Mr. SNOWB.ALL.-Let the words be lUserted.
Mr. BARNE8.-Probably they will
do no harm.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-T
should like to point out that sub-clause
(2) of clause 27 grants to the Chief
Engineer for Railway Construction exactly what I am asking for in the othet'
direction. Clause 27 is 'as follows:(1) As soon as practicable after the passing
of this Act the Chief Engineer for Railway
Construction shall certify under his hand to
the Constructing Authority what land_ appears
to be required to be taken in connexion with
the construction of the line.
(2) Such certificate of the Chief Engin~e~
for Railway Construction shall be accompamed
by such maps, plans, sections, and elevations
(if any) as appear necessary.

I lam only proposing in the clause now
before us what has already been inserted
as a safety valve later on.
IMr. .A.. .A. HILLSON (Ovens) .-1
think that the proposal of the honorable
member for Fitzroy is a valuable one,
and I am pleased that the Minister sees
no objection to the amendment. I would
point out that conditions analogous to
what the honorable member wants incorporated here were put into the Tolmie
Railway Constitution Bill which was introduced by the late Sir Thomas Bent.
It was there laid down that, not only
should there be a report and certificate
from the Lands Department regarding
closer settlement, and a report and cer·
tificate from the Forests Department as
to the qu~ntity of timber, but I think
there was to be a third report. All those
reports had to be submitted before the
line could be proceeded with. The line
has not been constructed to this day for
the reasons that the officers whose duty
it was were not able to submit reports
satisfactory to the Government. I think
the amendment is a reasonable safeguard.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, .as amended, was adopted, as were
the remaining clauses 'and the schedule.
The Bill was reported with an amendment, and the amendment was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways), the Bill was read a
third tiine.
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The motioo of Major Baird (Chief Secretary) for the se,cond reading of this
Bill w.as agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
an d committed.
Clause l-(Short title, construction,
and citation).
Mr. Vl ARDE.-When this Bill was last
before the House, technical points ,vere
raised, and the Chief Secretary will recollect that the main reason for the postponement of the considel"ation of the measure
was that he might have inquiries made as
to the soundness of the objections which
were raised, artd tlie need for amendment.
It would not be out of place for the Chief
Secretary to explain the position now.
M'ajor BAIRD.-I will do so on the next
clause.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 2-(Interpretation).
Major' BAIRD (Chief Secretary) .~On
the occasion referred to by the honorable
member for Flemington there were some
misgivings as to the operation of clause 3
with regard to apprentices and 'assistants.
It was thought that they might not be
able to make up prescriptions at all. l\..n
amendment has been drafted, and is now
in the hands of honorable members, whi~h
will make it clear that 'assistants and apprentices can do this work, but they must
do so under the supervision of a qualified
chemist.
.
Mr. W.ARDE.-Does that mean that a
qualified chemist must be on the premises
all the time?
Major BAIRD.-No. Assistants and
a,pprentioes can do anything but make up
important prescriptions, which it is necessary should be done under the supervision
of a qualified chemist. The other point
is in regard to friendly s'ocieties' dispensaries.
The Bill as it stood put upon
them the responsibility of keeping a
separate book, into which they were to
enter all the prescriptio'ns made up
by them.
J t was claimed that tha t
would inflict a great hardship on these
dispensaries, and a clause has now been
drafted which is satisfactory to the Pharmacy Bo'ard, and also, I understand to
those in charge of these dispensaries: It
will relieve them to a great extent of that
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burden. I understand that the prescriptions which are made up by these dispensaries are written i.n a book. Instead of

having to make a copy of these prescriptions, the dispenser will have to initial
them <in the bo'ok,and put the date on
which the prescription is made up. That
will be some evidence which would not,
of course, be forthcoming if the book happened to be lost. I understand that, under
the present practice, the book is in the
possession ei ther of the chemist 1Ql" the
patient, ,und that when it js full it is 1'etained by the dispensary.
MI'. THOl\IAS.-:Must a chemist make
up all prescriptions?
Major BA..IRD.-Appren,tices or assistants can do so under his supervision.
Mr. l1uRPHY.-The assistants must be
qualified, and if, that is so, why should
they be under supervision?
Major HAIRD.-The assistants 'are not
necessarily quali:fied~
They are undergoing' training.
Mr. MURPHY.-Then it will be absolutely necessary for a chem'ist to be On the
pre11lises all the time.
Major BAIRD.-An assistant or ap(prentice can do anything ex·cept make up
prescriptions. The only thing he cannot
do is to make up prescriptions whilst the
chemist is awruy.
Mr. LEMl\iON.-I do not think there
is any doubt that an unregist'ered man
would have been deharred' by clause 3
fram .making up' doctors' prescriptions.
Men who had had ten, twe,lve, or even
fift.een years' experience as pra.ctical dis.p€l]].se'l's would have been debarred from
carrying out their functions.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
Solly).-The hono~ab]e member is out of
ordeT.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3Every pharmaceutical' cnemist carrying on
business as a. Clhemlst and druggist except
under the actual personal supervision of himself or some other pharmaceutical chemist
shall for each such offence be liable to a
penalty of not more than Fifty pounds.

Mr. LEMMON.-As I was saying, an
unregistered man, though he had been
employed fO'l' yeaIs, would have bee;n
debarred by the operation of thIS
cl.ause, in conjunc.tion with a su bsequent clause, from dispensing except
in a dispensary associated with a, friendly
society. Some. of thel unregistered men
were seeking t.o have a practical test .by
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the Pharmacy :Board in ordeT that they
That was one
thing they wanted. They also urged that
they should not be plaoed in any ~oTse
position by the passage of this Bill. I
think it is a fair contention that if it is
right that such crn€JIl should bet permitted
to work for a friendly society it is right
that they should be ,permitted to work for
a private chemist. The Chief Seoretary
intends to propose a new clause with a
view to placing the unre,gistered man in .
no better and no worse position than he
is in at the present time. Tha,t friendly
societies' dispensaries should not be compelled to keep a record of prescritP,tions
was urged by the friendly societies' representatives.
The dispensaries make upthousa?ds and thousands of preecriptions
eve,ry year, and it was felt that if they
we're compelled .to copy every doctor's tPre'scription into a book, an eno~mo:us amount
of clerical work, as well as heavy expense,
would be involved) and that that labour
and expense we,re quite uncalled for. The
Chief Secretary is meeting the friendly
societies in that regard.
As he has
stated, a cornfe·rence was held, and a· COUll'promise was arrived at whe'reby it will
only be necessa,ry for each prescription
made up at a dispensary to be sta.m,ped
with a rubber stamp and initialed by the
dispenser or his assistant, so that the 'PerSon who made up .the prescription may
be traced in the event of anything going
wrong. Seeing that the rights of the
friendly societies will be preserved, I am
prepared to accept the proposals of the
-Chief Secretary.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The dause under discussicm, and in fact the whole Bill, is
obviously foor the purpose of protecting
the public. The'l'et is no question that the
measure is not designed for the benefit
of the pharmaceutical chemist. or for the
detrilment of the f.riendly soCieties. The
new c1a use to! be proposed by the Chief
Secretary ,pe'mlits an assista.nt oT'apprentioe -to make up a doctor's prescription,
with the safeguard that it shall be done
under the actual personal supervision of
a phannaoeutical ·chemist. .The object of
that is to fix the responsil:iilit,y. If an untrained apprentiae or assistant were to
dispense a prrea cripti on which contained
dangerous drugs, s·ome serious mishap
might occu'r, and there might be a criminal prosMutiOll1. Tha·t 'inight occur in
connexion with a prescription harmless
might get full registration.
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enough in single doses ordered by the
rioator, but extremely dangerous if the
whole bottle!, or a largel portiQ<n of the
bottle were taken. In the event of some
untow'ard event happening, the responsibility must rest upon some person, and
it seems to me that the proposed new
clause will meet the, caSe by p] acing the
responsibility definitely upon the pharmaceutical chemist under whose ,personal
supervision the medicine was made, up.
I
quite sure honorable members will
agree that everything will be :protec~ed,
and thel proper safeguards will be apph~d,
if the new clause is added to the BIll.
Consequential upon tha,t is a proposed
alteration or addition to clause 8, about
which I will speak later.
Mr. BRO"\'VNBILL.-The new' clause
which the Chief Secretary proposes to
move refe'rs to' apprentices. Young people
in Geelong. who wish to become pharmaceutical chemists are somewhat handicapped at. the present time because they
have to att-end the Univerrsity O'f Melbourne. A,pprentices can be' trained at
Ballarat and Bendigo, and at Geiellong the
G-ordon Technical College has a laboratory where young people could be
taught the chemist's profession.
'Ve
8hould like it to be provided that
apprentices or assistants may be taught
at Geelong instead of their having to come to Melbournel•
The young
'people would be better in their own
homes than boarding in Melbourne. Now
that there is ,provision for training a'P'I)l'entices at Geelong, I think we shouldhave an assurance from the Minister that
the Pharmacy Board will allow them to
be trained there.
Major BAIRD (Chief Secretary).-Thi s
matter was mentioned tOI me previously.
I understand .that the principal of the
Gordon Technical College in Geelong is
now in communication with the Pharmacy
Board with regard to getting the matter
arranged. I understand that the Pharmacy Board have no objection to what the
honorable member fQ<r Gee10ng has indica,ted, so long as there is an instructor in
Geelong with the neceBsary qualifications.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) ,-'
It is provided in clause 5-

am

For the purposes of Part III. of the principal Act and this Act any person on whose
behalf a sale is made shall be deemed to be
the person who sells, and every employee, assistant, or apprentice of such person shall be
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liable to the like penalties as the person on
whose behalf he makes any sale:
Provided that no registered society within
the meaning of the Friendly Societies. Act,
while acting in accordance with the prOVIsions
of the said Acts, shaH be convicted of an offence under paragraph (I.) of section 103 of
the principal Act.

Section 103 of the principal Act, which is
the onl.Y section in Part III. in that Act
that appears to have any bearing on that
matter, saysEvery registered pharmaceutical chemist or
person' in the employ of ,such chemist who prescribes or practises medicine or surgery except in accordance with any rights and privileges hitherto enj oyed by chemists and drug:gists in their open shops,

shall be ~uilty of an offence.
It a.p[ears that a boy who sold a toothbrush in a chemist's shop would be liable"
to a penalty of £50 unless he was under
the personal supervision of a registered
chemist.
J\1:ajor .B.AIRD.~-A man may have .five
shops. The object is to fix the responsihili ty of the sale.
The clause was agreed to, as was,
clause 4.
Clause 5-(Sales by employees) ..
:NIr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1'oy).Perhaps the Minister will now tell us
what this clause means.
Major BAIRD' (Ohief Secretary).The cIn. use is a replica of section 26 of
the Poisons Act 1915.
A.t present the
Board can only proceed against an unregistered assistant illegally carrying on
business. More often than not there is
some respon,sible person behind him. As
a rule that is the person who should be
proceeded against. A.t the present time
the Board can only proceed again~t the
man who actually makes the sale.
Mr. J. W. BIL:GSON (Fitzroy).-The article sold may be a cake of soap.
,
Major BAIRD.-The Board would
not prosecute a man for selling a cake of
soap.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-There
should be a provision forbidding the sale
of poisons or the making up of prescriptions. The word "sale" would inelude
the sale of any of the innocent little
things of which there are hundreds in
chomists' ,shops. I do not think the Boa:vd
would be so silly as to prosecute in such
a case, but we ought to be wi~e enough to
prevent them- from doing sO'.
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Major HAIRD.-It would be pretty
hard to denne what should or should not
be sold by a registered person.
The
Poisons Act deals with poisons.
The
.clause deals with drugs, some of which
are 'harmless and some of which are not.
Mr. J. ,We BILLS ON (Pitzroy).-The
clause covers everything in a chemist's
shop.
Major BAIRD.-It does, but the Board
would never prosecute .anybody for selling a cake of soap.
They would only
prosecute where dangerous drugs were
sold 0'1' where something else was sold improperly.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The clause that the
honorable member for Fitzroy takes exceptiQon tOo seelffis to me to exp~ain itsell. The assistant or apprentice is only
liable under the same set of circumstances
.as would be the person on whose behalf he
makes the sale.
o Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-It
limits the penalties Q1nly.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It limits the offence.
Mr .. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-But
what is the offence?
Dr. ARGYLE.-To sell something in
cQontravention of the Act. That is tOI sa.y,
the salel Qof a poison or the making up and
sale of a prescription.
It is perfectly
dear that the clause does not apply to' the
sale Q1f any harmless article.
Mr. LEMMON.-There is anQlther aspeet of the maotter I desire to bring under
the nQotice of the Chief Secretary. Clause
.5 says--
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Section 103 of the principal Act here referred to is a section of the Medical Act.
It is peculiar that we have two references
to "the principal Act," though one refelI'ooce is to a, section in the Poisons Act
and the second one to a, section in the
Medical Act.
MajoT BAIRD.-Clause 1 shows that the
principal Act is the Medical Act.
Mr. LEMMON.-Section 103 of the
:Uedical Act sta,tes, inte1' aZiaAny person who commits in Victoria any
of the following offences shaU for each offence
be liable to a penalty of not more than £10
and also to imprisonment, with or without
haj'd labour, for a term of not more than six
months.
(1) Any person not being a, registered pharmaceutical chemist who carries on, or attempts
to carryon, business as a chemist and druggist, or homreopathic chemist, or either.

I have not looked up Part III. ,of the
principal Act, but the clause appears to
refer to sales that may be offences. I take
it that the object is to make, not only the
employer hut the employee liable if 'anything is :done in contravention of Part
III. of the principal Act. I notice, from
the reference in the margin, that the
principal Act there is the P.oisons Act.
The clause goes on to say-

I cannot fQollorw the drafting of the clause .
The clause makes re,fe~ence to th~1 liability
of the employer or emplQoyee whO' sells
'certain articles. Then thelre is a prQlvision exempting friendly societies in a
certain respect from section 103 O'f the
Medical Act. Sub-section (1) of that section appears to eocempt friendly societies
from the liability of £10 or imprisonment.
It seems to' give the friendly
societies the right to carryon business although ~heir men may not be registoced.
The F'nendly Society Act says that the
Qonly person a friendly sQociety can err~
ploy as a chemist is a registered man. I
should like the Chief Secretary to IQlok
intO' this matt-e,r. I want tOi undelrstand
the exemption to the friendly societies .
The friendly societies' dispensaries dOl not
ask fOor a genera1 eocemption from the
opelratiQons Q1f this Bill. They are prepared
to face the same liability in respect of
employees as the private chemist has to
face. If Q1ne of their assistants commits
an offence by reason of a certain sale he
should be punished in the same way that
an employee of a private chemist wQould
be punished. NOor dOl they want any backdoor entrance for an unregistered man.
~ajoT B1\IRD (Chief Secre,tary).Wlth regard to the first pOlI'tion of this
clause, it has been claimed that it refers
to the sale of soap, or harmless articles O'f
that na.ture. The' de,finitiou cla.use sta,tes
tha.t-

Provided that no registered society within
the meaning of the Friendly Societies Acts,
while acting in accordance with the provisions
of the said Acts, sha.!l be convicted of an offence 'under paragraph (I.) of section 103 of
the principal Act.

Carrying on business as a chemist and
includes the retailing, compounding,
or dIspensing of drugs and medicines supplied
on the order or prescription of a legally qualified medical practitioner.

0

For the purposes of Part III. of the prinoeipal Act and this Act any person on whose
behalf a sale is made shall be deemed to be
the person who sells, and every employee, assistant, or apprentice of such person shall be
liable to the like penalties aiS the person on
whose behalf he makes any sale:

0

0

H
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The Bill refers principally to the making
up of doctors' prescriptions. The proviso
of clause 5 exempts friendly societies
from the ope,ra,tions of the first po,rtion OIf
the clause. In the' case of an ordinary
chemist the man is OIn the spot, and he
can be prosecuted. It is a different matter altogether with a, friendly society. It
would be necessary, to say that the Peirson liable to prosecution should be the
secretary OT some other individual.
To
prevent any such OIbligation the friendly
societies are excluded. I understand that
the proviso dOles e,xclude friendly societies
from the operation of this clause. If the
honorable membell" fDr WilliamstDwn :s
not satisfied, he can have it struck out.
Mr. LEMMON.-I dOl not desire tha.t,
but I take it that the friendly societies
are not anxiorus for their employees tOi be
~~pt.

The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 6 and 7.
C~ause 8.
Major BAIRD (Chief Secretary).Clause 8 readsEvery pharmaceutical chemist shall record
in the manner prescribed by the regulations
under this Act in a book ,to be kept by him
fOL' the purpose, every prescription of' any
legally qualified medical practitioner dispensed,
compounded, or made up by him.

I move-That the following sub-clause be added:(2) In the case of a prescription for a
member of a registered friendly society it
shall be sufficient compliance with the provisions of this section if the pharmaceutical chemist dispensing such prescription
insert.s therein his initials and the date on
which the prescription was dispensed.

Dr. ARGYLE.-Although I am prepared to accept the amendment, I cannot
help regarding it as a melTe compromise',
The Dnly objection tOi the clause
raised by the friendly societies was
on the score of expense. It was
held that the public and the friendly
societies themsehes are sufficiently protected by the entering of initials and the
da,te on .a 10i0se prescription or a frien,dly
society member's bODk. The reason I do
not think that sufficient is tha,t it ~,s
possible fOir €litheiT' document to be lost,
and in the event OIf a criminal prosecution it is conceivable that the ends of justice might be defeated and the criminal
esca poe by the easy destruction of a ceortain
document. However, when we recollect
tha,t at the present time it is not obligaklry on anybody, friendly society or
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chemist, to keep proper prescriptions, it
will be seen that we are getting a. step
fo'rward by accepting the sub-clause
moved by the Minister. If it is found to
wO'rk satisfactorily, well and good.
I
should like it to be consideTed, however,
as QI)l its trial. It was sta,ted by one honorable membeiT that many thousands of
prescriptions are dispensed in friendly
society dispensaries.
That is true, but
quite 20 pelf cent. O'f them are "repeat"
prescriptions. Many are stock pi"esoriptions, and the public run nO' risk by their
not being reported. They are known as
certain mixtures for certain purposes,
ana have a number. It seems to me that
the amount of labour that would be imposed on the friendly societies is not so
great as is made out.
,Mr. WARDE.-Sometimes they have between 600 and 700 prescriptions.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That number may be
cut in halves and further reduced, because they are not written out at full
length. This in'easure is a great advance
on the existing law. It is a distinct reform in the interests of everyone, and
will safeguard the members of the
friendly
societies and the
citizens
generally.
Mr. LEMMON.-It is ~rue, as Dr.
Argyle has said, that this IS a compromise. I ,am very ,pleased at the very fair
attitude that the honorable member fOlToorak has taken up.
Mr. WARDE.-The doctors have not
taken up so fair an attitude on every
question.
Mr. LEMMON.-It is hardly necessary for me to emphasize that. The honorable member for Toorak is a worthy
representative of his profession. It is
quite true that the friendly societies desired complete exemption from this clause.
At the W,illiamstown dispensary the prescriptions jn the year number 52,614, and
at Newport 22,929. No doubt, ,. as Dr.
Argyle said, many of those prescriptions
are. repeats. At times it would involve
a large amount of labour to copy the prescriptions into a book. In the case of
the ordinary chemist, ,as a rule, the doctor's. prescription is on a piece of paper,
but In the ca'se of the friendly society it
is in the lodge book.
Dr. ARGYLE.-N ot always.
Mr. LE:M:MON.--Generally speaking
it is. As a rule, each member of the
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friendly society has a book supplied to tion of an area of 42 acres that was held
him by the society. The families of the up for a considerable time, because of a
members value these books, and they keep promise given ·to the Metropolitan Gas
them for many years.
The friendly Oom pany in regard to it. The area in
societies in the first place sought complete question is situated at Spotswood, and is
exemption, but a conference took place, ,south of the Metropolitan Board's pumpand this proposal was made by the Phar- ing works near the River Yarra. A demacy Board as a fair compromise. The putation consisting of farmers, the com.societies have accepted it. The Phar- pany's representatives, and a number of
macy Board met the representatives of members of Parliamen t waited on the Asthe societies in conference, and a. decision sistant Minister of Lands and urged that
was arrived at ,of a mutually beneficial this was the only site where they could
eharacter. I have no doubt that this obtain full facilities for manufacturing
dause will give sufficient power to enable fertilizers at the lowest cost. In July,
the Board to meet the representatives of 1914, the Metropolitan Gas Oompany's
the dispensaries, and to frame regulations representatives placed before the Minrequiring the dispensaries to carry out the ister of Lands the request that the comprovision by means of a stamp.. and the pany should be granted 'an area of over
initials of the dispenser. I hope there 40 acres of land at Spotswood, and urged
will be a mutual arrangement so that the that the matter be given Oabinet conhooks will be kept by the dispenser for a sideration. As arrangements had not been
given time ,after they are full. We can finalized in regard to the Metropolitan
at any rate give the proposal a trial, and Gas Bill no further 'action was taken.
if it does not achieve what we desire it The Railways ,Oommissioners wrote on the
ean be amended.
17th December, 1913, on the 7th August,
'The amendment was agreed to, and 1918, on the 21st July, 1919, on the 12th
clause 8, as amended, was agreed to.
September, 1919, and on the 1st October,
C1auses 9 and 10 were agreed to.
1919, urging that these Or own lands, 'adMajor BAIRD (Ohief Secretary).~I jacent to the power station, be retained
propose the following new clause, to fol- for the encouragement of industries that
low cIa use' 3 : will require large supplies. of electric
.A.A.. Nothing in this Act shall prevent any power. If such industries can be estabbona fide assistant or apprentice to a pharma- lished there it will materially improve
ceutical chemist from retailing, compounding, the financial position of the railways elecor dispensing drugs and medicines in the
course of his employment and under the a.ctual trification 'scheme by using the surplus
personal supervision of a pharmaceutical electricity that will, during certain hours,
.chemist. •
be available. Works like the MetropoliThe new clause wa:s agreed to.
tan Gas Oompany's 'are of no ·benefit to
The Bill was reported with amend- the power station, while selected indusments, and the amendments were tries would be of material value. The
adopte,d.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
On the motion of Major BAIRD Works has written three times pointing
(Chief Secretary), ilie Bill was read a out the probable danger from fire to their
third time.
pumping plant if the Gas Company be
granted the ·area. It has made applicaTRUSTS BILL.
tion also for 10 of the 42 ,acreS for an
This Bill was received from the Legis- additional pumping system. In 1919 the
lative Oouncil, and, on the motion of Phosphate Oo-operative Oompany Limited
Mr. LAWiSON (,Premier), was read a applied for portion of the area, 'and desired to 0 btain electric power from the
~rst time.
railway power station. At the deputation referred to Mr. Morton, Deputy
. SPOTSWOOD LAND. BILL.
Ohairman
of the Phosphate Oompany,
Mr. OMAN. (Minister of Lands)
moved the second reading of this Bill. saidThis company has a capital of £300,000, of
He 'Said-This is 'a mea:sure reI a ting to which
£130,000 is being ,subscribed, and £2 per
the sale of certain' Orown lands near. the share has been paid up on 30,000 shares. We
Spotswood railway station. It is a por- do not intend this £300,000 to be the limits
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of the company's operations. We intend to
extend it to be an Inter-State affair, and
judging by the support from Victoria, South
Australia, and Western Australia, we will have
no trouble in making this a very great company. We do not want to be handicapped in
our operations as compared with the proprietary companies. Our officers have searched
the foreshore all round, and they have found
that the only site suitable is the site adjoining the Newport power-house. We would have
the power alongside of us, 'and we want the
milway facilities. We also want to get as
close as possible to our Mansfield mine, from
which we are already manufacturing. We believe in a decentrali~ation policy of going
elsewhere' than Melbourne, but in this case decentralization does not apply. We require a
central site.
If we go to Geelong, we sha.ll
be handicapped in respect of freight. The site
seems suitable, but the water is only shallow,
and a dock would have to be cut out at the
company's expense, and kept clean of silt at
our expense, and we would have no power
ayailable at once to driv;e the works. We have
already requests from New Zealand, Western
Australia, and South Australia for our products. Our request should receive the support
of the Government, as it is a matter of. policy
as well as a commercial one.

The remarks of the ,Phosphate Oompany's
chairman show the great necessity for the
Government to assist in finding a
'suitable site for the manufacture
of fertilizer's. All available sites have
been scrutinized, and no other Orown
lands in or around Melbourne offer the
same facilities for the company's purpose
'as the site in question. A.s it will reduce
the cost of production, and will be a very
great benefit to many thousands of farmers in this and other States, the GQ\'crmaent ~~eels justified in presenting thi~
Bill to Parliament. The Bill also meets
the requests of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Hoard of Works and the Railways
Commissioners. In regard to this, a letter from the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of W Ol'ks was placed in my' hands
this afiel'l1:.10U, protesting' against any of
this land being dealt with. I think most
honorable members have received a copy
of the letter, and there is no necessity for me to read it. It was
written under
a
misunderstanding.
,The Board thought we were encroaching on certain lands tha t they
The
required for a pumping station.
moment I received the Board's letter I
arranged with Mr. Peverill to get inte
touch with Mr. Gibbs~ the secretary tOf the
Board. They have made an inspection of
the plans, and are satisfied that this area
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does not in any way encroach on the land
that the Board required.
Mr. LEMMoN.-What does the Metr<r
politan Gas Oompany think about the
proposal?
Mr. OJYI.AN.-We have had some difficul ty in adj usting rna tters wi th them.
They had a promise, but there has been
a deal ,of opposition from various quarters to their extension to this spot. The·
Government felt that it had to stand to
the old agreement unless we could get some
consent to its variation. The Government
is in a position to deal with this land. We
recognise the necessity of pr,oviding an
opportunitv for the farmers to form suoh
a company'. It was thouglit that such a
com-pany might establish its works in
a country district, ,and we suggested:
Geelong, but the company said that the
water at the proposed site at Geelong
was not deep ·enough, and that there
would be the necessity for some deepening
at that particular site, and also that the
silt would require constant clearing away.
:Mr. LEl\IMoN.-Has the Metropolitan
Gas Oompany agreed to the variations?
Mr. OJVIAN.-The Metropolitan Gas
Company are not offering any objection
to this proposal. In any case, the Government is in -a .position to deal with the·
land and we propose to make portion
of the land available to this co-operative
company. The land that i'S made -available to the company 'is to be valued by
competent valuers to be appointed by the
Minister, land it will be sold at their'
valuation.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What guarantee
have you that this is a co-operative company?
Mr. OMAN.-There is no doubt that
it is a co-operative company. The company has been formed, and the shares
have been taken up largely by the
farmers.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-Oan any one other
'than the farmers apply?
•
Mr. OMAN.-There is no difficulty on
that score. The shares are available for
anyone who requires them.
The Government think that they should not place
any obstacles in the way of this company.
It has been formed for the purpose 'Of
manufacturing phosphate, 'and the company believe that they can manufacture
it at a lower price than the private concerns can do, and that they can also'
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distribute it to the farmers of the state
more cheaply. We know that in many
parts of the State, particularly in
Gippsland and the Western District,
there is a tendency to top-dress lands
with fertiljzers, with very beneficial results. PeI'lSonally, I think that, with a
small connecting link between the Wimmera and the northern areas, Geelong
would have been a very central place for
this company ;or Portland, even, would
have served the purpose. Those interested,
however, were very keen on this site.
When the proposal was first submitted,
the Government W3JS not in a position to
make the land available, but we have
been in negotiatjon with the Metropolitan Gas Oompany, and we now feel that
we are in a position to deal with this
land.
The Government introduced the
Bill for the purpose of disposing of the
land to the company at a valuation.
Mr. LEMMON.-This will be a noxious
trade, subject to the. Health Act and to
the local council.
Mr. OMAN.-This Bill gives the company no privilege in that respect over
other companies of a similar character.
It only makes available a site for a specified purpose. The ·company will have to
comply with the existing law in regard to
noxious trades. In the Bill, no protection
is given to the company other than would
be given to a private company. 'The only
object of the Bill is to provide the company 'with land on which to erect its
works for the manufacture of phosphate.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Why did they not
come to Geelong?
Mr. OMAN.-The honorable member
will Ibe ruble to deal with that. The Government put that view of the matter
very strongly, but persistent pressure was
brough t to bear, and the request of the
company has been verry strongly supported, not only by the farmers, but by a
large number of melll'bersof this House.
It would be found, if a division were
taken, that there is a large majority of
honorable members in favour of establishing the works on this proposed Isite. I
trust, however, that the Bill will be
ar.·cepted without a divjsion. As I say,
this Bill gives no concession to the company. We propose to sell the land at its
value to the company, and to collect their
cash.
T hope that the Bill will pass
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speedily, 'because it is a measure providing for the establishment of another industry which will employ a large num-

ber of people.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-& far as the
land is concerned, there may be some
opposition to its (being sold. I believe
that it ought to be leased. I alIso hold
that before we turnover -the land to any
body of people calling themselves a cooperative company we .should be sure that
they are a ·co-operativecompany. What
the Minister -calls a ,co-operative 'company might be merely a company limited
to a 'certain number of farmer shareholders, who 'are j.oining together to produce a certain article in order to get it
. cheaper. In a proper ,co-operative company the list of shareholders is not
limited, and any person who Ibuys goods
from the organization can .become a shareholder. Is this company :run upon those
lines?
Because a number of farmers
hold all tl.!..e snares it does not necessarily
mean that it i.s aco-oper.ative concern.
Oo-operation means the joining together
of a large number of people without any
limitation as to the number of shareholders. ,The general run of farmers are
not going to get any benefit from this project unless it is a truly co~operative one.
I would not call it co-operative unless
every farmer who purchases commodities
frQllll the company has the right to become a ,shareholder to the extent of five
or ten ,shar,e.s, if he so desires, and unless
whatever profits are made on the sales
will belong to him as much as to any
other shareholders. The company ought
to be open to all farmers.
Mr. WEAVER.-It is.'
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It may be reBtricted to farmers, though not necessarily; but unless all ,of those who purch'a.se the .material that is manufa-ctured
by the ,company can become -shareholders,
it is not entitled to \be called a co-operativ'e company. The shares may !be limited
to a dass such as the farmers, but the
shares shou~d ,be available to all the farmers who purchase from the company.
I ts ,shares shoul,d not be taken only by
some Collins-street farmers.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-We will let you in,
i'f you like.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honora-ble member is a grazier, and is never
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anything but a grazier. I desire that the
rights of all the farmers sh?uld ,be protected, and if I have the assurance that
all the farmers 'Who purchase from the
company may become shareholders I shall
ha.ve no objection to the Bill.
If it is
truly co-operative it will help all farmers;
whereas if it is merely a ,company started
as a profit-making institution it will not
be to the benefit ·of the farmers as a whole.
Mr. ANGUS (Honorary Minister).I did not intend to speak on the measure,
,but I want to ·assure honorruble members on the other (the Opposition)
side 'of the House that this proposal has the
approval of farmers in all .parts of the Chamber.
Mp,mbers on the Opposition side of the
'House were among those who attended a
deputation which I introduced to Mr.
Mackinnon when he was Assistant ~Iin
ister of Lands, pointing out the desirability of allowing the company to obtain a
site. The company is composed of producers _who will be rusers of this commodity. Although the ractory will be in the
central portion of the State, its establishment will help decentralization. It will
mean increased production. It will mean
a better opportunity for the farmer to
make good on the land.
'The Government closely investi~ated the proposal to
establish the factory on -a site at Geelong,
but we found on investigation that a more
central site near Melbourne would serve
,the purpose better, and keep the company
more directly in touch with all parts of
the State. 'Ve also found that it would
be ,a great assistance to the railways. Not
only will freight be provided by sending
the products out, but the yield from the
land will 'be increased.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-That would have applied if the f,actory had been established
at Geelong.
)1:1'. ANGU.S.-N 0 doubt, but we found
that the water was not deep enough there,
and that the company would 'be placed at
a d,isadvantage compa-red with private
companies, which are being run for their
own benefit. Country members, including those belonging to the FarmeI'ls Union;
the Labour party, and tho.se more ·directly
behind the Government, are 'Unanimous
about the undertaking.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.---<Is there any limit
to the num/ber of shares?
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Mr. ANGUIS.-I believe the number is
restl'icted, so that it will not pass into the
hands of a monopoly. The object of the
com l?any is to keep the price of manure
witliln reasonable reach of the farmers.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-,Can any farmer
become a ,shal'eholder?
Mr. ANGUS.-Yes.
·Mr. CAIN.---tHas -he to be a member of
the Farmers Union¥
Mr. ANGUiS.-I ,could become ,a shareholder, although Ido not ~belong to the
Farmers Union. I urge the House to
pass the measure so that the company
may be able to make an early start with
its valuable enterprise.
Mr. ;WARDE.-I am pleased to see
that the farmer.s of this country are beginning to supply themse~ves with .so~e
of the requisites for carrJlng on theIr Indllstry, and I ·only hope that a truly cooperative affair, such as they now propose may pl'ove a su·ccess. I also see
that'tlie land which they are to get at
Spotswood is to be sol~. to them ~t
its value.
In my opllllOn, that IS
much better than the proposition
which emanated from the Leader
of the Farnners party, when he moved
the motion of want of confidenoe
in the Govel11ment a few weeks .ago. . On
that occasion one of the allegat~ons
against the Government wU's that it would
not agree to this co-operative company
having for £200 an acre land that was
estimated to be worth £1,200 an acre. I
drew particular attention to that.a~ .the
time. I am glad to .see that the crItICIsm
has evidently had some effedil, because they
are not now demanding that the Governmoot should hand over that land for £200
an acre or go out of office. Apparently they
recognise that whatever lis the fair m~
ket value of the larid .should be the pl'l'ce
which they should pay the Government
for it. I do not say that the whole of the
memberos of the F'armers party took up
that position at the time, but the attitude
of the Government was -put up as one of
their reasons for wiant of ,confidence in
the Ministry by their leader, and they did
not in any way deny their allegiance to
him. They are -also beginning to see that,
after all, de,centralization, although it
may be a very dever word to play with in
the constituencies, is not .so applicable
when" Cockie" has to put his 'OIWn money
into the transaction 'as when he asks the
State to provide it. Decentralization is
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a wonderful word with which to ~onjure
np the votes of country settlers, but in
this case they are eventually going to put
£300,000 of their own mone'Y into the
propo:sition.
Mr. HANNAH.-J told you they were
wealthy.
Mr. WARDE.---lThere was no need for
the honorable membelr to teU me that. I
understand that everyone has a motor
car, and some of them two. My car is
the Lygon-street tram, free on my pass.
After their many protestations of faith
as to what they would do for decentralization with the £'eople's money from the
'Treasury, what a difference it is when
their own £300,000 is going into the melting pot! Decentralization is all right.
It is like a prayer on dry land, but when
you are out on the ocean, if you do not
bale out the boat you will go down, and
prayer will not avail you very much then.
Our friends in tlie Farmers party have
had a fine opportunity of putting their
gospel to the test, and of refusing to build
in this groot city of Melbourne, which
'contains half the population of the State.
_Their go~pel is to develop the country,
but they want some one else's money to
develop it with. I have always declared
-that I am a supporter of decentralization
wherever it ,can be .shown that it can be
·carried out in a prontable munner. I
,object, however, to decentralization
'which means a claim on the Treasury to
establi,sh industries which the farmers'
representatives have demonstrated by
·their own act that they cannot do with
their Own money. The Farmers Union
have gone into this matter. They have
had an opportunity of establishing a factory at Geelong, and to decentralize, but
the,y have, refused to do. it. They prelfer to
'Stpend their £300,000 in l\felbourne to
fatten up the metropolis to the disadvantage· of the whole country, but everyone
of them would go on the platform tomorrow preaching decentralization if an
election took place.
Mr. OMAN .-They could have taken
all this raw material to Portland. There
is plenty of water there.
·Yr. WEAvER.-It is a bad ,distribution
-centre.
Mr. WARDE.-All the ·stories which
have been told about men shifting their
industries to .themetropoli.a because of
certain troubles and conditions in the
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mueh make-believe.

The reason why those industries have
shifted to Melbourne is a simple one.

They ha.ve outgrown the trade in their
country districts. The very reascm whioh
caused the farmers to establish this industry in Melbourne is the reason which
has caused the whole of the manufacturers who have left the interior .to cornel
here, and that is that it is an easy, profitable centre for distribution.
Mr. IHANN~H.-They have got out 'of
their swaddling ,clothes.
Mr. W·.A:RDE.-Yes, their haby ,clothes
are fast disappearing, and they are cutting their wisdom teeth, and a'S they are
out after "boodle," and not to 10S€ it, ,decentralization will be carefully put away
until F'ather ,Ohristmas comes round at
the next elections.
iThe motion was ag,reed to.
iThe Bill was then read a .second time,
and ·committed.
!Clauses ,1 .and 2 were agreed fo.
'Olause 3--4(ISale of lana described in
second schedule).
,Yr. H·AN,N,A..iH.--T lSuppose there is no
need to insert in this Bill 'a 'provision that
the farmeTs will ·pay ,a minimum wage?
Mr. OMAN·.-They have no privileges
under this measure.
Mr ..HANNAH.---lThe honora:ble member for Flemington and I' have been true
decentTaIizers. We have always endeavoured tOo show that where an industry
can thrive in the cOountry it should be,
encouraged, hut where it ·cannot we have
advised those who have money to invest
that it· i~ good business to .have the industry ,conducted in the T1ight place. I
believe that the enterprise referred to in
this Bill will be' one of the great successes
of co-operation, and I give it my blessing.
The clause was agreed to, as werre clauses
4 and 5 and the schedules.
:The Bill was repo.rted to the House
without amendment, and the l'eport was
adopted.
On the motion of Mr. Oman (Minister
Oof La.nds), the Bin was then read a third
time.
Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands).-I
should like to thank honorable members
for the prompt despatch of this measure.
The honoralhle member for Flemington
has provided us with a good deal of
amusement, but at the same time he must
_admit that this is.a business proposition.
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Mr. WEAVER.-Ishould also like to
thank the Iiouse for passing this Bill.
I -can assure honorable members that this
is. a purely co-operative ooncern, which
wIll work in the interests, not only .of the
producers, but of all the peopJe in the
State.
RAILWAYS (PAY'~fENTS) BILL.
Mr. L.A:WSON (Fremier) moved the
second reading of the Bin. He saidHonorable members will recollect that
last session we passed a similar measure
to this one. The Treasurer had intimated
that no provision was made in the Estimates for the payments rendered neces'Sary by reason of the Railways Classification Board's award, and we passed a
special Appropriation Bill which gave
the Gor-vernment ,authority to 'pay the
.amount involved in that award. When
the matter had been !determined an Order
in Oouncil had to be put thr~ugh. No
prOVISIon has ·been made on this year's
Estimates to meet the award that has
now ,been pre.sentedto Parliament in accor·dance with section 14 -of the Railways
Classification Act.
The report of the
Commissioners -on that a:ward has been
presented to-da,y.
The Government has
not had an opportunity of -considering the
a ward or reading the report, but the Government was anxious that Parliament
should .receive this report at the earliest
possible moment, 'and we have been fairly
expeditious in presenting it. This Bill
covers not ,only thp. increased payments
which will ,be Il'endered necessary by reason of the operation of the Olassification
Board's award, but also for increased
payments necessitated thy Wages Board
determinations.
Honorable
members
kn-ow that some of the railway employees
are under the ,Olassification Board and
some are under Wages Boards ·and the
determinations of the latter are' observed.
The operations of these two authorities
will mean that more wages will have to
.be paid, and there is no authority to make
:t~~ payman.ts. We desire to make pro'VlSIOn accordnrgly. ,There is another 'additional expenditure wh.ich the Government will inevitably have to face.
We
want to get statutory authority for the
payment ·of the increased cost 'of coal
used in railway working that may arise
from an increase in the wages of coal
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miners.
As honorable members are
awa;re, the amount that will .be required'
to meet this increased cost is still 'Uncert~i~, .but it is most desiraMe that pro~
VISIOn should 'be made for it. It is intended to m~~ ,provision in the 8u pplementar,r: ~stlmates. for I'ecouping the
appropnatIOn prOVIded
under
this
Bill. That will enwble honorable mem?ers to see at a glance what the provision
IS. I do not know how much money will
be involved, but hQinorable members and
no doubt, the Government, desire th~t th~
award Qif th·('\ Board should be honOoured .
A.s a matter of fact, we 'are committed to
these increased payments, and this Bill is
merely a formal measure to erraible the
appropriation to ,be made, and 'O'iving
authority for the payments that ~ay be
determined.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fi.tzroy).-The
Government must provide the money
which is necess3Jry to meet the award of
the Railway Olassification Board, ,but I
should like to know, in connexion with
the increase in the price of -co'al, whether
there is: to be a fixed price beyond which
the RaIlway Department cannot go, and
whether it is the intention of the 'Government to subsidize the Depa.rtlLent to t·he
extent of the increase.
Mr. L.A.wsoN.--It is not intended to do
that. / The expenditure in connexion
~th the Rai~way Department is provided
III
the RaIlway Estimates, and we
based the amount fOO' cOoal Qin the old
prices. There will be a considerable inc~ease, estimated at £90,000, and we desu~ ~o get authority by this aptPropnatIOn to meet that e,xpenditure. It
i.s too big a sum to come out of the Treasurer's advance account, and this is a bet~er and more regular way of dealing with
It.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
amount would have to -come out of the
railway I'evenue all the same.
Mr. L.A.wsoN.-Yes; it will be charged
against the railways .
The motion was 'agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.
RAILWAYS STANDING
OOl\OlITTEE BILL (No.2.)
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) presented.a
message from the Lieutenant-Governotr~
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DOGuments Bill.

recommending that an appropriation be
made out of the Oonsolidated Revenue for
the purposes of a Bill to amend ,sections 7
and 8 of the Railways Standing Oom-

unauthorized documents. The: first amend.ment was in 1916. This Bill si~ply repeals words in one part of a section and
re-inserts them, with some additional

mittee Act 1915.

words, at the end of the section.

A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Oommittee, and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. LAWSON (Premier), the Bill was introduced, and read
a first time.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) moved the
second reading· of the Bill. He said-Honorable members know that under the
Railways Standing Committele Act the
members arel paid certain fees per sitting,
but the total amount is not to exceed
£1,200 per annum.
Members of that
Oommittee have to take long journeys to
the country, and make ·considerable saerifices of their finances and private interests in carrying out their duties. The
work is difficult and responsible, and it
has be-en thought wise to increase the
fees by the small Sum of lOs. 6d.per
member per sitting, 'and the total expenditure by £300. The p.fIect of the Hil]
will be to increase the fees per sitting
paid to the ,Ohairman from £1 lIs. 6d.
to £2 2s., and those 'paid to the other
members from £1 Is. to £1 lIs. 6d. The
total expenditure is not to exceed £1,500
pel' annum. I think the Bill will commend itself to honorable members as a
fair and reasonable remuneration, though
the increase is on the moderate side.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - I support
this Bill. There is no Oommittee of this
House which does so much work ·as the
Railways Sta.nding Committee. It has
to unrav:el many difficult problems in
addition to its ordinary work in connex.i.on
with the construotion of new railways.
Its members always seem to be fully
.occupied, and I know they work on Sundays and other days when other peoplle
have holidaY's.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill 'Was then read 'a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.

purport of the amendment is to make
clear what was intended bv Parliament
at the time it passed the Act. The Act
forbid~ the use of certain documents
which purport to be legal documents. Such
documents used to be employed by money
lenders and other people to frighten persons in to settling claims that were made
against them. At the present time it is
illegal to use the documents I have referred to, and the Bill makes it illegal to
print or publish them.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time~
and afterwards passed through its remaining stages.

UNAUTHORIZED DOOUMENTS
.
BILL.
Major BAIRD (Ohief Secretary)
moved the second reading of this Bill. He
said-This is the second amendment of an
Act passed in 1915 forbidding the use of

The

METROPOLITAN GAS COMPANY'S'
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from earlier in
the day) ,on the motion of Mr. Lawson
(Premier)· for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier). - The
Leader of the Opposition secured the adjournment of the debate, but, by leave, I
Elhould like to make a statement which
might clear up some misapprehensions,
and which win, I think, give an assurance
to honorable members that will cause
them to withdraw any opposition to the
measure. I want to say plainly that the
passage of this Bill cannot and will not
prejudice any future legislation which
may be introduced by the Government
dealing generally with the questionElof
dividends, price of gas, and the acquisition· of the company's undertak~ng. by
any local authority or authorities or the
purchase money to be paid therefor, Of'
the method of determining the purchase
money. The market value of the shares
is not a determining factor in fixing the
purchase price on acquisition.
Uinder
the existing Act the price is fixed by the
average annual net profits for three years,
and the purchase money is eighteen times
the amount of the average annual profit
when determined. I may further say, for
the information of honorable members,
that the Metropolitan Gas ,Oompany has
expressed its willingness that the present
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section of .the Act, prescribing the method of fixing the purchase price on acquisi tion, should be repealed and a method of determining the value of the undertaking by a Supreme Oourt Judge with
two assessors, should be substituted therefor. I would add, further, that the passage of the Bill now before the House will
have the effect of maintaining in employment those persons now engaged by the
company, but if the Bill were not passed
the inevitable result would be that there
would be less employment offering. Further, the expenditure of the money for
which the ,Bill makes provision will, it
is e;pected" lead to increased employment,
and the ,company has undertaken to carry
out the proposed works with as much expedition as possible. The expectation is
that the possibility of employment will be
increased when the company is able to
raise the fUhds which are contemplated
by the measure.
]\ilr. P,RENDERGA.!ST.~In view of
the statement made by the Premier, I will
let this Bill go through; but I would point
ou t that the Premier previously promised
in this House that new legislation in regard to the gas question would be introduced next session. He promised that the
whole question would be dealt with then.
That is a responsibility that devolves upon
the Government, and I want an assurance from the Government that the,y
do intend next session to introduce a
measure dealing with the gas question,
as was proposed by the Board of 1912 and
by a subsequent Board.
Mr. LAWSON.-It IS the intention of the
Government to introduce a Bill to deal
with this matter, but I cannot commit the
Government at this stage to a statement
as to the na turn of the proposals that
will be made in that Bill.
Mr. PRENDE.RGAST.-We will withdraw our opposition to this Bill and allow
it to go through.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and afterwards passed through its remaining stages.
MORWELL AND KIEWA
ELECTRICAL SCHEMES.
SELECT COMMITTEE'S REPORT.

Mr. McLEOD (Chairman) presented a
report from the Select Committee on
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Electric Supply, together with minutes
of evidence.
The report, which was as follorws, was
ordered to lie on the ta ble and· be
printed : The Select Committee appointed to inquire
into and report upon the statements contained
in the letter from Mr. A. G. M. Michell, read
to the House by the honorable member for
Benambra (Mr. Beardmore), has the honour
to report to your Honorable House as" follows:~

The statements contailied in Mr. Michell's
letter are shown in inverted cqmmas, and were
considered by the Committee seriatim. and the
decisions arrived at are as follows:1. "The table of cost read by Sir .T ohn
:Monash does not fairly represent the relative positions of the Kiewa and Morwell
schemes."
It was admitted by -Sir John Monash, in
his address to the members of both Houses
last Tuesday evening, that the two schemes
were not comparable in every respect, but that
the comparison made fairly represen~ed the
relative value of the two schemes.
The report and estimates of the Kiewa
scheme were 'prepared by Mr. Michell, and is
the only report available. The Electricity
Commissioners admit that the figures for that
scheme are correct~ and that the Kiewa or
some other water scheme must ultimately be·
linked up with the Morwell scheme, and they
look upon the latter scheme as only the first
portion of the scheme to be completed.
2. "I would like to make it clear that
the comparison entirely misrepresents and
makes misleading use of the figures of my
Kiewa report. My Kiewa scheme is, of
course, a continuous load scheme (adapted
to operate at 80 per cent. load factor),
and is capable of supplying 270,000,000
units at Melbourne in a drought year.
The Morwell scheme, for which the costs
are given, is a sche~e only adapted to
supply the low load factor, a total Melbourne consumption of 170,000,000 units."
The Kiewa scheme is certainly designed as a
continuous load scheme to operate at a 80 per
cent. lo~d factor, to supply the units specified.
It would be uneconomical to design the Kiewa
scheme for a less output, but as the demand
in Melbourne is much less than that amOlmt.
there i.s no warrant for that scheme at pre~
sent. Mr. Michell admits this. On the other
hand, it is incorrect to say that the Morwell
scheme is only adapted to supply 170,000,000
units at a low load factor. The full capacity
for which it is designed would give a supply
of about 370,000,000 units, and the Electricity
Commissioners sta.te that the plant would
work to that capacity. The ,present proposal
is to work it at 42 per cent. load factor, because that is what will produce 170,000,000
units now required. Mr. Michell states that
if the full capacity were attempted there would
be a danger of a breakdown -owing to insufficient stand-by provided. He is a power expert
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of great distinction and experience, and his
opinion is enti,tled to weight. Mr. Harper,
however, states that the ..stand-by is sufficient,
and states there is additional stand-by at Newport, which gives extra security. The Committee might have had some difficulty in decid,ing as between two such experts as Mr.
Michell and Mr. Harper, but each of the three
Electricity Commissioners .pledged his profes-sional reputation that the plant would work
up to an 80 per cent. load factor without increase of capital cost, and the Committee· finds
this to be true.
:3. "You are also aw,are that the Mor.well costs were prepared in November,
191IJ, and that very considerable increases
in prices of material and labour took place
before my Kiewa repor,t was presented, in
September this year."

Your Committee finds that the evidence indio
cates that there should not be any additional
cost in view of the falling prices of machinery
and materials; but, assuming that the cost
of the Morwell scheme would now be 25 per
cent. more than the 1919 estimate, it would
still leave the capital cost of the }forwell
scheme one and a ·half million pounds less than
,the Kiewa scheme.
4. "The Morwell estimate also omits
costs of opening the coal-field, cost of
branch railway line, staff' accommodation,
&c., while the Kiewa estimates include all
the corresponding charges:"
TIle cost of opening the coal-fields is included in the cost of coal. The cost of branch
rail~ ay line and staff accommodation is also
included in the Morwell estimate, but the cost
of housing the workers is not included, as the
men will be char.ged rent which cover interest
. and sinking fund on the cost of buildings.
5. "If my opinion were asked I would
say that neither scheme should be undertaken at thf\ l)reSen~, as ·imm~diate requirE'menta can be more economically met by a
power station in Melbourne. The Government has been advised to th.is effect quite
recently on much better authority than
mine."
Your Committee is satisfied that as ,the main
Gippsland railway line would have .to beduplicated to carry the traffic necessitated by the
transport to Melbourne of 330,000 tons of
brown coal to supply a power station in Melbourne, it would be more economical to llave
theprhlCipal power station 'at Mor,well with an
auxiliary station at Newport, and recommends
that the Morwell scheme should be proceeded
with immeiliately on the lines proposed by the
Electricity Commission, viz.;A central generating station at Morwell,
an auxiliary station in the metropolis, and
.the utilh:ation of water power at a subsequent stage when a fuller supply is reo
quired.
Mr. Michell stated the reference to another
opinion was based upon extracts which he had
seen <>faconfidential report to the Railway
Department by MI". M'erz.
Mr. McLeod.
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Sir John Monash explained that such report
was directed to a different phase of the pro,blem, and as Mr. Merz has, in his report of
12th November, 1919, to the Electricity Commissioners} stated that in Ilis opinion the pro'Posal to generate electric power at Morwell
ought certainly to be proceeded with, the Committee is of opinion that Mr. Michell's reference to ,the confidential report is based on a.
misunderstanding.
Mr. Michell admitted that he was not conversant ,with the details of the Morwell scheme.
Oommittee Room,
State Parliament House,
16th December, 1920 .

MIl. LAWSON (Premi€lr) .-1 should
like to take the opportunity, on behalf (Jt
honorable members, of thanking the
Ohairman and the members of the Select
Committee for their labours and for the
report which they have presented. It was
no melan task that the Committee was set
at this late hour of the session. Thel members of the Committee have been working
continuously, and they ha,ve given us a.
very clear and lucid statement. The information they hav,e supplied is invalua,ble. I think ~.am only doing what honorable members, g.ene,rally, desire when I
l:lay that the House deeiply appreciates
thelir work and their report.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.~Thel Seloot
Committee have ca~ried out the work intrusted to them with very great despatch.
That, of course, was essential at this late
hour of the session.
The report deals
with the question in a manne,r easy to follow. We owe a deep debt of gratitude to
the 'Select Committee for .the way ;bhey
have done their work.
STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION
BILL.
The Hou5el went into Coonmittee for the
further oonsideratiOOl of this Bill.
'Olalliles '2 to8 wer.e ~eed to.
Clause ~-(Extension ·of Powers at Commission).
Mr. BEARDMORE.-I -am not going
to ,offer any opposition to the Bill. I did
take exception j;o it because of the letter
that was put int0 my hands last ni~ht.
As a Committee was appointed to deal
with that question, we must a.ocept its
report. I listened to the evidence given
before the Committee, and I should have
been pleased if I had had the 0ppoTtunity
to get up ailld champion Kiewa .in the same way as the Morwell scheme was
·champ1JO'Iled. 'There were 'seven or eight
k-een men championing the ca use -of
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MO'rwell and leaving nO' po~n ~ un touch~d.
It seeThed like seven Oif eIght mastIffs
against a terrie1r. Mr. Michell is an ahIe
man in his profession, but, at th? sa~e
time, he did nO't try to' make pomts In
favour o,f Kiewa.
I feel that the
CO'mrrjttce had nOot all· the facts and
figures befQlre them: I never ~et Mr.
Michell before, but I asked hIm when
he thought the Kiewa scheme could be
ready.
He said it would not take
~Qre than fQur years.
He said that
Kiewa eQuId in fQur years prQvide PQwer
that CQuld be SQld fQr less than three-fifths
of a penn.Y. That was nQt told to' t~e
OQmmittee. I am pleased that the all'
has been cleared somewhat, and that flac~s
and figures have been given to' shQW that
Kiewa is a paying prQPQsitiQn. In the
figures placed befQre us yesterday, Kiewa
was shQwn to' be Qut Qf it altQgether.
Knowing what this echeme means to the
cQuntr, I hQpe the GQvernment will intrQduc~' a measure to bring the scheme
intO' play to' help the CQuntry, because it is
sadly in need Qf it. WithQut that sch~ll1e
the N'Qrth-east will be stagnant. It IS a
great cQuntry with tremendQus PQssibilities, but withQut PQwer all will be stagnation. W-e cannot expect to' get cheap
PQwer frQm MQrwell to' be transmitted
Qver a distance Qf 200 miles. I think hQnorable members have shQwn that it will
be a payable prQPQsitiQn, and I hQpe they.
will come to the rescue Qf the cQuntry. 1
dO' nQt meau fQr the N Qrth-east cQuntry
only, fQr what is gQQd fQr us is gQQd for
the whQle country. I ·Qffer nO' further
oPPQsitiQn to' the Bill.
The clause was agreed to', as were ·alsQ
clauses 10 to' 15.
Clause 16-(Power Df Commission £0'
contract V?ith municipal councils fOT
supply of electricity, &c.)
1\1r. PRENDERGAST .-Sub-clause (6)
sta tes thatThe rates chargeable by any council receivand distributing electricity supplied by the
-Commission shall at all times be subject to
the approval and control of the Commission.
int~

I want to' substitute "undertakers" fQr
It cDuncil"
in su b-c1a use (6) .
In the
Electric Light and PQwer Act "undertakers" is defined to meanAny council, company, or person who by an
Order in Council under this Act is authorized
to supply electricity within any area, and every
such Order in Council is in this Act .included
in the expression " Order."
Se(~ol/d Session 1920.-[38]
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I moveThat the word" council" be ~mitted with the
view of inserting the word "undertakers .. •

The amendment was agreed to', and the
clause, as amended, wasadQpted.
Clauses 17 and 18 were alsO' agreed tQ.·
C1ausel 19Notwithstanding anything in the ~ai1w~ys
Act 1918 the powers conferred on the Vlcto:n.an
Railways Commissioners to supply .electrICIty
in bulk to any undertaker~, corporatIOns, ~o~
panies and persons or bodIes of persons wlthm
the a~ea referred to in the schedule to that
Act shall on a day to be specified by Order of
the Gove~nor in Council, published in the Government Gazette, be, by virtue of t\:lis Act,
transferred to the Commission, which may, for
the purposes of this section, exercise all the
powers conferred as aforesaid on the Victorian
Railways Commissioners, and may, so far as
necessary for that l?urp?se, ent~r into arran~e
ments with the VlCtOrIan Rallways Commlssioners for the supply to the Commission of
electricity in bulk in order to e!la~le the Commission to supply the same wlthm the areaS
hereinbefore specified.

Mr. BARNES (Minister Qf Railways).
-The Qbject Qf this clause is to' transfer
frQm ·the Railways CQmmissiQners to' the
Electricity OQmmissioner.s certain fur~c
tiQns with which the RaIlways CQDlJJllSsioners were intrusted under the Railways
Act Qf 1918. That Act empowers the
Commi.ssiQners to supply electricity within
certain areas, and alsO' to' undertakers Qutside thQse areas. This PQwer was giv,en
to' the Railways CQmmissiQners to' enable
them to' disPQse Qf surplus energy frQm the
N eWPQrt PQwer StatiQn. Since that Act
'vas passed the Electricity CQmmissi'oners
have been constituted, and the Railways
CQmmissiQners have agreed that the Electricity CQmmissiQners shall take Qver immediately the PQwers referred to' in the
clause.
The Electricity CQmmissiO'ners
will be the sQle authQrity fQr the distributiQn Qf electricity in bulk. .The Clause
dQes nO't exactly transfer the rIght to' supply undertakers, -and I have SQme amendments to' mQVe in it. I mQve~
That the words "undertaker ilaving .&
generating station or to any "J be ·inserted a.fter
the word "any" (line 4).

Mr. HANNAH.-I c0u1d not quite
hear the Minister's explanatiQn, and I
want to have a clear unaerstanding Qf
what if! meant.
Mr. BARNES (Minister l)f Railways).
In 1918 we passed an Act giving the -Railways CQmmissiQners PQ~er. to' aisp'?se O'f
their surplus current Wlthln {}ertam restricted ar~as. Now we have cQnstituted
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the Electricity Oommissioners, 'and this
clause provides that the Electricity Commissioners shall in future supply any
undertakers within these areas, which are
now the exclusive domain of the Railways Oommissioners.
They are quite
agreeable to that oourse. The Electricity
Oommissioners, pending the establishment
of the Morwell scheme, will be able to get
current from Newport to meet demands.
The Electrjcity Oommissioners will be the
sellers of .the current.
Mr. HANNAH.-TheIY will be the sellers
of the current that the Railwa~s Commis.sioners are really generating.
Mr. BARNES.-It is intended to bring
an these a,reas under O'ne authO'rity. Instead O'f ha,ving the Railways Commissio,ri&s supplying undertakei's and the
Electricity
Commissioners
supplying
undertakers, it is desirable to have one
suppli€lr O'f electricity.
Mr. HANNAH.-I want to be quite
clear tha,t undelI" this Bill provision js
made foi" the Ele'ctricity Commissioners
tOo have cO'ntrol.
Mr. BARNEs.-They can supply electricity in the8el areas.
Mr. HANNAH.-I understand tha.t
this has nothing to' dOl wit.h the measure
that was car~ied som,e time ag()l with regard to the supply OIf eJeotricity from the:
PO'wer station at Newporl. DOl the Railways Commissioners hand Olver tOi the
Electricity Commissione,rs the power to'
distribute current from there 1
Mr. BARNEs.-They dOl not hand OlVer
the FOIWe'r. ThelJ have certain contracts,
but within those are1as, und& this clause,
the Electricity Commissioners will be able
tOo make agreements with new undertakers
who may want current from therm. They
will also be sellers of current through the
Newport power station.
Mr. HANNAH.-The Electricity Commissioners will not be the seHe,rs in the
case ()Jf NewpOll't.
. Mr. BARNEs.-Th€IJ are nott g~e\l'ating
it yet.
Mr. HANNAH.-I know. I want to
see what porwelI"S we are conferring on the
Electricity Commissioners and what
porwers the Ra,ilways CommissiOlners now
possess. Why this change 1 It would be
mOTe business-like for the Electricity Commissioners· to control the distribution of
the current.
Mr. BARNEs.-In this Bill they are
authorized to distribute in these areas the
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current which they will OIbtain frorr.. the
Newport power station.
Mr. HANNAH.-Now I understand.
Mr. MURPHY.-W€I unde,rstood from
Sir .- John 110nash the other night that
this electric power is to be supplied
as cheaply as possible, the intention. OIf the
Electricity OommissIOners, being not to
make any more profits than will provide
for inte\l'est and sinking fund in connexion
with the scheme. Tnat is· all very well, but
the t'Aect,rio current is going to be supplied tOi distributers-.the, Melbourne City
Council and the Melbourne Electric Supply Company-and these distributers will
derive most O'f the benefit from the
scheme. It will be a case of these middlemen making a oedain amount OIf profit
fOil' themselves, and this profit will come
out of the pOickets of the public. If this
scheme is to be a success, ap.y COluncil acting independently by itself should be in
a position to obtain electric current dire,ct
frQlIIl the Electricity Commissione,rs. If
tha,t is not done there should be one controlling body fO'r the purpose of distributing electrio pOlWer, and tha,t body
should be a Greater Melbourne Councilor
the Elelctricity Commissioners themselves.
The whoJe scheme will be a, failure if we
allorw millions of money to be spent fOIl'
the purpose O'f allowing the twO' parties I
mentioned to de'rive most of the profits
from it. Some prolvisiOID. should bel made
to enable the Electricity Commissione\l's
tQ. take over between now and 1925 the
utilities cO'ntrolled by the Melbourne
Elect,ric Supply Company and the MellbO'urne City Council, othe,rwise the general public, who alI"e supposed to deriveJ the
benefit from this great wO'rk, will be deprived of that benefit. The MelbO'urne
City Council is to-day deriving a profit of
ahout £60,000 frO'm utilities, and the
ratepayers }_a,ve to pay for this. When
the Morwell scheme is in operation the
Mellbourne City Coruncil will be able to
make anothe[" £60,000 Oil' £70,000 clear
prOffit, and the people will have to' pay fO'r
that.
I am against any such a thing,
and the SOOine'r we legislate against it the
better. We have the opporrtunity now in
connexiOID. with this Bill.
Eithei" the
municipalities as a whOile should ha,ve the
oontrOil of the distribution, or els·e the
Electricity
Commision&s
themselves
should be thel distributers thrOlughout the
metropoilita,n area. Unless this is done the
success we arel looking fOlrward to will nO't
be realized. There should be somel pro-
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vision in the' Bill to prevent the two
bodies I have mentioned from deriving
all the belnefit of the money that is going
to be expended.
1\1r. BARNEs.-Tha.t is dealt with in
the prinicipal Act.
Mr. MURPHY.-The·re is nothing in
~e principal Act to compel the Elect.ricity CommissionErs to' take over the di6tribution of the electric power to all parts
olf the metropolis. I should like to have
an assurance tha.t the public will be safegua.rded, and that the che,ap electric
power we are expecting will really be
available, and that the two bodies I ha.ve
.w.entioued will not have all the profits
that are to be gained from. a great utility
such as this.
Mr. BARNES (Ministelr of Railways).
-In the principal Act, s~tion 12, para.graph (d), it is stated that the Electricity
Commissioners maySupply electricity to any person or body of
persons corporate or incorporate outside any
area for which there is an order in force at
the commencement of tliis Act.

lVIr. MURPHY.-They may dOl it, but
they are not compelled to do it..
Mr. BARNES.-It does nOit say" shall."
Mr. MURPHY.-It is optional with
them.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways).
- I move.-That after the word" Commissioners"
(line 13), the following words be inserted"by paragraph (c) of sub-section (1) of sec·
tion 3 of the Railways Act 191R"

These words are being introduced by the
draftsman, and are merely to improve the
wording of the clause.
Mr. LEMMON.-I unde,rstand that
the insertion of these words will not alter
t.he purpose of the clause.
Mr. BARNES.-No.
Mr. LEMMON.-I understand that
the purpose of this clause is to empower
the Electricity Commissioners to exercise
the functions that were conferred upon
the Railways Commissioners in 1918.
Mr. BARNES.-Yes.
The amendment was agreed to, as was
another verbal amendment.
The clausel, as amended, was agreed to,
as was clause 20.
The .Bill was reported with amendments' and the amendments were adop·ted.
On the motion of Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways), the Bill was read a
;.bird time.
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FAOTORIES AND SHOPS BILL
(No.3).
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Minter of Labour) moved the second reading of this Bill. He said-This is a short
me,asure relating to the hours for the.
closing of shOlps within the metropolitan
district for the sale of fresh. uncooked
meat. The secretaries of the err~ployers'
association and the employees' union
waited on me during the last few days
and stated that an agreement had been
r~cently made between the Master Butchers and Live Stock Buyers Association and the Australian Meat Emplovee3
UniO'n providing that butchers shall not
open their shops before half-past sev€n
o'clock in the morning on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,
and bef.ore six 0' clock in the morning on.
Saturday, and also that shO'ps sha.ll 1::el
clos·ed at 5 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday,
Wedne,gday, and Thursday, at 6 p.m. on
Friday, and 12.30 p.m. on Saturday. The
present legal hours for closing are 5
p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, 8 p. ffi. on Friday, and 1
p.m. on Saturday in each week I ma.y
explain that this Bill is only applica.ble to
the metropolitan area. The whole of thel
'trade desire that section 86 of the Factories
and Shops Act should be amended SOl as
to provide that no butcher's shop should
be open elarlier, or kept open latelr, than
the hours s'e,t forth in the agre~ment. It
was urged that the m·en had to start at
an unreasonable time in order to put in
their forty-eight. hours, and that in
some cases their day's wOTk was spread
over fourteen hours. The employee.s made
a request for increased wa,g.es. An agreement was arrived at by which that question was settled. Although the employees
did not get all they desired in the way of
increased wages, they were very anxious
wi th regard to the hours, and an arrangement was made with regard to them.
The agreement has been in O'peration for
some time, and it runs out at the end of
the year. The employers and the employees are practically unanimous in their
request to me as Minister of Labour to
obtain Parliamentarv sanction to the
agreement, A somewhat similar position
arose some years ago when the hours of
carriers' employees were first limited by
regula.tion. Employers of labOlUr were
unable to de·liver goods outside certain
hours owing to the limitation of the'
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hours or. their emplQyees, and asked that
hours shou]'d be. :fb~ed by la.w before or
after which no carting should be done.
Provision was made in the law to' carry
out wha:t was desired, and it has been a.
protection both to employers and empJoyees. As there might be some trouble
during the recess, although no one wants
to; see that, both the employers and employees in the butchers' trade wish to see
this measure <!a.rried.
It is the Oold
story of factories legislation with which.
honorable members are generally familiar.
l.'he· great hulk of the employers have
signed the' agreement. bJ1t unless there is
aosolutely legal protection one OT two of
the smaUer ones mav hreak a.way, and
ther whole schemel would fall tOo pieces. As
I say, oo,th employers, and employees are
anxious that this Bill should go through.
Mr. LEMMON ..- I wish to e'xpress appredation of the, action of the Minister
in hringing· in this Bill. It is anOother
small section of the rerform· which we were
very anxious tOo ohtain in a general
amendment oJ the FactOories and ShOops
Act. I am glad that the Minister has
promised to gOo into the factories law
generally and to hear the views of representatives of both sides. A number of
the reforms which arel desired by the
trade unions meet with the apprOobatiOon'
of a ve'ry important and representative
body in this 'State-the Chamber of
Manufactures.
I think the Minister
will find' that in ,a great numbe,r orf cases
reforms will be urged hy both employer::
and emplOoyees. Of all the trades it was
thought originally that it would be
most difficult too keep butche,rs' shoops
closed from Saturday afternoon until
Mo.nda y morning. N ow we find that the
hutchers are again leading in the matter,
and both employer and employee are
confident that the just and legitimate
dem ~nds of the pu bEc will not be interfered with. It is propo.sed to adopt an
earlier closing hOour on Frida.y night. I
am convinced that .it, is only a beginning.
and that the pu bhc will become accustomed too trading within ordinary hours
on Ftida y as on other days. Consequently, I feel that this is really the
forerunner of the abOolition of late trading
on Friday. I wOould no.t sUg'Q'es.t that the
Ministe'r has been influenced in the introoducti?n of this Bill by the· foot that in
t~e e,arller days of fa.ctories legislation he
WIsely hrought in a. special provision to
<leal with the butchering trade, and that
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subsequently, when he tOook tOo hUi b060m
the lady who now adorns· his house, they
g~v.e him a. wedding present in recognItIOn of wha,t he dj.d. Apparently, the
honorable gentleman has not forgotten
that his legislative actions in connexion
with this trade have been eminently
satisfactory. Might I als.o mention the,
fact that, in counexiOon with butchers and
.other shops many accidents take place,
b':lt I regret to say that our legislation
WIth regard to. workers' C'om,pensatioll is
muoh behind the times·. I hope that the
government, in addition to reviewing our
industrial laws, will also soo that the
Workers' Co,mpensatiou. Act is brought up
to date.
Mr. ROGERS.-I am very ple1ased
that this Bill is: introduc:ed. The secr-etary Oof thE} employers' association
asked me to do all I possibly could to. secure the passage of the Bill which is now
before us. It is an unusual thing to find
the secretary of, an employeI:s' association asking a member on this (the Oppo'sitiOon) side of the Hoose too help a
measur-e of' this descriptio.n through. I'
believer that hhere. was some likelihood of
trouble if" a Bill of this character were
nob passed. There is no doubt tha.t the
butchers seem tOo be in the fo.refront e,verv
time. with reforms of this nature. I
expect that w:ithin another twelve months
the master butche.rs will come! along and
ask for legisla.tive sanction tOo the, closing
o.f their shops between 1 and 2 p.m.
Most of the bu.tchers arou:o.d Melbourne
are doing that now without any legislation. The masters are on friendly terms
with the butchers' union, the members
of which have never once attempted to
strike, and have always been prepared to
discuss matters at round table conferences. This measure will iniure nOobody,
and it will merely hring- the hours of
work into smaller scope. I am satisfied
that it will be appreciated by the men.
The motion was agned to'.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and aftelrwards passed ·through its remaining stages.

RAIL WAYS

BILL~

Mr. BARNES (!iinister of Railways)
pre~ented. a message from the LieutenantGovernor Tecommending that an appropriation 'be made from the Consolidated
Revenue for the purposes of the Bill to
make provision for the appointment of
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;certain perSOons temporarily employed in
the Railway Service to permanent offices
therein.
A resolution i~ accordance with the recommendation was passed in Committee
.and adopted by the HDuse.
The HDuse went intD CDmmittee fDr
the further cDnsideration Oof the Bill.
Clauseg 2 and 3 were agreed to.
The Bill was repDrted withDut amendment, and the report was adDpted.
On the motiDn Df Mr. B.A..RNE,s (Minister Df Railways), the Bill was read a
third time.
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sage could be Dbtained nDW, nDr am I ill
a pDsitiDn tOo prDmise that the Cabinet
wDuld faVDur the propD~al.
All I can
prDmise is that the <GDvernment will give
immediate consideratiOon tOo it.

APPROPRIATION BILL.
Mr. :McPHERSON (Treasurer) moved
the secDnd reading of this Bill. He said
-This is a purely formal measure tOo
apply a sum Dut Df the ODnsOolidated Revenue tOo the service Df the year ending
Dn the 30th June, 1921,and tOo apprDpriate the supplies granted in this and
the last preceding sessiDn ·Df Parliament.
EXPENSIES OF MEMBERS OF THE
Mr. LEMMON.-I did not avail myLEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
self on the Estimates Df thel opMr. PRENDERGAST.-By leavE'), I pDrtunity tOo DCCUPY any of the
shDuld like to ask the Premier if bis at- time Df this I-IDuse, and I desire nDW
tention has bel€ll directed to the passing tOo make reference tOo one or two matters
of the f'oll()wing resolutiDn by the Legis- 'which I hDpe the Government will see the
lative Council:wisdDm Df giving attentiDn tOo during the
That, in the opini9n _of this House, the time rece8S. In the first place, I regret v~ry
has arrived when the Government should IXLake much that the GDvernment have failed tOo
the necessary provision for reimbursing members of the Legislative Council their expenses bring forward the Bill fDr the registratiDn Df nurses, Dver which we spent lPany
in relation to their attendance in Parliament.
We
I may tell the hDnDrable gentleman that months in the sessiDn, before last.
brought
the
-Bill
up
to
a
,stage
of
refDrm
members Df the OppDgitiDn are pledged tOo
the payment of members in anDther place, which I believe wDuld provide cDnditions
J;I,nd I shDuld like him tOo say if he is pre- unparalleled in any State in Australia.
pared to act upon the resolution. I be.- The House, by an Dverwhelming majDrity,
lieve: a majority of the' membe-rs of this determined that nurses in the big public
hospitals in this State shDuld not be reHouse are in favour of it.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier).-I have quired tOo wDrkmDre than fDrty-eight.
beelll informed that such a resolution has hDurs in one week; that they should have
been carried in another place" hut I havel Dne day off in every seven; that the fDurth
not ye,t, had an opportunity of consulting year of training, and the, payment oof prethe Cabinet in regard too it. I said the miums shDuld be abDlished. We alsD prDmher night that if this matter were ,to be vided that an entrance examinatiDn and
.considered at all soome ste1ps should be some preli,minary training should be artaken in another place. There is this ranged fDr SD that tl'ainees o.n gDing in tOo
difficulty, that the pro,posal has never the hDspitals would be able tOo render reabeen submitted. to! the electors.
SDnably efficient service tOo the patients in
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It has been by the tho~e institutiDns.. In addition to prDLabDur party.
viding fDr preliminary training we alSD
Mr. LAWSON.-I understDod that the arranged for a test fOol' priDrity Df admispDlicy of the LabDur party was the abDli- siDn intD the hDspitals Df the State. The
tiDn of that House.
Bill, after being passed by this H~Duse,
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is Dur pDlicy, was sent to anDther place, and, in the
but" in the meantime. we believe that sman hours Df the mQrning, an o.bjectiDnmembers shDuld be paid fDr their services. able a.mendment w.as "made in it.
I dD
Mr. LAW.sON.-I cannot make any nDt think the CDuncil had any right to
definite prDmise in regard tOo this'matter, make this amendment, which wag tOo the
hut I will -cDnsult my cDlleagues fDrthwith. effect that the cost Df the refDrms -was to
To give e,ffect to this resolution would re- be paid fDr by the Government.
That
quire a message frDm the Lieutenant-Go- was really a dictatiDn to this I{ouse,
Thevernor) and I dD not know if such a mes- which has control of the' purse.
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GO'vernment cO'uld not accept the rumendmont, and the Bill was laid aside.
Subsequently the Government promised that
it would be one of the first measures to
be introduced in the ~ucceeding session,
and that it would.. under the Standing
Orders, be brought up to the stage at
which it left this House in order to obviate the necessity of going over the same
ground again.
That promise has not
been fulfilled.
In addition to the fact
that the Bill was not brought forward as
promised, it was not even mentioned in
the LieutenantJGovernor's Speech at the
opening of this session. I should like the
Treasurer to know that the number of
members supporting these reforms is
greater now than it was in the last Parliament.
If the Government did bring
the Bin in it would have an easy passage
through this House. Quite a number of
the proposals contained in that Bill have
been adopted by some of the hospitals.
The honorable member for Carlton
pleaded for the abolition of premiums in
connexioofl with the admission of nurses to
hospi tals, and I noticed in the A 'tg'US that
the Children's Hospital have abolished
that particular form of penalty or charge
on those going into that institution.
They have also abolished the fourth ye,ar,
but the Melboorne Hosp~tal is still sticking to thel fourth year, which is quite unnecessary, as is shown by the experience
of hospitals in olthelr parts of the world.
. I do nort intend to gOl intOl the details of
the matter, but I trust tha.t the Government will give earnest consideration to
the matte,T' of ~e Nurses' Registration
Bill, because it affects a, large number of
nurses who were a.t the war and who are
l~oking to ha,ve the imprimatwr of the
State put on their training. Instead of
there being semi-private institutions like
the Roya,l Victorian Trained Nurses' Association to! deal with the registration of
nurse's, it should be delalt with by a State
bod~ which should selt out the ourriculum,
provide the eocamina,tion, and grant 001'tifica,tes. I want the GoveTnment to bring
in the Bill early next session. I now wish
to' refe,r tOl thel question of granting to
public servants a Classification BOlaI'd
similar to that which exists in connexion
with the Railway Depa.rtment. At the
present time there is an overwhelming
ma,jorrity of members of the H_ouse in
favour O'f an independent tribunal being
appointed to determine the rates of pay
I

Mr. Lemmon.

Bill.

and conditions of work of our public ser'[ants. This' refonn is long overdue. The
last election proved conclusively that tho
people of t.he State are behind it, and
the time has come when neither the Government nor private enterprise, can take
up the autocra,tic position of saying that
a servant shall wo'rk for a certain rate of
wage. The time has come when those
who have labOlur to seU can say that the,y
decline to allorw an individual, whether
he be representa,tive of a, State or a private cOiIllpany, to say a.t what ra:te their
1abour shoold be purchased. Wha t the
Labour people throughout the 8't·ate
are saying is that whether
they
they are engaged. in State emplorvment or private employment, they wiII
only be prepared to accept the decision of
~.n impartial tribunal. I hope that durmg the recess the GOlVernment will giv€'
v~ry e,a,rn-est considro:.ation to the introduction of the reforrm I have, indicated
~h~ch is desired by an overwhe,lming ma~
Jonty of honorable members. The Premier's objection to it was that the Government had brorught aborut certain reforms and improvements, and that they
O'ught to stand.
That is no argument
ag.ainst the establishment
at the
earliest possihle moone'll t, o~f a Classi- fication Board for the public servants.
It would he that Board's
function to detelrmine what rates if any
should come into operation. I ~incerel;
regret the reply the honorahle gentlerman
made to my question as to whether the
redassification of the great hulk of the
Public Servicel would dat.e back to June
last. If the determina.tion as to' the
classification is not come to until
ne~t yea,r, there are grave doubts as to
whe,ther it will be re,trospective'. I sincere,Iv hope that as the payment to helads:
o~ Departments has been made retrospectIve. the same thing will be the case in
connexion with othe'r publio servants. The
Government should give early consideration to the legitimate requests of the in9ustrial section of the community for an
e~l'{ revision of the W orke["s' Compensatwn Act. I beHeve that it was in 1912
that we passed that Act, which provides
t~at a wOlI"kman Who suffers injury during
hIS employment shall be eligible to receive
up to 30s. pelr week. That is the maximum.. At tha,t time 30s. was about halfpay fO'r mechanics, but to,-day it
is just a,bout 100 ,per cent. toO'
small.
Assuming tha.t we were still t()
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maintain that a workman should not receive during incapacity mO!l'e than 50 per
cent. of his a,v6I'age €Iarnings, we WOould
have to' increase the maximum of 30s. by
100 per oont. We would have to make it
at least £3 per week in order to allow a
mechanio who now rece,ives about £1 a
day to receive half pay during incapacity.
The amount fixed as compensation to be
paid to a widQIW whO' loses her husband
thrOough an accident is quite inadequate
in comparison with what· is paid in other
States, and should be increased in relative proportion to the diminished pur.chasing powell' of the sOovereign. I hope
that during the recess the GO'vernment
will give consideratiO'n to' thel matters I
have merntiDned. I hO'ld that it is the
desire of thel overwhelming majO'rity olf
honO'rable members that the Nurses'
Registration Bill should bel passed, that
the Workers' C'ompernsation Act shDuld
be imprO'ved, and that a Classificatiorn
BOoard fOor the S'tatet Public Se!l'vice
should be provided at the earliest possible
moment.
The SPEAKER.-Though I did not
interrupt the hanorable member, I shDuld
like to say that, strictly speaking, on the
secDnd re,ading of the A ppropriati00 Bill
matters involving legislatiO'n cannot be
discussed. All tha.t can be discussed is
the cDnduct of the officials whO' receive
the grants or Citdminister them.
Mr. HANNAH.-I suppose it is to'o
late to raise a point with rega,rd to your
ruling?
The SPEAKER.-It is never too late
to raise a point with regard to my ruling.
Mr. HANNAH.-Are we, to take it
that, though the GOlVernment have not
provided LegislatiDn for the want of
which this country is suffering, no member is allDwed, upon the ApprDpriatiorn
Bill,. to draw t·he attention of the House
to that fact?
The SPEAKER.-That is the law of
Parliament.
Mr. HANNAH.-The sooner we alter
it the better. It is the first time it has
been ,enfo!l"ced.
Mr. SOLLY.-Quite a number Df a,ppeals are being made by charitable institutiDns thrOlUgh the press fOIl' :financial
help during the Christmas hDlidays.
From the A r.qU-8 of yesterday I find that
about fDrty-four appeals are being made
to' the public of VictDria by institutiDns
fDr financia.l assistance- in connexion with
the Christmas season.
The a weals
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a Plpear to me tOo be made in such
a way that Parliament cannO't possibly rise befDre giving some consideration
to :the question of providing thel
financial help that the institutions
require.
As we' cross the beautiful park leading intO' this House wei hear
the sDng of the convalescent children in
the Children's HDspital chooll'ing up their
. comrades whO' are in pain and sickness.
This must aplpe1al to honDrahle membe'I's.
I know that it appeals too me every day.
Whe,n an institution like the Children's
Hospital is asking for some Christmas
cheer for the little ones, I think that it
is the duty of Pa,rliament to supply it if
the public fails to' do so. In a letter to'
the A.1rg'lls the matron O'f the Children's
Hosp'ital saysOn behalf of the little sick ones at the Children's Hospital, may I crave your assistance
in appealing for help towards our Christmas
treat?

That IS the, teno~1.' of the appeal
made on behaJJ of the cXleches in
Carlton and FitzrOoY, and in aU the
industrial cerntres and thel CDuntry
centres also. The Treasurer, who has
talked about his surplus, can very well
affDrd to' dip his hand into tha,t surplus
to give the children in these institutions
a, little Christmas ohee!l'. I trust that the
Treasurer will catme to' thel help of any
of the institutions that are in want, and
will see that no Dne really is in want during otUr Christmas season. I hope that he
will see that the peOople whOi dese!l've assis.tanGel will get it, and I feel that he WIn
have the support of every man and woman
in the State if he does so. He can ask
his officers to' make an investigation and
tell him where relief is required. If he
gives a few pounds to afford relief. I am
sure the people, of Victoria will stand behind him' in thel matter.
Mr. MURPHY.-I should like t() draw
the attention ()If the Tre'a,.Surer to a, ma.ttelr
affecting the Fifth Olass Df the :Public
Service. Before July last, when the maximum pay for that class was £204 1\, year,
Dvertimel was paid foil" at the rate of 2s.
3d. per hour. The maximum was increased to £252 a year, which works out
at 2s. 9d. per hDur, but the overtime is still being paid fOor at ouly 2s.
3d. per hour. That rate is being paid
under a regulation of the Public Service
CDmmissiorner. It will be r-emembe!l'ed
that when the Bill was going through a
gDDd many honorable members e~ oressed
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the o,pinion that it was within the bounds
0.£ possibility that hardships such as this
would be inflioted. The men in the Fifth

Class, whose average wage is 2s. 9d. per
hour, are entitled to more than 2s .. 3d.
per hour for overtimel.
They e1xpect to
be paid at le'ast time ,and a qua,rter.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Time
and a half.
l\1r. MURPHY.-Immeruately after
the 1st July the mem applied to be paid
overtimel at a higher rate. They got no
r€tply until the 26th October, and then a
regulation was issuoo, signed by the Public Se1rvioe Commissioner, allowing the
rate of only 2s. 3d. per hour.. If tJ:e
Tre,asurer looks' into the matter he WIn
soo that these men are not being farily
treated.
Mr. WEBBER.-I desire to bring
under the notice of' the Chief Secretary
the position of femal·e attendants employed at the Neglected Children's Home
at Royal Park. There are employed on
night duty at that institution a number
of male and female attendants. The
female attendants are called upon to work
night duty continuously for a period of
one month. They work eleven hours per
night, seven nights per week, for four
weeks at a stretch. I understand that
these nurses get eight days' leave at the
end of each month. But they fear the
straiu of continuous night duty is too
much for them, and they ask that the
privilege extended to tille male attendants
should be extended to them. In effect,
they ask that the eight days' leave shall
be spr~a.d over the month instead of being taken in a lump at the end. The
male attendants am night duty have two
nights off each week. This is done apparently because continuous night duty
for a month is too great a strain on the
men. Curiously enough, it is . not considered too great a. strain on the women.,
I understand that the female attendants
ha '\1~ made an application to the medical
officer to bE'J put on the same footing as
the l.n~ie attendants, but he has refused
to blTanu theIr request. It will 'ue withan the Chief Secl~etary}srecollection that
during the war men were very seld,om
called upon to work night duty continuously for anything like a month. I have
had to do fourteen days' continuous night
duty in the Army Medical Corps, ana
I must say that I felt the strain of it.
Major BAIRD.-I have received no reO.
qu~t on th~.subjoot.
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Mr. WEBBER.-The request was made'
docto~, and he refused it.
Is it
necessary that the women should ap.ply
directly to the Minister 1
Majo(t" BAIltD.-If that is done, I will
ask the doctor for a report.
Mr. HANNAH.-I do not wonder that
an effort is being made to get the Appropriation Bill through in order that theshutters ~ay be closed. Probably it is as'
. well to put the shutters up. At the
opening of the session we were told that
an opportunity was to be given to private
membe.rs to have certain matters in which
thJey we'r'e interested dealt with. Theword of the Premier, which can usually
be relied upon, has been broken in this instanoe. I have never been a party to
bargaining. Sooner than do that 1- would
go out of the Hou,se. But it has come to
this: unless a 'member does bargain he
will find himself left. Last night, when
we were dealing with a certain measure,.
the representative in this House of an
important constituency warned the _Government as to what might happen. If'
the Government treat members in an offhand manner, they will probably not find
it as easy to get through next &ession as
they have got through this one. They
are asking for the appropriation of a certain sum of money. They have not got.
it yet, nor do they know what may occur.
I have known Governments 'on the eve of
the termination of a session to get a
fright.
Mr. GROVEs.-But only a fright.
Mr. HANNAH.-It was more than a·
fright on one occasion.
I want to sa.y
quite frankly that I shall not take thePremier's word as seriously in the futureas I have done hitherto.
I
Mr. L~MMON.~YOU will take it with
the proverbial" grain of salt."
Mr. H.ANNAH.-Yes; cum grana salis.
I am evidently not to ha.ve an opportunity of doing what I had hoped to do
in connexion with the totaJiza,tor, that
is, provide for our charities, technical
education, and agricultural education.
The Estima,tes for the, Departments of
Agriculture, Educa.tion, a.nd Railways
were put through with very little discussion. During the discussion on the Estimates for the Treasurer's Department
a good deal was said aboot non-paying'
railway lines.
Wf) asked the Treasurer
what the policy of the Government was in
respect of these lines, and the Treasurer
to the
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said that hel had no pc1ioy for :rr.ak~ng the
lines profitable.
Mr .. MCPHERSON.-I said nothing of
the sort.
Mr. HANNAH.-I will refer to Ba·nsardo The honorable member for MelbOlUrne saidI notice that there has been an increase of
£20,000 in losses on non-paying lines during
the last twelve months. I want to give all the
credit I possibly can to the Treasurer. I do
not want to be like the members on the other
(the Ministerial) side of the House, alwa.ys
(Jomplaining about the Treasurer. I want to
give him all the consideration I think-he is
-entitled to.

The Treasurer, a little later in the deba.te, saidLast year I took exception to the accounts
rendered by the Railways Commissioners in
(Jonnexion with non-paying lines. Honorable
members can understand that this loss has to
btl made by the Treasury, and that does not
put my Department in a good light. I found
it impossible to check the figures, and I told
the Commissioners that I was disturbed by the
statements of the honorable member for Fitzroy, who had proved that some of the lines
supposed to be non-paying were really paying,
and vice versa. I found that all I could do
was to see that the Auditor-General certified
t~ the correctness of the accounts.

Later, I put the acid on the Treasurer.
I asked, " Are we not going to have a
statement from the Ministry ~ " The
Treasurer saidI do not want to be discourteous to the honOI'able member, but what can I say to him?
He has a statement showing the lines on which
losses are made. We have done all we can
as a Government to try and put these railways
• in such a position that they will pay.
We
have secured the best manager we could get
in the world, and we are putting the railways
in his charge. His attention has been drawn
to these non-paying lines, and he will be asked
tv make them pay as far as possible. If there
is any further information the honorable member desires, I will be pleased to get it for
him.

Evidently there is no policy.
Mr. MCPHERSoN.-There is a policy.
Mr. HANN AH.-The policy is not
worth twopence.
The TreasureT' is trying to bluff the House. He said, in effect,
(' We have a~pointed a good man as
Chairman of the Railways Commissioners,
and we expect him to do certain things."
Is that the reply to the honorable member for Melbourne who ha·d expectations
that the Treasurer would do something ~
The honorable member for Fitzroy pu t
the acid pretty 'strongly on the TreasureI',
'but he did not reply to that honorable
member. I am not prepared to allow
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this Bill to go through until we get from
the Premier, the Treasurer or the Minister of Railways what the policy of the
Government is to be regarding the nOllpaying railways. We passed £93,000 ·,.O
meet the loss on them. When we asked
the Government what they were prepared
to do they said they had no policy. The
present position is a reflection on this
House. Honorable members should insist 011 having a policy from the Government on this question. If the Government have no policy they should make
room for others who have. I had a promise from the Minister of Forests last
Friday morning about 4.30, when I drew
his attention to the present position. I
have been waiting all the week to know
what is to be done. I was told distinctly
by the new Minister that he and the
Premier intended to consider a certain
matter.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-You
let the Government off lightly on the
Forests Estimates.
Mr. HANNAH.-I did not. When I
was speaking there was no Minister on
the Treasury bench, and there were only
three members on the Government side of
the House. It was useless for me to
speak. The Farmers Union had gone
home. I have given too loyal support to
the present Government, but I shall take
mighty good care to use the whip on
them. That will probably make them
Jump.
Mr. W ARDE.-You said t' othing on the
Forests Estimates. You were snoring
when they were on.
Mr. HANNAH.-And the honorable
member was outside snoring, and did not
'near anyone. He is always awake when
the Railways Estimates are under consideration. I am always here whatever
Estimates are on, and I cannot be expected to compete with him in snoring.
V\Then the Forests Estimates were under
consideration it was useless to talk. The
Treasurer's Estimates, too, had been disposed of. The Minister of Forests is not
present now. I think I shall move for a
reduction of £100, and I am sure the hOllorable lllember for Benam bra will sympathize with me after the words he
uttered last night. I saw the fire in his
eyes. He cannot get the power that he
wants to get from the Kiewa scheme. We
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have three .men paid pretty well to regulate the prIces of commodities.

An HONOH.ABLE MElVIBER.-W·hat haye
the Government done with the Bill?
Mr. 'H'ANN1\"H.-They got a fright,
and they are not prepared to go on. They
hav:e not the backbone to stand up to
thelr measures. I have a good deal to
say on the question of the forests, and
there is nothing much of more importance. We had a Minister of Forests
three years ago, and I believed that, as
he was Minister of Public Instruction
also, we were going to have intelligent
administration. We never had worse
One of the things he did was illegal, a:-,
the Premier knows, and the Government
might have been mulcted in serious damages i.n connexion with. it. The honorable
member for Allandale has now been taken
into the Government, and he will
strengthen it for the time being. He will
help hi,s colleagues to get over some of the
hurdles. I believe he will see that the
Forests Department does the right thing.
A promise was made to me by the Premier and the previous Minister of
Forests that has not been kept.
-Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I promised
that I would go into the matter with you
and the Premier, but the Premier has
been too busy.
:Mr. HANNAH.-If it is a question of
bargaining to get things from the Government I am not going to do it. The
Government cannot afford to treat us
lightly. If they do, they may :find that
their position is very precarious. As the
result of the want of policy in connexion
with the Forests Department for the last
five years we have lost thousands of
pounds. The Government are making jt
impossible for people to get supplies of
timber. Our timber distributers are not
permitted to charge more than 18s. a hundred, and within the last few months
large orders have gone to New South
Wales. That timber is brin.ging 21s. a
hundred free on the trucks. That is
going on to a large extent. I 'Want to
point out to the new Minjster of Forests,
and to the 00untry, as well as to two or
three honorable members who represent
impo'rtant districts which are ,concerned
in the forests administration, that the
Fo,r~sts Depar~ment is one requiring immedIate attentIOn.
A Forests Commission has ~been appointed, and we are pay-
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ing ~air sums ·of money for its support,.
If members who take an interest in
Its ,prooeedings are to be treated like a
lot of chil,dren, it cannot be expe~ted to
give satisfaction. The ,honora'ble members for Polwarth, East Gippsland and
Korong represent important forest 'areas
~hat ought to be deve10ped, and if that is
done they will give a larger revenue than
has ever 'been obtained from the ,best ha1£dozen gold mines that were ever opened
in the State.
But one cannot get the
Forests Department to do anything. At
the Farmers Oonvention ,held .last July
twelve months, a unanimous resolution
w.~s passed containing recommendations
wlth regard to the administration of the
fore~ts.
That was ,placed before the
Ohall'man 'of the Forests Oom:rnJission
and the Minister by the honoriable member for Waranga and others who were representatives of the whole of the municip~lities.
Although the representations
:vh~ch were made by the deputation were
mdisputable, yet up to this date there has
.not. been a reply from the Commission,
whrch has apparently taken no notice 'of
the requ~sts made. The new Minjster ·of
Forests, who is really the father of the
Rouse, s·hould not permit this kind of
thing to go on, and if he meets the House
next session wi~hout anything having
been done, he WIll not :find it quite so
easy to get the Government (business
through as it has been this ,session. There
arc a large number of membe~s who a-re
genui~ely ,desirous of placing the forests
of t~ls count.ry on a proper .basis, but
that IS not gomg to be done without some
p~.s'~ing ~nless we have a ,sympathetic admllllstratIOn. As 11he honorable member
for Waranga knows, the municipalities
made various recommendations with regard to a re-·afforestationpolicy. There
were ,proposals with regard to planting the
3-chain and 5-chain roads and also the
planting of our waste lands and railway
reserves, yet up to now we have not" had
a word in reply from the Forests Commission.
Unless this Forests Departmen tdevelops along these lines we shall
~ot get all the advantage from it that we
shoulrd.
The Forests Commission have
power to link up their forests with roads
and tramways.
Mr. EVERARD.-They say they have' no
money.
~mt
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Mr. HANNAH.-I believe that what!Bver mQney might be required for that
,purpose could be obtained from the GQvernment.
I do not believe that they
:have ,been refused the money if they have
aB'ked for it. I know what has happened in' connexiQn with the Railways
Commissioners in that respect, and I
agree with the actiQn that the Treasurer
has always t.aken 011. these questions.
Whenever the Railways Commis.sioners
have asked for money in the public interest, I do not think that it has been
denied to them, and I think the position
:bas been the same with the Forests Com,11lissiQn. We hav'e three Forests CommissiQners, and yet we do not see any
great change in the administration, e,xcept
tha t the CQmmission began by taxing the
widow and making charges for her oow
in order to obtain additional revenue.
We had the present Minister of FQrests,
then a private member, the honorable
member for Daylesford, and the hon.orable member for Warrenheip, 'a few
months ago, condemning the Forests
>Commission for their actiQn in this
matter, and the Commission had to'
." climb down."
If Parliament closes
·without proper consideration being given
to the forests question, we shall be
~oing an injustice to the country, and
,,ghall bring about a condition of things
that will be chaotic as far as timber sup-plies are concerned. Our supply Qf timb'er from New Zealand for hut tel' boxes
has been cutoff, and sup.plies of timber
from other countries have also been interfered with.
We have within Qur own
State all the timber that is required. N QW
thb.t w~ have a Forests CommissiQn, why
cannot we get our forests properly developed?
I will ask the Minister Qf
Forests whether he 'pays any respect to
an honora'ble member when he is addressing the House on the administration Qf
his Department.
A.pparently I have
been talking to deaf ears.
I am nQt
speaking ,on this ,subject merely for fun,
and I have no wish to waste the time Qf
the House.
It is time the GQvernment
woke up in connexion with their forests
pdlicy, and I shQuld like the Minister to
show me any statesman-like thing that
bas been dOOle since he has been in control
of the, Department. I know that the Minister of Forests desires as earnestly as I
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do that administration shall be improved.
He has a greater opportunity of making
a name for himself in ,connexion 'With the
forests administration than he has ever·
had in connexion with any other Department. I hope he 'will do it; but up to
the ,present time he has, apparently, not
given much consideratiQn to the matters
1 have been talking about. I would 'ask
him .seriously whether he is going to give
attention to the representations of men
who have taken an interest in this subject, and whether he will try to imprQve
matters when he gets an QPportunity of
looking into the v,arious ramifications Qf
the Department.
The honorable member for Fitzroy has ,been throughout this
country as much as most honorable members.
During the last ten or twelve
years he has been inquiring into matters
in connexion with the construction Qf railways, and he knows that the questiQn Qf
linking up our forests with our railway
lines is a matter that should he attended
to in the best interests of our State.
Mr. J. W. BILLSQN (Fitz1·oy).-That
is a fact.
Mr. HANNAI-I.-That is a questiQn
which concerns 'all interests. The men
who export butter require boxes.
The
men whO' export fruit require fruit cases.
The men who export ra'bbits are al.sQ in
need of timber. It matters not what industry is mentioned, timber plays an important part in its development. ] want
to' say frankly to the farmers' representatives that the Forests Commission can
dO' a. good deal in the interests of the
farmers. We have prQved that we can
get butter 'boxes made from mountain ash
that are just as good as those made from
I went to the
New Zealand wood.
trQuble Qf getting half-a-dozen axe handles
made from what was really waste timber
obtained in the district of the honorable
member for Evelyn. I also had pick
handles and various other articles made
from this timber. I believe that I saved
the Railway Department quite £2,000 in
one year. Instead of importing hickQry
from aJbroa,d, the Railway Department are
now using our Qwn Australia timber fQr
this pUl'pose. That is only Qne instance
in which Qur local timbers can be utilized..
Sometimes it is stated that members Qf
Parliament do not earn their remuneration. In reply to that I 'could sav Tlnvr.
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on two or three classes of articles alone
tha t are used ,by tJhe Railway Departlllent I saved my salary several
times over.
The Treasurer, who .is in
thl' haI~dware line, knows the prices that
have to be 'Paid for these things. Then,
in connexion with housing, we cannot get
local material to the extent that is required. Our railways ought to be linked
up with half-a-dozen areas at least in
order to get tho timber that is required
for railway construction and other purposes without having to pay the high
prices that are 'at present charged ..
I. ~ o'p: the 'Treasurer will realize the posslbIhtIes ·of our forests. Oonsiderable revenue can be de,rived by the State from
tha t source. If the Forests 'Oommission
will lay themselves out to open up the
forests o~ business lines, great things may
be accom pIished. !l know that" some
people think the question of afforestation
is 011e that can safely be left to the
Forests 'Oommission. In some of the
older countries, and in New Zealand wonders have been done in this respect. ' New
Zealand has made excellent use of ,prison
la?our.. We might do the same thing in
VIctorIa. Instead of keeping ,short-sentence prisoners in gaol, where they have
very little to do, they should be given an
opportunity of working in the forest
areas for the benefit of the State. Since
·Mr. Seddon initiated his big scheme of
afforesta tion, short-sen tence prisoners
have been effectively employed.
New
Zealand is in a serious position with regard to its kauri, and is using second and
third class timbers. We are getting into
a .simi.lar position. It would be a good
thmg If the Departments worked more in
unison.
The Railway) Lands, Forests,
iWorks, and Mines Departments should
'Work together in connexion with afforestation. .At present the Lands Department
and the Forests Department look askance
at onc another. One would really .suppose that they had entirely different .aims
and objects to ser:ve. That should not be.
Tf one takes to the Railway Department
a proporsition affecting the Forests De,pa;tment it is turned down with a thud.
,WIth a more sympathetic administration
and proper ,co-ordination between the J)~
partments, very effective work ·could be
accomplished. I hope the Treasurer will
take a note of my remarks. If he will talk
MI'. Hannah.
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with his colleagues on the matter something may come out of it. There ought
to be close sympathy between the Depart-·
ment of Agriculture and the Forests Department. I trust that whatever policy is
evolved, it will be such as to .reflect credit
The
on the country's administrators.
honorable member for Polwarth, in a veryeloquent speech, referred last night to the'
,difficulties the settlers in the Beech:
Forest have to undergo.
Mr. McDoNALD.-cAnd all I .said was.,
tIl1e.
Mr. Hl~NtN:AiH.-I admit the truth or
the honorable member for Polw3irth's
statement. I agree with him to the
Jetter. There are wonderful possibilities.
before the country if we go to work au'
right lines. After the ~ranco-Prussianl
war Napoleon laid down the principle of
paying off the debts that had been incurred. France had to look to her policy
of afforestation to payoff the debts.
It helped to give work to hundreds who,
were out of employment. If it had not
been for the timber on the boulevards they·
would not have had timber to go on with
the great war. The Ohief Secretary has,
seen what has been done in the Ballarat
district, where some of the finest timbers~,
are produced. The climate there is suitable, and the production of timber is
a~out one of the best crops for that di~
trlct. . The Forests Oommissioners have
not shown that ,capacity tllat I expected.
I do not know whether the Treasurer has
given. 3:ny cons~der~tion to the possibilityof utIlIZIng pl'lson labour in this direction. He might give it a trial.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I mentioned that
matter in Oabinet ~ome months .ago. I
read about what they were doing in New
~ealand, and I thought it was an excellent
Idea.
You see that great minds think
alike.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am glad to hear
that .. I se~ that the Treaslll'er is capable
of domg thmgs. Is he goinO' to press the
Oabinet to do it?
b
The SPEAKEH. - The honorable
member's time has expired.
Mr. HANNAH.-In conclusion I hope
that the ,Treasurer will take' to the
qabinet some of the thing!:! I have mentlOned. I hope he will ask the Forests
Oommission to move for the benefit of the·
community.
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~Ir. EVERARD.-I have to congratulate the honorable member for Oollingwood on his very fine, vigorous speech.
He told me that he did not think he would
refer to these subjects, but he changed
his mind. He has given one of those fine
speeches that it has often been our plca,sure to listen to. He has taken .great interest in our forests. He has not confined himself to the forests in his own
electorate, but has visited N uTbethong and
been through Healesville and right on to
the Walhalla Ranges. He has expressed
disappointment that the Forests Oommission have not done the good work that we
anticipated. I was hopeful that the Oommission was going to do great things in
the forest areas. When I look back to
the time they ''iTere appointed I feel keenly
disappointed. In the forest areas extending from Kinglake to Narbethong there
are immense areas of timber absolutely
untouched, and the timber is fit for the
saw. We require railways or some other
means of communication to bring that
timber to the ..sea-board.
The 'Forests
Com'mission are empowered to make light'
railways into these areas, and they should
go to the Treasurer for help so that these
timbers may be placed on the market.
Thero is a demand for it, not only here,
but in South .Australia Hnd the other
States.
I congratulate the honorable
member for Oollingwood on' the fine work
h~ has done in connexion with our timbers. We have seen samples in tht;l House
of the timbers that he has had conv-erted
into axe-handles and pipes. The roads
are so bad in the forests that the
settlers cannot get in and they cannot get out. They have simply to
stay there. I trust that' if the
Forests Commission apply to the Treasurer for money he will give them what
they want in order to develop this big industry. We pass millions in this House
in a few minutes, and ,surely if the Forests
Commission ask for a few thousands to
develop our timber resourceEZ they should
not be refused.
Rave they been to
the Treasurer for assistance ~ .Why do
they not send in their report to the RailThe memways Standing Oommittee?
bers of that Oommittee are now receiving
a little extra money for the good work
they do. They go north, south, east, and
west. They have been into the forests
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and they have done good work.·
They
have furnished splendid reports, and
there is no. doubt that they will keep on
furnishing such reports.
I am looking
forward to these reports, and the people
of the forest areas will say, "Yes, it is
just like the carrot in front of the donkey's nose." I said to them, "Look at
the splendid report you got from the Railways Standing Oommittee " and they were
delighted. The Ohairman of the Oommittee says they are waiting for another
report from the Forests Oommission" and
when they get it. there will be another
report from the Railways 'Standing ComThen they will want a report
mittee.
from the Railways Commissioners, and
when they get that they will feel quite
sati~fied for
another twelve months
until they get a further report.
Then, when Parliallllent meets again, instead of getting the'se reports we shall be
able to get something solid. We shall
then be able to tell these people, who have
a. sword of Damocles hanging over their
heads, that they will have a definite
reply as to whether they will get a railway .or whether they will not get it. That
is what they want .. I should like to Bend
in a, furtheT report myseH to the Forests
Commission, and inform them that while
we are waiting for that rai1way we want
good roads, and that we want them to
get a ce,rtain amount of inGome from these
wQlTks in ille forest, and to have that income expended on roads in those parts, so
that the people who work in the forests
will be aoble to send their timbe[[" to the
city without ha,ving to haul it through
bog-holes and quagmires. I trust that
the Treasurer will keep these matters in
mind. As to the new Minister of Fbrests,
I have to congra tulate him on the
splendid way in which he has managed
things sinoo he has joined the Government. I have never seen anyone so
peaceful as the honor,able gentleman has
been tOMnight. I think he has given
everybody something. Honorable 1IU'6lllbel'S have £200 a yelar €iXtra, and the
Railways Standing Committeel get a oortain amount more. We have just made
6 ;000 temporary railway men permanent
employees. Then, there is a sum,of hal£-amillion devoted tOo e-iving the back pay to
the men in the Railway Department.
All this is verry finC', and, no doubt, from
the ~ther House we shall get,aBill to' give
the members ther.e payment to the extent
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of £200 eaoh. That will satisfy everry- business man of good business standing
body, and then we shall go home wishing who will make it his duty to try to develop
the Fm-ests Commission a Merry Christ- our industries. We have a very impormas and a. Ha ppy New Year. I trust the tant industry to develop. I refer to our
Minisrer of F'orrests will send this COIill- fruit industry, which is one of the most
mission on a· trip through my dis,t;:rict. important industries in the C'ommonWhen they are there they will see the wealth. We growl about what the Fair
finest forests, not only in Australia, but Profits Commission fails to do in the matin the whole world. They will see a· dis- ter of bringing down prices, but I may
trict that is languishing because therrel are
no roads 'O[f' ra.ilways to provide the local tell honorable members that there are men
residents with means of communication now selling their fruit at from Is. to 2s. a
with the metropollis. Therel is another case because the jam manufacturers will
rna tter I should likel to mention. The not operate. Is that fair to the growers?
Treasurerr is going on a, trip to the Old They have to take what they can get.
Country, apparently on his own business. What we want in connexion with our
We have an Agent-Genelral's Office overr fruit industry is an export market. Where
there that re'ally wants to be looked into. is there a better market than the Old
,When one sees our bottled
Countr.v?
That offioo, I helieve, is a disgrace.
Mr. TouTcHER.-No.
and tin~ed fruits 'being sold in Great BriMr. EVERARD.-It is.
tain for about half the price that they
Mr. TouTcHER.-The honorable mem- bring here, it must be admitted that there
ber does not know anything about it.
is " something rotten in the state of DenMr. EVERARD.-Has the honorahle mark." That is a matter that requires
member forr Stawell. been there reCently? looking into. The Agent-General's Office
l\lr. TouTcHER.-I was there two o,r 5lhould be re-organized from the very
three yea,rs ago.
. foundation, and I am glad that the TreaMr. EVERARD.-The honorable mem- surer, who is a plain business man, is
ber should go there now. But, as Chair- going Home and will have an opportunity
man 0'£ the 'Railways Standing Commit- of looking into that Department. I have
tee, he is now so pleased that he has be- no doubt that Sir Peter McBride is a
com~ a; goiod supporter :oJf the:Govemment.
\rery good man-nearly as good a man as
Everything, in his opinion, is going right. the Ohairman of the Rail ways Standing
Last year, howe,ver, there was not a more Oommittee. There is no better man for
disgruntled member in thel House. Nothing then was satisfactory t'o, him. I may entertaining and being entertained, but I
tell that honorahle melrnher tha,t a cer- have had it from business people who
tain gentleman has heem appointed. on the haye b.een to the l~gent..:General's Office
other side who, a few months ago) was recently, within the last three months, that
an ordinary country traverlle.r forr one of the best thing we can do-and it is a very
the firms in Melbourne. Now he, is estab- bad best, indeed-is to get a business· man
lished in the Agent-General's Offioo as one to inquire into the position of things over
of the, heads, and I believe that he is not there. There is another matter I should
satisfied with the" screw" he is receiving, like to mention. In my electorate we
and that, like the Chairman of thel Rail- have very bad roads. A number of roads
ways Standing C'ommittee, he wants to be at present are in a very bad state, bridge8
paid mOTe. When the Treasurer goes to having been washed away by the floods
the Old Country, I should like him to which were recently experiel,lced there.
look into this matteI!", and to inquire whe- I should like to mentiOlIl also. that
the,r we really want an Agent-General's in the> district I represent a very large
Office at, all. I think that we want a
geilleral agent. We have the Austra.Iia area has been taken up by the Melbourne
House in London. I believe that the and Metropolitan Board of 'Vorks. The
Victorian portion, the New South Board have a great deal of timber counW ales po~tion and the ,portions of the try and good land there, and they d.o not
othe'r State1s are no great credit to the pay one penny in Tates. The result is
States that control them. They should tha t the shires there are in an impolook into this matter and see whether verished condition. I should like to know
they would not revise the whole business, what the Treasurer ,is going to do in that
and appoint as general agent a plain case. I would also ask what he is going to
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do in regard to the }""'orests Commission ~
Is he gO'ing to' insist on their making
roads ~
The people of the metrO'pO'lis
are supplied with water from that district, and I think it is well up to them
to provide the people with roads Qir with
the equivalent in cash. I would appeal
to' the Treasurer to look intQi this matter
to see that the men whO' have been the
pioneers of the country in the Kinglake
district and right back t-o N arbethong
and in other parts are not neglected as
they have been in the past.
Mr. CAIN.-I do not wish to continue
this debate at any length, because I realize
that the hour is late and that honorable
members are tired. I want, however" to
bring under the notice of the Treasurer a
matter in connexion with the Public Service. There is a section of the Public
Service to whose po~ition the Government
have been giving consideration for some
considerable time.
I refer to the
deferred payment due for holida.ys
to attendants and nurses in the lunatic asylums. I believe that the matter is
befO're the Committee of the Cabinet. I
would ask that a decision in the matter
should be expedited, and if the Government are going to make the payment, a~
I understand they are, that it should be
I think that
made before Christmas.
that would be an act of justice towards
these public officers. The money has been
owing for four or five years in many
cases. During the war they had to do
extra. work, owing to so many of
the members of the Service having enli~ted and ,gone to the Front. The Government, however, are seized of the facts.
The Chief Secretary knows all the circumstances, and I ask him and the Government to give the matter consideration.
The next question I wish to bring under
the notice of the Ministry is in regard to
anot,her section of the Service. A Classification Board is required for
the
.officer~.
I understand that the Public
Service Commissioner has made a recommendation in reference to the classificationof the officers" and I think this is a
matter that should be finalized as soon as
possible. The present po~ition is causing
a good deal of dissatisfaction. The heads
of the Departments and the greater portion of the Service have had their classification settled, and there is
obligation
on t~e Government to have the matter.
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finalized in relation to the other officers.
We were given to understand when the
Public Service Bill was before the- House
that the Government were unprepared at
that time to concede a Classification Board
or some tribunal to which the officers
might be able to submit claims on the
same lines as the workers outside are able
to do. The Government promised that
they would give these people's request
favorable consideration. NOtw that they
have the report of the Public Service
Commissioner, I hope tha,t they win settle
the matterr with, sa~facti(Y.[l to all concerned in the nea,r future. Another sectic'll are the attenda,nce officers who are
acting as truant inspectors. I do not
think there are a grea1t number or them,
but I understand that they have not
boon paid any increase. I cOould not
allorw this Parliament to' close without referring to the necessity fOIl' the Government proceeding with the cOonstruction
and remodelling of State school buildings throughOout the ,state. There are
many works for which the plans and
specifications are ready, and it is only
necessary to invite tenders. We know
that, the work has been hung up for six
montl1s. It will be impossible for all the
jobs to be done a,t on 00 , beca.use the material is not available. The Govenlment
should lose no time in making a start
with some of the big jobs. After the
many bO'uquets which have been thrown
at the Minister for Pu blie Instruction by
the honorable member forr Evelyn, I trust
that he will see that this work is prooeeded with at the earliest possible moment. At the very best these jobs cannot
be completed until well into the coming
year. The GOovernment has been authorized to borrow £250,000 for school building purposes, so I hope that the Treasurer and the Minister of Public Instruction will put their heads. toge.ther and
get Oon with the wOork as soon as possible,
in order tha~ things will be in a more
sa.tisfactory position with regard to our
school buildings when Parliament reassembles than they are at the' present
t.ime.
Mr. MoPHERSON (Treasurer). - I
should like to inform the honOorable member for 'Williamstown that the Nurses'
Hegistration Bill will be one of the
first measures a:ealt with next sesSIOn.
He will realize that
pressure of business has prevented the
l
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Goverrumeut from bringing it on this Session. In regard to the question of workers'
CCXIIlpemlation, the Government will give
considjerataon tt(} thie: reJpreil:ien ta tl.OIllS
which the honorable member has made.
I will also bring unde,r the notice of Ca binet the q uestiOOl of a Wages Board for the
Public 8ervice. Quite a number of matte,rs have been mentioned by honorahle
membe-rs, and I promise them that I
will ha ve excerpts taken from Hansard
and sent to the 1\1inisters concerned.
Mr. HANNAH.-Can you do anything
hefore you go to England with regard to
the utilization of a certain class of prison
labour (?
'
Mr. McPHERSON.-I will undertake
to meQ.tion it again to, Cabinet, but
whether they can come to a· deqision before I leave I can hardly say.
The motion was ,agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clause l-(Application of moneys).
l\1r. HANNAH.-I wish tOo refer to
the question of nOon-paying railways. It
is a matter which I am very serious
about. The country cannot afford to have
a Railways Standing Committee inquiring
into the wisdom of cOonstructing lines and
drawing fees all the time, Oonly tOo find
subsequently that, under our present system, thOose lines ar'e not 'paying.
Some
satisfactory policy must be adopted with
regard to them. If the Government cannot do it, then, with the hOonc)(rable member for Evelyn, I sa,y that it is about time
the Railways Standing Committee did,
and if the Committee cannot do so, they
should get out, and let others attend to
it.
Mr: TouTcHER.-The Committee call110t
do it without authority from Parliament.
Mr . HANNAH. - They should leave
no stone unturned, and urge, as the honora.ble member fO'r Fitzroy did, that
someth)ng should be dOOle by the Government in this direction.
Mr. TouTcHER.-We are quite prepared
tp accept the re'sponsibility of investigating the position of those railways.
Mr. HANNAH.-I do say that some
policy should be adopted by those in
authority to ascertain how the lines can
he made payahle.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I believe that the
Gov€'rnment are going to give us
authorit,y to inquire.
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Mr. HANNAH.-The time has oome
when that should be done. When the
construction of certain lines has been
reccxm.mended, I ha.ve stood alone in
protesting that there was insufficient
evidence that they would prove payable.
Some of the lineS run through districts
where pr,actically nothing has been done
with. the land,
although witnesses
promIsed the Railways Standing Committee that if the railways were cOonstructed,
the lands would be put to proper use and
the produce would provide freight for the
lines. Last week reference, was mad·a to
the Bairnsdale, to Orbost line. When that
was constructed I knew it would take a
oonsideral:>le time before it could become
payahle. I have always contended that
people in pOOor country and living a long
wa y back should not be penalized in
connexion with railways. ThelTe should
he developmental lines, and there should
be· put in a category lines which cannot
be expected to pay fOor some time. Certainly something should be done in order
to stop the great leakage through railways which have been oonstruoted
proving unprofitable. It is always said
that it is easier to indulge in destructive
criticism than to offer constructive criticism.
I should like to suggest one or
two ways in which considerable revenue
could be derived in connexion with the
metropolitan railways. At the time the
late Mr. MeClelland was a Railways
Commissioner I referred to the matter on
the floor of thel House, and the late honorable member for Rodney, who was sitting on the Treasury bench, agreed that
it was only right that what I suggested
should be done. There is land abutting
on many of our railway stations, such as
t.hat at Victo;ria Park, which is worth
from. £4 tal £5 a foot·. That land was
practically unused for seventeen or
eighteen years, hut now it is being utilized for the purpose of storing timber and
other things. The same, thing used to. obtain at North Fitzroy, where they are
now obtaining a revenue running into
hundreds of pounds. At the Northcote
railway station there are two ,areas with a
frontage to two streets, and the value
of the land is £4 or £5 a foot.
If land. which is worth £100, were
in the hand!'; of private individua.ls they
would not allow it to remain unoc~upied
a8 the Railway Department has done.
This is a source fr0111 whirh the Depart,ment eould get revenue and help to make
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up the losses o.n no.n-paying lines. I ho.pe,
if neither the Government no.r the .commissioners can develop a policy in regard
to this matter, that the House will have
an opportunity of doing so.
Mr. SOLLY.-I have dra,wn the attentiOon Oof the Treasurer to. the number o.f
charitable appeals which have appeared
in the Argu.s, and I sho.uld like to know
if he has anything to. say in rrepJy.
Mr. McPHERSON (Treasurer).-I
had a priv'ate conversation with the hon,ora·ble member, and I thought he w.as
s~tis:fied with what I tOold him. The hQnQrable member WQuld no. ·dQubt be pleased
at knQwing that the financial statements
Qf nearly' all the charitable institutions
throughout the State shQW that there is
a credit balance, with the exceptiQn, perhaps, of the Melbourne HQspital and St.
Vincent',s HQspital. It is gQod to know
they are in such a" satisfactQry PQsition.
If the hOonorable member takes the trQU bIe
to look at the Argus Qf ,about the same
date last year he will find that practically
the same institutions made appeals then.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-They
make these ,appeals to 'CQnserve their
funds, and they are quite right.
Mr. l1:cPHERSON.-They are made
<cvery year to charitatble ,perSQns who. like
to. give a little extra at Ohristmas time.
I infQrmed the honQrable member t,hat if
there are anv institutiQns he knows Qf
that are una b~le to. provide a little! Christmas cheer for their inmates, .and will tell
me about them, or get in tOll'ch with Mr.
Meek, we will do. sQmething. I ,cannQt
make: a public anno.uncement that Christmas gifts will 'be prQvided for all institutiQns, as that would cause a great rush,
but we do nQt want any Qne to go. withQut
n Ii t~le Ohristmas cheer if the Treasury
can help it.
}[r. SOLLY.-It will be im1?ossible for
me to. tell the Treasurer Qf particular institutiQns which are in need of funds to
give a little Ohristmas cheer at the present time. I presume the fOTty-fQur appeds which have boon made thro.ugh the
ArQlls have been brought forward because
t·he·institutiQns are in need of funds. I
do. no.t slWPQse they WQuld appeal if they
llUd'sufficient money at their disposal. I
know there are institutiQns in OarltQn,
and, I preSUtme in Qther industrial suibtdbs, which appeal to. the generQsity Qf
t.he puWic at this time Qf the year. These
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institutions ·cannQt help ifuemselves, and
they are entitled to·a little consideration.
I am nQt putting any blame on the Treasurer, ·beoause I know he heartily sympathizes with the poor, but I ask hini to. see
if SQme ,provisiQn cannQt be made to establish ,Ohristmas trees or some treat in that
way to the institutiQns whiClh receive poor
peQple.
The hQnorahle gentleman can
easily imagine what a jQy it WQuld Ibe to
the little inmates 'Qf tihe Ohl1dren's HQspital if they were provided with Ohristmas trees. Such a thing WQu~d be appreciated, nQt only :by thedhildren, but
by the parents. I do nQt ask the TreaSUTer to. be wasteful, but something might
be dQne in the direction I have indicated.
l\fr. ROGERS.-I w,ant to. draw the
attention of the Treasurer to the delays
which occur in the issue of titles. The
Titles Office must be very shQrthanded.
About twelve months ago I purchased
wbout 100 acres of land at Hurst'bridge,
and the usual documents were forwarded
to. the Titles Office to Isecure the l;lecessary
transfer. It is true that one was returned
fQr a little alteratiQn, ,but I (have .been·
waiting since April to. get that transfer.
There was no difficulty abo.ut the matter
so far as the transaction was concerned,
and I do. nQt think I -shQuld tbe called
upon to wait such a lQng time.
Major BAIRD.-SO mucJh time shQuld
nQt have been occupied.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That Qffice is SU
understaffed that it is impQssible for
them to. overtake the arrears of work.
Mr. ROGERS.-I do not suppose I
am the Qnly one who has experienced this
delay, and it is quite time that some imprQvement was effected.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
kno.w something a'bQut the ,Titles Offiee,
and I am aware Qf the fact that there has
been a cQnsiderable cQngestio.n Qf wQrk.
There is also ,cQnsider3Jble dissatisfaction
amQngst the staff at having to work overtime' fQr less than time and a half rates.
I tho.ught this matter had been settled
satisfactorily, but I learned' a little while
ago. that the officers have to wQrk Qver",:
time for less than what they think they
ought to receive.
Under these circumstances they ,are nQt cQntented, and we
cannQt exv'ect to. get the results which
WQuld fQllQW if the men were fairly
treated. I do. not ask fo.r gC'llero.us
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. tre1atment, but I think they are at least
entitled to be paid time and a half.
Mr. McPHERsoN.-I thought the mattel" had been settled.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-It
should have been settled long ago, but the
regulation which has been issued doe~ not
come up to the promise whioh, I understood, had 'been given. I thin~ the Treasurer understood that time and a half
would be paid for all overtime work. I
am satisfied that a number of the officers
dodge overtime because they do not think
they are .adequately .paid.
The clause was agreed to, as 'were also
clause 2 and the schedules.
. The Bill' was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of J\1r. McPHERSON
(Treasurer), the Bill was read a third
time.

of the writ for the election of a member to fill
such vacancy shall be delayed until the result
of such Commonwea:lth election shall have been
first officially declared by the returning officer.
(2) If the member so resigning his seat and
notifying the President or. the Speaker as
aforesaid(a) fails to secure election for the Pa.rlia·
ment of the Commonwealth; and
(b) is nominated as a candidate for the
vacancy occurring through his own
resignation as aforesaid, .
the returning officer to whom the writ is
directed shall forthwith, without holding a
poll, publicly' declare hIm to be duly. elected,
and the writ shall be so returned notWIthstanding anything to the contrary contained in the
principal Act.

That is to say, a member who wishes to
contest a Federal seat has t9 resign his
State seat twenty-one days prior to the
Federal election. The writ for the State
seat is held up. He stands for election
to the Federal Parliament, and if he fails
he can put in his nomination for the State
seat, and he will be allowed to hold that
BILLS RE.AD A FIRST TIME.
seat. The Premier agreed that legislaThe following Bins were received from tion on these lines would be passed when
the Legislative Council, and read a first the matter was before the Premiers' Oontime:.
f-crence.
COmID.{)Illwealth Powexs (Air N aviMr. LAWSON (Premier).-The Gogation) Bill (Mr. Lawson).
vernm en t will offer no opposition to the
Oonstitution Act Amendment Act
Personally, I
passage of this measure.
1915 Amendment Bill (Mr. Prendo not regard ·this as the best way -of
dergast).
accomplishing the object that the Bill
seeks to achieve. I think both the OomOONSTITUTION
AOT
AMEND- monwealth Parliament and this ParliaMENT AOT 1915 AMENDMENT men t should repeal the disqualifying
BILL (No.2).
legislation which they have passed. That
Mr. P-RENDERGAST moved the is to say, Oommonwealth members should
second reading of this Bill. He said·- he eligible to stand as candidates for this
The object of this Bill is to allow mem- Parliament, and members of this Parlia. bers of the State Parliament to contest ment should be eligible to stand as canseats in the Federal Parliament without didates for the Oommonwealth Parliaforfeiting their State seats. 'This was ment.
iDisqualifying legislation was
agreed to at a Premiers' Oonference. passed by the Oommonwealth Parliament,
Tasmania has already adopted legislation and then reciprocal action was taken by
similar to this Bill, and it has been put the 'States as against Federal members.
in operation there. I t is provided in Until we can get to the happy state of
clause 2affairs I have suggested, this Bill will
(1) Notwiihstanding anything to the. con- preserve the membership of a member of
trary in the principal Act contain.ed, whenever the -State Parliament who may be a canany vacancy occurs in the CouncIl or the Assembly by reason of any member resig~ing his didate for the Federal Parliament, and
During tIie interim the
seat for the purpose of. seeking electIOn for be defeated.
the Parliament of the Commonwealth 0.£ Aus- membership will be suspended, but the
tralia, if such member tenders his resignation Bill accomplishes the object that .could.
within twenty-one days prior to the date of
the issue of the writ for the said election and and ought to be accomplished by a more'
notifies . in writing to the President or the direct method.
The Premiers' OonferSpeaker. his ~nte~tion to seek s~ch ~l.ection ence agreed that the method I have indiand his mtentlon m the event of hIlS fallmg to
secure such election to become again a candi- ca ted was the better way of proceeding,
date for the vacancy aforesaid, then the issue but that, failing that, the various States
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shDuld fDllow the Tasmanian precedent.
This Bin fDllows the Tasmanian precedent, and I think the House may safely
pass it.
Mr. J. tW. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-l
desire to' support the Bill, and I am glad
there is nO' Dpposition to' it. The whDle difficulty arose through our deteTmination
that a member should not sit in both the
State and Federal HDuses. That was our
Dbject. It was never intended that State
members, in Victoria Dr any Dther State,
ShDl1ld have to resign their membership
before they contested seats in the Federal
House. I think the Premier is wrDng
in stating that we follDwed the example
of the Federal Parliament in l'egard to
the disqualifica tion. I think we tODk
actiDn first. I should very much like the
Premier to ann Dunce that next session he
will bring in measure which will accomplish the Dbject he has indicated.
It
shDuld also be prDvided that no person
shall be able to sit in twO' HDUseS.
Mr. L.AWSDN.-I am not sure whether
we Dr the Common weal th were the first
Dffenders.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
idea was to prevent Dne man sitting in
twO' Ohambers, and that could be effected
by a slight amendment, while the disqualificatiDn of a State member standing for
a 'Federal seat could be remDved in the
way indica ted by the Premier. I am
pleased that we are about to' effect the
change which the Bill proposes, because
it may aid member.s if they desire to contest Federal seats.
The bells having been rung, all the
members present ranged themselves Dn the
side Df the "Ayes," and the Speaker declared the mDtiDn fDr the .secDnd reading
Df the Bill to' have been carried by an
absDlute majDrity Df the HDuse.
The Bill was then rea·d a second time,
and afterwards ·passed thrDugh its remaining stages.
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the Commonwe'alth. There was an Air
Convention, which was signed on behalf
of His Majesty thel King in Paris on
13th October, 1919. To give e,fiect toO
matters arising O:lt of that All' Conveution it is necessary tOI refer certain powers
to the Commonwealth which they dO' not
at p:resent possess. Thel Bill deals with
the matter of aerial na.vigatiO'n. Clause 3
is the pertinent clause of the Bill. It is
as follows·:The following matters are hereby referred to
the Parliament of the Commonwe'alth (that is
to ~ay) : (1) Any matt.er necessary or proper for
performmg the obligations of the
Commonwealth towards the other
contracting parties arisina under the
International Convention for the Regulatio~ of Aerial Navigation, signed
at ParIS on the 13th day of October
1919 .(i~cluding every aimex thereto)
or arIsmg under any modification or
amendment of the Convention which
may be made under Article 34
thereof; and
(2) Intercourse by aerial navigation between the State of Victoria and any
other country or any State of the
Commonwealth.

This proposal was also considered by the
Premiru-s' Confelrenoo, and the,re agreed
to, and measures referring powers to the
Commonwealth to deal with this matter
have been passed in all the other States.
I' have tetlegrams from the State Premiers
Dn the subject.
It is very desirable that
there should be uniform air regulations.
The Bill reserves to the States those
powe·rs which they should still retain.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I ha.ve no objection to this Bill, the Q1bject of which is
~e;rely ~()/ reg~late aerial navigation, and
It IS qUIte obvlQtus that tha.t should be in
the_hands of the Commonwealth.
The
subject was discussed at the Conference
of. Premiers. I .mentiDn this, as otherWlse ~em~,ers mIght ~ chary of passing
~he BIll WIthout knowmg anything about
It.
The bells ha.ving been rung, all the
members present ranged themserlves on
the side Df the '~Ayes," and the Speaker
dp.clared ~h€! motIon for the second reading
of the: BIll to have belen carried by an
absolute majority.
The Bill was them re,ad a second time,
an~ .afterwards passed through ite. remaJnmg stages.

COMMONWEALTH POWERS (AIR
NAVIGATION) BILL.
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) mDved the
secDnd read Df this Bill. He s·aid-This is
a Bill which also requires an ,absolute majority of borth HQlUSe8, and I would thank
membe,rs in anticipation Q1f their giving
it as speedy and as safe a passage as the
TRUSTS BILL.
Bill which has just been passed. This is
Mr. LAWSON (Premier) mOlVed the
a measure to cQlnfer certain powers upon secDnd reading Df this Bill. He said-
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This is a small measure which has passecl truste:es would still take the 'responsianother place. It was considered by this bility. They have to take the responsiHouse in the last Parliament, but there bility of delegating the authority to a
was no time to secure its passage, though lesser' numbe'r than those appointed by
the principle of the Bill was generally in- the deed creating the trust, and it candorsed by honorahle membe1rs. The main not be doue, of course, if, in the inst.rument cre·ating the trust, there is an excla use is clause 3, which is as follows:The Bill
(1) Where there are two or more trustees of pressed cOintrary intention.
a Trust and the trustees by writing under their makes for greater despatch of business.
hands authorize a. bankerTrustees may be scatte,red, and it may be
(a) to pay bills of exchange drawn upon
inconvenient
to seud all OIVe'r the country
the banking account of the trustees
by the trustea or trustees named in for their signatures to cheques. The Bill
will facilitate the cOlIlduct of ordinary
that behalf in the authority; or
(b) to recognise as a valid indorsement business without relieving the trustees
upon any bill of exchange payable to from the ordinary responsibility which
the order of the trustees the indorsement ther'eon by the trustee or they ought to ca,rry. I think it may be
trustees named in that 'behalf in the safely accepted by honorable members.
authorityMr. PRENDERGAST.-I dOl not know
the banker acting in pursuance of such an what the Bill expresses, but I dOl think
authority shall not be deemed privy to. a
breach of truf>t on the ground only of notice tha,t if anything is done by trustees for
that the persons giving such authority were the purpooe of injuring an estate, they
trustees, or that the instrument (if any) by should in nOi way be relieved from rewhich the Trust was created did not contain sponsibility.
any express power to give such an authority.
Mr. LAwsoN.-They are not relieved
(2) This Act(a) applies to a. Trust, whether created of any responsihility. If you and I were
before or after the commencement trustees; and I authorized you to operate
of this Act;
on the banking accOIUnt, and you, in
(b) shall not affect any q l1estion of the liability of tl.ny trustee for hrea.ch of breach of trust, did anything, I should
trustil in so authorizing a banker as share with you the responsibility.
a.foresaid; and
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-This does not
(c) save as aforesaid, applies only if and place any responsibility on the banking
as far as a contrary intention is not
expressed in the instrument (if any) institutions ~
by which the Trust, is created, and
Mr. LAwsoN.-Noj and they ought
shall have eft'ect subject to the ter'll1S not to carry it j it is for the convenienc·e
and provisions of that instrument.
of their customers tha t they honour
This is a convenient measure, and will cheques when they have authority from
fs:cilitate the transaction of business. It all the trustees to do so.
does not depart from the principle of the
The motion was agreed to.
responsibility which should attach to
The Bill was read a second time, and
trustees in the execU tion of their passed through its remainIng stages.
trnsts.
These ·circllmstan'ces may arise:
There may be three trustees of an estat.e,
F'ACTORIES AND SHOPS BILL
and a banking accom.n't Oopera,ted by them,
(No.3).
It may be convenient for the trustees to
This
Bin
was
returned by the Legislagive a.uthorrity tOo, say, two trustees to
sign cheques, and this is to Oope1rate the tiveCouncil with a message intimating
acoount. It may 00 inconvenient and that they had agreed to the same with an
make for delay if it is n€loossary to secure amendment.
the signature of ea,ch trustee. If three
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Ministrustees are prepared to delegate the ter of Public InstructiOOl) .-1 mav€authority to sign cheques to two trustees,
That the amendment be agreed with.
their action will be valid, and will not
It
will be remembered that earlier in the
in-volve ~he banker in any liability by
sitting
we passed this Bill, dealing with
reason of breach Q1f trust, or through anything that maybe done wrong by the the ,closing hours of butchers' shops.
trustees so signing. The Bill does not re- Another place has accepted the measure
lieve the trustees from a,ny responsibility with an amendment in ,regard to the
if the 8"ccount is improperly orp€'l'ated closing hour on the ,day immediately preupon, or any breach of trust occurs. The ceding a public holiday. rrhi£ Bill, as we
Mr. Lawson.
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passed it, provided that the shops might
be kept open till 6 o'clock on the day
immediately preceding a public holiday.
;rhe amendment of another place substitutes 8 o'clock.
The amendment was agreed with.
POISONS BILL.
Major BAIRD (Chief Secretary) moved
the second reading of this Bill.
He
said-The principal object of this Bill is
to give effect to the anti-narcotic provisions of the Versailles Peace Treaty,
whereby all the countries signing the
Treaty undertook on behalf of their re:
spective Governments to pass legislation
as early as possible bringing into force
certain agreements embodied in the
Treaty. In pursuance of this provision in
the Treaty, .an Act entitled the Dangerous Drugs Act 1920 has been passed in
England, and it is upon the principles
embodied in this measure that the present
Bill is based. The British Act, in addition to imposing certain restrictions upon
the inland sale. of morphia and cocaine,
also deals with the importation of narcotic
drugs. In Australia, the Commonwealth
Government deals a.lready with the imporrtation of opium and similar drugs under
the Opium Smoking Proclamation. The
various State Governments are being
asked to give effect to the provisions of
the Treaty, so far as the internal sale of
t.he drugs referred to is concerned. It is
interesting to note that the Pharmacy
Board, as far back as 1914, anticipated
several of the provisions em bodied in the
Treaty, particularly as regards the requiring of a doctor's prescription before a
chemist oould supply certain well known
habit-forrming drugs. Regulations to this
effect were made under the principal Act,
and la~r on these were followed by the
E''tates 'of Queensland and Tasmania. The
principal Act, however, did not go as
far as ~a.s. thought to be necessary, and
the pOSSIbIlIty that the regulations may be
upset makes it desirable to declare the
Jaw definitely by Act of Parliament. So
'far as this section of the Bill is concerned,
the main requirement is that opium co'caine, morphine, &c., must not be'supplied except on a. doctor's written order.
The. other provisions, which are incidental to· this central feature, will be explained at a later stage. The second reason for the Bill is to insure greater OQlntrol over the sale of certain poisonous
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substances which may be sold' by any person under the principal Act. A list of
the:oe S..l bstances a pp€ar~ in the fil'st
schedule to the Bill. To e1xplaill this part
of the Bill more fully, it is necessary
to point out that under the principal Act
doctors and chemists are permitted to sell
poisons by virtue of their statutory quali.
fications. Then, in additio.n, there is th~
provision allowing coun.-try storekeepers,
III towns where there IS no chemist, to
obtain certificates as dealers in poisons~
These conditions are not disturbed by the
amending legislation. w:hat is now propos~d is that these poisonous substances,
whIch at present can be sold by any'
ignorant or irresponsible person, shan also
be sold under licence, with this difference-tha t' a licence will be issued to'
any trader who ·is of good character, irrespective of the fact that there is a
chemist in business in his immediate"
vicinity.
By extending the licensing;'
system in this way, the sale of all poisons
will be' pla.ced on a uniform basis_
Greater control will be exercised, and the.
public will benefit thereby without suffering any inconvenience. The principle
embodied in this part of the Bin has been
appr·oved by the Victorian Storrekeepers
Association. It might also be mentioned
that the British Poisons Act .of 1908 instituted a system of licenaing for the sale
of this class of poisonous substances. In
Part III. of the Act some new legislation
is proposed, the gener,al purport of which
is to bring the principal Act m·orre into
line with present-day requirements. The
various clauses will be explained in detail
later on. The Bill, as a whole, impo~ further restrictions UpO:t;l pharmaceutICal chemists; it enables licensees to
sell certain poisonous substances and preparations to be issued; and it renders the
ma~ufacturer o~ a p~is~~ous preparation
subject to certaIn oblIgatIOns from which
at present he escapes. Victorian legislation on this subject has always been well
in. advance of the other States. In Parh
III., clause 14 ip.troduces ,a new principle.
There are some drugs which can hardly
be included in the poisons sched.ule, yet
they are extremely potent and dangerous.
At ~re~ent these ar:e not subject to any
restnctIOns. It mIght be desirable to
regulate the sale of some drugs of this
nature. The clause provides that when
the Commission of Public ltealth is of'
opinion that any particular drug comes.
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under this category, the Governor in
Council may prodallli it tOo be, a potent
drug, and may. thereupon make regulations regarding its sale. It was thought
desirable to place the. power of recommendatiOon in respect tOo drugs brought
under the prOovisions of this clause in the
hands of the Health COommissiOon, so as to
avoid any question of bias which possibly
might arise if the Pharmacy Board were
given the powers instead .. I must, however, say in fairness to the Boa:d, ~at
it has always exercised its functIons Impartially and with discretion.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - What does the
first schedule, mean ~
Major E'AIRD.-The, first schedule contains the list of po,isonous substances that
can be sold by any person who is licensed,
irrespective of whether a chemist is in
business in the vicinitv or not.
Mr. PRENDERGAST'."' - What does the
second schedule mean 1
Major BAIRD.-The second schedule
contains in clause 1 those narcotic and
hypnotic substances agreed upon by the
Inte,rnational Convention and confirmed
by the Versailles Treaty; but in clause 2
oi the' seloond schedule the Pharmacy
Board have recommended certain additio'nal drugs, which, in its opinion, should
be subject to the restrictions imposed by
Part II. of the Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It seems to
me that this Bill should have boon submitted to us before now. I should like
to know in what positiOon the grocers
stand in 1 ega.rd to 's~ning certain forms
of drugs. I understand that the matter
has been the subject of an agreement, and
some of the provisions of this Bill are the
outcome of that agreement.
Major BAIRD.-Yes, they have agreed
to this.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In c~nnexion
with the control of poisons, 'a great deal
of care should be taken to prevent people
from handling poisonOous drugs.
There
are numbers of people who think them~elves equal to a doctor in prescribing for
the ills which humanity is heir 'to. The
third sched'ule relates to a number of new
drugs which are obtained by the trituration
0'£ substances obtained from the human
body or from animals. The utmost care
should be taken to prevent people from
introdueing these substanees into their
own bodies without 'having the necessary
skilled advice. In the case of a g1'eat
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number 0'£ these substances) the ease with
which they can be obtained is the very
reason why we should regulate their use.
There are a nUlllber of widely used drugs
dealt with in the first schedule, such as flypoison papers, sheep dips, poisons used
fOor the purpose Oof phOotography, and othe~
poisonous substances andpreparatiollts. I
think that a number of these should be
retailed only by skilled persons. People
should also be prevented from keeping
poi~on in their own homes. Think of the
accident whioh happened two or thre-e
days ago, when a girl of thirteen drank
SOIDe bottled substance which she thought
was a medical preparation that was good
for a cough. The girl was dead in a few
minutes and the mother, who tasted the
stuff t~ see what it was, was ,nearly
killed al'So.
It seems to me that some
means should be adopted to prevent drugs
of this kind from lying about in private
houses. Frequently they are not put out
of the reach of children, and numbers of
dea ths are the result., The reports that
we see of accidents happening from this
cause lead one to believe that something
should be done, to' prevent articles of this
description from being kept carelessly
about priYate premises. In a great numb8r of cases, drugis are prescribed by
medical men for outward application, and
they are deadly poisons if taken inwardly.
After these drugs have been used, they are
often allowed to remain about, and fatal
accidents are caused by this kind of
neglect. People should be prevailed upon
to destroy the bottles which have conta~ned
these substances after the preparatIOns
have served their purpose. Very serious
acridents have happened in numbers 'of
f9.m i lies through poisonous drwrs of this
kind remaining about the premises after
they have been used for the purpose for
which they were intended. In my own
house I have at, times seen bottles containinl! some poisonolUs drug that has boon
used f~r· external applica.tion, and I have
occasionally hunted through the house in
order to make certain that these things
have be'en destroyed, so as to prevent the
possibility of an accident happening to
children or to others through these articles
~etting into their hands without their
knowinl! really what they are.
I t¥ink
it would be a lSood thing on the part of
the press if they would warn paren ts
always to be careful to destroy these
bottles after the contents have been used.
C
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It would be better if these poisons were
not at the house at all when they were not
required' and if people made a point of
going to ·a chemist to obtain them on any
special occasion Wlhen they were needed.
I recollect on one occasion some years ago
the Bulletin made a special feature of a
very foolish action on the part of a man.
With a lighted candle in his hand ,he
went to look for a burglar in his house
during the night.
This gave the burglar
a very good chance to shoot him.
He
was killed by the burglar, the lighted
candle making a man really a target for
the burglar to fire at.
There is much
the same .,langer through people allowing
these poisonous drugs' to remaina.bout
t.heir houses. The accident which occurred
to the girl a few days ago may be repeated any day in one's own household.
'each an occurrence cQluld easily be. pre- .
vented by destroying the bottles which
have contained the drugs after the contents have served their purpose, or even
by keeping them under lock and key,
although it would be better not to keep
them in the house at all. The best thing
tOo do is ~ 0 destroy the bottle, and not
mereJy pour the contents down the sink
and lea.ve the bottle lying about. Everybody in the community is liable to "uch
an accident as that we saw recorded in
th(' paper the other day. I ha.ve not had
time to go into the principles of the Bill,
·
't"
th e d'Irec1)ut because I b e1Ieve
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·
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1 e
give it my earnest support.
:Mr. OAMERON.-I have been very
much impressed with what the Leader of
the Opposition has said in regard to ~he
danger frOom drugs that are left lymg
about people's houses.
The honorable
member believes that bottles should be
destroyed which have contained POoisonous
medicines, and I desire to support 'him
in that matter. In addition to that, I
think it is desirable that there should be
some knowledge of how to deal with cases
where poisonous drugs have been taken
uC'cidentally. I have had experience ill
the back-blocks with dogs being poisoned
:in this way. I have seen dogs that have
taken poison completely cured by having
~n It put down their throats. I do not say
that the same treatment should be applied
to a human being, but the fact that cures
have been effected in that way might be
borne in mind. In any case, bottles that
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have contained these substanCes should be
buried or destroyed after the contents
have been used. I thouglit it might be
useful if I made known a. simple Nmledy
that I have seen applied. to restore animals
th~t have taken .poison accidentally.
Dr. ARGYLE.-This is obviously a
Bill to protect human life. I should like
to point out that it is possible for any
person, notwithstanding the existing Poisons Act, hI go to a phOotDgraphic supply store or an agricultural supply
store, Dr a horticultural supply store,
and buy sufIicient poison to kill a
dozen people without signing any document at all, or taking any responsibility. The Bill deals with that danger,
and it deals with it in a way which, in
my opinion,. will be effective. I recommend the Blll tOo the· House as a measure
that s~ould be passed in its e~tirety.
There_Is only on.e part. of. the ~Ill that
seems. to be
httle bIt mdefimte, .and
that .IS the third schedule. The articles
mentIoned there have been :~ferred to by
the .Leader of the OppOSItIOn.
They
conSIst l~rgely of animal extracts .. They
ar~ Qobtamed from t:h~ Oo!~a.n~ Qof dIfferent
alll.I?als, and are mJ~cted mto people's
bodIes to produce certaIn effects. They are
e?Ctr,emely dangerous. A very Elmall frac~Ion of an~ one Qo.f these drugs may result
In almost Imme~Iate death. It seems to
me that the! shQould only be. handled .by
properly
chemIsts
d ed'tramed pharmaceutical
.
.
an
m
Ical
men.
WIth
that
exceptIOn,
th B'll
'd .
€I
1
see~s to proVl €I In .every .way for
the protectIOn of the public agamst the
dangers which exist under the present
law.
The motiOon was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time~
and cOlIllmitted.
CIa uses 1 to 25 were agreed to.
Third schedule---

a:

TUIRD SCHEDULE.

Acetanilide.
Adrenals, extracts and preparatwns of
Oil of tansy.
.
Pituitary extract.
Any serum or vaccine for human use
Thyroid gland, preparations of.
.

Mr. PRENDERGABT.-I have noted
what the honorabTe, member fOor TOOorak
said, and I feel sure that some of the
dl'';lgs mentioned in tliis schEdule should
nOot be there. Their use only results in
people putting into their bQodies various
su bstances that they dOl not understand.
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Pe<yle use them: pr-obably, in the expectation of ooing rejuvenated, and it is quite
possible that they maybe killed instead.
Chemists should nQit be allQiwed to aispense these things without a dootor's
orders, as they are SOl highly dangerous.
The physiological effects are not funy
known even by medical men, and CQntradictory articles. about them may also be
seen in the press. These drugs shQuld
nQt be allQwed tQ be SOlId at aU unless Qn
the prescription Qf a medical man. With
a desire tQ promQite and encourage knowledge in the community, we- ought to re~Qgnise that a skilled medical man is the
only persQin who: should handle drugs like
these. We should nQt allQw these drugs
to be in' the hands Qf men whQ will sen
them to make money out Qf them, for
they are bought by people whQ are fQQlish
enough to use anything 'that is advertised
by quacks.
I think that steps ought
to be taken to restrict the sale of these
things, and the necessary steps ought to
be taken now. They should certainly be
issued only on the prescription of a medi~al man.
MajQr BAIRD (Chief Secretary) .-1
understand that the drugs referred to
can only be SOlId on. a doctor's prescription. or by a chemist. There is no danger
in their use by a doctorr; and in regard tQi
their sale by chemistS I might point out
that we have full 'contrQil Olver tlie
chemists. The Board have also power to
make regulations that they can only be
sold on doctors' orders.
The schedule was a.greed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and the report was
adopted.
On the motion of Major BAIRD
(Ohief Secretary), the Bill was read a
third time.

NORTH OARLTON LANDS BILL.
ThiEl Bill was returned from the Legislative Oouncil with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
Mr. OMAN (Minister of Lands).These amendments are simply for the
purpose of inserting "and other municipal purposes" after" market." The words
were accidently omitted in different parts
Qf the Bill.
I moveThat the amendments be agreed with.

The amendmentEl were agreed with.

Fumina Railway.

NOOJEE (MELDRUM'S) TO F'UMINA
RAILWAY.
~1r. BARNES (Minister of Railways).
- I moveThat the construction of a 5-ft. 3-in. gauge
railway from Noojee to Meldrum's, and a. 20ft.
6-in. gauge railwa,y from Meldn~m's to Fumina.
be referred to the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Railways for consideration and
report..

This is what is called a statutory specific
reference, and, .in accordancA with the
Railways Standing Oommittee Act" I
have laid on the table the plans, survey,
book of reference and all the necessary
papers and documents in connexion with
this particular line. The Committee reported ~ome time ago on the general reference. The notes supplied by the Ohief
Engineer for Railway Oonstruction are
as fbHows:The proposed railway commences at the terminus of the existing railway from Neerim
South to Noojee (Toorongo River) and extends
for a distance of 1 mile 30 chains to an
area of comparatively level country, suit(~ble
for a station, where timber and other goods
may be t.ransferred from 2-ft_ 6-in. gauge
trucks to 5-ft. 3-in. gauge trucks and viceversa, the locality being known as Meldrum'S
selection.
The construction of this portion of the line
includes strengthening, regrading, and improving an existing goods siding from Noojee station for a length of about 66 chains, and new
construction for about 44 chains, crossing the
Latrobe River with a bridge estimated to cost
£1,400, and :with equipment and accommodation at Meldrum's for goods traffic only, and
suitable for transfer purposes. The estimated
cost of this length is £9,500.
From Meldrum's the line proposed is to be
of 2-ft. 6-in. gauge, with a length of 18 miles
57 chains, passing through the parish of
Fumina, past t~e heads of Hawthorn Creek,
and into the valley of the Icy Creek, followIng
up that valley to a proposed sawmill site for
thfl War Service Homes Commission.
rrhe gradients of this line are to be 1 in 30
against "down" traffic and 1 in 37! against
" up" traffic-the gradient against " up "
traffic being near the middle of the length of
the line, where it climbs from the valley of Icy
Creek to the head of Hawthorn Creek.
The whole length of this line is through
rough forest country.
It is Rroposed to construct this line suitably
for the transport of forest products and other
goods without accommodation for passengers.
Two intermediate stations are provided for
the purpose of passing trains.
It is proposed that the line will be constructed subject to the War Service Homes
Commission entering into an agreement to
place on the railway at least 40,000 tons of
timber for transport over it in each year for
a period of ten years, ?r to make good by
money payment any defiCIency of revenue aris-
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ing from· the shortage of that amount of
freight.
It is also proposed that the charge for
freight shall -be Five shillings and twopence
(5s. 2d.) per ton.
The cost of transferring timber and goods
between 2-ft. 6-in .. gauge trucks and 5-ft. 3-in.
gauge trucks to be paid by the users of the
line.
A super-charge of 4d. per ton on all timber
and goods is also proposed, which is to be
paid into a sinking fund towards part redemption 0.£ capital cost, and any profits resulting
from the railway are also to go to that sinking
fund.
.
There is a prospect of considerable traffic
from private sawmills in addition tQ that
which is to be guaranteed by the War Service
Homes Commission.
'l'he estimated cost of the 2-ft. 6-in. gaugp.
line, allowing for pqssible increases in cost of
materials before construction is complete, is
£126,660, to which has to be added the sum
of £25,000 for rolling-stock. A 5-ft. 3-in. gauge
line would be exceedingly costly.
If the standard wage rate is increased beyond 12s. per day prior to the commencement
of construction, an increase of 7 per cent. for
every additional Is. per day will require to be
added to the total estimated cost.
The estimated royalty fees payable to the
Victorian Forests Commission on timber to be
brought out of the forest by the proposed line
are from £90,000 to £112,500 for the period of
ten years from opening.·
Additional royalties may be obtained from
other mills, and also after the period of ten
years has elapsed.
It is expected that the mills of the War Ser\'ice Homes Commission alone will-give employment to 400 or 500 men, and that a further
. numoer will b.e. employed by private mills.
The proposed line is in accordance with
the recommendations made, on the reference
of the general question, by the Railways Standing Committee.

The motion was agreed to.
THORPDALE, GEACHVILLE.
ALLAMBEE, AND MIRBOO NORTH
DISTRIOTS OONNECTING
RAILWAY.
Mr. BARNE'S (Minister of Railways).
- I moveThat the question of connecting the districts
of Thorpdale, Geachville, Allambee, and Mir-.
boo North with the existing railway system be
referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways for inquiry and report.

This is a general reference for the Oommittee to deal with. In the notes furnished by the Chief Engineer for Railway
Oonstruction it is stated that the country
to be served lies to the south-east of the
Strezlecki Range, South Gippsland,
along the summit oJ which runs
lfcDonald track.
Railway communication has been asked for to give the settlers
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better facilities for getting their produce
to the Melbourne market.
The motion was agreed to.
BUMBANG DISTRIOT C'ONNEOITNG
RAILWAY.
~Ir. BARNE'S (Minister of Railways).
- I moveThat the question of connecting the district
of Bumbang with the existing railway system
by means of a 5-ft. 3'-in. gauge railway be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways for inquiry and report.

The motion was agreed to.
MALLEE RAIL,WA Y CONNEXIONS.
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways).
- I moveThat the question of connecting the districts.
lying between the Ouyen to Mildura. railwa.y
and the South Austra,lian border with the existing railway system by means of a 5-ft. 3-in.
gauge railway be referred to the Parliamentary·
Standing Committee on Railwn,ys for inquiry
and report.

The motion was agreed to.
NARRUNG DISTRICT CONNECTING
RAILWAY.
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Rail ways).
- I moveThat the question of connecting the district
of Xarrullg with the existing railway system by
means of a 5-ft. 3-in. gauge railway be re-·
ferred to the Parliamep.tary Standing Committee on Railways for inquiry and report.

These lines have been proposed on account of the fact that they are connected
with the settlement of returned soldiers
Some time ago we built
on the land.
lines from Manangatang to Bryden's
Tank and from Piangil to what was then·
known as Pine Tank. Since the opening
of those lines a considerable amount of
soldier .settlement has taken place. It is
the desire of the Lands Department and
the Closer Settlement Board that the lines .
should be further extended so that they
may be able to settle lands still further
north.
All these are railway proposals
that are inseparably associated with the
work of soldier settlement, and are absolutely necessary for the carrying out of
that work. The Government are anxious
that the Railwayg Standing Oommittee·
shall regard these Pl'oposals as of an urgent character and give preference to the·
consideration of the lines.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.--The request
to have these lines regarded as urgent
seems absurd, because the reports cannot be dealt with until the House reassembles.
.
Mr. BARNES (Minister of Railways).
- There were two lines which were referred to the Railways Standing C'ommittee last session, and the honorable member
supported the express nesire of the Premier thti t they should be regarded as urgent. The lines have been opened long
agOi. The Railways Standing Committee, at
the request of the House, made tHem
urgent ma,tters and repOirted on them.
The railways were taken in hand, and
they are nOlw OpeD. and ready to! take
away this year's harvest,
Those railways we,re given pre1cedenoo to OIther lines
on account olf the fact that they were
bound up with sOildier settlement in tha,t
district. These proposals are merely to
extend the lines shOirt distances.
The motion was agreed to.
l

NOOJEE (MELDRUM'S) TO FUMINA
RAILWtAy.
Mr. TOUTOHER (,chairman) brought
up the report of the Railways Standing
Commi ttee on the construction of a
5-ft. 3-in. gauge rajlway from N oojee to
MeJdru:m's, and a 2-ft. 6-in. gaugel railway from Meldrum's to F'umina; together
with book of referenoo and plan.
BAIH PROFITIS OOMMISSION.
::Mr. PRENlDERlG.A!ST.-I want to ask
the Premier if he intends to proceed with
the Necessary Oommodities Control Bill.
If it is nOit proceeded with we will joo'pardize the position in regard to a number
of articles which are now on sale in the
oommunity. If this Oommission ceases
to operate it will mean an immeaiate rise
in the price of bread, flour, c,ondensed and
fresh milk, and a number of other
articles. I have OIn a number OIf occasions
sp.ok~n about the infrbility of this OommlSSl'On to compass what was desired but
its impotency was due to the fact that the
Government declined to give it the necessary powers to carryon its work. The
influence which will cause the destruction
of this Oommissioncomes from the importing interests of Melhourne, from
those l111SCrupulous individuals who have
been subject to examination by the Oom-
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mission, and who have been proved on
two ,or three occasions to be without character of any kind. N ow they will 'be able
to do as they like, and the community will
suffer.
In the Bill which the Premier
introduced a few days ago ,one or two new
'principles were included. It was pro.posed to deal with the question of rents.
Many attempts have been made to secure
legisl~tion to provide for fair rent§ being
charged. We know that landlords, as a
class, have no bowels of compassion. I
know of some who have never put up their
rents at all, but there are some unscnlpulous men who have not failed to attempt to extort high rents even from
soldiers. Oases have been reported in the
press. As the Premier started out to deal
with this matter he should not have abandoned it in the way he has done. If the
personnel of the Oommission did not suit
him he could have changed it. So far as
I can judge the work of the Chairman of
the Oommission, I think he has performed
useful service in the regulation of prices.
I am not saying anything about the other
two members. I have never known them,
and it migp.t have been just as well to
have had only one member. We would
have saved a good deal of money. If the
Commission has been ineffective, it is because the Government would not give it
the neoessaJ"Y power. Still, the Government should not have abandoned it, practically at the commencement of the effort
to :fix price:::;. T1he Government have abandoned the Bill because a few people have
protested against the continuance of the
Oommission. Those who object to this
Oommission are vitally interested in being
able to demand high prices from the community. They do not want any regulation to be put upon them in regard to
prices. Instead of abandoning the Oommission, the Government should have
given it more 'power_The Government
are not worth the slightest consideration
as the result of their action in this matter,
and I am ashamed of them. The Government have taken this step because of the
clamour of a few individuals in the community whose character has been disclosed by the investigations made by the
Commission. The Government have not
dealt fairly with the interests of those
who want fair prices.
Mr. LAlWISON (Premier).-.:The Government have not listened to any
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chlmour, as alleged by the Leader of the
Opposition. The Government have had
to bow to the inevitable. The Bill was
brought forward in all sincerity, but it
was found practically impossible to get it
through Parliament. It is hardly likely
that we would have succeeded in getting
the measure passed through this Ohamber.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-There is a majority in favour of it in this House.
:Mr. L.A:WiSON.-There was no chance
of' the Bill passing through this Parliament. I am glad to hear from the hOllorable member, for the first time, a recognition of the good work which has been
done by the Commission.
,Mr. PRENDERGAsT.--ISome of tne work
has been as good as could be expected, and
if the Oommission had been given the
powers it wanted the work would have
been very much better.
~1r. LAWSON. The 'Government
hav,e no reason to find fault with the person'nel of the Commission.
The three
mem;})er,s have abundantly justified the
Governmen t"schoice. ;The ,Commission
will cease to 'exist at the end of this
month, and the power to control ,prices
which its existence gave uhe community
wi,ll disa'ppear. The object of the Commission has always 'been to deal reasonably and fairly Wlith the consuming publie. As it will gOi Qut of existence SOl SOlon,
we place upon the traders of this community the obligation O'f seein~ that.
prices are fair, and that trade IS COllducted with equal fairness. I regret that
it was not possible to pass this Bill, but
in view of l1he expression of opinion of
honoralble members, the Government felt·
that it had to bow to the inevitable, and
allow the Act to lapse.
Mr. CAIN.-While I was never very
enthusiastic about the Bill, I am rather
SU1'prised that the Government have
allowed the Oommission to cease work. I'
have ,stated on a number of occa,sions in
this House that Parliament, rightly or
wrongly, is influenced to soome' extent by
certain outside organizations. That has
also boon stated on the public platform and
in the press. It has been asserted that the
men whO! sit on the Opposition side Qf the
House are nominees of ,certain institutions. That is perfectly true. :w-e a're
the repre!sentatives of organizations of
people who have come togeth~r for certain o'bjects. We have never at any time
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denied that. On the contrary, we have
frequently admitted it to ibe the fact.
The organizations we represent are those
which have ,been formed in the interests
of the wOTking people exclusively. Members sitting on the Ministerial side of the
House claim that they come into Parliament free and unfettered, but what do WP.
find? We find that the Taxpayers AssoociatiQn and the employers, who from
one end of the contment to the' other
during t.he war a,nd since have been
amassing immense fortunes, are those
who are able to exercise influence on the
Government of this country.
I understand that the members of the Farmers
Union are considering the question of
sitting on the Opposition side of the
House. It is not easy to understand why
the members of that unioon should not
support the continuation of the Commission, which has never interfered with
primary products.
It has dealt exclusively with manufactured articles. Why
should they object to the Oommission
even with all its shortcomings ~
:Mr. DUNsTAN.-Did you ever speak in
favour of the Oommission before?
Mr. GAIN.-That does not matter. I
have never heard the honora'ble member
speak in favour of or against anything.
If he did it would not matter very much.
He has not been here long ,enough to'
know what I have said. I do llOt speak
unless I have something to say, and I
intend to speak about this matter if for
no other purpose than that I represent
the workers. In view of the fact that
the wealthy people of this community and
the trading classes have spoken against
the continuation of this Commission, it
would not be doing any harm from the
people's po'int of view tQ keep it alive. I
have never known the Taxpayers .A. ssociation, nor the people in Flinders-lane, nor
those who have a monopoly of goods, to
do anything except to exploit the coommunity to their utmost capacity. That is
quite sufficient to induce me to speak on
this matter, and that is another reason,
too, why we should -continue this Commission, 'because it may in some way interfere with ,their powers of exploitation.
It has in some way been the means of
preventing certain men from continuing
Qn lines on which they desired to continue, and while, this may not ha,ve been
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of much use to! the pe'Oi>le frDm the point
of vielW of saving them much money, the
CommissiDn has at least been the means
of showing up sOime firms in a way that
they did not like,. It seems tOl me th~t
the grea't fea,~ of ~he Government In
conne,xion WIth thIS matte~ was on
account of the Dther HOluse.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-It is not fair to
challenge the other'House when they have
not had an opportunity of dealing with
the Bill.
Mr. OAIIN.~That is quite true. But
the Government were evidently pretty certain that if the great force behind. the
throne could not influence a suffiCIent
number of members of this House against
the Bill it could be reasonably sure of
being su~ce~sful with its old " b~O!dleier "
friends across the road. The FaIr Profits
Commission is to go by the board. I
have very little more to say about the
matter. The numbers are up. I feel that
we should not allow this occasion to pass
without expressing· our ~isgust .at the
action of the Government In.droppmg the
Bill. The Government should have put
the Bill through this House, and run the
risk of losing it in another place. They
should have thrust the responsibility upon
that H~)ulSe, over which they cannot ~laim
to have full control.
I feel that that
would have been a more honorable way
~ut f.OiT the Government, and it would at
least have ena!bled them to have saved
their faces before the public. I enter my
prot{:st against the dropping of the Bill,
not so much on account of the valuable
work the Fair Profits Oommission has
dODe but because of the hostile attitude
that'some people outside have taken up
towards the Commission.
Mr. M:URPHY.-Some time ago the
Opposition a~ked the Govern~en.t to appoint the Fall' Profits :OommlsslOn, and
·when the Oommission was appointed we
·had very high hopes that it would accomplish the object for which it was brought
into being. That was to put down pro:6.teering as far as possible.
We have
b€en disa ppoin ted a good deal in that regard. Profiteering was not put down to
the extent that we anticipated, and undoubtedly the Oommission was blamed
time after time for not putting it down.
There is not the slightest doubt that the
'Chairman OIf the CommissiDn has done
very good work. I believe he has tried
to do what. he possibly could within his
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limitations. Last June thel Commission
presented a report,· and asked t~~e Government to act in accordance with that report, but its request was notca~ried out.
If it had been carried out I beheve that
many of the things tha,t have OCCUlTed
since then would not have occurred. I
welcomed the Bill when it was introduced
yesterday, if for no other reason than that
it made provision for the fixing of rents.
If the Ohairman of the Oommis.sion had
been appointed as a Court to :fix rents for
tho next twelve months, he -could have
been constantly employed at good work.
Only this week a womall came to me and
told me that she, her hush and, and their
five children are sleeping, eating, and
drinking in the one room in South Melbourne, and the rent of the room is 15s.
per week. That case is typical of what
is going On throughout the whole of the
metropolitan area. A little while ago I
went rather exhaustiyely into thequestion of the increases of rent since 1914,
and I may say that the more you analyze
the position the more you see how awfully
the people have been exploited. In Port
Melbourne, where only one house has been
built since 1914, the extra rents, according to' the valuatiDns, came to £7,000.
Port Melbourne has a population of only
14,000. In South Melbourne, where but
few new houses have been built, I found
that the extra rents earne to nearly
£60,000.
It is the same throughout
the nne1tropolitan area. \Vhen I found
yesterday tha,t the Government had
hrought in a Bill. giving: the Commission poweT to fix faIr rents, I
welcomed the measure Oln account of
that prDvision being in it, beeapse it
would have given aggrieved persons an oppDrtunity tD get redress for thei:: grievances. I must say that I am grIevously
disappointed at the fact that this avenue
of redress fOIl' poor people, WhD we know
are rOlhbed at 'the' Frese,nt time, will not
be open fO'r them. The Premie,r said that
the Hous~ was against him in connexion
with the measure. I think he hardly
gave hin1.Slelf am DppoiTtunity (O'f as?ertaining whether the House was agamst
him or not. I heard a few speeches from.
mambe,rs on his own side who. were not in
any way friendly to. the Bill, but I believe that in the Ministerial cQll'ner there
are men whO! were sympathe,tically disposed tOlwards it. I alsOl believe that some
members of the Ministerial party would
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have voted for' the Bill. Why did the
Premier take it fOT granted that. the
HQuse would nQt pass the Bill ~ A solid
,body of twenty members on the Oppo3ition
side of the Housel and some of the members of the Flarmers U niQn, would have
voted fQr the Bill, and SOl WQuld
Ministers, and SQme Qf those .sitting behind the Government. That would have
given a majority for the Bill. The poor
people are IOQking to the Premier to dOl
sQmething for them, and I should like
to knQw why he did not give them an opportunity of getting their wrongs re,dressed, even if only in cornnexiQn with
rents. We have been disapPQinted in
connexion with the Fair PrQfits Commission, but if t1le CommissIon's work fQr
the next twelve mQnths had been confined tv dealing with rents, it would have
had pleuty of wQrl<: to keep it CQnstantly employed. I do not know whether
it is too late to appeal to the Premier.
I wish 'he would bring the Bill before
the HOllse, and at least give people an o,pportunity of getting some of the wr.ongs
l'edressed from whir.h they have ·been
grievously suffering for the last five
'years. The Oommission did not accomplish everything' we expected; but the
fact that the Oommission was in existence at -least had the effect of making
men who were anxious to ,put up prices
l{eep prices down to a fair extent. I am
grievously disappointed that the Oommissiol] is not to be continued in existence,
if only for the purpose of fixing fair
l·ents.
Mr. JEWELL.-I, too, am very sorry
that the Necessary Oommodities Oontrol
Bill has been withdrawn. I 'believe that,
if the Oommission had Ibeen continued,
and had ,been given proper powers, it
might have done some good work in Testricting profiteering. 11here is no doubt
that rents have ,been ,put up, enormously.
A gentleman. came to the House
tQ-night to soo the hQnQrable member for Prahran.
He brQught a
notice from his agent to the effect
that his rent WQuid be increased
from 25s. to 30s. per week. The house
is a four-roomed cotta:ge ona ,piece of
land 20 feet by 70 feet. This man re·ceives £4 a week, and ite l1as a wife and
four children to keep. He' ha& to pay 30s.
a week in rent. If the Commission had
been given sufficient ,power, it might have
heen ruble to deal with cases of that sort.
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It is absolute robbery fOil' men to charge
such high rents for sman cottages. I am
.told that the house I 'have referred to
was last 'sold for £500; and, therefore, a
Tent 'of 30s. a week is absurd. People
who charge such high rents for small
cottages to men earning small wages, a.nd
with families to sup'port, are robbing the
children, and men who would rob Ichildren
are not worthy of consideration. When
a man acts in that way to the children Qf
this ,country, he is not fit to be Qn this
earth. I am sorry the Bill is nQt to be
proceeded with, because it 'would have
enabled the Oommission to take action
against men who desire to profiteer
against the .poor people., not only
in oonnexion with house rents, bU,t
in C'onnexion with commodities also.
The robbery tha t has been going
on in t'he clothing. line is astounding.
J am told that the IpTices c'harged by
Flinders-Jlune for clothing are ,beyond aU
reason.
If power were given to t.he
Commission to proseoute, profiteering,
possiWy, would not continue. I am sorry
that the Commission have not been given
power to prosecute the, offenders. I have
received a letter stating that a man living
in Osborne-street, South Yarra, has just
bep,n given notice that his rent will be
rai.sed next week from 25s. to 30s.
I
think it is time that something was done
to protect the people against rapacious
landlords.
,EXPENSES OF MEMBERS OF' THE
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I asked the
Premier earlier in the evening if he
would make a statement with respect to
the 1'00001 ution pas€ed in another place,
in whi'ch a claim is made by a majority
of that House fOT a reimbursement Qf expenses to the amount of at lp,ast £200 a
year. I am astonished that the members
of another place fixed the amount so low.
Personally, I beEeve that it should be
considerrubly higher. The work done by
members of another place is very Qnerous,
I 'would ask the Premier what his intentions are.
I have no hesitation in
saying that if he is willing to introduce
a measure to give effec.t to that resolutiOlll, the Opposition are prepared to
~ome back to-morrow, Qr on Tuesday, to
assist in the passage of lit,
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Mr. LAWSON (Premier) .-In accord- "refer to that again. There was a matteF
ance with the promise which I made to which I have promised the Returned
the Leader of the Opposition earlier this Soldiers' and the ]"athers' Associations
There has been
day, I conferred with my ,colleagues in I would consider.
Ca.binet rega'rding the matter. The '?on- no opportunity to consider or to "deal
dusion we forn.ed was tl1at the Govern- with It.
I refer to a question affectment, without a sanction from the elec- ing the principle of preference to
tors, would not be justified in bcinging in soldiers-a principle to which the Gosuch a Bill. We think that the proper vernment stands. It has been urged
that that principle is Ibeing violently
~onstitutiona.l position is for the members oJ another place to put the matter broken in ·certain quarters, and that pribe-fore, their electors a.nd get their indorse,- vate employers are not p,xtending to
ment. The same object~on that I urged soldiers the preference that is t'heir due.
to the introduction of a measure increas- I am not in a position to say whether
ing the emoluments of members of this that is true ,01' not. It 'has been submitted
Hou·'le before the matter had been sub- to me as an allegation, whioh I propose to
mitted to the people, appLies with equal investigate and to ask my oolleagues in
f.orce to the question of the payment of Oabinet to consider. There has been no
members of another place.
opportunity to deal with that matter this
session. I do not want to dis('uss politics
CI.JOSE OF TBE SESSION.
any further. May I say this: During
Mr. LAWSON (Premiell').-I movet.he ,course of .parliamentary debate someThat the House, at its rising, adjourn times hard things are said. There are, at
until Tuesday, January 11.
times, bitter exchanges; but I hope that
in
the goodwill which should characterize
In ~oing so, I wish to acknowledge
most gratefully, on 'behalf of the Govern- the Christmas season any unkind things
ment, the cordial assistance and~o-opera that may have .been said :by any of us
tion of honorable members in passing the in the heat of debate will be forgotten.
various Bills which 'have Ibeen submitted I hope that the sriarit of camaraderie
to the House. We ,have had a .short ses- which should exist between members of all
sion, ,but much has happened during it. parties will not he disturbed in .any way
We have had the Address-in-Reply, a no- by anything that has happened during
confidence motion, l1he Budget debate, the present session; that political differand, in addition, we have passed no f.ewer ences ·can exist without any interference
than thirty-five BiUs. That is almost a with personal goodwill or friendshi.p. I
reeO'rd, I think, for the time that Par- know that that is the spirit which hasliament has been sitting, and i,s a great animated this Parliament in the past,
tfiibute to the help and the kindly spirit and I hope it will long .continue. I deof honorahle members in discussing Bills. sire, Mr. Speaker, to ex,press to you the
It shows that there has been no obstruc- obligations of the 'Government and the
tion by any sflction of t,he House, but House for the able and impartial way
that, on the contrary, there" has Ibeen a in which you have presided over 'our dedflsire on the part of all honorable mem- liberations. I wish, ,alIso, to acknowledge
ber's to· secure the early passage of those the albility and kindness of the Chairman
measures which were urgent and needed of Committees. I regret. that he is inin the public interest. I regret that some disposed. I hope that he will soon be
Bills I should have liked to see carried himself again. To the Olerks of the
have not been passed into law. I refer House, Hansard, and all those who minparticularily to the Bin to amend the ister to our ·comfort, and who have
University Act. However, I hOipe we helped us in the discharge of our duties,
shall have an opportunity of submitting I desjre to tender the acknowledgment
that measure early next session. There and the thanks of the Government and
are other measures which have neces- of hO!llora ble members. I would conclude by
sauiIy 'haq to ·be held over. I have also expressing the hope that YOoU, sir, will hav€)
expressed my opinion in regard to an- a very happy Christmas season, and that
other Bill which has been the subject of all honorable membe,rs will have, not only
discussion this evening. I do not need to
happy Ohristmas, but a bTight and
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prosperous New Year, and that we may
find that feeling of goodwill which exists
between 'honorable members extending
throughout all sections of the community;
that, with the advent of the Ohristmas
season and all that it means in goodwill
to mankind, there may disappear from
our midst any rancour or ,bitterness; and
that, in spite of our diffeTences in political conviction, we may all be desirous
of doing what we can in our own way
to advance the interests of this State, and
to promote the progress and welfare o~
the- -Commonwealth. Weare proud to
belong to the great British Empire, ·with
its magnificent and noble traditions. I
hope that the aons of the Empire in this
sunny land of Australia may prove themselves true to that spirit and thos.e traditions which have made the name of the
British people honoured throughout the
w'hole world.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Opposition, being in a minority, cannot but have
a feeling of disappointment that we have
not succeeded in enforcing our views in
regard to certain legislation which we desired to see placed on the statute-book.
However, we have Ihad our chance., The
minority is sometimes .blamed for not accomplishing what the majority' even fTeqllently fails toa:ccomplish. Whatever
the tribulations of a memlber of Parliament may be, however, we cannot but,
throug.h our intercourse, come to 'have a
friendly spirit toward one another-and
this is true even of members who differ
violently in their political convictions.
I feel that the friendship that comes with
the holidays will spur us on to fresh endeavours next session in the direction of
the legislation we want. Apart from our
political intercourse, we have official intercourse with yourself" Mr. Speaker, the
Ohairman of Oommittees. the officers,
1I ansard, and the various attendants, a.nd
I can say .that our party are unanimous
in the opinion that that intercourse has
been entirely satisfactory.
You, Mr.
Speaker, and the Ohairman of Oommittees have shown your impartiality by
compelling us to abide by the rules whenever we were inclined to go in the opposite
As to the Hansard staff, I
direction.
think they know u~ better than anyone
else does. IThere ~s an old saying that a
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man is never known thoroughly to any
one except his own valet, and I think I
may say that a member of Parliament is
not known thoroughly to anyone except
the H ansa'J'd staff. \Ve have had our trials
as well as they have had their troubles.
When a member is struggling with Bills
coming in as they have been the last day
or two, at t.he rat.e of twenty olr thirty a.
day, he has his trials. It would not do
for you, Mr. S,pe1aker, to' hear some of the
expressions that we, in moments of exasperation, have been guilty Q1f.
I am:
afraid they would not be regarded
as parliamentary.
The courte~'y of the
officers and the attendants to members has
been very marked in this House" and I
personally tender them my sincere
thanks, and I t.hink I may lllclude the
thanks of all the members on this (the
Opposition) side of the House.
I hope
that every member will have a good holiday, and will conserve his strength as
much as possible, because our party are
going to make things very warm next
session.
The SPEAKER.-I thank the Premier and the Leader of the Opposition for
their expressions of good-will towards me.
I have also to thank the clerks, on whom
a good deal of work has fallen during this
short session. It is really wonderful how
they have got throu.gh it. We have really
an exceptionally good record for such a
short session. We have passed a number
o·f most valuable measures, and in a
Many of
thoroughly business-like way.
these measures will be found to be of the
greatest importance to the community.
It has been remarkable, too, wha.t an
amount of .good-will has prevailed on both
sides of the House. May it always continue .so. I hope, with the Premier, that
the good-will that has existed between the
two sides of the House will extend
throughout the community. If it does~ it
will be a great benefit to us all.
I WIS?
the Premier" the Leader of the OPPOSItion , and all honorable m'embers a very
pleasant Christmas season, as well as a
ha.ppy and ,prosperous N e~r Year.
-The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at a quarter pa.st
four o'clock a.m., until Tuesda,y, January
11.
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Despatch .of-Statement by Mr.
Robmson '7'e meet~ng to pass Supply Bill,
BELL, Hon. ALEXANDER (Wellington Prov.)
13; by Mr. Robmson re Bills expected
fro~ Assembly, 83, 331; motion by Mr.
Appropriation Bill, 873.
Robmson to meet on Fridays, 745; de·
Ballarat Asylum, 685.
bated by Mr. Jones, 745; motion agreed
Elect~icity Supply Loan Bill, 747.
to, 746.
Housmg and Reclamation Bill, 666.
Parks and Gardens, 873.
Chairman of Commit.tees-Motion by Mr.
Poisons Bill, 678, 679.
Robinson that the Hon. J. D. Brown be
Reimbursement of Members' Expenses 845.
Chairman of CQmmittees, 2; agreed to, 3;
Surplus Revenue Bill, 685.
'
stateml'lnt by Mr. Brown, 3.
BECKETT,

Bills Requiring an Absolute Majority-Statement by Mr. Brown, 744; by the Presi·
dent, 744, 745, 838; by Mr. F"rank Clarke,
744; by Mr. Robinson, 745, 838, 850.

CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEE'S (The Hon. J. D.
Brown)-Rulings and Statements ofAmendment increasing burden on
the
people, 690.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

CHAIRMAN OF COMMITl'EES (The Hon. J. D.
Brown)-continued.
Discussing proposed amendments in clause
not under consideration,. 824.
Limitation on discussion in Committee, 762,
763.
Limitation on discussing items of Supply
Bill, 687.
Making second-reading speech on first
clause of Bill, 750.
State Electricity Commission Bill, 859.
(See also B1'Own, Hon. J. D.)

---,

CHANDLER, Hon. t-. E. (S.E. Prov.)
Appropriation Bill, 872.
Black Rock to Beaumaris Electric Street
Railway Bill, 864.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 743.
Death of the Hon. D. E. McBryde, 321.
N oxious Weeds, 872.
Reimbursement of Members' Expenses, 842.
Children, Employment of-Question by Mr.
Jones re hours of employment, 442.
CLARKE, Hon. FRANK (N 01·thern Prov.)
Anglo-Persian Oil Company's Bill, 665, 832.
Consolidated IRevenue Bill (No.2), 524.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 740, 744, 758,. 759.
Constitution Act, Bill to Amend, 524.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 665,
811.
Health Commission, 524.
Housing an.d Reclamation Bill, 442, 446,
460, 461, 462. 463. 466, 467, 468, 514, 518,
519, 666.
La.nd Bill, 828, 847, 857, 862.
Mildura Irrigation Trusts Bill, 665, 863.
Municipal Celebrations and War Memorials
Bill, 442, 520.
North Carlton Lands Bill, 665, 867.
Reimbursement of Members' Expensee 845.
River Murray Waters Bill, 828, 832. '
State Savings Bank Bill, 692, 832, 834, 836.
Wheat Pool, 505.
CLARKE, Hon. W. L. R. (Southern Prov.)
Land Tax Bill, 755.
Close of Session, 874.
Cockatoo Preserves Company-Statement by
Mr. Beckett re Government support, 66.
Commonwealth Powers (Air Navigation) Bill
-Brought in. by Mr. Robinson and read
first tim~, 746; second reading moved by
Mr. Robmson, 837; debated by Mr. Bail~ieu, 838; Mr. McNamara, 838; Mr. Roblllson, 838; statement by the President,
838; by Mr. Robinson, 850.
Commonwealth Powers (Air Navigation) Bill
(No. 2)-Brought in by Mr. Robinson and
passed through all stages, 851.
Compulsory yoting Bill-Brought in by Mr.
M~N amara and read first time, 61.
Consohdated Revenue Bill (No. I)-Received
f!om Legislative Assembly and read first
time.. 47; secon~ reading moved by Mr.
Robmson, 48; Blll read second time 49·
considered in Committee 49· third' reading, 60.
'
,
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Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 2)-Received
from ,Legislative Assembly and read first
time, 442; second reading moved by Mr.
Robinson, 520; debated by Mr. Baillieu,
520; Mr. Jones, 520; Bill read second
time, 521; considered in Committee, 521;
third reading, 524.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915 Amendment Bill-Brou~ht in by Mr. McNamara.
and read first time, 61; second reading
moved by Mr. McNamara, 737; debated
by Mr. Robinson, 738; Mr. Baillieu, 739;
Mr. Kiernan, 739; Mr. Brown, 739; Mr.
Jones, 740; Mr. Frank Clarke, 740; Mr.
Crockett, 740; Mr. Kendell, 741; Mr. Disney, 741; Mr. Davis, 741; Mr. Brawn,
741; Mr. Goudie, 742; Mr. Adamson, 742;
Mr. Richardson, 742; Mr. Crooke, 743; Sir
Henry Weedon, 743; Mr. Chandler, 743;
Mr. Payne, 744; Mr. Beckett, 744; Bill
read second time, 744; statement by Mr.
Brown re constitutional requirements 744·
by the President, 744; by Mr. Frank
Clarke, 744; by Mr. Robinson, 745; Bill
read second time, 745; considered in Committee" 745, 758 i third reading, 760; statement by Mr. Robinson, 850.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915 Amendment Bill (No. 2)-Brought in by Mr.
McNamara and passed through all staaes
850.
n
,
Constitution Act Amendment Bill-Received
~rom Legislative Assembly, 692; first readmg moved by Mr. Robinson, 692; debated
by Mr .. McNamara, 692; Mr., Beckett, 692;
Mr. DIsney, 692; statement by the PresideAt, 692; !irst reading agreed to, 692;
second readmg moved by f.\1r. Robinson,
755; debated by Mr. Baill1eu, 755; Mr.
Jones, 756; Mr. Payne, 756; Mr. Brown,
. 757; Bill read second time and passed
through remaining stages, 758.
Constitution Act, Bill to Amend-Statement
by Mr. Frank Clarke re attE\J1dance of
members to deal with amendment of Con!titution, 524. (See also Bills Requiring
an Absolute Majority.)
.
Country Roads Board. (See Roads.)
CROCKETT, Hon. W. P. (N. w. P1·OV.)
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 523.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 740.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 457.
Land Tax Ret,urns, 523.
Reimbursement of Members' Expellses, 842.
CROOK, Hon. E. J. (Gippsland Prov.)
Conso.lid~ted Revenue :qm (No.2), 521, 524.
ConstItutIOn Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 743.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 517, 518.
Land Tax Bill, 750.
La?-d Tax Returns, 521, 524, 735, 750.
Relmbursement of Members' Expenses, 846.
DAVIS, HOll. G. M. (Gippsland Porov.)
Constitution Act' Amendment Act
Amendment Bill, 741.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 452.
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DAVIS, Hon. G. M.-continued.
Land Tax Bill, 752.
Poisons Bill, 682.
Reimbursement of Members' Expenses, 842.
State Savings Bank Bill, 834, 835, 836.
Unauthorized Documents Bill, 669, 671.
.Victoria.n Loan Bill, 691.
DISNEY, Hon. J. H. (Melbourne West P·rov.)
Appropriation Bill, 872, .873.
Boarded-out Children, 55.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1), 55.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 523.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 741.
Fair Profits Commission, 73.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 813.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 449, 457.
Land Bill, 849.
Land Tax Returns, 523.
Leave of Absence to Hon. J. D. Aikman,

48.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 78.
Milk Supply, 76, 873.
Port Melbourne Lands, 872.
Spotswood Land Bill, 861.
Unauthorized Documents Bill, 669, 671.
Divisions-In Committee-On Mr. Jones's
motion for suggested amendment in clause
1 of Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1),
60; on Mr. Payne's amendment in clause
24 of Housing and Reclamation Bill, 519;
on Mr. Frank Clarke's amendment in
clause 2 of Constitution Act Amendment
Act 1915 Amendment Bill, 760; on Mr.
Baillieu's amendment in clause 2 of Juries
Bill, 828.
Divisions-In House-On Mr. Kendell's motion
that the Government make provision for
reimbursing members' expenses, 847.
EDGAR, Hon. W. H. (East Yarra Prov.)
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1), 55.
Boarded-out Children, 55, 60, 511, 736.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 813.
Land Tax Bill, 752.
Elections and QuaUfications Committee-Appointed, 2.
Elections-Statement by Mr. Austin re result
of, 4; by Mr. Kendell, 9; by Mr. Beckett,
62; question by Mr. Beckett re details of
voting, 320, 332; by Mr. Robinson, 332;
motion bv Mr. Beckett for return re local
option v'oting, 513; supported by Mr.
McN amara, 513; motion agreed to, 513.
Electoral Reform-Statement by Mr. Beckett
re defective rolls, 63; '1'e redistribution of
seats, 69; by Mr~ McNamara re redistribution of seats, 322.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly and read first time,
745; second reading moved by Mr. Robinson, 746; debated by Mr. Baillieu, 747;
Mr. Bell, 747; Mr. Brawn, 748; Mr. Ken~
dell, 748; debate adjourned, 750; statement
by Mr. Robinson, 851; debate resumed by
Dr. Harris, 852; Bill read second time,
853; considered in Committee, 853; third
reading, 854.

Factories and Shops Bill-Received from
LegislQ.tive Assembly and read first time,
665; second reading moved by Mr. Robhson, 763; debated by Mr. Baillieu, 763;
Mr. Richardson, 763; Mr. Kiernan, 764 ;
Bill read second time, 764; considered in
Committee, 764; third reading, 764 .

Factories and Shops Bill (No. 3)-IReceived
from Legislative Assembly and read first
time, 854; second reading moved by Mr.
Robinson, 866; debated by Mr. Baillieu,
866; Mr. Angliss, 866; Mr. Jones, 866;
Bill read second time, 867; considered in
Committee, 867; third reading, 867.
Fair Profits Commission-Statement by Mr.
Austin re operations of~ Commission, 6;
by Mr. Beckett, 68; by Mr. Disney, n;
by Mr. Merritt, 327; by Mr. Kiernan, 329;
by Mr. Richardson, 444.
Finance-Statement by Mr. Kendell re State
indebtedness and cost of government, 10;
by Ml'. Kendell re note issue, 11; by Mr.
Beckett re State finances, 66.
GOUDIE, Hon. G. L .. (N.-W.'.;Prov.)
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 742.
Land Tax Bill, 754.
Reimbursement of Members' Expenses, 841.
Spotswood Land Bill, 862.
Wheat Pool, 509.
Government Programme of Business-Statement by Mr. Kendell, 9.
Governor. (See Lieutenant-Governor.)
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly and read
first time, 665; second reading moved by
Mr. Frank Clarke, 811; debated by Mr.
Baillieu, 812; Mr. Beckett, 812; Mr., Disney, 813; Mr. Edgar, 813; Mr. Jones, 814;
Mr. Angliss, 814; Bill read second time
and passed through remaining stages, 814.
HARRIS, Hon. 'Dr .•J. R. (N.-E. Prov.)
Boarded-out Childr~n, 51.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1), 51.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 750, 852.
Poisons Bill, 675, 680.
Reimbursement of Members' Expenses, 847.
Unauthorized Documents Bill, 670.
Health Commission-Statement by ~)Mr. Merritt re operations of Commission, 328, 524;
by Mr. Frank Clarke, 524.
HICKS, ;Hon. A. (Bendigo Prov.)
Pharmaceutical Chemists Bill, 847, 868.
Railways Standing Committee Bill, 850, 867.
Tragowel Land Bill, 665, 836.
Housing and Reclamation Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly and read first time,
442; second reading moved by Mr. Frank
Clarke, 446; debated by Mr. Baillieu, 448;
Mr. Disney, 449; Mr. Kiernan, 451; Mr.
Merritt, 451; Mr. Davis, 452; Mr. Sternberg, 453; Mr. Jones, 453; Mr. Richardson, 455; Mr. Crockett, 457; Bill read
second time, 457; considered in Committee,
457, 460, 513; third reading, 519; message
from Legislative Assembly 1"e Council
amendments, 666; message dealt with, 66~.
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Hon. E. L.-cO'Ii.tinued.
Factories and Shops Bill, 764.
Fair Profits Commission" 329.
Housing and Reclamation ~ill, 451, 461, 465,
516, 518.
Juries Bill, 822, 823, 825.
Land Tax Bill, 755.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 329.
Metropolitan Gas Company's Bill, 857.
Milk Supply, 873.
Milk Supply Bill, 48.
. Notice of Hour of Meeting, 746.
Payment of Members, 330.
Poisons Bill, 676, 681.
Public Library-Officer's Salary, 521.
Railways-Concession Tickets for Police.
47; Station Accommodation in Melbourne,
61.
Relief of Distress Caused by Strike, 687.
Spotswood Land Bill, 862.
State Savings Bank Bill, 834.
State Electricity Commission Bill, 859.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 687.

Immigration-Statement by M;r. Beckett re
immigration policy, 67.
Income Tax Bill-Received from Legislative
Assembly and read first time, 665; second
reading moved by Mr. IRobinson, 687; debated by Mr. Baillieu, 687: Mr. McNamara, 688; Mr. Beckett, 688 ; Bill read
second time, 689; third reading, 690.
Industrial Troubles-Statement by Mr. Austin
re legislation regarding strikes and lockouts, 7; by Mr. !&ichardson, 445.
Irrigation Township Blocks-Statement by Mr.
Beckett 1'e selling township blocks at Red
Cliffs and Birdwood Extension, 871.

KIERNAN,

JONES, Hon. J. P. (Melbourne East Pf·01:.)
Boarded-out Children, 49, 58.
Close of the Session, 875.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1), 49, 58.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 520.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 740, 745.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 756.
Employment of Children, 442.
Factories and Shops Bill (No.3), 866.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 814.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 453, 466.
Juries Bill, 826.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 79.
MorweU Brown Coal Industry, 79.
Poisons Bill, 681, 682.
Reimbursement of Members' Expenses, 840.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 686.
Unauthorized Documents Bill, 669.
Wheat Pool, 508.
Juries Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly and read first time, 442; second
reading moved by Mr. Robinson, 667; d~
bated by Mr. Beckett, 668, 814; Mr.
Brown, 818; Mr. Baillieu, 820; Bill read
second time, 821; considered in Committee, 821; third reading, 828.
o

•

KENDELL, Hon. WILLIAM (N.-E.Prov.)
Boarded-out Children, 56.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1), 56.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 741.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 748.
Fair Profits Commission, 11.
Financial Position, 10, 11.
Government Programme of Business, 9, 10
Kiewa Hydro-Electric Scheme, 11, 748.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 9.
Morwell Brown Coal Industry, 11.
Murray Waters Scheme, 10.
Poisons' Bill, 679.
Railways Standing Committee, 4.
Reimbursement of Members' Expenses, 11,
838.
'Result of Elections, 9.
Unauthorized Documents Bill, 670.
Wheat Pool, 502, 504.
KIERNAN. Hon. E. L. (Melbourne Narth Prov.)
Appropriation Bill, 873.
Basic Wage, 330.
Boa.rded-out Children, 51, 512, 737.
Consolidated Rflvenue Bill (No.1), 51.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 521.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 739, 760.

(5)

Land Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly and read first time, 828; second reading moved by Mr. Frank Clarke, 847; debated by Mr. Baillieu, 849; Mr. Richardson, 849; Mr. Disney, 849; Bill read
second time, 857 i considered in Committee,
857, 862; third reading, 862.
Land Tax-Statement by Mr. Crooke re returns, 521, 524, 750; by Mr. Robinson,
522; by Mr., Baillieu, 523; by Mr.
Crocke~t, 523; by Mr. Disney, 523; by
Mr. RIchardson, 0523; question by Mr.
Crooke re valuation of improvements, 735.
(See also Land Tax Bill.)
Land Tax Bill-Received from Legislative Assembhr and read first time, 665; second
reading .moved by Mr. Robin~on, 690;
debated by Mr. Baillieu, 690; Bill read
second time, 690; considered in Committee, 690, 750; third reading, 754.
Leave 0 of Absence-Mr. Aikman, 48.
Lieutenant-Governor, His Excellency the (Sir
William Hill Irvine, K.C.M.G.)-Speech
on opening session, 2; statement by the
President, 4; motion by Mr. A. A. Austin
for Committee to prepare Address-in-Reply
to His Excellency'S Speech, agreed to 4';
proposed Address-in-Reply brought up; 4;
motion by Mr. Austin for adoption of Address-in-Reply, 4; seconded by Mr. !rendell, 9; debated by Mr. Beckett, 61; Mr.
Disney, 73; Mr. Robinson, 76; Mr. Jones,
79; Mr. McNamara, 82, 322; Mr. Merritt,
327; Mr. Kiernan, 329; Mr. Richardson,
331, 442; Address-in-ateply adopted, 446;
Address ordered to be presented to His
Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor, 446;
His Excellency'S reply, 665.
Local Option Poll. (See Elections.)
McBryde, the Hon. D. E., Death of-Motion
by Mr. Robinson; 321; supported by Mr
Baill.ieu, 321; Mr. Chandler, 321; th~
PreSIdent, 321; motion agreed to, 322.
McNAMARA, Hon. D. L. (Melbourne
Prov.)
Basic Wage, 320.
Boarded-out Children, fi1.. 327.

East
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Hon. D. L.-continued.
Commonwealth Powers (Air Navigation)

MC:r-.;A~IARA,

Bill, 838.

Compulsory Voting Bill, 61.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1), 50.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 61, 737, 745, 760.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill (No.2), 850.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 692, 756.
Constitution of Committees, 48.
Deposits in Banks, 735.
Electoral Reform, 322.
Income Tax Bill, 688, 689.
Juries Bill, 822. 827. .
Land Bill, 850.
La.nd Tax Bill, 752.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 13, 82, 322.
Local Option Voting. 513.
Melbourne and Geelong Corporations Bill,
61.
Metropolitan Gas Company's Bill, 856.
Morwell Brown Coal Industry, 82.
Payment of Members, 326.Refreshment Rooms Committee, 48.
River Murray Waters Bill, 831.
Sbte Sa.vings Bank Bill, 834.
M<lIWHAJIl, Hon. JOHN (Melbourne Prov.)
Spotswood Land Bill, 861.
MANIFOLD, Hon. SIR WAIJrER S.
Prov.}
Payment of Members, 847.
(See also President, The.)

(W-estem

Melbourne and Geelong Corporations BillBrought in by Mr. McNamara and read
first time, 61.
Melbourne Benevolent Asylum-Statement by
Mr. Beckett re want of accommodation,.
69.
Members' Expenses-Statement by Mr. Austin,
6; by Mr. Kendell, 11; by Mr. McNamara,
326; by Mr. Kiernan, 330; motion by Mr.
Kendell that the Government make provision for reimbursing members of the
Council their expenses, 838; debated by
Mr. Jones, 840; Mr. Robinson, 841; Mr.
Goudie, 841; Mr. Richardson, 841; Mr.
Crockett, 842; Mr. Chandler, 842; Mr.
Davis, 842; Mr. Baillieu, 843; Sir Henry
Weedon, 843; Mr. Adamson, 844; Mr.
Brawn, 844; Mr. Brown, 845; Mr. Frank
Clarke, 845; Mr. Bell, 845; Mr. Austin,
846; Mr. Crooke, 846; Mr. Angliss, 846;
Mr. Pa.yne, 847; Dr. Harris, 847; motion
agreed to, 847.
Hon. J. K. (East Yarra Prov.)
Boarded-out Children, 51.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1), 51.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 524.
Fair Profits Commission, 327.
Health Commission, 328, 524.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 451, 460, 461,
464, 467, 518.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 327.
Pilfering on the Wharfs, 319.

MERRITT,

Gas Company's Bill-Received
from Legislative Assembly and read first
time, 850; Bill trea.ted as a public Bill,
855 j second reading moved by Mr. 'Robinson, 855; debated by ·Mr. Baillieu, 855;
Bill rea.d second time, 856; considered in
Committee, 856; third reading, 857_
Mildura. Irrigation Trusts Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly and read first time,
665; second reading moved by Mr. Frank
Clarke, 863; debated by Mr. BaiUieu,
863; Bill read second time and passed
through rema.ining stages, 863.
Milk Supply-Statement by Mr. Disney, 76,
873; by Mr. Kiernan, 873; question by Mr.
Beckett re Talbot Milk Institute, 319.
Milk Supply Bill-Brought in by Mr. Kiernan
and read first time, 48.
Morwell Brown Coal Industry-Statement by
Mr. Austin, 8; by Mr. Kendell, 11; by'
Mr. Beckett, 70; by Mr. Ro binoon, 76; by
Mr. Jones, 79; by Mr. McN amara, 82 ;
by Mr. Richardson, 442.
Morwell Brown Coal Railway Construction
Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly
and read first time, 442; second reading
moved by Mr. Robinson, 458; debated by
Mr. Baillieu, 459; Bill read second time,
459; considered in Committee, 459; third
reading, 460.
Motion for Adjournment of the House, proposed to enable Honorable Members to
discuss Public Questions-By Mr. Baillieu
re lack of definite information in connexion with Wheat Pool, 503.
Municipalities Celebrations and War Memorials Bill-Received from Legislative
Assembly and read first time, 442; second
reading moved by Mr. Frank Clarke, 520;
de bated by Mr. Baillieu, 520; Bill re.i\d
second time and passed through remaining stages, 520.
Murray Waters Scheme-Statement by Mr.
Kendell re construction authority, 10.
Metropolita~

Neglected
Children's
Department.
(See
Boarded-out Children.)
North Carlton Lands Bill-Received 'from
Legislative Assembly and read first time,
665; second reading mOTed by Mr. Frank
Clarke, 867; debated by Mr. Baillieu, 867;
Bill read second time, 867; considered in
Committee, 867; third reading, 867:
Noxious Weeds-Statement by Mr. Richardson re legislation, 444; by Mr. Chandler
re blackberry pest, 872.
Parks and Gardens-Statement by Mr. Bell
re grants for parks and gardens, 873.
Parliament.-Opening of the Session, 1.
Payment of Members.-(See Members' E.l'penses.)
PAYNE, Hon. T. H. (Melbotwne South- P,·OV.)
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 744.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 756.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 460, 464, 513,
518.
'Reimbursement of Members' Expenses, 847.

•
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Pharma.ceutica.l Chemists Bill-Received from
Le~islative Assembly and rea.d first time,
847; second reading moved by Mr. Hicks,
868; debated by Mr. Ba.illieu. 868; Mr.
Beckett. 868; Bill read second time and
pa.ssed through remaining stages, 868.
Picture Films-Question by Mr. Richardson
re objectionable picture films, 735.
Pilfering on Wharfs-Question by Mr. Merritt,
319.
Poisons Bill-Brought in by Mr. Robinson and
read first time, 48; second reading moved
by Mr. Robinson, 671; debated by Mr.
Baillieu, 674; Dr. Harris, 675; Mr.
Beckett, 675; Bill read second time, 676;
considered in Committee, 676; third reading, 682.
Port Melbourne Lands-Statement by Mr. Disney 1"e making Crown lands at Port Melbourne available for factories and dwellings, 872.
The (The Honora.ble Sir Walter
Manifold, K.B.), Rulings and Statements
ofBill requiring an absolute majority, 744, 838.
Close of the Session,' 874.
Death of the Hon. D. E. McBryde, 32l.
Deciding question of First Reading of Bill
without discussion, 692.
Discussing question when Adjournment of
Debate on question is moved, 736.
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 2.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 4.
Limitation on moving suggested amendment
in Income Tax Bill, 689.
Limitation on speaking to second reading of
Bill, 449, 451, 756.
Motion for Adj ournment of House to discuss
public question, 51l.
Notice of Hour of Meetin~, 746.
Payment of Members, 847.
Presentation of Address-in-Reply, 665.

PRESIDENT,

•

Printing-Statement by Mr. Beckett 1'e expense of printing Appropriation Bill, 873.
Public Service-Statement by Mr. Kiernan re
increasing salary of an officer who was refused transfer, 521.
Public Service Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly and read first time, 442;
second reading moved by Mr. Robinson,
520; debated by Mr. Baillieu, 520; Bill
read second time and passed through remainin~ stages, 520.
Railways-Question by Mr. Kiernan re concession tickets for police on holidays, 47;
statement by Mr. Beckett re booking of
seats by passengers, 60; by Mr. Robinson,
60; question by Mr. Kiernan re station
accommodation in Melbourne, 61; statement by Mr. Richardson re return tickets
and break of journey, 445; by Mr.
Richardson re pilfering, 446; question by
Mr. Sternberg re extra cost of issuing
single tickets, 665; bv Mr. Sternberg re
concessions to incapacitated and crippled
soldiers, 665; by Mr. Beckett re non-payment of certain employees when away
'Sick, 871.
.
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Railways Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly and read first time, 855; second
reading moved by Mr. Robinson, 865; debated by Mr. Baillieu, 866 ; BiU read
second time and passed through remaining
stages, 866.
Railways
(Payments)
Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly and read first time,
850; second reading moved by Mr. Robinson, 854; debated by Mr. Baillieu, 854;
Bill read second time and passed thrc·ugh
remaining stages, 854.
Ra.ilways Standing Committee-Motion by Mr.
Robinson for appointment of Honorables
W. Kendell and H. F. Richardson to Committee, agreed to, 3; statement by Mr.
Richardson, 3; by Mr. Kendell, 4.
Railways Standing Committee Bill-Received
from Legislative Assembly and read first
time, 850; second reading moved by Mr.
Hicks, 867; de ba ted by Mr. Baillieu, 868;
Bill read second time and passed through
remaining stages, 868.
Refreshment IRooms Committee-Motion by
Mr. Robinson for appointmel'lt of Commitee, 48; statement by Mr. McNamara 1'13
party representation ou Committee, 48;
by Mr. Robinson, 48; motion agreed to.
48.
RICHARDSON, Hon. H. F. (S.-W. Prov.)
Basic, Wage, 443.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 521, 523.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 742, 759.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 853, 854.
Factories and Shops Bill, 763.
Fair Prices Commission, 444.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 455, 458,
461, 463, 517.
Land Bill, 849.
Land Tax Bill, 753.
Land Tax Returns, 523.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 331, 442.
Morwell Brown Coal Industry, 442.
NoxiC'us Weeds, 444.
Pictlue Films, 735.
Roads, Nationalization of, 445.
Railways-Pilfering, 446.
Railways Standing Committee, 3.
Reimbursement of Members'. Expenses, 841.
School of Domestic Economy, 521.
State Savings Bank Bill, 834, 835.
Strikes and Lock-outs, 445.
Unau1.horized Documents Bill, 668.
Vermin Destruction, 444.
Wheat Pool, 507.
'River Murray Waters Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly and read first time,
828; second reading moved by Mr. Frank
Clarke, 828; debated by Mr. Baillieu, 831;
Bill read second time, 831; considered in
Committee, 831; third reading, 832.
Roads-Statement by Mr. Richardson re
nationalization of certain roads, 445; by
Mr. Beckett 1'e debits against municipalities, 869; by Mr. Sternberg re Strathfieldsaye roads, 872.
ROBINSON, Hon.' ARTHUR (Melbourne South
Prov.)
Appropriation Bill, 865, 868, 873.
Basic Wage, 321.-
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ROBINSON, Hon. ARTHUR-continued.
Bills requiring an Abs~lute Majority, 850.
Black Rock to Beaumaris Electric Street
Railway Bill, 837, 863, 865.
Boarded-out Children, 52, 512, 736.
Business, Despatch of, 83, 33l.
Chairman of Committees, 2.
Close of the Session, 874.
Commonwealth Powers (Air Navigation)
Bill, 746, 837, 838.
Commonwealth Powers (Air Navigation)
Bill (No.2), 851.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1), 47, 48,
52, 60.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 442, 520,
522.
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915
Amendment Bill, 738, 745.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 692, 755.
Constitution of Sessional Committees, 48.
Death of Hon. D. E. McBryde, 32l.
Deposits in Bank, 735.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 745, 746, 750,
851, 853, 854.
Employment of Children, 442.
Factories and Shops Bill, 665, 763, 764.
Factories and Shops Bill (No.3), 854, 866,
867.
General Elections-Voting Details, 320.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 463, 465.
Income Tax Bill, 665, 687, 689, 69.0.
Juries Bill, 442, 667, 822, 823, 825, 827, 828.
Land Tax Bill, 665, 690, 755.
Land Tax Returns, ~22,. 735.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 76.
Meeting to pass Supply Bill, 13.
Metropolitan Gas Company's Bill, 850, 855,
857.
Morwell Brown Coal Industry, 76.
Morwell Brown Coal Railway Construction
Bill, 442, 458, 459, 460.
Picture Films, 735.
Pilfering on the Wharfs, 319.
Poisons Bill, 48, 671, 676, 678, 679, 680, 681,
682.
Public Library-Officer's Salary, 521.
Public Service Bill, 442, 520.
Railways Bill, 855, 865. .
Railways Standing CommIttee, 3.
Raihmys-Concession Tickets for Police, 47;
Bool;:ing of Seats by Passengers, 60; Station
Accommodation in Melbourne, 61: Extra
Cost of issuing Single Ti,ckets, 665; Concessions to Incapacitated and Crippled
Soldiers, 665.
'Railways (Payments) Bill, 850, 854.
Refreshment Rooms Committee, 48.
'Reimbursement of Members' Expenses, 841.
Relief of Distress caused by Strike, 686.
School of Domestic Economy, 521.
Sessional Arrangements, 47, 745, 746.
Spotswood Land Bill, 850.
. Standing Committees, 48.
State Electricity Commission Bill, 854, 857,
860, 861.
Statute Law Revision Committee, 48.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 665, 682, 686, 687.
Talbot Milk Institute, 319.
Trusts Bill, 48, 836.
Unauthorized Documents Bill, 2, 668, 671.
Victorian Loan Bill, 665, 690, 691, 692, 760,
763.
Wheat Pool, 502.

School of Domestic Economy-Statement by
Mr. Richardson re accommodation for staff
and students, 521.
Sessional Arrangements-Days and Hours. of
Meeting-Motion by Mr. Robinson fixing
days and hours of meeting and order of
business, 47; motion by Mr. Robinson 1'e
days and hours of meeting, 745; debated
by Mr. Jones, 745; by Mr. Robinson, 746;
motion agreed to, 746; motion by Mr.
Robinson re hour of meeting, 746 ..
Spotswood, Land Bill-Received fro~ Legislative Assembly and read first tIme, 850;
second reading moved by Mr. McWhae,
861; debated by Mr. Baillieu, 861; Mr.
Disney, 861 ; Mr. Kiernan, 862; Mr.
Beckett, '862; Mr. Goudie, 862; Bill read
second time and passed through remaining
stages, 862.
Standing Committees, Appointment of, 48:
State Electricity Commission Bill-ReceIved
from Legislative Assembly and read first
time, 854; second reading moved b~ ~r.
Robinson, 857; debated by Mr. Ballheu.
859; Bill read second time, 859; considered
in Committee, 859; third reading, 861.
State Savings Bank Bill-lReceived fr?m Legislative Assembly and read first tIme, 692;
second reading moved by Mr. Frank
Clarke, 832; debated by Mr. Baillieu.. 833';
Bill read second time, 833; conSIdered
in Committee, 833; third reading,. 836.
Statute Law Revision Committee, 48.
STERNBERG, Hon. .JOSEPH (Bendigo Prov.)
Appropriation Bill, 872.
Boarded-out Children, 512, 513.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 453, 460,
Poisons Bill, 677, 681.
Railways-Extra Cost of issuing Single
Tickets, 665; Concessions to Incapacitated
and Crippled Soldi€'rs, 665.
Strathfieldsaye Roads, 872.
Victorian Loan Bill, 692.
Surplus Revenue Bill-Received fro~ Legislative Assembly and read first tIme,. 665;
second reading moved by Mr. Robmso-n,
682· debated by' Mr. Baillieu, 684; Mr.
Bec'kett, 684; Mr. Bell, 685; Bill read
sec'ond time, 685; considered in Committee, 685; third reading, 687.
Talbot Milk Institute-Question by Mr.
Beckett, 319.
.
Taxation Returns-Statement by Mr. Beck'3tt
re uniform Federal and State returns, 70.
Totalizator-Statement by Mr. Austin 1'e
legalizing totalizator, 7.
Tragowel Land Bill-Received froIIl; Le!li:l~.
tive Asesmbly and read first tIme, 06.,;
second reading moved by Mr. Hicks, 836;
debated by Mr. Baillieu, 836; Lill rea,l
second time and passed through rern'tmlll,~
stages, 836.
Tramway Fares-Statement by Mr. Beckett re
contemplated increase of cable tramw'.y
fares, 869.
Trusts Bill-Brought in by Mr. Robinson and
read first time, 18; second reading moved
by Mr. Robinson, 836; debated by Mr.
Baillieu, 837; Mr. Beckett, 837; Bill read
second time and pass€d through remaining
stages, 837.
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Unauthorized Documents Bill-Brought in by
Mr. 'Robinson and read first time, 2;
second reading moved by Mr. Robinson,
668; de bit ted by Mr. Baillieu, 668; Mr.
Beckett, 668; Mr. Richardson, 668 ; Mr.
Davis, 669; Mr. Disney, 669; Mr. Jones,
669; Dr. Harris, 670; Mr. Ken~ell, 67~;
Bill read second time, 670; consIdered m
Committee, 670; third reading, 671.
Victorian Loan Bill-Received from Legislative Asembly a,nd read first time,. 665;
second reading moved by Mr. Robmson,
690' debated by Mr. Baillieu, 690; Bill
read second time, 690; considered in Committee, 690, 760; third reading, 763.
WEEDON, Sir HENRY (Melbourne Prov.)
Constitution Act Amendment Act
Amendment Bill, 743.

1915

WEEDON, Sir HENRY-Continued.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 54 ...
Reimbursement of Members' Expenses, 843.
State Savings Bank Bill, 836.
Wharfs-Pilfering on.
(See (Pilfering on
Wharfs.)
Wheat-Statement by Mr.' Beckett re wheat
harvest and price of bread, 68; question
by Mr. Kendell re offers for ~e~ season's
wheat, 502; motion by Mr. Ballheu for ad·
j ournment of the House to discuss lack of
definite information in connexion with the
Wheat Pool, 503; statement by Mr. Kendell, 504; by Mr. Frank Clarke, 505; by
Mr. Beckett; 507; by Mr. Richardson, 507;
by Mr. Jones, 508; by Mr. Goudie, 509;
motion negatived, 511; statement by the
President, 511; by Mr. Baillieu, 511.

•
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Aborigines-Statement by Mr. Hannah re
station at Lake Tyer·s, 6G3; by Major
Baird, 603; by Mr. Cameron, 604. {See
also Blackfellows' Qua1·ry.}
Address-in-Reply.
(See Lieutenant-Governor,
His Excellency the.)
Agent-General-Statements by Mr. Hannah re
adminisnration of offioe and pisplay of
Victorian products, 378, 623; by Mr. Eggleston, 624; by Mr. Everard, 626, 960.
Agriculture, Department of. (See Flax, Fruit,
Oats, Sugar Beet and Tobacco Industry.)
Aldermen Abolition Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Prendergast and read first time, 317.
ALLAN, Mr. JOHN (Rodney)
Frui1r-lVIarkets for, 538; Official head, 540;
Sugar supply, 540.
Irri/l;ation Channels, 542.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 187.
Mildura Irrigation Trusts Bill, 600.
Necessary Commodities Control Bill, 797,
Pleuro-Pneumonia, 543.
Railway Departmen1r-Freights and fares,
540; Demurrage, 542; Notification to consignees, 542.
Speaker, Election of, 15.
ALLISON, Mr. DAVID (Borung)
Land Bill, 891.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 181.
Shipping Wheat at Portland, 470.
A.nglo-Persian Oil Company's Bill-Brought in
by Mr. Oman and read first time, 375;
second reading moved by Mr. Oman, 422;
debated, 595, 620; Bill read second time,
621; considered in Committee, 621; third
reading, 623.
ANGUS, Mr. HENRY (Gunbower)
Maffra Beet Sugar Factory, 526.
Oats-Exportation of, 332.
Tragowel Land Bill, 526, 596.
Spotswood Land Bill, 931.
Appropriation
Bill-Brought in by Mr.
McPherson and read first time, 664; second
reading moved by Mr. McPherson, 941;
debated, 941; Bill read second time, 952;
considered in Committee, 952;· third reading, 954.
AROYl.S, Dr. S. S. (Toorah)
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 176.
Poisons Bill, 959.
Pharmaceutical Chemists Bill, 924, 926, 927.

Armistice Day-Statement by Mr. Lawson re
celebration at Federal Parliament Buildings2 47.
.

Art Galleries-Question by Mr. Brownbill 1'e
vote for art galleries of Bendigo, Ballarat,
Castlemaine, Geelong. and Warrnambool,
570.
Assent to Bills, 83, 698.
Auditor-General's Report-Presented, 17.
BAILEY, Mr. H. S. (Port Fairy)
Black Rock to Beaumaris Electric Street
Railway Bill, 918.
Broadmeadows Camp-Court Proceedings in
Private, 633.
Chairman of Committees, 115.
Chocloyn Estate, 534.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 593.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 148.
No-Confidence Motion, 239, 385.
Port Fairy Hospital and Benevolent Asylum, 535.
Railway Construction Pol-icy, 537.
Railway Departmen1r-Freights and Fares,
536; Interest Burden,' 536; Freight 011
Fish, 536; Excursion Trains to Seaside
Resorts, 537 ; Western District Trains,
538; Anomalous Freights, 538.
State Produce Agency Bill, 317.
State Savings Bank Bill, 712.
Trawalla Estate, 534.
Wickliffe-Land Aggregation, 534.
BAIRD, Major MATTHEW (BaHamt West)
Aborigines, 603.
Agent-General's Office, 626.
Art. Galleries-Grants, 570.
Australia House, 626.
Electoral Rolls, 566.
General Election-Voting Details, 171.
Gratuity to J. D. Merson, 569.
Marine Board..-Senior Engineer Surveyor,
765.
Neglected Children, 628.
Pharmaceutical Chemists Bill, 420, 923, 925,
.927, 928.
Poisons Bill, 766, 957, 960.
Police-Case of Senior-Constable Canavan,
697; Reports re Meeting at Slobom's Factory, 765; re Police v. TO.llM, 765; Promotion of Returned Soldiers, 766; Arrests
and Prosecutions, 876.
Public Service Bill, 333, 416.
. Raid on Park View Hotel, Bendigo, 113.
IRegistrars of Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 626.
Sewerage Authorities, 765.
State Insurance Office, 605.
Unauthorized Documents Bill, 766, 934.
V cI!ereal Diseases Hospital, 765.
BARNES, Mr. SAMUEL (Walhalla)
Black Rock to Beaumaris Electric Street
Railway Bill, 766, 916, 922.
Bumbang District Connecting Railway, 961.
Mallee Railway Connexions, 961.
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BARNES,

Mr.

SAMUEL--Continued.

Mildura Irrigation Trusts Bill, 317, 597,
601, 602.
Miners' Phthisis, 660.
Morwell Brown Coal Mine Railway, 374.
Morwell Brown Coal Railway Construction
Bill, 416, 440.
Morwell Miners' Huts, 373.
Narrung District Connecting Railway, 961,
962.
Noojea (Meldrum's) <to iFumina Railwa.y,
960.
Proposed Railways-Reference to Railways
Standing Committee, 374.
Railway Department-Supernumeraries, 84;
Break of Gauge Device, 375 ; Balmoral
Time-table, 441; Rates for Store Stock,
468; Return Tickets, 468; Wages of Tentmakers and Sailmakers, 468, 693.
Railways Bill, 375, 908, 915, 940.
Railways Standing Comn;tittee Bill, 811.
Sta.te Electricity Commission Bill, 572, 716,
773, 937, 939.
.
Thorpdale-Mirboo North District ConnectIng
Railway, 981.
Barwon River-Statements by Mr. Brownbill
re Government grant for impr9vement of
stream, 369, 658; by Sir Alexander Peacock, 659.
Mr. HENRY (Benambra)
Country Industries Bill, 332.
Kiewa Hydro-Electric Scheme, 332.
Necessary Commodities Control Bill, 801.
Repatriation-·Land Purchases, :51:i1.
State Electricity Commission Bill, 778, 786,
936.
St&te Savings Bank Bill, 714.

BEARDMORE,

Bendigo Park View Hotel. (See Police.)
Bendigo West, Representation of-Report of
Elections and Qualifications Committee on
application of Thcmas Michael Jude for
recount of votes at election for Bendigo
West, presented, 525.
Mr. A. A. (Ovens)
Black Rock to Beaumaris Electric Street
Railway Bill, 923.
Budget, 488; Interest Charges, 490.
Commonwealth Constitution Convention, 383.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 726.
Drift of Population, 493.
Finance, State and Co-mmonwealth, 490.
Income Tax Bill, 583.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 137.
No-CC'nfidence Motion, 209.
Personal Explanation, 247.
Railway Department-·-Notification to Country
Consignees, 383; Rolling Stock, 489; Revenue and Expenditure, 492; Freights and
Fares, 493; Wheat Production and Revenu~, 493.
State Electricity Commission Bill, 775, 787.
State ~avings Bank Bill, 729.
State School Buildings, 491.
St. John's Wort, 494.Tourist Resorts, Development of, 494.

BILLSON,

Mr. J. W. (Fitzroy)
Anglo-Persian Oil Company's Bill, 424, 596,
620.

BILLSON,

Mr. J. W.-continued.
Bla.ck Rock to Beaumaris Electric Street
Railway Bill, 920, 922, 923.
Collingwood Technical School, 632.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill (No.2), 955.
.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 727.
Day Baking Bill, 317.
Electoral Rolls, 41.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 767.
Factories and Shops Bill (No.2), 614, 616.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 592.
Income Tax Bill, 580.
Mildura Irrigation Trusts Bill, 600, 602.
Neglected Children, 31, 380.
No-Confidence Motion, 211, 272.
Non-Paying Railways, 648, 651.
Pharmaceutical Chemists Bill, 925.
Railways Bill, 910.
Railways (Payments) Bill, 933.
River Murray Waters Bill, 896.
State Savings Bank Bill, 709.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 574.
Titles Office-Congestion of 'Work, 953.

BILLS ON,

Blackfellows' Quarry-Statement by Mr. Cameron, 604.
Black Rock to Beaumaris Electric Street
Railway Bill-Motion by Mr. Barnes:
"That in the opinion of this House it is
expedient to construct a 4ft. 8!in. electric
street railway from Black Rock to Beaumaris" agreed to, 766; Bill to ttuthc-rize
construction of line brought in by Mr.
Barnes and read first time, 766; second
reading moved by Mr. Barnes, 916; debated, 917; Bill read second time, 922;
consiciered in Committee, 922; third
reading, 923.
BOURCHIER, Lieut.-Col. M. W. J.

(Goulbu1"ll

Valley)

No-Confidence Motion. 195.
Mr. JOHN (Wangaratta)
No-Confidence Motion, 220.

BOWSER,

Broadmeadows Camp.
t1'ation of.)
.

(See Justice, Adminis-

Mr. WILLIAM (Geelong)
Art Gallery Grants, 570.
Barwon IRiver, Improvement of, 369, 658.
Electoral Rolls, 544.
Geelong Courts, 659.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 591,
595.
High School at Geelong West, 543.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 133 .
Pharmaceutical Chemists Bill, 925.
Railway
Department-Geelong Suburban
Radius, 544.
State Savings Bank Bill, 734.

BROWNBILL,

Budget, The-Brought down by Mr. McPherson, 333; debated by Mr. Prendergast,
473; Mr. A. A. Billson, 488; Mr. Hannah,
495; Mr. McLachlan, 498; Mr. Parker,
500; Mr.' Greenwood, 527; Mr. Bailey,
534; Mr. Allan, 538; Mr. Brownbill, 543;
Mr. Frost, 544; Mr. Thomas, 546; Mr.
Egglestoh, 547; Mr. Hogan, 554 ; Mr
Cameron•. 560; Mr. Cain, 561.
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Bumbang District Connecting Railway-Question of construction of line referred to
Railways Standing Committee, 961.
Business, Order of-Motion by Mr. Lawson
re calli~g on of fresh business, agreed to,
473. (See alsQ Sessional Arrangements.)
CAIN, Mr. JOHN (Jika Jika)
Fair Profits Commission, 963.
Farmers and Income Tax, 563.
General Election-Voting Details, 171.
Immigration, 563.
Land Tax Bill, 587.
Metropolitan Gas Company's Bill, 902.
No-Contide'nce Motion, 215, 288.
Police-Reports re Meeting at Slobom's
Factory, 765.
Public
Service-Employees
of
Country
Roads Board, 561; Classification Board,
562, 951; Nurses and Attendants in
Lunatic Asylums, 951.
Railway Freights and Fares, 562.
Sewerage Authorities, 765.
State Savings Bank Bill, 735.
State School Buildings, 386, 951.
Venereal Diseases Hospital, 765.
CAMERON, Mr. A. F. (Dallwus'ie)
Aborigines, 604; Historic Quarry, 604.
Angling, 607.
Land Settlement, 560.
Local Option, 560.
No-Confidence Motion, 269, 314.
Poisons Bill, 959.
Railway Freights and Fares, 560.
State Electricity Commission Bill, 785.
State Savings Bank Bill, 731.
Trawalla Estate, 379.
CARLISLE, Mr. J. J. (Benalla)
Land Tax Returns, 380.
No· Confidence Motion, 209, 284.
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES (Mr. R. McGregor)
-Rulings and Statements ofMoving to insert words already struck out,

727.
Chairman of' Committees-Mr. Farthing appointed "to act as Chairman of Committees for this -day," 27; motion by Mr.
Lawson that Mr. McGregor be appointed
Chairman, 114; motion by Mr. Prendergast that Mr. Cotter be appointed, 114;
Mr. McGregor appointed, 115; statement
by Mr. McGregor, 115.
Chairmen of Committees (Temporary)-Ap-'
pointment of Messrs. Cotter, Downward,
Greenwood, Groves, Hannah, Robertson
and Solly announced, 332.
Charitable Institutions-Statements by Mr.
Solly re provision of Christmas cheer,
943, 953; by Mr. McPherson, 953.
Closer Settlement I (See 'Repat1-iation).
CLOUGH, Mr. L. J. (Bendigo East)
Electoral !Rolls, 565, 568.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 594.
Immigration, 629.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 163.
Miners' Phthisis, 653, 660, 662.
No-Confidence Motion, 241, 304.
Public Service Classification Board, 629.

INDEX.

Coal-:-8tatement by Mr. Hannah 1\ applicatIOn of award of Federal Coa1 Tribunal
to Morwell brown coal industry, 112; by Mr.
Lawson, 112; statement by Mr. Murphy re
development of Victorian deposits, 371 ;
statement by Mr. Hannah re manufacture
of briquettes at Morwell, 378; by Mr.
'Ryan, 382; by Mr. McPherson, 384. (See
also Morwell Brown Coal and BudIJet

The.)

~

.

Commercial Travellers' Club. (See Privilege.)
Committee
(Select)
Appointed-Electricity
Supply, 807.
Committees (Standing)-Appointed, 317.
Commonwealt11 Powers (Air Navigation) BillReceiv,ed from Legislative Council :and
read first time, 954 ; second reading
moved by Mr. Lawson, 955; debated, 955;
Bill read second time and passed through
remaining stages, 955.
Commonwealth, The-Statement by Mr. Ryan
re election by people of representatives' of
Constitution Convention, 381; by Mr. A.
A. Billson, 383; by Mr. McPherson, 384.
(See also Elections, Incom~ Tax, 01)servatory and Statist's Office.)
Compulsory Voting (Assembly Elections) BillBrought in by Mr. Cotter and read first
time, 317.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. I)-Brought
in by Mr. McPherson and passed through
all stages, 47.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 2)-Brought
in by Mr. McPherson and read first time,
385 ; second reading, 386; considered in
Committee, 386; 'third reading, 392.
Constitution
Act Amendment
Act
1915
Amendment Bill (No. I)-Received from
Legislative Council and read first time,
892.
Constitution
Act
Amendment
Act
1915
Amendment Bill (No. 2)-Received from
Legislative Council and read first time,
954; second reading moved by Mr. Pren
dergast, 954; debated, 954; Bill read
second time and passed through remaining stages, 955.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill-LieutenantGovenlOr's messa·ge bro:ught down 'and
resolution for appropriation adopted, 333;
Bill brought in by Mr. Lawson and read
first time, 333; second reading moved by
Mr. Lawson, 721; debated, 7.22; Bill read
second time, 724 ; considered in Committee, 724; third reading, 728.
Cool Stores. '(See Budqet, The.)
Coroner, Deputy-Statement by Mr. Farthing re allowance to Deputy Coroner,
636; subj ect discussed, 637.
COTTER, Mr. E. J. (Richmond)
Ca,se of Senior-Constable Canavan, ~94.
Compulsory Voting (Assembly _ E{lections)
Bill, 317.
Female Teachers, 40.
Neglected Children, 29, 30, 31.
State Pensioners, 3~
Slot Gas-Meters, 47u.
Votes on Account, 28.
Country Industries Bill-Question by Mr.
Beardmore re date of introduction, 332.
(See also State Savings Bank Bill.)
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Da.y Baking Bill-Brought in by Mr. J. W.
Billson and read first time, 317.
Mr. J. D. (Warrnambool)
No-Confidence Motion, 311.

DEANY,

Divisions-In Committee-On Mr. Cotter's
amendment indicating that weekly allowance for boarded-out children be increased
to at least lOs., .40; on Mr. Prendergast's
amendment in Income Tax Bill 584· on
Mr. J. W. Billson's new clause 'in A~glo.. r:ersian Oil Company's Bill, 623.
Dlvlsions-In the House-On Mr. Lawson's
motion that Mr. McGregor be appointed
Chairman, 115; on Mr. Prendergast's
amendment on Mr. Allan's ·amendment
"that the Government does not possess
the confidence of this House" 215, on
Mr. J. W. Billson's amendm~nt on' Mr.
Bailey's amendment on Mr. Allan's
amendment, 286; on Mr. Slater's amendment on Mr. Bailey's amendment 291'
on Mr. Bailey's amendment as a~ended,
291; on Mr. Allan's amendment, 316.
Mr. ALFRED (Mornington)
Inceme Tax Bill, 581.
No-Confidence Motion, 205, 214, 264.

DOWNWARD,

(Eaglehawlc)
Speech, 145.
RaIlwa.y Rates for Store Stock, 468.
Wheat Pools, 373, 469.

DUNSTAN,

Mr.

A. A.

Li~utenant-Governor's

Education Department-(See P1lblic
tion.)

Irlsh'lIC-

Mr. F. W. (St. Kilda)
Budget, 547; State Expenditure 549.
Ca.nned Fruit and Jam 625
'
Constitution Act Amendment Bill 723.
Decentralization, 549, 552.
'
Development, State Encouragement of 552.
Deputy Coroners, 639.
'
Education-Primary, Secondary, and University, 552.
Housing and Reclamation Bill 619
Juries Bill, 435.
,.
Land Settlement, 552.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 17.
Necessary Commodities Control Bill 802.
'
PopulatiolJ, Need of 548.
Pu?lic Service Org~nization, 550.
Rallways Bill, 915.
Representation of Australia in London 624.
Stttte School Buildings, 388.
'
State Activities, 548, 551.

EGGLESTON,

\,

Elections and
Qualifications
CommitteeSpeaker's warrant laid on the table 83·
leave for Committee to sit on day~ o~
which House does not meet, 248. (See also
Bendigo West, Representation oj; Prahran, Representation of: and Upper GoulbU1'n, Representation oj.)
Electric Supply-Statement by Mr. lIallnah
re works at Morwell and hydro-electric
schemes, 45; question by Mr. Beardmore re Mr. A. G. Michell's report on
~iewa hydro-electric scheme, 332 ; ques·
tIOn ~y Mr. Morley re supply of Morwell
electnc power to' Geelong, Ballarat and
Bendigo, 471; question by Mr. .H~nnah
1'e
Commissioners' report on Kiewa.
scheme, 571; statement by Mr. Hannah
re salari~s of Electricity CommissionerR,
659; motion by Mr. Lawson for appointment of Select Committee to inquire into
statements of Mr. A. G. Michell respecting Morwell and Kiewa schemes,
agreed to, 807; report of Select Committee
presented, 935.
(See also State Eleet·rieity Commission Bm.)
Electricity Supply Loan Bill-Lieu tenantGovernor's message brought down and
resolution for appropriation adopted, 502;
Bill brought in by Mr. Lawson and read
first time, 502; second reading moved by
Mr. McPherson, 698; Bill read second
time, 767; considered in Committee, 767;
third reading, 771.
Electrification of Suburb~n Railways.
(See
Railway Department-Suburban System.)
Essendon Park Lands-Statement by Mr.
Ryan re proposed resumption for railway
purposes, 382.
Estimates-Estimate of expenditure for November b.rought down, 17; estimates of
revenue and expenditure for 1920-1921
brought down, 333. (See also Supply.)
Mr. W. H. (Evelyn)
Agent-General's Office, 626, 950; Disposal
of ,Produce, 950.
Black Rock to Beaumaris Electric Street
Railway Bill, 919.
Forestry, 949.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 157.
Maffra Beet Sugar Factory, 525.
Metropolitan Board of Works-Rates 950.
RMlwa.y " Department-Non-Paying , Lines,
641; Hurstbridge line, 641.
Roads and Bridges in Evelyn, 318.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 575.
Treatment of Wounded Soldiers, 641.

EVERAUD,

Fac~ories

and Shops Bill (No. I)-Brought
by Mr. Slater and read first time, 317.
Factories and Shops Bill (Ko. 2)-Brought
in by Sir Alexander Peacock a.nd read
first time, 375; second reading moved by
Sir Alexander Peacock, 612; debated
~13; Bill read second time, 614; considered
III Committee, 614; third reading, 616.
Factorie~ and Shops Bill
(No. 3)-Second
readlng moved by Sir Alexander Peacock,
939; debated, 940; Bill read se~ond time
and passed through .rem~ining stages, 940;
amendment of LegIslatIve Council dealt
with, 956.
III

Election Expenses Limitation Bill-Brought in
by Mr. Hannah and read first time, 317.
ElectlO~s--:-Statement by Mr. J. W. Billson re
omlSSIOn of names from State electoral
rolls, and uniform rolls for State and
Commonwealth elections, 41; subject discussed, 42, 43, 44; statement by Mr.
Slate~ re Saturday. for election day, 44;
questIon by Mr. Cam re details of voting
at l1;eneral election, 171; statement by Mr.
~lo~lgh r~ defective rolls, 565, 568; by
Malor Baud, 566.
.
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F&ir Profits C,ommission--Question 'by Mr.
Rogers 1'e cost of Commission to date,
470. (See also Necessa,ry Commodities Control Bill and Budget, The.)
FARTHING, Mr. A. A. (East Melbourne)
Deputy Coroner in the Metropolis, 636.
Phosphate Co-Operative Company of Australia, 84.
Police Pensions Bill, 317.
Proposed Oat Pool, 83.
Fines Imposed Under Acts of ParliamentReturn ordered on motion of Mr. Prendergast, 318.
Fish-Statement by Mr. Rogers re Chief Inspector of Game and Fisheries, 606; re
fish hatcheries and stockin.g of streams.
606; by Mr. Cameron, 607; by Mr. Livingston, 607; statement by Mr. Murphy re
development of fishing industry and adoption of recommendations of Fisheries Commission, 608; by Mr. Prendergast, 609.
Flax Industry-Statement by Mr. Murphy, 376.
Forests Department--Statements by Mr. Hannah 1'e afforestation and ut-ilization of
Victorian timber, 359, 379; 1'e Forests
Commission, 663, 945; statement by Mr.
Evenrd, 949; statement by Mr. Hannah
re utilization of prison labour in forests,
948.
(See also Lieutenant- Governor's
SpeeclJ: and Budget, The.)
FROST, Mr. GEORGE (Maryb01'ough)
Education Department--School Buildings,
544; Public Examinations, 544, 632.
Gold Mining-Deep Leads of Victoria, 173,
470, 545.
Land Settlement-Crown Lands, 545.
Lieutenant-Gdvernor's Speech, 130.
Medicine, Nationalization of, 546.
Mines Department--Cyaniding, 545.
Parliamentary Procedure-Speeches, 544.
Pruit-Statement by Mr. Eggleston re Australian canned fruit in London, _625; by
Mr. Everard, 626, 950. (See also Budget,
The.)

Geelong Court Houses-Statement by Mr.
BtownbiIl re rebuilding of Court Houses,
659; by Sir Alexander Peacock, 659.
GIBSON, Mr. D. H. (G1'enville)
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 770.
State Electricity Commission Bill, 784.
Gold Mining-Questions by Mr, Frost J'e
Committee -of Victorian State and Federal members to inquire into opening up
of deep leads as a j oint enterprise to
stimulate gold production, 173, 470._
Government Printing Office-Question by
Mr. Wallace ,'e paper supplies, 654; statement by Mr. McPherson ore alleged collusion between contracting firms, 654.
Governor. (See Lieu.tenant- Govel·nor. )
Governor, State, Office of-Statement by Mr.
Hannah re expenditure on residence for
new Governor, 45; by Mr. McPherson, 46 .

Great Ocean Road (Lands- Sale} Bi.Il-Brought
in by Mr. Oman and read first time, 375;
second reading moved by Mr. Oman, 590;
debated, 591; Bill read second time, 592.
considered in Committee, 592; third reading, 595.
GREENWOOD, Mr. E. W. (Boroondara)
Basic Wage Commission, 532.
Budget, 528.
Commonwealth Constitution Convention, 527_
Fair Profits Commission, 531.
Parliamentary Privilege, 415, 892.
Revenue and Expenditure, 528.
Trading Prospects and Development, 529_
GROVES, Mr. FRANK (Dandenong)
State School Buildings, 386.
HANNAH, Mr. MARTIN (Collingwood)
Aborigines, 603.
.
Agent-General's Office, 378, 623.
Appropriation Bill, 943, 944.
Australia House, 624.
Brown Coal, Briquetting of, 378.
Budget, 351, 495.
Election Expenses Limitation Bill, 317.
Electoral Rolls, 44.
Electricity Commissioners-Salaries, 659.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 769.
Forestry, "359, 379, 496, 945; Administration,
360, 663.
Gippsla.nd East, Development of, 497.
Governor's Residence, 44.
Gratuity to J. D. Merson, 569, 570.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 592,
Industries, Development of, 495.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 105.
Mildura Irrigation Trusts Bill, 601, 602.
Morwell Brown Coal Industry, 112.
Morwell Electricity Supply, 45; Water
Schemes, 45; Kiewa scheme, 571.
No-Confidence Motion, 229, 291, 305.
Profiteering, 34.
Public Works Department-Purchase of
Motor Car, 659.
Railway
Department--Electrifica.tion,
34,
377; "Management, 34; Non-paying Lines,
35, 645, 650, 944, 952; Break of Gauge, 377.
Railways Bill, 913.
Scaffolding Inspection Bill, 317,
Seaspray Sports Ground, 657.
Speaker, Election of, 16.
Spotswood La-nd Bill, 932.
State Electricity Commission Bill, 937, 938.
State Savings Bank Bill, 715, 728.
State School Building:;, 388, 658.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 576.
Repatriation-Land Purchases, 359.
Totalizator Bill~ 317, 694, 944.
Tourist 'Resorts, 498.
Trawalla Estate, 357,
Wheat, Price of, 33.

----

Health

Department

(See

Venereal

Hospital).

HOGAN, Mr. E. J. (Warrenheip)
Budget, 554.
Commonwealth Bank, 555.
Electoral Rolls, 554.
Federal and State Departments, 554,

Diseases

)
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HOGAN, Mr. E. J.-cOtttinued.
Income Tax Bill, 585.
No-Confidence Motion, 256, 304.
Railwa.y Freights and Fares, 559.

Home for Weak-minded Children-Statement
by Mr. Ryan, 380.
Hospitals for the Insane.
(See Lunatic
AsyLums.)
Housing Accommodation-Question by Mr.
Webber re legislation making illegal the
pra.ctice of selling keys of houses, 693.
Housing and Reclamation Bill-LieutenantGovernor's message brought down, 84;
resolution for appropriation adopted, 115;
Bill brought in bv Mr. Lawson and rea.d
first time, 115; second reading moved by
Mr. Lawson, 392; debated, 396; Bill read
second time, 406; considered in Committee, 406; third reading, 415; amendments
of Legislative Coune-il dealt with, 616.
Immigra.tion-Statement by Mr. McLachlan re
Treasurer's trip to England and attraction
of British immigrants to Victoria, 382;
by Mr. McPherson, 384 j statement by Mr.
Clough re intentions of Government, 629;
by Sir Alexander Peacock, 630.
Imported Goods for State Departments-Returns presented, 17, 572, 694.
Income Tax-Statement by Mr. Webber .,.e coordination of State and Commonwealth
offices, 46; by Mr. McPherson, 46.
Income Tax Bill-Resolution declaring rates
of tax adopted, 526; Bill brought in by
Mr. McPherson and read first time, 527"·
second reading moved by Mr. McPherson:
579; debated, 579; Bill read second time,
584 j considered in Committee, 584; third
rea.ding, 587.
Insurance-Statement by Mr. Jewell re delay
by insurance company in payment to
widow, 606. (See also State Accident In.mrance Office.)

----

Mr. J. R. (Brunsw~ck)
Fair Profits Commission, 965.
Income rrax Bill, 586.
Insurance Policy-Delayed Payment 606.
Va.ccination Declarations, 384.'
,
Victorian 3 per ~nt. Stock, 385.

JEWELL,

)
\

Juries Bill-Brought in by Mr. Lawson and
read first time, 317 j second reading moved
)Jy Mr. Lawson, 426; debated, 428; Bill
read second time, 439; considel'ed in Committee, 439 j third reading, 440.
Justice, Administration of-Statement by Mr.
Bailey re hearing in camera at CrIminal
Court of case against young men from
Broadmeadows camp, 633; by Mr. Lawson, 635; by Mr. WaUace, 635; by Mr.
McLachlan, 636.
Kiewa Hydro-Electric Scheme-(See Electricitl/
Supply Schemes.)
.
Labour Department-Vote for Department disc~ssed in Committee of Supply, 629; questIOn by Mr. Prendergast re legislation in
connexion with wages and hours of
butchers, 664.
Labour Party-Statement by Mr. Prendergast
re reference by Argus to party as " Ca.ucus Party," 113; by the Speaker, 114.

Land
Bill-Lieutenant-Governor',s
message
brought down, 84; resolution for appropriation adopted, 115; Bill brought in by
1\11'. Oman and read first time, 115; second
reading moved by Mr. Oman, 876; debated, 881; Bill read second time, 889;
considered in Committee, 889; third
re·ading 890; amendment after third reading, 891.
Lands Department-Question by Mr. Slater
re expiration of grazing area leases and
time for applications for selection, 170;
question by Mr. McLachlan re transfers
of grazing areas, 525, 693; vote for Department discussed in Committee of Supply, 655. (See also Seaspmy and Budget,
The.)
Land Tax-Question by Mr. Mackrell 1'e cne
month's extension of time for returns, 171;
statement by Mr. Carlisle re further extension till March, 380; by Mr. McPherson, 380.
Land Tax Bill-Resolution declaring rate of
tax adopted, 526; Bill brought in by Mr.
McPherson and read first time, 526;
second reading moved by Mr. McPherson,
587; Bill read second time, 587; considered in Committee, 587; third reading,
590.
LAWSON, Mr. H. S. W. (Castlcmai1lc and
Maldon)
Acting Chairman of Committees, 27.
Anglo-Persian Oil Company's Bill, 424, 621.
Armistice Day Celebration, 47.
Broadmeadows Camp-Court proceedings
in private, 635.
Business, Order of, 372, 570, 664.
Chairm'an of Committees, 84, 114.
Close of Session, 966.
Commonwealth Powers
(Air Navigation)
Bill, 954, 955.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 333, 721,

726, 727.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill (No.2), 954.
Country Industries Bill, 332.
Crown Law Department-Briefing Returned
Soldiers, 766.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 473.
Deputy Coroner in the Metropolis, 637.
Distinguished Visitor, 422. .
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 248.
Elect-oral Rolls, 43.
Electricity Supply-Kiewa, 332, 571; Morwell, 471.; Appointment of Select Committee, 807, 936.
.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 502, 700.
Fair Profits Commission, 470, 962.
Gas Slot-Meters, 470.
Gold Mining-Deep Leads of Victoria, 173,
470.
Housing Accommodation-Sale of Keys, 693.
Housing and (Reclamation Bill,. 84, 115, 392,
406, 408, 410, 414, 616.
Incapacitated Sailors and Soldiers-Railway
and Tramway Passes, 694.
Juries Bill, 317, 426, 439.
Legislative
Council-Members'
Expenses,
941, 966.
Lieuten.ant-Governor's Speech, 25, 112.
Metrop'olitan Gas Company's Bill, 766, 896,
934.
Milk Supply, 171.

INDEX.
LAWSON, M~.

H. S. W.-continued.

Morwell Brown Coal Industry, 112.
Necessary Commodities Control Bill, 473,
788.
No-Confidence Motion, 195, 246, 248, 284,
288.
Oats-Proposed Pool, 83.
Parliamentary Privilege, 416, 440, 571, 891,
892.
Pentridge Prison Inquiry, 170.
Personal Explanation, 247.
Pharmaceutical Chemis·ts Bill, 17.
Phosp.hate Co-operative Company of AustralIa, 17, 84, 17l.
Prahran, Representation of, 72l.
Public
Service-Superannuation
Scheme,
113; Classification Board, 113; Classification and Increments, 694.
Public Service Bill, 419.
Railways (Payments) Bill, 933.
Railways Standing Committee, 115.
Railways Standing Committee Bill (No.2),
933.
River Murray Waters Bill, 3'75, 808, 892.
Roads and Bridges in Evelyn, 319.
Sailors' Home Employees, 372.
Sessional Arrangements, 316, 473.
Speaker, El~ction of, '14, 16.
Standing Committees, 317.
State Electricity Commission Bill, 572, 787.
State School Buildings, 39l.
Statute Law Revision Committee, 317.
Tragowel Land Bill, 572.
Trawalla. Estate, 319.
Trusts Bill, 928, 955.
Upper Goulburn, Representation of, 468.
Ways and Means, 664.
Werribee Settler's Complaint, 372.
Wheat Pools, 373.
Mr. JOHN (Williamstown)
Factories and Shops Bill (No.2), 613.
Factories and Shops Bill (No.3), 940.
Marine I Board-Senior Engineer Surveyor,
765.
~ o-Confidence Motion, 271.
Nurses, Registration of, 941.
Pensions aud Gratuities, 653.
Pharmaceu tical Chemi sts Bill, 924, 926, 927,
PublicI Service-Classification :Soard, 1113,
942; Classification and Increments, 694.
Public Service' Bill, 418.
Railway Department-Wages of Tentmakers
and Sailmakers, 693.
River Murray Waters Bill, 810.
State Electricity Commission Bill, 939.
Victorian Loan Bill, 577. '
Workers' Compensation, 942.

LEMMON,

Library Committee-Appointed, 317.
Li€utenant-Governor, His Excellency the (Sir
William Hill Irvine, K.C.M.G.)-Motion
by Mr. Eggleston for adoption of
Address-in-Reply to His Excellency'S
Speech on opening of session, 17 ; seconded by Mr. McDonald, 21; debated by
Mr. Prendergast, 84; Mr. Wettenhall, 100;
Mr. Thomas, 103; Mr. Hannah, 105; Mr.
Robertson, 116; Mr. Oman, 125; Mr.
Frost, 130; Mr. lVIackrell, 131; Mr. Brownbill, 133; Mr. Lind, 135; Mr. A. A. Billson, 137; Mr. Dunstan, 145; Mr. Bailey,
148· Mr. Everard, 157; Mr. Clough, 163;
Mr: Morley, 165; Mr. Murphy, 169, 173;

Lieutenant-Governor-continued.
Dr. Argyle, 176; Mr. Allison, 181; Mr.
Snowball, 182; amendment by Mr. Allan
that the following words be added to the
proposed Address-" and we desire to inform your Excellency that the Government does not possess the confidence of
the House," 195; debated by Mr. Lawson,
195; amendment by Mr. Prendergast on
Mr. Allan's amendment, 202; debated by
Mr. Downward, 205, 214; Mr. Carlisle,
~09; Mr. A. A. Billson, 209; Mr. Old, 210;
Mr. rJ. W. Billson, 211; Mr. McLachlan,
214; Mr. Lind, 214; Mr. Morley, 214; Mr.
Prendergast's amendment negatived, 215;
Mr. Allan's amendment further debated
by Mr. Cain, 215; Mr. Bowser, 220; Mr.
McPherson, 225; Mr. Hannah, 229; Mr.
Oman, 232; Mr. Weaver, 234; amendment
by Mr. Bailey on Mr. Allan's amendment,
240; debated by Mr. Clough, 241; Mr.
Lawson, 248; Mr. Hogan, 256; Mr. DOV\oDward, 264; Mr. McLachlan, 267; Mr.
Cameron, 269; Mr. Lemmon, 271; amendment by Mr. J. W. ~illson on Mr.
Bailey's amendment, 272; debated by Mr.
Warde, 276; Mr. Car lisle, 284; Mr. Law·
son, 284; Mr. J. W. Billson's amendment
agreed to, 286; amendment by Mr. Slater
on Mr. Bailey's amendment, 286; debated
by Mr. Lawson, 288; Mr. Ryan, 289; Mr.
Prendergast, 290; Mr. McLachlan, 290 ;
Mr. Hannah, 291; Mr. Slater's amendment agreed to, 291; Mr. Bailey's amendment as amended negatived, 291; Mr.
Allan's amendment furtlher idebate'<l b1y
Mr. Old, 292; Mr. Murphy, 300; Mr. Morley, 303; Mr. Rogers, 304; Mr. Hannah,
305 ; Mr. McLachlan, 306; Mr. McLeod,
308; Mr. Deany, 311; Mr. Wallace, 312;
Mr. Cameron, 314; Mr. Allan's amendment negatived, 316; Address-in-Reply
adopted, 316; presentation of Address-inReply, 664, 692.

LniD, Mr. A. E. (Gippsland East)
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 135.
No-Confidence Motion 214.
Mr.
Angling, 607.
Land Bill, 889.

LIVINGSTON,

THOMAS

(Gippsland South)

Local Government Bill-Brought in by °Mr.
McGregor and read first time, 317.
Local Government (Werribee !Rating) BillBrought in bv Mr. Robertson and read
first time, 317.
Lunatic Asvlums-Statement by Mr. Cain re
deferred payment due for holidays to attendants and nurses, 951. (See also Home
for Weak-minded Children.)

Mr. J. E. (Gippsland West)
Land Tax Bill, 588, 589.
Speaker, Election of, 15.
(See also Speaker, The.)

MACKEY,

Mr. E. J. (Upper Goulburn)
Land' Tax Returns, 171.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 131.

MACKRELL,

(
I

!
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Maffra Beet Sugar Factory-Question by Mr.
Everard (for Mr. Farthing) re quantity
of sugar in stock at factory and supply
of Maffra sugar to consumers between
Warragul and Melbourne, 525.
Mallee .Railway Connexions-Question of construction referred to Railways Standing
Committee, 961.
Marine Board-Question by Mr. Lemmon re
appointment of senior engineer surveyor,
765.

\
\

McDONALD, Mr. JAMES (Polwarth)
Electoral Rolls, 42.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 593.
Income Tax Bill 579.
Land Bill, 885, 890.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 2l.
Municipalities Celebrations and War Memorials Bill, 425.

t

\

l

MCGREGOR, Mr. ROBERT (Ballarat East)
Crown Law Department-Briefing Returned
Soldiers, 765.
Election as Chairman of Committees, 115.
Local Government Bill, 317.
Necessary Commodities Control Bill, 800.
(See also Chairman oj Committees.)
McLACHLAN, Mr. J. W. (Gippsland N01'th)
Broadmeadows Camp-Court Proceedings in
Private, 636.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 727.
Country Telephones, 499.
Education Department-Vacant Land Adjoining Maffra School, 632; Houses for
Inspectors, 632.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 771.
Gippsland-Railways and Roads, 499.
Immigration, 382, 499.
Land Bill, 884.
Land Settlement, 499.
Milk Supply, 113.
No-Confidence Motion, 214, 267, 290, 306.
Railway Freights and Fares, 498, 811.
Seaspray Sports Ground 365, 373, 655.
State Savings Bank Bill, 734.
St. John's Wort, 658.
.
Tourist Resorts, 499.
Transfers of Grazing Areas, 525, 693.

II
,
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MCPHERSON, Mr. W. M.-continued.
Government Printing Office-Paper, 654..
Governor's Residence, 46.
Immigration, 384.
Income Tax Bill, 526, 57l}, 583, 584, 586.
Land Tax Bill, 526, 587, 589.
Land Tax Returns, 171, 380.
Late
Constable
Taylor-Provision
for
Family, 39.
Miners' Phthisis, 653, 764.
Neglected Children, 37.
No-Confidence Motion, 225.
Nurses Registration Bill, 95l.
Office Cleaners 64l.
Pensions and Gratuities, 654.
Public Service-Classification Board, 952.
Railway Department-Electrification, 383;
Notification to Country Consignees, 384;
Non-Paying Lines, 641, 648, 653.
Railways (Payments) Bill, 811.
Receivers and Collectors of Imposts, 639.
Seaspray Sports Ground, 384. ,
State Savings Bank Bill, 572, 700.
State School Buildings, 386, 39l.
Supplv, 17.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 473, 572.
Victorian 3 per cent. Stock, 385.
Victorian Loan Bill, 472, 577.
Votes on Account, 27, 351.
Ways and Means, 17, 47, 385.
Wheat-Price of, 39.
Workers' Compensation, 952.

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works.
(See Sewerage Authorities.)
Members, New, Introduced and Sworn-Melll.bers returned at general election, 14, 16,
83.
Members, Payment of-Question by Mr. Prendergast re resolution of Legislative Council that provision be made for reimbul'aUtp;
members their expenses, 941; statement
by Mr. Prendergast, 965; by Mr. Lnwsollo,
966. (See also Constitution Act Amendment Bill.)
Metropolitan Gas Company-Question by Mr.
Cotter re new penny-in-the-slot meters,
470.
MCLEOD, Mr. DONALD (Daylesjord)
Metropolitan Gas Company's Bill-Brought in
Electrical Schemes-Select Committee's Reby Mr. Lawson and read first time, 766;
second reading moved by Mr. Lawson, 896;
port, 935.
debated, 900, 934; Bill read second time
Incapacitated Sailors and Soldiers-Railway
and passed through remaining stages, 935.
and Tramway Passes, 694.
No-Confidence Motion, 308.
Metropolitan Tramways-Question by Mr.
Speaker-Election of, 15.
McLeod (for Mr. Snowball) re free passes
for incapicated soldiers and sailors, 694.
MCPHERSON, Mr. W. M. (Hawtho1'11)
(See also Budget, The.)
Appropriation Bill, 664, 94l.
Mildura Irrigation Trusts Bill-Brought in by
Auditor-General's Report, 17.
Mr. Barnes and read first time, 317 ;
Barwon River-Improvement of, 384.
• second
reading moved by Mr. Barnes, 597;
Brown Coal, Briquetting of, 383.
debated, 600; Bill read second time, 600;
Budget, 333.
.
considered in Committee, 600; third readCharitable Institutions-Christmas Appeals,
ing, 603.
953.
Milk-Statement by Mr. McLachlan re supply
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1), 47.
of pure milk in metropolis, 113; by Dr.
Consolidated .Revenue Bill (No.2), 385.
Argyle, 176; question by Mr. Snowball re
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 698, 768, 770.
Estimates, 17, 133.
once-a-day delivery and legislation to enable municipalities to insist on adoption of
Federal and State Departments, 46.
blo<1k system, 171.
FOl'r:ostry-Prison Labour, 95~t
i;82 -2
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Miners' Phthisis-Statement by Mr. Clough re Narrung District Connecting Railway-QuesGovernment grant for relief of Bendigo
tion of construction of line referred to
miners, 653; by Mr. McPherson, 653 ;
Railways Standing Committee, 961.
statement by Mr. Clough re Government Necessary Commodities C~mtrol Bill-Brought
scheme for dealing with sufferers and rein by Mr. Lawson and read first time, 473;
assembling of Bendigo confereiice, 660, •
second reading moved by Mr. Lawson,
662; by Mr. Barnes, 660; question by Mr.
788; debated, 792; statement by Mr. PrenSmith re payments from phthisis fund
dergast re proceeding with Bill, 962; by
through agency of police, 764.
Mr. Lawson, 962; by Mr. Cain, 963; by
Mines Department-Vote for Department disMr. Murphy, 964; by Mr. Jewell, 965.
cussed in Committee of Supply, 660. (See
Neglected Children's Department-Amendment
also Gold Mining.)
by Mr. Cotter that Votes on Account be
Ministry, The-Amendment by Mr. Allan on
reduced by £100 as an indication that almotion for adoption of Address-in-Reply
lowance for boarded-out children be Illdeclaring want of confidence in Lawson
·creased to at least lOs. per week, 31; deGovernment, 195; debated, 195, 202," 248;
bated, 31; negatived, 40'; statement by Mr.
negatived, 316. (See also Governor, LieuJ. W. Billson 1'e immediate payment of
tenant, His ExceUenc'l/ the.)
increased allowance, 380; subject discussed
in Committee of Supply, 627; statement by
MORLEY, Mr. EDWARD (Barwon)
Mr. Webber re position of female attendants at Royal Park Home, 944. (See also
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 723.
Budget, The.)
Deputy Coroner in the Metropolis, 639.
Newport Seasoning Works-Statement by Mr.
Electricity-Supply from Morwell, 471.
Hannah, 360.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 592.
Noojee ("Meldrum'S) to Fumina RailwayLieutenant-Governor's Speech, 165.
Question of constructing line referred to
Necessary Commodities Control Bill, 806.
Railways Standing Committee, 960; ComNo-Confidence Motion, 214, 303.
mittee's report brought up, 962.
Returned Soldiers-Briefs and Fees, 892.
North Carlton Lands Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Seaspra"Y Sports Ground, 657.
Oman and read first time, 526; second
reading moved by Mr. Oman, 611; Bill
Morwell Brown Coal Industry-Statement by
read second time and passed through reMr. Hannah re applicatiQn of award of
maining stages, 612; amendments of LegisFederal Coal Tribunal, 112; question by Mr.
'lative Council dealt with, 960.
Parker re use by miners of huts from
Noxious Weeds-Statement by Mr. McLachlan
Langwarrin Camp, 373. (See also Coal.)
re amending Bill, 658; by Mr. Oman, 658.
Morwell Brown Coal Mine Railway-Motion Nurses Registration Bill-Statement by Mr.
b~ Mr. Barnes for construction of ·line,
Lemmon re re-introduction, 941; by Mr.
agreed to, 374.
McPherson, 951.
Morw. 11 Brown Coal Railway Construction
Bill-Brought in by Mr. Barnes and read Oats-Question by Mr. Farthing (for Mr.
first time, 416; second reading moved by
Robertson) re formation of an Oats Pool,
Mr. Barnes, 440; Bill read second time
83; question by Mr. Robertson re London
and passed through remaining stages, 440.
price and freight overseas, 332.
.
Morwell Electric Scheme. (See Electric Light Observatory-Statement by Mr. Webber re
and Power.)
transfer to Commonwealth, 46; by Mr.
Motion for the Adj ournment of the HouseMcPherson, 46.
Proposed to enable an honorable member
by Mr. Wallace re
to discuss a public question-By Mr. Cot- Office-cleaners-Statements
remuneration, 639, 658; by Mr. McPherter re "victimization of a senior-constable
son, 641; by Sir Alexander Peacock, 658.
of police at Richmond," 694.
Municipalities Celebrations and War Memorials Bill-Brought in by Mr. Penning- OLD, Mr. F. E. (Swan Hill)
ton and read first time, 375; second readLand Bill, 883, 890, 891.
ing moved by Mr. Pennington, 425; deLate
Constable
Taylor-Provision
for
bated, 425; Bill read second time and
Family, 35.
passed through remaining stages 426.
Mildura Irrigation Trusts Bill, 602.
No-Confidence Motion, 210, 292.
River Murray Waters Bill, 811.
MURPHY, Mr. J. L. (Port Melbourne)
Wheat--lRepayment of Advances, 469.
Anglo-Persian Oil Company's Bill, 424.
Coal Mines in Victoria, 371.
OMAN, Mr. D.. S. (Hampden)
Fair Profits Commission, 964.
Anglo-Persian Oil Company's Bill, 375, 422,
Fl\ir Rents Bill, 317.
Fi!!hing Industry, 608.
623.
Grazing Area Leases, 170, 525, 693.
Industries-Encouragement of, 375.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 375,
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 168, 173.
Neglected Children, 39.
590.
Land Bill, 84, 115, 876, 889, 890, R91.
No-Confidence Motion, 300.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 125.
Public Service Salaries, 943.
No-Confidence Motion, 232 .•
Sailors' Home Employees, 372.
North Carlton Lands Bill, 526, 611. 960.
State Electr!city Commission Bill, 774, 938.
Seaspray Sports-Ground, 657.
State Industrios, 370.
Spotswood Land Bill, 766, 928, 932.
State Saving~ Bank Bill, 732.
Workers' COll1pensation, 370.
St. John's Wort, 658.
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OMAN, Mr. D. S.-continued.
rrrawalla Estate, 355.
Wheat-Poels, 469; Repayment of Advances,
469; Shipping at Portland, 470.

\

f

)

PARKER, Mr. A. F. (Prahran)
Address-in-Reply Debate, 500.
Agent-General's Office, 501.
Fawkner Park-Public Conveniences. 501.
Legislative Council-Abolition of, 501.
Local Option Polls, 502.
Mc-rwell Employees' Huts, 373,
Parliamentary Procedure-Speeches, 502.
Prahran Railway Station, 501.
Redistribution of Seats, 501.
State Governors, 500.
State Parliaments, 501.
Parliament-Opening of the Session, 13, 16.
Parliament Buildings Committee-Appointed.
317.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways-Motion by Mr. Lawson for appointment of members, agreed to, 115; reference of Subjects to Committee-Proposed
lines referred to Committee- during previous Parliament 374; Noojee (Meldrum's)
to Fumina Railway, 960; Thorpdale,
Geachville, Allambee, and Mirboo North
Districts Connecting Railway, 961; Bumbang District Connecting Raihvay, 961;
Mallee Railway connexions, 961; Narrung
District Connecting Railway, 961.
Reports Brought up---:-Noojee (Meldrum'.s) to
Fumina. 'Railway, 962.
(See also Railwa!ls Standiny Committee Bills (No.1)
and (No.2).)
PEACOCK, Sir A. J. (Allandale)
Barwon River, Improvement of, 659.
Butchering Trade Employees, 664.
Chairman of Committees, 114.
Education Department---.:.Free Tuition in High
Schools, 172; Junior Teachers, 373; Care, takers, 631 ; Technical Schools, 633 i
Medical Officers 633.
Factories and Shops Bill (No.2), 375, 612,
615.
•
Factories and Shops Bill (No.3), 939, 956.
Geelong Courts, 659.
Immigration, 630.
Mildura Irrigation Trusts Bill, 602.
Office Cleaners, 658.
Public Works Department-Purchase of
Motor Car, 660.
Penal Establishments-Question by Mr. Ryan
re report of Boa.rd of Inquiry 1'e attempted escape of prisoners from Pentridge,
170; statement by Mr. Ryan, 568.
PENNINGTON, Mr. J. W. (Kara I(ara)
Municipalities Celebrations and 'Val'
morials Bill. 375, 425.

Me-

Pensions and Gratuities-Statement 'by Mr.
Cotter re increased pensions for retired
public servants, 31; by Mr. McPherson,
39; statement by Mr. Hannah re gratuity
to J. D. Merson, secretary to Public Service Commissioner, 569, 570; by Maj or
Baird, 569; statement by Mr. Lemmon 1'e
payment of compensation in lieu of pensions, &c., 653; by Mr. McPherson, 654.

(19)

Personal Explanations-By Mr. A. A. Billson,
247; Mr. Lawson, 247; Mr. Wallace, 248;
Mr. Hannah, 305; Mr. McLachlan, 373.
Pharmaceutical Chemists Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Lawson and read first time, 17;
second reading moved by Major Baird,
420; Bill read second tiqle, 923; considered in Committee, 923; third reading,
928.
Phosphate Co-operative Company of Australia.
Limited-Retur.n 1'e site at Newport offered
to company, presented, 17; question by
Mr. Farthing (for Mr. Robettson) re return re site at Geelong, 84; return presented, 84; question bv Mr. Robertson re
setting apart by Government of site at
Newport, 171.
Poisons Bill-Received from Legislative Council and· read first time, 766; second reading moved by Major Baird, 957; debated,
958; Bill read secon~ ~ime, 959; con958; in Committee, 959; third reading,
960.
Police-Statement py Mr. Old re payment cf
allowance to widow of late Constable
Taylor, 35; by Mr. McPherson, 39; question by Mr. Smith re police reports on
raid on Park View Hotel, Bendigo, 113;
statement by Mr. Cotter (on motion for
adj ournment of House) re "victlimusr.tion of a senior-constable of police
Richmond, " 694 ; su bj ect discussed, 697;
question by Mr. Cain re police report in
connexion with meeting held at Slobom's
shirt factory, Richmond, 765; question by
Mr. Smith re reports and papers COllnected with case of Police v. Togno, 765;
question by Mr. Toutcher (for Mr. Farthing) re preference to members of force
who have "rendered distinguished military services abroad," 766; question by
Mr. Prendergast re memorandum to constables respecting arrests and prosecutions,
875,

a'

Police Pensions Bill-Brought in by
Farthing and read first time, 317.
Portland, (See Wheat.)

Mr.

Prahran,
Representation
of-Petition
e:f
Walter George Minchinton 1'e qualification of Alexander Frederick Parker as
candidate at election for electoral district
of Prahran, 721; statement by Mr. Lawson, 721; by Mr. Prendergast, 721.
PRENDERGAST, Mr. G. M, (North Melbourne)
Aldermen Abolition Bill, 317,
Anglo-Persian Oil Company's Bill, 423, 595,
620.
Auditor-General's Report, 487.
Black Rock to Beaumaris Electric Street
Railway Bill, 766, 917.
Budget, 351, 473.
Butchering Trade Employees, 664.
Chairman of Committees, 114.
Clof>") of Session, 967.
Commonwealth Powers (Air Navigation)
Bill. 955.
Constitution Act Amenr1ment Act AmendJIlent Bill, 892.

(zo)
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Mr. G. M.-continued.
-Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill (No.2), 954.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 722.
Deputy Coroners, 638.
;Developmental Railw~ys Account, 487.
Distinguished Visitor, 422.
Education Department-Scheol Buildings,
387, 391, 475; Caretakers, 632.
Electrical Schemes-Report of Select Committee, 936.
Electricity Supply Loan .Bill, 771.
Factories and Shops Bill (No.2), 613.
Fair Profits Commission, 962.
Farmers and the Income Tax, 482.
Fines under Acts of Parliament, 318.
Fishing Industry, 484, 609.
Great Ocean Road (Lands Sale) Bill, 591.
Hospitals and Charities, 485.
Housing and !Reclamation Bill, 411, 413 414
618.
'
,
Income Tax Bill, 579, 584.
Juries Bill, 428, 439.
Labour Party-Title "Caucus," 113.
Land Bill, 881.
Land Tax Bill, 526. I
'Legislative Council-Members'
Expenses,
941, 965.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 24, 26, 84.
M~tropolita~ G~s Company's Bill, 903, 935.
Mlldura IrrIgatIOn Trusts Bill, 600, 601.
Morwell Brown Coal Industry, 170, 476.
Narrung District Connecting 'Railwav 962.
Necessary Commodities Control Bili: 792.
Neglected Children, 36, 477, 480.
No-Confidence Motion, 201, 202 215 285
290.
'
,
,
Oversea Freights, 480.·
Parliamentary Privilege, 416, 441 471, 571,
892.
'
Poisons Bill, 958.
Police-Case of Senior-Constable Canavan
698; Arrests and Prosecutions, 873.
'
Pra.hranJ Representation of, 721.
Profiteering, 481.
Proposed Railways-Reference to Railways
Standing Committee" 374.
Public Service Bill, 417, 418.
Queensland, Government of, 478.
Railway Department-Freights and Fares,
477; Tramway Competition, 482; Rolling
Stock, 487.
Railways Bill, 911.
.Railways Standing Committee Bill (No.2),
934.
Speaker, Election of. 15.
Spotswood Land Bill, 930.
State Electricity Commission Bill, 572, 771,
937.
State Industries, 485.
State Insurance Office. 486.
8tnte Savings Bank Bill. 703.
Taxation, 478.
Tn'gowel Land Bill, 597.
Traw~lla Estate, 318, 352.
Treasurer's Estimates, 473.
Trusts Bill, 956.
Vi(·toria Loan Bill, 578.
Werribee Settler's Complaint, 372.
Wheat Silos, 488.
W onthaggi Coal Mine, 485.
Workers' Wages and Hours, 476, 488

PRENDERGAST,

Pritlting Committee-Appointed, 317.

Privilege-Statements by Mr. Greenwood 1'e
letter from Commercial - Travellers' Club,
415; by Mr. Lawson, 416, 440, 471, 571;
by Mr. Prendergast, 441, 471, 571; by th~
Speaker, 472, 571; statements by Mr.·Lawson re further letter from Commercial
'rravellers' Club to Mr. Greenwood, 891,
892; by Mr. Greenwood, 892; by Mr.
Prendergast, 892.
Public Accounts Committee-Appointed, 317.
Public Instruction-Statement by Mr. Cotter
re salaries of female teachers who went to
country schools prior to 1915, 41; statement by Mr. Toutcher re salaries of inspectors, 41; question by Mr. Warde (for
Mr. Lemmon) re free tuition at high
schools, 172; statement by Mr. Snowball
re school building contracts, 363; subject
discussed, 386; question by Mr. ~la~er' --e
promotion of junior teachers, 373; vote for
Education Department discussed in Com~
mittee of Supply, 631; statement by Mr.
Wallace 1'e State school caretakers; (')31;
by Sir Alexander Peacock, 631; by Mr.
Prendergast, 632; statement by Mr.' Frost
re "approved" ,high schools,' 632; statement by Mr. McLachlan re purchase of
land adj oining Maffra school, 632· re
school in Valencia Creek district,' 632 ;
statement by Mr. J. W. Billson re Collil!gwood Technical School, 632, 633; re
FItzroy State School, 633; by Sir Alexander Peacock, 633; statement by Mr.
Hannah re Public Works Department and
school building works, 658; by Mr. Cain,
951.
(See
also Lieutenant-G01lernor's
Speech f!-nd Budget, The.)
Public Service-Question by Mr. Rogers 1'e
sup.erannuation scheme on contributory
baSIS, 113; question by Mr. Lemmon 1'e
provision for Classification Board, 113 ;
statement by Mr. Lemmon, 942; by Mr.
Cain, 951; statement by Mr. Clough 1·e
Wages Boards for public servants, 629;
question by Mr. Wallace re allowance to
acting receivers and collectors of imposts;
~; question by Mr. Lemmon "e delay in
classification and increments, 694; statement by Mr. Murphy re position of fifthclass officers, 943.
(See also Lunatic
Asylums, Office Cleaners, Pensions and
Gmtu.ities, and llegistrars of Births,
Deaths, and Marriages.)
Public
Service Bill-Lieutenant-Governor's
message brought down and resolution for
appropriation adopted, 333; Bill brought ill
by Major Baird and read first time, 333;
second reading moved by Major Baird,
417; debated, 417; Bill read second time
419; considered in Committee, 419; third
reading. 420.
Public Works Department-Statement by Mr.
Snowball re school building contracts, 363;
su1;lject discussed, 386; vote for Department discussed in Committee of Supply,
658; statement by Mr. Hannah "e purchase of motor car, 659; by Sir Alexander
Peacock,660. (See also Public Insb,'uction.)
Railway Department-Statement by Mr. Hannah re non-paying lines, 34; statement by
Mr. Prendergast re device for overcoming
break of gauge, 375; by Mr. Barnes, 375;
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Railway Departmen~continLled.
by Mr. Hannah, 377; statement by Mr.
Rogers re vote of £93,000 for losses on
.non-paying lines, 640; subject discussed,
641, 642, 645, 648, 650, 944, ·952; statement
by Mr. Hannah re utilization of land at
metropolitan stations, 95.2. (See also Lieutenant-Gove7'n01"s Speech, Budget, The,
and Essendon Park Lands Bill,)
Emplo!Jees-Question by· Mr. Toutcher
re Bill providing that all casual employees
be made permanent, 84; question by Mr.
Lemmon re tent and sailmakers' wages,
693,
(See also nailways Bill and nailwallS (Payments) Bill,)
Freights and Fares-Question by Mr,
Dunstan re general application of store
stock
rates, 468; statement by Mr.
McLachlan 1'e country freights, 811.
Goods Traffic,-Statement by Mr. A. A.
Billson 1'e notifying consignees of arrival
of goods at country stations, 383; by Mr.
McPherson, 384.
Passenge7' Tmffic-Question by Mr.
Slater re Balmoral railway time-table, 441;
(lUestion . by Mr. Weaver re abolition of
return tickets, 468; statement by Mr.
Everard 1'e fining of re~urned soldiers
travelling without tickets 642; by Mr.
Warde, 643; by Mr. Snowball, 647; question by Mr. McLeod (for Mr. Snowball)
re free passes for incapacitated soldiers
and sailors, 694.
SUbl17'ban System-Statements by Mr.
Hannah 7'e progress and cost cf electrification, 34, 377.
Ilailways Bill-Brought in by Mr. Barnes and
read first time, 375; second reading
moved by Mr. Barnes, 908; debated, 910;
Bill read second time, 915; considered in
Committee, 915; Lieutenant-Governor's
message brought down and resolution for
appropriation adopted, 940; Bill further
considered in Committee, 941; third reading, 941.
Rtilways (Payments) Bill-Lieutenant-Governor's message brou~ht down and resolution for appropriation adopted, 811; Bill
brought in by Mr. McPherson and react
first time, 811; second reading moved by
Mr. Lawson 933; debated~ 933; Bill read
second time and passed through remaining
stages, 933.
1Railways Standing Committee. (See Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railwa..IIs.)
Ra:lways Standing Committee Bill (No. 1)Lieutenant-Goverllor's message brought
down and resolution for appropriation
adopted, 811 ; Bill brought in by Mr.
Barnes and read first time, 811.
Railways Standing Committee Bill (No. 2)Lieutenant-Governor's message brought
down and resolution for appropriation
adopted, 933; Bill brought in by Mr. Lawson and read first time, 934; second reading moved by Mr. Lawson, 934; debated,
934; Bill read second time and passed
through remaining stages, 934.
Refreshment Rooms Committee-Appointed,
317.
Registrars of Births, Deaths, and MarriagesStatements by Mr. Wallace re increased
a.llowance, 626, 627; by Major Baird, 626.

Repatriation-Statements by Mr. Prendergast
re transactions in connexion with compulsory resumption of Trawalla Estate, 318,
352; subject discussed, 361, 379; statement
by Mr. Thomas re utilization of Crown
lands for soldier settlement, 264; question
by Mr. McGregor (for Mr. Morley) 1'e
preference to returned soldiers practising
as barristers by Crown Law Department,
765; return rl'e briefs and fees paid to returned soldiers acting as CQunsel for Government Departments ordered on motion
of Mr. Morley, 892.
(See also Railway
Department- Passenge1'
1.'rajfic,
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, BUdget, 'l'Ile,
and Metropolitan Tramways.)
River Murray Waters Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Lawson and read first time, 375; second
reading moved by Mr. Lawson, 808; debated, 810, 892; Bill read second time and
passed through remaining stages, 896.
Roads-Statements by Mr. Everard 1'e damage
by floods in Elthl1m Shire, 318, 950.
Mr. A. R. (Bulla)
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 111, 116.
Local Government (Werribee Rating) Bill,
317.
Oats, Exportation of, 332.
Phosphate Co-operative Company, 171.

ROBERTSON,

Mr. ALEXANDER (Melbourne)
Factories and Shops Bill (No.3), 940.
Fair Profits Commission, 470.
Fisheries and Game Depal·tment, 606.
Land Tax Bill, 58!:).
No-Confidence Motion, 304.
Non-Paying Railway Lines, 640.
Public Service Superannuation, 113.
rritles Office-Congestion of Work, 953.

ROGERS,

Mr. THOMAS (Es~endon)
Commonwealth
Qonstitution
C()onve~tion,
381.
Electricity Commissioners, 382.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 767.
Factories and Shops Bill (No.2), 614.
Feeble-minded Children, 380.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 403.
Municipalities Celebrations and War Memorials Bill, 425.
No-Confidence Motion, 289.
Pentridge Prison Inquiry, 170, ·658.
Railway Department-Land Resnmption in
Essendon. 382.
River Murra~ Waters Bill, 894.
State Electrlcity Commission Bill, 773.
State Savings Bank Bill, 707.

RYAN,

Scaffolding Inspection Bill-Brought in by
1\11'. Hannah and read first time. 317.
Seaspray-Statements by Mr. McLachlan re
recreation reserve 365, 373, 655; by l~r.
McPherson, 384; by Mr. Lawson, 656; by
Mr. Hannah, 657; by Mr. Morley, 657; by
Mr. Oman, 657.
Sessional Arrangements-Motion by Mr. Lawson appointing days and hours of meeting,
agreed to, 317: motion by Mr. Lawson
re Friday sittings, agreed to, 473. (See
also Business, Order 0/.)

INDEX.

Session, Close of the-Statement by Mr. Lawson, 966; by Mr. Prendergast, 967; by
the Speaker, 967.
Sewerage Authorities-Question by Mr. Cain
re amendment of Health .Act to relieve
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works and other sewerage authorities of
their responsibilities under section 44,
765.
SLATER, Mr. WILLIAM (Dundas)
Balmoral Railway Time-table, 441.
Factories and Shops Bill, 317.
General Election-Polling Day, 44.
Grazing Area Leases, 170.
Junior Teachers, 372.
No-Confidence Motion, 286.
State Savings Bank Bill, 733.
Trawalla Estate, 361.
SMITH, Mr. DAVID (Bendigo West)
Miners' Phthisis, 764.
Raid on Park View Hotel, Bendigo, 113.
Reports re Police v. Togno, 765.
SNOWBALL, Mr. O. R. (Brighton)
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 726.
Elections and Qualifications CommitteeBendigo West Election, 525; Upper Goulburn Election, 520.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 182.
Milk Supply, 171.
Railway Department-Incapacitated Soldiers, 647.
Railways Bill, 913.
Repatriation-Land Purchases, 362.
State Electricity Commission Bill, 781.
State School Buildings, 363.
Trawalla Estate, 362.
Soldier~,

Incapacitated.
(See Railway Department-Passenger TmjJic.)
Soldiers, Returned, Preference to. (See Re·patriatlon. )
SOLLY, Mr. R. H. (earlto:"")
Charitable Institutions' Christmas Appeals,
943, 953.
SPEAKER, THE (Mr. J. E. Muckey}-Rulings
and Statements ofAmendments-Relevancy of amendment to
Bill, 613, 723.
Asking Question without Notice, 471.
Chairman of Committees, 115.
Close of Session, 967.
Commission to Swear Members, 16.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 724, 727.
Debate-Seconding amendment to motion,
205, 304: accepting member's denial, 238;
discussing proposals of amendment seriatim, .267; discussing on Appropriation Bill
matters involving legislation, 943.
Debating Subject-matter of Bill, 417, 418.
Election of Speaker, 15, 16.
Elections and Qualific~tiolls Committee, 83,
284.
Labour Party-Term" Caucus," 114.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 17; Presentation of Address-in-Reply, 664, 692.
Parliamentary Privilege, 472, 571.

SPEAKER, THE (Mr. J. E. Mackey)-col1tinued.
Prahran, Representation of, 721.
Presentation t.o Lieutenant-Governor, 16.
Temporary Chairmen of Committees, 332.
Upper Goulburn, Representation of, 468.
Speaker, Election' of-Re-election of Mr. Mac·
key, 14; presentation of the Speaker to
Lieutenant-Governor, 16.
Spotswood Land Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Oman and read first time, 766; second
reading moved by Mr. Oman, 928; debated, 930; Bill read second time, 932;
considered in Committee, 932; third reading, 932.
Standing Orders Committee-Appointed, 317.
State Accident Insurance Office-Statement by
Mr. Murphy re transaction of all workers'
compensation business, 370; statement by
Mr. Webber re extension of operations
to fire. fidelity, and other forms of insUlance, 605; by Major Baird, 605. (See- also
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech.)
State Electricity Commission Bill-LieutenantGovernor's message brought' down and resolution for appropriation adopted, 572;
Bill brought in by Mr. Barnes and read
first time, 572; second reading moved by
Mr. Barnes, 716; debated, 771; Bill read
second time, 786; considered in Committee,
786; progress reported, 788; motion by
Mr. Lawson for appointment of Select
Committee to report on statements contained in letter frem Mr. A. G. Michell,
agreed to; 807; report of Select Committee
brought up, 935; Bill ·fu);ther considered
in Committee, 936; third reading, 938.
State Industries-Statements by Mr. Murphy,
370, 375.
State Produce Agency Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Bailey and read first time, 317.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission.
(See Water Su.pply Department.)
State Savings Bank Bill-Lieutenant-Governor's message brought down and resolution for appropriation adopted, 572; Bill
brought in by Mr. McPherson -and lead
first time, 572; second reading moved by
Mr. McPherson, 700; de ba ted, 703, 728 ;
Bill read second time, 734; considered in
Committee, 734; third reading, 735.
Statist's Office-Statement by Mr. Webber re
amal!1;amation of State and. Comnonwealth offices, 46; by Mr. McPherson, 46.
Statute Law Revision Committee-Appointed,
317.
Sugar Beet Industry-Statements by Mr. Murphy, 372, 376.
(See also Maffra Beet
Su.gar Factory.)
Supply-Votes on account, 27, 351, 375; Estimates of Expenditure for 1920-21 dealt
with-Chief Secretary's Department, 565,
603, 623; Labour Department, 629; Educa.tion Department, 631; Attorney-General's
Department, 633; Solicitor-General's Department, 636; Treasurer's Department,
639; Lands Department, 655; Public Works
Department, 658; l\fines Department, 660;
resolutions from Committee of Supply reported to the House, 663. (See also Estimates.)
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Surplus Revenue Bill-Lieutenant-Governor's
message brought down and resolution for
appropriation adopted, 473; Bill brought
in by Mr. McPherson and read first time,
473; !:lecond reading moved by Mr.
McPherson, 572; Bill read second time,
574; considered in Committee, 574; third
reading, 577.
Taylor, Case of late Constable.

(See Police.)

Mr. W. E. (Glenelg)
Black Rock to Beaumaris Electric Street
Railway Bill, 920.
Electricity Supply Loan Bill, 770.
Land Bill, 888.
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech, 103.
R,ailway D~par4nent - Hamilton-Horsham
Service, 546; Return Tickets, 546; Carriage of Fish, 546.
Railways Bill, 914.
Repatriation-Land Purchases, 364.
Restrictions on Shopkeepers, 547.
State Savings Bank Bill, 730.

THOMAS,

Thorpdale, Geachville, Allambee, and Mirboo
North Districts Connecting RailwaysQuestion of construction of line referred
to Railways Standing Committee, 961.'
Timber. (See ,Fore.sts Department.)
Titles Office-Statement by Mr. ,Rogers re
delays in issue of titles, 953; by Mr. J.
W. Billson re cc-ngestion of work and
overtime rates, 953.
Tobacco Industry-Statement by Mr. Murphy,
376.
Totalizator Bill-Brought in by Mr. Hannah
and read first time, 317; motion by Mr.
Hannah "that Mr. Morley be added to
the members appointed to bring in Bill,"
agreed to, 694.
Mr. R. F. (Stawell and A.rarat)
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 724.
Hospitals for the Insane-Medical Superintendents, 41.
No-Confidence Motion, 215.
Noojee (Meldrum's) to Fumina. Railway,
962.
Police-Promotion of Returned Soldiers,
766.
Railways Bill, 915.
Railway Supernumerary Employees, 84
Speaker-Election of, 15.
State Savinl2;s Bank Bill, 711.
State School Inspectors, 41.

TOUTCHER,

Tragowel Land Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Angus and read first time, 526; Lieutenant-Governor's message brought down and
resolution for appropriation adopted, 572·
second reading of Bill moved by Mr:
Angus, 596; debated, 597; Bill read
second time and passed through remaining stages, 597.
Tramways. (See Metropolitan Tramways.)
Trawalla Estate. (See Repatriation.)
Trusts Bill-Received from Legislative Council
and read first time, 928; second reading
moved by Mr. Lawson, 955; debated, 956;
Bill !~~d second time and passed through
remamlDg stages, 956.
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Unauthorized Documents Bill-Received from
Legislative Council and read first time,
766; second reading moved by Major
Baird, 934; Bill read second time and
passed through remaining stages, 934.
Upper Goulburn, Representation of-Petition
of William Hosking Whiting against return
of Edward Joseph Mackrell as member for
district referred to Elections and Qualifications Committee, 468; report of Committee brought up, 720.
Vaccination-Statement by Mr. Jewell 1'e
registrars of births and deaths witnessing
declarations of conscientious objectors,
383.
Venereal Diseases Hospital-Question by Mr.
Cain re site, 765.
Victorian Loan Bill-Lieutenant-Governor's
message brought down and resolution for
appropriation adopted, 472; Bill brought
in by Mr. McPherson and read first time,
472; second reading moved by Mr.
McPherson, 577; debated, 577; Bill read
second time and passed through remaining
stages, 579.
Victorian Three Per Cent. Stock-Statement
by Mr . Jewell re payment of increased
interest, 385; by 1\1r. McPherson, 385.
Visitor AccomlllOdated with Chair on Floor
of House-The Hon. W. H. Barwell, Premier of South Australia, 422.
Votes on Account. (See Supply.)
Mr. A. K. (A.lbert Park)
Broadmeadows Camp-Court Proceedings in
Private, 635.
Government Printing Office-Paper 654.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 413.
Immigration, 631.
Juries Bill, 436.
Metropolitan Gas Company's Bill, 900.
Neglected Children, 627.
No-Confidence Motion, 312.
Office Cleaners, 565, 639, 658.
Personal Explanation, 248.
Receivers and Collectors of Imposts, 639.
Registrars of Births, Deaths, and Marriages,
626, 627.
State School Caretakers, 631.

WALLACE,

Mr. E. C. (Flemington)
Deputy Coroners, 638.
Education Department-Free Tuition in
High Schools, 172; School Buildings, 389.
Income Tax Bill, 583, 586.
Juries Bill, 432.
No-Confidence Motion, 276.
Pharmaceutical Chemists Bill, 923.
Railway Department-Non-paying Lines, 642;
Carriage of Returned Soldiers, 643.
Spotswood Land Bill, 931.

WARDE,

Ways and Means-Resolutions on which to
found Consolidated Revenue Bills, adopted,
47, 385; resolution on which to found Appropriation Bill, adopted, 664.
Mr. I. J. (Korong)
Land Tax Bill, 589.
No-Confidence Motion, 234.
Railways Bill, 911.
Railway Return Tickets, 468.
Spotswood Land Bill, 933.

WEAVER,

(Z4)
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Mr. G. C. (Abbotsford)
Electoral Rells, 42.
Electricity Supply Lc'q,n Bill, 767.
Federal and State Departments, 46.
Housing Accommodation-Sale of Keys, 693.
Housing and Reclamation Bill, 396, 406, 408,
415, 619.
Income Tax Bill, 581.
Neglected Children's Home-Female Attend
ants, 944.
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Wheat-Statement by Mr. Hannah re in·
c.reased price of wheat for local consump·
tIOn, 33; statementb y Mr. Robertson re
bulk .handling, 117; by Mr. Oman, 12&;
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